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tECORD CROWD
AT FIRST GAME

QUEEN’S SCORE FILcST TOUCH
AGAINST McGILL

SINCE 1914

of approximately 2,500

V v*<^took the first game of the

“ ^i^>t'??colIegiate rugby series away

?>^een’s on Saturday by 31 to 6. This

Rs the largest crowd at a rugby game since

E-war days. The grand stand and bleach-

5 were filled to overflowing long before th<7

Ime began and when play started, the fans

|;re crowding the touch lines. However

2 large crowd was excellently handled and

Ire was no difficulty in keeping the playing

Pd clear.

The score does not altogether indicate the

Terence between the two teams. McGill

Id the advantage of having more experi-

i;ed players and their experience placed a

OifeeirVcretHt. 'Queen’s fell

lown badly at critical moments and McGill

|dok advantage of every mistake. Queen’s

ne more than held their own with the

Tamous line plungers of Shag’s "machine,”

(but the latter’s back division outshone the

Jtri-color trio, Flanagan, Russel and An-

fderson were a whole team in themselves.

The former's running and kicking remind-

[il one of the days of the late "Tout" Leckie

I Id left nothing to be desired. Shag’s

battering ram tactics that brought cham-

^onsliips to McGill in former days went for

1 jught on Saturday, due to the good play-

ing of Queen's. Aving line. Time and time

Itgain "Slapper’’ Ellis and "Red” Mc-
1 elvey nailed Amb^'idge and Notman in

Ineir tracks. This was most marked in the

Lirst half. In the second half McGill used

fher back division almost exclusively and

therein lies the tale of Queen’s defeat.

Queen’s were very weak in tackling in

. the open field. Time after time Flanagan

and Russel made headway through a broken

field. Evans, McKelvey and Ellis were the

outstanding stars of the Queen’s team. The
fromer is the same little "Johnny" of old.

He was here, there and everywhere at the

proper moment. Ellis and McKelvey
never played a better game

;
the former’s

defensive play and the latter’s line plung-

ing left nothing to be desired.

The Queen’s team as a wliple is better

than any Queen's team has been for some

time. Coach Lindsay Malcolm and Trainer

“Billy” Hughes des'erve great credit for the

work they have done. Previous to Satur-

Jl^day the Tri-colbr had had only five scrim-

.^mage practices, and when one takes into

^consideration that there are only five play-

{ers on the team who have plyaed senior

rugby before, one can easily vmderstand the

difficulties under which Coach Malcolm has

been labouring.

Coach Lindsay Malcolm was quite satis-

fied with the showing of the boys in Satur-

day’s game. They played good rugby from

whistle to whistle and with a few minor

changes and another week’s practise.

Queen’s ought to make it interesting for

Varsity here next Saturday. The line-up

was

:

—
McGill—F. wing, Cope

;
halves. Ander-

son, Russel, Flanagan; quarter, Wallace;

scrimmage, McDonald, Livshin, Timmins

;

inside wings, Ambridge, Notman
;
middle

wings. McCreggor, Ross; outside wings.

Parkins. Nicholson: spares, Little, Forbes.

Wilson. Lafollcy. G. Ross. Lazare.

Queen’s

—

F. wing. Carson; halves, Ed-
ward--. n')wmati. Ryan; «iuarter, O’CSor-

man :
scrimmage, .Alchison, Elli'<. Gibson;

inside wings. McKelvey. James; middle

wings. Jardine, Shaw; outside wings. John-

stm. I'.vans; spares, Uonhain, Vealc, Nickle.

Vulc, Aberncihy. Greig.

Referee—C.S.M. McKenzie. R.M.C.

l.*!ni»ire— Walker. R.M.C.

(Continued on page 2 )

FOREWORD

It is hardly necessary for the Principal to wish another

prosperous year to the Queen’s University Journal. Student

life requires such a means of expression, for as the University

grows it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain a corporate

life. The Faculties tend to think of themselves as separate

entities. Arts does not know Science, nor is Science interested

in Arts, while each of them may stand aside from the separat-

ist influences of Medicine. Each Faculty is developing its

own characteristics and the problem of every University is to

create and preserve a general type. The University Journal

to which everyone subscribes and which everyone may, there-

fore, be expected to read, is a r^;essary part of collegiate life

and creates, as well as reflects, student opinion, llie editors

have a right to expect that their, work, which is so integral a

part of University politics, should be supported by the stu-

dents as a whole. The Journal Staff should be freed from
financial anxiety, nor should it be the unhappy lot of the

editor-in-chief to have to sit down on the night before publica-

tion to fill in by his own pen several vacant columns. While a

great deal of the appeal of the Journal is necessarily local, and
while much of its humour is only to be appreciated by those

who are themselvesJn the swim, the Journal travels far, and
plays no small part in keeping alive the interest of multitudes

of graduates. It is a chief cause of healthy home-sickness to

many, who, in the struggle of life, look back to the years spent
in Queen’s as being full of a sunshine that never failed.

R. BRUCE TAYLOR.

FALL DEGREES

DEGREES OF B.A.

Alta Livingston Bullock, 27 Cooper St.,

Ottawa.

Myrtle W. L. Cameron, L’Original, Ont.

Henry Augustus Coon, Soldiers’ Settle

Board, Edmonton, Alta.

A. G. Croal, 35 Nightingale St., Hamil-

ton. Out.

Lytle Cummeford, 146 Moy Ave., Wind-
sor, Ont.

Thos, M. Dick, 26 Belgrave Ave., Mon-
treal, Qxie.

A. B. Gardiner. Thamesville, Ont.

Mary Hamm. Bath, Ont.

Winnifred Hay, Campbellford, Ont.

Furl Douglas Hendry. Curnwall. Ont.

Edith J. Hind, Hagcrsville, Out.

Alfred Geo. Jacques, 422 York Street.

London, (')nt.

Frank I). Johnson. 2417 L5lb St. Wc'f.
Calgary, Alta.

Earl Stanley Meek. I.umby. I’.C.

riios. Win. Oates, 791 Hellnmth Ave..

London, Out.

Sister P.aricia ( flJricn. St. Mt^
vent, Peterboro. 'o

Neil David Patterson, Boularderie West,

\\j(&sley Roy Shortt, 212 Westminster St,

Toronto,

John Cannon Stothers, 47 Chelsea Ave.,

Toronto,

Harold James Vallentyne, 112 Win-
chester St., Toronto.

Russell Glenn Madill, R.R. No. 2, Athens.

Wm. McKay, 20 Ozark Crescent, Tor-
onto, Ont.

John Knox MacLachlan, Kenmore, Ont
John Taylor Norris, Box 193, Markham.
Wm. J. Tamblyn, 46 Dupont St, Tor-

onto, Ont.

DEGREES OF M.D., C.M.
R. Don- M.B., Shallow Lake,

d. S. Driver. Flighgafe, Ont.

. C. Finlaj >!!. M.B., St Walburg, Sask.

. II . Fisher, W.B., Kingston, Ont.
. r. Houston, M.B., Brooklyn, N.Y.
L \’. Hunt Kingston.

,

G. Johnstone, Kingston.
~ ’

t K, Johnston, M.H., Nfw Westminster,

I'-. Millan. Mass.
I. Iv. Prci^ii, MTIL, London, Unt.
•. I.. Reid. M.B.. Kingston, Ont.

>PfToraft. Kingston, Ont.

J. S. Tennant. M^JL, .Mallorytown. Ont.

r. !•’. Williams, M.L'..,

PRINCIPAL SPEAKS
AT MASS MEETING

WELCOMES NEW STUDENTS AND
ASKS SUPPORT OF ALL

ORGANIZATIONS

On Tuesday evening at 4.30 p.m. Prin-

cipal Taylor, being introduced by President

Burry of the A.M.S., addressed the student

body. The Principal was in happy vein and
it is to be regretted that although the major-
ity of the students heard him, many were
unable to be present.

Principal Taylor welcomed all the stu-

dents, and especially the Freshmen and
Freshettes, portraying very graphically how
it feels to be a student at Queen’s for th.i

first time. He then passed on to mention

various phases of student activity: and to

drop here and there words of friendly ad-

vice. He pointed out that Queen’s was the

first Cauadian university tn enjoy studea^

I

self-government and. -reassured us that tl|^

'"pfi’A'^csJhat^e'-' have no intention of cur-

tailing in any way the rights and privileges

of the students in this regard. With a view

to making our student government a reaHI

he 'strongly advised every student ta s«
port the A.M.S. The Journal was spok®

of next and a plea made for a lively interesi

in its work so that it might genuinely reflcctl

the activities and opinions of the student^

body.

Attention was next drawn to the actuali

reason for whichnwe are here (i.e.) work.

It was forcefully pointed out that to do our

work thoroughly and conscientiously is a

duty we owe to ourselves as well as to

those at home.

Discussing athletic^, mention wa^made of

difficulties under which we labour a^

'

Queen’s, chief of which is the small nuni- ^
.

ber of students available for rugby who
Iiave had previous knowledge of the game.

After stating the number of freshmen this

year he asked the question. "How many "'-

freshmen are turning out for rugby?" The
answer was. to the least, surprising.

His advice was for the players to get out

and play the game clean and straight and

for the student body to support them in

eveiy possible way. His reference to the

stadium and suggestion tliat the freshmen

be allowed to have a share in completing,

same brought forth a round of applause.

He spoke of social functions, the airn"of

which should be "the greatest pleasvire for

the greatest number," and hoped that every,-

one should have a chance to attend and
enjoy the social functions this year.

Last, but not least, an earnest plea was
made for support on behalf of the Univer-

sity Sunday services which are to be hel<

once’ a month. There had been a slackenin:

up of all sorts of religious organization!

since the war but this slackness must noj

continue.

Concluding, lie said that we are all con-

cerned with Queen’s and its tradition of

earnest, useful, happy life. Let us see to it

that this generation does nothing to mar
the splendid record of service which

Queen’s enjoys.

The meeting opened and closed with the.

singing of some of the old songs played ^’oy

a>x orchestra composed of Messrs. Loc|ke,

Allan and Becking. At its close we all

that we knew the Principal bettec and that,

if enthu.siasm counts for aiiything, the old

Queen’s spirit is very much alive.

tHE BULLETIN

Saturflay. Oct. 16th— Rugby. Queen’s

vs.A'arsity.

7.30 p.ia.—A.M.S. Musical Pr-Dgramnie.

Monday

—

Thanksgiving (Do it).

Tuesday, 4 i<.m.—No Journal.

Wednesday — Iniercollegiaie Tennis

ri>nrn.nncnt at N'arsify.



iwoWAL

1 he Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

Reskrve Fund and Undivided
Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at Ail
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDI i >RIAL
''T a gain for Queen’s. The tac'-f ' u

’•'ilis vva sa bright feature, gettii’i-, -v I

"ne wlio came his way. Carson w.'‘ ii.irt,;

but continued. Notman tore thron.'^h

t.\o gains, but Carson recovered, and

R. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346
Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky's)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R.H. ELMER

$1.25; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising ratM
cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should he accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF—;. A. MacDonald.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS—F. A. Sproulc, A. D Ro
berts, J. T. M. Wilson.,

MANAGING EDITOR—J. R. Rutledge.

BUSINESS MANAGER—S. A. Wallace.

SPORTING EDITOR—A. C. Baiden.

ASST. SPORTING EDITOR—T. H. Newlove.
LITERARY EDITOR—B. C. Diltz.

Dramatic Editor—N. R. Houston.

EXCHANGE EDITOR-M. N. Drummond.
Alumni Editor— K. Pomeroy.

CHIEF REPORTERS—N. D. Patterson, K, Kcill.
and Miss M. Porteous.

BE UP-TO-DATE
f Read the latest—Sipoke the best. We give
value plus satisfaction to'the, man who -smpksg
and the woman who reads.
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
F>9 princess ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G. W. V. A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

Friday, oct, 22nd, 1020

PRELIMINARY

ANNOUNCEMENT ‘

The Sympathy Six Novelty
Dance Orchestra beg to an-
nounce that dates are now
being booked for Fall en-
gagements.

T^'POLD E. SALTON

.Representative

Barber Shop
AU Vrate TUe. Uoit Uodera.

HUGH DOYLE
WBLLINGTON 8TKXBT, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
^OR PAST PATRONAGE

;
- ' trying to serve yon

oc.ier this yetr than ever before.
some of the

ide..\ in how to more ef-
i, -ively

“SAY >TH FLOWER:,
“We Stiiv<>'.to Serve”

A. D. HOLT
florist

Princess St. Phone 661
- Clergy. Residence 2036w

EDITORIAL
On being, asked 'last a-Uturan to assume

the position and the consequent ardu-
ous duties of Editor-in-CJji$fjTihe_^our-
nal we^fd^nmgJ:;:*lT^ame emotions"Ts
thej;j€gTo*’who was asked to change a

dollar bill. His reply was “I don’t
think I can do it, sir, but I sure do appre
ciate the compliment.”

However, our worse judgment prevail-
ed and we allowed ourselves to be pre-
suaded and thus it is that we find our-
selves seated, not too comfortably, in the
editorial chair, which, by the way, we
have not yet seen.

An editor is compared, not only with
his contemporary editors, but also with
his predecessors. Of our contemporaries
we know little, but of our predecessors,
and especially our illustrious immediate
predecessor, Mr. Hartley M. Thomas, we
know irurh, Wheti we ' look' cv ,r thv

j

, p^>f:s5

t/ic ta’lentcfi furrsons who 'have pr'

v.iv'Uilv ocNi.i'ie'l our pj'-- nt po;?iiioTi.

n-:. ^and ^moro .it our
lime audacity in attempting to measure
up to the high standard of excellence
which these worthy persons have hither-
to set.

The fact remains, however, whether we
will or no, that we are here and it is

our intention and hope to make the
“Journal” a truly representative Univer-
sity newspaper. .We, no more than our
readers, wish, in our columns, from week
to week, to reflect the opinions or report
the activities of any particular Faculty.
The high aim which we have set be-

fore us can be reached only through the
loyal and hearty co-operation of each in-
dividual student. It must not be im-
agined that only the members of the
“Journal” staff are permitted, or invited,
to write for the paper. There is much
literary ability at Queen’s, both in regard
to prose and poetry. Why should it lie

dormant? This is your opportunity;
embrace it.

_

In addressing you, then, for the first
time, as editor, we bespeak your support.
Further, we desire to say that while we
have no particular desire to be “har-
assed we will, at all times, welcome very
heartily, constructive criticism.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FLI.DAY
!

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: LKrh-mtirals. $1.00; Extra-murals in Canailii,
|

bal OUt tO QueCu’s 20-Vard line 'hi
.25, Conad.. 5..S0. Advcr.i.in* o„ dowH, Copc Carried the ball through

on a great buck, going over for a try which
Flanagan converted.

McGill, 7
; Queen’s, 0.

Ellis kicked out to Flanagan, who ran the
ball out 20 yards. McGill lost the ball on
offside, and Queen’s tore through for a
gain. O’Gorman was hurt, and exchanged
places with Evans. The change worked
well for Queen’s immediately showed more
pep, and literally threw the McGill line

back. Timmins was hurt, and replaced by
Forbes. McKelvey bucked through for a
nice gain, and on the next down, Evans
also gained. Queen’s were pounding the
McGill ten-yard line, Ellis ripped through
and went over for a pretty touch, the first

Queen’s has made since 1916. The crowd
fairly went wild when Ellis went over, and
cl^ered ^ain and again. Evans failed to

’erTthe't-fy,

McGill, 7; Que^^;-
Queen s kept up their bucking tactics,

and were tearing the line loose, when quar-
ter time was called with no further score.

Second Quarter.

Ryan punted to Russell, who was downed
by Evans. The latter was hurt in the
tackle, but gamely continued in the game.
Flanagan booted to Ryan, and on a succes-
sion of punts, McGill gained to Queen’s 20-
yard line. Cope secured a loose ball, and
was showed around the end for a try. The
play was a rather flukey one, the second on
winch McGill scored touches. Flanag,
failed to convert.

Mc(jill, 12; Queen’s, 5.

McKelvey kicked to Flanagan, who was
downed for a point. Queen’s held the line
well, and later Flanagan on an exchange of
punts booted for a point.

McGill, 13; Queen’s, 6.

Flanagan was doing all the kicking for
McGill, and just before half time was call-
ed he again booted for another point leaving
the half-time score, McGill, 14

;
Queen’s 6.

Third Quarter.

McGill

line-up. Anderson was moved from the

half-line into quarter and Wilson took his

place on the half- line. Queen’s started off

with a burst of speed and Bowman secured

and made a long run. McKelvey kicked
behind, but Russell got out with the ball.

McGill repeatedly tried to buck, but
Queen’s held magnificently, and Queen's
were given the bah after McGill had failed

to get through after their third try. Mc-
Kelvey kicked into the safety zone and An-
derson came tearing down the field only to

come to a sudden halt outside the Queen’s
goal about twenty feet. The ball was pass-
ed to Flanagan, who dropped a field goal
for three more. McGill, 17; Queen’s, 6.

This brought Yule into the game, who
replaced Bowman when the latter was in-

jured. Yule tackled in fine fashion. Red
McKelvey then uncorked the nicest play of
the game. He attempted to kick and was
blocked, and after a hard race he recovered
the ball for Queen’s first down. ' Cope
hurt and was replaced by Lane. Ryan
neatly recovered a dropped ball. Donny
Nickle was then sent in to replace Yule,
who had been injured. Anderson pulled
a fake play and ran thirty yards. Flanagan
faked a kick immediately after and went
over for a try, which was not converted.

McGill, 22
;
Queen’s, 6.

Fourth Quarter.

Veale was brought into action and re-
placed Johnston and Lazer replaced Mc-
Gregor. Queen’s kick was returned .to
Ryan and Queen’s began to gain. Ryan
made a long run and would have gone for
a touch had he not stumbled. Queen’s lost

'll and Flanagan kicked to Ryan, who
-le line. Red kicked to

• he latter - some di-

. .ed for an> i
’ mt.

; Queen’s,

Silver

Table

iches

|H| AFhov'. little silver

^ -ery little

moiH'}-
! found

amon.":.t our

Rests," “Sugar ’lY, ,

“Tomato Server.-”
.

’

Servers,” “Olive foiks,"’

“Sugar Sifters,” “Mar-
malade Spoons,” “Hon-
ey Spoons,” “Butter
Picks,” “Sliced Lemon
Server s,” “Butter
Knives,” etc.

“Ryrie” gifts

gifts that last.

are

Ryrie Bros/
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streeb
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phou'i 2092.

Residence, 180 Aif sd -5t. -^hone •H"'

All forms of modem dancing taught

Arrangements may be made fo\ pr^ -

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 24 7 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

5̂ 0 ,

record crowd at first game.
(Continued from page 1)

The Play.

Queen s won the toss and from the start
threw a scare into the McGill team. Ed-

j

-irds booted to Ambridge, who was down,
[and M<.r-ill failed to gain. Flanagan boot-

fumbled. McGill gained
••h;.. ri 1 .’-y-.u! line, but Queen’s line

'"V •
.

i v'., , 1
.

' -1 ;\iv ( ,if! was unable to get
ovl’- ••anat. Rirm, for Mc-
Gill’s hiv.

;
.

McGill, 1 ;
. ;j

Flanagan kicked lo •• ai,i;

again on Queen’s 10-yard \
gained^v;^on the first down,

^.agan, wh^

’

:ht dw
his tracks. ; i . through!

. £v

Edwards was forced to rouge ''vT ly

after. McGill, 24; Queen's, 5.

Both teams were at hard work and
soon after making an unsuccessfu' .

to crush Queen’s, McGill formed d a

buck, and Anderson was sent ly

through Queen’s line for a touch. FI

gan converted the touch. McEIill.

Queen’s, 6.

Evans secured McGill’s return ! I

Quqen’s had kicked off and Ryan '/

with a long run. The game waf .

for Queen’s now, but they plunj I i

To finish up the game Flanagai •.

long kick behind Queen’s goal and i

was caught behind, adding one mo
McGill’s sum. This was tlie la.'.k pi.,

the game and ended with a 31-6

McGill.

NOTES.
Queen’s is the first team to score a touch

down against the mighty “Shag” machine
since 1914. It also \Vas the first touch-

down scored by a Queen’s team in a league

game since 1916.

‘Billy” Hughes deserves credit for the
way he has got the boys into shape. It is.

the best conditioned team that Queen’s has
had in years.

Yule, a newcomer to Queen’s, showed to

good advantage while he was on. But he
was unfortunate enough to hurt the liga-

ments of his knee and may be out for the
season.

Veale, of last year’s Science team, is

slated for a regular berth at outside wing.
He and Evans appeared to be the only sure *

tai
'

’.’s on the team.

' • .iswer to an enquiry from ^

' -g leave to say that the A\
jt accepting any gentlemen' a,-

vS” this session.
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IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

DEAN SKELETON
ADDRKES A.M.S.

REVIEWS TRADITIONS OF
QUEEN’S AND WISHES
SUCCESS TO A.M.S.

Coach Billie Hughes

An Athlete of Renown

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced—-Goats

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students.' Have your Year Book

Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly ! Last

year few students came in for Year

Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day

and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious

little at that. So that wdien 'Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-

working photographer a chancel

Make your appointment nozv.

At the first Alma Mater Society meeting
of this term Dr. O. D. Skelton delivered a
very interesting andjimch appreciated ad-
dress on the subject of “Some Traditions
of Queen’s.”

Dr. Skelton spoke briefly of the history
of the University, which is now eighty
years old, and mentioned the names of
former Principals Mackerras, Snodgrass,
and Grant, by whose efforts Queen’s was
able to survive through times of stress and
poverty. To-day, thanks largely to the in-

fluence of former students, said the speak-
er. Queen’s is a force in the Dominion.
One of the most important traditions of

Queen’s is self-government by the students.

In this respect Queen’s is a pioneer on the

Nortli American continent. At a very early

time in her history Queen’s students were
given self-government in many matters of
discipline.

,

Self-government in a University involves

many difficulties and drawbacks. It is diffi-

cult to secure the most competent men as
leaders and to have them chosen from
reasonable motives rather than on account
of popularity or the spirit of loyalty to a

faculty. Another difficulty common to

democracies, large or small, is a spirit of
apathy in the electorate which it was hoped
would never become apparent in the A.
M. S.

Another tradition is the character of the

student body. Queen’s students, as a rule,

come from homes where both boys and
girls are accustomed to look after them-
selves and many even pay part of their

college expenses by working in the sum-

VARSITY VS. QUEEN’S
LAST HOME RUGBY GAME

Saturday, October 16th.

Has Won Fame as Coach at Soo

Queen’s tliis year is very fortunate in

procuring the services of Mr. William

Hughes, of Sault Ste. Marie, as physical

trainer and boxing specialist.

He is a very modest little gentleman and
has not made himself very prominent

around the University as yet. However,
those who know “Billie,” as he is popularly

known in the Soo, have every confidence

that he will bring Queen’s out on top in thei

Assault-at-Arms.

Until quite recently Mr. Hughes held the

light-weight championship of Canada. Be-
sides this title he has a record of defeating

every American boxer ever matched against

him.

Last winter he gained considerable dis-

tinction as trainer for the Soo hockey team.

His men were playing in two leagues, the

N.O.H.A. and International League and
frequently had to play four games in one
week, but never once did they appear on
the ice in poor condition. In fact they won
first place in one league and were one of the

fwo-'te-anyijhat defeated Sudbury. During
the season Mr. Hughes often revived, and
sent back into the game men had-heen'

carried off.

Yes, Queea’s has secured a good man
this time. He has the right spirit too, for

on the steamer Harmonic coming to King-
ston he was heard to remark, “My new
ambition is to make Queen’s a winner.”

ALUMNI.
Mrs. Margaret Dawson announces the

marriage of her daughter, Margaret An-
netta, to Mr. James Victor Scanlan, B.A.,

on Wednesday, July the twenty-first,

nineteen hundred and twenty, by the
Very Rev. Dean Brady, D.D., at St.

Basil's Church, Brantford, Ontario.

Notice to Stud

We have opened ourl

Men’s Clothing

,

Furnishing Stoi^

and we invite you to caB

inspect our new stoq

es

Don’t forget to get your '

outfit this week.

GEORGE VANHORI
213 PRINCESS STREET
Opposite Opera House

CAFETERlI

Queen’s Univerg

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.ll

DINNER 11.30 to I
"

SUPPER 5.00 to 7

Regular Tickets $5.50 per w .

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21

M. P. REID, Manager.1

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORl
j

Established 1874

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

Those Study Glasses
"THEy MUST BE RIGHT."

For j-ears we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

^
If yon already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Saxie Your Eyes.”

R. J. RODGER
CoHSMliing Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

We are here to i-ervi- your iiceiK in Drugs.
Stationery. Xcilson’s Chocolates and Ice Cream
Bricks. Combs. BnislKS. and all Toilet Requisites.

Developing and rriming Filins a specialty, at

Prouse’s Drug S
opp. ST. .IXDJiimS c//fl

mer, coming back in the autumn with a new
and valuable background of experience.

Our men may not have the fine flower of
scholarship of other universities since their

vacations cannot be spent in reading, but
perhaps it is to be preferred that we have
more character and less scholarship, less

scholarship and more understanding.

Mention was next made of the close re-

lations which exist between teachers and
students and it was hoped that the Univer-

sity would never become so large that their

friendly relations would become impossible.

Dr. Skelton made a plea for a growth of
the habit of reading. We have an oppor-
tunity of acquiring a habit of reading wide-
'ly on subjects not bearing directly on our
work which will prove very valuable in

future years.

Queen’s has been spoken of as a “Talking
Shop.” We are getting the best out of
University life and putting the best into it

when by free and informal discussions we
evolve a standard of action and a doctrine
of life. We must not consider the Univer-
sity as a technical school. The technical

school teaches a man how to make a living

while the university, in addition, teaches a
man how to enjoy a living. In every facul-

ty there is the danger of the utilitarian

point of view predominating. We should
try to maintain the true University spirit.

The genuine interest is learning for its own
sake—that we may make the lot of our less

fortunate brethren happier.

In conclusion Dr. Skelton said, “Students
occupy a fortunate and strategic position in

a democratic country. The leaders of Can-
adian life must come from men of trained

minds with enthusiasm and inteerst in

otliers.’’ These qualities are developed in

university halls as nowhere else and he
hoped that the students of the prc.sent

would take advantage of their opiiortuni-
ties that they might repay lo the nation fiftv

fold for the time, labour and money ^nent
here.

Tlie meeting applauded warmly at the
conclusion of this splendid address a:jd

Prcsii'^Cnt .flurry thanked Dr. S!

lial:‘

Founded 1847

LIVINGSTON’S
Style means a lot to the young man attending college.

His fellows are keenly critical of his appearance, and

his standing often depends upon the clothes he wears.

We Have The Clothes 'm.

for young men who know “what’s what in style”

and want it.

Suits $25.00 up to $45.00

Top Coats $25.00 up to $40,00

FULL RANGE OF

COLLEGE SWEATERS
Coat and Pull-over Styles

V

TO A MAN’S WARDROBE IS HERE
EVERY LITTLE DETAIL BELONGING

Livingston’s Brock St.

If Off Your Route |ys to Walk.
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(oval Notice

f
will now find us at

Corner of

r& BAGOT STREETS.

Word & Walsh
‘-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

bmpson’s Cigar Store

PARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

fWsPAPERS. .MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

tlK Store with the Red .Frorit

294 PRINCKSS ST.
Two doors belov Cicrgy Si

Miss O’Connor Meets

Members of Levana

New Physical Directress for Girls

Introduced

A special meeting of Levana was held

on Monday afternoon, October fourth,

in order that Miss O’Connor, the new
physical directress, might meet the girls.

Miss O’Connor urged that every one

take an active part in the games, and

especially desired that the practices be

well attended. If each girl does her bit

it will be possible for every year to have

two teams.

If the large attendance at the meet-

ing is any indication of the girls’ inter-

est in athletics, that backed by Miss O’-

Connor’s splendid enthusiasm, means
better sports for Queen’s girls.

THE MARSHMALLOW TOAST.

TO THE STUDENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY.

On behalf of the Athletic Board of

Control, I beg to request the co-operation

of the Student Body at all Athletic

events.

That annual instTmtion, lhv^lar"i\m Home Club Js responsible that

low To.int, was obsci'vKi oil Safurday, j itoi' amFIf ‘%
Ootobl;r:the third lU-cl Room. tht bo

It W.SS ..'iijovsrt bv En»hettts-ar.rt Sen-

jjijiors ali’iMO for tin* toilstin,£f M'itlth'-'t'’
' diltorf-hCc- i.'hotlier Ute .hibie team

?’iuial!pw? jiroinotf

theson and responded to by Miss Mary
Taylor.

Greetings frorn the final years in Medi-
cine and Science were expressed by Mr. J.

Wallace and Mrs. C. E. Baltzer, Mr. Wal-
lace congratulating his guests on the inno-

vation of holding a farewell banquet for the

graduating year.

Before the gathering broke up the per-

manent executive elected for Arts ’20 was
instlaled as follows : Hon. President, Prof.

}. L. Morison
;
president, O. D. ClifiFe

;
vice-

president, Miss Jean Govan
;
secretary, E.

H. Finlay; treasurer, F, W. Torrance;
prophetess, Miss Jean Cameron; historian,

Miss Mary Taylor; poetess, Miss Beatrice

Craig; marshal, C. W. Houghton; orator,

J. T. M. Wilson.

The tackling of the Queen’s wing line

brought forth much favorable comment
from the many spectators present. Veale,

Jerow and Abernethy nailed everything

in sight and deserve very special men-
tion. Mill’s booting left nothing to be
desired, while the judgment of Cooke at

quarter far surpassed anything shown
by the gentlemen from across the river.

The Queen’s team, as a whole, played

excellent football, but a little better in-

terference to make holes for the ball car-

rier could be used to good advantage.

Queen’s had the edge right from the

start. Queen’s got one rouge while R.
M. C. were unable to penetrate the

Queen’s line. In the second quarter

R.M.C. got six points on a try and con-

vert by McKenzie. Half time score was
R.M.C. 6, Queen’s 1.

In the third period, R. M. C. forced the

ball to Queen’s dead line for another

point. Queen’s came right back and car-

ried the bayy to R.M.C. line. Here Aber-
nethy and Cooke, by nice line plunging,

finally carried the ball over for a try,

',rh*rh wa«! not converted. R.M.C. 7,

Queon’s i5. was the -M- pn^' of 3rd

qUiH^t£r,

fn the iivial period.H)aUv.,t>oafiis_i^ cut af

1-niture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

IIARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

' ings Account upon which interest

i Is regularly paid and from which

^

you are free to draw at any time
' should a necessity arise. A Sav-
ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
K' CGSTOX BR.aNCJTESj

COF.MER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNRR. jianager

lunhti'dir ami llv

t‘.‘ be humc^'iv:k.

'After dancing, and singing the college

songs, the yells were given. At the end,

the ’24 yell was chanted for the first

time.

“Twenty-four, twenty-four,

Never left my ma before.

Never want to any more,

Little Freshette, twenty-four.’’

The gathering dispersed. Said

Senior: “It is good to be back.”

We trust the Freshette finds it equally

good to be here.

guod-.iclT')^'
'‘tmublq, ho'liieijt iian,nner and tongs.

hi^.’ ty sUffeit'swilwF”'’
*'>' 'esponsibility.

meSlie,L'Friahft'ie f,orJ
We desire to avoid all unpleasantness.

f'-I

A few over-enthusiastic men can do the

college irreparable harm.

W. L. MALCOLM,
Chairman'; Athletic

Board of Control.

the

LEVANA
are the lectures we sometimes attend,

the exams that we try at the eiid.

are the vows that we solemnly swear,

is that animal ancient—the Bear,

a new Residence, sooner or later,

is on Saturday night, Alma Mater.

Arts ’20 Farewell

Dinner a Success

{Note:—This was late for insertion ir

the Last Journal.)

9
THIS SPACE RESERVED

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

ADVERTISEMENT

R.M.C. I., 13; QUEEN’S II., 8.

Those who journeyed to the old Ath-
letic Grounds on Wednesday afternoon
to see the Cadets and the Tricolor in ac-

tion saw a splendid exhibition of rugby.
Queen’s was on the short end of the

score, but played a splendid game, and
it is still a matter of discussion whether
the score truly indicates the relative

merits of the teams.

the bail to iv.iVLC. lUTit-.ryjJijD, _MpndeIl
relieved. On an intended end run R. M.
C. made it 13-6 with a try and convert.

Queen’s again forced the. ball to' R.M.C.
line and Mills kicked for two points.

Queen’s pushed R.M.C. hard the ’dying
moments of the game. Several times

they reached the R.M.C. line, only to be
penalized by Referee Brownfield, for

plays that were not in accordance wirfi

his interpretation of the rules. Game
ended with Queen’s fighting hard to over-

come the 5 point lead.

Queen’s—Veale, Minnes, Burns, For-
rest, Graham, Afflick, Abernethy, Ander-
son, Jerow, Cooke, Mills, Stewart, Mc-
Bean, Heisman, Gow, McNeil, Ludgate,
McLeod and Wilson.

Ti \uib for Arts ’20, the final year in Arts

ul the College, to institute the custom of

holding farewell banquets for the years who
are graduating from the University. The
first of its kind was held March 22nd in the

Red Room of the New Arts (building at

which about eighty-five guests, ladies and
gentlemen, were present and the event was
in every way a decided success. The room
was skillfully arranged and artistically de-
corated. Runners of the Tri-color ribbon
passed around and about the neat “wee”
favour boxes “cunningly” devised by the

girls, while the various trophies won during
an unusually brilliant term of years could
be seen beneath bunches of ribbon and
flowers. A happy freedom from restraint

characterized this really delightful gather-
ing.

The president of the year, Mr. J. T. M.
Wilson, officiated as toastmaster and pro-
posed the 'toast to the King, “The Univer-
sity" followed, being proposed by Mr, F.
W. Torrance and replied to by Dean Skel-
ton. Prof. J. L Morison then addressed
the students on the subject of Canadianism,
describing the influence on the subjects of
other countries who had come to live in

Ganada. Mis.s .-^ggie Condie read the vear
poem. Mr. A. H. Friedgut deliven <1 m<-
annual oration, describing his experieu -. i;j

Palestine, and a vocal solo was gi^'?n

Miss Marjorie Henderson.

]• F. Macdonald then gave in ,-<i

jng on^tlie requirements ol L an-

!

history of th
'

BIBBY’S
Style Headquarters

FOR YOUNG MEN AND MEN WHO STAY YOUNG

KINGSTON’S ONLY STRICTLY CASH

AND ONE PRICE CLOTHING STORE

Fall Models Ai-e in the Limelight

We sell Society Brand Clothes be-

cause it infuences men who appreciate

tailoring skill to do all their buying
here.

This Fall, as in the past, Society
Brand Clothes embody all the style

changes. .We are showing all styles

and a wide selection of fabrics—and
are keeping the prices as favorable to

you as possible.

'

fttl

We claim to have:

f C &. D. * 4.;

I
ftwl/ty Bninft <ClaU,r«

The Best |35.00 SUITS and

The Best $45.00 OVERCOATS

The Best $55.00 in Canada

BUSBY’S
78, 8(‘ 4Prir b Street

I
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_ a newArrowCollar
FOUOW^THE ARROIV AND
YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE
Clucn. P»Wy V Co., of C»n.d>. Ltmitcd

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

»

II:"-

The Mutual Life

Assurance Co.
OF CANADA

This is the Company you want to in-

sure in, the Company you have often

heard about and so widely known. If

you would like to know something

about how a policy would work out>

drop me a line, phone or call at the

following address.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 ; Kesidence 561.

60 BROCK ST. • KINGSTON

High Class Men’s 'Furnishings

Hats and Caps

THE CLUB
112 Princess St.

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS,
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early
for the j'ear pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

A. jW. S.

The first A-M.S. meeting was held on
Saturday night in Convocation Hall witli

President J.H. Burry presiding, and a large

body of students in attendance.

The executive committee reported the
proposed publication of a students’ direc-

tory to contain the name, street address and
telephone number of every student. To do
this they are asking the co-operation of the
student body. It is hoped that the lists will

be complete by noon Saturday, 16th.

The Levana Society were granted per
mission to use Grant Hall for the Fresh
ette’s Initiation on the evening of October
16th.

The secretary was instructed to write to

the various faculty societies asking that they
appoint members to fill the vacancies on the
executive of the A.M.S.
Mr. D. K. Faris gave notice of motion

that he would move that the Y.M.C.A. and
y.W.C.A. be granted the use of Grant
Hall for the Escorts’ Meeting in connection
with the Freshmen’s Reception.

Notice of motion was given by Mr. J. A.
MacDonald that at the next regular meeting
he would move that the vacancies on the

Journal staff be filled.

The programme consisted of an address
by Dr. Skelton which is reported in an-
other column.

President Burry announced that it was
hoped to have a musical programme at the
next regular meeting. It is every student’s

privilege and duty to attend. This means
you.

ARTS SOCIETY.

Last Tuesday afternoon the Arts Society
held their first regular meeting this term.
The office of chairman of the Board of
Curators was left vacant by the absence
from College of Mr. Murray. An election
of men for this office resulted in the ap-
pointment of Mr. H. V. Tancock. In reply
to a letter from the A.M.S. a directory
committee of the follwoing men was ap-
pointed : P. A. McLeod. VV. A. Newlands,
J. K. MacBride and Mr. Sinclair. This
committee will get the names, addresses and
telephone numbers of the members of their
respective years. W. H. Becking was ap-
pointed as representative from Arts on a
committee to interview local papers and get
increased sporting write-ups. Mr. Ran-
some acted as critic. The next meeting will

be held October 26th.

ARTS 22.

The first regular meeting of Arts ’22

was held on Thursday, Oct. 7. The Vice-
President, Miss Lavell. admirably con-
ducted the meeting. The following nom-
inations were made for the new Execu-
tive.

Honorary President—Mr. L. G. Keill,
M. A.; Presidents, Mr. Wallace, Mr. L.
Stevenson; Vlce-Pres., Miss L. Hand-
ford; Sec'y Treas., Mr. S. M. Chown

;

Asst. Sec'y Treas., Miss Vera Perrier;
Historian, Miss Ruth Evanson

; Prophet,
Mr. M.-icGimiis; Poetess, Miss Viola
Gibson; Orator, Mr. J. Miller, Mr. Tan-
cock: Marshal, Messrs. Cross, G. M.
Sutherland, Wholton and Boyd.
The year is lo meet regularly evcry

second Friday at 4 p.in. A number of
new members were admitted to the year.
The year decided to entertain Arts '24 at
the regular meeting on November S.

LAMENT OP A GRADUATE

They arc going back to college, they are
going back again;

They are turning back to Queen's from
where they roam

;

They are coming from the four winds,
they are hasting back amain

;

They are going back to Queen’s as to
their home.

' liuryv oi- ti.i '''-I,us there,
u iotim. ii. ill. iialls;

i '.'U’i l;,- ; t IgoJ .,j r-.-rr-

They are launching once again on Learn-
ing’s tide.'

They^ are going back to College, and
I’m sitting here alone,

Thiqjfing, thinking of the joyous years
all sped

;

And my fancy goes a-roving over all the
ways agone,

Fondly touching and caressing days now
dead.

There’s a sweet, sad something in the
mind’s wild call;

’Tis a spirit sobbing out a nameless
woe.

There’s a sweetness in my heart-ache,
though 'tis sadness all,

’Tis a pain I would not willingly forego.

Yes, they’re going back to college while
I’m sitting here alone,

Fondly turning o’er my memories one
by one;

But I blithely bid them God-speed in the
|

dear old college home,
May their memory be as sweet when all

is done !

First

Anniversai

Sale

Saturday, October It

10% DISCOUNT

on all lines

as

The Victory Shoe Storl|

’PHONE 486

'HMCIIS
^OR the student op proL

the eupcrb VEUJS out-
rivds all for perfect penci]
work. 17 black degrees and
3 copying.

AmericanLead
Pencil Co.

^ lanMiMagm

Our Stock op

DESK AND si
LAMPS is eonin

Best Tungsten L(^
and Flashlights. Evto
thing _elestricaJ_i«^ «,1

perimental purposes.

The H.W. Newman Electric cd
167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THe]
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

STUDENTS!
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

NO DEFENCE
!

BY SIR GILLERT PARKER
j

Here is a strong dramatic novel. The scenes are laid in Ire-
land, England, West Indies and America, during* the troublous
days of the French Revolution.

“No Defence” is Parker at his strongest.
( ^

For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

' "

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

hool. Tu
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fs & CAPS
sst Fall Styles

talk about our great big stock of

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hats of

every description for men

]adies and children, bought

from the worlds best makers

lor our wholesale and retail

trade, are here in big variety.

We save you somathing

I
on every Hat you buy.

tORGE MILLS & CO.
Hats, Furs, Millinery

b26 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS'!
br your Cigars, Cigarettes and

' ;accos. go 10
j

Cigar Stcrr-
|

27U PRI.NCESS STREET f

' 3 Doors above Strand Theatre. I

sBilliard Room in Connection |

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

mand all kinds of

Hanson^ Crazier & Edgar
20 Mark4i St. ,

Kingston

I all Examination

Results Announced

,Jy-.

]
•

-.iU-

ARTS.
I’.. .! —Reid, E. Lilly; Mc-

. Kirkpatrick, Marion

;

'.'•ims, James; Smith, J.

•Cu-' C.

. k. H. A.; Walsh, J.

.
,
- Alkenbrack, Alma

;

1
' La'’[ina.

n‘-!n">rt, Arnold; Dolan, E.
' Mian; Patricia, Sr.;

\ . . • .

'
'i'

}. Lawrence B.
; Dun-

‘ . Douglas. Margaret J.;
• •• V • ;cai/ R.

;
Glasgow, Paul;

; -''.-inner, E. W.; Swefd-
:v. i<i I .juii;.,

.

J, P.

Latin) I.—Chapman, Brock.
i; — -.-reenan, Sr. Holen

;
Maher,

•• M.iii'.ti-.- • f.ynotte, Sr. Julia; Jennie,
r- .rt-I..); •• J; . Moore, Gladys; Aus-

i». r.;.:- . .
. oriffin, Sr. Eliz.

; Cam-
1-.

:
Johnston, Mabel M.;

i E.
; Goodfriend, Hon-

rjorie; O’Brien, Sr.

Mu. Kl^i»-!id|

i: '
. III.—Fry, R. G.

Iit'j). I.—Breidfjord, M.

Av II.— Fallis, L. K.

J.B.
- • L—Hartleib, Carrie.

•.11 "i. Jessie E.

'tr, E. W.
- rfernan, E. W.; Mc-

I.—Murphy, Christian

5yer, Carrie B.; Kiiig-

in, A. Gertrude; Mac-

fre-ne M.: Parr, Sarah

E.. *CoughIan, Sr. C..

3., Carr, A. II.. equal

;

1 T.. Roliinson. Ci

Elsie; I'lovart, tLi

garet J. ;
Boudreau, M. E. R. ; Weed-

mark, I. H. ;
Gale, Helen L., MacDermid,

Edith C., Martin, J. R., Scott, A. P.,

equal; McCutcheon, W. B.; Penney.

Eleanor M.; Timmins, M. Eva.

Incomplete examination.

Completed examination in Orals.

Cooke, H. S. ;
Collins, A. E.

; Courtman,

Sr. Mary
;
Brunt, J. W. ;

Nesbit, R. N.

;

MacNaughton, R. M.; Rooney, Sr. Lot-

tie; Watson, Nellie.

French II.—Div. I.—Maher, Sr. Mar-

garet; Greenan, Sr. Helen; Young, Mar-

ion.

Div. II.—Chapman, B. P. ; Morrison,

Barbara; Ferguson, Mabel; Ewart, Jes-

sie; Dickson, Marion; Redmond, Mil-

dred
;
McKillop, O. M.

; Scott, C. W.

;

Henderson, G. F. ; Lardon, Letitia.

Div. III.—Flieger, Louise
; Skinner, E.

W. ;
Walton, Jean

; Jay, Howard ; Adams,
Myrtle; Goodfriend, Honora; Faulkner,

T. W. ;
Gothard, Marjorie.

Spanish I.—Div. I.—^*Young, Marion;.

Eagleson, J. La^ V.
Div. II.-^*CampbelI, Minnie; *WhIte,

Mabel
;
O’Brien, Sr. Margaret.

Div. III.—Martin, Winnifred; Mitch-
ell, Vida

;
Comfort, Edna.

j

Passed Oral Exam,
j

f

j
Spanish. II. -—Div. ! .-^fvcid, K. Ldly.,

;j

Supplemental Greek—^Div. L- I

J

i
Greek lI.--Fo.-d, r-L-i. $!'

i
Jjt”. .1.1.— and 'ixoinan

3;;
Iistorv

—

Robert Gillies.

Div. III.—Greek I.-—Evans, James;
Collins, A. E.

English I.—Div. I.—Tucker, Corinna,

Wilson, Muriel, equal; Wilson,. E. Ruth;
Kee, Alice ; -Jackson, A. Gertrude, Stew-
art, Jessie M., equal; Goughian, C. (Sr.);

Dunlop, Florence S., McLeod, Norman,,
equal

;
Phelan, V. C.

;
Douglas, Margaret

J., McIntyre, H. Frances, equal.

Div. II.—Cresswell, Jean R. ; Curtis,

Lulu M., Pritchett, Gretta, equal
;
Oakes,

Elwood; Glasgow, Paul; Macdonald, J.

S., Timmins, M. Eva, equal
;
Clark, Win-

nifred
; Witherspoon, Enid.

Div. II.—Zacks, Eva; Stewart, Bessie

W. ; Ponsford, W. ; McRae, Jeanette;
Smith, H. W. T.

English II.—Div. I.—Johnston, Mabel
M.

; Flower, J., Eagleson, L., equal;

Kingston, -E. F.
;
Ryan, Sr. Winnifred

;

Parr, Sara E.; Smith, Jessie M.; Gouin,
L. M.; MacLellan, N. A., Marshall, W.
A., Nesbitt, R. N., equal.

Div. II.—Anderson, R. R., Campbell,
N.

, equal; Galpin, H. B.; Henderson, G.
F., Watson, Nellie, equal; Burnette E.
May; Syer, Carrie B.; Casey, Irene M.,
Dolan, M. S., Foley, Sr. T. M.; Laird,-

J. E., equal
; McCamus, L. .Dr, Robinson,

C. H., equal; Pearson, G. A.; Bryan, C.
A.. Landon, Letitia, Maepherson, D. S.,

equal; Bissonette, R. N.; Green, Sr. A.,
King, C. H., Mulvihill, Sr. Mary, equal

;

Harrington, Sr. Julia, Mitchell, Vida, Sul-
ly, N. C., equal; Manning, E. F.

Division III. — Cameron, Sister Mary,
Goddard, Isabel, equal

; Morgenroth,
E. W.

; Galilee,
J. A. M.; Wager,

R. E.
; Forster, J. L., MacNaughton, R.

M.
, Rooney, Sr. Lottie, equal; Dowd, C.

H.; Duggan, Sr. E.; Sugden, G. W.;
Gardiner, Elsie, Garven, Sr. Evely, Mel-
vin, H. F., equal; Boles, R. C., Campbell,
Eilleen, Redmond, Mildred, equal

; Bour-
deau, Liana, Kelly, F. M., Spence, W. H.
equal.

English 18a. (Pass Course)—Div. I.—
Kennedy, Elizabeth.

Div. II.—McMaster, D. A.
Div. III.—Gay, Howard.
English 24b.—Div. I.—Prueter, A. J.

Div. II.—Cameron,
J. A.

English 29b.—Div. I,—Cameron J. A.;
Rorke, Laura E.

; Wilson, Evelyn.

Div. n.—Kennedy, Eliz. (Sr.); Prue-
ter, H. J.

Colonial History—Class I—Ellison. W.
R. : Black, W. E. ; Dickson. Marion C.;
Lynch, Mary E.; Hartleib. Sister Carrie;
Cotie. Mary M.; Stewart, C. S.

Class II.—Garvin, Sr. Evelyn F.
;
Lep-

pard. C. K.
; Dunne A. Muriel; Ilalpenny.

D. M.: Maepherson, D. S. ; Baker, Eva:

Bessie B.; Playman. Annie E.
; Spence,

W. H.; Hanna, Marjorie; MacLeod, W.
H.; Swerdfeger, R. C.

English History—Class L—Garrett,
Evelyn C. ; England, R.

; Brunt. J. W.

;

Wilson, Evelyn M.
; Drohan, P. ; Eaton!

Ehel C.; Wylie, Elizabeth F.
;
Quinn,

Sr. C. ; Robinson, C. H.
Class II.—McGilHs, Annie L.

; Horne,
Fannie A.; McLeod, R. ; MacMillan, A.
G.; Shannette, Katharine M.; Wheable,
G. A.; Cattanach, Mabel L.

; Boismier,
Rose V.; Bramor, H. C.

; Cuminiford,-
Lythle; Davidson, Elsie; Brown, A. F.

Fanning, Sr. Clare; Cohoon. Gladys J.;
Cotic, Mary M.

; Ransom, A. B.
; Mark-

ham, C. G.

Class III. — Morgewroth, K. G. •

Treiby, E. L.

European History (History 2)—Class
I.—Beattie, L. S. ; England, R.

; Munro,
Lily F.

; Larter, W. S. A.
; Wilson Mur-

iel.

Class IL—Markham, C. G.; Cushing,

E. S.; Hickey, Anna B.; Stapleton, L.

J. ; Davidson, Elsie.
^

Class III.—Moore, Gladys, Mark, W.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and i

IS sold at a very moderate price.
'

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

X liU XiluLC ± ca xtOOiiiS

304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

HERE YOU ARE I

OUR STORE IS OFFICIAL HEADQUARTERS FOR
ALL QUEEN’S MEN

We stock all kinds of Sporting Goods for Football, Tennis,
Hockey and other outdoor sports.

If you come here, you’ll get what you want. Don’t forget we
sell Columbia Records—Bring some to your girl when you call on
her again.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

‘‘The Place to Get That Record’*

1920-21 Text Books and Supplies

ARTS
MEDICINE

SCIENCE
EDUCATION

All lexllbooks authorized for use in the .University for Intra-mural and Extra-
mural students on sale here.

For next term a complete and full line of Drawing Instruments, Surgical and
Dissecting Instruments made hy the best British manufacturers will be carried
in stock.

Mail orders given prompt and careful attention.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
OPEN EVERY NIGHT

Phone 919 160-162 Princess Stree

^S/iQre Profits with Gonsumer

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Before you



iwuucy, ^Sister;; iNod-
Pearl; O’Brien, L. (Sister)

;
Sauer, E. K.

Mansell, N. C.

Div. III.—Mather, G. M.

(British Colonial Theory)

(Class III.—Walton, Jean C.

I Economics I.—Div. I.—Bridfjord, M.
HA.;; Jacques, A. G.

J
biv. II.-r-Lynch, Mary E., Mikel, G. R.,

equal; Duprau, C. R.
;
Newman, Mildred;

Fredenburg, M. E. S.; Lockett, Edgar
M.

;
Campbell, M. Eileen, Cushing, S. E.,

Melvin, H. F., equal.

Div. III.—Gillis, Ronald ; Abernethy,
Bessie; Blacklock, A. L.

; Lane, Bessie

B.
; Fenton, Hazel S, ; Medd, Josie; Bur-

nett, W. R.

Economics 2.—Div. L—Laird, J. E.;

Brown. W. T.
;
Stewart, C- S.

Div. II.—Carr, A. H.
; Shurtleff, Wm.,

Townend, J. B., equal; Patterson, N. D.;

Leppard, C. E. ; Serson, A. V. L.
;
Fry, >

R. G. ; Beaupre, Cecilia; Baker, Eva;.
^ Div. III.—Macmillan, A. G.

;
Judge, <

Audrey, Slater, D.
; Cameron, Myrtle

;

. Bennett, W.
G.; Ridgway, Efrida; Carleton, H. G.;
Richardson, J. F.

Chemistry A II. (Extra Mural)—Div.
I.~Thompson, Mildred; Stephens, Ella;
Willoughby, Annie.

Div. III.—Easson, McG.
; Bullock, V.

E.
; Clark, H. V.; Bennett, W. G.
Biology I.—Div. I.—Ewart, Jessie E.

;

Flower, J. ; Thomas, N. J. ; Foley, Sr. Y.
M., Martin, .jWinnifred, Scott, C. W.,
equal; Ryan, Sr. Winnifred; Wilson,

Returns of the Football Games

Rowena; Kee, Alice; Smith, J. S.; Rich-
Slack, W. E.;. ardson, J. S. ; Hammond, W. G.; Hortop,

K. C.
: McCamus, L. D.

-MacKinnon, , . Div. Ill,—Cattenach, Mabel
; May,

Winnifred; Kerr, M. ; Carleton, H. G.;
'age, J. P. Ployart, C. E,

; Stewart, Jessie; Chisholm,
-Page, J. P. ; Agnes

;
Collins, A. E.

; Copp, L. W. ; Lan-
don, Letitia; Mother, G. M.

; Gillis, R.;
Pa;A, ). P. Curtis. T.ol„

;

-Webb, W. S.

Pruelci. II Biology 2.- Diy. ‘I,- -Klf:.; r, R ;

Sir £jntr,'‘-vkrH£i‘,ni-Vi<da
; Sv c-c'.,

)H., '.Vheabie, li. A. equal, iMorris,'}'.

/.'’ilsoii, Evel'.’i.

Div. li.—toupiau,
;
McbTaughto'i.

BAKER’SEconomics II.-

Economics 18a-

i.-irKimini;,
J.

Economics 24a-

Economics 31.-

^onorr'." ,^5 -Div k_Praei
Economics 37—JJiv. L—Pagc.
Div. II.—Black, W.
Philogophy I.—Div. I,--\v:rr:,f

'. ; Varnum, D. P. V
Div. II.—Partridge,

J,
lelen, equal; Kay, C.^.

; XU?;;

; Campbell, Minnie;
r(;nnati, jcnnte; ;'.IcMasici. L.

ihck. T. M., equal';

. ; Dunm , -furiel.

Div II 1.—'I'aml'E-ii; 'r.'
;

^
.t

Biology 11.—Div. I.—O’Brien, Sr. L
zie

; Atkinson, F. H.
; Pharaoh, W. R.

Histology (Special ClassJ—Div. I.

Hajniltofi. G. C.

Di\. 11.—R/ri'*nj'.d<on, f. F, Liishitz,

I

bit. IfL—Saner. E,, K.
Geology I.—Di,-. L— SI

Norris, R. H., equal; Patridge, J. A.
Wightman, K. S.

; McLean, Viola; Steph-
ens, Ella

; McLellan, N, A, ; McAllister
Annie; White, Mabel; Sweetman, Fran-
ces; Wallace, R. H. ; Wheable, G. A.
Shepherd, H. N.; Atkinson, F. H.; Norris

J- T-

Div. II.—Aitcheson, R. J. ; McKay, W.

;

Madill, R. G., Willoughby, Annie, equal;
Cameron,

J. A., Givens, Myrtle, Smith,

• -.vai.oCiTi, ij., equal; '^Myrtle
Shannette, Katharine; Baker, Eva Mac-
T.eod, W. H., Bissonnette, R. N., equal.

Philosophy 2.—Div. II.—Smith, J.
M. F., Munro, Lily, equal; Sauer, E. K.,
Varnum, D. P., equal; Hodson,|J^ E •

Carter, W. S. A.
-

Div. III.—Fenton, Hazel.

Mathematics 1.—Div. I.—Brunt, J. W.
°’y- If— P.; Walsh, J. L.;

J.ackie, Sister Loretto; Courtman, Sister
I. C,

; Gale, Helen S.; Bullock, Alta,
I. app, C., equal.

Div. HI.—McCredie, Agnes D.
; Breen,

Sister Annie;, Murphy, C. C; Cook, H.
L„- Douglas, Margaret

J.

Mathematics 2.—Div
hff: F.

Div. II.—Drohan, P.

Div. III.—Fredenburg, 1

physics A I.—Div. I.

'iartin, J. R.
; McGregor, W.

Barbara; Nesbitt, R. N.
Div. II.—Pacey, Mabel I.;

.

'
: Partridge.

J. A.; Pears
-w'anion, H. C.; Dolan, Mark

jig, E. D.; Marshall, W.; Sa'

I.—Smith

Rex
SMOKTIKO

Fixture
A most satisfying and

enjoyable smoke
Chemistry 1 . (Extra Mural)-Div. L—

Hamilton, W. G.; Brunt,
J. W., Tucker,

Corinna, equal
; Aitchison, R, J., Aull O

E„ equal; Baudreau, M, E.
; Sweetman

Frances, White, Mabel, equal; Cook, H
S. ; Wallen, R. H.

; Brueder, L, (Sister)
;

Copp, L, W.; Marwick, B., MacDonald,’
L. (Sister), equal; Brown, C. A.; McLel-
lan, N. A.

; Firth, Wm.
; Guthridge, Char-

lotte, McRae, Reta, equal; Gray, Reta-
Humphries, B. L. (Miss); Lefshitz, A.i
Sully. Eva, equal

; Brown, D. D., Deaylei
R. R., Scharf, E. F., equal; Galnin. H n’

POLECON CLUB
A meeting of the Political and Economic

Science Club (otherwise the Polecon Club)
will be held on Wednesday, October 20th,
at 2.30 p.m., in the Economics Room, New
Arts Building, All Honour students in
Polecon History and Philosophy are eli-

gible ibers of this Club and all are
cord - ted. The business of tlte meet-
kig t officers for the ensuing ses-
sipn.
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“Kingston’s Big Hat Dealers”

Tat<S

Year Pins

and Rings
Estimates and designs furnish-

ed on request. We have made
Queen’s Year Pins and Rings for

years, and can assure you of satis-

faction.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Manufacturing Jewelers

PRINCESS & ‘WELLINGTON
STREETS. KINGSTON

Agents for Waterman’s Ideal

Fountain Pens. '

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL. ;

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 650

TAILORED
TO MEASURE
SUITS.

$27.00 to $60.00

Do these prices mean any-
thing to you? Whether you
are a student of economics
or not, we think you will all

realize the extremely good
value of a suit tailored to
your individual measure and
taste at these prices.

Call and see the samples.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

No matter how exacting as to

style and quality, we have your
particular hat.

SOFT HATS—$3.50 to $11.00.

TWEED HATS—$3 to $4.50.

Caps in big variety

New Gloves.

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

SCIENCE

English I.—Div. IL—Ennis, Leo.
Div. III.—Meatherill. John H.

; Elliot,

G. F.
; Deiahunt. R. E.

; McCrea, J. G.
Economics I.—Div. Ill—O’Gorman, C.
Mathematics I.—Div. I.—Ennis, L. •

SchaelTer, J. G.

Div. II.—Schermerhorn, H. L.
; Doug-

las, J. M.
Div. III.—Waddington, R. H.; Kidd,

E. E. ; Murray, J. D.
; Ward, A. C. ; Bat-

tersby, T. F. ; Blakely, E. A., Cardiff,
J,

C., Owens, A. M. J., equal.

Descriptine Geometry — Div. II.—
Murray, J. D.

; Trayes, A. R.

Div. III.—Elliott, F. W.; Love, G C
Kidd. E. E.

Mathematics II.—Div. II.—Climo, C.
Div. III.—McNeilly, H. K. ; Love, G.

C. ; Tomkins, J.; Couse, A.; Webster, G.
B.

;
Ennis, L.

Mathematics III.—Div. I.—Ennis, C.

;

Douglas, J, M.
Div. III.—Schermerhorn, H. G. ; De-

iahunt, A. E.

Mathematics IV.— (Solid Geometry)-
Div. III.—Hansuld, S. B.

Mathematics V.—Div. II.—Frid, C. H.
Div. III.—Van Buskirk, J. E.

; Smith,
A.

; Farquharson, R. J.

Astronomy I.—Div. II—Trayes, A. R.,

Love, G. C. ; Murray, J,- D.

Div. III.—Susman, M.
Astronomy II.—Div. Ill—Mottj-RrO.'*

Young, J. P.

Chemistry S 1.—Div. I.—Ennis, Leo,;
Murray, J. D.

Div. III.—Robertson, D. G.; Schermer-
born, H. L.

; Trayes, A. R,
Chemistry S 2.—Div. III.—Farquhar-

son, R. J.

Surveying I.—Div. HI.— Srhith. A.
Harford, A. G.

Surveying II.—Div. II—Ha'nsuM, S. B.

^
Surveying IV.-JJiv'.-jrL—O’Gorman,

Municipal Eng. I.—Div. lU.—O’Gor-
man, C.

Structurai Eng. I.—Div. III.—O’Gor-
man, C.

Thermodynamics I.—Div. II.— Bailey
F.’M.

Div. III.—Cobb, C. E.; Malloch, A. C;
Haryett, H. C.

; O’Gorman, C.

Thermodynamics II,

—

Div. I.— Mall-
och, A. C.

Metallurgy L—Div. III.—Cobb, C. E. :

O’Gorman, C.

Mech, Eng. I.—Div. II.—McBean, K
D.

Mech. Eng. II.—Div. II.

—

Haryett, H
C.

Mech. Eng. IV.—Div III.—Frid, C. IT.

Mech. Eng. VII.—Div. III.—Cobb, C
E.

Mech. Eng. IX.—Div. II.—Hansuld,
S. B.

Hydraulic Eng. I.—Div. IIL—O’Gor-
man, C.

General Eng. I.—Div. IIL—Hamilton,
A. G. ; Farquharson, R. J.

Gen. Eng. II.—Div. IIL— O’Gorman,
C; Norton, H. A.; Malloch, A. C.

Electrical Erig. II.—Div. III.— Har-
yett, H. C.

Electrical Eng. HI.—Div. IIL— Har-
yett, H. C..

Physics 1 A.—Div. II.—Smith. A.;
Ward, A. C.; Read. G. W.; Douglas.

J.’

M.
Div. III.—Ennis, L.

; Sully, -E. A.; Mc-
Neilly. H. K.; Robertson, D. G. : Phib
L. A.

^ ’

Physics I B.—Div. II.—Ennis, L.;
Blakely, E. A.

Div. III.—McCrea, J. G.
; Philp, L.;

Sutherland, N. C.; Farquharson, R. J.;
McNeilly, H. K,

; Schermerhorn, H. L.

;

Delahmit, R. E.
; Webster, G. B.

Physics II.—Div. III.—McDonald. R.
J.; Young,

J. P.; O'Gornian, C: Malloch
.^. C.

Physics IV.—Div. III.—Sills, H. R.
Industrial Chemistry I.— Div. III.—

Herman, F, A. i McRean, K, D. : Norton
II. ,\.

Physical Chemistry I.— Div. IH.—lUr-
man. I*.

Chemistry S 21.— Div. II.—Herman,
1 -.

Mineralogy IV^Uiv. I.—.Smith, F ,M.

Your Feet Should Be Comfortable All The

A GOOD BOOT FOR
BAD WEATHER.

. Men’s Dark Brown Russia Calf Blucher
Cut Boot, heavy soles and medium round
toe. A sensible durable Boot at a price

within the reach of all.

LOCKETT’S

PHONE

FOR LOVERS OF

Good Home-made Candy and
Ice Cream

YOU CAN, SATISFY YOUR LONGING AT

MARBLE HALL
FRESH AND PURE IS OUR MOTTO.

— MASOUD, Proprietpr

238 Pl^NCESS STREET

The Gran^Cafe^
Special meal tickets for Students.^' Come in and ask

the proprieor for rates. These tickets good at any
hour for any amount.

BEST OF FOOD EXCELLENT SERVICE

222 PRINCESS STREET
2 Doors above Grand Opera House.

PETER LEE, Proprietor.

Phone 1843.

'\sr

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETR'Y

ri
^ thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET _ ’PHONE 1019-w
(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Note Books.

Loose Leaf Fills

Embossed Stationery

Fountain Pens.

Student’s Supplies.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE
THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 3Sc

War Tax Included.

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliubK goods, and the most rcas-

onnblt prices if yon become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit ami Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS]
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SECOND GAME
GOES TO VARSITY

McKELVEY STARS FOR QUEEN’S
—BREEN BEST BET FOR

VARSITY

Varsity defeated Queen's, on Saturday,
in the second game of the intercollegiate

^
schedule, but not in so decisive a manner
as the score would indicate. The figures

at the finish were 27 to 6. Varisty get-
ting 15 points in the first half and 12 in

the second. Queen’s scored all their

points in the second period. Two of Var-
sity’s tries in the first half were the re-

sult of fumbles, and in the second period
Varsity made a try when Stirratt inter-

cepted a pass near the Queen’s line. De-
ducting these points from the Varsity
Score, the result would be an accurate
indication of the play.

The play on the whole was fairly even.

^ "Varsity's line was in no way" superior
to Queen's, but their back division had
a decided edge on Queen’s. Breen was
particularly prominent for Varsity. His
kicking and running was a big factor in
Varsity’s victory. For Queens’ McKel-
vey did good work in the line, and was
very effective in tackling. Ellis, Muir-
head and Shaw also deserve special notice.
Ryan made some beautiful catches and
played a strong consistent game through-
out.

The officials, Lt.-Col. Constantine of
R.M.C., and Mr. Kelly of K.C.I., handled
the game in a manner satisfactory to
all. They kept the game going, and free
from rough tactics. The penalties were
few and for minor offenses.

First Quarter.

The game began on time. Queen’s won
the toss, and Varsity kicked, Ryan re-

turned the kick. Varsity made yards
on the second down, Sullivan tried for

a field goal but failed. Ryan ran the ball

out. Mills kicked for Queen’s on the
third down. Varsity lost the ball for

interference, and Mills kicked outside.
Varsity made an end run for yards, and
Bree.i^kicked on the third down, Edwards
fumbled and Duncan fell on the ball for

an unearned try, which Breen converted.
Varsity 4, Queen’s 0.

Second Quarter.
Ellis kicked for Queen’s. Varsity was

penalized for offside, and Breen kicked.
Mills returned for Queen’s. Varsity made
a good end run, and Breen kicked. Ed-
wards again muffed the ball near Queen’s
line.^ Breen went over for a try which he
failed to convert. Score 9-0. McBean
replaced Edwards. Queen’s kicked and
Sullivan returned the kick to McBean.
who fumbled the ball. Breen again went
over for a touch which he converted.
Varsity 15, Queen’s 0. Queen’s kicked.
Taylor returned kick, Queen’s bucked' for
yards. Mills kicked and Sullivan was
forced to return the kick. Queen’s buck-
ed for yards, but failed on next try. Var-
sity lost the ball for interference. Mills
kicked for Queen’s. Half time.

Third Quarter.
The second period opened with John-

ston replacing Cook who had a broken
nose. Itllis kicked, and Snllivaii return-
ed kick to Ryan who made a' bcautifni
catch. Ryan tried for a field goal, and
.'inllivan was brought down behind’ Var-
sity’s line 15-1. X'arsity failed to make
yards. Ryan kicked, ami Sullivan fnni-
Med the ball. Ryan failed to kick and
Queen's ilid not make yards. Hrecii kick-
ed. hut Ryan ran the ball out. .Mill,
kicked for Queen's. Varsity made yards

^twice ami Carew went over for a try.
wliicii was converted, .'ivore. X'arsity 21
Queen’s 1.

(OJntimicd on page 4)..

A day or so after our return to Queen’s

a Sophomore friend of ours remarked,

"Isn’t it great to be back again? There are

so many of the old friends and everything

seems so much more settled than it did last

year.”

This was so contrary to our own opinion

that it brought us up, with a start, to a
realization of the diversity of points of

view. How different Queen’s must seem to

the Freshman and to the Senior
! How dif-

ferent the attitude of the Sophomore from
that of the Junior.

To you, Seniors, in your last College
year with the full realization of your high
hopes at the conclusion

; to you, Juniors, to
whom the old College means increasingly
more; to you Sophomores who, only yes-
terday were newcomers to Queen’s; and to
you Freshmen standing at the very thres-

Notice

niosrprtfjTK[bie-a:id pleasjuraW^
days of your life, those spent at College^
we bid a very hearty welcome.— Erf/for

Our readers must not be surprised if

they see the “Journal” appear shortly
with several columns left vacant for what
our English Journalistic friends call

“Stop Press News."
Every year, in every faculty, if cor-

rectly organized, has a reporter. XTou
may not believe that, up to date, there
have been contributions received from
only one year in the University, viz Arts
'

22 .

Each year society has a right too see
its activities reported twice each week,
and if your reporter is not turning in copy
it is the duty of the members of the year
to see that he does so.

We have started to publish a Journal
of eight pages and would like to continue,
but the Editor can not see his way clear
to write more than two or three columns
per issue in addition to the editorial.
We, therefore, ask you to find out, if

No. 2

ARTSM7RE.UNI0N
LAST SATURDAY

HELD- BA^UET IN LEVANA
ROOM—MANY MEMBERS

PRESENT

jgM~dq not already know, the name of" your year reporter:- Asl^him gently, but
firmly, why he is not doing his-dutj^

ARTS '17 RE-UNION.
When some 30 members of year Arts

17 gathered round the Re-Union Banquet
table in the Levana Room on Saturday

SCIENCE SOPHS
VSj_FRESHMEN

134 NEW MEMBERS RECEIVED
INTO ENGINEERING

SOCIETY

As was quite in keeping, the Science
Freshmen- were the first to be initiated into
full fledged membership this autumn. The

;nt took place last XX^ednesday mornini

Ilf* nrcl- A ..4.,^ K _t 1 . .
unique in that '17 is the first year in Arts
to successfully bring about such a re-
union, It is the intention of the year
executive to have the members of the year
return to Queen’s every three years. Le-
vana Room was most tastefully gotten
up for the occasion, the tables being ar-
ranged across the west end of the room
and down the two sides. Place cards
and little T7 mottoes in addition to a
wealth of chrysanthemums completed a
truly festive scene. The guests of the
evening were: Princijial Emeritus Gor-
don and Miss Gordon, Principal and Mrs.
Taylor, Dean and Mrs. Skelton, and Mr.
.John Burry, representing the Alma Mater
Society.

The guests were welcomed by Miss
Lottie Wliitton, Vice-President of '17
who acted as Chairman and Toast Mas-
ter.

Principal Emeritus Gordon, when call-
ed upon to speak, dealt with the value
of a college education. He wondered if
the members of '17 in the years which
intervened since their graduation were
able to look back and say that their days
spent at Queen's had been of real bene-
fit to them. Had they learned what the
spirit of service, of co-operation meant,
and were they putting it into practice?
In the co-operation of graduates, ex-Prin-
cipal Gordon saw a great elevating social

political influence in its outside
and

world "You are members of an honor-
able household, ami you must live up to
he traditions and memories of your old
Lmvcrsity. wci.i il,e s,.eaker's closing

I’niicipal Taylor was pleased to he a
gmesta.tUefirstRc-m.io,. of a graduated
ic.ir m Aria, ami he sincerely hoped that

i pr.tttiLt ",,t,|,|
eomiiioii in

the I iiiversilv, II.. tvanled the gradu-
eel that Ihev were alw.ays web

hampered by certain restrictions of the
Alma Mater Society, and the initiation, in-
'Stead of taking the usual form of a “rush”
was carried out according to the program-
me laid down last year. .

The Sophomores were divided into eight
squads of approximately eighteen men each.
To each squad was assigned a special task,
and in the cold grey dawn of XVednesday
one might have observed these little groups
collected at various spots all over the city
waiting to rush supplies to the scene of ac-
tion as soon as lectures commenced.
By 9.30 the obstacles were, erected on the

lower campus. These consisted of an effec-
tive arrangement of ladders, barrels, tar-
paulins and last, but by no means least, the
nice muddy excavation near the Cafeteria
The year then paraded up to Gordon

Hall where the Freshmen were getting
some first hand information from Dr. Neish
about the late Mr. Avogadro, Here they
were addressed briefly by President Minnes
of Science '23. He deplored the spirit that
had prompted them to disregard tlie notices
regarding the green ribbon order, and re-
buked them for the further unseemly con-
duct m pulling down these notices. They
were then acquainted with the programme
and asked to pass out. Contrary to the

(Continued on page 3).

ates

nme at Qiieen's. I le went ,e|,
the fiiliire plans f„r ,he expansi,,,, an.l

(Cutnimiefl on patv(. Cj.
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Thursday

—

4.J0—Q.U.M.A.

/.00_Chural Society, Convocation Hall
7..10—Returned Men’s Cliih, Carriith-

ers Hull.

7.3G— hsQorts Meeting ili Grant Hall,
Friday

—

4.30—S.\ .B. .Apologetics Konm. Old
Arts. Building.

8.00— Freshmen’s Reception. Cnmt
Hall.

Saturday

—

Dr. GrivAvll .speaks, ill Gr,

FIVE CONCERTS
WILI^E GIVEN

HAMBOURG TRIO WILL AGAIN
VISIT QUEEN’S ON

OCT. 28th

The Trustees have again given a grant
for the purposes of art in the University,
and we hope soon to publish details of
the arrangements for picture exhibitions
and lectures.. We are able to announce
in this issue the concert programme for
the session.

The Committee on Art have arranged
a series of five concerts during this ses-
sion, and have invited the Directors of
the Plambourg Conservatory to carry out
a programme, which will include trio
music, piano, violin, and violoncello pie-
ces, and a vocal concert. Encouraged
by the success of last year, the musicians
hope to give complete works of the great
composers instead of extracts, and they
have met a widely expressed wish by
inviting Mr. Campbell MeInnes, the fam-
ous baritone, to sing at the third concert.
They -.^ill als.0 -give examples of the
Sonata form, which was unrepres^ated
last year. Although Senor Guerrero,
whose playing was so appreciated by his
audiences last year, will not give a con-
cert by himself, it has been arranged that
he will be heard in piano soli at several
concerts. Mr. Jan Hambourg, who has
not yet been heard here as a soloist, will
be welcomed in the violin concert, and

'

we shall again have the pleasure of hear-
ing Mr. Boris Hambourg’s ’cello.

The dates of the concerts are as fol-
lows :

1. Thursday, October 28th—The Ham-
bourg Trio.

2. Monday, November 22nd — Jan
Hambourg (violin); Alberto Guerrero
(piano).

3. Monday, December 6th—J. Camp-
bell-Mclnnes (soloist)

; Alberto Guerrero
(piano).

4. Slonday. January 10th—Boris Ham-
bourg (violoncello); Alberto Guerrero
(piano).

5. Thursday, February 3.—The Ham-
bourg Trio.

Although the full programme has not
yet been arranged, we are able to give
the names of the chief pieces.

I. Haydn, Trio in G -major (with
Gipsy Rondo).

Josef Jongen. Trio in F sharp minor.
Jongen is the foremost, composer in Bel-
gium, and this is the first concert per-
formance of this work in Canada.
Dvorak, The Dumky Trio (one move-

ment of this work was performed last
’

year).

2. Beethoven, Sonata in A major (the
Kreutzer). Cesar Frank, Sonata in A
Major.

3. (a) Song—An Evening Hymn, Pur-
cell. Choral—Come. Gentle Death. Aria
—Children are a Doubtful Blessing-
Bach.

(b) Songs—Whither must I Wander
Blackmore by the Stour—R. Vaughan
Williams

; All Women Born are so Per-
verse Frank Bridge; In Summertime on
Bredon. In Youth is Pleasure—Graliam
Peel

: The Fwa .Sisters of Binnorie—Scot-
tish Ballad.

(c) Piano Soli by Senor Guerrero.
(d) Heine’s Dichterlichc—.Sdiimiaim.
(e) Nonsense Songs from The B.id

Gliild's Songs about Beasts. Words by
Kiiaire Belloc, .Xliisic by Graham Peel.

'

5. rieelliovcn. Trio in I, Major
Ghost Trio): J,,In, Irelaiitl. l ii,. \,,, , ,a
new piece): Selnniianii, Trio in F .XIaior.

It IS ho]icd to iHililish prograiliiiie mites
for the whole seric.s at a'lionsfn.al iiriee

the first .'oiicvrr, fx o.*"- -
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of Canada
Established 1864
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Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

1 . B. SPARKS. ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

.59 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky's)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

' .due plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
. id tne woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
i tes and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
—eaf. etc.

JACK F. E1,DER
269 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public UriJItiBt

Phone' 128'4-

EDITORIAL
QPnpptt’s Journal
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taken by others. The departed we may
dismiss with the reflection that they

serve, for us who remain, as a perpetual

memento mori; our allotted spjfti is but
four years; and though some by great

strength, whether in assimilating or re-

sisting ideas, may prolong their days, it

is but vanity and weariness of the flesh,

and they shall be called Post Mortem by
their fellows in delicate intimation that

their indispensibility in the scheme of

things is no longer even a polite fiction.

This brings us, properly, to the consid-

eration of the youngest element in our

polity, which has taken the place of those

who, in the current euphemism have
dropped out. These tender younglings
are to be known by their numbers, blat-

ant verdure, and. in at least one depart-

ment of the State, by the extraordinar}’-

colour of the capital decorations which
they have assumed. As for the female
of the species, the touching spectacle of

It must have struck us all at one time these innocent beings trailing clouds of
or another that our life at college is 'just glory all over 'the campus, or standing
a miniature working model of life in g\2 ii- with hesitant. feet and baby eyes full of
eral, differing from the full-size affai^ wonder, lisping pretty- demands for direc-

chiefly in the unheard-of velocity with
|

tion, may be seen every day. The Fresh-
w'hich u proceeds. Just as a li^tinie isj innn P-eri! I K 'pxi'Kts'T'iXTtalniy; IjEl ;t i.->

bounded at b Uc necessary
;
not peril from, but for the Fn.-shmen.

IN RETROSPECT ANb PROSPECT.

See Us
About It

Some day when you are

feeling disgusted with the

fickleness of that watch which
you are carrying, we would like

you to call in and “talk watches”
with our watch department.

^Watches and diamonds are

^ two of our hobbies.

^TTWe have practical know-

^ ledge of watches ourselves
;

we know them through and
through just as well as -.vvc- >-

the alphabet. The manar; *•

'

our w^tch department ami ion.s

of his assistants also speii' years

at the bench as practical watch-
makers.

^^We have a watch adapted

^ for every man or woman, boy
or girl.

I

Our prices range from
$12,00 to $3,500.00 each, and

every watch is “guaranteed, of

course.”

formalit-ies'Tif birth and tU 'th. so a Col-jAla.s,

h^e-timo l>egins aiid ends '••Hh the uog-|dutcli

G. W. V. A.

(Incorporated)
j

Next General Meeting

FRIDAY, OCT. 22nd, 1920

PRELIMINARY

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Ssnnpathy Six Novelty
Dance Orchestra beg to an-

nounce that dates are now
being booked for Fall en-

gagements.

liAROLD E. SALTON

Representative

Barber Shop
All White TUe. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
“We Strive to Serve"

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

nate ordeals of initiation and graduation.

And in the period between these two
events one undergoes, just as in life, a

painful process of growth which, if gen-

eralized by the assembling of our combin-
ed experiences into a graph, would be
seen to reach in a stereotyped curve from
the level of complete ignorance to that

of total fossilization. All the events, per-

sonalities and emotions of a life-time are

here, on a small scale
;
we hope, work,

fight despair, idle, make money by blood

and sweat, and scatter it like rain on a

parched country-side. Politically, we
are a self-complete Unit ; we annually go
through all the convulsions of an elec-

tion : we have pur statesmen, politicians

and President
;
those of us who are not

irrevocabl}'^ disqualified, enjoy Women’
Suffrage. We have also a miniature
priestly caste, infesting the obscure corn-

ers of the Old Arts. As for the common
herd, we have all varieties

; we have ama-
teur doctors, lawj'crs, professors; scien-

tists in hordes, resembling those of Atilla

in number; housewives, heroes, sheroes,

and famous comic actresses in embryo

:

we have even poets, whose works you
will see in the otherwise reputable col-

umns of the “Journal.” Further, 'as a gen-
eral thing, it may be said that the .stage of
perfection which a people has attained in

cooking is at any time the surest indica-
tion of their attainment in civilization.

Thus we read of the vigor and strength of
the Spartans in their simple diet, the de-
cadence of Rome in its elaborate cuisine.

Perhaps then, the crowning proof of the
stage of culture which we ourselves have
reached is to be found in the presence
among us of one Marshall Reid.

Finally, as a niinatnre State we wage
guerilla warfare in Montreal and To-
ronto. for which purpose we raise annu-
ally several Expeditionary Forces. This,
of course, is because war is one of the old-
est, most time-honored and universal
sjiorts. The other one. humorously de-
signated as “Love”, is also widely prac-
tised in all its stages from the first ten-
tative flourishings of the worm ..u

hook to the last despairing spl.i^h .mw-
lunge of the splendid pitiable vi. m-m.

With these preliminary remark m .

be possible to go on to a general i U,. '

tion of our present position, and v . .,i

before us. It behoves us to glai

our material, for the m.'iin differ” •.

tween any one session and the n.

vb;u do tliey know of the fcdl

of circumstance as impersonated
•hy the landladies of Kingston? What do
they know of pool parlours and two-per-
cent bars that lie in wait like lions to

devour them, or ofJDinny Brannigan, also

iivthe lion business? What do they know
of heart-ravishing coeds whose modestly
lowered eyelashes point demurely, but
with unmistakable directness to the allur-

ing carmine of lips below? Alas, ah
thrice alas! and also alack a couple of

times; what do they know of the immut-
able doom of the race which drives man,
possessed of an holy frenzy, to do in three
short weeks at the end of each period of
his fleeting college life, the total accum-
ulated labour of that period; which we
must not doubt is arranged for the amuse-
ment of the Gods upon high Olympus

;

for they thereupon, having assembled
their victims in the bloody Halls of Ex-
amination set' loose upon them infernal

enemies
;
gibbering cohorts of the ghosts

of dead languages; hosts of loathsome
dates, theories and facts, deadly in their

dullness ; whole legions of Formulae,
straight from hell, with the odor of brim-
stone still clinging to their whiskers.
Woe, woe unto you, freshmen, infants
all this lies ahead of you, and more
the Green Peril, threatens not us, but
you ! Be^vare then, that you disobey not

Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 114* ...

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

the fatherly discipline and -direction of

those who alone can guide }'ou through
in safety'.

Leaving our youngsters with these few
lofty words, we pass on to the next gen-
eration of (i-.r society. t-:rined. as you all

know, the .-'.phinnore \eai. The deriva-

tion of t' l- inlere.^iing Word may not be
famibr i> i rum Soplio;,, meaning wise,

and - . meaning not so much as they
will i... .Vs a gaieral tiling, these people
have, during their fre^l!n)an term, vindi-

cated their ri^hi to survive, and stand
to do^ood se^\'icc. \'ct we would not
have them forget that two sessions lie

between them and Complete Enlighten-

ment. Not that we would ever hold this

fact against them, but there are things
which are not seemly for a Soph to say
.'*nd do.

Our thir(> classi the Juniors, defy de-

i i ition. They arc really august people

Ibough they arc inclined to be a bit ossi-

• d in their bearing and their way of

•bought
; their practical wisdom is not yet

' idermined completely, and they largely

rm our executives. They have not

; lite lost their original interest in things

tiler, nor their eiicrg)' and patience in

ork. If little can be said about these,

ho occupy the middic-age of college life,

least nolbing iir.icb needs to l»c said

about them. They at least do not con-

stitute a Peril, -and may be left largely to

themselves.

Such, however, is not the case with the

last class, the Seniors. Though one has

known individual seniors who were not

senile, they were all fossils. The gra-

dual, relentless, remorseless Drocess of

learning, by which successive l- i;.'

foreign matter have been p]-.-* ••r

them, has turned them to -•

now would recognize the

freshman in the tired-eyed scuiui' who
brushes his last few' weary hairs with

decorous care over his almost bald y.i’.

Alas, his^ practical instincts, his interca’

his energy, his youth and freshness, all

are gone, and he has become a Standard

Product, which is to say he is dead, or

else in articulo mortis. Well hath it be^n

said, to attain is to terminate; he w'ho ar-

rives at his goal has finished his journey;

Education is Death. From sheer ossifi-

cation the poor fellow inevitably gradu-

ates. at last, and his passing is accum-

])lished ^michpomp and ceremony, to the

undisguised pain of all present.

The moral, or the morals, of the

situation lie for ^'ou to draw' for your-

selves. I have simply jiaintcd for you
life as it is about us. Thereby, you w'ill

say. ffiving the lie direct to tlic title chos-

en for this article. That may be; I care
”

not. Though, through the haze of war, I

remember taking two pass courses in

History, I have no recollection w’hatever,

any courses in Prophecy, so I suppose
I am not really qualified to discuss either

prospects or retrospect. Though if I were
to defend myself. I should simply

that what is, is wiiat has always been,

and what has been, is wliat always w ill
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high hopes of several gentlemen of rather
Bolshevistic tendencies, in the Sophs, they

^

came out voluntarily.

At the only available .c.-sit they were re-
ceiveij by the welcome squad and each man
was persuaded to have his face put in
mourning via. the shoe polish route. They
were then taken down to the lower campus
in batches of twenty. At severiU junctures
during the exodus from Gordon Hall,
things became rather warm, and when the
doors were pushed off it looked as though
a regular time w'as due to arrive. Order
was restored however.

Arrived at the lower campus the Fresh-
men were put through the obstacle race,
first having been relieved of most of their
clothing. At the end of the course, their
shoes were removed and the procession
inarched to the .Stuart Street side of the
campus. Here ra;h man was placarded

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

We have opened our new

Men’s Clothing and

Furnishing Store

and we invite you to call and

inspect our new stock

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly ! Last
year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.
So did everybody else. As a result
the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-
ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasional!}'— and precious
Httle at tlut. So that when 'Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,
morally and mentally. Do a kind
Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chance!
Make your ahpoiutment no7v.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House
Jrget to get your “Gym,
outfit this week.

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

213 PRINCESS STREET
Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s UniversiL

"THEY MUST BE RIGHT.
For years nve have been fitting

sucwsi
* Qu'^en’s Students will

/ ‘•'neces' to long
CTtT* eoiipM'd 'wiih flcicrtihc
JiKiiita proeurftWc.

;

,

. ' ^lasso.i rortie'

GlalSs

R.XRODGER
ConstiltUig Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

meal HOURS:

GREAKEasT /,15 fi, 9 J5

• 11-^0 1 1 1.30

Regular Tickets $S.S0 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manaeer,

The Always Busy Store.

\e are here to serve your needs in Drugs,
itionej-y, Neilson’s Chocolates and Ice Cream
cks, Combs, Brushes, and all Toilet Requisites,
veloping and Printing Films a specialty, at

Prouse’s Drug Store
o#. ST. ANDREW'S WURCH

m voniormation with the A.M.S. rulings
During the ceremony movies were taken

by a representative of one of the pictorial
weeklies, also pictures of both years. The
Sophs wish to offer a hearty testimonial to
the powers of Tanglefoot, and Two-in-one.'

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

director HOWARD S. GRIFFIN.

originators of up to the minute dance -music. Wa
liktiy” kind, Fox-Trots that would make a wooden
come to life, and One-Steps just crammed full

of Pep and catchy choruses.
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il Removal Notice

You will now find us at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY JQ .

Levana Hold Initiation

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 2B8 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

Queen’s University

Classical Concerts.

Second Season

A Series of Five Concerts
’

In Grant Hall

Jan Hambourg Violinist
Boris Hainbourg Violoncellist
Alberto Guerrero Pianist
J. Cainpbell-Mclnnes

. . . Baritone
1. Thursday, Oct. 28

. The Hambourg Trio
2. Monday, Nov. 22

, ,
Violin and Piano

3. Monday, Dec. 6—Vocal & Piano
4. Monday, Jan. 10

—

C T.U j
Violoncello and Piano

5. Thursday, Feb. 3.

The Hambourg Trio
STUDENTS’ TICKETS—$1.00 for ser-

^

ial ticket admitting to the five concerts.
' A block of seats in the gallery of Grant
Hall will be reserved for student holders
of serial tickets till 8.05 p.m. Serial tick-
ets may be obtained at the College Post
Office.

Admission for student to single con-
certs, 2Sc. These will be sold at the door.
For other details see posters.
AH concerts begin at 8.15 p.m„ and

:he

“The best in years” was the verdict of

the privileged few who attended the

Freshette’s Reception in Grant Hall or

Thursday last.

The trembling Freshettes were great-

ly re-assured to find themselves welcom-

ed by Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Skelton, and

Mrs.' MacNeill. Once fairly inside they

discovered nothing more serious in pro-

gress than dancing, so they gave them-

selves up to that enjoyment until sum-

moned to regions unknown where a flock

of moaning ghosts took charge of them.

After various ups and downs, of which

the downs were, by far, the most thrilling,

the victims were delivered into the hands

of the executioners, and the performance

began. The Freshettes are to be congra-

tulated for their gameness, and the stunt

committee for its originality
;

laughter

and applause followed each stunt until

the last Freshette had danced off the

floor.

Then came dancing and refreshments;

and the solemn rite of cutting the Arts ’24

birthday cake with its painfully green

frosting and its twenty-four candles. The
success of the evening was due in no
small measure to the picturesque and
hard-working orchestra who obligingly,

played anything from AjjM -Lang- Syirr
to LohengrixL’s--WecIding March.

oath was administered around the

'Levana bear and the festivities were fin-

ally brought to an end by the Queen’s
Doxology—and its words rang true.

“Queen’s College is our jolly home.”

FRESHMAN’S RECEPTION.
The word on every lip for the past few

days is “when is the Freshman’s recep-

tion.” In order to enlighten many anx-
ious students, we beg to announce that

this ever popular gathering will be held

in Grant Hall on Friday, October 22nd,
at 8 p.m.

The coy young Freshette, the budding
freshman, the ambitious soph, the stud-

ious junior, and the stolid senior alike

•will enjoy this inaugural social event, so
come one, come"all.

STUDENTS’ VOLUNTEER BAND
The Student \^olunteer Band of

Queen’s University opens its session Fri-

day of this week. Although this organ-
ization is unknown to many, yet its work
is far reaching and efficient. A proof
of this is, that only this summer two
of its members went abroad to engage
in their life work — foreign missions.
Those eligible for membership are those
who have already volunteered for mis-
sion work,. or who are interested in the
question of doing so. The Band is under
the competent leadership of Mr. Burry,
and each session a suitable book for mis-
soin study is read and discussed at the
meetings. ,It‘ has )l)een arranged' that
some of our famous leaders in the work,
shall address the Band this year, so an
interesting and profitable session may
be looked for.

and the house goes dark. If the play
pleases, which is the first duty of plays,

that is where the public’s part begiffs.

We want criticism and suggestion, frank
opinions on choice of plays and impress-

ions of the good and bad in our work.
The Little Theatre depends on the

community; it is one of the ways in

which the community expresses itself.

Moral support and constructive criticism

are essential, and of course we need your
half-dollars (the first show will be less).

But we heed also a skilled staff to handle
the stage and the props, to manage the
lights and look after publicity and box-
office. 1 hose who feel the dramatic
urge or even merely the glamour of the
footlights, will naturally seek a place on
the boards

;
there will probably be plenty

of these. But th'eir contribution will not
be less than that of the energetic others
whose help will be eagerly welcomed
and who will be able to claim their full

share of applause.

The moment is now. The Community
Theatre has -come to stay. Toronto has
its heavily subsidized university stage

Under the aegis of McGill a strong or-

ganization seeks to unite the amateur
talent of Montreal. Shall Queen’s lae
behind?

QUEEN’S LOSE TO VARSITY
= "^Continued from page T).'"

'

Fourth Quarter

Breen kicked to Ryan, Varisty penaliz-

ed for failing to give yards. Sullivan
kicked into scrim near Varsity line. Shaw
went over for a try, which was not con-
verted, Varsity 21, Queen’s 6. Varsity
kicked and Stirratt intercepted a pass
near Queen’s line, and went over for a

touch, which Breen converted, 27-6. Ellis

kicked to Taylor who returned to Sulli-

van. Varsity given a free kick. Taylor
kicked outside. Queen’s ball, Mills
kicked to Breen. Game over.

The Teams
Varsity—Flying Wing. Duncan ; Hal-

ves, Breen. Sullivan, Taylor; Quarter,

Hobbes; Outside Wing, Tisher, Rorph;
Middle Wing, Wallace. Carew

; Inside

Wing, Stirratt, Westman; Scrim., Doug-
las, Taylor, N., Houston.
Queen’s— Flying Wing, Carson

;
Hal-

ves, Ryan, Edwards. Mills
;
Quarter, O’-

Gorman
; Outside Wing, Evans, Veal;

Middle Wing, Jardine, Shaw; Inside
Wing, McKelvey, Muirhead

; Scrim,
Cook, Gibson, Ellis.

Notes on the Game.

McGill will have to go the limit to beat
Varsity. Toronto has a strong line, and,

in Breen, have a halfback whom many
claim to be the equal of Flannigan.

Queen’s rosters were in fine form and
demonstrated that we are far fro d

downhearted.

In the line McKelvey is equal to t'
’

best that have played here this seasoi

That unaccustomed noise coming from
the stand, was the result of a reunion of
Arts '17.

FINE CONCERT TO BE GIVEN

(Continued from page 1).

The Committee will follow the pre-

cedent of last year by charging the lowest
possible prices for the concerts. A stu-

dent’s ticke^for the seri^s-wUlbe $1.(XD,

or 25c for one concert. Full details will

be found in the advertisements^ If the
concerts’ equal the success of last year,
it is not impossible that the series may._be
extended.

NOTICE
We have' received a contribution in

poetry, signed “Driftwood.” It is a well
known rule that contributions signed
only by a pen-name cannot be accepted.
We should be very glad to.publish “Drift-
wood’s” verses and if he or she will for-

ward his or her name, we will, it is need-
less to say, treat it as strictly confiden-
tial.

The Dramatic Club is busy with its

preparations for the Year Play and is

at the same time arranging for a season
of intra-mural productions at popular
prices. A stage is in course of construc-
tion for Convocation Hall, the Commit-
tee has a number of suitable short plays
under consideration, and Mr. Gates has
undertaken to produce them. The first

night will be October 30, after the ses-
sion of A.M.S., when the programme will
be: Dunsany’s “A Night at an Inn” and
Granville Barker’s “Rococo’, which
should, together make a balanced evening
of Drama and Farce Comedy.

If this debut is successful—and i' ..i i

Club hopes to grow into a
supporting Little Theatre, giving thiH i ••r
four shows in the course of the in.

and selecting only work of signif:-

value and strong dramatic appeal.
This Little Theatre project must

or fall by the support it gets fro)

student-public. If ilie nLnv^ rg d

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

FOR YOUNG MEN AND MEN WHO STAY YOUNG

KINGSTON’S ONLY STRICTLY CASH

AND ONE PRICE CLOTHING , J CIL!;.

Fall Models Are in the Limelight

We sell Society Brand Clothes be-
cause it infuences men who appreciate
tailoring skill to do all their buying
here.

This Fall, as in the past, Society
Brand Clothes embody all the style

changes. .We are showing all styles

and a wide selection of fabrics—and
are keeping the prices as favorable to

you ^ possible.

We claim to have:

The Best $35.00 SUITS and

M
re..D .a, The Best $45.00 OVERCOATS

I’ll® ^^cst $55.00 in Canada

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Sti’eet



_ a newArrow
Collar.
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND

A.M. S.

Robt. J. Reid
('UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

'50, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET
Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Mutual Life

i^A$s>«rance Co.
^

'

of" CANADA"'
"

— TJ^ i- the Company you want to in-

sure in, the Company yuu iiave prtffl

heard about and so widely known. If

you would like to know something

about how a policy would work out,

drop me a line, phone or call at the

following address.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. . KINGSTON

The Alma Mater Society Meeting on
Saturday night was very well attended.
The committee on entertainment had
secured the services of Science ’23 Jazz
Orchestra as an extra special headline at-

traction and they furnished some of the
most toe-tickling music that has been
heard this session. Mr. Maitland who
occupied the ohair in the absence of Pre-
sident J. H. Burry, said that "the suc-
cess of our Social Evenings is assured
for this session.”

The business was fairly brief and was
well handled. On the motion of Mr.

J.
A. MacDonald and Mr. K. Kiell, the fol-

lowing were elected for the Journal staff.

Asst. Managing Editor—Ian MacLach-
lan

; Sport Editor, Medicine—C. L. 'Wing-
ham; News Editor—W. J. G. Perry;
Sporting Editor, Levana—Miss Helen
Craig.

On motion of Mr. D. K. Paris and Mr.
A. C. Anderson, permission was granted
to Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A. to use Grant
Hall, for the Escorts meeting, Thursday
Oct. 21st.

Mr. J. T. M. Wilson, entered a protest
from Arts regarding the interference of

faculties at the Arts initiation. His

Mr, Maitland .^slced for discussion re
•-Xiuduct of students at f;ames; :v'an;e'

being forthcoming, ne poimed
undesirability of Queens gaining a repu'
tation for unsportsmanlike conduct. The
conduct of -the students at Saturday's
game, however, left very little room for
any complaint, so the discussion was not
prolonged.

CHORAL SOCIETY

The Brst regular meeting of the Chor-
al Society will take place in Convocation
Hall at 7 p.m. on Thursday, for one hour.
It is requested that all those who last
year were in the Choral Society Concert,
and, in addition any others who may be
interested should turn out to this meet-
ing. Practise will be immediately resum-
ed after the necessary business of organ
ization has been transacted.

RETURNED MEN’S CLUB

Queen’s Returned Men’s Club meets
on Thursday evening, October 21st, at
7,30 p.m. in Carruthers Hall, for the pur-
pose of electing an executive for the en-
suing year.

All returned men, including those in

the Freshmen Years, are considered bona-
fide members, and are cordially invited
to attend this and all other meetings of
the Club.

High Class Men’s Furnishings
Hats and Caps

THE CLUB
112 Princess St.

f

j
NEW YORK

i
CANDY STORE

1 Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early
for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

MEETING OF KINGSTON BRANCH
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

•Si^-Annual Meeting of the Kingston
Branch of the Engineering Institute was
held in Carruthers Hall, on Thursday,
October 14th, Colonel Macphail in the
chair.

After the presentation of the Financial
Report, the following ofEi^rs were
elected

:

Chairman—J, M. Campbell, M.E.I.C.
Vice Chairman—Alexander Macphail

-

M.E.I.C.

^^Secretary-Treasurer-W. P. Wilgar,

Branch Executive— Chairman, Vice
Chairman, Secretary, Lt.-Col. Schmidlin,-
M.G., R.C.E., and A. L. Clark, A.E.I.C.
Committee on Policy—Chairman. Vice

Chairman, Secretary—L. M, Arkley, M.
E. I. C.; D. W. Munii, A.M.E.I.C.
Committee on Remuneration— Chair-

man, Vice Chairman, Secretary W L
Makota, M.E.I.C.: D. W. Munn, A, M.'

Committee on Meetings and Papers
Convenor, D, S. Ellis, A.M.E.I.C.; Secre-
tary, A. Jackson, A.M.E.I.C.

; Members,

.t.M E.I.c'^'

The following were elected Affiliates
Ot the Kingston Branch.

T. F. Twiss. Royal Military College,
Kingston

; F. H. Day, Royal Military Col-
lege, Kingston.

The first Professional Meeting of the
Branch will be held in Carruthers Hall
on Tuesday, November 2nd, and future

TTOE ilie^uierrt. or j.roL
' tile ^perb \*EmJS out
nvalB aU for perfect peueij

^
1

1

deereen and
Co^ratR.

Americas Lead
Pencil Cok

ft

'wr I

rfefl

First

Anniversary

Sale

Satui-day, October 16th

10% DISCOUNT

on all lines

ss

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

SJSfSJSJ

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is comidsto.

Best Tungsten

and Flashlights. Every-
thing electrical for ex-

perimental purposes.

The Hi. W, Newman iacfric Cp.
187 PRINCESS STRfiBT

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. ' BEST OP SERVICE

STUDENTS!
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

nieetmgs on the first and third Tuesdays
of the month.
The Committee on Meetings and Pap-

ers, has in hand the preparation of a pro-gramme for November and December-
ectures on technical subjects of interest

to the different branches of the profe’s-
Sion. *

Members of the Engineering Society
of Queens and the Gentlemen Cadets of
the Royal Military College are invited 1

attend any and all meetings of the Kim
ston Branch.

NO DEFENCE
BY SIR GILBERT PARKER

Here is a strong dramatic novel. The scenes are laid in Ire-
land, England, West Indies and America, during the troublous
days of the French Revolution.

“No Defence” is Parker at his strongest.

For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

Copy Wanted

Copy Wanted

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-
cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s Universit
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“The Hat Store.”

HATS & CAPS
Newest Fall Styles

We like to talk about our great big stock of

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hats of

every description for men

ladies and children, bought

from the worlds best makers'

^ nw for our wholesale and retail

trade, are here in big variety.

We save you something

on every Hat you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Hats, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and
Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET
3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
g

Constitutions
g

and all kinds of

Hayison^ Crazier & Edgar
20 Market St., Kingston

SakelFs
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

Prof. Morison

ARTS T7 HOLD RE-UNION
’ (Continued from page 1).

’

..ythat when ’17 came back a few years
- hence, they would see many of these

changes brought about.

Dean Skelton, said that of many years
which had planned re-unions, T7 was
the first one to successfully carry out its

plans. He had always been closely as-
sociated with members of ’17, and in his

capacity of Permanent J-Ionorary Presi-
dent, he had become an adopted member.
He also spoke of the future years of the
University’s growth.

The Toasts
The Alma Mater Society, proposed by

H. P. Folger, replied to by John Burry.
The Year—Proposed by W. F. Chown.

replied to by Miss Jessie MacArthur.
Fallen Members—Norman C. Suther-

land.

The Absent Members—Proposed by
growth of the University, and trusted
Miss Mary MacPhail

; replied to by H.
P. Cliffe. Following the dinner, dancing
was enjoyed in Grant Hall until mid-
night.

The members of the year who atlenrl-
cd were: Helen Baxter, Herenire Cl.app
Jessie MacArthur. Ruby Pcrcival, J ss
W. Dyde, Carl.nte M.' Whiunn ( \'icc-
Prcsi(lent), Mary C. Gemmtll, Mary Mac-
Phail. Enid b'raser Parrott. Edith Ross.
Nell M. Clinton, Flora Ahenicthy, Mina
Donnelley, Eva Coon, Maude .McMaster,
N. C. Sutherland. R. S. Kayson, II. |>.

Folger (Treasurer), D. P. Chown. \V P
“Jloldcroft^ritic), John MacKinnon.

Gives Reception

Prof. Prince Gives Lecture on Palestine.

On Friday afternoon ^last, on the mvi-
tation of Dr. J. L. Morison the history

students of the Universit}’-’\vere entertain-

ed at a delightful reception in the Red
Room. Dr. and Mrs. Morison received

the^ guests, and Miss Mowat and Mrs.
Ross, aided by a staff of capable assis-

tants presided at the tea table.

After refreshments the guests repaired

td tlie^ large English room, where Prof.

Prince, whom we are so glad to have
back with us again, delivered an extreme-
ly interesting illustrated address on Pal-

estine.

On rising to speak, Prof. Prince ex-

pressed his very great pleasure at again
being back at Queen’s and went on to

say that he purposed in the lecture to

make a somewhat brief historical survey
of Palestine, and to discuss some of the
present day difficulties which he, in his

administrative capacity, had encountered
there.

Suppose that a visitor from Mars
should say, “Take me to that part of the
earth where I can best realize and visu
alize the personalities, peoples aii.d.

ments stamped on..Jh€-^\^ld’s destinies”,

to jyjia^prart of the earth should we take
him? To Boston, “the Hub of the Uni-
•erse?” to Athens, that ancient seat of
learning? to Italy, the heart of the Holy
Roman Empire, reminiscent- of the gran-
deur of Rome? or, on account of the real-

ization of nationality in the nineteenth
century, should Ave take him to England
or France?

To all of these questions Prof. Prince
said “No.”

We should take our visitor to Pales-
tine, the home of the three highest faiths

Judaism, Christianity and Mohammed-
anism, the cradle of the soul of the human
race. Into Palestine have stepped the
foremost figures of religious and secular
history, and it supplies a pageant of the
procession of ages. It is a living museum
of history. Palestine is a land of ruins,
which makes one wonder what civiliza-
tion they belong to and one is urged to
inquire into the decline and fall of these
civilizations.

After showing many beautiful views
of Palestine, including Damascus. Tyre
and Sidon, Nazareth, Jerusalem, etc,,
Prof. Prince discussed some of the prob-
lems of Modern Palestine.

Palestine is a tiny land microcosmic in
character which responds to all the forces
of the present. We find religions anta-
gonism between Jew;-and Gentile, Mo-
hammedan and Hindoo, Latin Catholic
and Greek Orthodox. We find national
rivalry between Italy. France, England
America and the Turks.
The desire for self-government, a Bol-

shevistic element is growing and is ap-
parent. Capital and Labour are not high-
ly organized, but Socialistic ideas are
coming into vogue.
There is the problem of hostility be-

tween the Jews and Moslems and Chris-
tians. The Jews wish to form a new Jew-
ish state, and fhe Moslems and Christians
are opposing them. The Local I^ales-
tmians claim that they shall rule theirown country. Their population is five
times more than the Jews and tliey have
held possession of the country for manv
years. ^

1 here is, too, the social difficulty. The
Jews are very exclusive and assume airs

ciilh''””''”''''^’
‘he dlffi-

Gn the religious side he cited the riv-d-ly between Latin Catholics
. and Greek

( rtliodox Uiurches. When the United
ht.iles sent a diplomatic mission to as-
eertatn which mandatory power they pre-
erred, the Latin Catholics wer^for
! ranee and tliercfore the Greek Orthodox
(-htircli was in favour of Britain "I’twas amnsiiig, said he, to sec these solemn

This lecture made Palestine seem very
real to the di^lited audience, and^it
gave one, a strange indiscribable thrill

to hear a man say casually"“l called Jer-
usalem on the telephone and was told
that the line was busy,”

The marriage of Mary Mcllmoyl, the
younger daiighter'of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Werte of Iroquois, Ont., to A. Aus-
tin Cameron, M.D., CM., Toronto, was
solemnized at the bride’s home on Wed-
nesday, October 6, the Rev. T. J. Vickery
officiating. Only family relatives and in-
timate friends were ainongt the guests.

After November 1 Dr. and Mrs. Cameron
will be at home at Roblin, Manitoba.—
The Globe.

After the front page notice was set
up, our Managing Editor has advised us
that tve are going to be hopelessly short
of copy even for this issue, and unless
we receive a great torrent of news, we
.fear greatly that the "Journal” will not
appear on Friday.

This state of things must not be allow-
ed to continue. The “Journal” unlike the
product of Henry Ford's factories, can-
not run on its reputation.

GRIMM’S
is

the best materials, and IIS sold at a very moderate price.
'

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

Tlie Blne^ea Rodins
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

HERE YOU ARE!
OUR STORE IS OFFICIAL HEADQUARTERS FOR

ALL QUEEN’S MEN
We stock all kinds of Sporting Goods for Football, TennisHockey and other outdoor sports.

’

r Don’t forget we
her agliT^'^

Records—Bring some to your girl when you fall on

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

“The Place to Get That Record”

1920-21 Text Books and Suppliles

SCIENCE
EDUCATION

ARTS
MEDICINE

All textibooks authorized for

mural students on sale here.

For next term a complela and full line of Drawing lAalruments. Surgical andDissecting Instruments made by the best British mannfacturers will bt carried

use in the University for Intra-mural and EExtra-

Mail orders gi’given prompt and careful attention.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
OPEN EVERY NIGHT •

Phone 919 160-162 Princess Stree

•Shdro two Profits with Gonsamer

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores^nducted on a basis of scientific econorny. Before you
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Arts.

Professor R. O. Jolliffe, M.A., Ph. D.,

head of the Departmejit of Latin has

come to us from the University of Mani-

toba.

Professor James Roy, M.A., has come
as Assistant Professor in the Department
of English Literature to take the place

of Professor W. D. Taylor who has gone
to the University of St. Andrews. Pro-

fessor Roy was a Lecturer in St. An-
drew’s from 1908 until the war. In the

war he was to begin with Captain in the

Royal Garrison Artillery and then at-

tached to the Intelligence staff, G.H.Q.
where he made a remarkable place for

himself by his knowledge of Russian.

- Professor John T. McNeill, B.A., Ph.

,
t)., a graduate of McGill is Assistant

Professor of History. He took his-Ph.
D. degree in History (especially ecclesias-

tical) at Chicago. Before he came to
” Queen’s he was Professor of Church His-

tory in Westminster Hall, Vancouver.
Professor A. E. Prince, M.A., who has

returned to Queen's University as Assis-
tant Professor of History is a graduate
of Manchester University and afterwards
studied at Balliol College, Oxford. He

_
was Lecturer in History in Queen’s for
the year 1914-15. He then joined the

- -^n-my and served iir

and was mentioned in despatches by Gen-
eral Allenby.

Professor John T, Ballard, M. Sc., a
graduate \af the School of Commerce and

- Finance of New York University, has
come to Queen’s as Assistant Professor of
Commerce. During the years 1917-18 he
was on military service with the Ameri-

^ can Expeditionary Force in France. Last
. winter he was in charge of the Depart-
ment of Business Administration in the
University of North Dakota.

Professor W. A. Mackintosh, M.A., 'a

graduate of Queen’s, is Assistant Profes-
sor of Economics.

Mr. O. C. Kinnock, B.A., is a Lecturer
in English.

Mr. L. G. Keill, M.Ar, is Lecturer in
Greek.

Mr. F. M. Wood, M.A., B. Sc., Lectur-
er in' Mathematics.

, Mr. A. E. Allison, B.A., Assistant in
Math.

Mr. H. A. White, B.A., Lecturer in
Biology, Tutor.

Mrs. A. Newlands, M.A., is in Mathe-
matics.

Madame McConnell, a French lady
who married a graduate of Queen’s is a
Tutor in French.

In Mathematics, Mr. Keith P. John-
ston, B.A., B. Sc., has been appointecl as

I
Science.

Professor S. M. Graham, B. Sc., a grad-
uate of Queen’s, who was Acting Pro-
fessor of Mining for the session 1918-19,
has returned to Queen’s as Professor of
Mining Engineering.

Professor L. M. Arkley, B. Sc., M. Sc.,
a graduate of McGill University, and
who has been in the University of Toron-
to since 1911, has come to Queen’s as
Professor of Mechanical Engineering.

Professor D. S. Ellis, B. Sc., after a
year of training at Cornell, on his return
from overseas, has returned to Queen’s
to resume his duties as Assistant Profes-
sor in Civil Engineering.

Professor Douglas Jemmet, after a year
of training at the Boston School of Tech-
nology, has returned as Assistant Profes-
sor of Electrical Engineering.
Professor L. F, .Rutledge' Assistant

Professor of Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering.

Professor A. Jackson, Assistant Pro
fessor of Drawing.
Mr. E. W. Skinner, Assistant in Draw-

ing.

Mr. Dorrance, Lecturer in Chemistry.
Mr. R. L. Davis, Lecturer in Mechani-

cal and Electrical Engineering.
Mr. H. McIntosh, Demonstrator in

Chemistry.

Theology.
_.Professoc MacFa4icl6JtvSee_PrinciBal
Dyde. ~-

Medicine.
Mr.J.. J. Austin, F.R.C.S., in Clinical

Surgery.

Dr. W. T. Connell has taken the Chair
of Medicine.

Dr, James Miller, B, Sc., M.B., M.D.
Professor of .Pathology,

Dr. D. e. Matheson, a graduate of
Queen’s and former Superinten(Ient of the
Kingston General Hospital has been ap-
pointed Lecturer in Anatoni}-.

Physical Training—Miss O’Connor, a
graduate of the Sargent School for Phy-
sical Education, Cambridge, Mas’s., has
come to take the position which Miss
Ruth Clark held last session.
As part of the re-organizing of the

Medical Faculty, Queen’s University has
appointed as Professor of Pathology, Dr.
James Miller, who was Lecturer on Mor-
bid Anatomy in Edinburgh University.

Dr. Miller was educated at the Edin-
burgh Academy, and at the University,
where he graduated B. Sc. in 1895; M.B.j
with honours, in 1899; and M.D (gold
medal) in 1904. After graduation. Dr.
Miller served in South Africa with the
Edinburgh and East of Scotland Hospit-
al. In 1903 he went to Birmingham as
Lecturer in Bacteriology in the Univer-
sity, and in 1909 he returned as. Lecturer
in Pathology and i^acteriology to the
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Returns of the Football Games

AT

BAKER’S
IGAR

STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

> — •‘'•s iirts uctii appomcea as o-' -^tiv-iciiuiogy to tnt
Lecturer for the winter. Mr. Johnston

School of Medicine of the Royal College
... is a Olieen’s PTadnafp ,,,1,,. ... and to the EflinKnro-ln Iis a Queen s graduate who was formerly

on the teaching staff of the University
and has recently been employed with an
engineering firm in the west.

In Biologj-, Mr. Rollo O. Earl, B.A.,
a graduate of Queen's in 1914, has been
appointed as Assistant Prolessor. Mr.
Earl has been, up to this'time, in the De-
partment of the Interior, Natural Resour-
ces intelligence Branch.

In Clinical Surgery, the University has
been very fortunate in securing Mr. L. J.
iVustin, who has for many years been
on the staff of the famous London Hos-
pital. Mr, Austin was educated as Clif-
ton School and Oxford, and is a son of
Judge Austin of Brighton. On his moth-
er's side he is of good Presbyterian stock,
as his mother was a daughter of Profes-
sor Lorimer of the English Presbyterian
Church. Mr. Austin’s excellence as a
surgeon is very widely known, and his
quality as a teacher has been spoken, too
among others by all the Queen’s students
who have gone to London for furtlier
study. Immediately on the outbreak of
war, Mr. Austin offered his services and
was taken jirisoner in one of the early
-'cifrements. After a few months cap-J he was released ami was afterwards
_ aVge of tlie surgical work in one ofpile i.-e hospitals ill Rouen.

and to the Edinburgh Schpol of Medi-
cine for Women. Throughout the war
he served with the rank of Captain as
Bacteriologist to the South Eastern por-
tion’ of the Scottish Command, and No.
2 Scottish General Hospital, and for the
last year as Lecturer ifuAlorbid Anatomy
111 the University. He has also acted for
ten years as Pathologist at the Royal Iii-
finiary and several other Edinburgh Hos-
pitals. For seven years he has been local
educational adviser to the India Office,
le is the author of a number of papersm various medical journals, and of a stu-

dents’ handbook^in Morbid Anatomy and
Postmortem Technique, He has held the
post of examiner in the Universities of
Aberdeen, St. Andrew’s and Birmingham,
and m the Royal College at Physicians
and Royal College of Surgeons, Edin-
Hirgh

; Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons of London.

married
ARROL-MACLACHLAN-On Thurs

<Ia.v, Sept. 2nd, 1920, in Cooke's Preshy.
tciian Church. Toronto, by the Rev Al-
bert Macllroy, M.A., B.D., Grace Ruth,
eldest daughter of Mr. ami Mrs. John I

MacL 42
Chff Toronto, to Rev. Edward Buchanan

A r
'

f i
1°'"'

• \rrol, Glasgow, hcotlancl.

Rex
SJ^OKING

Mixture
A most satisf

5dng and
enjoyable smoke

,h 3 .Mo*ki nc
I

\MlxtUREf

30c per package

Also put up in lb.

and yi lb, tins.

I
~
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Kingston’s Big Hat Dealers”

No matter how exacting as to

vtyle and quality, we have your

iiarticular hat.

.‘iOFT HATS—$3.50 to $11.00.

TWEED HATS—$3 to $4.50.

Caps in big variety

New Gloves.

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

Year Pins ^

and Rings
Estimates and designs furnish-

I

ed on request. We have made

I
Queen’s Year Pins and Rings for

years, and can assure von of ‘satis-

faction.

Hinneatl
Manufacturing Jewelers

princess’ & WELLINGTON
STREETS, KINGSTON

Agents for Waterman’s Ideal

Fountain Pens.

I
WARWICK BROS.

i ' CLEAN
I EVERYTHING

I
AND

I DO IT WELL.

I
212 PRINCESS STREET

^ Opera House Block,

i KINGSTON. ONT.

M PHONE 650

TAILORED
TO MEASURE
SUITS.

$27.00 to $60.00

Do these prices mean any-

thing; to you? Whether you
are a student of economics

or not, wc think you will all

realize the extremely good
value of a suit tailored to

your individual measure and
taste at these prices.

Call and see the samples.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Theology
At the first regular meeting of the

Teological Society, the following officers

were elected : —
Hon. Pres., Rev. W. G. Jordan, D.D.;

Moderator, M. A. S. Briedjford; Pope, N.

D. Patterson, B.A. ; Scribe, J. A. Mclnnes,

B.A.
;
Archdeacon, Geo. W. Mitchell, B.

A.
;

Archbishop, W- T. Brown ; Sr.

Bishop. A. L. Blacklock, Jr. Bishop, L.

B. Smith, Sr. Deacon, A. Donaldson,

B.A.; Jr. Deacon, W. J. Walker; Singing

Patriarch, H. R. James, M. A.

We are glad to welcome into our midst

this year Principal T. F. McFadyen, M.
A., of Hislop College, Nagpur, India.

Prof. McFadyen succeeds Dr. Scott in

the chair of New Testament Literature

and Criticism, and has already captured

the hearts of his students by his genial

spirit of comradeship. Those of us who
have sat at his feet for the past two
weeks can truthfully say: “We are glad

Prof. McFadyen has come to Queen’s,

for truly he is a learned man, and we
know that while he is with us, the wells

of knowledge will never run dry.” The
installation of Professor McFadyen will

take place on Monday evening, November
first, in Convocation Hall.

Messrs Breidjford, Brown, Fry, Mcln-
nes, Patterson, Smith, are back again in

Queen’s after attending *hc'?^.:iinV^r,sT5.-
f*

wlii. ii v',,.., held

repc^rt a yevyCollv:

and; if'' I

iyj. Liy ri'.'trron of 'Alhat the) nc: '

^oiiipiisned, it will be at once apparent
that it was a summer well spent in

Queen’s Park.

Alex. Donaldson spent a very pleasant,

summer in Vancouver, and while there

attended the summer session in West-
minster Hall. The reports that Stanley
Park, Capilans Canyon, and Grouse
Mountain, are ideal spots to spent an af-
ternoon in quite meditation over one’s
lectures.

We wish to congratulate Mr. James
for his splendid work in Rugby this year.

‘'What’s the matter with James? He’s
alright.”—British Whig.

Dr. Jordans class in English Bible will

meet for the first time this year in Con-
vocation Hall, Tuesday, at 4 p.m., Octo-
ber 26th. This study of the English Bible
in the light of modern scholarship by Dr.
Jordan has proved to be very popular in

past years, and, as formerly, all students
are cordially invited to attend.

The twenty-ninth annual conference of
the Theological Alumni Association will
meet at Queen’s Nov. 1-Sth. The Chan,
cellor’s Lecturer is ProTessor J. L. Moris-
on who will give four Tectures on “Racial
Problems within the Empire.” Besides
Prof. Morison, addresses on live topics
will be given by Rev. N. M. Leckie, M.A,;-
Kirkwall

:
Rev. Canon W. F. FitzGerald!

M.A., Kingston; Rev.
J. R. Fraser, M.A.!

Uxbridge
; Rev. A. S. Orton, M.A., S. t!

M.. Chatham; Rev.
J. R. Conn, M.A.,

Amora
; Rev. G. G. Kilpatrickf B.D., Ot-

tawa; Rev. A. P. Wilson. B.D., Napanee,
and Bishop Bidwell, Kingston.

LATE DR. M’NICHOL, COBOURG
Cobourg, June 5.—One of Cobourg’s

best known and most esteemed citizens,
Dr. E. C. McNicholl, has passed away,
his funeral being held from the family
home here to St. Michael’s church and
cemetery. Dr. McNicholl had practised
medicine here for forty-four years. He
was an ardent Liberal of the old school,
and for a few years held the position of
Medical Superintendent of the Cobourg
Hospital for the Insane. He was an ef-
fective and popular platform speaker. He
was also Officer of Health and Cornorer
of the town.

He w.ns a son of file late R. McNiclioll
of Havelock, ami was graduated in medi-
eme from yuoen's University. He niar-
rie.l .Miss ^^ary L. Quirk of tlie .Sontlieru
•States, wlio witii one daughter. .Mrs,
.lohiistoii. and two sons. .Mcs.srs. Cliarles
R. A. and Eugene F. .Mc.\idi<,ll. all of
Montreal. Survives him.
The funeral was largely atteml.d by

itiz-II'^ trit-n^L^ Hr \l.,‘ I

DEAR STUDENT:—

There’s one person we are particularly desirgus of adding to our cus-

tomers’ list this Fall.

And that person is YOURSELF.
Probably you have read our ads; perhaps you have “window-shopped’*

past our store—but that’s all.

And now we would like to show you the New Fall Shoes. Yes, we would
like to sell you one pair, just to have -you see how good our shoes are.

We’re rather blunt, perhaps—but there’s no use beating about the bush.
We do want your trade—and we’re sure we’ll have it once you try

our shoes.

Yours very truly,

LOCKETTS

FOR LOVERS OF

Good Home-made Candy and
Ice Cream

YOU CAN SATISFY YOUR LONGING AT

MARBLE HAM
FRESH AND PURE IS OUR MOTTO.

GEGI^GEJV^A3Q.L‘.P-.-Pi'ODi'i''f\’k

PHONE 9S0. 238 PRINCESS STREE3

The Grand Cafe
Special meal tickets for Students. Come in and ask

the proprieor for rates. These tickets good at any

hour for any amount.

BEST OF FOOD EXCELLENT SERVICE

222 PRINCESS STREET
2 Doors above Grand Opera House.

PETER LEE, Proprietor.

’Phone 1843.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientige test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET _ ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Note Books.

Loose Leaf Fills

Embossed Stationery

Fountain Pens.-

Student’s Supplies.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

Matinee, 2Sc; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if you become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVEIT^'Efl
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QUEEN’S LOST
IN OHAWA, 24-8

POLECON CLUB’S

ANNUAL REPORT
CONVOCATION
LAST WEDNESDAY

DR. GRENFELL
HERE SATURDAY

OTTAWA FANS DELIGHTED —
GAME CLEAN AND FAST

THROUGHOUT

SECT.-TREAS. O. D. CLIFFE, SUB-
MITS REPORT FOR

1919-1920

PROFESSORS JOLIFFE, AUSTIN
AND ARKLEY, GIVE

ADDRESSES

HERE’S A CHANCE TO HEAR THIS
FAMOUS MEDICAL

MISSIONARY

On Monday, Queen’s seniors played

" the Ottawa seniors (ihterprovincial) team

at Lansdowne Park. The game was call-

ed at 2.45, but did not begin till 3.15 as

a city league game was being played the

same afternoon.

There was an attendance of about 2,000,

many old Queen’s men being present to

see the Tricolor at work once more.

The game began with Queen’s kick-

ing off to Thomas, who was downed by

McKelvey. Ottawa staged a nice end

run for 20 yards. Made yard^ twice and

then bucked over the line, but failed to

convert. Ottawa 5, Queen’s, 0.

Queen’s kicked off, .Ottawa returned

Mills caught the ball arid ran it up.

.^._^iieeriVgivelf''i0--5^uds-iQrJ.njtei:ieren(:e

by Ottawa players. Queen’s kicked,

fumbled by Ottawa back. Queen’s got

the ball and bucked over. It was con-

verted successfully. Ottawa 5, Queen’s 6.

Ottawa soon added another point on

a long kick when Ryan was downed be-

hind the line. Score 6-6.

Queen’s lost the ball on a forward pass.

•Ottawa failed to make yards in two
downs, and tried onside kick, which was
unsuccessful, as the umpire called it off-

side. Queen’s got the ball. At this point

“Slapper” Ellis was hurt and retired in

favor of Burns.

Ottawa got ball on 20 yard line. Made

3’ards and then on a run got through for

another touch which was not converted.

Ottawa 10, Queen’s 6.

Queen’s players seemed at a disadv^i-

tage on account of the difference in the

rules in the two leagues. Bowman re-

placed Muirhead. Queen’s gained 10

yards because Ottawa line was in action

before the ball tvas put into play. At
this point there was a mixup and as a

result two Ottawa men were penalized.

Queen’s had 20 yards to go at quarter

time.

Half Time.

After making yards in two kicks and
with but 10 yards to Ottawa’s touch line,

Queen’s dropped the ball, but recovered

it. On 3rd down Queen’s were forced

to kick. Tried onside kick, but Ottawa
gathered in the ball, and ran it up to 20
yard line. Ottawa made an end run for

20 yards. Ottawa failed to make yards
and were forced to kick. Queen’s got
the ball and kicked. Play mostly in

Ottawa territory. Ottawa made a 25
yard run and then kicked. Ryan caught
nicely, but was downed in his tracks. Ot-
tawa penalized 10 yards for being offside.

From now on Queen's tried bucking tac-

tics and repeatedly made yards. Queen’s
bucked to Ottawa 30 yard line, but were
held there and had to kick. Tried a field

goal, but failed. Tlie Ottawa player was
caught behind the line, but the play was
called back, because yards were not given.
According to the referee, yards should be
given on a bouncing the ball, so. Queen’s
lost the ball.

After a lapse of four or five years the

Political Science Club was re-organized

in October, 1919, with the following of-

ficers : Honorary President, Prof. J. L.

Morison; President, W. H. Wynne; Sec-

retary-Treasurer, O. D. Cliffe; Program
Committee, Miss Mary Taylor, K. E.

Taylor, R. W. Hamill and H. R. James.
There was found to -be no former con-
stitution to act as a guide, but it was
decided to levy no membership fee and to

restrict membership to honor students
in Politics, Economics, History and Phil-

osophy.

During the session 1919-20, eight

meetings of the Club were held, as fol-

lows :

.TT_Aj_theJio,irie of Prof.. M.orison. Dis-

cussion on “The Significance-of the Far-

mers’ Movement’’ led by Messrs. Thomas
;

and Darling.

2. At the home of Dean Skelton. Dis-

cussion, on “What has Canadian politics

to learn from Bolshevism?” led by
Messrs. Haltrecht and Irwin.

3. At the home of Principal Taylor.

Prof: Black read an interesting paper on
“The German Revolution—is it perman-
ent?”

4. At the home of Principtl Taylor.

Discussion on “Imperial Relations”, led

by Messrs. Smythe and James.
5. At the home of Dean Skelton—Dr.

Henri De Man, noted Belgian writer
and economist, met the members ,of the

Club informally. *

^

6. In the Arts Club Room—Mr. James
Simpson, Toronto, spoke on “Industrial

Relations.”

7 . At the home of Prof. Clark—Dis-
cussion on “Our Immigration Problem”
led by Messrs Friedgut, Anderson and
MacDonald.

8. At the home of Dean Coleman who
spoke on “Educational Reconstruction.”
Three of the above meetings Were held

in the first term and five in the second
term.

At the meeting addressed by Mr. Simp-
son, an admission charge of 25c was
made to provide for refreshments. A
slight credit balance was left. This was
the only source of revenue the Club had
during the year. __

An effort was made to secure more
outside speakers, invitations being sent
to E. C. Drury, Premier of Ontario

; Hon.
W. L. MacKenzie King, Sir Thomas
White. S. R. Parsons, James Simpson.
Only the last named accepted. Mr. Par-
sons consented to come but was prevent-
ed by illness from doing so. Had more
notice been given to those who were
asked, we could have secured them all.

For that reason the Executive recom-
mends among other things that outside
speakers for the whole session be secur-
ed early in the fall term.

The Executive Committee met on Fri-
day. March 26, and decided to bring in

the following recommendations which
are made not with a view to shaping
the future policy of the Club, but to assist
the Club ne.st year. It was thought that
the experience of this year might prove
of some assistance:

1. 1 hat a President and Secretary, pro
term, be appointed at once for the ses-
sion 1920-21. until a permanent President,
Secretary unci other officials are chosen
for that session.

2. That tho Political Science Club
have as one of its aims the establishment

(Continued on jiagc 5)

The autumn Convocation of Queen’s

University was held in Grant Hall on Wed-
nesday, October 20th, at 8 p.m. Principal

Bruce Taylor was Master of Ceremonies,

and Dr. Jordan, of the Theological College

staff, conducted the devotional exercises at

opening and closing.

Previous to the hour for beginning Le-

vana members had assembled in Kingston

Haii. and, after being placed in regular file,

marched to the music of their own voices

and took their places in the gallery.

In his opening remarks Principal Taylor

said that the Autumn Convocation was an
old custom in Queen’s which had given way
to the strain of war. Jhe Spring Convoca-
tion is largely regarded as specially fitting

to the graduate, and besides, owing now to

the 'session being lengthened, very few un-

dergraduates are present for the spring ex-

ercises. Certain old customs, however,

were giving way. It was once a rule at

Queen’s to induct newly appointed profes-

sors to their chairs, but because of the

tremendous growth of the staff such a pro-

cedure would not be practicable. The
Autumn Convocation, then, affords an op-

portunity to the student to greet the new
professor.

The Principal then referred to the hope

we have for athletic improvement, and
though Queen’s had met two defeats still

none of us were at all discouraged.

'^he speakers of the evening were three

o'f the newly appointed members of the

staff, representing Arts, Science and Medi-
cine. Each of these in turn took occasion

to make pleasantly witty thrusts at the

Principal because of the short notice he had
given them for preparation. They all

spoke highly of the cordiality with which
they had been received by other members
of the faculty, and by the Kingston people

in general. Each speaker was followed

with close attention, and we are convinced

that whenever they decide to address

Queen’s students they will be listened toi

with interest.

Professor Joliffe, who by the way Avas

born in Kingston, was the first speaker.

He comes to Queen’s from the University

of Manitoba. His address Avas frequently

interspersed Avith Avit. He said that stu-

dents were always kind, gracious and con-

siderate. Perhaps they had come out to

see this new specimen of an unhappy crea-;

ture—a Professor of Classics; or, perhaps

it was because he was a freshman at

Queen’s. Me had seen for himself the en-

thusiasm and cordiality with Avhich fresh-

men had been received, and it had prompted
him to hasten out of town.

(Continued on page 6)

THE BULLETIN

Friday

—

4.30—

S.V.B.

8.00:—Freshmen’s Reception in Grant
Hall.

Saturday

—

Rugby—R. M. C. I. vs Queen's II.

11.00 a.m.—Dr. Grenfell speaks in

Grant Hall.

7.30—

.V.M.S.

Monday,

—

8.30 p.m.—Returned Men’s Dance.

Tuesday

—

4.00— Dr. Jordon speaks in .Vpologetics

Rontn, Old Arts Building.

5.00—Nomination Meeting of Arts

Society.

We have great pleasure in commend-
ing to the attention of our readers the

advertisement in this issue of the ad-

dresses to be given by Dr. Wilfred T.

Grenfell, the noted Medical Missionary
from Labrador. Dr. Grenfell is a man
of whom it may be truly said “This is a
servant of the people.” It is extremely
difficult for us, accustomed, as Ave arel'

to all the modern comforts of urban life

in the twentieth century to have any ade-

quate conception of the physical hard-

ships encountered and difficulties OA-er-

conie by our wonderful Medical Mission-
aries.. Even in the comparatively pam-
pered life that we lead, there are those

who complain; trifles become mountains,
and at times, even the most optimistic

of us alloAv the blue ruin-creating pessi-

mists to cast a cloud over our ambitio.is

and theii' realization. To such person’s

there cannot fail to be a AA'onderfuI stim-

ulus in listening to Dr. Grenfell. How
often the “stay-at-homes” during the war
Avere fondly-- thrilled by tales of danger,

dirt, bravery and heroism of the glorious

men in the front line. Dr. Grenfell is a

true front line soldier, fighting for the

cause of humanity’s moral and physical

Avelfare.

Just as all Gaul is, in the Avords of

Caesar, divided into three parts, so is the

human race divided into three distinct

classes, viz : Pessimists—Those Avho say
that a thing camTor be done. Optimists

—Those who think that a thing can be
done. Peptomists (with the emphasis on
the firist syllable)—Those A\--ho say that

things can be done and then DO them.
There can remain no doubt as to the

class in Avhich we shall put Dr. Grenfell.

Dr. Henry Vandyke says of this great

public spirited man, “I regard the work
that Dr. Grenfell is doing in Labrador,

as one of the most simple, direct and
vital applications of the Gospel of Christ

to human needs that modern times have
seen. He has gone out into that wild

country as a man seeking for hidden

treasure
;
not the. treasure of gold mines

and diamond fields, but the treasure of

an opportunity to serve humanity and
to make known the fulness of salvation

Avhich Christ brings to man’s body, mind
and heart. He has healed the sick, cloth-

ed the naked, delivered the captive, and
taught the people of his thousand mile

Parish to understand the love of God
through the -love of man. He has built

eight hospitals, a seaman’s institute; giA-^-

en surgical and medical care to thous-

ands of patients; and preached the good
news of Christianity from house to house,

and ship to ship.”

“Dr. Grenfell is the ‘real thing’ and any
money which is giA-en to his Mission will

be used in a Avise, practical and direct

Avay for the help and comfort of a brave
lovable set of people Avho need and grate-

fully receive the ministry which this

strong and devoted Doctor is giving

them.”

Dr. Grenfell Avill speak to Queen’s

students on Saturday, October 23nl (to-

morrow) at 11 a.m., in Grant Ilnll, and
we feel sure that few will care to allow

the opportunity of hearing him escape

us. Such a man must have a message
for each of us Avhich will stir uj) in us
a broailcr minded consideration for the

Avelfarc of onr fellow ;nan. as well as '

giving us inspiration and new eiUhusiasin

for the common everyday task of (^ur

workaday college world.
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

Re?krve Fund and Undivided
Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

EDITORIAL

Sparks & Sparks
- DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346
Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky's)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

(|urrn’a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price': Intra-murals, 51.00; Extra-murals in Canada,
$1.25; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rates on appli
cation lo Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by ISc. for exchange

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF—J. A. MacDonald.
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BE UP-TO-DATE'
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

J A C K F. o JL, D E R
2W PKJis..-.ESS ST. Public VIOMn Ml' :

,
Phone i38jf

- -j j-.. .i

G. W. V. A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

FRIDAY, OCT. 22nd, 1920

PRELIMINARY

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Sympathy Six Novelty
Dance Orchestra beg to an-
nounce that dates are now
being booked for Fall en-
gagements.

HAROLD E. SALTON
Representative

Barber Shop
AU WMte xae. Horn Uodcni.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STKEET, COB. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
for past patronage

j
We Me trying to serve you

. better this year than ever before
; ,

you some of the

i
fcctivelf

'f-

j

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
; “We Strive to Serve”

j

A. D. HOLTON
j

florist
:

280 Princess St. Phone 661

! ^
Clergy. Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

‘THE INITIATION”
Since the days when the question of

using the “Q” in designs for year pins,

etc., was finally settled there have been
few questions which have been discussed
at such length as that of “the Rush.”

The ol^Jorm of the time-honoured
iuore or'^ b?irbam-. lUi

chief appf.arwas i.j that pi-’mitive' iu-

stii'ct Df- u, -.vDicIi makes him deligb.':;-

.-i.'iicr. On tl.^..''appoinf-

cd day lIu. v,ii,o Ti-wiuuaii wiih-iiiaiiy

his colleagues, (all of varying degrees
of freshness) took up his position on the
side of the Lower Campus, farthest away
from the New Arts Building. The mighty
Sophs, with the sense of their new found
authority weighing heavily upon them
formed a line opposite to the Freshmen.
As a general rule the Sophomores liad

supplied themselves, in advance, with
sinall pieces of tarred rope, the use of
which would soon become apparent.
At a given signal the-two parties rush-

centre of the field. -Simult^ne*-
ously, if not before, all the window, blinds
on the windows of the New Arts Buildjng
looking campusward were lowered so that
the eyes of the fair members of Levjma
should not be profaned by the ghostly
spectacle about to be enacted. It has been
reported, we must admit, on fairly ccim-
petent authority that at times femitfine
curiosity over-ruled the sacred orders';

and vows to the Levatia Bear were for-

gotten in the general excitement of the
moment. But, to return to the scene of

action, the centre of the Lower Campus
was by this time filled with a mass of
struggling primitive humanity demon-
strating that only the fittest have the
right to survive. Finally, most of the
newcomers were bound securely and we
saw them being dragged like so many
sacks of grain across the campus.
Over there, we saw one Freshman, es-

pecially strong, who opposed, with all his

might, the combined efforts of one Soph-
more. a Junior and two Seniors. But
the law is inexorable. Only the fittest

can survive. He was finally tied and
dragged into position with his friends

But what was the matter with that
man who lay groaning on the ground
with a small group of excited students
about him. Oh! nothing much. Some-
one about forty pounds heavier than him
tramped on him, or fell on him. and he
had a couple -of ribs broken. That was
of small consequence. He was sent to
hospital and was perhaps in great pain
^for a few days, but the primitive instinct
had t<j be satisrivT TTwas a, {'’uirms vii

-

'

^ry for di.e'-'Spydi Juin.or.s’^fid '-•'nnfoi'ai.j

Onv, push' finally resUiled .m ir-.j-.jjJc--

•

j'of
^

very' -icriouj nr,iiire t-: a stndept.'.-.ad

to
..c.

cident hadn’t happened before. An agita-
tion arose for the abolition of “tlie rush.”
A.M.S. meetings were crowded and

embryonic orators delated at great length
on the pros and cons of the question. The
decision, finally arrived at, was “The
Rush” must be abolished.

Last year there was no rush (only
rumors) and there was nothing substitut--
ed in Its place. Tt was generally conceded
that the -effect, on the morale of the
University in general, and on the erst-
while big boys of the High School, in

particular, was strikingly detrimental.

This year we have had “imitations”
in all three faculties. These have been
carried out in excellent style and the
various Sophomore years deserve hearty
congratulations.

The old rush was barbaric, the initia
tion IS not. The Rush was unfair to the
Freshmen for they had to fight, at times,

A Watch
IS

Different

Buying a watch

—

III an article that is

to be handled and look-
ed at, and depended
upon, scores of times
every day of your natur-
al life— is something
entirely different from
buying almost all other
personal effects.

Clothes are for a
TlJ season or two only,
hats become old and old-
fashioned, shoes wear
out, alas ! too soon, neck-
ties and linen soon be-
come passe, but a watch
is always with you, regfu-
lating your movements
by day and night.

-nd 3Tv‘
,

.
,rv

,
,

' hr'.' r
: m': i.i*

!

chasing "idy .

sterling integrity.

^ Reliable watches
TU are the only kind
we offer }^ou, and every
watch leaving this house
is '“guaranteed, of
course."

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET
TORONTO

Grenfell Meetings!
Saturday, Oct. 23rd, at 1 1 a.m.

grant hall
Dr. Grenfell will address the Students and Professors of

Queen’s University.

Saturday, Oct. 23rd, at 4 p.m.
GRANT HALL, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY

RECEPTION

Dr. Paddon by The Daughters
of the Emp.re. The Daughters of the Empire, their fkndsand others mterested are cordially invited. Dr. Grenfell and Dr.
Raddon will deliver addresses.

Sunday, Oct. 24th, at 4.15 p.m.
SHARP.

MASS MEETING IN OPERA HOUSE
Address by Dr. Grenfell, with ••.novies" of Labrador and its
peoples, spectally prepare., 'or this occasion. Collection at thedoor to defray expenses.

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streei

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 v

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.
Arrangements may be made for priva<

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Broc
Street. Phone 1448 7 ,

-'A-
the entire Faculty. This year the strii

was almost entirely confined to the tw
opposing years. No longer is it necess
ary for Levana to peep surreptitiousl
from behind discreetly lowered blinds an'
next year or some year, (who knows
the “Freshettes Initiation” may be en
joyed by some who are not members o
Levana. “The Rush” is dead. Lon|
live “the Initiation !”*

Your attention is drawn to I

ston’s advertisement on Page 3 i

issue. This is one of the oldest Bi
Houses in Kingston, having been
ed in 1847, and they occupy 75-79
St. They deal in Custom Clc
Ready-to-wear Clothing and Men’s
ishings and are large direct inijiort

Fine Woolens and Furnishings.
It is a pleasure to visit this store

one of the largest assortments o
goods between Montreal and To
await your inspection. This pli
courteous service, makes shopping
task, but a thing of delight.
We recommend tliis store to ai

our readers who arc in need of any
in their line, and remember “If it

_
yonr mute, it will jiay you to walk,

ffl* Atlvt.



IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store
208 PRINCESS STREET

’J>hone 395

Below Grand Opera House

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

The Always Busy Store.

We are here to serve your needs in Drugs,
Stationery. Neilson’s Chocolates and Ice Cream
Bricks. Combs, Brushes, and all Toilet Requisites.
Developing and Printing Films a specialty, at

Prouse’s Drug Store
opp. ST. ANDREWS CHURCH

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

ISO WELLINGTON STREET
( Over Royal Bank)

Students.' Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last
year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in Novernber and December.
So did everybody else. As a result
the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-
ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious
little at that. So that when ’Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,
morally and mentally. Do a kind
Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chancel
Make your appointment now.

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Studv

?ucclS.
Students wifh every

We attribute this success to long exoeri-

,
H you already wear glasses come it. anH

gEs. Study

Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
ConsiiUiutj Of>tO}Hclr.isl

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
high GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

QUEEN’S PLAYED OTTAWA
THANKSGIVING DAY
(Continued from page 1).

and W'as replaced by Muirhead. Ottawa
kicked out.

Ottawa pulled a trick kick on the third
down, which completely fooled the
Queen’s team and instead of kicking, the
ball was passed to Connell, who ran
around the end and half the length of the
field for a touch. This time it was con-
verted. Score 19-6.

Ottawa got the ball,, but lost it in
forward pass to Queen’s.

Queen’s bucked through to two yard
line, but were held for three downs by
Ottawa line. Ottawa man caught behind
the line. Score, Ottawa 19, Queen’s 8.

Ottawa got over for one more touch
just as the whistle blew, but did not try
to convert. Ottawa. 24, Queen’s 8.

Line-up
Ottawa— Flying Wing, Emmerson:

left half, Chadwick
; centre half. Tubman

:

right half, E, Smith
:
quarter, E. Thomas

;

scrimmage, McKell, McCaffrey and Mc-
Ellegott; inside wings, Humphrey and
Gill; middle wings, Kefchnm and Wet-
more r- outside wings, Penhey and B.
Thomas. Subs., Connell, Tonhey, Hough-
ton, Rock, Timmins, Landry, McKay and
P Tidtman

j

Queens -- ^ving', •Carsopy-' leu'

TffiilT, mi,. T!5^;^KraiVfT;jirhatt;
; Ctin.-ai'i,.

; Miiailcr, C^Tiorman
;

'

.

.lo.Kn.ston Ellis and .,ti:h,—

side wings, McKelvey and Muirhead;
middle wings. Jardine and Shaw; outside
wings, Evans and Veale. Subs, Bowman
Abernethy, Barnes, Affray, Graham,'
Bonham, McBean and James.

Notes.
The Ottawa fans were well pleased

with the game, being fast and clean
throughout. It was not onesided by any
means. Ottawa made most of their gains
on loose playing, runs etc. Queen’s on
the otherhand stuck to the bucking tac-
tics. The Ottawa team are a light team
but sure tacklers. They stand in the
second place in the Interprovincia] league
and have a chance to cop the pennant.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To The Editor,

Dear Sir:

—

It is time for us to take up the ques-
tion of A. M. S. election. Several stu-
dents have expressed the wish that „
new arrangement could be devised to fit
the changed conditions. What are the
changed conditions? We have large
Freshmen and Sophomore Years in
Science. Given an enrollment in Science
equal to the combined forces of Arts,
Levana and Theology. Medicine is well
above the 200 mark. We have no Faculty
of Education. This puts the Arts-Levana
Theology group greatly in the minority.
What changes can be made in an at-

tempt to equalize things? Shall we have
a Committee appointed from the various
Faculties to attempt a redistribution or
shall we set about to tear up the old
system, root and branch, and substitute
a ‘ constituency” system or some scheme
of proportional representation.
A great number of students will, at

first thought, be inclined to stand pat for
the old system with its chocolates, its
cartoon slides, llosfersj write-ups, and
campaigning, ft is unlikely, however,
that the Arts-Levana, Theology side
would see fit to enter a campaign at all
under a handicap of about 200 votes So
If we want the spirit of the campaigns
O' the past, some scheme to secure a
more equiiabl.c distribution must be
found.

ONE—20—ONE.

Union states that the meet may be held
on the third or fourth Friday or Saturday
of October, or on Thanksgiving Day, ac-
cording to the wishes of the home club.
As Friday, October 29th, is the fifth Fri-
day of the month, the McGill club refuses
to travel to Toronto on that date. It
states that it has made all preparations
for holding the meet on the fourth Friday
and cannot change at this late date.
McGill fell that the weather is severe

enough at any time in October and the
meet should be held as early as possible,
loronto has given no valid reason for
breaking the intercollegiate agreement
concerning the date. It is thought that a
desire on their part to use rugby players
on their track team may be the principal
reason for wishing to have the meet post-
poned a week. If the meet were held next
Friday it would give all of the clubs a
chance to use any of their rugby players,

vr rm.
*'’ A" Plly

McGill on the 30th, while the Toronto
team is idle, the open date would give
Varsity a chance to use any of their ruo-by
men while lite others could not do “so.
I lie mam objection to changing the date
IS the fact that Toronto has ignored the
constitution and fixed a date to suit her-

the other clubs..
1 IWiUirTS.. h.fihr^-oTirnfire hmiJT'

c.xc;cinive.. of til. liuefcollegiau

Page Three

Notice to Students!

We have opened our new

Men’s Clothing and

Fui-nishing Store

and we invite you to call and

inspect our new stock

Don’t forget to get your “Gym.”
outfit this week.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 Princess street
Opposite Opera House

I

alomni
I On the morning of Friday. Sept. 17tl,
marriage was solemnized of Miss Lucille
Corbett, M.A., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Corbett, who formerly lived on
Alfred St., Kingston, to Henry

J. Rowley.
M.A.. B. Sc., both graduates of Queen’s"
University.

Mr, Rowley has been doing specialists
work m Science at Queen’s University
and left on Friday for Hudson’s Bay to
enpge in scientific work for a prominent
pulp and paper company.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

meal HOURS:

breakfast 7.IS to 9.15

11.30 .li, 1,30
,

‘

Rc^il'ar Titos' 35.50 nw- weel,-:

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

Founded 1847.

INTERCOLLEGIATE DISPUTE
A disagreement has taken place lie-

tween the MeCill and X'arsity track chilis
over the date fnr the intercollegiate track
meet, 1 oroiito wished to hold the meet
on I'lulay. October 29th, while McGill
rofitses to have it later than the 2.Vd of
this iiionfh. Queen’s agrees with McGill
liniyersity.

The conslitiilion of the Iiitercollegiat

Livingston’s

OVERCOAT—SPECIALS
GOOD WEIGHT FALL OVERCOAT

GREY CHEVIOT

$25.00
Luxurious comfortable Winter Overcoats for men

and young men. The overcoat season finds us well

prepared. .All styles for all purposes.

$30.00 up to $50.00
RAIN COATS $13.50 UP.

' All sizes in University Sweaters.

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

If off your route, it pays to walk.
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Removal Notice

@9

You will now find us at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
• SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

Is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STSAND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

ARTS ’21

Friday’s rush to the polling booth gave

us tlie-following results;

Hon. Pres., Prof. W. C. Baker
;
Pres

Mr. Kehoe
:
Vice.-Pres., Miss O’Brien

Sec.-Treas., Mr. Newlove
: Asst. Sec.

Treas., Miss Jardine; Historian, Miss

Messer; Poet, Mr. McLeod; Orator, Mr.

Irwin
;
Marshal, Mr. Ransqme

;
Proph-

etess, Miss Dunn.

It was decided at past meeting of the

year that Arts ’21 entertain the Fresh-

man Year in Arts on a date yet to be

chosen, and a committee was appointed

to deal with the matter.

None seemed anxious to handle the

forthcoming debate. All appointments

for such a task were most emphatically

rejected by the members chosen. Rea-

son : Each desired that the recipient of

such an honour should be the other fel-

low. Let’s go

!

You tell ’em grass, we’re green. Though
we are the Senior Year.

'

Mr. O-K. “For the sake and honour of

the Year.'^don’t put me up for that debate.

A Newton maybe, but a Demosthenes,
never.”

Heard after the_^i;£shfffefr^'mitiatb^

“Yoi^tej.l.'rirr'water. I’m all wet,”

A debate committee was selected, and
several new member^ were admitted to the
year.

The critic, Mr. Ralph, then gave his re-

port, and the meeting adjourned.

The Initiation.

The initiation most admirably accom-
plished the purpose for which it was de-
signed. It is quite evident that most cordial

relations exist between the Freshmen and
the members of the other years. Let these

sentiments develop into a spirit of unity
which will be our pride and our strength.

Welcome Freshmen! And may you vali-

antly uphold the ideals of Queen’s.

ARTS ’24

The senior year cordially invite the mem-
bers of Arts ’24 to their ne.xt regular meet-
ing to be held on Monday, October 25th,^t
4 p.m.

Entertainment and refrcsknients

THE BATTLE OF THE CAMPUS

Queen’s University
Classical Concerts.

Second Season

Five Concerts

In Grant Hall

Jan Hambourg Violinist
Boris Hambonrg .... Violoncellist
-A.lberto Guerrero

. Pianist
J. Campbell-Mcinnes

. . . Baritone
1. Thursday, Oct. 28

The Hambourg Trio
2. Mon^day, Nov. 22

Violin and Piano
3. Monday, Dec. 6—Vocal & Piano
4. Monday, Jan. 10

—

c rni. ,
Violoncello and Piano

5. Thursday, Feb. 3.

The Hambourg Trio
STUDENTS’ TICKETS-41.00 for ser-
ial ticket admitting to the five concerts.
A block of seats in the gallery of Grant
Hall will be reserved for student holders
of serial tickets till 8.05 p.m. Serial tick-
ets may be obtained at the College Post
Office.

Admission for student to single con-
certs, 25c. These will be sold at the door.
For other details see posters.

Ail concerts begin at 8.15 p.m., and

ARTS ’22

The result of the nominations and elec-

tion of the Year Executive is as follows;

Hon. President. Mr. L.__G. Keill, M.A.

;

President, Mr. A. Wallace; Vice.-Pres.,

Miss L. Ha^idford; Sec.-Treas., Mr. S. M.
Chown ; Asst. Sec.-Treas., Miss V. Perr-
ier: Historian, Miss Ruth Evanson.; Pro-
phet, Mr. Mclnnes; -Poetess, Miss Viola
Gibson: Orator, Mr. J. Miller; Marshal,'
Mr. G. M. Sutherland.

The Year meets regularly every Fri-

day at 4 p.m. Full attendance of meoi-
btrs requested. Everybody turn out and
supjjort this splendid executive. Our
standard Viginti duo, Optimo Amio.
Keep it there.

Fall Pome.
What a funny herd a frog are,

He ain’t got no tail at all, almost lordly

When he run, he yump,
And when he yump, he sit- down,'
Where he ain’t got no tail at all.

•Almost hardly.
;

•

(Apologies fo Robert Leslie Stevenson).
It gives us great pleasure to amlouriee

that the old firm of Messrs' Cross and
Rutledge (generally Limited, no company
of course), are prepared to supply the
members of Arts ’22 with a detailed ac-
count of all the latest musical comedies.
Glowing description of San Toy, just off
the press. On sale at all leadinb barber
shops. Members asked to get there early
to avoid the crush. Thanking them for
future endeavours.

We remain,

MIKE & IKE.
The Footlight Friends.

And about that orator of ours. His
voice is very poor. We met him the oth-
er evening, fussing as usual. His ‘Good
Evening' was merely a gurgle. Embar-
assed, poor chap. Oh well, don’t weaken
Red. Try cough drops, or licker, mebbe.

ARTS ’23

Arts *’23 held its second regular meeting
on Thursday, October 14, at 4 p.m. Presi
dent Drummond was in the chair.
The chief business of the meeting was

the nomination of ofticers for the ensuing
year. Nominations were as follows:
Hon. President—Prof. G. W. Mitchell
President—Mr. W. H. Becking (accl,)
Vice-Pres.—Miss Dorothy Sutherland

(accl.).

Secretary-Treasurer-Mr. P. Glasgow,
Mr. E. Box, and Mr. G. Ellis.

Historian-v-R.C. Swerdfeger, H. Brown
and A. R. M. Caviller.

Prophetess—Miss R. Field (accl.).
Poetess—Miss M. Frazer (accl.).
Orator—Mr. W. Ponsford (accl.)
Marshal—Mr. J. W. Saylor, Mr. D. H

T. Blake, Mr. A. E^da, Mr. D. L. I

(Dedicated to Arts ’23 in commemora-
TKm'TrtTie'‘^itiafibn’^dct^^

The morning sun shone bright and clear,

As on a summer’s day.

When the Sophs, of Arts, with ne’er a fear,

Marched out in war array.

From the Gym. each went with captives

two,

Down to that war-stain 'd ground,
.Forcing the poor Freshics to chew

Molasses and oats—while bound.

But right e’er triumphs over might,
And soon arose Arts ’24.

The bonds are burst, and soon the fight

Is ivaged with mighty roar.

The Sophomores resist in vain.

By oil and paint they’re greeted.

The world hurrahs with might and main,
To see the Sophs, thus treated.

THE ARTS INITIATION

Friday morning. October 15, will long be

remembered by the members of Arts ’23

and ’24, who on this occasion had their

first real meeting. The occasion was the

initiation of the freshmen.

It is needless to go into details of the

disrobing and trussing-up processes which

took place in the gymnasium. From the
gymnasium the freshies were marched to

the campus where they took off their shoes.

Then “Molly,” the modern Van Dyke, afc-

teiTinted intempted a little in the way of “intra-mural^

decoration, carrying out the principle of
“save the surface and you save all,”, but
using molasses instead of paint. Next the

freshies knelt before the “festive” trough
and partook of a sumptuous repast of oat-

meal and water. They were then treated

to a foot-bath. At this juncture some of
the members of ’24 began to e.xhibit the

stimulating effects of the oatmeal, but were
soon brought to order. Then, owing to

over-enthusiasm on the part of a few neu-

of tJie that_bix)d’-w^re cast

asunder, allowing free play to the surging
energy of the freshies. For a time a series

of strenuous introductions occupied the

physical and m_ental powers of both parties,

in which some of the Seniors and Juniors
willingly took part, glad to meet in this

manner these spirited he-men of Arts ’24.

Prompted by the instincts of good judg-
ment and common sense, the individual

participants called a halt at the crucial mo-
ment, and congratulated one another on his

true sportsmanship. All then repaired to
the shower-baths to remove the marks 'of
the conflict. Thus the freshmen were ofli-

cially made loyal members of the Arts So-
ciety.

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

FOR YOUNG MEN AND MEN WHO STAY YOUNG

WHERE THE NEW THINGS ARE SHOWN FIRST

Look For Style at the

Ball Game

At the Ball Games you will notice

how easily and comfortaby well dress-

ed men wear their clothes. Every-

where else, too, well dressed men are

^at ease.

The wear clothes that are design-

ed by experts, tailored and finished

,

with skiU. You get this all in

Bibby’s Society Brand

Clothes

All ready to try on, finished to

your order in a few hours time.

BIBBY’S
78,. 80, 82, 84 Princess Street



^ i a newArrow
Collar^
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND

I Robt. J. Reid

i
'DBRTAKER and FURNITURE

‘ DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

. Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor, equipment in the city

I

The Mutual Life

A5.Sj4rance Co.
OF CANAdX'-'”^

Tbis' is the Company you want to in-

sure in, la© Company you Jiave^ften

heard about and so widely known. If

you would like to know something

about how a policy would work out,

drop me a line, phone or call at the

following address.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

TTbI^CK ST. . KINGSTON
y.s.

- SENSATIONAL OCTOBER SALE
^ 7—DAYS ONLY—

7

fe,;..

’ STARTING TO-MORROW
Saturday, October 23rd.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy,

314 PRINCESS STREET

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’24 NOTES

Everybody (who’s everybody?) is an-
xious to know who the pretty girl was that
Mr. Perrin taxied to the station on Satur-
day evening, and took a trip to her home,
over the week-end. Is he married of was
it just his sister?

Beatty is in town. .\Ve are all glad to see
him and hope that he will be back with us
again in ^e near future.

Francis is running true to form again this

year and his quick line of misleading ques-
tions almost makes some of the new profs
think what they didn’t say.

j

p®™/5/aiEfs®Eis/aja/Bjajs^

mei3ical initiation

I

It was a flock of scared sheep that
!
timorously awaited the slaughter last

Thursday evening in the Gym. They were
the latest recruits of the Medical Faculty
and had accepted the invitation of the
Sophomores to partake of the first dose of
medicine. No effort was spared on the part
of their Imsts to make the ceremony the
event of their lives. As the freshmen enter-

I

ed, blindfolded, and in pairs, into the Mys-
|tic Hall, their breath was completely taken

in amazei^geiU

' Dre' ; for ^riTec^jnctleTit
;<-.';treme. 'The (Sophs' olijective Was to ^er-j

r'->-ize their victims and in thf.s. tliey vvvWe-)

entirely *uccc»aiul. Evcnt,succcc4ed c.vxy^j

until, finally, each victim found himself on
an operating table, presumably being sooth-
ed to sleep by the enticing vapors of chlor-
oform, accompanied by realistic, sensations
pf burning and cutting. When the screams
of the patient indicate^ wild convulsions of
‘fear, the victim was released, after taking
the oath of allegiance and secrecy and
pledging the health of Queen’s in a liberal

portion of ep.som salts.

Throughout the evening the best of
sportsmanship prevailed, and the ceremony

I

was brought to a close by a short smoker in

which both sides toftk part.

POLECON CLUB
(Continued 'from page 1)

at some future date of a Students’ Forum.
3. That a record of this gear’s proceed-

ings be written and passed on to the in-
coming: executive. No minutes of meet-
ings this year were kept as it was desir-
ed to keep the meetings as informal as
possible.

4. That in view of the difficulty of
securing outside speakers on short notice
an effort he made early in the fall term’
to secure outside speakers for the entire
session.

5. That this Club express its apprecia-
tion to Principal and Mrs. Taylor, and
the Professors and others who have e.x-
tended to the Club, the hospitality of
their homes, and have otherwise assisted
the Club during the year.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

5

'^ ito fficdfiRt ©t prolL
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;
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'
'

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early
for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone l'318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S 4; K.C.I. 0.

(The Daily .Standard)

In, a junior Intercollegiate fi.xtiire at
the Athletic grounds Saturday afternoon,
K.C.I. lost to Queen's III. by the score
of 4-0. The game was fast and clean
and some football of remarkable speed
was shown by both teams. Neither could
get through for a touch and both teams
blocked and held well. For Queen’s
Bleakney, McNeill and Dolan played
well, while for K.C.I. “Pansy” Carson,'
the lightweight scrim man, together with
E. Wilson and Yampolsky on the line
held well, but showed lack of condition.
“Benny” Morris and Baker also star-

red. Queen’s kicked for all four points,
getting one in the first quarter, two in the
second and one in the third, after which
K.C.I. nearly won out with a touch at the
closing stages of the game.
The warriors were:
K.C.I. Donnelly, flying wing; F. Mor-

ns, B. Morris, Ada, halves; McKclvey
quarter; Yokes, K. Wilson, inside wings;
Sutherland, Germain, middle wings; Bak-
er, Sugel, outside wings; Carsonf Yam-
polsky, E. Wilson, scrimmage.

Queen's Bleakney, flying wing; Brac-
ken, Barrett, McNeill, halves

; McCartney,
quarter

; Ilalisuld, Chown, inside wings

;

Wilson, Chesser, middle wings; Lyons,
Carmichael, outside wiugs; Dolan, Whit-
ton, Warner, scrimmage.

Referee—George Stewart.
Umpirej—D, Robinson.

First

Anniversary

Sale

Saturday October 16th

10% DISCOUNT

on all lines

sa

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our Stock' of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is complitt.

Best Tungsten Lamps
and Flashlights. Every-
thing electrical for. on-

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Eieciric Co.

STREET '

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

STUDENTS!
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

Notice
We regret very sincerely the late ap-

pearance of this issue of the “Journal”
owing to circumstances over which we
have no control. On Thursday afternoon
a break occurred in the Electric transm ,

Sion line between Kingston and Napar
and as a consequence power was not
available to operate our linotype Imaih-
ines. The type metal, much to our dis-
[may, grew cold. The type could not bt
'Set. The paper could not be made-'

NO DEFENCE
BY SIR GILBERT PARKER

Here is a strong dramatic novel. The scenes are laid in Ire-
land, England, West Indies and America, during the troublous
days of the French Revolution.

“No Defence” is Parker at his strongest.

For-Saje

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-
cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

- imer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April;

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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"The Hat Store."

HATS & CAPS
Newest Fall Styles

We like to talk about our great big stock of

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hale of

every description for men

ladies and children, bought

from the worlds best makers

k nn for our wholesale and retail

trade, are here in big variety.

We save you something

on every Hat you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hats, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET
3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson^ Crozier & Edgar
20 Market St. ,

Kingston

Walk Inside and Save Ten
The largest stock of Suits in

Kingston', at prices far below
last season. Every suit in
my shop has been reduced
from 20% to 30%.
MY NEW FALL SUIT

' PRICES ARE
$20. to $50.

Best Blue Serges on Earth
for $50.

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.
Shops from Coast to Coast

NEXT GRAND THEATRE

Fall Convocation

(Continued from page 1)

As he had not received his training in a
Theological College he felt ill-prepared to

give an address on short notice. Every one
knew, he said, that students of Theology
were able, on short notice, and with little or
no knowledge to make an address on an}’

subject. He confessed that he felt deeply
on the subject of classics. But scholarly
addresses did not appeal to students; they
were .supposed to be for his colleagues.
Though disclaiming a Theological training,
he was not amiss in his quotations of scrip-
ture, and (referring to members of the staff
on the platform), said "Solomon in all his
glory was not arrayed like .some of these.”
He paid a high compliment to the indus-

try. zeal and enthusiasm that marked the
Quecn’> men he had met. He was not a
Queen's man, and the opportunity afforded
him now was one not'given to every wand-
erer, viz., a chance for repentance. He de-

clared that he was not sorry to be here.

The tradition of Queen’s, .said the speak-
er, was based upon three facts : First, the
learning and enthusiasm of the founders of

the manhood of the students; thirdly, the

unshaken loyalty of every Queen’s student.

He advised the freshmen to visit Convo-
cation Hall, and look into the faces of the

men into whose places we have entered.

While many things have changed, he did

not think the tradition of Queen’s had. We
should not give up the things of abiding

worth; do not let go your mooring before

you safely anchor your soul. Tradition is a

vital thing, and has to be renewed and re-

born in every generation of students.

The incoming students have been enroll-

ed in a community of fellowship, and ad-

mitted to a commonwealth of learning.

They have been admitted to the principles

of the community, and it depends on their

record while^ here whether or not they are

entitled to such privileges. The newcomers
are inheritors of the men of the past, and
they shall hand on the great name of this

Universit}' strengthened, deepened, puri-

fied, enriched and glorified for the genera-

tions of students that shall follow.

The second speaker was Professor Ark-
ley,

.
who; comes from Toronto University

to the Department of Mechanical Engineer-

ing at Queen’s. He said that all he had
heard about Queen's was good. He
thought that 'Mechanical Engineering had
not had its right place at Queen’s, the place

it deserve.'^.

The basis of Mechanical Engineering is

tile design. When we see. a locomotive on
the track, we must know that some partjjru;-

lar man must haveJgifiwn- all about what
was required tC'gGt this in its place. You
-KitrsTknow the material, and stress and
strain on the different parts. After declar-

ing that it was to the Arts man thar we
owe the best design, he humorously referred

to Oliver \yendell Holmes’ "One Hoss
Shay.” He said it was the best description

of engineering design that we are acquaint

ed with. In that story we have the inven

tion of a vehicle that did not break down,
but wore out; and that is what the Mechani-
cal Engineer is trying to do. We need to

have every part as strong as every other

part. The parson’s vehicle all collapsed at

once, and Professor Arkley called this

"super-design.”

•In passing he paid a compliment to

Stephenson, and took occasion to make a
sally at the expense of the Ford. We got

both merriment and exercise from it. A
man had declared to him that it was a lib

eral education in mechanics to drive a Ford
for any length of time.

We need to design some better plans- for
heating plants. No subject before the pub-
lic to-day is of more importance than the

conservation of coal. When coal is still

soaring in price one of the things Mechani
cal Engineers need to know is the theory of
combustion; to know how to burn coal effi-

ciMitly. A'Mechanical Engineer can be of
use to the country as a designer, as a manu-
facturer, or in a financial way. There is the
raw material and the finished product, and
the finished product as far as the professor
is concerned is the student graduate when
ready to leave the university. Never was
there such an opening in the history of
Canada as now for Industrial Engineering,
and at the basis of it is Mechanical En-
gineering.

He said that he had been' told that
Queen’s students were different from those
of McGill and Varsity, the former being
fond of work. He was pleased at this re-

port because he delighted to sit and see
others at work. But on viewing the time-
table he found that there was no time for
him to sit down. The eight o’clock class

was a new venture to him
;
and at four, the

students were all tired and the professor
"all in.”

The closing speaker was Prof. Austin, a
graduate of Cambridge, and comes from
the London Hospital. When it was known
that he was coming to Can.ada he had been
told that it would take five }cars to become
a Canailian, but with ihe assistance of .stu-

dents and others' be would endeavour to
lower (he record. He was greeted with ap-
plause when he said the Principal liad told
him he would have a mixed audience, and
lhi> he thought was a "danger signal."

He spoke of disea.ses as having left their

mark on history and state. Perhajis tlic

plague has had the greatest effect on hi'-

Athens, at Rome, during the Middle Ages,
and at later periods. In the 18th century
there was tlie smallpox which visited both
the royal family and the peasant.

He then turned to a discussion of cancer
and tuberculosis, dealing chiefly with the

former. We do not know what cancer is.

It attacks all creatures—man, animals, and
fish—and some people say it is found in

trees. There are certain cells that grow
and pass" beyond the natural boundary of
the organ in which they are situated, and so
give rise to various growtlis. So far as is

known it is not inherited or transmitted by
infection. As to diet, for a long time
tomatoes were frowned upon, but there is

no proof that they are responsible.

At the present time, of all the people in

the world who reach the age of forty 12

per cent, die of cancer. It is not racial but

universal, though in some localities it is

more prevalent.

Among the methods employed for stufty

are investigation of human beings, and ex-

periments chiefly with mice. The mice are

innoculated from one to the other, but a
strong liealthy mouse in cages with cancer

mice does not appear to catch it. Surgery
is a painful process. Then there is the

X-rays, serum, and the quack. The latter

has always loved the cancer.

After Prof. Austin’s address the meet-
ing was closed by Dr. Jordan, of the Theo-
logical College.

Copy Wanted

Copy Wanted

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

HERE YOU ARE!
OUR STORE IS OFFICIAL HEADQUARTERS FOR

ALL QUEEN’S MEN
We stock all kinds of Sporting’ Goods for Football, Tennis

Hockey and other outdoor sports.
’

If you come here, you’ll get what you want. Don’t forget we
sell Columbia Records—Bring some to your girl when you call on
her again.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

“The Place to Get That Record”

1920-21 Text Books and SuppIies
ARTS
MEDICINE SCIENCE

EDUCATION
All teillbooks auihorized for use in the University for Intra-mural and Extra-
mural students on sale here.

For next term a complete and full line of Drawing Instruments, Surgical and
Dissecring Instruments made by the best British manufacturers will be carried
in stock.

Mail orders given prompt and careful attention.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
160-162 Princess Stree

Share two Profits with Gonsumer

clothing' and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.



DEAN SKELTON’S WORK.

“The Life and Times of Sir A. T. Galt,”

a Valuable Contribution to the History

of Canada’s National Development.

(The Daily Standard)

"The Life and Times of Sir A. T. Galt,”

is tlie title of a recently published volume
from the pen of Prof. O. D. Skelton, head
of the Department of Political Science in

t. ^iS^iversity and Dean of Arts.

The • . 'ue of such a contribution to the

'»l|Canada’s national history will

"II apparent. Alexander Galt play-

..uu u prominent and many sided^^art

.in the life of Canada for a period of nearly

sixty years, years which surrounded that

outstanding event in Canada’s history,

^^ISHderaVicn, that a story of his life can-
not, l>m an A’d a comprehensive insight

uttc :[ial verl important formative period
I'f Canada^ development. As the title

.PUgj^'Sts iAan Skelton attempts more
than a biography of this illustrious Can-
adian. Pie aims to give “some picture of
the times in which he worked and parti-
cularly of the political experiments work-

, ed out under the Union of the two Can-
adas.”

The young Scotch immigrant who one
day was to be offered the highest office
in his adnnted p-iff ij,

reader hi du.. midst

• ».h \' (he s('u ,v;\s Id sliape ru*-.i ir.n’n

"“i" •• -:i". ii.j power uf hand-
ling men displayed in later years. Next
is discussed Galt’s activities in the rail-

way development of the new country.
The writer puts little restraint upon his
pen in emphasizing the important part
Galt took in this work.
“Foremost in conceiving and executing

the Grand Trunk Railway of CanadT, the
first part of this greater project, was A.
T. Galt,” he says, and again he writes
fliat Galt’s connection with Canadian rail-
UH; ;• h.i,: been “a connection of niomen-

:
vn; ortance for the countr}'—Mis-

-
' been made, in which he had

. ‘ . but the net result was unques-
ituaabij oUch as to justify the high repu-
tation his activity gave both in Canada
and Great Britain. In this period Can-
ada’s commercial isolation came to an
end. It had definitely become part of the
great world of commerce and finance.”
With full and interesting detail Dr.

Skelton devotes the larger part of his book
to Galt’s political career with three con-
cluding chapters to his services on the
Halifax Commission and as Pligh Com-
missioner and to the part he played in
developing the great North West.
"Few among the makers of Canada

1 ave played so varied a part in her up-
uildmg as A. T. Galt,” says Prof. Skel-

• jn. “Few men in our annals combined
ui such a degree eminence both in poli-
tical and in commercial life. No man
did more, if any did as much, to achieve
< onfederation. Few finance ministers
have combined his large grasp of public
a,fairs his power of bringing order out
t i chaos, and his lucidity of expression
^ e was our first and is still our fore-
ost diplomatist. Throughout the for-
mative period of our national history

f -Ut played a part of lasting significance
the Canada and Canadians of after

days.”

He left a tradition of good work well
done. A. T. Galt had given nearly sixty
years to his adopted country. They were
years of momentous change, years which
saw the scattered struggling backwoods
grow into a nation. In this development
he had taken a distinctive and essential
part marked by untiring effort, a high
and sensitive honor and a constructive
vision which was never content to let
cllanee and drift settle the affairs of
State.”

The book. 576 pages, is published by

n
’^’''''='='•7 r’ress. Canadian

Uranch, Toronto. Price. $3.00.

. .>Y JOURNAL
I. 1 he first dance of the season was

held in Grant Hall under the auspices
of the Returned Men's Club, and was
admittedly the event of the fall term.

II. During the session the Club held
seven meetings. At the regular monthly
meetings, we were fortunate enougli to
have addresses from Dr. Tait. of McGill
University; Sir A. C. MacDonell, Com-
mandant of R.M.C.

; Prof. Skelton, Dean
of the Arts Faculty, and Professor Mor-
ison, Professor of Colonial History,
These addresses were all extremely in-
teresting and instructive.

II. The Club assisted in the organiza-
tion of a Dominion-wide movement, to
petition the Federal Government for fin-
ancial aid for returned university stu-
dents. This movement cnlimated in the
organization of "Returned University
Veterans" in which were represented 21
collcps and universities of Canada. A
petition for financial aid containing SOOO
signatures of members of university sen-
ates, Boards of Governors and Faculties,
and returned students was presented to
Sir Geo, E. Foster, then acting Prime
Minister. In addition, on two occasions,
a delegation was sent to Ottawa to in-
terview the cabinet with a view to furth-
ering the students’ claims.

nv''- 2nd tangible support was
f hi ml,-

jSP'cn 1>; the Club to thelannchiug ..f the

1 if y.-*
Ul’mien s Wux 'Memorial r’nnd.'''

MEDICAL DANCE GAINS FAVOR
AESCULAPIAN SOCIETY

QUEEN’S RETURNED MEN’S CLUB
The following is a brief summary of

*

1920
^

Judging by the attendance, the first

regular meeting of the Aesculapian Soc-
iety, held Wednesday at four, must have
been exciting. There were ten members
of the fourth year present and the other
four years were represented b_y two men
of unknown nationality. The chair was
filled by Mr. White, Second Vive-Presi-
deiit. in the absence of the Vive-Presii
dent, and Mr. Pixley handled the quill
The minutes of the last meeting were

read, and from the fact that the business
'

was carried on by three members, one
would infer that seats in the pathology
room were at a premium.
There was very little discussion on the

various motions so that the business was
rushed through in short order. Just be
fore adjournment. Mr. Burry suggest
ed that committees be appointed to ar
ranp for the Medical Dance. It was
decided to hold a meeting on Friday at
five p.m., when it is hoped there will be
a larger and more representative atten-
dance When this matter will be considered
and nominations received for the annual
elections to be held on Saturday, Octob-
er 30th.

Mr. Sully, as critic, gave a favorable
report and moved adjournment.

ARROL—MACLACHLAN.

A pretty wedding took place in this
city on the morning of Thursday, Sep-
tember 2, at Cooke’s Presbyterian Church
when Grace Ruth, eldest daughter of Mr.
mid Mrs. John MacLachlan, Birch Cliff,
loronto, became the bride of Rbv.'E. b!
Arrol, B.A., Glasgow, Scotland. Rev
Albert Macllroy, M.A., B.D„ conducted
the ceremony. The bride, who was giv-
en away by her father, was beautifully
dressed m white georgette crepe, over a
foundation of silk. She wore also a white
georgette hat, and carried a bouquet of
Ophelia roses. She was attended by Miss
Catharine Abercrombie, who was daint-
ily gowned m white embroidered voile
t he groom was attended by Mr. W, B,
MacLachlan, brother of the bride Dnr
niff the ceremony Miss Isabel Kennedy,
" Brown played the

Tt'
""isic. A reception was held

at the home of the bride. The happy
couple left for their lioneymoon tour I

!

points 1.1 tlie West, after which the Rev
1 r. Arro will enter upon his duties -a,the newly-appointed minister of tl .

Page Seven

Returns of the Football Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

I- Presl)) tc

jaicJiewai

at Foam Lake. Sasl
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“Kingston’s Big Hat Dealers”

No matter how exacting as to

style and quality, we have your

particular hat.

SOFT HATS—$3.50 to $11.00.

TWEED HATS—$3 to $4.50.

Caps in big variety

New Gloves.

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

Year Pins

and Rings
Estimates and designs furnish-

ed on request. We have made
Queen’s Year Pins and Rings for

years, and can assure you of satis-

faction.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Manufacturing Jewelers

PRINCESS & WELLINGTON
STREETS. KINGSTON

Agents for Waterman’s Ideal

Fountain Pens.

Si

WARWICK BROS.

clean
EVERYTHING

AND
DO. IT WELL.

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6S0

TAILORED
TO MEASURE
SUITS.'

$27.00 to $60.00

Do these prices mean any-
thing- to you ? Whether you
are a student of economics
or not, we think you will all

realize the extremely good
value of a suit tailored to

your individual measure and
taste at these prices.

Call and see the samples.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

“All’s Well That Ends Well’;

The lure of the wilds induced a num-
ber of students to journey countryward
on Thanksgiving Day. to spend the holi-

day along the shore of one of the picture-

sque lakes that make the district fam-
ous.

The promoters of the party left no
stone unturned toward making the outing

a success. To this end they deemed it

fit that the different faculties, Science,

Medicine, Arts and Theology, should en-

joy proportional representation in the

conipany, but as the crowd assembled*at

'the appointed hour, it was found that

the delegate from Theology failed to con-
nect, and the jitneys rolled on their wav
rejoicing without that worthy bidden

guest.

Now the centre of interest lies, not so
much in the auto trip, nor in the beauti-

ful woods that, clothed in its autumnal
glory, skirted the lake shore, nor in the
boating, fishing, cliff climbing, etc., bur
in the sturdy Soph, who represented the

medical faculty in the party. Weary of

grubbing away at Anotomy and Therap-
eutics, he'immensely enjoyed the contrast

to college life which the day’s outing af-

forded. He seemed even to enjoy the

fishing though .he toiled all day and
caught nothing. Suddenly realizing 'that

it was toward evening and the day was
far spent, he reluctantly -pulled for the
shore to join the rest

I

around a cample, renting the days ad-
[vewtufes.

Suddenly they ' startled by a

strange^Ioud noise which came over the

water and sounded not ilnlike an unruly
freshman striking the cool water of the
tank. Yes, upon investigation it was too
true. Don had gone “over the top” in

his e^orts to land his skiff, and sunk in

the deep clear water of the lake. O that

there was even a rush at which to grasp.
All his past life was now reviewed'before
him in a moment. His class mates seem-
ed to grin at him from, the shore ; at
every attempt to rise his favorite Proi
seemed to shove him down. In the review
his boarding house passes before him.
Barrels and barrels of prunes float past
him, even as the years of his life, eddies
of hot apple sauce flowed in the current,
the water appeared city dairy like, and
was laden with rice pudding ancT blanc-
mange which stuck round him even as Ibc
tanglefoot to the Science freemen.
Through all this his fleeting vision also
beheld that fair haired beauty—the pros-
pect of the freshman’s reception and life

was to him one black creepy nightmare,
an eternity lived in but a moment.

All this—while on the wharf, a member
of the party with rod in hand sat fishing,
yet not fishing. Gazing into the water
with piercing look which indicated the
troop of memories that flashed through
mind, she was undisturbed by the scene.
A sudden wrench at her pole caused her

to throw with a quick swing the anticipat-
ed fish high on the shore. “Ah, me, what
a fish!” she cried, and going to unhook
it, she beheld the late lost man whom
she had freed. Will not such a feat as
this cause her to be rank'ed in the cate-
gory^with Wallace—the sturdy, browb
Scot, or with the notorious Louis Phillipe.
Her field of reminiscence' being ended,
she administered to the needs of the un-
fortunate man. .

The cars were hurriedly called. Lucky
they were so near. Soon all were speed-
ing homeward, and as the little Ford lab-
ored up the hills, the heat of* her engine
brought to him warmth, comfort and
cheer. Those immediately following
were surprised to hear him sing as he
again beheld the city—“When you come
to the end of a perfect day.”

DEAR STUDENT;—

There’s ont person we are particularly desirous of adding to our cus-
tomers’ list this Fall.

And that person is YOURSELF.
Probably you have read our ads; perhaps you have “window-shopped”

past our store—^but that’s all.

And now we would like to show you the New Fall Shoes. Yes, we would
like to sell you one pair, just to have you see how good our shoes are.

We re rather blunt, perhaps—but there’s no use beating about the bush.
We do want your trade—and we’re sure we’ll have it once you try

our shoes.

Yours very truly.

LOCKETTS

FOR LOVERS OF

Good Home-made Candy and
Ice Cream

YOU CAN SATISFY YOUR LONGING AT

MARBLE HALL
FRESH AND PURE IS OUR MOTTO.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

The Grand Cafe
Special meal tickets for Students. Come in and ask

the proprieor for rates. These tickets good at any

hour for any amount.

BEST OF FOOD EXCELLENT SERVICE

222 PRINCESS STREET
2 Doors above Grand Opera House.

PETER LEE, Proprietor.

’Phone 1843.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

' 342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Note Books.

Loose Leaf Fills

Embossed Stationery

Fountain Pens.

Student’s Supplies.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

At a meeting held on Wednesday .at

2.30 p.m. the Polecon Club elected the
following officers for the ensuing year-
Hon.- Pres.. Dean O. D. .Skelton; Presi-
dent. Mr. J. A. Darling; Vice-Pres., Miss
Lilian Desrochers; Sec.-Treas., Mr. A. C.
Anderson; Committee, Mr. J. T. M. Wil-
son, Miss Agnes McKerracher, Mr
Smith, Mr. White.

|

STRAND THEATRE
THE BEST IN PHOTO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC

PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if you become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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QUEEN’S II TRIUMPHANT
OVER R.M.C. I BY 11-4

R.M.C. out-distanced - in kicking and
line plunging—Queen’s tackling good-
intermediate team will now meet McGill

in Serai Finals.

Battling against^ a fiye point lead,

Queen’s II. Rugby team, in one of the

best exhibitions seen at the old Athletic

Grounds in late years, defeated R.M.C.
on Saturday afternoon by a score of 11-4,

thus earning the rij ht to meet McGill in

the semifinals for tl e Inteimiediate Inter-

collegiate Champior ship. I f Queen’s put
up as good a strug;de agaii^t McGill as

they did here Saturday agaJnst R.M.C.,

there will be no doubt in tl\e minds of

*he Queen’s rugby fans bu^t that one
Aigby chanipionship will 'De here this

^ear. '

^

•'-'ing the play frorm Avhistle to

^
Queen’s demoL’frsifated even to

Vtion of R.M.C., that that col-

^^.nger make good the claim

l^e^jest conditioned teams
i^iate Union. Coach
bnd Trainer “Billy”

^redlt for the con-
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' colleg-

iate Rugby. It was abundantly evident
on Saturday aftenuon that the players of
Queen’s II- team lave lived up to the

training rules laid down by Coach Mal-
colm,

The game was most interesting from
a spectator's standpoint. R.M.C. relied

'almost entirely on open plays, whilst
Queen’s depended on line plunging to a
large extent. It 'vas evident from the
start that Cadets were using a kicking
game to try to break the morale of the

Queen’s halves, an^ to take advantage of
loose balls. In this they utterly failed,

as Mills, McLeod and McBean grabbed
everything that came fheir way. Gerow.
Bonham and Heisman made sure that the
Cadets end runs and inside kicks went
for naught, and the line took good care
of what few breaks the Cadets tried to
put through. On the other hand, Queen’s
repeatedly broke through the lighter
R-M.C. line, Mills’ kicking far outdistanc-
ed that of Mundell, and the wings tackled
like fiends. Therein lies the tale of
R.M.C.’s defeat.

Cadets kicked off to Mills who returned
to midfield. Play alternated up and
down the field and after 10 minutes of the
hardest kind of rupfky. Queen’s forced the
to R.M.C. five yai J liV, and Mills kicked
for Queen s first point. McKenzie on a
fake kick made a pretty run to Queen s

25 yard line, but Cadets could get no
further.

Mills relieved and Queen’s on a series
of bucks forced the ball to Cadets' 25
whence Mills kicked to Timmerman who
was downed by -Vbernethy for Queen's
second point. Tb quarter ended without
any further scori ’g.

Shortly after pi ly began, Mundell scor-
ed a beautiful field goal from 40 yards
out, putting Cad( s 1 point in the lead at
3-2. Queen's thc.i displayed some spect-
acular line plunging l>y McLeod who
gained 20 yards in two tlowns. Graham,
who had been playing excellent rugby
all through, carried the ball to the R. M.
C. Hue. But Cadets’ line tightened up
and on the second down Queen's lost the
ball. Mundell relieved to midfield as the

I
half ended with R.M.C. leading 3-2.

Halt Time.
The killing pace did not slow the play

any in the 3rd quarter. Queen’s forced
the bail to R.M.C.’s 25 yard line and on
the 1st down, Graham went through the
Cadet line for a touch which McBean
failed to convert. Cadets came right
back and made 20 yards on an extended
end run around Queen’s right. Anderson
withered in a loose ball and Abernethy
went through for yards. Mills kicked to
McKenzie behind the line, who was
downed by Bonham. Queen’s 8, R.M.C.
3. Cadets pulled off some pretty trick
plays and forced ball to Queen’s 10 yard
line, but failed to get over. Mundell
kicked to Queen’s dead line for R.JI.C.’s
last point. Quarter ended with Queen’s
in possession at midfield. Queen’s 8
R. M. C. 4.

In the third quarter the play was all

Queen’s and was never outside the R. M.
C. 45 yard line. The pace was beginning
to tell, but Queen’s were pushing the
Cadets at every turn. Mills went through
the R.M.C. line for 20 yards and on the
next down kicked for a rouge. Mills
repeated a few minutes later. R, M. C.
were playing a kicking game, but Mill^
and McLeod caught faultilessJy. - Two
minutes before time, M’h's'kicked for an-
•Mrier point, alid the game ended with
R.M.C. in possession on their own 15
yard line. Filial score Queen’s 11, R, M.
C. 4. Score on the round, Queen’s 19
E. M. C, 1/.

Referee Malcolm and Umpire Consta-
tine handled the game perfectly. The
rules were interpreted as they should be
and the players were penalized at once
for any breaches.

The teams lined up as follows

:

R.M.C. Evans, Mundell, Timmerman,
Swaby, McKenzie, McMutry, Holt, El-
liot, White, Consley, Price, Hamilton,
Ballantyne, Walker.

Queen’s— Heisman, McLeod, Mills,
McBean, Graham, Affleck, Forest. Bow-
man, Burns, Abernethy, Anderson, Muir-
head, Gerow, Bonham.

From the Bleachers.

The R.M.C. team were tile guests of
honour at a dinner given by the Queen's
team in the New Arts Building after the
game. Principal Taylor, Col. Constan-
tine, Prof. Malcolm, Prof. Bruce, Cadet
Walker and ”Stew” Mills were the speak-
ers. Among other things. Col. Constan-
tine, the R.M.C. coach said, “It is the
first time in my experience that in R.M.C.
team was outweighed, out conditioned
and equalled for speed.”

There were no individual stars Salur-
d,ay. Ever^ Queen’s player was a~part
of the team and all deserve the highest
amount of credit.

“Roly” Graham sure won his spurs.
He took all kinds of punishment, but al-wap came up looking for more. With
a little more experience, “Roily” will he
one of tlie best quarters in the Intercol
legiate.

Here’s hoping that “Malcolm’s pets”
mil take a tip from “Red” Doherty’s
Colls and continue to stick closely to
training rules.

TELLS THE STORY
OF UBRADOR

“GRENFELL OF LABRADOR”
SPEAKS AT MASS

MEETING

the mETIN
T,--,.,-. oc. 2s,h, s P,.n„ Art, S-lAy
Nomination Meeting.

Thursday, Oct. 28th, 8.15 p.m.-Ham-
bourg Trio.

966(53

On Saturday at 11 p.m. a goodly num-
ber of students attended the meeting in

Grant Hall to hear “Grenfell of Labra-
dor’ . Principal Taylor introduced the
speaker and 'spoke of various 'ways in

which men won fame. He spoke ofi

“Grenfell of Labrador” as one who had,

won fame by real service to the peopli
of T.abrador.

Dr. Grenfell, who upon entering wa.
greeted with a great Queen’s yell, follovj

ed by the various faculty yells, said tl

noise produced reminded .him of seen
in the Liverpool Stock Exchange, ,whi

pncl-t? were unsteady. He thanked t,

students for their welcome.

Continuing, he again thanked
Principal for his remarks on Labrat
He first saw it about thirty yeafs
from the deck of a small English veh
He thought that if he and the PrincJ

had one thing in common, it was a
ness for the water. He was aware]
sard, that Dr. Taylor was an ader
haiidling sma" boats, and if he ever

’L''Sr3^ior he 'vvovssi be given oil

ha^ndle. His students do thih ,k

work every year, ''

He had been asked, why would any
V- want to live in Labrador? Perhaps

a better question might be, why should
' ^ want to go any where else? \Vv
are subject to change, and most of us
are everlastingly moving. Dr. Grenfell
first went there in 1892. Some of us are
satisfied with one thing, and others with
other things. As for himself, he was
resolved not to practise surgery or medi-
cine where others were practising. Had
he not gone there he probably would
have gone tb the East.

In speaking of Northern Canada he
said our claim had been questioned by
pec.ple of other lands, and to hold it we
must give attention to its demands. We
cannot estimate the value of a land like

Labrador. It is extremely unwise for
any one to discount the value of a land
of which they know nothing. The recent
stens taken to raise reindeer in this
northern land would, in years to come,
res -lit in an abundance of food. This
problem of food is a very serious one.
He contrasted conditions in Vienna be-
fore. and since the war. Of the three
thoisand children in the hospitals of that
cit}, there was hardly one able to sit up
beciuse of starvation. The wise policy
adopted in Alaska by the American gov-
ernment is sufficient guarantee that the
san e will prove beneficical to Canada.
Thu world is a big place, and so long as
the Lord gives the Anglo Saxon the dom-
inance we possess jt is our privilege to
go and minister to needy peoples.

People say that Labrador is cold. Why
do not men run away and live in Hono-
lulu, or the South Sea Islands? People
of ’his kind do not realize what they
stai d for in the world. Usefulness does
not depend on the height of the ther-
mometer; nor on the superabundance of
the necessities of life as we often think
It does. The temperature is not as low
as 111 many parts of Canada. The food
is 'simple and does not lead to indiges-
tion. ,A man's living is made by his abil-
ity to react (luickly. The people of La-
brac.or miss the varieties of life enjoyed
by people in places like New York and
Bqsion; and they are also not quite so
int.'llectual; but they e.xcel in the simple
ma >ner of life.

(Continued on page 7.)
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George Stc

went, all off to a

from the first with Salt^
9'he me.i tvere all in solcndi
finished fresh. Smith “Good o.’d Sm!S ^
crossed the tape in 10 3/5 seconds, with
Salter second behind, and Don Cam-
eron, a new “tracker” 2/5, second slower.
The time for this was splendid, consid-
ering it was made on an unrolled grass
track. The crowd moved over to the
cinder track to watch the next event.

In the Yz mile, Richards led from the
start, but not at a very fast clip. Ada
worried him over the whole course and
when Richards fell within 14 yards of the
finish, nearly duplicating Wilson’s feat
of last year, who fell within 4 yards of
the tape, Ada took his place and with
Canning a close competitor, finished in

2 minutes, 24 seconds. The time although
slow, yet was fair considering the fact

that the distance was somewhat more
than a half mile, and that the track was
in wretched condition, and the turns
abominable. I was weighing these things
when Mr. Bews shouted, “all ready for
the broad-jump.”

Scott started off and his jump measur-
ed 18 feet 614 inches. Cameron followed,
but dropped a good 12 inches behin'd.
SniTth dropped 4 inches behind Scott,
while Thomas landed just ^ inch beyond
them all. Further attempts failed to in-
crease the distance and it remained with
Thomas 1st at 18 feet 7 inches, and Scott
2nd at IS feet 6;4 inches. While won-
dering how it was they had all in their
practices beaten these figures, George
was setting up the standards for the pole
vault.

This event was particul.ariy interesting.

The bar was set for 7 b t 6 inches.

Thomas cleared after two ti- -Is. and La
Fontaine j. , .d o, : ...d .m visible ef-

fort. The bar was rmTcd 6 inches, and
La Fomaine glide<l over smoothly ami
Thomas duplicated the feat. Again ihc
bar was raised and again I.a Fontaine
clears easily, while Thomas has difficulty

at first, but clears at second attempt. M
9 feet La Fontaine clears, but Thomas is

eliminated after three trials. At 9 feet

6 inches La Fontaine drops over with
(Continued on page 2)
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ANNGLi'NCEMENT

The Sympathy Six Novelty
i| nance Orchestra beg to an-

nounce that dates are now
being booked for Fall en-
gagements.

HAROLD E. SALTON

Representative

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest idess in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DE/VTy4L SURCEON

Cor. L’ .
.

(fupjn’a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murals in Canada,
$1.25; out of Canada. $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Checiucs should be accompanied by I5c. (dr exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

EDJTOR-IN-CHIEF—J. A. MacDonald.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS—F. A. Sproole, A. D. Ro-
berts, J. T. M. Wilson.

MANAGING EDITOR—J. R. Rutledge.

BUSINESS MANAGER—S. A. Wallace.

SPORTING EDITOR—A. C. Baidcn.

ASST. SPORTING EDITOR—T. H. Newlove.

LITER'ARY editor—B. C. DilU.
'

Dramatic Editor—N. R. Houston.

EXCHANGE EDITOR—M. N. Drummond.

Alumni Editor—J. K. Pomeroy.

CHIEF REPORTERS—N. D. Patterson, K. Keill,

and Miss M. Forteous.

EDITORIAL.
In our last issue we published a letter

signed “One-20-One,” which discussed the

question of the Alma Mater Elections.

We expected some further correspondence

on this subject but up to the moment none
las arrived.

On this matter we may say that ever

ince our first introduction to political life

t Qpeen’s we have been discontented and

times disgusted with the idea ' 1101911-.

cting the election of officers for tbi- -Miua;

ater Society on a Faculty basis.

Is there anything inherent in any one of

faculties which makes a Science man a

tor treasurer, or a Medical man a l^etter

si.deiit,-or an s.ecre-1

Field Day Events
(Continued froir page 1)

some effort, but further attempts at a

higher figure fail. “Good stuff” La Fon-
taine, you’ll do better in Toronto, too

Y'diVe not in the 220 are you. Elmer?’'

“No, but there it starts and they’re run-

ning it in 3 heats.”

In the 220 yd. dash, Smith again leads

and finishes in 24 3/5 seconds. In the

next heat Salter and Cameron compete
-and run a tight race. Salter crosses the

tape in 25 2/5 seconds, while Cameron is

scarcely a foot behind, Hard luck. Cam-
eron, those corners are the worst I’ve

ever seen. Nelson leads the next heat

and cuts down Salter's time by 2/5 of a

second, thus taking 2nd place in this

event behind Smith. “That wasn’t bad,

was it, Pat?” “Pretty good, Buffalo,

pretty good.” “Say Bridgeburg, when do
you appear?” “Right now, Buffalo, right

now in the mile.”

“Pat.” O’Connor, good old J. K. Pom-
eroy, “smiling” Nelson of hockey fame,
Lewis, a new man, “Ernie” Collyer (raced

against Ernie some time ago in Eng.)
and Taylor, a new man, all started off in

the mile race. “Pat” leads all the way
with Collyer right behind, and Taylor,

Pomeroy, Nelson and Lewis, alternating

m >/ and then. O’Connor runs easily,

L.ii Collyer worries uncomfortably close,

tvliile Taylor sticks close to Colly er’s
heels. On the last lap “Ernie” goes
strong, but “Pat” cuts loose as the home
stretch appears. Taylor passes Collyer,

biit .'aiL tu pass O’Connor wlio' breaks

An Honest

Watch
Thirty dollars may
be "quite a bit of

money” to pay for some
articles, but not for
this parlicular man’s
watch.

^1

;.Barber Shop
All White Tile. Mpst Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

books fi'om their pockets and marked Llitir

ballots in a prearranged manner. It was
sini£ly_an;^§^ple of slavish ^herence to a

Faculty spirit. A
To our ihkid the aim of an election would

seem to be to choose the person best quali-

fied by training or natural ability for what-
ever position. It would be quite as reason-

able to vote only for men who have curly

hair or g^rls who never powdered their

noses as to vote for a man or girl because
he or she belongs to a certain faculty. ...

Now we all enjoy the fun and excite-

ment of election and would be very sorry
to have officers elected by acclamation this

year. And yet, as has been suggested by
the letter already published. Arts could
scarcely be expected to contest an election

knowing that their chances of gaining even
one office were almost negligible

We have been thinking of the possible

details of an election on a constituency
system.

The new Students’ Directory will soon be
available and this would make it possible to
divide the electorate into two or three con-

stituencies according to the place of resi-

dence in the city. A certain number of
offices might be allocated to each constitu-

ency or each constituency might be allowed
to nominate a candidate for each office.

These details would requirie.to be worked
out, but it is, ill our opinion, time that some
new system should be evolved, not on ac-
count of tile one-sidedness of the numbers
this year, but rather on account of the fact
that the old system which makes the suc-
cess of a candidate at the A.M.S. elections
depend on the adherence of the electorate
to a particular faculty is fundamentally
foolish and an insult to the average man
who at an election should be permitted and
expected to use his judgment in choosing
his representatives. It is also, at times, a
reflection on the candidate who, if he is the
ri^dit sort of man would much prefer to
win on his merits rather than because of
the servile allegiance of the electorate to
a Facultx,

The ’

.nt is

made' spcci-'-lIy fnr
us, and ;vvc are.jjroun
have oiu on it if

is 15. Ldl bridge,

hairspring,

compensating balance,
etc,

case is best

. i ^ rilled with gold
bo^’ aftd joints, very

' yet most
^copibirtable for the
^^o;chet — just $30.00,
a lA d GUARANTEED
OF' COURSE.

R^^rie Bro,9
biiKiited

134, 136, 138

TOR**

?s^..,y'et last year and other years Fresh-
minutes. 14 ’seconds. Che

mei Ultie to the polling booths puHed remember the
- - "oudiuon, and it was'dV^r a Ank-.

nor first and Taylor second. “Well
^

Ernie what’s the matter—the wind.” “No,
legs in bad shape.” “Well, come oyer
and let’s see Jack put the shot.”

Only two men entered this event,

“Jack” Day and “Tiny” Bowman. Day
put the 16 pounder 32 feet 3 inches, and
Bowman followed three inches behind.
Further attempts failed to improve the
distance. With more practice these men
could easily have “put” as far as 35-40

feet, yet the record made was low, as was
the high jump which followed.

Thomas and McClure were the only'

competitors in this event. At 4 feet, 4^,
4^, both cleared easily. Thomas failed

beyond 4 feet 11 inches, and McClure be-

yond 5 feet. The 440 yds. dash which
followed was more keenly contested.

This event was run in 3 heats. Smith
again made a clean “get away” and made
the distance in 57 1/5 seconds, with Paris
3 2/5 seconds behind_ him. In the 2nd
heat Hansald came in first and beat Paris’
time by' 2/5 of a sfecond. The result was,
Smith first, time 57 1/5 seconds, and Han-
sald 2nd, time 1 1/5 minutes. “Jim”
Taylor passed me in shirt sleeves, and I

judged the discus throwing to be next.

There were-only 3 contestants entered
up for this, “Dutch” or C. W. Scott, big
Jim Taylor and . “Tiny” Bowman.
"DutchV measured his throw at 74 feet 6
inches, “Jim”, 79 fe$t 8 inerhes, and Tiny
99 feet, 1 inch, “.i iiiy” easily eliminated
the rest, Init failed to go beyond 102 feet

2 indies. So it remained, Bowman first,

102 feet 2 inches, and Taylor 2nd, 79 feet

8 inches. I felt sure that, with practice
Bowman could have easily reached 115
feet. At the finish of this event, Doorley
came to me and said “scratch my name
off the list of entries for the 3 mile race.
I just twisted my ankle fooling with a
fellow and am afraid to take a chance
with it. “That was real hard luck for
Doorley had been training quite consis-;
tcntly and seemed in good trim. “Well
never mind, let’s go and see tlie others
race, anyway.”

Taylor, Tkachyk, Pomeroy and Lewis
started at scratch”. Taylor took the
lead. Starting off rather ca'rcfullv Taylor
eet the trace and kept about 5 yards ahead

Corrv'

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - . $ 9,700,000
Reserve - . . 18,000,000
Resources - . 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00
deposited each month in our Sav-
ings Department will in ten years
amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.
A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

TENNIS.
The representatives of Queen’s, Messrs.

Poyser, A. G. McLachlnn, Yule, Ian, Mc-
Lachlan, Thompson and Gillespie, at the

1

Queen’s University

Classiccfl Concerts.

Second Season

A_Series_of

In Grant Hall

Jan Hambom-g: A'iolinist
Boris Hamboui-o- Violoncellist
Alberto Guerrero'.'^ . . . Pianist
J. Campbell-Mcinnes . . . Baritone
1. Thursday, Oct. 28

—

The Hambourg Trio
2. Monday, Nov. 22

—

Violin and Piano
3. Monday, Dec. 6—Vocal & Piano
4. Monday, Jan. 10

—

Violoncello and Piano
5. Thursday, Feb. 3.

—

The Hambourg Trio
STUDENTS’ TICKETS—$1.00 for ser-
ial ticket admitting to the five concerts.

A block of seats in the gallery of Grant
Hall will be reserved for student holders
of serial tickets till 8.05 p.m. Serial tick-
ets may be obtained at the College Post
Office.

Admission for student to. single con-
certs, 2Sc. These will be sold at the door.
For other details see posters.

Ail concerts begin at 8.15 p.m., an
' '

' ba by the east door
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Tennis

During the past ten days the Annual

Tennis Tournament has been taking

place, and there has been more than one

hard contested match. A great deal of

new material has shown up this year, and

the prospects for Queen’s are very bright.

Some of the last play-offs took place on

Tuesday afternoon and A. G. MacLach-

lan, B. D. Poyser and McBean are up

for the final honours. All three played

for Queen’s last year and they should

stage a good game when they play off.

There was a great deal of enthusiasm

this year over the Tournament and there

was considerable doubt right up to the

last moment as to who was to represent

Queen’s in the Intercollegiate Tourna-

ment which is taking place the latter

part of this week in Toronto. However,

after the last turn out on Tuesday after-

noon, the executive of the Tennis Club

met and selected the following: Poyser,

A. G. MacLachlan, Gillespie, I. Mac-

Lachlan, Yule and Thompson.

For the doubles they will most likely

pair off thus: Poyser and A. G. Mac-

Lachlan
;
Yule and I. MacLachlan

;
while

Poyser. A. G. MacLachlan. Thompson

and Gillespie will most likely play in the

singles.

A. G- MacLachlan and Poyser played

ofT'for final honours in Toronto last

Wednesday. Both played an excellent

game. MacLachlan winning 3-6, 6-3, 7-5.

runners. Well the crowd’s in anotl-* :

part of the field, let’s go.

Here Bowman, Emery and Taylor wi

throwing the 16 lb. hammer. After s-

eral tries Taylor was eliminated, a”*'

Bowman’s best distance measured 77 f. Lt

and Emery’s 64 feet, 9 inches. So it stood

Bowman 1st, Emery 2nd. It was •"

twenty minutes to five, but one m.-: •

event, the hurdles, was yet to be run.

The hurdles were brought from the rink

and Smith and Louden competed. SmiH. ’

started well, but after knocking over j
|

couple of hurdles, seemed to lose coui.ige
j

and slowed down. Meanwhile “Charlie’
j

Louden cleared all easily and finished "i
i

19 4/5 seconds.

The field day ended with this evv^m.

The crowd enjoyed the whole affair, judg-

ing from the comments. There was a

good attendance of men, but a poor show-'

ing of women. It is to be regretted that

Levana does not make it a point to turn

out for field day. It may be that owing

to disorganized conditions, the girls

didn’t know much about it, yet last year

it was the same. Then there were not

half dozen freshmen competing in the

sports. This is a state of affairs that is

not encouraging. Get into the swing,

freshmen, you’re all initiated. However,

next year the sports will be held onb-ir

new grounds, and advertisement wUi be

given so there is no doubt a uk

material will be on hand, and 'N. held

day of 1921 will be fl glnrirms .'frnK and

Univer.Hty Day wdl! not be an db?oF:v

expression that has been sedminglj re-

legated iw the afb neap of i.-iifjut- and

worn cut customs.

Idi '‘M

We 115 -

Students!

:r.ed our new

Meri -T iiing and

Furn’?liirg Store

and ; 5.: ':te v’ou to call and

inspeci '>'U new stock

Jon*t forget tu get your “Gym.”

outfit this week.

»GE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

rii.> here .sC

•cri*.

,
O’.irnhs. Br- 1..-

'my and X'nti;-

.Dr«5-'

.1 p.M Atile*, Kr-qiN 'i:-

Vitffls A r-..€ciahy, i’t

Grouse’s Drug Store

Opp. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY CLASSICAL
CONCERTS

Students who intend to take serial tickets

are courteously requested tn do so as earl

;'as may be -.'onv&nient them, in order tluii
;

ALUMNI

•i
arrangc‘m.;nt^ -m-iy •boVmad.c;' -A-. ruing of 'xic!ay>! Sept. 17th

I.t
' ’ii'E ll'," marnage w

*greati' hdip tile 'Commr^e if tlie^ could
;
Li" H

know m advance approximately the num-

McKenzie^s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET

{Over Royal Bank)

Students.' Have your Year Book

Photographs made at once while we

have time to do it properly ! Last

year few students came in for Year

Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day

and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious

little at that. So that when ’Xmas

came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-

working photographer a chance!

Make your appointment now.

ber of students who would be present.

A booklet containing full programmes of

the five concerts, notes on composers and

prices, and words of songs, will be on sale

at the College Post Office on Tuesday,

price 10 cents.

CAFETERIA
Quean s University

MEAL HOURS:

BRr.'SrAI 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER ... ...... 1 1.30 to 1.30

SUrPEK . . . .gf.
... 5.00 to 7.00

Regular T::-.::ets $5.50 per week.

Special
,
$7.00 for 21 Meals.

Those Study Glasses
“THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every

success.

Wc attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-

ments procurable.

If you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your iiy«.

'

R. J. RODGER
ConsuUlr.g • risi

132 PRi-.CL;-,- i'REET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATE!

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

FIELD DAY EVENTS
(Continued from page 2).

lowed 10 yds. behind, and Lewis brought

up the rear 5 yards farther back. The

same pace is maintained for about 4 laps,

when Tkachyk throws off his sweater and

the pace increases. During the 5th, 6th,

7th, 8th laps this increase is kept up, the

distance between Taylor and Tkachyk

remains the same, but that between .

Tkachyk and Pomeroy is doubled. Tife

9th and 10th laps are slower, the 11th

is fast and opens with Tkachky jockying

for 1st place, which he gains at the 1st

turn. Tkackyk is now ahead and Pom-
eroy passes Lewis. Pomeroy shows

signs of creeping ahead. The intervals

between racers becomes smaller. At the

end of the 12th Tkachl<jy sprints and

Taylor follows fast. Around the 2nd

corner toward the home stretch the pace

increases, and when the last corner is

passed and the home stretch lies in plain

view at a roaring cheer from the crowd

Tkachyk and Taylor fight hard for 1st

place, clipping the cinders in a beautiful

burst of speed. Tkachyk crosses the line

1st in 18 minutes 23 seconds, with Taylor

5 seconds behind, and Pomeroy finishes

with a sprint in fair shape with Lewis

dogging his trail.

The sprint in this race and the time

made showed that both Tkachyk and

Taylor only needed more training to

make first class runners fit to compete in

any intercollegiate meet. Both men fin-

ished fresh. This is both a good and a

bad sign. In a long distance race o

this kind, the sprint should be rather a;

the beginning tn jockey for position anr'

then most good runners will put al)

they’ve got into the whole race and finish

dropping over the line. It is only train

ing and experience that will enable a mai

to judge jtist how fast he can go. In tim

he will be able to fairly judge his capac-

ity to finisn v n li .i. \ i.,-' i

.

finish. B<5'b 4 ^ m i l - r :

ited cjnalii' - ' ' -i !;

^eil o'-: Miss

[da ighVer bf Mr.

and Mrs. J. H. Corbett, who forjiie'riyi

lived on Alfred street, K:^,ton;. t-v

Henry- J. Rowley, M.A., B.^^Sc., both

rraduates of Queen's University.

Mr. Rowley has been doing-specialists

work in Science at Queen’s, University

and left on Friday for Hudson’s Bay to

engage in Scientific work for a promin-

ent pulp and paper campany.

Mrs- Rowley is one of Queen’s most

brilliant graduates and was holder of one

of the bursaries of the Canadian Council

for scientific research. She graduated in

1919 with honors in Organic Chemistry.

She is also a graduate of Kingston Col-

legiate Institute.—The Whig.

M. iP. REID, Manager.

Esfa'iv

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brcfh

Street. Phone 1448 M.

QUEEN’S ALUMNAE MEET

Officers Elected—An Address By Dr.

Margaret McKellar, of India.

Queen’s Alumnae Association held its

eighth annual meeting in Convocation

hall on Saturday, and a noteable gath-

ering it was of women from all parts of

the Dominion. At the morning session

there were the reports of the committees

and an interesting report of the National

Council of Women and of the first trien-

nial meeting of the Federation of Univer-

sity Women’s Clubs. Miss Flora Stew-

art, Toronto, gave a splendid report of

employment for university graduates.

After luncheon at the Frontenac Club,

the election of officers took place with

the following result; President, Miss Jes-

sie Muir, Ottawa
;
1st vice-president, Miss

Ftia- Henderson. Kingston; 2nd vice-pre-

-Mrs. Kenner, Peterboro
;
3rd vice-

,.1. Mrs. D. D. Calvin, Toronto;

• V . Miss May Chown. Kingston;

Miss Flora Stewart. Toronto.

.'U'-.Jlors—Mrs. Castleman, Edmon-

i--! '.b Logie Macdonnell, Winnijieg,

' ry McPhail and Miss Mildred

'i
; ,

I ingston ;
Miss Katie McKay.

'Nui-tb I'attleford; Miss Ethel Alford,

i
Miss Ferna Halliday, Montreal;

Agnes Condie, the appointee of

•
. ,na Society.

ogie Macdonnell, Winnipeg, was

ij represent Queen’s Alumnae on

ithe executive of the Federation of Uni-

The president then introduced 1 h

Margaret McKellar, asking her to tell >

audience the meaning of the handsom-

silver medal she wore. Dr. McKellar, said

it was the Kayser-I-Hirrd medal givv-

for service in the State in India, and ht . .

was for her work, among the famine sn'-

ferers. Her name had been on the hop r

list at the Delhi Durbar of 1911, but h'.’"

decoration had been pinned on by ti’

•

representative of the Viceroy in her oy

province as was the custom. The spea'

er, who has a wonderful insight into t

life and work of India gave encouragiiw:

reports of the medical and educational

work, but appealed strongly for helper-

to meet the needs of the 317,000.000 '

India, and spoke strongly of the miserii

of the Zenanas and their shut in inmate -

—The Whig.

BIBBYS LIMITED.

At 78-80-82-84 Princess Street you wi’*

find Bibbys Limited. This is the only stor-

in Kingston which does business on a strict •

ly cash basis and offers one price to al!-

The)' carry a very complete line of all-wooi,

sweaters and sweater coats and cater to the

jieeds of Queen’s students.

They sell what are often called the best

made clothes in Canada. Society Branc

Clothes, of which the motto is “Clothes foi

young men and men who stay young.’’

They arc always ready .and pleased to show

their goods, and you do not need to feel

under any obligation to buy. There is, in

fact, no necessity for urging you to buy,

—

the clothes do tliat for themselves.

If you are in need of any kind of gentle-

men's clothing whatewer. it will pay you to

call at Bibbys Limited, Style Headquarters,

Princess St.. Kingston. Advt.

Cor
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Removal Notice
' ss

You will now find us at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

ARTS

For Furniture, Carpets, C\trtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON ci. Limited
' Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS 1

^
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-
ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES;

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

It is with pleasure that we can note the

restoration of a state of order to the Arts

Reading and Club Rooms. Things were a

bit chaotic at the bt ginning of the term, and
it was generally conceded that “something
ought to be done.” 'It remained for iV-Ir.

Sadler, always known as a man of action,

to take tlie necessary step of having the

Arts Society fill the vacant office of Chair-

man of the Board of' Curators. He was
very fortunate in his nomination of Mr. H.
V. Tancock, who was elected to the post by
acclamation. With admirable promptness

Mr. Tancock straightened up the two rooms
and called a meeting of the Board to discuss

the securing of newspapers and magazines

for the Reading Room. Already some of

these are arriving regularly and are as re

gularly placed upon the racks. It is quite

evident that, as in former years, it is the

policy of the curators to supply the very

highest class of periodical literature. Re-

presentative newspapers from all over the

•Dominion are on file, together with several

of the better class American papers; while

The Canadian Magazine, Scribners, The
Century, Punch, and Life may be mention-

ed as typical of the weekly and monthly
publications,

ARTS ’22.

The' second regular meeting of Arts
’22 was held in the English Room on Fri-

day, Get. 22nd at 4.30 p.m. The chair

was occupied by tlic- Vice-Pres., Miss
Lav^ll. The installation of the newly
elected officers made the. meeting a very

interesting one. Mr. Willace, havin-

of some mild disease were to break out,

thus giving .him frequent valid excuses
to the K.G.H.

You wouldn’t have thought that of
Mac, would you? But you never can
tell.

Miscellaneous (mostly missed)
We would like to know^ the kind of an

epistle that Paul was giving that little,

demure piece of femininity with whom he
was strolling up Princess street the other
night Would it be in the nature of “I

would that all men were even as my-
self,”

We are glad to learn that at the track
meet the other day, Mr. Day won the
shot-putting event, Mr. Ada also won
the half-mile race and Mr. Salter did
well in spite of the fact t'hat he was lame.
We also congratulate Mr. MacLachlan
on winning a place on the Tennis team
and being one of representatives of
Queen’s at the tournament at Toronto.
We realize, too, with pleasure that the
Presidents of the Boxing, Wrestling and
Fencing Club and Track Club are both
Arts ’23 men. We wish them every suc-
cess.

“For work or pleasure, Queen’s for-

ever, Arts ’23”—You said it.

THEOLOGY.

ARTS ’24

Arts ’24 is not yet functioning as a regu-
larly organized year, but, once started, the
Fieshmen will be sure to make their pre-
sence felt in faculty affairs. It is understood
that during the Initiation period temporary

been .swathed in eletted^nd now that theJnJ.E:icw..s,.tT^
<, ^ — . 1 _ 'T^i- _ .1 „ .-1 4-1.. rr _i_ ^ ^approBKi3?r speech. The Sec.-

Treed., "U-T. Chown, speaking briefly,

tried to convince the members of his bon
esty. .

Tim programme, in j:harge of Mr. Mc-
ItKnomyTTvas all that could be desired.

Miss Field’s singing was greatly ap-
preciated, and the Year Paper, read by
Mr. Tancock, was quite up to the usual
high standard. Mr. J. Gow was appoint-
ed manager and captain of the foot ball

team.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR THE

department of education

ADVERTISEMENT

ARTS ’23.

The initiation over, the Freshman’s
Reception and the extremely exciting
elections. I suppose we are expected to
start an effective assault on “Sympath-
etic” Geometry, the Interpretation of Re-
ligious Experience (provided one has had
any ), and to debate whether the man who
says a Ford is a luxury is in danger of
fire and brimstone or not, and to consider
other alluring problems.

Election results were as follow's: Hon.
Pres., Prof. G. W. Mitchell; Pres., Mr.
W. H. Becking; Vice-Pres., Miss Doro-
thy Sutherland

; Sec.-Treas., Mr. G. Ellis

;

Assistant Sec.-Treas, Miss M. Porteous

;

Prophetess, Miss R. Field
; Poetess, Miss'

M, Frazet; Orator, Mr.' W. Ponsford

;

Historian, R. C. Swerdfegger, H. Browne
(equal); Marshal, James Taylor.

Election Notes
The Society is to be congratulated on

the officers which they have elected to
carry on the work of the Society during
the ensuing year. With such an execu-
tive at tile helm, it behooves every mem-
ber to do his best to make our year a
really vital force in the life of Queen’s
—to continue and develop the good work
begun last year, in upholding the laurels
of the University in sports, oratory, and
in other ways.

Blake bcclroned Becking, but Becking
balked—What are we going to do about
It? Buck up Billie, all the paths of glory
do not lead to the grave.
We e.xpect a terrible death-struggle be-

tween Mr. Swerdfegger and Mr. Brewne
as to which of them shall NOT be His
toriai,-it feels great to be an also-ran,
boys.

Molly” says the election was all rie-ht,
but it didn’t last long eiidugh. I

"Mac” says he wouldn’t mhidjv;-^!
President for another year if an

itiation and tile Freshmen’s' Reception are
over we can expect the year to settle down
to the business of holding meetings and
getting into college life as an organized
unit.

Since Dr. Morgan has come to Queen’s
it has been his custom to entertain his stu-

dents at his home at the beginning of each
year. Last Tuesday cveniifg a goodly
number of them were entertained to a
sumptuous dinner by Dr. Morgan. They
report that should Dr. ilorgan ever tliink

of starting a boarding house for students
he would have the whole-Iiearted support
and patronage of the entire membership of
the Theological Societ)'.

The number of students registered in

Iheology this year is about the same as a
3'ear ago. However of these .the greatest
number belong to the final year, and next
-Spring will see the largest graduating class

in Theology since 1916.

Rev. E. B. Arrol, B.A., who graduated in
September, is now happily settled in Foam
Lake, Saskatchewan Foam Lake is quite
a thriving town, and we are quite sure
“Ed.” will make good there.

Rev. H. A. McLeod, M.A., better ktiown
in Queen’s as “Alex.”, took his Arts work
and first year in Theology at Queen’s, and
'graduated in September from Knox Col-
lege, Toronto. Those who have come in
contact with him during the two summer
sessions predict for him a brilliant future.

ATTENTION!
Home-Made Sale At

Victoria School

THE HOME AND SCHOOL CLUB
OF VICTORIA SCHOOL WILL
HOLD THEIR ANNUAL HOLLOW-

-EATST-qn 'FridaVT
OCTOBER 29th, AT 3 P.M.

MRS. R, J. RODGER,
Secretary.

151 Earl Street.

BIBBY’S
Style Headquarters

FOR YOUNG MEN AND MEN WHO STAY YOUNG

WHERE THE NEW THINGS ARE SHOWN FIRST

J)

A

Look For Style at the

Ball Game

At the Balt Games you will notice

how easily and comfortaby well dress-

ed men wear their clothes. Every-
where else, too, well dressed men are

^at ease.

The wear clothes that are design-

ed by experts, tailored and finished

Cl), with skill. You get this all in

Bibby’s Society Brand

Clothes

All ready to try on, finished to

your order in few hours time.

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

• DEALER

230, 232. 234 PRINCESS STREET

ICiNGSION, OnT.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Mutual Life

Assurance Co.
OF CANADA

This is the Company you want to in-

sure in, the Company you have often

heard about and so widely known. If

you would like to know something

about how a policy would work out,

drop me a line, phone or CciU at, the

following address.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

<>10. Residence 561.

6D BROCK ST. • FJ.NGSTOl'?

SCIENCE

OUR SALE

STILL GOING STRONG

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home'^Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

To the Members of Science Hall:

In scanning the last two issues of the

Journal one would almost be safe in con-

cluding that there was no longer a Science

faculty and that Queen's had become large-

ly an Arts and Theological College. We
have not had a whisper from Science. ’Tis

true “’the shallows murmur while the deeps

are dumb,” never the less we are or should

be interested in the Journal. And it is not

the fault of the Journal staff but of the

Science year reporters that news of Science

Hall has been "conspicuous by its absence.’

It is impossible to make "bricks without

straw” even under the lash of adverse

criticism.

Regarding our proposed policy of at-

tempting to give wider publicity to Science

Hall and its adherents we earnestly request

each year to select without delay a wide-

awake reporter whose duty it will be to col-

lect all items relating to the activities—wise

or otherwise—of the year members
;
who’:

who and why; any little poems or wittj^

sayings (providing they are no worse than

the one appearing under Arts '22 of last

Journal’s issue) will be accepted. Yes, even

pertinent gossip may be related if the con-

tributor will give his name and number so

that in case of a libel suit the Science Editor

may “pass the buck.”

Copy boxes for the- receiving of Science

news will be placed in Fleming anckCar-

ruthers’ Hall.

One further-word. We have, I believe,

some four hundred Science students and

yet the old “Steam drills and ^ncentrators,

etc.” yell has become a dead language along

with "What are you having” and "Set ’em

up again.” I fear that we will never be,

,

able to revive the last two but we can the

old Science spirit.

*
’ ^Trr'.'riV: officers for

7.,' ...ciGr'; . •‘xeciitive on •kVA''*.

^ '«irsse{I.:.Hit’ ''iepiotaWeTirA a.'fcw oi!

.
Jahhf.iiCaitortpting to choo^, repre-.

the fre;--hm5-.n y^ai'. And(this

in a year of 150 members!
A word of counsel to the freshman year.

You are now members of the Engineering

Society of Queen’s and while we admire the

modest}' you have shown since your initia-

tion still do not forget that it is the little

shrinking violet that gets "stepped on.”

This is your Society and your support and

ideas are needed if we are to serve and

protect your interests.

This is a year of vital importance to the

Society. There are many important issues

to be decided upon such as tl;e question of

a Permanent Employment Bureau, changes
in the constitution and other things of

much more importance to the freshman and
sophomore years than the senior or junior

years.

Let us then support our chosen executive

throughout the coming year by attending all

meetings of the Society and letting our
voices be heard.

Now then, altogether, Science Hall, let’.s

go—
Steam drills, concentrators,

Gold and iron ore.

Science Hall forever,

Queen’s for evermore.

SCIENCE ’21

JucTging from the havoc wrought in our
ranks by one Dan Cupid we have come to

the conclusion that the little blind god must
have discarded his bow in favour of a
machine gun. We extend orir heartiest

congratulations and sincere best wishes to

Mr. and Mrs. D. G. H. Wright, Mr. and
Mrs. F, M. Smith, and Mr, and Mrs. H.
C. Haryett.

It is rumoured that the managers of the

first and second rugby teams are seriously

contemplating setting up their household
goods. Have they forgotten Patrick

Henry’s famous sentiment: “Give
liberty or give me death”?

Prof. MacKay (explaining to his Milling

Class the deadliness of cyanide) : “When
the victim was found there was the odor of

what on his breath?”

Voice: "Wood alcohol.”

We are glad to see “Joe” Greig back
from hospital. Somebody made the remark
that Joe is quite enthusiastic over the kind

treatment awarded him at the K. G. H.

Messrs. Wright, Smith and Haryett are

respectfully advised that it would be wise to

replenish the stock of fluid nourishment in

their cellars lest their bachelor friends des-

cend in a body.

Welcome back to “Jimmy” Fahey and

"Buller” McConville. Both look e:.:i-cna-b-

capable of giving a good account c f ;hem-

selves either in football.

A MAN’S SHOE
need not sacrifice style and shapeli-
ness for fit and' comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. When
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can 'be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

'PHONE 486

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS Is eoroplot*.

Best Tungsten Lamps
and Flashlights. Every*

thing electrical for ex*

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS- GO

FR>J NK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

'•-HONE ISlilJ. HEST OF SERVICE

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside
,

group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

WHICH IS YOUR CLASS?

There have always been, and probably
always will be two classes of students on
the campus.

One is the kind that is forever criticizing,

yet offers no new plan to replace the old.

He is eternally tearing down tlie structure

of student government and enterprise. He
is the Bolshevik of the college. No good
can come from his perpetual, malicious
knocking.

The other is tlie one who fully believes

that our offleers are doing everything in

their ]>owcr to make conditions here better.

He gives them his hearty support anti

shows his appreciation of their efforts. /

new constructive suggestion is his form <

oi)position to some unfavour tb!-*

-Ml hail to this kind of i al- m. Tfr-

lllie one who will put Oiieci.'.-. /ir t«...

STUDEN
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

NO DEFENCE
BY, SIR GILBERT PARKER

Here is a- strong dramatic novel. The scenes are laid in Ire-

land, England, West Indies and America, during the troublous

days of the French Revolution.

“No Defence’* is Parker at his. strongest.

For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.
'

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

' JRSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

omer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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HATS & CAPS
I

Newest Fall Styles

We like to talk about our great big slock o^

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hats of

every description for men

ladies and children. bough|

from the worlds best makers

for our wholesale and retail

rade. are here in bigvariety.

Hambourg Concerts

We save you something

on every|[Hat you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Hats, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and
Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET
3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

I Dance Programmes

-g Constitutions

^ and all kinds of

* -yy- —— ^ _

Hanson, Crozier & Sdgar
2 20 Market St., Kingston

WALK INSIDE AND SAVE TEN

My values are Canada’s Greatest. ‘

Call

and be convinced.

My prices are 20% to 30% lower than
last season.

All the newest models in Suits and
Overcoats.

Robinson's Clothes Ltd.

NEXT GRAND THEATRE

PECULIARITIES

Some say that meagre mortals to the
skies,

At death, repair on weak repentant
wings,

And there forget, in tears and suppliant
sighs,

Their wayward wanderings.

And some there are who would in life

receive

Full recompense for earthly thought
and deeds.

And passing on to those remaining leave
Complexities and creeds.

The simple soldier marvelled at such
sense

;

His chief concern to guide his hay-
onet well;

His wish to find, beyond this cold sus-
pense,

A warm, dry place in hell.

—Stainer Doyne.

FRESHMEN’S RECEPTION
On Friday night last the Fresliettes and

Freshmen had their first formal introduc-
tion to the social side of life at Queen's
when the annual Freshmen’s Reception was
held in Grant Hall. The guests were re-
ceived by Mr. K. Keill, Miss Agnes Condie
and the patronesses, Mrs. R. B. Taylor,
Mrs. A. L. Clark, and Mrs. W. C. Clark!
As soon as we entered the hall the usual

pleasant commotion arose. The Levana
seniors hurried to their respective rendez-
vous, each with a much excited, extremely
prim, always adorable freshette. - Then
entered upon the bewildering scene the
Freshman with his senior. The eyes of the
latter roves constantly over the room in
search of Miss “B.,” Miss "J.,” etc. etc
At last he locates the lady in quekion!
Seizing our Freshman by the arm he makes
a made rush in her direction to make the
introductions before she is claimed by an.
other partner. He reaches her side, a few
polite nothings are interchanged and our
Freshman has rec.jived his start for a de
hghtfiil college romance. But perhaps he
does not re.iH^e it.

Tliere was a most enjoyable programijic
provided. The "Sympathy Six’’ with ag-
gravating as,ndnlty played their most dande
compelling music but all in vain. We con-
tented ourselves witli much tapping of toes
and visualizing the social evenings, which

i

we hope to enjoy this winter. J

Principal Taylor, at the seventh number, I

The first of the series of five concerts ar-

ranged by the Committee on Art of
Queen’s University will be given on the
evening of Thursday, October 28th, when
the Hambourg Trio will render a program-
me of the very best music for trio work.
We have not the full programme but the
names of the chief pieces are; Haydn Trio
in G. Major (with Gipsy Rondon)

; Josef
Jongen, Trio in F. Sharp Minor. Jongen
is the foremost composer in Belgium, and
this is the first concert perfonnance of this

work in Canada.

Dvorak, The Dumky Trio (one move-
ment of this work was performed last

year).

Mr. Jan Hambourg was born in Russia,
and while still a boy he began his study of
the violin. In turn, the favourite pupil of
Wilhelmj, Emile Sauret and Eugen Ysaye,
he has been credited with .combining in his
own interpretative methods the outstanding
qualities of these three masters. He has
played with conspicuous success in the prin-
cipal cUies of Europe and has also toured
Australia, South Africa, Canada and the
United States.

Senor. Guerrero is a native of Chile. For
years a leading figure in the musical life of
Santiago, he has gained fame as a' composer
as well as a pianist. He has toured the
United. States and Canada and in recital

won the complete approval of the New
York critics. A cultured gentleman, he is

deeply versed in other arts outside of the
realm of music.

Mr. Boris Hambourg is also of Russian
birth iand began his musical education in

5.ondd'n at the age of eight as a pupil of
Herbert Walenn. Later he studied with
Hugo Becker and afterward became a pro-
tege of Joachim, who predicted a brilliant

future for him, a prediction which has been
amply fulfilled, for he now ranks ambng the
ablest cellists of the day. He has played in
all the principal American cities, made sev-
eral transGOntmen.bi. tcura o7 Canada 'and’
liTs afso'^een heard in Australia, New Zea^
land and South Africa, as well as in the
musical centres of Europe.

No one should miss this opportunity, or
the others which are coming, of hearing the
best mbsic played by these artists. It is

foolish and unfair to ourselves to say “I
don’t think I’ll go because most of it is

over our heads.” That is the most' urgent
reason for going.

In these days of the incessant rush for
and absorption in the materialistic things
of this life we should avail ourselves of
every such opportunity to assist ourselves
in reaching a true appreciation of that
which is good and beautiful.

delivered an address appropriately brief
and well in keeping with the spirit of the
occasion. He spoke of being 51 years old
but left the impression, rather, of being 51
years young.

A very observant freshette remarked that
she liked the Principal’s speech for .two
reasons:

1. He did not say the right thing at the
wrong time.

2. Not only did he know what to say but
also how much.
The luncheon was served in the Cafeteria

at the 4th, 6th and 8th numbers. The dim
ing room was somewhat overcrowded at
times but this condition can not be avoided
while people will continue to become
hungry all at one time.

The Reception was on the whole a de-
lightful success. It served its purpose very

well in that it introduced many youths to
many maidens and helped the Freshmen to
forget any of the imaginary enmities which
had been stirred up as a result of the
Initiation.

Discovery.

A hill and trees and sky,

But across it all a single curved line
In the shape of a bow-string.
This worried me.
And I decided to run to the landscape to

see what the mark was;
But, as I started forward.
There was a great flash and shivering of

glass.

And I realized that I had been gazing thru
a cracked window-pane.

Columbia Spectator.
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You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
’PHONE 797

102 PRINCESS STREET i

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

For Ligjht xcefrTshment and'Afternoon Tea

GYMNASIUM SUPPLIES
BOOTS, JERSEYS, PANTS, STOCKINGS

t
Short order. Notrouble to show you—thaPs part of the business.

TENNIS

out plopfrl^'' """ fit

Come around and lets get acquainted

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Queen’s Sporting Headquarters

1920-21 Text Books and Supplies
ARTS
MEDICINE SCIENCE

EDUCATIONt lUN
All textibooks authorized for use in the IJniversitv _ i ,

mural students on sale here.
University tor Intra-mural and Extra-

For next term a complete and full line of Drawinu Instnm,,^.. c • . ,

Dissecring Instruments made by the best British manufacturer, will bT'earSed

Mail orders given prompt and careful attenHon,

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
OPEN EVERY NIGHT

®19 160-162 Princess Stree

I
two

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before youbuy, compare values at SKY’S. ^
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“GRENFELL OF LABRADOR”
(Continued from page 1)

Labrador, as pr. Grenfell saw it, was a

challenge, and a challenge that lingered

in his mind as he sailed 'acrpss the At-

lantic home. It was a challenge to one

who was not afraid to go over the top

and have a chance to save the other man.

If you cannot find real satisfaction in the

circumstances in' which you are living

you had better get out.

Education, said the Missionary, is lim-

ited chiefly from our point of view.

Many of us if put down in Labrador, and

in a village where they could not read

and write, would realize we did not know

all ; and if we stayed there all winter we

would realize that they knew a great

deal. He took as an example the work

of building vessels. In the last year of

the war transporation was hard to get.

The Doctor and his gang built one or

or two small schooners, but they had no

idea they could build a big one. He
suggested building one of four hundred

tons ;
they agreed to take it on, The

master builder and designer could not

read and write. They secured the tim-

bers, built it solid, and sailed it to St.

John’s, and obtained a first-dass rating

in Lloyds’.

One of their boys had been sent to

Queen’s some years ago. He was with

the Doctor two or three years on his

boat, and could do-alraost anything. He
was very good at all kinds of assistant

work. The last report said he was on

the borders of Manchuria.

Our Missionary next referred to the

object of his visit. They were running,

he said, a campaign, because after a ser-

vice of twenty years you have to realize

though you live in a healthy country,

the time comes when you have got

to leave it. In the past they have had

to raise money themselves. The budget,

is large—$10,00 to $15,000 a year. They
are now endeavoring to raise $1,500,000.

They need a series /of hospitals on the

'co^wt which will 1>6 -pernianent. .When
men part with money they naturally want

to know, why? Dr. Grenfell said that

there were so many calls for money now
that he felt like apologizing for bringing

up a new one.

The country has raw materials to give

us
;
vast pulp areas ; rich fisheries and

furs
;
and in such a large area as that is,

it cannot be possible that it has nothing

in the strata to offer the world in the

form of minerals. Many years before

the railway was built in the Western
States, men went into the country and
found wealth, and the Doctor hoped that

when transportation was made better for

this part of Canada the rewards would
Justify the outlay. When the Alaska
gold fields were opened up they receiv-

ed all the transportation the country was
able to give.

The problem is, how to give the scat-

tered people, over hundreds of miles, a
service as real as we would like to give
to our own. Students know very well

that modern surgery demands so much
because we have emerged from the my-
stic stage of .the healing art

;
and we can-

not ^ve a diagnosis if we have not the
apparatus. Each little hospital when
completed will need surgeons, nurses
and a Jrundred and one other small as-

sets.

One outstanding feature of the ad-
dress was the modesty with which he
referred to his own activities. The work,
he said, wa.s connected with his name, but
there were doctors from Cambridge, Har-
vard, Canada, and tlie nurses were most-
ly Canadians. Besides, there are social

workers. Health does not depend upon
medicine, but u])on the ability to pro-
vide the necessities of life. People ask
the Doctor why they use so many in the
summer mouths. It is because of the
wide territory. 'I'hcy i)ay their own ex-
penses up and down. They require about
twenty teachers in the summer. More
students come from the Slates than from

Canada ; they are perha{)S the larger class

of wealthy students, ami able to j)ay for

a ticket up and down. It is a (ntiok trip

from Boston to St. John's. There were

about fifty of these students last year.

They did all sorts of menial work, chores

of the hospitals, and ran the motor boats,

of which each hospital has one, and many
of the men now are getting boats of their

own.

Hospitals need water supply. The last

one put in cost $12,000. It was six and

a half miles in length, and laid six feet

under the rock as protection from the

frost. Help could not be got so they had

to do the work themselves.

Whether it is in “No Man's Land” in

France going over the top
;
whether serv-

ing your friend in Canada, it is the same

—serving not yourself, but your neighbor.

In France no one wanted to stay behind,

neither the doctor nor officer. That

spirit is exactly, I think (said he) what

is required of us alb That is what Christ

wants us all to be—manly, chivalrous,

strong men. There are a thousand ways

you can serve in Labrador as elsewhere.

You have to think of it in terms of your

own brother or sister.

People on-the coast like that have an

idle time in the winter; the long winter

evenings make it impossible for ihe peo-

ple to do anything out of doors. All illi-

terate population have to sit and think,

or else just sit. But there they do a good

deal of knitting. Last year they were

started at cai;;ding, spinning, weaving,

toy-making, etc. There are sixteen stu-

dents at present. Upper Canada College

has just given a Scholarship. One boy
was a Gold Medallist in London Univer-

sity in medicine. There is also one in

China. Dr. Grenfell would like to have

them back, but it does not matter much
.where a man works.

One of their girls had been sent to

Kentucky. She is now back in Labra-

dor teaching. The carpenter, who wa.s

head of the Manual Training Departm/^-

of the school in Kentucky, said he w/ '•

give her six months of free labor iof

pleasure of putting in some of tl7

paratus, .etc., wb]^ hj? id-'
.t r—

’

of anything they had in the north. While
the Doctor was on one of his cruises he

found this girl preparing for her own
work, and the carpenter there helping.

He was, perhaps, the only carpenter not

striking for higher wages at that time.

Dr. Grenfell was looking at a statue

in Chicago, in the Midway Station. It

was built to illustrate a legend. It read :

“Time goes,” you say, “on.” “No, Alas

!

Time stays ; we go on.” Old Father Time
is standing there. All human life com-
ing and going off the platform. Let us
do our best for the world while we are

passing through it.

Efficiency in the work in Labrador does
not depend on creeds or religions.

In the work there, are Catholic and
Protestant; men with strong faith, and
men of no faith. "I do not,” said the
Doctor, “ask a man how he says his

prayers. I see how he doesUfis work.”
In closing, he spoke directly to the

students and said they were going to

play a foot-ball match. It is important
to you to win. He himself used to play
football, and it is important to do it well.

We do not play for ourselveS'; nor for

the gallery
; but for something bigger

than that. Only the things we take’ with
us are the tilings .we leave behind. He
wished all the same joy as he- had. He
had found great pleasure in serving the
fishermen on the Labrador coast.

Seldom have Queen’s Professors and
students applauded any person so heart-
ily as they did Dr. Grenfell as he sat
down. After the noise had subsided, Prin-
cipal laylur called for further cheers,
and this was freely given. Every one
turned away feeling that they had been
inspired by his simple message.

THEOLOGY.
Theology welcomes to its midst a new

recruit in the person of Mr. G. E. Wood,
Arts '19. ‘ Glad” is just back, after a very
successful summer .spent in survey work for
the Sabbath School Association. ;

\\ c would like- to remind James that

,

’tailing in rugbj' does not allow him lO;
neglect his dut^- a.« Singing Patiiar.-h.

Rex
SMOKING

Aixture
A most satisfjdng and

enjoyable smoke

;^S^OK (N'G -

15c & 25c Packages

Also put up in 54 lb-

tins.

Returns of the Football Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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"Kingston’s Big Hat Dealers"

No matter how exacting as to

style and quality, we have your

particular hat.

SOFT HATS—$3.50 to $11.00.

TWEED HATS—$3 to $4.50.

Caps in big variety

New Gloves.

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

,i_ «!

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 650

TAILORED
TO MEASURE

'

peiT'*

SUITS.

I $27.00 to $60.00

Do these prices mean any-
thing to you? Whether you
are a student of economics
or not, we think yon will all

realize the extremely good
value of a suii tailo' cd to

your individual measure and
taste at these prices.

Call and see the samples,

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

A.M.S.

Year Pins

and Rings
Estimates and designs furnish-

ed on request. We have made

Queen’s Year Pins and Rings for

years, and can assure you of satis-

faction. /

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Manufacturing Jewelers

PRINCESS & WELLINGTON
STREETS, KINGSTON

Agents for Waterman’s Ideal

Fountain Pens.

Quite a number attended the A. M. S.

meeting on Saturday night. In the absence
of President Burry the chair was occupied

by Mr. D. K. Paris. The only business an-

nounced on the notice of the meeting was
a report from the Athletic Board of Con-
trol. This, however, was notr presented.

The financial statement of the “Journal"
for last year was presented as was also the

interim report for this session.

Under the heading of matters affecting

the interest and welfare of the Society Mr.
Kiell mentioned the acts of rowdyism which
occurred at the Freshmen’s Re^ption, viz.,

the breaking through of certain doors and
taippering with the electric lighting system

in the New Arts Buliding.

Mr. Paris announced that a programme
would be provided next Saturday by an
orchestra composed of Freshmen from the

various faculties.

Mr. John A. MacDonald gave the critic’s

report and moved adjournment.

The meeting is' held at 7.30 p.m. on Sat-

.urday night. Be there is possible.

Soccer Boots
“English Make”

Genuine Pig Skin Soccer Boots

arrived too late for summer games,

will sell for

LOCKETT’S
i.50

Fine Shoes and Travelling Goods.

QUEEN’S III vs. BROCKVILLE

On Saturday last Queen’s III. rugby
team played Brockville in that town.

The elements of rugby were missing, but

nevertheless the home team enjoyed itself

immensely.

The score was 7-1 for Brockville, that

being the final agreement. The officials

were as per usual, while the yard sticks

were tied with elastic instead of tape^

This advantage only worked one way.
The trainer of Queen's III reports no,
casualties, but several attempts were
mn d

h

I

s

T^TTiSafem^ derby.

hdVe SOI

hunger-

FOR LOVERS OF

Good Home-made Candy and
Ice Cream

YOU CAN SATISFY YOUR LONGING AT

MARBLE HALL

PHONE 980.

FRESH AND PURE IS OUR MOTTO.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

238 PRINCESS STREET

The Grand Cafe
Special meal tickets for Students. Come in and ask

the nroprieor for rates. These tickets good at anv
hottr for any amoifnt:

side, Carrr<a’JiJu I middles,
1

sir; inside. HugeU. HanseU; quaft’^., jide-

'

Lui.tno>
^

^scriiuTUagv, Taylor^
_
lioiaii,

Schaefer; subs., Wifkinson, Malone, Wal-
lace.

BES,T OF FOOD EXCELLENT SERVICE

JOURNALIGHTS.

Ten Little Freshmen
Ten little freshmen standing in a line.

One wore an orange tie—and then there
were nine.

Nine little freshmen leaning on the gate,

One wore a derby—and then there were
eight.

Eight little freshmen sure- to go to heaven.
One wouldn’t sing—and then there were

seven.

Seven little freshmen with the Sophs did
mix,

One began to yell “police"—and then there
was six.

'

Six little freshmen very much alive.

One wore the blue and white—and then
tliere were five.

Five little freshmen feeling pretty sore,
Took a walk across the. grass—and then

there were four.

Four little freshmen determined- to be free.

Yelled "Hurrah for ’24"—and then there
were three.

Three little freshmen not knowing what to
do.

Rested on the Lib’ry steps—and then there
were two.

Two little freshmen thought the day was
done.

Got “all spruced up” at 8 p.m.—and then
there was one. .

One little freshman, feeling all alone,

Travelled back to Brooklyn—and then
there was none. Amen. NEMO.

—Columbia Spectator.

222 PRINCESS STREET
2 Doors above Grand Opera House.

PETER LEE, Proprietor,

’Phone 1843.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

*

342 KING STREET _ ’PHONE 1019-w
(’Phone for appointment)

Prof, in Chemistry ;

—

“Now, in case anything should go wrong
with this experiment, we and the labora-
tory with us will be blown sky high. Now,
come a little closer, boys, in order that yon
may follow me.”

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Note Books.

Loose Leaf Fills

Embossed Stationery

Fountain Pens.

Student’s Supplies,

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE
THE BEST IN PHOTO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if y6u become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

Mr.tinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

if

1^33^



QUEEN’S LOjES
HER REQSTRAR

G. Y. CHOWN RESIGNS AND PROF.
McNEILL NAMED AS

SUCCESSOR

When it was rumoured through the Uni-

versity that Mr. G. Y. Chown had resigned

his official connection with Queen's there

was a sense that the walls were crumbling.

Mr. Chown had been for so many genera-

tions of students the very incarnation of

wise and strong purpose that to think of

him as no longer in his place ii^ the Regis-

trar’s office was to feel autumn in the air.

In 1893 the School of Mining was found-

ed, and, at the urgent request of Principal

Grant, Mr. Chown accepted the position of

Secretary. He saw the School grow
;
he

saw it become an integral part of the Uni-

versity
;
he saw the Medical School return

to the University fold. In 1896 he became

Registrar of the University, and the growth

of the Institution from small things to gr^at

has gone on under his eye and with the aid

of his broad-minded counsel. There is not

one of the buildings on the campus, with

the exception of the Residence block, the

erection of which he has not witnessed. By
shefeilHorce of ability and character he has

made what might have remained a merely

routine position a very powerful thing, and

the three Principals with whom he has

worked in the closest and heartiest co-

operation know best how much he has'done

for the University. Nothing has been able

hini. and when the need arose

he could leave his desk and pre§ci'it ehx

of Queen's before the Government at Tor-

onto with a directness and force not to be

withstood. His views have always carried

weight because he has had so much of the

statesman in his composition. Except

where Queen's was concerned he was never

a partisan. On most things he has held

strong and definite views and he has fought

for them. But he has expected other people

to have equally strong views and mere
agreement with him has only disappointed

him. He has loved debate and his heart

has warmed to a good fighter. Strong

himself, he has admired strength in others.

In all matters of policy his main charac-

teristic has been his readiness to listen to

other men’s views. He may Jiave withstood

them to their faces, but then*' afterwards, in

the hour when decision has had to be made,
their every argument has had generous

weight given to it. In financial matters, as

in those of University policy, he has pro-

ceeded on broad lines, and in his financial

administration the University has passed
from the day of small things to the time
in which_ it has become a great national

institution. In his own business concerns

he has been abundantly successful, but

these things are of small importance in his

eyes as compared with the welfare of

Queen’s. He has given his splendid ability

to the University for a salary that has never
been more than nominal, and yet if he were
to be asked what part of his public life had
given him most pleasure and pride he would
doubtless .say his relationship to his Alma
Mater. Not only has he seen to it that the
funds of the University were wisely spent
but he has gone beyond any narrow inter-

pretation of his functions and has taken a
chief part in raising new endowments. It

will be remembered also that only two years
ago he gave $50,000 for tlie Chown Re-
search Cl»ir.

Like mo.st strong men he has occasionally
been misunderstood. He has had to be the
watcli dog of the Treasury; it has been~his
business to head off the importunate; and
his own habit of mind, eminently practical
and seeking wide results, has made him im-
patient of pettiness or of mere punctilious-
ness in administration. But the many who
have reason to remember his ability and his

RETURNED MEN’S
ANNUAL DANCE

THIRD ANNUAL DANCE OF
RETURNED MEN’S CLUB

A SUCCESS

First' in war, first in peace, and first in

the matter of social functions, seems to be

the motto of the Returned Men and we saw
a further realization of it when the social

season, properly so-called, was inaugurated

in Grant Hall on Monday night by a dance

given by the Club. To those who see in

this statement an invidious discrimination

directed against the Freshman's Reception,

we may remark that it all depends upon
one’s point of view. Personally we would
invariably classify that function along with

the general system of lectures, essays, ex-

ercises and examiantions, <etc., as a neces-

sary adjunct of the system when educates

us, rather than as a bona-fide social event.

However this may be, the Returned

Men’s Club is to be congratulated on the

admirable success of their dance. Tradi-,

tion, that rather imponderable quantity of

which we hear so much at Queen’s, has its

ramifications reaching even into the ball-

room ; and though we do not realise the

fact, perhaps, so often, • there are some
rather exacting standards io live up to,- for

those who desire to stage a dance in Grant
Hall. The highest praise that can be given

to the Returned Men’s Club, in this con-

nection, is to say that their dance, in every

way, came up to the most optimistic expec-

tations.

' TUcrC-V^as not a large crowd ©^.jianeg^s,

as such crowds go—possi^Tv because of ths

rather short notice given of the dance,

which may conceivably have prevented cer-

tain maidens from attaining that perfection

of ensemble without which they would not

venture to do anything so vitally important

as dance. However, those of us who are

use‘d to quick change, and who are always

prepared to set out for anywhere at a

minute’s notice, armed with a toothbrush

and a sponge, enjoyed ourselves immensely
in our simple way. The Hall was
decorated with flags and banners; the

crowd, as we have said, was just large

enough for comfort, and left ample room
for navigation by the least expert; the

Sympatliy Six did noble service with music
a la jazz, which they furnished in the most
approved quantity and styles; and Mr.
Marshall Reid did things with the refresh-

ments that left habituees of the Cafeteria

wide-eyed with amazement, at the revela-

tion of undreamt-of possibilities. Mrs.
Taylor, Mrs. MacPhail, and Mrs. D. G. H.
Wright were very gracious as patrones.ses.

The affair ended rather around two a.m.

amidst general regret, at the monotonous
regularity with which such things come to

an end.

genuine friendliness are not only those who
worked closest to him in the University.

Many men owe their college training and
their start in life to a generosity which ask-

ed nothing back except the proof, in the

struggle, that an estimate of character had
not been mistaken. This Registrar was no
mere official. He was a clear-eyed observer
of the lads who passed before him, and the

unwavering and generous friend of the
man who could show that he had real grit.

But '*G. Y.” is not to be spoken of in the
past tense. He has had to obey physicians’
orders in resigning his University offices

but he is still to act as Secretary to the

Board of Trustees, and will, at the earliest

possible moment, be appointed a member
of the Board. His counsel will still be
available, and everyone who loves Queen’s

prays that, relieved of detail, he may have
before him many years of ever increasing

usefulness.

QUEEN'S SECOND
IN TENNIS FINALS

QUEEN’S DEFEAT VARSITY, BUT
LOST TO McGILL ON

ROUND

On-' Rusholme Tennis Club, Toronto,
tliis year’s Intercollegiate Tennis Tourna-
ment was played. McGill carried off the

honours the first day. Crocker and
Wright starred for McGill, and it was
their excellent playing that gave McGill
the tournament.

Poyser for Queen’s played a splendid

game and worked his way into the finals

of the singles, where, after a hard fight,

he was defeated by Crocker. Varsity

got the surprise of the day when A. G.

MacLachlan of Queen’s knocked out

their crack man in the second round. In

the first round of the singles, Wright of

McGill defeated Allen (Varsity); Crock-
er (McGill) defeated Richardson (Var-

sity); Wales (Varsity) defeated Thomp-
son (Queen’s); Ramsay (McGill) defeat-

ed Gillespie (Queen’s).

2nd Round.
A. G. MacLachlan (Queen’s) defeated

Spencer (Varsity)
;

Poyser (Queen’s)
defeated Bernard (McGill): Crocker

(McGill) defeated Ramsay (McGill);

Wright (McGill) defeated Wales (Var-
sity).

Semi-Finals

Poyser (Queen’s) defeated A. G. Mac-
Lachlan (Queen’s); Crocker (McGill)

defeated Wright (McGill).

. Finals

(Queen's).
|

In the Doubles—1st round, Crocker
and Wright (McGill) defeated William

and Philips (V'arsity)
; Ramsay and Bern-

ard (McGill) defeated Poyser and A. G.

,

MacLachlan (Queen’s).

Semi-Finals.

Spencer and Sheard (Varsity) defeat-

ed Yule and I. MacLachlan (Queen’s);

Crocker and Wright (McGill) defeated

Ramsay and Bernard (McGill).

Finals

Crocker and Wright (McGill) defeated

Spencer and Sheard (Varsity).

Total points—McGill 11; Queen’s 3;

Varsity 2.

War Memorials
The executive of the Students’ War

Memorial Committee met in the office of its

Honorary Treasurer. Prof. W. P. Wilgar,

on October 21st, 1920. Reports submitted

showed that some of the subscriptions due
on the 1st of July had not been paid. Ar-
rangements were therefore made that pay-

ments would be received by Prof. Wilgar in

his office upstairs in Carruthers’ Hall be-

tween 4 and 5 o’clock on Wednesdays,
Thuysdays and Fridays, by G. C. Monture,
the treasurer, or by J. H. Burry, the con-

vener of the Committee. Students are

urged to make use of these arrangements

that a full report of the Committee may be

submitted within the next three weeks.

THE BULLETIN

Saturday, October 30th

—

Annual Elections Engineering Society,

.^.nnual Initiations, Arts Society.

I p.m.—Rugby: Queen’s IV vs. K.C.I.
3 p.m.—Soccer: Queen’s I. vs. Varsity I.

7.30 p.m.—Alma Mater Society.

Sunday, October 31st

—

10 a.m.—Prof. Morison's Bible Class,

Convocation Hall.

Monday, November 1st

—

Theological Alumni Association Confer-

. ence opens.

CHORAL SOCIETY
NEEDS VOICES

IF YOU HAVE ONE COME!—
HERE’S A CHANCE

TO HELP

A few years ago Queen’s Choral Society

was perhaps one of the largest and most
successful societies in the University. The
executive of this year have set out with
the definite object of restoring this Society
to it^ former honored position.

Late last session a most successful pro-
gramme was given in Grant Hall when to-

gether with other short choruses, a Cantata,

“The Rose Maiden.’’ by Frederic H.
Cowen, was most effectively rendered. This
year tlie executive are hoping for greater

success, in view of the fact that much of the
vocal and musical talent in the College
which remained hidden last year, will now
come forward and help the Society to re-

cover its old-time high standard.

We think it opportune to mention here
that it is not necessary to be a professional

singer or soloist in order to be a member
of this Society. The object of the Society

is to promote vocal work amongst the stu-

dents of the University. If you can sing,

the society wants you, and needs you. There
awaits you, not only a pleasant opportunity

but a duty to your University. Come to our
next meeting and help us push forward a
Big Concert.

The first regular meeting was held last

Thursday, October 21st, and the following

vacancies on the executtye were filled.

Prof. C. F. Gummer, Leader
; Miss Flor-

ence Wilson, Treasurer.. Owing- to^the.

"Escorts^'-ineeting on the same evening the

practice was short. There was only affair

turn out and we want many more. Some
first tenors badly needed and many more
ladies’ and men’s voices.

,

Note that every Wednesday at 7 o’clock

sharp in Convocation Hall is practice night.

Please come sharp and we will stop sharp

at eight. Only one hour! you can do a good
night’s work after the practice. Come on
Wednesday night next, spend a pleasant

and profitable hour and help your Univer-

sity Choral Society to be a huge success

this session.

I.U.D.L. MEETS
IN TORONTO

The .Annual Meeting of the Executive

of the I.U.D.L. was held in the office

of the General Secretary of the Student’s

Administrative Council at Hart House
Toronto, on Oct. 23rd, at II a.m.

The following were the representatives

from the member universities : Toronto,

Everett- L. Wasson Wycliffe; McGill, J.

C. Farthing; Ottawa, R. A. McMahon;
Queen’s, A. C. Anderson.

The President, Mr. Wasson, occupied

the chair, and Mr. L. M. Cummiford, B.A.

(Queen’s) acted as secretary, to allow

Mr. Anderson, who represented Queen’s
in the enforced absence of Mr. J. H.
Burry to propose and explain a number
of amendments from the Queen's A. M.
S. Debate Committee. The amendments
were as follows

:

Article 2.—It (the League) shall con-

sist of McGill University, Queen* Vn\-

versity, the University of Torotito, the

University of Ottawa. McMaster Univer-

sity and Western University, the debates

to be arranged in two triangular groups

consisting of McGill. Toronto. Queen’s,

and Ottawa, McMaster, Western.

Article 8.—Each triangular group shall

hold those Intercollegiate Debates an-

nually under the following plan. All those

debates shall be held on the same evening.

(Continued on page 6)
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hf Canada
Established 1864

PAii)-t;p Capital $8,400,000

l^SKRVE Fund and Undiv'ided
Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over J91 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

ED

R. E. SPARKS. ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
D E N T I-S T S

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346
Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man v/ho smokesMd the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

,
JACK F. ELDER

269 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

L

a. w. V. A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

OCT. 22nd, 1920

(fPufrn’H

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.00; Extr.-»-murals in Canada,
$1.25; out of Canada, $r.S0. Adverlisingr rales on appli-
cation to Business Manager.

Chciities should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1620-21.

Editor-in-chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone
1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134 W.
Associate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, A- D • RO-

BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.
Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.
Asst. Managing Editor—Ian McLachlan,

News Editor—W. J. C. PERRY.
Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.
Asst Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE C L

WINGHAM, MISS HELEN CRAIG.
Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.
Dramatic Editor—N. R. HOUSTON.
Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.
Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON

KEILL. MISS M. PORTEOUS.

Tne i^ank of Nova Scotia
*

9,700,000
18,000,000

Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources - . 230'o66,’666

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00
deposite'd each month in our Sav-
ings Department will in ten years
amount to' $697. 17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.
A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

ious faculties.

Now is the open season for election of
officers of year organizations, faculty
societies and clubs, so numerous and
diverse in nature as to meet the needs of
students of all interests. When, and if,

you are nominated for any position, .do
not withdraw on the plea of inability or
lack of time unless you are already serv-
ing 3^our year, faculty or favorite club
in some capacity. By this we do not
mean that you should take any steps to
assure your nomination for any position,
although such a statesman as Mr. Glad-
stone did not think office seeking a crime
against society. There are two classes
of students who attended University—
The true student who is here to get as
preparation for life and—“the pothunter”
He, it is who thinks that college life is

a failure, if he comes below first division
in a single examination result; he, it is

who pores over great tomes in the libr-
ary

;
he it is who repeats the process inEDITORIAL his room at night

; he it is who scarcely
Up to date we have not seen a copy of knows the members of his own year

; he
the handbook issued annually by the Y. it >s who refuses to serve their interest
M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A., particularly snd his own by acting in even a single
for the benefit of the Freshmen and executive position

; he it is who does not
Freshettes. But we will dare to presume support, much less play in, any of the
that somewhere in it, words will be found various teams for his faculty or for his
to this effect, "Do not seek office at University

; he it is who would not debate
Queen’s, the office generally finds the for his year, if he could. There are ap-
man.” This is advice worth while, and proximately 1000 students at Queen’s,
everyone, no matter of what standing, Are you doing your one one thousandth
in Queen’s will do well to ponder over part, or are you a "pothunter". Let us
and act upon it. But it appears to us he honest with ourselves. Too often we
that this sort of sentiment is too often are afraid, (although we know of genu-
misinterpreted and'many govern their ac- exceptions,) this reluctance to accept
tions or rather inaction as though it said office on the grounds of modesty or lack
in so many words “Thou shalt hide thy of time is in reality due to the most ex-
light under a bushel." We h«e known ‘reme selfishness. Seif before our fd-
students wbn. dJFnrgT.e'r entire Um '’i self l,sfori; ....r year, self befof •

veirsuy eo.irsc, persistently refused to ti- and self , before Queen's, Gobi )

low th'emsely.'. fd bcjioinina_ted'-f
,

• anj^eSS||-: -o:: a-f.hrnt.’ c'ire)-(, "l-.nt
T/ositicnr.-.oaiij'-.,. "lege orgoiatio'n -vElu ,

' i-s a man’s record of service tlial counts
even doin- rily, was, tiiat .'ill* ins feiiowmen. Let us then not
they did not have ability^ or that'Ithey attempt to evade responsibility, and if

$15.00

to

$3,500.00

JIT This represents our^ range of prices in
watches—$15.00 to $3.-
500.00 each—and every
watch “Guaranteed, of
course.”

JIT Naturally, this does
Til not mean that they
are all equally good, but
it does mean we sell no
watch that will not ren-
der good service.

^ We could furnish
Til watches at even
much lower than $15.00,
but they would not
prove satisfactory.

We have a reliable
watch for every

pocket, whether man or
woman, boy or girl,
artisan or capitalist.

(TI We can do for you
TU q u i t e as well in
watches as in diamonds,
and that means, no bet-
ter values possible.

Barber Shop
AU White TUe. Uost Moden.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS’*
“We Strive to Serve” -

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
dental surgeon

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS,

Phone 363.

Prof. Brovedaui—Does anyone know
anytliing about Mr. B.

Student—Yes, he took two classes and
lie has been sick ever since.

could not spare the time. Let us coitsider
the first excuse (it is not a reason)!
Admit for the moment that there ni4y be
others who are perhaps better qualified
to occupy the particular position in ques-
tion. But, if there are, we may generally
rest assured that they are already a'Cting
in several executive capacities. We must,
in fairness, admit that there are varying
degrees of executive ability, but we will
not admit that there is more than.j per-
haps one student in a hundred, wilo
not capable of serving, say, on his year
executive. To say that we have not the
ability to serve in a minor capacity; on a
year executive (e.g.) is to confess that
we have not taken, and are not taking,
full advantage of the opportunities to ac-
quire a broad education.

As for the other alleged reason for re-
fusing nomination, that we have no time
for any such duties, there is something to
be said. We know that committees, large
and small, do pre-empt a good deal of time
that might (we use the word advisedly)
be devoted to study. We know, tab,"that
many students of Queen’s spend their
summers m useful labour that they may
acquire sufficient funds to pay at least
part of the college expenses. With these
facts in mind, we feel that time is too
valuable to be wasted. Here, however,

^
exactly the point of our argument!

time spent in serving our tellowiiien is
not wasted. And although our best and
most sincere efforts reap, at timesj, very
Itlle, but a harvest of carping criticism
It is the man who best serves his fellow
men. who best serves himself. If this be
not so. think what a vast amount of time
such men as Dr. Gieiifeil ami i

ingstone have utterly wasted. '

I'islation was passed in tlit

limit tlie number of offices (.n. . ., I

maj' hold. Such legislation
, j

commendable, but there reiM:,.

to be done along similar lines ..
'

through the esteem of our fellow students
we receive an office, let us determine to
serve them to the utmost limit of our
humble ability. v

The committee in charge of the Fresh-
men’s reception has always a very diffi-
cult task and this year proved to be no
exception.

This one night belongs to the Fresh-
ettes and Freshmen and it is to be re-
gretted that so many men, who are not
newcomers, make such haste to fill their
programmes that many unfortunate

i

Freshmen are forced to decorate the ^

walls. True, it is for most of us, the first

opportunity of renewing old acquain-
tances and talking over the summer’s ac-
tivities, but we should n6t forget that
the entertainment of our guests should
be our first consideration.

134, !'36,

7.iniited

m YOHGE

TORONTO

Of .

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

To the Editor,

Queen’s Journal.
Sir:—

A letter, published in the issue of Oct.
22nd, and your editorial dealing with
A.M.S. elections have been read with
some interest and amusement. For years
Science and Medicine had to cater to Theo-
logy, Education, Arts, and last, but not
least, Levana. Theatre tickets, bill pos-
ters, slides and bon-bons were used as
more or less ineffective weapons by
Science and Medicine. In addition, Le-
vapa had a disconcerting habit of liolding
a "sale” just previous to election at which
candidates and their friends were expect-
ed to lavishly "bow" their money in an
often vain endeavor to catch a few female
votes. Last year we forewent the ex-
pensive campaign fund. It is believed
tile same thing may be possible this year
lu the vernacular—The shoe is on the
other foot. Don’t squeal. Stand up and
l.ik., y.',nr medicine.

I. M. MARSHALL.
j

Queen’s University
Classical Concerts.

— Season

,^Ne Concerts

In Grant Hall

JanHambourg Violinist
Hons Hambourg .... Violoncellist
Alberto Guerrero Pianist
J. Campbell-Mcinnes

. , Baritone
1. Thursday, Oct. 28--

. „ ,
The Hambourg Trio

2. Monday, Nov. 22

, ,
Violin and Piano

3. Monday. Dec. 6—Vocal & Piano
4. Monday, Jan. 10—

Violoncello and Piano
5. Thursday, Feb. 3.

The Hambourg Trio
STUDENTS’ TICKETS-SI.OO for ser-
ial ticket admitting to the five concerts.
A block of seats in the gallery of Grant
Hall will be reserved for student holders
of serial tickets till 8.05 p.m. Serial tick-
ets may be obtained at the College Post
Office.

Admission for student to single con-
certs, 2Sc. These will be sold at the door.
For other details see posters.

All concerts begin at 8.15 p.m„ and
admission will be by thi

Grant Hall.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone'395

Below Grand" Opera House

Page Three

MEDICINE

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

We are here to serve your nreds in Drugs,

Stationery, Neilson’s Chocolate? and Jet Creanl
Bricks, Combs, Brushes, and all

Developing and Printing Films a specialty, at

.PrQuse’sJ>rug ^tore
Opp. X'f.

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
(Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last
year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—^they all

came in November and December.
So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious •

little at that. So that when 'Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,"

morally and mentally. Do a kind
Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chance!
Make your appointment now.

Those Study Glasses
"THBY MUST BE RIGHT,"

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success. '

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

.
If you alrwdy wear glasses come in and

GlSs comfortable Study

"Save Your Byes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ZCB CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPKRA HOUSE
Phon# ti40.

MEDICINE '22

The first regular meeting of Meds. '22

was held October 21st, President Knapp
presiding. The usual quorum was pre-

sent. On motion of Mr. Eynon and sec-

onding of Mr. Roberts, Messrs. Nichol-

son, Harriot and Mackie were accepted as

new members of the year. It w'as moved
by Mr. Sully, seconded by Mr. Eynon
that a committee be formed to arrange

for a social evening of the year before

Christmas. Messrs. Sully and Eynon
were appointed to form such a committee.

The year extends a hearty welcome to

Messrs. Harriot, Nicholson and Mackie,

as its new members. The addition of

these gentlemen to the year will go a long
way in making up for the serious loss we
have suflFered when Messrs Craig, Hubbs
and Carson, who decided to resume their

studies in England.

After Jast Wednesday’s lecture from
the Dean we will without a doubt be able

;

to destinguish between football and psy-

chology. '

At a meeting held on Wednesday, Oct-
ober 28tli, the following were elected to

form the executive of medicine ’22 for

the coming year.

Honorary President, Dr. W. T. Con-
nell; President, Mr. J. H. Pilkey; Vice-
President, Mr. Win. Campbell; Secy.-

Treas.,, Mr. R. C. Wilson; Orator, - Mr.
R. McKinnon; Prophet, Mr. Mackie;
Historian, Mr. R. G. Yoerger; Poet, Mr.
C. W. White; Marshall, Mr. A. B. Clay-
ton. —

MEDICINE :’24

*i'he fir^ ^n^;;bvAnatch was'

pJayed off between Medline ‘24 and *2u>

Tiie final score of 20-3 speaks for itself.

The Soph’s have the idea that they can
look after the Faculty Cup quite nicely

for another year. The liiiv.up was as
follows; 5=-

I

Scrim, Houston, N. A.; Ritchie,

inside wings, Leggett, Houston, S.

W. ; middle wings, Salsburg, Waddell;
outside wings, MacLachlan, Trainer;
halves, Campbell, Quinn, Playfair; quar-
ter, McNally; flying wing. Smith.

Heard in Anatomy Lecture.
Dr. M son. “We are very short

of brains this year, but as I say, if one
should cut into the occipital labe
&c.”

McMurcliy—(bustling up to the crowd)—“Say fellows, do you know that they
have gone and changed the brakeman on
the C. P. R. to Smith’s Falls?"

Did you all know that Smith broke
the Toronto record in the 100 yds. the
other day? and; also, that he walked
away with the 220 and 440? We’ll tell

the world lie’s some runner, and congra-
tulate him.”

dividuals for special mention. Varsity
has never found Queen’s an easy victim
at soccer, and Saturday’s game promises
to be one worth seeing.

The line-up on Wednesday was—Cur-
phy. Vedova. Scott, Stewart, Donaldson.
Naylor, A. G. MacLachlan, Wallace,
Ransom, Walker and McGregor.

This is going to be a busy week end in
sport for Queen’s. The track team is go-
ing to Toronto for the Intercollegiate
1 rack Meet. The first and second Rugby
teams are going to Montreal to play Mc-
Gill. On Saturday at the old Athletic
Grounds the soccer team plays Varsity,
and the Queen’s IV. Rugby team plays
K.C.I. All the teams have been working
liard all this week and the various, ath-
letes should be in good shape^for all the
games. Tlie Rugby teams will line up
at Montreal much the same as in the home
games. The Soccer team will be prac-
tically the same team which defeated the
Locomotive Works on Wednesday after-
noon. The Fourth Rugby Team will
present a strong line-up against K.C.I.
This team is composed mainly of men
with practically no football experience
and deserves all kinds of support.

The following men will make the trip
to Toronto with the Track Team : Smith,
Ada, Lafontaine, Salter and Jack Day!

Here’s hoping everybody!

The Very Latest

Ideas in

FULL DRESS
FOR THE POPULAR

YOUNG MAN
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS

RIGHT

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

DANCING
_

All forms of modem dancing nmgb,t. [

.

may be made for private
'lessoSTSKW-iaas. I

Apply to ADA J. BATES; 'ZIZ _%qefc
j

Street. Phone 1448, M.
'

'

.4

CAFETERIA
Queeit’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1,30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

SIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1074

Founded 1847.

MEDS ’26

The long and short of it—Burleigh
and Sheppard.

Bayley should be made to use dim^
mers on that head-light of his.

Can anyone tell us— Why doetli
Thpangler lithp?

By hickory! That there McArthur is
a Brainy Bird, take it from a few of us I

A merry mind maketh the heart glad—
that s the reason we endure chemistry
lectures.

As far as rugby goes, Meds ’26 may
not be able to down 'the sophs, but when
it comes to initiations, we’re backing
them to down the salts every start.

SOCCER
Queen’s I 5, Locomotive Works 1

On Wednesday afternoon Queen's first
soccer team met and defc.itcd :!. Lneo-
motive Works team by 5-1 Sevrml o(
the Loco men were missing, -ind QueenV
lent them some of their sut>s to fill up
their team. The game was f-drly even
and marke.l t„. f., t playing, especially
m ... s...-„„d i,a|(. In such a galar>- . f

a'ars a.s -a -re on tile teams, it wouh! be

Livingston’s

YOU WANT VALUE FIRST

THEN PRICE.

HERE YOU GET BOTH AT ONE
AND THE SAME TIME

College men demand that their clothes be right up-to-the-
minute. They come to this store because they know that we
have the latest style ideas in perfectly tailored garments, with
the price high enough to assure quality, yet low enough to
coincide with those ideas of what good clothes are worth.

SUITS $27.50 UP TO $40.00

OVERCOAT TIME IS HERE
Don’t wait untill the cold winds blow to buy your Over-

coat—BE READY.

OVERCOATS $25.00 TO $45.00

See Our $30.00 Winter Overcoat—University Sweaters

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

If off your route, it pays to walk.

-snp. If
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Removal Notice

es

You will now find us at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

ARTS

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

ARTS SOCIETY
The annual nomination meeting was

held on Tuesday, October 26th, the nom-
inations for the New Arts Society execu-
tive and the members of the concursus
were made. A list of the candidates ap-
pears below.

The vacancy on the A.M.S. left by Mr.
Findlay’s absence from college was filled

by the appointment of A. E. Allison. P.
A. McLeod was appointed acting treas-

urer, and also interfaculty rugby man-
ager. The following scrutineers were ap-
pointed for the elections, to be held 11

a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow in the Arts read-
ing room

: J. M. F. Smith, M. MacMillan,

J. D. Ralph and J. R. Emery.
At' the next meeting the new executive

will be installed and the annual meeting
will be held. Don’t forget, Tuesday,
November 9th at 5 p.m.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

. RRYMNER, Manager -

ARTS SOCIETY NOMINATIONS
Hon. Pres.—Prof. W. C. Clark.

President—A. C. -Anderson, J. T. M.
Wilson, E. R. Bamforth.

Vice-Pres. — A. L. Stevenson, H. F.
Cross.

Secretary—E. C. Gill, R. C. Laird.
Asst. Sec’y—R. L. Ferguson, R. G.

Sinclair, C. Moore.

Treasurer—G. M. Sutherland, W. A.
Newlands.

Auditor—^A. E. Allison, B. I. England.
Critic—J. A. MacDonald, G. E. Wood.

Comraitteeraen.

Post Grads.—P. Muir, A. G. Croal.
Arts ’21—J. T- MacNecly. D. J. MacLeod,
L. F. Smith. Arts ’22—D. Macinnes, R.
C. Brogden; Arts ’23—B. N. Johnson, P.

Glasgow. Arts ’24—B.

^'owler. . — _ -

members dissenting.

The meeting then passed on to the pro-
gramme, which was thoroughly enjoyed by
all. The year inaugurated a new departure
by allowing a space of four minutes be-
tween each number to allow those present
to get acquainted, and to make it possible
to eliminate the usual conversation while
the numbers are proceeding. The pro-
gramme consisted of delightful vocal solos
by Mr. R. G. Fry and piano solos by Mr.
F. R. Bamforth. There was also an ex-
cellent number of the “Eye-Opener,” edit-

ed by Mr. M. B. Kehoe, and, last but not
least, refreshments. Those who were there
thoroughly enjoyed themselves

; those who
were not there do not know what they mis-
sed.

ARTS ’22

The year will entertain Arts ’24 at the
next regular meeting to be held on Friday,
November Sth. All members of Arts ’24

cordially invited to attend.

the absence of so many of our influential

members—especially missed was he of
floral fame-=-vve felt rather depressed. Our
position was somewhat similar to that of a
t®\vn or village of a few years back, when
local option struck it for the first time: the
body was there but the spirit was gone.
But with the return of several more mem-
bers as the days passed, and with the in-
fusion of a little new blood, we have gradu-
ally recovered our “morale”; and now, with
the installation, on Thursday, of the Big
Chief and all the lesser chiefs and “chief-
esses” we feel equal to anything that may
be expected of us as a society.

—Evening of Frehsmen’s ReThe Time-

ception.

The Place—Queen’s Cafeteria.

Dramatis Personae—Him and Her.

Curtain Rises.

Him—Wonder what kind of a sundae
this is?

Her—Dunno, what would you call it?

Him—Guess it must be an Plawaiian
Sundae.

Her (mumbling with mouth fuIl)~Why?
Him—Cause it ain’t got nothing on it.

Curtain Falls.

The Toronto Star remarks that Varsity
made the first touchdown against McGill
in two years. We can only blame our-
selves for this misstatement. The Star
has apparently not read a report of the
Queen’s-McGill game.

The Columbia Spectator’ reports
that the women of Northwestern Univer-
sity have decided to beat the high cost of
living by earning more money. Among
other things, they shine shoes, manicure
nails, shorten and press skirts, shampoo
hair and darn stockings.” And our poor
Queen’s girls do all these things without
any idea of remuneration.

ATTENTION!
Home-Made Sale At

Victoria School

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR THE

department of education

advertisement

ARTS CONCURSUS .NOMINATIONS
Chief Justice—R. G. Fry, R. O.

Campney.

Junior Judge—D. K. Paris, G. A. R
Emery.

Sr. Prosecuting Attorney—P. A. Mc-
Leod, L. B. Smith.

Sheriff—C. Hodgins, T. H. Newlove
M. B. Kehoe.

Clerk—G. W. Sugden, T. H. Wholton.
Chief of Police—C. L. Yoerger, G. H.

Sadler.

Jr. Prosecuting Attorney—J. M. Miller,
Mr. McMenomy.

Crier—J. Gow, C. Ratchford.

Constables.

Arts ’21—A. B. Ransome, Mr. Chap-
man, N. S. Kelly. Arts ’22—Mr. Wager,
E. A. Nelson, J. R. Shea, H. A. Richard-
son, Mr. Reid, J. L. McKelvey. Arts ’23

Mr. Bushell, W. Watson. M. O. Inglis,
R. C. Swerdfigger, T. E. W^arren. Arts
’24—H. R. Duff,- W. A. Watson, W. J
Harris, H. Stephen, L. McKinnon, H. D
Moreland.

ARTS '23

The spirit and enthusiasm of the society
seem to have almost revived or recovered.
When we first came in this fall and noticed

THE. HOME AND SCHOOL CLUB
OF VICTORIA SCHOOL WILL
HOLD THEIR ANNUAL HOLLOW-
E-EN SALE OF EATS, ON FRIDAY,
OCTGBeIS 29th, AT 3 P.M.

:MRS. R. j. RODGER,

151 Earl Str^"tT^

ARTS ‘21

The second regular meeting of Arts ’21

took place in the large Mathematics room,
New Arts Building, on Monday, October
|25, at 4 p.m. Arts ’24, the Freshman year,
were entertained by the seniors at this
[meeting.

In the absence of the president and the
I vice-president, the president-elect, Mr.- M.
B. JCehoe, presided. Mr. Kehoe thanked
tlie year for electing him to the office of
president, and paid tribute to his predeces-
Isor, Rev. A. B. Ransom. He extended a
I
hearty welcome to the membei-s of Arts
’24 who were present.

The year then proceeded to nominate can-
didates for those positions on the executive
of the Arts Society and the Arts Concursus
allotted to the senior year. Messrs. A. C.
Anderson and F. R. Bamforth were nom-
inated to contest for the presidency of the
[Arts Society. Candidates were also nom-
inated for the position of Senior Commit-
teeman, and for several offices on tlie Arts
[Concursus. Owing to the length of time
required to get through the nominatioiis,
the installation of the new executive Was
postponed until the next meeting, scf^-al

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

STUDENTS, MAKE YOURSELF TO HOME, MAKE THIS
STORE YOUR STORE

DON'T MISS SEEING

BIBBYS EXTRA SPECIAL $35.00

OVERCOAT VALUES
New Slip-ons, New Form-fit models. New
Ulsterettes. All this season’s styles. NeW'
est colorings and designs. .Tailored by the

most skilled workmen in all the land.

These Coats cannot be duplicated for less

than $45.00 to $47.50. Sizes 34 fo 42.

Pleased to show these Coats. Buy if

you wish. ^
EXTRA SPECIAL YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

We are offering Students some particularly good value in

$45.00
Hand tailored garments, made from pure wool imnortert

corr^ctTodels

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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_ ^ a newarrow
Collar^
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

•Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many

Young Men

has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 519; EjsideriSi ,

ST. - 3:iNG3TaW

OUR SALE

STILL GOING STRONG
THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

SCIENCE

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early
for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

-
'^T^’NCESS STREET

ANNUAL NOMINATIONS
ENGINEERING SOCIETY
October 30th, 1920

Hon. President—Prof. W. P. Wilgar
B.Sc. (accl.).

President—W. li. Ellis, I. M. Marshall.
1st Vice-Pres.—F. J. EIHs, A. C. Mal-

lock.

2nd Vice-Pres.—J. A. H. Henderson
A. K. McGill.

Secretary—R. L. Bonham, F. A
SproLiIe.

Asst. Secretary—W. A. McLean, B. D
Poyser.

Treasurer—J. U. McEwan, H. R.
Myers.

Sr. Year Repr. (one to be elected)—

H

Jardine, J. Sterling.

Jr. Year Repr. (one to be elected)
L'. a. Philp,

J. P. Young.
Sophomore Yr. Rep. (two to be elect-

ed)—R. J. Askin, H. J. Fraser, H. Mc-
Leod, V. A. Minnes.

Freshman Yr. Rep. (two to be elected)
—E. B. Currie, W. Doan, J. A. Mc-
Intosh, R. A. Tuite.

Vigilance Committee
Sr. Pros. Attorney—G. D. O’Connor

(accl).

Jr. Pros. Attorney—D. G. Geiger, A,
G. MacLachlan.

Sheriff—J. V. Fahey, V. W. Isaac.
Chief of Police—A. J. Legaiilt, C. F.

O’Gorman.

Clerk F. Comer, PI. B. Thorburn.
Crier—T. F. Battersbf, W. H. Birch-

ard.

Sr.- Yr. Constable (one to be elected)
— A. Jones, H. E. Meadd.

Jr. Yr. Constable (one to be elected)—
W. J. Macfarlane, C. L. O’Brien.

|j

!. G.-insfable fore to be elected)

[j

•)
. Keiinedv. F.

yo.TK-. __ ,

'

'

.
;

I Yr. Con.statile f,une

eu;—

:

Bov.-m.-'ii, G. Ronev.
Athletic Committee

Hon. President—Prof. L. Malcolm, M,
A., B.Sc. (accl).

President—J. W. Dougherty, G. C.
Monture.

1st Vice-President—C. Gerow (accl.),

Sec'y-Treas.-O. A. Carson, C. S.
Johnson.

Sr. Yr. Repr.—^J. A. Wedge (accl.).

Junior Yr. Repr. (one to be elected)—
C. S. Gibson, N. J. Taylor.
Soph. Yr. Repr. (one to be elected)—

W. E. Affleck, F. C. Climo, A. C. Harvie,
G, H. Salton.

Freshman Yr. Repr. (one to be elect-
ed)—W. J. Connor, J. -J. Gilpin, E. J.
Holmes, A. G, Kerr.

Voting will take place in the Science
Reading Room, Carrnthers Hall, on Sat-
urday, October 30th, from 9-12 a.m.

Scrutineer, E. M. Disher; Poll Clerk,
T. .M. Smith; Asst. Scrutineers, D. A
Cameron, G. S. Walker, D. C, Rose; D.
Hutcheson.

cards and a seven round bout on the mid-
night tram. What are you laughing about
bailor?

SCIENCE ’22
'

Dean—“What is density?”
The Guy—I can’t define it, but I can

give an illustration.

The Dean—Thanks, the illustration is
good. Sit "down.”
Van’s watch must still be on daylight

saving time. We saw him sitting on a
certain step the other night, and he said
just one.” It was really only twelve

o’clock !
•

A chink by the name of Ching Ling
Fell of? the street car, bing, bing!
The con turned his head
And to the passengers said,

“The car’s lost a washer” ding, ding!
So True of Kingston’^ Rooming Houses.
The melancholy days have come.
The kind you read about,
Too hot to have the furnace on,
Too cold to have it out.

(with apologies to any pne).

Page Five

Senior^(before Freshmen’s Reception)
to Freshman—I filled your tenth num-
ber for you.

Freshman^ (fearfully)- Where does
she live?

Senior—(at Freshman Reception) to
Freshette—You must not think all
Queen’s sjlcial functions are like this.We have a' much better time at the Social
evenings.

$©phisticated Fresliette — Well, I
should hope"^ so.

A MAN’S SHOE
need not sacrifice style and shapeli-
ness for fit and comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. When
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’^HONE 486

7^ Our Stock of

DESK AND STUOY
LiAMi'3 Is csmpletei,

Best Tungsten Lanpt
«nd Flashlights. Every-
thing electrical for «x«

perimental purpose*.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.
167 PRINCESS STREET

the barber shop where the
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

STUDENTS!
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE ,

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

SCIENCE ’21

A special meeting of the year was held
on Monday and the following officers elect-
ed for the 1920-21 session :—Hon. Pres.,
Prof. Arkley; president, W. C, Parnell;
vice-president, F. M. Smith; secretary-,
treasurer, F. A. Herman; poet, J, A. Jones;
orator, G. C. Monture; prophet, E. H
Coon; marshal, I. M. Marshall; historian,
D. G. H, Wright; critic, J. W. Greig-
first vice-president A.M.S., D. O. Notman-
critic A.M.M., C. D. O’Connor; man-
ager rugby team, H. C. Haryett; Journal
representative, C. D. O’Connor.

Of. the eleven Civils six play first team
rugby, two junior, one is married, one is a
champion student, and the rest of the class,
.^rniy, leads the world at the king of in-
door sports. What price the muckers

-

The Brockville soft-heels arc paddi
about on the trail of the person or pers. ..

mvolveil in the mystery of Room 13. D» ,r
sleuths believe some connection exists 1.
tween tn,i of tile uvandners. ,a g.mie

NO DEFENCE
BY SIR GILBERT PARKER

Here is a strong dramatic novel. The scenes are laid in Ire-
land, England, West Indies and America, during the troublous
days of the French Revolution.

“No Defence” is Parker at his strongest.

For Sale

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

*

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.
COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. '

imer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.

1
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"The Hat Store."

HATS & CAPS
Newest Fall Styles

We like to talk about our great big stock o[

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hats of

eveo’ description for men

ladies and children, bought

from the worlds best makers

for our wholesale and retail

rade. are herein big variety.

We save you something

on every“Hat you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
Hats, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars^ Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET
3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

BB (BB gpS (BaBaB Bl«K It)W (B oil IB tsU tfii DD C

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson^ Crozier dr* Edgar ^
20 MarJut St., Kingston g
BB99BSBBSffiSS9BOSa99aB9EB9EBa

WALK INSIDE AND SAVE TEN

My values are Canada’s Greatest. Call

and be convinced.

My prices are 20% to 30% lower than
last season.

All the newest models in Suits and
Overcoats.

Robinson's Clothes Ltd.

NEXT GRAND THEATRE

I.U.D.L. IN TORONTO
(Continued from page 1)

and on the same question, each Univer-
sity being represented by a team main-
taining affirmative and by a team main-
taining negative. At each debate the
negative of the question shall be upheld
by the visiting team. The schedule of
debates shall be determined by the I. U.
O. L. Executive.

Article 10.—The question for debate
^11 be selected in the following manner:
On or before November 1 of each year
each university shall submit to the secre-
tary of the league, in sealed envelopes,
two formulated questions for debate. The
secretary shall immediately notify the
secretary of the debate committees of
each university. On December 1 each
university shall submit to the secretary
of the league its order of preference or
choice as to three of tlie questions sug-
psted. In determining which question
has been chosen, first choice shall count
three points, second choice two points
and third choice one point. The question
thus receiving the greatest total number
of points, shall be deemed to have beep

In spite of crop failures the West has
decided to become ab-so-Iutely arid.
Hisses from the Brewery. Meanwhile
Dry Farming Congresses are held re?-
ularly, the College of Pharmacy is more t

jpopiilar tlian ever, and the price of raisins if
sdars to amazing heigiu

“ "

chosen. In the event of a deadlock, the
universities shall take another ballot, to
decide between the two questions highest

on the list. The secretary shall in all

cases promptly notify the three univer-

sities of the result of the balloting.

Article 12.—The Home University shall

four weeks before the debates submit to
the visiting university a list of five judges,
from whom three are to be chosen.

Article 13.—In deciding a debate the
judges shall award to each side a defin-

ite number of points for delivery (max-
imum 40) for matter (maximum 60). The
term matter shall be understood to in-

clude knowledge of the question in all

its aspects, convincingness of the evidence
used to establish the various arguments,
logical arrangement of material and ef-

fectiveness of rebuttal. No regard shall

be had for the merits of the case per se.

Article 16.—There shall be three speak-
ers to a side. Each debater shall- be al-

lowed two speeches, one of ten minutes
duration, the other of five minutes. The
first -series 'bf speeches shall be opened
by the affirmative and shall alternate

between the affirmative and negative
speakers. The second series shall be in

the same order as the first, so far as the
debate is concerned but either side may,
if it chooses, vary the order of its speak-
ers.

Article 18. — Stenographers shall be
secured to take down debates and the
debates shall be published as spoken.

Article 19.—.-This Constitution can be
amended by a majority vote of the I.U.-

D.L. Executive at the Annual meeting of
the League, provided that a copy of any
amendment so voted on has been submit-
ted in writing at least one week before the
date of the annual meeting, to the Soc
ieties composing the I.U.D.L.

Mr. Burry had forwarded copies of the
proposed amendments to the various
member universities at such time as re-

quired b}' the Constitution. Xof^to and
McGill received their copies 0Ti\jl3irday,
one week previous to the meeting. Ottawa
University, although the amendments
were posted at the same time, did not,
through some inefficiency of the postal
service, receive a copy until Tuesday,
four days before the meeting. The Ot-
tawa representative, accordingly, object-
ed to the consideration of the proposed
amendments, on constitutional grounds.
The Queen’s and McGill representatives
maintained that the words “has been
submitted” should be interpreted to mean
“has been posted” rather than “has been
received.’ The President, while express-
ing his regret that the amendments could
not be considered, ruled that Ottawa’s ob-
jection was valid.

Pile meeting proceeded to draw up a
schedule for preliminary and final debates
as follows

:

Preliminary Debates -^:_Ottawa at
Queen’s, Dec. 3 ; Toronto at McGill
Dec. 3.

Final Debate:—If Ottawa and McGill
wm, final at Ottawa; if Ottawa and To-
ronto win, final at Ottawa; if Queen’s
and Toronto win, final at Toronto; if

Queen’s and McGill win, final at Queen’s.
The representatives were entertained at

lunch by President Wasson of I. U. D. L.,
and Mr. Lightbourne, President of the
Students’ Administrative Council of To-
ronto University. After being shown
through Hart House, they proceeded to
the Varsity-McGill football game. The
Queen’s representative has nothing but
praise, not only for the friendly spirit
in which the meeting was conducted, but
also for the cordial hospitality extended
by Varsity representati\ es.

Queen’s and McGill are to submit sub-
jects within the next two weeks, and we
may look forward with pleasure to a
splendid revival of interest, amongst all
classes of students in Intercollegiate De-
bating.

SCIENCE ’23

Science ’23 is still holding up its end
in sport. The track meet on Friday found
a majority of Science '23 men among the
competitors, and although they didn’t
carry off all the prizes, they helped to
boost athletics in the University.

Prof. Waddel informed the chemistry
that newspapers would be pleased to pub-
lish a thesis on “Where Alcohol may be
Obtained without Paying any Tax."
Science ’23 has developed a squad of

snake charmers, under the able supervis-
ion of Manske. Their exhibition on Sat-
urday on the Geological excursion, was
enjoyed by everyone, except Prof. Baker.
On the excursion on Saturday it wa.s

discovered that “Apatite" didn’t always
mean a mineral.

;

Every member of Science ’23 is re-
quested to turn out for rugby and soccer
practice. It is up to everyone to help
bring in the cups.

SCIENCE ’24

Buck up ’24, you are holding back pro-
ceedings with your elections.

Paul Johnson is back again from his
stay in the hospital. He is fully recov-
ered from the blood poisoning contracted
in the Science initiation.

Prof Baker—Now is it clear to all
that the top of a wheel travelling along-
the ground is going faster than the bot-
tom ? Is there any question.
Mr. Lewis—Yes, what would happen

if the top caught up to the bottom.

GRIMM’S
I ie voM

Candy is always made of the best materials andIS sold at a very moderate price.
narenais, and

|

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
J02 PRINCESS STREET _ ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

f or Light Refresliment arid Afternoon Tea

If Ifs Worth Bojing-lfs Worth Taking Care Of
Insure the safety of your Tennis Racquet through the period

of non-use by getting one of our TENNIS PRESSES.

The prices are reasonable and the quality high. Come
around and see them.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET _ . PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE

t
,1°'^ r ? authorized for use in theabove faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

H'he“ci4 lower thaTlrwtre

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

ha
book dept, is under special management and wehave been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best inthe history of the University.

service is the best in

Phone 919

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

<^Share two Profits with (

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
<=°'fducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before youbuy, compare values at SKY’S.

^ ^
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QUEEN’S YELL.
Critics differ in opinion as to the exact

date and authorship of the College yell.

It is evident that it is a compilation and

not the work of one man. We can trace

the Saxon and the Celt in it

!

A little over a quarter of a century ago

Queen’s had no yell. At that time she was

in financial straits and the less optimistic

element in the Presbyterian Church advised

her removal to Toronto under tlie protect-

ing arm of Knox, where her separate

identity was to be forever lost. The guid-

ing spirit of Queen’s in those perilous days

was Principal Grant, who refused absolute-

ly to entertain the idea of letting her go.

With that dogged determination so charac-

teristic of his clan, whose war-cry was
"Stand fast” (Creageallachie) he resolved

that if Queen’s had to go, she would have

to be dragged across his dead body. With
this holy resolve he set out on a financial

campaign the result of which determined

her permanent stay on the old Ontario

strand where she' stood since the time of the

flood!

In the fall of 1888 there came to Queen’s

as a freshman one Donald Cameron, a

Highlander from Prince Edward Island,

one of the clan that never can “yield,” who
intended studying for the ministry. It was
felt among the students that their sympatliy

should be extended to Principal Grant and
their loyalty to Queen’s in the struggle

which threatened her existence, by creating

a yell suitable to the occasion. One even-

ing 'a few student friends gathered in

Cameron’s room for the purpose of com-

paring ycll.s. Donald, who was n .>rf a*

home in Gaelic than he was in EngH i,

mitted what is now the Gaelic part [ the
yell, and all the boys with hearty congr;.::--

lalions hailed him as the champion ' f tlic

hour. The new yell was submitted at t''.

next meeting of the Alma Mater and^was
'

enthusiastically approved. It was then that

the brotlier of Judge Lavell suggested the

words that open the yell, “Queen’s

!

Queen’s! Queen’s!”

Cameron died during the session 1891-

1892 of a relapse of typhoid fever, but not
before he had rendered noble service to

Queen’s.

Both Principal Grant and these students
passed out of Queen’s, but they left for suc-
ceeding generations of students a College
worthy of their memory, and a yell so full

of Celtic stubbornness and Celtic/fire, that

no other college yell on this or any continent
can compare with it in morale or in senti-

ment.

Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s!
Oil thigh na banrighim gu brath 1

Cha gheill! Cha gheilll Cha gheill!

Phonetcially pronounced

:

Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s!
Oil high na banreen gu br 1

Ha yale ! Ha yale ! Ha yale

!

Rex
SMOKING

Mixture
A most satisf5dng and

enjoyable smoke

Translation:

Queen’s! Queen’s! Queen’s!
(The house of learning of the queen

forever)

i.e. Queen’s College Forever!

Won’t yield! Won’t yield! Won’t yield!

Returns of the Football Games

CLOinu
THOSE of you

whoVe waited

for Prices to come
down, please take
note; they’re dowTi!

They never were up at

Tip Top Tailors.

You can come here

and have made to your

measure as fine a suit or overcoat as any man
could ask for without straining your re-

sources.

Tip Top Clothes have always been and always
will be a great deal lower than the average
tailor and retailer asks for the same quality.

We eliminate the middleman by selling direct.

We specialize on one price. We save and
you save.

Tip Top Tailors Representative will be in

Kingston every Saturday to show materials
and take orders.

Note the Address:

J. NASH, Kingston

AT -

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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“Kingston’s Big Hat Dealers”

lats

No matter how exacting as to

style and quality, we have your
particular hat.

SOFT HATS—$3.50 to $11.00.

TWEED HATS—$3 to $4.50.

Caps in big variety

New Gloves.

Campbell Bt*os.
122 PRINCESS STREET

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE eSO

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

TAILORED
TO MEASURE
SUITS.

$27.00 to $60.00

Do these prices mean any-
thing to you? Whether you
are a student of economics
or not, we think you will all

realize the extremely good
value^ of a suit tailored to
your individual measure and
taste at these prices.

Call and see the samples.

P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Preparation for Christi-

Year Pins

and Rings
Estimates and designs furnish-

ed on request. We have made
Queen’s Year Pins and Rings for

years, and can assure you of satis-

faction.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Manufacturing Jewelers

PRINCESS & WELLINGTON
STREETS, KINGSTON

Agents for Waterman’s Ideal

Fountain Pens,

Judaism

anity.

Prof. W. G. Jordan gave the first of a
series of lectures on the above subject on
Tuesday at 4 p.m., in the Apologetics
Room. In this lecture Dr. Jordan dealt
very cogently with the significance of the
exile, and pointed out very clearly that the
exile produced a literature remarkable for
its catholicity and a religion which the
whole world may accept. The Jews as a
people were not to lose their identity when
taken into exile. Their problem was how
they could sing the Lord's song in a strange
land. To them Jerusalem had always been
the bearer of an ideal and the religion of
the temple had something that was im-
mortal. The significance of the exile was
that in the minds of that people living

truths grew and asked for larger space,
which were ultimately needed for all hu-
manit)'. Religion had to be sometliing

apart from the temple. The Jew though
not naturally a missionary became one in

spite of himself.

Dr. Jordan in closing stated that through
the loss of tile temple, the sacrifices, and
splendid ritual men learned the spirituality

of religion, “and only^ when men learn that
religion is not limited to any one soil, or
controlled by any one people, then only do
you get anything universal.” Owing to the
Theological Alumni Conference being held
next week Dr. Jordan’s lecture on Tues-
day is postponed until Tuesday, Nov. 9th.

We are glad to welcome C. P. McArthur,
B.A., in our midst this year. He was one
of last spring’s graduates who has returned
to do post-graduate work.

The Theological Society is arranging a
new reading room, which will be located
next to Convocation Hall, During the war
the Theological students had to ascens'ji,
the top of their building to take their lec-
tures and give up their own palatial quar-
ters to Education. Now that things are
beginning to appear normal at the Univer-
sity again it is only natural that Divinity
students should enjoy luxuries in the na-
ture of a reading and club room such as
the students of other faculties possess.

THE FRENCH CLUB

Officers for 1920—President, Miss L.
Desroches; vice-president, Mr. C. C. Gil-
bert; secretary. Miss H. S. de Renzy;
treasurer, Mr. C. Laird; historian, Miss M.
E. Hallett; critic. Miss M. Laird; repre-
sentatives, Misses Nelson and McFarland,
Messrs. Knapp and McCailum

; advisory'
council,, Prof. Campbell, Prof. Hicks, Prof.
Brovedani.

The first meeting of the French Club was
held in the Red Room on Tuesday, October
12th. The President, Miss Desroches ad-
dressed a few words of welcome to those
present and Prof. Hicks outlined the na-
ture and purpose of the Club.

All who are interested in French are cor-
dially invited to come to the. Red Room on
Tuesday, November 2nd, at 4 o’clock.

If you have not yet attended a meeting
of the Club do not fail to come on Tuesday
An interesting programme has been ar-
ranged. Prof. Brovedani will give an ad-
dress on "Les Poemes de Leconte de Lisle ”

Refreshments will be served and “that ain’t
all. “You ain’t heard nothing yet

”

Come and enjoy all of the entertainment.

There’s a Breezy Twang
to this Brogue Boot

A Dash and Swagger that seems to
ht m with the crispness of Fall

There’s comfort in their fashioning
that invites one to long healthful
rambles—no wonder the Brogue is
the assured favorite of the new
season.

SlO.OO ]^5c Tax

LOCKETTS

for LOVERS OP

Good Home-made Candy and
Ice Cream

YOU CAN SATISFY YOUR LONGING AT

MARBLE HALL
FRESH AND PURE IS OUR M^TTO.

GEORGE, MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980.
238 PRINCESS STREET

The Grand Cafe
Special meal tickets for Students. Come in and ask
the proprieor for rates. These tickets good at any
hour for any amount.

BEST OF FOOD EXCELLENT SERVICE

222 PMNCESS STREET
2 Doors above Grand Opera House.

PETER LEE, Proprietor.

’Phone 1843.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are ^sured a thorough scientific test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET _ ’PHONE 1019-w
(’Phone for appointment)

DON’T FAIL TO VOTE

On Saturday the elections will be heldm the three faculties, Arts, Medicine and
bcience. This is of vital concern to every
member of these societies. Exercise your
franchise ami see that the men chosen
to manage the aifairs of your faculty are
the most capable men available. We
have been asked to announce that I.O.U’s
are accepted for fees at the Aesculapian
Elections.

printing
Loose Leaf Note Books.

Loose Leaf Fills

Embossed Stationery

Fountain Pens.

Student’s Supplies.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE
THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c
War Tax Included.

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if you become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS:
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NOTICE NOTICE TO YEAR REPORTERSQUEEN'S I AND II

LOSE IN MONTREAL
McKELVEY STARS IN QUEEN’S

LAST GAME WITH
McGILL

Queen’s Seniors under more or less of

a handicap went down to defeat before

the Red and White at the McGill Stad-

ium in Montreal. .Mills, McLeod and
Muirhead playing the last half of the

Intermediate game in the morning were
then called upon to play in the Senior

game in the afternoon.

The weather man was anything but
favorable towards the playing of the

grand old game.

Early in the morning considerable snow
fell, making a slippery field to play on.

The thermometer^ registered 45° with a

gcg^, sullen sky and the attendance was
not w'hat was anticipated. However, the
students support their team as was evi-

denced by the parade ''after the second
quarter. At least 1.500 students' formed
a parade on the playing field, displacing
University banners of the $5,000,000
endowment campaign. On first march-
ing onto the field, they gave the “Oil
Thigh Na Banrighin” of good old
Queen's and it surely showed that Mc-
Gill regards the Tricolor as good sports-

men who always put up a game fight.

The procession marched around the
campus and then formed the letter "M”,
after giving several new and original yells
they came to a climax with the Red and
White yell, and then paraded off the field.

The Queen’s team are in the pink of
condition _^ats off to trainer Billie

Hughes) aiid just here I wish to make
this remark that from my acquaintance
with Mr. Hughes and the way he looks
after the boys. I believe that in him.
Queen’s has a most valuable asset to her
athletic activities. All Queen’s students
have seen the game McGill plays and it

was the same old story today, their in-
terference was too much for our boys,
and the score practically indicates the
relative merit of play of each team.
For Queen’s, McKelvey was the big

stone wall, both on the offensive and de-
fensive. When “Red” carried the ball
it took someLkuig to bring him down,
and time and again he carried the ball
for yards. On the defensive the same boy
was in on every play and broke up many
a McGill buck. Outside of McKelvcy’s
stellar work it is hard to pick a second
star for every man played a game that
was worthy of the Alma Mater which
he represented.

The Play—First Quarter
McGill kick off and ball is returned by

Mills. Carroll takes the play well into
Queen’s territory by his kicking. Queen’s
held the Red and White on their 10 yd.
line, but on securing the ball failed to
make yds. in three downs. McGill ball.
Anderson on the first down goes over
for the first try. Carroll fails to convert.

Mills and Carroll having a punting
duel which climaxed with Mills missing

(Continued on page 2)

In reply to a request for sporting
news from tlie various faculties, including
Levana, we have been informed that up-
to-date no Inter Year or Inter-faculty

schedules, have been arranged. It is

true that one exhibition rugby game,
Meds ’23 vs Science ’23 has^ been played
and a short report of it appears in this

issue. Meanwhile in rugby there are at
least nine inter-year games,, and three in-

terfaculty games, still to be played; be-
sides this there is quite a number of soc-
cer games to run off. Winter will soon
be upon us. Neither rugby nor soccer can
be considered a winter game, in this cli-

mate. We wish to draw the attention of
the various faculty athletic committees
to the fact that their schedules, must be
submitted. to the Athletic Board of Con-
trol for approval. This takes time. Teams
of Intercollegiate calibre can never be
developed if inter-year and inter-faculty
sport are neglected.

Get together, get your schedules; and
s“Iart something.

two GOOD PLAYS
“

AT NEXT AM.S.
QUEEN’S DRAMATIC CLUB

WILL PRESENT THEIR
FIRST PLAY

Queen's Dramatic Club, besides present-
ing the year play on Students’ Theatre
night, December 3rd, at the Grand Opera
House, has planned to present a series of
representative plays throughout the session,
in ConvocatSm Hall, thereby hoping to
initiate a Little Theatre inovement in -the
College. The initial presentation will be
next Saturday evening, November 6tH, im-
mediately after the A.M.S. meeting, when
two one-act plays will be produced.

The opening play is Granville Barker’s
polite farce “Rococo,” in which is showm
the inner workings of a family row, over a
piece of bric-a-brac, left as a heirloon to
one of the members whose claim to the
relic is looked upon with -angry and vigor-
ous doubt by his dear, dear relatives. This
opening play is full of delightful humour
and W'ill win a hearty response from the
most critical audience.

The second play of the evening is Lord
Dunsany’s “Night at an Inn.” This con-
cerns four English sailor-men who, having
stolen a precious ruby from an idol in In-
dia and who, pursued by the Idol's guard-
ians, manage to remove all human claim to
their ownership only to be Overtaken by

(Continued on page 2),

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday, Nov. 2.

8 p.m., Prof. Morison, Convocation Hall
Wednesday

—

. 5 p.m., Meeting of Hockey Club, Gym-
nasium.

8 p.m., ‘Ireland”, Convocation Hall.
Thursda}'

—

4.30 p.m.. Q.U.M.A. Apologetic’s Room
Old Arts Bldg.

When submitting year reports to the

Journal will you, please, first submit it to

your chief faculty reporter for his appro-

val. The faculty reporter knows the con-

ditions of the moment in his own faculty.

Copy which might appear perfectly inno-
fensive, to the editor, might, if published,
lead tp much discomfiture for the writ-
ers. Jt is well, therefore, ^to submit your
copy of the year notes through the Fa-
culty Reporter. For Science, G. C. Mon-
ture; for Arts, R. L. Stevenson; for Med-
icine, K. Keill. Copy for Tuesday’s issue
should be in the Editor’s 'hands not later
than 9 o’clock Monday morning, and for
Friday’s edition not later than 9 o’clock
Thursday morning. As a-Tule, more copy
is required for Tuesday’s issue than for
Friday on account of less advertising be-
ing carried. The Journal has no sanc-
tum at present and copy should be left in

the College Post Office before the hour
mentioned on the day preceding the issue.

The Editor,

hSMjrgI®^
FIRST CONCERT

RENDERS SELECTIONS FROM
DVORAK, HAYDON AND

JONGEN.

On Thursday night we enjoyed the first

of the five classical concerts which the
Art Committee has arranged for us,* when
Haydn's Trio in G. Major, Dvorak’s
Dumky Trio and Josef Jongen’s Trio in
F Sharp Minor were performed, the lat-

tc=r fur the first time in Canada." •

The audience, though indeed it'might
have been larger, was large, and, as the
papers delight in saying “intelligeixt.”

That is to say it was an audience which
had, obviously, come not because it

thought it should, but because it wanted
to, and its enjoyment, as a result, wds
thorough and patent. Again and again
one noticed the phenomenon, which is

more significant in its kind than the
loudest applause, the phenomenon of a
quarter or half-minute’s pause of sheer
spell-bound silence preceding any ‘ap-
plause at all. .the sincerest compliment
any audience can pay its entertainers.

As for the performers, of whom we
have already had occasion to form a very
high estimate, their work on Thursday
evening forced us to revise that estimate
and set it if possible even higher. The
Hambourg Trio is fast becoming indis-
pensible to us here, and their value, far
beyond anything calculable in dollars
and cents, as-an influence in University
life is being more and more generally
realised.

The programme was, as usual, compre-
hensive in its scope; first came Haydn's
Trio with its classical simplicity, liquid
melodies and comparatively undeveloped
handling of instrumental inter-relation:
then came the chamber music of Dvorak
and Jongen, wjiere the full possibilities

I (Continued on page 6)

SOCCER TEAMS
FAIL TO SCORE

TEAMS so EVENLY MATCHED
THAT GAME ENDS IN

SCORE 0-0

Soccer Game Results in Tie
The Intercollegiate soccer season was

formally opened at the old Athletic’
grounds, on Saturday afternoonT when
Queen’s met Varsity, in one of the most
brilliantly played and hard fought con-
tests ever witnessed in' this city. For
ev.ery minute of the sixty, during which
play was in progress, both teams fought
desperately to force the ball into their
opponents territory and through the goal.
But all their efforts were unsuccessful,
and the score at the finish of the game
was 0-0.

Varsity won the toss, and Queen’s
kicked off. The notable feature during
this period was, that, Queen’s playing
against a strong wind, kept the play in
Varsity’s territory practically three quar-
ters of the time, in fact the game had
been in progress nearly ten minutes be-
fore Varsity had their first try at Queen’s
goal. Time and time again Queen’s rush-
ed the ball toward the Toronto goal, by
clever combination and individual play,
only to lose the opportunity of scoring
by inaccurate shooting, or by brilliant

clearing fay the Varsity backs and goal
tender.

j

In this half Queen’s had the wind in
their favour, and continued their rush-
ing tactics for the first twenty minutes
of the period. at least three occas^
ions during this 'time the hopes of the
QilSen’s rooters ' rea^fed *a' very'^^p’^
pitch. Swiftly and cleverly the ball was
forced, behind the Varsity full back line
and it only remained to beat Evans ; this
the -Queen’s forwards failed to accom-
plish, chiefly on account of wild shooting.
After having forced the play for fifty min-
utes, Queen’s weakened perceptibly, and
Varsity taking advantage of this kept the
play in Queen’s territory during the last

ten minutes. The teams lined up as fol-

lows:

Varsity — Evans,. Johnson, Neilson*
Smyllie.- Underhill' D’easun, Lang.
Spalding. Edwards, Carson. Greer.
Queen’s — Curphy, Vedova, Scott.

Stewart. Donaldson, Naylor, Wallace,
McLachlan, Ransom, McKerracher, Mc-
Gregor.

Comments.
Despite a badly injured knee Ran-

som played the game for fifty-five min-
utes. During the last five minutes
Queen’s carried' on with ten men.

“Sandy” Donaldson showed more
real football ability than any man on the
field. Imagine a team composed of elev-
en “Sandys”!

The brand of soccer produced by
Varsity and Queen’s will do a great deal
to revive interest in the “old game.” Both
the players and the crowd were “On their
toes,” all the time.

Queen’s team can attribute its failure
to win, to poor slaooting.

LIHLE THEATRE QUEEN’S DRAMATIC CLUB CONVOCATION HALL

“ROCOCO”
By GRANVILLE BARKER.

PRP.SENTS -

“A NIGHT
By LORD

SATURDAY, EVENING,
AFTER THE A.M.S MEETING.

NOVEMBER

AT AN INN”
DUNSANY.

6th, 1920.
ADMISSION 35c.
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Pair-up Capital .$8,400,000

Reservx Fund and Undivided
Profits $8,660,?74

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
PI. A. Tofield, - - Manager

QUEEN'S UNIVBRSITY JOUIWAL

EDITORIAL

R. £. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346
Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

QPupPtt’a Jauntal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price; Intra-murals, $J.00i Extra-murals 5r

$1,25; out of Canada, $I.S0. Advertising rates
cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

Canada,

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Edilor-in-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. AU latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

Business M.inagcr—S. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134 W.
Associate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, A D RO-

BERTS. J. T. M. WILSON.
Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.
Asst. Managing Editor—Ian McLachlan.

News Editor—W.- J. G. PERRY.
Sporting Editor—^A. C. BAIDEN.
Asst. Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE C L

WINGHAM, MISS HELEN CRAIG.
Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.
Dramatic Editor—N. R. HOUSTON.
Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.
Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON

KEILL, MISS M. PORTEOUS.

would have representation approximately
proportional to the comparative numbers
in the various faculties and at the same
time lose liltle of the thrill and enjoyment
of a hard-fought election.

QUEEN’S I VS. McGILL I.

EDITORIAL

G. W. V. A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

FPTDAY, NOV. 5lh, 1920'

Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resoiu’ces

fhe Bank J Nova Scotia
$ 9,700,000

18,000.000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
--needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-
ings Department will in ten years
amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.
A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCE

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
^I^ar Clergy. Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

Prof. Brovedani—Does anyone know
anything about Mr. B.

Student—Yes. he took two classes and
he has been sick ever since.

We desire to thank the writer of the very
frank, though somewhat superficial, letter,

published in our last issue, re the proposal
to make a change in the system of conduct-
ing the A.M.S. elections. We are sincere,

wlxen we tender our thanks, for we are very
glad that some interest has been aroused in

this important question through the columns
of the “Jo’^rnal.”

When we read the first few lines of our
correspondent’s letter we had high hopes
that we might find some arguments favour-
ing the continuance of the present system.
Apparently we expected too much. Noth-
ing has been said to tlie credit of the pre-
sentvsystem. As a matter of fact the letter

points out, more strongly than before, the
chief .shorfrorning of the -Ey^eri'AvJiic'h viF.,-,

had li4>pcu. ih.e writer w.as cliampioning.
I'J’

pointed out that, for years. Science-

jMcdicine spent money, often in.'v'ain,' loj

iscctire "a few lemale votes/' Is it mo
iiiudi to assume that under the present
system Science and Medicine did not re-

ceive representation in proportion to their

numbers? We think that is only too true.

The letter tacitly admits that the system is

wrong in practise and yet, in effect, seems
to favour a continuance of the practise,

Of recent years the most notable feature
in the growth of political thought has been
the growing regard- for the right of the
minority to representation. For this very
reason we have the Proportional Represen-
tation League in Canada. Does the
writer of the letter oppose his opin-
ion to the opinion of the best public
aninds of the day? We submit, that
ed on the old basis, with tlie tacit under-
standing that a candidate’s fitness for office

is determined by his belonging to a certain
faculty, the minority group will never have
representation in proportion to its numbers.
To achieve this object, then, of securing

all groups adequate representation, and to
assist the Committee who are investigating
the matter, we beg to submit the following
brief plaiV. First of all, give Levana the
two members which she already has. Then
give' the other offices on the executive to'

Medicine, Science and Arts-Theology’
groups in rotation. For example, this year
Medicine would have the Presidency, Sci-
ence 1st Vice-Presidency, and Arts-The-
ology 2nd Vice-President, and so on down
the list of offices. Next year Science would
have the President, Arts-Theology 1st Vice-
President, Medicine 2nd Vice-President,
etc.

Suppose this plan to be adopted Meuicinct
would nominate their two best men f r .n-,
position of President and the whole .

’

torate would vote for either candidate
out any consideration of faculty li

anything so unimportant. What we
is an Alma Mater Executive which
represents all the component parts c>

Society, this, we submit, under

present system is very impro'

and at the present time absolutely

possible. Undcji^ tlie rotation systen

(Continued from page 1)
a bad pass, McGill securing on our 10
yd. line. Carroll kicks and McLeod is

forced to rouge. McGill 6. Queen’s 0.

Second Quarter
McGill buck for 30 yds., Carroll plac

ing a beautiful drop kick. McKelvey
makes yards

.
on end run, following up

with a plunge through the McGill line
for yards the second time. Mills’ kick
blocked by Murphy. McGill securing and
buck for 20 yds. Carroll strikes past in

trying a drop kick, recovered by Ross.
McGill fail to make yards and kick on 3rd
down which is carried out in fine style
by McLeod. Play ended in Queen’s Ter-
ritory. McGill 10, Queen’s 0.

Third Quarter.

McGill secure ball on Queen’s 10 yd.
line on a nice run by Anderson, but im-
mediately lose the ball for off-side.

Queen’s unable to buck through McGill
line and Mills kicks to Anderson. James
fails to give Anderson yards arid Queen’s
lose 30 yards. On McGill first down they
break through, and^are orfly a short dis-
tance from Queen’s line. Notman being
shoved over on the next’ddwri for a try
which was converted by Carroll. McGill
16, Queen’s 0.

Fourth Quarter

Carroll kicks to Mills who.'passes to
McLeod who fumblec, but rPcov<*rs

Queen line and MeG’lt- fail (a

. - .
..li-f/elvey bcautifid

d run for .50 yds.

I
McKeIvey« doin^ the, jumring f-.i

Queen s kicks onsidc, Evans secures and
makes a beautiful run through a broken
field.

McKelvey and Carroll having a punt-
ing duel, McLeod takes one of Carroll’s
long punts, passes to Mills who runs it

out in pretty style. Play ended with
Queen’s in possession on their own 10
yd. line.

The teams lined up as follows

:

Queen’s—F. wing, Carson; halves,
Mills, McLeod, McKelvey; quarter, O’-
Gorman; outside, Evans, Veal; middle,
Muirhead, Bowman

; inside, James, Jar-
dine

; scrimmage, Shaw, Ellis, Aitchison
;

spares, Edwards, Gerow.
McGill—F. wing, Anderson

; halves,
Carroll, Little, Russell; quarter, Wallace;
outside. Parkins, Nicholson

; middle,
Ross, Murphy; inside, Ambridge, Not-
man; scrimmage, McGregor, Livishin
Parsons.

Officials—L. H. McCauley, F. Park.

Give It

To
The Boy
ZF Possibly your
Til watch is not g-ood
enough for you and yet
too good to throw away.

^ Pass it along to

Til your boy. His
needs are not so exact-
ing, and it will fit him
for a better watch when
the right time comes.

^ We can give you
Til a thoroughly satis-
factory watch for your-
self in best gold filled

from $30.00 to $60.00,
or in 14 kt. gold case
from $50.00 to $200.00.

Guaranteed, of course.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets
Entrance on Weilington 3;

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred Sb

1FAMOUS AMERICAN SINGER TO
VISIT GRANT HALL, WED

NESDAY EVENING

TWO PLAYS AT NEXT A.M.S.

(Continued from page 1)
Nemesis and suffer a'startling retribution.
TThis sketch is purely dramatic, full of tense
situations and holds an audience spell-
bound because of its many suggestions of
an uncommon ending.

Special scenery and properties have been
built for eacli of these two plays, which are
handled by capable players under the direc-
tion Coach C. A. Gates. It is the in.

'on of the Dramatic Club to present
u plays monthly in Convocation Hall in

' ' 'o: to raise funds to further dramatic
''I n. Queen’s, and to firmly establish the
'mi.- Theatre in the University. As

jOnt. a’s students have a reputation for sup-
,

pen -g everything worth-while within the
;e, the Dramatic Club feels that its ef-

' I
- will receive their hearty support,

' tch Friday’s Journal for further par-
’ .-s. Remember the place and date,

ication Hall, Saturday, November 6.
tile A.M.S. meeting.

Alma Simpson, the beautiful American
soprano, who will present her recital of

songs at Grant Hall on Nov. 3rd, under
the auspices of the Queen’s University

Choral Society, and the Prince Charlie

Chapter, I.O.D.E., unlike other great

singers, forsook the grand opera stage
for that phase of musical art which de-

mands the most perfect talent of expres-

sion, the Song Recital
; her extraordinary

gift of interpretation has made her an
artiste who has gained a perfection of her
resources and created for herself an envi-
able position among the lovers of high
musical art.

Mme. Simpson’s repertoire extends
over a wide range of musical literature,
ancient and modern. She is thoroughly
conversant with the music df ail nations,
through personal study among the peo-
ple in the countries whose songs com-
plete the exacting programs which are
designed to give variety of styles and
characterization of different schools and
nationalities.

Mme. Simpson insists, whenever pos-
sible, on singing the song in its original
tongue, he knowledge of languages en-
ables her to sing equally well in English,
French, Italian, Spanish, German, Nor-
wegian, Swedish, Danish and Czech.
Program making has become such an

important factor in Mine. Simpson’s art,
that her recitals prove as fascinating to
the untutored music lover as they do in-
teresting to the accomplished music stu-
dent.

Tickets for this concert may be obtain-
|ed at the College Post Office, SO cents -

each, and reserved scats ;

Book Store. $1.00 cadi.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST. PPIONE 1850

Open Evenings hy Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House
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MEDICINE

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

We are here to serve your needs in Drugs,

Stationery, Neilson’s Chocolates and Ice Cream

Bricks, Combs, Brushes, and all Toilet Requisites.

Developing and Printing Films a specialty, at

Prouse’s Drug Store
0pp. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

ISO WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last

year few students came in for Year

Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious

little at that. So that when ’Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-

working photographer a chance!
Make your appointment now.

Those Study Glasses
"THEy MUST BE RIGHT.” '

For .years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

_
If you already wear glasses come in and

in.spcct our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone &40.

On Thursday last, Medicine 26 held a

business meeting at which a constitution

was officially accepted and the election of

the following officers approved : Hon.

President, Dr. Robertson; President, J.

H. Campbell; Vice-President, A. J. Aber-

nethy; Secretary, J. E. Spangler; Tteas-

urer, R. N. Irwin; Historian, H. C. Bur-

leigh
;

Prophet, J. H. Channonhouse

:

Poet, C. E. Lyght; Orator, A. M. Faw-
cett; Marshall, B. Muirhead

;
Critic. L.

O. Bliss
;
Athletic Convenor. V. Johnson ;

Year Reporters, J. H. Sherin, H. N.

Young; Year Editor, J. Lansbury.

When Murphy sits down we can see an

“Irish situation” at a glance.

Prof. McClement says that fair-haired

people are dying out. With Harland it’s

a case of dye or die.

A new force corresponding to gravity

has been discovered in the chemistr}-

lecture room. Various members of the

class have been geotropically attracted to

sit in seat No. 14. Can chemistry lecturer

explain ?

It is generally conceeded that sports-

manship, gentlemanliness, and truth, are

three of the most popular and manly vir-

tues of a Canadian. In the issue for the

22nd, however, there appeared, ostensib-

ly from the pen of Meds. ’24, an account

of the medical initiation which not only

violates the very idea of sportsmanship,

but is beneath the dignity of a gentleman,

and which apparently does not aim at

truthfullness. Even if the account were
true, its publication would be an unsports-

manlike act, but, from internal evidence

the account will not “hold water.” For
instance. Medicine ’26 are described as a

“flock of scared sheep,” as being “com-
pletely -terrorized,” and as undergoing
“wild convulsions of fear,” all of which
suggest, very untruthfully, a great lack

f>f -spirit of-theTr-esitlflltrryei

this offensive article ends with the extra-

ordinary statement that “the best of

sportsmanship prevailed” and is thus, on
its face value, both illogical and untruth-

ful. As a matter of fact, both years'took

the whole evening in a jovial and friendly

spirit, as was shown, for instance by the

exchange of congratulatory speeches and
a distribution of “eats” and “smokes”.
The article referred to was, therefore, a

complete surprise to Medicine 26, and if.

as we doubt, the statements made therein

claim the sanction of the Sophs, it must
be concluded that the night of the initia-

tion was the final occasion on vvhicli

‘The best of sportsmanship prevailed”
on ilieir part.

Concursus.

Chief Justice, A. Diamond; Senior

Judge, S. E. Rutherford; Junior Judge,
A. W. White; Sr. Pros. Attorney, J. R.

Third; Jr. Pros. Attorney, K. Keill;

Sheriff, N. V. Freeman; Clerk, C. M.
Eynon

; Crier, N. S'. Knapp (accl.);

Chief of Police, A. B. Clayton.

Constables—3rd year, R. P. Walker, R.

A. Flynn; 2nd year, J. E. Smith, C. S.

Taber; 1st year, F. Canning, K. Dawson.
Grand Jury—5th year, A. C. Locke, D.

R. Hall : '4th year, O. G. Lynch, S. A.

Wallace; 3rd year, A. Grant, G. C. Lind-
say

; 2nd year, D. J. Holdcroft, E. W.
Ryan

; 1st j’ear, T. E. Brown, H. N.
Young.

The “Journal” extends hearty congra-

tulations to Dr. H. E. Paul, M.D.C.M.
1901, on his election as an active member
of the American Urological Association.

Dr. Paul is now practising in Toronto.

DON’T READ THIS

RUGBY
Science ’23. 3; Meds. ’23, 0.

An exhibition game of rugby was play-
ed last Friday afternoon between Science
'23 and Meds. ’23. on the Lower Campus,
"the teams were very evenly matched
and a most enthusiastic, though small,
crowd of supporters enjoyed the game.
The best of feeling prevailed throughout:
and much good Rugby material was!
noticed.

Line-up.

Science ’23—McCrae, Swift, McKay.
Battersby, Allan, James, Chesser, Rou-
sell, Anderson, McLeod, Collyer, Coul-
ter, Chalmers.

Meds '23—Davis. Grant, Givens, Lin-
den. Brannigan, Flynn, Richards, Lind-
say, Walker, Bell. Flannagan, Morris,
Adams. Lochead.

RESULTS OF AESCULAPIAN
SOCIETY ELECTIONS

Hon.-Pres., Dr. W. T. ConrHl (accl);
President. J. R. Third

; 1st vice-pres.. N.
C. Sully; 2nd Vicc-Pres., C. M. Bracken:
Secretary,

J. W. James; Asst. Sec., W. R.
Waddell; Treasurer. W. Campbell; Com-
miltccincn—5th year C. R. Carruthers

;

4th year. R. C. Wilson; 3rd vear. J. M.’
Givens: 2ml year. J. S. McMillan; 1st
year. J. P. Sherin.

The immediate purpose of this article

is to draw the attention of the students

to the Missionary Association 'of the uni-

versity, and to appeal for their loyal in-

terest and support. To this end a few
facts, not generally known, are here set

forth.

The Q.U.M.A. is the oldest Christian

and social organization connected with
the university. More than sixty years
ago while the university was quite young,
less than a dozen theological students

then in training, conscious of the need of

organization for Christian work and fel-

lowship among the students created the
“Missionary Association.” It may be
notj^d that it was not until a few years
ajte’f that the Sf^ciety”

was organized.

The Association adequately met the
immediate purpose of organization. But.
as its very name suggests, its efforts

could not be confined to the university.

In the spring of 1859, two student mis-
sionaries were sent to fields in Eastern
Ontario, and their remuneration provided
by the missionary association.

As 'the need for Horae Mission work
grew, the Association undertook to sup-
ply and maintain a greater number of

men. Last summer the Association had
seven students on Mission fields includ-

ing one woman student. Iris also inter-,,

esting to note that the Q.U.M.A. has
been represented on mission fields by stu-

dents from Medicine, Science and Arts, as
well as from Theology. During tlie past
forty years more than two hundred On-
tario and western fields^ have been-. sup-

plied by the Q.U.M.A.
Further, the interests of the Associa-

tion have not been confined to Home Mis-
sion Work. In the year 1888 when J.
Frazer Smith, M.D., and the Rev. John
Goforth werq designated for service in

North 1-lonan, China, the .Q.U.M.A. gave
$1,200 toward equipping and maintaining:
these missionaries. Since that time,

definite contributions have been made
yearly to particular Foreign fields.

Within the University the Society has
in the past, along with the Senate, ar-

ranged for a “University Service” eaqh
Sunday, and provided speakers for these
services. Along the lines-of Bible Study.
Social work and discussion, much was
done for some years. Recently much
of this work has been done by the Y, M.
C.A.. which has rendered invaluable ser-
vice by assisting new students, arrang-e-
ing the Freshmen’s Reception, puliHshing.
the .Hand-book, carrying on a Book-ex-
change. Bil)le Study anil Social Work.
The V.M.C.A., as such, has ceased to

function. To carry on this work on a
larger scale, a strong central organiza-
tion is necessary. The Q.U.M.A. inay not

The Very Latest

Ideas in

FULL DRESS
FOR THE POPULAR

YOUNG MAN
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS

RIGHT

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS;

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.QQ

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

of the Presbyterian Church. Some other

organization with the Q.U.M.A. as a de-

partment for Home Mission work would

meet the need more adequately. It has

also been contended that for the same
reason, the Q.U.M.A.--ought not to appeal

for the financial support of a cosmojjoli-

tan student body. But the Q.U.M.A. is

anxious to maintain on western fields dur-

the summer, as many stuflcnts as it

can possibly provide for, who are mem-
bers of Any Church and anxious to ])ro-

mote the Kingdom of God among men.
For this, the Q.U.M.A. has given to

Inter-denominational Work in the past.

However, this part is a matter for the

consideration of the students who have
the deeper an<l more abiding phase of the

University and national life at heart.

The Q.U.M.A. recognizes that it has
not yet fully recovered from effects of

the war-period, during which it suffered

a considerable loss of momentum. But it

has been able to accomplish the things

noted above. On the strength of this,

we venture to appeal for the interest and
loyal support of the students of all Facul-

ties of the university, and we look for-

ward to a speedy return of interest and
enthusiasm in whatever organization the

students may deem most suitable to carry

forward the Christian work in the univer-

sity.

Meanwhile, the Q.U.M-.'-V. meets Every
Second Thursday, 'at 4.30 p.m. in the

Apologetics Room, Old Arts Bldg., and
all student are cordially invited. The
Q.U.M.A. meeting affords an'opportune
time and jjlacc for a farther consideration

of the better establishing and consolida-

tion of the Christian Organizations of

the University.

The speaker for next meeting is Prof.
he n the best position to do this work
within the University, because of its af-|j- F. McFadyen, M./\.
filiation with the “Home Mission Board” We ask y<iu to co-operate witli us.
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Removal Notice

You will now find us at

y
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATp TAILORS

A Call Solicited

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

ARTS
ELECTION RESULTS

The annual elections of the Arts Society

were held last Saturday, October 30th. A
particularly gooJ vote was polled this year,

approximately 160 ballots having been cast.

In spite of this large number of voters no
confusion was manifest and the poll clerks

and scrutineers are to be congratulated on
their work.

The New Executive.

Hon. President—Prof. W. C. Clark.

President—J. T. M. -Wilson.

Vice-President—A. L. Stevenson.

Secretary—E. C. Gill.

Asst. Secretary—R. G. Sinclair.

Treasurer—W. A. Newlands.

Auditor—A. E. Allison.

Critic—^J..
A. MacDonald.

Committeemen—Post Grads., P. Muir
Arts ’21, D. J. MacLeod; Arts ’22, D. Mac-
Innes

;
Arts '23, B. N. Johnson ; Arts ’24,

Mr. Fowler.

Concursus results will be given in the

next issue. The new executive will be in-

stalled at the annual meeting on November
9th. Let’s go

!

Don’t forget the meeting, Friday, Nov.
24th. Arts ’24 will be entertained^

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It Is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

Is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES!

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

ARTS ’23

Arts '23 held its third regular meeting on
Tlnirsday. October 28. A letter of resig-

nation from the president-elect was read by
the secretary. A programme committee
was lormed and also a special committee to
look after the reception to Arts ’24 on
November 11. The installation of officers

was then proceeded with, but they were all

absent except the president, vice-president

and one of the historians.

The president on being installed im-
mediately commenced “destalUng” himself.

His resignation was accepted, and it was de-
cided to elect a new president toute de suite.

Mr. Sleeman and Mr. Colin Campbell were
nominated; the latter- was elected, and
donned the robes of office. The new presi-

dent made a few remarks, and the meeting
was brought to a close.

With a man with a name like “Colin
Campbell ’ at the head of affairs, going
“over the top” should be inevitable.

Edgar informs us that the report about
his going to become honorary president of
the Levana Society was, like the report of
Mark Twain’s death, “grossly exagger-
ated.” He isn’t going to have anything to
do with the Levana members this year, ow-
ing to outside attractions.

SOCCER NOTES

Evans in goal for Varsity and John-
son and Neilson were Queen’s chief

stumbling blocks. Carson was also fast.

We would again like to point our
to the spectators, that the Referee is in

charge of “the game” and his decisions
must be regarded as final. Only the
Captains of the opposing teams have the
right to dispute his rulings. The prac-
tice of spectators whether students or
others, rushing on the field to dispute
with the referee is to be deplored. Such
actions do Queen’s iddeparable harm, and
they MUST cease.

ARTS ’21

The hearty congratulations of his friends

—and their name is legion^—are extended

to Mr. J. T. M. Wilson, who was on Satur-

day elected to the presidency of the Arts

Society. Mr. Wilson is a man of sterling

executive ability, as has been shown by the

important offices he has held before in vari-

ous societies. During last session Mr. Wil-

son was president of Arts ’20, upon the

permanent executive of which he still holds

office. He was also junior Judge of the

last Arts Concursus. Under his regime Herman says it is a rather odd experi-
the Arts Society may be assured of efficient ence to have been “going with” the same
administration, if excellent ability, consti- girl all yfeur life and then, through force of
tutionai efficiency, and an abuiidame ufjcircurast.ances, lo have to change off tv an-
“j3i;p cjjiunt ior JUii* Arts ’2l e.v-^|pther^[j|j^rs.

. !,,r(

temi ffieir heartiest congratulations andP
'

good \vi.>;hes tor a successful year.

Who was the girl that put seven or so
crosses after Mr. Campbell’s name?
Watch your steps Colie; the ways of a

maid with a man “passeth all understand-
ing.”

“Billie” looks more cheerful than he has
for weeks.

Science Notes

It is our fond ho’pe that some day some
one will forget to take the bar out of the

wrapper before stuffing the wrappers
into our copy box at Fleming Hall. At
present we have difficulty in “digging”

the news out of the wrappers.

N.B.—Marshmallow bars are our fav-

ourite brand.

“What price the muckers?” We may
not be their with that “strong back” stuff,

but for executive abilit}--, what about two
rugby team managers to say nothing of

year executives. By the \’fray. did any
one hear “Kady” at AM.S: on Saturday

night. Science men don't miss the A. M.
S. meetings for the next year. Thev

^ j^uyrc.sjlngjand jinportau i

.

While we are spreading around our cou'

gratulations, let us not forget Mr, R.
Fry, who has attained to the position of

Chief Justic of the Arts Concursus. Mr.
Fry is on of the most popular members of

our year, and we all feel that, in his ne\v:

position, which he so richly xleserves, his

popularity will in no way decrease. So,

once again, our congratulations, Bobby, and
good luck to you I

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR THE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

ADVERTISEMENT

To our other candidates elected, we wish
you pne and all every success in your new
duties, to those defeated—well, it’s all in

the game; try again, and better luck next
time.

ARTS ’22

In these days of* electric washing mach-
ines and Chinese Baptists, very little sur-

prises us. But we are surprised, really, that

Mr. Wallace has resigned the presidency of
this perfectly good year in order to devote
more time to his new office of Hencoop
Cheer Leader, Mr. Muir, who intended
joining the year, finds he will be unable to
do so, as he has just been appointed Cus-
todian of tlie Hencoop Furnace. While the
year regrets exceedingly the loss of these
two worthy gentlemen, it wishes them every
happiness in their new home.

Society Notes,
Murray is spending the week-end at his

home in Renfrew. On his return he will
board at Auntie’s.

Funny Professor to Richardson, who is

sitting in front seat:—“Kindly put down
your feet, sir, so I can see the rest of the
class,”

After October 27th. all dead cats will be
respectfully buried by Mr. Pol. Glass ;Gow
of ’23. Fees moderate. Notice to be gi-.-pn

within twenty-four hours of demise. '

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

STUDENTS, MAKE YOURSELF TO HOME, MAKE THIS
STORE YOUR STORE

Madam X will hold a dance on Saturday 1

November 6th to raise funds for lh'e|

Christy-Itus Society. Mr. Wholton will hci
the guest of lionor. He is requested i',

I
wear his little ’at.

f ^ DON’T MISS SEEING

BIBBYS EXTRA SPECIAL 135.00

OVERCOAT VALUES

New Slip-ons, New Form-fit models, New
Ulsterettes. All this season*s styles. New-
est colorings and designs. . Tailored by the

most skilled workmen in all the land.

These Coats cannot be duplicated for less

than $45.00 to $47.50. Sizes 34 to 42.

Pleased to show these Coats. Buy if

you wish.

EXTRA SPECIAL YOUNG MEN’S SUITS

We are offering Students some particularly good value in
at $45.00

Hand tailored garments, made from pure wool, imported
"erges. Worsteds, Cheviots and Tweeds, absolutely correct models
>nd designs.

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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— a newArrow
Collar^
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND
YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE
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SCIENCE

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

ELECTION RESULTS
Hon. Pres., Prof. W. P. Wilgar; Pre-

sident, W. H. Ellis; 1st Vice-Pres.’ A.
C. Mallock; 2nd Vice-Pres., J. A. Hen-
derson; Secretary, R. L. Bonham, Asst.
Secretary, B. D. Poyser; Treasurer, H.
R. Myers.

Year Representatives

Science ’21, H. Jardine; Science ’22, J.
P. Young; Science ’23, H. J. Fraser,
V. A. Minnes; Science ’24, E. B. Currie,

J. A. McIntosh.

Other results in next issue.

fair co-ed at a time. Never mind Frank
wait till the rink opens. That’s what
My~s says, too.

Which one of the two were you really
wieli at Sydenham on Sunday night A.V. ?

notice—

S

hould any members of '22
see Cliffy F-d waiting outside the church
on a Sunday evening, leave him strictly
alone. He is looking for big game.

The Future of Many

Young Men

has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

“ T*hone d 10; Residence 561.
^

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

SCIENCE ’21

Walt Mason tells ’em, but what did
our own wee Walt say about a steel trap
and a Sioux Blanket?
The training table doesn’t agree with

Connie. His luck when rolling for the
chocolate bafs at Rosy’s Emporium of
high brow .literature and Xmas goodies
would indicate something emotional in

his diet.

Where does the masked marvel get
her hair cut? Does she use a bowl and
the family scissors, orjloes it grow like

that?

Our leading geologist won the dia-
mond studded soup bowl, when he re-
marked in a bold free hand that the fam-
ily tree of a bevy of young duck who
passed him on the concrete, must be full

of windshapes. He says the peaches this
year are all wind falls.

Ty says; Don’t call ’em chicken.
They’re Easter eggs, hard boiled and
painted all over. ‘Arf a mo’ Ty, there’s a
pair of soft boiled eyes we’ve looked into
What’s yours, please?

f Thp. j>ressure \vnt<‘r main on

j

Craig St„ Monlreal, breaks i i-.cry 3yvars.
lo quoie one of our J’rofs. VVliq wa.nt?
high pjc.'Suri' water in l\fontrear-'

elucidate more clearly who ever saw a
race track with grass on it?

It. has been suggested that the year go
in with the other final years on a com-
bined year book. What say, lads?
Our super-cement prof, asked us to

speed up. Glad to, old top, but our gov-
einors won’t let us. Mine remarked in
1908, its a long time since I gave you a
dollar, son, here’s ten cents.

SCIENCE ’24

There was some disappointment on
Friday, when only half the Year turned
out to vote and in future we would like
to see the Year as a “whole,” take partm all sports and Year business; especi-
ally meetings. It’s the only way to get
acquainted, fellows, and we can’t let '23
put it over us.

Very shortly the inter-year rugby, and
later the inter-year hockey will be going
are we going to let the Soph’s run off
with the honors, or are we going to be
men and fight. I say fight. Think it
over.

What's going to be our yell, boys, tve
had better get busy, because it I remem-
er rightly, that was the chief part ot
Science ’23 last year.

Don’t be discouraged, boys, the year
ahead of us couldn’t raise moustaches
last year. It’s surprising what a year in
college will do.

The results of the election for the staff
of ’24.

Hon. President, Prof. Baker
; President

Mr. Johnston; Vice-P>es., Mr. Flunter;
Sec. Treas., Mr. Twietmeyer; Historian’
Mr. O’Brien

; Marshal, Mr. W. J. Stew-
art; Reporter, Mr, I.. H. H.irhor:t

A MAN’S SHOE
need not sacrifice style and shapeli-
ness for fit and comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. Whenyour feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS b eomploto.

Best Tungsten Lamps
and Flashlights. Every-
thing electrical for ex-

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.
167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE iJlSJ. BEST OF SERVICE

WHITE V. NECK SWEATERS
QUEEN TRIM

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.

!:i This is the best time of
year for outside group pho-

j'' tographs.

!'j
Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

SCIENCE '22

The regular annual meeting of the
year was held on Friday, Oct. 28th, in
Nicol Hail. IThe year can hardly be con-
gratulated on its turnout. Buck up '22.
and let’s make a success'of our meetings!
The chief business of the meeting was

the installation of the new executive for
the coming year. Joe Hanlon, our new
president, in a few well chosen sentences,
thanked the Year for acclaiming him
president, and went on to give us his ideas
as to what we, as a year, should do. If
only we can live up to them, we will be
a model year. Mr. Young, “good old
Fat, who was busy counting out tickets
for our Sc*al on Thursday, rose in ans-
wer to the yells for “speech”, and grac-
iously thanked his electors for their sup-
port, and as Vice-President of the Year
promised to do his best, etc,, etc.
The' remaining members of the new

executive evidently had cold feet, for no
more “speeches” were forthcoming
There was a rather heated discussion

as to the method to he adopted .’or col-
lecting and censofin.g Year "dope” for
the Jonrmil, but this was finallj settled
to the satisfaction of all. with tlie cs-.'ep
tion, perhaps of the bloke, who klicked
tor the job. Alter choosing Mr. Comer
for coach of the Year Rugby Team ,.,ad
Mr. Henderson as manager, the meeting
adjourned.

We can safely boast of having in <,ur
ranks, some of the fussiest fusser.
college, eh Old Bill? If you aren’s sure
ask H-ni-y.

i'rank D—in—e is "on his toes.” V
Social evening on Thursday. Too n l,

you r.m . ery well take more tlian jn,

' —if

STUDENTS!
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice* Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

NO DEFENCE
BY SIR GILBERT PARKER

Here is a strong dramatic novel. The scenes are laid in Ire-
land, England, West Indies and America, during the troublous
days of tfie French Revolution.

“No Defence” is Parker at his strongest.

For Sale

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.
COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
Summer School, July and August—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University,
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"The Hat Store.”

HATS & CAPS
Newest Fall Styles

Weilike to talk about our great big stock oj

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hats of

every description for men

ladies and children, bought

from the worlds best makers

for our wholesale and retail

rade< ate here in big variety.

We save you something

on every'Hat you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hals, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS'!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain's Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanso7iy Crosier & Edgar
20 Market St

. ,
Kingston

WALK INSIDE AND SAVE TEN

My values are Canada’s Greatest. Call

and be convinced.

My prices are 20% to 30% lower than

last season.

All the newest models in Suits and

Overcoats.

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

NEXT GRAND THEATRE

McGILL II. VS. QUEEN’S II.

McGill II. secured a lead of 8 points in

their battle with Queen’s II. last Satur-
day morning. The campus at the Uni-
versity grounds was used^to stage the
battle.,;as the senior game was scheduled
for the afternoon.

The flurry of snow earlier in the morn-
ing made the field quite greasy and more
or less slowed up the play. The McGill
team are much heavier than the Tricolor
II., but, at that, they didn’t get away
with much.

Queen’s made their mistake by not
playing Mills. McLeod and Muirhead
from the start. There was every possible
chance of winning the Intermediate Ser-
ies, but very slim possibilities in the Sen-
ior. While this trio was on in the second
half of the game, the best McGill could
do was to break- even on the scoring.
The winners of this series earn the

right to play off with the Western Div-
ision comprised of St. Michaels, Varsity
II. and Western. Bonham and Gerow
both played sterling rugby an.l their
tackling was always deadly. Bill Muir-
head was a tower of strength in the line
and got under most of the bucks.
For McGill, Marsh Kern was the shin-

ing light and time and again smashed

through the Tricolor line for yds. His

50 yd. run in the second quarter was one
of the features of the game. McDonald
also hits the line with sledge hammer
^orce, and it was he who carried the ball

over for both McGill’s trys.

From- the kick off McGill secured and
bucked from .past centre, McDonald go-

ing over for a try. Laffoley failed to

convert. Queen’s come to life and malce

yards, Nickle kicking to the dead line for

a point.

Anderson hurts his knee in getting un-

der a buck and is replaced by Stewart.

Play kept pretty well in centre field, Laf-

foley and Nickle returning punts. Mc-
Gill 5, Queen’s 1.

Second Quarter

Queen’s opened strong and bucked for

30 yards. Nickle kicking to Laffoley who
is forced to rouge. Marsh Kern bucks
through for a beautiful 50 yd. run which
looked good for a touch, but he was
downed on Queen’s 10 yd. line.

McDonald carried ball over on second

down for McGill’s second try. Laffoley

again failed to convert. McGill 10,

Queen’s-2.

Third Quarter

Mills an*d McLeod replace Nickle and
Gow oh the half line and Muirhead re-

places Minnes on the line. With these

changes Queen’s opened the quarter with
a vim that carried them well into McGill
territory. Mills kicks to the deadline

for Queen’s third point. McGill tighten

up and play goes to the other end of the

field. Mel Cook here makes a nice run

for 30 yards. Mills and Laffoley return

punts, Laffoley having slightly the bet-

ter of the argument. McGill 10, Queen’s

Fourth Quarter

McGill had most of the play in this

period, the ball being in Queen’s terri-

tory most of the time. On several oc-

casions they had only inches to go, but

were unable to break through. Laffoley

attempts drop kick, but goes wide, Mc-
Leod carrying the ball out

heavy going.

Mills kicks to centre, but Laffoley re-

turns. Queen’s unable to make yds. and
Laffoley kick to the dead line just as
the whistle blew. McGill 11, Queen’s 3.

Line-up

Queen’s—F. wing, Heisman
; halves,

Gow, ^'ickle, McBean; quarter, Cook;
scrim., Graham, Affleck, Forest, inside

wing, Burns, Abernethy; middle wing,
Anderson. Minnes; outside wing, Bon-
ham. Gerow; spares. -Mills, McLeod,
Stewart, Muirhead, Blackney.

McGill—F. .wing, Brown
; halves, Laf-

foley, Lane, Salter; quarter, M. Kern;
scrim., McCaul, Armstrong, McMann

;

inside wing. Mathernson, McDonald

;

middle wing, Fraser, Ross; outside wing,
L. Kerns, Jones ; spares, Taylor, Hamil-
ton. Robinson.

Officials—Malcolm, Gallery.

HAMBOURG CONCERT
;

(Continued from page 1)

of each instrument, and of subtle intricate

Interplay among them have been fully

worked out. Certain movements of these
two last works were especially memorable
on this account, the theme, announced
preliminarily by the piano would be tak-
en over, retouched and sent, as it were
soaring, by the violin, only to be caught
and drawn down through the passionate
melancholy bass of the ’cello. The sub-
sequent development of the theme, bring-
ing out its full significance, the elabora-
tion of secondary themes springing from
either the joyful or the mournful aspect
of the parent theme, the working out of
these and the recurrence of the modified
leading motif—all this made fascinating
listening. In addition, we felt, though we
were not consciously aware of them as
those trained in music would be, furth-
er even subtler, more delicate and intri-

cate involutions and evolutions of instru-
ment answering instrument and these,
though wc could not seize on them made
the effect of the music sometimes almost
unbearably beautiful.

It is, without doubt, partly the delight
of seeing the countless small parts of a

huge and delicate machine in action, the
delight of seeing a complicated pattern
of many colours being actually worked
before our eyes, that makes up the plea.s-

ure of listening to music. However, the
view that music is “unconscious arith-
metic” has been criticised as mechanical,
and as neglecting the unifying soul of
feeling which must bind together a great
work, it must be admitted that the human
mind takes a peculiar instinctive pleas-
ure in grasping a significant intricacy
from the fact that it is intricate, just
as it has another instinctive pleasure in
simplicity in itself. At any rate the say-
ing is suggestive, as a metaphor for the
comparison of the Classic as opposed to
the Romatic and the Modern, in the form
they were presented in on 'Thursday
night. Haydn gives us unconscious ari-

thmetic, Dvorak, and still more Jongen
unconscious algebra, much more intricate,

more condensed and highly concentrated,
while at the sam^ time being less pre-
cise in outline, and possessing less equili-
brium and clarity

; a sort of incarnation
in music of an algebraic formula of pro-
gression, as opposed to a simple sum in

arithmetic.

The gratitude of all the students is

signally due to Prof. Ferguson and the
Committee on Art for this additional ex-
perience toward a musical education;
an experience from which, as one realizes
more clearly after each visit of the Ham-
bourg Trio, we stand to derive more real,
lasting and effective satisfaction than
from anything else that could conceiv-
ably be called “entertainment” which life

here offers us.

GRIMM’S
;=

Candy is always made of the best materials, and
IS sold at a very moderate price.

'

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M,_

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

If It's Worth Buying-lt's Worth Taking Care Of

Insure the safety of 3-our Tennis Racquet through the period
of non-use by getting one of our TENNIS PRESSES.

The prices are reasonable and. the quality high. Come
around and see them.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE
We nbw have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we-have with most of
the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewherem the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS POR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-
ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we
have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in
the history of the University.

Phone 919

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy,

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
jfore you



Returns of the Football Games

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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LEVANA
’21 WINS LEVANA DEBATE

At the last regular meeting of Levana an

interesting debate was held, “Resolved,

that life imprisonment with a chance of

pardon should be substituted for capital

punishment.”

The speakers for the affirmative, Arts

’21, were Vera Ferrier and Gertrude Lee;

for the negative, Arts ’22, Edith Milling

and Edith Durnan.

The judges, Mrs. Leadbeater, Mrs. Gra-

ham, and Mrs. Skelton, brought in their

report in favour of ’21.

At this meeting committees were ap-

pointed to look after the Levana Tea which

will take place on the 27th November. Keep

the date in mind.

Hotv to Go to College on Ten
Cents a Week

Many and many an ardent student has

deemed a college education impossible

because of the expense it is supposed to

entail, but let us consider the matter

carefully, and ere w'^e have finished most

of the difficulties will have disappeared.

Before going farther, we might men-

tion that this article deals almost en-

tirely with the difficulties that confront

a woman student, and the mere man will

find little to interest him. We advise

him to turn to the Rugby mews for his

edification, while we consider the case

of the Freshette who has just left her na-

tive hamlet. Over her shoulder she

bears a stick, to which is attached a blue

band and containing her wardrobe,

while her “bank account” jingles merrily

in her coat pocket as she steps boldly

along the highway to Kingston town.

What difficulties confront her? When
her fees are paid, she has no money left

for room and board. How will she live?

How get the text books, fountain pen.

gown and mortar-board so vital to her

existence? How pay for her laundry?

After several years of observation and
experiment, our advice is as follows

:

Let there be no laundry.

Be not worried as to room and board.

Get as good a boarding house as possible,

as often as possible, remaining in each

as long as possible. The only expense

attached to this system is the fee • for

moving one’s personal effects. This can

be reduced to nothing if one exerts one-

self to make friends with the sterner sex.

A couple of science men—let us say

—

would take trunks from one lodging to

another with the utmost cheerfulness.

Thus we dispose of living expenses.

Next come text-books. At the Jack-

son Press there are scribbling pads for

sale at fifteen cents the piece. The earn-

est student will purchase two or three

of these pads and thereon copy such por^
tions of such text books as are essential

to her progress and well-being.

Fountain pens, gowns, gloves, handker-
chiefs, and the like are obtained daily in

the New Arts' Building. Fountain pen
ink is provided free gratis for nothing.

Essay pads are entirely unnecessary if

the student avoids writing essays.

If she wishes to indulge in athletics

and lacks the necessary apparatus, she is

almost sure to pick up the odd running
shoe and—er, other accessories in the
g>'in. Many women students make it the
rule of their lives, never to carry running
shoes to any game or practice, because
there are always half a dozen pairs to be
had if one reaches the gym. early enough.
Moreover, several broad-minded indivi-

duals keep the lockers, (the three lockers
that lock not) filled with everything one
needs for swimming sports, or gymnas-
tics, which simplifies matters greatly for
anyone “athletically” inclined.

There is an aspect of college life that
we have not yet considered, that little

habit of eating in one’s room. It is usual-
ly expensive, but there are two ways of
reducing the outlay.

^tndy with your door open, and
your table so it will command a

good view of the hall and the rooms
opening on same. In this way you can

keep an eye on the other lodgers, and
when you judge the party to be in full

swing, walk in ! Be sociable ; in this way
you will make many valuable friendships.

II. The second method is more costly,

but it should be used occasionally. Buy
a small tin of cocoa and ten cents worth
of soda biscuits. Then make a party.

When refreshments are about to be serv-

ed, one discovers with horror that one
needs sugar, milk, butter, cakes, and so

on. The guests will rush hom'e for what
is lacking. The occasional party run on

these lines makes one more popular than
ever.

Lastly, we come to recreation. One
desires to attend the movies, to patronize

Grimm’s, to buy nut bars at the Cafeteria.

There are several ways of satisfying

these needs. As we have mentioned pre-

viously, one can make friends, valuable

friends, who will beau one to the Strand,

and perhaps suggest a feed at Mr. Lee’s

afterwards. Personally, we recommend
regular church-going. At first it may be
difficult, but one soon gets used to deftly

removing the required coin as the plate

passes.

There you have it. Apart from fees;

the expenses are practically nothing and
a college education is open to every wo-
man. Woe unto her who neglects her
great opportunity

!
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LIANA H. BOURDEAU

It is with sincere feelings of regret

that we publish the sad news of the death
of Liana H. Bourdeau, who, in her short
term of attendance at Queen’s made so
many friends. Miss Bourdeau, we be-
lieve, intended returning to Queen’s this;

year, but -tvas suddenly taken ill in Chi-

cago and died there on October 24th.

The funeral was from St. Peters’ Church,
Plattsburg, N.Y., on Friday 29th, at 10.30

a.m. She is survived by rer parents, Mr.
and Mrs. S. V. Bourdeau and a sister.

Miss Sara, at Plattsburg, N.Y. To them
and to her many sorrowing friends, the
“Journal” extends heartfelt sympathy.

USE YOUR HEAD

A woodpecker pecks

Out a great many specks of sawdust
When building a Hut;

He works like a nigger

To make the hole bigger

He’s sore if

His cutter won’t cut.

He don’t bother with plans

Of cheap artisans,

But there’s one thing

Can rightly be said:

The whole excavation

—

Has this explanation

—

He builds it

By
Using

His

Head.

—

Exchange.

HOCKEY
The Hockey Club is holding its An

nual meeting on Monday at S p.m., in the
gymnasium. This is a good sign. We
hope that there will be a large attendance
and that hockey will get away to a^ood
start. There are many teams and plenty
of opportunity for everyone possesssing
hockey ability to get a place.

Turn out everyone, and give the Hock-
ey Club a boost.

“The only thing for you to do is to go
around and apologize and ask her to for-
give you.”

“But, I was in the right.”

“Then you’fl better bring some flowers
"

1 .indy, with you. too.”
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“Kingston’s Big Hat Dealers”

fats

U
No matter how exacting as to

style and quality, we have your
particular hat.

SOFT HATS—$3.50 to^ll.OO.

TWEED HATS—$3 toT4-50.

Caps in big variety

New Gloves,

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

I

1^'

^
•WARWICH MOS.

EVERYTHING -

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAtbiNG, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

EVENING
DRESS

is an essential part of every

Student’s wardrobe

FASHION-CRAFT
Dress Suits are perfect in style,

tailoring;, materials and fit. Ready-
to-wear

. $75,00

Dress Shirts $3.50 to $5.00

Dress Qloves 7Sc to $2.00

Dress Vests ...... $3.50 to $7.50

All Evening Requisites always

in stock

i E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

5gEEN*S UNlVKl<SlT^JOURNAL

Year Pins

and Rings
i'!

Estimates and designs furnish-

ed on request. We have made
Queen’s Year Pins and Rings for

years, and can assure you of satis-

faction.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Manufacturing Jewelers

PRINCESS & WELLINGTON
STREETS, KINGSTON

Agents for Waterman’s Ideal

Fountain Pens.

Dr. Jordan entertained in his own in-

imitable fashion several members of theo-
logy to dinner on Thusrday night. Those
who were present partook of a feast of
good things, not only as regards the meal
itself, but also from the stimulating con-
versation which followed. We feel that
such social events as this arcHhe means
of binding professor and student together
far closer than the^^ can come in the class

room.

We copy the following from the Pres-
byterian : “Mr:^ H. A. McLeod, M.A. of
Owen Sound, Ont., was ordained and in-

ducted into the pastoral charge of Luce-
land, Sask., on the evening of Oct. 5th.

. . Mr. McLeod has already won the

hearts of his people and indications point
towards a long and successful ministry.”

We would again draw attention to the

meetings of the Alumni Conference to be
held next week. No effort has been
spared to get good representative speak-
ers, and we are sure that the meetings
will be well worth everyone’s attention,

whether theologue or not.

There’s a Breezy Twang
to this Brogue Boot

A Dash and Swagger that seems to
fit in” with the crispness of Fall.

There s comfort in their fashioning
that invites one to long healthful
rambles—no wonder the Brogue is
the assured favorite of the new
season.

SIO.OO and 15c Tax

LOCKETT’S

A.M.S.
Convocation Hall was about one third

filled for the A.M.S. meeting Saturday
night when President Burry and Secre-
tary Greig ascended the platform amidst
a round of applause. There was consi-

derable business—recommendations from
the executive committee, resignation of
the representative on I.U.D.L., notices of
several meetings and a discussion cul-

minating in the apppintment of a com-
mittee. composed of the Presidents of
Medicine, Science and Arts and the Pre-
sident of Levana, to investigate the pre-
sent system of conducting the elections of
the Alma So^ipty executive committee

d to make an iT.Tchm repurt next v~ja-

'

i; to ti'ieir findings, ft

meeting , ami. in

.-jMe of many motiivni:. mnendmentf and
amendments to amendments, the Presi-
dent managed to keep his head above
water. Next Saturday night there will
be three big headliners—^The discussion
on elections, the report of the Athletic
Board of Control and, after the meeting,
the Dramatic Club will present two
short plays. If you are interested in the"
welfare of the college as a whole, or in
athletics or wish to be entertained by
an exhibition of Dramatic Art, be at Con-
vocation Hall next Saturday night.

FOR LOVERS OF

Good Home-made Candy and
Ice Cream

YOU cAn satisfy your longing at

MARBLE HALL
FRESH AND PURE IS OUR MOTTO.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

The Grand Cafe
Special meal tickets for Students. Come in and ask

the proprieor for rates. These tickets good at any
hour for any amount.

BEST OF FOOD excellent SERV.ICE

E22.fim\CESS SiriEEd'

2 Doors above Grand Opera House.

PETER LEE, Proprietor.

’Phone 1843.

SCIENCE ’24

To The Sophs.

Tramp, tramp, tramp,
Over the campus in fours
.A line went marcliing one day;
They were the Sophomores..

Oh, how they prided themselves,
And thought of the freshmen so few

;

They well could show off to the crowd,
For they outnumbered them one to two.

The purpose of it all was, they said.
To teach the ideals of the college,
And they were about to display
Their wealth of superior knowledge.

Alas, alas, alas,

They were so utterly blind
That the object they could not accomplish
For all modesty, they left behind. *

By Ten Little Freshmen.

BASKETBALL
Manager Sutherland has had the bas-

ketball players among the Freshmen ont
for practise regularly during the last two
weeks and has succeeded in digging uji
some promising material. The regular
Schedules will be drawn uj) soon and the
intcr-ycar and interfacility games arraniL

’

ed. Jf you have any basketbail abiliti
get out and get a place on .

, ye.ir
team at least.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET _ ’PHONE 1019-w

'

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Note Books.

Loose Leaf Pills

Embossed Stationery

Fountain Pens.

Student’s Supplies.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE
THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if you become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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CASTS c; PLAYS
ARE ANNOUNCED

THE PLAYERS ANNOUNCE^ FOR
“ROCOCO” AND “A NIGHT'

AT AN INN”
'

On Saturday night, Nov. 6tH. Queen’s

Dramatic Club will make an ambitious

efl’ort to establish a Little Theatre move-

ment within the University. Two very

fine plays will be presented, with special

scenery and properties for each and will

be interpreted by two capable casts of

• carefully chosen players. This initial per-

formance, for which an admission of 35

cents will be charged, will take place im-

mediately after the A.M.S. meeting in

Convocation Hall, the gallery of which

will be reserved for the Professors and

their wives. The casts are as follows;

“Rococo”

(A polite farce by Granville Baker)

Mortimer Uglow C. A. Nicholson

Reginald Uglow, his son. .N. V. Freeman
Rev. Simon Underwood, his

Bfother-in-law G. E. Wood
Mrs. Simon Underwood,

his Sister ....... Miss L. Desrochers

Carinthia Underwood, the

Vicar’s sister Mrs. C. C. Gilbert

Mrs. Reginald Uglow, his

daughter-in-law .Miss Marion McFadyen
Scene, the drawing-room at the Under-

wood home in England.

“A Night/ at an Inn”

(A dramatic playlet by Lord Dunsany)
A. E. Scott-Fortescuc, the ‘•iorr

dilapidated gentleman. .W. H. Becking

(Sailor-men)

William Jones “Bill D. W. Boyd
Albert Thomas

J. L. Wilson
Jacob Smith "Sniggers”. . H. A. Voadcn
1st Priest of Klesh. R. M. Winston.
2nd Pr*iest of Klesh ...... H. S. Peesad
3rd Priest of Klesh A. Houston
Klesh, an idol from' India ? ? ?

Scene, a room in an Inn on a lonely

moor in England.

No. 7

QUEEN'S III WIN
FROM K.C.I., 16-5-

QUEEN’S III. WON BY GOOD,
MARGIN LAST WED-

NESDAY

In a rough game ou a muddy field.

Queen’s 111., defeated K.C.L by 16-5 pn
Wednesday afternoon at tlie Athletic

Grounds. As the score indicates, Queen’s
had a considerable margin on the play. In

the first quarter, Blakeney recovered a

K.C.I-.-fumbIe on their 30 yd. liner and
eventually Hansuld went through for a

touch, which Dolan converted. Queen’s
continued hitting the line and Whitton
went over for another touch, which was
not converted. Dolan ran back the K.
C. I. kick off 30 yds., but K.C.L secured
and by good bucking sent Morrison for

an unconverted touch. Half time
Queen’s 11, K.C.L 5.

The third quarter was featured by a
30 yd. run by McNeill, who was scragged
by Ada, and a general fight resulted.

Shortly after the 4th quarter began
Ratchford went around the end for 20
yds., and a touchdown which was not
converted. Queen’s continued to press,

but a 30 yd. run by Blakeney went for

nothinf and the game ended 16-5.

It is hard to pick an individual star on
the Queen’s line-up. The tackling of
Blakeney and Dolan, and the plunging of

Whitton wtye large factors in the victory.
For K.C.L, Morris, MeKelvey and Yokes
were best. Line-up:

Queer’s HI.—Flying wing. Blakeney;
half gacks, Ratchford, McNeiir. BkircV-
quarter back, McCartney; outside wing’,

Carmichael, Malone: middle wings, Wil

ALMA SIMPSON
CHARMS HEARERS
FAMOUS LIEDER SOPRANO

GIVES CHARMING
RECITAL

CONVOCATION
.SERVICES

NOTABLE SPEAKERS HAVE
BEEN SECURED FOR

THESE

Some years agp it was a' common la-

ment, among persons discussing Kings-
ton as a University town, that its chief

drj^wback was the lack of education in

the higher things of life, notably, music.
But since the first visits of the Hambourg
Trio, the idea has been gradually chang-

ing. On Wednesday night we had an
oppojtunity of hearing Miss Alma Simp-
son in her justly famous song recital, in

Grant Hall, and, since the visit of a Bel-

gian Concert Party in 1915, we think

there has been no entertainment by a

vocalist of merit, even approximating
to Miss Simpson’s.

Unfortunately, on this occasion there

was a very strong counter attraction

which prevented many from attending
the song recital, but we realize the dif-

ficulty of preventing clashes in dates. To
those who were prevented from attend-
ing, we can only say that our sincere
wish is that Alma Simpson will come
again and that very soon.

The programme rendered was a very
exacting one, which could only be inter-

preted by a vocalist of very exceptional
abilit3^ Miss Simpson is the pfossessor

of an unusually rich soprano voice of

splendid volume, and knows how to use it

to the greatest possible advantage. Her
diction, was perfect, a most rare quality

i^iua£y, -Otbi^wjse, very excellent sing-

ers. Add to all Ihese qualities a spice

of delightful personality, and ypiL_wijl,
son, Chesser

;
ms.de w.ngs, Whitton, perhaps, understa..d why Alma Simpso,.:

Hanst, d; scr.m., Schaeffer, Dolan, Say-
1
not only sings her songs, she lives them

fir' I \A/ . 11.... ....... TT. -it ....Ibr; subs., Traynor, Wilkinson, Hewgill.
K. C. I.—Flying wing, Donnelly, half

backs, Morris, Ada, Wright, quarter back,
MeKelvey; outside wing, Inman, Sugel

;

middle wing, Sutherland, Germaine; in-
side wings. Yokes, Wilson

; serin!., Yam
polsky, Wilson, Carson

;
sub., Boyd,

CHANCELLOR’S LECTURESHIP
“RACIAL PROBLEMS WITHIN THE EMPIRE”

On Tuesday night at the meeting of
the Queen’s Theological Alumni Associa-
tion, Prof. J. L. Morison delivered the
first of the addresses of the Chancellor’s

Lectureship on the general topic of “Rac-
ial Problems within the Empire.”

The subject of Prof. Morisdns address
last night was “Nationality 'and Com-
mon Sense,” a dealing with nationalism,

self-determination, patriotism and kin-

dred problems which have been intensi-

fied by the late war.

Claiming that the world at present was
suffering acutely fronTthe unqualified ac-
ceptance of the most famous of imperfect-
ly founded generalizations, Nationality,

Prof. Morison proceeded to discuss its

limitations as a principle of government.

Criticizes Nationalist’s Claims

-The first assumption by its advocates,
that it involved individual liberty, and
the claim of the Irish propaganda which
turned this, assumption vice-versa, was
not borne out in Quebec, L^ouisiana, or
Scotland, where personal liberty in the
highest degree was enjoyed without sep-
arate political existence. Moreover, the
actual proposals of nationalists threat-
ens the rights of the individual’s privil-

eges as a citizen of the world. In the
second place there was an assumption in
the modern view that nationality and
constitutional government went hand in

hand which was not warranted by recent

historical events, for example, Prussia,

(Continued on page 6)

She was equally at home in any of the
four or five languages in which she sang,
but a little Czech Christmas Carol was an
especially happy effort and the applause
of the delighted audience was rewarded
by ha>nng the song rendered once more,
this time in English.

-

“J’ai pleure en reve” was another great
favorite, but"in her final group of songs
when she sang among others a Negro-

^Jjymn, “The Old Ark is Moverin On,”
“Annie Laurie’ and “The Lass with a
Delicate Air”, the audience was most
spontaneous in approval. The finale was
a shVt, but most effective offering—“The
Dawn”* which left one wishing that in-

stead of the recital being finished, that,
like the day, it could be but beginning.

To the Choral Society and the I.O.D.E.,
we owe our thanks for leading us to this

refreshing oasis of soul-satisfying music
in a seemingly endless desert of jangling
jazz.

Li pre-war days the “Convocation Ser-
vice” on Sunday afternoon had a larger

place, one can safely say, in the life of
the student-body, than any other weekly
function held wjthin the university. It

is hardly necessary to say that this phase
of university life suffered much in com-
mon with other phases during the war
period. However, it was not extinguish-
ed.

For this year arrangements have been
made to hold only one service each month,
and distinguished speakers have been se^

cured for these services, through the en-
thusiastic and earnest efforts of Principal
Taylor. It is regretted that it was -found
impossible to hold a service in October,
But the students will be glad to know
that Professor J. L. I^orison has kindly
consented to speak on November 28th,
giving in this way, two services in

November, making up for anything that
might have been missed in October.
W therefore ask your attention to the

following schedule

:

Nov. 7th—Principal R. Bruce Taylor,
M.A., D.D., LL.D.
Nov. 28th—Professor J. L, Morison,

M.A.. D. Litt. ' ^
Dec. 12th—Rev. Ernest Thomas, M.A.
Jan. 13th, 1921—Rev. George Kilpat-

rick, B.A., M.C., D.S.O.

Feb. 13th—Sir Robert Falconer, M.A.,
D.D., jlL.D., C.M.G.
^March—Hon. -Nv VU'Rowell.
Frofessor Gunmer has very graciously

consented with the aid of the Choral
Society to lead the “Service of Praise,”
which is an assurance that this part of
the service will- not be lacking.

Therefore, we appeal most earnestly
to all the students to assist the Principal
in making these services ones to be long
remembered in the life of tlie students
and the university.

All these services will be held at 3
o’clock in the afternoon.

Next Sunday, Principal Taylor speaks^"
and no one can afford to miss hearing
him. In Convocation Hall. Remember
it please. '

Dr. G. E. Kidd, late Professor of Ana-
tomy in Queen’s, has succeeded in pass-
ing the examination leading to the degree
of Fellow of the Royal College of Sur-
geons of Edinburgh. Dr. Kidd is very
well known at Queen’s and the Journal
joins with his many friends in extend-

ing hearty congratulations. ^

UHLE THEATRE

THE BULLETIN

Friday, Nov. Sth

—

4.3D p.m., S.V.B,

Saturday

—

1 p.m., Rugby, Queen’s III. vs. R. M.
C. II.

,3 p.m.. Queen’s II. vs. McGill II.

7.30 p.m., A.M.S., Convocation Hall.

Sunday

—

10 a.m., Prof. Morison’s Bible Class,

3 p.m., Convocation Service, Principal

Taylor.

Monday

—

4.15 p.m., C. W. Jeffereys, A.R.C.A.,

Large Eng. Room.

QUEEN’S DRAMATIC CLUB CONVOCATION HALL
"PRESENTS"

“ROCOCO”
By GRANVILLE BARKER.

“A NIGHT AT AN INN”
By LORD DUNSANY.

SATURDAY, EVENING, NOVEMBER 6th, 1920.
AFTER THE A.M.S, MEETING.

CalLy reserved for Ae Professors and .heir Wives, ADMISSION 35C.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital .'..$8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided
Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

1S9 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Carnovsky's)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. AU latest Maga2-

ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

EDITORIAL
(f«mt0 Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murals in Canada,
$1.25; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by iSc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

EdItor-in-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone
1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134 W.
Associate Editors—F. A. SPlfOULE, A. U. RO-

BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.
Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.
Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.
News Editor—W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors—T.
' H. NEWLOVE, C. L.

WINGHAM. MISS HELEN CRAIG.

Literary Editor—B. C- DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor—N. R. HOUSTON.
Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND. i

Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.
Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON, K.

KEILL. MISS M. POETEOUS.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL

G.W.V.A.
^Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

FUID/' Y NOV. Sth. 1920

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

- $ 9,700,000
18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Moat llodern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this ye^ than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Car. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

F’iione 363.

Pair xiize Our
Hlisers

Did you ever stand back and take a

look at yourself? Did you ever try to

discover the reasons for your successes

or failures? Did you ever try to see your-

self as others see you? Having asked

yourself these questions, let us^ive them

a wider scope. Let us look at our Uni-

versity as a whole. Is Queen’s what she

should be, and if not, in what respect is

she failing, and to what extent are we
individually to blame for this failure?

Last year was unlike any other year in

the history at Queen’s. A great percent-

age of the male students were returned

men, who, after several years of hard-

ships, and absence from home, and the

of nnr’.-rT'fir) ’if:', -fr;

iKcni'seU'/ r- in ll;r full.
,

i,!; re -.vei'c in aUimdain-- aorf
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reactin'^. H <-t
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war. There was a very apparent lack of

serious, sober-minded thought. The var-

ious clubs were often very poorly attend-

ed. especially those which required any
mental exertion from those who attended.

It is now almost t\Vo years since the

Armistice was signed, and it seems to :us

that the time is here when we, as a Uhi-
versity, may rightly be expected to steady

down and pay due attention to some of

the more substantial and important things

of life.

Today we announce the speakers for

the Convocation Services for the session.

They are distinguished men, and Queeij’s,

as a University, cannot afford to let such
men come to Kingston to speak to a
mere handful of students. Apart from
the duty we owe to such men, there! is

the duty we owe to ourselves. We have
to admit that the religious tone of the
University is lower than it should be. The
curse of indifference to the things that
matter has been heavy upon us'all. A
nation that consisently and persisentlyln-
dulges in a mental, joy ride oyer a roafof
dangerous curves, to the altar of the god-
dess of vain pleasure is bound to skid
if the brakes are not applied quickly.

Sane thinking is the most effective
brake, for it will help us to hold fast to
the things that matter. We feel that a
religious service is an important feature
of our University life. The University
constitutes a little community of its own,
and no community can flourish whose
members do not meet in a common place
for public worship.

It is all very well for one to say. with
a half-sneering laugh, “Why I
been at church for over a year,”
spirit, if allowed to prevail, can in ;i. . .

lead to one thing only. Now let i*-, r

mine that we, from whom the w<'rif'. *,

a right to expect right living ai!.i < . m
thinking, will get back to a renli
of the important factors in life and . .

i,

the arch-fiend of indifference ben. :'

foot.

- We have received' a contribution of

poetry signed “E.M.B.“ As has been
pointed out before in these columns, it is

quite impossible to publish anything
without knowledge of the identity of the

writer. We have due regard for the mod-
esty which characterizes our college poets
and do not wish to publish any names
of contributors without permission. Will
“E.M.B.” please forward his or her name.

[The Editor does not necessarily endorse

the opinions hereunder expressed, nor does

he accept responsibility for them.]

The Editor, Queen’s Journal.

Dear Sir,—^Although the conduct of the

spectators at the last two games has been

much better than at the opemng of tlie sea-

son, it seems to me that there are still possi-

bilities for improvement. Surely this habit

of addressing uncomplimentary remarks to

the R.M.C. Cadets might very well be dis-

pensed with.

They never interrupted a Queen’s yell,

but how many times were they permitted to

give their’s without attempts being made to

drown it out? I am not aware of any time

when the sportsmanship of the scarlet-

sweatered stalwarts who represented the in-

stitution across the harbor or of their coach,

Col. Constantine, could be called in ques-

tion; and while I think the same could be

said of the tri-color team that opposed them,

the attitude taken by some, at least, of the

University rooters was not to be boasted

about. It may be that the majority of these

brilliant witticisms emanate from the more
recent and more boisterous members of our
flock, but at any rate, they reflect no credit,

either on the originators or on the Univer-

sity. We play most of our games with the

Royal Military College and the feeling be-,

tween them and us should always be of the;

best. In order to keep it tliat way, we
must do our share.

Also, we may have at times thought, and
perhaps with a certain degree of justice,

that we have not always received the best

of treatment at the hands of the University

of Toronto, but there are some characteris-

tics of our sister university tliat are worthy
of imitation, T hav'® their

give i', 'AMut’s tlie.rnattcr
' with — -;-.i
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good plays of our opponents. Would it not

be worth while to go one step further and
show that we admire their pluck when they

continue under difficulties?

RUGBY FAN.

The
1921

Book
^ Our n e w “Year
^ Book” will be ready
for mailing very shortly.

^Tf. This will be by far

^ the best catalogue
we have ever issued. It

will take the worry out'

of Christinas shopping.

^ Although they cost

^ us, postage includ-

ed, 68 cents each, they
are absolutely free for

you.

JJT Naturally, we do
^ not want to waste
any of them, but if you
wish a copy we shall be
pleased to send it when
ready.

JIT Applications have^ been coming in at
the rate of a thousand a
day, and there is only a
limited quantity for dis-

tribution. To avoid dis-
appointment it will be
necessary to send us
your request at once.

PRAISE FOR QUEEN’S MEN

Montreal Star Lauds Tri-Color For
Game Fight On Saturday

Writing on the McGill-Queen’s game,
the Montreal Star says

:

“To the team from Queen’s University
great credit is due. While they were
beaten, they put up a brand of football

that -a decade ago would have won the

intercollegiate title. Their plays were
well-conceived and fairly well executed.

Unfortunately for them their rhen were
not strong enough individually to handle
McGill’s carefully-planned and strongly

carried out interference, or to open up
holes for Queen's bucks. Still, they kept
on hammering for all they were worth
till the final whistle, and were quick to

take advantage of the slightest let-up

on McGill’s part.

“On one occasion, in the last quarter,

threy earned steady applause for over
i \ minutes by a manful, fighting mard
t m their own goal-line to centre field.

Leod took a punted ball well back
- ciiind his own goal and shook several
i •. kies before he was grassed just out-

'•.z of the line. A series of smashing
: ;ks and runs by McKelvey and O’Gor-
>n, combined with some excellent kick-

by the former, carried play slowly
'

;
to centre, and there the ball stayed till

». 13S ‘. ONi“ y;

TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

time was up. Any team that will fight

as Queen’s did in the last period of a game
with a score hopelessly against them, de-

serve credit for their sporting spirit.

“On- thc; ^Presbyterians’ side, special

mention must be made of McKelvey, O’-

Gorman, McLeod and Mills, McKelvey
is one of the best .all round footballers in

the game. He smashed McGills line and
skirted the end on several occasions for

substantial gains and when he relieved

Mills of the kicking job in the last quar-
ter, he appeared to have a slight edge on
Carroll. McLeod and Mills, despite a few
fumbles, put up a strong defensive game,
and the former’s punting, while not as
effective as Carroll’s, was good, especial-

ly as it was carried out behind protection

that was not sufficient to hold off the

.jjAcharging McGill wings.' These two men,
by the bye, had come through a hard
game against McGill seconds in the morn-
ing. O’Gorman ran his team Veil, and
slipped and squirmed through at times for

gains of from ten to twenty yards. A
quarterback on the Aveaker team has a

hard time trying to show up well and
O’Gorman did splendidly ooi, ns

what he was up as'ninst
“
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House
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MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’22

The annual meeting of the year was held

on Monday, November 1st. President,

Knapp in his short oration reviewed the

work of the outgoing executive in the past
year. The new president, Mr. Pilkey, after

delivering his inaugural speech, proceeded
to take over the duties of his office. The
other members of the executive were then
installed in due order.

They say she is tall, and Mac himself
claims that she "sings like a lark.” Now,
what do you know about that? And one of
our most confirmed bachelors, too. We
firmly believe that it is only in its first

staps, however; as his ravings are still

articulate, and we hope to effect a rapid
cure.

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

In his financial statement the retiring

secretary-treasurer, Mr. Fairburn, noted,

that after paying a bill of 85c. for oranges,

the year was 99c. to the good.

Mr. Wm. Campbell failed to make his

usual report for the year pin committee.

President Pilkey's coronation had a side

attraction. Messrs. Blakey and Suddaby
had their usual bout. It seems that the next
one will be the last for one of them.

Our new Historian made history from
the very start by being conspicuous by his

absence during coronation ceremonies. We
would suggest that "Mac” deliver his speech
at a later date.

We feel injured to think that Taber has
been hiding his light under a bushel all 'this

time. How were we to know that we had a
talented whistler in our midst?

SPECIAL VALUE IN
BATHING CAPS

V.-'s: juality,

i r_- Drug
Y,".

' ' .\T-'RyU".< C.J’JKCE

At last we have a poet-of no mean ability.

He admitted it himself. We will say this

much that there is plenty of material in

Meds 22 for good poetry. The first song
should be how “Dad put down the Law’
when it comes to sitting down.

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students.' Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last
year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.
So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-
ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious
little at that. So that when ’Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind -

Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chancel
Make yoxtr appointment now.

The next time a certain few gentlemen
. 'lesti'c t-<' pathology lecture

,
enough i.'ot to do so in so

‘‘ubvioUS, it manner '

as- tjiey have been ac-

Pu'T'ined'To,

MEDICINE ,’24

MEDICINE ’26

A very pleasant afternoon was spent by
Med.s ’26 when Prof received at

the ‘Hotel Plugasion.'

The gathering took place in the Louis-
the-umpteenth-Room, which was artistical-

ly decorated for the occasion with clusters
of test-tubes and glaubers salts, together
with a gorgeous display of ignorance in the
seats. The colour scheme was in general
very blue. Mesdames Florence Flask and
Ethyl Chloride cut the ices, while Mr. H.
Twough washed "la vaiselle.”

A very interesting contest took place.

Each guest was furnished with a little piece
of chalk and the ide^ was apparently to see
who could write the least in the longest
time. . Everybody won. The host, who was
immaculately attired, then asked a series of
riddles. These were put in such a^ver
way that the guests were quite unable to
guess the right answers.

A repast was served consisting of ‘papier
d’examen’ with ‘savoir rien’ dressing, while
the famous old vintage of ‘encre au water-
man’ aided conviviality.

It is^ to be regretted that the delightful
Ihtle seance had to be concluded ‘de bonne
I'etire' the guests "Sad tir.nlBna'anoth'er
‘at home’, at the Bevr< Sfansion. ‘

The Very Latest

Ideas in

FULL DRESS
for the popular

YOUNG MAN
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS

EIGHT

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30 ,

SUFFER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets. $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BB RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study

Access
Queen s Students with every

We attribute this success to long experi-ence coupled with the most scientific instru-ments procurable.

in
come in and

efasses
comfortable Study

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulling Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Our year team enjoyed a ipienciiii i>rac
tise game of rugby with Queen’s III team
on Monday evening, in which we were de
feated by a score of 11-2.

The field was in anything but good shape
and swimming contests were the order,of
the day. As some of our best “swimmers”
such as “Doc” Campbell and “Toots” Hous-
ton were A.W.L. the "old reliables” went
down to defeat for the first time, but in-
stead of being dismayed at the score we
were rather glad to know that the third
team can trim us up a little when they hit
their stride.

Sans coaching, sans signals, with nothing
but a "Trainor” we feel that we did not put
up a bad game and with a few remedies
which we intend applying we are looI<jng
forward to a return match. It is by such
games as this that one may find out just
how he "stacks up” in fast company and
thus, perhaps, be of some use to Queen’s.
Thanks Third team for the opportunity.

I

Meds ’24—Scrimmage, Ritchie, Houston,
Gee; inside wings, Taber, Stewart; middle
wings, Noonan, Costello; outside wings,
McLachlan, Waddell; quarter, McNally;
halves, Quinn, Playfair, Trainor? flying
wing. Smith.

Talking about fast company, Meds ’24
hail Evans, Ryan, Edwards, Muirhead,
Graham, Anderson, and Stewart, as a few
of their “old reliables” of last year.

Heard at the game—ball fumbled on
Meds ’24 yard line and rouge made.
Referee; “Let’s try that over again.”

Result 6 points. Ha ! Ha 1

Founded 1847.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
’

- 6-Ml

^

Score at half-time 2-0 in favor of Meds
24. Oh

!
you little condition.

Echoes From the Week-End,
!;

Burns & Co. surely excelled in the man-|i
ner m which they greeted their “million-';
aire friends on Princess Street, Saturday!!
night.

,
• / ^

\

Don was a little late in returning from! I

•
”

: !)iit - .-i
' :... r-,

I
ii‘‘ •••il. , I i

Livingston’s

YOU WANT VALUE FIRST

THEN PRICE
HERE YOU GET BOTH AT ONE

AND THE SAME TIME

College men demand that their clothes be right up-to-the-
minute. They come to this store because they know that we
have the latest style ideas in perfectly tailored garments, with
the price high enough to assure quality, yet low enough to
coincide with those ideas of what good clothes are worth.

SUITS $27.50 UP TO $40.00

OVERCOAT TIME IS HERE
Don’t wait untill the cold winds blow to buy your Over-

coat—BE READY. «

OVERCOATS $25.00 TO $45.00

See Our $30.00 Winter Overcoat—University Sweaters

Livingston’s
T5-79 Brock Street

If off your route, it pays to walk.
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Removal Notice

ea

You will now find us at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING, GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

ARTS
ARTS *21

The year welcomes back to its fold a

late-comer, Mr. H. W. Chrysler, who has

resumed his studies at Queen’s. We were
beginning to wonder whether we were

doomed to look in vain for Mr. Chrysler’s

cheerful smile all session. This time lucks

seems to be on our side.

We regret that Mr. Ransome is, at the

time of writing, laid up with an injured

knee. Plere’s hoping for an early and
complete recovery.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

- R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

Why has Mr. Croal deserted the Cafe-

teria? Can it be that he was invited to so

many suppers at her home that he found

the “missed meals” on his ticket embaras-

ng?

We respectfully suggest to the Arts Con-

cursus that they do not act upon the recom-

mendation, of the Toronto gentleman, pub-

lished in last Monday’s “Whig.” He des-

cribed the office of sheriff as “very ex-

pensive and ornamental and very useless,”

and suggested that all sheriffs be abolished.

After Mr. Kehoe’s sweeping victory, it

would be too bad to take away his office

for such a paltry reason as that given by
our Toronto friend.

*

Don’t forget the next year meeting, Mon-
day, November 8th, at 4 p.m.

ARTS *22

At the A.M.S. meeting on November 13.

1920, a debate will be held between Arts
’21 and ’22. •'“Resolved that the interests

of trade for Canada and the United States

demand the adoption of the St. Lawrence
Deep Waterway Schemes.” Messrs. An-
derson and'Campney of '21 are the speak-
ers for the negative; Messrs. McLellan and
Miller of ’22 for the affirmative. Both
sides are_ working strenuously and it is sure

to be a very interesting deSatg.^

ARTS *24

Arts ’24 held their second regular meet
ing on' Tuesday, October 28th. Owing
to the absence of President Wallace, Mr.
Sinclair occupied the chair. A form of

constitution was presented to the meeting
and adopted. Following this, the nom-
ination of officers was proceeded with,
and Tuesday Nov. 2nd, set as the date
for the elections. When the business had
been disposed, a short programme was
provided. Much credit is due to the tem-

' porary officers for this section of the pro-
ceedings. on such short acquaintance with
the members of the Year, and our thanks
to those who entertained us.

The elections of Arts ’24 were held on
Tuesday, Nov. 2nd., from* 12‘ a.m. to 2
'p.m., with the following results:

President, Mr. R. G. Sinclair; Vice-
President. Miss Kelly

;
Secretary, Mr. E.

Cross
; Ass’t. Secretary, Miss M. M.

Stewart; Historian, Mr. H. R. Duff;
Poetess, Miss W. Nobes

;
Prophetess,

Miss M. McArthur; Orator, Mr. C,

Moore; Marshal, Mr. A. W. Frieml.

Prof. J. L. Morison’s

Second Lecture

“Jimmie” Gow is busy looking up ma
terial for Arts ’22 rugby team. Everybody
is requested to turn out for practise. Come
on, fellows.—“Good Old Jimmie.”

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR THE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

ADVERTISEMENT

Two thousand dollars ($2,CKX)) in prizes
will be given by the Bell Telephone Co. of
Canada -for the three best essays on “Wliy
,'Mr. Miller Changed His Address.” Mr.
Miller will be in his office at the “Resi-
dence’ on Wednesday afternoons, and at

Rockwood on Fridays, and will be very
^ad to supply contestants with necessary
information.

Whadayathink? Mclnnes' had the nerve
to tell us he had been at church four (4)
times last Sunday. Words forsake us.

On Wednesd^ay night, in Convocation
Hall, Prof. J. X. Morison delivered the
second lecture of the Chancellor's Lec-
tureship on the subject of “Ireland.” Dr.
Morison stated that “most men lose their

reputation when they tackle Ireland,” but
we may say, in reply, that Dr. Morison.

by his splendid presentation of facf-S; un-
biased by belittlein;- political or religious

creeds has proven himself to be an out

standing exception to the statement ut-

tered by himself.

Dr. Morison began at the beginning, as
is his custom, and .traced the growth of

the Irish question since earliest times.

There are, he said, five important fac-

tors which make up and complicate the
Irish question; the national spirit of Ire-

land, errors of English government, the
existence of Ulster, the influence of the
Land and the Irish American Party.

The Irish people outside of Ulster are,

psychologically, a nation, and her history

has assisted, in the creation and preserva-
tion of this national spirit. Ireland, al-

though defeated in war at various times,

was never really conquered, except un-
der Cromwell and conquests arc the
wholesome medicine out of which nations
draw their health.

In common with other governments;
said the speaker, the English governrnent
has made mistakes and Irish memory
holds the government responsible for all

the mistakes of the past. First of these
errors is the 18th Century trade restric-
tions with disastrous consequence to Irish
trade which destroyed the habit of indus-
try in Ireland. The second mistake is the
Religious policy which made adherence to
Catholicism a crime in the 18th Century,
and which forced the Catholic population
to support a Protestant clergy by a sys-
tem of Tithes. Religion in Ireland be-
came a source of irritation. The third
mistake was the union of 1800, which
abolished Grattan’s Parliament and did
not grant Catholic Emancipation. The
fourth mistake was the failure to properly
organize emigration which commenced
after the famine. This is a lasting blit
on British statesmanship. Britain made
the fifth great mistake in refusing the
t™ Hqms-Jiate -BiLIs_of-iir-GfiaSf3hi~-

Their acceptance would have meant the
solution of the Irish problem.

(Continued on page 7.)

Wevthought “Ernest” was a gentleman.
We are very sorry to have made that mis-
take. Because he isn’t. iNo. A fair young
English miss says not. She must be right.

LOST ! Dark Red Car ! Last seen on
evening of November 2nd at 11 . IS. (it is
now rumored the color is rather brownish.)

ARTS ’23

The position of a reporter is somewhat
like that of Mr. Micawber—he waits for
“something to turn up”; and if something
does not turn up he is supposed to get out
and see that it does.

Now, this "turning up” process is a deli-
cate one and requires much in the way of
tact and discretion. For this reason your
humble reporter flinches when he thinks of
what you might expect of him in investi-
gating or even recording happenings of a
personal or semi-personal nature.

If you think that there is a dearth of
interesting news from Arts '23, why just
start some*ing, and we will endeavour to
present it m these columns with tile truth
so distorted (if necc.ssary) that you would
scarcely recognize it.

To those members of ’23 who were elect-
ed to positions on the Arts Society execu-
tive and Concursus, we extend our hearty
congratulations, and we wish them every
success.

BIBBY'S
Style Headquarters

For Young Men’s Clothing

WE CLAIM TO OFFER *

The Best $35.00 and The Best $45.QO Suits and

Overcoats in Canada

PK
with your money un-

I
til you have looked at our New Suits

* and Overcoats.

Suits ready to try on, finished to

your order in a few hours time.

We advertise Better Clothes, and
our New Suits and Overcoats show
that we have a right to do so.

PLEASED TO SHOW YOU
Kingston’s only strictly cash and one

price clothing storeBranH (Slii%a

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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— a newARROW
COLLAFw
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many

Young Men

has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

VIGILANCE COMMITTEE

Sr. Pros. Attorney—G. D. O’Connor.

Jr. Pros. Attroney—A. G. MacLachlan
Sheriff—^J. V. Fahey.

Chief of Police—C. F. O’Gorman.
Clerk—H. B. Thorburn.

Crier—W. H. Birchard.

'Constables—Sr. Yr., J. A. Jones; Jr.

Yn, C. L. O’Brien; Soph. Yr., F. J.
Veale; Freshman Yr., G. C Bowman.

Athletic Committee.
Hon. President—Prof. L. Malcolm.

President—G. C. Monture.

1st Vice-President—C. Gerow.
Sec.-Treasurer—C. S. Johnson.

Sr. Yr. Rep.—J. A. Wedge; Jr. Yr Rep.,

C. S. Gibson; Soph. Yr. Rep., W. E. Af-
fleck; Freshman Yr. Rep., W. J. Connor,

SCIENCE ’21

Rumour has it that several girl students

got to the Returned Men’s Jazz. Peut-

etre the training the troops went through

on the square in the Old Country accounts

for their scarcity. No, not Leicester

Square, Walter, we mean the barracks’

square.

tliough it won’t be as good, your experi
ence in giving a good yell, will help you to
teach the boys to put it across.

The “Ten Little Freshmen'’ had better
stick to prose until some one shows them
how to write poetry. Although we don’t
want to discourage you in your poetical
ambitions, please don’t murder the good old

'

art.

Rutherford says the Sydenham reception
was alright, but he enjoyed Cooke’s better.
Were there more girls there?

We are all scanning the columns of the
Standard for that article on “How to make
alcohol.” Get busy, some of you budding
chemists

!

Since the freeze-out at the escorts’ meet
ing the younger set-have unearthed a f&w
overlooked by C. t). Gibson, the man who
made the restless sex popular.

How about the year team, Joe?

Guess the open season for deer has ar-

rived, boys ! That straw hat with the green
top has been sent home to her kid sister.

We haven’t heard a moose call lately.

Guess its stowed aVay with that futurist

scarf. Wasn't it Jess Willard \vho used lo

wear a red dre.ssing gown r Steady rlic

Buff's

!

Hunter is on a fussing rampage this year.
He’s got his blue suit here. Look out
girls !

!

Teacher—Unselfishness is voluntarily do-
ing without the 'things we need. Give a
living example.

Tommie—Pa. Pie goes without a bath
when he needs one.

A MAN’S SHOE
need not sacrifice style and shapeli-

for fit and comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. When
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is compltlc

Best Tungsten Lamp*
and Flashlights. Every*

thing electrical for ex*

perimental purpoaci.

Wrong—Robertson.

Avenue Road Presbyterian Church,
which was' tastefully decorated for the
occasion, was the scene of a pretty wed-
ding last evening, when Muriel Willard,
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
S. Robertson, 210 Keewatin ^enue, was
united in marriage to Gordon Stewart
Wrong, B.Sc., of Ottawa, the Rev. R. J.
Power, M.A., minister of the church,

I

conducting the ceremony.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

SCIENCE ’22

What are the Muckers going to do about
that five o’clock lecture? Are they going
to allow one “deserter” to interfere with
their pleasure?

WHITE V. NECK SWEATERS
QUEEN TRIM

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

Isn’t that Professor that called off lec

tures tlie afternoon of the Track Meet a
pretty good sport? Well say so.

'

We would like to know whether Doc.
M-d-c-k has presetited his mineral collec-

tion to the Mineralo^ Department yet, or
not?

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early
for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone-1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Our sympathy is with you Gibby. Hurry
back to us—for we miss, you badly.

We wonder if the class oT Gen. Eng.
doesn’t 'possess more of the real old
Queen s Spirit” than any other class in

the University.

They say that what Shorty M-t doesn’t
know about surveying isn’t worth knowing.
We're from Missouri—he’s got to show us

Judging from, the brand new brogues
MgG—1 must certainly have received that
long expected pay cheque at last.

Will some one please show LaF—aine
the tricks of the Slip-Stick?

Has C—1-t found his not-book yet ? Try r
the Red Room, A. V.

*

ilifea

THE BARBER SHOP'WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SFRVJCE

STUDENTS!.
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

i

NO DEFENCE
BY SIR GILBERT PARKER

Here is a strong dramatic novel. The scenes are laid in Ire-
land, England, West Indies and America, during the troublous
dajig of the French Revolution.

^ “No Defence” is Parker at his strongest.

For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

SCIENCE '23

I hear Susman is a regular M.it.-; iui

Napanee each week-end? What’f the at-jS
traction. Mo ? [i

Prof. Flammer’s class in Mechanic: i in' I

it pretty deep these days. It all goes right
over their heads.

to;-
Our friend in .Science '24, who .. . to

have fond memories of lielping to rh e the
23 yell, apparently is worrying alvnit the '

standard of the yell to be adoptet h: 1
-.. 'j

foster year. Never mind, old chrn ,

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-
cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For alendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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"The Hat Store."

HATS & CAPS
Newest Fall Styles

We like to talk about our great big stock of

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hats of

every description for men

ladies and children, bought

from the worlds best makers

for our wholesale end retail

rade. ate here in big variety.

We save you something

on every Hat you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hats, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

S Dance Programmes |

S Constitutions |

Hanson^ Crozier & Edgar s
20 Markel St . ,

Kingston |

WALK INSIDE AND SAVE TEN

My values are Canada’s Greatest. Call

.and be convinced.

My prices are 20% to 30% lower than

last season.

All the newest models in Suits and

Overcoats.

Robinson's Clothes Ltd.

NEXT GRAND THEATRE

Chancellor’s Lectures

(Continued from page 1)

Turkey, or Russia. A natural reason
apart from the tyranny of the abstract

politician, for this phenomenon was that

nationalist campaigns ignored the numer-
ous compromises and readjustments
which were the very essence of constitu-

tionalism. Again, nationalist leaders im-
posed an artificial and despotic simplicity

on politics while constitutional govern-
ment secured happiness and liberty by
compromising between several forces.

The third assumption, that the more nar-
rowly national the government, the better
that government, seemed to contradict
ordinary political experience. The most
advanced governments were federations

of some kind or other, witness the loose-

ly knit framework of the British Com-
monwealth.

Nationality's Ambitions

The most ordinary embodiment of
nationality was literature. But national
feelings soon exceeded such limits and
pushed on to dominate social and political

life and the real problems of nationality

presented themselves when the region of

the higher polities was reached.

Mr. de Valera described the first at-

tribute of nationality as “the right of

nations to choose the government under

which they are living.” This was not so

simple as it seemed. The problem arose

whether nationality stimulated by pro-

paganda had the same moral claim as or-

dinary indigenous national feelings.

Without prejudging the case for either

the Irish or Indian nationality it must be

confessed, said Prof. Morison, that in

both Ireland and India, the highly train-

ed professional agitator was at present

not merely assisting to wreck the existing

system, but was coarsening true national

feeling and rendering it at once artifical

and revolutionary.

Will Never Secede

Prof. Morison discussed the question

of French-Canada which, he said, in the

solution of their difficulties, was a sound

modification of self-determination. Per-

manent attributes of nationality were re-

congnizable there in 1763. In the forties

there was every prospect of a lasting rac-

ial problem in British North America. But

the tact and courtesy of Bagot and Elgin,

tire broad sympathies of statesmen like

Baldwin and Macdonald, the extreme

good sense of the French themselves, and

the apostolic succession in political sanity

to Laurier found a permanent solution of

the nationalist question. No better answer

than Confederation had ever been given

and the answer would stand despite Mr.

Lavergne’s challenge to the wisdom of

sounder politicians than he was ever like-

ly to be “When we want to secede we
will do it.” Such, said Prof. Morison was
nonsense and dangerous nonsense.

Nationality in Politics

Had nationality any limitations or con-

ditions? A nationalist people in politics

was like the “Eternal Le'male” of litera-

ture, irrational, uncontrollable, indomit-

able. It had the most amazing faculty or

resurrecting itself. Perhaps the hardest

problem before the political thinker was,

that nationality in itself not necessarily

moral, useful or justifiable, could demand
as rights what it was impossible to deny
her, though such surrender might be lit-

tle short of disaster. That difficulty was
what numbed at present the British facul-

ty for deciding political issues.

Greatest Danger of Nationality

There ^vere certain moral limits which
older powers might prescribe to candi-

dates of nationhood. Shield a self-deter-

mining Egypt pass into the hands of a

perfectly selfish gang of autocrats, as

Turkey did, England would be justified in

correcting the abuses. The nationalist

claim must also be checked when nation-

alism led to one of the numerous varie-

ties of imperialism which seemed to be
the most real danger of new nationalist

governments, witness Germany, Italy,

Kossuth and Hungary. Indeed, to the
speaker it seemed that in this quick ex-

pansion from little nationality to imper-
ial power lay the greatest danger to fu-

ture peace. How was this danger to be
met?

The League, too, could not exist with-

out creating a new international con-

science. The profoundest lesson taught

by the great war ought to be, not nation-

alism, but internationalism. To put un-

limited self-determination today in place

of international co-operation was to court

a new and more terrible tragedy and the

complete victory of crude nationalism

might find itself cancelled by the fall of

civilization .—The Standard.

Queen’s is to be congratulated on secur-

ing Mr. Royall H. Snow, who is joining

the staff of Queen’s to assist in the work
of the Department of English for the

session. Mr. Snow is a recent graduate

of Harvard, where he received his de-

gree magna cum laude, and with highest

honours in English. ’During his course

he was Whiting and also Clark scholar.

Mr. Snow has been for a short time
editor of “Poetry of Today.” During his

last year at Harvard he was cai)tain of the
University fencing team. - The Journal is

very glad to congratulate the University,
and to take the opportunity of extending
a very hearty welcome to Mr. Snow. The
interchange of professors and students
between the two countries, is one of the
best ways of creating and continuing a
better understanding between Canada and
the United States.

Who is there among the students using
the History and Economics Consulting
Library, who does not enjoy the constant
banging of the door on a windy day?
Won’t someone please provide a latch
for it?

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

IS sold at a very moderate price. '

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET — ,

STORE
’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

If Ifs Worth Buying-lt's Worth Taking Care Of

Insure the safety of your Tennis Racquet through the period

of non-use by getting one of our TENNIS PRESSES.

The prices are reasonable and the quality high. Come
around and see them.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET ~ PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

A Guarantee in the League
It was possible to let nationalities

secure a natural balance by the hammer
and tongs method, but that was to confess
that the great war was in vain. In the
League of Nations alone was the guar-
antee that nationalism would not prove
a greater curse than a blessing. By its

decision in three test problems would
the League of Nations justify its exis-

tence. First, to check the tendency of
triumphant nationalism to coarsen into

imperialism, render political guidance, to
the multitude of little states created by
the war, third, the most severe, to serve
as a natural framework for a nationalist
world.

If the League became a really concrete
and powerful thing, the general atmos-
phere of peril in wliich all live would van-
ish and with it the chief reason for with-
holding separate national existence from
provinces which control vital strategic
points. With the cessation of threats, if

Irdand should prove ineradically separ-
atist, separation, accompanied by safe-
guard for Ulster, would give no one a
moment’s anxious thought.

A New International Conscience

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of
the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere
in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.
THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in
the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS ^
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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INSTALLATION OF PROF.
McFADYEN

An interesting event took place at the

evening session of the Alumni Conference

on Monday, Nov. 1, when Prof. McFady-

en was formally installed to the chair of

New Testament Language and Liter-

ature.

There was a large attendance of mem-
bers of the Kingston Presbytery, and the

moderator, Rev. A. J. Wilson, B.D.,

presided.

After the opening exercises, the Mod-

erator proceeded with the induction cere-

mony. The authorization for the induc-

tion was read by the Clerk of the Presby-

tery; following which the prescribed

questions- were put to Prof. McFadyen,

and having been answered in the affirm-

ative, he was formally inducted into the

chair of New Testament Literature and

Language.

On account of the absence of the Mod-
erator of the General Assembly (Prof.

Ballantyne) who was unavoidably absent

on account of illness. Dr. D. M. Gordon

addressed the charge to the new profes-

sor. Dr. Gordon voiced the sincere re-

gret of the Presbytery at the absence of

Prof. ’Ballantyne, and then proceeded on

behalf of the Presbytery and Queen’s

Theological College, to extend a hearty

welcome to Prof. McFadyen. Proceed-

ing, Dr. Gordon paid an eloquent tribute

to the previous holder of the chair, Dr.

E. F. Scott, now at Union Theological

Seminary, New York. Whose removal
meant the loss to Canada of one of the

foremost professors in N. T. literature,

a man distinguished, not only in his own
especial line of work, but a man widely

acquainted with ancient and modern liter-

ature, a penetrating critic, a master of

language, and a man .with a singular pow-
er of exposition.

He welcomed Prof. McFadyen on ac-

count of the importance of -the task he
had come to take up. Although it would
be invidious to draw a distinction be-

tween the different departments of the
Theological College, none is of more im-
portance than that connected with the
N. T. The influence exerted by the N. T.
both in the past, and during the present
time is wonderful. Its contents render
the book beyond parallel, the most won-
derful book in the life of the world. We
owe much to those devout and reverent
students who with patient scholarship,
and fearless faith, have examined, com-
pared, and expounded the records given
in it.

If possible, our welcome to Prof. Mc-
Fadyen was rendered more hearty on
account of the fact that he comes to us
with the experience of years of teaching
and preaching in India. This itself would
give him a clearer vision, and enable-
him to present the truths of the New Testa-
ment in a clearer light.

On behalf of the Presbytery, therefore,
he welcomed him to his task, and trusted
that not only might Ke have great joy in
his work, but that through him there
might go forth from these halls, men who
may prove themselves scribes wisely in-
structed in the things of the Kingdom,
,and who should w6?k to the glory of
God and the Church.

Before beginning his inaugural ad-
dress, Prof. McFadyen expressed his
great pleasure, and also a sense of the
great honor done to him, in that he began
his work in such a college as Queen’s,
a college that had succeeded to a wonder-
ful degree in winning the love and re-
spect of its students

; and also expressed
reception.

Proceeding, Prof. McFadyen dealt in
masterly manner with his subject, “Mis-
sions and the Study of the N.T.,” point-
ing out how much missions and the study
of the N.T. react on one another. The
missionary owes much to the earnest stu-
dent of the N.T., and the student of the
N.T. can learn much from the mission-
ary. From an intimate acquaintance
with the mission fields, one gets a light

tes the whole N.T. In many
' fields the whole conditions

' *
' Biblical color. India is not

Palestine, yet India is the East. The
wonderful panorama of Eastern life today
with its beggars, its beasts, laboring un-

der the heavy yoke, its lepers, holy men,
funeral processions, and varied life pre-

sents a picture which in most of its details

might have stepped out of the Bible.

Politically, too, there is a wonderful
parallel’ between the India of today and
the Palestine of Christ. Brahaminism is

the modern counterpart of Pharasaism.

Again we are forced to realise that the

N. T. is pre-eminently a missionary

book. On the mission fields of today the

story of the early church lives over again
;

and we. today, enter into the spirit of

the N.T. only so. far as we share in the

conflict with that spirit which opposes

God and goodness.

This very interesting and enjoyable

event was brought to a close by the pro-

nouncing of the benediction by Principal

Dyde.

CHANCELLOR’S LECTURES
(Continued from page 4).

The third factor which renders the

Irish question difficult of solution is the

existence of- Ulster, the predominating

Protestant province which constitutes

about 1-5 of the population of Ireland.

The Ulsterman is in Ireland for good. He
is industrially and racially distinct, and
the big fact is that there is a community
and it has a point of view. The fourth fac-

tor in the Irish question is the influence

of the land. This was most powerful in

I9th Century, when there were the three

classes interested
; the landlords, the

agents of absentee landlords, and the ‘

peasants who had a joint right in the
land. But the landlord did not look af-

ter the tenant. The rents could not be ,

paid. The peasant was evicted with a
b<“art- fidl of hate for the landlord and for

ithe governmonL whi< h permitted such ill

'

juscigc. i'hr lami question has been set-

tled U'/w by acts introcmced by Glad- [•

stone, Wyndham, and Bineil> but Uie.

liab;t of agrarian crime hav not becfi des-
troyed.

The fifth factor, and a vuy impo.itaix',.

one, is the Irish-American party which
came into existence because of British
mistakes. This factor is a very import-
ant one, -and very difficult to deal with,
because it is not American, and it is not
Irish. The American government itself,

has acted with perfect faultlessness. But
this party lives ‘on the memory of the
past and hates everything British.

Each of us, as Britons, must ask “What
are we going to do now?” We cannot
expect the British government to accept
the dictate of a self-confessed enemy
the extreme Sinn Feiner—and to create
a hostile state across the Irish Sea. The
sooner the extreme Sinn Feiner is elim-
inated. the better. The first act of such
a republic would be a declaration of war
against Great Britain, which could have
only one termination.

Lloyd George’s scheme of Dominion
Home Rule is unsatisfactory, for it gives
Ulster home-rule, which does not want
it. Nor does it satisfy the other sections
of- Ireland. No one party will accept it,

and a people cannot be forced fo'accept a
government.

Things are going from bad' to worse,
from assassination to reprisal, and some-
thing must be ^do^e. The speaker, here
paid tribute to Sir Horace Plunkett, a
peerless gentleman, and a true patriot,
who had done so much for Ireland. Do
we want to wrong Ireland? We want to
see her have everything possible. The
time has come for the British Empire to
commit a great act of faith. We must
say to Ireland, “Call a convention of all
Ireland. Tell us what you want. Respectm Ulster what you expect Britain to re-
spect in you.” Whatever is asked must
be given, even if they ask for a republic.
Let us try to be friends even if .-^n
not be members of the same con,.r,n.
wealth. If this is done Ireland and Bri-
tain may look at each other \v,tb.>ny
fiinching, and that look will be r .

comradeship and not hate.
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“Kingston’s Big Hat Dealers”

Tats

U it
No matter how exacting as to

style and quality, we have your

particular hat.

SOFT HATS—$3.50 to $11.00.

TWEED HATS—$3 to $4.50.

Caps in big variet}^

New Gloves.

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

Year Pins

and Rings
Estimates and designs furnish-

ed on request. We have made
Queen’s Year Pins and Rings for

y.ears, and can assure you of satis-

faction.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Manufacturing Jewelers

PRINCESS & WELLINGTON
STREETS, KINGSTON

Agents for Waterman’s Ideal

Fountain Pens.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

RETIRING. PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

EVENING
DRESS

is an essential part of every

Student’s wardrobe

FASHION-CRAFT
Dress Suits are perfect in style,

tailoring, materials and fit. Ready-
to-wear J75.00

Dress Shirts $3.50 to $5.00

Dress Gloves 75c to $2.00

Dress Vests $3.50 to $7.50

All Evening Requisites always

in stock

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

THEOLOGY
Queen’s Theological students will read

with interest the following item which
appeared in the Montreal Gazette : “Two
young women have received permission to

enter classes in the Theological College at

Queen’s University. Kingston. When the

Parliament of tlie United Kingdom “em-
ancipated” woman and gave her the right

to vote, hold office, etc., it was remarked

that there was then nothing in the law to

prevent a female from being Archbishop

of Canterbury. The suffragettes were
behind greater changes than they may
have imagined when they began break-

ing shop windows, creating street riots,

and otherwise “cutting up.”

B.D. Pass List

Theological Exams, held in October:

Pauline Epistles—A. E. Hopper, Wes-
ley Megaw.

Pauline Theology—Wesley Megaw.
Hebrews—John Burry.

Romans—Wesley Megaw.
Elijah Narratives—N. D. Patterson.

Reformation—M. A. S. Breidjford, N.
D. Patterson, Wesley Megaw.
Early Church History—N. D. Patter-

son, M. A. S. Breidjford.

Church Institutions—N. D. Patterson.

Systematic Theology, McGiffert—A.
E. Hopper.

A.M.S.
REPORT OF SOCIAL COMMITTEE

A'S ADOPTED BY A.M.S.
For -the information of all clubs and

organizations of students we are printing

the rules regarding the conduct of social

functions approved by the A.M.S.

Section I.

The following dances will be held;

(a) Medical dance before Christmas,
Arts and Science dance after Christmas.

(b) . The Conversat to be held just be-
fore Spring Convocation, and to be a
joint Senate and A.M.S. function.

Section II.—Social Evenings
Social evenings may be granted to any

bona-fide college organization under the
following regulations

:

(1)

. That hours be from 7-11 p.m.,
with exception of Freshman’s Reception
from 7-12 p.m.

(2)

. That there be no decorations what-
ever.

(3)

. That if tickets be sold, they be
single and be sold to both men and wo-

en.

(4)

. That Queen’s orchestra or a local

orchestra of not more than 5 pieces, be
engaged for music.

(5)

. That only members of the Univer
sity be eligible to attend such functions,

Section III.—Dinners.
The three faculty

, dinners of Arts
Science and Medicine shall be held before
the second week in December if they are
held before Christmas.

Section IV.

(1). Not more than one function under
Section I and 2 may be held in the 'same
week.

Applications for the use of Grant Hall
for a Social Evening should be addressed
to the Secretary, A.M.S., and accompani-
ed by a cheque for the amount of the fee,

$10.00, made payable to the Treasurer
A.M.S.

On Monday, November 8th, at 4.15 p.m.,
Mr. C. W. Jefferys, A.R.C.A., will give
an addres.s on “Lithography” in the large
English room.
Mr. Jefferys really initiated the art pro-

gramme in Queen’s last year by a lecture on
the Exhibition of Canadian Art, held dur-
ing the Installation, and has shown the
greatest interest in Queen’s, giving the
Committee the best of advice and informa-
tion. He is a distinguished painter and
lithographer. His lecture will, in part, con-
sist of a demonstration of the process, and
is given in connection with the loan exhi-
bition of lithographs at present on view in
rooms C. 9 and C. 13 of the Arts Building,
which everyone should see.

<

There’s a Breezy Twang
to this Brogue Boot

A Dash and Swagger that seems to
“fit in” with the crispness of Fall.
There’s comfort in their fashioning
that invites one to long healthful
rambles—no wonder the Brogue is
the assured favorite of the new
season.

SIO.OO and 15c Tax

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plaiit invited. ^ '
-r"

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

238 PRINCESS STREETPHONE 980.

Coming To Dine Here
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know, that nowhere else can be found
pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-
tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-
ing all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientihc test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Note Books.

Loose Leaf Fills

Embossed Stationery

Fountain Pens.

Student’s Supplies.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if you become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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McGIL.. II WERE DEFEATED
QUEEN’S NOW IN FINALS

“Fastest Game Seen Here in Many Years”—Overcome Lead

^ ^ Round—McLeod Plays Great Game.
of 8 Points in

No. 8

McGILL-QUEEN’S ROUND GOES
TO QUEEN’S II. BY

12 POINTS

“The fastest game of rugby seen at the

athletic held for many years,” was the

usual comment heard from those who wit-

nessed the contest between Queen’s II and

McGill II on Saturday afternoon. The re-

mark is quite accurate, but the speed w’as

all on one side, and that side was Queen’s.

It is safe to say that Queen’s has not- for''

many years, put out so well balanced or

well conditioned a team. Every man on the

team is a deadly tackier. The McGill

halves were very fortunate, if they made
five yards after catching one of McLeod’s

kicks. Gerow and Bonham were down
every time, and what is better they never

P failed to bring doum the McGill half who
had the ball. McLeod outkicked Salter

every time, and when he had to kif'k

Queen's line held perfectly. The
men never had a chance to get 1

Queen’s line to spoil a kick. Queen’

ed for yards time after time, and 1

tore McGill’s line to pieces.

This time it wa,s eight points.

with McGill by 12 points. The half-tin

- score was Queen’s 7. ,McGill 0, but it

the way'Tfi'e-^bqys .gaibi55'u itr i^e~aressmg-

room, after this period, that gave the

Queen’s supporters so much confidence in

the final outcome of the game. After going

at a tremendous pace for thirty minutes
they ran to the dressing room as though

they had only been through a light signal

practice. Billy Hughes is about the proud-
est man'in Queen’s, and his pride is justi-

fied.
,

After the Queen’s-R.M.C. game two
weeks ago we predicted that Queen’s II

would bring home an intercollegiate cham-
pionship this fall. That forecast still

holds good, and now there are no qualifi-

cations attached to it. Queen’s students

know that the second team are in in condi-

tion, and that they have the ability and
necessary punch to overcome either Var-
sity II or Western II. We have absolute

confidence in our second team.

Lieut.-Col. Constantine, of R.M.C., and
Mr . Kelly, K.C.I.

,
handled the game well.

Their decisions were impartial and they
kept the game clean.

First Quarter.
McGill won the toss. Queen’s kicked. The

play was kept well in McGill territory. Af-
ter a series of kicks Queen’s got the ball

near McGill touch-line, but failed to get
across. McLeod kicked tlie ball across for
one point. McGill made yards, but failed

on the second attempt. Queen’s worked
the ball towards McGill line, and McLeod
again kicked for a point. Score 2-0.

Second Quarter.
McGill failed to make yards, Graham

made a 25 yard run for Queen’s. McGill,
again failed to make yards. After an ex-
change of kicks, on which Queen’s gained,
they worked the ball near the McGill line,

and Graham went over for a try, which was
not converted. After a series of bucks by
both, teams the quarter ended, with the ball

near centre field. Score: Queen’s 7 Mc-
Gill 0.

Third Quarter.
McGill kicked. McLeod run the ball well

out. Queen’s lost ball on second down. Sal-
ter tried for a field goal but failed, a suc-
cession of kicks followed, but neither side

gained much. McLeod mad a 25 yard run

Queen's kicked on tliird down, Gerow re-

covered the ball when Hutchinson fumbled.

McLeod kicked for a point. McGill failed

to make yards, and Queen’s made yards on
third down, and McLeod went over for a

try which was converted. McGill kicked

on third down, and Nicol ran 30 yards with

the ball. Score: Queen’s 15, McGill 0.

Fourth Quarter.
Kearn made a 25 yard run for McGill.

On third down McGill kicked behind

Queen’s line but^McLeod- run the ball out.

Queen’s kicked on third down, but McGill
were penalized for interference. After a

series of kicks, in which Queen’s made
gains, McLeod made a beautiful 35 yard
run after faking a kick: Queen’s bucked
for yards and Heasman went over for a
try. Both teams played a kicking game for
the last few minutes. Score: Queen’s 20,

McGill 0.

ATTENDANCE AT
AM.S. WAS BETTER

ELECTIONS COM. AND ATHLETIC
BD. OP CONTROL MAKE

REPORTS

SUNDAY SERVICE
WHL ATTENDED

PRINCIPAL TAYLOR’S SERMON
ON SyNDAY WAS VERY

INTERESTING

1 Queen’s McGill.
1 Heisman Flying Wing Brown
- McBean Halves Hamilton
/ McLeod Hutchinson
Nicol Salter

^ Bonham Outside Wings L. Kerr
Gerow McLaren
Burns Middle Wings Fraser

. Abernethy Ross
Affleck Inside Wings Armstrong

Macdonald
Udoke Scrimmage '

^

Lewis MacxVIahon
Forest MalHson
Graham Quarter M. Ken-
Gow —-X Spares Taylor
Minnes Hampson
Henderson Webster
Stewart Robinson

The A.M.S. meeting on Saturday night
was very well attended and a very fine

spirit prevailed and there were an abund-
ance of yells and a few of the old songs.

The old times are coming back. The fol-

lowing is a summary of the business. The
congratulations of the A.M.S. was extended
to the second rugby team on their victory

ocer McGill. The Y.W.C.A. was given
permission to use Grant Hall for their tea
and sale on Strturday, November 20th
from 3-6 p.m. The annual meeting of the
Hockey Club was held and officers nomin-
ated but was adjourned until next regular
meeting in order that the A.M.S. executive
might consider a communication just re-

ceived from the Athletic Board of Control.
Mr. Malloch presented an interim report
from the committee appointed to inquire
into the election system.

Prof. Malcolm presented a report from
the Athletic Board of Control. In reply to
Mr. Sproule’s question he stated that no
director of athletics had yet been secured
nor had they the money to pay a director if

he could be found.

Mr. A. C. Anderson was appointed
Queen’s representative cm the executive of
the I.U.D.L.
Mr. Sproule gave notice of motion that

at the next regular meeting he would move
that Article VI, Section 1, Paragraph 6 of

Convocation Hall was well filled on Sun-
day afternoon by students, staff and their
friends to hear Principal Taylor speak.
The text chosen was Corinthians, chap-

ter 15, verse 35: “But some men will say
how.” And the message which the speaker
wished to convey centred around these
words, “A fact is one thing but the ex-
planation of the fact is an entirely different
thing.”

“Most students,” said the speaker, “come
tcTQueen’s with minds which have been
accustomed to accept statements as fact
without dissent. But at University we find
an air of intellectual liberty in which
flourishes the spirit of open inquiry.

Now in Corinthians we find, perhaps, the
finest statement of the fact of the resurrec-
tion, but the difficulties of explaining this

fact are perfectly apparent to Paul. He
knows that some man will say “How are
the dead raised up, and with what body do
they come?” And he, in this chapter at-
tempts an explanation. The argument may
limp at times but the_^ct remains.
These statements apply not only to the

resurrection but to such facts as the evolu-
tion and continuity of life, the fact of
genius, the fact of health. All of these are
obvious facts and yet tl\ey cannot be satis-

factorily explained. Darwin's theory may
be partly correct and

CADETS WIN BY
NARROW MARQN

FINAL WHISTLE CAME FIVE
MINUTES TOO SOON FOR

QUEEN’S III.

Queen s III and R.M.C. II met for the
last time this season, Saturday afternoon,
at the Athletic Grounds. The teams were
very evenly matched, but R.M.C. taking
advantage of a favouring wind in the first

quarter, by effective line plunging, and
clever running and passing, managed to pile
up a score that, which in itself was almost
enough to win the game. During the rest
of the game, the Cadets were outplayed,
and were only able to gain three points.
On the other hand Queen’s III did not
show their real form until faced with a big
lead to overcome. In the last three quar-
ters they played excellent rugby, and ac-
cumulated a total of eleven points against
thirteen for R.M.C. During the last ten
minutes of play, after a hard struggle for
half the lengtli of the field. Queen’s went
over for a try. The joy of the rooters
knew no bounds. With only two points
needed to ti6 and three to win. Queen’s
fought hard and played R.M.C. off their
feet. But victory was not to be and the
referees final whistle saved R.M.C. from
almost certain defeat.

After the first quarter the Queen’s men
came to life, and played a first class brand
of rugby. McNeill and Ratehford on the
half line deserve special mention for their
catching and running. The forwards also|

a-nnal ‘•^lection of officers of the A.M.S. be

some

Miss Craig gave notice of motion : “That

Under matters affecting interest, etc., of
the Society, there was some discussion as to
the need for a real Rooters’ Club for the
coming championship game. Prof. Mal-
colm explained, satisfactorily, the reason
for using certain second team rugby players
on the first team at Montreal. He wished
to make as good a showing as possible to
retain the support of many graduates and
friends.

The meeting adjourned, in the absence of
‘the critic, and waited for the Dramatic
Club sho\^^to start.

iNTERiy Report.
The Committee appointed at the last re-

gular meeting, to look into the system of
elections, begs to report as follows :

—

The Committee feels that, owing to the
dissatisfaction that has been expressed in

regard to the present system of elections,

some regulation should be brought into
force which would give a fairer representa-
tion of all faculties.

After considering several suggestions the
Committee decided to recommend the fol

(Continued on page 2).

punted well, and .showed good judgmentltL,
,

"

(Continued on page 2)
Thursday.

^ J ^ Armistice Day

partly erroneous,
genius may be “an infinite capacity for tak-

^
pains” or it may not. No satisfactory

amen>t,i,\I'iu‘.’-v“ad: A president, who sRalVl expIanatiUK‘~.(;§n be agreed upon as to the
be a member of the final year in some best method of acfirevmg fiealVfi.’ j5Tever-

theless these facts remain. An explana-
tion may be a test of cleverness, but holding
to a truth is a test of stability. In the early

days of Israel judgment lay in most rudi-

mentary uncertain tilings, but in Amos we
have genuine prophecy. His knowledge of
God in the past made him the prophet of
to-morrow. How can we account for the
prophecy of Amos?
More important than any of these is the

fact of Jesus Christ. Two thousand years
ago something of the utmost importance
happened in Palestine and although -the
importance was not recognized at the time,

Lecky says that “In the three years of
active life more was done for the world
than all philosophers, prophets and his-

torians have done since.” How can Jesus
and his coming be explained ?

There have been many efforts to realize

Jesus Christ;—the old monastic movement,
the mission, medical and educational move-
ments. All have been partial successes.

Think what Christ has meant in literature,

art, architecture. Without Him, all these
and life itself, whether we believe in Him
or not, would be unspeakably poorer.

Ah inquiry into the origin and power of
Christ is quite different from the ordinary
historical inquiry. No sooner do we begin
to investigate Christ than we muSt make a
searching of our own heart and a searching
of our own life. Our lives are constantly
changing as is our rdigious life. , No
longer, at University, do we accept facts

without investigation. Every opinion may
have an audience but behind our inquiry we
must remember that Christ is 'here and no
matter how our faith is stirred we must
not run away from Christ. Some say the

spiritual life of the University is not what
it was, but no matter how we change we
cannot get away from ultimate questions.

'Our solution.s of the.se religious ques-

tions.” said the Principal, in conclusion,

“may change, but I pray God that the loyal-

1 ty to Christ may .stami.”

THE BUUEnN

Wednesday

—

Choral Society, 7 p.m. sharp.

Friday

—

4.30 S.V.B.

7.00, Med. '22, Social Evening.

Thursday

—

3 p.m., Science '23 vs Science '24, rugby.

Tuesday—
4.30 p.m., .Arts Society.
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KEILL, MISS M. PORTEOUS.

love her, cheer for her and fight for her to

;

the last ditch against all comers. Let’s get
some of the old army sing-song spirit into
oar College songs and yells. Now alto-

gether, everybody

—

Queen’s, Queen’s, Queen’s.

AM.S.

EDITORIAL

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

FPTDAY, NO", fth. !920

should jii.

The iiank of liiva Ssioiiu
Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000
Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00
deposited each month in our Sav-
ings Department will in ten years
amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.
A. N. Lyster. Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White Tile, Most Uodem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COE. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN'S
for past patronage
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more et-.
tectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

— Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
dental surgeon

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

Patronize Our
Advertisers

It begins to look as if Queen’s has turn-
ed the corner in Athletics. Our victory on
Saturday was so decisive as to satisfy even
the most rabid partisan. The McGill team
played gamely for the greater part of the
game but Kern, who did so well in the game
a week ago, didn’t shine much more than
a candle competing with a searchlight.

There was the best of good feeling be-
tween the teams. And it was a pleasure to
see our own trainer and his assistants rush
out to help w'hen a McGill man was injured.

The spectators also showed a g:ood deal
more of the old sporting spirit for which
Queen’s has been noted. They were very
generous in applause towards our oppon-
lents and McGill yells were/ given with a
I will. M'hen a McGill man v.'cnt down .

iIh-:<'iicI. V', I'.t'', the inatLcr with - -

'

He /,

I

' ‘
' ' - ."-r'-.iing on

'

j

j r'UgL

iiiere are several factors which
will improve our chances. First of all the
condition of the players. We need to say
very little on this point. Their perform-
ance on Saturday was conclusive evidence
that these boys are playing the game with
their trainer. With a handicap of eight
points against them they all went at Mc-
Gill, hammer and tongs, and kept it up
every minute of the game. It was amazing
to see the half-backs after a heavy bit of
line plunging, and while the ball was at the
other end of the field executing a fox-trot
m a way which the late Vernon Castle
might have envied. The substance of diese
remarks is that these boys have the condi-
tion, football brains, brawn and speed of a
championship team.

The other factor is the spectators and
the rooters. It has been said that a win-
ning team does not need support. We caiu-
not entirely agree with the remark and we
have seen close games won by a little judi-
cious rooting at crucial moments, led by a
chief rooter who paid attention to the
psychological effect of a bombardment of
yells and songs when the other team was
gradually losing its confidence.

At the moment it looks as though
Queen’s and Varsity will play for the
championsihp. Now let’s get together and
learn the Varsity yell. If the leader of the
Rooters’ Club calls a meeting, be there. Get
all the old songs and some new ones and
make the day of the final game something
to be remembered. This applies to Fresh-
men especially who do not as yet know the
songs and yells. Attend the meeting and
learn them. Sing some of the old songs at
year meetings. If the rest of the st i

' l
would malce any attempt it ought to I
to secure united and willing action •.

i

part of the Freshmen. They want :

knovyn as Queen’s men; (witness 1 L. : i;

of tricolor under the coat lapel), the ,»

to feel they are part of tlie old Inst l
They want to have tile right to laugh -

'
.

berate her and criticize her when tl

I
together, as we all do, but they also i,.i ,

(Continued from page 1)
lowing as being the most desirable scheme
at present—that tlie officers of the Society
shall be elected according to a percentage
system based on the enrollment in each
Faculty.

1. Since appointment the Athletic Board
of Control has met as a Board ten times.

2. The Board appointed a Summer Com-
mittee—to carry on the work of the Ath
letic Board during the summer. This
Summer Committee carried on the work
during the summer, meeting six times.

3. The following work so far has been
carried out:

(1) Appointiiient of a trainer, Wm.
Hughes, of Sault Ste. Marie, to act as
supervisor of training and rubbing of all

the athletic teams. His duties to commence
at beginning of session and to continue until

April 30th.

(2) Installation of a new boiler in the
gymnasium to replace the old one.

(3) Repairing to the water-troughing
of the gymnasium.

(4) Several meetings have been held
with the Finance and Estates Committee of
the University looking to the receipt by the
Board of an increased grant from the Trus-
tees to assist in the work of carrying on
physical education.

(5) The installation of a training table
for the rugbv souad and Hi<»

(iic ame.
,

.

,

1
'-'’ Ti'rruv^iug will tlie. Finaf.'.-' tmd
CA CommiUTG for . loan to purchase

V'-ain lois be) -(be iK' .
• -i^jchard

sou bicld, for tlie luture extension of ath
letic grounds.

(7) Arranging with the City Council to
exchange a part of land on Earl street op-
posite the old Athletic Grounds for the up-
'per end of Frontenac street (below the
George Richardson Field).

(8) The engagement of Mr. Clark as
boxing instructor to the Boxing, Wrestling
and Fencing Club.

I

4. The financial report of games to date^
is as follows:

—

Net Receipts.

McGill, October 9th $ 858 95
Varsity, October 16th 741 50
R.M.C. Oct. 13th and 23rd.. 249 09
Soccer \'arsity I and Exhi-

bition game at Ottawa 568 00
5. The expenditures to date on trips:—

McGill, Oct. 30th—total two

$1007 25
Ottawa, Oct. 18th 356 00

6. The total expenditure to date since the
last annual statement is as follows-
$4,494.83.

7. The Balance in Bank, October 27th—
$3,476.25.

8. Outstanding accounts—same date—
$7,025.06, with balance to be paid by Dec
31st—$1,720 additional.

9. The Athletic Board of Control is at
the present time engaged in the changing of
the system pf bookkeeping to a more
modern system.

10. The figures for the operation of the
training table are incomplete but will be
submitted next report. It js tliought that
the loss to the Athletic Board will be in the
neighbourhood of $500.

W. L. MALCOLM,
Chairman Athletic Board of Control.

The
“Empire”
^ We’ll allow you to

jJ be the judge. If
tyhen you sec this en-
tirely n e w “Empire”
stjie gentleman’s
watch you do not admit
it is the neatest and
most attractive watch
you have ever handled,
3'ou need never trust

'

our judgment again,

^ It is very thin for'

lU the pocket—has a
square edge, with anti-
que shape how, and is of
14 karat gold, either
green or yellow. We
have it with Gothic,
Roman or Arabic dial
figures in back on gilt
dial, or silver dial and
raised gold figures.

^ The movement is

TJ really superb. A
truly high grade 17
jewel, fully adjusted,
with patent regulator,
Brequet hairspring com-
pensating balance. So
reliable it could hardly
deceive you if it tried.

^ Price as low as^ $70.00 and as high
as $350.00, according to
grade.

Guaranteed of course.

Vyt-e
J'hmted ^ -

i 134, 338 Y'QIJgE STREET
TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
BENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone llitw.

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

Ratchford, McCartney, Scliafer, Dolan,
Saylor, Hansuld, Hewgill, Wilson, Chesser,
Malone, Traynor.

R.yC—McPherson, Terrie, Southam,
Hamilton, Graydon, Creswlcke, Panet,
Price, I. W. Williams, J. B. Richardson,
G. S. Lewis, Fitzhugh, McLeod, Mac-
Donald,

When a Feller Needs a Friend

CADETS WIN BY NARROW
margin

(Continued from page 1).
al times. Dolan was also very effec-
especially i„ tackling. The teams

‘ «p as follows

:

' locn's-Elakncy, McNeill, Wilkinson.

When the ne.xt number on the pro-
gram of Arts '22 reception to '24 has
started and you are left stranded, scan-
ning eagerly many beaming counten-
ances for the smile of one you met some
fifteen minutes previously. You cannot
detect the answering glance that says
“Come on, I’m waiting,” and stand all
alone picturing the black looks and
imagining the dark thoughts of one who
thinks you to be a piker,—then, what’s
a feller to do?

'

Roche—"Tlie dentist tells me I have
a large cavity that needs filling.”

Van—‘‘Did he red
course of study.”
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

' 84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

DRAMATIC CLUB PRESENTS
TWO PLAYS

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SPECIAL VALUE IN
BATHING CAPS

Various styles and best quality.

Prouse’s Drug Store
Opp. ST. ANDREWS CHURCH

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last
year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and Becember.
So did everybody else. As a result
the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December,' only stop-
ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious
little at that. So that when ’Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,
morally and mentally. Do a kind
Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chance!
Make your appointment now.

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the CJueen’s Students with every
success. '

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-ments procurable.

e^^sses come in and

Glasses
comfortable Study

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATE!

- NPXl 1 OPERA HOUSE
Fbca* 640.

On Saturday night, after A.M.S., the
Dramatic Club inaugurated for this year
“The Little Theatre" at Queen’s, by the
presentation of two short ploys, “Rococo”
by Granville Barker, and “A Night at An
Inn” by Lord Dunsany, There was a
large and appreciative audience, and both
plays were well received. The Business
Management and the producers of the
plays deserve great praise for the excel-
lent staging. Both plays were appropri-
ately staged and this added very materi-
ally to the success which was achieved.
“Rococo” is quite a typical Granville

Barker play, written by one who is a most
artistic producer, and a very subtly clever
autlior. It requires a genuine English at-
mosphere and a very clever cast. As
with a Barrie play, half of the humour is

contained in the author’s notes, tvhich
the audience doesjiot hear, and which can
be adequately interpreted only by excep-
tionally talented people. “Rococo” is

billed as a polite farce, but unless great
pains are taken, it may easily become low
comedy.

One could not help feeling that
“Rococo” was just a trifle beyond the or-
dinary amateur dramatic club, and we
must praise very generously all of the
cast for makiiig so much out of such a
difficult play. The cast tvas well bal-
anced and each of the players was much
more effective than could be reasonably
expected in an amateur performance of
Granviile Barker’s work.
“A Night at an Inn” by Lord_ Dun-

sany, was however, a thing of sheer de-
light despite some laughter from the aud-
ience at tense moments. The bare setting
gave, exactly, the idea of a room in a
lonely inn on a moor in England,” and
the acting of every member of the caste
was admirable. This is a very clever, and
not too, difficult play, and well repayed
the time spent in preparation. Although
we were, previously, well acquainted with
it, we must confess that the actual ap-
pearance and murder of the priests was
so well done that it gave us a most
decided thrill.

^

The audience settled down and said,
“well it’s all over now, quite a satisfac-
tory ending." But into the midst of our
mental calm there came the little green
god, hideous in its very dwarfishness. The
absolute amazement of the audience was
well reflected by all of the actors. Then
came the call for the various able sea-
men. It is a minor point, but it seemed
to us that if we were saying “I can’t go”
we should have been showing with our
bodies, a definite resistance to being led
out, by the power of the little green god.
When the play was over, we could all

say with the Toff “I did not foresee this,”
On the whole, the evening was a very

great success. Such plays leave a clean
taste in the mouth after an habitual diet
of slapstick movie comedies, and unex-
purgated (save the mark) bedroom far-
ces, and suggestive triangle plays. Let
us have more of this good work and we
feel that there will be no further need to
make an appeal for support to the stu-
dent body.

Mr. Stephenson.

Jamison—Mr. Holt. Understudy, Mr,
Boyd.

Willoughby—Mr. Becking.
Rev. Spelvin—Mr. Smith.
Doogan—Mr. Wholton. Understudy

Mr. Wilson.

.
_’lhompson—Mr. McMurchie.
Police Sergt.—Mr. Freeman.
O Malley—Mr. Wilson.
Clancy—Mr. Paris.

O Brien—Mr. Stephenson.

Chauffer—Mr. Boyd.
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POLECON CLUB

The Political Science Club held its first

meeting for general discussion on Mon-
day evening in the Reel Room. This club
is open to all honor students in Political

Science. History and Philosophy. By
“honour students” is meant those who
are taking work equivalent to Prelimin-
ary or Final Honor Classes under the
old system of studies. The Club is doing
a very useful work and a much larger
attendance should l)e on hand at the
next meeting which will be held at the
home of Dean Skelton, on Tuesday even-
ing, November 16th. The subject for
discussion will be. announced later.

At the meeting on Monday night the
subject “Immigration” was discussed.
Mr. McLelland and Mr. Yule opened the
discussion in two helpful and suggestive
papers. Mr. McLelland mentioned some
of the many phases of this question, and
Mr. Yule confined himself to one aspect
of it, viz. “The Canadianization of the
Immigrant.” -All of the members of the
staff of the Political Science Department
were present and joined in the discus-
sion which followed, as did several of the
students. The discussion tende<f to fol-

low the aspect of the problem outlined
by Mr. Yule and very detailed informa-
tion was given by several members who
have grappled with the problem in the
Prairie Provinces with some success.
The chair was occupied by the Pre-

sident, Mr. J. A. Darling, who conducted
the meeting admirably. The discussion
was quite informal, and it is the intention
of the Club to combine informality with
pleasurable instruction on the import-
ant political and economic questions of
the day.

The Very Latest

Ideas in

FULL DRESS
for the popular

YOUNG MAN
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS

RIGHT

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET
Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

dinner 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

dramatic club casts
“STOP THIEF”

The try-out for parts for the year play.
Stop Thief, was held on Friday evening

last. The judges were Professors Hicks,
Conacher, and Kennic, who from a large
number of candidates selected the follow-
ing players:

—

Joan Carr—Miss Ettine.-, Undersrady
—Miss Brown.

Mrs. Carr—Mrs. Revc-lle. Understudy.
Miss Deadman.

Caroline Carr—Miss Parrels. Under-
study, Miss Sinclair.

Madge Carr—Miss Montgomery. »rj !

derstudy, Miss Gibson. >

Nell—Miss McFarland. Unden^ud'-
I

Miss Welch.
|

Wm. Carr—Mr. McNeeley. Ui.
study. Mr. Blacklock. ‘

;

CUmey—Mr. Nicholson. Under .

CHANGE
I wandered by the riverside
And through the woods today,
But found the change of summer-tide
Marked all my wanton way.

The valley lay a cup of gold,
Brimful of ruby wine,
Of beauty brewed through heat and cold
I quaffed, what dreams were mine

!

The leaves iq heaps of crimsoned gold,
Made kings my careless feet,

On shadow-chequered paths I strolled
And breathed the odours sweet.

How still ! a hollow silence reigned,
The only sounds, a squirrel,

A far bird-call of music feigned.
Or leaves in windy swirl.

Last night the wild wind’s sob and cry.
Choked with tearful breath.
To-day I heard its eerie sigh.
Whisper of change and death.

In vain I saw the splendour spread,
In vain I drank its wine,
For dreams are dead when hope has fled
I hear the night-winds whine.

\Voc' woe! our glory, it is fled,

'“’ci; prophet voices wail and cry,
1 1 ' ifoodness of our time is dead,
C.i.Mit the sad winds down the sky.

•
' woe ! our glory, it is fled,

1 ii<. I oodness of our time is dead.

N. C.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established ISr t

years, gave a very interest''^/ ickiress on
the above subject to the Suident ' >lun-

teer Mission Band last "Friday at 4.30

p.m. He spoke of the awakened national

consciousness of the Koreans who were
kept in the lowest positions by the Jap-
anese. For instance, no Korean was al-

lowed to be principal of a school, and
again if there were ten men working in

a bank, in all probability, nine would be
Japanese and one Korean.

Under circumstances such as these,

many of the natives were turning to
Christianity in the hope that through ac-

ceptance of it, they would receive politi-

cal independence. They were beginning
to realize the universal connections of
the church. Part of the missionary’s
task was to show that freedom from a
national oppressor was by no means the
greatest element in Christian liberty.

The Koreans were keenly alive to true
principle, and could not understand why,
in the Great War, the Allies, of which
Japan was one, should fight so fiercely
for the independence of Belgium and give
no heed to their cause. They felt that
in many cases Britain’s policy, for ex-
ample, was dictated, not by principle, but
by expediency. But, in spite of disad-
vantages such as these, many of the peo-
ple were becoming followers of Christ,
because in Llim they were finding
strength to overcome immorality!

Sir. Scott pointed out that if the popula-
tion were divided up there would be one
missionary for every. 133.000 people.
Missionaries of every kind were required.
Teachers were in great demand for the
Koreans were a clever and studious peo-
ple.

KOREA AND SOME OF ITS
PROBLEMS

Win. Scott, a graduate in Arts
' ' cen s, and in Theology of Vancouv-

ho has been in Korea for seven

“OPTIMISM”

Whatever else may happen.
Now that the country’s dry.

The sailor will have his port,

The farmer have his rye;
The cotton still has got its gin;
The seacoast has its bar,

And each of us will have a bier.

No matter what we are.
4
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Removal Notice

ea

You will now find j^s at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

ARTS

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

ARTS CONCURSUS ELECTIONS
Chief Justice

—

R. G. Fry.

Junipr Judge—G. A. R. Emery. '

Sr. Prosecuting Attorney—P. A. Wc
Leod.

Sheriff—M. B. Kehoe.

Clerk—G. W. Sugdeii.

Chief of Police

—

G. H. Sadler.

Jr. Prosecuting Attorney—J. M. Miller.

Crier—J. Gow.

Constables

Arts ’21-f^A. B. Ransome. N. S. Kelly.

Arts ’22—E. A. Nelson. J. L. MeKelvey.
Arts ’23—Mr. Bushell,.R. C. Swerd-

figger.

Arts
J24—H.* R. Duff, W. A. Watscfn.

Interfaculty Football Schedule
The following schedule has been ar

ranged for interfaculty rugby football.

Nov. I7th, Arts vs Medicine: Nov. 2th,

pvinners vs Science.

All games to begin at 4 p.m. sharp.

Any players who have participated in one
or more Senior or Intermediate Intercol-

legiate games are ineligible. All third

team players are eligible. Here’s where
we find some new rugby material.

For Furniture, Carpetsy C^irtaiius, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

Is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER. Manager

ARTS ’21

Mr. Ransom, whose knee was injured
some time ago, was discharged from the
General Hospital on Friday, and is now
rapidly recovering.

We are sorry that Mr. Faulkner found
himself unable to assist the distressed
one. the ojlier day. Perhaps with- the aid
of a few assistants he could have con-
quered the troublesome “cafeteria cootie.”

Several members of the year have re-

ceived letters during the past \yeek
from Mr. J. L. Clerihue, whcr'is at his
home in British Columbia. The year
sadly misses Mr. Cleriliue’s personality'
and ability.

Arts ’21 extends its congratulations te'

Mr. F. R. Bamforth, upon his election to
the presidency of the Mathematics and
Physics Club, and wishes him and the
Club every success.

Professor Mitchell, in the class in Latin
2 : “This is not good money.” Now we
know who should have been made regis-
trar.

ARTS ’23

Some one has told me iliat he pw
Willie downtown the other night with
t\vo “Queens”. Willie has evidently
found out the truth of^that world-startl-
ing statement, that “a” man couldn’t be
in two places at the wan time, unless he
was a burd.”

Will has thereby proved that, although
he is a singer, yet he is not a bird. Hence
he couldn t. call on both his friends at
once, separately; so he took them both
along with him. Like the woodpecker,
he uses his head.

From the above data, one would be safe
in assuming that, although birds and
singers may be similar, they are not.
necessarily congruent

; it’s “quite
obvious,” is it not?

But, to get back to the point, we would
advise the gentleman in question to be
careful. Remember—in this dead old
world the ruling is, only one queen per
hive.

ity projjosed submitting a new plan of
studies to the Dean, making geology com-
pulsory. like English or Math. I.

Another bitterly lamented the fact that
only for the Dean he would have taken
geology this year. Another sadly relat-
ed how he had proposed making it his
major, but had changed his mind, and
was not taking it at all. f comforted him
by saying, “cheer up, geology is only in
its infancy.”

Quite overcome, he replied, “1 like ’em
young.”

But you can hardly blame the boys
can you? The most of them 'are “so
young” you know—and then, geology
must be an interesting subject—very in-
teresting.

As I was coming up Princess street
Saturday afternoon, I heard some shputs,
among which I recognized the familiar
“cha gheil.” On looking around I per-
cieved a -bus-load of co-eds coming in
from a geology excursion.

That evening I happened to mention
the occurrence to a few of the “boys.”
Immediately there was a flutter of in-
terest and excitement. A chorus of voices
began firing at the world in general, such
questions as: “At what hour does it

come?” ‘“Could I work it in next year?”
One tall, languid, debonair chap with
patent-leather hair, stepping over to me
said, “pardon me old chap, but did you
say it was geology or pschology.

I replied, “well-ostensibly—g;eology." cannot play, at least gi^'llie lelm some-one fellow endowed with rmative abil- 1 thing- to buck.

arts '24

The main business of the third regular
meeting of Arts '24 lield Thursday, Nov.
4, was the installation of the new execu-
tive. We thank the temporary officers
for the efficient way in which they car-
ried out their work, and congratulate the
new officers upon their election and as-
sure them of our hearty support and co-
operation in putting Arts ’24 through a
successful year. A debating committee,
composed of Messrs Duff, Wallace^
Walsh and Zacks, was appointed to
choose the subject and make plans for
the campaign against Arts '23.

The year was royally entertained by
Arts ’22 at their regular meeting Fri-
day, Nov. 5th. The program and hos-
pitality were very much appreciated by
all of us. __

Wanted
1. More members to attend the regular

meetings. It isn’t sufficient to be at these
meetings “in spirit.” .Your spirit cannot
express your opinions.

2. More men for rugby .practice. Come
on boys, let’s learn the game, and if we

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa
tioii.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN
STRUCTION is given in various trades.
The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application tor attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE

^^^nd AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of

Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by theDepartment of Education may b* obtained

Toronto'®
Minister of Education

ARTS ’22

The regular meeting of Arts ’22 was
held in the Math. Room, New Arts build-
ing, on Friday, Nov, 5th, at 4 p.m., the
President, Mr. Wallace, in the chair. The
members of Arts ’24 were guests at the
meeting. According to the report of the
Social Evening Committee, the Junior
Year Social Evening Committee, the Jun-
ior-Year Social Evening will be held on
Thursday, Nov. 25th. Miss Gertrude
Deadman was appointed convener of the
Programme Committee for Levana on
Dec. 6th. Messrs, Miller and McLclland
were appointed to uphold the year in the
A.M.S. debate on Nov. 13th.
The programme, consisting of five

numbers was ably handled by Miss
Leckie, Miss MacFarland, Prof Con-
nacher and Mr. Wood. This very en-
joyable meeting was closed by the serv-
ing of dainty refreshments.

All the year turn out and root for the
Ground Hockey Team on the Lower
Campus, Wednesday and Friday at 3 p.m.
Come and help your year to win 1

Everybody is commanded to turn out
for rugby practice. Watch the Bulletin
Board for practise hours, or ask “Jimmie.”
Didn t know there were any croqks in

the Year, but Boyd certainly played the
part Saturday night. Well done, DWWe hope nobody will become suspi-
cmusofChown. But since he collected

to'
taking women

lo
“"Sunday nights. Certainly

looks bad, but then the “Midnight
•unch at Sydenham Street Methodis'-
<imlc free of charge. -What say, Murf

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

For Young Men’s Clothing

WE CLAIM TO OFFER

The Best 135.00 and The Best $45.00 Suits and

Overcoats in Canada

gmieti} Branh

Do not part with your money un-
til you have looked at our New Suits
and Overcoats.

Suits ready to try on, finished to
your order in a few hours time.

We advertise Better Clothes, and
our New Suits and Overcoats show
that we have a right to do so.

PLEASED TO SHOW YOU
Kingston’s only strictly cash and one

price clothing store

BIBBY’S
78, 8P, 82, 84 Princess Street

Toronto. No
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-anewARROW
Collar.
foEow the arrow and
YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE

Pcsbf.Jy 6^ Co., ot Caoadji. Liroited

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment. in the city
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SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NOTES

The Future of Many

Young Men

has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

The annual meeting of the Engineering

Society was- held in Gordon tiall, Friday,

November 5th, at 4.30 p.m., Mr. Wright in

the chair. Owing to the resignation of W.
H . Ellis, the president-elect, and Robert
Bonham, the secretary, nominations were
called to fill these offices,—Mr. I. M. Mar-
shall and E. TI. Coon being nominated for

the first, while Mr. F. M. Bailey and Mr.
John Sterling were nominated for secre-

tary.

The bye-elections will be held on Satur-

day, November 13th in the Reading Room,
Carruthers’ Hall. Poll clerk and scru-

tineers of last election officiating at the bye-

election.

‘Joe” Greig was appointed manager of

the Faculty team. The first game between

Arts and Medicine on Nov^ber 17th,

Science Hall playing the winners on Nov.
24th. Prof. Lindsay Malcolm is our coach.

Let everybody turn out and give -him their

best. The rugby cup woi^dn’t be content if

she left Science Hall. She’s been with us

so long it’s home to her. Let’s keep her

with us.

Did some one say “the leopard could not

change his spots?” Wrong again. Our
most confirmed woman hater is reported to

have left a note inscribed : “To a dear little

girl.” ft this the beginning of the end, and
has Levana found a new champion? At-
tend the A.M.S. and find out.

The amount of work thrown on the final

year by all the professors has brought forth

the remark that the last year leads to a"<Ie-

gree or death. It looks like death.

WHITE V. NECK SWEATERS
QUEEN TRIM

All years are requested to have as many
men turn out for rugby practice as possible.

Come on, boys, let us keep the old cups in

Science Hall, and to do that we need you.
What about it ’24. Watch for schedule of
inter-year games in rugby and soccer.

3. Do cats drink?
4. When all you thugs in Surveying IV

are going to get your alarm clocks?
5. VVhy we don’t get the drift very

readily in Hydraulics? Maybe “there ain’t
no such animal” in the Hydrostatics end.

6. What action are we going to take re
this 75c. haircut.

7. Why “Sammy” H--s-d couldn’t fix
the fair co-ed’s toaster? Surely you didn’t
get fussed Sammy. Some of them do adore
your complexion when you blush.

8. Does D—1-r’s Cafeteria ticket' definite-
ly specify “breakfast between 9 and 9.15
a.m. only?”

SCIENCE '23

Avonmore fussers. Beware! A new tax
is being levied. We presume it could be
called a luxury tax'; the luxury being to
linger the fatal half second after St. An-
drew’s has chimed its tenth bell p.m. Five
gentlemen upon emerging from the drawing
room a la Avonmore found their hats and
coats missing and discovered that'they had
been confiscated by the Seniors and could
only be redeemed from pawn by paying the
luxury tax. Shouldn’t some one tip Sir
Henry off?

Fraser refuses to admit he is bluffing
when a professor calls him. Keep it up,
Fraser. You’ll do as a poker player.

SCIENCE ’21

Saturday was surely a day of disap-

pointment for the birds in Montreal. As
a hand-picked bunch of our year were
bowling along the main .stem in a surface
car (have heard there is a subway; ask
Soup) a woman’s voice was heard: “Say,
conductor, wait till I get my. clothes onl’*’

Eyes left with a click and flash, but it was
only Dinah with her basket of laundry.

Talking about playing poker,—we are
getting all kinds of instruction ift.that line,

even Prof. Bruce told us the difference be-
tween four of a kind and two pair.

The Science ’23 fussers were out en
masse to the-first social evening. Sully is

still quite prominent in their ranks.

A MAN’S SHOE
need not sacrifice style and shapeli-
ness for fit and comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. When
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking,

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is comi^t*.

Beat Tungsten Lamps
and Flashlights. Every-

thing electrical for ex-

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

^67 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street If one doesn’t week-end its a hard life.

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

^2 PRINCE?? ctptJ'IJ'T

Who is the junior team line buster whose
soft collar made a famous remark? What
did they say at the Residence when they
heard that remark?

Things We’d Like to See.
1. The Cream Separator that Prof. R e

built.

2. Some Spanish River' Spirit(s).
3. Buller s Book on the Rpbber Industry.

STUDENTSl
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

the

Things WeJd Like to Know.
1. Professor A—^y’s opinion of

Campbell Oil Engine.

2.

^
If “Doc” got his theories of stresses

at Brompton.

SCIENCE ’22

So you came second place in the pole
vault, eh, La Fontaine ? Good enough, my
lad. We’re proud of yon.

We learn in Economics that the trend of
the present day is "production in anticipa-
tion of demand." Is that why Poyser
purses his lips so often ?

Prof. W—r, lecturing on raiiv ca-
tion; "Any man who says he niver gol losl
when in the bush is very prob-.bly . Vm.M n turns round and give, jld Bill ,.1

very significant look.

EVERSHARP PENCILS
Are used among all sorts and conditions of people. Eversharp

—

always sharp—yet never sharpened, is the favorite writing instru-

ment of the day.

For Sale

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

Things We Want to Know.
I. Who "Doog" went to see in Toron

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Su.'uner School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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“The Hat Store."

HATS & CAPS
Newest Fall Styles

We like to talk about our great big stock of

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hats of

every description for men

ladies and children, bough)

from the worlds best makers

for our wholesale and retail

rade. are here in big variety.

We save you something

on every Hat you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hats, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

LEVANA

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

LEVANA ATHLETICS
Basketball practices have been held on

Mondays and Wednesdays for the past
three weeks. On Monday last, Miss O’-
Conner gave a very instructive talk on
the rules of basketball, hints on passing
and pl%y. The attendance has been most
encouraging, and under Miss O’Conner's
able guidance there has been a marked
improvement in the playing. The play-
ing squad for Queen’s has been chosen
and is as follQB'.s^ Aggie Condie, Lilian

Handford, Grace Wert, Elsie Cameron,
Bessie StCAvart. Jean Cresswell, Dorothy
Sutherland^._ Helen Wootton, Marion
Laird, Bessie Abernethy, Ruth Evanson,
Lillian Carter. Lillian Potter, Jeanette
McRae, Rita Field, Gladys Montgomery.
Vera Ferrier, Fouita Kelly, Kathleen
Lockhard and Cecile Stewart.

Hearken all ye Swimmers

!

To encourage swimming Miss O’Con-
ner has very generously offered a silver

cup for the girl displaying the best form
in the following strokes

:

Breast-stroke, side-stroke, side-over-
arm, plain-over-arm, Trugeon and, Aus-
tralian crawl, swimming on the back,
(sculling), and plunge for distance.

Miss O’Conner has also offered a prize
to the beginner who shows the greatest
improvement in swimming. Three cheers
for Miss O’Conner !—

!

Dance Programmes
S Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson^ Crazier Edgar
20 Market St. .

Kingston

WALK INSIDE AND SAVE TEN

FIELD HOCKEY
The Arts ’22 Girls’ Field Hockey Team

will be as follows

:

Miss Deadman, (capt.) centre forward;
Miss Evanson, right inside; Miss Lavell,
right wing; Miss McDonald, left wing;
Miss Laird, centre halfback; Miss Her-
miston, right halfback; Miss Moses, left

halfback; Miss Gray, right fullback;
Miss Gibson, left fullback

; Miss Burnett,
goal

; Misses Leckie and Gardner, subs.
The games will be played on Monday,

Wednesday and Friday of next week on
the Lower Campus.

My values are Canada’s Greatest. Call

and be convinced.

My prices are 20% to 30% lower than

last season.

All the newest models in Suits and

Overcoats.

Q. W. C. A.

Robinson's Clothes Ltd.

NEXT GRAND THEATRE

SCIENCE ^24

A meeting was held on Wednesday
night (November 3rd) and after clearing

up minor matters a committee was formed
to handle the sports, consisting of Mr.
Whitton, manager of rugby; Mr. Walters,
soccer; Mr. Currie, basketball; Mr. Con-
nor, hockey, and Mr. Forest, chairman of
the Committee. Let us hope that with this
line-up of real stuff at the head '24 will
have no trouble to distinguish itself.

It seems to us that Science ’23 is leading
our men astray, at least such was the case
on a certain Saturday, when one of gallant
*23 offered to show an innocent little fre.sh-
man how to get into the Grand for the go
ing. It proved very poor policy, and on
Monday morning the price had raised from
"0” to 25 of those dear little pieces of paper
we love to call our own. Let us hope in
future those wild boys will leave our inno-
cent fellows alone, at least not lead them
astray.

It is rumored that a certain member of
our year belongs to the Anti-Cigarette Lea-
gue, and it has even been hinted to me that
he is now trying to join Levana; let us hope
that tlie girls don’t treat him rough and
also, that with the help of the girls, he
might make a model year of ’24.

-The first regular meeting of the
Queen’s Women’s Christian Association
was held in the large English room of
the New Arts 'Building, on W^ednesday,
Nov. 3, with Miss Agnes Condie, the
president, in the chair. There was a very
good attendance, but we would like to
see more Freshettes present. The meet-
ing opened with a hymn, followed by
devotional exercises led by Miss Viola
Gibson.

Miss Grace Wert explained the pur-
pose of this new organization which is

as follows : “The Association is a fellow-
ship of students, whose aim is to seek
to know God through Jesus Christ, and
in earnest and sincere heart to do His
will as He reveals it to them.”

It was decided at the Summer Con-
ferences that the student Y.W.C.A. of
the college should break away and form
a new association, entirely supported by
students. As the actual name of this
new organization has not been decided
upon as yet, it was decided by the Cab-
inet of the Queen’s Association, to take
the name of “Queen’s Women’s Chris
tian Association” for the time being, and
to carry on our work as before, until the
Interim Committee represented by each
\miversity should decide on some definite
'form of organization.

It was decided to hold the annual tea
and sale on Saturday, Nov. 20, from three
to six. The following have charge of the
different tables

:

Calendars, Mabel O’Brien; Pennants.
Agnes McKercher

; Cushions, Edith
Leckie; Novelty, Mildred Jardine; Fish
Pond, Lois Allan; Fortunes, Cora Mes-
ser; Tea-table. Lillian Hanford; Lace
Mildred Hallett; Candy. Goldie Bartels;
Home-made, Bessie Stewart

; Snap-shots,'
Edith Tuttle; Xmas Cards, Thelma
Moses; Advertising, Honora Dyde.
Our Honorary President. Mrs. W. C.

Clarke, gave a very interesting address.

She impressed upon the girls the value of

service and cited openings for such
work in this community.

Thi.s was followed by a very pleasing
solo from Miss Marjorie Booth.

The meeting closed with a hymn and
prayer.

The removal of compulsory Greek in

the curriculum of Oxford University-

(Eng.) led the students of that institu-

tion to attire themselves in ancient Greek
costumes and parade in protest of the

action. What ails these Britishers, any-
way.—Spectator.

tocfts
L^OR the student or proL
\ the superb VII'HJS out*
rivals .all for perfect pencil
work. 17 black degrees and
3 copying.

AmericanLead
Pencil Co.

~hninjtlUne I

American Lead Pencil Co., 217 Fifth Ave..
Dept. W22.

GRIMM’S
.^ome-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

IS sold at a very moderate price. '

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

It’s Not Time Yet
But There’s Nothing Like Being

Ready Early
Drop in and get fitted up now

with the best in Skates and Boots.
We put them on free of charge.

There’s nothing like the Auto-
mobile, the Aluminum top skates.

Come in and see them. We are
exclusive agents for Kingston.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of
the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere
in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS-We make a special fea-
ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we
have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in
the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before '

buy, compare values at SKY’S. ’
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PROF. MORISON’S BIBLE CLASS
10 a.m.

Representative Religious Classics

Nov. 14th—The Reflections of Marcus

Aurelius.

Nov. 21st—The Confessions of St. Aug-
ustine.

Dec. 5th—The Little Flowers of St.

Francis.

Dec. 12th—^I'homas A. Kempis, ‘De Imi

tatione Christi.”

Jan. 9th, 1921—The Life of Sir Thomas
More.

Jan. 16th—Martin Luther’s “Table Talk.

Tan. 2.^rd—T^nnv’.<5 “T-Ji^tnrv nf .'sz-ntJan. 23rd—Knox’s “History of the Scot-

tisli Reformation,”

Jan. 30th—Pascal.

Feb. 6th—Bunyan’s “Pilgrim’s Progress.”

Feb. 13th—John Wesley’s “Journal.”

Feb. 20th—Wordsworth’s “Prelude.”

Feb. 27th—Magginis’ Essays.

Mar. 6th—Carlyle’s “Sartor Resartus.”

Mar. 13th—Some Celtic Religious Folk

Songs.

Mar. 20th—^'folstoi’s “My Religion.”

BERLIN 1917-18

Troops leaving the West in 1915 had
often a pennant stretching the full length

of the outside of the car, bearing the fol

lowing slogan—“Berlin or bust.” Some
of us were both Berlined and bust. The
experiences at times were more interest-

ing than pleasant. But note that we can
look at these facts with a more or less

sane mind, it is possible to percieve that

we have received something which even
the academic Halls of dear old Queen’s
cannot supply.

Our first experiences of Betlin were
in the early fall of 1917. By some small
misdemeanours done in camp, the ill-

will of certain official was incurred, with
the result that a trip into the country
was thought to be conducive to a better

state of our health. Despite all argu-
ments to the contrary, their views pre-
vailed.

There a certain, indescribable thrill

passed through one, to"be actually in the
enemy’s capital in time of war. A Ger-
man sergeant-major once asked me how
I liked the Spreewald part of Germany.
I told him that it might be alright in

peace time, but that I didn’t think much
of it in time of war. Similarly the im-
pression created by Berlin was not, per-
haps, a fair one.

The outstanding feature of Berlin was
its martial spirit and atmosphere. The
civilians seemed to have a certain respect-
ful awe, of the military machine, and
especially of the officer class. It was no
uncommon sight to see an old woman
board a train, heavily burdened with a
pack, having to stand whilst every seat
was occupied by a so-called man. Per-
haps a prisoner would insist that the wo-
man take his place and much against the
wish of the sentry, this most astonished
of women would accept. The Germans
might well be termed fragmatic in their
relation to women. Courteous courters,
but brutish partners.

The first sight of interest was the
Fiergarten. *1 suppose that would mean
our Zoological Gardens. It is a wonder-
ful park, situated right in the heart of
the city, with grand, large trees, and
beautifully kept grass. The latter was
commented on by an English-speaking

Park, the grass would be littered with- out a coupon, was fruit in season Sheremnants of sandwiches, waste paper, and *' season, bhe

other rubbish.” He got somewhat like
this for an answer, “Yet, but the people
in Britain know how to use their liberties.
It is not necessary to have the wl\ole
country placarded with “it is forbidden.”
The kindergarten period has not been
passed, when the law is forever present
and ready to strike.

Perhaps one of the most interesting
sights was to pass along the Sieges
strasse, or Victory Street. The street is
very wide, though not very long, and in
recesses on each side of tlie road, were
monuments to the ancestors of William
Hohenzollern. We were told that these
had to be paid for out of his own private
purse, because lie traced his ancestry
through the Prussian House. That would

seem to have been another time when
Holienzollern found Prussia to be rather
expensive

Right at the head of this street is the
great Victory Column. It is very similar

to Nelson’s Column, only that it has a
spread eagle at the top, instead of a white
man. It has the appearance of being
fluted, with the projected surfaces glded.
It was learned that the gilded ribs were
French cannon captured in the Franco-
Prussian War. At the foot of this stood
the famous wooden Hindenburg bust,
into which nails could be driven at so
much a time. We expressed our willing-

ness to the sentry to drive one into the
-head of the real goods, and also forego
the pleasure of paying another to do it.

Somehow he didn’t seem to favour the
project

Immediately on the right of the Vic
tory Column stands the Reichstag, wth
Bismark’s statue in front. The building
is very disappointing, it being of very
small proportions, except the dome, which
seems to lie there with appressive soli-

dity. The sentry, with no mean pride,

pointed to the great statesman, exclaim-
ing, “There was the greatest statesman
in Europe.” “But do you know what
his advice was?” asked one of the crazy
Englanders. “Well, no,” he answered.
“His advice was, "Never fight England,”
and you will wish before long that you
never had.’ answered the man from Lon-
don.

A little further on we passed down
the Unter den Linden, which, I under
stand, is one of the famous streets of
the world. It really consists of two
street^, divided by a wide boulevard. In
the distance was seen the palace at Pots-
dam. It certainly is an imposing street,
and must present an interesting and busy
scene in peace time. It was curious to
see, still exhibited, the evidences of bus
iness now no longer open. Prominent}^
among these were Singer Sewing Ma-
chines, though I believe there is a large
factory-right in Germany, Sunlight Soap,
and the New York Herald. Perhaps it

would be better to. say that these avenues
were practically closed. As for newspap-
ers, it was possible to get them from all

parts of the world. That is, the Ger-
man people. Also, there were the British
and French Embassies, closed and close-
ly barred

Some impressions of Berlin were rather
surprising. The appearance of the ordin-
ary person was not such as. we have seen
on the face of thousands of our starving
in the slums of any of our large towns
of the old country. Indeed, they seemed
to thrive on it. But on looking more
closely, one saw the unhealthy flabby
fat, the dull expression of the eye, and the
hopeless, resigned mien of the one with
out hope. By this time, the women were
beginning to hate the ruler, constitution,
and the war. The latter brought terrible
conditions. In a city, Duisburg, of whose
population I do not know the number, it

‘was claimed that the number of war-
widows was 30,000. Practically all food-
stuffs were of unguaranteed quality. That
meant a tremendous lessening of nour-
ishment, as well as the quantity being
much decreased. The wife of a sentry
in Berlin showed us her coupons, a ver-
itable stack of them, and I believe about
the only thing that could be bought with-
ojjt a coupon, was fruit in season. She
certainly opened her mind as to the an-

1

cestry and destination of some prominent
persons in public life of Germany. It
was easily seen that war was marking
Its heavy demands. It did not shew itself
by absence of men out of uniform, but
rather in equipment. Automobiles of
style came rumbling along like old deliv-
ery wagons, with springs replacing tyres. I

Even the main thoroughfares had got in
terrible condition, and every conceivable
device to tide over the stress of scarcity!
"•ns ill use.

Many a girl knows that if she is to
swing any interested glances, tliey had
best be in the direction of the printed
page.—The Spectator.

Returns of the Football Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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“Kingston’s Big Hat Dealers”

Tats

U
No matter how exacting as to

style and quality, we have your

particular hat.

SOFT HATS—$3.50 to $11.00.

TWEED HATS—$3 to $4.50.

Caps in big variety

New Gloves.

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

Year Pins

and Rings
Estimates and designs furnish-

ed on request. We have made

Queen’s Year Pins and Rings for

years, and can assure you of satis-

,

faction.

Kiitnear & d’Esterre

Manufacturing Jewelers

PRINCESS & WELLINGTON
STREETS, KINGSTON

Agents for Waterman’s Ideal

Fountain Pens.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELC.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHOKS 6S0

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON* ONT.

EVENING
DRESS

is an essential part of every

Student’s wafdrobe

FASHION-CRAFT
Dress Suits are perfect in style,

tailoring, materials and fit. Ready-
to-wear $75.00

Dress Shirts $3.50 to $5.00

Dress Gloves 75c to $2.00

Dress Vests $3.50 to $7.50

All Evening Requisites always

in stock

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Theology is beginning to feel that its

members are contributing their share to
giving it “a place in the sun,’ for, not
content in starring at rugby, Herman
James now figures in another capacity.
A few days ago the local papers gave an
account of an attempted robbery of an
automobile, which was frustrated by the
gallant conduct of one of the “guests”,
who with great bravery, and with the aid
of a .32 revolver succeeded in presenting
such a formidable appearance that the
miscreants lost heart and decamped.
The blushing, modest guest was none

other tlian our respected member, H. R.
James. We expect to hear of him starr-
ing as a hero in some thrilling movie films
one of these days.

Rumor states that “Alex” Donaldson
spent the week’s holiday “hunting” up in
the North Country. Hunting what?

Prof. M n
—

“I am pleased to see
you attending the conference so well Mr
W r.

Mr. W r—Yes. one can always learn
from the mistakes of his elders.

Theology was glad to note amongst
the recent visitors many old faces, Messrs.

J. J. Black, H. V. Workman, W. T. Mc-

I

Cree, John Murray, A. V. Brown, D. M.
Ramsay, A. J. Wilson, and many others
were present, and spent quite an inter-

esting time looking up old Acquaintances
Dr. Jordan’s definition of a “prof.” “One

who is incomprehensible in the winter,
and invisible in the summer.”

MATH. AND PHYS. CLUB

The first meeting of the Club was held
in the small Math, room, Friday, Novem-
ber 5th, at four o’clock. Though the at
tendance was small, owing to conflicts
with various societies and with football
practice, the meeting was enthusiastic,
almost every member present taking an
active part in discussion.

The following officers were elected
Hon. Pres.. Prof.

J. K. Robertson, M.A.
Pres., Mr. F. Bamforth

;
Vice-Pres.. Miss

V. Gibson
; Treas., Mr. A. E. Allison,

B.A.; Reporter, Miss E. Tuttle.
At the annual meeting, which followed

the regular meeting, the treasurer’s re-
port was read, showing a balance of $3.75.
The President-elect and Treasurer-elect
were installed, the other officers elected
being-absent.

It was decided to meet on the first and
third Monday of every month at five o’-
clock. There was lively discussion over
the possibility^ of members of the club giv-
ing addresses at future meetings. Some of
those present agreed to keep the matter
m mind. Whether or not the club should
give a mathematical social evening, was
also discussed.

The next meetfng will be held on No-
vember the fifteenth. Posters will be put
up announcing the speaker and the sub
ject. Those interested in Math, o]
Phys. will find these meetings both in.

structive and entertaining. And what
society in college has a smaller fee
Twenty-five cents.

COMMERCE CLUB
A proposition having been made that
Club be formed by students ..of com-

mercial subjects, a meeting was called
on Thursday afternoon to discuss the
matter. Prof. -W. C. Clark gave a very
interesting talk on the scope and possi-
bilities of a Commerce Club, showing its
advantages to the University, the stu-
dents, and the business world. The pro-
posals of the Faculty with regard to en-
gaging practical business men to address
the students were announced.
As only fifteen students were present

the organization of the club was post-
poned in order to obtain the views •

more rcpreseiitatiTC gathering. The
will be open to all students who ar
terested in commercial work of any ;

and. a.s the meetings will !, .;n
helpful to all. it is hope,
nnniber will be present ii. .

BIG SALE OF MEN’S FINEBOOTS
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

LOCKETT’S
THE STORE FOR BARGAINS

PracticaUy all of our Men’s Fine Shoes on sale at bargain
prices, $18.00, $15.00, $12.00 and $10.00 boots, all out on tables.

Slater, Regal, Hartt, and other makes.

A splendid opportunity to Boot yourself for the winter.

IliilHill

Eat Pasteurized' Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE, MASOUD, Proprietor

238 PRINCESS STREETPHONE 980.

Coming To Dine Here
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our .service. They
know that nowhere else can be found
pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-
tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-
'ing all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

- Yoii are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Note Books.

Loose Leaf Fills

Embossed Stationery

Fountain Pens.

Student’s Supplies.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

I'lb

STRAND THEATRE

THE mj IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

vlatinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

f. War Tax Included.

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if you become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR yvrji i iiv rR?
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THREE TEAMS
’ *0

UPHOLD QUEEN’S

SOCCER I. AND RUGBY I. AND II

PLAYING VARSITY
IN FINALS.

Today the Rugby teams I. and II., and

the Soccer team go to Toronto to meet

Varsity in games tomorroV. This is

the last game for the first rugby team.

The second team are playing the first

game of the finals for the intermediate

championship, and 'tb'e soccer team are

going to play the final game for the Sen-

ior Intercollegiate Championship.

Everyone predicts a win for Varsity

in the senior series, but we have all seen

rugby dope upset before now. If Queen’s
win, McGill wins the championship. If

Varsity wins, she is tied with McGill,

and we would all be pleased if the final

game could be played off in Kingston,
although the Old Athletic Grounds has

poor seating accommodation.

^ The Second team are in fine condition

^and as we have said before, they possess
the speed, brawn and football brains of
a championship team. Varsity is more
or less of an unknown quantity, but we
may be sure that their team will be of
quite high calibre. Nevertheless, we ex-

pect great things from our second team,
and if McLeod and his clever hard-work-
ing colleagues are in their usual fighting
spirit, it looks like victory to us.

The Soccer team goes to Toronto on
even terms with Varsity. By their work
in the previous game they have shown
that they have the class. It all depends
on the shooting of the forward line. If

they can improve on their work in the
last game, look out for a soccer champion-
ship for Queen’s.

The first team will be picked from the
following: Carson, Mills, McKelvey, O’-
Gorman, Evans, Veale, Muirhead, Bow-
man, James, Shaw, Ellis, Aitcheson, Ed-
wards, Swift, Bleakney.

The Second team will be picked from
Hersman, Gow, Nickle, ' McBean, Cook,
Graham, Affleck,, Forest, Burns, Aber-
nethy, Minnes, Bonham, Gerow, McLeod,
Stewart, Wilson.

The Soccer team will be picked from
Ciirphey, Vedova, Scott, Naylor, Donald-
son, Stewart, Rennie, Birchard, Graham,
Nelson, McKerracher, McGregor, Wal-
lace

; MacLachlan, A. G.
; Walters.

^

These three games and the harrier meet
will make a busy week-end for Queen’s
in sport. How’s the odds on the games

!

KINGSTON, ONTARIO, FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 12th, 1920.

“Hostilities Will

Cease at 11 a.m.’
A.M.S.

Recollections of Armistice
Day in France Two

Years Ago

In France, two years ago today, we did
not know whether to be joyful or sorrow-
ful. It was a dull, damp morning with
a little wind blowing,' which by noon
cleared the atmosphere, brought forth the
sun, and sent a continuous p"focession of
clouds moving softly away across the
sky,

Throughout the previous night, the
"heavies” thundered and rumbled on left

and right, and hundreds of field-guns
blazed away at cross-roads and assembl-
ing points behind the- German line; With
daylight, the pounding of the guns in-

creased and heavy fire continued until

about 10 a.m. War was in full swing;
everything was on the move; things of
great importance were happening.
During the morning the following mes-

sage was received by all units in the field

:

"Canadian Corps 06.45. Hostilities will
cease at 11.00 hours on Nov. 11th. Troops
will stand fast at the line reached at that
hour, which will be reported to Corps
Headquarters. Defensive precautions
will be maintained. There will be no in-

tercourse of any discription with the en-
emy. Further instructions follow.” The
tvar must then be over. Those cold, dark
‘zero-hours” had passed forever out of
existence. Those moments, when you
stood there in the rain and sleet, knee-
deep in slim, your numbed hands gripping
some part of your battle gear, your knees
trembling from the high pitch of your
nerves—and, indeed, with fear, your
parched throat, still raw from a "shot of
rum” which so lately burnt a hole through
to your stomach, and now increased the
blood-circulation in your feet; such mom-
ents would never come again. Necessity
might never again demand your supreme
effort; that effort to make yourself
cruel, mad, ferocious, and murderous,
when your mind, of its own will, turned
back, for the last time as you thought, to
those happy scenes of home, mother, and
the kindly associations of little brothers
and' sisters. There was ca new life open
to you now

:
you could go back and live

to be a gentleman and citizen of your
country

;
you could live and laugh again

with people in a simple way.
But while such thoughts frequented the

inner recesses of the mind the externals
(Continued on page 3).

IMPORTANT BUSINESS AT ALMA
MATER SOCIETY, SATURDAY

NIGHT

The next regular meeting of the A. M.
S. will be held in Convocation Hall, Sat-
urday, Nov. 13th, at 7.30 p.m. Notice
of the following motions have been given :

1. That the Levana Society be granted
permission to use Grant Hall for their
tea and sale, Saturday, November 27th,
from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

2. 1 hat a grant of $50.00 be made to
the Debate Committee.

3. That Act. VI., Sect. I.,T^ara. 6, of
the Constitution be amended to read, “A
President who must be in the final year
of some faculty of Queen’s University,
and a graduate of some Faculty of
Queen’s University. “In the Final year”
shall be interpreted to mean, registered
in sufficient classes to obtain his degree
in the following spring.

4. That the adjourned annual meeting
of the Hockey Committee be held.

Reports
The committee appointed to enquire in-

to the system of elections will make its

final reportfl

Programme.
A debate.

'

Resolved, that it is in the interest of
Canadian and U.S.A. trade, that the St.

Lawrence deep waterway scheme should
be adopted.

Affirmative, Year '

21
, Messrs. Ander-

son and Company.
Regative, Year. ’22, Messrs. McClelland

and ihiller.

No. 9

LECTURED ON
‘IITHOGRATHY’’

MR. JEFFERIES, A.R.C.A., GIVES
AN INTERESTING

LECTURE '

Harrier Meet

CHANCEELLOR’S LECTURESHIP
PROBLEMS WITHIN THE EMPIRE”

Professor Morison’s third address be-
fore/Hre Theological Alumni Association
was given on Thursday night in Convo-
cation Hall. The subject was Egypt, and
although the night was stormy, a good
crowd gathered.

The speaker said that at eight years of
age he had read in the newspapers about
Egypt, for at that time it was the Soudan
War and the rescue of General Gordon.
When he was a man of forty, he served his
first campaign in Egypt. Egypt, said
Professor Morison, has been never far
away from me. It was, he said, with a
peculiar pleasure that he undertook to
speak on Egypt as an illustration of what
Great Britain docs witli national prob-
lems, ami solves them as no other coun-
try under the sun has solved such dif-
ficultics.

In the iptll century Egyiit became a
curious little senii-indcpeiident empire.
"T he Arabs had diallenged Turkish power!
and tins was the beginning of modern

Egypt
^

which the speaker described as
“a cunuos country with a strange his-
tory.” Egypt, with all the mixture of the
centuries, has still something of the blood
of the Egyptian you read of in the Bible.
To this stock have been fastened branches
from every other stock in the world. In-
vasion after invasion swept over that
country which in reality is the centre of
the world. Besides the primitive stock,
we have a watering down by the numer-
ous new stocks that came in. The Turks
descended on it, and we have the aristo-
crat,c ruling class, and Eastern justice
was admm.stered in all its hellish way
in Egypt. ^

At first the British attitude towards
Egypt was one of iiidiflerence. It was
the direct opposite of the United States
attuiide towards Columbia at the time
of the building of the Panama Canal. Pal-
merston was in control of the Forei..n
Office, and Napoleon II i. suggested to

(Continued on page 7.)

The team has been training strenuously
for some time now and this week made the
trial run on the usual route—from the
gymnasium to Barrie street, along Barrie
to King street, out King street to the Peni-
tentiary road, along Penitentiary road to
the Bath road, in Bath road to Princess
street, down Barrie to Union and back to
the Gym. The distance is between five and
six miles and the time was 30:35 min.,
which, by the way, is a minute and a half
faster than any previous record.

The runners finished strong, and in this
order: I. G. D. O’Connor, 2. W. A. Tay-
lor, 3. McIntosh; 4. Baker. Canning.
These men left to-day for the Harrier
Meet at Varsity to-morrow. Good luck to
“Pat” and the rest.

\

THE BULLETIN

Friday

—

7 p.m., Meds. ’22 Social Evening.
Saturday

—

10 a.m.. Bye Elections, Eng. Society
Sunday— '

10 a.m., Prof. Morison’s Bible Class.
Monday

—

8 p.m., Camera Club.

CAMERA CLUB

Those interested in Photopraphy and
Natural History are requested to attend
a meeting to be held in New Medical
Building, for purpose of reorganization
on Monday, Nov. 1 5th at 8 p.m.

ALUMNI

Fr.ink ^Valsh, formerly of Med. ’17, is
in hi, final year in Manitoba Universitv.
Dan Nicholson, formerly of Med. '

17
.

gradJiated from Manitoba University last
spriiig. with his M.D., CM.

An interesting, instructive lecture was
given in the large English Room at 4 p.m.
on Monday, by Mr. C. Jefferies, A.R.C.A.,
His subject was "Lithography.” To com-
mence with he gave us an address describ-
ing the history and development of that
branch of art. It originated, he told us, as
a result of a certain humble Bavarian wo-
man’s laundry, sometime in the 18th cen-
tury. The lady in question asked her son
one day to write out a laundry bill in a
hurry

;
and having no paper, he jotted the

items down with an ink with which he had
been experimenting, on a smoothed-off slab
of stone. The stone absorbed the oil which
was. an ingredient in the ink, and the son
found he was able to take several copies off
it. This is to-day the principle of litho-

graphing. Moreover true lithograph stones
come exclusively, to this day, from Bavaria
The artist now is able to draw his sketch
from nature, on a prepared sheet of "trans-
fer paper,” which is then applied to the
smoothed surface of the stone, and by de-
grees rubbed off with ‘a wet roller. The
drawing, which is done not with an ordin-
ary pencil, but with grease crayons, is

meanwhile becoming imprinted on the
.stone, for the grease is absorbed. Then
the stone is inked with a special grease-ink
which unites with the grease already in the
stone, but leaves the other parts unaffected

;

finally it is put in a press and as many
copies of the litliograph as are desired can
be made. The surface of the stone is then
ground down again, and a new drawing
put on it.

The Golden Age of lithography was the
period from 1820-1860, when it was used
mainly by architectural and landscape
artists. Samuel Prout, whose lithographs
of Holland are well known, and Harding,
who inclined more to English landscapes,'

are perhaps the most famous English ex-
ponents of the art in this period. In France
Honore Daumier and Chevalier brought
the art to a perfection it has never sur-
passed; they dealt largely in satire, using
subjects such as the ragged republicans or
Napoleon the little. Then a period of de-
cadence set in, reaching its lowest levels in

the abominable chromos of our grand-
fathers. However in the last twenty-five
years there has been a renaissance of litho-

graphy, largely due to the stimulus of ad-
vertising, which has realised the capabili-
ties of the art and developed them con-
sistently.

In concluding his address Mr. Jefferies

claimed for lithography a wider field than
for etching. Lithography provides the most
perfect means of reproducing and dupli-

cating work. And, of course, every copy
is a perfect facsimile of the original. Then
too, the lithographing stone presents a sur-
face superior to any paper for the artist,

constituting a versatile and sympathetic
medium for expression. No otlier surface
is so faithful in responding to the lightest,

as well as the heaviest touches of the
artist’s pencil.

After the address, Mr. Jefferies delighted
us alUry giving a demonstration, on an ac-

tual stone, of lithographing. With quick

short strokes he drew a human figure stand-

ing on a lake shroe, gradually and skillfully

bringing out all tlie details of cloud and

sea, and of the man’s attitude, then deepen-

ing the shading till it all stood out clearly

as a completed picture. This clever and

interesting demonstration made a fitting

ending to a very instructive liour-and-a-

half.
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

Reskrvk Fukd and Undivided
Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346
Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)
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GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

(ipurm’s Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: liitra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murals in Can.ida,
$1.25; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-
cation to Business Manager.
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000
Reserve ... 18,000,000
Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-
ings Department will in ten years
amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

NOVEMBER 11, 1918

With aching eyes we yearned into the night.

We could not see: we knew
That somewhere, back a little from the

fight,

Might gleam a cross, for you.

And all the light of all the years to be
Would shine on some far grave across the

sea.

We strained into the blackness. To our
eyes

There sometimes came a dream
Of what it meant,—this flaming sacrifice,

A sudden, vivid gleam.

And then the mist descended as before.

We groped about, perplexed" and dazed
with war.

Now, “Lord of Hosts,’/ our stumbling lips

would say

Their poignant ecstasy.

‘Ah ! how to thank Thee for this Holy Day
Resplendent.—VICTORY.
And all the light of all the years to be
Will pour its glory on my love and me.”

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most ISodem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BSOCX

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
‘‘We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

ARMISTICE

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

Patronize Our
Advertisers

1918—(The Soul of the Soldier) ; Never
to go up the line again to take over. . . .

Never to go over the top again. Not to

have to be killed after all. And it was yes-
terday I was laughing. Laughing at peace-
talk. There they go in lorries, I said, Lloyd
George’s peace-terms . . . five-nines and
eighteen pounder shells mostly. Never to

kill again. Never to kill. Never to shoot
a man down as if he were a rabbit; a great
grey rabbit . . . or a great lothsome grey
rat. Or to stick him in the belly with a
bayonet. And go blind and mad with
blood. And kill.

Only now I feel- that I have been stifling,

gasping for breath under a monstrous load.
Who was it put this load on ray back?
Why have I had to endjire this galling,

stifling monstrous weight? How long have
I been suffocating? I cannot remember.
And I demand to know why th?'- hrs
happened. For after all, now A i- ^ ,-r

and my friends are killed, an-i in '..'"i,. I

have killed Germans who we?. Tnond^ i i

the same way to other Germaj^-, i frsl that
we are no further ahead. A'
not played so seriously ! If \

able to keep war a game of chi

pieces can be put back on th>

the game is over, and one
Then we could be happy.

But as it is, Death has b
strength; all through 1915, ai..i

1917, and 1918, Deatli has beei;

swelling, till now he sits on Ii-

haunclies, on the edge of the v >'-!

can lianlly sec the cruel grin -
:

jaws, laughing at Victory, up •
: ,

wlierc the stars are. . . .

THE DEAD, The Hour , ,[

From the Lys to the Ardenp.

I

lie in great clusters behind th

H.-ccl r.r

little clusters, and sometimes only two or
three together in a little row, or even, per-
haps, only one alone. On both sides of the
line, for to us who are dead, the difference
of German and not-German is strangelv
without meaning. (And dead men are all

dead men). All of us, millions of us, know
that the Hour has struck. Because it is the
hour we all prayed for, and hoped secretly
to see, even if many of our friends were
not to see it. Prayed for it, and longed for
it with a longing that was fierce and des-
perate, like hate. And we remember, we,
both German and not-German, how when
we heard any unused sound of men hurra-'
ing, the blood beat in our temples, and our
most secret soul leapt up and cried, Is it

Peace? Is it Peace. Everlasting Peace .. .

and the dear red blood that beat in our
temples spilt around us where we lie, drunk
up, soaked up by the myraid parched
mouths of the earth around us. And if we
had lips to smile with, we would smile to

j

ourselves. For now it means strangely
little. And dead men are all dead men.

‘‘Dear dead-’ they are saying in the world
to-day, “dear Dead,” wjio died for Righ-
teousness and Right, and Justice, if only
you could know how we thank you ! . . .

Ah! do we not know? And where we
lie very straight and very quiet in the dark,
we feel all this is singularly meaningless to
us, for we are all dead. And if we could
have a thought, we would think this: Only
it would be the thought of dead men, and it

would be fantastic and grotesque to the
living. This Righteousness and Justice for
which we died, we do not remember it ex-
actly. Was it in that terrible hurtling shell

(English, or French, or German) and its

shattering fragments? Did righteousness
speak in the tiny, whistling, spHiting in-
stant the bullet (French, or English, or
German) penetrated our bodies? Was
Justice, that horrible concussive explosion
of mine, aerial bomb, grenade or what not,
(German, English, or French) which jarred
our writhing souls out of our bodies? And
what sort of idols are these, Justice and
Righteousness, that they should demand
and be satisfied with all these infinite,

frightful explosions and hurtlings and
splinterings, and lacerations and wrench-
ings and gashings and loppings and dis-

memberments? This is what we would
ask, if it were not all so strangely indiffer-
ent to us now; (For dead men are all dead
men.)

THE STATESMAN.—The eleventh
hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh
month. There is something that pleases me
about that, something almost symbolic of
the whole war . . , though quite how, I

can t define. They say the killing kept up
till five minutes ago; that is as it should be,
too; a dramatic finish to the most dramatic
event in all history. What a relief, yes
how glad I am that it is all over, success-
fully. And I have done my best in the
most important event in history. Ah yes.
the crowd outside. What shall I say to
them? A day of Rejoicing: that's it, a day
of Joy: the Joy of our fighting troops, those
noble, noble lads who have endured filth

and danger so splendidly, and whose spirit
has never once faltered, and who have
lived, God bless them, to see their dearest
hope satisfied, and the enemy prostrate.
The sacred Joy of our heroic Dead

; we
cannot doubt that to-day their souls go
proud and radiant in the knowledge that
tvhaf they died to bring about has been ac-
complished. They know—THEY know,
tliat we have won. that the War to End

has ended, the War to Save Belgium
and all oppressed weak, small nations, the
War to crush Militarism, (or as I prefer
to put it, to crush Prussian Militarism)
And they rejoice, and exult with us.

The
rp •

1 ocsin

Call

^ This advertisement
tij is simpi)- the ring of
the morning “alarum”
clock to advise you of
the dawn of the day for
Christmas Shopping. '

tfjl Yes, quite true,
Til Christmas is still a
few weeks off, but,
nevertheless, the wise
people are they who
shop early.

^ Don't put it off

—

TJJ face the facts —
Christmas is coming,
you purpose buying
your useful gifts, you
have leisure now, you
can have better service
now.

^ You’ll feel “years
Til younger” just to
have it off your mind,
whilst others are “simp-
ly distracted.”

^ Our stock is now at
Til its best—nothing to
be gained by waiting.

^ Make your selec-

Til tions now, satisfac-
tory arrangements for
payment can be arrang-
ed for, and we can store
them for delivery at
such time as you desire.

Open Saturday af-

Tll ternoons ’till
Christmas.

Diamonds, fine Jewelry, watches,
silverware, clocks, china and

art goods.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET
TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart ^DENTIST V
^

Corner Princess and Wellington Street!
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St, Phone 1144 w.

DANCING
AU forms of modem dancing taught.
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

COMMERCE CLUB
At a meeting held Fritlay afternoon “Tlic

Commerce Club of Queen’s University"
was organized, and tlie following officers
were elected an dinstalled Hon . Pres.
Prof. W. C. Clark, M.A.

; President, Mr.’
Bennett; Sec.-Treas., M. C. White; Com-
mmee, D. Slater, G. M. Sutherland. R. K.

Wager.
There was an enthusiastic discussion as

to the aims, membership and future of the
club. This is the first Commerce Club of
any university in Canada, so roll up fellows
and get in at the start of this new venture,
do not hang back to endure our dust. Meet-
ings will be held at frequent intervals, and
something doing all the lime is our motto.
Watch our smoke.

E. E. Tofliflc, M.n.. C..M. '19, is pr.-iJ0
tising in \’ancouver, B.C.

R. M. Parker, B.,\„ 1914, M.D., C.M.
'19, is married and iirac-ising at North
Portal,>Sask.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
t PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
'Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

MEDICINE

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

Hewman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SPECIAL VALUE IN
BATHING CAPS

Various styles and best quality.

Prouse’s Drug Store
Opp. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last

year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.

So did everybody else. As a result

tlie Boss of this Studio worked day

and night in December, only stop-

ping for. a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious

little at that. So that when 'Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally gind mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chance

!

Make your appointment noio.

Those Study Glasses
‘THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.
We attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

If you already wear glasses come in and
mspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Cons'iltini) Optometrist

132 PRINCESS “STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phc'^e 640.

The regular meeting of the Aescula-

pian Society was held on Friday at 5

p.m. in the Pathology Lecture Room after

the President had rounded up a suffi-

cient number of the followers of Aescula-

pius for a quorum.

The vacancies on the Dance committee
were filled by the appointment of Mr.
Baugh and Mr. Crowe, after Mr. Mc-
Cuaig had given an interim report in

which he stated that Strathdee’s orches-

tra from Toronto had been secured for

the occasion. The Medical dance which
is being held Friday, November 19th.

will now proceed to live up to its reputa-

tion of being in a class of its own in this

part of Ontario.

Mr. Trainer was appointed manager of

the Interfaculty rugby team and Mr.
Kniewasser, manager of the basketball

team.

It was decided to refer the communi-
cation from A.M.S., re a student parade

to the various years who are to report

at the next meeting.

The new executive then took the oath

of office. Mr. Third in a few well chosen
words thanked the members for electing

him, and promised to do his part to up-
hold the honor of the Society.

We were rather interested in reading
the notes from Science which appeared
in the last issue of the Journal. The
account of the annual meeting closed as
follows, “Professor Lindsay Malcolm is

our coach. Let everybody turn out and
give him their best. The rugby cup
would not be content if she left Science
Hall. She’s been with us so long, it’s

home to her. Let’s keep her with us.

Unless we are greatly mistaken, the cup
rested in the Old Medical Building dur-
ing those years when rugby was not be-
ing played and it is less than twelve
months since it was ruthlessl}' uprooted
and carried off to Science Hall so that
it has hardly become accustomed to its

new surroundings and we are therefore
at a loss to understand why the word
“home’ is used.

The above mentioned article also
brought to our notice the fact that Pro-
fessor Malcolm has been appointed to
coach their rugby team. Such informa-
tion does not worry us in the least, for
though we have not, as yet. a coach, we
have a “Trainer” so that we feel confid-
ent of our ability to take a rise out of
the embryonic engineers from across the
road when we meet them on the 24thT
There is just one provision to the pre-

ceding, vifi. that we defeat Arts on the
17th.

Unless certain years in this, the nobl-
est of all, faculties show signs of life, we
shall issue invitations to the members of
the Journal staff to attend a funeral ser-
vice late next week for up to date, we
have not heard from the third and final
years.

prehensive of what was actually taking
place.

Such was the situation on the front,

In Paris men rushed towards one anoth-
er, clasped trembling hands, embraced
and kissed with tears. In London waacs
and shop girls paraded down the Strand,
arm and arm, with pay-office clerks and
men on leave. In Berlin, what was hap-
pening there? Was it a scene of joyful-
ness or sorrow? It would be difficult to
describe the feeling in the German stom-
ach at this time.

But all these things have passed. Two
years of controversy, greed, and gain
mark the period which intervenes be-
tween the cessation of hostilities and this
present morning. To some, these years
seem like the passing of a generation,
to others, but the passing of a day. One
looks back with a feeling of sorrow and
regret mingled with thankfulness. One
looks forward with a feeling of doubt,
and wonders how long it. will be before it

will all happen again.

MEDICINE ’26.

A brilliant young student, McArthur,
Is three and one quarter years farther
Ahead, than the rest of us

;

E^'en the best of us

Hear his deep queries with larfter.

He has such a wise, knowing air

That he drives half the profs to despair.
When his words they repeat,

Naught but the stamping of feet

Shows the rest of the class to be there.

Our chemistry class is a picture

Of wisdom and brains, quite a mixture;
But we still wonder why
Friend McArthur don’t try

To take over the whole bally lecture!

{Little Nellie).

The Very Latest

Ideas in

FULL DRESS
FOR THE POPULAR

YOUNG MAN
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS

RIGHT

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER. 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established. 1874

'HOSTILITIES WILL CEASE AT
11 A.M.”

(Continued from page 1).
of the great, dark, marauding war contin-
ued to move around you. The road from
Valenciennes to Mons was massed with
guns, lorries, timbers, cavalry and march-
ing men, all moving steadily forward. On
the outskirts of Mons the P.P.C.L.I.
were consolidating and making themsel-
ves comfortable. In Valenciennes, bands
and troops assembled in the “Place" be-
fore the “Hotel de Ville” over whicli a
German flag flew nine days before. It
was II a.m., all stood still as death, the
bands suddenly stopped playing i.es Mar-
seillaise, and on the steps of the Hotel de
\ ille, an old Frencli general with tears
streaming down his clieeks, stood at the
imist then be really over. Ikm- could
salute beneath the tricolour. The war
fate be so bitter, if this were only a
dream? Here ami there, in small dotacli-
cd groups, soldiers, like stunned ground-
hogs, soberly rulibed shoulders and star-
ed at one anotlier, bewildered hml incom-

‘

Founded 1847,

your route, it pays to walk.
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Removal Notice

You will now find us at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.,

Crawford & WaJsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)
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SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NOTES

We wish to announce that while we
would like to print every news item that is

handed us,^ we are forced to blue-pencil
some for fear that the spirit in which it was
written might be misunderstood by some
sensitive individual and offense taken. We
are preserving them, however, and may
turn them over to the “Passing Show” or
“La Vie Parisienne.”

Again some of the subtle “jabs” are
known to only a few. Can we not have
more general ones? We all know that ex-
plaining a joke spoils it, but a great deal of
the material that comes in is over my
Scotch head.

1 If sufficient copy would only come in we
would be able to print the news of two
years in each issue, say Science ’21 and ’23

on Friday, and '22 and ’24 on Tuesday.
Any news of general information would
come under “Notes.” Hand your items
over to the year reporters and help us im-
prove the Science page.

It isn't like George to be so bashful.
Congrats to Van. He’s making advance-

ment. Recently it was “yust one” but the
other evening as the lights dispelled the
darkness of Grant Hall he was heard to
whisper “Just eight dear.”

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest
is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-
ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STSAND 288 PRINCESS ST.

T. BRYMNER, ^^aBager

SCIENCE ’21

How’s this^one of our gay young blades
was leaving church last Sunday evening
with his bit of fluff when accosted by the
sky pilot. Are you coming to our stn
dents’ reception? Hope so, sir. Said sure-
thing in the celestial handicap turned to the
party of the second part and addressed her
to wit: Perhaps your mother would come,
too? Moral—don’t take college widows to
church.

If you
Bobby

—

will 'look through gratings,

We used to sing a popular atrocity called
“Beautiful Katy." She’s here, boys, but
well surrounded by chicken wire and- the
older girls at the incubator. How Mac
Sennett overlooked her is not known, "but
someone who won’t make such a fatal mis
take.

high school boards and boards
OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools
\V [TH THE APPROVAL OF THE

MINISTER OF EDUCATION

Friend Walter is rather busy of late ex-
plaining the difference between an elephant
and Marie Lloyd to an ever-widening circle
of admiring and rather shell-shocked fresh
men. Walt’s elucidation involves the
fourth dimension; personally we think he
got the indicator cards on the wrong end of
the cylinder.

Query—What was Buller’s reply when
Archie said, “I’m sorry, Buller; was that
your sore nose?”

Query—Why do some
‘Look-a-here, Professor” ?

students say

AND EVENING CLASSES may beconducted in accordance with the regula-

tion^
‘•’c Department of Ed^uca-

THEORETICAL _AND PRACTICAL IN-STRUCTION is given in various trades.
The schools and classes are under thedirection of an Advisory committee

p'°” attendance should be madeto the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-

. a
Separate, Continuation

tutes”'^^
Schools and Collegiate Insti-

Copies of the Regulations issued by theDepartment of Education may be obtained

Toronto
Minister -of Education,

Toronto, November, 1920.

SCIENCE ’22

Science ’22 held the first social evening
of the season last Thursday, and it was
certainly a grand success. The growing
popularity of these socials can readily be
shown by the way the tickets were snatched
up as soon a, they were put on sale. The
Sympathy Six’’ orchestra provided the.

music and did so very creditably, while the
ladies’ orchestra, which played the extras
was excellent. There were over one hund-
red and fifty couples there and every ine
danced from the first to the very last
strains, even while tlie lights were out'

I

Much credit is due to Mr. Young and his
committee for the splendid way in 'which
they carried out the very enjoyable pro-gramme which tliey had arranged.

Wandering through the Grant Hall
what did Cleopatria do, to msi.e • •

feel so small ?

Advice—Watch the lizards and
Stripes Tuby.

A controversy has ensued among some of
our budding.nhemists as to the composition
of the punch at the year dance. Doc.
Ja-q-es contends the color was due to alki-
iine phenopthaleiii, while R-ch-e comes one
better with nickelous dimethylggloxime.

Might we suggest that the president leave
his "atlas’’ outside for the fire o’clock. He
doesn’t use it and the clatter when it falls
on the floor is most annoying to his fellow-
dreamers.

Shopper—I want to get a fashionable
skirt.

Saleslady—Yes, ma’am,
it too tight or too short?

Will you have

Bill Holdcroft . wants the intersection
hockey players to take up training table and
quarters at once. At present Manske is
the only one who has taken it up seriously
but we expect some of the rest of the stars
to start soon.

Council has found a new use for a tran-
sit. From a window in Carruthers’ Hall he
can get a glorious view of the fair co-eds
entering New Arts.

Mr. John Buss, chief chemist of the Ha,
Fla, Bay Sulphide Co, at Port Alfred, Que

’

who graduated with Science ’19 p^ a re-
cent week-end visit to the city. The prin-
cipal attractions were two in number and
both maids—one being of the Mountains
the other of Levana.

Under the capable, management of Climo
the 3'ear football team is rounding out in
good shape. The rnen have been turning
out in great style, and judging by the ma-
terial we have to clioose from, there will be
a strong linc-up against the Freshmen on
Thursday. Everybody turn out and cheer
the boys to victory. The game will be
called at 3 pim. at the Athletic Grounds.

^ SdENCE ’23.

The annual meeting of the year was held
on Wednesday afternoon at which the new

°®if?
forthcoming year were in-

stalled. Then Hon. President, Dean A. L.
Clark delivered an interesting and well
timed address which was greatly appre-
ciated by his audience as the applause went
to show. The following is a list of the offi-
cers:—Flon. President, Dean A, L. Clark-
President V. A. James; Vice-President;

U. Johnson; SfiCs-Trcasurpr F -T' T't. »

Wagar; Historian, E. Holt; Prophet E E B II F f
PuH but

Kidd; Poet, W. P. R Holdcroft- Or .

' ‘ when it comes to get-

C. S. Johnson; MarsLl.Tr c„°n. t:^^^

MacCrae had a long wait, but she did
get him into the Dramatic Club dance fin-
ally. Patience is a virtue, Mac.

On account of it being very hard to locate
news, would any one of the year, who has
anyt^kindly let’ the reporter have it at any
time, preferably Saturday and Wednesday.'

Prof. M-l-l-r to Class in Solid Geometry:
Now we could call this figure a Tetrala-

teral but that would he mixing Latin and
Greek so we call it a Tetrahedron, which
IS all Greek.

We’ll say it U.

blaeki

.

The mighty hath fallen. On, liimerv
invulnerable

J. A. Fl-nn-a is the latest vic-
tim of the wiles of the winson.r- one,s.
Fancy him on Saturday evening '

.ff the
races” midst a galaxy of flounce-s

'

I

Does any one know why TF. r ,

I

such an inconspicuous seat at the 1 si -fi-fe- r

BIBBT’S
the store that keeps the prices down

Suit and Overcoat Elegance

i» tailoringm our Suits and Overcoats will appeal to you at once.
^

Will you not step in just for a look at the new styles ?

WE CLAIM TO HAVE THE BEST

$35.00 and $45.00 Suits and

Overcoats in Canada

SUITS
The Clinton $35 00

35.00
The Havlin 35 00

SUITS

$45.00
The Bentley

. 45 00
Inc Carlton 45 00

OVERCOATS
The Broadway

$35350
File loiinst 35 00
The Chamberlain 35.00

OVERCOATS
The Oakwood 45.00
F lie Cn-ant 45 00

“Iraai (Slot^a Newdale
. 45 00

SHOE SALE AT

BIBBY’S
78

,
80

, 82, 84 Prinr-ess Street
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TwiM2&--a new IArrow
Collar,
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND
YOUpFpLLOW

|

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232,. 234 PRINCESS STREET

, Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone S77 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

ARTS
ARTS ’21 ^

Who was the post-grad, hiking from
Division St. late Wednesday night, carry-
ing his suitcase with signs of a hasty de-
parture strongly evident.

C 1 vvants to know who slept in his

;d the first half of Wednesday night,
/"ith a desire to assist him in solving

the mystery, we would advise him to
consult S k H s.

That's it

The Future of Many

Young Men

has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. • KINGSTON

FOR EVENING WEAR
Shirts, Ties, Collars, Vests,

Gloves, Etc.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’22

Don’t forget the Debate at Alma Mater
on Saturday night, November 13. Mc-
Lellan and Miller speak for the affirma-
tive in the St. Lawrence Deep Water-
way Scheme. All members of the year
are requested to be present. Turn out
and encourage our speakers.

-a little yell. Come on now,
Viginti Duo,

Optimo Anno,
Rippily Zah,

Rippity Zoo,

Arts, Arts,

Arts '22.

More material is needed for the rugby
team. The soccer team is also working
hard, and needs reinforcements. EveYy
body out. Don’t wait until the season
is over.

We all miss J. B. C. Runnings’ cheer-
ful grin around the halls,- but just a lit-

tle patience gang, he’s coming back next
ye^ Meanwhile he’s putting winning
teams in the league for Brantford Colleg-
iate. Good old Runnings.

Any news, Marshall?

Oh no, you can’t get anything on me,
I never go anywhere. (Poor old Mar-
shall).

Somebody mentioned debate to Steve
a few weeks ago. He’s been in Ottawa
ever since.

present, “Gracious ! surely that isn’t Her-
man.”

Will was having the time of his life.

He would deliver two or three short,
snappy blows on his victim’s mouth and
little smile on his face, while Herman
then quickly jumped back, and aggravat-
ing lunged forward, lacerating the air
with terrific swings.

Will is some little old boxer, he is. ^Vhy
last winter you remember, he put up quite
a scrap against the great Day, InteVcol-
legiate Champion. He is an all-round
man

; he can “fuss” or fight, contemplates
starting an apiary

; he thinks there would
be great fun in catching the queens. He
also thinks that extracting the honey
would be a very interesting pastime.

my TASK
To use what gifts I have as best I may;
To help some weaker brothers where I

can;

To be as blameless at the close of day
As when the duties of the day began;

To do without complaint what must be
done,

To grant my rival all that may be just;
To win through kindness, aH that may ’be

won

;

To fight with knightly valor when I
must.

East and West.

explained.
Owner—"How did you get the punc-

ture?”

Chaufteur—"Ran over a rnilk bottle.”
Owner—"Didn't you see it in time’”
Chauifeur—“No, the kid had it under

his coat,”—McGill Daily.

Page Five

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS,
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Some men seem to get discouraged
easily. The other day B. J. told us with
a sigh, that he had given up the noble
art of "fussing”-after putting up such
a vigorous and brilliant campaign. We
would advise him to do like his name-
sake of old—go and watch.the spiders.

Wc understand that Swerdy is still pur-
suing his policy of "watchful waiting”
of the apartments across the street. Make
it snappy Swerdy—procrastination is the
thief of time.

ARTS ’23

Rug'by practice on Saturday at 2 p.m.
Anyone who can play, come. We play
Arts '24 -on Monday afternoon

; every
member of '23 is expected to do his duty.
Come and bring your voice. Remember
-everybody.

At the Arts society meeting the other
afternoon, there was considerable discus-
sion as to how to make the meetings
more interesting. One of the seniors re-
marked that he thought it a good idea
to have some "strong man" to address
us at each meeting. Your humble re-
porter meekly suggested Jack Day; but
greatly to his discomfiture, the sugges-
tion was laughed at. All right, have it

your way
; I still maintain that Jack is a

strong man.

A MAN’S SHOE
need not sacrifice style and shapeli-
ness for fit and comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. When
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are' smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is completo.

Best Tungsten Lamps
and Flashlights. Every-
thing electricaLfor «a-

perimentat purposea

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.
167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

STUDENTS!
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

' Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

I dropped into the gym. the other day
to see the boys exercising. Away at the
far end of the floor I noticed Will with
the gloves on, dancing over the floor. I
strolled over to see the fun. He had pit-
ted against him that solemn-faced youth
whom you all know—but 1 must confe,s.s
that I didn't recognize him until I-got
close. He didn’t look nearly so attractivi
as he does down on Princess street. Tlial
great wealtli of beautiful hair was all
mussed up, and straggled down over I..,,

face, almost totally obscuring his noble
I'cHtures, and spoiling the effect of tho-;i.

ihep, sad eyes. We imagined that fair
one back in Trenton saying, if she «,.p

EVERSHARP PENCILS
Are used among all sorts and conditions of people. Eversharp—
always sharp—yet never sharpened, is the favorite writing instru-

ment t>f the day.

For Sale

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may b*e covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D, and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-
cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Sw.i'mer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April!

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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LEVANA"The Hat Store."

HATS & CAPS
Newest Fall Styles

We like to talk about our great big stock of

the new correct styles in

spring headwear. Hals of

eveiy description for men

ladies and children, boughj

from the worlds best makers

for our wholesale and retail

rade. are here in big variety.

We save you something

on every Hat you buy.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hats, Furs, Millinery
^

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

aaBBSSSSSSSSSBSSSSBSSSSffiSSSS

Dance Programmes |

Constitutions |

Hanson^ Crozier & Edgar |

2 io.Market St., Kingston |
BBBBBBBIBSBBBfflBSfflaaiBBBaBBSS

"WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

BUY YOUR CLOTHES NOW
ONLY FIVE DAYS MORE

My Sale Ends November 18th.

TUXEDOS .... $50

DRESS SUITS.
. $60

Alterations Free—Fit Guaranteed

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.
Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT
PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS
BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

"When he saw the enemy coming he
turned and ran. I call that cowardice.”

“Not at all. He remembered that the

earth is found, and he intended to run
around and attack the enemy from the
rear.”

At the last meeting of Levana on No-

vember 10th, ’23 and ’24 debated on the

subject, "Resolved, that riches have done

more to promote crime than poverty.” Miss

Simpson and Miss Arthur, of ’23, upheld

the affirmative.

They argued that wealth and the desire

for -wealth had been the cause of war,

slavery, and oppression in all ages. The
grefed that accompanies wealth ha^ brought

untold misery in its wake.

Miss Cameron and Miss Nobes, of ’24,

pointed to the slums of our great cities,

where we see the fruits of poverty,—the

evils of overcrowding, where five families

are found living in a room twelve feet

square; the sordidness of life; the disease

and crime that are engendered; the sweat-

shops where so many of our fellow men

labour at a starvation wage,

The judges, Mrs. Jemmet, Mrs. Gmnmer,

and Mrs. Leadbeater decided in favour of

the negative. Good work ’24.

Arts ’23 had charge of the programme

which was provided largely by the Girls’

Orchestra. Their efforts were very much
appreciated; the orchestra is doing good

work and we prophesy for it a brilliant and

a busy future.

The meeting terminated happily with re-

freshments. Levana members are already

looking forward to the next "ice cream

and cake” meeting, tmder the auspices of

'22
;
but- let us not forget the final debate

on November 24th. Turn out, everybody,

and give the debaters your support.

LEVANA ATHLETICS
On Monday afternoon Arts '21 played

Arts ’22 in Field Hockey. The Seniors

won the game by a score of 1-0. The for-

ward line of the Seniors rushed the ball a

good deal. Misses Condie, Werte and

Abernethy played a steady rushing game,

while the half-backs were good, always

keeping the ball -well forward. Miss Cecile

Stewart did good work as defense. The
Juniors lacked the necessary fighting

spirit. The half-backs„were very good, es-

pecially Miss Moses and Miss Laird.

Seniors—Aggie Condie, centre forward

;

Bess Abernethy; right inside; E. Garret,

right wing; Grace Wert, left inside (capt.)
;

Helen Craig, left wing; H. Goodfriend,

centre' half-back; C. • Stewart, right half-

back; Mary McGregor, left half-back;

Mildred Tait, right full back; Jessie Elliott,

left full-back; Mabel O’Brien, goal.

Juniors— Gertrude Deadman (capt).

centre forward; Ruth Evansou, right in-

side; Doreen Lavelle, right wing; Mar-
garet McDonald, left inside; Ella Sparks,

left wing; Marion Laird, centre half-back;

Ruth Henniston, right half-back; Thelma
Moses, left half-back

;
Flossie Gray, right

full-back; Viola Gibson, left full-back;

May Burnett, goal.

CORRESPONDENCE

To the Editor of The Journal.

Sir: A motion of some importance is to be
considered by the Alma Mater Sociey on
Saturday night It is a proposal to make
members of final years of the various
faculties at Queen’s available for the office

of President of the Alma Mater Society as
well as graduates. Under the existing con-
stitution graduates only are eligible for this

office.

There is a great deal to be said in favor
of the proposed change. The percentage of
men taking combined courses is not large,

especially since the war, and the field of
available candidates is thereby narrowed.
Last year the Science election committee
found it impossible to nominate a candidate
for President at all owing to lack of quali-
fied men. And the same restricting in-
fiuence is felt by the other societies. There
is almost no argument' t . deny that some
of the ablest men in the University and men
in every way fitted for the oflice, are pre-
vented from being nominated for this liigh

office by their fellow students. The legis-

lation that maintains tiiis state of affairs

can hardly be said to be democratic nor for

that matter popular, and the indications are

that Mr. Sproule’s proposed amendment

will not be seriously opposed. The office of

President of the Alma Mater Society is

probably tfie most important and most ex-

acting in its fulfilment of any in the gift

of the student body of Queen’s, and any

measure calculated to reasonably widen the

scope of selection of candidates for it can

hardly help but result in a new zeal, an in-

creased efficiency and a growing loyalty in

the A.M.S. activities.

OH, LAW

With intense joy the great advocate pre-
pared ot indulge in his favourite pastime

—

the bullying of a nervous witness.

“Now, sir !” he commenced. "A straight

answer to a straight question, please!”

The witness shuffled uneasily.

“At what time did this robbery take
place ?”

“Well, I think—”

"I don’t want to know what you think!”
instantly shouted the great Curzon. 'T
want you to say what you know.”

"Then,” retorted the witness, quietly, "if

you don’t want to know what I think. I’ll

step down. I can’t talk without thinking—
I’m no lawyer !”STUDENT.

GRIMM’S
I ^

Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and
;

IS sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
-304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

BOYS!
We have a most complete line of Sweaters, Stockings, Pads,

etc. Everything for that Hockey Team of yours.

Sole Agents for Automobile Skates. Come in and see the

many models.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of
the publishers jve believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere
in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-
ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we
have been advised by several of the Professors that the ser-vice is the best in
the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

^Share Profits with Gonsame^

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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CHANCELLOR’S LECTURESHIP
(Continued from page 1)

Egypt was facing a tremendous financial

crisis. A country cannot cut loose from

its financial responsibilities. Turkey was

looking for her chance in India. Napol-

eon had discovered that Egypt was the

key to the Eastern Hemispliere. France

had dreamed of the tiine when all North-

ern Africa would be French; hut France

could not carry on the proj*.\t alone.

Germany had enough to do with her own
affairs. Bismarck was eager to safeguard

the German bond-holders, and involve

France and England in war. Italy was
jealously watching France, marking time,

and waiting for France to act. There was
not much help for Egypt from any of

these powers. England was forced to

strike in, and not simply for the sake of

him in 1857, that Morocco should go to

France, and Tunis, Sardinia and Egi’pt

to England. But Palmerston refused the

offer. Even in 1875, when Disraeli secur-

ed the control of the Suez Canal, there

was no intention on the part of Britain

to get possession of Egypt. Before the

financial collapse Egypt had been a pay-

ing concern. After this happened, Bri-

tain was interested in guarding the wel-

fare of her share-holders. Then, too,

Egypt was the gateway to India. Britain

and France were the two powers marked
out as chiefly interested.

A national movement was now spread-

ing- Egypt was internatfonal, because

every race in the Eastern and Western
World had its representatives there. At
Cairo and Alexandria were representa-

tives of every language in the Orient.

Here was a mystery : Greek, German.

French, English, etc., and none scarcely

able to speak the language of the other.

England, said the speaker, but also for

the sake of Egypt.

Professor Morison considered it “a cur-

ious act of irony” that in 1882, when it

seemed essential that both England and
France should enter to straighten out

the finances and government of Egypt,

a French minister should arise who had
no intention of intervening. France
would have nothing to do with Egypt,
and England found herself alone to solve

a very particular and awkward question.

After the success of the British troops, it

was clear that Egypt, as a national state,

was an impossibility.

Then came the Arab movement, with a

prophet at their head who did things

by miracles. And so we find in the Sou-
dan'the greatest misgovernment that had
ever rendered itself in the sight of man
and God. Gordon, said Professor Mor-
ison, died not for the British Empire, but
to save men, women and children of
Egypt. Gordon had been told to abandon
Soudan to the Arabs, but he declined and
said that he would not leave till every
one who wanted to go down was given
a chance to do so. England could not
leave Egypt and keep her conscience
clear. It was a moral impossibility for
England to withdraw a single soldier.

She entered Egypt because she had to,

and stayed there because she had to.

Lord Cromer, as consul general, was
placed in a strange position. Egypt was
loosely connected with Turkey, and was
ruled by a khedive. Cromer did all his
work through indirect channels. It was
a work of ihe most threatening difficulty.

When Lord Kitchener went to Egypt, in

order to get an interview, he had to ap-
pear early in the morning before the gen-
eral interview took place. When yon
criticise Cromer, remember he was only
consul general to a khedive. Neither the
Egyptian nor the Englishman had the
right to do as he pleased. There were
various powers at work who were trying
to trip up the government. Portugal had
to be given concessions; Sjiain was a
menace; Germany. France, and other
powers through international jealousy
were endeavoring to trip England up. The
French people, in their papers, were con-
tim.ally indulging in articles of a jealous
character.

Dupng Cromer’s rule he increased the

i

revenue eight million, four hundred
thousand pounds. Under Cromer expen-

ditures were an investment in Egypt.

During these years he reduced the debt in

Egy-pt by nine million pounds, and reduc-

ed the interest by nine hundred
tlx^usand pounds. A person can now
travel from London to Khartoum in the

same time it used to take from London
to Alexandria. Khartoum is now a tour-

ist resort. Thanks to the work of Grom-
it is now a civilized town

;
it has a

college. The inhabitants are one of the

best products of which civilization is

capable. Kitchener, who was Croiiierls

commander-in-chief, proved that the

Egyptian was a fighting man. The Nile

means perhaps three or four times the

value to Egypt that it meant before the

British occupation.

From Cromer down to Kitchener there

was marked progress in education. Tn
the old days there was poverty; disease

was prevalent. Compare the Egypt of

today with that of thirty-eight years ago.

1916, as Professor Morison saw
it was one of the best countries with
the war, and that came from Cromer’s
work. They say he did not attend to

moral forces and education, said the

speaker,. but_fTi«Fe is no education equal

to simply making people prosperous;

clearing away and giving them justice;

and that is the best proof of the educa-
tional power of the British. There never
had been an independent Egypt from the
beginning of time. The kings that Joseph
served under were foreigners. Egypt hSs
always been a subject Egypt, and was
never so free as she was under the Bri-

tish rule.

Then, since the rise of nationalism be-

gan, we have a most interesting study of
politics

;
it was partly German and partly

Turkish. The speaker said that the Ger-
mans always knew how to do a thing
with never a thought of what the con-
sequences will be. Turkey is a moslem
power, and in Egypt, as in India, the
moslem looked to Turkey for sympathy.
But the late years of British occupation
saw Turkey in an unfortunate position.

First, there was the Italian campaign,
and the British maintained strict neutral-
ity

;
then, there was the Balkan War. In

1914, William, the conqueror of Jerusalem
and celebrated moslem chieftain, pro-
claimed a Holy War. So with one thing
after another, in the moslem world,
trouble began.

We have political agitators taking ad-
vantage of schools an(Tcolleges. We have
boys leaving the colleges, and education
for them is something that is merely ne-
gative. They have no political informa-
tion, no political reason, and they are
helping to bring about anarchj^i the
East. One only needs to readthe press
in Egypt to understand the situation. The
speaker affirmed that Kingston had two
better papers than could be found in all

Effypt. There was the same clamor for
responsible government in Egypt as there
was in Canada eighty years ago. After
Lord Dufferin’s mission in 1883, the coun-
try had been given a certain kind of or-
ganization. It was, however, a very
loose, crude, elementary kind of constitu-
tion.

In Kitchener they found a man cap-
able of seeing Egypt with Egyptian eyes,
real.emg that school boys and women
were not the best to govern Egypt. They
recognized and liked a man who could
govern. He took the national assembly
and national council and welded them
into one. He submitted a measure of
law to them and passed it in spite of
their opposition, and then e.vplained why
he did it. So the agitation for self gov-
ernment for the time being died away;
and then came the war which hurried
things up; it has precipitated things.
No one who has not been in Egypt has
any conception of tile difficulties, for the
German., have awakened in Egypt aspira-
tions tlial are hard to satisfy, and wi!.
take time to satisfy.

Trofessor Iforison here touched on the
attitude of the British ofTicers toward',

fContimied on page 8).
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[GLOVES

We are showing an immense
assortment of Fine Gloves in the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

SPECIAL
$22.00

THIN MODEL WATCH

This is a Young Man’s Thin
Model Open Face Watch.

Has a finely 'adjusted 15 jewel

movement in a gold filled case,

and is thoroughly dependable.

Guaranteed of course.

Kiiinear & d’Esterre

Jewelers

100 PRINCESS ST., CITY

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING. PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

EVENING
DRESS

is an essential part of every

Student’s wardrobe

FASHION-CRAFT
Dress Suits are perfect in style,

tailoring, materials and fit. Ready-
to-wear $75,00
Dress Shirts $3.50 to $5.00

Dress Gloves 75c to $2.00

Dress Vests $3.50 to $7.50

All Evening Requisites always

in stock

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

DR. W. E. McNEILL

At a meeting of the English classes of

Queen’s University on the 8th November,
it was unanimously resolved to publish the

following statement in appreciation of the

work of Dr. McNeill, who has left tf#

English Department to take up the duties

of Registrar in the University:

Dr. McNeill has been an unfailing source

of inspiration to his classes. His keen per

sonal interest in their work, in the first

place, has at all times been signally worthy

of an institution which prides itself on the

intimate touch maintained between staff

and students as a main factor in its system

of education. He has unsparingly devoted

himself to solving our individual problems

and difficulties both within the class-room

and out of it. Further, his ability as a

teacher has been especially valuable to us

—

his clear-cut precision, accurate mastery

and arrangement of facts, and his definite

way of conveying them to us, haye made
subjects like Anglo-Saxon, Chaucer, the

Drama, and Shakespeare, delightful instead

of difficult or dull; an attainment which we
appreciate only when from our own unaid-

ed attempts we realise the infinite com-
plexity of the field of English Literature,

and accordingly recognize that Dr. Mc-
Neill’s directness and vigorous simplicity

are the results of a lortg and painstaking

process of selection, arrangement and solid,

hard work. We, as the last of a long suc-

cession of pupils to benefit thereby, wish to

express our appreciation of Dr. McNeill’s

comprehensive scope of scholarship, his

mastery of the wide.view, his grasp of the

vital features of his subjects in their proper
prospective. These are qualities which are
not met with every day; and we unite in

our desire p convey to Dr. McNeill our
sense of the privilege we have enjoyed in

studying under him.

CHANCELLOR’S LECTURESHIP
(Continued from page 7).

the natives. These men who (at home,
were accustomed to go to foot-ball

matches on Saturday, and possibly
church on Sunday) had done damage to
the situation.- In other words Egypt
had passed, into hands, for the time being,
a little unworthy.

Though not universally acknowledged,
yet it appears quite certain, the time has
come when Britain has determined that
Egypt shall be independent, with certain
restrictions; First, the Soudan shall re-
main under British control, and the
speaker thinks in this matter the Egypt-
ians are very wise; in the second place
the Suez will be international with Bri-
tish international police; further, it is

probable that some control over the fore-
ign relations of Egypt will be secured.
It is impossible that England, as long
as England is related to her, will allow
Germany, France or Italy to have a super-
ior right.

Having taken Egypt and saved her
from international politics, we have re-
stored her and made her independent.
We have done our work better than any
other nation could have done. We have
made mistakes and so does every nationWe have created for the first time in his^
tory a real Egypt. The men who helped
to build it, and the sons of these men
will watch Egypt with a keen and pas.
sionate interest. Cromer’s epitaph o;
British regime was, "It matters less that
you rule than that you deserve to rule ’’

Professor Prince took part in the dis-
cussion. It had given him pleasure, lie
said, to meet Professor Morison on the
streets of Cairo. In his opinion the dis-
courses of Pres. Wilson were responsible
for much of the uneasiness in Egypt

Prof. Prince also spoke of the misbe-
havior of British officers. He had seen
for himself their conduct towards the
Iialiyes. This loss of "Christian man-
Ilers 1,1 Prof. Morison’s opinion would
lie felt by the Empire for many years.

Don MacKenzie, E.A., '1.5, is i„ the
real estate business in Wiiin!]ieg.

^

Bert MacKenzie is attending Normal
School in Winnipeg, Man.

BIG SALE OF MEN’S FINEBOOTS
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

LOCKETTS
THE STORE FOR BARGAINS

-
our Men’s Fine Shoes on sale at baraain

prices, $18.00, $15.00, $12.00 and $10.00 boots, all out on tables.

Slater, Regal, Hartt, and other makes.

A splendid opportunity to Boot yourself for the winter.

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk pr brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Coming To Dine Here
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know that nowhere else can be found
pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-
tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-
ing all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand O/era House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
,

SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY
You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET ^ — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

Personal Greeting Cards

WITH QUEEN’S CREST,

INITIAL, MONOGRAM
Order Today.

Lefax Data Sheets, fills now

in stock

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE
THE BEST IN PHOTC 7LAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES.

.
Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if you become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERT

lEUI^
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QUEEN’S HOLD
VARSITY TO 5

POINT LEAD
THE CRUCIAL GAME OF SERIES

WILL BE PLAYED NEXT
SATURDAY

NOTICE

Qvieen’s II. will again iiave to overcome
a lead when they meet Varsity II. here

next Saturday. This time the margin to

overcome is not so large as when Queen’s
met R.M.C. and McGill in the second

games. On Saturday last Varsity II.

won from Queen’s II. by 8-3, at the To-
ronto Stadium, The Queen’s men who
saw the play have absolute confidence in

the ability of their second team to over-

come Varsit)'’s'5 point lead. The mem-
bers of the Queen’s squad are keen to get
at Varsity next Saturday. The men all

came through the game in good coridi

tion. they will work out every day this

week, and their supporters may await the

outcome of the game here November the
20th with jjerfcct confidence.

The field on Saturday was frozen and
had a thin covering of snow, which m^de
the going very slippery. Despite these
handicaps the game was fast and keenly
contested throughout. Queen’s did not
come to life in the first half, and it was
during this time that Varsity gained sev-
en of her points.' Patterson, the Varsity
right half slipped through for a try, which
was converted, and Allen kicked for two
points, one in the second quarter, and one
in the third. McLeod kicked one point

To the staff and Students. Varsity II.

comes here next Saturday to pIa3Tagainst
us for the Intermediate Intercollegiate

Championship. Our boys held them down
to a small five point lead on their own
stamping grounds. We can rest assured
that the players will give us the very best
of rugby on Saturday. This team deser-
ves the hearty support of every one. It.

is likely the game will be played in the
morning. We want the stands and
bleachers packed with loyal sons and
daughters of Queen’s. And when you get
there, don’t be a clam. Open up and let

us hear that old yell! The players will

do their part. Let us do ours. We want
that championship.

RUGBY FINALS

First Inter-Year

Debate Goes to ’22

Deep Waterways Scheme
Was Subject of

Debate

.At a meeting of the C.I.F.U. executive
held in Kingston on November 14th. it

was decided that the play-off of the sen-
ior rugby tie between Varsity and McGill
should be played off at the Old Athletic
Grounds next Saturday, November 20th.
at 2 p.rn.

Work started on Monday morning to-
wards the erection of temporary stands.
Over 4,000 are expected to be in the city
for the game, and all will likely be ac-
commodated. If the two teams cannot
agree on officials, the appointment will.

He with Pres. Walker of R.M.C, U. of T.
and McGill, have been alloted all the re-
served seat capacity on the grounds at
present. There will be special trains from
Toronto and Montreal, which will bring
1.500 student rooters.

VARSITY WIN
IN I^T GAME

INTERCOLLEGIATE ROUND IS
TIED BETWEEN McGILL

AND VARSITY

Arts 22 advanced one step towards the
debating championship for this year when
their representatives, Messrs. Miller and
McLelland defeated their opponents from
'21 in a debate on, “Resolved that the
interests of trade in Canada and United
States demand the adoption of the St.

Lawrence Deep Waterways Sclieme.
Mr. Miller was the first speaker for

the affirmative. He pointed out that the
Lachine Rapids is a barrier to furtlicr

progress inland.

QUEEN’S LOSE
SOCCER BY 2-0

DONALDSON HURT IN FIRST
FEW MINUTES OF

PLAY

'^''He present means of

for Queen’s in the 3rd quarter, and is inadequate as may be
in tlifi loct r-.iie.ffr.,- I

shown by the fact that congestion exists
on the railroads of both Canada and U.S.
At one time this year the U.S. steel manu-
facturers threatened to shut down on ac-
count of a lack of cars to transport their
products. During the time that the pro-
ducts to be transported increased 40%,
the increase in rolling stock amounted to
only about 2%. There is also a great dif-
ference in cost between transportation by
rail and by water" as in thq former it

amounts to 0.8c per ton mile, in the latter
the cost is only 0.08c. Taking into con-
sideration all the factors in the transpor-
tation of grain, it was estimated that
there was still a difference of 5 cents per
bushel. The St. Lawrence is the only
barrier to inland waterways for once clear
of this obstruction ,98% of the Great
Lakes Route would be open to 80% of
the ocean-going vessels. The great objec-
tion raised by opponents of the measure
was that there would be an increase in
Canadas debt which is at present unduly
large, but the speaker pointed out that
it would only be necessary for the tw’o
federal governments concerned to guar-
antee an issue of forty year bonds and the
project would be able to pay both prin-
ciple and interest by means of saving by
this method of transportation. Suppos-
ing only a fraction of the freight were

(Continued on page 2).

in the last quarter.

McLeod and Nickle did wonderful
catching for Queen’s, and the former
made several of his brilliant runs. Gra-
ham and Heasman, both did good line

plunging. Heasman has the happy facul-
ty of picking a hole in the line, and then
going through. For Varsity, Patterson,
at right half, was the star. Reilly in the
line also did good work, and usually made
four or five yards when given the ball
to carry through.

First Quarter.
Varsity won the toss. Queen’s kicked

and Allan returned. Queen’s failed to
make yards on third down. Varsity made
yards on 3rd down, but failed second
time, McLeod kicked for Queen’s. Var-
sity lost yards twice for interference, Var-
sity kicked, McLeod was downed by
Greig. On an exchange of kicks Queen’s
made gains. Ludgate made an eight yard
plunge, and McLeod followed with a 35
yard run. McLeod kicked into scrim, on
3rd down. Score 0-0.

2nd Quarter
This quarter began at Varsity’s 30 yd.

line. Varsity made yards four times,
Reilly being the big factor in these at-
tacks. Varsity worked the ball within
three yards of Queen’s line, but failed to
get across. Queen’s lost the, ball, Varsity
kicked, but was penalized for failing to
give yards. Queen’s lost yards for inter-
ference. McLeod kicked. Varsity made
yards and Allan kicked for 1 point. Mc-
Leod kicked on 3rd down, Allan fumbled,
but Patterson recovered the ball. Varsity
made yards, and Allan kicked. Queen’s
lost the l)all on the 20 yard line, ami Pat-
terson alter a good run went over for a
try. wliicli was converted, 7-0. Queen's
kicked on second dow'n, and Varsity re-
turned.

3rd Quarter.
X'arsity kicked, McLeod ran 20 yards

witit tltc ball. series of punts followed,
ami .Mian kicked for a point. 8-0. Heas-
man got through ^arsity line for 25 yards.
Queen's bucked on 3rd down. \'ar.sity

(Continued on page 4).

THE miriN
Mardi 16th—

4.15 p.m., Cercle Francais.
“La Salle Rouge.”

Tuesday 16th

—

7.30, Polecon Club, "P.R.”—Dean .Skel-
ton’s Home.

W’ednesday—
7 p.m,, Choral Society.

Thursday

—

4.30 p.ni„ Q,UM.A. “Social Service i,i

Kingston.”

Friday

—

8.00 p.m.. Metlical Dance, Strathdee’s
Orchestra.

The last game of the Intercollegiate
Soccer schedule was played on Saturday
when Queen’s team journeyed to Toronto
to meet the Varsity eleven on their own
campus. The game played here three
weeks previous resulted in a draw, neith-
er team being able to score. The fact
that the two teams were so evenly match-
ed created much interest in the final

game. However. Queen’s were forced to
the field without their r-^gular centre

forward, who was injured in practice, and
Donaldson had to retire after the first

few minutes of play. This demoralized
the half line very seriously.

Varsity won the toss, but as there was
little or no wind, there was no advantage
in choosing the goal to be defended. Nel-
son kicked off for Queen’s, and play was
fairly even for the first five minutes.
Donaldson was then forced to retire and
was replaced by Rennie, Stuart moving
in t6 centre half. Though the men work-
ed hard in their new positions, the loss
of their captain seemed to affect the
whole team. Vedova and Scott at full
back were- now worked overtime, defend-
ing their goal, and during the first ten
minutes of play Varsity secured the first

'goal. Queen’s forwards then seemed to
strike their stride and for the rest of the
period had a considerable edge on their

(Continued on page 7).

For the second time this season,
Queen’s went down to defeat before the
Varsity squad. On Saturday afternoon
last, at the Varsity Stadium the tri-color
team came out of the game with the short
end of a 34-1 score to their credit. There
are no excuses to make. Queen’s met, not
only a better team than themselves, but
what many good judges believe to be the
best working rugby machine in Canada
today. The weather was decidedly cold
all afternoon, and the ground was slip-
pery, as a consequence the game was not
as fast as it would have been under more
favourable weather conditions.

Despite the adverse weather conditions
Varsity rooters were out in great num-
bers. They livened things up with their
yells, and songs. Queen’s was well repre-
sented in the stand, and the “Queen’s,
Queen’s. Queen’s” was given whenever
the occasion demanded.

•For Queen’s, Veale, Evans, Ellis and
McKelvey did excellent work, while
Breen, McKenzie and Snyder starred for
Varsity. Breen made many brilliant runs
and proved a hard man for the Queen’s
tacklers.

Cadet Dunbar, R.M.C., refereed and
Billy Foulds, Toronto, acted as umpire.

First Period.

Queen’s won the toss and Ma^<enzie
kicked for Varsity, the ball hit the cross
bar of the goal post, but Mills got the
rebound and ran the ball out. McKelvey
kicked to MacKenzie, who ran the ball to
Queen’s 35 yard line. Varsity bucked for

yards twice, but lost the ball two feet
from Queen’s line. McKelvey kicked to
MacKenzie, who was downed by Evans.
Snyder kicked over for a rouge, 1-0.

Queen’s bucked for yds. McKelvey kick-
ed to Breen. Snyder kicked for Varsity,
Queen’s bucked for yards and again gain-
ed yards by an end run. McKelvey kick-

ed to Snyder who made his mark on Var-
sity 30 yd. line. McKelvey returned Mc-
Kenzie’s kick. Varsity made yards. Mc-
Kelvey kicked to Varsity 10 yard line,

but Breen made a 45 yard run. Varsity
bucked for yards, but lost the ball on a
tackle. McKelvey booted on 3rd down.
Snyder kicked short and got the ball at
Queen’s 25 yard line. Varsity got the

(Continued on page 7).

CHANCELLOR’S LECTURESHIP
“RACIAL PROBLEMS WITHIN THE EMPIRE”

On Friday morning Professor Morison said he, whether in Ireland or in Egypt
iliverc^fl Hie .. X , ..delivered his final Igcture before Queen’s

Theological Alumni Association. The
subject dealt with was India. He declar-
ed that this was the most important poli-

tical problem in the world at present.
India differs from Ireland, because in In-
dia we have a people who have not the
beginnings of self government. We are
dealing with a country whose population
is greater than that of North and South
America combined'; with a country that
has not a variety of one stock, but with
a nation with five separate and distiiict

stocks. In India you will find about as
primitive a condition of life as you will
find most anywhere else. Here you will

find the most complicated and philoso-
phic organiations down to the lowest form
of primitive interests. Plague and fa-

mine are common factors. Famines in

India have affected ten times the number
^ffected by the Irish famine. Every
problem that we have been dealing with,

is insignificant before that problem that

India faces.

Continuing, the speaker affirmed, that

it was not for him to deal with Britain’s

occupation in India, an occupation stain-

ed no doubt with crimes and many mis-
takes. In the one hundred and sixty

years of British occupation some of the

noblest types of men the world has seen
have been in the service of the British

government in India. He said there was
nothing to be ashamed of either in the

acquisition of India or in the govern-
ment.

lie next traced the organization of Bri-
tish government in India. At the head
has been the viceroy with very great
powers. Attached to him are the execu-
tive councils and legislatives councils.

Around this central body is the jirovincial

executive, etc., down to the civil servants,

the army and medical departments. And
(Comimied on page 3).
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The Merchants Ban^
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capita!. $8,400,000

Reseri'E Fund and Undivided
Prowts $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend^

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches,

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager
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Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346
Cor. Brock St. (over Camovskj’s)

OPuwn’a Snurtial
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
^ QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price; Intra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murals In Canada,
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BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCBSS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G. W. V. A.

(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

FRIDAY, NOV. 5th, 1920

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000
Reserve - - . 18,000,000
Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00
deposited each month in our Sav-
ings Department will in ten years
amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.
A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White TUe. lloit llodem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

Utest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
florist

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

Patronize Our

STUDENTS AND CITIZENS
The recent happenings of Hallowe’en

Night and the subsequent court proceedings
have brought into the limelight the old. but
ever interesting, problem of the relation ex-
isting between students of Queen’s and the
citizens of this city.

This problem is not peculiar to Queen’s
nor to Kingston. It has existed as long as
Universities and the old “town and gown”
feuds were sometimes almost as dangerous
as a small civil war.

There is no use and less need to stir up
ill-feeling between students and citizens
over a small occurrence like a Hallowe’en
celebration. Every year the students of
the University of Saskatchewan hold a
Hallowe’en celebration. A huge parade is

formed and they march down from the
University to the city. On arriving in the
city they visit all the picture shows and also
the theatre (there is only dne). No mattTr
what show is on they are allowed to enter
the theatre, give their yells, sing their songs
and march out. Then they proceed to visit
the larger stores where they are treated to
apples, oranges, etc. These strange people
in Saskatoon seem to consider such treat-
ment as good advertising. It is difficult to
understand these uncouth Western business
men.

Still for the purpose ol this discussion it

is useless for us to console ourselves with
the thought of the pleasant way Hallowe’en
celebrations are carried out in Saskatoon.
The fact we must face is that Kingston is
not Saskatoon and that we live in Kingston
and must govern ourselves accordingly, It
would seem that it has been decided that the
days when students were allowed to indulge
in celebrations are gradually passing away.
The regrettable fact about such events as

the Hallowe'en celebration is that it is not
organized nor recognized by the A. M. S.A few students are possessed with the idea
that they should have a parade, sing songs,
give a few yells and visit the shows. They
may or may not be joined by some city boys
and all goes merrily till they meet with op-
position. Then some fire-brand suggests
the use of force and, because the parade i.s

not organized, and under control, the law
is broken. The police arrive and a few stu-
dents are arrested. As usual, in the most
recent affair, two of those who were arrest-
ed were practically spectators. Still, in the
eyes of the law, they were as guilty as
though they had been the leaders. No, we
must admit that the whole plan is wrong.
We must admit that any business man has
the right to refuse admission to any group
of men whether they be carpenters, lawyers
or students. The law is supreme and must
be obeyed.

In spite of this we do not condemn the
idea of properly organized parades. Hm
we cannot condone what is technicall; call-
ed “rushing the shows” by irrespc:.-lbl<.^
groups. On the other hand, there i .

•
. L

reason why a little tact and diplomacy '

the part of both citizens and students
not result in making a Hallowe’en cel'L. .

- i.Jeasur- U" ’h. -'rl'

‘U.-- int-, , ..i.-
• •

INTER-YEAR DEBATE
(Continued from page 1),

amount to 5 cents a bushel on 430 mil-
lion bushels of grain, one cent a ton on
500 million toii.of ore products, and the
same on one billion tons of manufactur-
ing products. The cost of the deepening
of the St, Lawrence would be approxi
mately 200 million dollars. To meet the
increased requirements by extending the
railroads, etc., would necessitate an ex-
penditure of two billion dollars per year
for five years and this latter would still

be limited.

Mr. Anderson opened the debate for
the negative by stating that it was the
duty of the affirmative to show that the
scheme was feasible politically, econonii
cally, and financially. The present view
will make Kingston an important trans-
shipping point, Toronto and Hamilton'are
interested if they may take for themselves
some of the glory of Quebec and Montreal
as -national ports.

This scheme is not feasible, politically,
as there would be constant disagreement
between the Federal and Provincial Gov-
ernments which, in the case of Canada,
requires an appeal to the Privy Council’
and in the case of U.S. is even a more
tedious process. The Republican party
IS coming into power in U.S. and does it
appear reasonable that they will pass a
resolution contrary to the best interests
of Republican New York?

It is not practicable, financially, as it
will be years before the moneyed interests
in Britain will be in a position to lend
money for such schemes, and tve cannot
expect to raise a loan for such a purpose
in New York which has become the
world’s centre in money matters.

Tlie national debt of Canada is now
billion dollars witit only 9 million peopi
to bear this burden. We are taxed for
everything, so that it would be foolish to
increase this burden by another great out
lay. Railroads supply everything neces
sary for their operation, whereas the gov
ernment supplies everything but the roll
ing stock in the waterways service.
Lowering of water canal has now reach-

ed the danger point as in certain places
the channel is barely 20 feet deep, and in
a great storm if a vessel were blown from
her course she would be sure to get into
difficulties and this fact would tend to
raise the insurance rates. Another phase
of this is that the great dams would
back up the water causing flooding of
lands, the owners of which would require
compensation or protection.
Mr. McClelland reputed the last state-

men tof the preceding speaker by stating
that the amount of land flooded would
from Chairman Magrath. and how could
the level be lowered in one place and
be negligible, according to a statement
raised in another if both places were on
the same side of the dam? He then pro
ceeded to show that the power develop-
ment alone would meet the cost of the
development. There was need in the
New England States for an additional
million h.p. by 1925. It was estimated
that 2J^ million h.p. would be develojied
on that part of the river which is interna-
tional and an equal amount in that part
which is entirely Canadian. This potVer
would be available as far North as Ot-
tawa. and South to New York. Power
sold at $20 per kilowatt per year which for
3 million kilowatt would be 60 million
dollars. Or one horse power would save
in a year, 20 tons of coal, which would
mean a saving of 80 million tons at $10
per ton (a conservative price) would
mean SOO-million dollars.

kfr, Campney, for the negative, stated
that we had more power in the small

• than we would use in the next 25
without ranning risk of interna-
complications. This scheme is un-
economically, as it cost five times

' '’ijch to htr'W m reern 5
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We
Want

‘^Coppers”

^ Strange, isn’t it,

tU that once in a while
we hear of some one
who hesitated coming to
the “Ryrie” store just
because his require-
ments happened to be
very small and we hap- .

pen to have a big store.

^ Do you know how
^ we have come to be
big—for we were once
very, very small?

^ We are big now,
jJ simply because we

have continuously pleas-
ed those who have been
coming to us, ever since
we were so small—that’s
why.

^ The little snowball
Til has rolled and roll-
ed until'it has grown to
its present size.

^ We always rejoice

^ to see even, the little

“youngster” cbme with
his “coppers” carefully
saved for the Christmas
“squandering,” for
we’ve been through that
experience ourselves.

Be your require-

_ ments large or small
the same courteous and
painstaking service al-

ways awaits you in the
“Ryrie Store.”

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET
TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
dentist

Comer Princess and Wellington Street
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone I144w.

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.
Arrangements may be made for prlvata

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

The freight rates depend on the amount
going and coming. At present the ocean
traffic is in the proportion of 2-1 in favor
of the going. This would upset the cal-
culations on the freight rates. Another
factor is that only bulk shipments would
go up the lakes as the smaller shipments
would be transferred at the first oppor-
tunity to the faster rail route. In regard
to grain shipments, the idea is pot to get
the grain on the market at the earliest
possible moment, but to get it to tide-
water before freeze-up and feed it over-

TaduRtlv to vne*
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment,

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’22.

A.M.S.Stop eating while it still tastes good is an
old motto containing a good advice. Fri-

day evening found everybody homeward
bound at 11.05 from Meds ’22 social even-

ing with a good taste in their mouths.

The evening was a decided success,

which was due to the efforts of the com-
mittee to make it such; the musical selec-

tions were well chosen and well rendered by
the orchestra. Mr. McCuaig deserves the

thanks of the year for consenting to play

during the orchestra’s supper number.

The wisdom of those in charge of the

tickets in not overselling them is to be com-
mended. as a larger crowd would have been

uncomfortable for dancing. The usual

quota of uninvited guests were present.

Ode to the Uninvited.
There was a young fellow named White-

head,

Who never know when he was slighted,

He went out to dine

And had a good time

-\s if he was really invited.

MEDICINE ’26.

After many and varied attempts to find a

suitable meaning for the word "fussing”

Morphy seeks the aid of a Sophomore. He
now attends church every Sunday night.

Who's the trouble?

What does it profit a man if he can work
out a physics question and can’t dance.

At the A.M.S. meeting Saturday night
Principal Taylor spoke to the Society about
the Government Commission which is to

visit Queen’s Monday. November 22nd.
We want to impress the Commission witn
the necessity of getting an increased grant
from the Government. Queen’s has reach-
ed the stage where private endowment can-
not cope with expenditure. The staff is

under paid and the University must look
to the Government for the support neces-
sary for the continuance of the work. Last
year we received $165,000, while Toronto
received over a million and a quarter.

There will be a mass meeting of the stu-

dents at 5 p.m. Monday, 22nd, and all stu-

dents are asked to attend and be sure to

bring your voice.

The following business was transacted:

1. The final report of the committee on
elections was received.

2. Levana Society w’as granted permis-
sion to use Grant Hall for a tea and sale

on Saturday, November 27th.

3. A motion was made by Messrs.
Sproule and Becking that Art. VI, Sec. 1,

para. 6 of the Constitution be amended to

read, “A president who must be in the final

year of some faculty of Queen’s Univer-
sity.” ‘Tn the final year” shall be inter-

preted to mean, registered in sufficient

classes to obtain his degree in the following

-spring.

The Very Latest

Ideas in

FULL DRESS
FOR THE POPULAR

YOUNG MAN
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS

RIGHT

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.1S to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

SPECIAL VALUE IN
BATHING CAPS

Various styles and best quality.

Prouse’s Drug Store
0pp. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH

Rumors :—McC--n is specializing in ex-

plosive chemo-cyclonology.

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students.' Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last
year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.
So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious
little at that. So that when ’Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind
Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chancel
Make your appointment now.

As seen by Miss *X ‘‘Yo’ sho’ly will

like that Burleigh Blend.”

PROGRAMME FOR MEDICAL
DANCE

tee appointed to make the necessary ar-

rangements and to fix a date.

The committee was appointed as follows

:

Messrs. Keill, Kehoe, Mcllraith, Donald-
son, and Miss Condie.

The programme was the debate bet\ieen

Arts ’21 and ’22, an account of which will

'be found in another column.

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen s Students with every
success.

' '

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

.

If you already wear glasses come in and

Glasses
comfortable Study

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
ConsuUhig Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

1. Waltz—.Mice Blue Gown.
2. One-Step—Polly.

3. Fox-trot—Silken Veil.

4. Waltz—There’s a light in your eyes
5. Fox-trot—Just Like a Rose.
6. One-step—Land of Old Black Joe.
7a. Waltz—Verna.

7b. Fox-trot—Whispering.

8. Waltz—Drifting.

9a. Fox trot—Rose of My Heart.
9b. One-step—Who Did It.

10. Waltz—Hiawatha’s Meledy.
lla. Fox-trot--Mylo.

llb. One-step—Say-Yoh.
12. Fox-trot—Love Nest.

13a—Waltz—Winnifred (Strathdee).

13b. Fox-Trot—Toreadora.
14. Waltz—Your Eyes Have Told Me

So.

15a. One-step—Irene.

15b. Fox-trot—Avalon. -

16. Waltz—Isobel.

17. One-step— Everybody Calls Me
Honey.

18. Waltz—My Last Waltz With You.

M. P. REl^, Manager.

WILL SELL BADGES AT
GAME

The Queen’s Alumnae Association have
made arrangements to sell, in the different

College Buildings, on Friday, and at the

Intermediate game on Saturday bows of

combined Varsity and McGill colours. This
is a splendid way to show our neutrality in

this big game between the sister Univer-
sitie.s and since the sale is being held in aid

of the Residence fund we are sure that

everyone will be there, not only with the

Tricolor, but with McGill and Toronto
colours as well.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

ADDRESS ON SOCIAL SERVICE
WORK IN KINGSTON

INTERCOLLEGIATE HARRIER
MEET

The Intercollegiate Harrier Race was
run at T oronto on Saturday morning,
Varsity winning; McGill second, R.M.C.
third and Queen’s fourth. The time.
34:39 4/5 min. for the-5 miles, 1600 yards,
is fast, considering the cold and wind.
Queen’s sent up a well-conditioned team,
the time for the try-out here being the
best ever made on the course. Our lads
finished in the following order: Taylor,
McIntosh, O’Connor, Canning, Baker.
This is a team race, the scoring being
based on the first four men of each team
to finish. Taylor ran second to Longboat
in a mile race in England, and go\
seconds in the school track meet. fi. ! •

tosh made his debut at McGill las: -.'I

O’Connor has averaged 15 3-4 i.-

last 4 races and has reached the con- .•

ion that his speed lies in other direci kmi '

Canning took up running this fal.

prelude to the hovitifr season. I,..;,

.1 niinbj:-
.

Dr. E. C. MacCallum, lecturer in the

Faculty of Medicine and already well

known through his profession to many stu-

dents in other faculties, will address the

Q.U.M.A. on Thursday, November I8th, at

4.30 o’clock. His subject will be "Social

Service Work in Kingston.” This address
will be of interest not only to those who
are accustomed to attend the Q.U.M.A.
but to all. Dr. MacCallum’s experience as
a doctor practising in Kingston makes him
particularly qualified to speak on the sub-
ject. All students are' welcome as visitors;

or members of the Q.U.M.A.

CHANCELLOR’S LECTURES.

(Continued from page 1). uiluvu tiouuic is one oi geaiousy. me
this is the purest example of responsible, ^ame thing accounts for ninety per cent.
rmtorrarAr /a _\ j . i.« • x r • .

zon came to rule, thirty-four million peo-

ple were affected by the famine. Lord
Curzon, in the course of his operations,

faced the educational question
;
but edu-

cation in Egypt India has been a dif-

ficult problem.

In 1914 it was found that Britain

been almost negligent in her preparati

for war. But India was prepared, - a':

no one will say her preparations were
unnecessary.

A new age entered with the 20th cen-

tury. Turkey was trembling towards
her doom ; the most corrupt power in the
world

; a power stained \^ith more blood-

shed than any other civilized people. But
not all the crime of the Turkish govern-

ment could prevent the sympathy of the

Indian. Just as in Egy'pt, the Balkan War
and the war with Italy had created

trouble so in India. In these years, not
only was Turkey tottering to decay, but
certain powers in Asia were developing
strongly; new constitutional laws awak-
ening new constitutional experiments.

Men in India said, "What these men did

we also can do.”

In 1904-S the second greatest military

power in the world went down to ruin

before an Eastern power, and that rise of
Japan made an impression on India.

Touching the social question, Profes-
sor Morison thinks that the Anglo-Indian
society has been to the detriment of the

attitude of the white man towards his

efficiency in the Indian government. The
brown trouble is one of geaiousy. The

autocracy (a -contradiction of terms), and
India is one of the few remaining auto-
crats in the world. We have worked
Tn'lia for years in this very curious svs-

India is responsible to Britain.

L' rd Curzon was the greatest of the
-.i.-h viceroys. His work was an acl-

' Me illustration of what the old Bri-

overnment could do. He faced both
i e and plague when seven million

lundred thousand Indians ha<l jier-

There had been some twenty fam-
•

. i! - ... >, .. ih.

of the trouble in Africa. It is not so acute
in India as in Africa. Morals have al-

ways two sides.

•About 1907, whatever the causes were,
whether they were as I described tlicni or
not. said the speaker, the situation l)ce.*:m

so acute that Lord Morley saw the iicci

of improvement. He was a represeiit.a

live of the highest political wisdom in

Great Britain. He faced the new situa-
tion in India, and declared explicitly that
a change must not mean self government.

' -L Indians to the supreme
'

' nued on page 8).
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Removal Notice

BBS

You will now find us at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

SCIENCE

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES
SPORTING^OODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

ENGINEERING NOTES

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO.. Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to^have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-
ings Accounts Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS
AND^288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

At the bye-election held on Saturday,
I. M. Marshall was elected President, and
F. M. Bailey secretary. Now that our
new executive is once more complete, let

ns get out and support them.

We were much amused at the comment
made by Medicine upon our note, re the

Rugby Cup. We are glad he said the

Cup reposed in the Old Medical Building

wh'en no rugby was played. It didn't stay

there long after the “embryonic Engin-
eers” came back from crossing the Kais-

er’s touch-line. Long enough to play one
game- with the bone setters and dispen-

sers of “spirits frumeiiti.” What about it.

Science men turn out on Saturday and
help Red Dougherty’s colts romp home
with the intermediate championship by
cheering them on. Surely it isn’t neces-

sary to repeat the Principal’s remarks “act

as students and not as members of a

prayer meeting.”

Latest rumour has it that there is much
consternation among_>he bull moose and
bear,cats of Northern Ontario. They liavo

learned that “Soup” Jardine is headed
that way on a hunting trip. H-re's luck

' Soup.

Science 21 is glad to welcome F. [.

Ellis back. “Fitter” is looking well and
his presence will add much pep to the
Society.

We wonder why “Katy” goes to Ot-
tawa so oft'en. Is it really business with
the Geological Survey or has the cham-
pion of Levana decided to say it verhalh
instead of with flowers?

Mr. W. C. Pauell was in Trenton ovcf

the week-end. This is looking 'serious.

It’s surprising how often you can catch
certain members of ’23 in the Tech Sup-
ply Store, either busily engaged in look-
ing through the second hand books or
inquiring the price of Stadia circles, with
a frequency that seems rather more than
coincidental.

to this solution?”

Wilson—“Wh)^I really don’t know, but
I believe there IS some reason for it.”

\'\ e know now why Mo never looks at
th^ mailing lists. He says he doesn’t know
anybody who can write.

Answers to Correspondence: — “No
Mabel. Bill spells his name with a FT
at the end, not CK.”

SCIENCE ’21

Fred Sproule is with us again. Took
him a month to get to the nearest rail-

way station. Wonder who he met on
the way?

Harping back to wliat we fondly hope
is. by this time a relic of the past, we
pause to comment in true Christian fash-
ion on the recent outrage by Ten Little
Freshmen.

Without appearing to be discouraging,
we must admit that as poets, the Ten
Little Freshmen would make excellent
book agents, and certainly some one
must have misadvertently disconnected
the “metre.”

It is hard to say just which were the
most faltering:, the feet of the alleged
verses, or of the Ten Little Freshmen
as they crossed the Campus that dark
and dreary October morn.
Howsoever, we were young and fresh

once ourselves, and it is well to get tliese
things ont of the system.
WANTED Large waste-paper basket.

Must be large enough to accommodate
at least fifty exercises in Gen. Eng. 1.

Submit all prices, specifications and
stress diagrams to Prof. MeP—I, Carruth-
ers Hall.

Incidentally, we are of the opinion that
those stress diagrams are in more than
one case proving themselves to be dis-
tress diagrams.

Prof. C-d-n-h-d to Wilson—“Why do
we add the sulpide instead of the sulphate

VARSITY II. DEFEATED QUEEN’S
II. BY 8-3.

Arrangements are about completed for

a demonstration of the divining rod be-
fore the Engineering Society, by its ori-

ginator, Prof. Tyrus.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

' Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OP THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

The muckers are six in number. Two
manage rugby teams, two are married
(how they manage has not yet been es-

tablished), one is a pessimist, and the rest
of tlie class, “Slim” needs no recommen-
dation. The chemicals have not yet been
heard from. Spoiled ballots no -doubt.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the recula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTIoN is given in various trades.
The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should he made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE arCrproyidc'd for in the courses ofStudy m Public. Separate. Continuation

I and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

fmm ISr n°' “W hi! Obtained

Toronm
° Mmisler of Education,

Toronto, November, 1920.

We feel cold these mornings until we
see that Rainbow Division Scarf. Why
doesn’t she have it dyed or dead? Well,
you tell us looking-glass you saw it go-
ing on.

It appears that the season for cigar-
ette bumming has re-opened.

Wasit due to the Profs, engaging
smile that “Smithy” of the muckers got
the -coast line of Mass, confused with tlie
cosine in Industrial Chem. These higher
mathematics were always above us.

Fred learned that tilings looking like a
chemical equation are not always equa-
tions. We suppose that while water
(H.O.Ii.) is the lowest form of alcohol,
that is why it is such a poor substitute!
Can t some of the chemicals speed up
the evolution. You cant tell us liquor
you haven’t the license.

Prof. (In Mech. IV. attempting to pull
down window shade)—“These must be
straight combinations, you can’t pull them!
up or down.”

New to us? Well rather, but then we
never did understand machinery.

SCIENCE ’23

Owing to an unfortunate miscarriage,
of copy” ’23 has been somewhat scantily,
represented in these columns, a defect
wliich will be rectified forthwith.

(Continued from page 1).

was penalized twice for offside. Queen's
made 20 yards. McLeod kicked behind
Varsity’s line bnt Patterson ran the ball
out. Varsity failed to make yards. Mc-
Leod kicked for a point, 8-1.

4th Quarter.
\ arsity failed to make yards, and kick-

ed on 3rd down. McLeod returned the
kick. Queen’s made good gains in a ser-
ies of punts. Allan kicked the ball out-
side on Varsity 30 yard line and McLeod
kicked for a point, 8-2. Varsity made
yards on second down, but were forced
on next attempt to kick on 3rd down.
Queen’s bucked for yards and McLeod
made a 20 yard run after faking a kick.
Queen’s kicked for a point. 8-3. Varsity
was called back for interference. The
game ended with the ball near Varsity 20
yard line.

The teams lined up as follows:
Queen's II.—Flying- wing, Heasman;

halves, Nickle, McLeod, McBean; quar-
ter, Graham: scrim.. Cook (capt.), For-
rest, Stewart; inside. Lewis. Ludgate

;

middle. Burns, Abernethy; outside, Bon-
ham, Gerovv; spares. Gow, Wilson, Dune-
gan. Bleakney, McNeil.

\ arsity II.-^FIying wing, Prendergast;
halves, Patterson (capt.), Allan, Price;
quarter

, Cowan; scrim.. Beck, Grata,
Summerfeldt

; inside, Mahaffey, Maunder
j

middle, Reilly, Hamilton; outside, Greig,
Planton

; spares, Fimnark, Baker, Hanna,
Jackson, Pliillips, Parker, Ketduim.
Referee—W. A. Hewitt.
Umpire—Mike Rodden.

BIBBT’S
THE STORE THAT KEEPS THE PRICES DOWN

Suit and Overcoat Elegance
The elegance that comes through perfect and skillful tailoring

in our Suits and Overcoats will appeal to you at once.

Will you not step in just for a look at the new styles ?

WE CLAIM TO HAVE THE BEST

$35.00 and $45.00 Suits and

OveFcoats in Canada

The Clinton
The Ritz . .

.

The Havlin .

SUITS
.$35.00

. 35.00

. 35.00

SUITS
The Bud $45.00
The Bentley 45,00
The Carlton 45.00

OVERCOATS
The Broadway $35.00
The Tourist 35.00
The Chamberlain 35.00

OVERCOATS
The Oakwood 45.00
The Grant 45.00
The Newdale 45.00

SHOE SALE AT

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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^ PRINCE— a newArrow
I
Collar^

I FOLLOW THE ARROW AND
II YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE
i

j

Cluttt, U c.' , o( C.n.d., Limited

ARTS

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET
Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

ARTS.
Just at present the Faculty is in the

throes of the ground hockey season. The
girls are risking life and limb (we choose
our words carefully) to bring honor to

their respective years
;
and several men are

known to be recklessly skipping lab. periods
in order to enjoy the sport-from the side-
lines. We are told that the girls present a
very pretty picture as they twinkle up and
down the field with their sweaters, with
their very pretty head^ar, with or with-
out their little felt shin-guards. At the time
of going to press the Seniorettes were lead-
ing the league, but certain other of the
teams— ’22 in particular—were explaining
away their defeats and promising great
things for the games to come.

?®aMSjafSfSjafSfaj2fa/a^^

The Futui'e of Many

Young Men

has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

MutuaTLife of Canada and it Nvill

help •you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life o£ Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

ARTS ’21

The regular meeting of Arts ’21 was
held in the small Mathematics room, King-
ston Hall, on Monday. November 8, at 4
p-.m. The President, Mr. A. B. Ransom,
occupied the chair. The attendance, un-
fortunately. was small, but several counter-
attractions may have served to draw away
some of our members.

News was received of the death of Mr.
Myers, who last year was a member of
.Arts '21. Mr. Myers died at Haileybury.
put., on Sunday. October 17, and is buried
in that town. Mr. Hodgins was appointed
to find out the particulars, and it is the pur-
pose of the year to send a letter of con-
dolence to the relatives of our departed
year-mate.

Miss Jessie Elliott was received into the
year at this meeting.

The new President of Arts '21, Mr. M.
B. Kelioe.^vas than installed. Th^ instal-
lation of the other offices had to bfe again
postponed. '

The programme consisted of a splendid
number of the “Eye-Opener,” edited by

I
Mr. Kehoe. Mr. Chrysler gave tlie critic’s

[report. ...

tion so let the Yell Committee have the re-
sults. The Committee beg to announce that
a prize of a year pin will be- awarded for the
best yell submitted. A year pin is nothing
to be sneezed at so, get your suggestion in
by the next meeting.

Yell Committee—H. McCuaig, W. A.
Watson, A. F. Saunders, Miss Kelly, Miss
Farrel. •

RE ARTS CONSULTING
library no. 2

Dear Fellow Students.

—

As talking is strictly prohibited in the
Reading Rom.—ahem—I hope the Editor
will permit me to convey a few^ remarks to
you through your excellent Journal. To be
brief :

—

1. A book taken from the shelves over-
night on ticket and not returned to the
librarian’s desk carries a fine. Do not lay
it down anywhere or the ticket is not can-
celled.

2. Please follow the printed directions
and return all books (except encyclopedias)
to the desk. Reasons will be supplied on
application.

3. Is it not rather selfish to secure three
books for an hout on a subject which a
dozen others are studying? You cannot as
a rule read two at once.

4. It might be as well for the fresliies to
have a look round the room and read all the
rules. They do not seem to know them yet.

Lastly, my heartiest thanks to those who
are co-operating so well in my efforts to
keep the books in the right place and at
hand when wanted.

Sincerely, your friend,

the asst, librarian.

A MAN’S SHOE
need not sacrifice style and shapeli-
ness for fit and comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. Wllen
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is ecmplato.

Best Tungsten Lampa
and Flashlights. Every-

thing electrical for ex-

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS

FOR EVENING WEAR
Shirts, Ties, Collars, Vests,

Gloves, Etc.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early

\ for the year pictures

^ The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRl'ICESS STREET

arts ’22

The next regular meeting of Arts '22 will
be held on Friday, November 19th, at 4
p.m. Tickets for the Social Evening,’ to be
held Thursday evening, November 25th,
will be on sale at this meeting,

The year has cause to be jubilant over its
debating achievement of Saturday night,
when Messrs. Miller and McLelland de-
feated a team of Seniors in the first of the
inter-y-ear debates. The Debating Commit-
tee chose the right men for the task and it
was evident to all that both had made a
profound study of the matter under discus-
sion and, having chosen the most telling
arguments for their case, spared no effort
in making a forceful presentation of them.
Anotlier pleasing factor in the triumph is
the fact that the men were well supported
by the year at the meeting; they are proud
to admit that some of the fire they put into
their .speeches was inspired by the year yells
lustily given with true '22 enthusiasm.

18S WELLINGTON STREET
PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

STUDENTS!
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

arts ’24

Arts '24 thoroughly enjoyed the recep-
tion given them by Arts '23 Friday after-
noon. We appreciate tlie interest taken in
us by tlie other years and the way they have
made us feel that we are part of the Uni-
versity.

"Resolved, that the system of propor-
tional representation should be adopted in
the Ontario provincial elections,” is the
subject for debate between Arts ’23 and ’24
The honor of Arts ’24 will he upheld by
Messrs. Walsh and Zacks, taking the af-
firmative and the debate committee will
welcome any material on this phase of the
subject.

Armistice Day made us forget the tedi-
ous work of the previous days and the fu-
ture appeared to be smootli sailing till we
were completely ‘'Snow’’-ed under by the
assigned essay in English I.

Suggestions for the year yell, we regret
to say, have not been very numerous.
I lenty of time has been given for medita-

EVERSHARP PENCILS
Are used among all sorts and conditions of people. Eversharp—
always sharp—yet never sharpened, is the favorite writing instru-

ment of the day.

For Sale

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COD iSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

i

COU SES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-
cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer^ School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.

I
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-
cline in the raw • fur

market, we have put
our enormous stock of

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from
10 to SO per cent. With
the reduced prices on
furs we have also cut

prices on all men's hats
and caps, as well as
millinery.

All Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hatf, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

LEVANA
LEVANA ATHLETICS

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET
3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

s in (Bn IBo IS IBm Bi IBa 0} 19 Ol ttl IS tS! tfi Si tU af Be BD a

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all Hinds of

Owing to poor weather the game between
’24 and ’23 had to be postponed on Tues-
day until next week. On Wednesday,
however the Juniors and Freshettes played
a very interesting game. The teams were
well supported by members of the various

years. 1922 came up wonderfully since last

game and really showed that with a little

fight in them they have a good team. There
was more rushing forward and more con-
sistent hitting by the halfs. The full backs
deserve much credit because 1924 found
them impassable.

In the Freshette year the playing of

Freda Moses, and Miss McKee as half-

backs, was a revelation. The centre defence

was rather weak, due probably to the fact

that the playing of Miss Laird (’22) was
excellent. Miss Wooton as wing for '24

certainly made all' the consistent gains for

her team. Long dribbles time and again

went past all the defence but when the ball

did get down, it was either knocked out, or
tlie forwards were not down to send it in.

Just a little patience ’24—the kind of spirit

you’ve shown will not easily give up. Fight
Fight! Fight!

sen congestion, as there would be more
rapid handling of cars at these points.
He concluded by stating that advocating
any scheme to compete against the rail-

roads would be ridiculous, when we take
into consideration the fact that the gov-
ernment of this country has ust recently
taken over the railroads.

Mr. Miller, in rebuting the statement
of the first speaker of the negative that
the railroads furnished evervthing, men-
tioned the gifts to the C.P.R. which
amounted to 25 million dollars and the
same number of acres of land from which

they had already realized 84 million dol-
lars with deferred payments, amounting
to 60 million, and that the total to date
granted to subsidize the building ol
branch lines, amounted to 218 million
from the Dominion Government, 37 mil-
lion from Provincial, and 17 million
from the local governments.
The judges were Dr. McNeill, Profes-

sor Macintosh, and Prof. Earle. In giv-
ing the report for the judges. Prof. Mac-
intosh commended Mr. Campney on be-
ing the best speaker of the evening and
complimented all on the fact that a dif-
ficult subject containing many technical
points had been handled in a manner
better than one would expect, under such
conditions, with such little time for pre-
parations.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials andIS sold at a very moderate price.

mareriais, and

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

CARTOON CALENDAR

Hanson^ Ci'ozier Edgar
20 Market Si., Kingston

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

BUY YOUR CLOTHES NOW
ONLY TWO DASY MORE

My Sale Ends November 18th.

TUXEDOS .... $50

DRESS SUITS.
. $60

Alterations Free—Fit Guaranteed

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.
Next Grand Theatre

A new feature of tlie Q.W. Sale, to be
held November 20th, is the Queen’s cartoon
calendar, designed for the sale by Mr. G. L.
Cumine, of Science ’22. Mr. Cumine’s
skill in cartooning is already well known to

members of his year, and it has led him to
give up his course in Science to study such
work as illustrating and cartooning. The
cartoons contained in the calendar ar^on
events of the College life, well known to
everyone, such as the Freshmen’s Recep-
tion, and geology excursions. Every stu-
dent will want to have one of these calen-

dars and they will reviye memories, if sent
to friends who have graduated.

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT
PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

On Saturday, November 6th, several of
Queen’s graduates held a reunion at ^a-

' forth as guests of Miss Pearl McPherson,
B.A., Miss Beatrice Craig, B.A., and Miss
Maybelle Laing, B.A. There were present
Miss Annie Sillers. B.A., of Stratford
and Miss Dora Helmkay, B.A., of Clin
ton. From Wingham came Miss Isabel
McDougall, M.A., Miss Grace Hamilton
B.A., and Miss Jean McConnell, B.A.
who were motored over through the kind-
ness of Mr. George Brackenbury, B.A.
also a Queeit’s graduate. Queen’s chry-
santhemums and the blue, yellow and red
were much in evidence.

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
Le Cercle Frangais se reunit pour la se-

conde fois, le Mardi, 2 Noverabre, dans la
salle nommee “Red Room.”
La seance fut ouvert par le premier cou

plet de Oh, Canada.” M. le Professeur
Brovedani interessa tous les membres pre-
sents en leur parlant de la poesie de Leconte
de Lisle. Un concours prit place apres que
chacun eut, par le sort, trouve son parten-
aire. Mile. Macfarland et, M. J. A. Mac-
Donald en furent les gagnants. Us re^ur-
ent comme recompense une assiette garnitf
de deux morceaux de creme glacee, de deux
morceaux de gateaux et de deux cuillers.
Puis M. Gilbert enchante I’audience par un
solo de piano.

Des rafraichissements furent servis et la
reunion 'se termina ainsi comme une petite
fete intime.

La prochaine reunion du Cercle frangais
aura lieu dans la meme salle Le Mardi 16
Novembre.

BOYS!
of Sweaters, Stockings, Pads,

etc. Everything for that Hockey Team of yours.

Sole Agents for Automobile Skates. Come in and see the
many models.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET _ PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINEWe now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

the™ S'“l!
arrangements which we have with most of

in the

tore
ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS-We make a speciai fea-ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

have
dept, is under speciai management and we

flTh-t
“

TT ^
‘hat the service is the best inthe history of the University.

Phone 919

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

ALUMNI.
MARRIED—On November Iltb, in Sy-

denham Street Church, by Rev. VV. T G
Brown. Muriel Birch Walsh (Queen’s ’17)
to Mr. Cecil H. Ney, B.A.Sc. (Toronto),
of Ottawa.

INTER-YEAR DEBATE
(Continued from page 2).

west of Central Saskatchewan is via the
Panama Canal. That from the remainder
of Saskatchewan and Manitoba should
go via Hudson Bay, and the remainder
could go via the present route without
any change. .4t present there is only
storage at tidewater for 10 million bush-
els and increasing this would tend to les-

'^iinare two Profits with Gonsumer^

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before voubuy, compare values at SKY’S. ^
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Interfaculty Rugby Schedule.

Nov. 17. Arts vs Medicine.

Nov. 24, Minners vs Science.

Games called for 3 p.m. at Athletic

grounds.

SCIENCE ’23.

On Wednesday afternoon “Holdcroft’s

Pets” met and defeated the Freshmen

eleven by a score of 2-0 in the first soccer

match of the season. The game was clean

and fast throughout. For ’23 there were

several stars, but Weston out-classed them

all and scored both tallies in the first half

of the game. During the second half the

Freshmen were saved again and again by

the brilliant work of their goal-tender and

at full time the score remained 2-0 for the

Sophs.

The- line-up was as follows :—Centre for-

ward, Graham
;

inside right, Bell
;

right

wing, Birchard; inside left, Webster; left

wing, Couse; centre half back, MacLeod

;

left half back, Hansen
;

right half back,

Sully; right full back, Kidd (Capt.)
;
left

full back, Jones; goal, Hay; spares, Askin,

Taggart, Lewis, Rapley.

Science '23, 14; Science ’24, 0.

The first event of the inter-year rugby

schedule was played off on Thursday wli^n

the Sophomores beat the freshmen by a 14

to 0 score. The play was fast and snappy

throughout the game. During the first half

the teams seemed evenly matched, but the

Freshmen could not stand the strain during

the last half and it was quite evident that

the Sophomorca the better trained and
conditioned team.

The Sophomores’ team-work was excel-

lent and many sensational plays were made.

The most outstanding were Bracken’s and

Battersby’s touchdowns and McKay’s long

rim.

Line-up—Chalmers, Coulter, Lewis, Mc-

Kay, MacLeod, Bracken, Chesser, Batters-

by, Rouselle, Holt, Swift, Gillespie, Ander-
son, Collier, Spares—Adams, Morrsion,

James.

VARSITY WIN IN LAST GAME
(Continued from page 1)

ball to Queen’s line and Breen went over
for a try, 6-0. Queen’s kicked to Breen
who made a 35 yard run. Varsity made
yards twice, but Westman lost the ball

on 3rd down.

2nd Quarter

The first of the period was noted for a
punting duel between Snyder and Mc-
Kelvey, neither side gained much.
Queen’s lost the ball on 3rd down, Snyder
kicked to McKelvey at Queen’s 5 yard
line. McKelvey punted to Breen who
muffed, but recovered and made a 40-

yard run, a pass brought the ball to
Queen’s 5 yard line. Varsity lost the ball

on downs 2 yards out. McKelvey kicked
for Queen’s. On an onside kick, Douglas
fell on the ball for an unearned try which
was converted, score 10-0. McKelvey
kicked off; Varsity made 25 yards on an
end run, and bucked for yards twice, then
on an end run Snyder went over for a
try. Score 15-0. McKenzie returned the
kick off, Queen’s bucked for yards, and
MacKenzie was downed on Varsity’s 10
yard line.

3rd Period.

Queen’s kicked off, Varsity made yards
and kicked on second attempt. Queen’s
failed to make yards. MacKenzie went
over for a try after a 35 yard run. He
converted the try 21-0. Queen’s kicked,
Breen ran ball to Queen’s 35 yard line.

Varsity made yards twice and on a beau-
tiful end run MacKenzie again went over
for a touch, which he converted, 27-0.

Queen’s kicked off to MacKenzie, who
ran the ball back 5 yards. Varsity bucked

and the halves made 20 yards
n. On second down Varsity
“en’s bucked for yards three

time's and McKelvey kicked to Breen

Varsity made yards twice and Sullivan

went around the end for 20 yards. Varsity

again made yards and Sullivan went over

for a touch. Score 32-0. Sullivan return'

ed McKelvey’s kick. McKelvey kicks on

3rd down.

4th Quarter.

Sullivan kicked to Mills, Evans made
a 40 yard run for Queen's. McKelvey
kicked for one point. 32-1. Varsity buck-

ed for 30 yards, and Sullivan kicked to

Mills at Queen’s 30 yd. line. McKelvey
kicked, Sullivan and Ketchum made 20
yards, Sullivan kicked to Mills

; McKel-
vey kicked on Queen’s 3rd down. Varsity

bucked for yards, and Sullivan tried for

a field goal, but missed, Mills was forced

to Rouge, 33-1. McKelvey kicked to Sul-

livan, who passed to Snyder for a 20 yard
gain. Sullivan kicked from Varsity 40-

yard line, and Mills was forced to rouge.

34-1. Sullivan and McKelvey exchanged
punts, Queen’s kicked for yards from
their 30 yards line to centre, and gained

yards on an end run. Final score, Var-
sity 34, Queen’s I.

The Teams Lined Up.
Queen’s—Flying wing, Shaw

; right

half, McKelvey ; centre half, Carson
; left

half. Mills
;

quarter, O’Gorman
; scrim-

mage, Johnson, Aitcheson, Swift; inside,

James, Ellis; middles. Bowman, Muir-
head; outside, Evans, Veale; Spares, Wil-

son, Bleakney, Burns, Graham, Gow,
Henderson.

Varsity—Flying wing, Duncan; right

half. Breen; centre half, MacKenzie; left

half, Snyder; quarter, Murray; scrim-
mage, Ferguson, Douglas, Taylor, N
Wallace, Stirrett, G.

;
Carew, Westman

Stirret, J. ; ,RoIph
; spares. Hobbs, Fisher,

Earle, Weaver, J. Taylor, H. Ketchum,
Houston, Allan, Reilly.

VARSITY WINS SOCCER
CHAMPIONSHIP

(Continued from page 1)
opponents line and half, but were not
able to get past the Varsity defence, Nel-
son especially being a stumbling block on
their way to the goal. Neilson received
a bad blow in the face from the ball, but
played through the game.
The second half Avas somewhat slower

than the first, perhaps, due to the fact that
the players were showing the affects of
playing on a field covered with snow.
In this period the play was mostly on
the left wing where the two Mac’s ac-
quitted themselves nobly, and but for the
good work of Neilson and Evans on the
Varsity defence, the score would have
been much different.’ Undwhill and
Grear were also good. Mr. Wodword of
the city teachers, bandied the game most
satisfactorily.

The teams lined up as follows

:

Varsity—Evans, Neilson, Johnson, D’-
Easum, Underhill, Smilie, Grear, Sander-
son, Lang, Spaulding, Edwards.
Queen's — Curphey, Vedova, Scott,

Stewart, Donaldson, Naylor, Birchard,
Graham, Nelson, McKerracher, McGreg-

Comments
It may have been Varsity’s “attempt”

to give the Queen’s yell that muddled
Curphey in the last half.

It was hard on “Sandy” Donaldson to
have to look on and see his team mates
defeated, and not be able to pitch in.

It was a case of little Scott being
'great Scott” especially after the loss of
Donaldson.

Kidd played well on the side line.

ARTS '24.

Remember our year meets on Thursday,
18th, at 4.15, in the large Philosophy Room.
Everybody who has joined or intends to
join ’24 be sure and be on hand. Let’s see
for once just how many we are. We have
the spirit, just a little more push and let

Queen’s know who’s who.
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[GLOVES

We are showing an immense
assortment of Fine Gloves in the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 t5 $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS Street
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SPECIAL
$22.00

THIN MODEL WATCH

This is a Young Man’s Thin
Model Open Face Watch.

Has a finely adjusted 15 jewel

movement in a gold filled case,

and is thoroughly dependable.

Guaranteed of course.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

i

Jewelers

.^00 PRINCESS ST., CITY

CHANCELLOR’S LECTURES.
(Continued from page 3).

council of India, and conceded other lib

ties to the natives. But neither he nor
Lord Minto had any intention of confer-

ring on India self government. For the

time being the unrest died down and
then came the war.

The l*eforms of Lord Morley increased

the desire for self government, and in

the war we have an immense awakening
of Indian nationality. Nationality, said

he, is a great and purifying principle and
properly handled is at the core of good
government.

The Indians, without reserve, placed
themselves at our disposal. They helped
us to win the war, and the record of In-

dia in the war is a great and glorious one.

In a war you cannot always control

things. Recognizing the gifts of the In-

dian people Britain proclaimed that they
must be associated in every branch of

administration.

There was no question, continued he,

that apart from the assistance given by
India to Bjjiain in the war, other forces

were at work. In Bombay, Bengal, and
Punjab, most dangerous and alarming
forces were found. Newspapers were
preaching murder as only an Oriental

would preach it. Education was being
used by these political agitators as a wea-
pon against Britain

: and the youth were
leaning not to moral needs but to anarchy.
The Irish American and the American
Indian directly contributed to the unrest.

Canada, said the speaker, made her con-
tribution in the famous arrival of the ship
in Vancouver. Before the war broke out
in India, Egypt. South Africa, and I fancy
even in Canada, said Prof. Morison, Ger-
man agents were busy.

Speaking of General Dyer’s action, he
said that Mr. Grandi was undoubtedly a
noble patriot, but has mis^-aken pnHry.
and one which mu>t ic.'i-d dangerous^

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE (SO

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

EVENING
DRESS

is an essential part of every

Student’s wardrobe

FASHION-CRAFT
Dress Suits are perfect in style,

tailoring, materials and fit. Ready-
to-wear

; $75.00

Dress Shirts $3.50 to $5.00

Dress Gloves 75c to $2.00

Dress Vests $3.50 to $7.50

All Evening Requisites always

in stock

E. R Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

.jnd one which mu>t ica-d to dangerous
u nseo|nenccs. (len. 'inisiuj,<Wrstoot(T^

I

otf- j>rmbi}>k rif the
|

(he acted ill the parf;»:uLi v.-in-i. L

did. When he fired on the gathering he
wished to create an impression, but it was
not his business to so act. In doing so,

he exceeded his authority. In the war
when a general made a mistake, he went
at once. He regarded the mistake of
Gen. Dyer, greater than any made in

France.

The British answer to the critical»itua-
tion is found in Mr. Montagu’s proposals
to give India as large measure as possible
of self government. Self government in

Canada, Scotland, England, grew in con-
stitutional capacity, but in India a great
experiment is to be made. First, there
will be a local council

; secondly, a pro-
vincial council. Next December India
will have the right of self government
in provincial parliament. The provinces
of India are not like those of Canada;
they are kingdoms. At these provincial
schools the Indians are to get special
privileges. As they learn they will se-
cure a wider measure of liberty.

The viceroy and his executive council
will remain in control during the period
of his life. As the experiment goes on
there must be no weakening of the gov-
ernment. The Indians must take Mr
Montagu at his word. As these pro.-
vincial authorities learn the autocratic
power of the Secretary of State will fade
and in half a century India will have self
government.

Dr. O’Hara, a graduate of Queen’s
Medical College, who has lived* twenty-
nine years in India, disapproved of Prof.
Morison’s insinuations regarding the at-
titude of native Indians towards white
women. The Indian peasant was a gen-
tleman, and women were as safe in India
as in Canada,

Prof. McFadyen, who spent twenty
years in India, said much of the corrup-
tion m the administration of the Binish;
government was caused by the Hind i . L ;

ment in the administration. The IikId.m
was quite capabhi^of blaming even d'.-ee^i

'

on the foreigner. It was not effuu.,. ,

'

in government that the Indian wantt-.r'
Init self government.

!|A-

Plenty of Bargains at Our

Big Sale of Men’s Boots
Regals, Slater, Hartt and other

good makes
Men s Brown Brog'ue Boots, a few

sizes, 6Y2 to 8
Men's Heavy Tans for winter wear

$6.95.

Men’s Black Calf Dress Boots $5.25.
Hundreds of pairs out on tables, pric-

ed and sized in plain figth-es

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

SI

;
i>uiiiiiig i o jL/me iriere
s an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know that nowhere else can be found
pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-
tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-
mg'all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone fob appointment)

Personal Greeting Cards

WITH QUEEN’S CREST,

INITIAL. MONOGRAM
Order Today.

Lefax Data Sheets, fills now

in stock

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.'

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

'Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

You Are Assured of

Courteous

Service

reliable goods, and the most reas-

onable prices if you become a

regular patron of

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shocs^of Merit -and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVE
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TWO FOOT BALL CLASSICS
TO BE PLAYED TO-MORROW

Varsity vs McGill to Play Off Tie in Senior Series—Queen’s II. vs Varsity II. in

Intermediate Finals.

FINAL GAMES IN TWO SERIES
TO BE PLAYED ON

SATURDAY

To-niorrow the citizens of Kingston and

the students of Queen’s are going to see

the football classics of Canada. In the

morning at 10 o’clock Queen’s II and Var-

sity II play for the Intermediate Intercol-

legiate Cliampionship in Rugby. Queen’s

II of this season are one of the best, if not

the best, intermediate team that has ever

represented Queen’s. They are, as a team,

exceptionally good tacklers
;
they have a

half line that is second to none in the class

and a scrimmage that will buck a stone

wall. More than this they possess that old

Queen’s “never-say-die” spirit and have the

condition to make them able to play from

the first moment of the game till the final

whistle. Varsity team is more or less an

unknown quantit]p, but from reports of eye

witnesses of the game last Satur(^ay they

are capable of putting up a good game. In

the game last week Varsity secured a five

point lead, but to Queen’s II this looks

hardly noticeable. They overcame a lead

against R.M.C. and a bigger one against

McGill. In fact, overcoming a lead is one

of tlie best things they do. The whole

town is going to turn out for this game.

Queen’s rooters are busy practising and are

•going to be there to see to it that absolutely

nothing is left undone as far as they are

concerned to bring the championship to

Queen’s.. Tlie teams will be chosen from

the following

:

Queen’s II—Heasman. Nickle. McLeod.

McBean, Graham, Cook, Forest. Stewart,

Lewis. Ludgate. Burns, Abernethy, Bon-

ham. Gerow. Gow, Wilson, Dunigan, Mc-
Neil. Bleakney.

Varsity II—Prenderga^t, Patterson, Al-

lan. Price, Cowan, Beck, Gratz, Summer-
feldt, Mahafifey, Maunder, Reilly, hamil-

ton, Greig, Planton, Finmark, Baker, Han-
na .Jackson. Phillips, Parker, Kitchum.

In the afternoon, at 2 o’clock. Varsity

and McGill me^t in the play-off for the

Senior Championship of the Intercollegiate

Rugby Football Union. This promises to

be one of the best exhibitions of rugby ever

seen in this part of Canada. We have seen

both teams in action against the Tri-colour

and while there is much difference of opin-

ion over the comparative merits of the

teams, we do not seem to be able to discover

a majority in favour of either team. Both

Varsity and McGill are running special

trains for their rooters. In fact, it is re-

ported that two trains will come from

Montreal. The Varsity train will arrive in

Kingston at 12.30 and leave at 5.30 p.m.

The McGill trains will arrive about 12 noon

and leave about 6.30 p.m. jThere is a great

rush for tickets in both Toronto and Mon-
treal for the trip. Special arrangements

have been made to guarantee seats for all

the visitors. The whole of the present

grand stands and most ctf the bleachers are

reserved for them. Special bleachers are

also being erected. It is likely that before

to-night they will all have been completed.

The heavy snowfall of Wednesday made
many think that Shaughnessy was right

when he said that the field would be a

quagmire, but an anny of men and teams

have been at work clearing the snow off

and at time of going to press the field was

in really fine condition. A continuance of

sunshine will help to put it in splendid con-

dition.

Both Varsity and McGill are very san-

guine about their chances of victory which

means the championship. Both teams are

working hard every day if weather condi-

tions permit. Varsity is especially confident

on account of Harry Hobbs being back of

quarterback. It would be no surprise if

.Snyder or Sullivan replaced Taylor on the

backfield on Saturday. Taylor’s main forte

is punting, while Snyder can punt too and

at the same time is a wonderful help on the

defensive. Westman will play left middle
wing, thus giving the Blue and White their

strongest line-up of the season.

The McGill regulars are all in great

shape except Flanagan, who injured his

knee at practi.se on Monday afternoon.

Russell, Anderson and Carroll are working
on the backfield. Carfpll has improved
greatly'since first turning out with McGill
and is now as clever a half-back as any
man in the Intercollegiate Union.

The etams will be chosen from the fol-

lowing :

McGill—Anderson, Russell, Flannagan,

Wilson, Wallace, Lifshin, Baillie, Parsons,

Notitian, Lazier, Ross. Ambridge, Parkins,

Nicholson. Little, McGregor. La Foley,

Phillpot, Gamble, Carroll, Rutherford.

Toronto—Duncan, Breen, Taylor. Mc-
Kenzie, Hobbs. Douglas, N. Taylor, Hous-
ton, Wallace, A. Stirrett, Westman, Carcw,
Rolph, Fisher, Sullivan, Snyder, Allan

Murray, Hyde, Ferguson, Weaver.

THE ENGLISH CLUB

At 5 p.m. on Wednesday, -November 17,

a number of students, interested in the

formation of an English Club, assembled

in the large English room of the New Arts'

Building. The organization of such a Club

was favoured by all present, and sufficient

enthusiasm was shown to warrant definite

action. It is the intention of this club to

embrace in its membership all students (ir-

respective of faculties) who are interested

in English, American and Canadian litera-

ture. The ambition of the club is to create

a forum where interesting subjects of a

literary nature may be fully discussed by

all. In and about the University, there is a

host of speakers whom all should be glad to

hear on literary topics. It is the intention

to have such speakers leads the discussions

The club has a wide field for activity and

the prospect of much material. If you are

interested in such a club, show your en-

thusiasm by attending the next meeting,

which is to be held in the above-mentioned

place at 4.30 p.m. on Wednesday, Novem-
ber 24. , .

THE BUUETIN
Friday, Nov. 19.

—

8.00

—

Medical Dance.

Saturday

—

10 a.m.—Queen’s II. vs Toronto II.

12-12.30, Special trains arrive from Mc-
Gill and Toronto.

2.00 p.m.—Varsity vs McGill.

7.0 p.m.—A.M.S.

Sunday

—

10.00—Prof. Morison’s Bible Class.

Monday

—

5.00—

Mass Meeting, Grant Hall, Can-
on Cq^y Speaks.

8.00—Hambourg Concert.

H. B. Love, of Arts ’19, is assistant

manager of the Lake of the Woods Mill-
ing Co. oflfice at Sault Stc. Marie.

R. N. Bissonnette was an assistant at

the Experimental Farm, Ottawa, during
the summer.

K. W. Hamill (B.A. ’20) is studying
law at Regina.

Polecon Club Discusses “P.R;

The second regular meeting of the Poli-

tical Science Club \/as held at the home of

Dr. Skelton on Tuesday evening. There

was a fair turnout. The subject for dis-

cussion was ‘'Proportional Representation

for Ontario.”

Mr. G. A. R. Emery led off with an ex-

planation of the Proportional Representa-

tion system. Handicapped as he was, with-

out the aid of a blackboard or large chart,

Mr. Emery succeeded in making a clear

and intelligible explanation. He then quot-

ed results of elections in Belgium and

Sweden, where the proportional representa-

tion system is used, to show that the pro-

portion of representation, secured by any

one group, was as near asi possible to their

voting strength.

Mr. J. A. MacDonald was the second

speaker and he proceeded to show, by quot-

ing from J. S. Mill that the representation

of minorities was an important feature of

atiy system of elections. He next showed,

by reference to actual election figures how
the system at present in vogue does not give

adequate representation. It is possible for

a minority of voters to have a majority of

representatives and. for a great number of

voters to secure no representation at all.

Then from the results of elections held

under the “P. R.” system it was shown that

both majority and minority groups were

adequately represented. Next, the speaker

dealt briefly with some of the arguments

pro and con. The chief argument for

‘P. R.”'is very obvious. The chief argu-

ment against it is the tendency to accentuate

the sysiem of small groups which will tend

towards instability of government.

-•V'-spinited discussion followed in which
the members of the Staff and a consider-

able number of the studenfs (including one

member of Levana) took part. There was
much difference of opinion concerning the

probable results of “P. R." on the two-

party system of government. It was also

lX)inted out that “P. R.” might have a

beneficial effect in breaking up solid poli-

tical and racial groups which the two party

system tends to preserve.

At the close of the discussion, “beau-

coup” bon refreshments wer^ served, and

after a hearty vote of thanks to Dr., and

Mrs. Skelton, by President Darling on be-

half of the Club, the meeting adjourned.

OLD FOLKS, YOUNG FOLKS
EVERYBODY COME

The Q.W.C.A. is holding their tea and
sale on Saturday afternoon, tomorrow.
Of course everyone who can get away is

going to the big game, McGill vs Toronto.

Everybody who goes will be a rooter.

And rooting is not good for the throat.

-If indulged in to any extent it is liable

to cause a noticeable hoarseness. It will

be absolutely essential that these throats

be lubricated. So just step down to

Grant Hall after the game and taste some
of the most delicious eatables and wet
goods that you have encountered since

prohibition came. On the side, don’t for-

get all those nifty cartoon calendars,

pennants, etc., etc.

ARE YOU GOING TO THE HAM-
BOURG SHOW?

It seems scarcely necessary to remind
the public of the second of a series of

five Hambourg Concerts which will be

given on Monday night in Grant Hall.

We take it that most everyone, especially

amongst the students, has been fortunate

enough to secure tickets for the series

and can only sympathize with those who
Iiavcn't. This concert is to be. given by-

Mr. Jail Hambourg on the violin ami
.Signor Alberto Gucrerro on the piano.

The chief pieces on the programme are

Beethoven, Sonata in A Major (the-

KeentzcrjCesaj- Franck. ^>nata in A Major

TRUE HISTORY
OF QUEEN’S YELL

FORMER QUEEN’S STUDENT
GIVES DETAILS OF

ORIGIN

The Editor, Queen’s Journal.

Toronto, Nov. 4th, 1920.

Dear Sir,

—

Some years ago an editor of the Journal

asked me to write an authentic account of

the origin of Queen’s University yell. A
promise was made^ but in spite of good in-

tentions I never succeeded in getting at the

business. Since that time three different

accounts of the origin of the yell have ap-

peared in the Journal ;—the first being

hardly in accordance with the facts; the

second a little further astray, and now the

one that appeared in last week’s issue still

more inaccurate. These have decided me
to implement the promise made to the

editor.

The following are some short excerpts

from my diary. Oct. 3rd, 1891, “At Alma
Mater Society in the evening. Yell Com-
mittee appointed.” Oct. 8th, “Meeting of

Yell Committee.” “In evening down to

Cameron’s boarding house and worried a

Gaelic yell out of him and F. A. McCrea.”

Oct. 9th, “Called on McLean to get a Scot-

tish war cry to top yell off. At my sugges-

tion, but very diffidently, he went through

some parts of Ossian and discovered some-

thing good.” “Yell adopted by Commit-

tee.” Oct. 10th, “Had yell printed. My
phonetic spelling gave McLean a fit. Alma
Mater Society in the evening. Yell adopt-

ed.” (Incidentally I have here also in the

diary that the form of the Journal was

changed at this same meeting.)

These selections possibly need a little

amplifying. Previous to October 3rd, '91.

although how far back I cannot remember,

there were in the University occasional at-

tempts to unite upon sonte University yell.

Finally it was determined to end the agony

and the result was the appointment of the

Yell Committee. I forget who composed

the Committee. It would be interesting to

investigate the Alma Mater minutes for

that date. I was placed upon it I believe in

order to voice the convictions of a few who
thought that the yell should be something

entirely new, namely a Gaelic one. I re-

member that when the Committee met on

the 8th, some of the other members thought

I was quite too persistent. I remember one

member inquired why I was so “all fired

anxious to have the yell in Gaelic” and

wanted to know whetlier I had any Scotch

blood in me. I pleaded not guilty. Before

the meeting closed I was deputed to see

whether something tangible could be pre-

sented to the Committee.

Every student of Queen's in 1891 will

remember the tall, thin, sinewy forms of

McCrea and Cameron. Both of these men
were Gaels. They were quiet, diffident

men. McCrea was fair-haired and soft

spoken, a kindly man not much known out-

side a little circle. Cameron was known to

everybody. He came from Prince Edward
Island to study for the Presbyterian minis-

try. I will never forget Cameron’s first

appearance on the football field. He had

never played rugby before. Within fifteen

minutes he and another player were squar-

ing up for a fight. Cameron was so asham-

ed, gentle and kindly fellow that he was,

that he left the campus to give up football

forever. Fortunately lie was dissuaded

from this and became one of our mightiest

rugby champions. He was also champion

athlete of the University. Tho.se who were

present at the games will remember how we
laughed at the contrast between Cameron

and his rival for the championship. Gus

Gaudier. Gandier—neat in his white ath-

letic suit—Cameron awkward in his grey

(Continued on page 3).
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000
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Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.,

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
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Cor. Brock St. (over Carnovsky’s)
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GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who- reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283E
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
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Reserve
Resources

$ 9,700,000

18,000,000
230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-
ings Department will in ten years
amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.
A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Uoat Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
"We Strive to Serve"

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAl SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELL.INGTON STS.

Phone 36.L

Patronize Our
Advertisers

Not the least of the many advantages of

a course at Queen’s is the opportunity af-

forded to become accustomed to the meth-

od of procedure at public meetings and

more especially to learn, not only, to think

on one’s feet to speak one's thoughts. One
of the finest opportunities for practise

along this line is afforded by inter-year and

Intercollegiate debating. We have inter-

year rugby games, intercollegiate rugby

games and inter-faculty rugby games. Why
have we not inter-faculty debates?

Only once, in recent years, can we remem-
ber of any faculty except Arts showing any

interest in debating. In the fall of 1915

the Freshmen year in Science, agreed to

send one man to join with one man from
Arts '19 to debate against '18. As it hap-

pened, the man chosen joined the Queen’s

Battery and, on the night of the debate,

was, unfortunately, on guard. The Presi-

dent of the Freshman year in Science took

his place and rendered excellent assistance
to the speaker from Arts ’19 and they de-
feated the Sophomores.
Every graduating year has its year book

and nearly every year in Arts wins the de-
basing shield at least once in its career.
But, why should this entitle the debaters to
be considered champions? As long as de-
bating remains a sport for one faculty alone
fhose who are successfol should not be con-
sidered champions of the University. There
are many men in Medicine, Science and
Theology with previous debating experi-
ence and considerable debating skill. When
debaters were required to debate against
the local G.W.V.A. it was two medical
students who represented Queen’s. Why
cannot each of the three faculties who are
not showing any active interest in tlie mat-
ter arrange inter-year debates? Then let us
have inter-faculty debates to decide who
are the champions of the University. The
idea behind this plan is, of course, to dis-
cover and train material of Intercollegiate
calibre for Intercollegiate debating. Ot-
tawa defeated us last year in a very inter-
esting debate on the Tariff question and we
meet them again most likely on December
10th. The government of the smallest
municipality can scarcely be carried on
without some debating and we have all seen
the hopeless exhibitions that are made from
time to time by so-called speakers who
know not what to say, nor how to say it.

The public expects University graduates
of every faculty to have an opinion worth
listening to and, moreover, it expects that
the graduate shall be able to express that
opinion lucidly and forcefully. Are you
taking advantage of this, your opportuiTiy
to improve yourself along this line -u
you, like so many other misguided ones, :r

At an early hour I take up my position
on a strategic corner and await my vic-

tims. rile streets are no longer free to
pedestrians and each must pay his toll.

On paying the toll each person receives a
receipt which he hangs in full view to
show that he is a honest man.
My first victim, a stout housewife,

hurrying to market, with her basket on
her arm and a scowl on her face. Placing
myself directly in her way, I ask for her
toll. She almost knocks me into the gutter
with her basket But I merely smile, for
I know that my friend on the next corner
will get her.

Next comes a young man whose breath
smells like "Oil, wine, whiskey, rum.” He
gives me nothing blit advice as to the
danger to my health of standing on windy
corners with sheer hose and low shoes.
The next man I shall call gold and iron

ore. He had neither. But such as he had
he gave unto me. It was an American
nickel with a hole in it.

Here comes long tailed coat and pov-
erty. A charming conversation, along
these lines ; “Good monfing, how are you
today? "Quite well thank you”—"That’s
good." He pays dearly for his familiar

ity, two bits.

Here conies Mr. Coupon Clipper. He
smiles benighly upon me, and I see vis

ions of a dollar. My vision, however, is

divided by ten.

My victims become less and less num-
erous. Night falls, the wind blows the
dead leaves about my feet, and I’m sure
I look a sight ! I’m positive my nose is

shiny. I shall have to go home now.
I shall sell tags for the Y.W. again next

year.

G. B. PSHAW.

MASS MEETING MONDAY

The Government of Ontario has ap-
pointed a commission to make an enquiry
into University education in the province.
This commission is going to visit Kings-
ton on Monday, November 22nd, for the
purpose of making an inspection of
Queens University. The Government
of Ontario is proposing to make grants
to Universities on a reasonable basis, ac-
cording to their respective needs and
while Queen’s is not the largest university
in the province, yet those who are her
proud graduates, and those who are her
privileged undergraduates know that
Queen s has done, and is doing, a very
important work in .this part of the splen-
did province of Ontario.

There is to be a mass meeting of ALL
students at Grant Hall on Monday, Nov.
22nd, at 5 p.m. We want to let the Com-
mission know just how many students
we have here, and also to let the members
know that we are concerned about the
future of Queen’s. Our attendance at the
meeting will be an earnest of our appre-
ciation of the government’s decision to
make grants to the universities in accond-
ance with their actual needs. We feel

confident that Queen’s -.vin be
fairly and justly, bu-f thr ti :

get depends to a very Iar;-;( degree on Jhe
opinion of the Commission.

Will you do your share’ to make that
opinion a favorable one.' Very well
then I Will see yon thcic and if '^ou have
any voice left alrci ^atn. iay’s game
bring it with V..U. Canon Cody is going
to speak to tfle students, and we feel sure
he’ll be glad to have ih« students sing for
him.

Fifty

Christmases

^ We have been iden-

Til tified with the busi-
ness for exactly 50 years—50 years last October.

^ We have been
tU through the .joys
and tribulations of fifty

Christmases, and by this
time should know some-
thing of what is needed
for the Christmas trade.

^ This year our line

Til is very much larger,
and very much finer
than ever before—that’s
saying a good deal, but
it’s true.

^ Almost everything
Til that you can wish
for in Diamonds, Jewel-
lery, Sterling Silver and
Electro Plate, China,
artistic Glassware,
Bronze Art Goods and
Novelties — gifts from
25c to $25,000 ’is diir
range.

Do it no'w is gobd advice for

your Christmas Shopping

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

1

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Street*
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448

THE FRONTENAC NATURALISTS
CLUB

U a nictating which was held on Mon-
day night two University organizations

—

amalgamation by the
|fac£ that members of :

. . >. socie-

ties have in the past for the most part
also belonged to the other. The new
club therefore, becomes a naturalists’

club with a photographic section which
will take over the library* and the equip-
ment of the Camera Club.

It was decided to extend the scope of
the new organization so as to allow re-

sidents of. the city and vicinity to become
members, an arrangement which it is felt

will result in mutual benefit and in a
stronger society. A full slate of officers
was not elected, only a sufficient execu-
tive being elected to carrv on the
for the presen- B K rtv:, -,.,5

ickcled >.V. jj.
,

>

.Secrei.-iry andMo':.!':. Lid
Gillaii with ah.-,

Imiuee ‘o.dxaw up a constitution.

I

The club will hold fortnightly meetings
during the winter at which lectures, de-
monstrations, etc., will be given, the dates
and subjects of which will be announced
in the Journal.

It is hoped that all those who are in-
terested in any branch of natural history
or in photography will make a point of
attending the next meeting, the date of
which will be announced shortly.

In the first class of C.\
Neish informed the das
neither a social centre

bureau. It would app.

W-l-h and M—re and otlin

of a different opinion 01 ,

fessor

's was

Tionial

dessrs.

24 are
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Di. liupert P. Millan
DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

C” Op€7t Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

M 'r-i D 1 ^ 1J i. Vi/ j

Latest Creations in

Popular

Priced

Coats

Newman & Shaw
The Always Btuy Store.

SPECIAL VALUE IN
BATHING CAPS

Various styles and best quality.

Prouse’s Drug Store
op/,. ST. ANDREWS CHURCH

r

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
(Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last
year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.
So did everybody else. As a result
the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-
ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious
little at that. So that when 'Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind
Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chance!
Make your appointment now.

MEDICINE ’ 26 B.C.
The following fragment was found in

the ruins of the City of Kingston and
appears to be in the period of the Geo. V.
dynasty. It throws important light on
life at that early epoch.

. . . and the young men of ye city
of Kin sate at the feet of the Son of
Archimedes, the son of Math., who did
call forth their names, and each answered
saying “sire” (which signifieth in the
vulgar tongue “master”, or “he that tor-

menteth”). Now the Son of Archimedes
prophesied saying, “Behold, on Friday I

will prove ye, whether ye bluff or wheth-
er ye have ought betwixt the ears.” And
they that heard were astounded and suf-
fered funny feelings under their girdles,
yea, and called on the sacred fish, saying,
Holy Mackerel.” And one, whose name-

sake choppeth wood in Holland, saith, “It
behooveth that we should work,” but oth-
ers spake, saying, “It behooveth rather
that we should worry.” Now the Son of
Archimedes pitied the ignorance of the
young men of Kin, (for it was very great)
and was not harsh with them. But ye
young men of Kin hardened their heads
and wiped not off their chins until the
morning of the trial. . . and when they
had finished, the Son of Archimedes con-
sidered their work for many days, for the
reasoning of it was very obscure. But in
due time he cometh forth, and to some
gave the 20 degrees, to some 30, but unto
him from a far-land gave he 85. And the
young men of Kin envied him saying,
this man hath much brains.” And they
smote their breasts and went out saying,
ti'uly, he that doeth Physics is greater

than he who bummeth a cigarette, there-
fore must we get some in v squared over
2. In those da}'s . . .

Those Study Glasses
“THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

ruf®'’ 'iiS
have been fitting Study

Access
Queeu s Students with every

We attribute this success to long exneri-^ce coupled with the most scientific instru-ments procurable.
alrttdy wear glasses come in and

offsses
comfortable Study

"Save Your Eyes.”

R. J. RODGER
Consuliwff Ofilottte/rist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICB CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY ANDhigh grade CHOCOLATM

NEXT TO OPERA ROURB
P' .1 I4S.

ORIGIN OF OUR YELL
(Continued from page 1 ).

flannel shirt and grey wool socks pulled
over his trousers. Nevertheless Cameron
was able to vault half an inch higher than
Gandier. In my diary for 1892 appear the
following items:—April 10th, "Had a long
walk with Donald Cameron in the morning
and part of the afternoon." I remember
that on this walk he told me of his very
humble home in Prince Edward Island, how
that his earliest speech was Gaelic, of the
struggle to get along and how while plough-
ing one day he made up his mind- to enter
the ministry. He had little schooling but
we all know the amazing industry that en-
abled him to enter college and finally, at
least in philosophy, to take first place. Un-
der the date of May 8th, I have the note,
"DonaW Cameron died." On the 9th there
is the item, “Cameron’s funeral. Drove to
the cemetery vault with Rev. Malcolm Mc-
Gillivray, Prof. Watson, T. J, Thomp,son
and Alex. Ross.” He had died of typhoid.
Knowing McCrea and Cameron with

some intimacy I went down to their board-
ing house to get their help with the Gaelic
yell. They boarded in a roughcast house
on King Street that lies just south of where
the observatory now is. Both men were in.
When the proposition was put to them they
were most embarrassed and found it diffi-
cult to understand what I was driving at
I remember that they sat on the bed with
their long legs sticking away out, soiling
most amiably, and yet with an apparent
suspicion that something was slightly
wrong with my mental equipment. As I

talked, however, they began to get interest-
ed and finally McCrea got up and with two
or three long strides walked from one : ,.tf
of the room to the other. Sudden!) he
came out with several fearful incoherent
shouts, then looking most utterly ashamed
of himself sal down on the bed again,
finally I asked them what “Queen’s For-
ever” would sound like, and immediately
they gave me the phrase, “Oil thigh n.a
banrighm gu bratli," and having repemrd
this two or three times they looked verv

translate'
Red, blue and yellow." I have no, tliej

Gaelic but I believe they said sometl.ing
iiKe this:—7arg gormus buidhe" though 1!

have no notes of this at all, and these are
matters of thirty years ago. Before I left,
tlie three of us tried out the yell thus made.’
There seemed, however, to be something
wantmg.and I asked them if they could give
me the war cry of some Scottish clan. They
said to See McLean. He knows Ossian.”
Accordingly I did as they suggested and
went to see McLean, who boarded, if
remember rightly, up near the “Arch-
bishop’s Folly.” My suggestion did not
please this lover of the Gaelic bard. He
seemed to think we -would be making a
very base use of Ossian. Nevertheless he
carefully went through his author, line after
line, and I noticed as he came to different
war cries and, looking up, repeated them
to me, the fire seemed with each succeed-
ing one to burn in him a little more bright-
ly. When he came to “Cha gheill” I stop
ped him and asked what it meant. “Nil
desperandum," he said, and, quite delighted
with the discovery. I told him that this was
what we wanted.

Little remains to be added. The yell, as
adopted by the Committee, read,—

Queen’s

i^rg, gormus buidhe!
Oil thigh na banrighin gu brath I

Cha gheill 1 Cha gheill! Cha gheill!
Oil thigh na banrighin gu brath

!

Cha gheill! Cha gheill! Cha gheill!
This was accepted by the Alma Mater So-
ciety with enthusiasm, but on the 24th of
October it was modified by the cutting out
of “Jarg, gormus buidhe” and the repeti-
tion of “Queen's” three times. I opposed
the change and in spite of the welcome that
has been given the yell by many generations
of students I still think that it was a mis-
take to eliminate that part of it. The three
Gaelic words for the tricolor gave a fine
opportunity for a most fearful, far-reach-
ing and unmistakable noise.

Yours sincerely,

ALFRED E. LAVELL. .

Page Three

TLe Very Latest

ideas in

FULL DRESS
FOR THE POPULAR

YOUNG MAN
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS

RIGHT

GEORGE VANNORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

breakfast 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11,30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5,00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

CORRECT EVENING CLOTHES FOR
PARTICULAR COLLEGE MEN

Young men just starting their college careers, and those
returning to complete their courses will find the most complete
stock of Fall Dress and Tuxedo Suits, ready-to-wear and made
to measure, also Correct Dress Haberdashery, Dress Shirts,
Dress CoUars, Dress Gloves, Ties, Waistcoats, etc., in the Fall
Dress Shop of -

Livingston’s
75-T9 Brock Street

Founded 1847.

If off your route, it pays to walk.
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Removal Notice

You will now find us at

Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Crawford & Walsh
UP-TO-DATE TAILORS

A Call Solicited

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

SCIENCE
SCIENCE '21

Mac says that he knows one who is

“made of the mountains” and they don’t

call her Jose’ either.

yhe editor says “you set him itf). pap-

er, he’s your type.

Rumor has it that Cyclone and Lilliaii

Russell are to tour Lower Canada in a

mellow drama entitled ‘Save your empty
Old Chum Bags.”

The year yell has gotten this far;

Break his neck; -break his neck,

Kick him in the jaw,

Chew his ear, chew his ear,

Raw ! Raw ! Raw !

Amendments gratefully received by the

year poet, friend Johnsie.

A prize has been offered for the best

form amongst the girl swimmers. Why
not have a vote on it?

For Furniture, Carpets, Cmtabis, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
.Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

to his full-dress fussing kit. Look to
your laurels M—rs.

“Red” was up in Toronto for the week-
end with the rugby team. He says there’s
a new guy running the hotel there now.

It was inconsiderate of you R. J."to
tell us you couldn’t dance, when you can
shake a hoof like you did on Friday even-
ing. The redoubtable D-mn was was
put completely in the background.

Some of the fellows saw Baxter—of the
original ’22—in Toronto. About the first

thing he asked was, "Is Shorty Mott still

asking for “the makiiTs.”

However, Shorty must be congratulat-
ed on that twin-six. As a thing of beauty
and grace, it is unrivalled.

It seems that Bobby had his eye on a

seat, but the stout person sat upon it.

Check me up, Victoria, yo.uVe got the

records.

You tel! ’em sky-scraper, I’ve only one
story.

Connie met Jack Brandon in Toronto.
You can guess the rest.

Mayor Church has the right conception
of Queen’s spirit.

Why was the soft heel shadowing
Chas. Poynton?

What happened at the soccer game on
Saturday, when ’24 with one man hurt
and another put off, cleaned up so nicely
on ’23. I guess they are not so formidable
as one would think.

There was no notice of motion given
for that jazz in Columbus hall, but wc
noticed Tin}' in motion.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

We would like to know why the me-
chanicals did not subscribe to the “Amer-
ican Machiiiest and “Power” magazines
when the agent had such a pleasing per-
sonality.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted m accordance with the reimla-

tion^
Department of Educa-

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.
The schools and classes are under the
atrcction of an Advisory committee.
Application (or attendance ehonW be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses ofStudy in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

\
Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained^om the Deputy Minister of Education
Toronto. '

'

Toronto, November, 1920.

Everytime our amiable -book store
manager does anyone a favor, he is mis-
understood. Some time ago he gave
“Archie” a tremendous bargain in a “T”
square, but right now “Archie” does not
seem to be pleased, as he is going to re-
turn it and get his money back.

We would like to know if the mechan-
icals are working on a “jib” crane .or a
“jibe” crane.

We would like to know who pinched
‘Doc” Isaac’s Electrical Report.

SCIENCE ’22

We know where a young man’s fancy
turns in the spring; we know what has
happened to a Science man who reads
Shelley, and we can even guess what is

taking place in a fellow’s “think-tank,”
when he contracts that wistful “Beecher-
ian” look. But who can interpret this
a pair of tiny silken slippers in a West-
erner s lair after a social evening. “It
doesn’t matter whose latch-key you have,
as long as you have someone’s,” eh John?

Told in Twilight
Sir Clifford F--d made his “debut with

great eclat” at the Grand last week. On
his ivory dome, calmly rested the latest
creation in derbies, while his perfectly
manicured hands were becomingly cov-
ered by fawn colored undressed kid
gloves. His “welcome to heaven collar”
and blatant tie were strictly in keep-
ing with the rest of fiis snappy get-up.
He is said to have stated that he enjoyed
the performance immensely, and was
greatly amused by the ribald jests hurled
at him from his classmates in the heights
above. He is seriously contemplating
the addition of a walking stick and spaS

SCIENCE ’24

The turn out at the soccer game was
not very great on Wednesday

;
let’s have

more out when it’s possible.

W^asn t that some game of rugby on
Thursday, fellows. When our team held
down a team that had practised over
twelve times in two weeks, at least that’s
what-my informer of ’23 told me, and he
ottght to know, as he belongs to the team,
even if- he didn’t play. It is too bad the
last quarter proved so unsuccessful.

where Mowat Ave. is, ask O.B., the His-
torian, he knows, cause I overhead him
ask a kid last Sunday evening. What is

it O’B.

Our friend North caused ’23 a lot of
trouble last year, but nothing in compar-
ison with what he caused them the other
day on the rugby field.

We think that Jimmie Bews will be
liable to lose his job if Prof. Baker de-
velops any more muscle with his ener-
getic demonstrations of the difference be-
tween “weight and mass."

Overheard
Chum—Say “Dizzy” got a cigarette.

“Dizzy”—No I just bummed this one.
Got a match?

Who is the f^Iow on University Ave.
who rooms in one house, eats in the next
and spends ^his evenings and spare time
in the next. Ask Georgie.

Is it possible that our social evening
fitssers have nothing else to talk about
at those functions than some, of these
years. If so, be careful that the person
informed is neutral.

If any of the fellows want to know

WIRELESS CLUB
The first meeting of the Wireless Club

was held in Fleming Hall on Friday. Nov.
12. Mr.' Hepburn occupied the chair.
There was a very small attendance, but
it was deemed necessary to re-organize
the club at once, and the following of-

'

fiecs were filled

:

Hon. Pres., Prof. Jemmet; Pres., D. O.
IJepburn; Vice-Pres., L. W. Lockett;
Sec.-Treas., D. Geige

; Critic, P. H. Mc-
Aiiley; Reporter, A. Ada.

Everybody possessing any knowledge
of wireless or radio, and those seriously
thinking of joining, are requested to at-
tend the ne.Kt meeting at 4 o’clock, Fri-
day, Nov. 19th, in Fleming Hall, Room
13.

BIBBT’S
KINGSTON’S ONLY CASH AND ONE PRICE CLOTHING

HOUSE—THE BEST FOR LESS

OVERCOAT AND SUIT

PRICES REVISED

Here are sorne of the finest Overcoats and Suits shown in this

city, faultlessly designed and expertly tailored, offered at the low-

est prices in years, at

$25.00, $35.00 and $45.00

All new and correct models

GLOVES UNDERWEAR

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE STORE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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ARTS

Collar^.
.FOLLOW THE AND

YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE
Cluc«t. Piibody u Ce-ofCio.da. LimiJed I

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many-

Young Men

has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

When half-past four next Tuesday comes
around it should find the large Math, room
crowded with Arts men: for at 4.30 on
Ttiesday is the regularly fortnightly meet-
ing of the Arts Society. There are one or

two men in the Faculty who have such an
obvious lack of interest in college affairs

that their presence at such a meeting would
have a rather dampening effect, but there

is not a single member of the rank and file

with the least vestige of college spirit whose
presence can be spared. It is only when the

meetings are fully attended and the ques-

tions that arise are soundly discussed that

the Society can act with confidence and can

follow a progressive policy.

Arts men in the past have been quick to

act whenever they have seen a duty to per-

form, and we are sure that if every man
can but feel that his presence at the Arts

Society meetings is helping the Faculty

along, the meetings will be as lively as the

inter-year athletic contests. Then, quite

quite aside from this matter of duty, the

meetings are in themselves quite attractive

enpugh to repay attendance; they provide
enough fun—or will when present plans

are carried out—to satisfy the most critical.

Even the dullest piece of business, for in-

stance, may bring two doughty seniors into

bitter controversy much to the delight of

the less consciously dignified back-benchers.

Harold F. is considering the advisability
of purchasing an alarm clock to keep him-
self awake in lectures.

ARTS ’23

On Monday afternoon Arts ’23 rugby
team met and defeated that of Arts '24

with a score of 14-6, This i| a good start,
but we must remember that when wc run

against the sophisticated Juniors or
Seniors, probably victory will be more diffi-

cult. If the game is wortff playing it should
be worth winning, hence let us lay our
plans accordingly.

ARTS ’21

The year extends its congratulations to

M-r. R. O. Campney, who acquitted himself

so well in the debate last Saturday night as

to merit the praise given him by Professor

Mackintosh, who described him as the best

speaker of the evening. Those who heard
the debate are convinced that Professor
Mackintosh was not far wrong.

The debate committee has chosen Messrs.
Knox and Healy to represent the year in
the debate with Arts '24 next Saturday
night. All who p>ofess and call them-
selves members of ’23 are asked to assist in
any way they can. It isn’t only Mr. Knox
and Mr. Healy who are going to debate;
it’s Arts ’23, These two gentlemen are
working hard, the committee has done its

work well and it is the duty of all to show
their appreciation by at least attending the
meeting on Saturday night and taking part
in our yell.

A MAN’S SHOE
need not sacrifice style and shapeli-
ness for fit and comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. When
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our apiarist tells that honey is scarce just
now, but is of a very high quality. VVe
fancy it would be rather scarce this time of

,

year
;
but the gentleman in question may be

relied upon to find some, if there is any to
be found.

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is coxni^lo.

Best Tungsten LanH
and Flashlights. Every-

thing electrical for tz*

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

FOR EVENING WEAR
Shirts, Ties, Collars, Vests,

Gloves, Etc.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

We would suggest that Messrs. Anderson
and Co., referred to in last Friday’s Jour-
nal, apply for incorporation.

We are proud that the members of our
year, who wish to make a strategic retreat

from an economics test, do not stoop to the
level of Arts ’22 and make their exit

through the window. Messrs. Wilson, Ran-
som, and Fry are to be congratulated on
their open and straightforward withdrawal.

What was the matter with Fry last Satur-
day at A.M.S.? He was all right!

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

Remember that we have another year
meeting next Monday at 4 p.m. Don’t let, it

prove a fizzle like the last one. Come out,

all of you, and for the love of Mike come
on time

;
there is a mass meeting of the

students in Grant Hall at five o’clock, and
we don t want to miss it, but we shall have
to do so if it is again necessary to wait
over half an hour for tardy members. A
special appeal is made to the new executive
to come out and be installed—don’t be
afraid, the ceremony is not a trying one
and your, year needs you.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Pho'ie 1318w

92 PRINC.ESS STREET

One of the members of Levana said she
thought Swerdy’s place of t^sidence was
such a funny place” for a man to room.
Vn would say “strategic"; but perhaps

there is something funny about it as well.

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

ARTS ’22

Saturday, November 20th, 10 a.m., Old
Athletic Grounds. It is hoped that all

members of the year- will be there to root
for the Second Team. Tickets for the
game* may be procured from the Secretary,
S. M. Chown.

Dedicated to the memory of Messrs. Mc-
Lelland and Miller who won the Inter-
year Debate Saturday, November 13th.

Mac and Mill

Went up a hill

To speak a little debate;
They both came down
With a laurel crown=^
Now-ain’t-that-great.

All of which is humbly submitted by “Rut
the Unruly” otherwise kncAvn as “John the
Faithful.

A NEW CANADIAN BOOK
Few among the makers of Canada played so varied a part in

her up-building as Alexander Telloch Galt. Read

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SIR ALEXANDER
TELLOCH GALT

by Oscar Douglas Skelton.

Prof, of Political and Economic Science and Dean
of Faculty of Arts.

Price $3.50. At .

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

Journ<<> copy thest. days is rather few and’
far between. Therefore it behooves v. • .

'

ask S-t-Iie-4d, K-ll- y, W-II-ce and other-- 1 .-

consider matrimony, Wedding news sol'
interesting. .\f. • >fy}

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-
cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

..'•tmmer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April'

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-
cline in the raw fur

market, we have put
our enormous stock of
furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from
10 to 50 per cent. With
the reduced prices on
furs we have also cut
prices on all men’s hats
and caps, as well as
millinery.

All Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hati, Fura, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.
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LEVANA
GROUND HOCKEY

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and
Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET
3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

asoDBaEBBiBaisiisKitBltiBltBtlilfiSBiaE

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Ai

Hanson^ Crazier Edgar
20 Market St., Kingston

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

BUY YOUR CLOTHES NOW
ONLY TWO DASY MORE

My Sale Ends November 18th.

TUXEDOS .... $50

DRESS SUITS.
. $60

Alterations Free—Fit Guaranteed

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.
Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT
PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & engineering
INSTRUMENTS

Importer, of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS
BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Seniors Win From Freshettes

—

—^Score 3-2

A very close game was played last

Friday, November 12th, between ’21

and ’24.

So far 1921 has proved its superiority
in Pround Hockey. This is probably due
to the very consistent playing and good
combination of the forward line. Misses
Abernethy, Condie, and Craig were con-
stantly getting good shots for goal. Much
credit is due to the full-backs and goal-
keeper.

Misses Wootton, Wilson, Nobes and
Moses were by far the best gainers for '24.

The defence was fairly good, but time
and again endangered their goal by shots
across their own goal instead of out to
the sides. Again Miss Wootton found
the half-backs weak and dribbled the ball

down the length of the field.

The line-up was as follows, for ’24;

Fonita Kelly, centre forward; Helen
Wilson, right inside

; Wilhelmina Nobes,
right wing; Clara Parrel (captain) left

inside; Helen Wootton, left wing; Mar-
tha McKee, right half-back; Freda Moses,
centre half-back; Bessie Macpherson,
left half-back; Mary Clark, right full-

back; Miss Sloan, left full-back; Marion
MacArthur, goal.

Freshettes lose to Sophomores, Score 4-1 .

At last old ’23 had a chance to play.
Due to weather and the contrary allot-

ment of grounds the three games schedul-
ed for last week had to be postponed.

1923 showed what practice will do,
and although there was bad bunching at
times, the combination on the forward
line was good. Misses Cresswell, Lock-
hart and Stewart deserve much praise
for constantly rushing the ball into '24’s
territory. The defence was fairly good,
longer hits would be far better than drib-
bling, half-backs.

Much credit is due to the ’24 team.
Pluckily fighting until the end of each
game, only to come out at the wrong
end each time. Cheer up ’24. We may
have a double schedule! Again Miss
Wootton starred, also Misses Nobes and
Farrel. The forward line does not keep
its position, and the right inside is apt
to play her half-backs position as well as
her own. Miss McKee played well, also
Miss MacPherson showed up well, far
better than ever before. Rah ! Rah ! Rah

!

for Marion MacArthur. Goal tending
is cold work, isn't it, and it takes a lot of
grit, but you deserve credit and you were
ably assisted by the full-backs in this
game.

Tennis
Great interest was displayed in Tennis

this year, and the contestants in the tour-
nament were many. Last Thursday the
semi-finals were played off between
Misses Ferrier and Moore; Misses Mac-
Kercher and Tofield. The winners were
Miss Vera Ferrier and Miss Tofield. The
finals were played off Friday, and Miss
Ferrier carried away the championship.

ARTS ’24

It is reported that H-h D-ug-s is see-
ing red when he looks into the mirror be-
cause some other lucky fellow is taking his
best girl to the Meds dance.

ALUMNI.
married—

O

n November 11th, in Sy-
denham Street Church, by Rev. W. T G
Brown. Muriel Birch Walsh (Queen’s '17)
to Mr. Cecil H. Ney. B.A.Sc. (Toronto),
of Ottawa.

Then and Now.
“Shy little Freshette,

Why so demure?’’
Ain t learned to be fresh, yet—

If you please, sir.’’

"Green little Freshette

Why so bold a face?”
"Been here a month,

And I think I own the place."

A young femme whose name we won’t
mention

Just had a good larf,

’Cause her bright rainbow Karf
Attracted such loads of attention I

Professor Snow informed his class ...

English I the other day that anyone coming
in late would be counted as absent. Enter
H. M. S-ph-n three minutes late, slightly

confused. “Please, sir, am I absent?”

Professor: “Not altogether!”

The Freshette hockey team has certainly
come to the fore in the two games played so
far this season. We have plenty of "pep,”
class spirit, and a sense of good sportsman-
ship. Add to these a determination to make
the Arts '24 hockgr team the best in the
University, and you have a fair idea of our

ambitions. Then, too, our cheering was
vigorous and snappy even if it was led by
one of our most diminutive freshettes! By
the hy, there’s nothing like blowing one’s
own trumpet and so we admonish the other
teams to “Watch Us.”

Something appears to attract a certain
member of our year. Going to the Physical
Roorn, Mr. T. C-r-y was seen to look in a
certain room while walking past the door,
then, as a broad smile crept over his cheery
visage, walk back past the door so that he
could look in again. He is hunting for
someone to introduce him.

Don’t forget Wednesday is the last day
to give in suggestions for a year yell

!

GRIMM’S
iv visW *e best materials and

!

IS sold at a very moderate price.
ana

||

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET _ ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

SHOW YOUR COLOURS!!
you aTe^Tom glVo?d Queen’s”'"'"'

We have some attractive felt ribbon badges in the colours ofQueen s, complete with a Q pm to attach to your coat. The price
IS ISc each.^ Surely a small sum for such an important article.

Come in and get yours ready for the big games.
JUST ARRIVED—A new stock of gymn. supplies and

athletic supporters.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET _ PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINEWe now have a complete line of all text hooka authoriaed for use in theabove fafulries. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the pubhshers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewherem the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS-We make a special fea-
ture of these and gfuarantee delivery in not over one week.

h
book dept, is under special management and wehave been adv.«d by several of the Professors that the service is the best inthe history of the University.

Phone 919

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

»Shdr& /ifo Pt*ofits with Gofisumer*

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before youbuy, compare values at SKY’S.

‘vyou
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SPORT
MEDICINE WIN FIRST INTER-

FACULTY RUGBY GAME
AGAINST ARTS, 14-5

BOXING. WRESTLING AND
FENCING CLUBS

Old man winter was very much in evi-

dence, with the campus blanketed, in six

inches of snow. From a spectator’s stand

point you would almost need snow shoes

to attempt to cross it, and I suppose the

players were wishing they had their

“Mud anti skis” along with them.

There was considerable controversy as

to whether the game should be played,

or postponed, but owing to the lateness

of the season, however, it was decided

best to play it off regardless of the wea'th

Medicine had most of the play for the

first three periods, but Arts came to life

in the last quarter, and for a while it look-

ed as though they might overcome the

lead Medicine had piled up during the

fomer periods. As it was, they gathered

yards and Campbell kicks to deadline for

first blood.

2nd Quarter

Campbell kicks on first down for Medi-
cine’s second point. Play is well -within

Arts territory and Campbell kicks again

for point. Medicine buck for yards, but
lose ball for interference. Arts lose ball

on fumble, and on Medicine second dowm
Grant ploughs through for a try.

3rd Quarter
Very little time was lost, and on the

kick off “Doc” lifted the ball well down
the field. On an end run of 15 yards
Smith goes over for Medicine’s second
try. Campbell kicks for point, which fin-

ishes Medicine’s scoring.

4th. Quarter
With the wind in their favor Arts come

to life and keep the play well into Medi
cine’s territory. Arts secure a safety
touch when Medicine get signals crossed
a couple of yds. from their goal line. With
a little more pep behind their bucks Arts
would of made some difference in the
score, but as it was, they could only kick
for two more points. The game ended
dangerously close to Medicine goal line
with Arts in possession of the ball.

The line-up;

Medicals—Quarter. McNally
; flying’

wing, Campbell
; halves, Flannigan,

Quinn, Smith
; C. Scrim., N. A. Houston ,’

R. Scrim., Flynn; L. Scrim., Ritchie; R.
inside, Grant; L. inside, S. Houston; R
inside, Noonan; L. inside, Taber; R. out-
side, Wadell; L. outside, McLaughlin;
spare, Bill Campbell.

Quarter, Dolan; flying wing,
Wilkinson; halves, Stewart, Ratchford,'
Bullock; C. Scrim., Hodgins; R. Scrira.i
Campbell; L. Scrim., Wilson; R. inside,
Cross, L. inside, Saylor; R. mid., Chown

;

L. mid., ^ Emery; R. out, Lyons, L. out’
side, Baird

; spares, Robinson, Clarke.

THE MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB.

The Mathematics and Physics Club
held the first regular meeting of this ses-
sion on Tuesday last. The main feature
of the meeting was an address by Prof.
W. C. Baker, on one of the most fascin-
ating aspects of modern physics, “Recent
Research on the Atom,” ind Prqf. Baker’s
treatment of f!it subject left nothing to be
desired. He otitiLiied the progress that
has been m -de along mis line since the
electron theory wa> firn set forth, making
particular mrotiou o.' the work of Thom-
son, Rutherford. Mosely, and Aston. The
speaker especially emphasized the fact
that the nuclear diMge and not the
atomic weigh’ is now -onsidered the im-
portant factor in determining the proper-

I

ties of an elemet'.i.

The club will meet twice a month
throughout the .session, and all students
who are inter* sted in cither mathematics
or physics art invited to become mem-
bers.

CORRESPONDENCE
Editor “Journal.”

Sir:—Every Queen’s graduate and un-
dergrad. should feel proud of the tricolor's

“come-back” in football this year. From
distance it looks as if Queen’s may]

again be considered a worthy opponent,
and we trust that the time is not far dis-
tant when her first team will be leading
the race as the second team has done this
year (up to tfie time of penning these
lines). Condition seems to be tlie most|
potent factor in Queen’s success.

Let every student support Queen’.s

,

teams in defeat as well as in victory. They
deserve it.

May our hockey teams Jiave success 1

this year and all other athletic activities
be pursued with aggression and happy
lesults. Nothing will be of greater ser-
vice to the university.

GRAD.

SONNET—ON MY BLINDNESS
When I consider how my dough is spent,
(As fast as it comes in, though ’tis quite
slow.

And asking Pater only brings a “No”)
Some’s gone to G.Y., some to friends I

is lent,

—

Then I am glad that I’m a bachelor gent,
Since ^fussing only helps to make one

poor.

And then for fussing tfiere is but one
cure,

Why fussing merely leads to paying
rent.

“Do girls turn down a fellow, cash de-
nied”?

I fondly ask, but patience to prevent
That murmur soon replies, “Your luckl

may change.

Be not the one young fussers to deride.
So on this question I am quite content
To take what comes, whatever be its

|

range.

(With apologies to Milton).

H.E.M.

rENUS
.'FENCILS

'E'OR the student or pio£,
• *1® VENUS ou^

rivals all for
~ 1® vjiisus ou^
nvals all for perfec* pencil

^17 black degrees and
S copying, —
American Lead
PeacilCo.

PiaiiAra. ,
hewVoflt ijfcie

1,..^ A..„ D,pe wrrj

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER
Orders received at 100 Clergy Si. West,

or ’Phone 564 .
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The B. W. and F. Club members are
well started towards a successful season.
It M a long time since -so much interest
has been shown so early in the year. The
club meets at least three times a week,
and the floor is packed with boxers, wres-
tlers and fencers, all getting ready for the
Interfaculty Assault, after which, by Dar-
win’s theory of the survival of the fittest,

the men are picked for the Intercollegiate
Assault. The Athletic Board of Control
has found it necessary to purchase a new
mat for the wrestlers, as one was entire-
ly inadequate to accommodate all the em-
bryonic Frank Gotch’s who are trying out
for the premier honors of the Intercol-
legiate contests.

Rex
SMOKING

Akture
A most satisfying and

enjoyable smoke

Returns of the Football Games

AT

BAKER'S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense
assortment of Fine Gloves in the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

SPECIAL
$22.00

THIN MODEL WATCH

This is a Young Man’s Thin
Model Open Face Watch.,

-Has a finely adjusted 15 jewel

movement in a gold filled case,

and is thoroughly dependable.

Guaranteed of course.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers

100 PRINCESS ST., CITY

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE ESO

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat
stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and
conservative styles. ^
Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.
Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT^
off our entire stock of Suits. All our
high class suits to be offered now in-
stead of in the customary January
Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,
Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

A WINTER DRIVE
Four o’clock on a winter morning in

Western Alberta. The cold breeze which
comes up from tlie lake blows sharply in

my face as I leave the warmth and shelter
of the kitchen, and step out on the porch.
Overhead, from a sea of blue, flecked

here and there with white clouds which
lazily drift along; the moon liglits up the
whole scene with its hard, cold, silvery
rlare.

Through the windows of the barn at
the furthermost end of the yard, a light
is winlyng and blinking,' as Andrew
moves it about while he harnesses the
horses. We are going out on a deer hunt,
and we have to be at a farm ten miles
away before day-break

Now the barn door opens, and out
come the horses ;• old Prince' is ahead as
usual; and Jim lagging behind to snatch
another mouthful of hay from the manger.
Slowly they make their way up to the
water trough, only to find it covered with
ice, and so they st.and there pawing the
ground, and snorting impatiently until

Andrew comes up and draws some water
from the well for them.

I Then, to the accompaniment of sooth-
ing words,- and the jingling of harness,
they are “hitched up” in the democrat;
and after a last look round to see that
everything is safe, we clifnb into the seat,
tuck the buffalo robe about our knees, and
set out.

Viewed in the light of the moon every-
thing seems unreal and fantastic; the
woods away on our .left are but splashes
of black; separate trees which line the
roadside, are covered with hoar frost, and
look ghostly. The air is full of flying

)
particles of frost which glitter and sparkle
'as the light catches them.

The roads are frost bound, and the air
resounds with the “clippety clap,” “clip-
pety clap,” of the horse's hoofs as they
trot along. Soon they begin to steam,
and we have to put them at a walk so
that they may cool dovvn.

Our way lies through a forest, and in
a few minutes we are in it. The trail

is barely visible in the faint half light

which filters through the gloom, and we
have to drive carefully. Sudden^ Prince
jumps to one side with fright, as some-
thing white scutters out from the dead
undergrowth, and -dashes headlong across
the! path. It is only a rabbit with his
winter coat on, and a sharp cut of the
whip soon brings Prince to his senses
again. Andrew talks to me, more, I think
for the sake of hearing his own voice
than for anything else, for the silence of
the woods is oppressive, and seems to
bear down upon our spirits. ‘It seems
almost a sacrilege to raise one’s voice
above a whisper in them.
But by now we are clear of them, and

out in the open again
;
and looking over

to our right we see an impressive sight.
There stand the Rockies, the stolid guar-
dians of the land; their snow-clad peaks
keeping watch over the silent land which
slumbers below them. What thoughts fill

our minds as we gaze at them. How
utterly insignificant one feels as he con-
templates them; how mean, petty, and
sordid are the things that we struggle
and grope after, when thought of under
the spell which they cast over us. Nothing
that is not noble, or pure, or good, can
bear without flinching their cold, silent
scrutiny.

These thoughts are broken by a wail-
ing cry, a cry which shivers the silence,
and sets the air^a trembling, a cry like
the despairing wail of a lost soul. I
start and look round, my very flesh turns
cold with horror, and fear grips me, but
a quiet chuckle from Andrew relieves my
feelings, and I turn round to find him
laughing at my fears. After all it was
nothing more formidable than a coyote,
lean and hungry, howling at the moon.
But see! Away to the east across the

horizon is slowly creeping a pale streak
of orange, the herald of the coming dawn.
Paler and paler it grows; higher and
higher it mounts, until at last the sun’s
rays slip over the horizon, and, wilh a
hurst of glory, usher in the morn of,an.
Other day. *

ILLE PENNE.
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Queen’s II. Lose Intermediate Series by 13 Points-Ayproximately 4 000 Fans SeeMcGdl Go Down to Defeat at Hands of Varsity in Deciding Game of Senior
Series.

PLAY OFF OF TIE IN THE SENIOR
GIVES VARSITY THE

SERIES BY 14-6

Varsity’s half line by playing superb
rugby spelled defeat for the 'Red and
White. Truly the McGill halves were
not playing up to form for their catching

was rank, to say the least.

Snyder, Varsity’s kicking centre half

was much superior to Russell who re-

placed Carroll who was carried from the
field in the first quarter.

The McGill line seemed to be slightly

superior to the Blue and White and Not-
man and “Dad” Ross had the edge on
Carew and Westman in line plunging.

A bitterly cold wind was blowing from
the north, but nevertheless approximate-
ly 4,000 ardent fans braved the elements
to cheer their respective teams to victory.

Varsity supporters seemed to have more
confidence in their team than McGill, as
was evidenced by the Varsity money
floating around without any takers.

The field was in much better condition
than one would suppose. The centre be-
ing quite dry while the outer margins

- were slightly ozzy, but the sawdurst
which ,was sprinkled on soaked up most
of the moisture, but still left it soft and
slippery.

The JiIcGill team were the first to take

VARSITY II. WIN FINAL GAME
FROM QUEEN’S II. BY

11-3

HISTORY OF THE
C.I.R.F. UNION

MEDICAL DANCE
BEST IN YEARS

intemollegiate union was STRATHDEE'S render splenFORMED ON NOV. 24tt DID MOON (SeIr^H) LIGHT
WALTZES

Championship aspirations at Queen’s
were blown sky high Saturday morning
when Varsity II. defeated Queen’s II. in
the final game for the championship of
the Intermediate Intercollegiate union by
score of 11-3, thus winning the round'and
the championship by 19-6. Varsity won
at Toronto 8-3. However, the locals were
not as badly outclassed as the score would
indicate, and a score of 4-3 would have
been a better indication of the relative
merits of the two teams.
The playing field was in good condi-

tion for the contest, although it became
a little “soggy" in the last half. The light-
er Queen’s team did not seem able to
stand the heavy going as well as their
heavier opponents.

Queen’s won the toss and elected to
kick with the wind. Varsity kicked off
to McLeod who was downed on .Queen’s
20. The ball changed hands several times
but Varsity kept the play well into
Queen’s territory and finally McLeod was
forced to rouge. Queen's tried time and
again to make headway by'Tine plays
but could gain little ground against the
deadly tackling of the Varsity wings.
Varsity kept the play well ivithin Queen’s !the field, followed shortly by the Varsu;;

squad. Photographers and movie men best of the first period.were busy before the game commenced.
McGill lost much of its prestige with

Queen’s students by the childish way in
which they opposed the appointment of
Prof. Lindsay Malcolm

, as an official.

Major McAuley of R.M.C. was finally
settled on by both teams as a substitute
for Prof. Malcolm. Varsity showed true
sportsmanship in this matter for as "Lad-
die Cossells" the Varsity coach said "To-
ronto University win their games on the
field.”

Major McAuley and Col. Constantine,
both of R.M.C., handled the game to the
satisfaction of all in a very able manner.

The Play—1st Quarter.
McGill won the toss and Varsity kick-

ed off against the wind. McKenaie fum-
bled and Varsity got the ball, Snyder
kicked for first blood. With the wind in
their favor McGill get within Varsity’s 10
yard line, but by fine defensive playing
Varsity prevented a touch down. Varsity
bucked for yards and followed with long
punt by Snyder, which struck Flanagan
on the shoulder, being recovered by Dun-
can. Snyder kicked to Russell who fum
bled, Fisher gathered the ball and romp,
ed over for a touch down.

Second Period
Snyder kicked for a point on the second

down, McGill made yards.but on the sec-
ond attempt failed, and Flanagan kicked
to Breen who made a good gain. Varsity
failed to make yards and Snyder kicked
over McGill goal line, Flanagan fumbled
and Duncan fell on the ball for an unearn-
ed touch.

McGill failed to make yards and Flan-
agan s kick is blocked. Varsity jilayers
kicked back to deadline for a point.

Third Quarter
With the wind in their favor McGill

were unable to gain a point. Breen and
Snyder made sensational runs, which
kept the liall well inside of McGill terri-
tory. Flanagan mufl’ed Snyder’s punt and

(Continued on page 7),

With wind at their backs. Varsity kick-
ed at every opportunity. McLeod broke
through the-Varsity line for 20 yards be-
fore being forced into touch. Then Heis-
man pulled the prettiest play of the game
when he outguessed the whole Varsity
^am and tore through for 40 yards.
Queen’s lost the ball in offside and also a
beautiful opportunity to score. Queen’s
line did not hold well and Varsity ripped
through for yards and then kicked to
Nickle who ran it back 10 yards before
being downed. Varsity wings broke
trough and grabbed a loose ball on
Queen’s 40 line. Allen kicked to touch
ui goal, making the score 2-0 for Varsity.
Queen’s began to tighten up, and McLeod
carried the ball to midfield before being
downed. Half time score was Varsity
4, Queen s 0.

Bleakney replaced Gerow at outside
wing for Queen’s. Gerow had been in-
jured shortly after the game began, bat
pluckily refused to retire. With the wind
behind them again. Queen’s adopted the
kicking game and Bleakney forced Allen
to rouge for Queen’s first point. Cooke

icd 2 all. McLeod returned the kick off
to Patterson who was forced to retire
y Bleakney. Queen’s line was holding

well and McLeod was getting good dis-
tance to his punts. Queen’s kept the play
well towards

, the Varsity ioul in this
quarter and time was called with Queen’s
trying desperately to force a try.

(Continued on page 7.)

SHAG’S LETTER
Queen’s Alma Mater Society.

Wu for the excellent
treatment accorded the McGill team. We
arc all delighted with our reception and also
with the wonderful condition of the
grounds, considering the weather conditions

i am “6“™'

Yours truly,

T. J. Su.vugiinessv.

Executive, 1920-Honorary President,
Frof. C. H. C. Wright, Toronto; Presi-
dent, H. A. Walker, R.M.C.

; 1st Vice-
President, G. A, Parkins, McGill; 2nd
Vice-President, F. J. Ellis, Queen’s; Hon-
orary Secretary-Treasurer, P. A. C. Ket-
clnim, Toronto.

The Intercollegiate Union was estab-
lished November 24th, 1897, at a meeting
held for the purpose in Kingston, by re-
presentatives from the leading universi-
ties in Canada, and in^ response to a very
generally expressed desire among college
HTen and those interested in college ath-
letics, for a series of matches beetween
representative teams in what is justly re-
garded everywhere as pre-eminently the
great college game. The reason for this
feeling was founded in the desire for a
closer connection between the universities
in athletics, and the desire of their auth-
orities to influence more efifectively the
spirit and practice of the game and to
check a seeming tendency towards pro-
fessionalism.

_ The justification is found
m the success which' has attended the
Union since its organization.

In the season of '98 an interesting and
well-contested series of matches was play-
ed, and cleaner and better football was
never played in Canada, Dr. H. B. Yates,
of McGill College, generously donated a
beautiful cup for competition in the Sen
lor series, which was won by ’Varsity,
and ’Varsity’s Intermediate team also suc-
ceeded in winning the championship.
The Intercollegiate Union remained a

member of the Canadian Union and play-
ed the ‘‘Rough Riders” of Ottawa City,
on November 19th, at Rosedale, but were
defeated after a magnificent match by a
score of 7 to 3. At the annual meeting,
December. 1898, the Intercollegiate Un-
ion withdrew from membership in the
Canadian Union.

Queen’s succeeded in winning both the
Senior and Intermediate championshins
in 1900.

In 1902 the Senior championship was
won by McGill University and the Inter-
mediate championship by Queen’s.

In 1903 the Senior championship was
won by Toronto University and” the In-
termediate by Queen’s.

In 1904 Queen’s and McGill tied for
the Senior championship and played off
at Oitawa, where Queen’s was victorious.
Royal Military College won the Intermed
late championship.

In 1905, Ottawa University was admit-
ted to the Union. Toronto won the Sen-
ior championship, going through the sea-
son without a defeat, and finally winning
the Canadian championship. Royal Mili-
tary College again won the Intermediate
championship.

In 1906 McGill won the Senior C.I.R.
F. U. championship. McGill lost to Ham-
ilton Tigers in the Dominion champion-
ship game. The R.M.C. won the Inter-
mediate C.I.R.F.U. series, and Queen’s

(Continued on page 6)

THE BUUETtN
Tuesday—

.3 p.m., Arts Society.
\\ ednesday, 5 p.m.—Aesculapian Society.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.—Choral Society,
rinirsday, 7 p.m.—Arts ’22 Social Eveii-

iiig.

I'riday. 4 p.m.—"An Indian City’’— Pm(.
McFadvcn.

The annual dance of the Aesculapian
Society was h'eld inkGrant Hall on Fri-
day evening, Nov. 19th, and certain-
ly set a high standard for the other facul-
ties to live up to in their coming efforts
along this line. One may say, I think
without qualification, that the Medical
dance lived up to its reputation as one of
the Big Events of the College year.
The ball, the supper-rooms and the var-

ious retreats for the exhausted or the
amative, were prettily decorated. Light-
ing effects, or rather the lighting effect,
the customary mo.on, -ive had also

; of a
brilliant variety, perhaps, so that some
were heard to remark the effect was that
of sun—or searchlight-dancing rather
than of moon-dancing. However, a very
tidy little connection has been set up of
late years between search lights and
moons, so what’s the difference?

Strathdee’s orchestra provided their
usual and inimitable quality of music, as
was proved by the repeated and enthus-
iastic encores they received, hut Strath-
dee s^is not simply an orchestra, it is a
performance, a sort of pyrotechnic dis-
play of fm^ and those who were not too
busy dancing, to watcli them, drew no
small pleasure from doing so.

Indeed the presence and persistence of
the large body of outside spectators in the
gallery is as much to be explained thus,
as any other way. For, in one’s own
private opinion, neither the beautiful
kaleidoscopic effect of colors, nor the
mere music, nor even the more refined en-
joyment of exquisite torture derived from
watching one’s favorite affinity being
monopolized by a rival, can really account
for the fact of people staying up till two
a.m., to watch. What the gallery watch-
ed as much as anything else was Strath-
dee’s.

Supper was tasty, delicate and ade-
quately se^rved; this part of the ceremony
was held in the Arts Club Room, and in
spite of the size of the crowd, was handl-
ed without rushing.

As for the dancers themselves, little
need he said. Though there were not
wanting those who took the exercise as
some sort of elaborate and highly serious
ritual, almost painful h, character, the
majorit}^ at all stages of proficiency seem-
ed to be having an extraordinarilv fine
time, and I think we all drifted hoineward
with a happy (if weary) halo of radiance
lighting our inner man and the surround-
ing object with a certain mild exaltation.
To those who did the executive work

for the Medical Faculty, that is to Mr.
K. Maitland and his committee, Mr C
McCuaig, Mr. F. C. Baugh, Mr C L
Wingham and Mr. W. R. Crowe, as well
as to our charming patronesses, Mrs. R.
B. Taylor, Mrs. H. Connell, Mrs. I Mil-
ler and Mrs. T. Little, the thanks of all
of us who were present to enjoy the even-
mg, are due.

Among those noticed from out of town
were; Gwen Gauley. Arts ’20. To-
ronto; Mi^ Eileen Campbell, Arts '20.

Ottawa
; Audrey, Casseliiian. Iroquois’

Marjorie Ellis, Smiths Falls; Margaret
Stewart, Renfrew; Mr. Chas. Puvuton
Science ’20, Toronto; Mr. Demi,an,'Ham-
ilton

: ,\rt Mills
; Reuben Young, Ottawa

:

John |. Dyer, Queen’s .-\rts ’18, M'c.stern
University. Lon,Ion ; iliss Roberts.
Hrockvillf. Miss Gould.
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NOTICE
Will all Societies who have borrowed

Alma Mater Society ballot boxes please re-
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J. W. GREIG.
Secretary A. M.S.'

The Honorary President of the A.M.S.
in an address delivered a few weeks ago
made mention of one of the less creditable

features of democracy—^Apathy of the
Electorate. This apathy is becoming very
markedly noticeable of late and it is much
to be deplored.

For example, at the A.M.S. meeting a
week ago mention was made of the offer of
a local editor to collect funds for the pur-
pose of securing a rugby coach. During
the present season Coach Lindsay Malcolm
has worked very faithfully and without any
financial remuneration whatever. Besides
his coaching he has had a multitude of
other duties and there would seem to be
little doubt that too much has been expect-

ed of one man. We want a first-class rug-
by team and therefore we need a coach who
can devote his whole time to the work. In
spite of this coding and apparent need for ^
coach the members of the Alma Mater So-
ciety, with one or two exceptions, remain-
ed quite unmoved when their attention was
drawn to this offer of a public spirited

citizen. No discussion of any account was
aroused and the question slipped back into

the slough of forgotten things.

Again on Saturday evening another ques-
tion was raised of which many persons have
spoken to us privately. We have been re-

quested on several occasions to write an
editorial upon the question of varying price
of books at various book stores in the city.

We know that members of all faculties
have pointed out that on various occasions
one book store has charged, e.g., $5.00 for
a certain book while the same book could be
purchased at another store for $3.50. This
matter was mentioned under the seventh
order of business and the suggestion made
that a committee be appointed to interview
the booksellers and try to discover the rea-
son, if any, for this spread in prices. We
think we are justified in saying that the
price of books concerns every student to a
greater or less degree and here was pointed
out something which approximates very
nearly to profiteering at our expense. Still

we slumber on ! There wasn’t a single
question asked nor was there any further
discussion.

There seems, too often, to be a spirit at
the A.M.S. which says “let’s hurry
through with the business.” This should
not be. Sane and lasting legislation is not
brought about in a few moments and ques-
tions must be discussed from all angles.
There is legislation pending to amend or

suspend the constitution. Such legislation
is always important and from certain state-
ments made on Saturday night this legisla-
tion if carried through is going to have far-
reaching effects. Similarly if it is not
passed it may have far-reaching effects of a
similar nature in another direction.

attend A.M.S. on Saturday night ready
to listen to the other fellow’s point of view
and to help him to see yours. But above all

let us shake off this curse of apathy.

CORRESPONDENCE

To The Editor of The Journal:
S'*"-—^There is a matter upon which I

should like to arouse some discussion
among the students of Queen’s. Since
the Faculty of Education has been taken
away, there seems to be a need of some
organization to fill this gap in our uni-
versity life, and to keep alive interest
in educational matters relative to the
teaching profession.

There is a veyy large number of stu-
dents who have taught and also a num-
ber who contemplate teaching. Why
cannot these students organize for the
discussion of matters of common interest?
As evidenced by the discussion in the
first meeting of the Polecan Club, there
certainly is a common bond of interest
among this class of students. The uni-
versity has a number of clubs organized
on the basis of common concern

; and it

seems to me that teachers have a great
deal in common and could organize as
a club with great benefit.

Allow me to make the following sug-
restions

:

Since there are teachers from every
province in the Dominion attending
Queen’s, lively discussions on the differ-
ent provincial educational systems might
be carried on. It is thought by many that
we should have more co-operation be-
tween the provinces in educational mat-
ters. This.discussion might lead to a bet-
ter understanding in the different provin-
ces of the problems which each province
has to face, and therefore it might result
in more co-operation among the coming
Teneration of teachers.

Prominent speakers on education might
be procured to address the club, and this
might be done in co-operation with the
teachers of Kingston.
The club might arrange excursions un-

der competent leaders, possibly university
professors, to visit buildings, factories
etc., of local interest.

Since many members of this prospec-
tive club teach during the summer holi-
days. much helpful assistance could be
given the members in securing schools.

Naturally, social functions would not
be overlooked in such a club.

These are only a few of the matters
which might receive attention, and I am
certain others of more interest might be
added.

I trust that this letter will lead to open
discussion and that some definite action
will result.

A STUDENT-TEACHER.

NOVEMBER
Gray the water, gray the sky,

Sharp the wind that whistles by,
Drear the world—and so am I.

Gray November, do you care,

That the trees arg stripped and bare,
You, who banish all things fair?

Black November, can you see
Why I liken you to me?

I have made my misery.
I have banished all things gay,
Mine the fault that my to-day
Is November, drear and gray.

I am glad the world is dead,
Glad the clouds are overhead,
But—If June were here instead.

P. M. PORTAGE.
ALUMNI

E. L. Sabine (B.A. U6, M.A

Judge Us
By Their

Fruit
tfir Early in the year^ six of our depart-
ment managers spent
several months in Eur-
ope, ransacking Eng-
land, France, Switzer-
land, Italy, Holland and
Belgium for the choicest
in their respective lines,

as follows

:

Mr, Cuff, for Dia-
rnonds and other Pre-
cious Stones, Pearl
Necklaces and fine Plat-
inum Mountings.

Mr. Galbraith, for
Watches, Watch Brace-
lets, Gold and Platinum
Watch Chains.

Mr. Elmes, for Ster-
ling Silver and best
English Electro - plate
and table accessories.

Mr. Friend, for all

manner of Gold and Sil-
ver Novelties, Toilet
Ware, Fancy Bead
Necklaces and Hair
Ornaments, etc.

Mr. Dobbs, for Fine
Leather-Goods, includ-
ing Valises, Carryalls,
Suit Cases, Week-end
Cases, Hand Bags,
Writing Portfolios,
Manicure and Toilet
Rolls, Feather Fans, etc.

Mr. Smith, for Min-
ton, Coalport, Crown
Derby and Wedgwood
China, Cut Glass, En-
graved Glass, Bronze
and Marble Statuary,
etc.

^ These goods are all

Til now in stock—the
fruit of their efforts is

gathered ready for
Christmas, and we have
only this to say about it—we want you to judge
us by the quality of their
fruit.

Krst buyers have the largest

selection from which to choose

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET
TORONTO

If you were not at A.M.S. on .Satur.! teaching Sank Ste M ri‘:day night make enquiries and find onlwha^ School. Miss H. A PatesoTthis legislation is about. Weigh r,„ -K,thiM.A„ D. T. Walkom BA T A Rohh'

’‘r'
' S-A., all Queen’s graduate’;L ofthefriends and enemies (if you have r>ri^ ; r i'‘ ,same staff.

Dr. J. L. Stewart
dentist

Comer Princess and Wellington Street!
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

I

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144w.

DANCING
All forms of modem <iancing taught.
Arrangements may be made for privata

[lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES. 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

! NOTICE
Will the Secretaries of the various years

in the University and of Levana please pre-
pare lists oL corrections and additions to
those published in the Directory of Stu-
dents, and have them published in tlie

Journal.

I

If your name does not appear in the
^

Directory or it there is an error in the name
or address, please notify the secretary con-
cerned. J. W. GREIG, Secretary A. M.S.
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IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat
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MEDICINE ’24.

Note.—Owing to the timely, but unex-

pected holiday a week ago Thursday, this

column was not received in time for press.

The reporter being a true and loyal subject

of His Majesty King George V., felt it his

bounden duty to observe peace and quiet-

ness, at least until after 11 o’clock. Long
live the King!

using the promenade to Ft. Henry Sun-
day afternoon. Isn’t that right, fellows?

SPECIAL PRICES ON RAZOR
STROPS

Our entire stock of good strops to

Queen’s Students at 20% discount for this

week only, at

Prouse’s Drug Store
Opp. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students.' Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly:! Last
year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.
So did everybody else. As a result
the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-
ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious
little at that. So that when ’Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind
Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chance!
Make your appointment now.-

Meds ’24, 11
;
Meds '23, 0.

The third game of the interyear series

was played on the afternoon of the 10th, be-

tween Meds ’23 and ’24. The teams were
evenly matched, and, at first, it was hard
to say, which had the better of the other.

During the first quarter there was no score,

but Smith, of '24, showed up in his end
runs. In the second quarter, Campbell got

away for a try, which was not converted,

making the score at half-time: Meds ’24, 5;

Meds .’23, 0. In the third quarter there was
nothing doing, but in the fourth McLachlan
made an unearned try, which was convert-

ed. Score: Meds '24. 9; Meds ’23, 0.

Givens, of ’23, then kicked the ball over the
line, thus increasing the score another one,
and just before the end of the period Smith
put over a rouge. Final score; Meds ’24,

11; Meds ’23, 0. Towards the last of the

game ’24 seemed to have control of the
field, although ’23 fought until the last

minute.

The second game of this series was to
have been played between Meds ’23_and ’22.

but the latter lost by default. Now it is up
to the 5th year to enter the games, or—the
Faculty loving cup remains in the hands of
the Sophs. The line-up:

Scrim.. Houston, N. A.. Gee. Ritchie;
inside wings, Leggett, Taber; middle wings,
Playfair. Noonan

; outside wings, Waddell,
McLachlan; qiiarter, McNally; halves,

Campbell. Smith, Quinn, O’Reilly; spares.
Salsbury. Costello.

Monty (in anatomy room) I do hope
we have our own brains to study this
year, it will be so much easier, don’t you
think?
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Uh ! huh ! Some people can take a holi’

day.

We have had passed on to us the fol-
lowing classification of men students, or-
iginated among the fair co-eds. We are
particularly gratified that our own know-
ledge of the superiority of the medical
has obtained the highest corroboration.

Our fair informant says that the Theo-
logical student on meeting a woman stu-
dent is self conscious and trys to avoid
recognition

;
the Arts man smiles

; the
Science man raises one finger in salute,
—even on occasion goes so far as to touch
his cap ;'\vhilst the Medical, being a gen-
tleman, raises his hat.

We extend our sympathy to Robertson,
who Ts at present undergoing treatment
in K.G.H.. and hope that his illness will
only be of short duration.

The Very Latest

Ideas in

FULL DRESS
FOR THE POPULAR

YOUNG MAN
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS

RIGHT

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study

Access
Queen s Students with every

We attribute this success to long exoeri-^ce coupled with the most scientific instru-ments procurable.

Glasses.
“"''onaWc Study

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Co).siiltmg Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

We were rather amused at the little out-
burst by a medical freshies which appeared
in a recent issue of the Journal. It is diffi-

cult to know just what sort of an initiation

report he wanted, but in any case, it is a
mere bagatelle, as he, being a freshman
must accept the report as the College Jour-
nal cares to publish, just as quietly as he
took the lampblack and axle grease (and,
let me add, that was mighty quiet). The
freshie’s insinuation, that Meds '24 were
not “sports,” and that their reporter did not
adhere to the truth nor represent his year,
shows a misguided enhusiasm which it may
be necessary to dampen—even at this late

date. We might point out that the preva-
lent and accepted idea of a sport, is a man
who can appreciate the humorous side of
life, even though the laugh be at his e.\-

pense. We feel disappointed To be forced
to believe that there are possibly some of
the younger element in Medicine who can-
not be placed in this category.

MEDICINE ’26

Believing that a yell is to a certain extent
representative of a year's talent and sent!
ment, and therefore quite an important mat-
ter, we venture to suggest that Mr. Lyght
has ably met .our need in producing the
following stanza, which is from now on
the official yell for Meds ’26.

Chloroform, Castor Oil, Atropine, Squills
Morphine, Iodine, Belladonna, Pills!

We’re here,

The year,

That nothing ever sticks,

Queen's, Queen’s. Meds ’26!

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER '. ...11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

KIRKPATRICK'S ART STORE
Established 1874

Fu^hcr comment on the good work in
the third quarter of Saturday morning's
game would be like an amoeba trying to
kid Venus de Milo, but all the same, here's
to Graham, Abernethy and Lewis.

Probabilities.

Snow” from 8-9 a.m. Monday, Wednes-
day and Friday.

AN IMPORTANT CALL

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
high GRADE CHOCOLATES

Another of our members left for over-
seas again the othcr'day, to continue his
course in a large London Hospital (just
10 minutes from Oxford Circus!). Au
revoir, Andy^and may success follow you
all the days of your life.

"Wt take this opportunity too, to wel-
come two new members, O’Reilly and
Pfroatzer

;
How do you do, gentlemen,

we are all glad to know you.

LOST Lone gentleman, answering to
the description of “Bobby”, last several
times seen wandering aimlessly towarils
Kingston Junction.

A most unique calendar has been de-
vised liy “Our iTiend,” consisting of only
the important days of the week—Friday
night, Saturday afternoon. Saturday
ening, Sunday afternoon and evening
is done in half-tunes and aptly illusti.iu
—ail rights reserved.

It has been decided to hold a National
Student Assembly at O.A.C., Guelph,
from Dec. 29th to Jan. 2nd, 1921. Dele-
gates will be chosen from -Y.M.C.A.,
.’’^.W.C.A. and any other religious organ-
ization. This proposed conference is ex-
ceedingly important in its bearing upon
Canadian Christian Student life. Queen’s
cannot afford to stand aside in this~nation-
al student movement. Every student is

therefore urged to attend a meeting which
is to be held in Convocation Hall next
Friday at 5 p.m., for the purpose of de-
ciding whether to send delegates to
Guelph or not. Representatives wanted
from all faculties.

“JUDAISM AS A PREPARATION
FOR CHRISTIANITY”

Not pointing any fingers nnr mei'.ion
mg any names, but a party with in' I -;

UL S., was repQrted to have been

Professor W. G. Jordan' gave a splendid
and illuminating lecture on "Ezekiel, The
Man and His Teaching,” Tuesday at 4 p.m.
in the Apologetics Room, Divinity Hall.
He stated that Ezekiel was a man thorough-
ly adapted to his time, and was one of
God s instruments in preserving Israel’s
ideal. He was a man of poetic temperment
who delivered his discourses with tremen-
dni,, energy and spirituality. In dealing

spiritual thing.s there was a feeling of
d' ’’finite behind them. Me was a prie^l
I’*

' probably lia<i taken part in tlie temple
•

•
' es before he left Jerusalem. The
'lU'iion of the temple and Jerusalm was

•
- at loss to him, for he was one of tli6se

bad great reverence for Ecclesiastical

power. He was also a preacher, possessing;

both the strength and weakness of a
preacher. He did not try to tone down or
qualify any statement but gave it as a bald
statement of fact. In dealing with the fu-
ture he saw all conditions clear for a per-
fectly definite and well defined eschatology.
Again, Ezekiel might be called a high Cal-
vinist in the sense that he took his stand so
completely on the side of God. His view
was that God was .supreme, ruling every-
thing for His own glory. At that time the
great body of Jews in Jerusalem and Pales-
tine believed the temple would not be des-
troyed, and Ezekiel had to set his face like •

a flint against that idea. He worked out
the idea, that the spirituality of God is in-

dependent of any one city, from the fact of
a sinful people. Moreover, he had to carry
forward the idea begun by Jeremiah, that
forgiveness might be had if the individual

turned to God and became His servant.

Tliis was a powerful reply to men who tried

to make their fore-fathers responsible for
their actions, and it did a great deal to
awaken the sense of personal responsibility.

Lastly, he was a pastor, in the sense that he
had a great responsibility for the souls of
men and he felt it as a real and living tiling..

Ezekiel had a definite view of the future.

God would destroy the nations and take the

Jews back. He described everything mathe-
matically. For us it is not the form of
things but the faith that counts. We may
have just as rich a faith in God as Ezekiel
had, yet we know little of the last days. It

is idle for man to predict the end of the
world, or the definite course of things to be
taken. To-day we see the League of Na-
tions struggling, and may hope there is

something in it. If we are Christian people.
Neither Jerusalem. Rome, or Geneva, can
be central, or claim to have a monopoly of
faith. God is to be found any wliere, where
a peoj)lc have a living and a trusting faith.

Remarks of Profs, on Hearing of

Saturday’s Game
J.L.M.—The op|)ortimity of correcting

yt>ur essays will be much appreciated:
A.C.N.— V\ hat time does our team

play?
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

^ill be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Comer of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

SCIENCE

Thompson’s Cigar Store

/CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the ^ed Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, OI^t.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-
ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES?

CORNER OF KING ANd'bROCK STS
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

K. T. BRYMNER, Manager

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OP EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and *

Art Schools
WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE

minister of education

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may beconducted in accordance with the refla-

tion^
by ibe Department of Educa-

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-STRUCTION is given in various trades.
The schools and -classes are under thedirection of an Advisory committee.

should be madeto the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-TURE are provided for in the courses of

fJd%iSh Continuation
Schools and Collegiate Insti-

Copies of the Regulations issued by theDepartment of Education may be obtained

Tor^ntSj®
Deputy Minister of Education,

Torontb, Novemher. 1920

ENGINEERING NOTES
The first regular meeting of Engineer-

ing Society was held in the Amphitheatre
of Gordon Hall at 4.15 p.m., on Friday.
The new President, Mr. I. M. Marshall,
occupied the chair and introduced the
'speakers of the evening, Prof. Alex. Mac-
Phail and the Honorary President, Prof.

W. P. Wilgar. Prof. MacPhail spoke a
few minutes during which he explained
the reformation of the fifth field Co’y, and
the University O.T.C. He advanced two
reasons why these organizations should
receive the support of every male student
of the university. First, his duty to his

Alma Mater and his country; second,
the necessity for the preservation of the
traditions of the white race against the
sinister forces at work in the world today.
With Prof. MacPhail in charge and
‘Dough” Wright as adjutant, nothing
more needs to be said. It is to be hoped
that every Science man will lend his

hearty co-operation and help Prgf. Mac-
Phail realize his desire that every gradu-
ate be a commissioned officer.

Prof. Wilgar thanked the members for

the honor conferred upon him in electing
him as their honorary president. He had
been president of the society eighteen
years ago when the School of Mining
consisted of Carruthers Hall, the old mill
and a shed which did duty as a black-
smith shop. There had been many
changes since then, not onjy in housing
accommodations, but in the personnel of
the staff, but the student was still the
student of old. He (the student) felt that
he was being over worked and took his
lectures and assigned readings quite as
a painful duty that must be sandwiched
in between social evenings and poker
games.. This was a mistaken idea for if

a fair division of time was. mad? between
studies, recreation and college activitites,
no one need feel over worked or foot sore'
from dancing. In closing he made a plea
for the members to uphold the traditions
of the Engineering Society, the premier
society of the university. The speaker
interspersed his excellent advice with
many humorous remarks that kept ihs
listeners in a genial mood. It is to be
hoped that we will have the pleasure of
hearing our honorary president again.
"Doug” Wright and G. C. Monture

made an impassioned appeal to the mem-
bers of the society to attend the mass
meeting on Monday night en masse and
show the visiting commission that the
Science Faculty is much alive.

Discussion of business occupied some
time. On the motion of Mr. Wright a
“duty roster” was adopted. The idea
being to distribute the committee work
over all the members instead of ‘saddling”
the willing workers. Alphabetical lists
are to be made out and each man must
serve on some committee in turn, the
convener only being chosen by the ex-
ecutive. The Vigilance Committee is em-
powered to deal with any insubordination
or derelictions of duty.

'

The members of the year committeeswho are m charge of the preparations
tor the parade on everyng of Dec. 1st are
asked to get in touch with Mr. McIIraith
Or the Junior year.

Mr. Fred Sproule was appointed <

vener of the Elections committee.
Meeting adojurned on motion of Mr

Hanlon.

Some of the graduates in town overthe week-end were A. M. Mills, -Chris”
Fraser, ‘Dutch” Brinkman, A. P. Black-
burn and Tim Holmes.

big game. It is also remarked that even
defeat did not tend to dampen the same
spirits. They certainly had neat ways.
The R. Vic Pip girls all made a hit with

our genial cheer leader, and though he
will only tell his friends he admits mak-
ing a hit with them.

Things we would like to Know
Whether "the Kidlet” really means all

those harsh things he said about Shorty.
If E-ic H-l-t’s presence in the Dramatic

Club is due wholly to a love of drama.
Andy Anderson is back on the job from

the K.G.H., where he has been proving
that even one arm can be of some use.

The millenium had arrived in Science
’23. It was an eight o’clock lecture. Not
a man was absent as the last bell sound-
ed. A neat pile of exercises lay on the
desk, one from each man. Prof. Fl-m-m-r
entered. "Gentlemen, is there any point
about Harmonic motion that fazes you?”
Up spoke B-r-chd, "speaking for the class
sir, I feel that the \y;hole thing is perfectly

obvious and unworthy of further consid-
eration. I would suggest that we pass on
to Kinetic Friction.” (Loud applause in
an orderly manner). As the class rose to
leave at the end of the lecture, C-rs-n
tripped over Stewart’s feet. "I beg your
pardon, it was entirely my fault.” "Not
at all, my extraordinary clumsiness—ex-
cuse me please.-”

It is to be hoped that hereafter M-u-I-
tn’s letters arrive with their usual prompt-
ness. Really he was worse than useless
in surveying the other day.

B-rchd (making a report to surevying
Prof.) then I took a shot through the
transom and on the level, there was a
most extraordinary deflection.

As ill the good old days of yore, the fol-

lowers of Moses are numerous. We think

someone ought to "free -^a” enraptured
youths and give them a good “aaron”.
Dark thought for to-morrow

—

It’s going to be a hard winter and
we’ve eight o’clocks every day.

Aragadro at the cafeteria

—

I always eat my peas with syrup,
I have done so all my life,

Tis not because I like them better
But it keeps them on my knife.

SCIENCE ’24

Holdcroft wants to watch Jhe "kids.”
they have been playing with his "Pets.” We
know his "pets” are big boys now, but they
haven’t been used to anything rough, "have
they Bill?”

The reason for ’23 changing their yell is

self-evident. Not because of the subjects
mentioned being in the past, but because the
word sports seemed so out of place.

Probably some of our Alright readers who
are always chewing about “The Ten Little
FrCvshmen,” would like another item . Go
ahead kids.

Prof. Watts says some people can’t ap-
preciate good music; is that why every one
laughed at his very musical selection with
sticks ?

The third game of soccer was played on
Wednesday last between '23 and '24. The
snow was anywhere from three to twelve
inches deep and made the playing very
hard. During the early part of the first

half the brilliant playing of ’24 scored them
a point and during the last minute of the
game, Holdcroft’s “Pets” got tile ball be-
tween the posts, making the score one all.

The "Pets” like '23’s rugby team, were in ,

the pink of condition but it seemed of no
avail against the fast playing of the “Kids.”

NOTICE. '

Will men who kindly loaned woollen
gloves to manager of second team please
see Mr. Bews re same.

SCIENCE ’23

It is rumored that Bill Holdcroft chew-ed Spearmint all morning at the gameto get that "Wrigley” motion.
M-xw-lI wishes to deny the report thathe contemplates moving his place of re-sidence to Portsmouth. Going to be ahard winter Max I

s ue a

Science ’23 are unanimous that the Mc-
Gill rooters had the proper spirits at the

BIBBT’S
KINGSTON’S ONLY CASH AND ONE PRICE CLOTHING

HOUSE—THE BEST FO^ LESS

OVERCOAT AND SUIT

PRICES REVISED

Here are some of the finest Overcoats and Suits shown in this

city, faultlessly designed and expertly tailored, offered at the low-

est prices in years, at

$25.00, $35.00 and $45.00

All new and correct models

GLOVES UNDERWEAR

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE STORE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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a newARROW
Collar..
FOLLOW THE ARROIV AND
YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE
Clurlt. Peabody Co., or Ceoeda, Limited

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many

Young Men

has been secured by a Policy of

Liffe Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610
;
Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. • KINGSTON

FOR EVENING WEAR
Shirts, Ties, Collars, Vests,

Gloves, Etc.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

»
Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS
ARTS ’21

We -greatly fear that we have no one to

congratulate this time. We are sorry this is

the case, as we make a specialty of handing

out bouquets to well-deserving members of

our year. But for this occasion we are

unable to dig up any data which would
seem to warrant us to slip over a compli-

ment. Anyhow, it is much better to con-

gratulate than to slam.

But even our habit of handing out soft

soap does not bring the desired results.

One of the gentlemen whom we congratu-

lated last issue upon his manly exit from
the economics test met us the other day, and

threatened to punch our head for having

mentioned that he used the door as his

means of egress. We are sorry, and only

wish to add that we presume he would have
gone out through the window had he not
been lame.

^

before Christmas.

In the football practices Cr—s played
centre scrim. He was told that to occupy
this position he must be the fastest man on
the team. Accordnig to certain freshettes
he certainly deserved his position.

ARTS ’22

The year meeting, held Friday afternoon,

November 19th, was very well attended.

Business over the entertainment was in

•charge of Messrs. Wallace and McMenomy
and Miss Leckie. Miss Deadman is to be
congratulated upon her edition of the

“Twenty-Tooter.’’ The number was long
and interesting and was mostly the result

of Miss Headman’s own work, as very few
contributed. Nor do we forget Miss
Charlesworth’s singing. We’ll tell ’em ’22

has talent.

The Social Evening Committee were in-

structed to use every means in their power
to make the coming social evening as it

should be—a Queen’s Social Evening. Per-
haps it would not be amiss to remind ticket-

holders of ruling number five of the Alma
Mater Society in Social • Evenings, viz.

:

That only members of the University be
eligible to attend social functions^

This ruling has most certainly been
flagrantly broken on many occasions and it

is hoped that such will not be the case on
Thursday evening.

Ticket holders are asked to co-operate
with the committee by complying with this

rule.

FOUND.
Last Tuesday morning, a hair, about ten

to twenty inches in length, was discovered
on the right shoulder fo Mr. J, W-d. We
wonder if he could give us any information
on this subject.

N.B.—Only blondes need apply.

COMMERCE CLUB

The Commerce Club met on Thursday
afternoon Avhen, despite other attractions,
there was a large number present at this
first regular meeting, The Club was favor-
ed with an address by Mr. Easton Burns,
C.A., who spoke on the subject of the
Business Profits Tax Act and the Income
Tax Act. The many difficulties that busi-
ness men experienced in computing their
taxation, and the cause of many anomalies
that have arisen were explained. In a dis-
cussion le^ by the Honorary President,
several doubtful points were cleared up by
Mr. Burns.

Owing to the Rooters’ meeting the gath-
ering had to be brought to an early close,
but it is hoped, that in the near future, Mr.
Burns will again address the Club when
Other interesting intricacies may be cleared
up.

The next meeting will be announced
shortly, and all budding wizards of finance
will find it worth while to be present.

need not sacrifice style and shapeli-
ness for fit and comfort. A Premier
shoe does none of these things. When
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS la eomplalc

Best Tungsten Lamya
and Flashlights. Bvcry«

thing electrical for ax*

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Members of the year who have taken
part in Quel’s athletics and thus missed
lectures, are requested to hand in their

names to tlae Secretary, S. M. Chown. They
will then be supplied with notes of the lec-

tures they have missed.

Men’s Directories may be procured from
Mr. Wallace.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment eariy

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS '23

Another win for ’23! In the debate
Saturday evening our debaters scored a
great si^ccess. They were arguing on the
unpopular side of the question under dis-

cussion and were arguing against their own
opinions on the matter. A very small
crowd was present to hear the speaking. It

is evident that debating is not interesting to
our students—at least not so interesting as
some other things.

Some of the young men of Arts '23 seem
to have a hankering after the La Salle
Causeway in the wee sma’ hours of the
Sabbath morn.

We’re surprised Kenny; we-gidn’t think
you kept such hours as that. But I sup-
pose it.was a great "hicht"—eh chaps.

ARTS '24

At the regular year meeting on Friday,
programme, initiation, social evening, and
year pin committees were appointed. It
was generally agreed that the following
were wanted

:

1. Members for the year. All' those in
first year Arts should join.

2. Better attendance at year meetings.
3. Contributions for the year yell. It is

the duty of every member of the year to
submit a yell. A year pin is awarded for
the best suggestion.

4. Plans for the initiation of the Arts
freshmen of 1921. These must be submit-
ted through the committee to the A.M.S.

STUDENTS!
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

FOR PURE ICE CREAM AND HOMEMADE CANDIES.

204 PRINCESS STREET

A NEW CANADIAN BOOK
Few among the makers of Canada played so varied a part in

her up-building as Alexander Telloch Galt. Read

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SIR ALEXANDER
TELLOCH GALT

by Oscar Douglas Skelton.

Prof, of Political and Economic Science and Dean
. of Faculty of Arts.

Price $3.50. At.

R. Uglow & Company
- 141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON -

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.'

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-
cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April'

For Calendar^, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.

/
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and MiUin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-

cline in the raw fur

market, we have put

our enormous stock of

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from

10 to 50 per cent. With
the reduced prices on
furs we have also cut.

prices -on all men’s hats

and caps, as well as

millinery.

All Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hati, Pure, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson^ Crozier & Edgar
20 Market St . ,

Kingston

“WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

BUY YOUR CLOTHES NOW
ONLY TWO DASY MORE

My Sale Ends November 18th.

TUXEDOS .... $50

DRESS SUITS. . $60

Alterations Free—.Fit Guaranteed

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

Q. W. C. A.

The girls of the Q. W. C. A. are to be
congratulated on their sale of last Sat-

urday. At first, owing to the rugby game,
the attendance was very small, and it

seemed as if the work of preparation was
to go unrewarded, but when the game
was over, the rugby fans flocked to Grant
Hall for a cup of hot coffee and a look

around.

The Hall was prettily decorated, one
pleasing feature being the display of Var-
sity and McGill .colours and pennants.

The booths were very attractive and were
presided over by enticing damsels who
abandoned themselves to the task of part-

ing the student from his money.
The candy and “home-made” tables

were, perhaps, the most popular and were
soon sold out. As for getting a Queen’s
cushion—’twas beyond the realms of pos-

sibility. and many a man turned away
from the cushions to invest his hoarded
dollars in pennant, calendars, and other

follies.

The novelties did not sell as quickly as

the other wares, but by a simple device

they were bestowed upon a number of

gullible youth, presumably Freshmen-
or Theologues, who are not wise to the.

ways of the world.

‘Shut your eyes—give me fifty cents

—

and here you are!” The happy victim
then found himself the proud possessor
of a handkerchief with such a sweet tatted

edge, or mayhap a deminutive tea apron.
Ultimately he will bestow it on his best

girl, or lacking one—on the landlady.

Towards the end of the sale, the big
yellow mums were auctioned off to the

few prudent spenders who had a quarter
or so left. Soon the last stragglers had
departed and the workers were left to

gather up the remains and count the
money.

The left-overs will be disposed of next
Saturday at the Levana Tea. Including
these is a goodly quantity of Irish cro-

chet lace, d'oylunes and the like, that
make admirable Christmas gifts. This
lace comes from the Mission Schools of
India, through the Y.W., and is sold very
cheaply. Money spent here is well spent.

Visit the Irish lace table next Saturday.
You won’t have the chance again till next
November.

To the benefit of anxious ones who
were unable to learn their fate at the sale,

there will be fortune tellers at the Le-
vana Tea. Come early.

The sale was a credit to those who put
it on, we hope the results are satisfactory,

and that the girls feel their work was
worth while.

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg,

and OtlAwa.

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT
PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS
BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Thoughts of Professors on hearing of
Saturday’s game.

M.C.C.—I am not at liberty to say
whether a elass will be held on Saturday
morning or not.

HISTORY OF THE UNION
(Continued from page 1).

ni. was successful in the Junior series.

In 1907 Ottawa University won the
Senior championship, while Toronto Uni-
versity captured the Intermediate and
Junior championships, Toronto II. de-
feating the Intermediate O.R.F.U. cham-
pions, thus winning the Intermediate
Canadian championship.

In 1911 Toronto University won the
Senior Intercollegiate championship and
successfully defended their title of Dom-
inion champions by defeating the Argo-
nauts of Toronto. The Royal Military
College again won the Intermediate ser-
ies, and brought another Dominion cham-
pionship to the Intercollegiate Union by
defeating Tigers II. of Hamilton. R.M.C.
also won the Junior series, but lost to
Petrolea in the Dominion final.

In 1912 McGill University won the
Senior .series, R.M.C. the Intermediate
series, and O.A.C. the Junior. Ottawa
College resigned from the Union, being
dissatisfied with the decision of a protest
hy the Executive.

In 1913 the R.M.C. was adnn:i.'.i ib
Senior series and justified their mI\ ;

nieiut^ Senior rank by winnin- Du [

honl^^nies from Toronto and • 'u.

.

McGill were again successful ... •m. ;..-

the Senior honours. St. Michael’s Col-

lege, new comers, won the Intermediate

series, while K.C.I. won the Junior ser-

ies.

In 1914 McGill University and Toronto
University tied for Senior honours. The
play-off occurred in Toronto, and ’Var-

sity won the championship in the dying
minutes of the game. They were unsuc-

cessful in the Dominion finals, being beat-

en by the Argonauts of Toronto.

The Union suspended operations dur-
ing the European war.

In 1919 McGill University won the

Senior championship and Toronto Uni-
versity won the Intermediate champion-
ship.

Much of the success of the Union at
its inception was due to the efforts of
the Executive in 1898. The Executive
for 1898 was aas follows:

President—;. G. Inkster, 'Varsity.

Vice-President—Gordon Alley, McGill.
Secretary - Treasurer — Jas. Parker.

Queen’s.

G. H. Rogers—Royal Military College.
R. H. Parmenter—Trinity University.

ALUMNI.
E. H. Finlay (B.A. ’20) during the past

summer taught Mathematics and Elec-
tricity at the Finlay Engineering College,
Kansas City, Mo.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

IS sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice .Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

SHOW YOUR COLOURS!!
When at the football or hockey games, let ’em all know that

you are from good old gueen’s.

We have some attractive felt ribbon badges in the colours of
Queen’s, complete with a Q pin to attach to your coat. The price
is ISc each. Surely a small sum for such an important article.

Come in and get yoiirs ready for the big games.

JUST ARRIVED—A new stock of gymn. supplies and
athletic supporters.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of
the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere
in the city,

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-
ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and' we
have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in
the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

'^Sbare two Profits ynth Gonsum^^

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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SPORT
THE EDITOR OF SOMETHING

SPEAKS.
The Editor in Chief called us in *

and nodded pleasantly.

“We are thinking of cutting down the

staff”, he said, “too many titled persons

without a job.”

“Were you thinking of letting me go,”

we hopefully suggested, thinking of the

photograph money about to be saved.

“Yes, I was, but on reconsideration I

believe that the fault with this staff is

not that there are too many on it, but

that hardly anybody knows what to do

Let me see. You are an editor of some-
thing, aren’t you. What is it?”

For the life of us we didn’t know
“What can you do,” he asked.

“Resign,” we suggested, still slightly

hopeful.

“No, no, I didn’t mean that. Can you
write?”

"Oh yes, but not very legibly, and very

poor spelling, very poor.” We felt our-

selves on safer ground.

“Fine, fine. Nothing could be better,”

said the Ed. in Chief, rubbing his hands
gleefully. “We will run a series of hum-
orous interviews. The mispelled words
will be part of the humor. If the printer

can't make out a word and leaves a blank,

everyone will think that the remark was
too wicked to print. Our circulation will

double during the winter. Splendid idea,

what made you think of it?”

We denied having thought of it. In
fact, all through the conversation we had
not been able to think at all. We declin

ed all responsibility. We denied compet-
ence. We protested. We plead. But we
finally gave in, the ed-in-chief patting us
on the back beamingly.

‘But who is there to interview," we
asked by way of assent.

“Oh. anybody at all, anybody. It

doesn’t really matter.- -Don't worry about
the spelling. Be sure and have your copy
in 36 hours before going to press. We
are going to make this a real paper yet.

Everybody doing their bit. Splendid
idea.”

We found ourselves outside the sane
turn, wandering down the hall, mutely
conscious of the echo of our footfalls on
the polished vacant floor. Our mind was
as bare as the floor and our faculties were
about as expressive as the echoes. What
to dorwVhat to do? What to do?

Outside in the cool autumn air we felt
better, and decided to go and consult our
favorite Prof., who had helped us out
many a time before. We sought him out,
we told him all.

"Rather a good idea,” he said.

"What,” we gasped, our last refuge
shaken, “but who in the world is .-there
to interview, who hasn’t been interviewed
before. —

“Well,” said he, after a pause, “Why
don’t you interview somebody in Science.
Those chaps practically run the univer-
sity these days.

'*” we murmured.
They snap up all the soft jobs in the

A.M.S. They give two annual dances and
show a surplus. They fill the day with
war whoops, the Journal with bum jokes,
and corner the Levana vote by night. Be-
sides, I don't know anyone amongst that
crowd well enough to write about them.”

"All the better,” said my hitherto fav-
orite Prof. "You won’t be prejudiced.
Just ask a few leading questions and they
will soon unbosom themselves. Why not
start with this Mr. I. M. Marshall, who
wrote to the Journal the other day. He
seems to have opinions.”

So it has happened that we have made
inquiries amongst what few Sdiice
friends we know.

I. M. Marshall?” they all said, “Oh
you mean Katie. He lives somewhere oui
on Nelson street.”

So some time during the next week
when we feel the need of a long, long
walk, we are going out to Nelson street

and we are going to interview “Katie.”
Deleted by censor, as it is not desired

that the Editor’s place of business be
known.

McGILL I. VS. VARSITY I.

(Continued from page 1)Westman recovered for Varsitty. Snyder
-kicked over McGill goal line. Flanagan
bring downed before he could get outside.

Fourth Quarter.

With the wind against him Snyder
kicked to'dead line for a point. McGill
tried a novel play which was broken up
before it was well under way. McGill
made their yards. Flanagan kicked to
McKenzie who was injured in the tackle.

Snyder fumbled from the scrimmage pass
out and McGill kicked almost to Varsity
goal line. On the third down Ambridge
bucked over for a touch down, being Mc-
Gill’s first score. Varsity made yards and
a twenty yard gain by McKenzie allowed
Snyder to kick to the dead line for a point.
The game ended with McGill in posses-
sion on their 10 yard line.

Varsity —Flying wing, Duncan
; halves

Breen, Snyder, McKenzie; quarter, Mur-
ray; scrimmage, Taylor, Douglas, Fer-
guson; inside wing, Ferritt, Wallace;
middle wing, Westman, Carew; outside
wing, Ralph, Fisher; spares, Ferrit
Quelivan, Hobbs.
McGill—Flying wing, Anderson; hal-

ves, Flanagan, Carroll, Russell; quarter,
Baillie; scrimmage. Lazier, McGregor,
Livshin; inside wing, Murphy, Ambridge;
middle wing, Notman; Ross; outside
wing. Parkins, Nicholson

; spares, Little,
Philpott, Parsons,

Officers—Major McAuley, Col. Con
stantine.

Page Seven

VARSITY II., 11
;
QUEEN’S II., 3.

(Continued from page 1).
who ran the ball back 20 yards. Varsity
Varsity relieved by kicking to Nickle

were called back on an offside. Varsity
kicked to Nickle behind Queen’s line and
he just managed to get out. Varsity re-
turned McLeod’s kick to the dead line,
making the score 3-2 for Varsity. Pat-
terson grabbed a loose ball and carried
play to Queen’s 10 yard line and on the
first down, Allen kicked for another point.
Queen’s line failed to hold and Varsity
blocked McLeod’s kick and went over
for a touch, which was converted, mak-
ing the score 10-3. Then in the dying
moments of the game, McLeod fumbled
a kick and Nickle recovered, but was forc-
ed to rouge. The game ended with play
at midfield. Score, Varsity 11, Queen’s 3

Col. Constantine, R.M.C., and Mr. J.W. Kelly, K.C.I., handled the game to
the satisfaction of both teams.
The line-up was

:

Queen’s—Heisman, McLeod, McBean,
Nickle, Graham, Gerow, Bonham, Burns'
Abernethy, Ludgate, Lewis, Forest,
Stewart and Cooke.
Varsity—Prendergast, Patterson. Al-

r"; Summerfelt,
Gatz Mahaffey, Reilly, Hamilton, Greig
and Planton.

Congratulations are due to Professor
Bruce, the honorary coach of the Inter-
mediate team

; "Billy” Hughes, the train-
er; Manager Dougherty and every mem-
ber of the second team. They have play-
ed the game all season against heavy oddsand have upheld the honor of Queen’s in
a very commendable manner. To Prof-
fessor Bruce goes much of the credit for
the good showing made by the Intermed-
iates this year. He worked hard and

a championship
and his efforts can’t be too highly praised.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense
assortment of Fine Gloves in the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

SPECIAL
$22.00

THIN MODEL WATCH

This is a Young Man’s Thin
Model Open Face Watch.

Has a finely adjusted 15 jewel

movement in a gold filled case,

and is thoroughly dependable.

Guaranteed of course.
/

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers

100 PRINCESS ST., CITY

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE (SO

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Matuifacturers Sale

OLCIothing

We have purchased the Overcoat
stock of one of the leading tailoring
firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season's stock. Young men’s and
conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.
Sale Prices from $19.50 tp $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our
high class suits to be offered now in-
stead of in the customary Januarv
Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,
Ends Ddc. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

THEOLOGY
An interesting social event took place on

Monday evening, the 15th inst., when the
members of the Theological Society at a
social evening entertained the various mem-
bers of the Arts Society who are studying
at Queen’s with a view to entering the
Christian ministry.

The Arts Club Room was the scene of the
festivities, and promptly, at 8 p.m. the
guests were received by Principal and Mrs.
Dyde, and the Moderator of the Theological

Society, M. A. S. Breidjford. A goodly
number were present, including all the
Theological professors and their wives
Prof. Mitchell, and the wives of the mar-
ried members of Theology.

Dr. Dyde welcomed the guests of the
evening, and in a few well chosen words
expressed his belief that in meetings such
as this, great strides could be made to break
down the barriers which separated the dif-

ferent branches of the Church, and would
help to bring about the unity which so many
desired and worked for.

An excellent programme consisting of
speeches by Prof. Mitchell, Dr. Jordan, Dr.
Morgan, and Prof. McFadyen, a violin

solo by Mr. Mackie; solos by Messrs. G.
E. Wood and R. Fry, pianoforte selection

by Mr. C. C. Gilbert, and humorous reci-

tation by Mrs. C. C. Gilbert, was then
given. Refreshments were then served and
were heartily appreciated by all\

It has been felt by all concerned that the
gathering was an unqualified success. We
feel sure that s\Rh meetings, where pro-
fessors cast aside their mantle of profes-
sorial dignity, and become as ordinary
men; and where the stud|nt, loosing for
a few fleeting minutes the sense of awe
which comes over him in the presence of
the great, finds that a human heart still

beats witliin the bosoms of those, who by
the “natural cussedness of things” often
call upon him to translate work which he
has forgotten to prepare, such meetings as
these we feel are what tend to make the
years that we spend in college some of the
most enjoyable in our lives.

Eleven o’clock came all too soon, and af-
ter expressing the hope that this gathering
was but the first of many more of the sair

kind, the gathering br|ike up by singing the
national anthem.

TO HER DEAD HUSBAND

As dawn crept through a cold grey sky
And lit dull clouds and wastes of mud
With bitter hues of gold and blood.
The minute caro^ for you to die.

Three years ago. Yet here are stdl
Gay dancers, colors, mirthful sound.
Youth, perfumed, flushed and pleasure-

crowned,

And Youth’s low-whispered laugh and
thrill.

And by Youth’s light and sweetness
drawn.

Here too, am I. But no one knows
How o’er me flares the molten rose
And the harsh gold of that dead dawn,

—M.

It was with pleasure that we noted dur-
ing the McGill-Varsily play-off the decora-
tion of Baker’s Cigar Store windows. It
showed some ingenuity in the delicate art
of decorating as well as good taste. In-
deed Baker’s Cigar Store, or the "Students’
Smoke Shop,” as it is most often called, al-
ways does show good taste and excellent
judgment in the affairs of Queen’s.

On viewing the windows one saw in a
pretty background of Queen’s chrysantha-
mimis the pictures of Queen’s first and
second rugby teams, and the old familiar
tricolor draping over .afl. Then beneath
was an excellent large pennant, with a blue
background, and in one corner Queen’s
crest, whili; across its centre in large el-
low letters was "Queen’s.”

These decorations were the snbjc< : of
much favourable comment anion., the huvs.
and attracted much attention alike fri.ni
citizens and visitors.—Advt.

Phillip’s Soles & Heels
GENUINE ENGLISH MAKE

Splendid for Winter. Keep your feet dry. Prevent you from
slipping. Makes walking easier. Helps the wear of your shoes.

A pair of Phillips soles and heels attached to your boots
all for $2.00.

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Creeun
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

^ SPKCIAL—Home-Made Candy. '
‘

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

238 PRINCESS STREETPHONE 980.

Special Dinner
FOR

FOOTBALL VISITORS

Saturday, Nov. 20th

Quick, Clean Service

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETR'V

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate
Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

Personal Greeting Cards

WITH (JUEEN’S CREST,
INITIAL, MONOGRAM

Order Today.

Lefax Data Sheets, fills now

in stock

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE
THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

FOR THE SniPEHT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit, and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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TRAINING TABLE
SHALL THE HOCKEY TEAM

HAVE A TRAINING
TABLE?,

Last spring at the request of the stu-
dents through their Rugby Committee,
the Athletic Board of Controh_decided to
introduce a training table and training
quarters for the members of the various
football teams, his decision was carried
into effect on Sept. 29th, and on Nov.
2nd. Prof. Malcolm, Acting Athletic Dir-
ector and Coach of the senior team, con-
sidered it necessary to discontinue the
training table and training quarters. This
action which was approved by the Ath-
letic Board of Control was brought about
chiefly for the following reason.

For a week or ten days before Nov.
2nd, the training table was almost a com-
plete failure, because some of the players,
although they had previously observed

^
the training rules, had, on several occas-
ions, disregarded the regulations and ac-
tually disobeyed both trainer and coach.

In view of the fact that the hockey sea-
son is near at hand and that the students
through their hockey executive are again
requesting that a training table and train-
ing quarters be established, and that a
professional coach be employed the Ath-
letic Board of Control wishes to make its

position clear.

They consider that until such time as
we are willing to sacrifice self to the
good of the cause, a training table is noth-
ing more than a bill of expense, both in
money and time.

Also that a training table, or in fact,
a competent football team, is absolutely
impossible unless the players and stu-
dents themselves help out. Neither the
coach nor the trainer should have to con-
stitute themselves detectives to see that
the training rules are followed. Until
we get a team composed of men, all of
whom will willingly follow proper con-
ditioning rules, we would be better to
eliminate sports entirely.

This in effect means that the Athletic
Board of Control considers that back of
sport there should be a virile, cean un-
selfish spirit, and that that and that alone
will bring us success in athletics. That
spirit cannot be the peculiar possession
ot the players and not be held by the
student body as a whole, for the repre-
sentatives on our various teams are 'a
reflex of our university life. I„ a sense
their tvhole attitude, their manner of
play, their “pep" if you will, their .Gener-
osity in victory, their persistence under
are all determined by the students whom
they represent.

DEBATE ON “P.R.”

WON BY SOPHS
PROPORIONAL REPRESENTA-
TION CLEVERLY DEFEATED

AFTER A.M.S.

On Saturday night in the A.M.S. after

the close of business, the representatives
of the Sophs and Freshies contested for
honors ‘in the second inter-year debate.
The subject was, “Resolved that the sys-
tem of proportional representation should
be adopted in the provincial election in

Ontario. The affirmative was taken by
Messrs. Voaden and Zacks, of Arts '24,

and the negative by Messrs. Knox and
Healy of Arts '23.

Mr. Voaden opened the debate for the
affirmative. He said that twenty-five years
ago proportional representation was an
ideal

; today it has been adopted in many
countries throughout the world. In Bri-
tain, Arthur Balfour and Mr. Asquith fav-

•*. T ^
— ^ msioricai, or perhaps rather,

1 \
Canada, representative men not arranged in so strictly chronological

in the labor nartv ffna rifo-i* ixr..- ...-x . ...
°

SECOND CONCERT
MUCH_ENJOYED

SELECTIONS FROM BEETHOVEN
bach, MOZART AND

CHOPIN

On Monday night the second of the
series of Classical Concerts arranged for
'by the Committee on Art, and perform-
ed by the Hambourg Trio, was held in
Grant Hall.

Reversing last year’s process, the Ham-
bourgs this year commenced with cham-
ber music, showing us what effects can
be got with the three instruments com-
bined, and are then following this up
with concerts which develope the possi-
bilities of each instrument individually.
On Friday night it was the violin which
was thus treated, and Jan Hambourg,
with Senor Guerrero, as accompanist,
were the only artists. The programme,
while not so historical, or perhaps rather.

GOVT COMMISSION
MEET^TUDENTS

COMMISSION APPOINTED By'
THE DRURY GOVERNMENT

VISIT QUEEN’S

Notice
Sunday, 3.00-Prof. Morison, “Christian-

ity and the League of Nations,’’ Con-
vocation Hall.

Tuesday

7.00—French Club Social Evening.

i

in the labor party, the Great War Veter-
ans’ Association, and Th» Canadian Coun-
cil of Agriculture were among it advo-
cates. The fact that it has spread so rap-
idly shows that it can be relied on.
He next pointed out how unfair was

the present system ot a single member
constituency

: it was unfair to minorities,
as great minorities go unrepresented.
Government majorities often represent

a minority of the electors, and this fact
is amply borne out by figures, and in
proof of this contention, statistics from
the British elections of 1906 were submit-
ted. In Canada, in the elections of 1917
Sir- Wilfred Laiirier only had two follow-
ers west of the Lakes when, he was en-
titled to twelve. During the same elec-
tion, in the Province of Quebec, the con-
servatives were entitled to a larger num-
ber of seats than the present system
granted. Hence majorities are grossly
exaggerated. One of the greatest evils
of the present system is that the balance
of power is held by a fraction of the total
electorate.

Finally, labor in the Ontario Legisla-
ture previous to the last election had but
one member. It was discouraging. When
men cannot get what they want by con-
stitutional means they resort to violence
Mr. Knox was- the first speaker for the

negative. He began by terming propor-
tional representation as “One of the pana-
ceas for the ills of democracy.” In his'es-
timation (judging by the hopes present-
ed by his opponent), if this scheme could
be given a trial, something would happen
that would either make bribery imposs-
ble, or change us all to saints. If we
admit for sake of argument that such a.scheme is workable and feasible, and
concentrate our attention on its results,
e failed to see where his opponent had

given an inkling of what must result in
OUT representative institutions. It must
either bring about some form of group
goveimment; or else the two party sys-tem of government must continue.

(Continued on page 6).

manner, yet amply illustrated the
growth and range of violin treatment. The
first number was the famous “Kreutzer
Sonata”, Beethoven’s “Sonata tor the
Violin and Piano, Op. 47” of which the
second movement was, perhaps, the most
generally familiar. Then we had Bach’s
rather sombre “Air on G String”, Moz-
art’s well-known “Menuet”, a Nocturne
of Chopin’s (G Major), and a short, bril-
liant piece of Wieniawski’s, the “Cap-
priccio-Valse”, all violin soli, differing
widely in theme and treatment, but all
endered with the same sympathetic, un-
derstanding touch which characterizes
Mr. Hambourg’s playing.

The concluding, and in some ways, the
most interesting number, was another
Ce^ar Franck, decidedly modern in its
Sonata for the violin, that in A. Major, by
tendencies, and especially interesting as
an instance of “mysticism” in music. We
had almost said of deliberate mysticism,
but that would be to create a wrong im-
pression of the superb spontaneity of the
work. Conscious mysticism would, per-
haps, more nearly express the quality in
the music which inevitably suggests a
highly complex, deliberative and self-
conscious age. However, even the word
conscious” is not completely satisfac-

tory
; it is difficult, indeed, to find an

adjective (for “mysticism’ here needs
some qualification) which implies a cer-
tain degree of sophistication and yet does
not totally exclude that soul of feeling,
that fury of possession which is essential
to a work of art. At any rate if we
must say that viewed intellectually this
Sonata is not entirely disinterested, yet
in the slow, solemn music of the first
movement, and in the passionate cli-
maxes of the Allegro, we find that how-
ever intellectualistic its origin, the artis-
tic impulse has borne fruit in perfect ex-
pressioji of feeling.

To Mr. Jan Hambourg and Senor Guer-
rero our thanks are again due, as our
debt to them increases so does our grati-
tude. The next concert is on Dec. 6th.

It was a representative gathering, both of
professors and students, that gathered in
Grant Hail on Monday, at five p.m., to
greet the Ontario University Commission.
Nothing, perhaps, except an Alma Mater
election, would have caused such an as-
sembly of students, and the welcome ac-

I

corded the visitors was in keeping with the
tradition of Queen’s.

The Science students occupied the body
of the main floor, while Levana, Arts, The-
ology and Medicine were in the gqllery.
The enthusiasm of every student was un-
bounded. College songs, the different
faculty and year yells, and

"Oil thigh na banrighin gu brath

!

Cha gheill! Cha gheilll Cha gheilll”
rang out from many hundred throats

; and
the Levana coterie was determined not to
take second place to any assemblage. Every
one did their utmost to establish a good im-
pression, and in the estimation of the
speakers all succeeded.

As the Principal, visitors and members of
the staff entered the building the audience
rose and gave the University yell, followed
by the various faculty yells, and the cheer-
ing continued long after the procession
reached the platform.

Principal Taylor said that we welcomed
these visitors from the West; they have
come to visit our property, and we have
showed them many things they never have
seen before; but the student body was the
most important thing that we had to e.x-

Mbit.

He then introduced tlie several members
of the Commission. The first was Canon
Cody, who was chairman of the Commis-
sion.

^

He has taken many parts (said
Principal Taylor) in Canadian and Ontario
life, and has been a great and distinguished
figure.^ The next was Sir John Willison,
who, in addition to his dignity as a his-
torian of Canada, was a public man as
editor, has also the distinction of being a
member of the Trustee Board of- Queen’s
University. Thery Mr. T. A. Russell,
who is one of the figures in Toronto life

;

Col. A. P. Deroche. of Ottawa, an old
(Continued on page 3).

THE BUUETIN
Friday, 4.15—Rugby Club Annual Meet-

ing, Gymnasium.
4.00—“An Indian City”, Prof. McFad-

yen, Convocation Hall.

4.30

—

^Arts Society Meeting.
S-00 Mass Meeting, Convocation

Hall.

Saturday, 3-6—Levana Sale.

7.30

—

A.M.S., Nomination of Candi-
dates.

Monday 7.00—Choral Society.

4-6—Reception in Honor of Dr. Mc-
Neill.

Tuesday. 5.00—Math, and Physics Club.

QUEEN’S DRAMATIC CLUB
‘PRESENTS-

A Farcical Fact in Three Sets. “STOP THIEF” ST GRAND OPERA HOUSE
FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 3th, 1920.Mail orders addressed to S. W. Houston, Busines M

"

SEAT SALE, NEW ARTS, TUESDAY AND WEDNFc!nl"v^^'^’
"’^rked cheque, received up to Monday, 4.30 p.m.SDAYlto4pm
PRICES 75, $1.00, $1.50.
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided
Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., l.d;s., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsk3r’s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G. W. V. A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

FRIDAY, NOV. 5th, 1920

Qpiwn’a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murals in Canada,
$1.2S; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-
cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-in-chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone
1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A. WALLACE. Phone I134W.
Associate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, A ' D RO

BERTS. J. T. M. WILSON.
Managing Editor^J. R. RUTLEDGE.
Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.
News Editor^W. J. G. PERRY.
Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.
Asst. Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE, C L

WINGHAM, MISS HELEN CRAIG.
Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.
Dramatic Editor—N. R. HOUSTON.
Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.
Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON K

KEILL, MISS M. PORTEOUS.

past work, we do not, players and public,

do every tiling in our power to help them
in getting results from their efforts in the

future.

PLANS FOR THE CHRISTMAS
NUMBER

It is our intention to make the last

issue of the Journal before the Christmas
vacation, a Literary Number, and w’e will

welcome very heartily, short stories of
from one thousand to two thousand
words. Naturally, at this time of year
Christmas stories might be considered
the most acceptable, but our contributors
•need not feel themselves limited in any
way. What we wish to do, is to make
the Christmas Journal a genuine literary

number as opposed to the usual issue
which may well be termed a college

newspaper. All manuscripts should be in

the Editor’s hands not lateT than noon
on December 12th.

Paidrup Capital
Reserve
Resources

Jhe Bank of Nova Scotia
- $'^9,700,000

18,000,000
230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-
ings Department will in ten years
amoxmt to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.
A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Ifoit Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET,' COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
florist

280 Princess St, Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS,

Phone 363.

A Stubent-Landladv Court.
Midligan University has a committee to

settle disputes between students and land-
ladies regarding rooms. Already over fifty body'
cases have been dealt with, very little dis
satisfaction rcs'ilting.—

f

' ,‘v.

EDITORIAL
The Report of the Athletic Board of

Control brings to mind the fact that the

Rugby season, as far as Intercollegiate

sport is concerned, is definitely concluded
for this year and it is very probable that

we have seen our last Senior Intercollegiate

game at the Old Athletic Grounds where
so many hard-fought battles have been
witnessed. We are all looking forward to

the opening of the new Richardson Sta-

dium which when completed will be .one

of the finest’ in Canada.

Looking back over this season, to what
extent can we say that it was successful?

We may look at the question from two
standpoints. From the viewpoint that the
one object of playing games is to win, no
matter how, we have not been, in the Senior
games at least, unusually successful. But
from the viewpoint of playing the game for
the game’s sake which should be the true
ideal of amateur sport we have beeh suc-
cessful. It is true, as has been pointed out
in the report already referred to, that some
of the athletes neglected and broke training

rules which has made the work of the
Coach and trainer so much more difficult.

In spite of this hindrance Coach Mal-
colm, Trainer Billy Hughes and Manager
Coon of the first team have worked very
faithfully and conscientiously to try to put
Queen’s on the Senior Rugby map. And
we wish here to make public our thanks for
their earnest efforts for the sake of sport
at Queen’s.

Nor do we forget the capable and- tire-

less efforts of those responsible for the
second team’s success. As a rule their is a
tendency that the intermediate team may
be more or less neglected but this year this

has certainly not been the case at Queen’s,
Prof. Drury, “Red” Dougherty and (once
again) Billy Hughes, have given liberally
oi their time and ability to make Queen’s
Intermediates a team to be proud of.

As for the players we know that they,
as well as the coaches, managers and train-
ers, are glad to have had the opportunity to
sen-e our University. It is a pleasure that
all of us can not have and we are glad to
express our appreciation of those who do
their best on the athletic field for the honor
of Queen’s.

Some one has defined a “sport” as “one
who, when he wins, does not boast and
when he loses does not whine.” Now as
the hockey season approaches let us all get
behind the hockey team. If the training
table and training quarters are instituted it

is up to the players to adh^e to the rules
and it is the duty of the rest of the Student
Body to do every thing possible to let the
players know that we trust to ilieir

to do so. The Athletic Board or I'on ,o!
points out that if the rules are not obio r . 'i’

it is a waste of time and money t • i u: ;-f

a training table. The time that i w. .leu :

,

the time of the coach, the train.,: ..-..i "
faithful players, but the mon, • -lia. :

wasted is contributed by tlie geni r.'>! n<l

body. Actions speak louder tlian v •

and it is merely futile if, whilu ”, i -,

and thank our coaches and traiiv v ..
.

NOTICE—VOTERS LIST
Voters’ lists for A.M.S. elections have

been posted as follows for the use of

Levana, in New Arts Building.

Arts Men, in New Arts Building.

Medicine, in New Medical Building.

Theology, in Old Arts Building.

Science, in Carruthers Hall.

If the name of any member of the A.
M. S. does not appear on the list, he or
she should enter it on the attached list

of corrections.

If any person knows any reason why
anyone whose name appears on the list

should not vote, they are to comhiunicate
it in writing, to the Secretary. The vot-
ers’ list will close at 12.00 noon, Friday,
Dec. 3rd.

J. W. GREIG, Secretary, A.M.S,

“STOP THIEF!”
The company presenting the annual

play “Stop Thief,” journeys to Rockwood
Hospital next Tuesday night to give an
initial performance of the piece prepara-
tory to presentation on Student’s Thea-
tre Night, Friday, December 3rd, at the
Grand Opera House.
The Dramatic Club will no doubt add

another success to its already long list

for in addition to being a rollicking farce
with many a laugh, “Stop Thief” is

cleverly interpreted by a capable caste of
carefully chosen players. There is not a
dull spot in the play from the rise to the
fall of the curtain.

As there will be the usual heavy de-
mand for tickets, you are advised to get
yours EARLY.

PROFESSOR
J. L. MORISON,

M.A., Ditt.

Speaks on “Christianity and the Lea-
gue of Nations” at Convocation Service
next Sunday afternoon.

A few Sundays ago the attention of
the students was drawn to the place
which the Sunday afternoon service
should occupy in the student and univer-
sity life. The splendid attendance at the
service three Sundays ago is evidence
that there is a desire for these services.

Confident that the student-body was
anxious to hear Professor Morison speak
on the League of Nations, he was con-
sulted by Principal Taylor. He very
kindly consented to speak next Sunday
on “Christianity and the League of Na-
tions. That this subject is one which
today must have a large place in the mind
of every thoughtful man and woman, ir-
respective of the opinions which they may
hold concerning its relative merits or de-
merits need hardly be said.

It is not often that the students of
Queen’s have an opportunity of hearing
one so admirably fitted to deal w-ith the
subject, and one whose honest, straight-
forward and sound judgment iv a- l;,.

I
valued as is that of Professor i'- j.'. ison’,-,.

It is therefore hoped that eve y -ituden..
will find it possible to attend s • • ;

-->•
.

Sunday afternoon, and thus .

.

re Uic

Family

Did It

^ They, of course, all

^ wanted to give
Mother something for
Christmas, and, as so
often happens, their
hearts "were much larg
er than their individual
pocket books.

^ So they “clubbed to-

TD gether” in one great
worth-while present.

^ One suggested .1 Sil-^ ver Tea Service, or
Cabinet of Silver Spoons
and Forks; another pro-
posed a Grandfather
Clock or Fine China
Dinner Set, but the oth-
er thought “it was time
Mother had a real nice
Diamond Pin—it was
something ail for her-
self and not for othei
folks.”

^ “A capital idea,”
thought they all,

so it carried unanimous-
ly, and the Christmas
tree will have a beautiful
Diarpond and Platin-
um Bar Pin all for Moth-
er from “Ryrie’s.”

^ P-S.;—We commend
Til this -same idea to
you: of co-operation in
one really good gift that
will be greatly appreci-
ated rather than several
smaller, individual
gifts that might prove
only indifferently good.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
dentist

Corner Princess and Wellington Streeti
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

DANCING '

All forms of modem dancing taught.
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

value which these services had in former
days.

Professor Gummer is in charge of the
Service of Praise.” It is expected that

every member of the Choral Society will
assist their leader in this part of the ser-

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
La troisieme reunion du Cercle fran?ais

eut lieu le Mardi, 16 Novembre. On
ouvrit la seance en chantant “O Canada!”
Mile. Macfarland chanta un joli chant fran-
Cais, puis M. le professeur Conacher s’ad-
ressa aux membres du Cercle. Les habiles
illustrations des fables de la Fontaine Le
Renard et le Corbeau, La Grenouille qui
veut se faire aussi grosse que le Boeuf, Le
Loup et I Agneau—exciterent beaucoup
d’interet et procurerent beaucoup de plaisir
a la jeune assemblee. M. le Professeur”
Conacher illustra egalement quelques scenes
de chantecler (Rostand).

La reunion se termina par un jeu auquel
Ttous prirent part.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan
DENTIST

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

HALF PRICE

Ladle’s and Children’s

Winter Coats

All this Season’s Styles

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Every Girl Like^ Chocolates

Why not get her the best?—Neilson’s.

The assortment is good, boxes pretty,

and the quality—the best.

Prouse’s Drug Store
0pp. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’26

Crystallized Thought
And it came to pass in that year that a

prophet arose among the Freshmen

—

and lo, his name was Weather Prophet.

Forth from his mouth came wind and

rumors of wind, yet once, even once, did

he say true, when he oped his yap and

paragraphed.

Snow, Snow, Snow ! Many moons of

much Snow! Yea, three times a week,

and early in the morn shalt thou see

Snow, thou and all thy house. And it

shall be found even unto the uttermost

parts of the New Arts Domain, especi-

ally in the picturesque satrapy of C.G.

And it shall be a white Snow, and a

smooth Snow, and withal, a cold Snow.
At nine minutes past the eight hour shalt

thou first see Snow; bufthose of ye who
be not waiting at seven minutes past

that hour shall surely encounter a Snow-
storm. Better for them had they not

gone sans oatmeal that they might look

uporf the beautiful. But lo, I do say unto

ye, he of good heart, for the winter, like

a force, is great but for the moment, and
shall quickly b% gone; for, verily, I do
promise that the warm zephyrs of the

month of Budding Berry Bushes will

mean the end of Snow.”

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last

year few students came in for Year
Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day
and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious

little at that. So that when ’Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind
Christian act and give a poor, hard-
working photographer a chance!
Make your appointment now.

Those Study Glasses
•'THEY MUST BE RIGHT.”

For years wc have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

,
If you already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses. ^

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

VISIT OF GOV'T COMMISSION
(Continued from page 1).

R.M.C. graduate, is more than welcome
in our midst; Mr. Wallace, of Simcoe,

member of the present parliament, is no
stranger to University life—himself a grad-

uate of McMaster. This is his first visit

to Queen’s, and as there are some first

things one never forgets Mr. Wallace will

not forget this
; C. R. Sominerville, the re-

presentative of Western University which,
in its beginnings, was blessed by Principal

Grant, and now requires no benediction at

the hands of anybody. It is bound to grow,
said the Principal, not because of its per-

sonnel alone but because of the neighbor-

hood in which it is situated.

The speakers were Canon Cody and Sir

John Willison. Their remarks were brief,

but witty, and brought forth round after

round of applause from the students.

Canon Cody was the first speaker, and he
referred to the Principal, members of the
staff as fellow members of Queen’s Uni-
versity. He had the honor some years ago
of being an Honorary Alumnus in Divinity,

a real Calvinistic degree. He thanked all,

on behalf of himself and others of the

Commission, for the hearty greeting they
had received. He said this was the finest

exhibit of all; it is exhibit Al; and
country that can produce exhibit Al like

this (meaning the students) will ever de-

generate. After all. he said, it is the Uni
versity men and women of the country who
ought to give to the country its leadership,

and all things that make for true and ser-

viceable citizensihp. You are members of
no mean order. The traditions of fliis Uni-
versity are great, and he felt sure that we
would make the name of Queen's a force in

this Province and throughout the Dominion.
You are IT, he said, and there is no greater
product in any country than the product of
educated men and women.
We do not propose this afternoon to

make many or over-serious speeches. Not
long ago he heard a speaker ask for a little

latitude as to the subject of his address, and
the chairman said he could have any
amount of latitude provided there was -no
gospel

;
and so, to-day you will allow us to

content ourselves with greeting you and!
bidding you God-speed in your great work’
here. In closnig he said there were two;
thiiigs to carry away from tlie University:
Good friendship, and love of soun<I learn-
mg. It is needless to say that he took his
seat amidst loud applause.

The Principal then called on Sir John
Willison, whom he styled as an honorary
graduate of Queen’s. The speaker said it

f-n.- that he was, as the charrman .said,

jonorary graduate but not in Divinity.
IfJe lid he was under some restraint as Dr.

Cody was the official spokesman, and not
only that, but he was his (Sir John’s) pas-
tor, and in his presence he was not able to
use the language he often found it neces-
sary to use in order to express himself.
As it was the business of all men to tell

stories he would tell one about the Sunday
School boy. The text had been: “Enoch
was not, for God took him.” The boy on
reaching home said it was, "Enoch was not
what God took him for,” and, said he, I am
not what tlie chairman takes me for.

They had visited Toronto, Western and
Queen’s, and had even been down in the
cellars, but neither himself nor his asso-
ciates had been drunk. So far as they had
discovered Dr. Cody does not carry a flask;

if he does I have not seen it.

Touching on the business part of their

visit, he said that whatever might be the
outcome of the visit, and the character of
the report, he hoped that no University in

Ontario would be in a worse position after

the report was made; and he hoped all

would be in a better position. The temper
of the Commission was truly friendly to all

the Universities, and whatever its recom-
mendations may be they will be governed
by the single consideration of what is best
for University education in the Province
of Ontario.

In this country we need leaders
;
no coun-

try needs leaders so much as ours
;
the need

will be greater in the future than in the
past, and we must give to it such resources
as to enable it to discharge its responsibili-

ties, not only to Eastern Ontario but to the

Province at large.

In closing he expressed his satisfaction at

meeting so many students. They deserved
all that Dr. Cody said about them. He did
not believe in all the world there was a
better exhibit than young Canadian men
and women, and no better exhibit of young
Canadian men and women than you get at

Queen’s University.

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER ,11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REII), Manager.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room
to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

SCIENCE
NOTES

Science men—Listen— On Saturday
night let nothing keep you from the A.
M. S. meeting. Judging from the motion
as proposed by the Arts Faculty, they
will shed light on some interesting com-
binations. Let’s go.

Interfaculty Rugby has been postponed
for a few days, but don’t let that keep
you from attending the practices. Give
the manager and the coaches your best
support.

After all, there is some excuse for the
“ungentlemanly” salute, so don’t be too
hard on the boys, Meds. ’24.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

SCIENCE ’21

The bear appeared before a recent meet-
ing of the A.M.S. and held forth (we
don’t mean a race). She (you ought to
know her, Walter) remarked that his elo-

quence was all he could hang onto.

Her name is Smith, Ahny.

Why so optimistic gas? It’s natural
for you to be low. Kingston papers
please copy.

Why does Lewis O’B—n wear such a
worried look these days. Is it because
the Avonmore dance approaches, and he
fears a repetition of last year’s “trunk
wanderings.”

F-d-y refuses executive office on the
plea of “prearranged plans.” Another
week-end visit presumably, eh Doog?

sigucu ms pose 01 Avonmore
instructor.

avviiuiumg

It’s up to you Homer, to show McGill
how our Jazz hounds perform. Show ’em
the H—y Hug, or the T-lI-ian Trot, but if

you get hold of any satin slippers, keep
it dark. John tried to, but truth will out.

In these days of "speculation” and
‘cac'alation” is it any wonder that
F-q—r—n has resorted to a brand new
crooked shank.

If you can’t find ant registrar, ask the
stenographer’s finger nail. It was filed

away, too.

w
For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which
you are free to draw at any time
should a necessity arise. A Sav-
ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STSAND 288 PRINCESS ST. ^

R- T. BRYUNER, Manager

_What would our social functions be
without the assistance we get from Ot-
tawa? Rumor has it that the medical
faculty might be moved to that city. We
don’t know who is King up there, but
the Queen surely shows up any we saw
on the continent.

Another armistice \^s declared in the
Superior about noon when some local
Hibernians decided to stick together. The
representative from the tribes of the Ot-
tawa Valley was allowed the right of
self determination.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

The following offers have been receiv-
ed for our float in the school parade

: A
rubber plant, by Cyclone and Nikomus
2 American beauties, by Jim and Builer
a drinking fountain, by G. D.

; Dan Mc-
Grew, by Slim

; Last year’s sweater coat,
by Soup; 7 cTiorus girls, by Dinny—this
offer has been declined.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in-the courses ofStudy m Publ.e, Separate, Coutiuuation
and High- Schools and Collegiate Insti-

Levana’s leading exponent of the an-
cient and honorable indoor game of cat
walking- and shimmying just adores
Spearmint. It makes her so Wrigley
Quick Watson, the needle. I’m lying on
broken bottle.

Omar’s Outing Up-to-date
A gun and cartridges underneath the

bough,

A jug of wine, a loaf of wheaten bread
for chow,

And "Soup” is happy in the wilderness—
I wonder WHERE he gets his booze and

how!

Well we are all glad to see that "Soup
IS back. His face has that smile of sat-
isfaction, and we are all expecting a
feed before long. What’s yours gentle
men?

Was It unconscious on the part of the
editor that the proposed idea of interview-mg our genial "Katy” was aired under
he heading of Sport. We are glad the
author of the P.O.D. article confessed
to not knowing Sciepce men. .Boy! your
education has been neglected. Glad to

lTquV°“

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education
Xoronto. ’

Toronto, November, 1920

SCIENCE ’22

With reference to Med’s '24 columnm the last issue, irts to be hoped that
the autlior who, m setting forth the ideas
accredited to a fair co-ed, insinuates thatonly the Meds. are gentlemen, didn’t real-
ize that wliMe he was learning to be a
gentleman, other people were getting into
the bad habit of saluting "o^er tw|

Thermo I.
; Tune—(Avalon)

We have a class in Thermo. I.
'

In room thirteen.

There’s naught so hard as '^hermo I.

On our poor bean,

We think of taw and Thermo I.

Each night and day,

But still we’re lost; but still go on,

In Thermo I.

—With profuse apologies to Al. Jolson.

We would like to suggest that the ef-
fect would be even better, in Mcch. IV.,
if Prof. A-k-y would apply a little rouge
and wear a suitable costume. We are
certain that even more interest would be
taken in the class if a few of the Mack
Sennet beauties were to assist.

We wish to thank the person respon-
sible for the new lighting effect in room
13. It relieves the strain on our eyes, if

not on our brains..

Attention—Science ’21

:

"You’ve got to show us,”

us to “take a vote on it.”

if you want

THE CHORAL SOCIETY
;

Owing to the diff’iculty in obtaining
copies of the required music, the Choral
Society has been somewhat delayed in
their practices on the contata decided up-
on for this year.- However, the music is
now here and the practices on this work
“Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast” by S. Cole-
ridge Taylor, will begin at once. These
rehersals, however, can hardly be a com-
plete success unless there is a large turn
out of particularly soprano and contralto
voices. We feel sure that amongst the
ladies of the University there is a large
number who could easily spare one hour
a week for Choral Society practice. It
is not essential that you have a solo voice,
or that you are a good sight reader of
music, the object of the Society being to
promote vocal music amongst the stu-
dents.

Our next practice will be on Monday
evening at 7 o’clock, in Convocation Hall,
so don’t neglect to turn out in good num-
bers as this will be the last date which
new members will be admitted into the
Society. Monday evening, 7 o’clock. Con-
vocation Hall.

Mr. R. J. C-ch wishes to take this op-
portunity of stating, thru the columns
of the press, that as yet, he has not re-

It seems that MeSweney lost out in life’s
little game by a score of eight-nothing. If
I murdered someone it would be a tie.'- A
manilla hemp bow-tie.

BIBBT'S
KINGSTON’S ONLY CASH AND ONE PRICE CLOTHING

. HOUSE—THE BEST FOR LESS

;OVERCOAT AND SUIT

PRICES REVISED

Here are some of the finest Overcoats and Suits shown in this

city, faultlessly designed and expertly tailored, offered at the low-

est prices in years, at

$25.00, $35.00 and $45.00

All new and correct models

GLOVES UNDERWEAR

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE STORE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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— a newArrow
Collar.

,FOLLOW THE ARROW AND
YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE ji

Cluctt. Pc«l»ody Co .oi Cttudt. Limited
||

ARTS

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many

Young Men
has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 ; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

The regular meeting of the Arts Soc-
iety was held on Tuesday, November
23rd, at 4.30 p.m., in the large Math.
Room, here was a good attendance of

the members. Some communications
were received and reports read. It was
decided to have a program at every reg-

ular meeting of the Arts Society, and
thereby create greater interest in the
society. We hope to have Arts ’21 pro-
vide the entertainment at the next meet-
ing. Both ladies and gentlemen, we ex-

pect, will participate. Everyone may
hope to hear an interesting program, well
worth coming for.

The Arts Election Committee was ap-
pointed with Mr. A. G. Croal as chair-

man
:
and a committee to look after Arts’

part in the University parade on Dec. 1st

with Mr. J. H. Philp as convener.

All members are requested to notice
that the hour of the meetings of the Arts
Society has been permanently changed
from 5 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.

Everyone attend the next .regular

meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 7th, /nd hear
a good programme. Watch for special

meetings this weekl

ARTS ’21

FOR EVENING WEAR
Shirts, Ties, Collars, Vests,

Gloves, Etc.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

.
314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early
for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The regular meeting of Arts ’21 took
place in the small Mathematics room,
New Arts Building, on Monday, Novem-
ber 22, at 4 p.m. The president, Mr. M.
B. Kehoe, occupied the chair. There was
a much better attendance at this meeting
than at the last one, though there is still

room for improvement in this respect.
The business had to be despatched with
as much speed as possible, to permit the
members of the year to attend the mass
meeting in Grant Hall at five o'clock.
The chief business transacted was the

installation of the new officers, which had
twice been postponed. Messrs, Philp and
French were received into the year.
The programme consisted of an edi-

tion of the “Eye-Opener,” edited by Mr.
Sadler.

The meeting closed with the year yell
Altogether now

:

Ki yi idda ki ! Ki yi yip !

Arts ! Arts ! Rip, rip, rip

!

Katta keena waugh waugh
! Katta

keenatau!

Arts ’21
! Rah, Rah, Rah

!

math, and physics club

The next meeting of the Mathematics
and Physics Club will be held at five
o’clock on Tuesday, November 30th, in
the Physics lecture room. The speaker
will be Mr.

J, H. Philp, and his subject
IS one which is sure to prove interesting
to one and all, “The Probability of Life
on Mars.” He will deal particularly with
the work 'done by Lowell, an American
astronomer, who built an observatory at
Flagstaff, Arizona, and for twenty years
made a special study of the planet Mars,
finally setting forth his theory as to the
existence of life there.

This Club is open, to all students who
are interested in either Mathematics or
Physics.

Page Five

The annual meeting of the Honourable
Bolsheviki was held on Tuesday after-
noon in the Old Arts Building. A full
attendance of the twenty-five members
was present and elected the following
members for the year 1920-21

;

Hon Presidents, Lenine, Trotsky
President, Black Sheep; Vice President’
Ferret; Sec. Treas., Slashaway the Fear-
less; Press Agent, MaeSwinney; Listen-
ing Post, Listening Post; Crier, Hiber-
nian Wonder; Standard Bearer, Red the
Rufus; Executioner, Sawimoit; Chaplain,
Shag

; Ambassador, Onyx
; Orator, Cicer-

oski
; Marshall, Nosey; Scout, Odorinsky;

Second Story Man, Pure and Simple.
Much important business was transact-

ed and a dance discussed.

need not sacrifice style and shapeU-
ness for fit and comfort, A Premier
shoe does none of these things. When
your feet slip into them they feel as
comfortable as can be, yet they are
smart and attractive looking.

SEE THEM AT

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUOT
LAMPS Is corapleto.

Best Tungsten laaiM
and Flashlighte. Every*
thing electrical for ex*

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.
167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

ARTS ’22

We thought everybory knew that J. M.
Miller had moved. Evidently the AMS
wasn’t aware of the fact. Anyway be it
known that his address in the directory
IS incorrect, and should be, 77 Lower
Alfred. If you'want to ’Phone him, call
up 86Iw and ask for Red.

Cross’s initials appeared in the direc-
tory as H. T. We don’t know what dif-
terence it makes, but it should be H. F.

RECEPTION IN HONOR OP
DR. McNEILL

There will be a reception given in hon-
our of Dr. McNeill in tho Levana Room,
New Arts, on Monday, Nov. 29th, from’
four to six o’clock.

All students and ex-students of Dr. Mc-
Neill are cordially invited.

All those wanting Students’ Directories
may procure same from Mr-. Wallace.

of the year,
Mr. McMenomy will favor the year by
singing that well known musical gem
You Can’t Drive a Nail wjth a Sponge,No Matter How Much You Soak It.”

Twas just an Economics test
But Mac and Steve both thought it best
to climb through the window and run

away,
And try their luck some other day.

This isn’t poetry, just a gait.

Now Alex, was once in a bad train wreck,
iut he wouldn’t leave the scene, by Heck •
IThe conductor called, !

He would not go, i

Because he loved the porter so,
I

Biireh nobody thought it was po. tty' I

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor
204 PRINCESS STREET

A NEW CANADIAN BOOK
Few among the makers of Canada played so varied a part inher up-buildmg as Alexander Telloch Galt. Read

^

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SIR ALEXANDER
TELLOCH GALT

by Oscar Douglas Skelton.
Prof, of Political and Economic Science and Dean

of Faculty of Arts.

Price $3.50. At

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

-OURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.
COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining. Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
.‘lummer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April'

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-
cline in the raw fur
market, we have put
our enormous stock of
furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from
10 to 50 per cent. With
the reduced prices on
furs we have also cut
prices on all men’s hats
and caps, as well as
millinery.

All Sales for Casb—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hat<, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

QUEEN'S nNIVBRSITY JOURNAl.

LEVANA
OYEZI OYEZ! OYEZ!

Win the people who purchased pen
nants at the Q.W.C.A. Sale, kindly call

for them at the Levana Tea on Saturday
or at the Avonmore. Thank you.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Qgar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET
3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

isatBtijieiljBnBSKBBSSBBffiBnE

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson^ Crazier & Edgar |
lo Market St., Kingston |

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

BUY YOUR CLOTHES

NOW
Values to $90 Values to $65.

$33.75 $49.95

Alterations Free—Fit Guaranteed

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.
Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottiwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT
PAPERS

Dealers in

drawing & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

microscopes

magnifiers
bacteriological and
chemical apparatus

PIANO TUNING
WM. swaine, piano tuner

AND repairer.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

LEVANA
Arts '21, represented by Miss Tait and

Miss Dickson, won the final debate on
the subject, “Resolved : charitable insti

tutions do more good than harm.”
Their opponents. Miss Moses and Miss

Elliot, upholding the affirmative, spoke
for Arts ’24. Miss Moses, who spoke
first, pointed out the good effects of or-
ganized charity, and the need of institu-

tions, particularly in our great cities. The
children who are cared for, are better off
in every way, than they would be other-
wise. The aims of these institutions are
broader than mere almsgiving; the char-
ity organization embodies a union of law
and love.

The next speaker. Miss Dickson, for
the negative, showed that, though the
children of institutions may be helped
in some ways, these good effects are
counterbalanced by the harm done to the
child s character. He becomes conscious
of a social isolation and his environment
suppresses self-expression, self-respect,
and self-reliance. It comes about that the
dependent and delinquent child is often
one and the same. Moreover, segrega-
tion is not conducive to health. Substi-
tute for the orphanage, the foster home,
that the child may develop naturally.
Miss Elliott, the second speaker for the

affirmative described the various institu-
tions for the relief of the sick and needy,
and showed that in most cases the loafer
was debarred, and relief given only to the
helpless. The two-fold aspect of organiz-
ed charity is first to help those in need,
and second, prevent others from becom-
ing dependent.

Miss Tait pointed out that in charity
organizations, there is frequently graft
mismanagement, and unkindness, and
that the institutions do not go to the root
of the evil. The poor 'need more than
financial aid; they should be given the
chance to stand on their own feet, not
encouraged to become parasites. More
over, charity is often blind, a mere mat
ter of form. Where the giver fails to
reap the benefit of personal contact and
loses the blessedness of giving.
The judges gave their decision for the

championship goes

means for wealthy interests to exert
an influence. In Anglo Saxon countries
government has always been on the strict
party basis. Groups do not last; they
either split one of the former parties

; or
one of these parties absorbs their plat-
form.

In the two party type of government
one party will represent conservative
views on the one hand, and' a party will
represent progressive views on the other
hand. Therefore it would not be wise to
alter institutions to suit a group govern-
ment, which is bound not to be progress-

DEBATE on “P.R."
(Continued from page I).

Here, we must distinguish first of all
between group and party: A party has
principles; a group ideas and schemes.
A party is national, or, in this case, pro-
vincial

; a group is essentially local. A
party embraces in its scope men of all
classes of the community; groups almost
inevitably have an occupational follow-
ing. Industrial questions, said he, will
for years to come, be foremost in the
province and he hardly thought that any
one present would be willing to adopt
suffrage on an occupational basis in pre-
ference to the best principles of demo-
cracy. It would produce a narrow mind-
ed type of politician.

A government needs two things
: First

a strong party; and secondly, a united
cabinet The duties of a government aretwo; Administration (the direction ofthe executive), and legislation. No coali-
tion cabinet can last long. Even during
the war, at a time when success of our
cause called for united action, coalition
cabinets had failed.

Take the second possibility tinder pro-
portional representation, that of governmen. of the two parties, with redti«dmajorities, which would undoubtedly resuit from the scheme advocated by theopponents. This would not create astrong government, due to a lack of a'vorking majority, and it would furnish

ive in the long run.

Public opinion must have a very close
connection with legislation. Proportion-
al representation is a very accurate thing
in a general election

;
it gives us a small

scale map of the results of voting. But
if something happens in our foreign re-
lations things are changed. It does away
with by-elections, and the impSi^ance of
these cannot be too much exaggerated
as they show the trend of public opinion.
Another point is the uncertainity of re-
elections. Small majorities have much
power, but they are often the majorities
of bribery, eto.

The second speaker for the affirmative
was Mr, Zacks. He pointed out that the
greatest defect in our present system was

(Continued on page 7).

GRIMM’S
1. »i?« ~iai=, ..d

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.THE STUDENTS’ STORE
lOg^RINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.
Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

A GtV/'s Besf Gift
No gift can yield more hours
of pleasure than a pair of

Ladies ’

Any girl will feel proud to possess a
graceful lines captivate,

rheir lightness and strength make
lasting friends.

The gift of« pair of “Automobile”
Skates indicates rare good taste.

Designed solely for daughters of Eve.

Ti-eadgold Sporting Goods Oo.,
88 Princess St., Kingston.

Text Books and Supplies For
SCIENCE MEDICINE

above faeuWeT ‘'n°
“ books authorized for use in theabove faculties. Owing to ipecial arrangements which we have with most of

L th*^ than 'l:rere

mr a
text BOOKS-We make a special fea-

guarantee delivery in not over one week.

h»veh management and we

thThiX"^v“ i"

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

'S/iare two Profits with Consumer

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS

buyjXar“:lt°SKYt'
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A. M. S.

The regular meeting of the A.M.S. was

- held last Saturday evening and a very satis-

factory number attended and some im-

portant business was transacted. Reports

from the following committees were re-

ceived:—The Joint Social Function Com-
mittee of the Senate and A.M.S., and the

Parade Committee. The report of the

Election Committee was adopted as pub-

lished last week. The Debate Committee

was granted the sum of $50.00.

A motion was passed to suspend Art. VI.

Sec. 1, Par. (b) of the constitution and to

substitute, “A President who must be in his

final year in some faculty of Queen’s Uni-

versity or a graduate of some faculty of

Queen’s University.” “In the final year”

shall be interpreted to mean registered in

sufficient classes to obtain his degree in the

spring.

The design of the Dramatic Club “Q”

was approved. Then the annual meeting

of the Hockey Club was held at which the

following officers were elected:—Hon.

President. Dr. Drury; President, J. W.
Dougherty; Vice-President, J. Fahey;

Sec.-Treasurer, E. Sliter; Asst. Secretary-

Treasurer, A. L. Blacklock; Manager 3rd

team, J. D. Johnston.

The programme consisted of a debate of

which an account will be found in another

tidh be amended to read : "The annual or-

dinary membership fee shall be $2.00 which
shall include the subscription to the Jour-
nal, $1.50.”

8. That the following clause contained in

Art. XII, Sec. 7, shall be suspended from
the constitution for the elections of this

year, “and in every case those having the

greatest number of votes shall be declared

elected.”

"If any combination of faculty societies

shall run a combined ticket any other com-
bination of faculty societies who shall run
a combined ticket, each candidate in order
to be declared elected shall have a number
of votes which shall be of the total number
of students registered in the University the

last day of November, the same or greater

percentage as the total number of students

registered in the University on said day.

“In tlie total registration extra-mural stu-

dents in one or more faculties are not to be

excluded unless they are not registered

intra-murally in some facult}'.

The number of students registered' in

more than one faculty shall be added to

that combination which is weaker in num-
ber and has one of said faculties in its

combination.”

colmnn.

REPORT OF PARADE COMMITTEE
Parade to be held Wednesday, 1st De-

cember, at 7.30 p.m.

Recommend: That the various faculties

or years provide floats, etc., which are

original, but not too expensive.

Order of Parade:—1. Musicians; 2. Ex-
ecutive of A.M.S.

;
3. Levana; 4. The-

ology; 5. Science; 6. Medicine; 7. Arts.

The Committee urge all musicians to take

their place in the Band.

K. KEILL, Convener.

REPORT OF SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
COMMITTEE

Resolutions arrived at by the Social

Functions Committee on 16th November
1920:

1. To delete suJ>-section 5 of Sec. II.*

of the regulations governing Social Func-
tions, and to substitute for it:

(a) That at least half of the women’s
tickets for each Social Evening be set aside

fro Levana, these tickets, if not purchased,

to be returned two days before the Social

Evening.

(b) That in the event of Levana giving a
Social Evening at least half the tickets for
men and women be set aside for the men
students of the University.

(c) That no men except members of the
University be eligible to attend such Social
Evenings other than those given by Le-
vana.

*This is the clause stating that only mem-
bers of the University are eligible to attend
social functions.

A. M. S.

A. M. S. MEETING.
The regular meeting of the A.M.S. will

be held in Convocation Hall, Saturday,
November 27th, at 7.30 p.m.

Notices of the following motions have
been given:

1. That we proceed to the nomination of
officers. The following are the offices to be
filled: Honorary President, Rector, Presi-
dent, 1st Vice-President, 2nd Vice-Presi-
dent. Critic, Secretary, Asst. Secretary,
Treasurer, 4 Committeemen, Athletic Stick.
And on the Athletic Board of Control-^
student members, 2 for a term of two years,
2 for a term of one year; 2 professors, 1
for a term of two years, one for a term of
one year.

2. That the vacancies on the executive of
the Choral Society be filled.

3. That the annual meeting of the Har-
rier Committee be held.

FRONTENAC NATURALISTS CLUB
The Frontenac Naturalists Club will

meet in the New Medical Building at

7.30 p.m., on Tuesday, November 30th.

Matters conc'erning the organization of
the Club will be discussed, and the re-

port of the committee on constitution

will be presented, so that all interested
in natural history or in photography
should make it a point to attend this

meeting.

Dr. A. P. Knight will give an illustrat-

ed address on “The Conservation of the
Lobster in Canada.”

DEBATE ON.“P.R.”
(Continued from page 6).

that minorities are not being represented.
The foundation of - democracy was, he
said, “Government of the people, by the
people, equally represented.” But as we
now have it, it is a government of the
whole people represented by a mere ma
jority.

He declared that minorities are being
disfranchised in the City of Kingston. In
the last election a Tory was elected by
acclamation, a proof that people are los
ing interest in public affairs. A drastic
change is needed. The distribution of
seats under the present system is not ac-
cording to population. The City of Lon-
don has a population of seventy thousand,
and has one representative in our Ontario
house; Whereas the County of Frontenac
has a population of ten thousand, and it

has one representative in the Ontario
house. The voting strengfth of the Lon
don man is one-seventh that of a man in
Frontenac County.

Proportional repr^entation has -been
tried with success in Belgium. The
Netherlands, Denmark, Japan and many
other parts of the world.
Rebutting a statement made by his op-

ponent relative to the group system, he
said the group system had already been
created under the present style of elec-
tions. Proportional representation was
the only practical solution in Ontario. It
has made more progress than any other
idea in Canada in recent years. It has
been adopted in Winnipeg, and we will
not lag behind by any means. NO!
Premier Drury has already taken steps
to look into the matter. It gives freedom
of choice to the electors, and justice to
all parties. It is a true expression of
public opinion throughout the country,
and should be adopted in the Province of
Ontario.

Mr. Healy was the last speaker on the
negative side. He declared that before aaw can become effective, it must have at
least public opinion behind it to enforce
t. Perhaps half the people of Ontario

half the students of the uii:, 1

1

4. That an honorarium of $25 be paid
Mr. Baker, janitor of Old Arts Building

5. That the secretary’s bill for $7.20 be;i.ity._dn
proportion

6 That Mahood Bros, bill for $3.00 be drim.'di’rrruMrrrtl^^o'pl
l"pon the tatute books

7. That Art. IV, Sec. 1, of the Constitu-i (Continued on page 8).
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Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat
stock of one of the leading tailoring
firms at their cost and offer them to
you at amazingly low figures. All this
season’s stock.

, Young men's and
conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.
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Company
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By Professor
J. F. McFadyen

All who were fortunate enough to
hear Professor J. L. Morison's lecture on
"India’’ before the Annual Conference of
the 1 heological Alumni Association two
weeks ago will be glad that a .further op-
portunity of becoming more intimately
acquainted with the Political and Mission-
ary problems of India is to be given the
students of Queeni and the citizens of
Kingston.

,

One can safely say that the political
and missionary problem of India is the
most vital in the world at' present. India
is a country that has not a variety of one
stock, but a nation with five separate
and distinct stocks, and with a popula-
tion greater than that of North and South
America combined. A country with the
most complicated and philosophic organ-
izations down to the lowest form of prim
itive interests.

Dr. McFadyen comes with first hand
knowledge of conditions, liaving spent
twenty years Missionary and Princi-
pal of Hislop College, Nagpur, India.
Thought and consideration was exercis-

ed in arranging dates and hours for the
delivering of these lectures in order to
avoid conflicts with university lectures
and other activities, thus making it pos-
sible for the majority of students at least
If not for all to attend. It is, therefore’
hoped, indeed urged that all students will
avail themselves of this privilege.
These lectures will be held in Convoca-

tion Hall. Cards containing syllabus of
lectures, dates and hours are being dis-
tributed among the students and the pub-
lic. Posters to the same effect will also
appear in the different buildings and on
the Bulletin Boards.
Might one suggest that the follownig

Jllabus be cut out and pinned on your
dressing mirror.

26,

Lecture 2.—Life in a Mission College-
Dec. 3, 1920.

Lecture 3.—What is the Missionary Try
ing to Do?—Dec. 10, 1920.

Lecture 4.—Are we Making-Headway?-
Jan. 14, 1921.

Lecture 5.-The Indian Church _ Jan-
uary 21, 1921.

Lecture 6—A Visit to Central India—
Jan. 28, 1921.

Convocation Hall, 4.00 p.m.

debate on “P.R.”

(Continued from page 7 ).
Answ-ering his opponent re Premier

Drury, he asked why Premier Drury had
not adopted it last yearL The answer
was, simply because the committee show-
ed serious objections. Any man, of group
of men can have their ideas aired in the
house. When we have formations of
^oups--Soviet, Reds, etc—these are notnational m scope; not the greatest goodfor the greatest number, but just for theirown particular members. The result ofsuch groups was shown in the Winnipeg
strike. It worked so efficiently there, tha^wo men who were sentenced by the^dges were returned as members forWinnipeg. If ,t works that way in Win-nipeg what (said he) would we have "nntario Such a scheme would developparty politicians, and give the rich grea^
opportunities to exert their influence Urnder It, recounts are impossible.

In 1910 the British government order-ed a commission to investigate, and theeport was that proportional representa-
tion was not at all advisable to be usedm England. Then, said the speaker, itshould not be adopted in Ontario where
t le area and population are the reverseof those m England. The report inPrance was against the idea

111 closing, he said, it was little short

tioi'rafthfs r
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“STOP Th EF”

AT GRAND NEXT
FRIDAY NIGHT

QUEEN’S DRAMATIC CLUB TO
PRESENT ANNUAL

PLAY

Queen's Dramatic Club presents Car-

lyle Moore’s farce comedy, “Stop Thief!”

Students’ Theatre Night, Dec. 3rd.

The action of the play takes place in

the living room in the Carr residence on
the morning of Madge Carr’s wedding.

Mr. Carr is a very absentminded, but well

meaning old gentleman, while Mrs. Carr
is ostensibly very deaf. While the family

awaits the arrival of the Rev. Mr. Spelvin,

Dr. Willoughby, the best man, and James
Cluney, the bridegroom; Nellie Jones,
whom Mr. Carr has engaged as maid to

Marge, arrives. Nell is really the pal of

Doogan, a crook, and her position in the

Carr home is part of a plan to assist Doog-
an in getting away with the wedding pre-

sents. Doogan has promised Nell that

this is to be their last trick, and that they
will marry and stick to the straight and
narrow path for ever after. Meanwhile
absent minded Mr. Carr has been mislay-
ing things, amongst which is Mrs.' Carr’s

jewelled ear-trumpet. Nell takes a valu-

able ruby ring, a present from, Mr. Carr
to Madge. Cluney breezes in and Nell
hides the ring in her shoe and “plants”
the empty box in Cluney’s coat pocket.
Cluney finds the box and asks Dr. Will-
oughby ab

Cluney ck..- .
,

,
,

,

ion that Cl\^^
.

.
.

in desperation pV.

and asks that a detective be sent up. So
that the family will n|)t suspect, he asks
that the detective "sees or speaks to no
one but Mr. Cluney.”

Doogan the crook arrives and he and
Nell get most of the valuables, and are
about to make their get-a-way when
Thompson, the detective arrives. Nell
introduces Doogan as Mr. Cluney and the

THE NOMINATION
MEETING OF A.MS
IMPORTANT BUSINESS WAS

DISCUSSED ON SAT.
NIGHT

Saturday night saw one of the largest

crowds that ever attended an A:M.S. meet-
ing filling Convocation Hall, including the
balcony where a few gentlemen of Trotski
tendencies mixed with the ordinary prole-

tariat of the capitalist class.

There was as usual amount of business
besides the chief item on the menu—the

nomination of officers for the A.M.S.
elections. There were reports presented
from the Athletic Board of Control, from
the Committee on the Directory, and from
the Committee investigating the A.M.S.
Court. The chief motion was the one by
which it was proposed to give each faculty

representation on the A.M.S. executive in

proportion to the actual number registered

in the respective faculties.

This motion requiring a unanimous vote
was defeated and the elections will be con-
ducted on the old party lines again this year.
There was considerable discussion of this

motion and it is a thing to be praised that
there was, in the discussion very little, if

any, rabid remarks
_

or statements which
would pile fuel on the old faculty fire. Re-
presentatives from various faculties spoke
of the wish to legislate for the good of
Queen’s and to get away from the narrow
faculty spirit. After the motion was de-

ART LECTURE
-ROY MITCHELL

gives INTERESTING TALK ON
“TOWARD A CANADIAN

THEATRE”

A peculiarly interesting lecture was
provided by the Committee on Art, on
Thursday afternoon, when Mr. Roy
Mitchell, of Hart House, spoke on the
subject of the Canadian Theatre.

Nothing, he said, had as yet been ac-
complished which could be called dis-

tinctively national in the theatre. ^ The
Trans-Canada Booking system certainly
knits the country together theatrically,
and provides a better class of plays, but
they are, after all, imported, and not in-

digenous
; and as a matter of fact Trans-

Canada bookings are made in New York
through the great monopolist Moguls,
just as before. Private theatricals, or the
garrison theatricals introduced by the
famous Earl Grey competitions are still

less successful
; these are fatally hamper-

ed by the fact that the actor is “cut off
from his medium” that is, he has to play
on unfamiliar stages, with properties that
are strange to -him. Here the speaker
went in detail into the subject of the re-
lation of scenery to acting, and developed
some very interesting and characteristic
views. If the actor is “cut off" from his
scenery as in “garrison” plays, he walks
around in a half-ellipse without ever
touching the walls, and never by any

CAPT. HENRI DE
MANN TO SPEAK

HEI^ TaOAY
FAMOUS BELGIAN TO GIVE

FIRST OF UNIVERSITY
LECTURES

For many years Queen’s has recognized
the desirability of bringing men of dis-
tinction to the University to address the
student body on subjects they have made
their own. Public lectures have been
provided which have supplemented ad-
mirably the regular work of the session,
and in many instances have brought fresh
interests and fresh stimulus into the life
of the University.

It is now proposed to make such lec-
tures a more permanent and systematic
feature of the University session, and to
increase their value by providing connect-
ed courses as well as single addresses.
Along with the art exhibits and lectures
and musical concerts provided during the
past two sessions, these lectures, it is

hoped, will give the students and staff of
Queen’s increased opportimitiM for keep-
ing in touch witlT current movements in
the world’s thought and work.
For the present session, the lectures

will be mainly in the field of literature.
The programme as thus far arranged is

as follows:

Single Lectures.
I. November 30, at 4 p.m. in Convoca-

detective is t(^d that the case is a most
peculiar one, Ind that he must return in
an hour. The. detective leaves and Cluney.
enters the room. Nell then introduces

'

Doogan as the detective Cluney has sent
for. Cluney confesses to Doogan that
he is a kleptomaniac, and asks Doogan

^
to follow Him about and see that he

I

doesn t take anything. Doogan agrees.
The complications which follow jire ex-
tremely funny. How Doogan gets rid of
the police and how matters are finally
straightened out from a series of situa-

'tions which will provoke gales of laughter.
The cast is a most capable one and the

play is produced under the direction of
Charles A. Gates.

is overseas service or athletic ability.^ Le-
vana rather surprised us by running a can-
didate for 2nd Vice-President. However,
from the testimonials of those who nom-
inated the various candidates we could pick,
with our eyes shut, men of enough high-
class ability to from a Douiinion Cabinet.
The meeting broke up at a very late hour
and the election campaign was formally
opened

Boxing Popular.
With boxing a recognized sport, it will

be hard sledding for the fusser who can-
not display the black eye and cauliflower
ear of heroic combat when he steps out
of the weekly ensembles at Union and
Almonry. _Varsity.

understanding regarding tire relation be-
tween the Athletic Board fo Control and the
various clubs on one hand and the A.M.S.
on the other. The constitution is on this
point fully understood.

Nominations came next and this was a
very long drawn out affair. To an un-
biased observer it would appear that a
prime requisite for an A.M.S. dandidate

THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
REGARDING THE A.M.S. COURT
The Committee recommends:
1. That Article XIII, Sectionl, be struck

out of the constitution.

2. That a new artieje be placed in the
constitution, the title of which shall be “The
-Alma Mater Society Court.”

3. This article .shall stale as follows

:

Section 1. There shall be a Court of En-
quir>'. consisting of the male members of
the Alma Mater Society Executive.
The functions of the 6ourt shall be:

(Continued on^ page 3).

will be insincere and superficial, bdlause
he does not love his stage, nor know it,

nor subordinate himself to it. He will
seek to “show himself off”, not to -do his
work well. He will do the obvious cheap

(Continued on page 6).

THE BULUTIN
Tuesday

—

4.15—Mass Meeting, Science Students,
Gordon Hall.

4 p.m.—Henri De Man, Grant Hall.

7 p.m.—French Club, Social Evening.
7.30 p.m.—Frontenac Naturalists Club,

Dr. Knight, New Medical Bldy.
Wednesday

—

4 p.m.—Carl Sandburg, Convocation
Hall.

4 p.m.—Aesculapian Society.

7.30 p.m.—University Parade.
9.30 p.m.—Impromptu Jazz for Parad-

ers (Perhaps).

Thursday

—

4.30—

Carl Sandburg, Convocation Hall.
4.30

—

Q.U.M.A., Dr. McCallum.
5 (X)—^A.M.S. Special Meeting.

Friday

—

4 p.m.—Lecture on India, Prof. Mc-
Fadyen.

8 p.m.
—“Stop Thief” Grand Opera

House.

spending tne pasr year atuuym^ uaiuscriai
conditions 'in America, preparatory to re-
suming his work in Belgium, His talks
at Queen’s last year are vividly remem-
bered.

II. December 1, at 4 p.m., in Convoca-
tion Hall, and

III. December 2, at 4 p.m. in Convoca-
tion Hall, Carl Sandburg, the Chicago
poet, whom the Mercure de France and
the London Spectator join American crit-

ics in hailing as one of the two or three
most distinctive and promising sharers in
the recent renaissance of poetry in Ameri-
ca, will give two recitals, mainly from his
own poetry. In addition, Mr. Sandburg
will address one of the English'Literature
classes on Thursday morning.
IV. It is expected that Alfred Noyes,

of England, will give a lecture-recital lat-
er in the session.

Courses of Lectures.

I. Robert Frost, the foremost of .Am-
erican poets, and during the jjast year
Professor of English Literature at Am-
herst College, will spend a fortnight at
Queen’s in January or February. Mr.
Frost will give generously of his time:

1. Lectures to classes in English Lit-
erature.

_

2. Open lectures and readings.

3. Evening seminars for a selected

(Continued on page 8).

QUEEN’S DRAMATIC CLUB
"PRESENTS"

A Farcical Fact ia Three Acts. “STOP THIEF” AT GRAND OPERA HOUSE

FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 3rd, 1920.
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teams which Queen’s can produce. We
hasten to apologize for the omission and
beg to add our words of hearty apprecia-
tion to the chorus of approval which has
been uttered by the student body generally

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
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GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. . Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

In compliance with the request of the
Chief Faculty Reporter for Science, that
we publish news from two years only in

each issue, we request Science '21 and ’22

to send in their copy for Tuesday’s issue

and Science ’23 and ’24 to send in their

copy for Friday’s issue. This will give

each year the space it deserves and each
year will have its doings reported in the

“Journal” at regular intervals.

This is going to be a busy week and one
in which the student will be much in the

eye of the citizens of Kingston. On Wed-
nesday we have our grand parade, which,
no doubt everyone will attend. On Friday
night the Dramatic Club puts on its annual
play at the Grand Opera House. It has
already been pointed out in the A.M.S.
that the Society is responsible for the ac-

tions of the students while on the parade.

For our own sake we cannot permit our-

selves to be foolishly led into destroying

property, etc. It brings us no benefits and
destroys the good name of the University.

Before the war Theatre Night was a

thing of harmless pleasure. To our mind
there is nothing funny about dropping bags
of flour and clouds of imitation snow down
from the gallery to practically ruin dress

suits and evening gowns. Surely there are
those, who have minds capable of devising

means by which the denizens of the gods
may amuse themselves during the intervals

wi-rii^ut destroying clothing which to-day

“mirabile dictu," does not grow on trees.

Perhaps it is not generally known that the
Dramatic Club last year was responsible for
all damages caused by .students on the night
of the play and had to furnish two extra
hands to clean up the rubbish in the Grand
on the morning after. Bearing in mind that
the Club intends donating money to the
Memorial fund from the receipts of the
show let’s try t& so conduct ourselves that

it will not be necessary to spend money to

make amends for damage which may be
done if we do not try to think of some
more original form of entertainment than
the semi-destruction of personal property.

CANTO ONE
Of all the fools with which this world is

curst,

Sure rhyming fools, called poets, are the
worst.

These fools, of many species, types, and
kinds,

Display alone the voMness of their minds

;

And many poets, in many a dismal scrawl,
Show plainly- that they have no minds

at all.

In this last rank your author claims his
place

—

His verse is punk, his manner void of
gi'ace.

But if it please you, hear his humble song;
At least 'twill serve to pass .the time

along.

Now lastly, of-your kindness, I request
Believe that I have done my level best,
Extol its merits, and forgive the rest.

Once again we are in the throes of an
election campaign. It is to be regretted that
it is being conducted on the old faculty
group basis. As we said some weeks ago
we do not believe the system is fair either to
the electorate or the candidate. We are not
surprised, however, at the defeat of the
motion on Saturday night which proposed
to conduct the election on a percentage
basis. The idea behind the motion was, we
think, quite fair but it was a very difficult
motion to put into words. Besides, if it

had passed it would merely have succeeded
in putting a premium on faculty loyalty
which, to our mind should not be a decid-
ing factor in A.M.S. elections. We hope
that the good feeling which was generally
evident on Saturday night will continue
throughout the week and that there will be
no attempt to gain the election of any can-
didate by any means which will not bear
investigation. In comparison with the
world of affairs about us, of which form
so small a part, our elections are but petty
things and to us it does not seem worth
while to attempt to gain our ends except
by fair means.

CANTO TWO
Behold afar, a pack of bally asses.

The college students on their way to
classes.

The only drawback on a perfect view,
This dismal host streams down the

avenue.

When first they came, with high ambi-
tion burning,

They thought to fill their vacant minds
with learning.

Ambition now is dead, they plainly see
Their only wish to get their arts degree.
And all they ask from wisdom’s hall of

fame,

The right to place “B.A.” behind their

name.

When first they heard amoiuon’s loftv

call,

They thought that they already knew it

all;

And so as freshmen, airing off other
knowledge,

They thought themselves the flower of
the college.

Now, mighty seniors, look them over
once

;

Behold each man for what he is, a dunce.
All aspiration gone, bereft of hope.
They take a class—or else perhaps they

slope

—

’Till wish the close of each long, serious
day,

The heart-sick student wends his weary
way

Back to his lair
;
not one whit wiser more

Than he was wise that time the day
before.

V ? ?
ITT There is no part of

Til the English langu-
age that will be harder
.worked between now
and Christmas day than
the interrogation mark'
? ?

ITT It will be working
Til night and day.

^ Everybody will be
Til asking the question
what can I get for fath-
er, formother, for sister,

and brother, “Him” or
“Her.”

^ We have just pre-
Tll pared a very con-
venient list of such arti-
cles as we can furnish
with the range of prices
at which they are to be
had.

^ This list is classified

Til as follows; Gifts for
the baby, young girl,

young boy, young wo-
rnan, young man, mar-
ried woman, and mar-
ried man.

^ You’ll find this list

Til on our show cases
if you drop in when
passing, or if you phone
us we’ll be glad to mail
you. a copy.

This list shows gifts from 2Sc
to $25,000.00—novelties to sil-

ver cabinets, baby pins to dia-

mond bar pins.

Ryrie Bros.
limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET
TORONTO

CORRECTING AN OMISSION
In discussing tlie football sea.-^.ti. in

last issue we inadvertently onii’t'-d i

name of Dr. Bruce, who has b . j

strumental in malting the Secon-! J't .i'.-

effective as representatives of th< t

CANTO THREE
Now, at his home, what does the student

then?

Does he rest up at nights like other men?
Not so; he simply can’t keep still his feet;

They needs must take him on a trip down
street.

And here our friends—oh mad' adventur-
ers ihese

—

Blow in their precious wad at Peter Lee’s.

Fuss to the Grand, and to the movie
shows,

And where they get the cash, she never
knows,

^hey buy ice cream, play, poker, every-
thing.

Which helps the student have his little

fling.

Until, with cash exhausted, each resorts

Back to his home, dead broke, and out
of sorts.

CANTO FOUR
Returning then from rambling through

the town,

Fach weary student hits his bed of down,
\nd as beneath ‘some wise magician’s

wand,

'fe falls asleej J; lends on every
hand.

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Street*
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.
Arrangements may be made for privata

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

Oh no ! He lies awake, much to his guilty
sorrow,

An alibi constructing for tomorrow.
And when ttomorrow comes, he hies away
To thread the mazes of another day.
And so he proves, throughout this mortal

strife

The wisdom of the proverb “Such is life
!"

CANTO FIVE
I have no time to portray all the scenes
Of college life at our own good old

Queen’s,

So now I bring my ditty to a close
What pains it cost to write, no mortal

knows.

As my production merits little fame,
I think it best I should with-hold ray

name.

Pass to oblivion with this my story,
Proclaim it not, leave the Editor at! the

glory.

M. S. VINGTETUN.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned ind

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning-Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

HALF PRICE

Ladies’ and Children’s

Winter Coats

All this Season’s Styles

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Every Girl Likes Chocolates

Why not get her the best?—Neilson’s.

The assortment is good, boxes pretty,

and the quality—the best.

Prouse’s Drug Store
0pp. ST. AN’DRBJV’S CHURCH

McKenzie^s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book
Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last

year few students came in for Year

Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day

and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally and precious

little at that. So that when ’Xmas
came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-

working photographer a chance!

Make your appointment now.

Those Study Glasses
•'THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen's Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

If you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optoinelrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phonw 640.

MEDS. ’23

The snow-clad campus hints that the

soccer season is at hand. Be ready, ye

terribles

!

Since when has J. W. H. become a con-

noisseur of dairy products?

Why the absence of the year yell at the

mass meeting—with “Torchy” there for

leader?

C. C. is saSl to have asked the Mahraj of

India just where his note-book went on

Tuesday.

Why did Dick put up such a good game

in the recent interfaculty event?

Why was that vaccine a s.uccess with

Cap. and not with Johnnie?

“Cy” is reading his Wheeler and Jack to

find out what his next complaint is going

to be.

What was the reason for the loud ap-

plause at the beginning of the first lecture

on Monday? You’re there Doc.!

MEDICINE

MEDICINE ’26.

Scene—Physics Lecture Room.

Eenter—The Late Mr. McCammon.
Question—Why not call it the “Psychic

Room”?

Charming Hostess—“Ho\v much sugar

in your tea, Mr. Avogadro?”

Mr. Avogadro—(Wearily) “Oh about

10th normal.”

Medicine ’26! Beware of Miss loni

Zation and Mr. Os. Moses. They’ll get

you if you don’t look out!

All the girls of Avonmore,

Bring their tongs to Freda’s door,

Pretty curls make bonnie girls

—

Lamp and can of alcohol.

She calls her “beauty wherwithal.”

None with hair like hanks of twine,

There, can ever hope to shine.

Pretty curls make bonnie girls,

To the ball, they all will go.

Each will fascinate her beau.

(At this point I laughed).

O. G. ! Fussing again.

Justice Triumphs 1

Unique experiment to disclose guilty

party, proves to be a boomerang to execu-

tioner.

Two men, accused of secreting a latent

period, were brought before Gorensic In-

vestigator Ettinger.

Montgomery, after fifteen minutes in

the chair, and Hamilton after fifty-six sec-

onds, were both granted a reprieve, as

the high voltage current (two dry cells)

failed to wring a confession from them.

Dr. Ettinger after doubly increasing the

current, then took this chair, and while

testing out its possibilities, Hamilton in-

advertantly closed the switch, causing
the needle to jerk spasmodically, register

on the myograph, and, to the surprise of

all, conclusively, prove Dr. Ettinger to be
the harborer of the elusive period. How-
ever, the punishment, having already ex-

ceeded the crime, sentence was suspend-
ed. Rumor now has it, that the warden
of Sing Sing is striving to obtain the ser-

vices of the Doctor, as the chair of appli-

ed electricity, in that institution is with-
out incumbent.

Re-outburst of Science ’22 in recent is-

sue. We beg to inform our hair-trigger

brained friend, that the article in ques-
tion was authentic, and that his very per-
sonal, and unfounded accusation, direct-
ed at the author, would be ludicrous,
were it not so crude. If our memory
serves us right, certain branches of the
army did lay particular emphasis on the
art of saluting, but then, again, others
were engaged in a bit more streiiuous

pastime. Possibly, this accounts for our
not retaining the “bad habit.” Environ-
ment should govern ones mannerisms,
or, to use the hackneyed expression,
“When in Rome do as the Romans do.”

TOWARD A CANADIAN THEATRE.
(Continued from page 1)

effective thing rather than the fine thing.

To be a sincere actor, he must love the

stage he works with, and know it; the

roots of his art must be in the red mother
earth of the thjigs he works with. This
is the tradition being established by such
men as Jacques Copeau at the Vieux
Colombier, and thus we must start out

ourselves, if we are to effect anything

worthy. It is this sincerity which pro-

duces results such as the acting of the

old Christmas play at Hart House, where
the players went about with tears in their

eyes, and every muscle tense, so strongly

did they feel what they were acting, and
the audience remained In perfect silence

for 120 seconds after the final exit, be-

cause they were so unwilling to undo the

fine things that had been done for them.

Stage settings may be of the simplest

there need be ho footlights, scenery or

even drop curtain
;
why does an act have

to be decapitated by the guillotine-knife

of a curtain leaving the auditorium with
a gulp in its throat, when a simple digni-

fied walking-off is so much more of the

quality of life itself, and is perfectly suit-

ed to express a quiet finish to a fine thing

well-done? A national theatre will start

thus with serious groups of amateurs who
will realize the sacrifice and need of gen-

erosity implied in their enterprise. They
will start with the best work of the past,

of those authors who were also actors,

choosing where possible work that has

not 3^et been performed locally, where
no challenge of camparison is involved.

They will later proceed to the production

of new work by Canadians themselves,

distinctively Canadian work that has a

strong feeling of reality about it. There
are 5 or 6 hundred such community thear

tres in the State&*_and from the zest for

the theatre which we find in even the

smallest places in Canada, we may augur
that the day of a National Canadian

Theatre is not far off.

Mr. Mitchell closed with a short de-

scription of Hart House Theatre itself, as

an instance of what can be done in this

direction
;
and with a few words by Dr.

Dyde and Prof. Hicks, the meeting ad-

journed.

A.M.S. BUSINESS.
(Continued from page 1).

(a) To consider any charges made
against a member or members of the So-

cietv and to decide on the necessity of

prosecution.

(b) To make the charge against the ac-

cused.

(c) To empanel a jury, and appoint a

prosecuting attorney, cleric, crier and
sheriff.

Section 2. There shall be a Supreme
Court, which shall consist of the following:

(a) A Judge. This office shall be filled

by the Senior Judge of one of the faculty

societies and shall be chosen as follows;

(1) He shall not be a member -of the

same faculty as the accused.

(2) During a College year, the judges

for trials .shall be chosen in the following

order: Medicine, Arts, Theology, ^nd Sci-

ence, subject to the above reservation.

If the accused be found guilty, the pre-

siding judge shall use his own discretion in

imposing the sentence.

(b) A Jury. The jm^ shall consist of

twelve men, three from each of the facul-

ties of Medicine, Arts Theology, and Sci-

ence. No member of the jury shall be a
member of the faculty year to which the

accused belongs. No member of the Court
(jf Enquiry shall be a member of the jury.'

T he jury shall be chosen liy the Court of
Enquiry for each trial.

(c) A Prosecuting Attorney. Pie shall

be a competent man. appointed by the
Court of Enquiry. He may be a member
of tile Court of Enquiry.

Cd) A Clerk, Crier and Sheriff. They
shall he appointed by the Court of Enquiry,

and may be members of the Court.

D. O. NOTMAN, Convener.

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All Netv Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

REPORT OF ATHLETIC BOARD OF
CONTROL

1. Since the previous report of the Ath-

letic Board of Control, three meetings of

the Board have been held.

2. The Board has had several meetings

with the hockey executive re hockey season,

coach, etc.

3. The covered rink and the open air

rink are being put in shape as rapidly as

may be for the comihg season.

4. The rugby season has practically

closed, there being only the outstanding

interfaculty g^nes between Medicine and

Science, which will be played as soon as

possible. This game has been delayed be-

cause of the hard crust on the snow.

The gates for the last games were as

follows

:

Queen’s II. Attendance, estimated 1,075.

Gate, $525.00 (estimated). Figures are

incomplete.

Varsity-McGill. Attendance 4013. Gate

$5,416.50. The expenses incurred in

this latter game are incomplete.

5. Trip of the first and second rugby-

teams, soccer team, and harrier team to

(Ry. fares $722.85, hotel $583.70)

.

Toronto, November 13th, cost $1,348.50

6. Total expenditures since Nov.

1st $3643 76

Total receipts including Var-

sity-McGiil gate 3689 80

7. Oct. 31, 1920. Cash in Bank. 2923 70

Receipts 3689 80

$6613 50

Expenditures including out-

.standing checks 3643 76

Casli remaining in Bank . . . .$2969 74

This balance really is misleading as there

will be over $2,000 expenses in connection

with the Varsity-McGill game to pay, war

tax on all the games, and some outstanding

accounts.

W. L. MALCOLM.
Acting Athletic Director for Athletic

Board of Control.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand ,

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
rTwo doors below Clergy St.)

SCIENCE ’21

We doff our hats to

:

Frof. Rutledge for knowing what he’s

talking about and making it listen well.

Glasgow for the care he takes of the

Levana jewels entrusted to him.

J. K. Pomeroy for the impromptu turn

he put on at the last A.M.S. meeting.

Slim Monture for his devotion to the

War Memorial.

Fred Sproule for looking into the com-

binations of the election committee.

The gay young blade who trickled into

the Levana Tea, turned up his coat collar

and floated out.

The Bolshevik! for the only new yell

we've heard since ’68.

Ernie Sliter for his efforts to get us a

professional hockey coach.

The person or persons who can find an

A.M.S. candidate who isn't stuffed with

“executive abliity and a few months over-

seas."

The Levana for the care with which they

read our bi-weekly offering and the mis-

interpretation they put on our feeble efforts

to be funny in gloomy surroundings.

SCIENCE ’23

Owing to hte fact that our boss report-

er is busy “chercher la femme” our copy

is rather scant for this issue. We have

hopes that this serious state of affairs

will not /Continue forever, but when he

once gets started—Good night. It ap'

pears that he took too long to say the

same tonight. . -

She certainly didn’t keep Bill H-l-r—

t

waiting the other night. They were at

the show ten minutes before it started.

disrespectful offspring). The other day

he was seen skipping a class (hp never

did it last year) and spoiling the condition

of his associates by the use of vile cigar-

ettes, which he was giving away.

For the benefit of those who did not

turn up at the last year meeting, we would

like to say that they missed something

good. The fifst edition of the "Slammer"

was absolutely beyond description, and

Mr. Brown has assured us that next edi-

tion will be even better. Watch the notice

board in Carruther.s Hall, and be sure

that you don't miss the next meeting.

Mr. A. R-ss Tra—s wishes-to state that

his telephone number as given in the

directory is incorrect and would like

everyone to know that it should be “504”

(reference 1st book of Moses).

Don’t forget to send in your corrections

of addresses to the secretary, Mr. Wagar,

for publication in The Journal.

Prof. Gummer. (after a detailed ex-

planation of the theory of second deriva-

tives).

"Now is there any question?”

Macg-I-i-r-y (who has been dreaming

about the social evening). “How do you

get the last number, sir?”

Told in Twilight.

Mel and Slapper are at home regularly at

4 p.m. Marshmallows and crisps are ser-

ved in the drawing room in Nickle Hall

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

George entertained at a bridge (near

Tete de Pont) on Saturday night. The

booby prize was won by the eldest daughter

of the caretaker of Barriefield.

A SAVINGS

ACCOINT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES;

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 268 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

The Muckers had a float in view for the

parade but couldn’t decide whether to have

one of Cmnm’s Turkish harems or a few

wanes of enthusiasm from Quebec.

The Civils are holding a gallop (witli

the bones) in the Row (of benches) each

afternoon. One comes in a limousine but

leaves in a barrel.

Dr. Wilson (at the Chalmers Church

Social, to Su-h-rl—d who has eaten all he

wanted). "Won’t you have a little some-

thing?”

Su-h-rl—d
—

"I never indulge, sir.”-.-

Dark Thought for To-morrow.

With the Choral Society last night,

the French Club Social tonight, the Par-

ade tomorrow night with the possibility

of an informal dance in Grant Hall after

it, then the mass election meeting on

Thursday, the Dramatic Club Play on

Friday night and the A.M.S. elections on

Saturday. “The Lord bless our studies.”

Our knowledge of our Math, is such

We can’t -help but abhor,

We would’nt hate it half so much
If there were but no more.

Ra-l-y (in Math. V.)
—

“I don’t see

where you got that cot. 30°”.

Prof. Gummer—“Well you’d hardly be

expected to see, now that you’ve taken

“Trig” out of the yell.”

The reporter for Science ’24 must have

been in very low company since leaving

his parent-year (we blush to mention our

There was a Professor called Flammer,

Who withal was a bit of a Slammer,

Every morning at eight.

At a speedy old rate,

Into us, Physics II., he would Hammer.

It is with sorrow that we note in our

esteemed comrade Hunter, the unmistak-

able signs of the mole vamp breaking out.

Watch your steps girls—his motto is treat

’em rough.

We notice with regret that the floor in

the far comer of Grant Hall shows sgins of

abrasion. This practice must cease.

The Greek room is out of bounds to all

ranks. Ever try the French room?

Maggie.

She dwelt among the untrodden ways

In the mining town of Butte,

A maid whom no one cared to love

And no one dared to shoot.

Have you any powder? Gun, face on
HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS bug, lady?

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

One of our funny lads was peting his kid

brother at the Queen’s Hotel, the day of

the landslide. “You don’t need to watch

yon coat and hat. No one will take them.”

J'ollying the kid as they do. Kid pipes up

“No one will take mine but yours has been

gone for some time."

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

Slim, addressing Engineering Society:

“You freshmen come here, etc., etc.,”

Why don’t you get out.” Here his voice

wavered and we wanned our feet. Use a

semi-colon next time Slim.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

The year, fed up with current jazz, is

composing some Pavlowa stuff to be en-

titled, “They’re *off.” It’s meddlesome
tunes will be heard at tlie last balLpulIed

off in the spring. Sounds like a house race

but Darwin’s theory is the motif. Now,
Walter! .

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November. 1920

The annual_Xiniaginary) exodus to South
Africa is now on, Cynthia. Stockley has

made it famous for various things but one

of our profs who has been there says it

leads the world for slow ponies and fast

—

you tell ’em dentist, I haven’t the nerve.

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONLY CASH AND ONE PRICE CLOTHING

HOUSE—THE BEST FOR LESS

jOVERCOAT AND SUIT

PRICES REVISED

Here are some of the finest Overcoats and Suits shown in this

city, faultlessly designed and expertly tailored, offered at the low-

est prices in years, at

$25.00, $35.00 and $45.00

All new and correct models

GLOVES UNDERWEAR

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE STORE

78 80, 82, 84 Princess Street

The O.T.C. is. being revived. Slxi-.u!

time the younger set learned how tu handle
|

1;-!

their iirii.v. Now, Levana!
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^ -anewARROW
COLLAPw„
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND
YOU FOLLOW the STYLE
aZtf. 9c,VodyyCo - of C.n.J., Limi.tJ

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

IQngston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many

Young Men
has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FOR EVENING WEAR
Shirts, Ties, Collars^ Vests,

Gloves, Etc.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.

\

This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTSa
As the days pass, and as last Sunday’s

dinner at the cafeteria becomes rather a

hallowed memory than the universalty

discussed miracle of the hour, the election

situation is receiving the attention of the

faculty. General satisfaction is express-

ed on the candidates chosen for the Arts-

Levana-Theology ticket and there is a

feeling, which ranges from the vaguest

hope to absolute conviction that several

at least of these candidates will be elect-

ed. The opposition at A.M.S. to the

proportional voting Scheme was numeri-

cally stronger than had been hoped, but

most Arts men consider that the matter

was not clearly enough understood .by

most of the voters for them to realize

that it meant a square deal for all facul-

ties. rather than an unfair concession to

one. If, however, the blind, follow-the-

leader attitude is retained on Election day,

even the very best of the Arts-Levana-

Theology candidates can scarcely be expect-

ed to receive their deserts.

ARTS ’21

A special meeting of Arts ’21 was held

on Friday, November 26th, at 4 p.m., in

the small Mathematics room. The pre-

sident, Mr. M. B. Kehoe, occupied the

chair—no, this statement is erroneous

—

our worthy president sat on the back of

a bench. The meeting was called to de-

cide what part Arts ’21 is to take in the

parade on Wednesday night next. Mr.
Philp, the convener of the parade com-
mittee, gave a report telling the parts

each year intended to play in the parade.

A committee was appointed to assist Mr.

J. W. Darling, our representative on the

parade committee, in preparing a suit-

able float. Messrs. Booth and Kelly were
constituted .a committee to arrange the

programme for the next Arts Society

meeting, for which Arts ’21 is responsible.

Arts’ ’21 is exceedingly well represented

1 the Arts-Levana-Theology ticket

which is to contest the elections next

Saturday. It behooves each member of

our year to do his utmost to push our
candidates through to victory.

At the meeting of the Q.U.M.A. some
days ago, Mr. Paris gave some informa-

tion that will doubtless be intereSting-to

the members of our year. It is to the

effect that Mr. J. L. Clerihue has recon-

sidered his decision to drop his course
and that he purposes to return to Queen’s
next year. Your humble reporter could
elicit no further information on this sub-
ject from Mr. Paris, but it is certain that

the tidings of Mr. Clerihue’s return will

be welcome news to all.

ARTS ’22 SOCIAL EVENING

Prof. M-th—n; “Will that student in

the back row please give the sine of 90° ?”

Z—ks; “Zero, sir.”

Prof.—“Did you work that out from

the figure or have it in your head?”

Z—ks—“In my head, sir.”

Prof.
—

"Evidently.”

Whoever the god of Social Evenings may
be, he must have been in a happy mood last

Friday evening for the Arts ’22 function
had in abundance that mysterious something
which differentiates the really successful
dance from the merely average one. It

cannot, be the music, for* that was disap-
pointing; it cannot be the refreslim'ents, for
however excellent they may have been,
there have been as good before. Maybe it

is the committee. Or perhaps the fact that
the dancers were almost exclusively College
people (and also that ’22 was so fully re-

presented) explains the nerve and buoyancy
which marked the evening.

The committee was careful to observe
properly all the little niceties of the oc-
casion. The programmes were very tasteful,

dancing started at the right time, the punch
was well above par. The patronesses, Mrs.
W. C. Clark and Mrs. N. J. Symons, a*

most gracious and seemed to take ?• •

pleasure in welcoming the couples. Tlic
committee wishes t6 thank them and also
those members of the year who were iiid

enough to assist during the evening.

ARTS ’24

Signs of the Millennium.

Nobody was absent in English I. Prof.

L—w never smiled, and didn’t set any
essay to be written, Miss F-r-1 and Miss
To—Id arrived early and landed in their

own respective seats

!

Prof. C—b"l had no complaints to make
about the prose and everyone had pre-

pared the lesson

!

No one wfts late for Cemistry and all

were very glad to remain after the 12

o’clock bell. Everybody bought their

text-books.

All thb sinks in the lab. were left clean

and Miss B-r-s locked her locker.

The year meeting was attended by all

members and the stamping of many feet

was not heard ! The committees made
very favourable reports, and after only

one hour’s confab, the meeting was ad-

journed.

Everyone was able to do the Physics
Probs, and understood what Dean Clark
was talking about. Miss Mon—-ery was
silent ! Undoubtedly the end of the world
had come

!

The girls taking Biology I. would like

to take this opportunity of thanking the
Meds. for the very warm receptions

which they receive on entering the new
Medical building.

Was it J—n M—K--z-e who said, "Gee
ho\y I’d love a man”?

Four little Freshettes who go to A.M.S.
ought to get, a latch-key..

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is eompitt*.

Best Tungsten Lamft
and Flashlights. Every-

thing electrical for tx-

-J perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Sup^ior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

A NEW CANADIAN BOOK
Few among the makers of Canada played so varied a part in

her up-building as Alexander Telloch Galt. Read

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF SIR ALEXANDER
TELLOCH GALT

by Oscar Douglas Skelton.

Prof, of Political and Economic Science and Dean
of Faculty of Arts.

Price $3.50. At

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

i^ummer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April'

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-

cline in the raw fur

market, we have put

our enormous stock of

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from

10 to 50 per cent. With
the reduced prices on

furs we have also cut

prices on all men’s hats

and caps, as well as

millinery.

All Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hat«, Fur«, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all hinds of

%
Hanson^ Crozier & Edgar |

I 20 Market St.
,

Kingston |

“WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

BUY YOUR CLOTHES

NOW
Values to $90 Values to $65.

$33.75 $49.95

Alterations Free—Fit Guaranteed

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

LEVANA TEA
The Levana Society held its annual Tea

and Sale on Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Mc-

Neill and Mrs. Skelton received with Miss

Abernethy.

Grant Hall was gay with booths that

flaunted-red, yellow, and blue,—and a

goodly throng of people, drawn by the

prospect of talking elections over a cup of

coffee
;
or perhaps by the faint hope of a

dance at the end. The fickle mob accepted

candy and smiles from the candidates with

magnificent impartiality, not realizing, per-

haps, that the gracious donors had method

in their madness. Or, mayhap, it bought

its own candy, fished at ten cents per thi-ow,

and ventured in the Fortune Tellers.’ lair.

The Fish Pond yielded such a varied as-

sortment of treasures—soap, confetti, can-

dies, and hair-pins—that one was reminded

of that old quotation about

“Ships and shoes and sealing wax,

Cabbages and Kings.”

A musical programme, which was great-

ly appreciated, was provided by the Girls’

Orchestra and Miss Audrey Judge. Dur-

ing the last half hour the music was utilized

by the crowd, and at six o’clock, the Dox-

ology and the National Anthem proclaimed

that it was time to go home.

LEVANA
sources of revenue of the banks were de-

tailed and balanced against the expenses

and liabilities incurred. The subject of

a bank’s relation to its -customers as a

credit factory” and its great work in

financing industries and grain dealers

was explained. The opposite side of the

question, that of the customer's relation

to the bank was also dealt with, and
many criticisms made by the general pub-

lic were shown to be without foundation.

Of peculiar interest was the information

given of the necessary qualifications that

are required by a bank manager to per-

SOCIAL PROBLEMS' IN KINGSTON

Two weeks ago Professor E. C. Mac-

Callum, M.D., C.M., was to have given

an address on tlie above subject to the mem-
bers of the Q.U.M;A|, and their friends.

The meeting opened with an unusually

large number of students present, as well

as the speaker for the occasion. But as a

physician may reasonably expect his ap-

pointments outside his profession have to

be cancelled when his services as physician

are required. Such happened on this oc-

casion.

The attendance of students at the meet-

ing, and the expression of regret at being

unable to attend on that day from many
others was evidence for the programme

committee of the Q.U.M.A. that there

was a general desire to hear Dr. MacCal-

lum speak. He has therefore very kindly

consented to speak next Thursday, at 4.30

in the Apologetics I?oow, Old Arts Build-

ing.
—

That the social 'problem is to-day one of

the vital problems facing every community

need hardly be said. But certain aspects of

the problem and definite remedial means do

not come within the experience of many.

Dr. MacCallum's experience as a physician

practising in Kingston makes him particu-

larly qualified to speak on the subject.

This address will be of interest not only

to those who are members of the Q.U.M.A.
and accustomed to attend

;
but to all stu-

dents, and the Q.U.M.A. gives them a

cordial welcome as visitors. It might be

noted that Dr. MacCallum is to speak im-

mediately after the opening of the meeting

so that neither he nor visitors will be de-

tained during the transaction of routine

business.

It is therefore hoped and asked that every

student who can afford to give that one
hour next Thursday will do so.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

The Other Leg.

Johnson—Good morning Smithson, I

hear your boys has gone to Canada. To
settle there, I suppose?

Smithson—Not that I’ve hear of. From
what I can see of it, it was to avoid

settling. —^The Gateway.

THE CANADIAN BANKING SYS-
TEM DISCUSSED AT THE

COMMERCE CLUB
On Friday afternoon the Commerce

Club gave practical evidence of the in-

terest it has aroused, when over forty

met in the Economics Room to hear Mr.
R. T. Brymner of the Canadian Bank of

Commerce lecture on the “Canadian
Banking System.” The speaker first

compared the faculty (?) branch bank
system in force in Canada with the decen-
tralised system of the states. The various

him.

A very hearty vote of thanks was, on
the proposition of Mr. Wagar. accorded
the speaker.

The register of members is now being
compiled; students to be eligible for mem-
bership must be registered in the B. Corn-
Course or registered in Arts with Econ-
omics as Honour Subject.

. A nominal fee

of 25c, will be charged, and it may' be
pointed out that McGill students are to
be charged $5 for a similar course of
only fourteen lectures. All students, of

any faculty, who are interested in com-
mercial work will be welcomed at any
meeting of the club. Watch the bulletin
for the next meeting which will be very
important and interesting.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

A GlrFs Best Gift
No gift can yield more hours
of pleasure than a pair of

Ladies’

Any girl will feel proud to possess a
pair. Their graceful lines captivate.

Their lightness and strength make
lasting friends.

The gift of a pair of “Automobile”
Skates indicates rare good taste.

Designed solely for daughters of Eve.

Ti'eadgold Sporting Goods Oo.,

88 Princess At., Kingston.

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

^Share two Profits with Gonsumer^

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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UNIVERSITY SERMON

Nov. 28th, 1920

Professor J. L. Morison addressed a

large body of students and their friends

on Sunday afternoon in his own earnest

style. Superficiality is never apparent in

any of Prof. Morison’s work and on Sun-

day one felt very acutely the unchanging

sincerity in his every word. He called

his address a confession of faith in the

League of Nations, and in opening his

remarks praised Pres. Wilson as the great

statesman who would be remembered for

his vision in the years to come.

The movement inherent in the League

of Nations will condemn or exalt the na-

tions of the next century. Time will

vindicate Wilson in his great 'experiment

of the League ofTHations, and pronounce

him as one of the great men of this con-

tinent.

There are two characteristic attitudes

toward any reform. Those who present

their ideals in most glowing terms, and

to whom nothing is sufficient short of the

New Jesusalem, with all its attendant

splendours and glories. Then there are

those whose attitude is one of surprise

at the realities of conditions.

The Redeemer came as a carpenter,

with a fondness for so-termed low char-

acters. Further confronted the might

and anger of those in power, but did not

shrink. Today, as then, a great number

has uttered its cynical, time-serving argu-

ments. The academic, mind wants a more

perfect league, pointing ^ut its defects,

which it undoubtedly has, and falls back

into its smug self-sufficiency. Politicians,

by scoring it, have furthered their own

ends. But, men and women of Queen’s,

I ask you to put off the superficial cloak,

and judge it on its merits. These three

points I would have you consider.

If a cure is not found for militarism,

it will destroy us in sixty years. Much
has been made of the spirit of sacrifice

and service developed in the war. The
picture is drawn of the officer, brandish-

ing his sword, leading on his men. In

reality he was caked with mud and ver-

min, his courage at zero, but spurred on

by the thought, at times, that stories

would travel back which he would not

care to face, if he showed signs of flinch-

ing. This glorification of war has to go,

and we must realize what, a horrible,

stinking, vile thing it really is. We re-

member what war meant to the French

woman, and that killed for us the rom-

ance of war. Any future wars will mean
the devastation of miles of country, des-

truction of towns, and a slow throttling

of women and children. It will invent

new horrors and the terrors of gas will

probably be developed as a legitimate'

instrument of war. War is a fight be-

tween nations, man, woman and child,

against man, woman and child not merely

between certain limited numbers in arms.

The League alone stands between us and
war, and yet there are those who curb it

in every direction.

We live in days of panic. Social reform,

due to a century, is held up by men op-

posing peace among the nations. In Glas-

gow in recent years, one hundred and
twenty thousand people were living in

one room per family. And the moral
essayists speak of the decadence of mor-
ality and family life! What is the cure?
The money that is being squandered on
war and preparation for war. Or again,

take education on this continent. A Unit-
ed States magazine is responsible for the

estimate that 50,000,000 people on this

continent are not readers. Here, in our
own Ontario, education is not as efficient

as it should be, because of lack of funds.

A man, even though he be a teacher,

cannot live on what is offered. We have
flung our wealth, our leisure, into this

insane international jealousy. The Lea-
gue may not be an entire Utopia, but
until we curb this mad expenditure, and
our statesmen direct their efforts in use-

ful channels, can we have hopes for a

true advance?

From a religious point of view of the

League of Nations, I believe it is the will

of God. There is a curious tendency to-

day toward theoretical atheism. Many

will say their appetites and desires are

the only controlling factors. The will of

God is revealed, and if you run counter

to it, you meet a barrier of iron, which

will, surely break. The nation or individ-

ual. We must realize as Christians, how-

ever vogue our apprehensions, that Christ

spoke of the eternal, the imperatively

abiding. You may take your beliefs as

the soldier takes his orders in discipline,

or take them by faith, and the warmth of

your heart guide you over the gaps, but

you must stand by them, ^ead the gos-

pels, and is there other than this. “God

is our Father, and we are one people.”

That is the gospel. Not a man using his

heart and brain, but who sees this. What

is numbing the church is the neglect of

getting together. Think of us as chil-

dren of God, and yet splitting hairs over

dead theology. Then we face special

great difficulties in other spheres. In the

southern states, the colour line; also the

ferment of the Irish Ameican and practi-

cally the same colour question in our own

B. C. Yet Christ’s word-view stands,

“Ye are children of one Father.” Stffl

the question is askeij, “What does it

mean ?” Upon your ability to answer that

question- depend millions of lives, or do

you prefer being a narrow imperialisti

Do we realize that the Christian Church,

but not the immoveable Christ, is totter-

ing? The truth will stand, though all its

followers fail. Are we going to be ade-

quate to the great salvation, are we going

to be true children of faith? This is a

confession and we must fight for the Lea-

gue as a means to peace. Christ left

some work for his followers, and the Lea-

gue is one manifestation of it. It would

be a grand thing to be able to say for

the future Canadian, that we stood for it

when others failed.

Thanks and appreciation are due the

Choral Society in making the musical

side so successful. If we might make a

suggestion, a little selection during the

offering would be acceptable.

WIRELESS CLUB

Late Wednesday night, November 25th,

two members of the Wireless Club sat in

the club room in the • Old Arts Building.

F.ach .wore on his head the customary

operator’s phones, which to the uninitiated

appear so much like the initial stage of the

electric chair process. Indeed, the expres-

sion of intent interest and anxiety would
seem to bear out this supposition. But the

truth was that they were merely two bugs

listening for the usual 10 p.m. Arlington

Time Signals. But for some reason or

other the customary “dit-dit-dit” was not

forthcoming and as the operators adjusted

and readjusted their several instruments

the expressions changed slowly to disap-

pointment. Suddenly the expression chang-

ed to amazement, and they look at each

other in motionless surprise. What was
the trouble? Instead of the intermittant

buzzing a customary characteristic of wire-

lejs telegraphy, the operators were amazed
to hear over their rather inefficient equip-

ment, the "Human Voice." Since the set

in use was not equipped for receiving such

messages great clarity of interpretation was
not possible. But several words were as

distinct as on the ordinary city telephone.

The message was a radio-phone message
from a boat forty miles south of Cape Hat-
teras on the Atlantic sea-board. The mem-
bers of the Club feel that there are many
around the College who are interested in

wireless, but who have not yet “turned up.”

The Club takes tliis opportunity of inviting

all who are interested in their meetings,

which are held every Friday in Fleming
Hall, Room 13. Those who are conversant
with the continental Morse code are very
especially welcome. This Club is one of

the wide-awake, up-to-date institutions of
j

Queen’s.
|

I

Where did the little Freshetie :q>-|

pear to after the Q.W.C.A. sale, md

}

why did it cause such constern ulon Ai !

the “Y”? 1

Returns of the FootbaJI Games

AJ

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense

assortment of Fine Gloves in the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE <50

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20%D3COUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our

high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January
Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Convocation Hall was well filled on Fri-

day afternoon at 4 p.m. to hear Prof. J. F.

McFadyen give the first of a series of ad-

dresses on “Indian Missions.” We cull the

following from the Kingston Standard

:

“Prof. McFadyen's address, which dealt

with the subject, ‘An Indian City,' was in-

troductory in character and included a

graphic picture of Indian modes of life and

thought.

Speaking of Indian religions, he said

idolatry was a fact to be constantly faced

in India. He described some of the seem-

ingly senseless rites assiduously carried out

by the worshippers, a)id while young In-

dians openly laughed at their gods, they

contrived to worship them. One’s whole

heart accustomed to the gentle Christ, cried

out, he said, to see the hideous and some-

times vicious ideas of God in which Indian

children grew up and which penetrated to

the core of moral life.

Until recent years Indian workmen had

not been organized, but in the last few years

western methods had been copied and
strikes were ifot unknown. The day had
been when laborers worked from sunrise to

sunset for about 50 cents a week, which
practically meant starvation in India. He
believed India stood at the beginning of a

new era in this regard. At one time wes-

tern competition had threatened to swamp
Indian industry, but matters had since been

righted to a certain extent. He described

the Empress cotton mill, which employed

8,000 hands, which in point of organization

and cleanliness was the equal of European
plants.”

Professor McFadyen will continue his

series of lectures each Friday afternopn at

4 o'clock. Next Friday his subject will be

“Life in a Mission College.”

The noble little band of Theologues are

planning to give a demonstration on Wed-
nesday evening in Kingston. After some
years of peaceful slumber the old Limestone
City walls will again reverberate with the

only Divinity yell that has gained world re-

iwn. -

Divinity ! Divinity

!

Faith, Hope, and Charity,

Long tailed coats, and poverty. Amen.

Messrs. McArthur and Blacklock are in

charge oLthe arrangements for the parade.

The reporter is not allowed to devulge the

nature of the float, but it will evidently be
one which will be of interest to most King-
stonians. Don’t forget the Parade Wed-
nesday night!

UNIVERSITY LECTURES

(Continued from page 1)

group pf students : “Might there be some
own account that I could have five or six

group of those inclined to write on their

evenings with in.seminar?”
II. Paul Shorey, of the University of

Chicago, whose name is known where-
ever Greek is studied, will give five of his

most brilliant lectures at Queen’s in the
first or second week of February, partly
on Greek and partly on English litera-

ture :

1. Euripides.

2. Aristophanes.

3. The Pace that Killed Athens.

4. Tennyson.

5. Shakespeare.

III. Dr. S. A. Mitchell, Professor of

Astronomy in the University of Virginia,

who has made a distinguished name for

himself since graduating from Queen’s
in 1899, will spend a week at the- Uni-
versity early in March, giving:

1. Two public lectures (The Sun; Par-

allax).

2. Five class lectures on Geodesy and
Surveying, particularly in their astron-

omical aspects.

All the public lectures will be open to

the members and friends of tlie Univer-

sity. A cordial invitation to attend is

extended to all interested.

Phillip^s Soles & Heels

GENUINE ENGLISH MAKE

Splendid for Winter, Keep your feet dry. Prevent you from

slipping. Makes walking easier. Helps the wear of your shoes.

A pair of Phillips soles and heels attached to your boots,

all for $2.00.

' LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

y Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Coming Here To Dine
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know that nowhere else can be found

pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-

tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-

ing all this OTit for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors 'Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

. 342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

Personal Greeting Cards

WITH QUEEN'S CREST,

INITIAL, MONOGRAM

Order Today.

Lefax Data Sheets, fills now

in stock

The JACKSON PRESS
m-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 3Sc

War Tax Included.

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

1
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For 1st Vice-President
MR. J. H. PILKEY

The office of first Vice-President takes

on an added importance now that the Pre-

sident may graduate in the Spring. It

seems more than likely that the man chos-

en as "first vice" this year will be called

upon to fill the chair in the A.M.S. next

fall. The office, therefore, requires a man

who knows parliamentary proceedure,

and who has experience and natural abil-

ity in the conduct of meetings. In the

choice of Mr. Pilkey for this office, all

this was kept in view.

FOR PRESIDENT

Mr. Pilkey entered Queen’s in 1913

and-was made president of Medicine T7.

He served two years on the Y. M. C. A.

executive, won his "Q” by playing soccer

apd was manager of the soccer team when

he enlisted: he was also the medical re-

presentative on the debating committee.

He has an army record of having served

actively on three continents, being pro-

moted from the ranks to responsible office

and was awarded the Military Medal.

Space does not permit details of his career

but enough has been said to justify the

confidence placed in him. Mr. Pilkey is

now filling the office of Pres, of Meds ’22.

D. G. H. WRIGHT

1914-

15—Comrnitteeman A.M.S., Presi-

dent of Dramatic Club.

1915-

19—Overseas, mentioned in des-

patches, awarded M.S.M., Canadian

Field Artillery.

1919—(Summer) Engineering Society

Executive.

1919-

20—1st Vice-President Engineering

Society, President Returned Men’s

Club.

1920-

21—Senior Judge Science Court;

President-elect Alma Mater Society.

For 2nd Vice-President
HELEN E. CRAIG

Glengarry is represented on the Arts

ticket this yearly Helen Elizabeth Craig.

We grieve to state she has not served

overseas, but she has the athletic and
executive ability required for a 2nd Vice-

President. She swings a wicked stick in

Ground Hockey, and is a speed artist in

.ice hockey and basketball. In her Junior

Year she was Levana representative on

the Athletic Committee, is now president

of the Girls' Basketball Club, and Sport-

ing Editor to the Journal for Levana. As
Vice-President of '21 and Committeeman

of the A.M.S.. she has acquired the neces-

sary executive experience. In addition to

all this, she has her 80% attendance at

social functions and will surely prove a

"huge” success as 2nd Vice-Pres. of A.M.S.

Above in brief is the record of the

Science Medical candidate for President.

Few undergraduates have served their

university in so many ways, nor so unsel-

fishly, nor with such brilliant success.

To few men is given that combination

of analysis and courage, and amazing tact

that has characterized Doug’s public

career at Queen’.^. He has to his credit

more constructive legislation amongst the

various student organizations than, prob-

ably anyone within the last ten years. Ii\

addition to his other duties he is at pre-

sent engaged in making it special report

to' the Provincial Government on Geolo-

gical formation in Northern Ontario,

where he had a party last summer mak-

ing investigations. He is adjutant to Col.

Macphail in the new O.T.C. Also he is

married.

Doug has so much ability and so many
friends that something tells us that he

will end up some day as Canadian embas-

sador to Washington. Meanwhile he is

going to pile uji an enormous majority

for president of the A.l^I.S., and he is go-

ing to do it solely by reason of his out-

standing merits.

For 1st Vice-President
P. A. McLEOD

Vote for Pres. You know him, that

fellow you watched in the second team

rugby games, this fall with R. M. C., Mc-
Gill and Varsity, the fellow you saw play-

ing "his head off” from start to finish,

Pres. McLeod. He plays rugby, hockey,

and everything that comes along, and

manages hockey team, but rugby is his

main hobby. At hockey he seems to have

six legs, each contributing to his speed.

Pres, is one whose interest nevdr dies,

whose personality, character and capabal-

RALPH O. CAMPNEY

After a very successful record at Picton

Collegiate where he won the gold medal

for oratory, Ralph Campney came to

Queen’s in the fall of ’14 and entered Medi-

cine, joining Meds T9. In March, 1915,

he enlisted a? a private in the Queen’s

Medical Corps and went overseas in May.

He remained with the Hospital Corps for

nine months in Egypt, and for eight months

in France, and in October, 1916. returned

to England for a commission. He served

with the 19th Infantry battalion from

April till November, 1917, when he was

sent to the hospital, having been wounded

rtv Passchendale. He joined, the Flying

Corps in January, 1918, and remained with

that branch of the service till the Armistice.

In the fall of T9 he returned to Queen's

and transferred to Arts.

No one need have any scruples in voting

for Ralph Campney for President of the

Alma Mater Society. As Assistant Adju-

tantv.of the 19th Battalion, he proved his

executive ability. His ability was further

proven last term when he won the W. M. O.

Lochhead Scholarship in Political Science,

and the Andrew Haydon Scholarship in

Colonial History. Moreover he has this

year been chosen to represent Queen’s in

the Intercollegiate debates.

Campney has for several years been a

keen student of politics and is very well

acquainted with the procedure of public

meetings. Yet he has none of the marks

which characterize the politician.

A man of broad and liberal views, a

quick and sure thinker, and better still one

who has the faculty of picking out the vital

points in any question and who can state

his views with precision
;
who can be firm

without giving offense, Ralph Campney if

elected will bring credit to his Alma Mater.

ities make him the equal of any man in

college in any executive capacity.

When it comes to an efficient secretary-

treasurer, or a committeeman, or a person

to take charge of meetings, Pres, is right

on the job. Ask his year what it is to

have a good secretary. He received his

early training in K.C.I., and is sailing

through Queen’s "on high”. Pres, is the

man for 1st Vice-President. Vote for

him, get others to vote for him and that

offi’ce^will-be well filled.

COL. McPHAIL
Hon. President

Respected by all.”

"Beloved by student

NOTICE

The following are extracts from the

Constitution of the A.M.S. re-elections.

Art. XII, Sect. 5.—The following mem-
bers shall have a right to vote at the elec-

tion of officers, subject to Art. IV.,

Sect. 5.

(a) . All. honorary members.

(b) . All students registered for the cur-

rent session in Queen’s University, or a

college affiliated with Queen’s University

and whose names appear on the voters’

list.

Art. IV., Sect. 5.—Members who have

not paid their annual fee before or at the

time of election of off'icers shall be sus-

pended from the rights and privileges of

the Society until such fee has been paid.

Art. IV., Sect. I.—The annual ordinary

membership fee shall be $1.50, which fee

shall entitle members to receive the Jour-

nal, as well as other privileges of the

Society.

For 2nd Vice-President
J. A. H. HENDERSON

"H'am” Henderson has made a (ilace

for himself in the ha\ls of Queen’s and in

the hearts of his fellow students that

needs no telling, nor, to those^ who know

him, explanation.

It is doubtful if he has an enemy, a

fact that is only the more astonishing

when one considers the positive parts

he has played in faculty politics and uni-

versity sport and social functions. You

just can’t help liking ‘‘Ham”, nor realiz-

ing his worth. He should make one of

tlie best, Vice-Presidents the A.M.S. has

had in' the last few years, a fact wliich is

of paramount importance in considering

the gravity of some of the impending leg-

islation for the coining session, when the

most balanced judgment and representa-

tive counsel should be available to assist
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital '...$8,400,000

Resi^ive Fund and Undivided
Profits ;

$8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. TOFIEL0, - - Manager

R. E. SPARKS. ERNEST B. SPARKS,

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

CTJNTLEMEN*S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

p
MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

- $ 9,700,000
18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per iftonth

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White TUe. Mott Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COS. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

When a girl tells you that she will be

i sister to you, tell her that it is a broth-

jge to kiss his sister.

—McGill City.

For Critic

W. SUSMAN, B.A.

Answers to the name of “Bill.” Local

habitat—Medicine ’23. Previous history-

Queen’s student since 1912—omitting of

course a four or five years’ protracted tour

in France or 'thefeabouts. Cheerful, con-

scientious, a hard worker, and with execu-

tive experience in wider fields than a col-

lege committee, “Bill” would be an in

valuable asset to the new A.M.S. e.xecu-

tive. To put it in a comparative summary.
If the student body wants a man who has

proved himself, as a student, and as a sin-

cere intelligent, conscientious worker who
is capable of giving, both by training and
inherent ability, good, sound, substantial

criticism, and aid to the new A.M.S. execu-

tive, then they could not find one better

suited to fill the post than “Bill” Susman

—

not to mention the lordly B.A.

G. E. WOOD
Gladstone E. Wood is a native of Aurora,

Ont. At an early age he went West to

Vancouver, B.C. Here he completed his

University matriculation, and entered

Queen’s in the fall of 1915; on an Arts-

Theology course.

He was President of his Freshipan year,

served on the executive of the same year

for two consecutive sessions, and finally as

Historian of the Permanent Executive.

He has been President of tlie Arts So-

ciety. of the Dramatic Club, and actor in

For Treasurer

L. C. ANDERSON
“Andy” is going about these days with

his arm in a sling as- the result of playing

rugby, but his mind and judgment are not

in a sling by any means and there are no

indications that they ever will be. “Andy”
is one of the ablest men in a year that has

many, Science '23. He is a chap of pur-

pose and discernment, personally popular,

and possessed of .refreshing sagacity. He

never got on anybody’s nerves in his life;

doesn’t talk over much, but when he does

he usually has something to say. His over-

seas services was with the 1st Division

Machine Gun Batatlion. He would make
a first-class Treasurer.

ROLF EMERY
G. A. Rolf Emery, the Arts candidate for

Treasurer, is so well-known and so gen-

erally liked by all who know him that it

seems almost unnecessary to tell of his good

qualities. However for the benefit of those

who don’t know him, we will say that no

man better fitted for the office of Treasurer

could be found in the University. His ex-

ecutive experience, both in College and in

the Army, make him peculiarly fitted to

play the role of watch-dog of the Treasury.

Furthermore he is a level headed man who
looks at all sides of every question and in

the councils of the A.M.S. his clear-headed

opinion will be invaluable in aiding the

management of student affairs. Make no

Hints
^ Just keep your ears

^ uncovered from
now until December
2Sth, and take note of
the many sly hints that
will come your way as
Christmas suggestions.

^ Make a mental note^ of these and call

into the Ryrie store

—

we'll do the rest.

For “Mother” — Photo
frames, silk and leath-
er^ bags, umbrellas,
china, jet beads, sew-
ing basket.

For “Sister” — Vanity
case, feather fans,
bangles, card case,
toiletware, stationery,
fancy combs, beads.

For '“Brother” — Mili-
tary hair brushes,
cigarette case, smok-
ers’ set, set of coat
hangers, signet ring,
travelling case, bill

fold, club bag.

The Federation Community
Service appeals to us as be-

ing well worthy of support.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

the “Dramatic Play” on two occasions. He
has been oa the Journal staff for two years.

His talent as singer and entertainer has

added much to many College functions.

Executive ability and experience are the

requisites for A.M.S. candidates. That
Mr. Wood has these and is peculiarly fitted

for the office of Critic is apparent. He is

tlie unanimous choice of the Theological

Society, a faculty numerically small, yet

one which has given weight to A.M.S.
councils and one which we feel should be

represented on the Executive.

When you vote for Mr. Wood you are

voting for a broad-minded, impartial man.

mistake, if you elect Rolf Emery, there will

be no shirking or shrinking when there is

work to be done.

Athletic Board of Control

C. S. GIBSON
For their representatives on the Ath-

letic Board of Control, Queen’s students

THE mium
Friday

—

8.15—

"Stop Thief.”

Saturday

—

7 p.m.—Parade.

8.30—A.M.S. Election Returns.

Sunday

—

10.00—Prof. Morison.

Monday

—

6.45—Choral Men.
7.15

—

Choral Stn , Ladies.

Friday—Intcrcolb
.

’ Debate.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
CONCERTS

Third Concert

in Grant Hall

Monday, Dec. 6th, at 8.15 p.m.

J. CAMPBELL-McINNES
(Baritone Soloist)

ALBERTO GARCIA GUERRERO
(Piano Soloist)

GEORGE REEVES
(Accompanist)

Doors open at 7.40. The concert be-

gins precisely at 8.15.

Students’ tickets, 25c.

Admission for others, 50c.

A few reserved seats at $1.00.

Tickets at the door. Front seats in gal-

lery and south gallery reserved till 8.05

for students.

want men who have shown by their ac-

tivities that they are keenly interested

in athletics ; men who have taken a lead-

ing part in the up-hill fight to make
Queen’s a leader in sports as well as in

other things; men who know from ex-

perience how athletics should and should

not be run; men who have opinions of

their own, and who can and will express

them when they will do the most good.

One such man at least, we have in C. S.

Gibson, Science ’22.

“Gibby" belongs to no clique and has
no axe to /rind. In making him a two-
year member of the Board, we shall be
giving the job to a man who will do his

best, and whose best will be all that can
be desired.
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Dr, Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

Assistant Secretary

FLOSSIE GRAY
Flossie Gray, a former Kingstonian re-

turned to the Limestone city from Ot-

tawa to Queen’s University, where she

has proved herself an efficient and ener-

getic member of her year. For her first

two years she was assistant secretary of

HALF PRICE

Ladies’ and Children’s

Winter Coats

All this Season’s Styles

Newman & Shaw
The Alwmye Busy Store.

Every Girl Likes Chocolates

Why not get her the best?—Neilson’s.

The assortment is good, boxes pretty,

and the quality—the best.

Prouse’s Drug Store
Opp. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH

supporter of all student athletics, evidenced

by his presence at all intercollegiate games.

He has played on championship interfacul-

ty soccer team and interfaculty rugby for

the last three years. “Abbie’s” good ex-

ecutive ability is shown by the fact that he

is secretary-treasurer of the Intercollegiate

Basketball Union, was president of his

sophomore year and has held various other

offices. Surely this is your man for Ath-

letic Stick. If you want Queen’s to come

to the front in sports vote for “Abbie.”

W. S. MILLS
“Stew” Mills is the sort of chap who

should be given a Rhodes Scholarship. He
is an athlete of the first calibre, being on

two first teams, rugby and basketball, and

he plays as he works, with deliberate and

joyful intelligence. His two vices are not

knowing a girl in school and pulling down

twelve to fifteen 1st divisions each spring.

McKenzies
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET

{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book

Photographs made at once while we

have time to do it properly ! Last

year few students came in for Year

Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December,

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day

and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and"precious

little at that. So that when ’Xmas

came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-

working photographer a chancel

Make your appointment now.

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-

ments procurable.
If you already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

“Save Your Eyes.”

R. J. RODGER
ConsuUiitg Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Pho&c 640.

Arts ’22, and now is convener of the Pro-

gramme Committee of Levana, and since

coming to Queen’s she has, perhaps serv-

ed on more committees than any girl- in

Levana.

Flossie began her Athletic career in

the O.C.I. in basketball, and started into

Ground Hockey and Ice Hockey in

Queen’s starring as fullback in Ground

Hockey and wing in ice hockey. She’s

an all-round good sport. Vote for her

!

MARGARET H. PORTEOUS
This is to introduce to you Margaret

Helen Porteous, whose qualifications, we

think, are sufficient to warrant her elec-

tion to the office of Ass’t Secretary. She

came to us from Ottawa to join Arts '23.

She supports her year in every game.

Her play in basketball is nothing short

of spectacular, and the agility with which

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Six feet high, eyes so blue they make you

think of summer skies and a smile so quick

and genuine that you have just got to call

him by that nickname, “Stew,” right off the

bat, it’s a sheer delight to know him.

Came in with ’18, was overseas, and is

now going out with ’21 Civils—with the

Athletic Stick

!

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

' M. P. REID, Manager.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

Founded 1847.

Ij

she climbs the ropes is marvellous to be-

hold. Since she displayed her literary

ability last spring in capturing the Alex-

ander Laird Scholarship in English, she

has been carrying on as the Levana re-

porter to the Journal. She is Ass’t. Sec-

retary of her year, and prophetess on the

Levana executive. Vote for Margaret

and you will make no mistake.

Athletic Stick

A. G. CROAL, B.A.

“Abbie” does things well both in studies

and sport. Having completed his degree

with a long string of first div’s, he comes

Livingston’s

20 Per Cent
On Every Article in Our Store.

Jaegar Goods Excepted

Buy Your Christmas Gifts and Personal

Needs Now

A SAVING ON EVERY PURCHASE OF 20%

Is weU worth while, especially when you consider the qual-

ity of Livingston’s Haberdashery.

Our entire Christmas Stock is included at the discount price.

So make sure, no matter what you need buy it at Livingston’s

and save.

Just placed in stock, a beautiful line of Dressing Gowns,

$15.00 Less 20%, $12.00.

Large Angora Wraps and Scarfs, suitable gift for Ladies,

$3.50 to $8.50, 20% off.

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

If off your route, it pays to walk.

back for M.A. work in Science. Qu‘'en‘
.

;

best basketball player and an enthus. iitiv

,
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Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.) _

For Secretary

To Queen’s Students
|

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & WzJsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

E. LYGHT
Since this is Mr. Lyght’s first college

year, it is only natural that he should not be

widely known outside his own year. To

Meds ’26, however, he is known as a man

of action who has displayed a vigorous and

practical interest both in the affairs of his

year and those of Queen’s in general, Mr.

Lyght’s administrative ability is fully dem-

onstrated by the fact that for eighteen

months he was in charge of the main night

JACK DAY
Jack Day, Intercollegiate champion.

President of B. W. & F. ,Club, general

good fellow, and one of the most popular

men in the college, is the choice for

Secretary. Kingston is his. home, and yet

he is above all else, a Queen's man. Jack

is a modest unassuming chap, the sort

of a fellow whose qualities are better

realized as he becomes known. He« has

served on the Arts Concursus, Returned

Men’s Club, and on his Year Executive.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont,

A SAVINGS

e-i

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

!

',gs Account upon which interest

^
regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of’^Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

office of Hamilton General Hospital. Dur

ing his High School training he has been a

prominent figure at Hamilton Collegiate In-

stitute, and was at one time editor-in-chief

of the "Vox Lycei" which is one of the

leading magazines of its kind on the con-

tinent. We might also add that Mr. Lyght

can express himself as ably orally and in

verse as he can in prose.

If elected, we feel sure that Mr. Lyght

will continue to display true esprit de corps

and clear and impartial judgment in all

matters affecting the welfare of the Uni'

versity. <

T. H. NEWLOVE
"Skin" as he is generally known, came

down to Queen’s from Saskatchewan in the

fall of ’14 joined Arts ’19. He took an

active interest in College life at the outset

and in his first year played on the rugby

and hockey teams of his year.

In November, 1915, he enlisted with the

46th Battery arriving in France in July of

the following year. For thirty-one months

he did excellent service there as any of the

fellow-members of his battery can testify.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the reg^ula-

tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades,

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

A great many men may be great ath-

letes, some men are ; but it takes a great-

er man to be not only a great athlete, but

also an effective man on an executive.

Jack Day is. a man of this type, and we

believe that our confidence in him will

merit the effective consideration of all

votes to be cast for a man who is prim-

arily for Queen’s A.M.S.

W. G. CORNETT B.A.

Before entering Queen’s in Oct. of

1914, Gordon Cornett proved his ability

as a student by winning a matriculation

scholarship for general proficiency. Dur-

ing his whole course at collie he has

of ’16 and has kept up his good record

there. When given a task he performs it

consecentously and well.

Outside of his faculty he has done- val-

,uable work on the Y.M.C.A. and Q.U.

^M.A. executives.

In spite of his natural reserve, Cornie

has won for himself many friends in his

six and a half years at Queen’s. To those

who know him best, he is a man of clean

life, high ideals, broad sympathies and

persistent purpose. A vote for Gordon

Cornett is a vote for a high standard of

efficiency in every detail of the secretar-

ial work.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
' TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE

and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TUI^E are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Resuming his Arts work in College in the

fall of 1919 he has since served as Secre-

tary of the Returned Men’s Club, as a

member of the Athletic Board of Control,

as Secretary of his year and as Assistant

Sporting Editor of the Journal. At the

same time he has taken an active interest

in sport and last year played on the Inter-

mediate hockey team.

T. H. Newlove has proven his executive

ability, he has proven himself a good sport
j

his fairness of mind, energy and genuine

interest in all matters affecting Queen’s are

widely known and respected and his elec-

tion to the Committee would make for the

strength of that body.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Departmeat of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

TonPnto.

to, November. 1920

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
115 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1311 J. BEST OF SERVICE

BIBBT’S
I

Kingston’s One Price Clothing House

“BIG VALUES! YOU’LL SAY SO”

PRICE REVISION SALE
The public’s response to our first announcement o£ revised

prices is the best evidence in the world, that the values we offered

were deeply appreciated.

Overcoat and Suit Prices Revised

Here are some of the finest Overcoats and Suits shown in this

city—faultlessly designed and expertly tailored—offered at the

lowest prices in years, at

$24.75, $27.50 and $35.00

Special—BLUE SUITS—Special

Genuine aU wool English Serges, Pure Indigo

$37.50, $40.00, $45.00

QUEEN’S PURE WOOL SWEATER COATS, $6.50

JUST WRIGHT SHOES, $12.50 and $14.50 values for $8.75

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street

distinguished himself in his studies. In-

variably he stands near the top of his

class in examinations. This session he is

taking 5th year medicine and^is acting

as assistant in the Anatomy department.

Not only is Cornie a first-class student,

but he is also a genial fellow and a cap-

able executive man. Upon entering

Queen's, he joined the class of Arts ’18

which he served as a member of execu-

tives and committees. He was elected

as President for several months.

Cornie entered Medicine in the fall
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anewARROW
COLLAS^„
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND
YOU FOLLOW THE STY1£

Pcftbody ^ Co., of Cftnaat, L:rait«d

Robt. J. Reid
undertaker and FURNITURE

dealer

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many

Young Men
has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Lite of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FOR EVENING WEAR
Shirts, Ties, Collars, Vests,

Gloyes, Etc.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an Appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET -

Committeeman

DOROTHY LOTHROP BROWN
Dorothy is a worthy member of that

famous year Arts ’22. where she is known

as a.n energetic worker. On committees her

opinicrti always carries weight; she is in-

terested in Dramatics, being an under

study in “Stop Thief"
;

she holds a re-

sponsible position in the Q.W.C.A., and

is Levana Reporter to “The Whig." Along

ivith these, siie is known among the stu-

dents as the girl who carries off first div’s,

in Final Honour English. For all round

executive ability, Dorothy cannot be

beaten. Vote for her for Committee.

RUTH EVANSON/

It has been rumoured that this year the

most effective and pronounced qualifica-

tions for a candidate to possess are “service

to his country” and “a keen interest in

athletics."

Now Ruth is admirably qualified to cope

with these requirements
;
for has she not

frequently displayed her skill and dexterity

upon the field of sport and does not her

every action for the better interests of

Queen’s bespeak one of the highest forms

of service? Last year she proved an A-1

player in ice hockey, ground hockey and

basketball. This year she is on Arts ’22

Executive and greatly furthering the pro-

gress of her year. Added to this she has

complete control of Levana athletics and
means to keep alive’ tlie traditions of sports-

manship that belong to old Queen’s
;
so a

yote for Ruth as Committeeman is bound
to increase to no small degree the very best

interests that any loyal student could cher-

ish for the Alma Mater.

Ruth for Committeeman—means ability

and stability for the A.M.S. Executive.

Wonderful.

She—And to think I am the only girl

you ever loved.

He—^Yes, dear.

She—^And to think you thought I be-

lieved it.

BEN. KEHOE
Ben. Kehoe '

icrd and

there attended Public and High school.

After graduation he spent a year in Var-
sity, acted as Principal at Mt. Albert Con-
tinuation School and then recognizing the

error of his ways climbed aboard the In-

ternational Limited for Queen’s.

Here he has made himself- universally

popular and has on many executives proven
to be a man of exceptionally good judg-

ment. In recognition of his ability he has

been elected President of the graduating

year in Arts.

If tactfulness, sincerity, devotion to duty

and al||’‘ty to perform that duty appeal to

you- as qualifications as a Committeeman,
Kehoe is the man who deserves your vote.

KEN..McNEIL
The Science freshmen showed some

really first-class discrimination when they

.selected Ken. McNeil to run for Commit-
tee. Ken has Honour Matriculation from

Aylmer Collegiate, but his education is a

bit wider and deeper than that. He has

knocked around the West from Winnipeg

to Vancouver and has gathered some rare

Great Stock

Reducing Sale

Commencing Thursday,

December 2nd

20% DISCOUNT

on our entire stock o£

BOOTS AND SHOES

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is con»|sti,'

Beat Tungsten L«mf«
and Flashlights. Every*

thing electrical for ex*

perimental purpoaea.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

good sense and many endearing qualities in

his travels. He is one of the best all-round,

athletes in ’24 and a man whose influence

should be ever increasingly felt in the Uni-

versity. He knows when to listen and
when to talk, is versatile and interesting.

He is a comer.

I

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

(Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Gream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Let a Greeting Card Carry Your Message'of

Christmas Cheer

COME IN AND SEE OUR FINE SELECTION OF

APPROPRIATE CARDS AT
0

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-

cline in the raw fur

market, we have put

our enormous stock ot

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from

10 to 50 per cent. With
the reduced prices on

furs we have also cut

prices on all men’s hats

and caps, as well as

millinery.

All Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hats, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

Athletic Board of Control

C. W. AITCHESON
“Aitchie” came to Queen’s in 1916 and

entered medicine. Before coming here he

attended the University of Alberta, where

he had a brilliant career as a rugby play-

During his final year there he had

the honor of being president of the Ath-

letic Club.

PiA-'-iopr Cigars, Cigarettes and

XOuaCCuS,

Ernie Cain’s Ggar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

short, entered Queen's in the fall of T5,

registering in Medicine. After complet-

ing his first year he spent a few months

inthe West. Then he answered the call

of his country. Being unsuccessful in

this attempt to enlist in the Royal Flying

Corps, he immediately tried the Canadian

Field Artillery, enlisting in the 67th Bat-

tery.

Pete was sent back fr^ overseas with

the Medicals in the fall of ’18, and then

completed his second year in Medicine.

Circumstances, however, prevented him

from coming in last year.

During Mr. Peterson’s interrupted col-

lege course he has made many friends.

His genial disposition with the spirit "to

do” are his greatest asset in whatever he

may attempt.

Pete, although not an active athlete

himself, has always taken the keenest in*

terest in Queen’s athletics, and as a mem-
ber of the Athletic Board of Control,

would do his utmost to bring the athletics

of Queen’s to the highest possible stan-

dard.

Notice

Intercollegiate Union Hockey Schedule.

January 21—McGill vs. Queen’s.

January 29—Queen’s at U. of T.

February 5.—U. of T. at McGill.

February 12—Queen’s at McGill.

February 18—U. of T. at Queen’s.

February 26—McGill at U. of T.

GRIMM’S

Dance Programmes |

Constitutions g

and all kinds of b

Hanson^ Crozier & Edgar g
loMarktlSt., Kingston ®

BBBaBBBaBBBaBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBa

"WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

BUY YOUR CLOTHES

NOW
Values to $90 Values to $65.

$33.75 $49.95

Alterations Free—Fit Guaranteed

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

coming_^ ^\ie«n*s he hs.s ,ahvjKys

won a place on our first team. He has

taken a prominent part in the executive

work as well, having been assistant sec-

retary of the Aesculapian Society and

having served on many other committees.

He is at present nominated as Vice-Pres.

of the Rugby Club for the coming year.

If you want to be represented on the

Athletic Board of Control by the best

possible combination—a sportsman sBid a

prince of good fellows, vote for "Aitchie.”

"RED” McKELVEY
"Red” McKelvey, our greatest all-

round athlete of recent years, and the

player who dominated every game in

which Queen’s Senior Rugby Team par-

took last fall, needs no introduction to

the host of students in this university,,

who admire his outstanding ability, ag-

gressiveness, and “never-say-die” cour-

age. .Since leaving K.C.I. to join Arts

Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and
is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

"^FNTS’ «TORE
. - \ ’PHONE 797Kl

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and OtUiwa

Manxifacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

'22, each year has brought additional hon-

ors to "Red”. Last summer, as supervis-

or of one of Toronto’s largest city play-

grounds, he gained the administrative ex-

perience which would make him such

decided asset to the Athletic Board of

Control, for which he is a candidate. A
vote for "Red”, is a vote for a more ac-

tive and aggressive athletic policy,

boost to Queen’s in her effort to regain

a rightful place on the sporting-map.

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

THE INVINCLE SKATE—AUTOMOBILE TUBE
Buy your Boots and Skates here—^we put them on free of charge.

Remember—We are sole agents for Automobile Skates. A big stock of^

the best Boots in stock.

Come in early for your outfit and avoid the usual rush.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find oiu: prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

CLINTON PETERSON
Clinton Peterson with just "Pete’'

^Share two Profits mtk Gonsumer^

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

ay, compare values at SKY’S.
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He has played first team basketball

and rugby for Queen’s, starring in each.

He IS also the proud possessor of two

“S’s”, winning the second last year when
he carried over the touch that won the

Inter-Faculty Rugby Championship for

Science.

Bill’s executive and athletic ability

combined with the great interest that he

takes in athletics at the university, make
him belter fitted than, perhaps, any other

for the duties of a member of the Athletic

Board of Control.

tinued as an officer in the C.F.A. and is

now being completed in Science '21. He
is a brilliant scholar and athlete, having

played 1st team rugby this season and

possesses excellent executive capacity as

evidenced in his handling of the problems

of the Science Employment Bureau last

year.

He was chosen by the Election com-

mittee as the person best calculated to

add materially to the life and logic of the

Athletic Board of Control.

Prohibition.

Lucile—Kisses are intoxicating.

Pratt—Let’s get soused.

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

many at the end of the war to be torpedo-

ed 'nr. th'* way home. ^
l.u has had mut>j cutive expenmc^

-on-:M'mv_-mall cotnmittee.^ and on the,

A..hi cxccutTve?' is Sec-

retary Treasurer and Manager of the

Hockey Club ana r'lesideut of thc .j^i^l^

Club.

He is a man who is out to fight for the

interests of Queen’s Athletics, and we be-

lieve that his presence on the Athletic

Board of Control for two years would be

really beneficial.

W. a (BILL) SHAW

Bill Shaw, Arts-Levana-Theology nom-

inee for a one-year term on the Athletic

Board of Control, is well-known and

much admired in athletic life of Queen’s.

He was a member of Arts T9, but enlisted

in ’15 with the 46th (Queen’s) Battery.

While in France he was awarded the

Military Medal for his bravery under fire.

On his return he spent a year with Science

’23 and this year switched to the Com-
mercial course in Arts.

very necessary qualification for the posi-

tion for which he has been nominated.

“Noisy’s” executive record with Arts

’22 is of the best, and he has been as much

appreciated in this line of college activity

as he has in the various games in which

he has taken part.

An athletic record such as his, combin-

ed with the sincerity of his interest in all

affairs, affecting the university, and aided

by a really good executive training, entitle

Harry to an overwhelming majority in

tlie' ‘cortling election.

H.' JARDINE

“Soup” Jjirdine was picked out ;for hi?

merits as a member oi the Athletic l^ard

of. Control, rather than for his merits as

a candidate. “Soup” has definite convic-

tions on most things and one is against

electioneering. When it comes to vote-

catching “Soup” may be noticed going

out the back door with a determined and

disgusted look on his face. When it comes

to making decisions on man-size proposi-

tions he is there with more cold logic and

steel clad determination than any com-

mittee will ever smother. “Soup’s” early

education was with Science '17, was con-

Athletic Board of Control
His interest in University Athletics is

deep-rooted, a thing which, in itself, is a

ERNIE SLITER

3rnie is a Kingston boy who has been

known for years around Queen’s as one of

the best athletes we have ever had. He

entered Queen’s with Science ’14 and

played first team rugby and hockey for

three years. He enlisted in fall of 1914,

served overseas with Queen’s Engineer

and the R.F.C. He was wounded and

taken prisoner, and returned from Ger-

H. A. McNEIL

Harry McNeil, candidate for one year

on the Board of Athletic Control, is a

chap who well deserves the respect and

esteem in which all who know him hold

him.

His athletic record is one which many
envy. Always quiet and self-controlled,

his work with the Intermediate Rugby
Team and last year’s Junior Hockey team,

has given him the name of a ‘‘true sport.”

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense

assortment of Fine Gloves in the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?x'

We carry a nice range of thwe_

aniT'eVSrjr-tyieec- gu'aranteed.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS:

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 6S0

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Committeeman

W. H. (BILL) BECKING

For the office of Committeeman you can

make no mistake in voting for “Bill” Beck-

ing. Since coming to Queen’s “Bill” has

made a very enviable record, in many ac-

tivities of University life. Among his

chief interests have been the DramafiC

Club, The Choral Society and numberless

executives, large and small. He is a man

who will accept no office to which he does

not
,

intend to serve to the utmost of his

ability-. “A vote for Becking means a vote

for Service.”

E. P. RYAN

-Mtt rT.'P. Ryan needs no introduction to

the student body. Since entering Queen’s

he has taken no small part in all the activi-

ties of the University. He has played in-

terfaculty rugby and hockey and with his

violin has rendered splendid service at

many of our social functions. '
,

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the’ Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. \ Young men’s and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our

high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January

Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec, 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

“Eddie” took his matriculation in 1915

and after the special war course at R.M.C.

proceeded overseas as 2nd Lt. R.l’ . A. and

served with distinction for over two years

in France, being promoted to the rank of

Captain in Marcli. 1918.

In his own year Eddie has proved him

self a man of much executive ability and

justly deserves the higlr esteem in which

he is held by his fellow students. We can

rely on Eddie to fulfil the office of Com-

mitteman in an able and most efficient

manner.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY CONCERTS.

The third concert takes place in Grant

Hall on Monday, Dec. 6th at 8.15 p.m.

Mr. Campbell-Mcinnes, the distinguished

baritone, will make his first appearance in

Kingston. In addition to a fine voice, he

possesses the temperament which make a

great artist, and his singing will be a re-

velation to those who have not yet heard

hyn. He will open with songs from Bach

and Purcell, and will also give the whole

series of Schumann’s “Poet’s Love”, the

most perfect example of poetry set to

exquisite music. In addition to modern

English songs, he will sing the Scottish

ballad, “The Twa Sisters o’ Binnorie”,

one of the greatest of tragic ballads. The
concert will end with a selection from the

“Bad Child’s Book of Beasts,” by Hilaire

Belloc.

Senor Guerrero now needs n6 cc-m nvu-

dalion to a Queen’s audience. I'o wjAl

play, during the evening, a group of piano

soli. I

“ON WITH THE
DANCE!

LET YOUR FEET
BE UNCONFINED!"

Men’s Patent Dancing

Oxfords, welted soles.

Special $6.45

Men’s Patent Pumps,
turn soles. Special $7.50

Men’s Gun Metal or

Patent Pumps, turn,

$9.00.

Lockett’s

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor ^
PHONE 980. “SSS PKIllCESS STREET

Coming Here To Dine
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They

know that nowhere else can be found

pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-

tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-

ing all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

Personal Greeting Cards

WITH QUEEN’S -CREST,

INITIAL, MONOGRAM

Order Today.

Lelax Data Sheets, fills now

in stock

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Congratulations To The Successful Candidates.

Treasurer

L. C. ANDERSON G. E. WOOD

Hon. President

COL. McPHAIL

President

RALPH O. CAMPNEY

Critic

1st Vice-President"

MR. J. H. PILKEY

Athletic Stick

W. S. MILLS

J. A. H. HENDERSON

Secretary

W. G. CORNETT B.A.

2nd Vice-President

Committee

E. LYGHT

Assistant Secretary

FLOSSIE GRAY

Committee

DOROTHY LOTHROP BROWN

Committee

KEN. McNEIL

DON’T

MISS
THIS!

INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE
OTTAWA UNIVERSITY vs. QUEEN’S

FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 10th,
,
AT 8 P.M., IN CONVOCATION HALL

Speakers for QUEEN’S:—Ralph O. Campney, Wm. A. Irwin.

SUBJECT : “Resolved That Canada Should Adopt a System of Compulsory Health Insurance along the

Lines of the British Health Insurance Act. ADMISSION 25c.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capitai $8,400,OQO

Reser^-e Fund and Undivided

Profits $8.66U,//‘t

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

(fnrrn a Journal
^ vice:p.esMe„f

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY By[j. A. H. HendetSOn 594

Miss Helen Craig 453

R. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.. M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S.. L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
dentists

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Carnovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.25: out of Canad.i, $1.50. Advertising rales on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompaniedtby I5c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-in-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone

1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A. WALLACE. Phone U34W.

Associate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, A. D. RO-

BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.

Managing Editor^J- R- RUTLEDGfi.

Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—W. J- G. PERR^

.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

AssL Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE. C. L

WINGHAM. MISS HELEN CRAIG, HAL BLEAK-

NEY.
Literary Editor—B. C., DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor—N. R. HOUSTON.

Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.

Chief Faculty Reporter.-:—N. D. PATTERSON.

KEILL. MISS M. PORTEOUS,
A. L. STEVENSON.

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes

and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-

ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose

Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
i69 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

MONTURE.

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve ... 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White Tile. Most Modern,

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

‘SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

Ccr. J
' ^

W. Winnett
. FAi r^CEON
M ’.vi • INC.XrNSTS,

THE PARADE AND A.M.S.

Congratulations are in order to the men

behind the arrangements for the parade on

Saturday night. Never, since we have been

here, can we remember any thing of the

kind having been carried out so success-

fully. Every year in the three larger facul-

ties had its individual float and the mem-

bers Levana added a welcome touch of

College colours including the Freshette's

green.

At the head of the procession were tlie

pipers presenting music or agony depend-

ing on your nationality. Next came Mr.

John Burry and friends in taxis, represent-

ing the A.M.S. executive. 5'hen came Le-

vana in gowns, '21 with blue neck ruffles

and dunces’ caps, ’22 in yellow. ’23 in red

and ’24 in green mortar boards. %ience

’21 had the most brilliant float in the parade

with electric lights all round it. Science

’22 represented “How we study at College”

—Science men playing poker, Arts men;

fussing. Science '23 “A Scene from a

Mining District,” and the Freshmen “A

quiet evening at home, ‘discussion over a

bottle of White Horse.’ ” Then there was

the “Queen’s Own Band” which played

with much assiduity. Four years in Medi-

cine had typical floats, while Meds ’21 made

their final appearance. ’22 had "An Op-

erating Scene,” '23 “Physical Diagnosis.”

’24 “Dissecting Room,” .;26 “A Sick Room.”

The K.C.l. bugle band was next and

they were very generous with tlieir music

also. Arts followed: ’21 represented “The

Prosperity of the Uneducated,” ’22 “The

Poverty of the Educated,” ‘23 “A Kingston

Boarding House, ’24 “Guests at the Garden

Dance Hall.”

The parade formed upland left the Uni-

versity about 7.30 and followed this route—

Down Union to Barrie, along Barrie to

Princess, down Princess to Wellington, on

Wellington around MacDonald Park, up .

Barrie, down past the General Hospital to

University and in the main gates. There

, was an abundance of fireworks and pretty

costumes and the streets were crowded wilh

citizens who apparently enjoyed it as much

as the students.

After the parade Grant Hall was soon

filled with a huge crowd eagerly expectant

for the election results. The President is

to be congratulated for the manner in which

he handled a very boisterous meeting.

Motions were moved, seconded and carried

amidst roars of applause. Tlicre were

hopes of a dance after the candidates had

spoken but the hour was then 11.45 so the

meeting adjourned. The results of the

election will be seen in another column.

Critic

G. E. Wood 512

Wm. Susman, B.A 442

Secretary

W. G. Cornett, B.A 554

D. J. Day 408

Assistant Secretary

Miss Flossie E. Gray 526

Miss Margaret Porteous 423

Treasurer

L. C. Anderson 526

G- A. R. Emery 426

Committee—(1 to be elected)

Miss Dorothy L. Brown 564

Miss Ruth Evaiison 361

Committee—(3 to be elected)

E. Lyght 552

E. P. Ryan 529

K. McNeil ; 443

'VJ. PI. Becking 435

T. H. Newlove 401

M. B. Kehoe 400

Athletic Stick

W. S. Mills 584

A. G. Croal, B.A 357

Athletic Board of Control

(Member from Staff retiring Dec., 1922)

Dr. C. W. Drury

(Member from Staff retiring Dec., 1921)

Prof. J. Matheson.

(Student members retiring Dec., 1922

—

2 to be elected

J. L. McKelvey 650

E. D. Sliter 534

C. S. Gibson 446

C. Peterson 260

(Student members retiring Dec., 1921)

—

2 to be elected.

C. W. Aitcheson 567

H. Jardine 465

H. McNeil 437

W. G. Shaw 386

Do you remember

^ when as a child you
first owned a watch?

gr Just try for a nio-

^ m e n t and recall

your sen.sations.

Human’ nature
hasn’t changed one

iota since that day.

Your boy or girl

wilt appreciate a

watch or watch brace-

let more than any other

gift you can conceive of.

glT And it will last too

^ —it’s not like the

great majority of other

gifts, it comes to stay.

They don’t cost
^ very much either,

considering what you
are getting, up
will do it.

g|T Therefore buy your

^ boy and girl a

watch—“Watch them”
for Christmas.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

NOTICE

“Have you paid your Memorial sub-

scription yet? If not, see Professor Wil-

gar in his office upstairs in Carruthers

Hall, Wednesday, Thursday or Friday,

from 3 to 5 p.m. Or have your money

ready for your Year Representative when

he calls on you within the next ten days.

INTERFACULTY RUGBY

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence. 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

A.M.S. ELECTIONS

P'

k. O.
Poverty is no disgra*..., but '

cious little else can be said for a.

The man who quarrels with his bit.''
*' '*- '*•

and butler is I’’. -K lo dim- on scraps.
[

-McGill DaUy.\}‘ H. i-ib

Hon. President

Prof. A T. MacPhail.

President

>nev

The postponed interfaculty rugby- final

between Medicine and Science was staged

on the lower campus last Tuesday. We had

hoped-for a more favourable condition of

the playing field, but still six inches

super-saturated snow was not enough

slow up the Medical machine. The fiv.'-.t

quarter was evenly contested, but the lati -

,

three were decidedly Medicine's. lUc

score of 18-0 is a fair indication of the

merits of each team, Medicine excelling in

every department. Smith. Flanagan and

Qninn on the half line played sterling rug-

by, their catching and running being spec-

tacular to say the l.east. The line was al-

ways a stonewall of strength and Science

bucks generally went for naught. “Doc

Campbell played bis usual faultless type of

football lieing in on every play, once gather-

ing in a loose ball and romping over for a

touchdown.

The Science half line did some great

catching but there wa*' always at least two

Medicals waiting to pull the man down

after a catch. Barrett and Schaefer in the

line played hard to stem defeat but two

men can’t stop eiglit or nine.

During the first quarter play commences

in Medicine territory but Smith and Camp’

bell in successive 40-yard runs carried the

ball well into Science territory. Play was

quite even in this period with no scoring.

To start off the second quarter “Doc"

kicked for 3 points in rapid succession.

Medicine secured on Science 10-yard line

and McNally carried over on the third

485 down.

DANCING
AU forms* of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE

McilK-iiic cumimu:* l. p'h- iip the

n T’nc '.hirdYum I. •.i'h tui ;-,i
'f-.

a touch and two field goals. The fourtii

quarter was similar to the first, that is in ab-

sence of scoring, but Medicine kept the

play well within Science territory.

The Science team put up a game fight to

the finish for which they deserve mucli

credit. The breaks in luck were always

witii Medicine, but this did not stop the

.Science team from fighting to tlie whistle.

The line-up:

Medicine—Flying wing, “Doc” Camp-

bell; halves. Smith. Flanagan, ^uinn;

quarter. McNally ;
scrim., “Bill” Camp-

bell, Flynn, Ritchie; insides, Grant, O’-

Reilly; middles, Noonan, Taber; outsides,

Waddell. McLaughlin; spares, Wingham,

Carmichael.

Science— Flying wing, Barrett; halves,

Duncan, Thorburn. Henderson
;

quarter,

Rivington; Scrim., Stewart, North, Mc-

Neill; insides, Hewgill, Schaefer; middles,

Chisser, Honsuld; outsides, Malone, Wal-

lace; spares, Battersby, Walker.

Oflicials—Prof. McDonald, J. Gow. ,

The true universit}’ fosters ideals, but

always to urge that they be put in prac-

tice in the real world—The Gateway.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST.' PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

MED. ’22

Congratulations

To Messrs. Pilkey and Aitcheson for

their success at the polls on Saturday.

To Messrs. MacNeely and Freeman on

the able manner in which they interpret-

ed their respective parts at the “Dra-

matic,” Friday evening.

To “Bill” Campbell for the prominent

part he play^ in winning- the Interfaculty

Rugby Championship, last Tuesday.

To Levana for their artistic floats

which, we have no hesitation in sayiiig,

were the linest in the parade.

HALF PRICE

Ladies’ and Children’s

Winter Coats

All this Season’s Styles

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Every Girl Likes Chocolates

Why not get her the best?—Neilson’s.

The assortment is good, boxes pretty,

and the quality—the best.

Prouse’s Drug Store
opp. ST. ASWRBW’S CHURCH

MEDICINE

McKenzie^s
STUDIO

180 JVELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank')

Students.' Have your Year Book

Photographs made at once while we

have time to do it properly! Last

year few students came in for Year

Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December,

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day

and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a* little

sleep occasionally— and precious

little at that. So that when ’Xmas

came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-

working photographer a chance!

Make your appointment now.

Those Study Glasses
‘•THBY MUST_ BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.
We attribute tliis success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

I f you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Co7isulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

Med. ’22 were very much in evidence

in the parade on Saturday evening. Sir

Archibald Clayton, late of the Royal and

Ancient Order of Telegraphers, being by

far the most notable and distinguished

person present. His skill and riding

abilit3L drew rounds of applause from tlie

assembled throng, and his Apollo-like

form seemed to find great favour among
the fair sex.

Athletic Board of Control

Dr. Aloysius White, ably demonstrated

the rapid advances made in the art of

anaesthesia during the past decade ;
while

Dr. Mackie, late “Surgeon-in-ordinary” to

the King of Siam, proved to be a surgeon

of no mean abilitjL by the way he handl-

ed a most difficult and tr^'ing case.

Would some -kind friend please tell John
the difference between a fever and a tem-

perature?

Mr. Wilson, as undertaker, showed an

aptness in his profession which will no

doubt be of use to him in future years.

The band, led by Bandmaster Eynon,

was also the subject of much favourable

comment, on account of the manner in

which it sp efficiently rendered the “Old
Favourites”; and altogether the sacred tra-

ditions of Medicine ’22 were upheld in a

worthy manner. (

Warning—Do not stand too close to the

blackboard in F. O. T. at the K. G. H.

“Jim” Pomeroy received an ovation on
Saturday evening, when he gave the second
instalment of his story. Good old Pom

Committee

E. P. RYAN

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday— ,

4 ]).m.— French Club.

4.30 p-iu.—Arts Society.

Thursday Evening—
Wireless Club, l-'lcining Hall, Room 13,

Friday

—

4 p.m. Commerce Club.

4 p.m.—Prof. McFadyen, Convocation

Hull.

8 p.m.—Intercollegiate Debate.

7 i).m.—Science ’23 Social Evening.

7

JSu

“RED” McKELVEY

Athletic Board of Control

C. W. AITCHESON

Athletic Board of Control

f

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE^VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

H. JARDINE

MEETING OF THE FRONTENAC
NATURALISTS CLUB

At the meeting of the Frontenac Na-

turalists Club, which was held on Tues-

day night last, Dr. A. P. Knight gave

a most interesting address on “The Con-

servation of the Lobster in Canada.” He
stated that the fisheries of Canada yield

fifty million^ dollars annually and that

in making up this total the Salmon stands

first and the Lobster next. The range

of the Lobster is over 2,000 miles of

coast-line, and out to a depth of 15 fath-

oms. The chief factors affecting the Lob-

ster are .salinitj', pressure, temperature,

light, currents and food, and the speaker

outlined the part played by each of these

factors, and showed the influence of the

Arctic Current and the Gulf Stream on

the distribution of this species. He point-

ed out that the factors of pressure and

the low temperature of the water at

depths greater than 15 fathoms restrict-

ed the Lohsler to a comparatively narrow

strip of coastal waters, and that there is

not, as many people suppose, and as some
interested parties contend, an unlimited

sup|)!y of Lobsters out in the deeper wa-

tery to come in to take the place of those

caught, ft is because of this limited

batljymetric range that the Lobster sup-

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS;

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

ply can be, and has been, so rapidly de-

pleted by over-fishing, and that the need

of conservation is urgent if the Lobster

fisheries are to be maintained. Dr. Knight

referred to various experiments which

had been made in the raising of young

Lobsters, and indicated why the methods,

which are used with much success in the

case of the young of many species of

fishes, have failed in the case of the Lob-

ster. He stated that in order to initiate

methods for the conservation of any spe-

cies it was essential to know the com-

plete life-history of that species
;
that in

the ease of the Lobster there had been

a lack of information on one phase of its

life-history—that period covering the first

and second years of its life—and that

this information had been obtained by

two Queen’s men, Messrs. Klugh and

McKay. Dr. Knight reported that the

educational campaign among the Lobster

fishermen and canners, which he, with

the aid of Messrs. MacClement, MacGil-

livary and Vashon, had conducted, had

yielded most satisfactory' results in re-

ducing the numbers of “berried Lobsters”

that is, of females carrying eggs, which

were taken by .the fishermen, and that

the saving of these females was a decided

factor in the conservatioir of the species.

At the close of the address a hearty vote

of thanks was tendered the speaker.

The report of the Committee on con-

stitution was presented and the constitu-

tion was read and adopted clause by

clause.

Elections were held for the positions

on the executive of the Club which were

not filled at the previous meeting, and

the list of officers of the society is as

follows

;

Honorary President. Di-. A. P. Knight;

President, A. B. Klugh; Vice-president,

H. C. White
;

Secretary, W. D. Hay

;

Treasurer, L. R. Merkley; Executive

Committee, W. J. Saunders, K. Gow-aml

V. R. Bullock: Committee of the Photo-

graphic Section, V. C. Jones, S. Harris

and W. D. Hay.

.At the next meeting of the Club, which

will he held in the New Medical Building

at 5 p.m.. on Monday, Dec. 13tli, Prof.

MacClement will give an illustrated lec-

ture on “The Canadian Beaver", and

Mr. W. D. Hay will give an address on

“Tiie Factors m Photograpliic Exposure.”
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

vi^ill be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & WzJsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

SCIENCE
successfully handled three at the rink

(with the assistance of his han<lkerchie{).

You'4 better go East. Frank, and settle

down on the banks of the Bosphoms.

Thompson's Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

6

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Accoimt upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of* Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES;

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER. Manager

engineering notes
At a special meeting of the Engineering

Society held in Gordon Hall on Tuesday

last, it was decided to revive the old

Fifth Field Company of Engineers; un-

der the command of Lieut. Col. (Prof.)

“Doug” Ellis. The meeting was largely

attended and much discussion resulted.

The Fifth Field Company had a most

nviable record during the late war, be-

ing the oply militia organization of its

kind at the out-break, it was able to sup-

ply at least 300 trained Sappers and En-

gineers for the first contingent. It serv-

ed as a reinforcement company through-

out the war and many of its members

won distinction and high honors.

-Steps are being taken to raise about

one hundred and seventy men. Parades

will take place on Thursday afternoon,

and members will be paid fpr each parade

they attend. To every member of the

Science faculty this offers a splendid op-

portunity of training as a competent mili-

tary engineering officer. Moreover, it

will serve as a memorial to the splendid

fellows, former members of the Fifth

Field Company, who fell overseas.

A committee with Mr. V. H. Isaac as

convener was appointed to draw up plans

for the establishment of an Employment

Bureau in the Science Faculty.

Splendid addresses were given by Col.

MacPhail and Col. Ellis in connection with

the organization of the O.T.C. and Fifth

Field Co’y. Dr. Sparks gave a short talk,

urging the members of the Science Facul-

ty to take advantage of the vaccination

facilities offered at the General Hospital,

and that every precaution be taken to

prevent the spread of smallpox.

To those members of the Society who
were not present, we invite you to attend

all the meetings in the future. Live topifig.

of the utmost interest to you personall-^,

and to the Society, are being discussed.

You can't afford to miss the meetings.

6. The University

well last year.

got along quite

SCIENCE '22

The poor old Muckers—they never have

any fuss. Here one of ’em has a broken

leg—another an arm out of -commission

—another a couple of ribs smashed—and

another—if he doesn’t become a little less

intimate with Miss Wrigley Spearmint-

is going to the hospital one of these fine

mornings with a broken jaw. Two more

haven’t recovered from their week-end

jubilee yet and, most pitiful of all, their

Gas King has gone completely to the

dogs—he’s developed into a notorious^

fusser. Unless the Lord be with them,

not one of ’em has the chance of the

proverbial snowball in passing that Min.

III. exam, next month.

Junior—Flow many sulijects are you

carrying?

Freshman—One. and dragging nine.

Athletic Board of Control

Why the vitreous glare in Mac
D-n—gh’s eyes these* days?

ERNIE SLITER

Med’s 24’s polite rejoinder to our ob-

jection to their slam, has removed all

doubt from our minds as to who are and

who are not gentlemen. As for being

personal, welli^^, we’ll let it go at that.

Isn’t it about time some of our yells

were revised. How about removing the

negative team from the third line of one

of them.

Surely the “slip stick” is a magic wand.

Sir Clifford was found actually using it

in figuring out how he could cancel a

date without getting in wrong.

Frank D—d- skated up the Rideau on

Monday with two ladies. Last year he

Congratulations to Medicine on win-

ning the Rugby. Cup. The better team

won. We can’t help but think that some

of the Medicine men should be playing

first team rugby. Science can hardly

furnish fifteen first and second team play-

ers and still win the inter-faculty cham-

pionship.

• SCIENCE '21

Great rugby weather we’re having-

raw ! raw ! raw

!

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

An advertisement in a New York daily

said: Wanted—15 girls. Apply Young
and Wilde at 10 a.m. Boy, page any

local church.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL .IN-

STRUCTION is given in various tr^es.

The schools and classes arc under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Sep.irate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minisu-r of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto. Novembi-i '‘J?u

Things a freshette ought to know

:

1. Me.
2. That returned men were facing pow-

der before you left high school.

3. You ^n‘t tell by listening to them
Watch them.

4. Don’t listen to the older girls. Dis-

appointment made them so pessimistic.

5. Don’t slope numbers. A ^ueen is

called Her Gracious Majesty and the boys
don’t like it.

6. Some of the professors are married,

7. You should fret about medical men
After all their hard-boiled eyes have
neither mesmeric nor x-ray powers.

8. A Science man may be a roughneck,
but he usually wears a smooth cheek.

Things a freshman ought to know

:

1. Better.

2. The streets of this hamlet are the
old Indian trail. Keep off then*.'

3. A diet of Player> and • 'mints

not conducive to good health. The hoar-

ing house is not alwaj i to blame.

4. Her mother’s furs disguise monv
man-hunter. Look at the arra) ' u :

piano before buying season ticke. .

5. Pick them young, tell them i -a' -•

treat them rough. i

HARRIER CLUB

At the annual meeting of the Harrier

Club the following officers were elected,

subject to the approval of the Athletic

Board of Control, for the 1920-21 session

:

Hon. Eresident, Prof. Austin; President,

J. K. Pomeroy; Vice-President, W. A.

Taylor; Secretary-Treasurer, A. J. Baker;

Faculty Representatives: Science, W. Mc-

Intosh; Medicine, Reg. Canning; Arts, A.

E.'Ada. Baker will manage the team

next fall. The Intercollegiate run will be

held here next November. Baker, having

some eggs on hand, hopes to bring home the

bacon. The Club’s social evening will be

held in the neighborhood of St. Patrick’s

Day. The squad is now in training for tliis

event.

BIBBT’S
Kingston’s One Price Clothing House

“BIG VALUES! YOU’LL SAY SO”

PRICE REVISION SALE
The public’s response to our first announcement of revised

prices is the best evidence in, the wo"Id that the values we offered

were deeply appreciated.

Overcoat and Suit Prices Revised

Here are some of the finest Overcoats and Suits shown in this

city—faultlessly designed and expertly tailored—offered at the

lowest prices in years, at

$24.75, $27.50 and $35.00

Special,—BLUE SUITS^Special

Genuine all wool English Serges, Pure Indigo

$37.50, $40.00, $45.00

QUEEN’S PURE WOOL SWEATER COATS, $6.50

JUST WRIGHT SHOES, $12.50 and $14.50 v3lues for $8.75

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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anewARROW

ARTS

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many

Young Men
has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FOR EVENING WEAR
Shirts, Ties, Collars, Vests,

Gloves, Etc.

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’21

To a member of our year has fallen the

highest honour it is in the power of the stu-

dent body to bestow. And the year fully

recognizes that when Mr. Ralph O. Camp?

ney was elected last Saturday to the Prest^

dency of the Alma Mater Society, he re-

ceived no more than was his just due. We
extend to him our heartiest congratulations,

and we also wish to congratulate the stu-

dent body on the wisdom they showed in

electing Mr. Campney to this position. We
are now assured of efficient administration

for this session in the Alma Mater Society.

The members of our year are to be com-

mended on their turnout to the parade on

Saturday evening, when the success of

Arts ’21 float was very marked. The cos-

tumes of the members were very good, and

much to the point. Mr. Trevor McNeely

as “Charlie Chaplin” drew many favour-

able comments from the spectators, as did

Mr. Charlie Hodgins as “Jack Dempsey.”

Babe Ruth” was represented Mr. D. K.

Paris, who used his bat to great adva«tage

in calming any member who became obstre-

perous. Mr. Frank Gillan as a barber

proved a huge success, and Mr. A. J. Croal’i

able impersonation of a bootlegger caused

many of us to speculate most doubtfully

upon our friend Abbie’s past life. Mr. G.

H. Sadler occupied the barber’s chair. Mr.

Douglas Slater was also very much in the

limelight. It would be hard to decide just

what he represented;—truly his costume

was the likeness of nothingthat is in heaven

above, or in the earth beneath, or in the

waters under the earth.' Perhaps the best

costume of all was that of Mr. J. H. Philp,

whose representation of the Evil One pro-

voked much enthusiasm. However, we had

previously been unaware that Satan wore

glasses. Behind the float trudged the army

of the faithful, bearing the banner. On the

whole it may be said that our year’s part in

the parade was well and nobly taken.

Mr. B. C. Diltz suffered an attack of

paralysis in his right hand after Monday,

November 29th. We believe it was caused

by an acute attack of English Grip.

Wonderful.

She—And to think I am the only girl

' you ever loved.

He—^Yes, dear.

She—And to think you thought I be-

lieved it.

Things l¥e Want to Knozv.

If D—o—y Br—n considers that the "close

association” between Arts and Levana ex-

tends any farther than executive ability?

Just what influence Miss G—y expects to

extend over the new A.M.S. Secretary to

keep him on his job”?

If Mr. New—ds is contemplating going

into his second childhood, since he has

sliowed such strong leanings towards K. C.

I. at the recent dances?

Who the Freshette was, who was heard

to remark after the Avonmore Dance that

He had such a charming personality !

!

she would like to see more of Mr. G-w?
The cause of Miss B—n—tt’s new interest

in the Science Faculty or is it “Gym.”?
Why Miss D-de shows such a preference

for roses this fall—especially the Science

'23 variety?

We wish to congratulate those members
of our year successful in the A.M.S. elec-

tions, namely, Flossie Gray, Dorothy

Brown and “R^” McKelvey.

Our newly appointed minister, S. M.
Chown, will meet his converts Saturday

night, at the Garden Dance Hall. Quite

informally.

There will be an important meeting of

the on Friday afternoon. We wish to keep

on increasing the attendance at every meet-

ing. At the last meeting we filled the room,'

so we will move to a larger one this time.

Remember—Friday afternoon at 4 p.m.,

speaker and subject to be announced later.

Principal Taylor, at Mr. Carl Sandburg’s

recital: “Mr. Sandburg is the first poet to

come to us with a banjo.” We wonder if

the Principal meant this as a compliment or

a slam at Mr. Sandburg’s instrument, which

was a guitar.

ARTS ’23.

It is with feelings of deepest regret that

we announce the death of one of our finest

and most popular members, Mr. Bruce N.

Johnson, who passed away in the General

Hospital, Sunday afternoon, after a very

short illness. The funeral took place this

afternoon from his home at Lansdowne,

Ontario.

ARTS ’22

The regular meeting of Arts ’22 was held

in the Math. Room, Kingston Hall, on Fri-

day, December 3rd, at 4 p.m., the President

in the chair. Mr. Sugden gave the report

of the Social Evening Committee and a

vote of thanks was given this committee for

theip very efficient work. Mr. MeInnis

was appointed cheer leader for the year. It

was decided that the year entertain the

Senior and Sophomore years at the first

regular meeting after the holidays, January

7, 1921. Mr. Tancock was elected man-
ager of the Men’s Basketball Team. A very

delightful programme was given, consisting

of a recitation by Miss Viola Gibson; a

reading from Mr. Campbell; and a very

successful edition of the "Twenty-Tooter”

by Miss Dyde.

COMMERCE CLUB

Great Stock

Reducing Sale

Commencing Thursday,

December 2nd

20% DISCOUNT

on our entir® stock o£

BOOTS AND SHOES

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

5l3I3JSfSISfS]3fS3l3IBi3J2IE!lSJEfSJSJSfSI3J5fSM2f3JSIBfS(iS

DESK AND 8TUDT
LAMPS Is compltt*.

Best Tungsten Lamp#

and Flashlights. Every-

thing electrical for ex-

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Let a Greeting Card Carry Your Message of

Christmas Cheer

COME IN AND SEE OUR FINE SELECTION OF

APPROPRIATE CARDS AT

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

-Extracts from the Year Paper.

Twenty-Two is certainly upholding its]'|

reputation. Three of its members must be||

congratulated on their brilliant successes inj
“Stop Thief” last Friday night. Five iiu id *

^

bers of our year ran in the A.M.S. e’^'- !

tions.
!

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES 'IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Sv ..uner School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing: to the recent de-

cline in the raw fur

market, we have put

our enormous stock of

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from

10 to SO per cent. With
the reduced prices on

furs we have also cut

prices on all men’s hats

and caps, as well as^

millittcry.

All Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & GO.

Hat«, Furs, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For yaur Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand -Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson^ Crazier & Edgar
20 Market Si. ,

Kingston

“WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY
OVERCOAT IN THE

HOUSE

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., LimitedI
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Famous Poet Visits Queen’s

Carl Sandburg Recites Some
of His Own Poetry

to Students

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Two very stimulating and interesting

recitations of his own poems were given by

Mr. Carl Sandburg, of Chicago, on Wed-

nesday and Thursday afternoons in Co'nvo-

cation Hall, in connection with the course

of literary lectures by outside speakers that

has been arranged for.

To a group of University people poetry

like Mr. Sandburg’s is not simply .an object

of interest, it is a challenge; it brings one

up short before the fundamental question;

“What is Poetry?” “Is this Poetry?”

Without trying to give anything - sc

formidable and exhaustive as an answer, I

may be allowed to set down a few reflec-

tions on the matter; and I think I may say

that Mr. Sandburg can have the satisfaction

of knowing that he provoked every member

of his audiences to some such efforts of

thought..

We were certainly offered enough variety

in the subject matter of Mr. Sandburg’s

poetr}'
;

everything, from the elemental

jubilation which a man may be supposed to

feel in absolute power over his shirt' which

he may tear up if he will, and cause people

to say, “Look at him, tearing up his shirt!”

—to the most complex feelings of social

justice and injustice, and a haunting sense,

of ruined life-imminent in the very steel of.

our mechanical civilization. “Smoke and

Steel” the long poem which expresses this,

is one of his best.

We must put down to Mr. Sandburg’s

credit, real and sincere feeling, and this

sort of mordant felicity in satire. We must

also admit a great deal of genuine poetic

observation in his work, delightful true

things tliat force themselves on you; many

deft intuitive touches.

But again there is a great deal that gives

an opposite impression. One wishes that

Mr. Sandburg had given us, more of his

tlieory of Art. All he gave us directly was

a quotation from Millet to the effect that

coherence and propriety are art; that what

is inappropriate is what is inartistic. But

later he said, “What can be explained is not

poetry.” In the obvious sense of this state-

ment, the sense in which Mr. Sandburg

seems to have applied it in his own work, I

take it we have a direct contradiction of the

earlier statement. How can a poem be

coherent if parts of it mean nothing? What
.is more inappropriate than a statement that

cannot be understood? For instance the

“Creeping mystic What-is-it?” <

“Assassinated autocrats astride purple

balloons” —

(which strikes one as premediatedly fan-

tastic)—these things are unassimilable as

gravel in bread, and as undesirable.

Another point on which I would take is-

sue with Mr. Sandburg is the sordidness of

his realism. He quoted the remark that

“American poets had been a long time get-

ting away from the English lark.” Now,
while I sympathize strongly with the whole

movement away from the English lark, and

agree that the prairie chicken or the

Thanksgiving turkey is a much more ap-

propriate subject for the American, I do
feel that when you start celebrating “cold

pork sandwiches” instead, the movement
has gone too far; it’s time to move back

again. Obscurity is the first great fault of

this vers libre, and commonplaceness is the

second
;
and which of these sins is the more

irredeemable it is hard to say. Certainly

redemption is not to be found in a lack of

form which does its best to liide faults

which are themselves enough to ruin any
form.

This brings us back to the general ques-
tion of form. As to this there can be no
doubt that free-versc simply employs the

devices of j)oetry in a very watery solution.

Take rhythm, for instance : one had only

to shut one’s ears to the meanings of words,
and follow the heat and accentuation of Mr.
Sandburg’s reading to see that it was
rhythmic

; but not with any constant

rliythin, nor with any apprehensible rhythm.
It is a rhythm that blovveth where it listeth;

and somehow one feels that, read by any-

one without the author’s peculiar sense of

word-values, guiltless of any theories

to retardation, acceleration, stress,

new, subtle word-rhythms, many

of these poems -would emerge as something

dangerously near to a spineless prose. One

is inevitably reminded of G. K. Chester-

ton’s striking remark that vers-librists are

“no more creating new rhythms than sleep-

ing in a ditch is a new form of architec-

ture.” No more they are. They are using

the old rhythms with an unpardonable lack

of regard for the thing they use.

To conclude with a dogmatic assertion

(and all conclusions are dogmatic) a beau-

tiKil thing, a perfect thing possesses re-

straints, out line; it cannot afford to be in

comprehensible or inchaotic, or careless, or

vulgarly clamorous, or vulgarly effective or

cheap in any way. And therefore our best

poetry is not, and will never be, free verse.

We have indeed to thank Mr. Carl Sand-
burg for two very interesting glimpses of

hini'-elf and his work. His poetry evinces

deep feeling, acute observation, consider-

able penetration and thought, and an im-

mense rough vigour and energy.

Notice

Intercollegiate Union Hockey Schedule.

January 21—McGill vs. Queen’s.

January 29—Queen’s at U. of T.

February 5.—U. of T. at McGill.

February 12—Queen’s at McGill.

February 18—U. of T. at Queen’s.

February 26—McGill at U. of T.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

. is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROMU2.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

THE INVINCLE SKATE—AUTOMOBILE TUBE
Buy your Boots and Skates here—we put them on free of charge.

Remember—We are sole agents for Automobile Skates. A big stock of

the best Boots in stock.

Come in early for your outfit and avoid the usual rush.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

• ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we
have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

^Share two Profits with Gonsumer

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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Present Best Play in Years

“Stop Thief” Made a Decided

Hit at Grand on

Theatre Night

When it became known that the Dra-

matic Club was going to produce “Stop

Thief”. A farcial fact, on Students’ Thea-

tre night, there was some unfavourable

criticism aroused by several who consider

that to educate the university public to

an appreciation of the better examples of

the Dramatic Art, is more important than

to merely amuse. While we must admit

that there is something praiseworthy in

this view, yet we are of the opinion that

the short plays which the Club is produc-

ing are aimed to fulfill this function. And

we feel that the very evident enjoyment

of the audience on Friday night is suffi-

cient approval of the decision of the Club

not to play a serious play to an audience

which was by no means in a serious

mood.

“Stop Thief” is. extremely farcial, and

for that reason scarcely merits the ap-,

pellation of “fact”. Its main purpose is to

create 'laughter and in the hands o.f even

mediocre amateurs it could scarcely fail

to achieve its object. As presented by

the extremely clever players of the

Queen’s Dramatic Club, it was a thing

of spontaneous mirth from beginning to

end.

The setting for the play was much

more adequate than in previous years and

added much to the success of the per-

formance. For this we must here praise

file Producing Director, Mr. Gates, the

Business Manager, S. W. Houston, the

Assistant Business Manager, Eric Plolt,

and -N. T. MacDonald, the Electrician.

Only those who have been actively inter-

ested in the Dramatic Club realize how

much of the success is due to the execu-

tive staff.

The play itself has a strong 'predomin-

ance of the male element in it, and T. H.

Whottoni W. M. McNeely, W. H. Beck-

ing and C. A. Nicholson, sustained the

plot very well throughout the piece. Mr-.

Whotton as Jack Doogan the crook, was

very effective and handled his lines_ and

business with the ease which comes only

as a result of unusual native ability, plus

much conscientious work. Mr. McNeely,

as the absent-minded Mr. Carr, fitted his

part admirably, and his performance, be-

sides being amusing, was an extremely

clever psychological stud)T“ Bill Becking,

possessed of an effective stage personality

was very satisfying in his role of Dr.

Willoughby, tie got his friend, James

Climey into difficulty and out of it (some-

times), with' amazing rapidity. Mr. C.

A. Nicholson, as,^ the self-confessed Klep-

tomaniac Mr. Cluney, did well with a very

difficult part which did not seem to exact-

ly suit him.

Mr. Eric Holt (with spats) as Jamison,

the stock broker, was qiiite convincing

and the manner in which he threatened,

in a moment of excitement, to send his

best friends to jail, was very realistic.

Among the smaller male parts, Mr.

MacMurchy, as the detective with the

$600 watch, individualized the part in

such a manner as will long be remember-

ed. His every appearance was a signal

for laughter. Our highest praise for the

Rev. Spelvin (Mr. J. M. F. Smith) is that

we feel that he could play Rev. Robert

Spalding in “The Private Secretary” to

perfection. Mr. Norman Freeman with

his suggestion of Irish brogue, looked

every inch (of his seventy-two) a police

sergeant. He was very ably assisted by

Mr. D. K. Paris, who did not recognize

a jirayer-book,. Mr. J. L. Wilson and Mr.

D. W. Boyd.

The female parts in the play were ably

handled by Miss Phrone Macfarland,

Miss Georgina Ettinger and Mrs. Rcvclle

of last year’s cast, and two newcomers,

Miss Clara Farrell, and Miss Gladys

Montgomery. Miss Macfarland upheld

her reputation of last year, and her acting

as Nell, the Crook, left little to be desired.

She seemed, however, in her work with

Doogan, not to change realistically into

the slangy jargon of the underworld.

Miss “Joe” Ettinger whom we remem-

ber from last year did exceptionally well

as Joan Carr. Both her lines and her

'business were handled in a delightfully

buoyant manner. Her first scene with

the Doctor was excellent, and her subtle

remark from the telephone which had

interrupted a perfectly^ genuine proposal

was one- of the most artistic bits of the

evening.

Mrs. Revelle, in her part of Mrs. Carr,

did extremely well. We liked, especially,

her tenacity in cross questioning Dr. Wil-

loughby as to his proximity to“lhe fam-

ily safe, and her line “What will my
grandchild be like?” brought down the

house.

Miss Farrell and Miss Montgomery

filled the two minor female parts very

adequately. The bride seemed to be in

great haste to be married, while they

both showed the correct tendency to weep

copiously (that’s the correct word) as

each fresh misfortune was reported.

On the whole, the Dramatic Club lined

up to all advance notices. The play was

lively, humourous and was not allowed

to drag at any time, and the double climax

in the last act completely surprised many

of the audience who started to put on

wraps ten minutes before the actual finale.

Great credit is due to the players for

their work. Nor do we forget the under-

studies whose names do not appear on

the programme. Very few people realize

how exacting are the demands upon one’s

time in the preparation of such a play,

and to the people who are willing to sacri-

fice their personal pleasures for the sake

of entertaining their fellow students on

“Theatre Night” we tender our hearty

thanks. And to the understudies who

were willing to give of their time, know-

ing that there was little hope of personal

glory to be gained, w-e extend our con-

gratulations.

“Psychology Of

Workmanship”:

Mr. Henri De Mann addressed a good-

ly number of professors and stifdents in

Convocation Hall, on Tuesday afternoon,

November 30th, Dean Skelton was chair-

man, and said that the speaker did not

need an introduction to a Queen’s aud-

ience, as .he was here last year.

Mr. De Mann has spent a year in Am-
erica, in Boston, New York, and other

cities (both in United States and Can-

ada)—studying labor problems, associat-

ing with men in their daily work, and is

now about to return to Belgium (his na-

tive country) to assist in industrial edu-

cation there.

He said that one of the greatest re-

quirements in the industrial world at pre-

•sent is to know how to handle men. Dur-

ing the war (in 1918) short courses

—

lasting a few weeks

—

were arranged for

the training of managers at certain uni-

versities and colleges in the United States.

Last spring a conference was held at

which about six hundred educational in-

stitutions were represented
;
and about

three hundred corporations. This was

the first meeting of its kind
;
and a report

was prepared, outlined, dealing with the

procedure in such a course. The Assoc-

iated technology clubs stood behind the

conference. These clubs had previously

canvassed all the great industrial organi-

zations, and the leaders in these industries

considered that highly specialized indus-

trial training was a secondary matter, and

that the psychological aspect of business

was of greater importance
; the emphasis

is now being laid on the psychological

question.

The same thing is happening in Europe.

In Russia the Soviet government is deal-

ing with the subject, and is receiving the

consideration of Leniue.

During the war, owing to labor short-,

age, labor had large powers. There is

a natural autocracy in the attitude ‘'f <1=

employer, said Mr. Dc Mann. V * 'i«>w

see factories closing, and the mi-uii^ •

(Continued on page 8).

Returns of the Football Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

/
/

Telephone 850 and 1200
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense

assortment of Fine Gloves in the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbelt Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links. Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their co§t and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

. Sale Prices from ^19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our

high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January'
Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

THEOLOGY
Rev. John McNab, B.A., B.D., received

a unanimous call to the pastorate of St.

Enoch’s Church, Toronto. He is at pre-

sent supplying at Midland Presbyterian

Church. He is a graduate in both Arts

and Theology of Queen’s. He was at

Union Seminary last winter doing post-

graduate work. During the war he serv-

ed with the Y.M.C.A. and Chaplain ser-

vice overseas. Capt. McNab is only one

of many Queen’s graduates who have

been called to important pulpits in Can

ada.

To Go To Korea.

In Westminster church. Smith’s Falls,

the designation took place of the congre-

gation’s own missionary, Rev. R. M. Me-
Mullin, B.A. Mr. McMullin served for

three years as a gunner in the field artill-

ery in France, 'doming home at the close

of the war he resumed his studies in

Queen’s University, and graduated last

year as a minister of the Presbyterian

church. Again he volunteered for service

abroad,, this time as a missionary of the

cross, and was appointed to that intense-

ly interesting mission field, Korea. Mr.
^cMulHn’s home is at Dunsford, Ont.

and Mrs. McMullin is a daughter of Rev.

W. A. Smith, Glenarm, Ont.”—The Brit-

ish Whig.

HENRI DE MANN

(Continued from page 7).

turer concludes that if the output slack-

ens, prices will be kept up; to prevent

lowering of prices he closes the factory.

The only way we can approach the sub-

ject is to try and understand the causes,

and remove such causes as make for these

conditions.

When the capitalist employer finds a

worker slackening on the job, he says it

is laziness. Mr. De Mann says that this

idea is wron^. The instincts of the aver-

age human being are not those of lazi-

ness
;
the average normal human being

enjoys work. When we find certain in-

dividuals behaving in ascertain way, we
naturally suppose the same feeling exists

in them as in our selves. The employer
who does not work does So because he is

lazy, and consequently when he sees the

same attitude in the worker he thinks that

it is the same motive. He does not un-
derstand that the normal worker does not
get the same satisfaction out of factory

work as the manager gets out of his direc-

tion. The industrial worker is different

from the artisan or the peasant, in that

the former sells to the employer not
the product of his labor, but a certain

number of hours of work.

The speaker here paid a compliment
to the work of F. W. Taylor, who had
worked out a complete system for tlie

benefit of the industrial worker. In
France it was called “Taylorism,” and
on this side “Industrial Efficiency.”

The speaker said that certain engineers,

who deal with machinery, try to introduce
like methods for dealing with man. Man
differs from the machine in that he has
a soul. These men ignore the fact that
the laws that govern the production and
action of inacl^ery are not the same as
those that gove^J:he actions of work-
ers, for instance ^ed. Xfie manufactur-
er needs to get the worlds’ viewpoint;
he needs to get the social Vewpoint; he
needs to work in the factor^Dng enough
to get these, and not only in the factory
but outside. The speaker here made a
plea for giving the worker a share in the
industry. ^

In closing, he said the engineg-yhould
have a knowledge of psychejw^

;
it

should be an essential part of J^gcur-
riculum, which would enable the^^w
to have certain general ideas

for him to interpret the feelings of the
.worker. The managing engineer should
have some knowledge of the history of
the evolution of social relations to labor
to make them interested in the labor
movement.

“ON WITH THE
DANCE!

LET YOUR FEET
BE UNCONFINED!”
Men’s Patent Dancing
Oxfords, welted soles.

Special $6.45

Men’s Patent Pumps,
turn soles. Special $7.50

Men’s Gun Metal or

Patent Pumps, turn,

$9.00.
,

Lockett’s

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick foriti.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Coming Here To Dine
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know that nowhere else can be found
pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-

tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-

ing all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

Xmas Stationery

Just opened an exquisite line of

Crane’s Stationery in Dainty Gift

boxes. Prices $2.00 to $17.00.

Order today and we will mail

to any address when required.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

Matinee,, 25c ;
Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

FOR THE SmPENT
STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MAETIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Statements of Election Committees

ARTS-LEVANA-THEOLOGY
COMMITTEE

There have been few A. M. S. elections

in which have been shown such an expres-

sion of interest as the last. There have

been few elections in which have been

shown such a spirit of enthusiasm, work

and energy. From the moment the motion

re. “P. R.” was lost on the floor of the'

A.M.S., the fight had started in earnest.

It seemed from the start that the task of

the Arts-Levana-Theology Election Com-

mittee was so great as to be almost dis-

couraging,' Although we seemed to have

lost a chance in our fight yet we still had to

fight and we determined to carry on with

the idea in mind that we must show that we

could put up a good fight, hard and clean.

The Committeeanet from day to day and

worked for success. A ticket was chosen

and plans made. Levana wished to liave

another candidate on the ticket, and the

Committee decided to leave the office, of 2nd

Vice-President open for them.

It is not necessary at this time to give

our reason for choosing the man we did as

head of the ticket. Through our advertise-

ment the students have learned about him.

In his speeches as a candidate the students

have heard him and have been able to pass

criticism on his delivery, subject matter and

attitude to the University and A.M.S. They

have seen him in a variety of social and

literary activities and have been able to

judge of his personality. In one short

week Mr. R. O. Campney became known,

We feel every confidence in his abilities and

are assured that he will be a successful

leader.

One of the successful candidates on the

opposing ticket seemed somewhat depressed

after his election had been announced. This

particular candidate was running against a

chum and seemed to think the chum should

have received the position. Such a sensi-

tive delicacy in this instance is quite re-

freshing and shows the spirit with which

the candidates carried themselves, through-

out the campaign and after. •

One of the other features which charac-

terized this campaign was the peculiar

shape events gradually assumed. ' We, at

first, seemed to have no hope, but gradually

as our man became better known the ma-
jority against us became smaller and smal-

ler until nobody knew or could guess with

any degree of accuracy how the election

would end.

The parade seemed something foreign

and seemed as if it should have been left

out. But this was only a resting period for

the greater excitement later on. Many re-

marked that having the parade at such

time would detract from the excitement of

hearing the returns. If it did detract from
the excitement, I fear that some of us

would have had cerebral haemorrhage but

for it.

It has been many years since the presi-

dent of the A.M.S. has been an Arts man
and it is well that the head of the elected

executive committee should be chosen from
the various faculties in turn. It is a good
thing for the University students to realize

that when it really comes down to marking
the ballot, faculty considerations are much
smaller than the consideration for the stu-

dent body in general.

Each Committee, I believe, worked witlv

out any antagonism to each other. There
was not even a word or a hint tliat each

had nothing otlier than the spirit of good
liumoiir throughout the campaign. The
convener of the Science-Medical election

committee showc<l good sportsmanship

throvighout and 1 wish to ttiank him for llie

several times in which he showed his

courtesy.

(Contimied on page 8).

MEDICINE-SCIENCE
COMMITTEE

I wish to congratulate the successful

candidates and to thank the Arts Election

Committee for their sporting attitude and

clean campaign throughout. I think it

l^nly fair to publicly dissociate this com-

mittee and those who organized the

odious and underhand' campaign against

Mr. Wright. Also my very warm grati-

tude is to Mr. Janies and the Medical com-

mittee who so loyally worked with my
committee to overcome what appeared

to be apthy on the one hand and treach-

ery on the other. That these efforts

were largely successful, I think the re-

sults show.

Witli regard to the dramatic turn in

the race for the Presidency. I can only

say as one of the huge crowd of Mr.

Wright’s personal 'friends and following

that I^consider the exposure of the plot

against him of greater importance than

his election. That he chose between al-

most certain election and the nailing of a

•lie, and against the former, is a fact that

will outlive the Presidency. That this

plot was organized, became apparent fol-

lowing the deliberate and successful at-

tempt to suppress a denial at the students'

mass meeting last Thursday.

Our support of Miss Gray and Miss
Brown was decided on at a meeting of the

joint committee following Levana’s nom-

ination of a fifth candidate despite their

apparent acceptance of our offer to renew,

as a matter of courtesy, the agreement of

the previous year. We were somewhat
at a loss as no acknowledgment was or

has yet been made by Levana to our com-
munication: —

Our campaign and propaganda was not

designed' nor intended to catch votes, but
it was both designed and intended to get

the college electorate talking and think-

ing about some of the measures and con-

ditions which the A.M.S. and its execu-

tive must face, and the stand of the “par-

ties” in regard to them in this connection,

I wish to make specific reference to a

measure which attempts to partially dis-

enfranchise certain portions of the A.M.S.
electorate. Any proposal to take ten bal-

lots out of the boxes and count them up
as eight or as anything than ten, is a pro-

posal to tamper with those ballot boxes.
This may sound uglier than the original

motion, but it is easier to understand.
Legal phraseology may obscure, but it

cannot alter the proposition, and no
agreement amongst the faculties with
respect to nominations is possible till

those back of this motion are brought to
see it in all its moral absurdity and con-
stitutional injustice. Our propoganda
was open, it was truthful, and it was, I am
convinced, in the public interest.

That the plan to permit others than
graduates to run for the presidency is

already a success seems a well establish-
ed -fact. Abler men were running this
year than would have been possible under
the old restrictions.

^

It is a matter of considerable regret to
me personally, that some reasonable elec-
tion scheme other than the present sys-
tem ami that proposed in the recent re-
j)ort and motion before the A.M.S. could
not have I>cen in operation this year. Cer-
tainly. there will have to be next year.
It is not right that interest in the elections
should have to Ik- created and maintained
by artificial means as is at present neces-
sary.

F. A. SPROULE, Convener.

INTERFACULTY
ASSAULT-AT-ARMS

GOOD PROSPECTS IN BOTH THE
ASSAULT AND THE

HOCKEY

A good programme of boxing, wrestling

and fencing bouts is being arranged for

Monday, at 8 p.m., in the Gymnasium. We
permit the Freshmen, invite the Sophs, ad-

vise the Juniors and beg the Seniors to be

present and see some fast, clean exhibitions

of the manly art of self-defence. The
squad has improved wonderfully under the

guidance of Clarke, Bews and Hughes, a

had trio to quarrel with. The boxers in-

clude: Fly-weight, 108 lbs.—Detlor, Skit

McCartney; bantam weight. 118 lbs.—
Lewis; feather, 125 lbs.—Cyclone Mc-
Cracken, Jimmy Doyle. Heisman, and Lefty

McMillan
;

light, 135 lbs.—Eric Holt. Red
Taylor and Pat O'Connor; welter. 145 lbs.

—Sleeman and Bill Becking; middle, 158

lbs.—^Jack Day and Red Wilson; light

heavy, 175 lbs.—Katy Marshall
;

heavy

over 175 lbs.—^Tiny Bowman.
The wrestlers include : 108 lbs, Harvie

118, James; 125, Costello; 135, Nelson and

Mcllquham
;

145. George Stewart and

Richards; 158, Edwards and Muirhead

175, Jimmy Saylor. The ancient and hon-

orable sport of kings and others has been

revived and several young gentlemen are

prepared to shake a wicket sword in de-

fence of their good name and dignity. We
most earnestly advise members of Levana
who are training along these lines under the

very able instruction of Miss O’Connor to

Itc present and pick up some of the finer

points of the game. A section of seats is

being received for the gentler sex. We
have mentioned only a few of the lads who
are training daily. Classes for this team

are held from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday. On the other

days the lads train with the hockey squad

in the covered rink. The men and the

trainers have done their bit—now you men
and women of Queen’s do yours and crowd
that gymnasium on Monday at 8 p.m.

CELLO-PAINO
RECITAL GIVEN

MAGNIFICENT DUPLAY OF
TECTNIQUi^BY

ARTISTS

LARGE NUMBER TURNING OUT
FOR HOCKEY WORKOUTS

For the past week or ten days condition-

ing practices have been going on regularly

from five o’clock till six. From forty to

fifty men turn out every evening, and they

are being rapidly rounded into form. Billy

Hughes says he is well satisfied with the

condition most of the men are showing, he

expects to have the squads in midwinter

shape by the time the ice is ready.

(Continued on page 4)

THE BULLETIN

Monday

—

8 p.m.—Assault-at-Arms, Gjnn.

Wednesday

—

4 p.m.—Commerce Club.

Friday

—

4 p.m.—Prof. McFadyen, Convocation

Hall. ‘
^

7 p.m.—Science '23 Social Evening.

8 p.m.—Intercollegiate Debate: Ottawa

vs. Queen’s.

Saturday—
3-7 p.m.—Alumnae “The Dansant,”

Grant Hall. /

7 p.m.—.Annual meejnng A. M. S. In-

stallation of officers for 1920-21.

Sunday—
10 a.m.—Prof. Morison’s Bible Class.

Monday—
4 p.m.—English Club.

Tuesday

—

4 p.m. French Club.

Math, and Physics Club.

On Monday evening the third of the

Hambourg classical concerts was given in

Grant Hall before a large audience. Mr.
Campbell Meinnes, who was to have sung
was very unfortunately indisposed

;
in his

place Mr. Boris Hambourg came down
from Toronto at short notice, and the

fourth programme, that for the violincello

and piano, was performed, instead of the

third, which was intended to illustrate the

development of vocal mu§ic.

However, it would be hard to imagine

anything more delightful than the music to

which we were treated. The first number,

Beethoven's Variations on the “Conquering
hero” theme of Handel’s ‘Judas Macca-
baeus’ is a very interesting illqstration of

the possibilities of variation in the hands of

a master. After an initial statement of the

theme, it proceeds to weave it into new
rhythms, new harmonies, apparently with-

out a definite- aim, producing the feeling

that the composer could go on indefinitely

and then suddenly you perceive that with

the time, and the harmony, the melody has

changed, and something organically differ-

ent, yet logically g,nd subtly emerging from
the first theme, has been created,—a thing

or flame, of infinite sadness.

The second number was also by Beetho-

ven : it was his sonata for the piano, B flat,

Opus 31, No. 3. Senor Guerrero again

gave us an instance of his flawless and in-

spired playing. The second movement
especially, the Scherzo, intricate and fresh-

colored as some mediaeval heraldic design,

was astoundingly effective. The third

number, a Violincello solo by' Boellmann

was also memorable. A perfect amateur in

music, witli more than an amateur’s ignor-

ance of the subject, may yet hazard a guess

that this composer was influenced to some
extent at least by the music of Craig.. The
rhythms, while not reminiscent are sugges-

tive of Craig, and there is something of the

same massive melancholy and something of

tlae same richness, the same lavishness of

color. The opening of the Andante move-

ment remains fast in my mind as a strange-

ly perfect translation to music of the half-

sighs, half-groans, prefacing words of la-

mentation.

Then followed three piano soli, a Bar-

carolle of Chopin’s, a Reverie, by Debussy,

St. Saens’ Etude en forme de Valse. Here

again Senor Guerrero distinguished him-

self; the Debussy piece with its apparent

harshness and lack of outline covering a

real and intricate and very intriguing theme,

which yet defied analysis, was particularly

well done.

The last number consisted of three ’Cello

Soli, an Air by Hure, Glazounoff's remark-

able Serenade Espagnole, and Gustaf Sind-

ing’s Ritornello. This terminated an extra-

ordinarily stimulating and satisfactory pro-

gramme; nothing we can say can possibly

do justice to the execution of that program-

me; Mr. Boris Hambourg's mastery of his

instrument is so complete that he is able to

let it apparently dominate him
;
every now

and again one has the utterly fantastic feel-

ing that it is the soul of the ’cello which is

directing the proceedings, moving the bow

and with it Mr. Mamhonrg's arm. .^s for

Senor Guerrero, one has only to watch him

and listen to him to feel the austerity and

classic perfection and purity of his art.

W'c all look forward with interest to tlie

next convert, which is to take place on

Monday. January 10th.
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capitai, $8j400,000

Reskrve Fund and Undivided
Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield^ - Manager

R. S. SPARKS. ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

(^NTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

EDITORIAL

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
i69 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

In the issue of Tuesday preceding the

election we published the report of the

committee appointed to investigate the

A.M.S. Court. This Committee recom-

mended some very important changes in

the Constitution and every member of

the A.M.S. should make himself inform-

ed as to what these changes mean. We
have long been of the opinion that the

judicial department of the A.M.S. should

be separate from the executive, and the

question is worthy of discussion. The
officers of faculty courts are elected at

the time of the ordinary faculty elections.

Would it not be well to set up a supreme

Alma Court by electing the officers at

the usual Alma Mater elections?

Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

The Bank of Nova Scotia
- $ 9,700,000'

18,000,000
230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager. KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Host Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
"We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private
lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WKI.I.INGTON STS.

(fuertt’a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.25; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.
'

Editor-in-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone

1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134W.

Associate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, A. D. RO-
BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.

Managing Editor—^J. R. RUTLEDGE.

Asst Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.
News Editor—W. J. G. PERRY,

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE, C. L.

WINGHAM, MISS HELEN CRAIG, HAL BLEAK-
NEY.

Literary Editor-—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor—N. R. HOUSTON.
Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY,
Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON, K.

KEILL. MISS M. PORTEOUS, G. C. MONTURE,
A. L. STEVENSON.

We were very much pleased with the

results achieved by our own band .on

Saturday night last. There are many bc-^

casions upon which a band is very much
needed and if one may judge from the

number of -instruments and the amount
of talent produced at such short notice

there would seem to be no reason why
the project of organizing a band at

Queen’s should not be very successful.

We need such an organization to lead

the singing at all sorts of rugby and
hockey games as well as at public meet-

ings and the rink. Here’s hoping the

band idea grows.

FUNERAL OF BRUCE JOHNSTON

On Tuesday, December 7, forty Queen’s

students attended the funeral of the late

Bruce Johnston at Lansdowne, returning

on the midnight train. Most of this num-
ber were from his own year; there were
also personal friends from both Science

and Medicine. The A.M.S. was repre-

sented by President J. T. M. Wilson of

the Arts Society. Six of his class mates
acted as pall-bearers.

Owing to the large crowd which
jathered to pay their last respects to the
deceased, the service was held in the
Methodist Church, and was conducted by
the Presbyterian minister, Rev. Becb-
stedt, assisted by the Anglican clergy-
man, Rev. Winters. The Queen’s stu-
dents marched in advance of the hearse
to the church

;
and after the service they

drove to the vault, where the body was
laid.

The lesson was Psalm one hundred
and three; and the text was in Psalm
eighty-nine, and verse forty-seven: “Re-
member how short my time is

; wherefore
hast Thou made all men in vain?”
The writer of this scripture, said the

preacher, did not find the time of life of
sufficient length wherein to accomplish
all he wished. He was a very busy, and
a very ambitious man. The'n nnt-ht b<

time for enjoyment, and it might >'<},]

appropriate place, but it was not i;

essential for the rounding out '

luseful life. The bee can accc i

[task, and the bird complete its

man, according to this writer, found his

time all too brief.

But, continued the speaker, the writer

of this passage had not the teachings of

Jesus as a guide. The brevity of life is

compensated for by the belief in immor-
tality. Man’s life is like a building

where the foundation is laid, and the com-
ponent parts added from time to time.

The deceased had laid the foundation,

and had made plans for the structure

which he was not permitted to complete.

The life of the departed had been one
of purity, gentleness, and strict atten-

tion to duty. Mr. Beckstedt said that

age did not consist in length of days,

number of years; and wisdom is not al-

ways associated with gray hairs. Wis-
dom and age are often associated with
youth, and the noble (though brief) life

of the departed was a proof. His last

words gave assurance of a better life,

where he would meet, with loved ones,

and be permitted to continue duties which
here were so suddenly interrupted.

At the close of the service his fellow

students marched, in single file, past the

coffin where each deposited his college

colors as a token of last respect.

TO THE MEMORY OF BRUCE
JOHNSTON

Not for one who forward thrust his

way,

Within the ranks of men, striving to

achieve

Distinction, to make his will that of

his fellows,

Or to serve none save his own de-

sire
;

But for him, who in the calm con-

tentment

Of life, full of thought and feeling

rich.

Did with a finer spirit, in a nobler

sense,

Live his part, joyful though pen-

sive,—for one

Whose soul was happy in the charm
of all.

The beauty poets give to men, and
more,

—

Who in his life was pure, generous,

and true,

Do we now mourn, and mourning,
still rejoice;

I'lis spirit passes on, yet with us
here abides.

ANON.

Marbles

and
Bronzes

^ An artistic bronze

^ or marble gives a

certain distinction to

any well appointed
home,

JTT For this reason it

^ makes a most desir-

able Christmas gift.

^ During the period

^ of the war not a
single bronze nor marble
entered Canada.

^ Therefore, we in-

^ structed one of our
buyers to spend the
necessary time in Italy

and France in making
careful selections of just

such pieces.

These have now ar-

^ rived and include
reproductions of many
of the most renowned
pieces to be found in the
galleries of Europe, as
well as some of the
choicest work of more
modern artists.

^ Such a gift lasts for

^ all time and is a joy
forever.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

CORRESPONDENCE
The Editor of the Journal.

Dear Sir:—I would like to point out an
apparent contradiction in the report of the
Athletic Board of Control in your issue of
the 30th of November.
The Varsity-McGill gate receipts are

griveii as $5,416.59
The total expenditures since Nov.

1st as 3,643.76

$1,772.74

yet the cash on hand has only increased

$46.04, the total receipts including the Var-
sity-McGill gate of $5,416.50 and the 2nd
team gate of $525 (estimated) are given as

$3,689.80 when it is attempted to readi the
balance on hand.

Yours sincerely,

B. I. ENGLAND.

INTERYEAR BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE.

Senior Junior
Dec. 4th ’23-’24

11th . . .. ’21-’22

Jan. Sth ’22-’24

15th . ... 21-’23

22nd . . .

.

'22-’23

29th . ... ’21-’24

Feb. 5th ’23-'24

12th . ... ’21-’22

19th . ... ’22-’24

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

26th ’22-’24 ’21-’23

Mar. Sth ’21-’24 ’22-’23

12th ’22-’23 ’21-’24

Rules.

Each year team to be picked from all

faculties.

’24 teams include Medicine ’26.

’23 teams include Medicine ’24.

’22 teams include Medicine ’23.

'21 teams include Medicine ’22 and ’21.

All Senior games to be played at 2 p.m.

All Junior games to be played at 3 p.m.

No man who takes part in an Intercol-

legiate game will be allowed to play Inter-

year until there has been another Intercol-

legiate game played in which he has not

participated.

If a player plays a senior game he shall

not be allowed to play Junior until another

senior game intervenes in which he does

not play.

Teams must be on the floor within ten

minutes after scheduled time.

Referees to be appointed by the execu-

tive.

In the account of the parade in Tues-
day's issue, no mention was made of

the part taken by Theology. The writer
was informed previous to Saturday that \
Theology would take no part in the par-

ade as a Faculty, and as he was partici-

pating in the parade he was unable to sec

everyone who took part. . Thus the

omission.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

ENGLISH CLUB

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

HALF PRICE

Ladies’ and Children’s

Winter Coats

All this Season’s Styles

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

The next meeting of the newly-formed

English Club will take place in the large

English Room, Monday the 13th at 4

p.m. Professor MacDonald, the Honor-

ary President will give an address on

Canadian Poetry, which is to be followed

by a short discussion of the subject.

There are three courses of action open

to a Club such as this ; the arrangement

of lectures on literary subjects by out-

side speakers
;
discussions among the stu-

dents themselves, prefaced, perhaps, by a

short paper; or the reading aloud of the

literature itself. It has been decided, as

far as possible, to combine these three

forms of activity
;
lectures will be given

during the winter, which will deal with

various phases of modern literatures,

Canadian, American, English, Irish, etc.,

at the close of each lecture there will

be an informal discussion of the subject

dealt with; it is further hoped that some
meetings at least may be spent in reading

selections from the literatures under dis-

cussion.
.. .

The Club is opep to all in the Univer-

sity who are interested in English Litera-

ture and literary subjects in general. The
meetings are fortnightly, there are no

fees. Come along on Monday at four,

learn something about the poetry of your

own country, and voice any pet views

you may have on the subject; it will do

you good.

We wish every Queen’s Student a Very

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and if we can assist you in making any

one else happy, it will make us happy, too.

Prouse’s Drug Store
OA/». ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book

Photographs made at once while we
have time to do it properly! Last

year few students came in. for Year

^ook Photos in October—^they all

came in November and December.

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day

and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally— and precious

little at that. So that when ’Xmas

came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-

working photographer a chance!

Make your appointment now.

is already well into the twenties but there

is no limit to the number that can be ac-

commodated if the Committee is notified in

time and any Queen’s man who expects to

be in the city on the 21st will be very wel-

come. Names may be handed to Mr. Ross
Cnilderhose, of Medicine, Mr. Harold E.
Salton, of Science, or Mr. Leslie Steven-

son, of Arts.

PRESENTATION BY THE ENGLISH
STUDENTS TO DR. McNEILL

Those Study Glasses
‘'THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

If you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Byes.”

R. J, RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phon* 640.

THE FRENCH CLUB
Those unfortunates who were not at the

French Club Social Evening last Tuesday
night missed a jolly good time. There was
a goodYirowd, a good floor, and last, but by
no means least, good music. The punch
was good, too, and the refreshments above

par.

A hearty vote of thanks is due to the

patronesses, Mrs. P. G. C. Campbell, Mrs.
'R. K. Hicks; and Mrs. Connacher, for their

kindness and graciousness at the beginning

of, and during, the whole evening. We also

must congratulate the Committee on the

success of their efforts. The programmes
especially were very tasteful and appro-

priate and the translations extremely puz-

zling to many. It was a great surprise and
relief to find that the name of the music
for No. 8, “Oh, Mince Alors !

’’ meant
simply “Oh, By Jingo !” We greatly regret

that those who went to the trouble of pol-

ishing up their French vocabularies for the

occasion found so few opportunities for

using them. Better luck next time.

The next regular meeting of the French
Club is to be held in the Levana Room on
Tuesday, December 14th at 4 p.m. .4 vis

'24 have charge of the program, ne,,so ihert

should be an entertaining iftcrnoon. .So

far there have been .-crv U\. mcml*cr.s''

from either Scien'.-.- i,r Medicine. Mcxii-'

bers are welcomed I'roin ihv wl'.ole Univer-

sity. If you have Lab. until 5 p.m. come
then. Better late than ne\cr! This is your
last chancy b'.iore the t'hristmas holidays.

Refreshments ' ill be served after the pro-

gramme.

On Monday afternoon, November 29th,

the appreciation of the English students of

the University for Dr. McNeill found ex-

pression in a presentation made following

his retirement from the English Depart-
ment.

The presentation and reception to Dr.
McNeill took place in the Red Room. The
guests were received by Dr. and Mrs. Mc-
Neill, Miss Cora Messer, and Mr. B. C.

Diltz. When all were assembled the pre-

sentation of a water colour by Arthur
Syker, “Evening on Rydal Water” was
made by Mr. Burry, President of the A. M.
S. An address was read by Mr. Reid Mac-
Callum in which was expressed keen re-

gret that Dr. McNeill will no longer act as

the philosopher, guide and friend of those

students who had enjoyed the privilege of

studying under him. Dr. McNeill replied

in a short impromptu speech in which he

hoped that his removal to another sphere of

activity in the University would not mean
the alienation of his former students, but

that he would be able to keep in touch with

them and they with him.

Refreshments were then served and the

proceedings closed with a solo by Mr.
James and the singing of Queen’s songs and

the national anthem.

The occasion was marked throughout by

an absolute freedom from restraint. It was
apparent that the students were so pleased

to fiave Dr. McNeill once more in their

midst, that they forgot to be formal and

made every possible effort to express their

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

appreciation of his work as teacher of

English and their keen regret that he will

no longer continue to act as their inspiring

preceptor and guide in literature.

Founded 1847.

i

'

OTTAWA 'MEN TO STAGE DANCE
The enchanting- (>ntury Rose Room

'

brightened ai one ooi-i. ,* with the red, blue

and gold o^f i j\u?tT,V--.the music of talk,

and laughtc i . and Qu' ;en’s yells mingling
with the str 4ns vhe iamous orchestra

—

a score and* * half U e<in’s men dominatiqg
the scene a- they gh’ae

,
about with partners

of surpassing chann: Ottawa girls, in fact.

Do you gc‘ the pkiure? It is all going
to happen on the evviing of Tuesday, the
21st of thij, month. .Lt present-Queen’s is

known to the •"ity of cities chiefly for its

prowess in debating, its sporting spirit, and
Prof. Mori^oti; and, feeling that in justice

to the Cob- : <• Cm I'cipsichorean capabilities

of Queer nu n should no longer remain
undiscovcH .

1
,

• ' students seized upon
the idea •>f a party at one of the

dancing ' Y c i he suggestion proved im-
mensely 5 ,,,

I at an informal meet-
ing of th • M! •!! I the Ottawa district, it

was deii'j ire reservations at. the'

Rose R 1
.1 M esday, the 21st of De-'

cembei- * .j : '
. Dr. and Mrs. Rutledge;

of Ottaw;- t
' i;on the party. i

The Ir' len who will be present’

Young Men’s Styles

Suits and Overcoats

20 Per Cent

Reduction
Contributing our share towards the restoration of

Normal Conditions

$25.00 Suits arid Overcoats $20.00

30.00

35.00

37.50

40.00

45.00
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

SCIENCE
book, containing problems from Smith’s

Chemistry, please return same as it is

now urgently required.

D. G. H. Wright.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

At a joint 'meeting of the Engineering

Institute of Kingston and the Engineer-

ing Society of Queen’s held in Gordon

Hall, Tuesday afternoon. Capt Dawson,

Consulting Engineer for the Super

Cement Company of Canada, gave a

most instructive talk on the processes

of making cement, dealing particularly

with -the product of his own company for

which so much has been claimed. He

showed slides and quoted tests to prove

the superior hydrating qualities of Super,

cement through the presence of an agent

exclusive to and particular by his com-

pany. Among the statements made were

;

Super cement sets more slowly than

Portland. ^
It is waterproof.

It is proof against most weak acids.

Its bond strength with s,teel is SO per

cent, greater than that of Portland.

It tests much higher in both tensile and

compressive tests than Portland.

It costs about one dollar per barrel

more than Portland.

About two hundred persons were pre-

sent and the talk was listened to with

the greatest attention. The slides which

largely represented original and very

valuable research work on the part of

Capt Dawson and his staff, were especi-

ally appreciated. Mr. Campbell of the

local institute presided.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CjA., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOINT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

Is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

tion. That on each of the senior and

second teams we have four men, five on

the third team and six on the first soccer

team. Evidently this takes up our best

material, but no shouting is done about

it.

If by some strange chance the Fresh-

men year had awakened -a little earlier

in the season and had helped turn out a

decent Freshmen Rugby team, we would

not be treated to the sight of “K.C.I. 43,

Queen’s-0” on the principal streets of the

city.

SCIENCE ’24

Who is the dear little boy in our year

who is not satisfied with his physical

training hours and has to spend some of

his evenings with the feminine one. Is

he learning folk dancing? If there is any

thing he wants to learn, ask the reporter

of Sc. ’21. Eh Pat?

DRAMATIC CLUB
Prof, and Mrs. Hicks entertained the

members of the Dramatic Club and a few

other friends at Jheir home on Kensington

Ave., on Wednesday night, at an inform-

al At-Home. The host and hostess and

Miss Brown presented an amusing little

comedy “Suppressed Desires.” This is

a worthy satire on the theory of psychs-

analysis and clearly demonstrates that

many theories when carried to a logical

conclusion become ludicious.

After the play, a delightful buffet lunch-

eon was served at which Mrs. Revelle

assisted. Then dancing was enjoyed for

an hour or so and the guests departed

about half-past ten, very much delighted

with the unique manner in which they

had been so pleasantly entertained.

I am very sorry, but I feel that it is

my duty to warn some of the boys of Sc.

'23 that some of the freshmen are con-

suming an infinitely large quantity of

chocolate bars during drafting hours.

Watch them, they may get acquainted

—

and—well we know they’re young, but

oh my.”

The undermentioned are canvasing the

members of the Engineering Society on

behalf of the Queen’s Returned Men’s

Club:

Science ’21, Wright; Science ’22, Find-

lay; Science ’23, James; Science ’24,

NickoIIs.

The annual membership fee is fifty

cents. It is hoped that every returned

man in Science will join this organization.

The Returned Men’s Club Executive are

arranging for interesting and instructive

meetings as well as reopening -the ques-

tion of government aid to returned sol-

dier students.

Boost for the Returned Men’s Club.

Things We Would Like to Know
How Edward Peal liked his walk on

Sunday afternoon in the snow. Oh yes,

we saw you Eddie.

N NOTICE
Will thq^member of Science ’23 who

borrowed from Douglas tutor in Chem-

istry at the close of last session, a note

HOCKEY PROSPECTS
(Continued from page 1)

Mr. Sutherland and Mr. Crawford who
have been obtained to coach the teams this

year, appeared Wednesday evening and Mr.

Sutherland gave the boys a short address

on the necessity of working together and

conscientiously keeping in shape. He im-

pressed on all candidates for teams, one

fact, namely, that the vital factor in pro-

ducing a winning team, is the will of the

team to win. Each player must keep in

mind that teams in former years have set a

high standard for him to follow. If a

proper “esprit de corps” is shown by the

players and the students, Mr. Sutherland

and Mr. Crawford are confident they can

turn out a winning team for Queen’s this

year. Let every man and woman in the

University do his or her best to help Mr.

Sutherland and the hockey executive realize

their aim.

J. A. Maguire, Science ’21, is at present

at Beta^ Camp, Britannia, B.C., applying

his knowledge of theoritical mining ac-

quired last year.

M. L. Urquhart, Science ’21 is in Seattle

Washington, awaiting the Rose Festival

to be held in February.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

J. W. Greig was in Toronto attending

the S.P.S. dinner as the Society repre-

sentative.

SCIENCE ’23

Captain Kidd says that the janitor in

Carruthers Hall has got his goat. Now
we know why he could only look sheep-

ish when that gentleman touched him for

that dollar.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate. Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Once again ^ye are reminded that

“necessity is the mother of invention’

when we hear it whispered that the "an-
alyst” who had four tongs in his locker

was preparing to start a ladies’ hair

dressing parlor. Might it not be a case
of having too many irons in the fire?

“All things come to him who waits-

and works. They tell us now that that
may mean exemption from exams. Who
will be the first to try it?

Prof. Fl-m-r at end of lecture on Sim-
ple Harmonic Motion : Is there any ques-
tion, gentlemen?

G. Salton : Why do they call it sim-
ple Harmonic Motion?

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto. Novemhrr 1020

If the reporter for Science '24 would
devote a little of his time to obtaining an
insight on College Athletics instead of
breaking forth with childlike references
to the “sports” in Sc. '23’s old yell, he
might assimilate the following informa-

BIBBT’S
Kingston’s One Price Clothing House

“BIG VALUES! YOU’LL SAY SO”

PRICE REVISION SALE
The public’s response to our first announcement of revised

prices is the best evidence in the world that the values we offered

were deeply appreciated.

Overcoat and Suit Prices Revised

Here are some of the finest Overcoats and Suits shown in this

city faultlessly designed and expertly tailored—offered at the

lowest prices in years, at

$24.75, $27.50 and $35.00

Special—BLUE SUITS—Special

Genuine aU wool English Serges, Pure Indigo

$37.50, $40.00, $45.00

QUEEN’S PURE WOOL SWEATER COATS, $6.50

JUST WRIGHT SHOES, $12.50 and $14.50 values for $8.75

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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— « newARROW
COLLAR-
FimOW THE ARROW AND
YOU FOLLOW THE STYLE
Clow. P««1>o<iy U Co-, of C«n»d4. Liroitej

Robt. J. Reid
UNBMR7\AKSR and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

The Future of Many

Young Men
has been secured by a Policy of

Life Assurance. If you need

funds, take out a Policy in the

Mutual Life of Canada and it will

help you.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

XMAS NECKWEAR
Silk 50c to $2.50

Knitted $1.50 to $4.00

We box all Ties

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

ARTS
ARTS ’21

The regular meeting of Arts ’21—the

last before Christmas

—

took place in the

large English room, New Arts Building,

on Monday, December 6th, at 4 p.m. The

President, Mr. M. B. Kehoe, occupied the

chak. Arts ’22, the junior year, were our

guests at this meeting.

Mr. Darling gave the report of the

Parade Committee, and stated that our

expenses exceeded our allotment from the

Arts Society treasury, and that conse-

quently, a special levy on the male mem-

bers of the year would prove necessary.

The secretary was instructed to write

a lett^ of condolence to the relatives of

the late Mr. Myers.

The programme, which was thoroughly

enjoyed by all, consisted of vocal solos by

Mr. Fry and Miss Porteous, choruses, the

reading of the “Eye-Opener,” edited by

Miss Milling, and refreshments which

caused the regular patrons of the cafe-

teria and other boarding-houses to wish

for a similar entertainment every day.

Mr. Philp gave the critic’s report.

ARTS ’22 •

The year was royally entertained at

the last meeting of Arts ’21. May we take

this opportunity of expressing our grati-

tude for their most kind hospitality.

Basketball practice, Mondays and Wed-
nesdays, 1-2. Turn out, even if you don’t

make the team, the exercise vyill do you

good.

PASSED MEDICAL COUNCIL
The following have passed the examina-

tions of the Ontario College of Physicians

and Surgeons : Francis Robert Goodfellow,

Godfrey; Bernard Vincent Hunt, 10 Earl

Streft, Kingston
;
Ambrose Bernard Law-

ler, 218 Alfred Street, Kingston; A. Earl

Stewart, R.R. 2, Ancaster; Jabez Franklin

Stoness, Perth Road.—Whig.

We’re sorry for:

Marshall—Nowhere to go,

Alex.—Getting childish.

Wholton—“Stop Thief” over, nobody
to kiss.

Tuttle—That horr-id year paper—and
so busy.

Steve—Still raving about pumpkin pie.

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w '

92 PRINCESS STREET

But—You can’f^make 'Harold mad-
he’s not proud.

Miss Ruth Campbell, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. H. S. Campbell, Ottawa, and a

..jQueen’s graduate, is in Toronto, on the

staff of the Women’s Century Magazine.

—

Whig.

Flossie is of ’22,

Flossie is a peachj

Flossie goes to Alma Mater
For to make a speech.

Hip Hurrah, says Alma Mater,

Flossie is a queen,

Put away your bad tomater,

Levana’s not so green.

The midnight oil had Flossie burned,

To make that dissertation;

And oft upon her pillow turned

In deepest ponderation.

All the audience was hushed
( See how quietly they sit)

Flossie rose and brightly blushed,

Thinking she would make a hit.

Oh where were the words that Flossie

had planned,

She had been at sucli pains to find?

The night before it had sounded so grand
But now all that filled her mind

Was—
‘If I am elected I will do all in my power
To further the interests and prosperity

the Sociefy.”

of

ARTS ’24

It is noted that “Avalon” is very pop
ular with certain young freshmen. It io

said, however, that throughout the song,
they substitute “Avonmore”, N’es-cepas
Cre~an?

Lost
I

or the year president.

N.B. The^above is not a joke, worse
luck !

S—ph-n—“How near were you to the

right answer in the Chemistry Exam.?”
S—Is—“Only about two seats.”

Wet Paint.

When you see a seat in a shady dell,

Just big enough foixtwo

—

And it does look so inviting

For her and for you.

Just take a look around you,

Or your happiness ’^will faint,

If you are not very careful, and
Beware! “Wet Paint.”

When you’re sitting down beside her

And the evening seems so grand.

And you give a little squeeze

As you hold her little hand.

And in her cheeks you see a blush,

Colour of roses faint,

For heaven’s sake, don’t kiss her,

But Beware! “Wet Paint.”

MEMBERS OF ARTS ’24

A group photograph will be taken on
the south steps of the New Arts building

on Saturday, Dec. llth, at 2.45 p.m.
Please be on hand.

Great Stock

Reducing Sale

Commencing Thursday,

December 2nd

20% DISCOUNT

on our entire stock of

BOOTS AND SHOES

DESK' AND 8TUDT
LAMPS is compist*.

Best Tungsten Lamps

and Flashlights. Ever7*

thing electrical for ex-

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Let a Greeting Card Carry Your Message of

Christmas Cheer

COME IN AND SEE OUR PINE SELECTION OF

APPROPRIATE CARDS AT

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

A d^k red sweater with black borders.
The owner’s name is on the waist or neck
border. It was left on the Lower Campus
after the Arts ’23 vs. ’24 game. Please
[notify the owner through the post office

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

StimTU'CT School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Sig Reductions

Owing to the recent de-

cline in the raw fur

market, we have put

our enormous stock of

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from

10 to SO per cent. With
the reduced prices on

furs we have also cut

prices on all men’s hats

and caps, as well as

millinery:

Ail Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hat*, Far*. Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

LEVANA

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all Hinds of

LEVANA
The fifth regular meeting of the Levana

Socity was held in the Old Arts Building

on Wednesday afternoon. It was decid-

ed that at the first social evening after

Christmas, there will be no fussing. One

buys one’s ticket and takes oneself and

abstains from filling one’s programme

until one reaches Grant Hall. Otherwise,

one will be tanked.

Arts '22 provided a highly enjoyable

programme by presenting the musical

tragedy, "Bluebeard.” The glimmering

candles, incense, oriental music, and clev-

costumes created the proper atmos-

phere. Miss Laird as Bluebeard, was

truly majestic, with a formidable seem-

itar (we trust we have diagnosed the wea-

pon correctly), and a flowing beard that

was unmistakeably and beautifully blue.

Miss Frowan Macfarland as Fatima,

yielded to her fatal curiosity and opened

the forbidden chamber only to reveal the

dead wives to the horror-stricken aud-

ience. Then came the return of Blue-

beard, his threat of vengeance, and the

dramatic entrance of the brothers just in

time to save the shrieking Fatima from?

decapitation.

The performance was original,

planned and well carried out.

Viginti Due,

Optimo Anno
Reppety Za, Reppety Zoo,

Arts, Arts, Arts ’22.

My heart is yearning for your returning

And I can have a "Little More.”

Goodbye. little “Pie” goodbye,

Don't sigh little "Pie” don't sigh

;

When we’ve beaten the “White and Blue”

’ll return again to you.

Don’t cry "little Pie”, don’t cry.

%i

i lo Market St., Kingston

“WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY

OVERCOAT IN THE
HOUSE

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Otilwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

well

BASKETBALL
On Wednesday night Queen’s first

team defeated K.C.I. with a score- of 38

to 5. This was the first game of the

season and was not as well attended by

Queen’s students as the rest will be. The

Queen’s girls show the effects of a hard

training, having been at the training

table for over a month. Sure passes,

quick and good judgment and knowing

where to be at the proper moment, won

the game for Queen’s. Everyone on the

team knew her position, and played it

well. Time and again a forward or

centre was alone on the floor, which gave

a splendid opportunity for a fine shot

anywhere, and no opportunities were

wasted. K.C.L, a smaller team, played a

fast game, but many technical fouls

were made which slowed up the game

considerably.

Queen’s line-up—Forwards: Vera Per-

rier, Catherine Lockhart; centres: Bes

sie Stewart, Marion Laird
;
defence : Bess

Abernethy, Ruth Evanson.

At the same time a second game was

played by the second teams of Queen’s

and K.C.I. . The score was 15-8 in fav-

our of Queen’s. The game was not as

good as the other, and was practically a

scramble on both sides. The Queen’s

centres deserve much credit for their

good work, and the whole team played

much better in the second period.

Miss O’Connor deserves much praise

and credit for the wonderful showing both

teams made.

the arrangements made, everyone who has
the slightest interest in any of the sub-

jects now being taught, or who expects

to be so interested at any time during

his course at Queen's is urged to be pre-

sent.

Next Wednesday the Club will hold

a special meeting, at which Mr. Casey
of the Canadian Locomotive Works will

speak on the subject of “Some Problems
in Manufacture of Locomotives.” If you
<have not been at any of the meetings,

speak to someone who has been there,

COMMERCE CLUB and when you hear what you have missed

This Friday afternoon the Commerce you will be anxious not to miss any more.

Club is holding a business session, at Those who have been present will want

which very important suggestions are to to be there again and will need no coax-

be placed before the members. As theming. It is up to them to interest others

whole future of the Club will depend on and to boost the Club all the time.

GROUND HOCKEY
On account of snow and other condi-

tions, it was necessary to play off the

Ground Hockey in the Covered Rink,

Monday, the seniors played the Sophs,

with a score of 2-1 for ’23. The game
was one of the best and fastest that has

been played this year. The ground was
hard and smooth which helped a great

deal. After having been put off so many
times, ’23 has won a much deserved game
both for good playing and patience. Con-
gratulations ’23.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St West,

or 'Phone 564 w.

CHORUS FOR THE "ATHLETIC
ABSTAINEES”

Tune—"My Little Girl”

My little "Pie” you know I love you,

And I long for you each day.

My little "Pie” I’m dreaming of you,

When at Basket Ball I play.

As sure as fate at every meal time

Where we met so oft before

;

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

SKATING BOOTS AND SHOES
AUTOMOBILE SKATES

Used by champions. There’s none better than what we have.

Come in now before the grand rush begins. It’s surely com-
ing. You CAN pay more, but you CAN’T buy better.

Give “her” a pair for Christmas—She’ll appreciate them.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET ~ PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have- with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we
have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University^

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

"^Share two Profits with GonsumeP^

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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SPORT
DIVORCE

Medicine Wins Interfaculty Finals

Those of us who have a sulhciently good

memory may recall an article which appear-

edin the Queen’s Journal about a year. ago.

It was an allegorical description of the final

game of interfaculty rugby for 1919. The

description represented the occurrence of a

very pretty "outdoor wedding,” in which

the charming bride, Miss Interfaculty

Championship, was reported to have been

united in marriage to Mr. Science Halls.

The wedding ftook place on the lower cam-

pus in the presence of "a few (afterwards)

speechless friends.” The bride was given

away by Mr. Medical Faculty. After the

ceremony the happy young couple took up

their residence in Fleming flail, the home

of the grooni, where it was hoped they

would live “happily ever afterward.”

Only a few weeks ago some enthusiastic

friend of the groom reported that such ex-

treme domestic felicity prevailed in Flem-

ing Hall that Mrs. Science (Championship)

Halls was perfectly happy in her new home.

This assertion greatly deceived the many

friends of the young woman, so that they

were greatly surprised when Mrs. Halls ap-

plied to the Athletic Court for a divorce

from Mr. Halls on grounds of desertion. It

was whispered, too, in society circles, that

Mr. Medical Faculty was the co-respond-

ent in the case.

It was a remarkable co-incidence that on

the very field wliere the wedding took place

and ahnost on the anniversary of the wed-
ding, that the proceedings of the Athletic

Court should take place. The court was

thronged with friends and interested spec-

tators, who filled not only the side-lines but

the windows of the New Arts building, and

climbed even to the roof in their eagerness

to witness the famous divorce case. Prof.

J.F. MacDonald, the gentleman who so ably

officiated 'in' the ceremony was, by request,

appointed to act as judge.

The counsels for the prosecution and for

the defence took up their respective posi-

tions on either side of the judge and the

trial began. Many were the technical

flourishes displayed by the counsels for the

defence which appeared to the laity as a

series of eight-hand reels. The skilled

counsels for the prosecution were, however,

not dismayed by this performance, having

seen similar tactics in the' famous trial of

McGill vs. Varsity. So capably did the

counsels for the prosecution carry out their

proceedings and so sound were their argu-

ments that the jury brought in a unani-

mous verdict in favour of the plaintiff. The

divorce was granted by the Court and the

young woman has returned to her father’s

lofty mansion, (Old Medical Building), and

to her first love, Mr. Medical Faculty.

WIRELESS CLUB

A meeting of the Club was held on

Friday at 4 o'clock in Fleming Hall. The
largest number of students that have

been present this year was in attendance.

Mr. Reid has consented to give the Club

four lectures on the principles of wire-

less telegraphy. The first of these lec-

tures will be given next Thursday even-

ing in Fleming Hall, Room 13. Every-

body interested in the subject is cordially

invited to attend.

DRAMATIC CLUB.

The Queen’s Dramatic Club is the first

Students’ organization outside the realm

of Athletics that has seen fit to recognize

the services of the College press by pre-

senting us with complimentary tickets.

The Editor desires to publicly express

his thanks to the Club and to join with
its many friends in hoping to see unusu-.

ally successful work of the Club con-

tinued.

GRAND ATHLETIC TOURNAMENT
ARMOURIES

Thursday, Dec. 16th, 1920

Preliminary Bouts at 8.15 p.m.

Under Patronage of Gen. King., G.O.C. of M.D. No. 3, and

Gen. Sir Arch MacDonell

Billie Hughes
Ex-Chalnpion Featherweight o£ Canada

VS.

Fred Winfield

of Hull, Que.

CHIEF EVENT—WRESTLING
Charlie Walker-

Champion Light Heavyweight of Canada
vs.

Charlie Fraser

Champion of C.E.F.

Walker is to throw Fraser tiwice in one hour

BOXING, PRELIMINARY BOUTS BETWEEN
QUEEN’S STUDENTS

Sanctioned by Ontario’s Athletic Commission

Admission 50c., $1. Ringside Seats $1.50
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense

assortment o{ Fine Gloves m the

best makes, for men and ladies.
,

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Bloclc.

I ICIHGSTON, ONT.

fl;

i

THEOLOGY

And Theology was there also! We for-

give those, who in making known to the

world the fact that the ^Id time Queen’s

Parade has been re-staged, overlooked the

presence of ye aged faculty of Queen’s,

namely, Theology. Immediately preceding

the “Bolshevik” float could be seen a large

motor car with banners suitably advertising

“Theology.” As the Parade was held on

Saturday evening and as many theologues

are called away on supply work over the

week-end, the number of “preachers” was

therefore considerably reduced. However,

the five who remained, issued forth, arrayed

in the robes of office and with lungs inflat-

ed with sufficient breath to ring out that

good old Divinity yell about the long-tailed

coats and poverty. There were other yells

too, one of which, we think, stated that

“Theology has the Devil,” and they had,

for on tlie end of a rope, a long, lithe figure

in scarlet, with horns and a fork, could be

seen struggling for freedom. Brother

B k was that depraved creation, Broth-

er M L was the aged prophet proclaim-

ing judgment upon a perverted age. Broth-

er J ms, conducted a prayer meeting and

Brother B d presided over the General

Assembly as Moderator, while Brother

W"d reined the Devil. We must not for-

get our respected brother Me—r, who re-

presented us in the famous “Queen’s Own
Band.”

And so Theology was there too, weak in

numbers, but strong in identity.

MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB
On Tuesday last at the Mathematics and

Physics Club, Mr. J. H. Philp gave a very

interesting paper on “The Probability of

Life on Mars.” It was in 1877 that an

Italian while making observations on the

Planet Mars noticed a great number of

straight lines on the surface. This dis-

covery gave rise to the theory that the

planet is inhabited by intelligent human be-

ings who have consiructed a gigantic sys-

tem of waterworks. The leading exponent

of this theory was Lowell, an American
astronomer, who, for twenty years devoted

himself to the study of Mars at his obser-

vatories in Mexico and Arizona. In his

book, “Mars, the Abode of Life,” Lowell

gives an account of his work and puts for-

ward his reasons for his belief in the exis-

tence of life there. He also drew a com-
plete map of the planet as he saw it. In
closing, Mr. Philp mentioned the'objections

that several eminent astronomers have put

forward to Lowell’s theory, and Lowell’s

refutation of these objections.

The next meeting of this club will be held
at five o’clock, Tuesday, December 14th, in

the large Mathematics room. New Arts
Building. The speaker will be Dr. Miller,

and his subject will be “Mathematics and
Photography.” As yet, we have not the

faintest idea what the connection between
these two may be, but we feel sure that Dr.
Miller will have some very interesting

things to say upon the,subject.

Slippers Make Useful and Inexpensive Presents
Ladies* Felt House Slippers $1.49, $1.65, $2.00 and $3.00
Ladies’ Kid Boudoir with heels, 'colors, grey, rose, black, $2.25,

$2.50 and $2.75.

Men’s Comfortable Slippers in Felt $1.95, $2.50, $3.00

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Coming Here To Dine
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know that nowhere else can be found

pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-

tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-

ing all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m.' to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — 'PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and
conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our
high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January
Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

ELECTION REPORT.
(Continued from page 1).

Again I wish to thank our Committee for
assisting each other and working together
the way they did. It was most encouraging
to see that every member on the Committee
was enthusiastic, energetic, sacrificing and
diplomatic.

There are several features in this elec-

tion which ought to serve as a guide for
bettering ourselves in the future. It is un-
wise not to mention a few of these features

which seem to be the most important, and
that is in regard 'to the voting. It is an-
noying that a man may not vote if he is

registered in the University, and also if his

name is on the list and he or she is not
registered. We should be more careful and
the committees should see that this condi-
tion is remedied. Also there seems to be a
lack of carefulness in the polling booths.
.\gain tile fee of $1.50 is quite a sum to
spejul when one is surprised into the fact

that he has to pay to vote, or rathcr’har t<>-

pay it when voting. This appeared fSii-I

year to strike especially hard the f^e^^mlan.i
Elections are quite serious affairs, \ct one!

lias to smile when he asks a man at L.io{

p.m. on election day if he lias voted y* (

he gets the answer, “Voted! VoUd far’
what?” J. T. M. WILSON, Com.ncr. )

Xmas Stationery

Just opened an exquisite line of

Crane’s Stationery in Dainty Gift

boxes. Prices $2.00 to $17.00.

Order today and we will mail

to any address when required.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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DO YOU GET THIS?

DEI \TE WITH
OTTAWA GOES

TO QUEEN’S

R. O. CAMPNEY AND W. A. IRWIN

WIN INTERCOLLEGIATE
DEBATE

Queen’s won her first lap towards se-

curing the championship in intercollegiate

debating when, on Friday night, she de-

feated Ottawa College in Convocation

Hall. The subject was, “Resolved that

Canada should adopt a system of Health

Insurance along the lines of the British

Health Insurance Act.” The Ottawa re-

presentatives, Messrs. McMahon and Le

Sage, upheld the affirmative, while

Messrs. Campney and Irwin of Queen s

supported the negative. It was mainly a

fight between oratory and argument, and

the latter won.

Mr. McMahon, in opening for the af-

firmative, spoke of the transformations in

factories and the industrial world. We
often, said he. discard machinery after

using it for a period of ten years. But as

regards the welfare of our people we are

somewhat lax. Canada should insist on

a Health Insurance Policy that would

meet the requirements of our workmen.

In 1911 Lloyd George introduced into

the British House of Commons a bill, to

provide for insurance against loss of

health, and provisions against sickness.

This bill became effective May 1st. 1912.

It guards not only against sickness, but

against unemployment.

The premium of insurance comes from

three sources—the employee, employer,

and the state, that is, under the compul-

sory system
;
imder the voluntary system

only the insured person and state bear

the burden. Every one is insured regard-

less of physical conditions. When an in-

sured person is not able to pay on account

of sickness no deduction is made from his

wages, but the rates are paid as if deduc-

tion had been made. Mr. McMahon

claimed that the, greatest benefit to be

derived from the scheme is, free medical

attention to the insured and all depend-

ents on him or her.

Canada is a country rich in resources.

We have no pauperism here as in Europe

;

still our church societies are still crying

out for benefits, and our hospital records

show that pauperism is prevalent in this

country. Very few laboring men in this

country can afford to pay premiums, and

pay them continually, and should not be

asked to do so ;
their wages are too low.

The second and greatest difficulty is, that

during the period of illness or unemploy-

ment they cannot keep up the premium.

Thousands of policies lapse annually. The

working men of this country have felt

the necessity of insurance but are driven

to abandon their policy. That is why
many in this country have not made pro-

visions against sickness.

In the United Kingdom there is a com-

pulsory section, and a voluntary one. Our
Canadian system should be compulsory

to those receiving a salary under fifteen

hundred dollars. Our Canadian rates will

be similar to those in England. The state

will bear a certain percentage as in the

United Kingdom.
Forty per cent, of poverty in Canada

today is attributed to sickness. Under
this system the laborer will not be called

upon to pay during illness. None of our

present Insurance Companies give free

medical attention to tlieir policy holders;

all they give is the sickness benefit. This

system gives not only the siekness benefit

during the period of illness, hut free med-

ical attention as well.

(Continued on page 2)

The last issue of the Journal for this

term will be published on Thursday, so

that students may have the Journal before

they leave for the Christmas vacation.

WIRELESS CLUB

On Thursday evening at 7.30 in Flem-

ing' Hall, a meeting of the Club was held

at which Mr. Reid delivered his first lec-

ture of the series on wireless telegraphy.

There was a good number present, and

everybody enjoyed the interesting and in-

structive lecture.

Mr. Reid began by explaining the

derivation of wireless and radio tele-

graphy and by giving a general intro-

duction of his subject. He spoke on the

methods of signalling that were and are

being used in the navy and army. All

the forms of signalling from this very just

methods down to the present day were

explained very clearly. He also gave a

synopsis of the great development of

wireless telegraphy and telephony, that

has taken place during the last twenty-

five years. This remarkable develop-

ment was due to inventions of Marconi

who, in 1896, on Salisbury Plains, trans-

mitted a message through one and three

quarter miles, and fourteen years later

a message was transmitted which was

heard distinctly over 6,735 miles. On
Dec. 12, 1901, the first transatlantic mes-

sage was successfully transmitted and

received.

At first the inventors and scientists

would not listen to these marvellous in-

ventions, but soon the adoption of this

type of signalling by the British Govern-

ment on land and sea did away with all

doubts on their part. Mr. Reid promised

to deliver the three subsequent lectures

early in this new year. After the lecture

a vote of thanks was tendered to Mr.

Reid for his kindness in giving the excel-

lent talk, and we hope to havei a larger

attendance at the next meetings.

The subsequent lectures will be on

;

(a) Wireless Receiving Apparatus.

(b) Wireless Sending Apparatus.

(c) Wireless Traffic and the different

commercial and land stations.

SCIENCE ’23 SOCIAL EVENING

Everybody has been looking to Science

’23 to put across the social event of the

season,, and it is no exaggeration to state

that this was certainly the case when the

event took place last Friday evening. No
pains were spared by the committee in

charge to ensure its complete success, and

great credit is due them for the efficient

manner in which they executed their duties.

Caterer Reid excelled himself in the matter

of refreshments, which were of the style

one would expect at the Science dance; the

music was of ’23’s own particular brand and

was apparently as much appreciated as

ever. The committee wish to thank Miss

Finkle and Mr. Shaw for supplying the

music during the extras.

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday—
4 p.m.—Cercle Francais.

5 p.m.—Math, and Physics Club.

7 p.m.—Science ’21 Social Evening.

Wednesday—
7 p.in.—Choral Society.

Thursday

—

4 p.m.—Dramatic Club Special Meeting.

Room B. 7. New Arts.

4.30 p.m.—Q.U.M.A., Apologetics iCoom.

4 p.m.—Last Journal before holiday.

Friday

—

5 p.m.—Christinas Vacation Commences

!

Good byee-ee.

Rev. Ernest Thomas

At Sunday Service

Prominent Thinker on Social Problems

Gives Very Interesting

Sermon

Those of the students who gathered

to hear the Rev. Ernest Thomas last Sun-

day afternoon, did so with the full expec-

tation of hearing a good sermon, and in

this they were not dissappointed. Mr.

Thomas is noted for his clear thinking,

especially in regard to social problems,

and he certainly gave proof of this facul-

ty of his in his. address.

Basing his remarks on Matthew VI.

31-33, “Therefore take no thought, say-

ing, What shall we eat? or, what shall

we drink? or wherwithall shall we be

clothed? (For after all these things do

the Gentiles seek), for your Heavenly

Father knoweth that ye have need of all

these things. But seek ye first the King-

dom of God, and His righteousness -and

all these things shall be added unto you.”

Mr. Thomas pointed out that this saying

of Jesus set forth in sharp contrast two
definite ways of thinking about life. Many
think of life as a series of wants, a situa-

tion which creates the economic world;

while in opposition to this, Jesus places'

another way of thinking about life. liis

world was not a series of wants, but a

sphere of redemption. To Him the most

important thing -was not that man might

be able to keep his life going, but that

he find and keep his place in the Society

of God.

We must, today, try and strengthen the

things we hold in common. What does

it avail us here in Canada, if we live in

splendid homes and look out on a ruined

civilization. We are not going to get

out of the woods of the present time by

seeking to interpret all life’s problems in

terms of animal instinct. We must seek

for .something higher and nobler than

that.

Most of us pass through this experi-

ence in our religious life, but let us re-

member that, although the function of

religion is to suggest, a religion without

a form has no power. We must interpret

religion and life in the light of their func-

tions.

Looking at the Christian spirit, in its

relation to the sacredness 'Of individual

life, we are frequently assured that the

sacredness of the individual was the great

contribution of Christianity to the world.

For Jesus the human life is so sacred that

it can not be used for any petty end.

When in the wilderness every temptation

sought to transfer His interest from the

function to where He would figure large-

ly for the rest of His life. He gave no

thought to them, and when He saw what
the end would be. He went on unswerv-

ingly. It was that absolute disinterested-

ness in power that made Him divine,

and so, for us, the one right that the spir-

itual man may claim is the right to find

his place in doing God’s will.

The great practical issue for most of

us is “what is our life work?” We grow

discontented with our present state of

life, and struggle to lift ourselves out of

it, and some of us do and find our way
into colleges, etc. But this fact does not

allow us to sit outside the struggle of

life and condemn it. Men today criticise

the church and call it inefficient, but is

it any more inefficient than our political

or industrial, or commercial system. If

tlie church is inefficient today it is be-

cause of the reaction of these three fac-

tors on it.

We see the Christian spirit reaching

on the class struggle in our nation. There

;

(Continued on page 3).

THE ANNUAL
MEETING OF

A.M.S. HELD
VERY POOR ATTENDANCE-

IMPORTANT BUSINESS
CARRIED ON

The Annua| Meeting of the A. M. S.

was not well attended, in point of numbers,

but much important business was transact-

ed. In addition to this, the executive for

1919-20, as such, made its final appearance.

The past year has been a difficult one for

the president, and Mr. Burry and his col-

leagues well merited the vote of thanks un-

animously bestowed upon them. To the

new executive we bid a hearty welcome and

assure them of our support.

The annual meetings of the Harrier Club

and Rugby Club was held. The constitu-

tion was amended in regard to the member-

ship fee of the A.M.S. The fee will now

be two dollars instead of one dollar and a

half as formerly. An amendment was also

introduced and carried to the effect that, in

the future, the President of the A. M. S.

need not be a graduate but that members of

the senior year will also be eligible, at they

W'ere at this election.

A motion was introduced to reform the

methods of handling the elections. The

president-elect informed the meeting that it

was his intention to have a committee ap-

pointed to go thoroughly into the matter' of

conducting electings. After some further

discussion the motion was withdrawn.

Before the new officers were installed

Prof. McPhail, the Honorary President-

elect, addressed the meeting and intimated

that the O. T. C. was being reformed in

Queen’s. He also made a plea for a more

lively interest in the various activities of the

College so that the work would not he

forced on a few willing workers.

President-elect R. O. Campney then took

the chaijv and called upon the new Secre-

tary, Gordon Cornett. The annual meeting

adjourned and the regular meeting began.

This was carried through in good style and

the meeting was brought to a close by the

report of the new critic, Gladstone Wood.

Alumnae Dance

Grant Hall has been the scene of many

happy gatherings, but it is long since a hap-

pier crowd enjoyed itself more than the one

which attended the Queen’s Alumnae

The Dansant on Saturday afternoon. This

function was held to raise funds for the

new residence for College women. The

floor was in splendid condition, and the

music which, by the way, was furnished

gratuitously by the Sympathy Six Orch-

estra, .was up to the usual high standard.

The afternoon sun streaming through the

long windows of Grant Hall, lent a pretty

touch to the ever-moving crowd and no

one missed the aiding moonlight

waltzes. Tea or coffee was served during

the numbers seven, eight, nine and ten, at

tables d quatre on the platform. Evef^-

thing was delightfully dainty and well

served. One could not but wish that the

Faculty dances could be run on a similar

plan, so that the lunch might be served

without leaving the hall at all.

The guests were received by Miss Wil-

helmina Gordon. Miss Flora Abernethy

and Miss Mowat, and tea was served by

other members of tlie Alumnae. We are

much in sympathy with the very worthy

object in which the function was given

and trust that before long it may be

found possible to begin building opera-

tions on the new residence.
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be up-to-date
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the mM who smokes

Sd the woman who reads. AU latest Magaa-

Ses and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose

Leaf, etc.

jack f. elder
i69 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities
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G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)
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Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster. Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
“We Strive to Serve"

A. D' HOLTON
FLORIST'

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

The art of debating reached a new

high-water mark of excellence at Queen s

on Friday night last, when representatives

from Ottawa University and Queen's de-

bated a very important and interesting

public question. As was demonstrated

last year, there are two conceptions of

what debating should be. One side paid

attention to delivery, more especially, and

we heartily congratulate the Ottawa men

on their splendid oratorical efforts. The

Queen’s men reflected the conception,

generally held at Queen’s, that oratory

is a secondary consideration. Clear, con-

cise argumentation, backed up by the

opinion of recognized authorities on all

important points, was the means by

which Mr. Campney and Mr. Irwin de-

stroyed the case of their opponents.

Judge Desrochers, in announcing the

result, said that debating is a very benefi-

cial and important training for life, and

no one doubts the truth of the statement.

We cannot all be Intercollegiate debat-

ers, we cannot all debate for our year,

but there is one thing we can do, and that

is to attend the Intercollegiate debates

when we have the opportunity.

Queen’s debaters will meet the winners

of the McGill-Varsity debate for the In-

tercollegiate Championship, and we hope

that the debaters will get all the support

they deserve. It niust be disheartening

to give so much time to the preparation

of a debate and to be greeted by a mere

handful of students. But we should not

attend the debate merely to support the

debaters, but should do it for our person-

al benefit. If we cannot learn to debate

by debating, we may learn much by lis-

tening to those who are debaters of a

high standard.

We tender onr congratulations to Mr.

Campney and Mr. Irwin, and trust that

the Intercollegiate championship will

come to Queen’s this year.

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cot. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS

Phone 363.

A committee composed of W. F. Nickle,

K.C., Principal Taylor, Dr. W. E. McNeill,

the Deans of Arts, Science and Medicine,

yesterday met the Ontario Government

Commission who are dealing with the

needs of the University. When the Com-

mission visited Queen’s some weeks ago

the various members expressed them-

selves as being very much pleased with

our University. Naturally, however, no

grants could be made on the strength of

the findings on such a brief visit. Here’s

hoping that with the information which

this committee will lay before them, the

members of the Commission will see to

it that Queen’s gets the financial support

that she so richly deserves. 1. i

would suggest to the Commi . .« ,

cheer us all up immensely ’.••i

Christmas season.

With “Gibbie” as our new

and manager our hopes rise hi;..!

tlie rink being flooded this .

luck to you and your team “Gib'’

Debate With Ottawa

(Continued from page 1).

Mr. R. O. Carhpney opened the debate

for the negative side. He said it could

not be called National Health Insurance,

but sectional insurance for the wage earn-

er. In considering any compulsory scheme

to be adopted by Canada, we are bound

to consider whether this country needs

such a scheme. Secondly, we are bound

to consider whether, in event of need, the

Act, along lines of the British Act, could

be applied to this country. Further than

that, we are bound, under the Act itself,

to see whether the Act as laid down in.

Britain, and worked out there, is worth

while here. We must go further and see

if it is the most efficient means to apply.

These four points, he said, his opponents

would have to prove to justify their

stand.

Continuing, he declared that there

is no need in this country for compulsory

health insurance. Great Britain is large-

ly a country of wage earners ;
there is a

vast army of miners, ship builders, factory

hands, etc. In this country we are essen-

tially an agricultural people, and accord-

ing to this Act all farmers would be ex-

empted.

In the second place such industrial

populations as we have in this country

live upon an entirely different plane from

those in Britain, where millions of people

live in slums with no recreation but the

saloon. Our miners do not work under

conditions like those in Britain. We have

no vast army of pauperized workers
;
our

workers are decently housed, and live

under sanitary conditions, are well cloth-

ed and generally self respecting, and cap-

able of standing on their own feet.

In the third place we will not have to

reap the fruits of alcohol. We will get

away from all degeneracy and crime re-

sulting from that.

And in. the fourth place, the very fact

that our working class is in a better posi-

tion in every way, goes to show there is

no need for the scheme ;
and in case of

reaction there has always been an im-

provement as regards both employer and

employe.

In taking up the second main point,

the speaker said even if conditions in

this country were such as to call for a

system along the British lines, it would

not be practicable. The Federal govern-

ment would not control it, but there

would be a provincial jurisdiction; it

would mean the establishment of nine

sets of machinery, highly organized and

highly specialized. We could not get

harmony, as some provinces would take

an extreme view ;
the scheme would al-

most wreck itself. Labor is not fixed as

it is in Britain. In Canada it would be

practically impossible to insure the man

who went to British Columbia, or the har-

vester (from the East) who went to the

Prairies for the harvest season.

Thirdly, we have no machinery ready.

We would have to create at once a vast

bureaucracy of machinery, and the cost

would be enormous. He here quoted fig-

ures from a United States authority,^ and

at this rate it would cost Canada sixty-

three million dollars to administer the

Act. Of this amount, fourteen million

would be raised by taxes, and this would

mean three million dollars in taxes to

administer the Act in Ontario. The cost

in Britain has risen fifty per cent, and in

Germany fifty-three per cent.

Fourthly, government interference on a

wholesale scale in this country, as in the

past, would give us very little ground

for the operation of such a scheme.

He finally made an examination of the

Act as it applied to Britain, dwelt on its

achievements, and made a passing refer-

ence to those classes to whom it applied.

In Canada there are two and three qtiarter

millions registered as workmen
;
the Act

would touch one million two hundred

thousand, it would narrow down ami

Twenty

Grades of

Diamonds

^TT Beware the man who “knows it

^1 all,” who professes to be per-

fectly at home in all the “ologies,”

whether it be geology or theology

mineralogy or biology—^lie is sure to

be “jack of all trades but master of

^TT There is one subject upon

which, however, we do claim to

be posted, and that is “diamonds.”

We know diamonds through and

through, inside and outside and all

around ;
we know them in the

“rough,” we know them in the pro-

cess of cutting and polishing, and

we know the finished product both

as to quality and value.

gTT There are at least twenty dif-

^ fereht grades of diamonds. A
stone of a certain size may be cheap

at $500, whilst another of equal size

will be dear at $50, and yet they are

both “genuine" diamonds ;
it is

purely a question pi color, freedom

from flaws, proper proportions and

perfection of cutting.

A Ryrie diamond is always

something tp be proud of,

whether it be large or small in size.

^TT We select our diamonds per-

^ sonally from the cutters in

Europe—no house the wide world

over buys to better advantage—we

sell on the closest possible margin of

profit and guarantee every stone to

be as represented.

^ A little child can buy a Ryrie

^ diamond just as safely as the

Connoisseur.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
D E N T I S T

Comer Princess and Wellington Street*

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

would affect none but the wage earner. It

would mean that we would have to face

an enormous draft in taxes.

The second speaker for Ottawa was

Mr. Le Sage.

He spoke of the remuneration of Sav-

ings Banks being inadequate. The ladr

of remuneration is not felt by the laborer

only but by those dependent on him.

Trade unions do not work upon a sub-

(Cuntinued on page 3).
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Qeaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

MED. ’22

HALF PRICE

Ladies’ and Children’s

Winter Goats

All this Season’s Styles

/
Newman & Shaw

The Always Busy Store.

We wish every Queen’s Student a Very

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and if we can assist you in making any

one else happy, it will make us happy, too^

Prouse’s Drug Store
Opp. ST. ANDREW'S CHURCH

The Mystery of “Dunworkin/'

On a quiet Sunday afternoon in Decem-

ber, one might have seen t\^o figures in

earnest conversation, in one of tlie upper

chambers of the lofty, prepossessing man-

sion, overlooking the lake, “Dunworkin

Castle.”

The Laird Dunworkin had gone out for

his daily constitutional, and tliese two mys-

terious individuals were the sole occupants

of the castle. They were the Air Appar-

ent, and the Night Errand. On closer

scrutiny one would see the floor and table

littered with odd looking boots and papers.

What could this mean? This secret

meeting; these mysterious looking papers

and books ;
the solemn tones of these two

persons. Surely they were up to no good.

Suddenly the expressions change; an

anxious look appears upon on their faces

;

and then all is wild confusion as they be-

gin rummaging wildly among the manu-

scripts, and casting wild glances in every

corner as if in search of some vastly im-

portant evidence.

After some seconds the Air Apparent

makes a mad rush for the 'phone, seizes the

receiver, as orte would a life preserver, and

excitedly calls 1888. When informed that

Mr, W. is out, an expression of keen dis-

appointment is shown on his features, but

immediately a new hope springs up as he

calls 1034. Yes, Mr. A. is in. A look of

triumph appears upon the face of the caller

as he almost shouts over the 'phone “Say

‘Aitchy,’ what are the names of the bursae

around the knee?”

Here then is the secret. These were two

members of Med. ’22, studying for the

Christmas exam, in Applied Anatomy.

University Service

(Continued from page 1)

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET
{Over Royal Bank)

Students/ Have your Year Book

Photographs made at once while we

have time to do it properly! Last

year few students came in for Year

Book Photos in October—they all

came in November and December.

So did everybody else. As a result

the Boss of this Studio worked day

and night in December, only stop-

ping for a bite to eat and a little

sleep occasionally r— and precious

little at that. So^ that when ’Xmas

came he was a wreck, physically,

morally and mentally. Do a kind

Christian act and give a poor, hard-

working photographer a chance!

Make your appointment now.

Dr. T. (to class in CTinical Surgery) :

“Now, gentlemen, you would feel very

foolish if a nurse should sometime ask you

how to make an iodoform gauze, and you

didn’t know. (Turning to nurse), now

nurse, will you just tell us how you make

iodoform gauze?

Dr.J. Pomeroy, the eminent dermatologist,

has recently described a new skin lesion,

which he terms “Actine,” and purposes pub-

lishing a book on the horrible disease, for

the benefit of future generations.

is a class struggle in Canada
;
let any maji

who doubts it, try to go against the cur-

rent and he will soon find out the might

of class. Yet it all comes because men

do not interpret life aright. The main

philosophy of life is not found in the lure

of gain. Once a man passes beyond the

sense of insecurity to a feeling of secur-

ity the lure of gain is not nearly as strong

as the feeling that he can accomplish

something.

Looking at the Christian spirit react-

ing on national life, we find mighty efforts

have been made to make the church of

Canada the servant of the state, but sure-

ly the interests of the universal family

must find some voice other than 5 narrow

national one. We must maintain the

superiority of Christ’s Church and pre-

serve it from being a mere national one,

for after all the church follows one who

was crucified by the state.

We have passed through times when it

was the duty of the church to support

the state, but we must today interpret

patriotism in terms of function as well as

power.

The international organization of capit-

al has not given unity of life, and the in-

ternational organization of labour has also

failed, though not so badly. To hundreds

of thousands the dreams of international

brotherhood has a great force, and to

ignore it is to misunderstand the functions

of our life. It is little use to disbelieve

unless we are prepared to support some-

thing better. Better a tentative defective

organization than a cynical belief in a

narrow national equison. Where capital,

labour, diplomacy have failed can inter-

national religion make a contribution?

To the great task before the world the

Christian manhood and womanhood of

our universities must make a response.

The choir was in attendance to lead

the service of praise aii^^Mr. H. R. James

sang a very beautiful solo. The atten-

dance of both staff and students was un-

usually small.

UNIVERSITY DEBATE

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5,50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

THE RESIDENCE DANCE

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.
We attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

If you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

“Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS -STREET

The Residence last Saturday evening

was a scene of gay festivity when about

eighty of the elite of Queen’s assembled

to dally for a few hours with the be-

witching Miss Terpischore. The guests

greatly appreciated the hospitality of

their gracious hostess, Mrs. Fraser, who
was assisted in receiving by Miss Dunne.

The prettily decorated and fussinating

rooms attracted those who were not

wholly interested in dancing every num-

ber. Each and every guest proclaimed

this one of the Social functions of the

season. And so they said with one ac-

cord :

"Eru-Cluck, Eru-Cluck

Eru, Eru, Eru-Cluck

H-e-n-c-o;0-p

Hencoop, Hencoop
Cluck, Cluck, Cluck.”

Sakell’s
ICB CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

IMPORTANT DRAMATIC CLUB
MEETING

Attention is called to’ an important

meeting of the Dramatic Club called for

next Thursday, December 16th, at 4 p.m.,

the Small French Room B. 7, New
Arts Building. I'hc purpose of this

meeting i.'^ to select players for the one-

act play‘d to bo presented in the “Little

Theatre”. Convocation Hall, about the

first week in February. Every student,

whether experienced or not, but who is

interested and desirous of acting, is urged

to attend.

(Continued from page 2).

stantial basis. Legislation in Canada as

elsewhere does not provide the means.

Mr. Le Sage maintained that the Bri-

tish system meant the practical abolition

of the almshouse and was a long step to-

wards the solution of a world problem.

The scheme, which should be made com-

pulsory if introduced in Canada, would

not prove a burden to the patriotic citizen.

Mr. Irwin closed the debate for Queen’s

and in hi?Bwn inimical way shattered the

arguments of his opponents. He attack-

ed the first speaker for the affirmative

for saying that National Health Insur-

ance included everybody in Great Britain,

and gave figures to show this was far

from correct. As to the efficiency of the

scheme, after a trial of thirty-six years

in Germany the expenditures of the poor

have increased ;
and similar conditions

are found in Britain after a period of nine

years. He declared that no amount of

oratory could change hard facts.

He quoted an eminent Oxford physici-

cian. and other physicians, to show that

it was one of the most unsatisfactory

Acts ever put through parliament. It

was now generally condemned, and the

money considered as wasted.

Mr. Irwin anticipated and accepted the

challenge from his opponents to the effect

that on account of the war the scheme

had not been given a fair trial. In view

of this, he said, we will go to the country

from whence Britain got her idea. viz.

Germany. It has been in operation there

since 1884, and in Austria since 1880.

Even for this length of time statistics

show that it has been a failure.

In the opinion of an eminent American

dojttor the scheme has degraded the medi-

DANCE AND CARD PARTY

Under the auspices of the

Women’s Aid Society

of the

Kingston General Hospital

in the City Hall and Ontario

Hall, on

Thursday, January 27, 1921

at Eight O’clock

Tickets $1.00, and Tax 10c.

cal profession. An underpaid physician

is held in contempt both by his patients

and his professional comrades. But

worse than degrading the medical pro-

fession, declared the speaker, it has en-

couraged a spirit of malingering on the

part of workmen. Besides encouraging

malingering among workers, the system

does not give the patient a square deal.

Still further, National Health Insur-

ance has placed a burden on industry

which it should not be called on to bear.

Employers are compelled to contribute

to sickness. It creates an army of drunk-

en employes who must be paid, and an

army to handle these people. The labor-

er can well say, “Why not pay me for

being sick and keep me a w'ell man.”

Out of nine commissions in the United

States seven reported adversely on the

matter. Of all the sickness on this con-

tinent, ten per cent, is due to social dis-

ease, and National Health Insurance does

not deal with that.

Mr. Irwin said that occupational dis-

ease should be charged to industry; it

should bear the cost if the man is at work.

A complete system of National E<luca-

tion should be adoi)ted ; slums should be

cleaned up.

Judge Desrochers of Belleville: Prof.

Cyrus -MacMillan, of Montreal, and Mr.

W. R. Givens, of Kingston, were the

judges, and gave an unanimous decision

(or the negative.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.,

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’21

What would the women do if all the

dressmakers went on strike? Ask Birch-

ard.

Evening to-night.

Can you tell me, Watson, the difference

between kissing a horse and kissing a wo-

Too bad about that local pastor—the

nurse was rubbing his back with alcohol

and he broke his neck trying to get at it.

Ernie Marks has invented a one-piece

clothes hanger—a nail.

The hero of the 5th Field Co. was shin-

ing his medal. “The King sent me this one

by a special messenger, who was killed just

before he gave it to me.”

Don’t water the cow—it’s 'easier to water

the milk.

Does Levana’s fencing- class use chicken

or barbed wire? Certainly not live wire.

One might as w’ell yelk “God save tlie

King” at a Sinn Fein meeting as to go to a

social evening without a girl.

Her name is Kathleen, Anny.

What did the ’phone girl say to Bobby in

Toronto?

Rather fortunate that Theda Bara

doesn’t room in this town. She complains

that with all her 28 gowns on she can’t keep

warm.

The recent elections call to mind a story

told by a local pastor.. The drunkard and

the high-brow were seated in No. 18 com-

ing up King St. when a tired looking old

lady Salomied her way aboard. Neither

moved. Finally the drunk got to his feet

and addressed the car in general and the

hir'd in the frozen collar in particular, ‘Tm

drunk but I’ll get over it. You’re a hog

and will never get over it.”

The man who said that broken neck is

the only thing to relieve Catarrh wirft the

handsome stained glass fly spanker.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOINT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

Is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.

Give me a woman a man can trust.

Her old man called down. Say young

feller haven’t you a self-starter? George

pipes up, “Don’t need one, old thing, there’s

crank in the house.”'

Andy—“She’s a live

“How shocking.”

wire.” Connie-

We were reading the election banners

when two co-eds meandered up the boule-

vard and such is the force of example, be-

gan also to read said signs. Freshette

“Doug. Wright for President, who isTie?’

Old Timer : “He’s been around here a long

time. iTe’s married.” Freshette; “That

settles it.”

In the thickest of the fighting Bonapart

rode up and down the ranks but ever re-

mained unwounded. “No bullet for me,”

he cried. “You must be wearing Paris

garters,” piped up the bull-cook, “No metal

can touch you.”

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

Amongst the lowest forms of animal life

we find

;

1. My.self.

2. Microbes—sounds Irish.

3. Parishes—unknown in Paris.

4. The jazz-hound who lies about his

programme.

5. People who sell complimentary tickets,

6. The girl who fills her own program-

me when one of the lads paid for the ticket.

7. People who haunt drafting rooms out

of hours.

8. Males who get into social functions

without tickets.

9. Girls who cling to their partners and

watch the man at the piano.

10. People who study on Saturday night,

11. Males who wear spats.

12. The person or persons who stole,

borrowed or took my rugby boots.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
;tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
lo the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
IRAINING, HOUSEHOLD' SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in PifliUc. Separate. Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Things We Should Like to See.

^
1. Her.

2. Soup Jardine in a dress suit.

3. The ice removed from the Gym.
plunge.

,

4. Joe at that 9 a.m. lecture. Can’t -spell

the word but it begins with pale. Bet she

isn’t. •

5. Bill Becking’s former'landlady when
she hears about that float.

6. The original Madamoiselle from

Armentieres.

7. Bobby with his cap off.

Copies of the RcBulations issued by the
f^epartment of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Ministi-f of Education,
Toronto

N

Our sincerest congratulations to “Doug.

Ludgate on his recent marriage. W'
wonder if he will be at the Science ’17 Re-

union Dinner this year. It cost him a posi-

tion last year.

Levana, do not forget Science *21 Socta

purposes. Get behind this ’21. Think of

the next crpp of freshmen.

SCIENCE ’22

Our year meeting last Friday night was

not a success from the point of view of at-

tendance, but those present heard a very

interesting talk from W. J. McFarlane

who gave an outline of the pulp industry,

which was in effect an account of what he

saw during last suminer when he worked

in the Ha! Ha! Bay Sulphide Co's plant.

This talk was the first of a series to be

given by members of the year, and Mac
certainly has set a high standard for the

rest of us to work up to. Let us all do our

best anyway, and pass on to the rest as

much useful information as Mac passed on

to us last Friday. Congratulations Mac,

you did splendidly.

Prof, in Economics; “What happens

when one of the partners in a partnership

dies?”

Doog F y: “Funeral.”

Have you heard Levana’s new yell?

Finicky, panicky,

Absolute similarity

Bob-tailed hair and powdery.

Ah ! men.

A movement is on foot to standardize the

size of note paper, laboratory reports, etc.

There are 26 different sizes now in use.

Professors Arkley and Rutledge are

favour of one size of paper for all such

We are glad to notice that MacL—h—

n

has stopped babbling. We hope the cure is

going to be permanent.

Our sympathy goes out to A. T. Lang,

who sustained a nasty face-cut during

Saturday night’s proceedings. But "those

Science boys always do act so roughly.”

Is that “cousin”? of yours a good skater,

Bulmer? Sammy says Cleopatra sure

shakes some steel-shod hoof.

Was Sammy smitten Friday evening or

was he merely hogging all the dances. ' Be-

ware of Bulmer, Sammy?

Old Bill wants to know which is the

largest corporation in the world. Presum-

ably he wants to buy it out, so won’t some-

body please find out quick and let him

know.

BIBBT’S
KINGSTON’S CASH AND ONE PRICE CLOTHING STORE

New Suits and New Overcoats

at New Revised Prices.

Our new prices have this twenty per cent, discount stuff

beaten a mile.

You’ll say so when you see them.

Young Men’s Overcoats

Splendidly Tailored

The Clinton

The Stanford

The Cambrige ....

Young Men’s” Overcoats

All New Models

$35.00 The Royce $27.50

,
35.00 The Hickson 27.50

. 35.00 The Tourist 27.50

, 45.00 The Roamer 35.00

. 45.00 The Newton 35.00

, 45.00 The Duke 35.00The Dorsay 45.00

WE WILL BE GLAD TO SHOW YOU THESE GARMENTS.

BUY IF WISH.

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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— AnewARROW
COLLASC„
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND

TH?.®TXJ5

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone S77 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

QUEEN’S MEN
start a good thing going and

buy a policy of Life Insurance in

Canada’s Leading Co. The Mu-
tual Life of Canada.

Excellent propositions for

Students.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610: Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

The thanks of the year are also due to

those who were ready to help with the

programme last Tuesday, and who were

not called upon, owing to the lateness of

the hour.

XMAS NECKWEAR
Silk 50c to $2.50

Knitted $1.50 to $4.00

We box all Ties

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

HARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS
ARTS ’21

For a dead game sport, you’ve got to

hand it to Bobby Fry. Not that we are

just discovering this fact now—^we knew

it from the day we first saw. his genial

countenace ;
but it was impressed upon

us with greater force on Tuesday even-

ing when Mr. Fry saved our year by

contributing so whole-heartedly and so

splendidly to the Arts Society pro-

gramme. We tried to think of an

instance when he had been asked to con-

tribute and refused or made excuses, but

we could discover none, and hence this

eulogium. He, it is, who is always ready

to give liberally of his time to entertain

us
;
he it is, who is ready to do the execu-

tive work which the rest of us shirk;

he it is, who is always willing to incon-

venience himself for our benefit. He
never fails in a pinch

;
he may always be

depended upon to do his bit, and do it

nobly. So here’s to Bobby Fry, who
sings away his troubles, and those of his

friends, too.

We had neglected to mention the part

played by the members of our year on

Theatre Night. Messrs. D. K. Paris and

M. F. Smith, asquitted themselves

nobly, and deserve nothing but commend-
ation. We believe that Mr. Smith is still

in fruitless quest of the fire-water, he ex-

pressed a desire to absorb, and also that

his Prayer-Book, whose identification

proved so difficult for Constable Paris,

has strayed out of his hands. Can Mr.
Varnham give us any information as to its

whereabouts?

Our congratulations to Messrs. W. A.

Irwin and R. O. Campney for their splen-

did success in the debate last Friday night

against the representatives of the Univer-

sity of Ottawa.

Professor Roy, in the class of English

22; “Cowper went mad at the prospect

of an examination.” Cowper has our

sympathies.

ARTS ’22

Economics 25a

Prof. Clark (in record time)—Loans
are made on warehouse receipts, shipping

documents, mortgages on ships, bills of

lading, insurance policies

G. M. S.—HEY !

We offer an humble apology for his

rudeness—on several occasions he has
been known to act as a gentleman.

Just a passing whim, probably—but

—

would H.P.S. kindly brush the gray hairs

off his coat befor-e coming to class.

Rumor has it that Ruth’s affliction of
last year still bothers her on Sunday
afternoons.

Has everybody paid their year fees?
Think it over.

ARTS ’24

The Year Picture.
Are we particular? It looks like it when,

it takes no less than two sittings to satisfy

the fastidious members of Arts ’24.

Levana may boast of Queen’s, but they

have nothing on Science ’22. We can boast

of a real live movie king. You should have

seen him in ^tion at the Society’s meeting

last week.

By the way, who is the Science '23 man
who sought to be the finishing touch to

our charming picture. However we don’t
wonder that he wanted to be one of such
good-looking crowd!

Who is the young lady with the gorgC'^nis

hair who thinks the budding biologis-

awfully cute. She even confesses to w;;

ing his face with snow ^nce.

Oh Mary ! were you trying to make him
“whiter”?

A certain little lady of '24 was heard to

remark after the Science ’23 dance that she
simply wilted when one of the Sir Lance-
lots of ’23 smiled that wonderful smile of

his at her. Good Old Bill—keep on smil-

ing!

Did any one hear Jessie say that she had
dimples too when she looked in a certain

direction? Let’s get a compass boys.

French for “Fussers.”

Je t’ aime,— '

Je t’ adore,

—

Sans toi

Je mourrai ! Etc., etc.

The Girls of ’24.

’Twas in the year of '24,

We came to good old Queen’s

;

The biggest bunch of pretty girls

That ever has been seen.

Some of us are tall,

And some of us are short.

In fact there is a different girl

Of every kind and sort.

There is a well-know pickle-man,

His name is Mr. Heintz,

And he is very famous .

For his fifty-seven kind-tz.

But goodness gracious, Mabel,

We have no need to whine,

He hasn’t got a thing on us,

For we’ve got fifty-nine

!

Great Stock

Reducing Sale

Commeficing Thursday,

December 2nd

20% DISCOUNT

on our entire stock of

BOOTS AND SHOES

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is complete

Best Tungsten Lamp*

and Flashlights. Every-

thing electrical for cs-

perimental purposes.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1316 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Let a Greeting Card Carry Your Message of

Christmas Cheer

COME IN AND SEE OUR FINE SELECTION OF

APPROPRIATE CARDS AT

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

t'urniner School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and MiUin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-

cline in the raw fur

market, we have put

our enormous stock ot

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from

10 to SO per cent. With

the reduced prices on

furs we have also cut

prices on all men’s hats

and caps, as well as

millinery.

All Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hati, Fur», Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all Hinds of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
20 Market St. ,

Kingston

“WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

Dress Suits

Tuxedos

$60 .

$50 .

ALTERATIONS FREE

FIT GUARANTEED

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

ARTS ’23

In the midst of our prosperity as a

society, adversity has knocked at our door

and claimed as its victim, one of our most

promising and esteemed members in the

person of Bruce R Johnston. B^ruce

was born near Lansdowne in 1898, and

has lived in that vicinity during the few

short years alloted to him. His father

died when he was but a child, yet despite

that lack of fatherly counsel which should

have been his, his qualities as a Christian

gentleman were not impaired by this, his

misfortune.

He attended the Brockville Collegiate

Institute, after which he received his

teacher’s training at the Kingston Model

School. After having taught a year and

some few months, his career as a tocher

was interrupted by the Nation’s call.

Heeding this call to duty he joined the

Royal Air Force. While serving in this

capacity he contracted to himself one in'

separable friend to whom we extend our

mutual sympathy. Although he did not

receive his officer’s commission, owing

to the event of the Armistice, yet about a

week previous to his death he felt assur-

ed of receiving the same in the near fu-

ture.

As a loyal member of his year, Bruce

complied with its obligations in an al-

ways optimistic manner. Despite his re-

tiring nature he possessed a radiant

magnetism, -which fascinated the friend

and gripped the stranger, which hailed

his opinion and revered his personality.

His thrilling, whole-hearted “hul-lo
”

was sufficient to saturate the most pessi-

mistic being with the joys of real life.

In the class-room his regular attendance,

his strict attentiveness, and the genial

courage with which he essayed to master

his work were highly commendable.

Those of us who knew him as a chum, can

only hope to say that our m'inds fail to

formulate words to extol his merits.

As a year L believe we would.*rather

reluctantly apply to' Bruce the spirit of

the text chosen for the funeral, “Remem-

ber how short my time is : wherefore hast

thou made all men in vain.” His work

was finished, yet it was of inestimable

value. As a year we are lifted one rung

higher towards our aspiring goal, because

of his sojourn among us. As chums, we

would fain remember until we draw life’s

deepest breath the many hours spent with

him in talking over life’s problems and

college joys, and his cheery countenace

'Which administered courage in our times

of depression. To his surviving mother,

brother, and two sisters, we extend our

deepest sympathy and beg not greater

boon than when we are at death’s door

and are gazing into the great beyond

may say, with him “It’s a beautiful coun-

try.”

junctions of his lordship will not have

been given in vain.

Fine Board—

K

Scotch undergraduate

at present residing on street, com-

plains that his morning dish of porridge

consists principally of sawdust. And this

is what they advertise as FINE BOARD.

Attendance at Queen’s University

Last year there were in attendance at

this university, 145 students, disposed of

as follows: Arts 74, Medicine 60, Theo-

logy IL This year the numbers are in-

creased as follows ; Arts, 87 ;
Medicine,

76; Theology, 11. These figures show a

rate of progress that is very encouraging.

One half of the fools in the world think

they can beat a doctor in curing the sick, fortune.

two thirds are confident they can beat

a minister preaching a sermon, and all

are certain that they know better than an

editor how to manage a paper.

One of the oldest graduates of Dart-

mouth College died last week in a New
Hampshire Poorhouse. He was one of

the first scholars of his class, and as a

mathematician stood at its head.—N. Y.

Times.

High-stand men take warning. Will

you take a scholarship in Mathematics,

and die in a poorhouse. Some of our

readers show a wholesome dread of the

end of that “oldest graduate” who is

dead and avoid scholarships and such

vanities as certain to bring ultimate mis-

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

FROM.THE JOURNAL, OCT. 20, 1877

The following are the names of the

gentlemen who have registered themsel-

ves in Queen's College this session: J. R.

O’Reilly, Jos. Anderson, John R. Pollock,

Wm. Nickle, A. B. McCallum, H. C.

Fowler, J. Summerville, Daniel McTav-

ish, John Hume, R. G. Peek, L. W. Mc-

Cuaig, J. Taft, McLean, J. Hutcheson,

Henry Shibley, H. M. Mowat, Alex. Mc-

Tavish, Smith, Dougall, McArthur, Lin-

ton.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

Concursus Iniquitatis

The dread tribunal which sits in dark-

ness and condemns without appeal has

been constituted once more, and fresh-

men who air their new dignity in a con-

spicuous manner, fall a ready prey to its

stringent and unalterable decisions. Even

Sophomores must carry themselves care-

fully and with all humility. Freshmen

have been repeatedly warned that gorge-

ous attire, delicately tinted kid gloves,

“perfumed canes,” etc., also any expressed
]

contempt of aforesaid C. I. are grievous

ofTences in the sight of this honorable
|

and venerable institution. If the ex-
1

amplcs of condign punishment lately I

witnessed deter the susceptible youth I

from offending in future, the solemn in-
"

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

|

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

SKATING BOOTS AND SHOES

AUTOMOBILE SKATES

Used by champions. There’s none better than what we have.

Come in now before the grand rush begins. It’s surely com-

ing. You CAN pay more, but you CAN’T buy better.

Give “her” a pair for Christmas—She’U appreciate them.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city;

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

The college book store
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT

‘

160-162 Princess Street

^Share two Profits with Gonsumer^

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY'S.
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SPORT
SOCCER

On Friday afternoon Science ’23 won the

inter-year championship of the faculty.

The game was played in an inch or two of

snow, and consequently the game was not

as fast as it would otherwise have been.

’22 kicked off with the wind, and for the

first five or ten minutes the ball was kept in

’23 territory. The goal, however, was never

in danger. A long kick from the half line

was gathered in by the ’23 forwards and

the ball was carried close to the ’22 goal.

Some splendid work by the halves prevent-

ed a score, but the ball was kept in ’22 ter-

ritory. During the fading minutes of tlie

period a pretty bit of combination carried

the ball directly opposite the goal whence

it was volleyed tlirough, giving first blood

to ’23.

The second period was largely a repeti-

tion of the first The ball stayed well up

in the twenty-two end of the field, except

for a couple of splendid rallies by the ’22

forwards. In this period ’23 succeeded in

gaining two more goals, which were some-

what lucky, though undoubtedly earned.

This completed the scoring, and when time

was called the score stood : '23, 3 ;
’22, 0.

In spite of the score, the teams were quite

evenly matched, but the splendid individual

efforts of the Junior? were insufficient to

counterbalance the excellent co-ordination

and combination displayed by the Sophs.

The latter had somewhat the advantage in

that they have played together much more

than the Juniors, who were out for the first

time this year. The teams lined up as

follows

:

’22—Goal, Emery; full backs, Deamude,

Corlett; half backs, Wilson, Tully, Wal-

lace; centre, Bleakney; forwards, Gerow,

Mcllraith, Walsh, Hansuld.

’23—Goal, Hay; full backs, Affleck,

Kidd; half backs, Sully, McLeod, Askin;

centre, MacDonald
;

forwards, Webster,

Allan, Hanson, Couse.

BASKETBALL
Queen’s first team defeated the Y. M. H.

A. in a fast game on Friday, December 10.

The Young Hebrews were at a disadvan-

tage in being much lighter than our boys,

and in being unaccustomed to the large

floor. The first half ended with the score

14-8 in favour of Queen’s. In the second

half, JoneSj Bonham, and McKinnon, were

replaced by Henderson, Moore and

Thomas. The final score was 28-16. Mr.

Bews handled the game very satisfactorily.

Queen’s—^Jones, Lewis, Bonham, Mills,

Thomas, G. Henderson, McKinnon, Moore.

Y.M.H.A.—Sugel, Morris, Abramsky,

Morris, Bailey, Yampolsky.

Inter-Year Series.

Senior ’24 IVon From Senior ’23.

Saturday afternoon the Freshmen de-

feated the Sophs, 35-34. The teams were

very evenly matched as the score indicates,

the Freshmen showing greater ability to

take advantage of their opponents’ fouls.

The first half ended 23-19 for ’24. In the

second half ’23 came back strongly and

quickly evened up the score. From then on

it was a steady fight for points, first one

side ahead and then the other. Line-up:

'23—Salter, Ada, Shaw, H. Salton, C.

Salton, Nickle.

’24—Jones, Lewis, Henderson, McKin-

non, Wood, Thomas.

Referee—Mr. Keifk

Deamude and Walker evidently took

Sunday evening’s sermon to heart. They

were down at the Victoria afterward to give

their donations to the “Chinese Famine

Fund.”

Messrs. Van Buskirk and Hamilton spent

a very enjoyable week-end in Napanee. Van

will soon be able to vote there, having

qualified for citizenship by walking six

miles.

GRAND ATHLETIC TOURNAMENT

ARMOURIES

Thursday, Dec. 16th, 1920

Preliminary Bouts at 8.15 p.m.

Under Patronage o£ Gen. King., G.O.C. of M.D. No. 3, and

Gen. Sir Arch MacDonell

Billie Hughes

Ex-Champion Featherweight of Canada

VS.

Fred Winfield

of Hull, Que.

CHIEF EVENT—WRESTLING
Charlie Walker

Champion Light Heavyweight of Canada

VS.

Charlie Fraser

Champion of C.E.F

.

Walker is to throw Fraser twice in one hour

Sanctioned by Ontario’s Athletic Commission

Admission 50c., $1. Ringside Seats $1.5f

Rex
SMOKING

Fixture
A most satisfying and

enjoyable smoke

Tickets May Be Had

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

FOR THE

Queen’s Assault-at-Arms.

Telephone 850 and 1200
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense

assortment oi Fine Gloves m the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
^

DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

THEOLOGY
We are delighted to note that G. E.

Wood, our .candidate for Critic, was suc-

cessful in the recent A.M.S. elections.

Theology has felt that it surely deserved

representation on the A.M.S. executive.

When we look back over past history we

find, that Theology has supplied many not-

able members of the A.M.S., and for a

small society has had quite a considerable

influence in moulding and shaping the

policy of, the student government of the

University.

In “Woody” we are certain that the

University has a representative who will al-

ways work for its best interests, give it

faithful service, and wise counsel.

CORRESPONDENCE

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our

high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January

Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

To the Editor, Queen’s Journal.

Sir:ir-It seems to me that so much dis-

cussion being current on the high cost of

various things, and because this discussion

is attaining its end, of reducing prices, a

few remarks about the high cost of amuse-

ment within our College might not^be out

of place, or entirely unwelcome by the stu-

dent body.

I have reference to the social evenings,

which are supposed primarily to afford an

opportunity for an evening’s entertain-

ment, within practically every student’s fin-

ancial means. When they were first or-

ganized it was pointed out that the tickets

were only seventy-five cents, and on paper,

that appeared reasonable enough, but it is

certain that one could count on their fin

gers the number who buy single tickets for

these dances. Therefore, I think I am safe

in saying that it costs the ‘escort’ a dollar

and a half. Now, when one considers that

these social evenings occur once a week, it

requires no higher mathematics to estimate

the considerable expense of attending a few

of them.

The justification of my protest lines in

the fact that the present price is unwarrant-

ed. Every dance, practically, is attended by

the full allowance, approximately, one

hundred and fifty couples
;
representing an

income to the society holding the dance, of

two hundred and twenty-five dollars. A
six-piece orchestra, for four hours costs

about twenty-five dollars. Supper averages

thirty cents a plate, which brings expenses

to one hundred and fifteen dollars. I am
not sure about the rent of Grant Hall from

A.M.S. so I cannot definitely state the cost

for that.

At any rate, sufficient surplus remains

on hand to warrant any one asking, “What
is done with it?” Early last year, Arts ’23

held a social evening, for which they sold

single tickets at fifty cents each, or a dollar

a couple. It was a good example, but un-

fortunately the Hockey Club, which was
badly in need of financial assistance, then

held one for which the present price was
charged. This was warrante<f, but should

not have established a precedent from

which practically every year in College has

since been unable tcf break away. I might

add that had Arts ’23 been able to procure

an early date fqr their social evening this

year, it was their intention of again reduc-

ing the price.

If there is some detail which I have over-

looked and which will satisfy my-euriosity

and explain the necessity of the present

price, I would be glad to be informed of it,

but if one dollar per double ticket appears

as reasonable to the students as a whole as

it does to me, why not start it off?

“PRO BONO PUBLICO.

SCIENCE ’24.

Our soccerites gave ’23 a pretty good run
.for their money, and were it not for the

fact that the score stood 3-0 against us
when the final whistle blew, wc would have
won ! ! ! Old Bill starred between the posts,

but had rather hard luck with his hat. As
for his pink garter.s, they fairly dazzled our
opponents’ forward line, to say nothing of

the effect on, the spectators.

Shoes For Christmas
LADIES’ FELT HOUSE SLIPPERS, $1.25,

$1.48, $1.65, $2.00 and up

LADIES’ KID BOUDOIR with heels, colors

Pink, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Old Rose, Grey,

Black, Mauve, Brown.

Slippers for Presents are sure to be appreciat-

ed by both old and young

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most Sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited. ^

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

A
Coming Here To Dine
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know that nowhere else can be found

pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-

tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-

ing all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

Xmas Stationery

Just opened an exquisite line of

Crane’s Stationery in Dainty Gift

boxes. Prices $2.00 to $17.00.

Order today and we will mail

to any address when required.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

-THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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OLD BEN
By “N.C.”

Old Ben issued forth from the vine-

covered cottage just as the sun was lifting

his crimson face above the far lake horizon.

Every summer morning for fifty years that

sun had thrown a greeting fair into Ben’s

tanned and wrinkled face, and every morn-

ing for fifty years the old fisherman had

grinned an answering greeting. A trailing

arm of wild honey-suckle brushed his

cheek. He plucked one of its red-gold

blossoms and sniffed it as he shuffled across

the beach to the old coal-tarred boat, drawn

up on the sands.

A gull, wheeling .slowly above the light-

ing lake, cried a cheery, “Oh Ben!” The

fresh smell from the water caught his nos-

trils and with his hand on the bow of the

old boat, he stood breathing in the fresh-

ness in long gulps. The honey-suckle lay

forgotten on the sands. This was his birth-

right, and this morning it stirred the old

man’s soul with deep gladness. Gazing out

across the blue lake, his broad shoulders

squared and his white head lifted high. Old

Ben breathed a deep prayer of thankfulnesr-

for it all.

“No. I cannot do it. I cannot do it,” he

kept murmuring as he tightened ropes and

laid hrs‘ nets and lines in order for the day’s

work.

Old Ben's wrinkled face was clouded.

The usual merry twinkles were gone from

his fine old eyes, which were dull with

heavy thought.

“Nigh a score, and he was only one,

—

only one,” his voice trailled off indistinctly.

Once Old Ben stopped work and his

hands knotted at his sides. His eyes took

in the wide, free sweep of .sky and water.

Then they slowly followed the long line of

sloping sandy shore, back to the low vine-

covered cottage among the threes.

“No, no I can never leave the dear old

lake. I’ve known her too long in all her

moods of storm and shine. Besides” .

His voice broke off.

Slowly he drew out a yellow telegram

from his pocket and read for the hundredth

time.

“Your presence is requested on Wednes-

day, June fifteenth, at Oris for the final

settlement of the estate of the late William

Tyndall. By beque.st. his entire property is

yours. You will find it necessary to reside

here, in order to successfully handle the

property.”

“J. Ballj Solicitor and Executor for

the estate.”

Quickly Old Ben finished his prepara-

tions and shoved off the fishing-smack.

Hoisting sail, his old boat was soon dancing

over the waves along the point, behind

which nestled the little fishing town.

All day the old man worked, but as he

worked his mind turned backwords. He
lived again the happy boyhood days with

his mother in the old cottage. From her.

he had got all that made his life big and

fine. His father had been lost three days

before he was born. Ohl Ben smiled

tenderly as he thought of how often his

jnother had told him in those old days, that

^ it was only Ins wee baby arms that had won
her back to life.

(Continued on page 3).

Following the example set last year, we are attempting to make this

issue primarily a literary number. Beyond the general invitation pub-

lished in these columns, no special appeal has been made to any individual

for contributions. We take this opportunity of thanking our contributors

who have made this literary number possible.

If we were \vriting a letter to Santa Claus, we should ask for the

following favours
: ^

1. A Journal Sanctum.

2. A continuance and growth of interest and co-operation from the

Journal Staff in particular, and the Student Body in general.

3. An absence of text books during the vacation.

4. Success for our Medical friends in the examinations they are

writing.

5. The same for our 'Science, Arts and Theology friends who still

have the agony before them.

6. For our Professors, a spirit of mercy.

7. A Merry Christmas and the most prosperous New Year we
have yet seen.

May none of us, whether members of Levana or not, be forced to

stand single and alone under the mistletoe

!

JAMES CAPPON, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.C.

m

Reproduced by courtesy of Cappon Portrait Committe
[Riill colored reproduction may be had on application to the Registrar, $1.00 per coAv-1

MEMORABILIA
You say you are back again.—back

where? To the grey, old buildings, asleep

in that soft, smooth stretch of green; to

the slightly turning trees, with their with-

ering leaves, wriggling off their branches

to the ground ; to the grey, shiny stretch

of University Avenue, glimpsed above the

red, brown-green of those low bvishes, be-

tween Ontario Hall and the new Arts.

Back? back to the cinder paths, and the

.shaded ways, and past the drab “Mech.
Lab_^” through the iittle jiostern door,

and into the dingy. Ijuujpity lloors of the
old Arts? .And <lid you make that jiause.

u<ever, never be as slow as yours, and rush

p^st it all into the very office of the Reg-

is^trar himself? And there, amid crowd-

ing and bewildertnent, over piles of calen-

dars. and much profusion of registration

blanks., and shrieking recognitions of the

people of your year, an<l curt, recalling

re|priniands from the tyrants, who thrive

in, this maelstrom of your discomfort,—
did you get a glimpse into the small,

inner office itself? Not there? “G. Y.”

m})t there? That square, strong head, on

scjiiare. strong slioulders, the inevitable

fejuntain pen, clutched in efficient right

id, and the brusque terrifying voice.

at the old black-painted bulletins with ! nil devastating, did one not have the an

icily to glance up long enovigh and

Idy enough to glimpse the fleeting

l\/inkle of the half-closed eyes? “G. Y.”

.t there? But can it then be Queen’s?

And did you. in bewilderment, stumble

(t'ontimiecl on page 4)

their crazy patch-work of "Books for !

Sale, ’ an<l "Double Room in refined fatn- r

ily for two (piiet gentlemen students” (did
|

such ever exist?), and "First Regular
'

Meeting of O.U.M.A.” And then did you '

gaze up at the clock, that will never.

Last Monday afternoon a very enjoy-

able and profitable hour was spent by

those who assembled for the second reg-

ular meeting of the English Club. Prof.

J. F. MacDonald, the honorary president

of the club spoke on the subject of Can-

adian Poetry. He struck into his subject

with this: What is a Canadian poet?

Service, for example, could not be classed

as a distinctly Canadian poet, since he had

not received" his early education in this

country. A Canadian poet was one who
had been born in Canada, or at least, had

been educated and trained here. Con-

sequently, a number of Irishmen who
came out to Canada and wrote poetry, al-

though their verse has a Canadian tinge,

cannot be considered Canadian poets-

Oliver Goldsmith, a descendant of the

immortal “Deserted Village,” wrote “The

Rising Village” in Eighteenth Century

style and in direct imitation of “The

Deserted Village.” This poem, though

written in Canada and dealing specifically

wu'th a Canadian subject, cannot be class-

ed as a distinctly Canadian poem.

The first important Canadian poet was

a Kingstonian. Charles Sangster pub-

lished his first collection of poems, “The

St. Lawrence and the Saiigenaj' and other

poems” about t856. It was a volume of

nature poetry, mild, discriptive and

rhythmic.

The chief characteristic of Canadian

•Art was landscape painting. In litera-

ture, the Canadian again excells in land-

scape description
;
in this he finds suitable

themes_ in which to expend the energy of

his poetic feeling. Moreover, three-
‘

fourths of Canadian poetry is n^iture

poetry. Nature description seems to be

the common retreat of all.

Charles G. D. Roberts has probably

written more poetry than any other Can-

adian. A high level is not sustained

throughout his writings, but a great deal

of his work shows the touch of a genuis.

Prof. MacDonald cited from a critique of

Dr. Cappon's to the effect that Roberts in

some of his best passages attains to the

art and genuis of Wordsworth. Roberts.

is especially good at landscape descrip-

tion. He gets the spirit of the scene and

presents this in a clear cut word-picture

to the reader.

Lampman, too. is very fine in his na-

ture descriptions. He describes with his

eye on the object. His sonnet “Outlook”

is complete and artistically constructed

but, as in the case of so many other

Canadians, many of his lines are imitative

of Keats, Wordsworth and other masters

of the Nineteenth Century. It would

seem that one of the chief faults of our

poets is that they compose with the verses

in which they were trained, still running

in tiicir minds. They write with toa

much restraint upon their feelings, and

too much perfection in their poems. It

is only when Lampman, for example, lets

himself go that we feel we arc not getting

something second-hand.

Campbell is also largely imitative in

(Continued on page 6)
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

RjjSEBVE Fund and Undivided
Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Carnovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-
ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
i69 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

EDITORIAL
(fUFFn’fi Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murale in Canada,

$1.25; out of Canadn, $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-iu-Chief—JOHN A, MACDONALD. Phone

1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A, WALLACE. Phone J,134W.

Associate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, A. D. RO-

BEYS, J. T. M. WILSON.

Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.

Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

Njws Editor—W. J. G., PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE, C. L.

WINGHAM, MISS HELEN CRAIG, HAL-BLEAK-
NEY.

Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editoi—N. R. HOUSTON.
Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.
Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON, K.

KEILL. MISS M. PORTEOUS. G. C. MONTURE,
A. L. STEVENSON.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital . - $ 9,700,000
Reserve _ . _ 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begyi the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager. KINGSTON.

Barber Sh(?P
is.

AU White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-
fectively

“SAY IT WITH
,

FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661
Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply_to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

The year is slowly drawing to its close

and the academic year is practically half

departed. As every man of business takes

stock of his resources and liabilities, so

should we, as students, at this season of

the year indulge in, what we may design-

ate, a mental stock-taking. At the close

of each day the merchant locl<s his door,

closes his books, counts his cash and de-

termines to what extent the day has been

successful. We, students, are scarcely

able to do this, as all our financial trans-

actions consist of paying out money and

receiving no immediate pecuniary ad-

vantage which can be, even approximate-

ly, estimated. Nevertheless, each day

should make us richer in the things for

which the true student is seeking at a

University. . . . Each day is given to us

fresh and clean from the hands Df^pod,

as the clean sheet of paper is given to

the small child at school on which to

write his copy, e.g. “Honesty is the best

policy.” How often does the child cc^ver

the paper with blots of carelessness and

thoughtlessness ! How often does hej go

to the master and ask for another chafice.

How often do we blot our days with $ins

of carelessness and indifference, and then

ask for another chance. And, which, ggr-

haps, is nearer the truth,—how oftem do

we blot our day and are too utterlyHn-

different to realize that we have done'jso !

. . No\y, after all, a year is bdt a

1 n{ Why should we wait

ii cl’’' for our mental

' ,j':r haps, no habit

so bciK'ti' ial c- 111 • i medita-

tion for five <•! so at f’-ni -
•

the day. It is then . -n-.y .
,

whether the day has been a lailure. V\ c :

start each day, or should, with a

purpose. At the end of the day have -
I

achieved that purpose? But, yon obj^»'^

that no one ever completely achieves the!

purpose with which he commences the

day or the week. When ideals ar.- i t. ^ch-

ed and purposes are achieved) they

come obsolete and we needs must k >

new purpose and a new ideal.

The year has been a very di.-tc-bv 1
•

and disturbing twelve months. Laborn-

,

and Capital do not appear to uniK rst.ki -
I

each other any better than befoi r. T a-
'

bour-saving devices supplied by e<ricie**t-y (

experts makes the task of skillec? iabouft

simpler and less tiring. Yet th-

shouts for a 44 hour week and refust.:
;

do an honest hour’s work in the fony-i .n-v !

It is reported that recently a carpet*- '
!

was fined by his union because h
ed driving a nail after the whisli
for noon. In spite of Lord Lever tuln ’’

!

plan “to sweat the machine and ! --t I

man”; in spite of profit-sharing p . ‘
[

employees, the world of labour still -

pears to be in an everlasting fermt
caused, in part, by the ever-rei ifi

circle of high prices, low wages, -.'kb . ,

high wages, high prices, etc., ad .i
"

•

turn. The manufacturers are

their factories and, apparently, a period

of depression is at hand.

Getting a\vay from affairs more or less

domestic, we have with us once again (or

yet) that old hardy perennial
—“The Irish

Problem.” The liberty-loving, Britain-

hating Sinn Feiners still strive for, what
they consider, the first right of every

nation large or small
;
the right to decide

under what government it will live. The
question of whether all of Ireland con-

stitutes the Irish nation is, however, still

unsettled. In their efforts they are being

very ably assisted by agitators of whom,
like the preparations of a certain Mr.
Heinz, there are at least fifty-seven var-

ieties. We might be pardoned for think-

ing that if the men behind much of the

agitation were known that here and there

we might discover a name with a sugges-

tion of a nationality neither Anglo-Saxon
nor Celtic. Meanwhile the favorite sport

of twisting the lion’s tail goes merrily

on. The politician rises to deny the ex-

istence of abstract rigMs of nations and
justifies his refusal to grant such rights

on the grounds of inexpediency. Where-
upon the shade of Edmund Burke rises

to object that such remarks were copy-

righted many years ago.

To many of us in our little semi-seclud-

ed academic world these great problems

of the greater outside world mean noth-

ing. We are obsessed with the supreme
importance of the insignificant triviali-

ties of which our life consists To
pass an examination with a reasonable

margin of safety; to write the soul-de-

sfroying essay
;
to catch a place on the

first team
;
to attend at least 80% of all

social functions
;
to never miss a number

at a dance, to take thought for what we
shall eat, drink, smoke and wear; to at-

tend the next musical comedy
;
to talk

with Shavian cynicism of all things which
tend to strengthen the family, the com-
munity and the nation .... These
and many other aims more or less

worthy, go to make up our lives.

Now at the end of the academic half

year let us make a mental stock-taking

of ourselves and our reasons for being

here. Let us rid our daily life of the non-

essential aims and having retained those

aims which are worthy, let us go forward
with determination to attain them, re-

membering always that College life is but

a phase and that we do not belong, simply,

to the University.

We owe a debt to our province which
provides the facilities for University edu-

cation. We owe a debt to our Dominion
and to the men who have made it a pleas-

ant country in which to live.

To come to a full realization of this

d'-.bt it is necessary that we should not

Ilow ourselves to be steeped in provin-

cialism. It behoves us to see the plan of

life as a whole and to realize how this

little section fits into the great scheme
of' things.

It is our privilege and duty to so order
• ur lives at College that, upon our gradu-
-I lion, we may be able, each in his modest
way, to repay part of this debt which
-• ould be a first claim on all our moral,

physical and mental assets. -

ItANCEmCARDPARn
Under the auspices of the

Women’s Aid Society

of the

Kingston General Hospital

in the City Hall and Ontario

Hall, on

iliursday, January 27, 1921

at Eight O’clock

Tickets $1.00, and Tax 10c.

Horses

and

Diamonds
Ask a man how much a

^ horse is .worth and natural-
ly he will reply “it all depends
upon the horse.”

'A well-known horse own-

^ er, for instance, a few
weeks ago refused a cash offer of

$400,000.00 for the celebrated

Man-o'-War, and yet you could
step into a horse auction any
day and buy a horse that would
be dear at $40.00.

M7T Both horses have exactly

^ the same number of legs

and hoofs, heads and tails, and
all attached to their respective

bodies at exactly the same part

of the horse anatomy.

Mir There’s no denying the fact

^ that even in every .jlay

horse life one horse may be cheap

at $500.00 and another go begg-

ing for a buyef^t $50.00. T

This is eqi^ally true, yes,

^ even more true of dia-

monds
; some so-c|lled “genuine”

diamonds are of poor color, are

either too thick or too thin, are

not cut properly, just to save a

little in the weight, have flaws,

feathers or carbon spots, etc.,

all of which although undetect-

ed by the unexperienced, none

the less most seriously affect the

life and brilliancy of the dia-

mond.

^TT Ryrie diamonds are the

^JJ Man-o’-War of the horse

world—the Rolls Royce of the

motor world—they are of unsur-

passed life and brilliancy and yet

cost no more than is often charg-

ed for greatly inferior stones.

^ In buying a Ryrie diamond
^ you know exactly what you

are buying—the truth, the whole

truth and nothing but the truth.

^ We are showing just now
^ a most superb assortment

of Rings, Barpins, Pendants,

Flexible Bracelets, etc., in ex-

quisite platinum settings. •

’

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

/ TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w'^

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

HALF PRICE

Ladies’ and Children’s

Winter Coats

All this Season’s Styles

Oid Ben
(Continued from page 1)

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

We wish every Queen’s Student a Very

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and if we can assist you in making any

one else happy, it will make us happy, too.

Prouse’s Drug Store
Opp. ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH

Queen’s!

We thank you for the business

you have given this year, and hope

for its continuance.

We wish you, one and all, a

Merry Xmas and a Bright and

Prosperous New Year.

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET

{Over Royal Bank)

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with- every
success.
We attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

I f you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME XIADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

As Old Ben twitched'his line, his memory

shifted to another part of the past. He re-

membered the first time he had seen Kate.

She was standing on a jetty with a fish-

basket on her arm. The sun was glinting

in the thick coils of her haid and her grey

eyes and red lips were laughing smiles at

tfie little smacks as they swung past the

jetty.

Old Ben tightened a line as he listened

again to a loud conversation of long ago.

“Ben Calder is sure in love with Sweet

Kate.” (The girl had been so nicknamed by

the fishermen after she and her mother had

moved'into the fishing town), Cap’n Bill

Storm had shouted to his friend as they

tossed their fish.

“WelUwhy not? Isn’t she the sweetest

lass in town?” good old Unde ,Abe had

shouted back.

Old Ben shifted in the boat. A smile

wreathed his wrinkled face. He was living

again the joy of those days of long ago.

How he had sung and worked ! How he

had hoped, doubted and despaired, only to

hope again! Old Ben smiled and lived it all

through again.

One evening Kate had asked him to show

her the path to the top of the Green Rock

on the Point. As they stood looking far

across the moonlit lake, a white smack had

sailed slowly up from the south, another

from the east. The boats approached, hail-

ed, and sailed down the bay together.

He had turned swiftly to the girl.

“Kate, Kate, 'tis you and I,” he had

cried. You know, you understand, don’t

you ?”

But Kate had as quickly turned away.

“Oh, Ben!" she had answered, “do not

ask it.—not yet. I should have told you be-

fore but I couldn’t. You know Ben, our

life, mother’s and mine has not always been

as it is here. Mother yet hopes to go back.

She couldn’t without me. It is for her

sake. She’s had so much to bear. And I

know your life is too strong to change its

current even for me. Your work lies

here.”

“Oh-h-h Ben,” .she had gone on sobbing,

T should not have let you come into my
life but I was hungry for friendship, and

—

and you are so strong.”

Old d3en recalled how mutely he had

stood, helpless, miserable, looking into

pair of tear-filled eyes, full of wistfullness.

Slowly then they had walked home in si-

lence, not daring to speak.

For many days Ben had worked fitfully,

oscillating between hope and despair. Sud-

denly, one late afternoon, he had dropped

all work and started for the Green Rock.

As he. rounded the bend in the path he saw

her—^Kate, standing on top of the rock,

shading her eyes and scanning the lake. A
few bounds and he had reached her side.

Kate, Oh Kate,” he had cried, “why are

you here.”

Slowly, he remembered, she had turned

toward him, the blood creeping up from

neck to cheek, but meeting his eyes frankly

she had said simply, “I was watching for

your boat.”

Old Ben swung the flapping boom
around. Again his m^nd drifted back over

the happy- days which followed. Then
seeming agony passed over his wrinkled

face as he remembered.

The little side-wheeler had been making
the harbour. A ^udden, fierce storm

;
a

break in the machinery, and the little steam-

er smashed on the rocks. Kate and her

mother were on that steamer. Only two
sailors escaped.

The pain passed out of the old man’s face

and the old quiet happiness came back. In-

deed, as his fingers untied a tangle, he broke

into a happy smile.

A few lajghts after the storm Ren had

gone to the place where the steamer sank,

As he dropped tiie sail and floated near the

rock it scc'ued tn him as though Kate were

very near. The full moon had^ risen, mu!,

itig a path of silver bri<lging water and sk'

and ending only at the boat’s bow. As In-

lay watching, a fair white lignrc had ;'p-

peared on the rock. It was Kate.

Slowly slie had turned and her eyes

I

smiled in the old way. Then somehow her

'figure had vanished in the moonlight, leav-

ing only the eerie light, the lapping waves

and the still figure in the boat.

"Aye, yes, they may call it imagination

;

say I was crazy or what they like. I only

know that for me it has been a blessed

vision for life,” murmured Old Ben, as he

coughed huskily.

Quickly he hoisted sail with the agility

of long practice and tacked for home. His

thoughts had followed the course of his life

only in part.

They had not dwelt on his great work
among the late fishermen of the North

Shore; nor on the nineteen lives he had

rescued from the lake in her vengeful

moods. His chart had been, “Service,”

spelled with a capital and his compass,

Kate. Her spirit had lived with him in

storm and shine for fifty years.

Supper over, in the little book-lined kit-

chen, Old Ben again pulled out and read

the telegram. Six years before, he had

saved Tyndall when his little yacht upset in

a gale. Old Ben shook his head. He could

not leave the old cove. The roots of his

life were grown too deeply.

After supper he sat at his door, a book

; in his hand. He was not reading. A
vagueness stole over him, restless and

dreamy.

Shoving the boat off the sands he climb-

ed in and raised sail. As he tacked out

(Continued on page 8).

A CHRISTMAS GREETING
If gifts were but returns to friends

For kindnesses oft shown,

To you folks then, to make amends,

Would take a Victory Loan.

If pay days came twice every week,

And I owned half the earth,

I couldn’t buy the things I’d seek.

The presents you are worth.

But gifts are not returns to friends.

And I’ve no pay days now,

So these are what “yours truly” sends,

They’re not just words, I vow.

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

I send Good Wishes by the Ton,

Kind thoughts by acres sent,

And Love enough to Every-one

To fill a Circus Tent.

—C.—

Founded 1847.

Livingston’s

Students
RETURNING HOME FOR THEIR CHRISTMAS

VACATION AND WISHING SOME
GIFTS FOR THEIR RELATIVES

AND FRIENDS

SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

20 Per Cent Discount Sale

Timely Suggestions For Christmas

BATH ROBES'
HOUSE COATS
DRESSING GOWNS
SWEATERS
GLOVES
HOSIERY
SHIRTS
CAPS

UNDERWEAR
PYJAMAS
BATH ROBES
NIGHT SHIRTS
NECKWEAR
NECKWRAPS
VELOUR HATS
FELT HATS

Gifts that will make a man exclaim, “How’d
you guess it?

Ties, Gloves, Handkerchiefs, etc., put in boxes
without charge

Livingston’s
7S-79 Brock Street

If off your route, it pays to walk.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.) ,

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be.
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in- various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

. Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1920

Memorabilia

(Continued from page 1).

across the campus, ,d$wri the wide, dim

corridors, and up the wide, brown stairs,

and swinging abruptly from the bannis-

ter, find yourself before the big English

Room? And tell me, do the deep rows

of long benches still rise, in gentle slope,

until they almost touch the engraving of

Moses, and the figures from the Roman
fresco, hanging on the grey rear wall?

And do the Nunne’s Prieste and the Par-

doner and the Sum'moner and all their

Canterbury train still make eternal “pil-

grimage” on the left rear wall? And
what of the barn-red-and-brown radiator,

far at the back? Does it still spurt and

splutter in an unseemly manner, whenever

“J. F.” attempts to read.

“
. . the quick, sharp scratch.

And blue spurt of a lighted match”?

And from the high, side windows, do

you just glimpse the willowy waving tips

of those trees, that sacrilegious students

were wont to climb, to witness Levana’s

initiation? And beyond, just a stone tur-

ret ridge against the blue^of the sk}', and

the glint of sun on metal, where the old

Arts turns its aged face to the light?

And then does the door open with a

strong swing back, and does a powerful,

half-cautioned voice murmur something

to some invisible “member of staff,” be-

fore the Sturdy figure, in its enveloping

gown, strides, alert and uncompromising,

to the desk? And does he spill, willy-

nilly, topsy-turv}', yellow notes, white

notes, tattered notes, filed notes, notes

right-side-up, and wrong edge in, and

notes that were never notes at all, and

notes that fired the students of a score

years gone
;
and note scarce dry from

the jnk of yester even’s task,—notes as

varied as the rats of Hamelin—tell me,

do they fall in the same, mad, joyous

“Here we are !” welcome as greeted the

Prelim, classes of yore?

And then with one. strong swoop, t^he

right arm swings upward, and in the

regular ..scholar script, the chalk traces

“William Wordsworth, 1770-1850”? And,

then, leaving the board, does he not stride

in slow, pondering paces, from one end

of the platform to the other, the same
right arm moving in rhymthic swoops to

“And both the undying fish that swim

Through Bowscale-Tarn

Did wait on him

The pair were servants of his eye,

In their immortality”

And then a pause, a mumbling, a.tug-

ging at the carefully-trimmed grey mous-

tache above the full, expressive mouth, a

retrospective murmur, a glance at the

tioard, then an almost “ruminating”

glance about the class, again a “sub-pal-

ateal” grumbling, a muttered “I don’t

know-w-w.” “What would you say?” A
pause. “Any one in the first bench?’'

Silence ! “Any one in the second bench?”

Silence again! “Any one in this section?”

And then with a majestic wave of the

arm, all comprehensive in its search^nd

its despair, “Anybody at all?” That was
Cappon—that was one secret of his power
to command respect, and to arouse inspir-

ation—that little art of showing you his

mind at work, that deft, little compliment

of considering your opinion as worthy of

consideration in his cogitations. And
again, that quiet, forceful ease, as he

strode about the lecture room
; the great

unconcern with which he passed from
Chaucer to Browning, from the ballads to

Carlyle, from Maria Edgeworth to the art

of Ruskin,—with unharried pace, and un-
caring rapidity. He was in his kingdom,
free and happy

;
in a boundless demesne,

wherein no path was hidden to him,

wherein no little shiver of real worth
might tremour, unknown to his fine re-

sponsive criticism, and warm apprecia-

tion. Do you remember how he would
read: “Ah! Corrymeela, and the blue

sky over it !” And then do you remember
the sadness, the almost yearning sense of

tragedy when he came to the line, “Past

Corrymeela and the blue sky over it

And the unerring pounce upon the word

“past,” and the mournful, negative shake

of the powerfully-moulded head and, the

murmur : “The uncertain hand of the

minor poet ruined that refrain.”

What if on those irregular ramblings,

our unwitting feet, and untrained eyes,

followed not the wandering course, in

its entirety

:

“‘Here work enough to watch

The Master work, and catch

Hints of the proper craft, tricks of the'

tool’s true play.”

And then, the sudden dash to the open

window', and down it went with a bang!

Do you not see just the slightest wrinkle

in the immaculately pressed blue suit,

just a slight twist to the perfectly ar-

ranged tie, as he flicked the dust from

his hands, and patted his chest, again.

And then, after this slight interruption,

is it not the same, as of yore, does he not

pick up notes on Carlyle and start in

there? And what did you care if it were

your Wordsworth note book? Do you

not hear him again : “The universe is

but one vast symbol of God ! nay, if thou

wdlt have it, what is man himself but a

symbol of God ... a revelation

to sense of the mystic God-given force

that is in him?” “The situation that has

not its -duty, its ideal was never yet oc-

cupied by man.” And then does he shake

his head again, and say : “A strong style,

a powerful style, a masterful style, but a

style to be used by a master only”? “For

man lives in Time, has his whole earthly

being, endeavour and destiny shaped for

him by Time, only in the transitory Time-

symbol is the ever-motionless Eternity

we stand on made manifest.”

And then, some w'ay a jump to the

same melancholy in the Elegy, and a

few verses from it, and the line, “Nor

flattery soothe the dull, cold ear of

Death.” And again the Master cannot

pass, without a lesson here
—“Cold ! Cold

!

the finest example of the use of quantity

in the English language,” and that must

needs suggest the fine, measured tread of

“To-morrow, and to-morrow and to-

morrow

• Creeps in his petty pace from day to

day,

And all our yesterdays have lighted

fools

The way to misty death.”

And silence then.

But gone the dream and the dreamer

stands alone

. die Wallen verschlingen, Am
Ende, Schiffer and Kahn.”

and

“Lang, lang may the ladies sit

With their fans into their handes

Ere they see Sir Patrick Spens

Come sailing to the landes.”

P.G.
—“Alumnae News”

DOOM.

I cried to you, as to the Heavens one cries

Who perishes in naked seas, whose gaze

Is lifted to the solemn quiet eyes,

The white and patient faces of the stars:

And you forthwith, athwart the mighty

bars

Of Space, stretched your soft arms in

longing wise

Toward me, bringing joy to joyless days.

But I have lived to see doomed hosts once

more,

Return to hills, white clouds, and flowers

Of home; to gentle dawns, to simple lore

Of loving folk . . . and through their

midst I pass ^
Alone ;

for you I cannot find, alas

!

But through grey twilight seek forever-

more.

Old beauty, and dead love, and long past

hours.

M.

BIBBT’S
PRE WAR PRICES

WE CLAIM TO HAVE THE BEST

Suit and Overcoat Values

IN CANADA

See Our Young Men’s Hand-Tailored Garments

All new models. Newest colorings and designs.

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE, $35.00.

SILK neckwear
Regular $2.50 qualities for

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE $1.50 EACH

Hundreds of Beautiful Flowing Ends to choose from.

JUST SHOES—Regular $12.50 and $14.50 Shoes for $7.75

ENGLISH VELOUR HATS—Special $6.75

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street

gim m
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Robt. J. Reid
UMDBRTAKER and FURNITURE

SEALER

.230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

a splendid start in Efe is an Endow-
ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Silk 50c to $2.50

Knitted . $1.50 to $4.00

We box all Ties

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-
tographs.

Make an appointment farly

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 13i8w

92 PRINCESS STREET

High Finance.
When Jimmy asked fair Mary Ann

For a kiss, she said, “Why I

Would g^adly kiss you, Jimmy dear

But you see, I am so shy.”

Why don’t you take me out some time?”

Asked Mary with a sigh.

Jim blushed, then stammered this reply

—

"My dear, I too, am shy.”—McGill Daily

PRELIMINARY ASSAULT, A GOOD
SUCCESS

The first preliminary assault of the

season was held in the Gym., Monday
evening. Much good material was shown

and we have good prospects that by Feb-

ruary we will have a winning team

against Varsity and McGill.

The very' efficient training of Billy

Hughes, ex-champion of Canada, and Mr.

Clarke, well known local boxer, came to

the fore last evening, and showed that their

efforts were not alljn vain. The wrestl-

ing was good, but some of the competit-

ors lacked condition and experience. The

fencers are a great deal better than last

year, so on a whole we should win at

least 10 of the eleven bouts at McGill in

March. \

The results

:

Boxing.

Each bout of 3 2-minute rounds.

110 lbs.—McCartney vs. Holmes? The

little fellows showed great vim and a

good fighting spirit, which, with more

training should lie winners. Holmes won
the decision.

158 lbs.—Day vs. Becking. This was
an exhibition, as the men matched against

both these men failed to appear. Day
showed great improvement over last year.

118 lbs.—Lewis vs. McMillan. This

was by far the best of the evening, and

as McMillan ’is 10 lbs. heavier, we have

at least two winners here. Both showed
a good style with good condition. Mc-
Millan won the decision.

135 lbs.—O’Connor vs. Holt. This was
a very even match and both showed good
condition and lots of pep. Holt was par-

ticularly good on his return punches.

Holt won decision by a slight margin.

145 lbs.—Taylor vs. Craig. Taylor con-

ceded 10 lbs. to Craig, but this was a

very good bout, both with a ’good style.

The decision was a draw.

Wrestling.

Each bout 2 5-minute rounds.

118 lbs.—^Harvey vs. James. The
champion showed that ability to win is

still part of his make-up, and won in one
fall in the last round.

125 Ibs.^Trayes vs. Perry. Each man
showed lots of flashy action, but Trayes

won in two falls.

135 lbs.—^Mcllquham and Campbell.

Cafnpbell’s inexperience and lack of con-

dition were no match for Mac, who won
in two falls.

145 lbs.—Nelson vs. Dolan. These are

two newcomers to the game, and both
are certainly promising wrestlers. They
put up a good exhibition with the decis-

ion a draw.

158 lbs.—Stewart vs. Saylor. Saylor

outweighed the champion by about 40
lbs, but nevertheless his experience over-

came this, and resulted a good bout,

Wjhich came to a draw.

Fencing.

Bout i.—^Van Buskirk vs. England.
England won 3-0.

Bout 2.—^Jones vs. Corneil. Cornell
won 3-0.

Bout 3.—Hunter vs. England. Hunter
won 3-1.

Bout 4.—Hamilton vs. Jones. Jones
won "S-l.

The officials;

Timer of Events—E. O. SHter.

Referee of Boxing — Trainer Billy

Hughes.

Judges of Boxing—Profs. McDonald,
Matheson and Drury.

Referee of Wrestling—Jimmy Bews.
Judges of Fencing—Profs. McIntosh

and Snow with J^immy Bews.

TO A MODERN DANCER
My fickle friend of fanciful delusions,
Come frolic with me on the glist’ning

floor;

Hark ! how the frantic mob applauds the
roar,

The whine and drone of musical con-
fusions ?

Come, life is sweet and lasts forevermore!

Thy beaming eyes display such light
illusions

’Twas but a crimson wind-blown rose,

Your lips a moment had caressed;
I rudely plucked it from your breast.

Its red lips stained with purple wine
Were your soft clinging lips—for mine
In dreams—^just phantom dreams of those
Wild hopes of youth whose ardour flings

Across.the soul a searing flash.

That moulders oft’ to sordid ash.

But still across the night there floats

Persistently, an old song’s notes,

—

Lost dreams return on rushing wings

;

For here upon my window sill

The scattered rose-leaves linger still.

N.C.

That common-sense, before 'thy vampish
smile,

Hobbles to bedi while we the hours bee-
uile.

Ill pretty prattle full of false conclusions,
In pride disguised, and vain delight in

style.

What joy have I in thee? a little

pleasure

Snatched from restlessness of idle hours
Will justify thy whims and subtle powers,
And grace thy tender sighs, my trifling

treasure,

Born in the May to predecease the

flowers.

Cling close, my dainty, dimpled, cool-

chameleon,

And we shall romp till rhythm vanquish
time.

And I’ll believe thy childish arts sublime.
And thee, my brilliant queen of passions’

bedlam,

Full half as splendid as this silly rhyme.

Stainer Doyne.

A ROSEBUD—AND A DREAM

Christmas Gifts

of Footwear

A gift that is sure to be appre-

ciated and one that is useful for

every member of the family. See

our display of fine Shoes, Hockey

Boots, Moccasins, Boudoir Slip-

pers, House Slippers and Spats.

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

0SJ3fSi3JSfSMSSJSfS13IS!SrSfS]3JSI313JSI3ISfSffiJSJSlSI38iS

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is complsto.

Best Tungsten Lamp*
and Flashlights. Eveiy-

thing electrical for ex-

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream. Parlor
204 PRINCESS STREET

Let a Greeting Card Carry Your Message of

Christmas Cheer

COME IN.AND SEE OUR FINE SELECTION OF

APPROPRIATE CARDS AT

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-

cline in the raw fur

market, we have put

our enormous stock oi

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from

10 to SO per cent. With

the reduced prices on

furs we have also cut

prices on all men’s hats

and caps, as well as

millinery.

AU Saks for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Hats, Fur», Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

PROF. J. F. MACDONALD’S
POETRY PRIZE

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Ggar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

A prize of $25 is offered for the best

poem written by any intra-mural student

of the University registered in a regular

course leading to a degree.

Conditions.

The poem may be on any subject and

in any verse-form but must not be more

than a hundred lines in length.

2. Poems must be sent the Registrar on

or before March 10th. Each poem shall be

signed with a pseudonym and shall have at-

tached to it a sealed envelope, bearing the

same pseudonym and containing a written

declaration over the author’s signature to

the effect that it is his unaided composition.

3. The successful poem shall be read and

the prize presented at the last regular meet-

ing of the English Club in Spring.

4. The five poems of highest merit shall

be at the disposal of the Queen's University

Journal for publication.

5. The donor and two other members of

the University staff shall be judges.

poetry which is, in the main, -direct, sim-

ple, and sincere.

One of out best modern writers. Miss

Crawford, has some brilliant poems

which exhibit the mark of genius, though

some verses tend to be pedantic. “The

axe of the Pioneer,” portrays the spirit

of the men who were on the spot with

their axes when Canada was being built.

Miss Crawford has done much for the

establishment of Canadian independence

in literature.

The most original of our poets is Drum-
mond. Many people are offended at the

dialect of “Johnnie Courteau” and such

poems, and do not examine them further.

The humour, the insight, and the sym-

his subjects is delightful. His poems are

geuine and give a great insight into the

simple, homely life of the French Cana-
dian habitant. It is to be regretted that

Drummond is not taken more seriously.

Prof. MacDonald intimated that the

majority of Canadian poets, in an attempt

to rival or equal the English poets of the

late century, too often produced a liter-

ature that was neither Canadian nor Eng-
lish. In closing his address the speaker

stated that nine out of twelve eminent

English poets of the Nineteenth Century

were university trained men, and quoted

recognized authority to prove that poetic

genuis did not blow where it listeth, but

that university training was an inesti-

pathy with which Dr. Drummond treats mable aid to poetic achievement.

Dance Programmes

S Constitutions
m
2 and all kinds of

l

s

S Hanson, CroHer & Edgar

I lo Market Si., Kingston

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

2 Days Only
SATURDAY AND MONDAY

$29
For Overcoats Valued

up to $65

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

ODE TO KEHOE, DEMONSTRATOR
IN PHYSICS

Can this be Kehoe, he of whom we hear?

This man of manner stern, of mien severe

!

O friend, renowned for merry song and

jest,

Accede to --this,
.

your humble friends’

request

;

O you who fill so many hearts with joy,

In singing praise of Mama’s Blue-Haired

Boy;

At quip and jest you take a merry stab;

Oh, loosen up, we pray, in physics lab.

To help your students, ease a tiny bit

Of your prolific and abundant wit.

’Twill help to cheer our lonesome, weary

day,

’Twill ease our path, and drive dull care

away. _
Amids’t our troubles show your humour

bright

—

Our darkest task will then appear more

light.

If you will show the humour you possess

To you our best devotions we’lFaddress

;

One s^rk of wit, one verse of cheerful

song—
To you our praise we’ll sing the whole

day long.

But if you still your solemn traits pur-

sue,

God help you, Kehoe, and your students

too!

Can this be Kehoe, famed both far and

near?

This man of manner stern, of mien severe

!

“Vingtetun.”

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT
PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET

STORE
’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

4

MOONS.
A moon was shining overhead

—

A paper moon.

The orchestra ground out some sickish

tinkling tune:

Dancing? They jolted ,
jerked, drank

heavy drinks, perspired,

They moved and talked and smiled and

walked like puppets that are wired.

The dance was dead.

A different night and different air

—

A different moon.

With shining silver flakes it lit the broad

lagoon

;

Not shuffling feet, but wavelets breaking

on the sand,

And in the trees a gentle breeze,

sound of noisy band.

I liked it there. Ellesse.

FMNO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St West,

or 'Phone 564 w.

CANADIAN P9ETRY
(Continued from page 1)

his poetry. His verses show the blight of

academic perfection, and the original of

too many of his lines, of his con.struc-

tions. and of his themes may be found
in the works of the old masters.

Bliss Carman, on the other hand, had
sought escape from this practice of imi-

tation i)y giving to his verse the character

of internationalism, by choosing broad
themes of interest to mankind in general.

He gets a cosmopolitan spirit into his

Merry Christmas
It’ll be a lot more merrier if you buy her

also a pair for yourself.

Don’t forget—We carry all

sizes, all grades in Ladies’ and
Men’s Hockey and Skating
Boots and Shoes.

Satisfaction guaranteed— The
only place in Kingston where
you can buy new Automobile
Skates.

Drop in today and see them

Give “her” a pair for Christmas—She’U appreciate them.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

^Share two Profits with Gonsume^

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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BOB’S LAST POST.

Early in the Spring of the year 1918, I

watched a scene which touched a chord

in my nature which has not yet ceased

vibrating.

The scene is an orchard near a little

village in Western Ontario on a beautiful

Spring day. Up on the slope yonder

there is a wounded soldier who is out

pruning the orchard on the old home-

stead. Although he returned from over-

seas only last winter, and he has a very

bad wound in his knee, yet he is doing

what he can, and he is enjoying the

work, for it is one of his old-Ume occupa-

tions.

About a mile away, the Returned Man’s

beloved home-town nestles on the side of

the hill. The calm Spring sunshine is

flooding the little village with peaceful

light, and the rays gleam from the tin

roofs which dot the hamlet here and

there. The broad verandah of the sol-

dier’s home can be seen up through the

trees, and from its windows the bright

sunshine is reflected with added bright-

ness.

It is peculiar that the Returned Man

is not whistling to-day. He is quiet and

thoughtful and slow in his movements.

But the reason is, that last night a report

was passed over the telephones that Bob

Nixon, his pal, whom he left in France,

was a casualty. Some thought he was

wounded, others had heard he was miss-

ing, while a few would not be surprised

if he were killed. The Returned Man's

nerves are still shaky, and he has a feel-

ing that some news has been kept from

him. That is why he is quiet and thought-

ful to-day.

Slowly he climbs the old chair which

he is using instead of a ladder, and he

goes on sawing off branches. He is not

in a hurry, and occasionally stops to con-

sider what branches should be removed

and what ones should be left.

Suddenly the village bell sounds “clang,

clang”—two sharp, discordant notes. The

Returaed -Man stops abruptly with his

saw half way through a small branch;

he looks in surprise toward the village,

glances up at the house, gazes around

the country-side, and then stares thought-

fully at the ground
;
finally, as if changing

his mind, he proceeds quickly with his

work. . But he has scarcely moved the

saw, when ^“gone, gone”—long, sonor-

ous peals from the church-bell burst

forth. The Returned Man stands erect,

as if coming’ to attention; for a few min-

utes he stares at the peaceful little village;

and then—the saw falls from his hand,

his head drops forward, and he shuffles

down on the chair, as if crushed under

a burden. He rests his head between

his hands.

“Poor Bob has got it ! Poor Old Bob’s

done for at last!” Those bells ring out

to him, as they ring out to the whole

country-side, the sad news that Bob
Nixon is killed, his pal, with whom he

shared his rations, his hardships, his life,

is gone.

The Returned Man sits there in silence.

Soon the front door of the house is open-

ed and his mother’s' soft voice calls,'

“What is 'wrong, Harry?”

He raises his head, brushes back his

hair, and answers, “Oh nothing, mother

—

I’m just tired.”

“You’d better come up to the house

for a while.”

“All right, mother.” But he sits on
with drooped head, and from within, that

white-haired mother keeps watch with

misty eyes.

The harsh sound of the village bell

breaks the stillness of the peaceful scene.

He stares at the village. The soft answer-

ing notes of the church-bell came floating

on the air, and then his head goes down
on his hands.

Again he sees the cursed, muddy, shell-

gutted trenches of the Somme, and his

comrade, mud-stained and weary, but

^ still with that same old dare-devil light

in his eyes. There he stands and whis-

pers with his rifle at his shoulder and

the flare-light in his eyes. Again he sees

his pal on that fateful night of the four-

teenth of September as they crouch there

together, ready for action, but whispering

of home and loved ones. He can see the

sad expression that came over Bob’s face

as he spoke of his mother, and the deep

light that flashed in his eyes as he told

of his sweetheart.

The bells ring out again. Again, with

bewildered expression, the Returned

Man looks at the village glistening in

the sunshine, and then he hangs his

head.

Now in the roar of the shells and the

whizz of the bullets, he can see his com-

rade fall. The stretcher-bearers bend

over him. They shake their heads. The
remnant of “the old timers” carry him

slowly back to that little group of crosses.

The chaplain’s solemn voice reads the

burial service, and slowly, sadly, rever-

ently, they lay him to rest in that lone-

some grave in far-away France.

The bells toll on, and the returned man
sits in silence and is sa(? Why is he

sad? For the death of his comrade? No,

that comrade met death like a man. He
died doing his duty ;

he sacrificed his life

for the rights of humanity, for civiliza-

tion, and for the integrity of womankind.

No, he is not sad because his companion

has won eternal glory and honour by his

death. Why then is he sad? This man
who has faced shot and shell without

flinching is now sad, and a few scalding

tears run down his cheeks, because those

bells tell him that over in that little cot-

tage at the foot of the hill is a mother

whose heart is broken, and across the

valley at the farm-house is a sweetheart

who is in tears, whose life’s hopes are

blasted.

"Oh God in heaven, why was I not al-

lowed'^to die instead of Bob? Why was
the best, the noblest taken? Why are

such hopes and happiness blighted?”

The Returned Man is sad because when
the boys come marching home again.

Bob will not be there. Never again will

he clasp the hand of the man he loved.

And he is sad for himself. He sits there

and feels keenly his weak and broken
’condition. While others win glory, his

life seems to hold little in store for him
now.

At last the tolling of the bells is heard

no longer. The Returned Man stumbles

to his feet- and brushing back his hair

he looks long at the sunset. Then slow-

ly he goes back to his work.

MOAD.

SNOW SONG
Downward drifting, slowly sifting.

Comes the snow in billows white.

Through the tree-tops fringed with ice-

drops,

Softly falling all the night

—

Each flake catching, each flake snatching
Tiny gleams of ghostly light,

Gently creeping, thickly heaping
Twig and bough with vestments white.

Over sedges, over hedges,

On high hill and in deep dale.

In wild valleys, woodland alleys.

Shines the snowflake’s silv’ry sail

;

Slipping, sliding, earthward gliding,

From the cloud-cloak dim and pale,

Comes each airy, filmy fairy

Down the night’s cool wind-kissed trail.

Here one linger^—icy fingers

Clutch it tight, and hold it fast;

Others, seeking, slyly peeking.

Join the wanderer, till at last

Myriads follo^, fill the hollow

With a drift—and, sweeping past,

Giddy, swirling, whistling, whirling,

Shrieks the disappointed blast.

“E. L.”

Attention

!

We carry everything in Sheet Music, Xmas

Cards, Exclusive Stationery, Magazines, Brutf*!-
j

wcik Records, Novelties, etc.

|

The Song Shopj
imy, PRINCESS ST. I

What We Haven't Got, We'U Get.
|

SMOKING

Mixture
A most satisfying and

enjoyable smoke

INC

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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GLOVES

"We’are showing an immense

assortment of Fine Gloves m the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

"DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

yoi> feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and
conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.-

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our
high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January
Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Oid Ben
* (Continued from page 3).

across the lake he noticed the funnels of

the mail steamer bound for Oris. The

great steamer ploughed past him ablaze

with lights.

The steamer had scarcely passed when he

noticed the lone figure of a girl on the rear

deck. She was leaning on the rail. A gust

of wind carried away her hat. She clutch-

ed wildly for it, overbalanced and fell over-

board. Her cry was unheard. The great

steamer passed on.

Old Ben’s instinct was quick. In a

second he was in the water. The girl came

up and struck out bravely. B^en reached

her, only in time to prevent her sinking. It

was a hard struggle to reach the drifting

boat. With his last ounce of strength he

lifted her aboard.

Suddenly Old Ben stiffened. Kate, as in

life, was lying before him on the bottom of

his boat. The girl moaned and opened her

eyes. They were grey as the dawn. They

reached the beach and Old Ben carried her

up to the cottage and laid her on the couch.

He straightened. A mist swam before

his eyes, and things grew dim. He recover-

ed to find the girl bending over his prostrate

body, sobbing and wiping the moisture from

his forehead.

Slowly he raised himself. • “Girl,” he

gasped, “who are you?"” “Kate Lang.”

And Old Ben’s heart leaped in his throat.

The old fisherman’s soul was in a tumult.

Before him Kate was standing beautiful as

that day fifty years before. He passed his

hand across his eyes.

“Lass, who are you?” the old men whisp-

ered again.

Simply she told him and burst out sob-

bing, asking him the same question. “For,”

she told him, “I seem to have known you

before, long, long ago.”

Then, after she heard of the other Kate,

she told him her story. “My grandfather,”

she said, “was Silas Lang, the senior part-

ner of the Lang Mining Company. His

brother James died. My grandfather 'be-

came sole possessor of the mining interest.

He called it legal, but I know it wasn’t.

James Lang’s wife and daughter moved
away and were drowned in this lake some-

where.”

“Yes. little girl,” interposed Old Ben

“that was Kate, my Kate, my sweetheart.

But go on.”

“Well,” the girl finished simply, “my
father inherited grandfather’s wealth and

also its dishonest curse. It broke my
mother’s heart and- *ind it's breaking me,

Then with her hu.id, soft and warm as

that other’s, in Old Ben’s, she told the old

man all her life, but most of all, of John
Graeme, and of her father’s opposition.

“Now I know, now I know. Girl. I’ve

found a use for that property now,” Old

Ben cried tremulously.
. ^ t * * *

III the great joy of solving the problem

and of having _the re-incarnation of Kate

so close to him the old fisherman laughed

aloud and—awoke. He had fallen asleep

at the door.
“
’Tis wonderful, 'ti^ wonderful,” mur-

mured Old Ben, rubbing lus eyes, and pick-

ing up his book.

The moon had risen. The path of .silver

stretched away far across the lake from
the old boat on the beach.

Old Ben stretched out his arms. “Kate,

Kate, dearest,” he cried yearningly, “for

fifty years your spirit has been with me. I

think somehow it won’t be long now be-

fore

—

T clasp you again, oh soul of my soul

And with God be the rest,”

he softly quoted.

*****
A few days later, as though in fulfilment

of his dream, the papers of the big city ran
these headlines

:

WONDERFUL RESCUE.

Ben Calder Rescues Miss Katherine
Lanc, Daughter op the "Iron King.

Txventidh rescue by Calder knozvn "Old
Ben," zvho later dies from the effects of\^

the strain. His spirit slipped azvay Just'

as the moon luas rising over the lake—

I

Beautiful, romantic life ended.

Shoes For Christmas
LADIES’ FELT HOUSE SLIPPERS, $1.25,

$1.48, $1.65, $2.00 and up

LADIES’ KID BOUDOIR with heels, colors

Pink, Dark Blue, Light Blue, Old Rose, Grey,
Black, Mauve, Brown.

Slippers for Presents are sure to be appreciat-

ed by both old and young

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE SBO. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Coming Here To Dine
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know that nowhere else can be found

pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-

tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-

ing all this out for you;rself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

Personal ’Xmas

Greeting Cards

Order now and we will get them

out same day as ordered.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON'ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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THE NATURALIST
CLUB MEETS

THE FACTS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXPOSURE WERE

DISCUSSED

At the jneeting of the Frontenac_Na-

turalists Club, which was held on Mon-

day afternoon at 5 o’clock, two very in-

teresting addresses were given. Mr.W.

D. Hay spoke on “The Factors in

Photographic Exposure.” He said, in

part, “The majority of amateur photo-

graphers of today seem to be contented

with a camera of some type and a roll of

film, and the common habit of taking the

so-called “snaps” is fatal to good photo-

graphic practice. A tripod, a ray filter,

and an exposure meter or exposure table

are as indispensible to good work as the

camera itself. The factors to be consid-

ered in exposure are (1st) The light, the

actinic value of which varies greatly with

the season, •w'eather and time of day. Since

the yellow rays affect the eye quite

J strongly and the photographic plate or

film but little, it is not safe to judge ex-

posure by the ’optical impression. The

direction from which the light falls on the

object to be photographed greatly affects

the time of exposure, if it falls from eith-

er side it is necessary to give one-half

more time than if it falls from behind the

camera, and if the light is behind the ob-

ject it requires double the exposure. (2nd)

The Subject. The colour of the object

and its distance from the camera are the

chief considerations here. (3rd) Lens

Aperture. The next smallest stop re-

quires double the exposure of the preced-

ing stop. In the case of the simple acro-

matic lenses fitted to cheap cameras, a

small stop must be used, as only the cen-

tre of the lens yields a sharp image. This

necessitates the use of a tripod and time

exposures. (4th) The Plate of Film.

There is a wide variation (from 50 to 500

H. & D.) in plates and the speed of the

plate or film must be known. Plates of

medium speed, 250 H. & D., are most

generally useful.” The speaker then gave

a table which showed how these various

factors are applied and the correct expos-

ure ascertained.

President A. B. Klugh delivered an ad-

dress on “Natural History Photography.”

The speaker pointed out the absolute

necessity of the use of a camera with

double extension, i.e., with- a long bellows,

in this work, and discussed the most suit-

able type of lens and the kind of plates

required. He dealt briefly v?ith the pho-

tography of rock formations, plants, mam-

mals, birds and insects, and indicated the

methods which should be used to secure

good pictures of these objects. He refer-

red to the photography of mammals and

birds as “the greatest of all sports'

sport entailing all the excitement of hunt-

ing and far more skill, and as the most

difficult branch of photography.

The address was illustrated with a very

fine series of lantern slides of plants and

animals, made from photographs taken by

the lecturer in New Brunswick, Ontario

and British Columbia, and including some

slides made by the Paget Colour Process,

which rendered the natural colours of the

Showy Lady’s-sliiT’^J’ other flowers

with great accuracy. The lecturer gave

the names of the various Species shown

on the ’slides and dealt briefly with the

photograjihic factors involved in the mak-

ing of some of the pictures.

Messrs. Reid and Freeman were elected

to the Executive Committee.

A LEHER FROM
EDINBURGH

FORMER ARTS ’23 MAN WRITES
A VERY INTERESTING

LETTER

QUEEN’S vs. VICTORIAS
GAME ENDS IN A TIE

FIRST GAME OF SEASON HELD
ON NEW YEAR’S NIGHT-

SCORE 3-3

HOCKEY SCHEDULE

Queen’s met the Victorias of Montreal

in an exhibition hockey game at the cov-

ered rink New Year’s night. The teams

were fairly evenly matched, and the final

score was 3-3. At the end of the first

period it was 1-0 for the Victorias, bat

Queen’s made the score T1 during the

second period. The condition of the ice

was such that very little combination

play could be attempted, with the result

that most of the scoring was the result

of individual play.

The result of the game is no indication

ol the strength of the local team, as the

players were changed so often that it

was almost impossible to get in any team

play. The Montreal team on the other

hand played only seven men during the

entire game, so they were able to get in

a little bit of combination play from time

to time. The Victorias are a real good

team, and with good hard ice they would

be able to show considerable speed. They

showed a tendency to mix things up a

bit.

The first period showed both teams

playing very good hockey, but neither de-

veloping much speed. Woodruff of

Queen’s made a couple of real good rushes

but he shot wild when he got in close on

the net. McKelvey was given a couple

of minutes with the time .Tceepers, and

while he was off S. Slater, of Montreal,

bored in on “Jack” Evans and scored the

first point. G. Stewart and Don Nickle

relieved Woodruff and Robinson on the

Queen’s outfit. The period ended with

Queen’s being unable to register.

Battersby, who went on the Queen’s

line the second period, was only playing

couple of minutes when he tied things

up after a very nice play. Paul and Grat-

ton were used for Queen’s this period.

The period ended with the score 1-1, and

McKelvey on his way to the hospital to

get bis lip fixed as he receive<l a bad cut.

When the third period commenced, Mc-
Kelvey had returned to the rink and was
able to go on the ice. The play was un-

derway two minutes when Battersby put

Queen’s in the lead by registering another

nice shot. -S. Slater tied the score for

Montreal, and then Nichol put them in

the lead. McKelvey with the score stand-

ing 3 to 2 in favor of Montreal dashed

down the ice and shot a nice one which

tied things up, 3-3

Senior Intercollegiate.

January 21.—McGill at Queen’s.

January 28—Queen’s at Varsity.

February 11.—Queen’s at McGill.

February 18.—Varsity at Queen’s.

Intermediate Intercollegiate.

February 2.—Queen’s vs R.M.C.

February 9.—Queen’s vs. R.M.C.

Intermediate O.H.A,

January 10.—Queen's in Belleville.

January 14.—Frontenacs at Queen’s.

.January 24.—Belleville at Queen’s.

January 28. Queen’s vs. Frontenacs.

Junior O. H. A.

January 7.—Queen’s vs. Frontenacs B.

January 10.. .Queen’s vs. Frontenacs A.

January 12.—Queen’s vs. R. M. C.

January 17.—Queen’s vs. Frontenacs B.

January 22.—Queen’s vs. Frontenacs A.

January 31.—Queen’s vs. R.M.C.

Junior Intercollegiate.

January 26.—Queen’s vs. Regiopolis.

February 7.—Queen’s vs. Regiopolis.

February 11.—Winners meet winners.

February 16.-^K.C.I. vs. R.M.C.

Flarry McNiell played goal for Queen’s

in the second period and did some real

good work.

Judging from the showing Saturday

night, the best players on Queen’s outfit

are Evans, McNiell, Fahey, McKelvey,

Woodruff*. Battersby, Campbell and

Nickle. The other studenfs who played,

show fairly good ability, but were sadly

in need of practice. The teams

:

Queen’s.

McKelvey
Fahey

Woodruff

Victorias.

Goal.

Centre.

I am sure that I don’t know what pecul-

iar class of mind-wanderings might be

of interest to readers of the Journal. How-
ever, I have received several copies of

the Journal, have read every line in every

copy and the descriptions of the Initia-

tions and the ever-present evidence of

Queen’s spirit made me so unutterably

homesick that, perhaps, a tale of woe of

what we haven’t in Edinburgh would be

more interesting than a description of

what we have. At all events, here goes

:

While at Queen’s I heard of the Queen’s

spirit—No, it was before I went to

Queen’s. I heard and wondered. I search-

ed for that spirit and imagined that I did

not find it. The college supported its

teams. We had supported one team at

High School. They yelled their yells.

We had done the same at High School.

But where was the Queen’s spirit?

I searched in vain for the Queen’s

spirit at Queen’s. I found that spirit in

Edinburgh. Only when I got away from

Queen’s, only when I was thrown among
the five thousand students of Edinburgh

did I realize what the Queen’s spirit

meant. My pride knew no bounds when
a lecturer of Alberta University mention-

ed how widely known that Queen’s spirit

was.

There is no spirit here. No one ever

mentions what should be a magic word

—

“Varsity.” We are merely units. At reg-

ular intervals a few units gather together

as the Philomathic Society, the Diagnos=

tic Society and a score of more of other

societies. When the meeting is over the

units go their several ways and are lost

in the crowd.

The first rugby match I saw was my
greatest shock, and disappointment. A
mere handful of students had gathered.

The game was very close, the final score

0-0. It made no difference, not a soul

cheered.- Yes one enthusiastic individual

did yell “Come on Varsity” a couple of

times, but the solitary yell seemed jarring

in its loneliness. It is needless to say that

my ears were tingling with “Oil Thigh

na banrighiiin gu bragh,” as I sat watch-

ing that game.

Not only is there little or no support

of the team by the crowd, but there is

little support given the athletes of the

university. It seems that most of the

best players play for other teams, often

against their own university.
-

The absence of any faculty spirit is

even more marked. At Queen’s you
were “bum Arts” or “tough Science” or

“rotten Medicine,” or any other adjectiv

that the other faculty might desire to

place in front of your most beloved facul-

ty’s name. Here you may brush up
against budding lawyers and imagine

them engineers, farmers and deem them
lawyers. The only time you may be sure

of your man is on an afternoon when, if

(Continued on page 7).

Greenshields

Nichol

Parsons

Wins.

S. Slater

Mowat
Queen’s—McNeill, Nickle,

Paul, G. Stewart. Ratchford, Battersby

V'ictorias—C. Slater.

;Referee—George Vanhorn.

—STANDARD.

Campbell

Riibinson

.Spares

:

THE mum
Sunday

—

10 a.m.—Prof. Morison, Bible Class,

Convocation Hall.

Monday

—

8.15—Madame de Munck and .Mberto

Guerrero.

Intermediate Queen’s in

Belleville.

Junior O.H..A.. Queen's vs. Frontenacs.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided

Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A, Tofield,- - - Manager

E. E. SPARKS, ERBEST B. SPARKS.

D.D.S., L.D.S.. M.O. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Speurks
DENTISTS

IS9 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovskyy

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

BE UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes
and the woman who reads. All latest Magaz-

ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose
Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
J69 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public. .Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
. (Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

- $ 9,700,000
18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White TUe. Host Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.
Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

^uwn*0 Saurnal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Inlra-murals, $1.00; Extra-murals in Canada,

$I.2S; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-in-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone

1599 F.
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BERTS, J. T, M. WILSON.
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Sporting Editor—A. C. B^IDEN.
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EDITORIAL.

.
Owing to the too-rapid approach of the

curse of student-life—examinations—we
find it quite impossible to devote the

necessary time to the production of the

Journal.” 4Ve have, therefore, made ar-

rangements whereby members of “The

Journal” staff from the Medical and Theo-

logical Faculties wtH take over the man-

agement of the paper for the next four

issues, commencing next Tuesday. The

editor-in-chief will still be responsible for

the editorial, but the remainder of the

news will have to come from other sour-

ces. The Theological and Medical ex-

aminations are over, so that we feel that

the men who spend two afternoons of

each week at the printing office, may
rightly be relieved during this period of

stress. We bespeak your support for the

members of the' staff who are relieving

us of this responsibility. Especially.'do

we request support from the Medical

Faculty. The Medical news has beeh so

scarce this past term that we actuall)!^ re-

ceived a letter fro'm a Queen's graduate

asking if the Mecjical Faculty had been

moved to Ottawa. This should not;

Let every year reporter in all faculties

get busy. Do not force the willing work-

ers to use the scissors when you shguld

use your pen.

printing press installed, and then “The
Journal” will be truly a College news-

paper. All of these improvements require

time and money, especially the latter, and
when the Students’ Union is finally a re-

ality, we may confidently look forward

to a permanent home and a University

press for the University paper.

To those who were instrumental in se-

curing the office for our use, we tender

our sincere thanks.

DANCING
All forms of modern dmneing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock
Street. Phone 1448 M.

Since that sad day years ago, wheq, at

the suggestion of an older boy friend; we
found, behind the family piano, the gifts

which Santa Claus subsequently brought,

our faith in the said benevolent gentle-

man has been more or less wavering. For

that reason we did not dare to write him
a letter requesting any Christmas favours.

But we did remark that “if we were
writing to Santa Claus we should ask for,

first, a Journal Sanctum,” Santa Claus, so

far as we know, is not on our mailing

list, but nevertheless, he has apparently

become aware of our wishes and we are

immensely pleased to be able to say th^
we now have an office. It is on the first

floor of the New Arts Building, next tp

Prof. Brovedani's office, and we hope, as

soon as circumstances will permit, to

have the office desk moved in, as well 4s

the editor’s easy chair and scissors. A
copy box will be hung on the inside of

the office door and we hope that tfie habit

of dropping copy into the box will become
more popular than ever. It may be
found possible later to have some member
of the staff on duty in the office at. defin-

ite hours. We hope, however, il:.

who feel themselves insulted in any
through these columns, and wish 'j.

a duel, will give us sufficient n- .

,

their anticipated visit, Tlip Eiiit

chief will not be on duty when ’he

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

SOCIAL EVENINGS
We must congratulate the members of

the Levana Society for the attitude they

have taken with regard to social evenings.

According to our Levana reporter, “One
buys one’s own ticket and one does not

fill one’s programme until one arrives at

Grant Hall. Otherwise one will be tank-

ed.” When the joint social function com-
mittee from the Senate and the A. M. S.

drafted the proposals regarding social

evenings there was, doubtless, behind the

proposals, very definite aims. It would
appear that it was intended, first of all,

that these functions should be. more
strictly College functions than the for-

mal faculty dances. Secondly, it was in-

tended'that the expense of attending such

functions should be as low as possible.

Thirdly, it was intended that, by selling

tickets to members of Levana, every Col-

lege girl would have an opportunity of

attending. Lastly, and perhaps most im-

portant, it must have been intended that

the Social Evenings, should be Social.

To what extent have these aims been

realized? For a short-time the rule with

regard to selling ladies’ tickets to men
was well obs^erved. But very soon means

were found to avoid the letter and the

spirit of the law. Many girls other than

those attending college were brought to

the Social Evenings until one wondered

at times if a Social Evening was a Queen’s

affair or not.

The price of the Social Evening tickets

has been kept quite reasonable, although

there may appear, at times, to be little

justification for the raise in price which

became effective after the Hockey Club’s

Social evening. This, however, is not a

serious point.

The members of Levana took kindly

to this method of exhibiting the new
found independence of woman. Many
girls who never attended a Queen’s dance

before, now entered into the spirit of the

thing and enjoy'ed themselves at the Soc-

ial evenings. It was not long before some

of the ardent youths persuaded themsel-

ves thusly—“It is a man’s business to

pay for the lady’s pleasure.” Having con-

vinced themselves, they proceeded to

convince the ladies, some of whom, by

this time, were beginning to feel that

these all wise, ever thoughful men must

be right. Smaller and smaller gr’ew the

number of J,ickets purchased by Levana
until the girls who bought their own
tickets were an almost negligible min-
ority.

Were the Social Evenings really social ?

How many new people did you meet

there?

The tendency of late has been towards

the formation of small groups which in-

dulge in wh u. ii. known as “crossing” on

programmer which are often filled before

the day <’i tile ;ocial function. If we wish

to dance with only a half dozen people,

why ha' c social evenings? Why not

alii have small house parties where these

av; choice spirits can congregate and ?njoy

hf.
J

themselves? Surely this is not the pur-

,,1
I

pose of social evenings.

:i
;

The men of the University should sup-

:i-^p jrt the girls in the decision they have
cently taken. We feel that the Social

rive.

The very fact that “The Journal” now jJivenings will have them the semblance
possesses a home in the College, rii- ud|^-: being College functions. We hope
make the work much more satisL • .--v i*hat all the tickets allocated u /

to all concerned. One has hopes ili; f

’

.-.ill be purchased, and we hope i'

not far distant date will see a C'';> ..fc 1 ndency to separate into little u«’-

“Made-

Overs”
^ You may have clothes

made over as styles

change, but they are never

“just as good as ne'w,” for

the simple reason that ma-
terials fade and wear out.

^ Not so with diamonds

—

you could not show a
particle of wear on a dia-

mond if you tried ever so

hard.

^ If you buy a Ryrie dia-

mond ring today and 25
years hence should wish to

have it remounted, it will

be 100 per cent, as good as

new—neither you nor any
other living man could de-
tect it.

's..

^ “Ryrie diamonds” are

really a permanent in-

vestment that yield a big
revenue in pleasure and-
satisfaction.

You never saw a poor “Ryrie

diamond.”

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGB STREET

TORONTO

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streeti

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St Phone 1144 w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

DANCE AND CARD PARTY
Under the auspices of the

Women’s Aid Society

of the
'

Kingston General Hospital

in the City Hall and Ontario

Hall, on

Thursday, January 27, 1921

at Eight O'clock
''

Tickets $1.00, and Tax 10c.

stead of entering into the spirit of the

social evening will soon be a thing of the

past.

FIFTY-FIFTY

(McGill Daily)

When a man and girl eat together or

ride in a street car, or attend a theatre,

since the immemorial, the man has paid

the bills. Is that fair to him? Some

students in Boston College think not and

have formed an organization which they”*

call the “Fifty-fifty Co-eds” pledged to

equal sharing of the price of bon-bons

and street car fare.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
•'84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

HALF PRICE

Ladies’ and Children’s

Winter Coats

All this Season’s Styles

^Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

We wish every Queen’s Student a Very

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and if we can assist you in making any

one else happy, it will make us happy, too.

Prouse’s Drug Store
Opp. ST. ANDREWS CHURCH

I

Queen’s!'

We thank you for the business

you have given this year, and hope

for its continuance.

We wish you, one and all, a

Merry Xmas and a Bright and

Prosperous, New Year.

McKenzie^s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET

{Over Royal Bank)

Those Study Glasses
•‘THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been htting Study
Glasses to the Queen's Students with every
success.
We attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

^
If you already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Sakell’s
ICB CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

We are indeed coming on. For a liter-

ary criticism on your latest poem, apply

to P r be sure to slip him something

or else it also will be “punk.”

Music has charms, and we note that

our modern orpheus, John McK has

been clikrming, the hearts of the people

of late with his violin. More power to

you John.

If you wish to get a demonstration of

the latest dance step as seen from the

pulpit apply to M—1. He knows all

about it.

We note that several of our number

have started the New Year with a change

of abode. What’s the use of a directory

if you can’t find a man at the address

given ?

Once again we are back in the halls of

Queen’s. Christmas and all its festivals

have gone. Happily for us we did not

need the sympathy so generously express-

ed by the editor for us, for vwe got our

exams cleared off before the merry sea-

son began, and so no grim spectre haunt-

ed the festive board. Every one reports

a real good time.

The married members of our Faculty

should be greatful to Dr. Jordan for his

references to the joys of married life, and

those who are single should take a hint

and not put off the day too long.

We understand that L.B.S. has resur-

rected the dry bones and clothed them

anew. Congratulations Smithy.

We are, indeed, pleased to welcome
amongst us a new face. Mr. J. W. Mc-
Kinnon joined us at the beginning of the

new term. He was studying for a B.

Com., but Theology called him and he

h^ decided to throw in his lot with us.

“Long tailed coats and poverty” caunot

deter men when they hear the- call.

We would, remind D that the

thoughts of marrying more than one wo-
man need not have given him such a

shock that he had to damage the furniture

before he recovered his nerve.

CORRESPONDENCE
January 2, 1921.

The Editor,

Queen’s Journal.
"

Dear Sir:

It is, indeed, with great pleasure that

I am sending this letter to your Journal.

The holidays are fast coming to a close

now, and the usual activities of the stu-

dents will once more be manifest. Coupl-

ed with these will be many pleasant re-

miniscences of the ways in which the

holiday season was spent.

There is a small group of students,

however, who through conditions beyond
their control, spent their holidays in this

city, and as I am one of this group and a

stranger to Kingston, my home being a

great distance from here, I think it quite

fitting that I should extend to Mr. Reid,

manager of the Cafeteria, and his assis-

tants my warmest tribute and thanks for

having converted Xmas Day for me,
which would have been otherwise dull,

into one of real seasonable happiness.

Like myself, there were others who spent
part of that day at the Cafeteria, and I am
quite sure that if they show no outward
expression of their appreciation in this

respect, still in their hearts they exper-
ience. like myself, a sense of warm ap-
preciation for Mr. Reid and his untiring
assistants.

In closing, therefore. I canui.; brl). in.i

wish Mr. Reid and his assisL_'i..- a

Happy and Prosperous New 'I'eat

Very truly yours,

"GRATIA.”

above letter and may say that although

we were not one of the fortunate few
whose Christmas was made more happy
through the kindness of Mr. Reid, we are

glad to add our tribute of thanks and
good wishes to one who helped the

“exiles” enjoy the greal day of all days.

EDITOR.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
CONCERTS

Vocal and

Piano Concert

In Grant Hall

Monday, January 10th

at 8.15 p.m.

MADAME DE MUNCK
(Soprano Soloist)

the Belgian prima donna, and

ALBERTO GUERRERO
(Piano Soloist).

Tickets:—Students, 25c; admission,

50c; reserved seats, $1.00; family tickets

(admitting parents and two children),

$1.00; Children, 25c.

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

CEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tic-kets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

Red W—n has lost all faith in the op-

posite sex. You couldn’t expect her to

wait for you forever, Red, you should

have gone home for Thanksgiving.

Old Man Dollar Comes

Back To Work

in Our Great CLEARANCE

Starting To-Day
OVERCOATS READY TO WEAR

Regular $30.00, $32.50, $35.00, $37.50, $40.00, for .$24.50

Regular $42.50, $45.00, $47.50, $50.00, $55.00, for 37.50

Regular $60.00, $65.00, $70.00, $75.00, for 49.50

*• SUITS READY TO WEAR
Regular $30.00, $32.50, $35.00, $37.50 and $40.00, for $24.50

Regular $42.50, $45.00, $47.50, $50.00 and $55.00, for 37.50

Regular $60.00, $65.00, $70.00, $75.00, for 49.50

4 Dress Suits, 1-37, 1-38, 1-39, 1-40, regular $75.00, for 49.50

4 Dress Suits, Custom Made, same size, $100.00, for 69.95

Alterations Charged For.

All Winter Underwear* 54 Price

All Neckwear 5^ Price

Caps, value up to $3.00 95c

Shirts, value up to $5.00 $2.98

Sweaters, regular $9.00 to $13.50, for 6.95

All Wool and Cashmere Hosiery, best English make, value $1.50

to $2.00, for 95c

SALES FOR CASH ONLY

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

Founded 1847.

If off your route, it pays to walk.

We have much pleasure in printing tlu lli^
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Accoimt upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1920

ARTS SOCIETY

The regular meeting of the Arts Soc-

iety postponed from Tuesday, December

7th, was held on Wednesday at 4.30 p.m.

in the Philosophy Room, New Arts

Building.

A communication was received from

Mr, O. D. Cliffe, B.A., 1920, regarding

the Arts Dance.

With the Vice-President in the chair

Mr. Wilson read an interim report of the

Election Committee. Reports were also

read from the dinner and dance commit-

tee.

The parade committee was granted $50,

and a vote of thanks was given to the

election committee.

It was left with the Arts Concursus to

deal with those who did not vote.

A program was given by Arts ’21,

which was much shortened, due to the

lateness of the hour.

It is still hoped that more will attend

these meetings. In the coming session

there will be some interesting meetings

with good programs. Four-thirty, every

second Tuesday.

ARTS ’21

The year-book committee wish to make
it known that positively the last date for

handing in pictures for the year book will

be January 25th. All those desiring their

pictures to appear in the year-book must

hand them in to some member, of the

committee befor-e- that date. The photos

must be accompanied by a brief bio-

graphy, and by the sum of five dollars, to

cover .^expenses incurred in making the

cuts. Remember that the above date is

final—January 25th—and hand in your
photos and biagraphies as soon as pos-

sible.

ARTS ’22

R- M-rs did actually tear liimselt

,

away from Stratford not more than three
days late. Congrats, Ray.

'

ARTS -21 LIST OF CORRECTIONS

George T—b-n has decided to give up
travelling by special, and in future will
try to be on time for the ordinary flyers.

Doog F-d-y wishes it to be under-
stood by all, that he is still the biggest
man among the chemicals adv’t.

L. R. Mukley, name mispelled, Ma'rkley.

H. W. Ciirysler, 230 Division St.

M. B. Kehoe, 163 Alfred St.

J. W. Darling, Phone 1160w.

W. E. French, 556 Princess St., Phone
2026w.

L. B. Smith, 265 Sydenham St.

R. O. Campney, Phone 2395j.

ARTS ’22 LIST OF CORRECTIONS
W. Harold Reed, 229 Albert St., Phone

1525j.

R. E. Wagar, 234 Earl Street, Phone
2318j.

P. Muir, 450 Johnston street^-Phone

1722m.

FUSSING—THE PROCESS USUAL-
LY EMPLOYED

Firstly, one considers the eligible

Freshettes, Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors,

etc., then comes the first ordeal by fire

shall we say. One calls 504, but meets
with repeated repetition of the highly

expressive “Line’s Busy.” In one’s idle

minutes or in minute periods at this time

one considers the enormous cost of bat-

teries for that other number, and like

problems. At length having got thru’

(this is technically correct, though in real-

ity one has only commenced). One asks

for “her”. She, the, party of the first part

may duly consent to accept one’s humble
escortage, or if she does not, then one per-

servingly proceeds down the list of in-

finitum.
^

We insist on being cheerful. Should
she accept, one rushes madly for the ven-

dor of tickets. This last action being one

of frantic haste. Or if one possesses un-
bounded confidence in the beneficence of
humanity, or if one has one’s nerve, so to

speak, one buys the tickets first. But no
..matter which, the second action is bound
to be frantic.

At last the night arrives, and one hies

oneself along the frosty pavements, pass-
ing I’eglise Chalmers en route. There
may be perceived, other forms fitfully

flashing toward the common, centre, the
hub of Kingston. Having arrived at this

mecca of fussers one finds there some 14
or 15 others, to all intents and purposes,
situated like, as unto oneself. As the door
swings hospitably inwards, an effective

buck “I” formation gains the objective.

Having told one’s requirements to the
N.C.O. on duty at the door, she of the
telephone pops mystically into view,
“Booted and spurred for the fray,” which
being interpreted, means “more or less in

full dress.”

In this commotion one cannot help

noticing the speed of delivery. Can it

be that an arrangement in vogue in fire

halls is used? Is it like a Ford, always
ready?

There but remains to proceed to Grant
Hall where one finds a small mob scene
in progress. The air is pale pink with
such highly interesting fragments of hu-
man speech as—Are you crossing? “No,”
“So sorry ! I'm filled up.” (Meaning pro-

gramme, of course. Naughty !). “Whose
got you?” Thanks so much, cheerio!^
W-rrrgh.

Finally the throng takes mercy on the

patronesses who stand with bated breath

and slowly congealing in the refrigerating

atmosphere, and it filters streamfully two
by two (all the same as elephants into

the ark Compree?) into Grant Hall, past

the aforesaid patronesses. Then one
diligently sets about to enjoy oneself and

then— ? Oh! Oh it’s a wonderful life.

ONE WHO HAS TRIED.

Vainly hoping that the last issue of the

Journal before the holidays would have
conveyed our message, we had written an

elaborate Christmas greeting for our year-

mates; but it was love’s labour lost

—

hard-hearted editors decreed that that

particular issue must be literary in char-

acter, consequently our humble offering

was automatically relegated to the waste
paper basket.- De prived of our chance,

therefore, to wish you a Merry Christmas,
the best compromise we can make is to

hope you have had one, and to wish you a

Bright and Prosperous New Year.

Andy says, “Don’t forget the meeting
Friday afternoon. If you can’>^ome, see

that the family is represented.”

Honi Kow, Wiki Wiki. A silver

collection will be taken at the door, and
the proceeds donated to the Shredded
Wheat Fund. With the toast might we
couple the name of one H. F. C., who
was presented with ye goode olde ukelele.

It occurred to her, as it sometimes does.
That a bee couldn’t fly if it didn’t buzz;-
That a fly couldn’t flee if it had the ’flu,

Or, two pigs in the mud, now which is

who?

Does Levana consider it, freshettiquette
to go to the social evenings so unescor-
ticelli and so nnchaperoniously ?

BIBBY’S
PRE WAR PRICES

WE CLAIM TO HAVE THE BEST

Suit and Overcoat Values

IN CANADA

See Our Young Men’s Hand-Tailored Garments

All new models. Newest colorings and designs.

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE, $35.00.

SILK NECKWEAR
Regular $2.50 qualities for

EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE $1.50 EACH

Hundreds of Beautiful Flowing Ends to choose from.

JUST SHOES—Regular $12.50 and $14.50 Shoes for $7.75

ENGLISH VELOUR HATS—Special $6.75

BIBBY’S
78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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JSF-a^gS

Robt. J. Reid

UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

dealer

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

“GORDON” HALL OR M-C-MN’S
LAMENT

(With apologies to Tennyson’s Ghost)

Comrades, leave me here a little,

For the bell has just gone four;

Leave me here, and tell th’ instructor

I’m taking 'gym’ no more.

'Tis the room, and all around it,

Loves fond memories recall

Acids, bases, salts unnumbered.

On the shelves of Gordon Hall.

Gordon Hall, with dreaded lectures

And its odour of chlorine,

I have braved till four-pip-emma,

Just to whisper to my queen.

many men

ment^Policy in the

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. .^s

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

fS imnd. It « wise to sec^e one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life o£ Canada

Phone 610: Reaidence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Whose sweet lips, and artful smile

And glorious locks of auburn hue

Drove me absolutely breathless

And those roguish eyes of blue.

XMAS NECKWEAR
Sil,;

50c to $2.50

Knitted HOO

We box all Ties

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

As a magnet draws the filings,

Drew my trembling, love-sick heart;

And Dan Cupid scored a bulls-eye

With his highly shining dart.

So we billed and cooed together.

Testing for our five unknowns

—

Slipped the hours like moments golden

As we talked in gentlest tones.

When she blushed and sweetly murmured
“Oh, how kind this is of you,”

It was then I knew she loved me,

Or at least, I thought I knew.

Oh my T-e-a, shallow hearted

!

O my T-e-a, mine not yet 1

Oh the weary, weary lectures

!

Oh how can I e'er forget!

—

How I hate this young Adonis

With his maiden-catching lisp

An? his bon-bons and his flowers,

Bought with ten-spots- new and crisp

!

Just a flutter of his ’kerchief

Laden with a new perfume,

And my lady smiled upon him,

Knowing I was in the room

!

Let him help her with peroxides,

And with iodine sublime;

He’ll get his, (so do not worry):

—

If we “only give him time.

So I’ll back into my corner,- .

And let Sp-ng-r rush the dame,

Another fish is in the offing,

And she has a pretty name.

H. C. B.

fifteen minutes the fun was fast and fur-

ious and it appeared as if a row wer in-

evitable
; but before any blows were

struck the President, Dr. J. C. Connell,

settled the question in favour of the Meds.

However, between three and six, the bal-

loting was practically secret. The hourly

returns elicited tumultuous demonstra-

tions of enthusiasm from the supporters

of the leading candidates. At three, four,

and five o’clock the Arts’ representative

was ahead, but at six the Meds. shouted

themselves hoarse when the bulletin

board showed that their man had a ma-
jority of 18, which had increased to 19

when the polls closed at nine o’clock. The
excitement, which had been intense all

afternoon, exceeded all bounds when it

was seen that the entire Medical ticket

was elected, and the cheers and yells from

the victorious party made the staid por-

traits on the walls almost leap from their

frames. Then the candidates, successful

and defeated, addressed the crowd, and

their efforts were received with renewed

bursts of applause. About four hundred

students fell into line when all was over

and proceeded to serenade the Professors

and the city generally. The day termin-

ated by the victor and a number of his

supporters celebrating their success in a

banquet at the Windsor. About four

hundred and sixty votes were polled and

the office holders for 1889-90 are as fol-

lows:

Hon.-President, Rev. Dr. Wardrobe.

President, Ed. Ryan, B. A.

Vice-Presidents, W. Rankin, D. Mc-

Phail.

Secretary, R, J. McKelvey.

Treasurer, A. McIntyre.

Asst.-Secretary, Argue.

Critic, F. King.

Committee, S. H. Gardiner, J. Farrell,

. J. Lockhart.

Christmas Gifts

of Footwear

A gift that is sure to be appre-

ciated and one that is useful for

every member of the family. See

our display of fine Shoes, Hockey

Boots, Moccasins, Boudoir Slip-

pers, House Slippers and Spats.

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

FROM QUEEN’S JOURNAL 1888

Cowley—Say, did you know they had

to take up all that new pavement on

Clarence Street?

Bateson—^That so?

Cowley—'Yeh, it was in the road.

George—I trust^I made myself plain.

Jimmy—Nature has attended to that.

Alma Mater Society Elections

The annual election of officers for the

Alma Mater Society took place in the

City Hall on Saturday, December 1st,

The struggle for the offices was probably

the most earnestly contested and exciting

one that has ever been seen here; and
the large vote polled testified to the in

terest taken in it, and brought many
shekels into the coffers of the Society,

Election meetings had been held almost

every night during the week before the

elections, the freshmen and ladies having

particular attention paid to them. The
friends of the candidates had a number
of carriages out and there were few peo-

ple in the city entitled to vote, (except

most of the Professors in Arts) who were
not persuaded to cast their votes one way
or the other. The bar, pulpit, and the

surgery furnished many distinguished

voters
; those of them who arrived after

four o’clock—when the crush had sub-

sided—being greeted with hearty cheers

At 2 p.m. the voting began, and during ' '

the greater part of the first hour the ladie-
i

monopolized the polling booth. When th<-
;

*

polls opened there was a slight disput- |0

over the manner in which the votes wer<
• ^

to be recorded, Mr. Cameron’s scrutineers

claiming that an amendment to the Cor.
j |

stitution, passed at the last annual meei 'j

ing, provided for the ballot being a seem l!

one, while Mr. Ryan’s representatives ir •
' I

sisted that it should be open. For aboi . f

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS la complattt.

Best Tungsten Lamp*
and Flashlights. Svenr-

thing electrical for tm-

perimental purposes.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Winsome Winnie
,

BY STEPHEN LEACOCK,

AUTHOR OF “SUNSHINE SKETCHES”

“Winsome Winnie,” and other sketches finds Leacock at his

best. The book is a continuation of “Nonsense Novels,” which

book is selling more freely to-day all over the world than when

first published.

R. Uglow 8c Company
HI PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COU RSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

.. . ; RSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COU SSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

."'.unuricr School, July and August—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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Big Drop In Prices.

Furs, Hats, Caps and Millin-

ery at Big Reductions

Owing to the recent de-

cline in the raw fur

market, we have put

our enormous stock ol

furs on sale at dis-

counts ranging from

10 to SO per cent. With
the reduced prices on

furs we have also cut

prices on all men’s hats

and caps, as well as

millinery.

All Sales for Cash—No approval

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

HaU, Fur*, Millinery

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

I
Dance Programmes

m Constitutions .

J and all Jcinds of f

Hanson^ Crozier & Edgar b

I ao Market St., Kingston |

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

2 Days Only
SATURDAY AND MONDAY

$29
For Overcoats Valued

up to $65

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

STOLEN FROM A COLLEGE
DIARY.

Sunday, Kingston’s own day. It seems

to me that between ten and eleven on a

Sunday morning is the most truly King-

stonian hour there is. The vstreets are

filled with prosperous-looking citizens

making their comfortable way to church

;

the quiet of the day adds music to the

chiming bells, and even the sparrows on

the street forget to be as harsh as is their

wont. At this hour the town exudes

Peace and Respectability; and in these

lies her charm. One hopes that King-

ston will give up her futile attempts to

become bustling and “modern”, and that

she will be content to remain peaceful

and respect&ble, preferring parks to plazas

and trees to theatres. Thus, in time, will

she achieve quaintness, and a personality.

October 19. Lately I have been eating

at the Cafeteria, and the Chink’s. Break-

fast, dinner, and a five-o’clock meal at the

‘cafe,’ then supper down street—and the

greatest of these is supper. Yet one can

not deny that Mr. Reid is giving good

value for the money. Judging by the var-

iety of his offerings and the occasional

presence of fresh fruits, tomatoes, and

celery. I suspect that he has been study-

ing up the matter of frateins, vitamines

and carbohydzates. I wonder if there is

a chapter in his text-book called “The

Folly of the Iced Cake.”

I am always struck by the expression

on the faces of the noon liners-up. There

is eagerness, there is a certain hoping

against expectation, in some cases there

is a trace of wistfulness. Today when

the noon gong rang- one of these men

broke from a deep reverie wtih a joyous

lift of the head. “What’s the matter?”

asked his friend. “Nothing—nothing,”

was the reply from the again saddened

youth; then, with a crooked smile, “I just

thought for a second, that was the dinner

bell at home ”

^ “You’re next
;
cornbeef or fish,” corttes

the stern demand.

—It’s all very touching.

ELLESSE.

ELEGY WRITTEN IN A COUNTRY
COAL BIN

concert. ' After losing her brother dur-

ing the German occupation, Mme. de

Mun^ decided to emigrate to Canada and

is at present singing in this country. She

is a dramatic soprano, and will sing,

among other pieces, the “Woman’s Love’

Series of Schumann, in place of the

“Poet’s Love,” announced for Mr. Mc-
Innes. She will also sing a series of songs

from Gluck’s Divinitis du Styn’, and oth-

er pieces. Senor Guerrero will be the

piano soloist of the evening.

Young Kid—On seeing M—L with

Prof. M"C—m’s lighting calclilator
—

“Gee,

I bet he’s going through for a baker.”

—

Kid eveidently thought it was a rolling

pin.

SCIENCE ’22

Mary had a little garden,

But her love for it has fled.

Since she found a young Sweet William
In her Black-eyed Susans bed.

Mother—I wish you would not stand
on the front steps so long with Van, dear.
She—Why mother, I only stayed for a

second,' last night.

Mother—Well, I was sure I heard a
third and a fourth.

Pat got back to the city a day or ^wo
ahead of time and we were glad to note

that 'he made excellent use of his time.

That new theatre is pretty nice, isn’t it

Pat?

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottiwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

The furnace tolls the knell of falling

steam,

The coal supply is virtually done.

And at this price, indeed, it does not seem

As if we could' afford another ton.

Now fails the glowing, cherished an-

thracite,

The radiators lose their temperature.

How ill avail on such a frosty night

The short and simple flannels of the poor.

Though in the ice-box, fresh and newly

laid,

The rude fore-fathey of the omlette sleep.

No eggs for breakfast till the bill is paid,

I

We cannot cook again till coal is cheap.

Can morris chair or papier mache bust,

Rectify the failing pressure guage

;

Chop up the grand piano if you must.

Or burn the east aurora parrot cage.

Full many a can of purest kerosene,

The dark unfathomed tanks of Standard
Oil

Shall furnish me their timely aid, I wean,
To bring my morning coffee to a boil.

The village collier—flinty-hearted beast

—

Who tried to hold me up in such a pinch,

May soon be numbered with the dear
deceased,

I give him to the mercy of Judge Lynch.

P.M.M.

PM^O TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West

or ’Phone 564 w.

FOURTH QUEEN’S CONCERT

At tlie fourth coucert on Monday,
Maclaine de Munck, the Belgian prima
donna, will sing. The committee have
been fortunate enough to secure Madame
de Munch in place of Mr. Campbell Mc-
Inncs, who was unable to sing at the last

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

HOCKEY TIME IS HERE
Year Teams will find it to their advantage to get their supplies from us.

We will gladly supply quotations—We know you’ll be pleased.

Remember—We have all Hockey supplies, Sweaters, Jerseys, Stockings, Guards,
and everything else. We are sole agents for the famous “Automobile Skates,’’ guaran-
teed better than any other. We sharpen skates. Come in and let's fit you up—We’ll
sure please you.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is tmder special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

^Share two Profits with^onsumer^

CLOTHING .and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basi^ of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
TO DIRECTORY

D. A, Cameron, 358J4 Johnston Street,

Phone 1888.

C. E. Cobb, 288 Stuart St, Phone 1429m

F. Ellis, 27 Wellington St., Phone 1905j.

A. E. Harkness, 107 Fronteiiac street,

Phone 121 5f.

D. N. Rosenfield, Corner Princess and

Barrie Sts., Phone 1471.

W. A. Shaw, 346 Albert St., Phone 998f.

FRANK A. HERMAN.
Sec.Treas. Science ’21.

CORRECTIONS, SCIENCE ’23

J. B. Nayler, 94 Lower Bagot St.

J. C. Kirkland, 299 University Avenue,

Phone 569j.

H. J. Fraser, 99 Frontenac St.

C. W. Gordon, 77 Lower Alfred street,

Phone 861w.

G. Salton, 77 Lower Alfred Street,

Phone 861w.

H. Salton, 77 Lower' Alfred Street.

Phone 861w.

A. M. Chesser, 13 St. Lawrence Ave.

R. E. Delahunt, 428 Brock Street,

Phone 1423w.

SCIENCE ’21 SOCIAL EVENING

Scientists at Washington are puzzled

over a slight tremor recorded by the Seis-

mograph on a certain Tuesday evening

before the vacation. Several of the lads

are not yet sure what happened. It has

since come out that 150.young couplesl;

guests of our year, shivered their timbers

to the elusive strains of Allar|’s rag-time

crew from 7-11 in Grant Hall. The fol

lowing morning a slight subsidence in the

foundation was reported, but by noon

the trembling in the walls had ceased

The year president, Mr. Parnell, present-

ed the south-bound couples to the pat-

ronesses, Mrs. W. P. Wilgar, Mrs. Mc-
Kay and Mrs. Arkley. The refreshments

were both adequate and appropriate.

Humming bird salad. Sultana sandwiches,

a dash of canary wine in the coffee and

the odd bird seed on the cakes made for

rhythm and that angle of repose so neces-

sary to the successful completion of pub

He works.

OUR EDINBURGH LETTER.

Harry Wilson; Science ’17, is attending

Harvard. We all extend our best wishes

to Mr. Wilson.

(Continued from page 1).

you drift into the smoking room, you can

be sure that those people with matches

in front of them are neither Medicals nor

Engineers, nor likely to be Divines. At
least, if one is to believe the Medicals,

they haven’t a spare moment in the day

and I know that, in some years at least,

they work from nine until six.

The entire absence of year organiza-

tions isn’t so regrettable, although in the

large classes here they might be of real

service where at Queen’s they were often

a waste of time, except in so far as they

gave practise in self-expression to the few.

If I write you again I will not give a

melancholy picture of what we haven’t in

Edinburgh, but will, for the night, make

my love for Queen’s give place to the

new love and tell what peculiar advan-

tages we have.

HUNTLEY M. SINCLAIR,

Formerly Arts '23, Queen’s

Found in Grant Hall, Science ’21 Soc-

ial Evening, a gold brooch. Owner may
have same by calling at Post Office.

“Queen’s men will chuckle at the state-

ment in a local newspaper that at a recent

Queen’s University function in this city,

McGill and Varsity students gave the

Queen’s College yell. Every son of the

Old Ontario Strand knows that it is

easier to take a degree in either institu-

tion than to learn the Queen’s war cry.

—Ottawa Citizen.

Attention

!

We carry everythbg in Sheet Music, Xmas

Cards, Exclusive Stationery, Magazines, Bruns-

weik Records, Novelties, etc.

The Song Shop
269^ PRINCESS ST.

What We Haven’t Got, WeTl Get

ENJOY THEM TO DAY.

» NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense

assortment of Fine Gloves m the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE eso

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

“EVEN AS YOU AND I”

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

etock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly lov/ figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our

high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January

Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

-

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Harry Routledge was a Freshman. Just

an ordinary, unSOPHisticated Freshman
;

like you and T were.

Before he came to college, he too had

his dreams. In his mind’s eye ho saw

himself appointed Editor-jn-Chief of hte

“Daily,”' immediately after handing in

his first composition. He saw himself

elected president of every club in the uni-

versity; he even had to refuse four or five

presidential offices. For his extraordin-

ary merit in the sciences, he saw himself

employed (still in his mind’s eye) as a

demoastrator to sophomore students, and

had the pleasure of giving tutorial lectures

to those very classical friends of his who

used to perplex him with their perfect

interpretation of Horace and Virgil.

And, oh ! that pretty Miss Blois ! For

two whole years he had sat behind h#r

in the public school, and had worked

arithmetic examples for her, which he did

not even understand himself.

But now, he had extricated himself

from the “public” and ! Iprep” schools. He
was at college. The field of battle lay

before him, but the warrior felt weak.

First, he was singled out by the sophs.

They recognized their man, with that

peculiar recognition that they reserve for

all fame-seeking Freshmen. He was

among the first to pay the penalty
;
and

among various things, he had to pay his

compliments in his pyjamas to pretty

Miss Blois, and on St. Catherine. He had

hardly recovered from this shock than he

was kidnapped, blacked, shampoo’d with

vaseline, whirled through the town half-

dressed. To say that he was mad, is say-

ing nothing at all. He vowed that as

soon*as he became president of the forty-

eight clubs, he would expel every sopho-

more, would penalize them, would —r- do

anything and everything that he felt he

wasn’t capable of doing.

Nor did he fare b^etter with the profs.

His ideas did not exactly agree with those

of the profs, and somehow he couldn’t

get them to agree with him. In language

altogether unsuitable for infants’ ears,

they denounced him, his ideas, his meth-

ods, and everything connected with him
. . Added to this, his sweet heroine

out-stripped him in studies (even in the

sciences), and archly proffered him her

aid.

Forthwith began his downfall. He
withdrew his membership from all the

college associations, and instead of mov-
ing others with lengthy discourses on the

latest scientific developments, he moved
himself to* educate himself in the most
elementary principles of mechanics.

Harry Routledge is now a senior. Just

an ordinary sophisticated senior. He no
longer builds castles in the air. He at-

tends a dance occasionally, and a club

meeting; and is only too glad to be let

alone. He wishes for no fame; and, cur-

iously, i.s better prepared to 'demonstrate

now, than ever before. Just like you
and I.

McGILL DAILY.

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS

La quatrieme reunion du Cercle Fran-
gais eut lieu au Salon Rouge, Mardi, le 14

December, Le programme, presente par
le cours de fran^ais L, fut interessant,

Plusiers membres de la classe reciterent

ensemble un morceau tire des Djinns
(Victor Hugo). Puis Mile, Margaret

Stewart, accompagnee par Mile. Nobes,

chanta un chant frangais, et des etudiantes

presenterent ensuite un acte choisi dans

“Le voyage de M. Perrichon.” Le role de

M. Perrichon fut joue par, M. J. Woods;
celui de Mme. Perrichon par Miss Burns

celui d’Henriette, par Mile. Kelly. M,

J. B. avait le role d’Armand, Miss Elliott

reprcsentail Daniel et M. McQueen etait

le facteur.

Apres avoir joue au “Fruit Basket,” et

chante “la Marseillaise” des rafraichisse-

ments furent servis.

BIG JANUARY SHOE SALE.

TH£ DROP HAS COME
25% OFF ANY SHOE, SLIPPER, PUMP OR OXFORD
20% OFF SPATS, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS

This is your opportunity if you will require

Spring Footwear SHOP NOW
NO REDUCTION ON RUBBERS.

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Coming Here To Dine
is an established custom with those who
have once enjoyed our service. They
know that nowhere else can be found

pleasanter surroundings, prompter atten-

tion or finer foods. Why not enjoy find-

ing all this out for yourself?

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S. ^

SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY
You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S. .

342 KING STREET — 'PHONE 1019-w

('Phone for appointment)

Personal ’Xmas

Greeting Cards

-Order now and we will get them

out same day as ordered.

The JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 3Sc

i War Tax Included.

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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HON. E. C. DRURY
WILL BE HERE

TOMORROW
PREMIER OF ONTARIO TO SPEAK

IN GRANT HALL
AT 5 P.M.

On Wednesday at 5 p.m. there. will be a

Special Convocation at the University for

the purpose of conferring the lionourary

degree of LL.D. on Premier E. C. Drury.

We feel sure that Queen’s, as a great edu-

cational centre, has recognized a very

worthy and capable candidate in Premier

Drury, for he has shown a keen interest in

all edvLcational matters, since his call to the

premiership. Not very long since in one iff

his speeches he asked his hearers how man
books they had read since leaving school,

thereby showing that his conception of

education is not so narrow that it confines

to the class room all attempts at education.

His outlook upon political aifairs and his

wise and judicious handling of the pro-

blems that have confronted him show that

Premier Drury is a man of wisdom, sound

judgment, and not carried off his feet by

political prejudices, nor swayed by too

zealous party adherents, but ratlier they

show that he can stand firm amid the in-

numerable cross currents that so often

overwhelm the immature and over-zealous

party politician.

Because Premier Drury has stood the

test he has shown himself in possession of

that higher education, which enables a man
to meet his country’s problems and readily

find a wise and harmonious solution for

them.,. He has shown himself wise, strong,

cautious,, firm, and true to his convictions',

and indeed is this not the basis of all edu-

cational acquirement? In showing that he

possesses these high and admirable quali-

ties, Premier Drury proves that he is

worthy of the honour Queen's is about to

bestow upon him, and Queen's in confer-

ring this degree upon so worthy a leader

shows her intimate knowledge with every

day affairs, with the Country’s leaders, and
above all shows that she confer^ degrees

upon the worthy without regard to poli-

tical creed.

NOTICE

The regular monthly meeting of the

Returned Men’s Club of the University
will be held in Convocation Hall on Wed-
nesday evening at seven o’clock.

The members of the executive have
been fortunate in securing Gen. Mac-
Donell, Commandant of R.M.C., to speak
after the business has been disposed of.

As General ^acDonell needs no intro-

duction to a Queen’s audience, we would
urge all the returned men in the Univer-
sity to be present and bring their friends.

The marriage of Elda Lucenda, younge.iit

daughter of the late R. J. McDowall and
of Mrs. McDowall of Toronto, to Keith
Pruyn Johnston, of the staff of the Science
Department at Queen’s University, son .>£

Mr. Thomas Johnston of Napanee, took
place at the home of the bride’s sister, Mrs.
W. L. McFarland, in North Rosedale, on
Monday, the Rev. Ronald McLeod of the
Community Church officiating.

THE BULLETIN

Wednesday—
5 p.m.—-"Special Convocation.

7-8 p.m.—Choral Society.

Thursday—
4.30 p.m.—Q.U.M.A.—Dr. Dyde.

Friday—
4 p.m.—Indian Missions, Prof.

Fadyen, Convocation Hall.

Me-

REPORT OF THE
A.B. OF CONTROL

ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING
OF A.M.S. WAS

HELD

On December 11th, 1920, it was found

necessary to adjourn the Annual Meeting
of the A.M.S. , ih order that a full financial

statement of the A.M.S. wealth might be

given, an interim report o^ly being avail-

able at that date.

Accordingly when a 'few faithful souls

gathered at Convocation Hall on last

Saturday, a.t 7 p.m., the Adjourned Annu-
al Meeting was first on the docket. Mr.

W. O. Lafontaine brought in the financial

report and cheered our souls by announc-

ing a balance of^l,567.81 over and above

all liabilities, and the fact that our prev-

ious War Bond was at least safe, its

abode, however, unknown at present.

After considerable discussion the fol-'

lowing motion was passed, viz. : "That a

committee be appointed consisting of two
members from Arts, Science and Medi-

cine, one member from Theology, and

one from Levana, these members to be

appointed in their respective, societies.

The said committee being formed to dis-

cuss and consider ways and means where-

by a more satisfactory system of nomina-
tion and method of election might be

evolved in the best interests of the college

a| a whole. Further, that this committee

be open to receive suggestions either in

person or writting from members of the

A.M.'S., and that it be instructed to report

in two weeks i.e. Jan. 22. 1921, at the ad-

journed Annual Meeting.’’

With the subsequent adjournment of

the Annual Meeting the regular meeting
was convened, and a sheaf of communica-
tions and bills disposed of with despatch.

Prof. Lindsay Malcolm brought in the

Financial Report of the Athletic Board of

Control and referred to some of the dif-

ficulties which had been encountered. He
pointed out the fact that a detailed state^^

ment of assets and liabilities had been in-

cluded in the report. LiabiUties might
seem to have been unduly large, but much
of this would be counterbalanced by the
fact that considerable money had been ex-

pended on equipment which would be
available for future use. He advised
strict economy, and con.servation of re-

sources, but felt confident that by such a

policy, the Athletic Board of Control’s

financial status would be raised, and with
co-operation on the part of the studenT
body predicted many good things for the
future.

Mr. S. A. Wallace gave the report for
the Journal and urged the students to
support the advertisers. After the critic's

report giveii by J. T. M. Wilson, the meet-
ing adjourned.

Scholarship Goes

To W. Kirkconnell

Post-graduate Scholarship For
Ontario Awarded By

I.O.D.E.

The announceiTient was made a few
days ago of the awarding of the Post-

graduate scholarships in .connection with
the I.O.D.E. war memorial. The winners
represent the four provinces, Quebec,
Ontario, Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
The four recipients are as follows

:

Miss AIHe Vibert Douglas, of Mon-
treal graduate of McGill.

Mr. Watson Kirkconnell of Lindsay,
Ont., graduate of Queen’s.

Mr. Albert- Colby Cooke, of Winnipeg,
graduate of the University of Manitoba.
Mr. Hugh McDowall Clokie, of Regina,

graduate of the 'University of .Saskat-

chewan.

The scholarships are each of the value
of $1,400.

ANNUAL REPORT OF SECRETARY
A. M. S.

The President and Members of the
Alma Mater Society.

As Secretary of the Society I beg to
submit the following report:

During the term- of ofl'iceof the retiring
Executive, the society has had twenty-
five meetings in all. 23 of these being
ordinai-y ami two special meetings. The
attendance at the regular meetings has
variecl from 29 members at one meeting
to a number so large at another meeting
that Convocation Hall would not seat
them. On the whole the attendance has
been good.

A number of important measures have
been adopted during the year. Perliaps
mcntioti of a few of the more important
would be in order here.

On March the second, 1920. at a special

NOTICE
The first meeting of the Choral Society

this year was held on Wednesday, prac-

tices having been suspended for the holi-

days. Good progress is being made on
what promises to be the musical treat of the

season.

Professor and Mrs. Glimmer are doing

their utmost to make this year one of the

best in the history of the Society and de-

serve the hearty support of all the students.

More soprano and alto voices are badly

needed and we can use some tenor and
bass. This is a University Club and only

needs the support of the students to make it

a success. The next practice will be held

Wednesday from 7-8 p.m.

meeting, Prof. Malcolm told the society

of the work which had been done since

O'et., 1919, in making a survey of the

Athletic organizations of various Univer-

sities in the United States and suggested
changes in the organization here.

He also spoke of suggested improve-
ments to the plant here, and of the gift

of a stadium by Mr. Jas. Richardson, in

memory of Capt. Geo. Richardson, his

brother.

After considerable work, a constitution

of Athletic Organizations was drawn up,

doing away with the old* Athletic Com-
mittee and placing Athletics in the hands
of an Athletic Board of Control. This
was adopted on Mar. 20th.

Colours.

Following an article which appeared in

the Queen’s Journal, a committee was
appointed to consider the arrangement of

the Queeji’s Colours. The committee re-

commended that the arrangement be
changed to Blue, Yellow, Red, which re

commendation was adopted.

A very important change was made
when the Society declared itself in favouV
of permitting the Presidency to be held

by a final year man or a graduate instead

of restricting the office to graduates as in

the past.

In accordance with a motion passed at

the last Annual Meeting, initiations were
held this year in Arts, Science and Medi-
cine. Whether these initiations were suc-

cessful or otherwise is^ not within the

scope of this report to say.

This year for the first tjme a Directory

of Students was published by the Society.

In as mucli as this has proven quite use-

ful -already and will no doubt prove even
iTTore useful during the winter months,
and as its total cost to the society was,

$ 1 .40, it would seem advisable for the

society to continue the publication of a

dir^ectory each fall.

(Continued on page 3).

J. T. CURTIS
,

QUEEN’S GRAD.
PASSES AWAY

“BEST FRIEND THE SUMMER
SCHOOL EVER

HAD”

There died recently in Ottawa, one of
the best friends that Queen’s has ever
had,—Mr. J. T. Curtis, B.A., the very
well-known and highly respected past
president of the Students Association of
the Queen’s Summer School.

J. T. CURTIS, B.A.

Mr. Curtis began his High School edu-
cation at Listowel. Six years illness made
an interruption, that would prob&bly have
spelled the end of school days, for a less

enthusiastic student. But in 1895 we find

him with a Junior Leaving certificate. He
attended Model at Stratford and then put
in three years teaching a country school

near Brussels. Normal School came next,

at London. Dorking. Schomberg and
Glen Allen are places in which he taught

on his Second-class certificate. But in

1903, at Easter, Mr. Curtis returned to

Listowel and in two months secured his

Senior Leaving Part 1. Principal at Mil-

verton till Christmas, 1908.

In 1909 he attended Guelph Collegiate

for six months and completed his Senior

Leaving. In 1909-1910, he attended the

Summer School at Guelph, where evident-

ly he formed an appetite for that branch

of education. He was Principal at Sea-

forth till March, 1912. At that time he

came to Ottawa and taught in the Public

School there till Jpne.

In the summer of 1912 he first came to

Queen’s Summer School. He attended

Faculty at Queen’s 1912-1913 and in Sep-

tember, 1913, was appointed to a position

in the Ottawa Collegiate.

For seven years, Mr. Curtis has been

in attendance at Queen’s Summer School.

Of the students attending, he has done

more than all the rest put together in ad-

vancing the interest of the institution. He
was always on hand the opening day of

the Summer Session to welcome old and

new students with his characteristic hand-

shake. During the .six weeks of each

Summer School session, he spent his time

untiringly, to make life worth living for

any who were there. If it be a recom-

mendation to change the program of

studies to better suit the students. Mr.

Curtis was at the bottom of it. If it was
a deputation to wail on some member of

Parliament to better the interests of

Queen’s Summer School, Mr. Curtis was

at the head of it.

But apart from the session itself, Mr.

Curtis throughout the year undertook for

Queen’s Summer .School, an amount of

work that was quite beyond belief. Asked
once if lie were to become a millionaire

would he still go on teaching school, he

(Continued on page 2)
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

PMD-up CAM*.. *8,400,000

pSpfTr”. *8,660,774

general banking business

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDITORIAL
(fwrrn’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Inlra rauMls. 51.00; Extra-murab in Canada

51.35; out of Canadh. $1-50. Advertising rates 1 appli'

B E SPARKS ERNEST B. SPARKS.

D.D.S. L0 S„ M.D, D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

1S9 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Carnovsky's)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by iSc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

- Editor-in-Chief-JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone

‘‘bvL., M.wae.v-S. A. WALLACE. Ehoe. U34W.

Associate Edito,s-F. A. SPEOULE. A. D. EO-

BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.

Managing Editor—J. R«^ RUTLEDGE.

Asst. Managing Editor-r-IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—W. J. G- PERRY. --

Sporting Editor—A, C. BAIDEN.

Asst Sporting Editors-T. H. NEWLOVE, C L.

W?NGHAM. MISS HELEN CRAIG, HAL BLEAK-

KEY.
Literary Editor

—

B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor-N. R. HOUSTON.

Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.

Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY,

rhief Faculty Reporters

—

N. D. PATTERSON, K

kSlI MISS M. PORTEOnS. G. C.-MONTUEE,

A. L. STEVENSON. —

A STUDENTS’ FORUM.

be UP-TO-DATE
Read the latest—Smoke the best. We give

value plus satisfaction to the man who smokes

and the woman who reads. All latest Magag-

ines and Daily Papers, Note Books, Loose

Leaf, etc.

JACK F. ELDER
i69 PRINCESS ST. Opp. PubUc UtiUlies

Phone 1283f

G. W. V. A.

(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve - - IS^OOO.OOO

Resources - * 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Host Uodem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

(

- GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN'S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS,

Phone 363.

A few years ago an attempt was made

to organize,' under the auspices of the

Y.M.C.A., a Students’ Forum. For some

time it met with quite enthusiastic sup-

port and flourished accordingly. It be-

came less prosperous and finally disap-

peared. Do you know why ? The reason

seems to hdve been that the meetings

were held in the afternoon, and that the

first part of each meeting was taken up

with the -discussion of ordinary routine

business. By the time the business was

ended and the. actual discussion of the

special subject commenced, it was almost

supper time and the discussions were of

necessity cut short.

Now, what is a Students' Forum, and

what is its aim? In our opinion it should

mean a meeting open to all members of

any faculty in the university.. It should

be strictly informal. There should be as

few officers as possible. There should be

no fee. This meeting should be held at a

convenient hour at least once every two

weeks for the purpose of full and free dis-

cussion of topics of the moment. The aim

of such a society might very well’ be;

“that its members, through discussion,

should formulate sane and sound opinions

on the questions that are of most interest

to” the Dominion of Canada and to) the

world at large.”

It is not too much to expect that Uni-

versity men and women -should have an

opinion worth listening to on such a prob-

lem,- for example as the relation between

Britain and Canada. Is Canada a nation,

or is she not? Should the Imperial con-

nection be strengthened? What do you

think of Canada’s'position in the League

of Nations? Or for that matter, have

you any opinion regarding the League

of Nations itself?

Coming to things which are, perhaps,

more commonly known,—what hopes

have we of a growth of understanding

and cooperation between Quebec and-

Ontario? To what extent is the lack of

.understanding due to professional

'trouble=tnakers”? We migln -gb on in-

definitely mentioning questions of generxil

iriterest which should be discussed with

much lasting benefit to all concerned.

Perhaps you object that these subjects

concern Arts students chiefly. We do

not agree with this viewpoint. It is the

duty of every intelligent man and woman

to have opinions on these national ques-

tions. However, there are subjects which

would be of more interest to Medical Stu-

dents, for example, the Problem of the

Feeble Minded in Ontario, for Science

Students such subjects as Towji Plannini,:.

Forest Conservation, etc., and •• •

' '
.. 'li

-

gical Students, “The Problem of '

Canadian” and others of a mv:;* .•<*
!

sociological nature.

The Political Science Club is .lUempt-

hig work along these lines and durinii

the past has done very splendid -(Jivi.*

I

The discussion at each meeting is opened

by prepared addresses from one or two

members. The meeting is then open for

general discussion. The work of this club

should be extended and we can see no rea-

son why members of the three other facul-

ties should not meet with the officers of

the Political Science Club and have the

organization extended to embrace anyone

who cared to join.

It is generally thought that the next

Dominion Election will take place in the

year 1922, and by that year many of us

will be away from Queen’s. It would

appear that much of the discussion in

that election will centre around the Tariff

question. We think and hope that the

time is far past when men vote for or

support one party or the other.. simply be-

cause their fathers did. Here in a Stu-

dents’ Forum would be an opportunity

for the Seniors and Juniors of the Uni-

versity to- make a thorough inquiry into

the Tariff question and, neglecting p^rt/

ties and prejudices to, discuss the matter

with the object of arriving at an opinion

based on something more substantial than

our grandfathers’ actions.

TAXES WILL DECREASE
BEQUESTS TO COLLEGE

(Associated Press Despatch)

Cambridge, M.ass., Jan. 9.—Income and

inheritance taxse will cause a decrease in

bequests to institutions of learning, Prin-

cipal R. B. Taylor of Queen’s University,

Kingston, Qnt-« said at the annual banquet

of the Alumni Association of Massa-

chusetts Institution of Technology last

night. “Men of large affairs.” he said, “do

not know where they stand under t\iese

taxes, and the result is going to be tliat

institution like Technology will not re-

ceive the large gifts that have been the

rule.”

—The Globe.

Figure

This Out
^ How many times do you

suppose a “fiancee” will

look at her "Engagement
Ring” in the course of her

lifetime?

^ What will be the nature

of these thoughts? •

^ This much is certain, if

it be a “Ryrie Engage-
ment Ring” it will be a

source of pride and satis-

faction every time she

looks at it, because she will

know it is “one of the very

best.”

^ If, on the other hand, it

should happen to be

something only indiffer-

ently good, such pride and
satisfaction will be want-

ing.

You nor no one else will

ever see an inferior

“Ryrie diamond,” such a

thing is unknown.

^ Highest quality and un-

surpassed value always

meet in a “Ryrie dia-

mond.” _

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

ALUMNI
Married—W. F. Noonan, B.Sc., 1914,

and Miss Marison, both of Kingston, at

Beachville, Ont., on Nov. 29th, 1920. Mr,

Noonan is Resident Engineer Dept. Pub

Highways, Napanee. They will reside in

Napanee.

DEATH OF J. T, CURTIS
(Continued from page I),

said “No, if I had unlimited time and

money at my disposal, I think I should

like to make myself advertising manager

for Queen’s Summer School and conduct

a real campaign in its behalf.”

Mr. J. T. Curtis is the man who saved

Queen’s Summer School from ignomin-

ious defeat. After three years of earnest

endeavor, the slight response of teachers

in 1912 appeared to indicate such small

desire for summer study that it seemed

foolish to carry on the costly and dis-

appointing effort. Other students may

have had as clear vision of the need of a

Summer School in Ontario, but no other

showed such self-sacrificing enthusiasm

and determination. If teachers have-now

a choice of academic opportunities every

July and August they owe it to the fact

that Mr. Curtis expended without stint

his money, his time, his energy and his

undoubted ability in convincing both Uni-

versity and teachers that such an institu-

tion as a University Summer School

should not die. Each passing year seems

likely to further justify his courage and

foresight.

It is proposed to commemorate his

work by a special summer school scholar-

ship, or lectureship and we feel sure that

all Queen’s men and women will be glad

to honour his splendid work for our Uni-

versity. The funeral, which was held at

Stratford, was attended by Prof. W. T.

MacClement, representing Queen’s. The

Journal extends sincere sympathy to the

sorrowing relatives and to the host of

personal friends throughout the Domin-

ion.

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess, and Wellington Street!

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

DANCE AND CARD PARTY

Under the auspices of the

Women’s Aid Society

of the

Kingston General Hospital

in the City Hall and Ontario

Hall, on

Thursday, January 27, 1921

at Eight O’clock

Tickets $1.00, and Tax 10c.

The attention of the student-body and

all interested is called to the course of

lectures on “Indian Missions” given by

Prof. McFadyen. Three of these lectures

were given before the Christmas vacation.

The remaining three are to be given in

Convocation Hall at 4.00 o’clock on the

three consecutive Fridays of this month.

The subjects are as follows.

Jan. 14th—Are We Making Headway^

Jan. 21st—The Indian Church.

Jan. 28th—^A Visit to Central India.

Convocation Hall, 4 p.m. Everyone

welcome.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
'

84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

HALF PRICE

Ladies’ and Children’s

Winter Coats

All this Season’s Styles

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO -OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

A.M.S. PROCEEDINGS
(Continued from page 1).

This year the old time parade was re-

vived and proved a great success. In no

other event have so many of the students

worked together to a common end. Could

this parade be put on in October as it

was in the days before the war. it would

be much more likely to be successful.

The weather would be less uncertain, and

the students would have more time to

spare in its preparation. It seems to me

that it would be of a very real value, as

it would bring all the students together

at an early date, all working in friendly,

rivalry to make it a success. This would

promote that Esprit de Corps, which it

has been claimed .was a product of the

old time rush.

This year, as in former years, there

has been considerable discussion of the

Q question and of the system of nomina-

tion of A.M.S. candidates. There has,

however, been no discussion of Social

Functions in any of the meetings of the

Society. This is noteworthy and speaks

well for the plan at present in operation.

In conclusion I would make the follow-

ing recommendations:

(1)

. That a Committee be formed be-

fore College closes in the Spring, to pub-

lish the Directory.

That they seek the co-operation of the

registrar and ask him to have cards filled

in at the time of registration, giving the

name, street address, ’Phone number,

faculty and year of each student. These

could be arranged alphabetically by years

or faculties, and would make it possible to

publish the directory at least two weeks

earlier than otherwise.

(2) That the Society consider purchas-

ing a typewriter for the use of the secre-

tary.

J. W. GREIG,
Secretary

Queen’s!

We thank you for the business

you have given this year, and hope

for its continuance.

We wish you, one and all, a

Merry Xmas and a Bright and

Prosperous New Year.

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET

(Over Royal Bank)

Those Study Glasses
‘THEY MUST BE RIGHT.”

For years we have been fitting Study

Classes to the Queen’s Students with every

success.

We attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the roost scientific instru-

ments procurable.
.

If you already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study

Glasses.
"Save Your Byes.

R. J. RODGER
CotisuUing Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

The following is a summary of a report

from Professor W. L. Malcolm, Acting

Director of Athletics at Queen’s, to the

Alma Mater Society, as presented last

Saturday night

;

The new Board has met twice since elec-

tions, and has selected the following com-

mittees of that Board.

Gymnasium—Dr. C. W. Drury, Mr. J.

McKelvey, Mr. H. Jardine.

Grounds—Prof. J. F. MacDonald, Prof.

J. Matheson, Mr. E. D. Sliter.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER...'. 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

Eligibility—Prof . J. F.' MacDonald, Prof.

C. W. Drury, Mr. C. W. Aitcheson.

Rinks—Prof. W. L. Malcolm, Mr. E. D.

Sliter, Mr. C. W. Aitcheson.

Budget—Prof. J. Matheson, Prof. W. L.

Malcolm, Mr. J. McKelvey, Mr. R. O.

Campney, Mr. H. Jardine.

(Continued on page 4)

AS5AULT-AT-ARMS
ARMOURIES, Thursday, January 13th

Under Auspices of G.W.V.A.

BOXING
10 Rounds Return Match

Billie Hughes
Queen’s Popular Trainer and Ex-Feather-

weight Champion of Canada

VS. Fred Winfield of Ottawa.

Oscar Corneau of Hull

vs. K. 0. Wilkie of Ottawa.
Six Rounds

Jackie Brierly, Late Lancashire Eng.

vs. Tommy English of Kingston.

WRESTLING MATCH
Charles Fraser, Heavyweight

Champion C.E.F.

vs. Young Cazeaux,

Wild Cat Cazeaux of Montreal

First Bout at 8.15 p.m.

Ringside Seats $1.50 Reserved $1.00

General Adnssion 50c.

Sanctioned by Ont. Athletic Commission. Seats on Sale at G.W.1/.A. Rooms.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business, ^tock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar StorO

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

SCIENCE
THE SCIENCE DINNER

The decision of the Engineering Society

to make their annual dinner a stag affair

will have one effect at least. It will pre-

vent love-sick freshmen and others from

gazing wistfully up into the balcony into

the eyes of some one who is gazing wist-

fully down and deciding-first as the chair-

man is clearing his throat for the third

time, that perhaps after all it is their duty

to go down to the over-flow dance.

SCIENCE ’21

I asked the little lady why a chicken

crosses the road (this was considered a

goodly quip in the days of Queen Bess;

they haven’t decided yet whether she

was.iL man or what) and she piped up. so

sweetly, “Guess its because she sees you

coming along the same side, old thing.”

We have been criticized for fussing on

election night. To dispel any doubt

which might exist in the minds of our

readers we wish to say that in the execu-

tion of our duty as critic of the A. M. S.,

we were called upom to give the parade

the once over and the up and down. The

little lady agrees with me that Jimmy
Saylor had the best individual get-up and

that Science ’21 float was second to none.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOINT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Accoimt upon which interest

is regularly.^2aid and from which

you ahe free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

brother to borrow a copy. In his haste

the bb^ ran over a four dollar stand of

bees and in ten minutes looked like a

warty summer squash. His father going

to his assistance ran into a barbed wire

fence cutting a pound of fiesh from his

anatomy and ruining a five dollar pair of

pants. The old cow took advantage of

the gap in the fence and killed herself

eating green corn. Hearing the racket

the mother ran, upset a four-gallon churn

of rich cream into a basket of kittens,

drowning the whole litter. In her hurry,

she dropped and broke, beyond repair, a

forty dollar set of knobby tread teeth,

The baby left alone, crawled through the

spilled cream and into the parlor, ruining

a twenty dollar rug. During the excite-

ment the eldest daughter ran away with

the student boarder, the dog scattered

eleven setting hens and the calves got out

and chewed the tails off four good shirts,

All' to save $1.50.

Moral—Subscribe to the Journal at once

and protect yourself from such calami-

ties.

We had intended, to issue a holiday

supplement profusely illustrated, but the

stenographer upon reading it swooned,

the printer’s devil had a laughing jag

and three of the office hands had to be

carried but. According to our text books

a column is always in compression, but it

seems this column created a certain ten-

sion which exceeded- the elastic limit.

Since the semi-annual audit the follow-

ing is a statement of receipts and expendi-

tures :

RECEIPTS.
Rugby . ; $ 297 25

Rink 1413 05

B. W. and F 83 50

General 5154 25

• - $6,948 05

EXPENDITURES.
Rugby .;••$ 43 10

Rink 765 17

Gymnasium 922 50

Hockey 376 02

General 107 60

Old Athletic 'Grounds 69 00

$3,008 39

C. H. Donnelly, B.A., ’14; B.Sc. '17, is

on the staff of the Hydro-Electric Power

Commission, at Niagara Falls, in the con-

struction of the Chippawa, Queenstown

Canal.

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Ludgate, who
were quietly married in St. George’s Cathe-

•dral, on Wednesday, will make their home
in Pakesley, Ont., where Mr. Ludgate has

a position as a civil engineer.

We haven’t a pen name yet, but if our

career of undetected crime is ever dis-

closed, we most certainly shall.

The two keys to success are luck and

pluck. Luck in finding someone to pluck.

Died—On Thursday, January 6th,

the infant daughter of Prof, and

Mrs. J. L. Morison.

“The Journal” extends sincere and

heartfelt, sympathy to Prof, and

Mrs. Morison in their sad bereave-

ment.

Dr. Denyes has taken up his residence at

Shannonville, the vacancy caused by tbe

death of *Dr. Moore. The many friends of

Mrs. (Dr.) Moore regret that she is leaving

the village and pui^ses moving to Belle-

ville.

The marriage of Helen Marguerite,

second daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Andrew
T. Drummond of Kingston and Toronto,

to Thomas Albert James, Lieutenant in the

Royal Canadian Dragoons, took place in St.

John’s, the old garrison church, on Monday
Imorning, the Rev. Russell Maclean offici-

ating.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and «

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

Amongst the most pitiful sights we
have seen recently are

:

1. A jealous student’s effort to smile..

2. A man waiting for his change in a

locaU^ry-goods store.

3. The boxing squad after two weeks

at home,

4. The girls at the covered rink who
were a bit too casual last season.

5. The men about town who drift into

the City Hall on Saturday evening to

give the girls a tfeat.

6. Myself trying to look like a married

man so as to get a job for the holidays.

7. The skating partners of the best

looking girl student.

8. The- drinking fountain in the gymn-
asium.

9. The clothes dad bought her for

Xmas. You know, mail-order stuff.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, .Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

It IS now admitted by men of intelli-

gence as well as students that

;

1. Miss R. Tillery should be handled
with care.

2. We should note carefully the differ-

ences between our own similarities.

3. Iva Sizemore would naturally pre-
side behind a hosiery, counter in Taledo.

4. Cleopatra’s needle is not proof that

she was fond of knitting.

5. The expressions “refined vaudeville”,

"perfect lady,” “Merry Xmas,” etc., mean
less than my appearance in church on
Sunday.

6. Something awful syvill happen to a

phonograph if someone doesn't jump and
turn it off when a tune is finished.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
'Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1920

Don’t read this if you voted and paid

your Journal subscription. This is' meant
for those misguided and cautious souls

who did not.

A student who was too economical to

subscribe to the Journal sent his young

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

Merits and Young Men’s

Suits and Overcoats

AT PRE WAR PRICES

WE ARE GOING TO KEEP THE KETTLE BOILING

YOUNG MEN’S ULSTERETTES

All new models for this season’s trade.

CLEARING PRICE $25.00

OUR SUITS AT $35.00

Are real wonders, beautifully tailored from choice all wool

cheviots. All new models.

THE BEST FOR LESS

Every Garment we sell is a leader in its class.

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

dealer

230. 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

many men
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-
ment Policy in the Mutual .L«e of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought- .

ful mind. It is wise to secure one-

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

-FORCED OUT SALE

Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

/

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

fo^ the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’21

We wish to express the hearty thanks

of the year to Arts ’22, who gave us a

royal entertainment. It was to be regrett-

ed that so few of our year could have been,

present—but the exams are looming up

most forrnidably. We believe that some

of our members are even workingvon Sun-

day; on the principle, we suppose, that if

the ass fall in a pit, it is lawful to pull

him out on the Sabbath.

acquire will at some time prove valuable.

But whether he uses it directly or not, the

exercise of acquiring it keeps his mind
young and growing. And growth is the

only real insurance against “slipping.”

» —The American Magazine.

But, examinations or not, this job goes

on forever. It was wished on us at first

at the insistence of a kindly frieiyi, who

fondly imagined we had nothing to kill

time with. Whether or not his supposi-

tion was correct at the time in question,

it is not so since we accepted the position.

We have had to^ scout around the news

until our studies - became shamelessly

neglected, and our quest was often fruit-

less. Then, when we have had no real

news, and have found our genius unequal

to the task of manufacturing any, we have

felien had to usurp a position not our own,

and launch out editorially. So get busy,

all of you, and tell us everything of inter-

est—most 6f you know our identity, and

the others can easily discover it—for we
want to let the University know that one

of its liveliest and most important factors

is good old Arts ’21.

Once upon a time there was a young man
who, having read his Plato and his Aris-
totle, decided with Pope that “the. proper
study for mankind is man.” He therefore

entered the service of -his home town and
for twenty years he worked hard and
studied, in return for a wage about equi-

valent to that of a sj^am-fitter's helper. At
last his efforts began to bear fruit: liis

dreams of .community service materialised

in the form of a great municipal under-
taking destined to bring comfort and hap-

piness^to his fellow citizens. He persuaded
the city council to authorize the undertak-

ing, and at last the work was under way.
So the man—no longer young—went forth

upon the city^treets to stretch his tired

limbs and forget the cares of office. A s he
rested in the public park he overheard the

idle talk of several fellow townsmeii and
the talk jvas concerning his great under-
taking. He knew the work was good and
so he listened, and this is what he heard
about himself: “Clever duck! Wonder
how much rake-off he got ?”—McGill Dai^y.

ARTS ’22

There was a very fair attendance at^he

Arts ’22 Year Meeting, Friday afternoon,

Jan. 7th, when the Years ’21 and ’23 were

entertained. Mr. Wallace
.
occupied the

chair, business communications and min-

utes of the last meeting being read by

Miss Ferrier, Assistant Secretary-Treas-

urer. Mr. C. E. Ratchford was unani-

mously chosen as manager and captain

of the hockey team for this season. For

the Year Paper and Programme. Commit-

tees were appointed for the second meet-

ing after the exams. The programme

consisting of five rfumbers was greatly ap-

preciated, and the thanks of the Year are

due Mr. Stevens and Miss Brown of the

Committee. Miss Charlesworth sang as

only Miss Charlesworth can, and Miss

Judge, at the piano, charmed her hearers.

The third feature, Prof. Kinnick’s hum-

orous sketches and poetry, drew rounds

of applause. Mr. Sutherland was the

victim of the Year Paper, and proved

himself a very .capable Editor-in-Chief.

Dainty refreshments were served, con-

cluding a very enjoyable afternoon.

Cowley—Say, did you' know they had
to take up all that new pavement on
Clarence Street ?

Bateson—^That so?

Cowley—'Yeh, it was in the road.

Too'Msad Jimmie G. can’t “say it with,

flowers,” but then florists’ daughters

wouldn't appreciate flowers, would they

Jimmie?

Keep off Union street. Harold is just

learning to play that instrument of his

At a dance, they say, one travels eleven

'iniles. That explains a lot, n’est-ce pas?
why J. R. isn’t a fusser for one thing.

There was a young chappie named M-I-r,

Took his chick into Grimm’s for to fill her.

But his dear little dream
Stowed away the ice cream,'

Till he had to write home for more sU’ar.

Fads and Hobbies

A fad or a fashion, nevertheless, is

tyranny, even though the prisoner loves

his chains—the tyranny of the Many;

but a hobby is the freedom of the One,

unattached, irresponj-i-'* .
i’*' >nomous.

—The Atlantic Month! • -
. d West.

,

A Sunday Evening “Him”
There was a young student named M-r-y
Who ran to the 'phone in a hurry,

But the girl didn't want him,
Do you think that would daunt him?

'Oh no!” thought he, “I should worry!”

She wanted the words for a rhyme,
He said, “Yes, he knew them fine,”

But he couldn’t repeat it,

And get the right man on the line.

WHAT IS THE USE?

Christmas Gifts

of Footwear

A gift that is sure to be appre-

ciated and one that is useful for

every member of the family^ See

our display of fine Shoes, Hockey

Boots, Moccasins, Boudoir Slip-

pers, House Slippers and Spats.

I The Victory Shoe Store.

I ’PHONE 486
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DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is compteta.

Best Tungsten Lamp*
and Flashlights. Every-

thing electrical for ex-

C!!—J perimental purposes.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCES^ STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at
,

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Tunnii

Winsome Winnie
BY STEPHEN LEACOCK,

AUTHOR OF “SUNSHINE SKETCHES”

“Winsome Winnie,” and other sketches finds Leacock at his

best. The book is a continuation of “Nonsense Novels,” which

book is selling more freely to-day all over the world than when
first published.

A

R. Uglow & Company ^
141 PRINCESS STREET

To Insure Against Slipping

I have found that almost I'uy )<nowlcdge
which a man will take the troui ,<• to

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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CUTTING SALE OF FURS
SENSATIONAL PRICE-

FOR 10 DAYS
at “Kingston’s Famous Fur Store’’

Sale Starts Thursday, Jan. 13th

and ends Saturday, Jan. 22nd.

Our entire stock goes at a big sacnfice

The backward sea-

son, luxury tax, gen-

eral trade conditions

and many other rea-

sons are responsible

for the exceedingly

large stock we have

on hand at present,

and which we cannot

afford to carry over

until next season—it

must be turned into

cash—even at a tre-

mendous loss. Here

(with the coldest part of the winter

still ahead) is your opportunity to

secure high-grade Mills Furs at prices

that defy competition.

All sales for cash. No approval.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

MEDICINE
MED. ’22

The year tenders sincerest sympathy to

Messrs. Pilkey and McDowell in their

recent bereavement.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
ConsUUitions

and all kinds of

Hanson^ Crazier & Edgar
20 Market St., Kingston

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

2 Days Only
SATURDAY AND MONDAY

$29
For Overcoats Valued

up to $65

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottiwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS
BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Dr. T. (at 4th year clinic at Sydenham).

What instrument is this Sister?

Sister B.—Lane’s scissors.

Dr. T.—O yes—Lane’s scissors. Well

there is no special point about these, ex-

cept that they are blunt.

Going to England.

Dr. Carefoot has joined Mrs. Carefoot

and children who have been spending

several weeks with her parents, Mr. and

Mrs. Joseph Miller, Picton. They intend

to go to England soon, where they will

remain for a number of years. The doc-

tor has been particularly successful in the

west hopes to now enjoy the fruits of his

strenuous life in a more attractive way.

Aids to Bolshevism.

1. Getting a bunch of '14j4 collars from

the laundry when your size is 17.

2. Having a special delivery letter come

two days later than thougli it had come

the regular way.

3. Elbowing your way through the

crowded cafeteria with a loaded tray,

4. Living upstairs over a man learning

to play the violin.
*

5. Trying to make a fortune by follow;

ing “Hints to investors,” in the magaz-

ines!

Told in the Twilight.

Dr. J. H. Burry, Eye, Ear, Nose and

Throat Specialist, of Dunworkin Castle,

spent the week-end out of town paying

a few professional? calls.

Bobby’’ Hewitson handles the Queen’s

University at Belleville game in Belleville

on Tuesday night.

MEDICINE ’26

Our New Year’s Resolutions:

Ip Biology—^To draw just what we see.

In Chemistry—To tank enthusiasts.

In Physics—To adhere to “fundamental

principles.”

In English—To come early and avoid

snow storms.

My marshal, bring me in these men

!

Enforce your discipline! . . . Naw then.

Despite the lectures of the past.

Ingratitude, I find has cast

—

Can it be true?—my pearls of thought

Into the mire. I, who had sought

New hpnours for this brilliant year,

Endure much pain by stating here,

TWENTY members failed to pass

;

SIX more made worse than that, alas

!

“ONE OF US”

They say that the Young need much
sleep—anyway one of them seemed to in'

lectures the other morning.

Quite a flutter was caused in diploma-

tic circles when the Kaiser was seen one

night last week on Barrie street, whisper-'

ing softly in her ear—We wonder what
diabolical intrigue is on foot now?

A dashing young fellow named Sh-n,

(What a satisfied smile he is wearin’ !)

Won a hand-painted cup

From which he can sup

For being more dry than a herrin !

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or 'Phone 564 w.

ALL JN ONE WORD.

As the man and the maid .strolled through
the picture-gallery, the woman stopped be-

fore one of the exhibits.

“Oh, how sweet!” she breathed.

“I wonder what it means?” questioned

the young fellow, as he eyed the picture of

a pair who clung together in an attitude of

love and longing.

“Oh, Charlie, don’t you see? He has just

asked her to marry him and she has con-

sented. It’s lovely ! What does the arti.^t

call the picture?”

The young man leaned nearer and eyed

a label on the frame.

“I see!” he cried. “It’s printed on this

card here
—

‘Sold 1’ ”—The Gateway.

The “Ball” of Life

‘Life is just like a ball of yarn: you
begin winding, and it’s mighty hard to

get it in shape at first. It runs all askew
and crooked, seemingly. But after a bit,

if you keep on winding, you find you have
something that begins to look as if it

might sometime be a ball. Then it gets

bigger and bigger, and you begin to roll

faster and faster, and soon it doesn't take

near as much trouble as it did at first.

Then it gets so big you hardly know you
are winding—and you’ve got your ball

!”

—The American Magazine.—East and
West.

“Slim,” a double-brained soph had just

submitted to a medical examination of a

distinctly personal nature. Dr. Lang ran
his fingers through Slim’s hair which
clustered thickly around the base of his

! skull, and asked :

“Ever troubled with Pediculosi?”

“No,” squaring off on his toes, “my feet

never trouble me none.”—Columbia Spec.

—The Gateway.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the bes't materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

The Blue Tea Rooms
304 King Street (up stairs)

Next door south of Whig Office.

OPEN FROM 12.30 NOON TO 6 P.M.

Open on Sundays from 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.

For Light Refreshment and Afternoon Tea

HOCKEY TIME IS HERE
Year Teams will find it to their advantage to get their supplies from i

We will gladly supply quotations—We know you’ll be pleased.

JTGKT THE

Remember—We have all Hockey supplies, Sweaters, Jerseys, Stockings, Guards,

and everything else. We are sole agents for the famous “Automobile Skates,” guaran-

teed better than any other. We sharpen skates. Come in and let’s fit you up—We'll
sure please you.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the bes^ in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

^Share two Profits with Gonsamer

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
Stores conducted on a basis of scientific economy. Before you

buy, compare values at SKY’S.
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DER TAG—I.E. SATURDAY

The Saturday morning lectures disposed

nof, we lap up the Been Soup (the spell-

ing is correct: been is short for Might

Have Been. No, it’s not a good joke and

neither was the soup) or, to take up the

thread of discourse again, we munch the

remains of Thursday’s roast, and ponder

long and seriously as to how we shall

spend the afternoon.

The rink is open, but skating was never

our forte and our skates • haven’t been

sharpened anyway. Besides, its too warm.

After haggling with our friends over the

various lines of action we might follow, we

decide to spend the golddn hours in the

privacy of our own room wrestling with

Liebnitz and “one Plato.” We might ex-

plain at this point, that a great deal of in-

formation about these hien is to be found

in a certain bulky red volume that, misei-

abile dictu, has ruined many a promising

career by snatching away the coveted de-

gree when it’ was almost in the gilisp of the

anxinu&.student

This decision made, we close our ears to

those who babble of slcating, and the

movies, and the tea-room
;
we renounce the

world, the flesh, and the— (censored)’, and

gripping our virtuous resolve firmly be-

tween our teeth, we stalk proudly home.

•Friend room-mate is entertaining a few

choice spirits in our boudoir, so we deign to

exchange greetings with them, and they de-

part shortly to that Mecca—the skating

rink, whereupon we compare them to our-

self and cannot refrain from congratulat-

ing the latter on our foresight and depth of

character as compared to the former—frail

foolish moths, ever fluttering after the

will o’ tlie wisp,—pleasure.

Reverently, and *im exalted mood, we

take the good book from the shelf and

brushing the dust carefully away, we open

it and read
—“The theory of knowledge of

Leibnitz is in accordance with his mona-

dology.”

"Yes,” we murmur, “quite so.” "A

wonderful thought—an original thought.”

It .had never occurred to us before—never,

in Vll bur life, and here it was in all Its

simplicity and beauty. “The tlieory of

knowledge is in accordance with his mona-

dology.”

Having mastered this point we passed on

to the statement, “To the .distinction of ra-

tional and empirical knowledge correspond

respectively the principles of Identity and

Contradiction.” Ye-es. We are not

sure of this. We read it again. Mere, too,

is something we had never thought of be-

fore
;
here, again, is a shining new idea. It

occurs to us, that, with the aid of this sur-

prising volume we might concoct a "Happy

Thought’-’ calendar with a brand new

thought for every day of the year. You

know the kind
:
you probably got one for

Christmas.

Reading further, we find that we may
distinguish between metaphysical and moral

evil—and that monads originate from one

moment to another by continual fulgnia-

tions.

By this time our exalted mood has be-

gun to weaken. The monads have been

too much for us. We are not the same

ambitious student that stepped into the

room a short time before. Our exhilara-

tion has oozed gradually away. We have

lost our feeling of sublime superiority: we
realize we are human after all and wish

we had gone skating. Verily, we are but a

worm.

We turn for comfort to an old, old poet

who speaks in a language we understand.

Excuse us for quoting.

“The worldly hope men set their hearts

upon

Turns ashes—or it prospers, and anon

Like snow upon the desert’s dusty face

Lighting a little hour or two—is gone.

There we are with our Second Div. in

Philosophy,—a worldly hope. Oh! what a

hope we had!!!

Exams next week?
“To-morrow? why, to-morrow I may be

Myself with yesterday’s sev’n thousand

years.”

Here is a man after our own heart, and

look here where he says,

“Yet make the most of what we yet may
spend,

Before we too into the dust descend.”

Right-ohl We have seven dollars and

fifty cents, and no time to lose.

We call up a friend. We put on our

good clothes. We (if we are a lady)

powder our nose. We tip our hat jauntily

over our left eye and sail forth with not a

care in the world and the seven dollars and

fifty cents aforementioned.

We meet the friend. We hunger—or

perhaps it would be more to the point to

say we thirst. At any rate we go to the

tea room. Our latest crust is there. We
thrill all over. Life is doubly worth living

—our crush recognizes us. Wildly excit-

ed. we order cream, please, and^yes, two

lumps of sugar in our tea, though it is the

rule of our life to take that beverage

'neat.” We nibble languidly at the cinna-

mon toast and sip our poisoned cup in that

blase manner that is sacred to the tea room.

Finally we tear ourselves away and

mingle with the crowds on Princess street.

We thread our way along, greeting our

friends affably, almost benevolently. Who
called it the cup that cheers- but not in-

ebriates?

Our money burns a hole in our pocket.

We enter the stores and spend frantically.

We buy oranges, biscuits, and Klim that

we need not arise for breakfast on the mor-

row. We invest in half a dozen articles

that we do not particularly need, and forget

the Sterno—as usual. We treat ourself to

a shoe shine, and finally, quite spent but not

broke, wander in to our evening meal, feel-

ing like an advertisement for 2 in 1.

We amble into our accustomed place

rather timidly, but manage to explain that

no, we didn’t have a shine. It must be the

turnips. Then, warmed up after the exer-

tion of subduing tlie beef steak, we wax

eloquent and relate our “1920 Model” joke

for the uplift of the entire table.

If runs thus; How would you feel if

you were standing with one foot on a nickle

and the other on a dime? Like Wool-

worth’s Nothing over fifteen cents.

That night we go to a' show—^to the new

movie—to Allen’s. (If we are a gentle-

man we take our crush, and vice versa.)

We rejoice to find a regular picture show,

in Kingston. We will go again.

On our way home we visit the Superior,

where, as a grande finale to our career of

crinie, we order a- twenty-five cent egg nog,

and quite lit up therewith, reel home to bed.

“For to-night we’ll merry, merry be

—

To-morrow we’ll be sober.”

We find this sentiment more to our way
of thinking than Leibnitz and his Monads.

We have said before and we say it again

—

verily, we are but a worm.

PIPEMMA.

IT TAKES COURAGE

To live according to your convictions.

To say “No” squarely and firmly when
those around you say “Yes.”

To live honestly within your means

and not dishonestly upon the means of

others.

To refuse to do a thing which is wrong
because others do it, or because^ it

customary and done in trade.

To stay home evenings and try to im-

prove yourself when your comrades

spend their evenings having a good time.

To remain in honest poverty while

others grow rich by questionable meth-

ods which you could easily use yourself.

Not to bend the knee to popular preju-

dice, but stand firmly erect while others

are bowing and fawning for praise and

power.—The New Success.

Attention

!

We carry everything in Sheet Music, Xmas

Cards, Exclusive Stationery, Magazines, Bruns-

weik Records, Novelties, etc.

The Song Shop
269J/4 PRINCESS ST.

What We Haven’t Got, We’l’ Get.

ENJOY THEM TO DAY.

• NAVY CUT ^
CI&ARETTES

As a college man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—^Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

4b

r
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We are showing an immense

assortment of Fine Gloves in the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed,

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Theology ’ takes this opportunity of

showing its appreciation of the sympathy

so generously extended towards it by the

Editor and Staff of the Journal, and hopes

that they will not find the coming exams,

too strenuous for their intellect.

There is a fluttering in the dove cotes

these days. Those of our number who'

expect to graduate in the spring are al-

ready getting ready to make their descent

with their “Royal Georges” upon the un-

suspecting, innocent and long suffering

public.

We would draw the attention of the

readers of the Jotirnal 'to the fact that

the series of lectures onTndian Missions

by Prof. McFadyen, and the Bible Class

conducted by Prof. Jordan, are soon to

be resumed, and would strongly urge on

those who are in any way interested to

be present at them both. There is an

old proverb, “We never miss the water

till the well run’s dry,” and those who

do not attend will not realize how much

they have lost until after the series is

over. They are open to every one, so

let’s remember Tuesday’s at 4, Dr. Jor-

dan; and Fridays at- 4, Prof. McFadyen.

They are both alithorities on their sub-

jects.

ROBERT STEAD’S NEW NOVEL

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season's stock. Young men's and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our

high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January

Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Dennison Grant.

It is only of very recent years that Can-

adians have begun to realize that Cana-

dian novels are being written and those

of us who have hopes of seeing the estab-

lishment of a distinctive National Litera-

ture look forward with pleasure to the

future books to be written by Robert

Stead, whose latest successful effort;

“Dennison Grant” ($1.75), The Mission

Book Co., Toronto, makes such pleasure-

able reading. One is tempted when read-

ing a great many of the present day novels

to read the first three chapters and the

last two and content oneself that the rest

is merely padding. This is not the atti-

tude of the reader towards “Dennison

Grant.” Having read the first three chap-

ters, the reader finds himself irresistibly

drawn to read the next and the next. It

is not a novel in which you will be able

to “guess what is coming.” It is full of

delightful surprises and the greatest sur-

prise of all comes at the close of the story.

The story itself is written around a big

hero, Dennison Grant, and it is written

in a big way. Mr. Stead knows his coun-

try and he knows the types of people he

is handling. His book makes a nation-

wide appeal which is as broad as the

sympathies of red-blooded men and wo-
men. It is the story of a young man who
renounced his wealth because he believed

that he was not fairly entitled to it, not

having earned it. He does a number of

other strange, and, as some people will

say, equally foolish things, but he grips

the attention of the reader as a genuine
man, even if he does come, perilously

close io falling into another kind of sel-

fishness. There are two women, that is,

two principal women, in the story and one
does not know until the last page which
is the heroine. Cherchez la femme

!

You will close the book (we predict

about two-thirty a.m.) with the feeling

that the time spent in reading it has been
spent to good advantage.

G. B. PSHAW.*

Q. U. M. A.

The next regular meeting will be held

on Thursday, January 13th at 4.30 in the

Apologetics Room.

Important matters afifecting the Chris-

tian life of the University are to be con-

sidered. The speaker will Be Dr. S. W.
Dyde. It is urged upon members and all

others interested to attend.

BIG JANUARY SHOE SALE.

THE DROP HAS COME
25% OFF ANY SHOE, SLIPPER, PUMP OR OXFORD
20% OFF SPATS, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS

This is your opportunity if you will require

Spring Footwear SHOP NOW
NO REDUCTION ON RUBBERS.

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy..

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

I^ESTAUR^
AFTEJ^ AN AUTO RIDE

or a walk or the theatre when you feel

like eating something nice and tasty stop

in this restaurant and you’ll be sure to

get just what you want. You’ll find our

service prompt and deft and our food

cooked to perfection. To eat here once

is to decide on making it a habit.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and, accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET ’PHONE 1019-v

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

The JACKSON PRESS

171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

' War Tax Included.

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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FIRST JUinIOR

GAME A TIE

HONORARY DEGREE OF LL.D. WAS
CONFERRED ON PREMIER DRURY

FINE CONCERT
WAS GIVEN

QUEEN’S TEAM IN GOOD CON-
DITION-SCORE WAS

THREE ALL

The showing made by the Queen’s

junior team in their first appearance on

Monday night, was eminently satisfac-

tory. It is true there are raw edges, but

that is only to be expected at first. On
the whole, the team showed excellent

promise. The individual playing is good,

but there is a lack of combination. The

main defect is the tendency to take inef-

fective shots at too long range. There

does not seem to be any organized method

for getting goals. So much for what is

meant to be constructive criticism. A
little more coaching should rectify these

faults.

The condition of the men was excel-

lent, thanks to Billy Hughes’ rigid sys-

tem of training. Both teams were tired

y at the end of the game, but the wearersjjf

the tricolour not more so than their red-

sweatered opponents. The fact that all

the Cadets’ goals were scored in the first

period, and that the Queen’s team took

one in the last period is a tribute to the

condition of the men.

The main hope of the team, however,

is in the esprit de corps’ which it display-

ed. Every man showed that he was out

to-win, and that he meant to win. Each
one worked his hardest from the first

face off till the final bell.

The ice was very poor, and consequent-

ly, the game was more ragged than it

otherwise would have been. In the first

period R.M.C, seeme^ to have a little the

edge on our men in the way of speed,

and played rather nice combination, which

they kept up for the rest of the game.

Johnston started the scoring early in the

period, frisking a hot one past Mundell,

to the evident glee of the Queen’s root-

ers. Shortly after the puck rolled out of

a scramble in the corner to McKenzie,
who drove it past Quinn with a beautiful

golfing stroke, thus tying the score. A
few minutes later, Carr-Harris worked the

puck/-intp .the Queen’s corner, passed to

centre, and McKenzie tallied again. Al-

most immediately after Carr-Harris du-

plicated McKenzie’s stunt by taking a

pass from the corner and slapping it into

the net. Toward the end of the period

Queen’s retaliated and scored from a

scramble iii front of R.M.C. goal. The
period ended with score as follows;

Queen's 2, R.M.C. 3.

In the second period the Queen’s men
distinctly had hte edge. Unfortunately

the fates seemed to be against them and
several times the puck missed the goal by

inches, ond once bounced off the goal

"post. Both goal keepers played a splen-

did game and stopped many difficult

shots. Quinn made several spectacular

saves during the game and proved to be

a real “find”. There was no scoring in

this period.

(Continued ou page 7).

THE BULLETIN

January 14, Friday

—

4 p.m.. Convocation Hall, Indian Mis-

sions, Prof. McFadyen.
January 15, Sati^rday

—

A.M.S., Convocation Hall. 7 p.m.

January 16, Sunday

—

University Service, .Speaker, Rev. Geo.

Kilpatrick, B.D., M.C., of St. An-
drcw’s Church, Ottawa.

January 18, Tuesday

—

4 ]).in.. Convocation Hall, “The Second
Temple." Prof, Ji>rdan.

Amidst thunderous applause and cheers

and college songs and terrifying Univer-

sity and Faculty yells, another name was

added to that long list of distinguished

names of great men who are honorary

graduates of Queen’s, namely that of the

Hon. Mr. Drury, Premier of Ontario, at

the special Convention in Grant Hall on

Wednesday afternoon. It seemed as if

Grant Hall, which was filled with under-

graduates and citizens of Kingston, was

the one auditorium in which to present

on the one hand the excitement of a

student body assembled, and on the oth-

er, the dignity of an imposing service

such as Convocation.

The staff and guests of the staff filed in

from the Red Room promptly at five o'-,

clock, the Chancellor, the Principal and

Premier Drury being at the head of the

procession.

Amongst the guests were several sen-

ior officers from the Royal Military Col-

lege and the local military district. As
the procession proceeded to the platform

the student body rose and sang that old

and memory stirring verse “Queen’s Col-

lege is our Jolly Home.” The ceremony

was opened' by the reading of the 98th

Psalm by Principal Dyde of the Theolo-

gical College.

Principal Taylor

Principal Taylor in a magnificent ad-

dress presented the Premier for his de-

gree. He pointed out the varied and de-

manding history of the Province which
had produced so many great men, Sand-

ford Macdonald, Blake, Oliver Mowatt,
Hardy, Ross, Whitney, Hearst, and now
Drury. Many of these were honorary-

graduates of Queen’s. They all had play-

ed and now Mr. Drury was playing a com-
manding part in the politics and progress

the country.

His government had been formed un-

der the sneers and adverse criticisms of

those, who hoped for its failure and down-
fall, but under the wise and good states-

manship of Mr. Drury it had not only al-

ready accomplished much valuable work,

but had won for itself the admiration and
praise of many who had at first watched
it with some skepticism and doubt.

Mr. Drury had early shown his great-

ness in placing his government behind

measures favoring provincial, rather than

party interests. He had attacked all

problems without prejudice and without
motives of political expediency. This
was aptly shown in his choice of a Royal
Commission, appointed to investigate the

question of government aid to univer-
sities. The commission was headed by
the Minister of Education of the former
government, and its members were select-

ed without thought of party or party in-

terests.

The Principal referred with vigour and,
apt humor to the Premier’s youthfulness
and his many attractive personal charac-
teristics. You left his presence feeling

that you and your interests alone com-
manded his attention and sympathy.
He was a man of many great qualities

and of outstanding strength of purpose,
whose pre.sent high position and reputa-
tion in this country had been achieved ii.

such a short time, not by ambition or
selfish enterprises, but by the fact that

those who knew him best had felt that

he was most admirably fitted for the
office, and this responsibility he had not
shirked.

At tiu' close of Principal Taylor’s re-

marlvs, Chancellor Heatly i>rc.scntccl the

degree, assisted by Vice-Principal Wat-'
Ison, following which. Mr. Drury, in a

short terse, but very happy and forceful

speech replied.

f Premier Drury.

«
premier has a very easy, one might

t say, confidential platform manner,

e dismissed almost without effort

the Principal’s many tributes to him.

A Government, he said, without a ma-
jority, with little to indicate a prolonged
career, with no fixed plans, and (quoting

Principal Taylor) with no political ante-

cedents and consequently nothing to live

i>p to and nothing to live down, found
it a very easy matter to be impartial

and courageous.

In thanking the Chanfcellor for the de-

gree, the premier paid a warm and feel-

ing tribute to Queen’s University, to the

men who represented her, and to the

things she had done, and the princ^jles

she stood for.

Queen’s has had, he said, a unique and
splendid past, and will have an unlimited

future. Queen’s record is one of untiring

work, ideals, service, and devotion, and
amidst and through it all she has never
in the slightest degree relinguished her
independence of thought. Queen’s had
not as some other great Canadian educa-
tional institutions had done, sold her
birthright. This was the function of a

university, the speaker said, to stand for

freedom, clear thought, and the courage
to be truthful.

-The country depended on the Univer-
sities to send it leaders, not only great
national leaders, but leaders in the life of
smaller localities,, the country districts,

the villages and the towns. Professional
men should have the qualities of leader-

ship and the tolerance 'of the educated
man, to fill that want. He warned the

undergraduates that they had yet anoth-
er university to pass through, the Univer-
sity of Life. He paid further tribute

the splendid record of Queen’s graduates,
whom he was everywhere meeting. The
work of Queen’s men in the mining in-

dustry was specially mentioned.
The Premier stated his belief that

Queen’s was ideally situated in Kings-
ton. In fact he suggested that Toronto,
the state University, was not so well off

in that respect as Queen’s. A brief re-

ference was made to the excellent quality

and condition of the University equip-

ment which he had inspected that after-

noon.

In conclusion, Mr. Drury stated that

despite the many demands and need for

economy of public funds that the govern-

ment felt that expenditure for education

in Ontario must not be curtailed, but

must, in fact, be increased, and in that

expenditure the claims of universities

other than the provincial university,

would definitely be met.

Prolonged applause followed Premier

Drury’s address, following which God

Save the King was played by the Science

Orchestra. The long procession of the

staff filed down the aisle. Somebody

started a song. The Premier of Ontario

was a Doctor of Laws.

PRINCIPAL TAYLOR AT BOSTON

Principal Taylor has returned from

Boston where he and l^of. Johnston, of

\'assar, were the lu'inciiial speakers at a

dinner in Boston Saturday evening of the

Boston School of T'echnology. 'Phere were

over five hundred guests j)rcsent.

MME. DE MUNCK, BELGIAN
PRIMA DONNA DELIGHTS

AUDIENCE

The University Committee on Art are

a^ain to be congratulated on the splendid

programme offered on Monday evening
to the staff, students and citizens of*King-
ston. Despite the breaking of arrange-

ments with the baritone, Mr. J. Campbell
Meinnes, they were fortunate in being

able to secure for the evening, the Belgian

Soprano, Madame Lucia de Munck, with

Mr. Richard Tattersall at the piano.

Madame de Munck, with an audience
the more expectant and sympathetic on
account of her nationality, furnished an
evening’s entertainment which has been
seldom surpassed in Grant Hall, either

from the point of view of art or of pleas-

ure. A dignified and graceful figpire,

dressed in a gown of black net, adorned
with orange velvet and sparkling dia-

monds, with her soft dark hair and pleas-

ing facial expression, presented a striking

appearance which at once created the at-

mosphere of ease and enjoyment. With-
out any marring of grace and composure
she sang for an hour and a half some
of the most tense and testing vocal pro-

ductions of the musical world. Beginning
with a soft and easy tone in middle regis-

ter, she carried the audience with each
number a little further into the spirit of

poetic song and harmonic rhythm. Not
once from the beginning to. the final note

of the last rendering, “The Wander-
Third,” from “The Country Lover,” by
Peel, did she show any signs of weariness.

In recognition of an enthusiastic and
gratified audience, she was gracious with

two encores, “Snowflakes” by Mallinson,

and “Serenade Francoise” by Leon
Cavallo;

Mr. Tattersall, at the piano, besides

showing himself to be a sympathetic ac-

companist, provided one section of the

programme alone. For delicacy of touch,

faultless technique and free appreciative

interpretation, he has placed himself on
the high plane with the now popular

Guerrero in the favour of Queen’s and
Kingston musjc lovers. With a very

apt choice of three selections from auth-

ors, each of whom possesses a style of his

own, he provided a series of pleasing

variety. In Mogart’s “Pastorale,” execut-

ed as it was with gentle touch, one could

feel the beautiful, yet simple rhythm, in-

tensified by delicately swift trill and har-

mony. Beethoven’s “Ecossaises” follow-

ing with swifter movement, revealed a
freedom of emphasis which waxed warm
to an effective ending with sharp bass
notes. Then Chopin’s “Scherzo” in B.

flat minor, opening with vigorous minor
chords, broke aw^y into the melodious

flow of a stream, interrupted at intervals

by a repetition of low long accented

chords, set in relief by phases of swift

winding treble notes. This waxing anger
of Chopin stood out in pleasing contrast

from the hill-side reverie effect of the

Pastorale. When recalled to the* stage,

Mr. Tattersal played “La Fileuse,” a deli-

cate harmony by Raff. \

Madame de Munck attained her climat-

ic explosive tones of power and expres-

sion in tiv? pharasing of “Here on My
Bo.som, Here on My Mead.” and "Divin-
iies cin Styx!” in the Alcestc. Indeed it

may be said that she was not in full form
until she reached this latter selection, her

first French song of the evening, a .selec-

tion from the Opera de Giuck. Nevcrtlie-

less, the earlier numbers were of first or-

der and formed a fitting prelu<le. The
(Continued ou p.-ige 2)
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada

' Establisbed 18(34

Paid-up Capital $8,400,(X)0

Reserve Fund and Undivided
Propits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All
Branches. •

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

1S9 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor, Brock St (over Camovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

KOLA PIPES
NEW SHIPMENT JUST

ARRIVED
Large selection of classy shapes.

All guaranteed.

THE CITY PIPE SHOP

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve ... 18,000,000
Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White TUe. Uoet Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the
latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
"We Strive to Serve"

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

EDITORIAL
Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY
THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra.murals. $1.00; Extra-murals in Caoada,

$1.25; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rates ou appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

PhoneEditor-in-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD.
1599 F. ••

Business Manager—S. A, WALLACE. Phone 1134 W.

Associate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, RO-
BERTS. J. T. M. WILSON.
Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE. bIk
Asst Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE, C. L.

WINGHAM, MISS HELEN CRAIG, HAL BLEAK-
NEY.

Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editoi—N. R. HOUSTON.
Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.
Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON, K

KEILL, MISS M. PORTEOUS, G. C. MONTURE.
L. STEVENSON.

EDITORIAL.

At a special Convention,, Wed-

nesday at 5 p.m., the degree of

LL.D. was conferred upon Mr. E. C.

Drury, the Premier of the Province of On-

tario. Premier Drury came into power

as head of the Farmers’ Party as the re-

sult of an election which greatly surpris-

ed, not only the old line parties, but the

Farmers themselves. There was, at first,

much caustic comment regarding the abil-

ity of the government to govern. The

old party men warned each other to

look out for class legislation, and the

country was, according to some, on the

way to ruin.

Premier Drury has not had an easy

term of office. There have been many

confficting' interests and problems. The

pressing question has been, to what ex-

tent should the party remain, strictly

a party to represent the U.F.O. The lead-

er of the government has shown that

his views are wider than that. It is almost

certain that the agrarian movement as

such will not constitute for any great

length of time a separate political entry.

We look forward confidently to the day

when political parties will represent a

People’s Progressive Party and a more

conservative . group.

In spite of attempts from various sour-

ces to create dissension in 'his government.

Premier Drury has, with his colleagues,

all, more or less, inexperienced in politi-

cal lines, carried on the government in

a very creditable manner. The welfare

of the common people seems to be, in-

creasingly, the motive behind the legisla-

tion of the government of the Province

of Ontario of which Premier Drury is

the head.

We wish to congratulate Premier

Drury on this honour which has been

conferred on him, and we congratulate

Queen’s on having such a man on its list

of honorary graduates.

DANCING
All forms of modern dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

THE GRANT HALL CONCERT
(Continued from page 1)

opening number, "Since Mine Eyes Have

Seen Him” carried a dreamy meditative

mood, which broke away into a freedom

of movement in "He The Be i

At once the clear diction an i -rr •

effect of a slightly foreign acc .:,i' on c< •

tain consonantal enunciations .

‘ -i-

miration. The succession .
'

themes included the wonder <

of “I Cannot Dare Believe It" .- • :

Ring,” the excited agitation O' II ‘i--
'- W

Oh Sisters,” the soft calm of "
t

Friend Thou Viewest,” the -tibcja ii

vigour of "Here on My Bov.;'’ ” 'u'

was reached the sad, slow mo- ’

tenderness and of grief, ma<

by the facial and vocal expression of the

singer in "Now For the First Time Thou
Hast Given Me Pain." The interlude of

slow, low movements on the piano was
then relieved by the explosive tones of

"Divinites Due Styx” in the Grand Opera
style of the Alceste. In these high and
low open tones set over against the full-

soul modulations of the line "Miniatre

de la Mort,” Madame de Munck was in

her best form.

As revealing the artist’s power of voice

control, the rolling movement of Chonson
Perpetuelle is worthy of mention, includ-

ing the distant effect of the phrase"*‘dans

un pays loutain,” "Le Delire" followed

with its light tripping rhythm, then

"Mystere” by Aug. De Boeck, and the

"Prelude” by Landon Ronald. Just be-

fore the concluding number, "The Wan-
der Thirst,” a Yiddish melody "Eili Eili’

was pleasingly rendered with an unique

diction and its characteristic passion of

supplication.

The singing of the National Anthem
closed the fourth of the Queen’s Classical

Concerts. Thursday evening, February

3rd, the Hambourg Trio will give the fin

ale of this series.

AN ASSET OR LIABILITY?

Hart House has now been in operation

for over one year as the male-students’

club of Toronto University. We are not

yet in a position to tell just what effect,

beneficial or otherwise, it will have on all

of us. Made use of in the right way, for

athletics, quiet reading, a sociable game
of billiards or cards, and as an ideal plact

to hold meetings, these things, when dealt

with in moderation, cannot help but make
Hart House an asset of first rank in Col-

lege life. But on the other hand Hart
House can, and will be, a liability to the

academic standing of the student, who
allows himself to be drawn from his stud-

ies, who finds a game of billiards more
interesting than a lecture, and in numer-
ous ways allows the many attractive fea-

tures of Hart ‘House, to assume undue
importance. And thus the asset that

Hart House might be is turned into lia-

bility likely to wreck a college career.

—The Varsity.

THE ENGINEER

"It was one of the best things I got

from my education as an engineer; of

which, however, I wish to speak with

sympathy. It takes a man into the open
air; it keeps him hanging about harbour

sides, which is the richest form'of idling;

it carries him to wild islands
; it gives

him a taste of the genial dangers of the

sea; it supplies him with dexterities to

exercise
;

it makes demands upon his in-

genuity; it will go far to cure him of any
taste (if he ever had one) for the miser-

able life of cities. And when it has done

so, it carries him back and shuts him in

an office. From the roaring skerry and
the wet thwart of the tossing boat, he

passes to the stool and desk; and with a

memory full of ships, and seas, and peril-

ous headlands, and the shining Pharos,

he must apply his long-sighted eyes to

the pretty niceties of drawing, or measure
his inaccurate mind with several pages
of consecutive figures. He is a wise
youth, to be sure, who can balance one
part of genuine life against two parts of

jdrudgery behveen four walls and for the

sake of the one, manfully accept the

other.” Quoted from Robert Louis Stev-

enson.

—McGill Daily.

^ The prime requisite of

a diamond is brilliancy.

^ Unless a diamond has
this brilliancy— unless

it is what is known as a

“busy” diamond, possess-

ing “lots of life,” nothing
else counts.

^ A race horse may be as

big as an elephant, but
unless it has the “life,”

“quality,” the “pep” to

“go,” size is of no account.

^ Just so with a diamond
—a diamond should be

“brimful of life”—this life

you will find in every-

Ryrie diamond.

^ Compare any Ryrie dia- ^
mond with many other

diamonds, and you’ll see

why Ryrie diamonds are

so coveted.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.16—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice 'Weekly

Matinee 2Sc—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST ^

Comer Princess and Wellington Sti

-Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

THE MAIDEN’S LAMENT

Dusk, in the glowing foot prints of the

day,

Has come with stealthy tread

Alone, and lonely in the twilight grey
I face tlie hour I dread.

DANCE AND CARD PARTY
Under the auspices of the

Women’s Aid Society

of the

Kingston General Hospital

in the City Hall and Ontario

Hall, on

Thursday, January 27, 1921

at Eight O’clock

Tickets $1.00, and Tax 10c.

Slush in the weary pathways that I wend.

Deep water over all,

I slip, I slide, I gloom, I glide—I bend

.\nd then, and then, I FALL.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

Commerce Club

MR. R. D. BELL, OF MONTREAL,
ADDRESSES COMMERCE

CLUB

On Tuesday afternoon a large gathering

of students met in the Economics Room, to

hear an address given under the auspices of

the Commerce Club, by Mr. R. D. Bell, of

Montreal. Mr. Bel! took as his subject, the

Financing of Industrial Companies in Can-

ada. After explaining that government

financing, whether Dominion, Provincial or

Municipal, is done by the issue of bonds,

and that the raising of finances for Can-

adian railroads has been done in Great

Britain or the States ;
the great increase in

the amount of money raised in Canada for

York will conduct the service. Dr. Black

is one of the most distinguished and best

known scholars and preachers of the day.

It is surely a reasonable expectation and

hope that on that afternoon Grant Hall

will be filled to capacity.

On February 27th, Sir Robert Falconer

is expected to speak.

Further announcement will be made of

all these through the Journal immediately

prior to their respective dates, and also

of the speakers for the month of March.

May it be urged, therefore, upon every

student in the University that these ser-

vices be given the place in his or her life

and in the life of the University generally

which they rightly should have.

For not being able to get out next Sun-

day afternoon, not a few may plead the

nf nlnp'p-ing- for Exams. We can-

AJj'-c

MB
Permanent.

tlosciVjifed ' a‘i

.

'li-iK.V-

r!ca

Hiv

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
T>T?iMCFSf5 STREET

.Opposite Opera House

"
' besvi*.'

Georgette Blouses

Priced up to $11.50

CLEARING AT $5.00 EACH

-

ewman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

Qyueen s i

We thank you for the business

you have given this year, and hope

for its continuance.

We wish you, one and all, a

Merry Xmas and a Bright and

Prosperous New Year.

McKenzie^s
STUDIO

180 IVELLINGTON STREET

{Over Royal Bank)

'Reformer is largely in the_

form of bank loans, the reason being that

it is cheaper to finance an extension on a

bank loan calling for say 6 per cent, interest

than to use the capital funds of the com-

pany which might be earning a much higher

rate. Permanent Financing can only be

done by the sale of securities, either by sell-

ing shares of the proprietorship or by

means of long term borrowing. Three

kinds of shares now on sale in Canada are

known as No Par Value, Preferred, and

Common. Mortgage Bonds have many dif-

ferent names, generally designating the

priority of lien. The historical story of

financing was told by Mr. Bell, who show-

ed that the amount of financing during the

year 1920 more than equalled the total in-

vested during the previous five years.

The meeting then discussed the various

points of the address and many questions

were asked and information given on the

subject of no par value shares.

The large turnout for this meeting is

sufficient evidence of the value that is at-

tached to them by the students. The com-

mittee would appreciate it if any students

who have helpful suggestions that would

increase the value of the Club in any way

would hand them in for further considera-

tion.

It is also hoped and asked that its

Choral Society do their utmost to help

and encourage their leader who so very

kindly consented to lead the 'service of

-Praise.

Might your attention also be called to

the special Sunday evening addresses for

students, to be given in the city churches

by members of the Queen’s Theological

Faculty. The dates, churches and speak-

ers for theS^are

:

Jan. 16th, 7 p.m., St. Paul’s church,

Queen street, Professor McFadyen.

Jan. 23rd, 7 p.m., St. Andrew’s church,

Princess street. Professor Morgan.

Feb. 6th, 7 p.m., Chalmers church, Bar-

rie street, Professor Jordon.

Feb. 13th, 7 p.m., Sydenham St. church,

Principal Dyde.

Announcement of these addresses has

already been sent through the University

Post Office to e^ch student.

EMINENT MEN TO SPEAK AT
UNIVERSITY SERVICES

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOC

BREAKFAST f : to .9.L'

DINNER i- ‘ -50f

SUPPER, r: to

Regular Tickets $5.50 p^v week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals,

M. P. REID, Manager.

He—“Would yoUr.Hke to squee/c in

here?”

She—“Yes, but what would the ebap-

erones say?”
—McGill Daily-

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-

ments procurable.
I f you already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

page of this Journal is supposed

to be used for notes from Medicine, but

judging from ‘the amount of copy we have

received they might be all dead there

How about a little life, Medicine?

Earl}' in the session announcement was

made of arrangements by which Univer-

sity Service would be held one Sunday

each month. Many of the students ex-

pressed regret that such services were

not to be held every Sunday or at least

every second Sunday, and eminent speak-

ers secured. The interest manifested by

the students in the services already held

is evidence that there is a desire and a

need for the Sunday Service. Realizing

this, further effort was made to have ser-

vice oftener, and Principal Taylor has

been able to secure eminent men for three

or four services in the next month.

Next Sunday, the Rev. George Kil-

patrick, B.D., M.C., mmister of ^t. An-

drew's church, Ottawa, and formerly

chaplain of the 42nd Battalion, will take

the service in Convocation Hall. In old

days he used to represent Varsity in the

"Mile" in Inter-Collegiate sports. In his

work during the war he was able by his

courage and faithfulness to exercise a

quite remarkable influence over the mep
in "his charge. As minister of the import-

ant church of St. Andrew’s Ottawa, he

has now a very responsible position. He
is a regular man’s man, and should have

something vital to say to the students of

the University.

On the 30th of January Mr. J. Oldham,
who has been for a long time connected

with the Students’ Volunteer Movement,
will take the service. His visit to us is

connected with *the effort to reorganize

the religious organization in the univer-

sities. Further notice of the Sunday ser-

vice and of any other meetings at which
he may speak to students will be given

later.

On February 6th Professor Hugh Black

of Union Theological Seminary, New

.
t

OLD MAN DOLLAR
IS DOING GREAT WORK AT

Livingston’s

Clearance Sale

SUITS AND OVERCOATS /
That were $30.00 to $40.00 Now $24.50

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
That were $42.50 to $55.00 Now $37.50

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

That were $60.00 to $75.00 Now $49.50

DRESS SUITS, value $75.00 Now $49.50

DRESS SUITS, value, $100.00 Now $69.50

WINTER UNDERWEAR HALF PRICE

NECKTIES HALF PRICE

SWEATERS, value $9.00 to $13.50, for $6.95

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

Founded 1847.

If off your route, it pays to walk.

' /
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Our best wishes to the freshmen affd

sophomores who are trying exams the com-

ing week. We would suggest an ouija

board as an alternative to midnight oil.

Mr. C. B. Dawson (B.Sc. ’20), of Al-

monte, is leaving shortly for Edmonton

where he will outfit a party for the develop-

ment of some mining claims in the Great

Slave Lake regions.*

Thompson's Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

We regret to report that Mr, F. M.

Bailey, Sc. ’21, is still in hospital. Our best

wishes for his speedy recovery.

The weakness of our voices in singing

He’-s 'trJoliy'Good Fellow” on W“dresday

evening’s special convogation simply recalls

to mind that while a tea-kettle sings when

full of boiling water, man is unfOTtunately

not a tea-kettle.

What with mining essays, metallurgical

reports, theses and other worries the poor

old Miners of ’21 have about two hours

when they have nothing to do but sleep.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtavis, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND' BROCK STS.
AND 28B PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNBR, ^anager

Berton Braley tlms characterizes the

Miner :

—

He must work in the gas and see in the

dark,

The music he hears in the air drills bark,

It isn’t no picnic in the park.

It isn’t a cinch he’s stole.

He’s a carpenter, plumber, machinist, yes

A sort of surveyor, too. I gues*i-

A little of every thing mofe ot less,

The miner who digs the Iiole!

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

. and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COUMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUA
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NOTES. Red—“That Ingersoll of yours is some

turnip.”

R. J.
—

“That’s all right. I’ve got a potato

clock at the house.”

Red—“Uh?”
R. .J.

—“Sure, when I have to get to a

nine-o’clock I get up at eight o’clock!”

“Kady” Marshall

We were instructed by the Editor of the

Journal and advised by our favorite prof,

to get into the newspaper game actively and

interview one or two of the notables in

first

SCIENCE ’22

Old Bill wishes it to. be understood that

he could not possibly be the original of “Ye
Faithful Engineer” portrayed in last Week’s

Journal, as he has been in dry-dock for the

last ten days.

Pat, “good old Pat,” has announced his

intention to get spliced up in the spring.

The year are cordially invited to Sunday
afternoon tea with Mr, and Mrs. Pat, 1st

Sunday of each month during the session

1921-22—“Bonne idee” Pat.

Doc, R— says that it is about time this

cheek-dancing stuff was’ stopped at the. col-

lege dances. If the Arts Dance Committee
is looking for a good “bouncer” we have
great pleasure in recommending the Doc.

At 11 a.m. Wednesday Frank D—d-

sHpped his moorings in the Club Room and
set his course for the K. G. H., presumably

to visit a sick friend. On approaching his

destination his compass needle must have
been greatly deflected for he suddenly

slewed round to port and with a joyous

shout of “Wait S' minute,” was off in

whirl of foam down the channel known as

Stuart St., in pursuit of TWO angels of

mercy who had waived at him and were
steering an easterly course.

What We Would Like to See.

1. Mo Ro—h—n in his dad’s spats.

2. Old Bill back in our midst.

3. C2—ch carrying out his duties

swimming instructor.

4. Shortie M— with six months' growth
on his upper lip,

5. A full turn-out at our next year meet-
ing.

6. Fatty C 1 taking his dancing les-

sons. ,

7. The rink entrance minus the “No
Skating To-day, Etc.” sign.

8. Prof. W. P. W. back on the job.

FICTICIOUS, SCIENTIFIC
INTERVIEWS •

Science Halls—las^ Novepiher.

victim was to he’Mr. I. N. or “Kady” Mar-

shall, and it would seem as if procrastina-

tion had been our watch word ever since.

But not so, gentle and trusting reader. To
tell the tfuth we never could find Mr. Mar-

shall at home. On three separate and dis-

tinct occasions we hoofed it out to Nelson

Street only to be told that Mr. Marshall had

gone up to Ottawa on business, that he was

out of town, and that he was not yet back

from Ottawa, respectively.

Foot sore but not discouragedr we made

one final attempt.

Is Mr. Marshall in,” we asked the land-

lady, who seemed to recollect having seen

us before, for she told us to go right up to

his room.

We entered 'and struck a match. All was

quiet. No one stirred. We struck another

match and located the switch. All was yet

quiet. A passive figure sat in an arm chair

;

two slippered feet rested on another
;
a copy

of the Queen’s student directory was clasp-

ed in one hand, a large volume entitled,

‘Blow-pipe Analysis” in the other. The

figure did not look up
;

it did not move. It

was asleep. We cleared our throat. No
resj)onse. We cleared it a second and a

third time but without result. We spoke.

“Is that you Mr. Marshall?”

The ticking of a Big Ben on the bureau

alone answered us. Somewliat alarmed we

grasped the sleeper’s shoulder and shook

him, upon which the volume on Blow Pipe

Analysis crashed to* the floor but that was

all.

He has swooned” we thought and look-

ed around for the smelling salts or other

restoratives. Only a pitcher of water on

the table seemed to answer so we poured

out a glass and shaking the sleeper firmly

shouted in hi^ar. “Here, have a drink.”

“Eh?” said the deep bass of Mr. Mar-

shall, and two eyes opened on the instant.

They looked first at me and then at the

glass of water in my hand, then back to me.

were accuring eyes, they said as plain-

ly as any tongue:

“I thought you asked me to have a

DRINK?”
We were fluster(^, there is no question

about it and hastened to explain that we

represented The Journal, but that perhaps

we had arrived at an inopportune moment;

we fairly rattled apologies. Mr. Marshall

did not appear to listen but seemed to be

gathering up his bath robe with one hand

and his evicting resources with the other.

He looked formidable. That was our first

impression of him on his awakening, one of

brute strength and firmly established con-

victions. We had about come to the con-

clusion that perhaps it would be better to

call at some other time and bring a friend

or witness with us, when he relaxed suffi-

ciently to say.

“So you’re the chap. Sit down.”

We sat. After a mutual stare that lasted

a disquieteningly long time, he further re-

laxed to offer us a Millbank, which we
accepted, likewise a match.

(Continued on page 6)

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1920

The more waist the less speed.

Van—“Our doctor told me yesterday

that hammocks are bad for one.”

Hammy—“That’s right, but they’re

splendid for two.”
,

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

Men’s and Young Men’s

Suits and Overcoats

AT PRE WAR PRICES

WE ARE GOING TO KEEP THE KETTLE BOILING .

YOUNG MEN’S ULSTERETTES

All new models for this season*s trade.

CLEARING PRICE $25.00

OUR SUITS AT $35.00

Are real wonders, beautifully tailored from choice all wool

cheviots. All new models.

THE BEST FOR LESS

Every Garment we sell is a leader in its class.

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street

4
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— a new
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Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER aiid FURNITURE

dealer

220, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

ARTS ’21

We greatly regret that one of our mem-

bers, Mr. L. R. Merkley, is ill at the Gen-

eral Hospital. All his friends join in hop-

ing for an early and complete recovery.

The regular meeting of Arts ’21 took

place in the small Mathematics room. New
Arts Building, on Monday, January 10, at

4 o’clock. The President, Mr. M. B. Ke-

hoe, occupied the chair. The attendance

at this meeting was very small. It was de-

cided to entertain Arts ’23 at the next

regular meeting of the year. The Secre-

tary of the Year-Book Committee, Mr.

Sadler, urged the members of the year to

be punctual in handing in their portraits and

biographies. ,The programme was an ex-

cellent edition of the “Eye-Opener,” edited

by Mr. J. T. McNe'ely. Miss Craig was

appointed editor for the next issue.

MANY MEN

ment Policy in *5*
Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Reaidenco 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

The year welcomes back several of its

members who, have returned \o the fold

since the holidays, and the new members;

Messrs. Bell and Laird, who were admitted

into the year at the last meeting.

The second prerequisite for success

this year lies in a strict observance of

training rules an devery player on the

squad ought to feel it his duty to Heep

The "University of Toronto Monthly” himself in the best possible condition,

discusses at length, editorially, the idea of “can sacrifice without doubt,

FORCED OUT SALE

Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

increased grants to Queen’s and -Western

Universities. We fail to see eye to eye

with the “Monthly,” which seems to be

heaFtily in favour of an increased govern-

ment grant to Toronto University, while it

intimates that the smaller colleges should

struggle on as they are, even if it were

necessary for them to give up their Schools

of Mining and Medicine, dr to specialize

only in the lower grades of academic teach-

ing, "leaving the higher grades and post-

graduate work to Toronto. It would ap-

pear to us that this is carrying to the limit

the principle that “to him that hath, more

shall be given.” We do not ask any reduc-

tion in Toronto’s grant
;
we merely want to

see fairness, and the recognition that

Queen’-s and Western are worthy of state

appreciation.

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

The gracious young lady who mentioned

Tear Paper at the last meeting hasn’t the

slightest sense of humor. She’ll be sorry.

ARTS ’23

Thanks to Arts ’22 for the delightful

entertainment on Friday, Jan. 7th. We
were sorry to see that so few members
of Arts ’23 took advantage of the invita-

tion, but the nearness of examinations

will likely account for the absentees.

It was with ^eat regret that the mem-
bers of Arts '23 learned that Miss Bessie

Stewart would not be able to continue

her studies this year on account of ill-

ness. Miss Stewart was the vice-presi-

dnet 0̂ ’23 last year, and worked hard in

the interest of her year, especially in

athletics.

Who was the member 'of the year who
said he was going to the station to see

about his trunks—re;—trunk?

Mid-Winter

Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Ox-

fords, Pumps, Slippers and Spats

on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

but those who have the privilege of re-

presenting their college on the ice, should

do their utmost'to represent it worthily.

This applies not only to hockey but to

every other branch of sport at McGill

—

the chosen representatives should feel

that they otire it to themselves as well as

to the University to give the best that is

in them, even if such a course must of

necessity entail personal sacrifice.

—McGill Daily.

New Year’s Resolutions:

Mr. M. B. Kehoe—to enjoy the society of

many young ladies as possible at year

entertainments, irrespective of the number

of items on his programme.

Mr. J. M. F. Smith—not to work on Sun-

day, after the examinations.

Mr. D. A. McMaster—to smoke.

ARTS ’22

Dear Old Lady, passing open air rink;

T wonder if the city has to pay for all tfiose

lights. Ain’t it awful?”

What’s al| this fuss about Bullock

spending all Kis money on ladies’ silk socks,

or rather stockings? He says"tKe accusa-

tion is false. An immediate yd thorough

enquiry would probably restore Bullock’s

state of mind, as he is a confirmed Woman
Hater.

S’all right, Genevieve, we mean our little

Bullock. Don’t worry! Ain’t no relation

of yourn.

In a study of wild native tribes at present

inhabiting the globe, several thoughtful

persons have come to the conclusion that

the best specimen of above mentioned wild

men to be seen around this University is an

individual named Campbell {not the genus

of the species Colin). Running amuck in

the cloak room last Wednesday afternoon,

he knocked out seventeen men, grogged

several more, smashed half the lockers and

then, crashing tlirough the window with

closed teeth, he disappeared (as they say in

the movies) in the darkness.

Arrangements have already been made

concerning the $1,000,000 that was donated

to the Faculty of Medicine by the Rock-

feller Foundation. Contracts have already

been drawn up for the erection of bulidings

for the departments of Pathology, Bio-

Chemistry, and Psychiatrv.—McGill Daily.

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS Ib compltt*.

Best Tungsten Lampe
and Flashlights. Every*

thing electrical for ex*

CL..—
I
periraental purpoiee.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Winsome Winnie
BY STEPHEN LEACOCK, '

AUTHOR OF “SUNSHINE SKETCHES”

“Winsome Winnie,” and other sketches finds Leacock at his

best. The book is a continuation of “Nonsense Novels,” which

book IS selling more freely to-day all over the world than when

first published.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

You have doubtless heard Mr. Sea Lark’s

famous poem :— ^
There was^ a sculptor named Phideas

Whose sculpturing was most hideou

He carved Aphrodite

Without any nightie

And shocked the ultra-fastidious.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work' may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.-—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's Uiuvcrsity.
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SENSATIONAL PRICE-

CUTTING SALE OF FURS

FOR 10 DAYS
at “Kingston’s Famous Fur Stote”

Sale Starts Thursday, Jan. 13Ui

and ends Saturday, Jan. 22nd.

Our entire stock goes at a big sacrifice

The backward sea-

son, luxury tax, gen-

eral trade conditions
* ;•'* and many other rea-

sons are responsible

for the exceedingly

large stock we have

on hand at present,

and which we cannot

afford to carry over

until next season—it

must be turned into

cash—even at a tre-

mendous loss. Here

(with the coldest part of the winter

still ahead) is your opportunity to

secure high-grade Mills Furs at prices

that defy competition.

All sales for cash. No approval.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Qgar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

and all hinds of

Hansoti^ Crozier Edgar

g so Market St., Kingston

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

2 Days Only
SATURDAY AND MONDAY

$29
For Overcoats Valued

up to $65

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT
PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS ‘

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS
BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

SSSSSffiSS

Dance Programmes |

Constitutions |

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.
Orden received at 100 Clergy 8t West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

ETEND CALL TO REV.
JOHN McNAB

Congregatoin of St. Enoch’s Presbyterian

Church Make Choice

St. Enoch’s Presbyterian Church, Win-

chester street, at a congregational meet-

ing last evening decided to present a call

to Rev. John McNab to its pastorate.

Rev. Mr. McNab is at present supply-

ing at Midland Presbyterian Church. He
is a native of Ireland, a graduate of

Queen’s University ’14, and Union Theo-

logical Seminary ’20, New York. He serv-

ed with the Y.M.C.A. and in tlje Chaplain

service overseas.

The pastorate of St. Enoch’s Church

was vacated a few months ago when Rev.

E. G. D. Freeman accepted a call to Win-

nipeg.

—Globe. »

OVERSEAS’ SCHOLARSHIPS

Watson Kirkconnell, of Queen’s,

Awarded One of Them.

The War Memorial of the Imperial

Order, Daughters of the Empire, provides

not only for bursaries in Canadian univer-

sities for the children of killed or perman-

ently disabled soldiers and sailors, but als.o

for overseas scholarships, given to the best

available men and women in Canada, be-

tween the >ages of nineteen and twenty-

seven, for a year’s study in Great Britain.

In awarding these scholarships^preference

is given to returned men or the members of

their families. Until the fund is complete

four scholarships will be awarded one year

and five the next, but it is hoped that ulti-

mately nine, one for each province, will be

awarded annually.

The four scholarships for 1921 have

been awarded as follows : Watson Kirk-

connell, Lindsay
;
Miss AIHe Vibert Dou-

glas, Montreal
;
Albert Colby Cooke, Win-

nipeg; Hugh MacDowall Clokie, Regina,

Saskatchewan.

It is a matter of great satisfaction to

those most interested in tlie Daughters of

the Empire War Memorial that all the

scholarships are being awarded this first

year to men and women who not only have

high academic qualifications and who did

what they could to serve their country and

empire during the critical years of the war,

but whose fathers and « brothers served

overseas and, in some cases, were killed.

Watson Kirkconnell, of Lindsay, was re-

jected as physically unfit for service over-

seas, but he devoted his time and energy to

military service in Canada during the whole

lyar. As musketry instructor and as adju-

tant at the internment camp at Fort Henry,

Kingston, and later at Kapuskasing, he did

difficult and important work. His brother,

after four and a half years overseas, was
killed at Amiens. Mr. Kirkconnell took his

M.A. from Queen’s in 1916, after a dis-

tinguished course, particularly in classics,

winning the University medals in Latin and
Greek, and several prizes, and doing first

class work in English, French and history.

At College most of his spare time was
spent in the O.T.C., but- he was associate

editor of the “Queen’s University Journal,”

and since graduating he has done work 'in

history and economics, and hopes to make
journalism his profession.

An AcVERTISEMliNT.

Everybody’s Clothier

!

This modest space is all iny means afford.

To let the “Freshmen” know.

I clothe “the Prof.” or “Student” like a lord

With faultless fit—price low.

Chorus—For Cash.

A. C. Flett, Opera House Block,

Kingston.

Vol. XVIII, No. 3—Dec. 10th, 1890:

We regret to inform our readers that al-

thought we have' delayed the issue of this

mtmber for several days, yet the photo-

gravure for which we have been waiting

has not yet arrived, and we are compelled

to go to press without it. In the next issue,

however, we hope to make up for this de-

ficiency by the insertion of two portraits.

Personal,

Angus Watson, '89, is running a grocery

at Beaverton. Students’ orders attended to

with despatch.

Dec. 20th, 1890:—

Anyone singing, whistling, or otherwise

aiding or abetting “Little Annie Roonie”

within these walls will be hanged.

January 22nd, 1891 :

—

On severing his connection with his class,

Tutor G. W. Mitchell, B.A., was presented

with a gold-headed cane.

February 12th, 1891—Errata:

In our last issue “Poems of Ten Tears”

should have read “Poems of Ten Years.”

FICTICIOUS, SCIENTIFIC

INTERVIEWS
(Continued from page four)

“Well'what do you want?”

We explained our position again, ho^v

hateful it was to us personally to have to

invade the precincts and privacy of his

family life in this fashion, but that we were

doing so in the interests of the Journal and

through it the interests of the student body
as .a whole. Warming up to the subject we
further suggested that all great men, sucli

as movie actors, revivalists and presidents

of \iniversity societies, who were constantly

in the public eye, who, uncon.sciously to

themselves perhaps, were commanding tlie

hero worship of their less fortunate com-
rades. whose very words were listened to so

avidly and actions followed so closely,

owed it to the public to give a few glimpses

into their more private life^nd intimate

thoughts, not so much as a privilege but as

a duty and example.

The tense characteristic of the atmos-

phere of the moment before had changed
The room seemed to become warmer, the
electric light more cordial. Mr. Marshall
said

:

“Do you know I believe you are right.”

In fact it reminded him of several inci-

dents that had occurred in Northern On-
tario and Northern France and we ex-

changed mutual stories and cigarettes and
confidences till looking at our watch we
were surprised to note that it was a
quarter past twelve. It was then too late

to commence the interview so we suggested

that it take place some other evening.

“Sure,” said Kady, as we were by this

time calling him freely. “Drop in any time.

Glad to see you.”

“By the way” we asked at the door, “who
else is there in Science who would furnish

an interesting interview?”

“Oh there’s lot. There's Freddy Sproule,

he lives right across the road, and “Slim”'

Monture, and “Fitter” Ellis and “Joe”
Greig. Dozens of ’em. Lots of live wires

in Science.”

“Only some of them are married now,”
he added sadly.

“Whom do you think is the best all round
man you’ve got,” we asked while jotting

down the several names in our note-book.

“Do you want my confidential opinion or
a statement for publication?”

“Oh a statement if possible” we sug-

gested at the same time putting on our rub-

bers.

“Well that’s different. I hardly know
what to say. To tell the truth there are

two or three of us.”

“Well, thanks. So long.”

“So long.”

We had several things to chuckle over

on the way home, but not much interview.

TRINITY HAS UNIQUE FUND.

Trinity College has a unique fund, call-

ed the “sub-freshman” fund, which is col-

lected each year by the Trinity College

newspaper, The Tripod. The idea was
started a year ago, and enables The Tripod
to send copies of every issue to a number
of prep schools which could not otherwise
be included on the exchange list. Last year
the paper was sent to about sixty schools as
a means of advertising the College, and this

year it will be sent to over eighty.

—Columbia Spectator.

FROM OLD FILES.
Vol. XVI, No. 2—Dec. 15, 1888:

Personals.
W. Nicol, B.A., Science Master in the

Guelph Collegiate Institute, has had two
unsolicited offers, to Chatham and Lindsay,
at $1,000 a year. He declined both.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

llillilllillliliilll

Get Automobile Skates
YOU’LL FIND THEM BETTER

Most people use Automobile and find them to be the best—You’ll do the

same. A full line of Hockey Boots in all sizes—only the best.

Come in and let’s fit you up now.

All kinds of Hockey Supplies. Year teams—get our prices.

USE AN EVEREADY DAYLO

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these^nd guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
l^e 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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FIRST JUNIOR O.H.A. GAME-'
ENDS IN TIE

(Continued from page 1

)

The trico^ur opened the third period

-with a spirited offensive, and bombarded

Mundell with shots. Two minutes after

the play started Nickle outguessed tlie

defense and deposited the puck in the

corner of the net, tying the score. For the

remainder of the period each team work-

ed feverishly to break the tie, but the

back-checking of the forwards on both

taems kept the puck pretty well out of

the danger zone. The game ended with

the score tied.

Queen’s 3, R.M.C. 3.

Line-Up.

Queen’s

Goal.

R. M. C.

Quinn
Defence.

Mundell

Emery McPherson

Reynolds
Centre.

Hamilton

McDonald
Forwards.

McKenzie

Johnston Carr-Harris

Nickle

Subs.

Swaby

Germond Graydon

Dunnegin Rooney

Mackay.

QUEEN’S LOSE OPENING GAME

gerous.

Ratchford received rather a nasty cut

on the chin, necessitating a couple of

stitches. Nelson at right wing also play-

ed well, but received a bad gash on the

knee, which slowed him up some. Box

was his old self, playing hockey all the

time and as per usual was^ here, there,

and. everywhere. On the whole, the

team is well balanced and with more prac-,

tice will give a good account of itself in

the Intermediate O.H.A. They meet the

Frontenacs on Friday night and accord-

ing to their play in Belleville, should

come out victorious.

Line-up

:

Queen’s: — Goal, McNeil; defence:

Smith, Ratchford ;
centre, Stewart; left

wing, Battersby
;

right wifig, Nelson

subs., Box, Poyser, Yule.

Referee—Bobbie Hewitson.

OF INTERMEDIATE O.H.A.

SERIES TO BELLEVILLE 3-2

Game Was Very Fast, But Marred By
Periods of Roughness

Last Tuesday evening Queen’s Inter-

mediate Hockey team journeyed to Belle-

ville to open the Intermediate O.H.A. ser-

ies. The ice was in much better condi-

tion than would be expected from the

way the weather man has been acting.

The play was fast throughout, Queen’s

having the edge of play during practi-

cally the whole of the game, and accord-

ing to Hoyle should have won quite eas-

ily. Plowever, fate, or whatever you may

call it, interferred during the last few

minutes of play. To be exact, Arnot had

been using George Stewart rather rough

on different occasions, and six minutes

before the final bell in a mix-up, George

landed on him with his stick, and was

put off for the rest of the game. “With

just six minutes to go Belleville scored

twic^ thus tying up the score.

Queen’s took the ice for the over time

play with 5 men, referee Hewitson refus-

ing to let Stewart play. During the 1

twenty minutes overtime Belleville scor-

ed once, which was enough to win the

game.

The boys were all in A1 condition, Bat-

tersby going the whole 70 minutes, and

was going as strong at the finish as at

the beginning.

McNeil in goal played a wonderful

game, saving on nutnerous occasions

what seemed to be sure counters. Smith

and Ratchford paired up well on the de-

fence and their rn<hcs were always dan-

TWO JUNIOR O.H.A. GAMES
PLAYED WEDNESDAY

There was a double-header scheduled

for Wednesday night in this group of the

Junior O.H.A., but neither game was close

enough to keep the spectators warm,

The first game was between Frontenacs

A” and Queen’s III., and Queen’s had

no difficulty in defeating their opponents.

The second game was played by R.M.C.

with Frontenacs “B” as .spectators, and

after tallying twenty goals the former de-

cided they had sufficient practice for one

night so quit. The only surprises in this

game were when Derry on the wing for

Frontenacs slipped a neat oi\e past Mun-

dell for their only score, and Weaver’

sensational rushes.

For Queen's Nickle was the most effec-

tive and succeeded in scoring four goals

McDonald scored two, while Reynolds

and Emery each tallied once.

Queen’s lined up as follows :—Goal,

Quinn; defence, Reynolds and Emery
centre,Me Donald

;
wings, Johnston and

Nickle
; substitutes, Dungan, Mc.ECay and

Germond.

Interfaculty Orchestra

“The Bunch with the Pep"

Your next Social Evening will be a great

success if you engage the Interfaculty Orches-

tra, originators of classy melodies.

Representatives

:

s. ALLEN, j. McLaughlin
Arts Science

Phone 2134m Phone 2305w

A. LOCHE,
Medicine.

Attention

!

We carry everything in Sheet Music, Xmas

Cards, Exclusive Stationery, Magazines, Bruns-

weik Records, Novelties, etc.
'

The Song Shop
269ya PRINCESS ST. t

What We Haven’t Got, We’ll Gel.
;

ENJOY THEM TO DAY.

* NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE pMmIs

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense

assortment of Fine Gloves m the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE eso

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

jaNQSTON. ONT.

Not only are students of the graduating

year busily engaged' these days in polish-

ing “Royal Georges”, but also in writing

Greek and Hebrew Exegetical Exercises.

Dame Rumour has it that some day in

the near future the whole year is to ap-

pear in a down town photographer’s es-

tablishment so that the camera man may

make an “impression” of their fades for

the adornment of the Halls of Queen’s,

and perchance, also for the walls of some

“manse.”

At a recent meeting of the Theological

Society, Alex. Donaldson, B.A., was ap-

pointed as a representative of Theology

to devise with representatives from

Arts, Science, Medicine, and Levana, a

better system for conducting the A.M.S.

elections. We are quite confident that

“Sandy” will help in solving the present

outworn system of representation.

Who is the student that says “We
young fellows” sometimes get worried

over the serious problems of life?
*

Here is a problem for any student in-

terested in genealogy. If a man fell in

love with a girl, and she refused to marry

him. Then to get even with her he mar-

ried her mother, and soon afterwards his

father married the girl, what relation

would the man he to himself? Answer:

His grandfather.

A colored Baptist was exhorting: “Now
breddern and sistern, come up to de alter

and have yo’ sins washed away.”

All came but one man.

“Whyr Brudder Jones, don’t yo’ want

yo’ sins washed'away?”

"I done had my sins washed away.”

“Yohas? Where yo had yo’ sins wash-

ed away?”

“Over at the Methodist Church.”

“Oh, Brudder Jones, yo ain’t been wash
ed

;
yo jes been dry cleaned.”

i

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading* tailoring

frms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures^ All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our

high class suits to he offered now in-

stead of in the customary January

Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

THE MODERN CURRICULUM

Curriculums have broadened

Since mama went to school

—

She learned to read, and sew and write

And quote the golden rule.

But now what do we get?

Oh, mommer.
Biology, theosophy,

Psychology, philosophy.

Geometry, optometry,

.

Physics, trigonometry,

Military tactics,

Oral Prophylaxis,

Spanish,

Creek,

Iroquois,

Greek,

Astronomy, Metonomy,
Political Economy,
Mathematics, acrobatics,

Theory, applied rheumatics,

Phfenology, astrology,

A term of dermatology,

Dietetics, syntax,

Homilecties, knick-knacks,

Loads of elective,

Reams, of selectives,

Print ’em up and bind ’em

Where the boys can find ’em.

Ready or not you shall be caught

They call it education

Que sais-je?

Owing to unpleasant events subsequent

to the death by starvation of the late LoTd

Mayor of Cork. Terence MaeSwiney, the

Bell Telephone Company of the city of

Cork has deemed it advisable to change the

telephone mimber of his late residence

from MaeSwiney-eight-nothing to Mnc-

Swiney - eight - naughl-fonr-nolhing. It is

hoped this will save misunderstanding in

lb'* future.

—McGill Uailv.

f/

We Knew We Were

Starting Something

When vve started our 25% Sale. New
Shoes have come down at the fac-

1 -tories, but not over 15%. We offer

your choice of our large stock of

good shoes, 25%. Gun Metal Pumps,
Patent Pumps, Patent Oxfords,

Now Cost You $5.25.

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We suppljrin bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 9W. 238 PRINCESS STREET

l^ES-.TAUR
AI^

AFTER AN AUTO RIDE
or a walk or the theatre when you feel

like eating something nice and tasty stop

in this restaurant and you’ll be sure to

get just what you want. You’ll find our

service prompt and deft and our food

cooked to perfection. To eat here once

is to decide on making it a habit.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOJO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC

Jr^. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S. I

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of ^
Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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BILLY HUGHES
ON T^BOXEJIS

pertinent comments by

QUEEN’S TRAINER ON SOME
OF THE MEN

The following is a statement from “Billy

Hughes, trainer at Queen’s, on the boxing

situation. As the Inter-faculty and Inter-^

collegiate Assaults are looming up every-

body will be greatly interested in the fol-

lowing statements and comments

.

Mr Clark has Day (158), Smith (148),

Bowman (200). Wilson (175), with him,

but as I do not interfere with his boys, I

cannot give any dope on them.

At the present time it is hard to give the

very4aest opinion of them, but what is given

is to the best of my knowledge. We would

like to have more boxers out, as I can as-

sure you that I will give them every advice

possible, and teach them what I know from

my twelve years’ experience. As you know

it takes a long time to know boxijig and

|l know it right and now is the. opportunity

f?)r the students to learn.

- The boxers will soon be down to rigid

training, some have to take off jweight,

some to build up to weight. All the differ-

ent blows such as jabs, hooks, crosses,

counters, uppercuts, etc., footwork, head-

work. blocking, covering, feinting, side-

stepping, aggressiveness, and above all ring-

craft.' and all the little tricks, will be shown

each one of them, also the right way to hit.

the most vital and effective spots to hit

QUEEN’S INTERMEDIATES
DEFEAT FRONTENACS

SUPERIOR CONDITION AND SPEED GAVE STUDENTS 5-1 SCORE

FRIDAY IN O.H.A. SERIES

CONVOCATION
SERVICE.

at, etc.

Each boy will be taught these blows, etc.,

and then no one will have any complaints

as all will have an equal chance to learn and

win their bouts on their merits, everything

of the above is for their benefit, and it is up

to the students to learn themselves.

Here is a list of the boys in the boxing

class that I am instructing
;
I have worked

with them all individually.

Bill Beckihg, 145 lb. Has a snappy left,

hand, with lots of steam behind it, his right

always ready to take advantage of openings,

know.' how to hit, fafrly fast on his feet,

can give and take punishment, a hard

worker, always willing to learn, and with

more experience should make good.

Eric Holt, 135 lb., has a nice left jab and

hook, which carries lots of steam behind it,

a nice right cross, he knows how to hit,

shifty on -his feet, game, and can take

punishment, uses his head when hurt

;

hard worker and has improved one hund-

red per cent, lately
;
always has that good-

natured smile when training, and altogether

has a nice style.

Taylor, 135 lb., has a nice left which he

can use both to jaw and body, carries a

hard punch in his right hand, fast on his

feet, hard to hit at times, covers very good,

can use his head when hurt, “game,” and

can take lots of punishment
;
fast on his feet

and aggressive, and improving all the time.

He is a hard worker.

Pat. O’Connor. 135 lb. Improving great-

ly, has a nice left jab and right cross, carries

a K.O. in each hand, fast on his feet, very

aggressive, and covers well. He can take

punishment, and knows how to use his

head when hurt, a hard worker, willing to

learn, and with a little more experience

should make good in his class.

McMillan. 125 lb. A long and rangy

boxer, has a nice left hand which he can

shift to body or head, fast on his feet, nice

at blocking and covering, carries a hard

punch in his right hand, knows how to hit,

uses his head, and has improved fully two

hundred per cent this last six weeks. I look

^».forward to McMillan giving Gray of Var-

sity a hard bout and would not be surprised

to see him win the Intercollegiate in his

class the way^ he is learning.

newcomer, has a fair

n page 7.)

The Queen’s II. playing a brilliant

brand of hockey, decisively defeated the

Kingston city O.H.A. team. The pace

set by the students was exceptionally

fast and the heavy ice did not seem to

bother them much, for which great credit

is due to trainer “Billie” Hughes. A bet-

ter conditioned Queen’s team has never

stepped on the ice in the past, few years

and this is remarkable on account of' the

mild weather which prevented ^xtensive

practice. However, the answer is simple

a good bunch of boys who live up to the

rigid training rules, -sacrificing much,

having faith in their trainer.

Queen’s played togethej/ well, passing

without any selfishness, while Frontenacs

relied on individual rushes.

It is a regretable fact that the game

(more or less) turned into a^rough house,

due to the incompetency of Referee loen

Collins. Brown Bros, and Baker had a

tendency to rough things up and were

permitted to do so by the referee. In the

second period L. Brown, for apparently

reason, made a swing at McNeill’s face,

fortunately, however, the brunt of the

blow was stopped by McNeill’s stick,

which was snapped in two. For this vic-

ious attack he was given two minutes,

(Bobbie Hewitson would have ruled him

out of the game for the remainder of the

season). «

•

Frontenacs also indulged in constant

cross-checking, but a warning was as far

as the referee went towards stopping it.

The climax coming when Baker cross

checked Box, which resulted in the latter

being carried from the ice to recover con-

sciousness an hour or so later in the Gen-

eral Hospital.

It is impossible to pick any outstanding

star on the Queen’s team, perhaps Mc-

Neill’s work in goal was the most parti-

cularly brilliant. Out of thirty shots on

goal, but one got by him. Fahey and

Ratchford-on the defence were invincible,

blocking and intercepting wonderfully

well. Of the forwards every man played

hockey from gtart to finish, working well

together. Nelson and Battersby .on the

wings with Stewart at centre and Box

and Swartraan as sqbs proved to be too

much for the Frontenacs. Their team

work was magnificent, the wings center-

ing the puck with the one idea of winning

regardless of who received the glory for

the scoring.

For Frontenacs Joe' Smith played a

hard, clean game, but was watched close-

ly, and in Nelson for an opponent found

an equal. Joe scored Frontenac’s only

goal by being in the right place at the

•right moment. Brouse also played

good game and got a\\'tiy on different

occasions, but always met with difficul-

ties when he bumped into Queen’s de-

fence. Jimmy Stewart at centre was
watched closely by his younger brother,

and seemed to be “buffaloed” most of the

time. '

Frontenacs were weak in goal until

Tobin replaced Taugher at the beginning

of the 3rd period and made some good

saves while on the ice.

First Period.

From the face-off Queen’s rushed, but

Nelson shot wide. In less than a minute

Nelson carried the rubber down the

boards, passing to Stewart who notched

the first counter. Queen’s set,a terrific

pace which seemed to dazzle their oppon-

ents, and in another two minutes Nelson

scored on a pass from the corner. Box
and Swartman replaced Stewart and

DR. KILPATRICK ADDRESSES
STUDENTS SUNDAY

,

AFTERNOON
Battersby. Flarry McNeill stopped one

with his face, but it didn’t take any of the

grit out of him even if it did swell into

a bump the size of an egg. Queen s 2,

Frontenacs 0. \
Second Period,

The period had just commenced when

Brown drew a penalty for tripping. Bat-

tersby sailed down the wing passing to

Stewart who “bulged the twine” for

Queen’s third counter. Two minutes later

Battersby took a shot at long range and

when the smoke cleared away the rubber

was lying between the posts. Fahey was

penalized for tripping Brown and Fron-

tenacs tried hard to score. Brown get-

ting through the defence. McNeill came

out and saved for which Brown turned

and slashed with his stick. Harry, how-

ever, warded off the blow with his own,

which snapped, giving some idea of the

impact of the blow. For this ungentle-

manly act Brown received the severe pen-

alty of two minutes. With any other

referee he would have been ruled out

for the rest of the game. Swartman re-

placed Battersby and on a nice rush scor-

ed Queen’s final goal. Box replaced Stew-

art and put in some neat back-checking.

Joe Smith worked hard during this per-

iod, but there was. always two or three on

him with the result that he could not

break away.

Queen’s 5, Frontenacs 0.

Third Period.

Tobin replaced Taugher in the nets for

Frontenacs, but did not have much to

do as Queen’s satisfied with having the

game on ice, played a purely defensive

game, having three and four men on the

defence throughout the period.' Fahey

and Brown tried to settle a grievance, in

which Jimmie Stewart and Ratchford ex-

changed wallops. Fahey and Brown

were penalized.

In a mix-up in front of the Queen’s nets,

Joe/ Smith shoved in Frontenac’s only

scoVe of the game.

Box and Swartman replaced Stewart

and Battersby. Box rushed down 'the

boards, was cross-checked by Baker and

carried off the ice. For this Baker was

not penalized. For the remaining few

minutes Frontenacs worked hard to bring

down the score, but the four man defence

was impugnable. The game ended.

Queen’s 5, Frontenacs 1.

The Line up

:

Queen’s Frontenacs

Goal.

McNeill
. Defence.

Taugher

Ratchford Baker

Fahey
Centre.

Brouse

G. Stewart

Left Wing.
J. Stewart

Battersby

Right Wing
Joe Smith

Nelson

Subs.

L. Brown

Box Derry

Swartman F. Brovin

Yule Tobin

Referee—-Tom Collins.

THE BULLETIN

Wednesday—Exams.

7.00. p.m.—Choral Society.

Thursday—Exams.

Friday—Exams.

8.15 p.m.—McGill at Queen’s.

Are you one of the Restless Sex?

Rev. Geo. Kilpatrick, B.D., M.C., spoke

on “The Vision and Call of Isaiah.”

The preacher took his text from the

sixth chapter of Isaiah, which presents

one of the greatest scenes in literature.

He begins by referring to the monarch

who had become an outcast. The prophet

Isaiah’s faith was shaken and then he got

his message. He saw another King, a

divine r^lity behind the passing show.”

The earthly King had. passed but behind

all there was a God. T.his divine world

the people Had never glimpsed. The pro-

phet made the overpowering discovery of

the reality of God.

Isaiah was stricken with shame in the

presence of purity. He cried out a con-

fession) "Woe is me,” “Man'and his sin”

was pictured and in between a grief

charged with judgment. But forgiveness

was received, the sin was cleansed and

fear was succeeded by peace. The same

God -wh6 prostrated the prophet, was.

able to set him on his feet for life service.

Only when he felt the touch of God on

his life, can he go out. He must be cleans-

ed and forgiven. Forgiveness lifted him

into the company who serve God. The

voice did not come as a stern command,

but as an appeal.

Isaiah begun his mission. “He bound

upon the hearts of the people, the ^King

of Kings.” He laid the lash of genius

on the sin deadened people. This power

was possible because he had seen eternal

righteousness. He had seen God and felt

his forgiveness, therefore he could also

see people cleansed and forgiven. Isaiah

went out to give his life for the awaken-

ing of the people.

Comparing Israel of the 8th century

and Canada of J921, we find in both care-

lessness towards God’s call. Israel’s su-

preme need was a new and commanding

thought of God. What thought of God,

what vision has the church' to offer to

the world today? To preach only the

transcendant power of God is to give men

only the half truth, yet though partial-

truth it is vital to satisfying the hearts

of the people, who have been in the

abyss of sin. Isaiah saw behind the

throne eternal righteousness. We need

to recognize this in the life of today. Wc’

shall never progress beyond the revela-

tion of uplifted righteousness behind the-

throne of God.

Isaiah saw God swift to judge. The

New Testament takes up the revelation

and shows God’s dealing with sin. A
God whose love is suffering for sin, whose

love has born the last dishonour and come

down from the throne. There is a divis-

ion, divine enough and great enough.

The gospel of Jesus Christ gives us a

vision of one who stood amongst us.

If He were here today it would be of that

love He would fell. That is the gospel

which alone will prevail for our own day.

The story of the cross still finds its way

into the hearts of men, because it is a

ision of eternal righteousness and that

God is love. Only througb such a vis-

ion of love outpoured for us men get a

conception of their own sin. Can God

save a world that doesn’t care? The an-

tecedent of peace must ba confession of

need. There our knowledge goes a long

way beyond Isaiali’s. We see Jesus Christ

entering into the situation of human sin.

It is seeing God in the majority of for-

giving love that gives us our call to life

[service. To see God in Christ among us,

1
^ (Continued on page 4)
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capitai, $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided

Profits $8,660,//4

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Blanches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield,.' - - Manager

EDITORIAL
(j^wrrn’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: lotra-murals. $1.00: Extia-murals in Canada,

$1.25; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rales on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by iSc. (or exchange.

R. B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

• 161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

KOLA PIPES
NEW SHIPMENT JUST

ARRIVED
Large selection of classy shapes.

All guaranteed.

THE CITY PIPE SHOP

JACK F. ELDER
169 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-m-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD._ Phone

1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134 W
Associate Edilors-F. A. SPROULE. A. D. RO-

BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.

Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.

Asst Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—Wif J. G. PERRY.
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EDITORIAL

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve _ - - 18,000,000

Resources - . - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White TUe. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

r GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive»,to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

' lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

A noticeably and regrettable feature of

recent issues of the “Journal” was the lack

of strictly local news. We admit that these

are times when one’s mind (if one is in Arts

or Science) is very much absorbed in things

of extremely obvious importance. Yet, we

believe there is scarcely a person who could

not spare half-an-hour to write short items

of news for the College paper.

Many people are tempted to criticize vari-

ous articles which appear in any newspaper

and most of those who are tempted yield,

especially, perhaps, in the case of a College

newspaper. It has been said that when a

lawyer makes a mistake he is glad because

it gives him a chance to bring the case up

in another court. When a judge makes a

mistake there is a new law set up. When a

doctor makes a mistake he buries it. But

when an editor makes a mistake (to use a

very inexcusable slang phrase) “Good

night
!"

Early in the first semester we said we

would welcome constructive criticism and

we meant what we said. Now, if you, as a

reader of the “Journal,” take exception to

anything which is printed therein why not

write something better. The most illiterate

anarchist with his bomb can destroy, in a

moment, the most perfect example of archi-

tecture, but the same bomb-thrower could

not, with- his own hands, build a dog kennel.

Do we admire the persons who are bomb-

throwers in any capacity? Nol but we do

admire those who can point out faults in

existing systems and take active steps to co-

operate in correcting those faults. Below

we print a list of some of the student or-

ganizations within the College. Each one of

these organizations deserves and needs

publicity and if you are an interested mem-

ber of any one of them it is part of your

duty to see that the activity of your society

is reported.

Engineering Society

Science ’21

“ ’22

“ ’23

“ ’24

Aesculapian Society

Medicine ’21

” ’22

“ ’23

“ '24

“ ’26

Arts Society

Arts ’21

“ '22

“ '23

“ '24

Levana Society

Theological Society

Hockey Club

Boxing, Wrestling and Fencing Club

Basketball Club

Q. U. M. A.

Dramatic Club

Choral Society

Political Science Club

Math, and Physics Club

French Club

Wireless Club

Commerce Club

Chess and Checkers Club

Returned Men’s Club

Look over the recent issues of the

“Journal” and see for yourself how seldom

you can discover any news regarding the

organization in which you are personally

interested. Has your society a reporter ? If

not, have one appointed or delegate the

work to the secretary. Or, perhaps, you

have a reporter who has been in a semi-

comatose condition for some months. If so,

stir him into acti^y or get a new man who
will let the College world know that your

organization is still part of the University!

All this being done, may the righteous

citizen sit back in his easy chair, conscious

of a duty well done? No, his duty is but

half done. The reporter is only human and

needs your help. If you hear of any news

of special interest to your year or society

let the reporter have it. We want the

world to know that Queen’s is not going

back and that her student goverament is as

active and jealously guarded as ever before.

So, we again invite your co-operation in the

manner indicaled.

There are still some Queen’s cartoon

calendars unsold. Every student should

have one in ‘his or room as they are both

useful and decorative.

Any person desiring to procure supply

should get in touch with Miss M. O’Brien.

Indeed ^reat thanks are due her for the

work she has put into the production and

sale of these calendars.

The artist was Miss Cumine, of Science

’22, who is now in Montreal as artist for

a firm in that city.

The original price of each calendar was

fifty cents, but in order to sell them all the

price is now twenty-five cents.

The Development of

the English Essay

Have
‘‘It”

Good
^ Articles that are good

and look good are al-

ways in good favor.

^ The_ “Engagement
Ring” is of more than

passing interest, it is in

fact the event of a lifetime

and lasts a lifetime.'

^ Hence the wisdom of

having one that will be

a constant satisfaction.

^ A Ryrie diamond in a

Ryrie mounting is the

essence of good quality and
good taste.

^ By buying direct from
the cutters in Europe

we save you the middle-

man’s profit.

DIAMOND HALL

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

To the student of English Literature

there is no more interesting study than

that of the development of the English

Essay.

In our fiction there is much to be proud

of, we all are proud to think that we
belong to a nation which reckons amongst

its great authors, writers like Scott,

Thackeray, Dickens, Jane Austen, Char-

lotte, Bronte, Meredith, and Thomas
Hardy, for they have given to the world

works which will last for ever, but we
have greater reason to be proud of our

essayists, for the essay has been the

means by which the great masterminds

of our literature have sought to bring

their ideas before the public.

Locke, Darwin, Huxley, John Smart

Mill, Ruskin, Matthew Arnold, and

Thomas Carlyle, not to mention a host

of others equally famous, have chosen it

as the mode of expressing their several

ideas and philosophies.

The study of the development of the

English Essay carries us right back to

the age of Elizabeth, for to Sir Franejs

Bacon belongs the honor of being the

first English Essayist.

Who was it that influenced Bacon to

write his ideas and thoughts in essay

form? There is no doubt but that it was
Mofxtaigue. Montaigue, "the first great

essayist” as he has been called, was a

Frenchman whose acquaintance Bacon

probably made when, as a young man he

visited France on a diplomatic mission.

Montaigue’s Essays had been published

about that time, and were attracting a

great deal of attention, and it was from

reading these Essays, no doubt, that

Bacon got the germ of the idea which

afterwards led him to embody his

thoughts in the same form.

The first series of “Essays” were pub-

lished in, and in the beginning consisted

of nothing more than brief notes of

thoughts which had occurred to Bacon,

and which lie had hastily jotted down in

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.3

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092. .

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144w. v

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

DANCE AND CARD PARTY
Under the auspices of the

Women’s Aid Society

of the

Kingston General Hospital

in the City Hall and Ontario

Hall, on

Thursday, January 27, 1921

at Eight O’clock

Tickets $1.00, and Tax 10c.

his note book. These thoughts were, in

subsequent editions, expanded, until

his last edition of 1625, they appear in

the form in which we have them now.

Bacon never aimed at writing long and

lengthy essays lik

quent essayists,

(Conti
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Eveiiings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera .House

Crepe de Chene

and

Georgette Blouses

Priced up to $11.50

MEDS. ’21.

The regular meeting of Meds. ’21 was

held Monday, Jan. 10 at 1.30 p.m. Pre-

sident Thompson presided, ably assisted

by the secretary who occupied the chair

on his left.

Many subjects of vital interest were

discussed and suitably dealt with. A
“take off your glasses” debate raged be-

tween Mr. Cornett and Childerhouse. The

debate was suitably adjusted and there

will be no tripping to the light fantastic

by the more vigorous members of Medi-

cine ’21, this year.

Under propositions and motions, much

discussion arose over the fact that Mr.

Murphy’s motion had been delayed two

days. The year left it entirely with Mr.

Murphy.

At the close of the meeting, a little

slight of hand work was indulged in by

the President for the benefit pf ^B” sec-

tion. Meeting adojurned.

Fair Morning.

Please bear this in mind,

And do not get hot;

Though love may be blind.

The neighbours are not.

A good boarding place! Is there such

a place? Perhaps in the next world, for

there, many of those plying the trade

here, would not be allowed to practice.

From ray experience of those notable

places of culture. One would be forced

to conclude they must be buying the

house or acquiring the one next door.

It may be that they intend buying a car

in the spring, perhaps a perambulator or

again they may have just taken the boys

“in” for company.

Profits
;
some places want to make $5.99

out of $6.00 or else they’re losing money.

Most fellows wonder if they shall ever

enjoy a real meal again.

5, 10, 15c.

Famous Figures.

We were all sorry to hear that Maurice

was confined to his home in Toronto dur-

ing the holidays.

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

CLEARING AT $5.00 EACH

Newman & Shaw

Venus.

September Morn.

Annette K-ellerman.

White Horse.

Zero.

Things Worth Knowing.

Who at the K.G.H. uses Spts. Chloro-

The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGIP GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

We thank you for the business

you have given this year, and hope

for its continuance.

We wish you, one and all, a

Merry Xmas and a Bright and

Prosperous New Year.

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET

{Over Royal Bank)

form?

Where Curphey goes nights?

Where to get a good meal?

If there is a hospital called the Hotel

Dieu?

If we are supposed to weight our Juris-

prudence notes?

If we couldn’t take classes between five

and six?

Our hockey team this year again seems

to be sure of the cup. Practices are being

held each day under the management of

Mr. D. Eschoo, and each member of the

team is being taught the intrinsic points

of the game.

Med's '21 have always possessed more

latent hockey ability than any year in the

University, and this year promises to be

no exception.

Between practices, members of the

team are being kept in condition by the

use of Alaboma Morbles, and a real diet

kitchen is being conducted, unsolicited,

by the boarding house women of Kings-

ton. What a lovely team we are going

to have

!

It is rumoured that Jerry intends open-

ing an exchange office shortly. Informa-

tion free. We all know that you can not

go wrong on the advice of a friend. Can
you?

Ode to Levana.

Dear little powder puff

Don’t you cry,

You’ll be a bustle

Bye and bye.

Those Study Glasses
“THEY MUST BE RIGHT"

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

If you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Cotisuiting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

The new head of the S.C.R. for M.D. No.
3 is to be Dr. W. Ballantyne, who is a

Queen's graduate. He takes over his duties

the first of February when headquarters for

this District will be moved from Kingston

to Ottawa.

Famous Sayings.

I’ll never tell.

May be.

Because.

You’ll be all right.

Take me home.

Is she nice?

Perhaps.

Did you ever h&ar our neighbourly

faculty’s jazz band. A fellow told me it

was a collection of hardware dealers, con-

tortionists, and derby hat collectors. He
said it sounded like a tin peddler’s wagon
in a runaway with the brakes “busted.”

As to its effect on people, terrible! Why
he said it even influences our neighbours
houn’ dog. Formerly when he heard a

good waltz he’d start waggiijg his tail,

but now when he inhales that jazz music
his tail starts wagging him.

MEDICINE '26

The Students of “A Lot”

(Apologies to Tennyson)

On either side the lab. do lie

Long rows of bottles, low and high,

That greet the nose, but dodge the eye.

And thro’ the aisle the gas drifts by,

Floating down to smell-a-lot.

In the basement down below

Where the students come and go,

Consigning “Smith” to “so-and-so.”

The house of “Chemalott.”

Surface tension makes us shiver.

The aspect of a little silver?

Floating on a peaceful river

Reminds us of our work. However,

This is our daily lot.

For two long years and many hours,

The work at Physics will be ours

Before our “dome” the stuff imbowers??

If we forget it not.

And only students rising early,

(Just like chamionhouse or Burleigh)

Can ever hope to “compree” clearly

All about this rusted barley

Or that dope er got.

So by the lamp we fellows weary

With rolled-up sleeves and eyelids bleary

Must settle down to work sincerely.

This is the students’ lot.

Thrice Told Tales.

(from The “Whig” 25 years ago)

“Mr. and Mrs. Abernethy and son

Archie have returned to Almonte after

visiting the city.”

“Good OLD Archie !”

The year is delighted to see Avogadro’s

back again.

Chemistry Pro.
—“In chemistry there

are degrees of affinity, that is, likes and

dislikes.”

Lewis (Gloomily)
—

“I guess I’m one

of the dislikes.”

D-son has lost one of his electrons and

ieels quite “positive” about it.

Our Marshall (discussing electrons)

“You never find them floating around on

a nucleus.”

CHANGE IN DIRECTORY, MEDS. ’22

2370 w—Eynon, C. M., 81 Frontenac St.

'2251 w—Sully, N. C., 198 University Ave
2251 w—Freeman, N. V., 198 Univer-

sity Ave.

1683 j—White. C. W., 349 Brock St.

1529 w—Hush, F. W., 370 Brock St.

Harriot, D. L., 87 Johnson Sf.

188—N. R. Houston, Rockwood.

2236 w—S. E. McDowell, 46 Upper Wil-

liam St.

2144—B. E. Knapp, 168 Division St.

MEAL HOURS;

BREAKFAST 7.15,to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

VALUABLE COLLECTION IN
MEDICAL MEUSEM

When Dr. Miller, our new pathologist,

came to Canada, he brought with him many
rare and valuable specimens. Among
these is a collection of sixteen specimens of

atrophied livers which is the only one of its

kind in Canada. In fact the only other such

collection which exists, is to be found in the

University of Edinburgh, Scotland.

The history of this collection is as fol-

lows :

The 88th annual British Medical Associa-

tion met in Cambridge on June 30th and

July 1st and 2nd. One day was devoted to

the consideration of atrophy of the liver, a

rare disease. Dr. Miller opei^d the dis-

cussion by reading a paper prepared jointly

by br. .^.ndrew Rutherford and himself. As

illustrations he used a collection of fifteen

cases of atrophied livers which were sec-

tioned and mounted in jars.

It is this collection which Dr. Miller

brought with him and since that time there

has been one addition making sixteen in all.

Queen’s is indeed fortunate to have its

valuable museum so greatly augjiiented.

These specimens are used for teaching pur-

poses in Pathology and are a decided ac-

quisition to the Medical College.

It may be of interest to many to know
that W. I. Garvock is on the staff of the

Ottawa Journal holding down a responsible

position. Mr. Garvock graduated from

Queen’s in 1916. He was overseas and

when he returned, joined the reporting staff

of the Journal. Later he was.promoted to

the desk and is now night city editor.

While in College he was champion light-

weight wrestler and was on the reporting

staff of the Journal.

There are two sexes. Which is tlie Rest-

less Sex?

Attention

!

We carry everything in Sheet Music, Xmas

Cards, Exclusive Stationery. Magazines, Bruns-

weik Records, Novelties, etc.

The Song Shop
269V^ PRINCESS ST.

What We Haven’t Got, We’U Get.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

wjH be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

^d we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & WzJsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

For Furniture, Carpets, Cuptains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

Is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
, AND 2B8 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and class^ are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLp SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1920

SCIENCE
ENGINEERING-NOTES

Mr. E. T. Mcllraith was elected to fill the

office of second vice-president of the So-

ciety. owing to Mr. J. A. H. Henderson's

resignation.

On a date to be announced later, Mr.

Thomas Adams, adviser to the Dominion

Government onTiousing and town planning

will address the Society, giving an account

of his work and the aims of the Govern-

ment along this line. Every member of the

Society should be present. The question of

town planning evidently had not. been

thought of when Kingston was in the mak-

ing.

We have all heard of a lame excuse

but never before have we heard of a man
pleading an appointment with the dentist as

an excuse to skate with a pretty girl at the

rink. We hope, sir, its not as painful as

losing a tooth.

On Tuesday evening at 5 p.ra. Mr. H.

W. Nicholl, educational director of the

Goodyear Tire Company will give 'a lecture

on the rubber industry, entitled “From Tree

to Blow-out.” All are cordially invited to

hear this interesting talk from a man who

knows the subject.

SCIENCE ’22

A regular meeting of the year was held

on Friday, January 13th in Nicol Hall, with

a shamefully small attendance of the mem-
bers, 75 per cent, of them being absent.

Those who did not attend missed a very in-

teresting talk by Mr. O. La Fontaine on

‘The Cyaniding of Cobalt Silver Ores.”

This was the second time that a member of

our year has given an address, and both

addresses have been intensely interesting

and well given. Our next speakers are

George Walker and H. H. Bleakney, so

everybody out to the next meeting and we
can assure you that it will not be time

wasted.

consider it a waste of eloquence to ad-

dress the small band.

The main idea of the address' was to

awaken the interest of the Returned Men
in the O.T.C. wl>ich is being formed un-

der the command of Col. McPhail. He
explained that the Pacifists (or as he
suggested a better name would be “As-
sifists”) objected to it on the ground that

it would lead to militarism and create a
desire for war in Canada. As every man
who had been over the top knew, after

taking part in one battle he wanted an-

other as much as a dentist wanted his

own tooth pulled. He would like to

see every graduate of the University leave

the old seat of learning qualified to take
his place as a commissioned officer in

the army in the event of another war.
The general said, in continuing, that

what he wanted to see in the Canadian
youth of today was “head-up respect for

authority without servility,” and that a
smattering of military training would go
a long way towards the achievement of

this desired end. He believed, also, that

the only safe-guard against the inroads

of the “Reds”, who are making every ef-

fort to gain headway in our country to-

day, was the Canadian Militia backed up
by the Returned Men. He would like to
see every returned soldier attached either

to the O.T.C. or some Militia regiment
so that he- could be readily called upon
if needed. The Returned Men had saved
Canada once by volunteering for Active
Service, and he earnestly believed that
Providence had brought them back to

save it again, but in this respect he asked
for the utmost tolerance on our part.

The General concluded his address with
a few interesting figures which must come

Levana please note :—F. V. Deamude can

now be found at^l91 Brock St, Phone
I747w. Reasons for change of address not

given.

Hammy Henderson endorses the opinion

expressed by the other “Hammy” in our

year, re. hammocks, as set forth in the last

A new-looking and fairl)f- clean towel has

made its appearance in the lavatory of Car-

ruther’s Hall. We feel sure that it must
have \yandered in by mistake, but hope it

will stay for a short while. The last one

more than outwore its welcome.

Welcome back to the gang Old Bill.

A CORRECTION

A member of the Journal staff has had
another interview with “Katy” Marshall

and this time it was a genuine sure-uuff in-

terview. Mr. Marshall writes to point out

that his name is riot, never was and never
will be Kady, but is, always was, and ever
will be K-A-T-Y. For this error, typo-

graphical or otherwise, of course everyone

is genuinely sorry.

RETURNED MEN’S CLUB

The regular monthly meeting of- the
Club was held in the Old Arts’ Building
on Wednesday, January 12th, at 8 p.m.
The faithful few who answered the “Fall-

summons and -made an effort to be
present were certainly given a treat which
no member of the Club could' afford to
miss.

One of the smallest rooms sufficed iF
accommodate the attendance, bui Gener-
al MacDonnell, commandant of the R.
M. C., whose life has been one ol scrv;. .j

and who, to use his own words w here '

“not for what he could get out of life
j

but what he could put into it”, di.i not ^

out in answer to the burning question,

“Who won the war?” the greatest honor
in which our friends across the border

claim for themselves.

In the last hundred days of fighting the

American array with 640,000 men in the

line, according to their o'^n official re-

port, met and defeated FORTY-SIX Ger-

man disvisions, captured over 16,000 pris-

oners and 200 guns. In the same length

of time, the Canadian Corps about one
eighth that size, according to British offi-

cial reports, met and defeated FORTY-
SEVEN Germ^ divisions, captured over

31,000 prisoners and 600 guns.

The address was made most interesting

and attractive throughout by the addi-

tion of “original” wit and humor peculiar

only to the general himself.

After a few well-timed remarks by Col.

McPhail, the Honorary president, Messrs.

Wright an^ Marshall moved a hearty

vote of thanks to the speaker and the

meeting then adjourned.

In the absence of other items on the

programme we wish to take this oppor-

tunity to thank the Staff Dramatic Club,

which was holding a rehearsal across the

hall, for their excellent entertainment in

the intervals.

CONVOCATION SERVICE
(Continued from page I),

judging our evils and holding out to us

abundant and glorious life*. Who can tell

what God could effect in Canadian life,

if men and women had a sense of the

reality of God. “He required of them
righteousness.” All that is great and
glorious which has come out of humanity
has been from this conception of eternal

righteousness. Are we better than our

fathers that God has no need to use us

for his purposes. Put it into our hearts

to answer with joy, “Behold me; send

me.”

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

Men^s and Young Men’s

Suits and Overcoats

AT PRE WAR PRICES

WE ARE GOING TO KEEP THE KETTLE BOILING -

YOUNG MEN’S ULSTERETTES
All new models for this season’s trade.

CLEARING PRICE $25.00

OUR SUITS AT $35.00

Are real wonders, beautifully tailored from choice all wool

cheviots. All new models.

THE BEST EOR LESS

Every Garment we sell is a leader in its class.

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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lARR-OW
YOU FOLLOW THE STY^,

I Cluett. P<»ho<3» 6^ Co., ot Cinn.

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

dealer'

230. 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good begiitoing

—a splendid start in life is an Eiidow-

ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual LUe of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE

>ress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

#

OUT entire stock at Big Reductions

rHE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

ARTS
ARTS ’21

We wish to inform Mr. McNeely that

the object of the Consulting Library is to

provide a place for undisturbed study, not

for fussing.

Says the Montreal “Star” : “A merchant

points out that there was no luxury tax on

spats. Then why not an amusement tax?”

Mr. P. A. McLeod please take notice.

We are infringing on the department of

the exchange editor so far as to submit the

following poem, translated from the Jap-

anese of Osucha Tummiake,

These are ray consolations

:

I rejoice in defeat

Because tjte intelligent

Are always in the minority.

I rejoice in my poverty

Because I am not required

To own and operate a devil car.

I rejoice in being married

Because I now know

Why I should not be.

I rejoice in my years

Because they are almost spent,

And for my allotment of time

I shall receive

Admission into eternity.

Life is a matter of moods.

To-day I pick nothing but lemons

From my most excellent

Orange tree. y
Often I long to Slay Hdbaik,

My rival in philosophy,

But my philosophy tells me
That if I did it would be

A victory for Hobaik,

Who would thus be placed

Several laps ahead of me
In the race toward Nirvana.

NEW YORK
-CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’23.

The regular meeting of Arts ’23 was held'

in the large Math. Room on Thursday,

January 13th, at 4 o’clock. There were so

many members of the year there that it was

necessary to hold an overflow meeting in

the next room. The exact attendance was

seventeen. Of course, everybody is study-

ing very "hard, ahem, for the exams, but too

much wotk is not good for one, ahem. Re-

ports were brought in from the Renaissance

and the Social Evening committees, and

the meeting adjourned without any pro-

gramme. Everybody turn out to the next

meeting and make it a -success.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

REMOVED WHILE YOU WAIT

thing ! Remove the cause,—psychoth-

erapy? Why not? Did he not learn in

his abnormal psychology that many ex-

periences of time. “Cannot be recalled as

memories, but are still preserved in the

brain residua, for they can be produced

by artificial means through hypnosis.”

That is to say that incidents, for example,

lectures apparently forgotten, may be re-

called into the field of consciousness by
means of psychoanalysis while the patient

is in the hypnotic state. Phobias and
amnesias are readily and successfully

treated in this way. “Examination

Facies,” is caused by amnesia and phobia.

Why should not the up-to-date physi-

cian carry his practice into the examina-

tion room? By means of psychotherapy

he could obtbin* many grateful ptaients.

He could by placing his patient in the

hypnotic state resynthesize his thoughts

and restore his memory, so that memor^
ies of past lectures which were retained

the subconscious field would be
brought into the field of consciousness.

In the waking state the patient would be
able to remember every detail of his lec-

tures. Since the state of amnesia is the

direct cause of the phobia, the phobia' is

therefore removed and the patient cured.

He remembers everything and fears noth-

ing.

C. A. M.

j^fcif£rEfE!J3f5JSJ3MSJ5!JSJSJ3/EJ31S!JSJ2J3/SISJ3JBI3/3®BHB

Mid-Winter

Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Ox*

fords, Pumps, Slippers and Spats

on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

The Victory Shoe Store.

READ THIS
The final effort to have organized root-

ing at Queerf’s will be made on Friday.

Please turn out and yell
; if you can't yell

bring along a tooter.

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is eompltt«.

Best Tungsten Lampa

and Flashlights. Every*

thing 'electrical for ez*

perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Pure Ice Crekm
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

BASKETBALL
Queen’s basketball team seems a good

bet this year. There has been a good turn-

out all fall and the players have practised

faithfully and to all appearances are play-

ing in fine form. The line-Up of the first

team has not been chosen but whatever it

is the McGill and Varsity teams will have

to step lively to slip anything over on us

this year.

For the information of those who are not

already aware of the fact, we would like to

state that Queen's has the best basketball

floor in the Intercollegiate Icagudt

The Meds. having recently passed

through the harrowing experiences of ex-

aminations, and from which many have

not yet recovered their usual composure,

are bound to look with sympathy upon

so many members of sister faculties, who
present the unmistakable “Examination

Facies.” The characteristic nervous and

haunted expression, the seclusiveness ex-

pressed by the desire to be alone (with his

books) is diagnostic.

Into the mind of the budding Medico

rushes tliat familiar and favorite query

of dear old Dr. M.— “What can you do

for the poor fellow? What is your treat-

ment?” What can he do for the poor

fellow? The question repeats itself over

and over in his mind. He searches his

brain for some pharmaceutical method of

treatvnent, but without result. Except

for a few cerebral stimulants he cannot

think of anything in the British Pharma-
copoeia which might help this man. In

the meantime the patient continues to

suffer.

In the midst of his great concern for

the sufferer, so engrossed was he in his

problem that the Medico walked instinc-

tively to the cafeteria, put his lighted

cigarette into his waistcoat pocket and
forgot to help himself to oxygenated
soup. Ah! Yes he forgot—this suggest-

ed to his mind the very thing he wanted,

forgetfulness—Amnesia, why this is the

cause of the dread disease. The very

Winsome Winnie
BY STEPHEN LEACOCK,

AUTHOR OF “SUNSHINE SKETCHES”

“Winsome Winnie,” and other sketches finds Leacock at his

best. _The bopk is a continuation of “Nonsense Novels,” which

book is selling more freely to-day all over the world than when

first published.

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part .of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Minir . Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineer:

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December . ' , ..ril

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queer'- Univccjity.
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SENSATIONAL PRICE-

CUTTING SALE OF FURS

FOR 10 DAYS
at "KingBton’s Famous Fur Store’’

Sale Starts Thursday, Jan. 13tn

and ends Saturday, Jan. 22nd.

our entire stock BOe^ « a

son, luxury tax, gen-

eral trade conditions

and many other rea-

sons are responsible

for the exceedingly

large stock we have

on hand at present,

and which we cannot

afford to carry over

until next season—it

must be turned into

cash—even at a tre-

mendous loss. Here

(with the coldest part of the wiuter

still ahead) is your opportunity to

fecure high-grade Mills Furs at prices

tha,t defy competition.

All sales for cash. No approval.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crosier dr Edgar
20 Market SI., KUgsUm

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

2 Days Only
SATURDAY AND MONDAY

$29
For Overcoats Valued

up to $65

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal. Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

ManufacturerB of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS
BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Order* received at 100 Clergy^ St West,

or 'Phone 564 w. \

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
ENGLISH ESSAY

(Continued from page 2).

us himself, to whet the reader’s appetite,

not to satiate it, to arouse his interest so

that he would think for himself, not to do

alf the thinking for him.

About Bacon’s style it is necessary to

say a few words, Sir Sidney Lee in

“Great ‘Englishmen of the VI. century re-

marks that

“For terseness and pithiness of ex-

pression there is nothing in English to

match Bacon’s essays. His reflections

on human life which he embodies there,

his comments on human nature, especi-

ally on human infirmities, owe most of

their force to the stimulating vigor

which he breathed into English words."

Bacon has no rival in the art of writing

pregnant epigrams, not even amongst the

French whose language lends itself more

easily than any other to aphorism.

“Weighty wisdom, phrastfd with that

point and brevity which only a master of

style could command is scattered through

all his essays, and many of the sentences

are proverbial.” We get examples of this

scattered broadcast throughout his essays.

In the essay “Of Marriage and Single

Life,” we get the following:

“He that hath wife and children, hath

given hostages to fortune, for they are

impediments to great enterprise, either

of virtue or mischief.”

Take this grain of concentrated wis-

dom from the essay on “Studies”

:

“Some books are to be tasted, others

to be swallowed, and some few to be

chewed and digested,”

or again we see how he has put in a

neater fashion an idea ;ivhich Pope ex-

presses in his famous lines,

“A little knowledge, is a dangerous

thing.

Drink deep, nor taste the Persian

spring.”

According to Bacon,

“A little philosophy inclineth a man’s

mind to atheism.

But depth in philosophy bringeth man's

mind to religion.”

(Essay XVI. on Atheism).

Every work of Bacon’s bears witness to

his splendid intellect, but his style is

colored not only by mere intellectual'

strength, but also by imaginative insight,

for some of his greatest passages in the

essays, especially in the one on “Truth”

are the imaginative passages.

Bacon, if he had lived in the present

day would have made an ideal reporter,

such a ten'se and vigorous style as his

would suit the public mind, which fully

realizes the truth of Shakespearis saying,

that,

“Brevity is the soul of wit.”

Thus we see that in the beginning the

English Essay consisted of short studies

of particular subjects, which were writ-

ten in a terse imaginative style, full of

wise aphorisms, and concentrated wis-

dom.

I have treated these essays of Bacon’s

more fully than I will any of his success-

ors, as I think it is necessary that one

should get a good idea of the foundation

upon which as it were, the whole English

Essay up to the present time was built,

andvdeveloped.

Cowley, the next essayist of note after

Bacon, strikes a different key. In his es-

says one can see very plainly the in’

fluence of Montaigue upon his style. Cow-
ley is a more diffuse writer than Bacon,

and his essays show that diffused style

which was a characteristic of many writ-

ers of that period. Like his master, Mon
taigue, he wanders off from the beaten

track into some side lane of thought where

he dqjights to ramble on heedless of direc-

tion. Little can be said of the essay dur-

ing this period save, perhaps, that it lost

the brusque terse style with which Bacon

invested it, and became more diffuse. One
noteworthy thing, however, was the intro-

duction of nature study. Cowley was
fond of nature, and delighted to describe

it, and in his works we get the first traces

of that style of nature study which Isaac

Walton and Gilbert White of Selbourne,

and in our own time Richard Joffries

made popular.

But in the age which followed after

Cowley, there occurred a great change in

English literature and prose, which of

course had a corresponding effect on the

Essay.

The study of Science, and Scientific

Research which had been inaugurated by

Bacon became popular; it became fash-

ionable for the leisured classes to dabble

in science. In 1665 the Royal Society was

founded for the study of scientific re-

search, and as science demands a simple,

and straightforward style, with no frills,

or ornamentations to it, this study of

Science had a marked effect upon the

Essay.

“The Royal Society,” declared the

Bishop of Rochester, “have exacted from

all their members a close, marked, natur-

al way of speaking: positive expressions,

clear sense, anative easiness, bringing all

things as near the mathematical plainess

as they can
;
and preferring the language

of artisans, countrymen, and merchants

before that of wits and scholars!”

This idea is triumphantly put into prac-

tice in the age which followed, the "Aug-

ustan age of Literature” as it has been

called. All writers strove to be natural,

to express themselves simply and plainly,

the intellect rather than the imagination

being brought into play.

This age marked, as has been said be-

fore, a wonderful development of the

Essay. New spirit, the spirit of Sabire

comes into it. Sabire in the hands of

essayists like Swift, Steele, and Addison

became a powerful weapon for attacking

the foibles, and silly fashions of the time,

and the essay became as it were a mentor.

It also became a great political weapon.

Bacon became popular, -it became fash-

It was used by men on both sides to pro-

pogate their cause, and abuse their oppon-

ents. We see this in Swift’s savage at-

tacks on the Whigs in the “Drapiers Let-

ters,” in in his many other pamphlets

written for the Tory party.

The reverse side of the shield is shown

in Addison’s satirical descriptions of the

Tory foxhunting squire, and in his char-

acter of Sir Roger de Coverley, whose de-

lightful simplicity is made the medium of

good naturcd satire on the manners of

the Tory gentleman of that period.

It is when we study closely the essay

of this period that we see what enormous

strides have been made in its style. One
reason, of course, has been given above,

another one, perhaps, is, that owing to the

introduction of coffee houses the social

spirit grew, writers congregated together,

and listening to each others conversation,

tried to reproduce that easy style in their

essays. Dryden in his prose deliberately

imitates the natural rhythm of the Con-

versation which he heard round about

him in Will’s Coffee house.

But it is in Addison’s essays that we
percieve to the full this change.

“Addison” says one critic “may be said

to have almost created and wholly per-

fected English prose as an instrument

for the expression of social thought.” . .

He writes as if some critical

representative of the public were at his

elbow, putting to the test of reason every

sentiment and expression.”

Whfit finer example of humorous satire

can we get than that passage in which he

describes the conversion of a dissenter by
the act of occasional conformity.

He then launched out into praise of

the late act of Parliament for securing the

Church of England, and told me, with

great satisfaction, that he believed it had

already began to take effect, for that a

rigid dissenter who chanced to dine at

his house on Christmas Day had been ob-

served to eat very plentifully of his plum
porridge.”

Then look at the nice attention which

he gives to the balance, rhythm, and clear-

ness of his sentences, examples of these

may be found throughout all his essays,

but- one of the most quoted is the follow-

ing from “the Spectator”. No. 414 Im-

praise of Country Life.

“For this reason we always find the

poet in love with a country life, where

nature apj)ears in the greatest perf^-

tion, and furnishes out all those scenes

(Continued on page 7)

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town,
j

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Get Automobile Skates
YOU’LL FIND THEM BETTER

Most people use Automobile and find them to be the best You’ll do the

same. A full line of Hockey Boots in all sizes-^nly the best.

Come in and let’s fit you up now.

All kinds of Hockey Supplies. Year teams—get our prices.

USE AN EVEREADY DAYLO

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET - PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For

ARXS SCIENCE MEDICINE

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe yon will find our prices lower than elsewhere

special orders for text books—

W

e make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT ' 160-162 Princess Street
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MADE MISTAKE IN LENGTH OF
PENALTY

That “Bobbie” Hewitson. Toronto, who

refereed the Belleville-Queen’s game in

Belleville on Wednesday evening, made a

mistake when he penalized George Stewart

for the rest of the game, is the opinion of

tliose who are in position to know the rul-

ing of the O.H.A. executive. These men

believe that the referee was justified in

sending Stewart to the penalty bench, but

they feel that Hewitson should have stated

the number of minutes’ penalty. While

Stewart was off the ice, and Queen’s were

playing five men to six, Belleville tied the

score, and when overtime was played,

Queen’s only had five men on the ice and

were defeated by one goal. The O.H.A., it

is understood, • has instructions out to re-

ferees that in future, when a penalty is

ordered, the number of minutes should be

stated.

The O.H.A. executive is going to see to

it that professional tactics will not form a

part of the O.H.A. game. One of the

things which the executive is determined

must cease, is crosschecking, and also the

defence players must not interfere with tbe

forward player on the opposite team, unless

they are in possession of the puck. On
many occasions the defence players have

violated this rule.—Whig.

which he can shift to body or jaw, knows

how to hit, covers nicely, right hand* always

ready for an opening. He has a nice punch,

is fairly fast on his feet and has improved

apidly lately."

Sport Jottings.

Harry McNeill is developing or has de-

veloped into a second Chas. Stew'art. The

St. Pats, would come through with a

handsome offer to turn pro. if they could

but see the ease with which he turns off

the difficult ones.

Fahey believes in the biblical quotation

“an eye for an eye, etc.” Brown finding

some one that could give as well

take.

Geo. Stewart seemed to have his elder

brother, Jimmie, eating out of his hand.

Perhaps it was a case of brotherly love? ?

Evans Box received a bad bump dur-

ing Friday night’s game, but the follow-

ing morning his only complaint was that

they had not given him anything to eat.

Great credit is due to Billie Hughes

and his assistants in putting pep into the

boys between periods. A visit to the

dressing room between periods revealed

Billie and his gang working with the boys

until the presperation stood out (on the

former) in great drops.

Pat O’Connor is getting into great

shape to take over the training of the

girls’ basketball team.

BILLIE HUGHES ON THE BOXERS

(Continued from page 1)

left hand but improving all the time, has a

stiff punch, and can take one without show-
ing much effect, nice style and will be heard

from later.

Doorly, 118 lb., has a nice left hand,

hits straight and often. Has a nice right

“hook” with lots of steam behind it, aggres-

sive, fairly fast on his fett, and can both

take and giye punishment. He is improving
all the time.

Lewis, 118 lb. Improving all the time,

aggressive, hits hard and often, a little open
in attack but will soon offset this, can take

punishment, fairly fast on his feet, and will

make good with a little more experience.

Detlor. 118 lb., will have to get down to

business if he intends to defend his laurels.

He has a nice shifty style, good left hand,

a nice right cross, fast on his feet, aggres-

sive and can take punishment. There is

room for improvement, so get busy “Det.”

Sugden. 110 lb. A find in the boxing at

Queen’s. Long and rangy, has a nice left

hand witlt a good right counter; fairly fast

on his feet, has a nice style, and with a little

more knowledge of the game should make
good. He is a hard worker and willing to

learn.

Elbert Holmes, 110 lb., who recently won
his preliminary bout at Queen’s, has a left

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
ENGLISH ESSAY

(Continued from page 6).

that are the most apt to delight the im-

agination.”

We see here the extreme simplicity of

tyle which characterised the essays of the

period, we have a splendidly balanced

sentence, and perfectly harmonious

rhythm.

One other thing to note is that with

this elaboration of style there disappeared

from the essays that egotism which char-

acterised the early essayists, who made

Montaigne their model. The moralising

of men like Addison and Steele is natural

for the age demanded it, but it is free from

the censoriousness of the preacher, the

essayists in their critical and philosopical

papers, do not assume, Bacon did, that

their readers are' not their equal in intel-

ligence, to them, the reader is as fully

qualified as themselves to judge of things.

We now pass into another stage of the

development of the Essay. This next

stagejias for its outstanding example the

works of Dr. Johnson. Round JDr. John-

son are clustered all the great literary

lights of the 18th century. Like Addison

and Steele his essays were published in

the newspaper. His publications were

called the “Idler” and the “Rambler,” and

his essays partook something of the na-

ture of Addison’s. But there is a marked

difference between Johnson and Addison.

Whilst Addison wrote in a simple style,

Johnson writes in a pompous style. He
always uses a ponderous word in prefer-

ence to a simple one, and as his style

was imitated by a numerous host of minor

imitators, there grew up an artificial

style.

A criticism of Dr. Johnson sums up the

characteristics of the essay of that age

that I quote it here. “His periods are

carefully considered and balanced, its pro-

portionate length, emphasis and weight

of heavy words being given to each mem-
ber: homely and familiar words and

phrases, however, apposite or expressive

are rejected as undignified, antithesis does

duty for brilliancy, and an occasional re-

versal of syntax for variety. His utter-

ances are too frequently elaborately dress-

ed commonplaces ; and a laborious para-

graph is employed to evolve a thought

which might have been more forcibly ex-

pressed in a single terse idiomatic phrase.

On the » other hand his writings are

everywhere pervaded by a perfect love of

truth and justice, and an utter abhorrence

of falsehood and fraud by a pure moral-

ity
;
enforced with the strongest emphasis,

by a warm admiration for all things good
and noble, and by the sincerest spirit of

Christian piety. His style, though pon-
derous as it now appears, was not with-

out its good qualities.”

We see from this how during this per-

iod the essay developed a floridness of

style, a style which, however, it was soon
to lose because it was unreal.

We now reach a period which had a

marked influence on all kinds of literature,

“The Romantic Revival.”

This revival which gave to the world
such poets and writers as Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Scott, Shelley, Keats and
Byron, and an author like Scott, was
bound to have some influence upon the

essay,- and so we find in it essayists like

Charles Lamb, Leigh Hunt, William Haz-
lett, De Quincey, Carlyle, Francis Jeffry,

and MacAulay.

(Continued on page 8).

The Problem of the Ages—The Restless

Sex.

ENJOY THEM TO-DAY.

^ NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in. your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—^Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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GLOVES

We are showing an immense

assortment of Fine Gloves m the

best makes, for men and ladies.

$1.25 to $7.00.

This is the Glove Store of the City

Campbell Bros.
122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you &ress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, ajid that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

THE DEVELOi>MENT OF THE
ENGLISft ESSAY

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and
eonservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of ^uits. All our

high class suits to be offered now in-

.stcad of in the customary January

Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

'^he Better Value Store

(Continued from page 7).

In this period we find, perhaps, one of

the greatest periods in the development of

the essay. We have the autobiographical

•essay shown in De Quincey’s “Confes-

sions of an opium eater.” The critical

and historical essay exemplified in the

essays of Macaulay and Jeffry, the phil-

osophical essay of William Hazlett, the

social reform essays of Thomas Carlyle

and the quaint delicate humor of Charles

Lamb, all contributing towards its devel-

opment. It was a wonderful age, and it

is extremely difficult to explain the de-

velopment of the essay in a fevf words,

various are. the styles of the different

writers.

The new era was a critical era, “its

criticism,” as one writer says, “is at once

historical and aesthetic—historical in so

far as it judged a man’s work relatively

to his time ;
aesthetic, inasmuch as it

tried to recreate the work itself, and ap-

preciate it as the expression of an indi-

vidual temperament.”

We get those delightful discursive con-

fidences of' Charles Lamb given to us in

the “Essays of Elia.” “No one could

gossip more delightfully in print than he,

nor more casually or whimsically convey

so much good- sense and imagination

sensibility. He is the phantastic philoso-

pher of the common places of life : the

prince of guides to the byeways of

thought and feelings.” Where will one

find such a deliciously fantastic piece of

writing as his fabulous “Dissertation

upon Roast Pig,” or his “Grace Before

Meat.”

De Quincey, too, was a gfenius on other

'ines, he is most noted for his fine and

poignant piece of autobiography, the

“Confessions of an Opium Eater.”

Macaulay in his historical essays writes

splendid English, his phrases are splendid-

ly balanced, his style is lucid, and clear,

md is a model for anyone wanting to

earn how to write clear forcible English.

Of Carlyle it can be said that he delib-

rately created a style of his own, rough,

• et marvelously vivid, enlightened with

hashes of ironic humor, which gives a

harp relish to the abundance of lumin-

ous criticism which 'his writings contain.

It is hard, as has been said before, to

Miramarise the development of the essay

during this period, perhaps by comparing

it with -its forerunners we can get some

ifjea of its advance. Bacon, Addison and

Swift, kept the essay confined within cer-

tain channels, they bound it down as it

were, but here it has burst all bounds,

every section of interest to mankind is

touched by it, all earning is its province,

history, biography, philosophy, religion,

social reform, politics, manners of the

times, literary criticism, all give it oppor-:

tunities for expression. The florid style

has gone, and onermore we get the clear,

forcibly expressed style which it lost in

the days of Dr. Johnson, once more the

writers aim at being natural, not artificial.

This continues to be the outstanding

feature of the essay to the present day,

our modern essayists like Ruskin. Austin

Dobson, Richard Jeffries, Matthew Arn-

old, and Henry Huxley have all striven

to express themselves in the simple un-'

affected styles of these earlier writers,

and their essays have gained force and
strength from this simnlicity.

We see then how the essay has de-

veloped since its inception, from the

rough terse notes of Bacon, it passed

through many changes. We saw'its de-

velopment as an instrument of satire, and

political warfare in the 17th century, hov/

it was restricted there to certain chan-

nels, how it suffered from artificiality an '

pomposity in the days of Dr. Johnsf-"

how under the influence of the Roman-'
Revival it broke its bonds, and made all

learning its province interesting itself in

literary criticism, social reform, histo

biography, philosophy, and the one ht .

dred and one other ways in which m. •

kind might be benefitted and entertain

We Knew We Were
— [j»/ r

ra'®/ 1 Starting Something

\ When we started our 25% Sale. New

^ Shoes have come down at the fac-

tories, but not over 15%. We offer

your choice of our large stock of

gol3ti shoes, 25%. Gun Metal Pumps,
Patent Pumps. Patent Oxfords,

Now Cost You $5.25.

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

,TAURAJ£
AFTER AN AUTO RIDE

or a walk or the theatre when you feel

like eating something nice and tasty stop

in this restaurant and you’ll be sure to -

get just what you want. You’ll find our

service prompt and deft and our food

cooked to perfection. To eat here once

is to decide on making it a habit.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf^ Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

RAND THEATRE

SEST IN PHOTO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

tinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US' A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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THE iNSIDE OF A
JAPANESE JAIL

DR. SCHOFIELD, OF KOREA,

TO ADDRESS THE
STUDENTS

UNIORS AGAIN
VICTORIOUS

Those who know Dr. F. W. Schofield, of

Korea, will tell you that there is a treat in

store for all who hear him. He has certain

things in his favour as a lecturer. He has

first hand information about affairs

Korea and he has the faculty of making a

striking presentation of the facts. He has

a pithy, often grotesque humour that livens

the hour. He has a strict orthodoxy that

makes his comments upon Christian life

both challenging and provoking, without

detracting from one’s admiration for the

spealcer.

Schofield was sent to Korea in 1916 by

the Foreign Mission Board of the Presby-

terian Church in Canada. He holds the

chair of Bacteriology in the Severance

Union Medical College in the capital. He

khas come into contact with much of the

^ young life of Korea. He has seen, at first

hand, the student class chafing under the

domination of Japan, and seeking some

means of self-expression. He saw the capi-

tal throw off its ten years lethargy and

shout itself hoarse for independence. He

also the response that came from the

Japanese soldiers and gendarmes. He

knows the independence movement as no

one else.

But more than this, Schofield took up the

cudgels on behalf of the 30,000 odd poli-

tical prisoners in the jails. He got entrance

where no one else could, where no one else

would venture. He faced the head of the

police department in his office and chal-

lenged him to deny torture and indecent

treatment of prisoners. He got his permis-

sion to visit the jails of the country, and he

learned the facts of the case at first hand.

No other man could have done what he

did. Why ? You’ve got to see and-hear the

man for yourself to learn why. Come and

hear him.

The programme so far arranged for

Schofield’s visit to Queen’s is as follows

;

Friday afternoon, 4 o’clock—S. V. B.

Saturday evening—A. M. S.

Sunday. 10 a.m.—Prof. Morison's Bible

Class.

Sunday, 2 p.m.—Prof. Matheson’s Bible

Class.

SPECIAL ADDRESS
FOR STUDENTS

OUTCLASS OPPONENTS ON THE
FAST ICE MONDAY

NIGHT
' Queen’s Juniors administered a good

walloping to Frontenacs “B” on Monday

night when they tallied fifteen goals

against Frontenacs’ two. The game was

rather good to watch as it wasn’t so one-

sided as the score would appear. The

Frontenacs have some good material

which in another year will be greatly im-

proved.

The game was at no time rough and

was played on a fast sheet of ice.

The first period was the best of the

three. Queen’s got four past Montgom-

ery in this third. Quinn had to work as

there were quite a few shots rained in on

him. None got by, however, in this per-

iod.

In the second the better condition of

the college players was brought out, and

even more so in the third. In the second

period six goals were scored, one by

Frontenacs and five by Queen’s. In the

-final one more by Frontenacs and six

more by Queen’s, making in all, Queen’s

15, Frontenacs 2.

The tri-color showed a superiority in

both team work and individual rushes.

Nickle is a hard worker and a good shot

and accounted for more than one of the

goals.

Quinn played a whale of a game, saving

a number of sure goals. He was relieved

by Gennond in the third, who also show-

ed some class.

For Frontenacs Davidson showed up

the best.

Although they put up a good heady

game, Queen’s defence have a few weak

spots, but will no doubt remedy these

when they come up against a hard team.

Queen’s III. Frontenacs “B”

Goal.

PROF. J. F. McFAYDEN SPEAKS IN

ST. PAUL’S CHURCH
ON SUNDAY

H. R. MacCALLUM
RHODES SCHOLAR

ANOTHER QUEEN’S MAN WINS
COVETED TITLE

FOR 1921

The first of a series of addresses to be

given by the staff of Queen’s Theological

College in the city churches was delivered

by Prof. McFayden, Sunday evening in

St. Paul’s Anglican Church. Prof. Mc-

Fadyen who had spent twenty years as a

missionary in India made a very effective

appeal on behalf of foreign missions, as

well as recruits for the Christian minis-

try.

When Reid came into the world at

Aintab, Turkey, another philosopher was

born. This philosopher arrived in King-

ston in 1910, and entered on an Arts

course at Queen’s in 1914. Here his in-

terests were those of a student and he

brought to every subject unusual breadth

of outlook and depth of sympathy. The

drama is his hobby. In his college days

Reynolds

Emery

McDonald

Nickle

Johnston

THE BULLETIN

Friday

—

4.15—^Prof. McFadyen.

Saturday:

—

2.00 p.m.—Basketball.

3.00 p.m.—Basketball.

7.00 p.m.—A.M.S., Drr Schofield.

7.30 p.m.—Hockey, Queen’s vs Fron-

tenacs.

Sunday

—

7.00 p.m.—St. Andrew’s Church, Prof.

W. Morgan, D.D.

Tuesday

—

4.00 p.m.—The Wisdom Literature, Dr,

Jordan, Apologetics Room.

8.00 p.m.—Basketball, McGill I.

Queen’s I.

Germond
Whittock

McWilliams
Referee—B. S. M. Walker.

Centre.

Wings

Spare

Montgomery

Hawkins
Sutherland

Davidson

Angrove
Taugher

Weaver
Derry

On Wednesday evening, Frontenacs

succeeded in defeating Belleville in the

intermediate O.H.A. to the tune of 4-3.

The game was very fast and even. At

the end of the first period the score stood

1-1, at end of second period- 2-2, and at

end of third period 4-3 for Frontenacs.

This increases Queen’s chances and hopes

considerably, as the group is now a

three-cornered tie with one win and one

Canon FitzGerald, rector of St. Paul’s,

in introducing Prof. McFadyen, stated

it was a great pleasure to welcome a re-

presentative from another church to the

pulpit, pointing out that it was the first

time for a clergyman of another Protes-

tant church to occupy an Anglican church

pulpit in Kingston at a Sunday service.

The rector expressed his thanks to Prof.

McFadyen for accepting the invitation

which was made in compliance with the

express wish of the Lambeth Conference.

Prof. McFadyen based his remarks on

Acts X, 34: “I perceive that God is no

respector of persons,” and prefaced his

remarks by expressing-to Canon FitzGer-

ald, the profound and hearty thanks of

Queen’s Theological College, as well as

his own, for the rector’s kind invitation

to him to take part in the service. His

subject was the first of a series of special

addresses to be- given by the staff of

Queen’s Theological College to young

men and women on life service. He stat-

ed that there was too much emphasis

placed on the claims of technical and iu-

dustriaf professions, and the pursuit of a

living. But after all there was no differ-

ence between the industrial, philanthropic

and religious professions, although the

"tendency was to overlook the claims of

the latter two, and to forget that man

cannot live by bread alone. The spiritual

life of the world can only be preserved

by ever keeping this in mind.

In every community there are young

men and women who can best serve God

by devoting themselves to religious work.

One often regrets to notice the antipathy

shown in certain circles in regard to the

church’s missionary- obligations. For ex-

ample, one of the ironies of life is to find

in England today, a woman who devotes

her time and surplus energies in defense

of the Indian religions as being satisfac-

tory to the needs of the people. This

was a false idea. If it is true that today

we send our merchandise, science,

modern methods of production, English

language and literature, and political

science to the peoples of the east, why

not our religion ? There is a demand for

it, and Christianity is certainly good to

export. If a doctor discovers a cure it is

his duty to make it known, and so it is

with transportation, scientific discovery

Reid was something of a fatalist, and used

to declare that fate would force him into

the ministry in spite of himself and as

proof of this he did very successful work

on a mission field in Alberta in 1915.'

He went overseas wtih the Reinforcing

Draft of Queen’s Military Hospital in

March, 1916, and was stationed with No. 7

General at Etaples. Here he made a name

for himself in caring for the wounded and

dying.

He returned to Queen’s in the fall of

1919, after finishing upr-the work in

France. Here he agahl was conspicuous

by the position of his name at the head

of Divi^on I. or Honours I.

In the summer of 1920. he was chosen

as R4todes Scholar and before going over-

seas the first of this year to commence

his studies he completed his training on

the tennis courts, south of Gordon Hall.

We feel confident in predicting that not

only will Reid uphold the traditions of

the Quefen’s men who have precededjiim

at Oxford, but that he will add fresh

laurels to the name of Queen’s University

of Canada in that old and conservative

seat of learning.

lose for each. When Queen’s and Belle- and invention, and why not with religion?

ville next meet we hope that the teams It may be true that the Gospel is not

will be evenly matched in numbers at wanted in some places, but the Macedon-

least. ians did not want Paul or his gospel at

first. To-day the world wants us and it

needs us.

The great question for young men and

women today is how they can spend their

lives? How can they invest their lives,

to the best advantage? They must be

prepared to lay on the altar every talent,

for the qualifications are still rising. In

speaking of the East, Prof. McFadyen

said that the motto was, “He must in-

crease. if I must decrease !” Missionaries

who go to the East to-day must be men

endowed with the great qualities of pa-

(Continued on page 7).
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capita! $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided

Profits $8,660.//^

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDITORIAL
QPuppn’a Sournal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP
QtTEBN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-muralB, $1.00; Extra-murals ic
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B E SPARKS ERNEST B. SPARKS,

D.DS“ D S„ M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C,

Sparks & Sparks
dentists

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Ccrnovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER
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KOLA PIPES
NEW SHIPMENT JUST

ARRIVED
Large selection of classy shapes.

All guaranteed.

THE CITY PIPE SHOP

JACK F. ELDER
)9 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f
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Next General Meeting
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The Bank of Nova Scotia
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$ 9,700.000
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Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Mott Uodem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught

- Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS,

examinations.
We had been cramming intensively for

several weeks, days, hours, and minutes

until our head was stuffed with wretched

formulae, facts, dates in such a confusing

and confused mass that when the day and

hour of examination came our poor brain

was in a state of bewildering chaos. There

was no escape from doom however. Two

o’clock found us -racing toward Grant Hall

with a small piece of paper grasped firmly

between the thumb and forefinger of our

right hand. We muttered over and over to

ourselves X X ^ fond hope

that these mystic symbols might assist us

in passing through the ordeal. We appre-

ciated somewhat tlie position of the good

old English martyr who thrust his hand into

the flame. We are of opinion that it was

his right hand and that he was due to write

a final honour examination. But, how

could a man write with his hand burnt un-

less he were ambidextrous and there is no

record to show that he was. All the way

to Grant Hall we took great care in picking

our steps along the icy pavement always be-

ing sure to place our feet on the most slip-

pery places we could find. Now, had we

been on our way to a social evening and on

our way to call for the lady (beg pardon

Levana!) we could have fallen at least

twice between the house and the lady s

home where’ we would have arrived, per-

fectly about ten minutes late, limping and

sore and looking for sympathy. But in

spite of our earnest attempts to prevent it

we maintained an upright position all the

way to Grant Hall, arriving sound in body

but very disturbed in mind.

Putting on as brave and smiling an ap-

pearance as the approach of doom generally

permits we tried to saunter in with an air

of easy nonchalance, having first made our-

selves clear on the very important point as

to whether the colour of our examination

book should be red, yellow or blue. It is an

extremely bright feature of the examina-

tions that the authorities provide examina-

tion books in the College colours. Besides

the colours coincide with one’s feelings so

well. When we see examinations set by

certain professors we invariably see red,

others make us feel decidedly blue, especial-

ly if the examination happens to be on

Monday, and the yellow makes us think of

the golden coin we intend to win as a prize

some day on the moot question “Examina-

tions why or why not?”

The kind hearted professors are moving

here and there amongst the happy throng

(as they say in the society columns) and

placing before eacli, invited but unwilling,

guest the menu. But only the brave can

stand the fare. We look over our sheet

from top to bottom, praying earnestly that

we may have the good luck to find some

friendly hook upon which we can

beloved formula. A great llirill ^

rushes over us. Yes I there in

small blue blotting paper within easy reach

and our examination book at the correct

angle as set forth in the old style copy books

in the public school.

After several attempts. to write we dis

cover that our pen is quite as innocent of

ink as the famous “everpoint” pencil. We
try to tap on our table with an air half of

authority and half of pleading. One does

not want to be peremptory towards the

proctors and yet one is afraid that they will

not hear his summons. With fifteen min-

utes already gone we are beginning to get

a bit frantic. We see other members of our

class already spreading ink on the pages at

the approximate rate of one hundred and

thirty words to the minute and we begin to

wonder how many books they will fill in

three hours. But now we must really get

busy. We turn once more to question six,

subsection "k’’ and everything goes merrily.

Our pen is working faithfully and the

thoughts are rushing, (goodness knows

from where), at an almost disconcerting

speed. 'We reach the place where the

formula fits in and then, where is that

formula? Echo answers “where?” Again

we ask “what is that formula?” and again

echo answers. We tear our hair, we look

over our paper from top to bottom, on both

sides, hoping that the elusive formula will

be hiding around the corner. We curse

loud curses under our breath and wish that

the days were not passed when we wore

stiff cuffs. We begin to wonder if the Uni-

versity authorities are in league with the

shirt manufacturers to ensure that college

students shall wear nothing but soft cuffs

at examination times? “Who,” we ask

again, “could possibly carry notes on Those

flimsy things?” But we are desperate and

we go over all the alphabet saying each

letter twice over trying to recover our “first

fine careless rapture.” At last the formula

pops up its head. We seize it quickly and

get it down in its correct place before it can

possibly escape.

A. half hour is gone and we have one-

tenth of one question answered and that

leaves six more to do. We grasp our cour-

age firmly in both hands, take a long im-

aginary drink of prescription number six,

swallow three or four grains of caffeine and

start in to show that we can make at least

enough marks to get by. Our professor has

been standing watching us intently, more

worried than we ourselves, for he has given

of 4iis best' to us and wants us to do our

best for him.

When he sees us finally get into our

stride there is an almost benign smile suf-

fuses his face and being thus encouraged

we soon begin to make up for time lo.st over

the non-essential formula. By the time the

gong clangs four bells we are literally “step-

ping on the gas” and from that time are

quite oblivious to our surroundings until a

stern voice says “the examination will close

in five minutes. Pay attention to rule num-

ber nine.” At the end of four minutes and

fifty-nine seconds we fold our books, ob-

serve rule nine, and head held erect with

high hope we sail forth to meet with our

fellows and hold the daily post-mortem

ceremony.'

Black

to

White
^ Few “folks” realize the

diversity of color to be

found in diamonds—Black,

Brown, Blue, Yellow, By-
water and off-color, &c.,

&c., as well as White.

^ Even in so-called white

diamonds there is more
diversity than in the'^om-
plexions of the white
branch of the human fam-

ily.

^ You know as well as we
do there are complex-

ions and complexions.

^ When we speak of Ryrie

diamonds being white,

we mean the pure, unadul-

terated white, with no a

mental reservations what-

ever.

^ Every time you look at

a Ryrie diamond you
are looking at a standard

of quality reached by few
and excelled.by none.

^ Egotistical ! do you say ?

It may sound so, but is

none the less absolutely

truthful.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 3Sc

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144w.

number si.x subsection “k” we find •,
.

,

place where the formula should ‘

Removing our pen from the pocke» hoid.

ii flclinitelv at the >lo| > We p

THE JOURNAL STAFF AWAKES

For the first time in several years the

Journal Staff is going to hold a social

evening, thereby proving that the staff’s

thoughts are not wholly and sollly bound

up on the production of the college paper.

There is a great deal more work in con-

nection with the Journal than anyone, ex-

cept the unfortunates, have any idea of.

All work and no play, however, make

Jack a dull boy, hence play we must, at

least for one evening.

,
The social evening is scheduled for the

second week in February and if indica-

j

lions are anything to go by, it will be the

ent of the season. Read your Journal

refully for a further announcement and

lien the tickets go on sale, be sure to

:urc voiirs t

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

DANCE AND CARD PARTY

Under the auspices of the

Women’s Aid Society

of the

Kingston General Hospital

in the City Hall and Ontario

Hall, on

Thursday, January 27, 1921

at Eight O’clock

Tickets $1.00, and Tax 10c.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

0 Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

Page Three

MEDICINE

Crepe de Chene

and

Georgette Blouses

Priced up to $11.50

CLEARING AT $5.00 EACH

.Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SakelFs
ICE CREAM- PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

Quyeen s

!

We thank you for the business

you have given this year, and hope

for its continuance.

We wish you, one and all, a

Merry Xmas and a Bright and

Prosperous New Year.

McKenzie^s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET

{Over Royal Bank)

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUSf BE RIGHT"

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen's Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

,
If you already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

We would like to know who the sel-

ect few were who received over 60 in

pediatrics, not that we are personally in-

terested, but just from a matter of cur-

iosity.

AESCULAPIAN SOCIETY
A well-attended meeting of the Aescul-

apian Society, (there were present actu

ally three members more than needed for

a quorum) was held in the Pathology

Room, New Medical Building, Wednes-
day evening at 5. R. J. Third occupied

the chair or rather stood beside the chair

occupied by Mr. I. W. James, the secre-

tary, who faithfully kept account of the

various members who spoke and the num-
ber of times each spoke on any one mo-
tion. It seemed a needless waste of time
to wait for a quorum, which was finally

rounded up at 5.05 p.m., as there were
only five members had anything to say,

two of these being the aforementioned
Messrs. Third and James.

The meeting opened as usual by the

president calling for order and without
waiting for the echoes to die away an-

nounced that Mr. Curphey would criticise

the various members as well as the meet-
ing in general.

The secretary was then asked to read

the minutes 'of the last regular meeting.

He got as far as the names of the mem-
bers of the Dinner Committee and had
only read the name of the General Con-
vener, Dr. Irwin, when the meeting de-
cided that they had heard enough, so
prayed him to cease. He answered their

prayers by passing to the reading of com-
munications. One was from the Asst.
Secretary of the Faculty, wishing the
members a happy and prosperous New
Year, and others which were not quite
so acceptable, namely, the usual quota of
unpaid bills. These were received amidst
great applause.

The meeting then passed to proposi-
tions and motions when a barrage of mo-
tions, in which Mr. Maitland and Mr.
Murray figured prominently, instructing
the secretary to pass these accounts on
to the Treasurer for prompt payment.
The Pnesideiit then called on the critic

for his report, but he contented himself
with moving adjournment as there was,
as usual, nothing to criticize in the well-
conducted meeting presided over by Mr
Third.

fumes, the patient quietly swooned away
with a look of mild reproach upon his

face, amid loud cheering from the onlook-

ers.

Dr. Harris of Heart and Lung fame
then spoke on “The susceptibility of

bandsmen to disease,” dwelling particul-

arly upon emphysema. He maintained

that all bandsmen are susceptible, partic-

ularly those playing wind instruments.

After he had resumed his seat, a resolu-

tion was unanimously adopted, condemn-
ing all band organizations, on the grounds
that they lowered the vitality of the na-

tion.

The concluding address was given by
one whose identity has been kept secret,

for diplomatic reasons. He spoke on the

subject of infant feeding, and stated that

the science of medicine would be revolu-

tionized by his discovery that an infant

five months of age should be fed upon
sweetened limewater.

Immediately following this, the Nation-
al Anthem was rendered with great

fervour and the convention adjournea,

‘At Home”, Tuesdays and -Thursdays,

9 a.m., 5 p.m.

We welcome back to the fold those

members who were in New York during

the Christmas vacation, taking the extra

course
; and also “Dad” White who spent

the holidays on the “bald-headed prair-

ies." The year is now complete again,

and able to carry on as usual.

20 Per Cent

Discount
on all

Tweed and Worsted

SUITS
also on

OVERCOATS
All New Goods

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

The. final year is apparently labouring
under hallucinations of the most intense

variety, which Neither psycho-theapy nor
medical science can efface, but O tffe bit-

ter disappointment they will suffer when

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER .^..11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER S.OO to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week. --

Special 'I ickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

the grim reality of things strikes them
and the hockey championship comes to

its rightful owners, when only the mem-
ories of “what might have been” are left

to console them, in their deep mental
anguish.

Med. ’22.

Within the next decade we may, per-
haps read in the morning papers, the ac-

count of a certain medical convention not
unlike the following:

The Medical Association of the County
of M opened its annual convention
yesterday niorning, with a large atten-
dance of Medical men from far and near
Many eminent authorities were present,
and the day was given to addresses upon
topics of great interest to th'e profession.

Dr. A. B. Clayton was the first speaker.
He took his place on the platform amid
great cheers, and addressed the assembly
upon the subject of "The Clinical Ther-
mometer and how to properly read itjl

The good spirits of his audience were kept
up by the many amusing incidents which
he related, and when he concluded, they
all with one accord voted him “A Jolly
Good Fellow.”

Following this. Dr. Wingham, the well
known myologist gave an illuminating
address on “The Musculature of the
Body,” describing, to his hearers, func-
tions of certain muscles, hitherto un-
known. When he concluded, he resumed
his seat, mopping the perspiration from
his face, amid round after round of ap-
plause.

The Convention then adjourned for
lunch, where Dr. MacKinnon gave a short
discourse on “Why we Eat.”
During the first part of the afternoon

session Dr. Wilson demonstrated tin
powers of his newly' discovered anaes
thetic “Havana-form,” a supply of which ,

he had recently brought from New York
After describing its composition and ac :

tion he proceeded to demonstrate upon
a patient who had consented to be the vie
tiin. After one whiff of the powerfu

^

Suits Made to Measure
All Imported Tweeds, Blue and Black Worsteds and
Cheviots, regular $60.00, $65.00 and $70.00, For $49.50
All Imported Tweeds, Blue and Black Worsteds and
Cheviots, Reg. $75.00, $80.00, $85.00, $90.00, For $65.00

25% Off All University Sweaters.

Livingston’s
7S-79 Brock Street

Founded 1847.

If off your route, it pays to walk.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawfordy& Walsh
Corner of

brock & BAGOT STREETS.

SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NOTES

To Science ’23 and ’24—celebrate the end

of your exams and trials by coming over to

the Engineering meeting, Friday, at 5 p.m.

Listen and take part in the discussions,

which are so important to you. We need

your ideas and suggestions if the meeting

is to be a success.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
'

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

The Inter-year hockey schedule is (we

hope) published in this issue. Support

your team by “rooting” or playing and so

get ready for the Tnter-faculty series later

on.

Mr. D. G. H. Wright, Mining '21, was in

Toronto last week presenting a report of

his summer’s work to the Bureau of Mines.

Mr. Wright’s report on “The Lava Flows

of Cooke Township, Northern Ontario”

promises to be a revelation in Pre Cambrian

geology.

Our genial President disappeared for

several days. Ottawa? Yes, we believe,so.

No ties will be played off. A win count-

ing 2 points ;
tie counting 1 point.

Managers of teams will arrange for hour

of game and officials.

Expense of rink to be paid equally by

teams playing.

The father fails before their eyes—how
guess?

And so the players play, the dancers

dance,

The critics clap or hiss as vagaries seize

And bend their fanoies—but the various

chance

That breathes of pain to Those stands

off from These!

“E. L.”

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

AaOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.

AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

To You AND Yous.

Yes, Science men
This column

Is yours

And you know

It should contain

All the news
' Of Engineers

—

But

It will not

Edit itself

And
We cannot print

News or jokes or poems

If

We don’t get them ^
So

^ Whyinell

Don’t you

And
All the Yous

^
Get busy

Show “Pep.”

And help us out

If you hear a joke

On Pat., Tubbey or Red

Don’t be stingy

—

Let us all laugh

And then

When they get one

On you '

We’ll laugh again.

Send in your dope

Or tell us about it

And we will

Write it for you

And
THANK YOU,

TEAR LAUGHTER
When out upon the stage the players go.

Their smiling lips, fleet feet, and flashing

eyes

Set me awondering if the watchers know

The pain that often back of glitter lies?

Illness^ fatigue, swift-clouding circum-

stances.

The clammy clutch of sorrow . .

What's amiss?'

Paint them a smile—they’ll mask their

hearts and dance.

Dance well to gain a murmur, ill, a hiss

!

The languid, yonder, in the scented shade,

Whose jewels flash, whose teeth gleam

now and then

So cynically cold, must needs be made

Less bored, more gay, startled, surprised

again.

Who plays to-night? . . . Oh, he or she

.... What? They ~
Are done ;

why show us failures who are

through?

Bah! Look at them—how white shells!

Away
With him; he’s old; bring on someone

that’s new!”

Little they know she’ll never play again

;

How can THEY hear her prayer for one

success?

Are THEY to glimpse his child, slow-

dying, when

SCIENCE ’23

Now that the examinations are on, I

think that the Professors will agree that

some of the best humor is found on ex-

amination papers. The following are a

few answers culled from a rural school

examination.
'

“If you want to keep your teeth from

decaying, you want to keep all food out

of them.”

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

w and

, Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

How Times Change.

Year 1610—Indians sell Manhattan Is-

land fqr a case of whiskey.

Year 1920—Citizens offer to swap

back. .

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-

STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the

direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

Our cynic remarks:—^Try to put her on

the shelf—then you’ll know a woman like

book.

Some of those people who eat at the

Cafeteria seem to regard spoons as a sort

of medicine—to be taken after meals.

Sign posted in the Cafeteria: “Don’i

make fun of our tea or coffee. You may
be cold and weak yourself some day.”

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
TRAINING. HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE arc provided for in the courses of

Study in Public, Separate, Continuation

and' High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1920

Inter-Year flocKEY Schedule for

Science.

January 24^Freshmen vs. Sophomores.
“ 25—Juniors vs. Seniors.

“ 27—^Freshmen vs. Juniors.

“ 28—Sophomores vs. Seniors.

“ 31—Sophomores vs. Juniors.

February 1—Freshmen vs. Seniors.

“ 3—Sophomores vs. Freshmen.
“ A—^Juniors vs. Seniors.

" 7—^Juniors vs. Freshmen.
“ 8—Seniors vs. Sophomores.
“ 10—Juniors vs. Sophomores.
“ 11—Seniors vs. Freshmen.

Six man hockey will be played, tliree sub-

stitutes allowed who may be used at any

time.

“The climate is fertile, but along the

coast it is a little rocky.”

“An Isthmus is a bit of land joining

one end to another.”

“Hamilton is in Toronto.”

“A plan'et is a flash of light caused by

the sun.”

Q. What was the Great Plague.

A. The Great Plague was that every-

body was to come to the Protestant

church.

Q.—What was the "Great Charter.”

A.^The “Great Charter” was some-

thing like a waggon. It had two wheels

and two great knives from each side.

A river is a lot of streams flowing over

the mountains.

Camels and Reindeers are found in

U.S.A.

BIBBI’S
Style Headquarters

Men’s and Young Men’s

Suits and Overcoats
I

AT PM WAR PRICES

WE ARE GOING TO KEEP THE KETTLE BOILING

'
. YOUNG MEN’S ULSTERETTES

All new models for this season’s trade.

CLEARING PRICE j
• • • • $25.00

OUR SUITS AT $35.00

Are real wonders, beautifully tailored from choice aU wool

cheviots. All new models.

THE m:st for less

Every Garment we sell is a leader in its class.

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street

\
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a d IIBWARROW
COLLAR-„
foKoW the jWXOW^D
YOU FOLLOW THE SXylE
Cluett. Pc«bo«iy V Ct»- o( Canada. Liroi^

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKBR and FURNITURE

dealer

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in Ufe is an Endow-

ment Policy, in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful min^. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610: Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

ARTS
GRIEF NOTES OF THE WEEK

FORCED OUT SALE

Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stSock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY'STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

There is not much laughter in the Club

Room these days; the caustic “Vigente-

tun” is never there and even happy "Ben

is failing us; the place is as gloomy as

a morgue, with here and there groups of

men talking in anxious whispers; the ex-

ams. are on. Since early in the month

there have been deep and desperate in-

halings of notes and lectures and now

everyone is trying to hold his breath un-

til the week is over. Despite the terrific

strain no one has yet cracked under it,

and as the week draws to a close the

authorities at Rockwood are gradually

dismissing the extra attendants hired to

meet the emergency. (Note—Strangers

puzzled by a certain queernees in some

of the seniors must remember that we

have several chronic cases not attribut-

able to the examinations). Let it be said

for the honour of the faculty that one man,

who modestly witholds his- name, forced

himself to the use of stimulants before

and after most of his papers^ lest he

break down and disgrace his year.

The examinations serve a purpose in

helping to knit the faculty together; men

of every year find they have some com-

mon sentiments or remarks to make

about the papers and some are very com-

mon indeed. Tomorrow pens will be laid

down. “Ben” will have a joke and "Vigen-

tetun” an opinion, and'the notice boards

will become centres of interest for the

anxious almosts-r-it will be all over, but

the doubting. Of course, the examina-

tions have their place (this has been ex-

plicitly mentioned quite frequently), and

the students show very broadminded

considerateness in their frequent affirma-

tions of how glad they are that the.Profs.

are getting a rest from lecturing. The

Arts students sum up their attitude to-

wards the exams, in their usual fair-

minded manner when they say
—

“they’re

all write.” Pardon, reader; reader, par-

don ; the tension of the times is our sole

excuse.

Just one word more. Our own relapse

is taking the form of a migration out of

town for the week-end, and we shall not

be back in time to submit our usual sup-

ply of space-filler for this column. If

any kind friend ^uld care to drop a con-

tribution into the Journal box at the Arts

Club Room door, labelling the same “Arts
21,” with their signature, it will find its

\^y hither, and our good old year will

be represented as per usual. What a

glorious opportunity for some of those

whom we have used unkindly to get one
back at us!

' WHO IS THE OLDEST LIVING
GRADUATE?

Mid-Winter

Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Ox«

fords, Pumps, Slippers and Spats

on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

The Victory Shoe Store.

’PHONE 486

We have at hand a letter from Rev.

John McMillan who graduated in 1865 in

Arts, 56 years ago. He says, "I graduat-

ed in Arts 1865, and I have unto the pre-

sent day taken a deep interest in my
“Alma Mater” and have always rejoiced

in its prosperity. May increasing success

attend it from year to year.”

If we all took as deep an interest in our

Alma Mater as Mr. McMillan has, if

we all took an interest in the Journal as

Mr. HcMillan has, would not “Old

Queen’s” be a wonderful place to be?

what I can put in it.

If you know of any living persons who
graduated f rom Queen’s more than 56

years ago, kindly inform* us about the

matter. Here’s wishing Mr. McMillan

several years of life yet, and thanking

him for his kind felicitations.

gr6up
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone^318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

When Jerry Stevenson returned to

town a day or two ago he went at once

to the house where he had roomed for

the 'last two years, but to his profound

disappointment his former landlady—the

one who was used to him—failed to ans-

wer the door. In her stead was a new
owner and, Jerry, not knowing whether

or not she would be renting rooms, was

puzzled for a moment as to how to ac-

cost her. However, a brilliant inspiration

made him smile his most ingra'tiating

smile and gurgle, “I may be insulting

you, madam, but do you rent rooms?”

She did.

Also will the year please note that those

handing in photographs for the year-

book over the week-end are requested to

hand them to Miss Curry or to Mr. A. B.

Ransom, until the secretary’s return.

5TH FIELD COMPANY

The issue of uniforms for the 5th Field

Company puts one in mind of the days

gone by when you were issued with an

outfit that made you look as if you were

wearing dad’s and kept you busy from

getting lost in them.

ARTS ’21

Examination week is all but over, and

once again we have displayed our know-
ledge or our ignorance as the case may
be. After many days of hard plugging,

and many weary and restless nights

wherein we burnt so much midnight elec-

tricity that the landladies began to won-
der if the metres were racing against

time, the students of Queen’s have again

laid their store of accumulated knowledge
before the professors, for better or for

worse. Many were the anxious moments
when they trembled at the thought of ap-

proaching doom
; many were the sighs

of relief when they s%w that the papers
were not so bad as they had expected
after all

;
and many were the smothered

curses—not loud, but deep—when they
found they were even worse.

What a relapse we shall all take now
No more will our windows twinkle like

comets in the wee sma’ hours of the
morning; no more will the managers

^
the theatres wonder if the students hai r

decided to take their vacation in Januai
; g

instead of the summer. What do v
care? Let us eat, drink, and be merr .

for April is only three months away.

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is eomplsl*.

Best Tungsten Lan^u

and Flashlights. £var;f*

thing electrical for ax*

perimental purposae.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS-GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PKINCESS STREET

Winsome Winnie
BY STEPHEN LEACOCK,

AUTHOR OF “SUNSHINE SKETCHES”

“Winsome Winnie,” and other sketches finds Leacock at his

best. The book is a continuation of “Nonsense Novels,” which

book is selling more freely to-day all over the world than -When

first published.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Siumner School, July and August.—Navigation School, Decemher to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's University.
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SENSATIONAL PRICE-

CUTTING SALE OF FURS

FOR 10 DAYS
at "Kineston’s Famous Fur Store”

Sale Starts Thursday, Jan. Utn

and ends Saturday, Jan. 22nd.

Our entire stock goes at a big sacrifice

The backward sea-

1^^ son, luxury tax, gen-

eral trade conditions

and many other rea-

sons are responsible

for the exceedingly

large stock we have

on hand at present,

and which we cannot

afford to carry over

until next season—it

must be turned into

cash—even_at a tre-

mendous loss. Here

(with the coldest part of the winter

still ahead) is your opportunity, to

secure high-grade Mills Furs at prices

that defy competition.

All sales for cash. No approval.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Ggar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Conneltion

S Dance Programmes

m Constitutions
* and all Hinds of

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

RETURNED MEN’S CLUB.

The attendance at the last three regular

meetings has, to put it mildly, been de-

plorable. Last week General MacDonnell

addressed fifteen loyal members who con-

sidered it their duty to attend. In the

December meeting, the attendance was so

small that the programme had to be called

off altogether after those, who had kindly^

consented to take part, had 'gone to all

the trouble of coming over to the hall.

This is a sad state of affairs for re-

turned men, and the executive are here-

by making a FINAL request and appeal

to all men who have seen service to get

together., turn out to the meetings,, and

support the club, wear your returned but-

ton, and generally strengthen the magni-

ficent spirit of fellowship which only ac-

tice service under active service condi

tions can inculcate.

Let us get out, boys, and at any rate

die a natural death, and not, as the present

course is bound to lead to, have the club

commit suicide. The undertaker is on

our trail, so five rounds rapid and fool

him. Also see the year collectors, the

treasurer, or any of the following mem-

bers of the executive and pay your fees.

President, L. G. Keill.

1 st Vice-Pres., E. W. Henry.

2nd Vice-Pres., D. D. Findlay.

Secretary, J. D. Johnston.

Treasurer, W. R. Crowe.

WAR MEMORIAL FUND

Hanlon, Crazier & Edgar |

30 Market St., Kingeton
||
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We wish to remind the students that

there are still a large number of March

and July subscriptions to the Fund still

unpaid. As we are very anxious to pub-

lish a financial report in the near future

and wish to make it as encouraging as

possible we are making a special plea to

those who have not yet paid their first

instalment to do so as soon as possible.

Those wishing to pay their instalment

may do so at Prof. W. P. Wilgar’s office

on Tuesday afternoon from 2 to 5, or if

toovbus3^to visit Carruthers Hall, please

drop your subscription into the College

post office, addressed to the Treasurers

of the War Memorial Fund to whom all

cheques may be made out. .Your receipt

will be mailed to you.

Please give this your special attention

and co-operate with us in presenting an

encouraging financial report.

G. C. MONTURE,
Student Treasurer of

War Memorial Fund.

To week end with us.

And scarce their old canoe had grounded

on the sand

When R.J.B., with blue eyes twinkling

Like the morning star, \tpuld shout, with

wink at me,

“How comes the moustache Gordon?”

And old-Haywire would swell his chest

And strut about like pouter pigeon in the

yard.

And rubbing hand once o’er his hirsute

pride and* glory,

And watching me to see I kept a solemn

face,

Would then reply, “Why can’t you plain-

ly see

It’s growing fine?”

And days grew short and nights grew

cold,

Mosquitoes died and wolves began to

• howl.

And then we hit the trail for home,

And fought the wind and wave, till bn

A morning bright and fair, we came to

Ranger’s barracks

On that narrow lake of which we spoke

before,

September was the month; its days were

seventeen.

And oh, the scraping, shaving, cussing

rare,
*

As we prepared for the journey home.

I struggled with a collar; found out that,

In course of time, the old tumpUne.

Had so enlarged my neck, that devil a

collar

Would there go on.

But hold ! A razor gleaming bright

Rests in the resolute hand of my old pal.

“And here she goes,” quoth he,

“I’ve long delayed the pruning of my up-

per lip.

Goodbye old moustache ; and back we go

To beardless youth.”

With solemn face he scraped

;

With solemn face I watched, albeit I'll

wager

Any man, my very toes were laughing.

And then he came to that strange rite

Of wiping off his razor keen, on little

;piece of paper.

And what did he behold? The paper

white,

THE PHANTOM MOUSTACHE OR
A TONSORIAL TRAGEDY

The lather whiter. But what of hair?

No hair was there ! His face is blanched-

And with suspicious eye he looks at me.

More solemn of face I struggle on

With apoplectic collar.

And then began a chase : from ears to eye-

brows

Eyebrows down to chin, from chin right

down
To that queer thing that’s called the

“pomum Adami.”

He searched, researched, but yet.410 clue

obtained

Of the ghostly phantom hairs, that made..

his moustache.

At last he gives it up and takes to watch-,

ing me.

Well ’\wixt that apoplectic collar and the

throes of laughter

Seeking their outlet from my deepest

vitals, I collapsed.

“Why darn your hide,” says he, “there’s

nothing there

!

never had a moustache. And you

chumps
Were' simply stringing met"

laughed and rolled and rolled and

laughed again,

For now I taste the sweets of choice re-

venge.

All summer long when bleakest dawn ap-

peared,

That dawn of dull cold grey that comes
before the sun.

All summer long when I lay buried in

sweetest dreams

Of thick beefsteak or some such luscious

thing.

This envious preying nighthawk then

would

Pounce on me, and with a strident cry of

“Roll your tail” would dump and my
blankets on the floor.

And shivering in the cold grey dawn of

many a morn
I looked with happy thought to that

bright day,

When he must realize and learn at last,

That, what he cheri.shed on his upper lip

Was not a matter for manly pride, but

just

A phantom moustache.

MISSINABI.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

FIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,
or ’Phone 564 w.

Weird tales I’ve heard; of creeping

ghosts

And ghouls and goblins rare; tragic tales

indeed^

But here unfolds a tale, as weird and wild,

Fantastic, yet as full of comedy as

Punch.

Fair June had numbered fourteen days.

In Rangers’ barracks by a narrow lake

we sat;

Or rather still, I sat and watched Haywire
shave.

He scraped and grunted, said sweet noth-

ings

To the atmosphere concerning razors dull

And stubborn hair.#

And then he had a brilliant thought:

“Methinks,” says he, “I’ll let my mous-
tache sprout.”

And trying hard my laughter to contain

I urged him on this folly to pursue.

Hence his upper lip escaped the grunting

And the scraping
;
and sundry other little

things.

Well that afternoon we hit the trail.

And hit it hard for three months long.

We paddled here and portaged there, ran

rapids,

Cursed the flies, mosquitoes, government.
And everything; sometimes we shaved;
Hut yet not once did steel blade pass

Over the upper lip of my old pal.

Perchance the boys from old Bark Lake
Came roaming up. a matter of thirty

miles, .

Fine Bristling Cold Weather.
Just the ideal season for going for good skating trips. Let us fit you up with ^

good pair of Hockey Boots and the famous

AUTOMOBILE SKATES
Used by Canadian Oylmpic Hockey Winners.

Automobile Tube—The Hockey Skate
We sharpen skates better—Rivet and screw skates to boots,

see us. Use an Eveready Daylo.

Drop around and

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters f

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

1 have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

, THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street

T
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Returns of Hockey Games

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

McGILL-QUEEN’S game
POSTPONED

Still another proof, that examinations

are trying to keep themselves in the pub-

lic eye, as the be-all and end-all of life,

was given this week when the manager

of McGill Hockey team telephoned Prof.

Malcolm asking that the first game

scheduled to be played here tonight

.should be postponed, and giving the above

word as explanation.

It seems that at McGill they have a

habit of “graduating” freshmen in the

middle of the term,, if they do not receive

a certain number of paltry “marks in

those endurance tests with the professors,

(This is in common with the obsolete

system in vogue here). As some of their

players are “freshies” they were unable

to get together a team to play here, and

hence the request tdhave it postponed.

As Queen’s are always willing to meet

a request at least half way, Prof. Mal-

colm, for the A.B. of C. agreed, and the

next question to be settled was a suitable

date. After the exchange of a number

of telegrams the game has been definitely

postponed one month, so it will be played

on February 22nd, health and weather

permitting.

The basketball game scheduled for Sa-

turday has also been postponed for the

same reason, but in this case only to

Tuesday next, January 2Sth at 8 p.m. Let

nothing interfere with your support in

order to win.

R.M.C. II. vs FRONTENACS “A”

In the first junior game R.M.C. suc-

ceeded in the last period in defeating their

opponents by seven goals. In the first

period the score was 3-1 in favor of Fron-

tenacs, the second period 4-4, but in the

final period the Cadets succeeded in tally-

ing seven, whereas their opponents were

unable to get past Mundell.

R.M.C. and Queen’s are now tied for

first" place. They meet for the second

time on January 3lst.

The standing is as follows

:

Won. Tied. L(

R. M. C 2 1 (

Queen’s 2 1 (

Frontenacs “A” 1 0 i

Frontenacs "B” .... 0 0 i

TOLD IN THE TWILIGHT
The Century Rose Room.

So many enquiries have been made about

the report of the gathering of Queen’s stu-

dents at the Rose Room in Ottawa that out

of necessfty we are driven, even at this late

date, to give an account of this very im-

portant social event. The dance was the

fruit of earnest cogitation and prompt

action on the part of some devoted dis-

ciples of the beloved lady Terpsichore.

The dance was a very successful one and

Ixipwards of thirty couples of Queen’s stu-

dents and graduates availed themselves of

the occasion.

The Rose Room was lighted by lamps, so

shaded as to throw a delicate pink illvtmina-

tion over the numerous tables which were'

arranged in the form of a border to the

spacious dancing floor. Marticelli’s orches-

tra had taken up its position at one end of

the room and continuously delighted its

audience with the most ir»esistable strains

of music.

In one quarter of the room, on the tables

and streaming from the walls and ceiling,

appeared the familiar red, yellow and blue,

and hovering about the tables one recog-

nized many familiar -'faces from old

Queen’s. The remainder of the room was

occupied by various other parties from the

general populace of Ottawa. These people

no doubt received something of a shock

w'hen suddenly from thirty voices came that

blood-curdling Queen’s yell : this was feebly

but gamely answered by four McGill men

in the opposite corner.

A complete list of names is not available,

but among those present were :—Mr. and

Mrs. A. F. Thompson, the Misses Margaret

Kniewasser, Vera Morehead, C. Morehead,

Thelma Moses, Freda Moses, Jessie Nais-

mith, 'Isabel Sprdule, D. Sproule, E.

Younghusband, Y. Younghusband, M.

Kirkpatrick, M. Saulter, Hazel Brady, E.

Jandrew, G. Copping, M. Knechtel, D.

Hewitt, Emily Stewart, Miss Sullivan and

H. Boshart; Messrs. Ross K. Childerhose,

Stuart Wallace, G. Salton, H. E. Salton, I,

James, M. Eynon, V. K. Kniewasser, C. S.

Johnston, T. A. Brown, G. H. Patterson, J.

McFarlane, C. Cohoon, E. Delahart, G. Fer-

guson, George Reid, W. Lowry, Hal Bleak-

ney, T. Holmes, A. Brown, N. C. Sully,

G. -E. Sully, G. Stevenson, L. Stevenson

and C. A. 0’ReiIly>

THE CHORAL SOCIETY

The Choral Society, under the able con-

ducting of Professor Gunimer, seconded

by Mrs. Gummer at the piano, (and every

on who has sung in a chorus knows what
an enormous help a real accompanist can

be) is making good progress with Hia-

watha’s Wedding Feast, and hopes that

when notice of the performance thereof is

given, the audience will thoroughly enjoy

its delicate changes in key, rhythm and
pleasant humour.

The progress would be greatly hasten-

ed if the chorus would manage to attend

the practices more regularly. It is a lit-

tle disheartening for' those who do. to

learn their parts well to have the strag-

glers dropping in and then liave to learn
it all over again. The attendance of

sopranos, for example, has varied from
six to twenty; if we get all the twenty
for a few weeks we can do ourselves jus-

tice. Don’t stay away as soon as you
think you know it, the others want your
help then.

Is it not nice to read in the Journal
that the Returned Men’s Club enjoyed
the entertainment of our practice last

week? But I scent sarcasm, for some
one came and shut the door!

SPECIAL ADDRESS
FOR STUDENTS

(Continued from page 1)

tience and sympathy. “Whether east

wants us or not, it needs us—our doctors,

scholars, Christian ethics, and the idHals

of the Christian family. The Christian’s

need is theirs much more than the non

Christians, and their lives will be subject

to Christian ideals. Even with our Lea-

gue of Nations, we know in our heart of

hearts that we will not solve all prob-

lems, including lust for power and greed,

by a league without a soul
;
not by a new

organization, but by a new spirit.” In

closing he made a very powerful appeal

to the young men and women to invest

their lives in life service, pointing out to

them that the world needs men and wo-
men, who, when they answer hte call

are not thinking of themselves.

The next special service on life invest-

ment will be held Sunday evening in St.

Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, when
Prof. W. Morgan, D.D., will be the speak-

er. Students should make a special effort

to attend these services.

Doctor—“Show me your tongue.”

Patient
—"What’s the use? No tongue

can tell how sick I am.”—Ex.

.Are you one of the Restless Sex? Read
Straml ad, page eight of ihi.s issue.

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything in Sheet Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,

and Accompaniments, Stationery, Birthday
Cards, Magazines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 2691/^ Princess St.

What We Haven’t Got—We’ll Get.

ENJOY THEM TO DAY.

* NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—^Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE
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big sale of furs

and MEN’S HATS

e a s

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WECL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE eso

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT. ^

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

THEOLOGY
There ought to be a great run on pome-

granate seeds amongst the married mem-

bers of our class after the recent lecture by

Dr. Morgan.

If any kind, charitable soul has enough

cash to spare—we certainly haven’t—they

could invest it in no better way than to

provide one of oumumber with an alarm

clock, possibly then the said member could

make a nine o’clock on time. ’Nuff said.

We are delighted to note that some of our

members are beginning to get into practise

for a hockey game. We n"6ver know what.

.. . can do till we try, and possibly some of

the future “champs” of Queen’s hockey

team may be found in the halls of Divinity.

Dr. Jordan’s lecture last Tuesday was

like everything else that the Doctor does,

excellent. The attendance, however, was

not at all up to standard, but possibly one

excuse may have been that curse of all stu-

dent life—exams. However, by next Tues-

day they will be all over, and we hope then

to see a better attendance. The subject that

afternoon is the Wisdom Literature, an ex-

tremely interesting phase of Hebrew liter-

ary activity. If you want to have an

authority on the subject, come and listen

to this lecture.

Greek Criticals are the order of the day

and Saturday mornings reveal some of our

master minds at work. Great are the pon-

derous words used, and the authorities

quoted. The budding Geo. Adam Smiths

and Davidsons are seen in all the glory of

their exegetical works. N. D.- Patterson

opened the ball last Saturday, and H. R.

James follows him this coming week.

Our esteemed member, M. A. S. Breid

fjord, successfully navigated one of the

trjals of the final year, when he -preached

his trial sermon last Sunday at the Congre-

gation Church. We have heard nothing but

good of the sermon, and congratulate him

on having successfully passed one of the

“little” trials of our student life.

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men's and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

^ $25.00 to $55.00

207o DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. AH our

high class suits to he offered now in-

stead of in the customary January

Sale.

Sale Starts ^Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

“Uncle Cal,” invited the parson to have

Christmas dinner with him. The parson

accepted, and the spread was magnificent-

sweet potatoes and celery, cranberries and

mince pie, plum pudding and a turkey so

big and yet so tender that the parson had

never seen the like before.

“Uncle Cal,” the parson said, as he

spread the cranberry sauce on a great suc-

culent slice of breast, “Uncle Cal, where

did you get this wonderful turkey ?”

“Pawson,” said Uncle Calhoun Clay,

solemnly, “when you preached dat wonder-

ful Christmas sermon dis mawnin’, did I

you whah you got him ?” . . . Uh, no.

That’s a trival matter.”

—Presbyterian Witness.

WHERE TO SPEND YOUR MONEY

At the second meeting of the A. M. S.

in 1921, the business manager of the

Journal made a stirring appeal to the stu-

dents to support the business men who
advertised in the Journal. He stated that

if these firms thought enough of the stu-

dents and their trade, to advertise, that

they were the ones whom the students

should patronize.

It is quite a task for the man in charge

to get advertising for the paper each year.

It can be made much easier if each stu-

dent will help a little. This can be done

by patronizing these firms when the oc-

casion arises, and when possible drop a

word mentioning that you noticed that

they advertised in your paper. Show each

and every one that advertising in Queen’s

University Journal, pays.

When yoxi find it necess ay u Apcii.

some of your hard-earned “k.nle“, look nt

the advertisements in these ••'f- for tlir'

place to get the best vah'.; Hi

business houses in the city have an “ad.’

in this paper. Thank you. we knew yor

would read this.

We Knew We Were

Starting Something

When we. started our 25% Sale. New
Shoes have come down at the fac-

tories, but not over 15%. We offer

your choice of our large stock of

good shoes, 25%. Gun Metal Pumps,
Patent Pumps, Patent Oxfords,

Now Cost You $5.25.

LOCKETT’S

V .

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 23S princess STREET

I^E5-
.taura^

o

AFTER AN AUTO RIDE
or a walk or the theatre when you feel

like eating something nice and tasty stop

in this restaurant and you’ll be sure to

get just what you want. You’ll find our

service prompt and deft and our food

cooked to perfection. To eat here once

is to decide on making it a habit.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP,

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — 'PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Xroose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

three daring days
MON., TUBS., WED.

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Thrilling, Throbbing Tale of Green-

wich Village with Passion at High
Tide and Lips Wine Red.

'the restless SEX”
With Marion Davies.

.STRAND

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET 'shoes

" DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinctioh.

PATRONIZE out ADVLnTISERS
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PAUL SHOREY
TO aVE SERIES

OFJXCTURES
FIVE POPULj LECTURES BY

THIS fa: ius GREEK
SC pLAR

DR. SCHOFIELD
ADDRESSES A.MS.

SPEAKS ON “MILITARISM AND
CHRISTIANITY IN

KOREA”

A.M.S.
BUSINESS OF REGULAR MEETING

HELD LAST SATURDAY
NIGHT

Queen’s Univeri ? has eve^-y reason to

congratulate itself I securing Paul Shorey

for a series of five j':)pular lectures which

commenced on Monday. No man on this

continent is more widely sought after for

such service in academic centres, and we

are grateful to the University of Chicago

for lending him to us for so long a period.

Every student of the University, in what-

ever faculty, should welcome the oppor-

timity of hearing one who has achieved so

distinguished a place in the exacting world

of scholarship and who is yet the complete

antithesis of the popular and traditional

view of the scholar and the philologian.

Known the world over as an exponent and

nrotagonist of classical learning he bears an

mlinost equal reputation as an after-dinner

speaker whose brilliant wit is matched only

by the unfailing felicity of its expression.

His seminars are as famous as any^ for

many years they have attracted scholars

not merely from all parts of the continent

but from overseas as well. No one who has

ever been fortunate enough to attend them

could forget the profound scholarship and

the amazing range of learning that they

. displayed, or the unalloyed delight aroused

by their flood of brilliant and informing

comment on life and literature. Easily am-

ong the .first of Greek scholars, Dr. Shorey

would be at pains to deny that Greek, as

Greek, was his chief interest: that he re-

serves for life and the development of hu-

pian thought. He has been a doughty de-

fender of the classics and few would have

the courage to run a tilt with him in those

lists, but he has been, even more, the ex-

ponent and apostle of the humanities in

their broadest sense. It may be doubted if

any man in academic life to-day has a wider

command of the great literatures of the

world, a profounder knowledge of human

thoughts, or a greater facility for the bril-

liant interpretation of that thought and that

literature to others.

Dr. Shorey’s scholarly output is amazing.

As editor of “Classical Philology,” he has

made contributions in every department of

classical learning. Every Platonist knows

his brilliant monographs on “The Unity of

Plato’s Thought” and “The Idea of Good

in the Republic,” while every Horatian

treasures his edition of the “Odes” as a

sacred possession. His book reviews are

always hailed with delight, and woe betide

the luckless author whose carelessness or

incompetence has left an opening for the

keen shafts of the Editor’s caustic wit and

trenchant criticism

!

Let no student run away with the idea

that these lectures arc for the scholar and

the specialist primarily or only. They are

“popular” in tire best sense. The lecture on

Tennyson was prepared originally for the

Tennyson Centenary and that on Shakes-

peare for the Shakespeare tercentenary. On
both these occasions Dr. Shorey was chosen

Those who attended the regular meeting

of the A.M.S., Saturday evening had the

opportunity of hearing Dr. F. W. Schofield,

of Korea, vividly and eloquently describe

the conditions of the Japanese domination

of Korea. The speaker was introdpced by

the President, Mr. R. O. Campney.

Dr. Schofield opened his address with a

few remarks concerning the women of

Korea and some of the characteristic differ-

ences between them and the men. The men,

he .pointed out, busied themselves,

thought, about speculative problems, while

the women attanpted to solve the practical

problems of life. The Koreans are a peace-

ful, philosophical peopife but they have

neighbours who are ambitious and militaris-

tic and because of this fact Korea to-day is

suffering. It is of this suffering that Dr.

Schofield spoke. He traced the first stages

of Japanese interference and aggression

and gave reasons for the desire of Japan to

dominate the Koreans. Korea is an avenue

to China and a highway to Asia. Korea

was weak, Japan was strong; Japan was

developed, attuned ;
Korea was ignorant

and backward. Japan, reasoning with her

own forms of reasoning drew these

above conclusions and determined to ex-

ercise, ironically speaking, a kind of bene-

volent regard for these poor, pitiable people,

Japan decided to release Korea from

Chinese oversight and transfer that over-

sight to themselves. The method and ex-

tent of carrying out this transference of

“guardianship,” were forcefully and satiri-

cally depicted by the lecturer. The insidi-

ous cunning and cruel tactics exercised by

the militaristic machinery of Japan were

too powerful and too crafty for the

Koreans. The processes of annexation and

enslaving tyranny operated relentlessly. In

Korea, from ruler to peasant, the cruelty

and persecution of the servants of Japan

was carried on.

The system of spying on any who dared

to question or oppose the Japanese attitiide

tended to crush the will and conscience of

the Koreans. The extortions exacted by

officials in regard to products and trade

further killed the industrious spirit of the

people. The Gendarmes or military police,

with their almost unlimited punitive powers

and amazing ignorance have succeeded in

making the militaristic rule of Japan among
the freedom-loving Koreans, a curse and a

terrorizing menace. The Koreans are cry-

ing out for emancipation from the tortures,

the crimes, the inhumanity, the injustice of

their present woes. They have possessed

themselves in patience; they have secretly

attempted to plan escape, and they have

demonstrated their unquenchable desire for

self-determination. All the while they

have suffered, and suffered almost alone,

for the Japs are clever enough to hide most

of their iniquitous injustice and cruelty

from the outside world. The Koreans took

heart when they heard of the Peace League,

but they are despairing once' more. There
is, however in them, a lingering faith in the

The following business was transacted at

the regular meeting of the Alma Mater So-

ciety, held in Convocation Hall on Saturday

January 22nd, at the close of the adjourned

annual meeting.

1.

W. O. LaFontaine’s bill of $1.61 was

ordered to be paid.

S. A. Wallace moved that a new piano

be rented for students’ use in Grant Hall.

3. The Boxing, Wrestling, and Fencing

Club were granted the use of Grant Hall

for their Assault-at-Arms to be held on the

evening of February 8th, at 7.30 p.m.

4. The Aesculapian Society be granted

the use of Grant Hall for the annual Medi-

cal Dinner to be held February 21st.

5. The Girls’ Athletic Committee was

granted the use of Grant Hall on Friday,

February 4th, from 3-6 p.m., for the pur-

pose of holding a tea dance, for the enter-

tainment of the visiting girls’ basketball

teams.

6. A sum of not more than $90.00 is to

be expended in the purchase of a type-

writer.

The programme was furnished by Dr.

Schofield of Korea, who delivered an ex-

cellent address which will be found in an-

other column.

QUEEN’S III VS.

FRONTENACS A.

GAM^ENDS 3-1

GAME ON SATURDAY NIGHT
FAIRLY FAST DESPITE

BAD ICE

Saturday night Queen’s Juniors met

and defeated the Frontenac “A” team. In

spite of the soft ice the game was fairly

fast and both teams kept up a remarkable

speed from gong to gong. The Queen’s

team is developing very rapidly. They

are all fast skaters, can carry the puck

very well and every man on the forward

line packs a wicked shot. Taugher in

the nets for Frontenacs was the best man

for his team, and he had plenty to do.

The three goals that slipped by were ex-

cusable. It is hopeless to try to select

individual- stars on the Queen’s team.

They were all good. They are develop-

ing a good combination and played to-

gether with real evidence of unselfishness.

-

Not once did one man try for a shot on

goal when another player would have

had a better opportunity to score had the

puck, been passed to him. R.M-C. and

Queen’s Juniors will now play off the tie

in the group.

The line-up follows

:

The A.M.S. Election Committee.

The committee appointed to consider a

new system ' for representation and elec-

tions to A.M.S. desire the co-operation of

the student body and to that end ask any

having suggestions to offer to submit the

same in writing to"A. C. Anderson, Secre-

tary of the Committee, not later than Fri-

day, January 28th. Such suggestions may
bealong the lines of

:

1. Change of time of elections to the

Spring.

2. Some form of party or constituency

representation.

3. A change in method of nominations.

4. Changes in the conduct of elections.

Queen’s

Goal.

Frontenacs “A”

Quinn

Defence.

Taugher

Reynolds Watts

Emery
Centre.

Taylor

McDonald
Wings.

Lanos

Nickle Minine

Gibson

Spares.

Meredith

Johnston Shipton

Whittock • - Lalond

Germond McCulla

Referee—-Dr. Stewart.

CHESS AND CHECKERS CLUB

A club has been organized recently

amongst those interested in those very in-

teresting indoor games Chess and Checkers.

The officers are as follows;

—

Hon. Pres.—Dr. D. M. Gordon.

Hon. Vice-Pres.—^’rof. Campbell.

President—C. P. McArthur.

Vice-President—
^J.

H. Philp.

Secretary—J. E. Laird.

Treasurer—D. M. Boyd.

Executive Committee—J. T. McNeely

(Arts! H. A. Richardson (Meds), N. E.

Talcott (Science).

Rules Committee—D. McTnnis, A. Don-

aldson, A. Wallace.

The fee is 2.‘5c. Will all those interested

see the faculty committeeman or any of the

officers and join for the coming tourna-

ment.

as University orator in preference to all

others, and hundreds were unable to gain
1 power of the League of Nations,

admission to them. The other lectures on

“Aristophanes,” "Euripides,” and “The

Pace that Killed Athens” will prove quite

as popular and will make as wide an appeal.

And no student should let slip this oppor-

tunity to hear at his best one of the most

brilliant scholars and entertaining lecturers

of our time. Dr. .Shorey is the guest of our

^University. - Let us give him a royal

Queen’s welcome.

jDr. Shorey will lecture to-day (Tuesday)

(Continued on page 2)

Dr. Schofield revealed a first hand ac-

quaintance with the despicable facts he

dealt with. In his own somewhat satirical

and whimsical style he drew a mental pic-

ture of the pathetic life of Korea under the

cruel rule of Japanese militaristic ambition.

He told of the power of Christianity in

Korean life and the power of Christianity

to ultimately meet and solve the problem.

He reasoned that students were peculiarly

fitted to make a definite contribution to-

wards the relief of Korea and urged his

DRAMATIC CLUB

All those who secured parts recently in

the “Little Theatre” plays are requested

to report promptly at 7 p.m. in the Apolo-

getics Room, Old Arts Bldg., Wednesday,

January 26th- •

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday

—

4.00 p.m.—Q.W.C.A. Cabinet Meeting.

4.30 p.m.^Arts Society.

French Club.

5.00-^Paul Shorey—“Aristophanes:*'

7.30—^Junior O.H.A. Hockey, R.M.C.-

Queen’s.

8.30

—

Intercollegiate Basketball— Mc-

Gill vs. Queen’s.

Wednesday

—

7.00—Choral Society.

7.00

—

Jr. Intercollegiate Hockey, Regi-

opolis vs. Queen’s.

8.15—Paul Shorey, “The Pace That

Killed Athens.”

Thursday

—

8.15—Paul Shorey
—“Shakespeare.”

8.00

—

Band at the Rink.

Friday

—

4.00

—

Prof. McFadyen, “Indian Mis-

sions.”

4.30

—

Engineering Society.

7.00

—

Arts '23 Social Evening.

8.00

—

Queen’s vs. Frontenacs, Inter-

mediate.

8.15—Paul Shorey in “Euripides.”

audience to consider as individuals their

part in the solution of this problem.

The greetings and gratitude of the A.

M. S. were conveyed to Dr. Schofield by

the President, for a most interesting, in-

stri ctive and appealing presentation of the

iseripus conditions prevailing in Korea.

ALUMNI
Married on Sept. 16th, in Philadelphia,

F. E. Price, M.D.. C.M., ’19, to Miss Lil-

lian Birncy, R.N.

Miss Helen Halliday, B..N.. ’19, is teach-

ing in N. Battleford. Sask.

J. B. Aylesworth. B..\., ‘20, is studying

law at Osgoode.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

R. E. SPARKS, ERNEST B. SPARKS.

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
dentists

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

(ffiNTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

KOLA PIPES
NEW SHIPMENT JUST

ARRIVED
Large selection of dassy shapes.

All guaranteed.

THE CITY PIPE SHOP

JACK F. ELDER
i69 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th, 1920.

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve - - 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White TUe. Moat Ifoden.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the
latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

EDITORIAL
^upptt’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: InUa-murals, 51.00} Extra-murals in Canada,

5I.2S; out of Canada, §1.50. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by I5c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

in-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. PhoneEditor-

1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134 W.

Associate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, A. D. RO-

BERTS. J. T. M. WILSON.
Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.

Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE. C. L.

WINGHAM, MISS HELEN CRAIG. HAL BLEAK-

NEY.
Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor—N. R. HOUSTON.

Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor

—

J. K. POMEROY.

Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON, K.

KEILL, MISS M. PORTEOUS, G. C. MONTURE.
A. L. STEVENSON.

bined with the election notice in “The
Journal” should be sufficient to give the

elector quite as fair a basis to judge of a

candidate’s fitness as though the nomina-

tor had talked for hours.

It has further been suggested that men
and women vote together. This seems
quite reasonable, for under the present

system, everyone knows how Levana
votes. No one knows how any special

group at any one polling booth votes

amongst the men, and there is no good
reason why the same element of secrecy

should not be preserved in regard to the

women’s votes. These are intended to be
merely a few random suggestions offered

with the hope that even though they may
not aid the committee to any noticeable

extent, yet they may stir up discussion

amongst the student public, generally.

DANCING
All forms Of modern dancing taught
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS,

Phone 363.

EDITORIAL
We are very glad, indeed, to see that

the question of improving the methods

of nominations and elections for the offi-

cers of the A.M.S. is being so wisely

handled under the new regime. A com-

mittee has been appointed to look into

the matter very carefully. Most of the

best minds of all the faculties who are

interested in fair representation as a basis

for efficient government are agreed that

the time for a change has come. The

committee has held its first meeting and

we have ascertained that it was a very

harmonious one. Each and all of the

members present seemed genuinely anx-

ious to get together on common ground

and arrive at some amicable agreement

whereby the short-comings of the old sys-

tem will be corrected.

The Committee is asking for sugges-

tions along the following lines

:

1. Change of time of elections to the

Spring.

2. Some form of party or constituency

representation.

3. A change in method of nominations.

4. Changes in the conduct of elections.

Look over these suggested lines and

discuss the points over your evening meal.

We are sometimes prone to forget that

all of the good old institutions around

Queen’s are here simply because some-

one in the past has been ready to give

his time and thought to help the old Uni-

versity It is becoming almost a trite re-

mark to say that “thinking is the most

unpopular habit of the present day.” This

should not be true in University life. This

question of nominations and elections is

something which concerns all of us, and

especially those who are going to be at

Queen's another year or more. But the

Seniors should also g^ve thought to the

question, for it is another way in which

they may truly serve the University. We
do not, at this writing, wish to add any-

thing to our suggestion in a previous

issue regarding the election of officers on

system of rotation whereby the officers

would be chosen in rotation from the

various faculties.

At present we do not see the argument
in favour of changing the nomination *to

the spring. At that time of year every-

one is, or should be, becoming interested

in the chief end of some student life,

the passing of examinations, and it is our

opinion that the elections would become
a matter of more or less passive indiffer-

ence. We would be very muci’ hi fnvoiiv

however, of some restrictions h- i,.. plac

ed upon those who nofninate liit - .^nd’

dates for the various offices. vV'i

exception of the persons nomi. .
--

i

didates for the presidency, ^ i ijAt

those making the nomination.>- should

be expected to make a speet n r.'.ioJlinr'

the virtues and the sterling

their respective candidates. v (. .M

preferable to have the candi

selves address the meeting an ' ‘hi (

DOES THIS SHOE FIT YOU?
In the various faculties there were, so

we are informed, certain members who did

not value enough their franchise to register

their votes at tlie annual A.M’.S. elections.

Incidentally this means that they haye not

paid their A.M.S. fees and, what is a more
poignant fact from our point of view, they

have not paid their subscription fee to the

“Journal.”

None of these men would think of reach-

ing into our pockets (it would be futile for

them to do so) to help themselves to one

dollar but they, apparently, do not mind re-

ceiving the “Journal” regularly at the ex-

pense of their more conscientious fellow

citizens.

We come into the world without our own
consent and find when we reach the age of

discretion that there are many rules and

regulations to which we must adhere or

suffer dire consequences. We come to

Queen's of our own free will and by becom-

ing students here we become entitled to all

the rights and privileges of members of the

University. But we also make ourselves

morally responsible for the membership fee

of the Alma M_ater Society whether we
vote or not. The A.M.S. fee includes the

subscription for the “Journal” and we can

see no justification for anyone neglecting to

pay his fee. It is no excuse to say that he

does not read the “Journal.” The authori-

ties are of opinion that every student is a

reader of the “Journal” and a copy is sent

to the College for all of you.

Now, if this shoe fits you, do not, (as

certain of the restless sex), ask for “one

size smaller, please,” but find the treasurer

of the A.M.S. and let him have that fee.

For those who neglect to do so in a reason-

able time there is always the faculty

courts. It is from them that the Ontario

College of Dental Surgeons has learnt the

art of painless extraction. Also there is the

danger of painful publicity. To escape

both and to retain your self-respect act and

act quickly.

ALUMNI
Dr. Lome MacDougall, a native of

Brockville and a graduate of Queen’s, has

recently performed an unique operation

in Brooklyn, N.Y., saving Miss Charlotte

Hoyer of that city from lockjaw after

eminent specialists had abandoned hope

of her life. The girl has been unable to

take solid nourishment for over a year,

but ate her Christmas dinner with gustO;

according to word receivM by the mother
of the young surgeon here. Three opera-

tions were performed by him.

Dr. MacDougall is a son-in-law of

Vice-Principal Watson of Queen’s Uni-

versity.

FRONT PAGE—DR. PAUL SHOREY
(Continued from page 1)

at 5 p.m. and on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at 8 p.m. Those who were fortun-

ate enough to hear ffis lecture last night are

sounding his praises throughout the Uni-

versity and it is confidently expected that

the lectures to come will be quite as in-

fomiative and interesting a.s the first. Let

nothing deter you from attending.

A Matter .

of

Confidence
^ We often wish our pat-

rons knew as much
about diamonds as we do.

^ This, however, is not al-

ways possible, since we
• have made them a life

study and feel that, if there
is anything that we do
know well, it is diamonds.

^ So many points must be
considered in determin-

ing the value of a diamond,
such as color, shape, cut-

ting, freedom from flaws,

size, weight, etc., etc.,^an\

one of which seriously ai-

fects the value. Often and
often we say to ourselves,

“If they only knew the
facts, how much easier it

would be for us to do bus-
iness with them.”

^

^ To those who know dia-

monds, our stock speaks
for itself. From those who
do not profess such expert
knowledge, we invite their

fullest confidence and as-

sure them that such con-
fidence will never be mis-
placed.

Ryrie Bros.
^ Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

DANCE AND CARD PARTY
Under the auspices of the

Women’s Aid Societjj

of the

Kingston General Hospital

in the City Hall and Ontario

Hall, on

Thursday, January 27, 1921

at Eight O'clock

Tickets $1.00, and Tax 10c.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
-S4 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’26

Crepe de Chene

and

Georgette Blouses

Priced up to $11.50

CLEARING AT $5.00 EACH

jNewman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

Quueen s i

We thank you for the biwiness

you have given this year, and hope

for its continuance.

We wish you, one and all, a

Merry Xmas and a Bright and

Prosperous New Year.

McKenzie’s
STUDIO

180 WELLINGTON STREET

{Over Royal Bank)

Further fragments have been unearthed

from the ruins of the. City of Kin. These

shed a flood of light on the heathenish

rites and pagan practices during the per-

iod^of the great European migration.

"
. . . . And the young men of Kin went

daily for to worship in the ^mple of the

God El-Bios, but it came to pass that as the

time of examining drew near, great fear

took hold on the young men of Kin, and

they offered sacrifice unto the God El-Bios,

yea, and took unto them innocent rabbits

which the'acolytes of the temple stew, and

skinned them. (The rabbits, not the acoly-

tes, for rather were the young men them-

selves skinned at the time of examining.)

And after the young men had- taken the

hide from off the rabbits, they presented

them unto the High Priest of the temple

who put them in the sacred treasure chest.

And the High Priest mourned over the

young men of Kin, saying “many of their

heads are like unto xylem (for they wot

not that of which they spake), and more-

over some of their heads are as cambium,

(for they swelled daily), but few be ' as

cartex wherein is much stored. But not-

withstanding all these things the High

Priest got for the young men of Kin a

goodly “stand-in” with the God El-Bios.

And the next day it came to pass that the

High Priest came not, for the fates were

in-Clement. And while he was not, the

young men of Kin assembled in the anti-

chambre of the temple for to worship the

Goddess El-Nicotina. And before her

shrine they burned incense, which is, being

interpreted, “bakki,” but although every

man had incense, yet each tarried until his

neighbor should bring forth of his own

first. And they lifted up their voices and

with much fervour sang they on this wise.

—

“When thou worest a tulip,” yea, and

“Weary am I and would that I were home,”

and even “My bonnie lieth over the ocean’’

and many other melodies did they sing to

the Goddess El-Nicotina. But behold the

bell broke silence, and the young men of

Kin returned every man to his seat to be

tormented of fungi and all the abominations

of the earth.”

default.

The team obtaining the most goals out

of the two games shall be the winner of

that group.

N. M. DENNISON.
Convener.

BASKETBALL

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

I f you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

“Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulling Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

The Gym. floor was a busy place

Saturday afternoon. The first and second

teams were working out in a fast practise

game. Amongst the old timers were

“Abbje” Croal, “Bob” Bonham, Salter,

“Stew” Mills, Henderson, Jones, McKin-

non, Ellis, and others whom we did not re-

cognize. There is a wealth of good material

and the squad seems to be developing a fast

game which should be very effective.

Queen’s meets McGill to-night in the post-

poned game which should have taken place

some time ago. McGill is more or less an

unknown quantity, but if they line up to

last year’s form the game to-night should

be wojth- seeing.

Basketball is a game in which there is

something doing every minute and is al-

ways interesting to watch even when play-

ed by the veriest beginners.

Now, everybody, get your ticket. It will

only set you back four bits. Get your seat

early. Clear your fliroat and let’s hear you.

We want that game and we want your
support.

We would like to know who the sel-

ect few were who received over 60 in

pediatrics, not that wp in

NOTICE
The following is the schedule for the

first part of the Medical Inter-Year

Hockey Games

:

Monday, Jan. 24th, 5-6 p.m.—Meds. '24

vs. ’26.

Wednesday, January 26th, 5-6 p.m.

—

Meds. ’22 vs. ’23.

Thursday, January 27th, 5-6 p.m. —
Meds. ’24 vs. ’26.

Monday, January 31st, 5-6 p.m.—Meds.
’22 vs. ’23.

All games are to be plavpfl on open

VARSITY TO BUILD HOCKEY
ARENA

After having been xmder consideration

for a number of years plans have now been

definitely completed by the University of

Toronto for the erection of an artificial ice

hockey arena. It is expected work will be

commenced on -the building within a few

months and that it will be ready for use by

the University teams next winter. When
completed it will have greater seating

capacity than the present Mutual Street

plant.

The site for the new Arena is the area

directly south of the Rugby stadium, the

vacant space of land which lies between

the stadium and the students’ residence.

This land is the property of the University.

It is understood that money for the pro-

ject will be raised in a rather unique

fashion, and that outside of such aid as has

been promised the University athletic direc-

torate by wealthy men, who in the past have

been most generous in their support of Uni-

versity athletics, the funds will be secured

from graduates of the University resident

in the city.

The plan under consider.ation is roughly

as follows: .Graduates will be called upon

by members of the campaign committe and

asked to purchase seats in the Arena. Each

of these seats will cost $100. Until this

money is repaid out of the profits of the

Arena, the purchaser will be entitled to

free tickets for all University games. As

soon as expedient the money will be return-

ed and then these donors will be put on the

subscribers’ list exactly as is the case of the

Mutual Street Arena. In other words their

money is refunded, receive free seats for

College games, as interest on their money.

The scheme appears to be a sound one, and

one which will likely meet with a great deal

of favor among Varsity graduates who are

most loyal in their support of university

athletics.
[

The impression has been created that the

new arena will enter into competition with

the Areha Gardens. That impression

wrong. While there is nothing in the Uni-

versity Act to prevent such competition, it

has never been the policy of the governors

of the University to agree to such a course,

ow’ing to the fact that University land is

free from taxation. For instance, the Sta-

dium was never rented to city or outside

rugby teams when Rosedale field was being

used for rugbq games, on a day when Rose-

dale was vacant. The only teams other

than those of the University, who will be

permitted to play at the University Arena

will, in all likelihood, be teams who are un-

able to secure dates at the present Mutual

Street plant.

Toronto can stand another arena "and

it is to be hoped that the University pro-

ject will reach an early and entirely suc-

cessful culmintaion. If such is the case,

it is a well known fact that the Varsity

athletic directorate will set in motion

plans for the formation of an internation-

al intercollegiate hockey league, and that

certainly United States college hockey

teams will be brought here for exhibition

contests at least, an. arrangement that is

impossible at present, owing to the over-

crowded condition of dates at the Arena
Gardens.

FULL
DRESS
Requirements

FOR THE

DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT

We have the very latest ideas.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST...... 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

THE COLLEGE PROF.

:< - : ’C the men in college,

rm, :li> students come for knowl-

>ur.s are long, but short their pay
•itiuii is "why do thej' stay?”

Your lecture “jumbled” in your head.

You’ve hardly fime to say “good-bye,”

Your wife must always ask you “why?”

Your porridge sours in its place.

Its state is mirrored in your face.

You take your place before the class.

Your eyes upon some stupid ass.

It surely is an awful fate,

Their needs to try to satiate.

Your tongue is tied, your throat’s a kiln,

JYou feel your lecture’s naught but "swill.”

You labor on, the path grows rough’

You realize, it’s awful “stuff.”

You start and stammer, stop and stutter,

The price you pay for bread and butter.

Their brains with wisdom you would

steep,

A student has gone sound asleep.

You feel that something’s going to burst.

You know your life is one accursed.

The clock rings out its joyful sound,

The room is cleared with one.wild bound.

But one or two before you stand.

And stammer “Doctor, that was“grand.’*'

Down in your heart, you know they lie,

You look the scoundrels in the eye.

But: “thank you boys,” is all you say.

The load is Hftedf or that day.

Your heart, a warmth seems to feel,

The sun-beams through the windows steal

You turn your face towards the light.

The gloom is gone, all things seem bright.

You wouldn’t change your college chair,

Witli any purse-proml millionaire.

We meet with boys, we part with men,

Wc give them to the world again.

To higher, better things they’re tied,

' I . while. I‘m satisfied.

A.W.T.
— ICxchangc.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.) _

ARTS

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS •

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.

AND 28B PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

ARTS.
Tickets for the Annual Arts Dinner to

be held on Tuesday, February 1, are now

on sale. Secure your ticket from any of the

Committee:—;. T. M. Wilson, D. K. Paris,

H. Chrysler, J. M. Miller, S. M. Chown,

H. P. Salter, P. Glasgow, A. B. Davidson.

Price $2.00.

The Arts Dinner has not been on the list

of events at Queen’s for several years and

the Committee is determined to make up

for the years when the Dinrier was not held.

Everyone from Seniors to Freshmen are

urged to attend. Get your ticket early

'

THE ARTS DANCE
The tickets for the Arts Dance went on

sale on Saturday for the Arts Faculty and

... Monday for the other faculties and are

being eagerly bought up by the few for-

tunate ones who are managing to get in

touch with the members of the commit-

tee before all the tickets are sold. Garrett’s

Ten Piece Orchestra is an aggregation of

very talented young musicians who play for

the very joy of playing and enter into the

spirit of the dance as much as though they

were actually dancing. Alb arrangements

have been completed to make this dance one

of the best that has ever been held at

Queen’s. There is still, the odd ticket to be

secured and if you want to get in on this

see one of the following: G. A. R. Emery,

A. E. Allison, Sleeman, A. Nevdands, Jack

Day, and J. A. MacDonald.

ARTS ’21

Like that worthy bonehead who killed

his goose which laid the golden eggs, and

that famous small boy who opened his

drum to investigate the origin of its de-

lightful noise, we also are constrained to

say that we would like to know,

—

1. If the reporter for Science ’21 gets

his inspiration from Jack Canuck.

2. If our own faithful scribe reallSies

that there are some girls in our year.

3. If any member of this year got up

before noon last Friday.

4. If Sadler could see a joke anyway,

unless he looked in a mirror.

5. If there is anyone in the University

who knows who the'reverend gentlemen

are, whose pictures hang in Convocation

Hall.

Turn out to the meetings, use well your

time,

Speak to your neighbours, it isn’t a crime,

Make and keep friends ,^s through college

you climb,

And as for the Profs.,

Don’t you fear ’em.

ARTS ’22

The next regular meeting will be held

Friday, January 28th at 4 p.m.

Miss Elizabeth Smith who has been ill

for some time past, is rapidly recovering.

Alexander the Great is quoted as say-

ing to a personal friend, “Isn’t the choir

St. Andrew’s Church wonderful.’’

Was Goldie out late Saturday night.

There must be some excuse for ’ittle dirl

'ooking so s’eepy in church Sunday morn-

ing.

Is it with the intention of some day

becoming a nurse that Ella is spending

much time at the Kingston General.

Great Scott! !
'

Evidently S. M. Ch-n is in wrong with

the powers that be-at the above mention-

ed institution. One evening, at a very

late hour,“he was observed climbing down

one of the fire escapes in bare feet. Prob-

ably he is just in training for the hockey

team. You never can tell.

One comes to the conclusion that

friend Cassius is very broad minded in

his loves—you never catch him with the

same one twice.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

As this year is rapidly coming of age

in attaining its majority, there comes an

irresistible impulse to give advice. We
are prompted in this by the small number

who heard that very interesting speaker,

Dr. Schofield. There will come a time

when tlfe erstwhile student, then a teach-

er in a mining camp, or a village doctor,

will not have the opportunity of hearing

these leading men wh^^come to Queen’S;

and other interests will take first place.

We should like to continue in this vein,

but we know how many readers avoid_

solid paragraphs like mud puddles, and

turn to verse and conversation, so we’ll

just fool ’em and finish our preaching

verse. '

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of Educa^
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-

STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of

Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.

Toronto. November. 1920

Say the bald-heads and gray-beards of

old ’21,

To the verdant frosh, and the fair

freshette.

When you are as old as we are, young
friends.

There’ll be many things that you’ll

regret.

You’ll regret the foolish things you have

done,

There sure will be lots of them on your
list,

But most of all you’ll regret in the past,

The real good things that you careless-

ly missed.

There are speakers who give their best

to Queen’s,

Go and hear ’em.

There are teams which play their best for

Queen’s,

Go and cheer,’em.

Marshall is a lucky guy. Former edi-

tors of the Year Paper complained of lack

of co-operation between the editor and the

reporters, but all' the world knows that

this was the least of Marshall’s troubles.

And while others worried and fretted over

exams, she and he strolled about, hand

in hand, perfectly oblivious of weather,

exams, or the high price of shoe leather.

They say “Press” McLeod is extremely

embarassed in the presence of young la-

dies—shy in fact. Is that why he care-

fully covers his ankles with spats?

Great minds think alike. Me and

Donald MeInnes was thinking that prob-

ably the reason for spinsters always wear-

ing silk gloves was because, they didn’t

like kids.

ARTS ’23

Well, the exams are past^and gone, for

short time at least. There are now
two months in which we can, under the

guidance of the Renaissance Committee,

make our year a success or a failure.

Everybody do his part and let’s make it

a success. There will be a year meeting

on Thursday at 4 p.m. There is no reason

why everyone cannot be there. Import-

ant business has to be attended to, and

it is likely there will be a good pro-

gramme. Remember, Thursday, January

27, at four o’clock.

ALUMNI

A quiet wedding was celebrated at

Knox Church Manse, Glenarm, on Thurs-

day, November 18, when Florence Minto,

eldest daughter of the Rev. W. G. and

Mrs. Smith, was united in carriage to

Rev. Reginald M. McMulHn, B.D., of

Dunsford, in the presence of a few of the

near relatives of the contracting parties.

BIBBT’S
Style Headquarters

Men’s and Young Men’s

Suits and Overcoats

AT PRE WAR PRICES

WE ARE GOING.TO KEEP THE KETTLE BOILING

YOUNG MEN’S ULSTERETTES '

All new models for this season’s trade.

CLEARING PRICE

OUR SUITS AT $35.00

Are real wonders, beautifully tailored from choice all wool

cheviots. All new models.

THE BEST FOR LESS

Every Garment we sell is a leader in its class.

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Sueet

$25.00

41
'
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X^RROW
COLLAR-
FWLOW THE ARROW AND
YOU FOLLOW THE STY^
Clactt Peibody V Co., of C»n«di. Limited
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Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

dealer

230; 232, 234 PRINCESS STREE*^

Kingston, Ont.

Ambelance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

After looking over some of the rooms

in this town, our comrade in distress re-

marked that if Uncle Tom were living he

could probably rent his cabin for $75.00

month.

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in Ufe is an Endow-

ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-,

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutuil Ltte of Cinad*

Phone 610 :
Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

Tyrus—Say Pat, do you know any cure

for insomnia.

Pat—Counting to one thousand is said

to be a remedy.

Tyrus—So I’ve been told before, but

the Baby is too young to count.

There is a quaint superstition to the

effect that if a Scotsman offers to pay for

your dinner, you may consider yourself

lucky.

This new O.A.C. MacSweeney who
fasted several days was either looking for

notoriety or trying to beat the H.C. of L.

FORCED OUT SALE
Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entice stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outsMe group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NOTES

Owing to an error in information given

s, we announced a meeting of the society

>r last Friday. The meeting will take

Prof.—What is hard water?

Bright Student—Ice, of course.

Rumor has't that one of our Profs,

was fined for “speeding the limit,” on
Carnot’s motorcycle. is not surpris-

ing, considering the high efficiency of this

particular make of bus.

It would be well to draw the attention

of the year to the fact that when Doog
F y told us that he was the biggest

man in his section, his chest expanded-

adiabatically and not isothermally as we
at first supposed. Heat was neither taken
in nor rejected, even tho’ we did suspect

transfer of hot air.

We sat up and took notice last week
when the Journal published the startling

news that the cartoons in the college

calendar were the work o'f Miss Cumnie,
one time member of our noble year. Miss
Cumnie is to be congratulated on having
carried her disguise through so perfectly,

for we must admit none of us ever sus-

pected the presence of a lady in our midst.

And now comes the thought : ‘^Are there

any more of Miss Cumnie’s kind still with
us?” Who whispered D-—r’s name in

our ear?

Prof (after handing out another prob-

lem), Hard work never killed any one.

Ambitious Student—^That’s the trouble

sir; we need something with a spice erf

danger in it.

i^courting went our youthful John,
But came back with a frown

;

‘There must be something wrong” said he

“Her ribs run up and down.”

We are all from the same mould, but
some are mouldier than othep.

Our fashion plate who follows the la-

dies’ fashions as well as those of the

sterner sex, tells us—yes if we can stand

it, we think you can—that “buns” over

the ear are no longer fashionable, and

once more the shell-shaped pink-tinted

ear will cause our staid 'old hearts to miss

beat. And behold the silken stockings

are no more. Have a heart girls—don’t

say it’s Sc^ch you’re wearing now
!
Just

heather? Oh we breathe again.

If a fellow double-crosses you once,

it’s his fault; but if he double-crosses you
twice, it’s your fault.

M. L. Urquhart, who has been in Seat-

tle and Vancouver for the past six months
has returned East. We look forward to

seeing “Marty” at the Science dance and
dinner.

G. L. McLeod, Science ’20, is at Magpie
Mine, Ontario.

SCIENCE ’22

We congratulate the faithful, and for

the moment, industrious few who, with

faltering steps and doubtless many miS’

givings, slowly ascended to the upper
regions of Fleming Hall to partake of the

knowledge dispensed with such a lavish

hand, of Electrical I.

This misguided minority of the class

should not need to have their attention

and also* that of the public, drawn to the

apparent lack of co-operation in this noble
band of degree hunting devotees of the

scholastic art, but should be aware of the

fact that such action is not well received
by their fellow classmates.
• I conclude, we want to see if another
such occasion should arise, that the min-
ority should stand with the majority and
make a whole, whether the end in view
be to an hour’s recreation or an hour's

betterment.

THE FACULTY PLAYERS
The “Little Theatre Movement” is

certainly growing in popularity at

Queen’s, ai;d we are very glad to greet a

new Dramatic organization of members
of the Faculty. This organization known
as the “Faculty Players” has some very

clever people amongst its memhyers and
they have now in course of preparation

Anatole France’s delightful farce “The
Man Who Married a Dumb Wife,” which

will be presented in Convocation Hall on

February 7th and 8th. Watch the Journal

for further particulars.

T—y R-y is of the opinion that *even
this H—t-n is fond of bright colors, he
should be 'satisfied with one band and
intermission at the rink, and not go but-
ting in on another fellow’s intermission.
Two’s company,.three's none. Yes T—

y

Mr. H-—t-n please takewe think so too.

note.

Mid-Winter

Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Ox'^

fords, Piimps, Slippers and Spats

on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

The Victory Shoe Store

’PHONE 486

DESK AND STUDT
LAMPS la complain

Best Tungsten Lntnpa

and Flashlight!. Svacr*.

thing electrical for

perimental putpoMf.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

N

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

im

Books Worth Having
THE NEW JERUSALEM by G. K. CHESTERTON

ESSAYS—SPECULATIVE AND POLITICAL

By the

Rt. Hon. Arthur James Balfour, M.A., F.R.S., LL.D., D.C.L.

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

Somebody said Red W—n didn't knbw
how to fuss. Somebody was fooled.
“Somebody” please watch Mr. Red at the
rink or round the campus and get en-
lightened quick. S—y H-s-d hasn’t got
much on Red now.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.
''

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electric^ Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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SENSATIONAL PRICE-

CUTTING SALE OF FURS

FOR 10 DAYS
at “KinBeton’s Famous F-?

Sale Starts Thursday, Jan. 13tn

and ends Saturday, Jan. 22nd.

Our entire .took

son, luxury tax, gen-

Sf^' eral trade conditions
- * and many other rea-

sons are responsible

for the exceedingly

large stock we have

on hand at present,

and which we cannot

afford to carry over

until next season—it

must be turned into

cash—even at a tre-

mendous loss. Here

(with the coldest part of -the winter

still ahead) is your opportunity, to

secure high-grade Mills Furs at prices

that defy competition.

All sales for cash. No approval.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

SCIENCE ’21

This week’s geography lesson. There

are two zones known as male and female.

The male is either temperate or drunk. The

female either frigid or horrid.

speak immediately after the opening of the

meeting so that students who do not wish

to attend for the transaction of routine

business, but who wish to hear the address

may do so.

The Q.U.M.A. very cordially welcomes

all students and others interested.

Things We Should .Like to See.

1. Bob's new coat-pocket typewriter.

2. Tubby’s Siberian hound.

3. Some films in Leo’s new theatre.

4. Harry Cox’s "white hope’’ from Cali-

fomia.

5. The girl student who wears a httle red

hat, grey fur and long blue coat who said

(1) That Medical students are educated

butchers; (2) That Science men are only

intelligent plumbers; (3) That her dream,

man is registered in Arts. We have seen

her Arts man.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

right,

If you reach your goal or your utmost

height

;

So keep your aim, but watch your .step.

Doing your part each day with "pep”

;

For it’s not what you do, but how you do it,.

That counts in making good !—Ex.

“THE OLDEST GRADUATE” QUEEN’S GRADUATE’S HIGH POST

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

und all Kinds of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
ao Market St.

,

Kingston

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

Lad from Napanee praising the Lime-

stone City: "There hasn’t been a murder

here in recent years." Birch, ever
^

so

sweetly. "No wonder, they are all dead.”

What does a billiard ball do when it

stops rolling, Walter? Looks round, Fat.

dear Lord pleaseFrom the following

deliver us :

—

1. Girls who pluck their eye-brows.

2. People who shout about their family

trees. Most of them are shady and rotten

at the roots.

3. Medical students who discuss tricks of

the trade during meals,

4. That long streak of misery on Univer-

sity Avenue who thinks it looks like a movie

queen.

5. Males who wear these telephone girl

coats and Alpine hats.

6. Men students who are in love.

7. The exams in April.

I gladly respond to your request for in- James

formation regarding the oldest living

graduate of Queen’s. That honour belongs

to Emeritus Professor George D. Ferguson,

LL.D. He received the degree of B.A. in

1851. He is still hale and active, and may

be seen striding along the city’s streets at a

pace that might be envied by a freshman of

to-day. Rev. Robert Campbell, D.D., Mon-

’treal, graduated in 1856, and is still won-

derfully energetic and swift of foot, bear-

ing the burden' of his years and learning

lightly, like a fiower. Next to these in order

of time are three, all residing in this city at

present, who antedate Dr. McMillan, of

Halifax, in being admitted in 1860 to all

the rights and privileges that-the degree of

r..A. confers,—viz., Mr. A. T. Drummond,

LL.D., Mr. G. M. Macdonnell, K.C., and

Rev. Donald Ross. D.D. With these ex-

ceptions the long procession of eager and

ambitious youths who came previous to the

year 1857, to quench their thirst for knowl-

edge in the halls of Queen's, has passed be-

hind the veil where they see no longer

through a glass darkly, and the mysteries of

life are unravelled.—D. R.

We are very glad to -publish the above

interesting news and are now thinking of

starting our cub reporter to search out the

youngest student of both sexes at Queen’s.

Don't crowd girls

!

Fairlte New Vice-President of

Mutual Life of Illinois

The following article appears in The

Chicago Post

:

"The Mutual Life of Illinois now has

a new vice-president and actuary, James

Fairlie, one of the leading authorities on

life insurance in the middle west.

“Mr. Fairlie is a Canadian by birth and

a graduate of Queen’s University..

"He entered the actuarial profession

with the Manufacturers’ Life Insurance

Company of Toronto, later becoming as-

sistant actuary of the Franklin Life In-

surance Company of Springfield.

“During 1912 and 1913 he was actuary

of the state insurance department of Iowa,

and since October, 1913, he has been actu-

ary for the insurance department of the

State of Illinois, a period of over seven

years.

“He is an associate member of the

Actuarial Society of America and a Fel-

low of the American Institute of Actuar-

ies, and is also a member of the Board

of Governors of the latter society.”

Mr. Fairlie is a son of the late Rev.

John Fairlie, and Mrs. Fairlie, his mother
and sister residing on Brock street.

We hereby agree, that :

—

1. The confidences of college girls are

rather racy.

2. When an old maid retires she looks

under the bed for a burglar and if she sees

one, locks the door and throws the key out

of the window.

3. That the man who named this collec-

tion of limestone. Queen’s University, was

near-sighted.

4. That if a chap can love his girl after

seeing her eat a cob of corn its time for

the Trenton and Napanee papers to please

copy.

5. That a trip to the dentist means a good

tooth gone wrong.

6. That at twenty a woman is attractive

;

at thirty, attentive; and at 40, adhesive.

7. That Cleopatra was Irish. Hence the

Oh! Pat.

IPH.4T COUNTS.
If you would make good, you must under-

stand

That the work that counts is the work

. in hand

;

It’s the things you’ve done that show that

you can,

Not the bigger and better things you

plan.

The work you do NOW must be done

ALUMNI
Married—In Montreal, Saturday, Jan.

1, 1921, Miss Norah Gladys Lantz, tO'

Mr. Ray Cameron Easson, M.A. (Queen’s

’07).

WAR MEMORIAL FUND
Have you, or have you not paid that

subscription to the War Memorial Fund?
This is a debt of honour and everyone

should meet it at once.

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottiwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

|

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

FIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

and REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy f'. v, est,

or 'Phone 564 w.

Q.U.M.A.

While the regular meeting of this Asso-

ciation draws a larger attendance from

among the women student of the University

than what it does from among the men

students (to the shame of the men) yet it is

seldom that it has the extreme pleasure of

being addressed by a woman scholar, teach-

er and missionary, but to this pleasure the

Q.U.M.A. is looking forward.

The regular meeting on next Thursday

afternoon will be addressed by Miss Mar-

garet O’Hara, M.D., C.M., of Dhar, India.

Dr. O’Hara graduated from Queen's

Medical School thirty years ago. Less than

one year after graduation she arrived in

India where her life was to be spent in the

service which she loved. And for twenty-

nine years .shelias carried on her ministra-

tions of love in India, bringing healing to

body and soul.

Dr. O’Hara is at present home on fur-

lough, and while that is supposed to mean

cessation from all active duties it is fre-

quently the opposite in case of the Foreign

Missionary.

A true valuation and investment of life

was never more imperative than what it is

to-day. Never in the world’s histoPy has it

been more obligatory upon men and wo-

men to make life count for all that is noble

and pure and good than what it is to-day.

We feci confident that Dr. O’Hara has

something vital to say along these lines to

the students of Q i-.
'

'

It miglu be no! ' it Dr. O’Hara will

Fine Bristling Cold Weather.
Just the ideal season for going tor good skating trips. Let us fit you up with .

eood pair of Hockey Boots and the famous
^ AUTOMOBILE SKATES

Used by Canadian Oylmpic Hockey Winners.

Automobile Tube—The Hockey Skate

We sharpen skates better-Eivet and screw skates to boots. Drop around and

see us. Use an Eveready Daylo.

Treadgold Sporting
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For

arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

tb. publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

?.raCIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

. . hese and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

the text BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

tv •e been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the, best m

ill. .
uvry of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
“ ,-'.9 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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RCTinOUS SClENTinC INTERVIEWS

Our second victim was to have been Mr.

Sproule. In fact we went so far as to do

some more hoofing up Nelson Street way.

We looked up at Katy Marshall’s room. All

was darkness so it was obviously useless to

try to apologize for having spelled his name

wrong. As a matter of fact we learned

afterwards that he was again spending a

•day or two in Ottawa. We looked across

the road where Mr. Sproule is alleged to

have his abode. All was a blaze of light.

Like the famous chicken we crossed the

road. In answer to our inquiry a genial old

lady said that he was probably in and to go

up to his room, which was the front one.

We did so. A desk light was blazing mer-

rily. Three tables were covered with notes

of various kinds and pipes of various de-

grees of blackness. On the bed was what

appeared to be the contents of several

drawers of collars, handkerchiefs and

neckties. At least it was piled up with these

things and the empty drawers were lying

on the floor. It was a friendly enough

atmosphere but without a host.

“Are you looking for Sproule?” tolled

•out a voice from the nevt room. “If you

are he has gone out for the evening. You

can always tell when he has gone^ out for

the evening when you find that the bureau

drawers have all been dumped on the bed.”

We entered the room from whence had

come this information. Seated at a table

was a well knit figure attired in shirt sleeves

and with an old grey cap on his head. He

was writing furiously on huge sheets of

foolscap.but looked up as we entered.

“You aren’t another insurance agent are

you,” he asked, adding “for if you are, you

can’t do business in this house till you have

fixed it up with the doctor to come across

with a couple of prescriptions.”

We assured the gentleman in the cap that

Ti'e'^re no insurance agent. In fact wc

lold him who we were and wliat we had

familiar and we suggested that probably

we had seen him before.

That’s ‘Stew’ Mills,” said Bonham

coldly.

“Not the Mills who ran for Athletic Stick

in the A.M.S. elections and got nearly forty

votes out of Levana?” we exclaimed.

Mills blushed modestly.

“That’s him,” said Bonham.

“How do you account for your large Le-

vana support?” we asked.

“Stew” smiled his famous (especially

since the election write-up) smile, but offer-

ed no explanation.
'

Its because none of them knew him well

enough to know anything against him.

That’s why the committee picked him out,”

volunteered Bonham.

What is it like to have the Athletic

Stick?”

“Don’t ask me,” exclaimed Mr. Mills,

with some show of energy raising himself

on one elbow. I have never seen any Stick

yet. I don’t think there really_is any Stick

at all. Its just a scheme to make election

excitement.”

As we had no desire to start a political

argument we decided to change the subject

“Why in the world does Sproule empty

all the drawers on the bed before he goes

out for the evening?” we enquired.

“Looking for collar buttons,” said Bon-

ham.

Mills relapsed to his original position on

the bed. •

“By the way you didn’t tell us yet about

resigning from the Engineering Society nor

about the basketball,” we remarked to Bon-

ham.

“No, and I’m not very liable to,” was the

response in tones so absolutely frigid that

we realized further information from this

quarter would not be available. .

So thanking them for the apples, we bade

our temporary hosts good night.

•That's funny,’ he said. “Whai do

waiil lo interview Sprouie for? He s onei

of the editors on the Journal himself and

you would probably loose your job if you

made any remarks about him that he didn’t

like.”

We hastened to explain that nothing

under the heavens could suit us better than

to lose our job, to which little glory, no

remuneration and less than thanks was at-

tached. The gentleman in the cap shrug-

ged his shoulders and motioned with his

pen to a chair.

“Won’t you sit down,” he said. “My
name is Bonham. Here, have an apple.”

He rose and unlocking a steamer trunk,

felt around amongst its contents almost to

the verge of disappearance, finally reap-

pearing with two magnificent specimens of

the spy family. We accepted with alacrity

for if there is one thing we enjoy above an-

other in the realm of sustenance it is a good

spy apple. Beyond a distinct flavor of

camphor balls this fruit was well flavored

and firm in character so we ate with gusto.

"Are you the one they call Bob Bonham,”

we asked.

“That’s my name” we were assured.

“Why?”

We explained that we had often watched

him play football and basketball and had

heard many things about him that were in-

teresting. For example we wondered why
he had resigned as secretary of the En-

gineering Society, whether he knocked men
out playing basketball just because he got

mad or because he was so strong he didn’t

realize how hard he was checking them, and

last but not least, whether he wore his cap

in tlie house on the doctor’s orders or from

sentiment.

“Oh, he always wears that cap,” said an-

other voice. “Somebody told him once that

it was the only sure way to prevent his hair

from getting curly.”

We looked around in surprise for we had

never suspected the presence of a third

person. A tall, rather good looking chap,

was stretched lazily oxit on the bed, silently

smoking a cigarette. Tlis face seemed

I
'• So. far as academic” electees go, the Hon.

K. C br-ivv. Fvemier of Ontario, is ‘fio
-

:
7'-'ad as rhe He is now a D<5ctpr/uf

|

aw?—^not the laws tV.Wj

liaments and enforged by courtij. but th'e

laws that govern the world of science,Jiter-

ature and culture. Among academic de-

grees LL.D. is a high one—about as high as

any on the tree of learning, and Premier

Drury’s comes from high authorities, for

Queen’s University has long been famous

for the thoroughness of its teaching and the

sound scholarship of its leaders.

After being capped, Dr. Drury made a

speech in which he dwelt upon the good

work done by the small universities, evi-

dently including Queen’s in this list. That

was hardly according to fact. Queen’s be-

longs to the first group in which are Mc-

Gill, Toronto, Dalhousie and a few others.

To be sure, Queen’s is not the largest but it

is among the leaders.

The United Farmers of Ontario now
have a Doctor of Laws to shepherd them

and guard for them the doors of the fold

of office .—Montreal Standard,

Interfaculty Orchestra
“The Bunch With^the Pep”

Your next Social Evening will be ;

great success if you engage the Inter-

faculty Orchestra, originators of classy

melodies.

j. McLaughlin, s. allen,
(Science) (Arts)

Manager, Secretary,

Phone 2305w Phone 2134m

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything in Sheet Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,

and Accompaniments, Stationery, Birthday

Cards, Magazines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records.

The Song Short
i

Phone 1207M 269^ I’riuce- St

!

What We Haven’t Got—We ‘! Get.
j

Returns of Hockey Games

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

ENJOY THEM TO-DAY.

^ NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college .man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—^Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE

I

i

1
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big sale of furs

and MEN’S HATS

s S ffi

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

"We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewefers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
everything

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Manufacturers Sale

Of Clothing

We have purchased the Overcoat

stock of one of the leading tailoring

firms at their cost and offer them to

you at amazingly low figures. All this

season’s stock. Young men’s and

conservative styles.

Over 200 coats to choose from.

Sale Prices from $19.50 to $44.00.

Regular Prices were from

$25.00 to $55.00

20% DISCOUNT
off our entire stock of Suits. All our

high class suits to be offered now in-

stead of in the customary January

Sale.

Sale Starts Saturday, November 20th,

Ends Dec. 4th.

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

THE OPINIONATOR

A little old man who used to be one of

the old landmarks at our club, was bur-

ied the other day.

He was an odd sort, yet fascinating,

and had been respected and loyed by
every member. After the ceremonies had

been performed and the old gentleman

laid to rest, I went home to my room,

knocked the ashes out of the old pipe, lit

up, and with feet up on table, my rest in

the wicker rocker. I prepared to spend

several minutes, hours if need be, dream-

ing dreams, dreams, dreams.

Old Sol we used to call him first, old

Sol. Old—he was not so very old either,

a small mart five foot four, or there abouts,

somewhat wrinkled, sallow, but one of

those men whose age is difficult to guess.

I remember him as he used to sit in the

corner near the fire-place, looking into the

grate watching the flames. Occasionally

he would pull out his pipe, and looking

along its stem which he pointed at the

fire, would replace it again and after

sticking it between his lips for 2 or 3

seconds it would find its accustomed

place. Then,.he would recross his legs,

blow out great puffs of smoke and smile

as he watched the currents take them up
the chimney in streamers. I would go

over to him and say, well Sol how’s life?

“Life, -did you see that show the other

night, or have you read that book by

Harison Wildemere,” or “did you hear

the music at the ball last Friday,” or “did

you hear Dr. Frust preach on Sunday
night?” Something of this nature he

would be sure to ask, and I would settle

down beside him as he discoursed on some
such topic. He would tell me all about

it from beginning to *nd, and then give

his opinion of it. He was always fair and

seemed to be able to,give an opinion un-

biased by any peculiar twist in his nature.

You could be sure of getting the latest

information on art, literature, music

drama, etc., and always with this went
his own opinion of the particular produc-

tion. Occasionally he was caustic, amus-

ing, but generally he refrained from

sarcasm and gave his opinion in a sound

and clear manner. He seemed to have

the faculty of dispensing with trivialities

and immediately picking offf 1:116 essen-

tialsj_,

Well he was dead, and as I knocked

out the dead ashes and while stuffing

fresh weed into the bowl, I suddenly

remembered that the Old Opinionator had

a son at the funeral. I never knew that

Old Sol had been married, but someone
introduced me to him at the house, and
said, “Ed., this.^is Willis Old Sol’s only

^on, he has been going to- Queen’s Uni-

versity down- in Kingston.” I began to

wonder, for I again settled down, what
this chap would be like. If like his father,

then I would get to know him. At any
rate I would find out about him and see

what he is doing at Queen’s.

That’s just what is needed down there,

somebody who will give an honest unbias-

ed, self detached opinion
; an opinion that

may not be given in order to please a cer-

tain group, but an opinion that will be
sincere and free from cant, yet refreshing

sparkling, and a pleasure to listen to for

its soundness.

Queen’s is a great institution in many
ways, but even with its reputation for

criticism, it has seemed to me of late, that

it has not been s5 popular as it used to

be. Now, that boy, if he is anything like

the Old Opinionator, would be a great

asset to that institution. But, of course,

if he hasn’t been discovered, it isn't likely

he will be known as his father was. That
reminds me, I haven’t received a Journal
for years. 1 wonder, I wonder if he might
be writing for the Journal. Well I’ll

send for the next issue and look it over,

the Old Opinionator may have passed on
his peculiar characteristics to his son.

“What’s that?” demanded the dear wee
thing. “That’s a locomotive boiler,” replied

the budding engineer. . “Why do they boil

them?” in a rising squeak. “To make the

locomotive tender” and he never smiled.

We Knew We Were

Starting Something

When we started our 25% Sale. New
Shoes have come down at the fac-

tories, but not over 15%. We offer

your choice of our large stock of

good shoes, 25%. Gun Metal Pumps,
Patent Pumps, Patent Oxfords,

Now Cost You $5.25.

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 838 PRINCESS STREET

AFTER AN AUTO RIDE
or a walk or the theatre when you feel

like eating something nice and tasty stop

in this restaurant _and you’ll be suxe

gfet just what you want. You'll find our

service prompt and deft and our food

cooked to perfection. To eat here once

is to -decide on making it a habit.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

/

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Fills.

l,oose Leaf Note Books.

Queen's Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 2Sc; Evening, 35c

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A.CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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QUEEN’S lU DEFEAT
FAST RJW.C. TEAM, 2-1

Excellent Condition Shown By Queen’s Players Throughout the Game.

of the period but were unable to score.

OPPOSING TEAM EXHIBIT
FINE COMBINATION

AND PEP.

high

fast,

R.M.C. II and Queen’s III set a

standard on Tuesday evening, for

clean hockey, and good sportsmanship.

Senior hockey teams will have difficulty in

bettering the class of hockey displayed by

these Juniors. Queen’s came out winners

by a score of 2-1, after one of the hardest

fought contests witnessed at the covered

rink in late years. Contrary to usual cus-

tom both teams started off very cautiously.

Each team knew and respected the strength

and ability of their opponents, and each

was determined to find out and take advan^

tage of their opponents’ weak spots. But

before the game had been going ten min-

utes, both sides struck their stride, and for^

the remaining time the game was marked

by fast and brilliant attacks, and counter-

attacks.

It is very difficult to give a correct idea

of the ability of the teams. In the first

game of the season the score was a tie^ that

was on soft ice. Until the last period of

Tuesday’^ game, the teams seemed very

evenly matched. R.M.C. probably were a

trifle more aggressive than Queen’s, and

they work their combination better. On
• the other hand Queen’s are faster indi-

vidually and are wonderful back-checkers.

R.MX. scored their only counter in the

first period, when R. M. Carr-Harris beat

Quinn, from a scramble in front of the

Queen’s net, after fifteen minutes of play.

From then on Queen’s came to life, and

while R.M.C. were always dangerous, they

very rarely tried to work through the Mc-

Kelvey-Reynolds defense, if they did get

by Quinn always blocked well. To the

Queen’s goaler, belongs a good share of the

credit for winning the game. He put up a

^ wonderful exhibition of goal-tending.

Queen’s forced the pace for the remainder

The second period started at a fast pace,

Queen’s having a slight edge on the Cadets.

McKelvey was given two minutes for an

accidental trip, and while he was off, Nicol

beautiful shot from outside the de-

fense, beat Mundell and evened the score.

The game till the end of the period was a

battle royal, each side doing their utmost

to get a lead.

In the final period the Tricolor seemed to

have a sKght advantage in condition. The

Queen’s forwards set a hard pace, and the

Cadets were forced to substitute often.

McKelvey and Reynolds were very effective

in their rushes, and were able to relieve the

forwards. After six minutes of play

Emery, who relieved Nicol, made a rhsh

down left wing, and passed to McKelvey.

who beat Mundell. ' From then on the

Queen’s forwards checked the Cadets so

strongly that the latter were unable to even

the score. The teams lined up as follows:

Queen’s—Goal, Quinn; defence, McKel-

vey and Reynolds;- centre, MacDonald

right wing, Gibson
;
left wing, Nicol. Subs,

Emery, Johnston.

R.M.C.—Goal, Mundell; defense, Mc-

Pherson and Hamilton
;
centre. McKenzie

right wing, R. M. Carr-Harris; left wing,

Graydon. Subs, B. G. Carr-Harris, Swabey,

Referee—R. Crawford.

Comments.

Being knocked out before the game start-

ed did not seem to convince “Baldy” that

the puck was hard. He was always in .th.c

right place at the right time.

The concensus of opinion seems to be

that Queen’s has at least eight “stars” on

the Junior team. It is difficult to pick one

of thT'players for special mention. They

all work hard, and are unselfish. \

If Billy Hughes were not a modest man,

the compliments that were flying around on

Tuesday evening regarding his ability as a

'trainer, would turn bis head. He deserves

all the good things that are said about him.

GIRLS’ INTERCOLLEGIATE
BASKETBALL

After much planning and many com-

munications an orgy of basketball is upon

us, and we deeply appreciate the fact that

the honour of staging the tournament has

fallen to Queen’s. Our appreciation is all

the greater since this is the first attempt of

the kind in the history of the universities,

and for the first time we have the privilege

of welcoming the girls of Vargity and Royal

Victoria College.

The games will be played in the gym-

nasium on Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

February 3rd, 4th and 5th. They are ar-

ranged as follows:

Thursday—R. V. C. vs. Queen’s.

Friday—Varsity vs. R. V. C.

Saturday—Queen’s vs. Varsity.

We urgently request ‘a full house.’

Apart from the athletic activities, some

time and energy have”^ been devoted to the

social end, one of the many things for

which Queen’s has become famous. ,The

Avonmore and Residence girls have very

kindly offered to vacate their rooms to ac-

commodate the visitors. The McGill girls

will be met and conveyed by the committee

to the Avonmore. The Varsity girls will

arrive on Thursday at 5 p.m., and will be

met and escorted in like manner to the

Residence. From each University there

will be six players, three spares, the coach;

the manager and a chaperon.

On Friday afternoon from 3 till 6, a Tea

Dance has been arranged by the Basketball

Club in Grant Hall in honour of our guests.

On Saturday evening at 7 o’clock the Ath-

letic Board of Control is entertaining the

teams to a dinner in the Red Room.

The Girls’ Basketball Club would appre-

ciate very much the hearty co-operation of

all the students in making this undertaking

FIRS LECTURE
ON "TENNYSON”

VERY INTERESTING LECTURE
WAS GIVEN BY MR.

SHOREY

SENIOR BASKETBALL

THE QUARREL SOCIETY

Playing fast and consistent basketball,

McGill defeated Queen’s by a score of 28-

21, on Tuesday evening in the first Inter-

collegiate game of the season. The win-

ners were obliged to play their speediest

game, to hold the big end of the score, and

certainly their best was par excellence.

They displayed a coordination and finish

beautiful to behold, and their confident, ac-

curate passing was a real treat. In a word

—a somewhat colloquial one perhaps—they

had class. Such was the machine which the

Queen’s team held to^he insignificant mar-

gin of seven points
;

decidedly a better

showing than last.year.

The fact that the five men who started,

played the whole game through at top

speed, is silent testimony to the condition of

our team. We have every reason to feel

gratified at the showing that they made.

The slight superiority in tone, and finish of

the McGill team was largely offset by the

brilliant individual effort, and utter game-

ness of our men. In fact, it is possible that

in the final analysis, McGill owed her win

as much to superior weight, which certain

ly had an influence on the game, as to any-

thing else.

It is hard to attempt to pick out any in-

dividual star. On the forward line, Croat

and Jones played a whirlwind game, while

Menderson's long -allots were tlie feature of

the evening. On two or liiree occasions

he dropped the hall through the very centre

of the basket from almost mid-floor.

I.aishley. of McGill, was a close rival, scor-

ing some exceedingl)' pretty shots. Mills

and Lewis on the defence played splendidly,

and kept the McGill foiAvards closely mark-

ed. Indeed, most of the McGill baskets

were scored on long shots.

At the end of the first half McGill led by

five points. The scoring see-sawed for a

time, but about the middle of the period,

McGill make a spurt, and gained a lead

which the Queen’s team was not able to

overcome. The second period was even

faster and closer than the first. It tended

towards roughness a little,' too, and fine

personal fouls were handed out. By the

end of the game McGill had increased her

lead by two points.

Great credit is due to Mr. Keill for the

able and impartial way in which the game

was handled.

Summary.

Queen’s

—

Mills

Lewis

Jones—2, 2, 2.

Henderson—2, 2, 2, 2.

Croal— 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1. Total 21.

Everybody and everything is organizing

around the University. The latest and one

of the most important societies is “The

Arts Club Room Quarrel Society” which

meets at high noon every day and sings

high C, at high tension, and high speed.

The officers are as follows

;

Ix)rd High Chief Precentor—D. Mac-

Innes.

High Chief Precentor—M. B. Kehoe.

Chief Precentor—H. W. Chrysler.

Exalted Potentate of the Basses—J. H.

Philp.

Lord High Monkey-Monk of the Tenors

—D. W. Boyd.

Mo.st Worshipful Lord High Ivory

Tickler—J. M. F. Smith.

Assistant Lord High Ivory Tickler—N.

S. Kelly.

Chancellor of the Tuning Fork—R. P.

Loa.

McGill—
Kern

Kemp—2.

Hay—2, 2. 2.

Little— 1. 2, 1.

The audiences which are filling Convoca-

tion Hall this week to hear Prdf. Paul

Shorey are enjoying a succession of rare

intellectual treats. Prof. Shorey intimated

in the preamble of his first lecture that some

had probably come, out of pure curiosity,

to hear what a professor of Greek had to

say about an English poet. But the large

attentive audiences which filled the Hall on

Tuesday and Wednesday nights must have

convinced the famous lecturer that he was

not an object of curiosity.

Lovers of Tennyson and believers in pure

art found particular interest in the lecture

delivered last Monday night. It was pleas-

ing, indeed, to hear Prof. Shorey depose

with sound argument the critics who have

taken sdeh delight in laughing the great

precisian to scorn at the expense of their

own power of thought and ability for ex-

position. The trivialities and baldnesses

cited in Matthew Arnold’s criticism of

Tennyson are extreme cases; and extreme

may be detected in the works of all writers.

Tennyson, it is true, is guilty of euphuisms

and bare conceits, but he is the master of a

finished, close-packed style, and a con-

sciously trained vocabulary which surpasses

both the ancients and the moderns in classic

art.

The poets of to-day in their hasty pursuit

of rough strength and ineffable power are

insensitive to the euphony, the beauty, and

the art of Tennyson; and, in making this

point Dr. Shorey brought down a great

laugh at the expense of the “Hog-Butcher

for the World.”

“Tennyson is a poet of sheer beauty,”

said Dr. Shorey, and he supported his state-

ment with many appropriate examples.

Reading the first stanza of “Aenone” he

said “this is art transfigured and swallowed

up in beauty.”

It is often by their oddities and trivalities

that we get into the spirit and mode of

thought of writer quickest. Tennyson pro-

fessed his favourite line to be “a dam po-

tato floating on the breeze.” This curious

thought or picture is amusing but not more

gro^Ssque than the favourite lines of many

otliers.

Tennyson, like Dryden and Pope, polish-

ed and repolished. He never wearies of

retouching and revising in his pursuit o^-

iinattainable perfection. Shelley dashes off

his verses at white-heat; Swinburne’s move-

ment is fast and his verse pregnant with

passion ;
^^ennyson is content to "hasten

slowly.” He dresses his thought in a sys-

tematic arrangement of mellow words and

c .i ^ r> fl 4. n T70..-0 '^'musical phrases. Above all this he heeds
Holder of the key B. flat—D. K. Uaris.

, . . , , . . . . ,^ - — his critics and confesses his mistakes m
order that he might give to the people ofMost Reverend Discord Squelcher—J. T.

McNeely.

Most Exquisite Mascot—G. H. Sadler,

2
,

1
.
2

.
1 .

. Laishley—2, 2, 2, 2, 2. Total 28.

A meeting was held to consider the

re-organization of the Queen’s University

Curling Club. Nothing was definitely de-

cided upon until some publicity had been

given the matter. All interested should

communicate with Mr. J. H. Pilkey, 'Mr.

W. J. Brough or Mr. A. E. Friend. ^

THE BULLETIN

FRIDAY—
'

4.30—Engineering Society.

8.00

—

Frontenacs vs. Queen’s Intermedi-

ates.

7.00—

Arts '23 Social Evening.

8.15—Paul Shorey—“Euripides.”

SATURDAY-I-
3'to 5—Band at Rink.

7.00—

A. M. S.

SUNDAY—
10.00 a.m.—Prof. Morison’^ Bible Class,

3.00 p.in.—No Convocation Service.

MONDAY—
8.00 p.m.—R.M.C. vs. Queen’s Inter-

mediates.

8.30 p.m.—Arts Dance.

his best. On the other hand, there is much

wind in Shelley. As Tennyson revises,

polishes, and touches up his verses with a

delicate “plume,” he subtlises and refines

too much and thus loses the purity, the

simplicity, and the clearness of Words-

worth. But as a prosodist and a precisian

in style and diction Tennyson surpasses all.

He has given us a larger quantity of finish-

ed verse than any other English poet.

Dr. Shorey contrasted poems by Tenny-

son with poems by an acknowledged master

in which the fundamental idea of both

poets was practically the same. He pointed

out the superiority of Tennyson's “The

T.ady of .Shalott" over Wordsworth’s "The

Thorn." Dr. Shorey also fearlessly exhi-

bited llie liberality of his unbiased criticism

by contrasting (he false simplicity of

"Dora” with tlie true simplicity of

“Michael." After reading an extract from

(Continued on page 2).
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CffiNTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

B:q>ert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

LECTURE ON “TENNYSON”
(Continued from page 1)
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What We Sell

Cigars, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Pipes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth Organs, Foun-

tain Pens, Stationery, Magazines, Old Country

Papers, etc. •

“THE CITY PIPE SHOP”

JACK F. ELDER
169 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public UtiUties

Phone 1283f

G. W. V. A.

(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

. 3m -
L,

MONDA )’. D 3C. 6th, 1920.

editorial.

Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

Ibie SdiiA Novs Scotid
. $ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modern.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STEBBT, COR. BROCK

In view of the fact that the annual Ora-

torical Contest will soon be'lield, we think

it an opportune time to advise the students,

individually and collectively, of this their

further opportunity for practise in the

rapidly dying art of public speaking.

As a rule only Arts or Theology stud'ents

enter this contest. This, to us, seems very

regrettable. In every small town the

medical man looked up to as one who

should be able to express his opinions on

public matters with a directness and clear-

ness on a pare with his friends in educa-

tional, religious and legal circles. In the

larger towns w'e have our consulting en-

gineers to add to the list of professional

men, as well as accountants and many

other professional men who are at any time

expected to be able to state concisely their-

views. We want such men to take up our

municipal government which, after all. is

but a training for the larger provincial and

federal government. It has often been said

and is a matter of common belief that ora-

tors are born’ and not made. If this be true

there is no reason why an orator should not

be found in any of the four faculties. If it

be not true then everyone has an equal op-

portunity to try for and win the coveted

medals. At any rate, win or lose, the ex-

perience is invaluable and it is only by our I

mistakes that we may hope to attain that

position of excellence, in oratory or in any

other branch of activity, that will fit us to

better “serve our fellows in church and

state.”

We therefore are urging upon the mem-

bers of all faculties the advisability of sup-

porting and taking part in the Oratorical

Contest.

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
AU forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
dental surgeon

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

This week has been a very busy one in-

deed and in the rush to attend the most

excellent lectures of Dr. Paul Shorey,

Intercollegiate basketball games and hockey

games, something naturally had to be ne-

glected. One event which was not as well

I

attended as it should have been was the

R.M.C.-Queen’s game. These two teams

are very evenly matched and, as has been

remarked, a little cheering at psychological

moments may win or lose a game. True,

we won the game with R.M.C. but bv no

great margin and we are by no mef.ns - \

of winning the group champions. al

though prospects are quite bright. Tlu i

two teams meet again on Monda

next to decide who is who and wh .
i

'

regrettable that the Arts dance is i.clo oi

the same night, but the date of th

.

was changed before to avoid confl'.cf

sport. However, there should be ;

city crowd for that game for, as oi.- s

writer remarks, the senior teams a c
:

to be forced to work hard to be

'

' - • » •

class of hockey which these fast junior >

displaying in the present series of g mu

“The Predule” the lecturer pointed out the

superiority in diction, style' and profundity

of thought in “Tears, Idle Tears,” which

expresses a similar idea to that of the ex-

tract quoted from Wordsworth.

Matthew Arnold said it took him longer

to read

“Yet all experience is an arch where thro

Gleams that untravelled world whose

margin fades

Forever and forever when I move.’

than it did to read the whole of the Haid

Tennyson’s movement is slow. The metre

of his songs does not adapt itself quickly

and easily to music because his passion

always repressed and subdued. “The

Charge of the Light Brigade” lacks botli

rapidity and passion, two elements which

most poets would consider most requisite

to such a poem.

Tennyson was cultured next to Goethe

:

mind of sheer intellectual superiority based

on a minute study of nature and a careful

study of the classics. By reason of careful

observance he knew nature better than any

other poet, and he exhibits the power of hi.s

infallible eye and inerrant hand whenever

he chooses to paint the English that

knew. In his studies he assimilates a know

ledge of the classiesVand was content to

sho\v the extent and soundness of his own

knowledge rather than absorb into his own

work the “sweet-meats” of the ancients

For this reason one does not find in Tenny-

son the ostentatious pedantry found

Browning who, too often, made subtle use

of what he read in the ancients. Tennyson

is a poet of exquisite art and consummate

culture.

“The Gardener’s Daughter,” “The Nor-

thern Farmer,” “The Village Wife” are all

manly in sentiment. Tennyson was neither

dainty nor effeminate but was rather the

manliest of men. His verses charm but

there is nothing girlish and little small talk

in them. In “Locksley Hall” he portrays

the whole intellectual movement of the

nineteenth century. As for the philosophy

in Tennyson, Dr. Shorey could not take

time to treat it fully but hurried on after

pointing out the fine moral meanings

some of his finer poems.

Tennyson has his message and succeeds

in preaching it equally as well as he suc-

ceeded in obtaining the object of his am

bition as a poet. With a comprehensive and

acute intelligence he sought not high wit or

liumour but, beauty, charm, power and fin-

ished art. His message is work and hope

THE

Sympathy Six

ORCHESTRA

is again open for dance engagements

THIS ORCHESTRA NEEDS NO

INTRODUCTION

Arrangements may be made with:

R. H. Waddington H. S. Griffin

1905j 1578j

N. C. Cooper, 1215f

Make It

Conditional
m In making the “Engage-

ment” conditional upon

it being sealed by a “Ryrie

Engagement Ring,” you

are beginning wisely.

“Ryrie Diamonds” are

always of such a high

standard that you may
show them with pride and

satisfaction.

« They are always mount-
• ed in a style worthy of

such gems.

« Direct buying from the

cutters in Europe en-

ables us to quote prices

otherwise impossible.

Our Optical Department is

giving wonderful

satisfaction.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited _

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee DaUy 2.15—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St Phone 1144w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

T heJournal Staff

will hold their
e

Social Evening

FRIDAY, FEB. 11th, at 7 p.m.

Watch The Journal for further

Announcements.

TICKETS TO GO ON SALE FEB. 4th.

Patronize

Our
Advertisers
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Ope 7i Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS- STREET
’Phone '395

Below Grand Opera House

Crepe de Chene

and

Georgette Blouses

Priced up to $11.50

CLEARING AT $5.00 EACH

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’24

J. H. MacMillan, 312 University Ave.,

Phone 1498.

T. A. Hamilton, 168 Division Street,

Phone 2144.

J. J. McNally, 238 Earl street, Phone

2318w.

K. G. Burns, 52 Union West, Phqne

1315.

H. E. Robertson, 291 Brock Street,

Phone 1441w.

R. G. Pfotzer, 309 Earl street, Phone

2251m.

SakelPs ^
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

This is McKenzie, Photographer,
talking at Kingston.

“QueenV’1—“People tell me I must
be getting rich on account of the high
prices 1 charge for photographs. One
lady actually used the word “holdup”.
Here are some facts. My gross cash
receipts for 1919 were $6,242.51. Oper-
ating expenses were $3,151.15: my in-

come, therefore, was $3,091.36. 1 esti-

mate that in order to earn this

$3,091.36, I worked 350 days, averag-
ing 12 hours per day on duty, total

4,200 hours, so that I was paid about
75 cents an hour for my time. Does
that sound like a “hold-up?”
When I hire a plumber, I pay him

95 cents an hour. When he does it

the wrong way, I pay him 95 cents
an hour for that and 95 cents an hour
to imdo it, and 95 cents an hour to do
it over again. So, for the benefit of
those people who think my prices are
outrageous, I can truthfully state that
my earning capacity as photographer
in the City of Kingston, is not as
great as that of a plumber Many of
whom draw the money I have men-
tioned after having spent only a little

time learning all they have to know
to get by; while I have been eighteen
years learning what I know about
photography.

To be continued in our next—

Those Study Glasses
'‘THEY MUST BE RIGHT.’’

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen's Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

If you already wear glasses come in and
inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasse.s.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Why?
Why has Bobby become so chummy

with his ministerial friend? Are there

any 'ulterior motives?

Why are the freshmen -so carefully

preserving their University ties?

Why did G

—

x, drop such a nice hand

—three of a kind—on the corner of Div-

ision the other night? and. saunter away

whistling "Feather Your Nest?”

Why isn’t the heart “heart-shaped,” as

we thought? And why .doesn’t it throb

and mutter pit-a-pat instead of lubb-dup?

Why doesn’t the 5th year revive their

latent hockey material?

MEDS ’23.

We are glad to learn that Mr, C. C.

Moon is rapidly recovering from his recent

illness and will be able to continue with us

during the session.

Wanted : Four robust individuals to ac-

company the year team to Sydenham on

Saturday, as body-guard. Who knows but

that there might be an exhibition game,

after the regular one.

F. C, is developing a pure stab-culture on

his upper lip; non-motile with pigment-

formation
;
no metastases have yet been ob-

served.

Domestic Science Class. _

A thorough knowledge of how you eat

and why you eat it—and complete un-

derstanding .of stomachache (and Hic-

coughs).

Baker in Chief—Red Edwards—He
kneads the dough. —

Second Cook—Biff Gratton—(Runun-

ating) “I wish ( ?) were here, she

says she can cook!”

Bottle Washer—“Paderevvisks” Hold-

croft, (Confidentially to Dr. Lothrop,

thinking he was addressing Slim), “Gee,

I’d like to spread this pastry over Bishop’s

countenance.”

Pot Twirler—Frig Friend—“Please Sir,

how do you get the dough off the dishes?

Strangler” Costello (In a stage whisper)

Did he say camisole or casserole?

C. H. (“Tupper”) Donnelly, B.A. ’14,

B.Sc. ’17, is on the staff of the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission at Niagara
Falls on the construction of the Chippewa-
Queenston Power Canal.

Gluten, Protem, Flour and eggs,

Million’s, Ringer’s 8 Frogs Legs,

Ethyl Leucine, C-H-41
Domestic Science “Twenty Four”

(Sec. A.)

Dusty—What is Williamson’s Reac-
tion? .

Jimmy—Same as we started in Slim’s

room the other night, you know.

“Stew”—I’ve been reading a good short

story.

The other—What? a cheque?
“Stew”—No.
The Other—That’s the only kind that

interests me.

MEDICINE ’24

Lr. E—ger.—I know a man once who
had a stroke at the age of twenty, and he
is now over eighty.

Speaking of ages, how old are we to

suppose the Doctor is??

Inter Year Hockey
Meds. ’24 vs. Meds ’26. Score 13-1.

There was a clean, well contested game
between the two junior years, on Mon-
day afternoon. The Freshmen were de-
feated by score of 13-1. The individual
play was not exceedingly brilliant, but
MacLachlan succeeded in scoring the
most goals. All of the Soph, team from
Quinn out, were right on the job, and we
feel that there is no doubt as to the re-

sults of the return game w-ith the Fresh-
ies on Friday the 28th—nor, in fact, of
any future game.

Line-up — Goal, Quinn ; defence,

Ritchie, Waddell; centre, MacLachlan:
wings, Taber, Leggett

; spares, Ryan and
McNally.

I wrote an ode to make a hit.

The best that I was able,

And with regards presented it

Unto my best girl, Mabel.

I met her on a later day,

She said : “It’s a disgrace
!”

The error in the title lay,

’Twas : “Lines, on Mabel’s Face.”

FULL
DRESS
Requirements

FOR THE

DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT

We have the very latest ideas.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213-PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

QUEEN’S III. DEFEAT REGIOPOLIS

Queen’s III and Regiopolis staged a good

game in the Junior Intercollegiate series at

the covered rink Wednesday night, with the

former winning 4 lo 1. The tri-color were

heavier and more experienced than their

gritty opponents, but with tlie gameness

which has characterized them in hockey for

years, the garnet and gold fought the vic-

tors. The ice was fast and the exhibition

put up was much superior to the junior

O.H.A. hockey seen here this year so far.

The teams

:

Regiopolis—Goal, McCarthy
;

defence,

James, Goodfriend
;

centre, Scrutton

;

wings^ Cook, Grace.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST....\. 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

Queen’s III—Goal, Quinn
;
defence, Rey-

nolds, Emery; centre, McDonald; wings,

Nickle, Johnston.

Referee—Arthur Brouse. —^Whig.

DRESS SUITS

Ready-to-Wear

$75.00 Values for

$95.00 Values for

Stiff Front Dress Shirts.

Soft Front Dress Shirts.

Mushroom Dress Shirts.

White Pique Dress Vests.

White Silk Dress Vests.

Gloves, Collars, Neckwear, etc.

All accessories for Social Functions.

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

Founded 1847.

If off your route, it pays to walk.

$49.50

$69.50
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A

call solicited.

Qrawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAG9T STREETS.

iciENCE

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARKTTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy

engineering notes
Does This Apply to You?

A club or society may be killed m var-

ious ways by concerted action or other-

wise. The Engineering Institute of Can-

ada has these suggestions to offer.

1. Don’t go to the meetings.

2. If you do go, go late.

3 If you attend a meeting, find fault

with the work of the officers and mem-

bers.
. . . ,

4. Never accept office as it is easier to

criticize than to do things.

57 Get sore if you are not appointed on

committees, but if you are, do not attend

committee meetings.

6. If asked by the President to give

your opinion on some matter, tell him

you have nothing to say. After the meet-

ing tell everyone how things should be

done.

7. Do nothing but when members use

their ability to help matters along, howl

that the institution is run by a clique.

8. Don’t bother about doing anything

Let “George do it.”

;
380

A. A. Nicholls, Phone 2125w ;
93 Fron

tenac street.

W. M. K. McKenzie, Phone 616w

Brock street.

C. A. Maynes, 20 Stuart street.

A. R. Henderson, 199 University Ave

G. F. Keith, Phone 1388j, 158 Earl St,

A. F. McKellar, 20 Stewart street.

G. N. Furse, Phone 1487w, 328 Queen.

G. E. Tanner, Phone 68 ;
224 University

F. H. Hari^rn, Phone 937j, 15 Aber-

deen street.

G. R. Henderson, Phone 937j ; 15 Aber-

deen street.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON C6., Limited

KlNGSTpN, OnT.

A SAVINGS

I

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

izigs .‘i-couiit upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.

AND 288 PMNCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

Engineering Society meets at 4.15 p.m

on Friday. Let every member of the

Society be present, as there is important

business re the Dance and Dinner and

Employment bureau. You are interested

in this. Come prepared to give us your

opinion and ideds.

Annie Laurie’s Advice to the Love Lorn

To John and Harold S.

If you don’t feel just right;

If you can’t sleep at night;

If you moan and sigh

;

If your throat is dry;

If your grub tastes like glue;

If you can’t smoke or chew

;

If your heart doesn’t beat;

If you’ve got cold feet;

If your heads in a whirl;

For Heaven’s sake — Marry the girl..

We have to smile just a little at the

reporter for Arts ’21, and his rather broad

insinuation that we purlain our copy from

Jack Canuck, and in the next line callq

attention to the fact that there are girls in

his year. Glad you told us brother, we

fancied from your column that most of

you had comfortable berths in an Old

Ladies’ Home.

SCIENCE ’24 DIRECTORY
CORRECTIONS

SCIENCE ’24

Are We Downhearted? No.

Those of Science ’24 who were ener-

getic enough to attend the year meeting

on Wednesday night were indeed for-

tunate. The distinguished guests. Mr.

Slim Monture and Katy? Marshall, both

addressed the year- Slim Monture em-

phasized the need of supporting the Sth

Field Company and the Employment

Bureau. Mr. Marshall who followed

urged the support of the Freshman year

to the engineering society. Following

these brief and enlightening addresses

was an election which resulted in the

election of the present encufnbrant as

year reporter. ' The meeting was then

brought to a speedy conclusion.

The committee appointed to revise the

year yell have decided to offer as an in

ducement, a prize of a year pin for the

best contribution. Hand in contributions

to G. H. Brown, Boyd or Bronson.

According to press notices from the Lon-

don “Times” Ken Taylor, last years

Rhodes scholar, who played goal for the

first hockey team at Queen’s is still using

his goal-tending ability to good advantage.

According to the report which we print be-

low, hockey, as played between Oxford and

Cambridge is not quite so strenuous a ga.me

as is usual in our vigorous Canadian clim-

ate. It would, from this distance seem

scarcely worth while to travel all the way

to Switzerland from England to play a

hockey game of thirty minutes. It may be

noted that “Oxford made two serious at-

tacks on the Cambridge goal.” Our sport-

ing staff would be kept fairly well occu-

pied keeping account of the number of at-

tacks made by one hockey team on another’s

goal during a game here.

We hope "Ken” continues his good work

as captain of the Oxford hockey team.

‘The ice hockey match between Cam-

bridge and Oxford took place here to-day

in brilliant sunshine and on rather soft ice.

The result was a drawn game
;
neither side

was able to score. This was the first uni-

versity match played since the war. At the

end of the three periods of ten minutes

each, the captains agreed to play two extra

periods of five minutes, but still the sides

were unable to score. Cambridge pressed

heavily throughout the game, but the ice

was rather sticky and this helped to make

the shooting erratic. The chief feature of

the match was the brilliant defense of tlie

Oxford goal by K. Taylor, the Oxford

captain, who is a Canadian player. Oxford

made tw.o serious attacks on the Cambridge

goal, but it, too, was successfully defended

by the goalkeeper, T. F. Jordan, an Ameri-

can player. A. C. N. Gasling (Toronto

University) played a brilliant game for

Cambridge.”

\

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE

MINISTER OF EDUCATION

SCIENCE ’23

1921 promises to be a record year for

the institution of Kingston. Queen’s has

a record attendance and the attendance

at the Pen: has increased from 450 to 650.

What will we accredit it to, prohibition

or the war?

Why did Col. Ellis shout "Pick up

those knees,” after the officer in charge

of the squad had called "Halt?” Surely

the boys are not over in the knees al

ready.

When writing home, please do not try

to spell the commands given by the offi-

cers.

day AND EVENING CLASSES may be

conducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of Educa-

tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN
STRUCTION is given in various trades

V The schools and classes are under the

direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of

Study in Public, Separate, Continuation

and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Have you seen Manskie’s collection of

rare earths? We know where he can get

some limestone.

We are all anxiously awaiting Prof.

Shorey’s lecture on "The Pace that kill-

ed Athens.” Could we have it introduced

in Kingston for a week or two.

Do You Believe it?

“I’m sure I enjoyed that danc ..

'

"I was just going to call you up."

“That exam, was easy.”

“Call again.”

“I have my programme filled.”

"You have a wonderful voice.”

"This problem is simple.”

Bibby’i

Copies of the Regulations issued by the Little* George Washington at the new
j

j.J

Department of Edawtion «ay b« ®huined U
.lances to elderly spinster maid. )'y

>mm the Deputy Minister of Education, ^
'41

TSronto. !

Blank, I can’t tell a lie, mv
| r-m

i
tbirteemh number is filled.

|

Toronto, November, 1920^ 1

Style Headquarters

Men’s and Young Men’s

Suits and Overcoats

AT PRE WAR PRICES

WE ARE GOING TO KEEP THE KET’TLE BOILING

young MEN’S ULSTERETTES

All new models for this season’s trade.

CLEARING PRICE

OUR SUITS AT $35.00

Are real wonders, beautifully tailored from choice all wool

cheviots. All new models.

the best for less

Every Garment we sell is a leader in its class.

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street

$25.00
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anewARROW
TO^KRoi^ND

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-
ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 ; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. • KINGSTON

Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY'STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures ^

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ENGLISH CLUB.

ARTS
ARTS SOCIETY

A short meeting of the j Arts Society

was held on Tuesday afternoon between

the hours of 4.30 and 5.00, and acljourned

in time for the members to hear Dr.

Shorey’s address.

The members present were again few

in number, but soon after a quorum was
rounded up, the meeting commenced.

Many interesting election bills were

received, and it was known that more

were to arrive yet.

“Spats” McLeod, having called a

meeting of4he Athletic Committee, was
able to read the inter-year hockey eched-

ule.

,
Mr. Philp, after completing all the bus-

iness of the Parade Committee, showed
how the money had been distributed and

made some further recommendations.

The Arts Society appointed a repre-

sentative, Mr. A. L. Stevenson to attend

the Arts Dance at Varsity.

At the next regular meeting. Arts ’22,

will give us a fine programme, and we
hope there will be a large attendance for

the occasion.

The regular meeting of Arts ’21 was
held in the New Arts Building on Mon-
day, January 24th. The. president, Mr.
M. B. Kehoe, occupied the chair. The
sophomore year were the guests of the

seniors at this meeting.

It was decided to hold a special meet-

ing of the year for the purpose of appoint-

ing a perraannet executive.

The programme, thoroughly enjoyed by
all, consisted of a piano solo by Mr. F. R.

Bamforth, a recitation by Miss Dunne,
th^.-Teading of the "Eye-Opener” by Mr.
H. W. Chrysler, a watch contest, and re-

freshments.

We wish to express our thanks for the

contributions which found their way to

this column during oUr recent respite,

and to assure our frineds that we are not

the least bit peeved at the slams taken
at our own person.

The next regular meeting of the English

Club will be held in the Large English

Room, New Arts Building, at 4 p.m. Tues-

day, February 1st. Mr. Royall Snow, lec-

turer in the Department of English, will

address the Club. The subject of the ad-

dress, “American Poetry—Old and New,’
should in itself guarantee a large attend-

'ance. Supporters of Longfellow and his

school, and friends of the new school of

free-verse writers, should not fail to hear

this address.

ARTS ’21

From the Alumni notes in Tuesday's

'Journal”: “Florence Minto was united
in carriage to Rev. Reginald M. McMui-
Hn.” Personally, we prefer a church.

ARTS ’22

Whoopee I ? !

All are glad to see A. V. L. Serson’s
beaming countenance once agaim

A. L. Stevenson was the representa-

tive of the Arts Society at the U. of T,
Arts Dance, January 26th.

The ferst burd of spring

Came out fur to sing,

But ere he had sounded a note.

He fell from the Hm
And a dead burd was him,
For the song had friz in his throat.

ARTS ’24.

In the morning e’er the sun has risen,

We hasten to this spacious place,

To study French with great precision,

Under the kind care of His Grace.
I

And after the lesson is over,
And as we leave our seats.

Out into the halls we wander.
There to smell Cafeteria’s “eats.”

Mr. C. H-kns evidently likes Porter.

To drink ? No ! to fuss

!

The smell of bacon fills the air,

Cabbage and potatoes too,

O, that we had some time to spare,

To enter there and feed anew

!

But we are blessed, compared with some,
And let this be to all a solemn warning,

—

Mr. Walsh had no breakfast.

For he slept in this morning!

J.J.W.
-

Mr. A. Ch-les—th has suddenly taken

a deep interest in the rink, theatre, social

evenings, after chur>ch sing songs, etc.

Like Instant Postum “there’s a reason,”

but, (sad to relate) there’s a woman in

Arthur’s case.

Through the medium of the press, Mr.
T. C-r-y wishes to announce that the

story that he is fussing is erroneous. He
wishes to announce that he is already

engaged.

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is eomptsM,

Best Tungsten Lntny*

and Flashlights. Svsr]r>

thing electrical for az»

- perimental purposes.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
IBS WELLINGTON STREET

t»HONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Favorite Fiction.

“Oh ! I did enjoy the exams.”

“I wrote on an average six books.”

“Next semester, I am going to keep each

day’s work up to the mark.”

“I will never study any'more on Sunday.

Economics II paper was too short.”

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reductir^.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
'PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor
204 PRINCESS STREET

Books Worth Having
THE NEW JERUSALEM by G. K. CHESTERTON

ESSAYS—SPECULATIVE AND POLITICAL

By the

Rt. Hon. Arthur James Balfour, M.A., F.R.S., LL.D., D.C.L.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT TUNGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of thig work may be covered 1^
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—-Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s Universi.y.
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SENSATIONAL PMCE-

CUTTING SALE OF FURS

for 10 DAYS
at "Kingston's Famous Fur Store”

slle sSrts Thursday. Jan. 13th

and ends Saturday, Jan. 22nd.

our entire stork “SaVf's»a-

’ son, luxury tax. gen-

eral trade conditions

and many other rea-

sons are responsible

for the exceedingly

large stock we have

on hand at pfesent,

and which we cannot

afford to carry over

until next season--it

must be turned into

cash—even at a tre-

mendous loss. Here

reLfiXl.Vrl<ie Miils Furs at pnces

that defy competition.

All sales for cash. No approval.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126 and 128 PRINCESS S'L

THE OPINIONATOR

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

I
Dance Programmes

S Constitutions

5 and all Jcinds of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
so Market Si. ,

Kingston

"WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottiwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

PIANO TUNING
WM. &WA1NB. PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or 'Phone 564 w.

'Hello Will, how’s life?” Life? did

you try any exams?” The Opinionator

looked gloomy as he went to the table

to fill bis “tobacco stove” as I call it—

a

big corn cob which you would think

would hold enough for a night of clouds.

He seemed to be ruminating in his mind

what to say, but as he sat down again in

the armchair, I could plainly see I’d have

to start. I’ve tried that before, and have

sat there for an hour without either of

us speaking, and then got upland said

“its a beautiful evening isn’t it?” A grunt

would be the answer. Then as I would

get up to go and say good night, he

would say “good night Ed., drop in

again.” No, it didn’t work ;
I would have

to start the conversation, and as he usu-

ally gave the opening to do so, as he did

now, I c.arried on.

“Exams? yes, you bet, I tried exams.”

Aren’t they a nuisance Opie. It‘s too

bad they can’t eliminate such things they

are so disconcerting. A chap sometimes

goes into an exam room feeling he does

know something about the subject and

then when he sees the paper he groans

with despair.”

“Yes, Ed., your right, but that’« not

so bad. That’s as much the student’s

fault as the professor’s. But it is annoy-

ing, I admit, but isn’t it great when you

feel you don’t know anything about the

subject and you get the paper and see

some questions that seem fairly easy and

you write and write until you fill three

or four books of stuff and hear the re-

sults, 1st div. That’s great. But the

whole idea is wrong, Ed. the whole prin-

ciple of the thing has gotten twisted some-

how or other. I don’t know who put the

kink in it, but it’s there, and the perpendi-

cular is bent a long way from the normal.”

“You see Ed.” (I knew he was away now,

so I sat back and listened, throwing in

a remark now and again) “this is the

trouble.” A man works all year, I mean

some men, well those men who work all

year come to an examination and in one

day, three hours, 180 minutes, what is

he supposed to do? Why he is supposed

to be able to put sufficient knowledge

down on paper so that the professor will

be able to say, 1st div.—2nd div.—3rd

div. failure. Now Ed., is it reasonable

to imagine that a man’s physical and

mental capacity is always at the same

high or low pitch? You know yourself

that some days you can study better than

others. Some days your head is much

clearer than others, and some days you

can’t seem to study at all, and hang it all,

there are some days that you feel like

throwing every book out of the window,

ink, pens and all. Then the professors

set aside a day after a certain subject

has been scratched over for about three

months, and say, on this day you shall

be examined on what we have told you,

lectured you for three monflas. The ex-

amination will begin at 9 a.m., colored

books of blank paper will~be provided,

there will be plenty of ink, blotters, and

examination sheets, nicely printed; tables

will be provided, they will be square in

shape, covered with signs and symbols,

blots, and gouges, and are so built as to

move freely on their legs as you drive

3'Our pen across the paper. The room
may be heated, possibly at 8.55, and a

merry tune will be tapped on the piper in

the cellar below so that the sound will

be clearly and distinctly heard in every

part of the examination rooms. You may
happen to sit near a warm radiator or

near a cold ventilator, but that is merely

to test you physical resistance and edu-

cate you to always carry six handker-

chiefs as you may possibly contract a

cold. Of course, if there isn’t room in

Grant Hall, or Convocation Hall, you
may have to go to Fleming Hall. If

you go there, why, then you will be pro-

vided with high chairs or stools about

eight inches in diameter at the top and
standing about four feet from the floor.

The table will be.-large and provided

with moveable drawing boards. Opposite

you, if you are lucky, will be seated i

pretty girl, and you can lose your exam

ination if you want to, by trying to dis-

cover the color of her eyes. Don’t try

to stretch your legs out because your

knees will bump into the table itself, and

would merely dangle straight down and

hang there lifeless. That is a most de-

lightful place for exams., especially if a

pretty girl sits opposite. Yes, Ed., exams,

are a nuisance and most annoying, but

how are you going to remedy the situa-

tion? That’s the point, how are you go-

ing to remedy it? You know they don’t

count enough on what work a man does

during the year, that should count at

least half.” “Well, Opie, it’s ten bells

and I must leave. Got. an essay to write

and I want to see what criticism I’m

going to get on this one. I' wonder who

corrects some of those essays. See you

later Ope, and tell you about a criticism

I received on an essay the other day.”

“Right,” said Ope. “right!” “Good night

Ed., call again when you can’t stay so

long!”

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES ON
“KOREA”

On Monday afternoon, in the large

English room, a number of Kingstonians

as well as students had the privilege of

seeing pictures of Korea. Dr. Schofield,

who has spent many years in that coimtr\',

gave the audience a real treat by thrown

ing on the screen pictures of both natives

and natural scenery. He himself confess-

ed that on numerous scenes made it evi-

dent to all that he was not lacking in tliis

particular.

He showed two or three pictures of

the Korean nurses who, in their snow-

white uniforms, assumed a rather Wes-
tern appearance. Another picture tliat

was particular interesting was that of

three young women (teachers). One of

these on being told that (owing to her

sex) it would be impossible to receive an

education donned men’s clothes, cropped

off her hair, and played the role of a

male student. After receiving her educa-

Dr. Schofield showed the picture of a

young man who was the son of a million-

aire. The son had been educated in

Japan, and. returning to his native land,

asked his father for sufficient funds to

start a school. His request met with a

refusal. Not to be outdone, however, the

boy adopted the MeSweeney method of a

hunger strike. He succeeded in establish-

ing the school.

Perhaps the most interesting picture of

all was that of a woman charged with

three curses: First, she had lost her hus-

band
;
secondly, she had no male heir to

carry on his father’s estate
;
and thirdly

(a most vile charge), she had four daugh-

ters. In Korea, according to Dr. Scho-

field, women of twenty-five years are con-

sidered old. We are glad Queen’s is not

located irt Korea.

After the pictures had been shown the

speaker gave some startling examples of

how the Western civilization is corrupt-

ing the foreign mind. Dr. Schofield said

he believed we have done more to damn
these people than to help them. Travel-

ling on the boat with him were seven
I young Koreans — three girls and four

boys. Besides these there were people

of nearly every nation, aird the drunken-

ness and indecent behavior of many of

the so-called civilized peoples on the ship

were such as to make the missionary feel

disgraced.

Knew Only One Fisher.

Americans will relish this story, told by a

pretty English girl just back from the Far
East. The acquaintances she and her party

made while on the voyage home included a
couple of young men from the United

States. At one of the ports they touched

English- newspapers came aboard. Among
other things these contained tlie announce-

ment of the death of Admiral John Fisher,

the Lord Nelson of his day.

_.One of the English party exclaimed; “I

say, Fisher’s dead!”

The two Americans looked puzzled.

“Fisher?” asked one of them. “Who’s
Fisher?” Then, seized by a terrifying idea:

tion she reverted to her appropriate at- I “You don’t mean Bud? Heavens! What
tire. will become of Mutt and Jeff?”

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made q£ the best materials, and

|

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

THE STUDENTS' STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

A GOOD COMBINATION

Ounces Lighter &. Stronger.

Means the best of satisfaction in skating.

Let’s fit you up with a combination fhat

everybody has had success with. Automobile

Skates and a pair of our Hockey Boots.

Come around now and get your outfit. We
have all Hockey Supplies.

Enter our “Feather Your Nest” Contest
—Guess ! ]

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters-

Text Books and Supplies For

arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city. '
, . , -

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 Ol’EN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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SPORT
QUEEN’S II. MEET DEFEAT FROM

HEAVIER BELLEVILLE
TEAM

Belleville, by playing superior hockey,

were able to take the fast Queen’s II.

into camp by the score of 7-4. The

Queen’s team did not play up to form,

the forwards seemed to be lost on the

fast ice, and Belleville notched two coun-

ters in the first few minutes of play.

The Belleville team had considerable

advantage in weight and their defence

was a puzzle which the Tricolor could

not fathom. Their forwards worked to-

gether much better than the students’,

which brought results; their backcheck-

ing was a feature of the game, while the

students were weak in this department.

On the whole, Belleville deserved the

victory for they played a superior brand

of hockey throughout.

For Queen’s, McNeill played a stellar

game in the nets, while Ratchford and

Smith on the defence played good hockey

at times, but still their blocking was not

what was expected. Both are fast men

and there is generally something doing

when they start down the ice. Of the

forwards, Stewart and Nelson played

good hockey, Battersby was somewhat off

color and did not play up to his .usual

form. “Doc” Campbell and Box, as subs.,

played good hockey while they were on

the ice, but their shooting was somewhat

erratic as both missed good chances to

score.

For Belleville, Coyer and Green were

a stone wall defence which the Tricolor

could not get through. Coyer is a fast

man and his rushes were always sensa-

tional. Arnott and Weir of the forwards

are both fast men, and the former’s stick-

handling was magnificent.

Tom Monroe of London, had the game

well in hand at all stages and only minor

penalties were handed out.

First Period.

From the gong, Belleville went out to

win and set a terrific pace. McNeil turn-

ing several hot ones aside. After five

minutes of gruelling play, Coyer staged

a sensational rush, getting by the Tricolor

defence and beating McNeill for the first

counter. Campbell replaced Battersby

and missed a beautiful chance to score

on a pass from Nelson by shooting wide.

Play became centred in front of Queen’s

net and from a mix-up Arnott scooped

one into the net. Queen’s took this to

heart and for the next five minutes .tried

hard to score, the reward coming when

Nelson carried the puck the length of

the ice, but was skated into the corner.

He passed to Stewart who was waiting

in front of the net uncovered, and easily

beat Boland for Queen’s first counter.

Nelson received the end of a stick in the

face, but finished the period. But on ex-'

amination it was found that his cheek

bone was fractured and was immediately

taken to the Hospital. This left Quee^n’s

with only one substitute to finish the

game.

Belleville 2, Queen’s 1.

Second Period.

The second period opened similar to the

former, with Belleville forcing the play,

and in five minutes Weir scored from
a mix-up in front of the Queen’s net.

Box replaced Stewart and combined
in a beautiful rush with Battersby, only

to shoot wide after getting through the

Belleville defence. Smith rushed and on-

a beautiful shot scored Queen’s second

tally. Belleville retaliated in two minutes

when Arnott shot from well out. Ratch-

ford made a sensational rush passing the

defence, but was tripped by Arnott before

he could shoot. Arnott penalized.

Belleville 4, Queen’s 2.

Third Period.

Queeli’s reversed things in the opening

minutes of this period, and in two min

utes Battersby carried the rubber the

length of the ice, Boland stopping nicely,

but before he had time to clear Ratchford

was in on top of him and shoved the

rubber into the net.

It looked as though Queen’s were go-

ing to tie the game up, but their joys

were short lived, for Arnott circled the

defence and beat McNeill with an ankle

high shot which the latter had no chance

of saving. Queen’s rallied for a few

minutes and their attacks were terrific

however, the sterling work of the Belle-

ville defence staved off disaster. Green

rushed, passed to Symonds, who scored

from a -wing shot. Both teams checked

back fiercely and play remained pretty

much in centre ice. Ratchford finally

broke away and scored the prettiest goal

of the game. After rushing the length

of the ice and being skated into the corner

he came out and curved one passed Bo-

land.

It seemed that every time Queen’s

scored it acted as a stimulus to the Belle-

ville players, for in three minutes Coyer

and Arnott combined in a rush, the foi'm-

er beating McNeill with a difficult one.

Both teams showed signs of weakening

and play slowed up-during the dying min-

utes of the period.

Belleville 7, Queen’s 4.

Line-up

:

Queen’s

Goal.

Belleville

McNeill

Defence

Boland

Ratchford Green

Smith

Centre.

Coyer

Stewart Arnott

L. Wing.

Battersby

R. Wing.

Whalen

Nelson

Subs.

Symonds

Campbell Weir

Box Arnott

Referee—^Tom Collins.

“Connie” O’Gorman of the first team

again injured his ankle 'in practice and

will probably be out of the game for the

remainder of the season.

I ask you, “Did Queen’s III. show con-

dition in their game against R.M.C.?”

INTER-YEAR HOCKEY

An interesting match of the medical

inter-year hockey schedule was played on

the open air rink Wednesday afternoon,

when ’23 and ’22 clashed. The third year

was successful in winning from ’22 by the

score of 9 to 1. The winners put up
superior brand of hockey and had little dif-

ficulty in disposing of their opponents. The
second year defeated the freshmen team

Monday afternoon. A double schedule is

being played, so that there will be two more
games before the finals.

Interfaculty Orchestra
“The Bunch With the Pep”

Your next Social Evening will be a
great success if you engage the Inter-

faculty Orchestra, originators of classy

melodies.

Jr McLaughlin, s. allen,
(Science) (Arts)

Manager, Secretary,

Phone 2305w Phone 2134m

ENJOY THEM TO-DAY.

^ NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Mewum"

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything in Shee' Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,
and Accompaniments, Stationery, i rthday
Cards, Magazines, etc. •

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records. 1

The Song Sho>>|
Phone 1207M 269}4 Prir.-.c:- Sf

i

We Haven’t Got—Wc'll t

Telephone 850 and 1200

I



big sale of furs

and MEN’S HATS

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE (SO

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

/

KINGSTON. ONT.

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order ?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Khmeiir & d’Estertc

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

Arrangements are all but completed for

the staging of the Arts dance which, if

the sale of tickets and general interest

displayed by the student public is any

criterion, promises to be a great event of

the social season. Garrett’s orchestra,

composed of the following ten pieces:

piano, two violins, 2 banjos, madolins, 2

saxophones, xylophone, cornet, drums,

traps, will make the night merry with a

unique rendition of some of the newest,

and the best of the less recent dance

numbers.

No definite numbers are marked for

moonlight dances, but we advise you not

to give the twelftfi number away to any-

lone except the “only one.” The follow-

' ing programme has been, arranged after

much consultation with the musicians

and the leading followers of the late

Vernon Castle.

1. One-Step—Tell Me. Little Gipsy;

2. Fox-Trot—Jean; Whispering.

3. Waltz—Kiss a Miss.

4. FojPTrot—Marimba.

5. One-Step—Come td the Moon.

6. Fox Trot—Young Man’s Fancy.

7a. Waltz—Hiawathas’ Melody of Love,

b. One-Step—Stop IfT

8. Fox-Trot—Margie ;
Feather your nest

9a. Waltz—Sweetheart; Honeymoon.

9b. Fox-Trot—Wigwam.

10. One-Step—Wrap Me in a Bundle of

Love.

11a. Waltz—Honolulu Eyes.

lib. Fox-Trot—My Sahara Rose.

12. Waltz.—Love Will Find a Way.

13a. One-Step—I Never Knew.

13b. Fox-Trot—Susan ;
Avalon.

14. Waltz—Baby Jim.

15a. Fox-Trot-V-Japanese Sandman.

15b. One-Step—Chili Bean.

16.

Fox-Trot—Fair One.

17. One-Step—Down on the Bombo Isle,

18. Waltz—Drowsy Baby.

QUEEN’S ALUMNI

Held Annual Dinner in Montreal on

Wednesday Evening

Proper Dress Wear

for Formal Functions

iB as essential to a young man’s

successful career as music is to

a concert.

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

For a limited time only, we are

offering special inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Suits.

Semi-ready $56.25

Made-to-Measure $65.50

‘‘Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and matwials.”

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

We Knew We Were

Starting Something

When we started our 25% Sale. New
Shoes have come down at the fac-

tories, but not over 15%. We offer

your choice of our large stock of

good shoes, 25%. Gun Metal Pumps,

Patent Pumps, Patent Oxfords,

Now Cost You $5.25.

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited,

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONB 238 PRINCESS STREET

About one hundred members of the

Queen’s Alumni Association of Montreal

gathered together and enjoyed the second

annual din^r of the association in the

Prince of/Wales Salon of the Windsor

Hotel. It was a very brilliant gathering

including trustees of Queen’s University,

and governors of McGill University and

their wives. Among the speakers were

Chancellor E. N. Beatty, K.C., and Prin-

cipal R. Bruce Taylor, D.D., LL.D., of

Queen’s
;

General Sir Arthur Currie,

principal of -McGill ;
Professor O. D. i

Skelton M.A., LL.D., Dean of the Arts

Faculty of Queen’s and Professor Lea-

cock, Ph.D. LL.D., of the department of

Political Science, McGill.

The Queen’s Alumni Association which

is very strong in Montreal has the follow-

ing very capable officers :

Honorary President, Chancellor Beatty

and Principal Taylor; president, A. J.

Meikle John; vice-presidents, R. O.

Sweezy, Dr. D. Falkner, and Miss M.

Forgey
;
secretary-treasurer, H. H. Black

;

executive. Rev. Geo. McKinnon, P. R.

McLennan, G. H. Wilson, J. J. Harpell,

Rev. S. S. Burns, Df. J. F. Maciver and

Miss R. F. Kelso.

Attractive
surroundings, combined with excelleiH food

well prepared, makes this restaurant the ren-

dezvous of the best people m town—people

who understand and appreciate what good eat-

ing is. In service, too, we excel. No small

part of the enjoyment of a meaT is the way

it is served. You will be satisfied with the

way we serve you.

grand cafe
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

- J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

\ (’Phone for appointment)

ENGINEERING NOTES

Mr. W. A. Carlyle will address the

Society at 4.15 p.m., Feb. 4, on the R. W".

Tinto Mine, Spain. Mr. Carlyle is man-

aging director of British American Cor-

poration. He was at one time P'of. of

metallurgy at McGill, and also Royal

School of Mines, London, Eng., and form-

erly manager of Le Roy Mine, B.C., He

has an international reputation as a min-

ing engineer and metallurgist. This prom-
'

ises to be a most interesting addre^ and

the Hall should be crowded to hear/a man

of Mr. Carlyle's calibre. i

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Lrfjose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Statione^.

Le Fax FUls, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS

171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN

189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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FIRST SEN OR GAME;
BARRY McNElL STARS

Senior Game Played :

a 7-1 Score—Harr
,
Varsity On Saturday Leaves Queen’s at Short End of

iicNeil Gave Wonderful Exhibition in the Nets—Carson

the Star of the VarsityTeam.

DR. PAUL SHOREY
ON “SHAKESPEARE

AGAIN DELIGHTS AUDIENCE AT
HIS SECOND LAST

LECTURE

QUEEN’S SENIORS OUTSKATED
BY BLUE AND WHITE

PLAYERS

vain

of the

The jolly old bird who was responsible

for that dictum about the race not being to

the swift would have had a fine chance to

change his- mind had he seen the Varsity-

Queen’s game last Saturday. It was a duel

between stick-handling on the Queen’s side,

and after the first five minutes the outcome

was never in doubt. The blue and white

simply outskated their plucky opponents.

Time and, again the Varsity forwards swept

by the Queen’s defence, with their two-man

combination, and time and again McNeill

rose to the occasion and saved the goal.

His exhibition in the nets was little short of

"^c^ny, and was easily the feature of the

game. The Queen’s men fought a Homeric

battle, but their brilliant stickhandling, and

splendid combination proved all

against the heart-breaking, speed

Torontonians.

It is possible that Carson, the dashing

Varsity forward, made up the difference be-

tween victory and defeat for the blue and

white. In the second period, during a large

part of which Carson was off, resting,

Queen’s took the only goal scored. He was

easily the fastest man on the ice, #md prov-

ed a constant menace to the Queen’s goal.

The number of times when he swept down

the ice and circled our defence with dazzl-

ing corkscrew rushes, are too numerous to

mention.

Westman also played a good game for

Varsity. He is very heavy, and used his

weight to the fullest extent. Sullivan, the

Varsity centre, proved very tricky, and al-

ways seemed to be right on the job in front

of the Queen’s nets at the critical moment.

The defence proved well-nigh impenetrable

to the tricolor, and Langtry, their goaler,

had a rather soft job, for the most part.

For Queen’s, outside of McNeill, prob-

ably Fahey deserves the greatest acclaim.

He played a clear-headed and consistent

game all the way through. He seemed to

be the only man who could successfully

cope with Carson, and he certainly left that

gentleman prostrate habitually. On the for-

ward line, Gibson’s playing is well worthy

of attention. A trifle uncertain at the

start, -he soori settled down and played fast

and effective hockey. He showed splendid,

stamiha, too, the result of faithful adher-

ence to training and training rules. George

Stewart at centre was always on the puck,

and handled his stick in a manner worthy

of a better fate. On the whole the men

played hard, and had Varsity been a shade

less fast, we would probably have a differ-

ent tale to tell.

First Period.

For the first few minutes of the period

(1^-play was very even. Varsity, naturally;

•—'kerned much more at home on the

tremely sticky ice. McNeill began his dem-

onstration of miracle work early when he

stopped a fierce shot from Carson who had

out-guessed the Queen’s defence. After that

the game was just a succession of brilliant

saves. When the period was about half

over, Carson executed a whirlwind rush

which ended behind the Queen’s goal, pass-

ed the puck in front of the net, and West-

man slapped it in for the first tally. From

then on, Varsity showed a burst of speed

.And had the game all their own way. Car-

^ son soon scored again, on a lone rush, and

Sullivan made good a pass from Carson,

just before the period ended. Varsity, 3;

Queen’s, 0.

Second Period.

In this period. Queen’s came back strong,

and had the best of the play. The men

worked feverishly to score, and several

times Langtry had to show all the class he

had to prevent a tally. By magnificent

work, McNeill kept the blue and white

scoreless, and Smith toward the end of the

period made a pretty rush, fooled the Var-

sity defence, and beat Langtry for a goal.

Varsity, 3; Queen's, 1.

Third Period.

In this period, Varsity took revenge, and

gathered four more goals. Eor the first

few minutes the game was very even, then

a combined rush by the Varsity forwards

netted a goal. Shortly after, Wright pene-

trated the Queen’s defence and shot. The

puck glanced off McNeill’s pads, hit the

goal post and travelled leisurely a few in-

ches behind the goal line. A little later

Sullivan got another, and Evans finally

ended the scoring with a long shot, which

McNeill could not see on account of the

press of players before the goal. The game

ended with Varsity 7, Queen’s 1.

Queen’s—Goal. McNeill; defence, Mc-

Kelvey and Fahey; centre, Stewart; for-

wards, Gibson and Campbell ;
subs, Smith

Woodruff. Evans.

Varsity—Goal. Langtry; defence, Ram-

say, Brown; centre, Sullivan; forwards,

Carson, Wright; subs. Evans. Westman.

Notes.

We could pee “Noisy’s” blushes all the

way across the rink, when the pretty ladies

applauded his brilliant saves. That’s right

Harry, the truly great are always modest.

The Torbnto Star Weekly announces that

Carson got quite a hand when he upset our

Tack. It fails to remark that Carson was

merely paying the interest on 'rvhat he re-

ceived from old “Red.”

When Referee “Bill” Box sent Carson to

the bench he. evidently figured that he had

earned his pay for the day, as that was the

only penalty of the game. Otherwise the

game was well handled.

W. A. CARLYLE
AT QUEEN’S

THIS WEEK

THE BULLETIN

TUESDAY—
4.00 p.m.-^Students’ .Brass Band Meet-

ing, Carruther’s Hall, Room 1.

7.00 p.m.—^Arts Dinner.

WEDNESDAY— ^
7.00 p.m.—Choral Society.

8.00 p.m.—Intermediate Hockey; R.M.C.

vs. Queen’s.

THURSDAY—
4.30 p.m.—Q.U.M.A. Dr. Haas.

8.00 p.m.—McGill vs. Queen’s. Girls

Basketball in Gym.

FRIDAY—
3-6 p.m.—^The Dansanh

8.00 p.m.—McGill vs. Toronto. Girls’

Basketball in Gym.

THE BAND

A meeting is being held on Tuesday at

4 p.m. sharp, in Carruther’s Hall, for the

purpose of organizing a Students’ Band

Since the parade nearly everyone has

realized the value of a band in the College

and we hope that this meeting will be well

attended and that the band will get away

to a good start. There should be no diffi-

culty in getting instruments and with an

ordinary amount of enthusiasm the band

should be successful.

On Thursday night last another large

audience assembled' in Convocation Hall

to listen to Dr. Shorey’s fourth lecture on

“Shakespeare and the Classics.” Shakes-

peare, declared the speaker, is the world s

greatest poet except possibly Homer

;

and he is wholly ours.

Flazlett, Coleridge, Arnold and Emer-

son are among his best critics. Tenny-

son had the greatest power of expression

of any man since Shakespeare, but he

could not express himself as Shakesjieare

did. To the European critics this attitude

of English and American criticism seems

like superstition. That is because they

may have some conception of Shakes-

peare as a dramatist, but not of Shakes-

peare the poet.

The Germans are not wholly unappreci-

ative of the greatness of Shakespeare

They are stirred to the deepest enthus-

iasm by their instinctive perception and

immense energy; they appreciate him as

a dramatist as fully as we do, and repre-

sent him on the stage with a conscious-

ness which we would do well to merit. A
German has said that the soul of Shakes-

peare has abandoned England and emi-

grated to the dear Fatherland. - In Italy,

too, they distinguish between Shake-

speare the poet and Shakespeare the dra-

matist. His imaginatoin does not exist

for them.

The French have a dramatic tradition

of their, own ;
and Shakespeare the poet

is to the French a sealed book. As Mark

Twain would say, the French language

cannot stand the strain. Tolstoi disap-

proved of Shakespeare because he was

aristocratic
;
because he was English, and

patriotic, and not like the Russian peas-

ant. To Tolstoi Shakespeare’s blank

verse was not suitable for the speech of

men. This European un-English, un-

American, attitude towards* Shakespeare

savours of superstition.

Speaking .of Shakespeare’s classical

learning as given in Ben Johnson’s

phrase, “small Latin and less Greek,” Dr.

Shorey claimed that Shakespeare’s plays

reveal a considerable knowledge of the

classic ; in Coriolamis, Julius Caesar, Mer-

chant of Venice, etc., we find many clas-

sical names. This is not all mythical al-

lusion. They are too numerous and sub

tie to have been all derived from Eliza-

bethan vocabulary. Mr. Sidney Lee has

shown that Shakespeare knew not only

classic translations, but that he repeated

ly consulted the original
;

and indeed

there are many passages which he must

have got from the original. But, said Dr.

Shorey, if Shakespeare knew little Latin

and less Greek he had an experience in

nature which some school boys do not

have.

But in dealing with parallel passages-

in Shakespeare we have to trust the writ-

er the lecturer. Many of the parallels

are clearly fanciful
;
some, however, are

genuine according to Dr. Shorey. The
value of parallel passages is just the use

the man who uses them makes out of

them. It is not enough, he said, to es-

tablish a connection. Poets are always

sensitive on this point because they think

you are accusing them of plagiarism, or

trying to explain away their poetry. There

are twenty or thirty instances of Homer
among Tennyson’s phrases ; and Tenny-

son took exception to the criticism of an

American poet who accused him of copy-
' (Continued on page 6)

WILL ADDRESS STUDENTS ON
FRIDAY AFTERNOON AT

4.15 P.M.

Two very able speakers are being

brought to Queen’s this week by the En-

gineering Society. The first is Mr. W. A.

Carlyle, who is going to speak at the regu-

lar meeting of the Engineering Society on

Friday, February 4th, at 4.15 p.m. His

subject is the Rio Tinto Mine of Spain and

we are assured that any and all students are

cordially invited to attend and no doubt

large numbers of students will be glad to

avail themselves of the opportunity to hear

such a speaker on such a subject.

-Then" oh Saturday, February 5th, at 11

a.m., there will be a joint meeting of the

Engineering Society and the Engineering

Institute of Canada in Gordon- Hall. The

speaker for the occasion will be J^ieut.-Col.

H. C. Boyden, of the Engineers Officers

Reserve Corps of the United States Army.

Col. Boyden’s subject will be “Concrete”

—

which will be a practical discussion of

cement and a valuable exposition of the re-

cent advances in design of concrete mix-

tures.

Lieut.-Col. Boyden, who was with the

U.S. Reclamation Service on the Roosevelt

Dam and the Granite Reef Dam, has been

giving talks this year before technical

schools and Engineering societies. He is

only_ spending fifteen days in Canada and

we are very fortunate in having an oppor-

tunity of hearing Col. Boyden on this very

important subject of concrete.

SENIOR BASKETBALL

QUEEN’S LOSE, 38-17, IN* SECOND
GAME OF SERIES

The basketball team suffered an unfor-

tunate defeat at the hands of the Varsity

team. In the first period, the Queen’s men

had a wide margin of the play, but could

not find the basket. The strange floor, and

the plate glass back of the basket seemed

rather bewildering. Other things too, were

against them. For instance, the referee was

a joke. This may sound somewhat un-

sporting, but when the Varsity players

themselves were obliged to laugh at some

of the fouls he called on the Queen’s men,

it is rather significant. In the second half,

the decisions of the referee, and the strange

baskets seemed to upset our players, and

they became nervous and a trifle erratic.

Varsity took advantage of this to run up a

rather big score.

On the whole, the team showed great im-

provement in form 'over their exhbiition

against McGill. Had they been as accurate

in shooting, as they were against McGill,

the result would have been very different.

As it is; we should turn the tables on Var-

sity on our own floor. Mills, on the de-

fence played a munificent game, and was

the back-bone of the team. Croal played

his usual good game, too, and did most of

the scoring.

Queen’s:

Mills; 2.

Lewis; 2, 1, 1.

Jones.

Henderson

Croal: 2. 1.2, 2, I. 1.

Subs—Bonham; Ellis 2. Total 17.

Varsity:

Logan

Graham : 2.

Bell: 2. 2. 1. 1, 1. 1. 1. 1, 1,2.

Urguhart: 1, 2, 2. 2, 2.

Mcl-ean: 1, 1, 2, 2.

Subs—Duffield;. 2; Gill 2, 2, 2. Total 38.
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Sparks & Sparks
dentists

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St (o.er Camovsky’.)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barber* in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R.H. ELMER

What We Sell

Ciears. Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Pipes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth O^^^ Fowl-

fain Pens, Stationery, Magazmes, Oid Country

Papers, etc.

“THE CITY PIPE SHOF’

JACK F. ELDER
/69 PRINCESS ST. Opp. PubUc Utilities

Phone 1283£

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, DEC. 6th. 1920.
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Reserve
Resousces

The Bank of Nova Scotia
- $ 9,700,000
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Befor^you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today,

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Host Hodem.

HUGH DOYLE
WBLLINGTON STREKT. COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are- trying to serve you
better this year than ever'before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

HAVE YOU FORGOTTENf

Last year about this time, or perhaps a

little earlier, some of the moving spirits in

the things that matter around the Univer-

sity revived and put into action plans for a

great drive to raise funds for a war mem-

orial. Our memories of those many heroic

Sons of Queen’s whose names we delight

to honour was still very much alive and

there was a very gratifying response to the

appeal of the war memorial. An objective

was set at fifty dollars for every male stu-

dent and very soon some years reached

their objective. The Committee made ar-

rangements whereby the terms of payment

could be made very convenient so as to

make no' unreasonable demands upon the

finances of any one.

But our memories are apt to be short and

gratitude is likely to be a thing of the fleet-

ing moment. Surely we have not forgotten

those fine boys who went forth in ouf time

of stress and danger, fought the good fight.

No ! the memory of that sad-faced boy who

died beside us will never die. But should

we not be willing, aye anxious, to show be-

fore the world our gratitude and honour

for those who died that we might live and

that righteousness should not perish from

the earth.

The great busy, throbbing, carelessly

wicked city and the placid, sleepy, fearfully-

godly village have alike_responded to the

call of those who died and memorials to

our glorious dead raise their jproud heads in

little villages in the Rockies; in self-confi-

dent “big-elevator-towns”, on the Prairies,

and in the hearts of our commercial centres

and maritime towns an^ villages the war

memorial stands a silent token in memory

of our every-day fellow men who, at the

call, became gallant
_
heroes before we

realized it.

Men and women of Queen’s most of you

suffered during the war from the loss of

dear ones; most of you were glad to sub-

scribe a generous sum to the War Memorial

Fund. BUT—HAVE YOU FORGOT-
TENf Do we mean to have it said of us

that we failed while, all around us, others

succeeded. Surely ! we will not default on

this debt which is above all others a debt

of honour.

The War Memorial Committee will al

ways be ready to receive your subscription

at Prof. Wilgar’s office. Let us do our

duty and let us not forget.

DANCING
AU forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for priyatc

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J.
BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

turning point in the fortunes of Queen’s.

During the first half of its history the in-

stitution had experienced many vicissi-

tudes of fortune and passed through sev-

eral severe crises, when even her most

devoted friends apprehended that they

might be attending her death-bed. Since

almost the whole of the familiar history

of the institution falls within the second

half of its existence, its earlier career

belongs to the dark ages—dark, however,

only for lack of seeing eyes. Indeed, so

far as permitted by external conditions

over which they had little or no control,

those who then served the University so

faithfully and often at large personal sac-

rifice, were almost all men of ability,

while several of them were persons of ex-

ceptional distinction, as proved by their

success when transferred to fields of ser-

vice more illumined by the light of pub-

licity.

It was during this early period that,

quite spontaneously and without design,

the foundations of the so-called “Queen's

spirit” were laid. So spontaneous was

its origin and so flexible and close-fitting

its operation, that it was only discovered

by those who came under its influence

from without, or observed its effects from

„ distance. At a later and more selfcon-

cious period it was, perhaps, somewhat

overworked by Queen’s men themselves,

who found that they had inherited an. ex-

ceptionally valuable possession. It un-

doubtedly arose from the close contact

and intimate relationship of staff and stu-

dents while the latter were comparatively

few in number and while adversity had to

be faced in common. It ought to be ob-

served, however, that intimacy between

teacher and student will strengthen the

influence of the former and the devotion

of the latter, only where the teacher has

a wide range of ability, accompanied by

a strong and sympathetic personality.

Otherwise, such intimacy, by rapidly ex-

hausting the slender resources and re-

vealing the limitations of a meagre per-

sonality, soon weakens respect, withers

influence, invites liberties, and ends in

ridicule. Quite generally the Queen’s

staff, though limited in numbers, was

strong in equipment and personality, and

thus stood the test of close contact with

the students, to the great benefit of the

institution.

It is a common, though superficial mis-

take to suppose that Principal Grant in-

troduced the Queen’s spirit. It is truC;

however, that Grant’s qualities and per-

sonality were admirably adapted to the

rapid assimilation of that spirit and to

the very effective and natural employ-

ment of it, in promoting the best interests

of the university, to the incidental en-

hancement of his own influence and repu-

tation. Principal Grant became head of

the university at a very opportune mo-

ment in the history of the institution and

of th9 country. He was able to take at

the turn' of the tide such modest fortune

as fate presented, and making the most

efficient use of it, to bring the university

to a place of distinction among the educa-

tional institutions of the country.

(To be continued)

$3150
€ This Lady’s wrist watch

is identically the same

as our $55.00 one, only

that it is our very best

gold-filled instead of being

all gold.

^ Unless we told you it

was gold-filled, you
would wear it for years

and years without being

any the wiser.

^ It has the patent expan-

sion bracelet and is

faultless i n appearance,

whilst for time-keeping

you couldn’t ask for any-

thing better—^just $31.50.

Guaranteed, of course.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
QUEEN’S

We are reprinting from the Queen’s

Quarterly Random “Recollections of

Queen’s” by Dr. Adam Shortt which are

interesting, not only because of the noted

man who writes them, but because of the

information they give of Queen’s in the

long-ago.

Forty-one years ago last a
•

class of eighty-three entered i

retrospect this is as nearly

the mid-period in the history i
•

Iversity. It coincided also wi’

Matinee Daily 2.1S—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

QuaUty Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 3Sc

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. J. L. Stewart
dentist

Comer Princess and Wellington Slceate

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

TheJournalStaff

will hold their

THE

Sympathy Six
ORCHESTRA

is again open for dance engagements

THIS ORCHESTRA NEEDS NO

INTRODUCTION

Arrangements may be made with:

R. H. Waddington H, S. Griffin

1905J 1578J

N. C. Cooper, 121Sf

Social Evening

FRIDAY, FEB. 11th, at 7 p.m.

Watch The Journal for ftirthcr

Announcements.

TICKETS TO GO ON SALE FEB. 4th.

Patronize

Our
Advertisers
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment,

IT PAYS TQ HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

MEDICINE
MEDS. ’21

Has the year forwarded a copy of the

students’ directory' to Wilson’s & Co.,

Montreal.

turned out, (as usual) and a great deal

of important business was transacted.

Nominations for office were in order, and

an election by ballot will be held shortly.

Now cold weather is here, necessitating

the closing of MacDonald Park, where do

all the gentlemen entertain their friends?

That elusive
quality called

style is apparent in

every gown made
by

PICTORIAL

REVIEW
PATTERNS

Before you start

your Spring sewing
look through the

Fashion Book

For Spring

Now on Sale

Have you heard that some members of

our year claim to have reached such celes-

tial heights that now there is absolutely

nothing new for them in Obstetrics. Sur-

gery and Medicine?

Have you promised any of your first

perscription book?

Our hockey team have completed an-

other strenuous week. Much was lost

and won. Games will continue next

week.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SakelFs
ICE CREAU PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

This is McKenzie, Photographer,
talking at Kingston.

“Queen’s”!—“People tell me I must
be getting rich on account of the high

prices I charge for photographs. One
lady actually used the word “holdup”.

Here are some facts. My gross cash

receipts for 1919 were $6,242.51. Oper-
ating expenses were $3,151.15: my in-

come, therefore, was $3,091.36. I esti-

mate that in order to earn this

$3,091.36, I worked 350 days, averag-

ing 12 hours per day on duty, total

4,200 hours, so that 1 was paid about
75 cents an hour for my time. Does
that sound like a “hold-up?”
When I hire a plumber, I pay him

95 cents an hour. When he does it

the wrong way, I pay him 95 cents
an hour for that and 95 cents an hour
to undo it, and 95 cents an hour to do
it over again. So, for the benefit of

those people who tlunk my prices are

outrageous, I can truthfully state that

my earning capacity as photographer
in the City of Kingston, is not as
great as that of a plumber Many of

whom draw the money I have men-
tioned after having spent only a little

time learning all they have to know
to get by; while I have been eighteen
years learning what I know about
photography.

To be continued in our next

—

Those Study Glasses
••THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen's Students with every

success.

We attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-

ments procurable.
If you already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Have you seen the head waiter at the

Albion Hotel about securing his dress

coat in order to have your picture taken?

You must hurry for the photographer

wishes to present the pictures to the year

on April first.

Some of our members visited the

Revue” during the week-end, but left

after the first dizzy act. This week they

are playing “Ten nights in the bar-room’"

and so are assured of a good crowd.

The Year wishes to extend its sym-

pathy to Mr. Doorley who has been com-

pelled by sickness to discontinue his year.

Mr, Doorley, better known as “Avogadro”

on account of his chemical affinities, was

a promising boxer and good all-round

fellow. We look forward to seeing hiln

again next year.

Prof. (Chortling) “I have.- a bottle in

behind here.”

Class—(wistfully) “Huh?”_

Famous Hold Ups Without a Gun

Suspenders.

Clothes-pins.

Shingle nails.

Garters.

Safety-pins ?

Condensed Conviviality.

The alcoholariat of our year were

agreeably surprised to hear that the mois-

ture of the breath collects on the particles

of inhaled cigarette smoke and could

therefore be condensed into water. This

process has suggested used alcohol might

be reclaimed and condensed in suitable

vessels, (preferably hand-painted), and so

used over again. The alcoholariat being

generous spirited, makes-public its dis-

covery and ventures to claim that it will

prove a Dominion-wide boon in these

hard cold times. They wish to express

their thanks for the noble and unselfish

research work of Prof. D. and his trusty

attendant which has made possible this

momentous discovery.

Idiosyncrasies of Great Men
Hay—A test tube.

Murray—A horseback ride.

Wood—An argument.

Kneewasser—A shaving mug.

Eschoo—A short tale?

Paul—Supt. K.G.H.

Dennison—An endless subject.

Murphy—A Bible story.

Insapientus (cynically) “What do

care about girls,—beauty’s only skin

deep !”

Rowsom, the idealist. “Y-e-es, but

some of ’em have pretty thick skin”

!

HolyMoses ! What happened to Ross on

Friday night? ’Nary a dance.

The Year enjoyed a short talk from

Dr. O’Hara on India. Let us hope that

the cause of India will be taken seriously

by some of the members of Meds, ’21,

Rumour has it that Mr. “Pussyfoot’

Johnson is to speak to the medical stu-

dents, a few days before the Medical

Banquet, on Water, The School Boy’s

Drink. r

Changes in Address and ’Phone

numbers of

1845w—Bennett, C. W., 440 Alfred St.

1595j_Davison, G. R., 243 Alfred St.

23S6w—Donovan, J., 193 Earl St.

765w—Kneewasser, W., 330 Johnston St.

1595j—Murray, K. I., 243 Alfred St.

1752w—Rutherford, S. E., 189 University

268—^Third, R. J., 12 Wellington.

1940—Thomas, A. F., 257 Brock St.

1863w—Vonderburg, L. C., 354 Brock St.

Our Classification of “Nuts”

Hard nuts.

Hazel nuts.

Dough nuts.

Pea nuts.

Crackly nuts.

Nuts?

“They say that H-l-nd has lost favour”.

Oh no ! he still goes around with him.’

FULL
DRESS
Requirements

FOR THE

DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT

We have the very latest ideas.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

Archy (after Biology lecture) “Gimme
a crutch.”

(Dope-fiend presents cork tipped cigar-

ette.)

Archy—“Now I know why they’re

cork tipped.”

' We always thought that G-gr was one

of those kind of fellows who wouldn'

even rescue a girl from drowning, unless

he had a formal introduction first, but

we’ve been told that^he is making an in-

formal study of the laws of Moses.

We All Look Forward To:
Paying our board.

A drink in the alley way.

A game of pinochle.

The promised land.

The day/after the night before.

MEDICINE '26

On Thursday, 27th inst., Meds. ’26 held

their regular meeting. Nearly every one

We Advise You To Attend

QUEEN’S JOURNAL

Social Evening

— ON—

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11

You’ll Have a Good Time.

Tickets on Sale February 4th

From Miss H. Craig, Miss M. Porteous,

G. C. Monture, K. Keill, A. L. Stevenson.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

•^to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold "at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & WaJsh
Comer of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NOTES

Owing to the excellent skating on the

lake, several hockey practices and the Arts

'23 Social Evening only two hours away,

the attendance at the regular meeting of ^he

Engineering Society was somewhat small.

Mr. Isaac brought in a most gratifying

report of the Employment Bureau Commit-

tee and it only remains for the members of

the Society to get behind the scheme with

P.E.P. (push, everlasting, push) to make it

a success.

Mr. A. C. Malloch’s motion to hold the

Society elections at least six weeks before

the close of the second session was adopted.

Mr. C. O’Gorman was elected manager

of the Intertaculty hockey team.

In future on Friday evenings please do

not wait at Reading Room for your Journal

but come to the Engineering meeting. Your

Journal will be delivered at the close of the

meeting.

We are glad to see “Len” Parker, of

Science ’23, about the halls again after his

stay in Hotel Dieu.

The Associate Editor and Faculty Re-

porter were seen buying Valentine’s up

town. • A futile attempt to ^oast their fall-

ing “stock” in Leyana no doubt.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF XING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

First Chemist (holding upan egg shaped

lump of sodium cyanide) : ‘^hat kind of

a bird laid this egg?”

Second Chemist: “Wliy any sea hen

(Na CN) could lay an egg like that.”

Please don’t ask us to explain the above

jest.

seen in Gedye’s millinery shop the day be-

fore. Do you go there often, Joe? (we

don’t mean the rink).

Mel and Walter are keenly interested in

poultry. You know Mel. “I’ve 124 chickens

and get 123 eggs every day.*’ “How about

the other chicken, Walter?” Mind your

own business

!

We heard of one man who tried to com-

mit suicide by standing - in the street-car

track and he starved to death!

“Why are there so many Scotchmen in

heaven Wee-gee?” Because Salvation is

free Pale-face.

Surprises.

The year turned out in a body on Sunday

evening to hear that prohibition sermon.

The Indian guide asked those U. S. bal-

loonists why they didn’t cut notches in the

clouds so they could find their way back.

The semi-weekly guessing-stick contest

wiU be held in Room 13, Fleming Hall, next

Friday at 11 a.m. The rink band will be in

attendance to soothe the downcast spirits of

the losers-out.

Freshyet:—i“He gave me a nasty look.”

Senior, soothingly:
—

“It wasn’t neces-

sary.”

Silence may be defined as :

—

1. Colder.

2. What a man hears when he gives a

woman his seat in the car.

3. The College yell of the Deaf Mutes’

Institute.

4. What the rest of the family hears

while Mary III entertains her student in the

parlor.

This week’s beautiful thought: Treat her

gently and seldom.

There is no doubt that Slim ran the

Sheriff out of town, but he forgot to add

that he went first.

SCIENCE ’22

The height of sarcasm—A ‘ Kingston

street car with a sign on the front of it

reading: “Dead Men Tell No Tales.”

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

Joe H--l-n recognized a hat at the rink

the other day which he could swear he had

Musings of the Lone Miner,

Diplomacy is the art of convincing a miti-

he’s a liar without actually telling him so.

Flattery is having some one else tell us

the nice things we have always thought

about ourselves.

It is to be hoped that the new revolt

against modem styles which Has been start-

ed by Vassar girls does not spread to our

fair co-eds. Imagine what a drab colorless

place this would be without bright hued

scarfs, bobbed hair and—well what are eyes

for any way?

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

You can lead a horse to drink—but you

tell ’em Queen of Spades you haven’t a

heart.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-

STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.

Toronto, November. 1920

SCIENCE ’21

We lead—others follow.

Owing to the mild winter local ice mer-

chants are sending scouts to all social even-

ings. No doubt they have heard how hard

it is to break the ice at these functions. We
know who puts the “fun” in functions, but

why the “shun?”

Soup always folds his handkerchief
;

it

helps to keep him warm.

We found our way about Cologne,

Trieste and Dublin but the civils are lost in'

the city of A. B. C.

Things People Believe In.

Old Bill—Giving audible vent to his feel-

ings.

Tubby—Patronizing the chocolate bar

counter.

Clifford-;-Getting his name in the Journal

(This insertion ought to be worth 10 cents

a word.)

Mo Rutley—Agitating for a soap box in

the Carruther’s Hal! cloak room. How is

one to reach those hooks without a soap

box?

Jerry—Fur on the upper lip.

Red W “Sweet young things” on

the ice.

D—I-r—^Holding down a seat in the bald

headed row. Has he got a season ticket?

J. A. H. Hammy—Attending all social

functions—stag ? ? ? ?

H. R. M—s—Getting 100 per cent at-

tendance at the rink.

Frank D Ditto.

Us—Asking endless questions.

Van—Eating lots of butter. It's short-

ening.

Frank H—g—1—Wearing these “vertical

combinations” we hear so much about in

economics, but he calls them B, V. D’s.

We are sorry that the reporter of Arts

’21 reads Jack Canuck. Since i>rohibition-

became ineffective its the only ci.nsolation

left for lady-like men.

Tubby claims he weighs mort per run-

ning foot than Van. Case of twe feet mak-

ing a yard.

Bibby’s
Style Headquarters

Men’s and Young Men’s

Suits and Overcoats

AT PRE WAR PRICES

We are going to keep the kettle boiling

YOUNG MEN’S ULSTERETTES
All new models for this season’s trade.

CLEARING PRICE $25.00

It is rumored that some of ‘21,

growing tired of killing time tr-'-d to kill

each other.

We thank you, Gordy, for nuking the!

Med. ’21 column the only other <• Emm wr

enjoy reading.

OUR SUITS AT 135.00

Are real wonders, beautifully tailored from choice all wool

cheviots. All new models.

THE BEST FOR LESS

Every Garment we sell is a leader in its class.

BIBBY’S
' KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80. . J, 84 Princess Street
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ARTS ’21

We are glad to know that Mr. L. R.

Merkley is recovering from his illness,

and hope he may soon be restored to

perfect health.

Robt. J. Reid
undertaker and FURNITURE

.
dealer

230. 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

MANY MEN

ment Policy in the Mutual .Lde °f

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Houghton
Agent The Mutoel Life o! Ctnnde

Phone 610: Reeldence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE

iress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

'HE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

ARTS

Any one desiring Arts '21 year pins

will please notify the secretary, Mr. T.

H. Newlove, as soon as possible.

It seems rather a pity that a meeting of

the year, called for the purpose of dealing

with such an important njatter as the

electing of the permanenf ^executive,

should have to be postponed for lack of

a quorum, as was the one last Friday

night. Come on, all of you; we shall

soon be leaving college ; let us demon-

strate, while we still remain, that we take

an active interest in ou'^ good old year.

Our column has drawn a wan smile

from the reporter of the Engineering

Society, who appears to discredit the sus-

picion expressed here that Jack Canuck

furnishes our friend with some of his in-

spiration. We are very glad to have our

fears on this point removed, and may
now restore our friend to that pinnacle

in our estimation from which he was tot-

tering. As to the question whether or

not there are girls in our year, we beg

to inform our sceptical friend that indeed

they do exist
;
but we ourselves are the

Past Grand Master of the Most Excellent

Order of Absolute Non-Fussers, and con-

sequently the affairs of the gentler sex

come but little to our knowledge. How-
ever, we are always ready to receive and

submit any items of interest concerning

the fair members of our year—perhaps

our gentle critic would offer some sug-

gestions.

NEW YORK
CANDY'STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for. outside group pho- '

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

(commonly called bricks) so

Please chuck your chewing-gum and raz-

ors at the door,

And you’ll hear some parliamentary stuff

you’ve never heard before.

A party of about twenty-five of the

year’s most athletic members gathered on

the lake Saturday afternoon and held an

impromptu skating party to Wolfe Island.

The great majority of the crowd unac-

countably lost their way, but a small per-

centage (four, to be exact) gifted with an

unerring sense of direction reached their

destination. The “lost tribe” later return-

ed with wild and unprobable tales of

“bon-fires, cannibals, and even soup, but

while we don’t officially doubt the truth

of these little stories we have been told

that Wolfe Island isn’t entirely “dry.”

Our opinion of the whole affair co-in-

cides with the little lady who said, “Oh
this is heavenly

!, “and we strongly advise

the year “to make hay while the sun

shines,” or in terms of cold weather

“skate while the' ice lasts.”'

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS !• complM*.

Best Tungsten Luay*

and Flashlights. Evary^

thing electrical for as*

perimental purpoaar

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STBSBT

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

We love the girls of dignity,

(They may be dark or fair)

But please forgive the girls, with that

Affected baby-stare!

Paul Mor-l-nd confidentially tells us

that skating on the harbour is wonderful.

It must be, Paul, because you have all the

bands with the “one and only.”

We admit that we -are Irish, and per-

haps a certain amount of the brogue of

the Old Sod may be evident in our speech

—but the rather unique spelling of the

word “friends” in our column in Friday’s

“Journal” was not a temporary lapse into

dialect^, but a typographical accident.

ARTS ’22

Girls ! !
!—Carefully note the practice

hours for ice-hockey in the Covered Rink,

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, from

2-3 p.m. \^e want every girl who can

stand on skates to make it her duty to

turn out to at least one practice per week.

Remember last year’s reputation ! Let’s

live up to it. There’s no reason why we
shouldn’t, if every one will turn out and'

help, for further particulars see M. D.

Laird, year representative, and remember
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday from
2-3 o’clock.

Why did Mr. Cross pick on vermilion

stockings for skating when he might
have had, pink, orange, paddy green, sky
blue, or purple with yellow stripes?

Have You Paid Your War

.
Memorial Subscription?

ARTS ’23

ARTS ’24

A well-attended meeting was held

rhursday. The President occupied the

thair. After a few business items, a fine

jrogramme was given. This included

itocal solos by Miss M. Macarthur, and

Miss M. Stewart; a recitation by Miss

Wood, and some selections by the Arts

'24, “Jazz orchestra.” We will have a

good programme for future meetings, so

all ye students of ’24. turn out “en masse.”

Hear ye! Hear ye! All U.F.O’s, La-

borites, Radicals, Independents, Conser-

vatives, Liberals, Bolsheviks, etc., etc., of

Arts ’23, come forth. Parliament opens
at the next regular meeting and “there
will be rippin and tearin and smashin of

teeth.” Pick your side and get your
bricks ready. If you're Irish or Russian,

you’ll naturally be “agin the govern-
ment,” and will fight under the red ban-
dana. If you’re civilized and peaceful by
nature, of course, you’ll support the gov-
ernment. The use of rolling-pins, beer-
bottles, hat-pins, etc., will be prohibited.

Each and every member must rely solely

upon his or her native eloquence or in the
case of Irish members, Irish confetti

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
•PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Books Worth Having

THE NEW JERUSALEM by G. K. CHESTERTON

ESSAYS—SPECULATIVE AND POLITICAL

J

By the

Rt. Hon. Arthur James Balfour, M.A., F.R.S., LL.D., D.C.L.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and CM.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August—Navigation School. December to April

For Calendars, apply t6 the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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FEBRUARY FUR SALE

o£ All “Odd” Pieces

At this season, after

the busy months sel-

ling furs, we find

many "odd" pieces

which we are willing

to sacrifice rather

than carry over to

another season.

Coats, Capes, Stolls,

Muffs, Sets, etc., in

various furs are in-

cluded in this sale.

We may have exact-

ly what you want

—

come and see. If

the furs suit you,

the prices are sure

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigarsi Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in, Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montre^, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ott.iwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Hanson, Crozier & Edgar e

30 MarM St., Kingston *

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINS, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

DR. PAUL SHOREY LECTURES ON
“SHAKESPEARE”

(Continued from page 1).

ing from Homer.

Shakespeareprobably enjoyed the op-

portunities of a Grammar School educa-

tion of some Latin, and possibly a little

Greek ;
and he took away all the averag-e

English school boy ever acquires—a firm

conviction that such languages exist.

The speaker here paid an excellent tri-

bute to the criticism of James Russell

Lowell who, in Berlin, was not known;

and Dr. Shorey says Lowell is worthy

to be read and re-read. We need not go

to Germany to get criticism when at home

we have the most brilliant critic of the

nineteenth century. He thinks that

Lowell is too critical to be read on the

Continent of Europe. In some respects

Lowell’s criticism is hardly fair. There

is nothing any poet has said that Shake-

speare has not said a little better.

A broad general parallel between

Shakespeare and Greek drama, as a whole

is a very different matter from this

matching of single lines with one another.

Students of literature will continue to

compare Shakespeare with Greek tragedy

as a whole. French drama, as a whole,

surpasses the drama of England; but

from the point of view of absolute poetry

only two French writers can be placed

with Shakespeare.

The education of the eye at the expense

of the ear has given the modern theatre-

goers a short memory ; he must have ac-

tion or epigram
;
you cannot hold his at-

tention with the description of a chariot

The twentieth century theatre-

goer says that people do not soliloquize

and the making of long speeches is bad

form. Shakespeare lives upon the mod-

ern stage because hjs dramatic power is

great.

The French claim that their drama is

more akin to the Greek than is Shake-

speare’s
;
and many English admirers of

the drama agree with this, and distin-

guish between what they call the roman-

tic drama of Shakespeare and the so-call-

ed classical work of Ben Jonson and

Racine. Dr. Shorey thinks Shakespeare

more clearly akin to the Greek than

Racine or Ben Jonson are.

The origin of the drama is like the ori-

gin of the Mississippi River above

Memphis, it comes from three sources.

Marlowe created the English drama. The

men who created the Elizabethan drama,

outside Shakespeare—Peele, Greene, Kyd,

etc.—were men of classical education

;

they were learned men ; they were not

self-taught men. They began to write

plays as soon as they went up to London

from Oxford and Cambridge
;
and it was

they who created the Elizabethan drama

;

and it was in that atmosphere which they

created that Shakespeare wrote. It merely

means the best English plays were writ-

ten by poets who refused to be hampered.

The Renaissance came into England by

way of both Italy and France
;
but the

Elizabethans sought literary imagination

rather than rules. They ' had the same
enthusiasm in this as in opening up the

new continent. Marlowe said, “Have-

1

not made blind Homer sing to me?” Mar-
lowe and Shakespeare got their inspira-

tion from the classics ; Marlowe got his

from the Latin, and Shakespeare drew
from Marlowe. Shakespeare’? hold

metaphors can be got no where else bin
from the Greek. There are many pas-

sages in the works of Shakespear. that

are best explained by the Greek.

The twentieth century, with its lo f.-r

something short and “snappy,” gro\' • im-

patient at the long speeches of the S(.'.Uu«-

pearian characters, losing sight o( J.-ji!

noble metaphors, but the greatest •'

acknowledge him as their king. “N- i:-:.
•

has been said by any poet, that S^
pear has not said better,” said tf'* U.

turer.

Dr. Shorey ’s lecture was very LiU- 'i

enjoyed by the large and represei . -i’

gatherin|f of people, and we left ^\!• . .i

new klowledge and a greater apj -* i*

tion of this, the supreme, master of

,

English language.

MEDICINE
The knowledge of Medical Science

grows very rapidly and new ideas are

daily brought into practice. Treatments

of yesterday are not the treatments of

today.

Only last Saturday the theories of

hydrotherapy passed through an epoch

in the evolution of that science. The new

treatment shall not bear the name of the

man who first described it, as has pre-

viously been the custom ; the. inventor of

the treatment very modestly desires that

no notoriety be given to his name. We
will go so far as to say that he belongs

to Meds. 22.

The treatment has been applied to one

of the fair sex as an experiment. The

young man in question happened to be

the young lady’s skating partner last Sa-

turday evening. It was a case of emer-

gency and demonstrates great resource-

fulness on the part of the promising

young follower of Aesculapius. The

treatment threatens fb revolutionize all

the theories of hydrotherapy. It is as

yet, however, merely an experiment and

its success has been questioned by other

prominent and critical members of the

Royal Society of Meds. '22.

Skepticism on the part of his class-

mates, however, does not rob Me—y of

his well-earned glory. The modest way
in which he refers to the incident is not

even suggestive of remarkable achieve-

ment. The manner in which he clambered

out of the chilly waters that filled a large

crack in the ice and gallantly rescued

his partner from a similar fate, was spec-

tacular to say the least.

The new treatment was not the cold

bath in a hole in the ice. but it was to

count^act this that the young lady was

hurried home and a cold bath prescribed.

The patient’s faith in her physician was

not weak, but the flesh was, so that when
another member of the skating party ar-

rived at the house he heard of the great

distress of the patient. Believing that

homeopathic treatment was ill advised,

he changed it and ordered a hot bath to

be followed by retirement to a warm bed.

Unfortunately, owing to the interrup-

tion of the experiment, our inventor will

not yet be able to give to the world the

proofs of the results of his new treat-

ment.

Connie O’Gorman twisted his ankle

when out to practice and will be out of
the hockey game for the rest of the sea-

son.

JOTTINGS AROUND THE GYM.

Ritchie and Hansen are showing great

form with the Intermediates at Practice.

"Watch our Junior team “Boys.” Pro-
fessor Malcolm is sure working them hard
these days, with good results improving
all the time.

Bobby Anderson threatens to “Tank”
the first student who does not shut off

the showers after using them. “More gym.
work, “Bob” and you will succeed.”

No boys, “Jerry Gerow” was not hurt

playing football or hockey, that black

mark on his upper lip was not caused by
any rough play, he lost his razor, but the

scissors are doing fairly good work.

“Did you notice the Boxers skipping?

it has got dancing beat a mile, Trainer

Hughes says that when' they are able to

skip two thousand skips without a stop

they are in condition.

The Boxers are turning out in full force

these days, and showing lots of pep to

their work.

Jimmy Bews has a large squad of wres-

tlers out these days, and all showing
great improvement.

Have You Paid Your War
Memorial Subscription?

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

|

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
|

STORE
’PHONE 797

THE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET —

A GOOD COMBINATION
Means the best of satisfaction in skating.

Ounces Lighter &. Stronger.

Let’s fit you up with a combination that

everybody has had success with. Automobile
Skates and a pair of our Hockey Boots.

Come around now and get your outfit. We
have sdl Hockey Supplies.

Enter our “Feather Your Nest" Contest
—Guess 1 1

11

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Spotting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

bove faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

ihe publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

i.i the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

7’jre of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

. lie history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
flione 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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SPORT
DECIDING GAME GOES TO

FRONTENACS^CORE
OF 8-6

In a dose, hard fought game on Friday

night, by a score of 8-6, Queen’s Inter-

mediates went down to defeat before the

Frontenac Seniors, thus losing their chance

in the Intermediate series O.H.A. Starting

•off with a rush which at first promised

•disaster to the Frontenacs, both teams went

the full limit, over fairly decent ice as if

their verj lives depended on their effort;

•^‘Dame Fortune,” however, took a hand

early in the game and Queen’s came out at

the “small end of the horn."

The game was marked by the debut of

Ritchie and Hansen for Queen’s and from

their splendid showing, both look as though

they are to become valuable additions to the

team. Hanson plays a nice forward game

and "packs around" an ability to score,

w;hile Ritchie although badly injured dur-

ing the latter part of the first period by L.

Brown, shows that he is there with the

“defence stuff,” blocking and intercepting

nicely, getting away quickly and carrying

the puck well. That Jim is "game" is

shown by the fact that he came back in the

second period and continued, taking check

after check on a badly wrenched shoulder

until again knocked out by a "short jab to

the chin" with the butt end of Jimmie

Stewart’s stick during the last period.

For Queen’s Johnny Evans in goal had

his work cut out for him from the start and

while eight "hot ones" slipped by, he made a

goodly number of splendid "saves.” Ratch’

ford on defense played his usual effective

game, while on the forward line Battersby,

Box and Swartman made things hum with

their three man combination.

For the Frontenacs Tobin in goal was

kept busy at all periods of the game and by

his good stopping was greatly instrumental

in their winning. Besides Tobin their most

effective players were probably Smith, L.

Brown and Stewart: Smith did the stick-

handling, Brown the rough work, and Stew-

art the scoring.

First Period.

The game started off with a series of

rushes which for the most part were nicely

blocked by the opposing defence lines.

Smith, however, soon got through and took

a weak shot at Evans which was duly turn-

ed aside." In return Swartman tried Tobin

out a couple of, times but failed to register.

The pace increased until from a “face off”

for an off-side Battersby took the “odd"

shot, netting the first counter for Queen’s

in eight minutes. A minute later Ritchie

on a nice rush came foul of Brown, going

down for the “count,” he continued for a

minute but had to be relieved, Hansen'tak-

ing his place. Box, who had been in on

nearly every play, now got the puck and on

a pass to Swartman, Queen’s second goal

was scored. McDonald replaced Battersby

and with Queen’s defence decidedly weak-

ened Stewart, Smith and Brown got

through time after time—Stewart netting

three nice ones in the last four minutes.

Queen’s, 2; Frontenacs, 3.

Second Period.

This period was marked by better com-

bination work on the part of both teams,

In a little over a minute Stewart "turned'

the trick” for his fourth goal by batting in

the rubber on a rebound. L. Brown was

hurt but continued. Box again carried the'

puck down to within shooting distance and

passed to Swartman, who made a neat shot

for his second score. Both Evans and

Tobin were kept busy at this time but both

did good work. Fred Brown penalized for

slashing. Hansen replaced McDonald and

Ritchie rushed, passing to Hansen, who
beat Tobin for a tying score. Derry, who re-

placed F. Brown, was now heard from

—

being on hand to slap Smith’s rebound past

Evans. This was followed in quick order

by a score apiece for the Brown brothers on

nice combination work with Derry and

Brouse. Ratchford now set out for a rush

and never ^topped until he circled the

Frontenac defence and passed to Battersby

who poked in another for Queen’s. Queen’s,

5; Frontenacs, 7.

Third Period.

The “face-off" saw both teams showing

their good condition and the period was

very fast throughout. Hansen started the

ball rolling by making his second score on

a rebound from Ratchford’s shot about

three minutes after beginning of period.

Shortly after Ritchie, who had been playing

under difficulties, received a nasty blow on

the chin and had to be carried off—^being

replaced by Swartman. Stewart and Smith

opened up again and during a rain of shots

Evans went to his knees, for which he had

a brief rest with the timekeepers—Ratch-

ford and Box doing the honors of the oc-

casion in his absence; each stopping a nice

one. Stewart landed his fifth tally on a lone

rush about a minute after Evans’ return and

although both teams continued to work

their hardest no further scoring was in-

dulged in—the game ending Queqn’s, 6

Frontenacs, 8.

Queen’s—Goal, Evans; defence, Ratch-

ford, Ritchie; centre, Box; forwards, Bat-

tersby, Swartman; subs, Hansen, McDon-

ald.

Frontenacs—Goal, Tobin
;

defence, L.

Brown, Brouse; centre, Stewart; forwards,

S. Brown, Smith. Subs, Phillips, Derry.

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

“THE GOBLIN”
"We rise to greet a new University publi-

cation “The Goblin” of which the first

number is dated February, 1921. This is

the first attempt, so far as we are aware

to produce in Canada a magazine which

has but one aim—to amuse the public. “The

jGoblin” is published by the undergraduate

of the University of Toronto and if the

first edition may be considered a fair

sample, we may look forward to a worthy

Canadian competition of the Harvard

‘Lampoon,” the Cornell “Widow,” etc.

Not only do we greet “The Goblin” but we
wish it the best possible success.

ALUMNI DANCE

At the Second Annual Banquet of the

Queen’s University Alumni Association

of Montreal last Wednesday evening, Mr.

E. ' W. Beatty, K.C., Chancellor of

Queen’s, in responding to the toast of

“Queen’s University,” said, that Queen’s

had long borne the reputation of being

the poor man’s university. This did not

mean that it had poor professors or poor

facilities. But it often did mean that a

man who went to Queen’s acquired his

training through a severe struggle which

involved great sacrifice. Having won
education in such a hard school the gradu-

ates made full use of it, with the result

(Continued on page 8).

Interfaculty Orchestra
“The Bunch With the Pep”

Your^ next Social Evening wrill be a

great success if you engage the Inter-

faculty Orchestra, originators of classy

melodies.

j. McLaughlin, s. allen,
(Science) (Arts)

Manager, Secretary,

Phone 2305w Phone 2134m

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything in Sheet Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,

and Accompaniments, Stationery, Birthday
Cards, Magazines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 269^ Princess St

What We Haven’t Got—We’ll Get.

ENJOY THEM TO DAY.

* NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—^Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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big sale of furs

and MEN’S HATS

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

DR. MARGARET O'HARA
ADDRESSES Q.U.M.A.

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jevirelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
everything

AND

DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHOMB 850

212 princess street

Opera House Block.

kinobtom, out.

There is an apology due readers of the

Journal for lack of news of the above

society. It has been due to a misunder-

standing of the reporter’s duties. It is

to be hoped that we shall perform our

duties more exactly in the future.

Dr. Margaret O’Hara, a medical-mis-

sionary on furlough from India for the

first time, in ten years, spoke to the soc-

iety and friends.

In describing conditions in India, one

•began to realise, in a small degree, the

great, though difficult work that mission-

aries are trying to do. The native state

seems to be akin to the feudal state of

mediaeval days. .The divisions *of caste

seem to be almosx unbreakable, but the

gospel is bringing them on equality which

many have longed for. The example the

doctor told of, where 4 woman crawled

away from the hospital to die of starva-

tion, rather than take food from one of a

lower caste, shows how intensely they

cling to their beliefs. Also in becoming

Christians, the natives, enter an equality,

which opens up for them, by education,

an avenue of service with the government.

The missionary has to contend with

the difficulty of a multitude of different

dialects. This- partially solved through

education, medical missions, and itinerant

preaching. Also there is the native pre-

judice against foreign doctors. Dr. O’-

Hara told of^ne little girl being brought

by her mother. The poor child had an

awful sore on her head, partially the re-

sult, of a native “cure,” and the wound

was full of maggots! The mother refus-

ed to allow Dr. O’Hara to cut the hair so

as to get at the wound, but she did it

without permission, and gave the child

t^he necessary treatment.

She closed by an-appeal to those wish-

ing to invest their lives to the best advan-

tage. Soon some of them will have to

step on one side, and even now they are

understaffed on all these fields. Looking

back over twenty-nine years of active ser-

vke on the foreign field, Dr. O’Hara was

able to speak with confidence and auth-

ority. Her judgment is that service is

the only thing worth while, and this spe-

cial form for which she stood, the foreign

field, a supreme opportunity for making

a life count in the building up of Christ's

Kingdom.

Proper Dress Wear

for Formal Functions

is as essential to a young man’s

successful career as music is to

a concert.

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

For a limited time only, we are

offering special inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Suits.

Semi-ready $56.25

Made>to-Measure $65.50

“Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and materials.”

E. P. Jepkins
Company

The Better Value Store

HE STORE^
rOR. THEi
BEST

lEN’S SHOEi

Just Received a Man’s Dull Calf ¥ W* I I '^CL
Evening Oxford, Turn Sole $7.00 E E

f

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980.
^ 2ZS PRINCESS STREET

ALUMNI DANCE
(Continued from page 7).

that graduates of Queen’s had made their

efficiency and influence felt beyond that

of any Canadian university.

As to dbllege education, Mr. Beatty

emphasized the fact that it was only the

beginning of the wider postgraduate

course in the university of life, which had

to come after the four years of college

training.

Must Play the Game.

“It is idle to talk of good citizenship or

the influence of college graduates," said

Mr. Beatty, “unless they take part in it.

No man can play the game from the

grandstand. No spectator adds to the

success of a movement. Only those who
participate in it can do that."

“One of the problems which I think

confront all universities is the training of

students in the duties of citizenship, so

that each young man when graduating

leaves the university with a profound con-

viction that a high duty is imposed upon
him by reason of the training he has had
which the bulk of his fellow citizens have
not been able to secure.

“I woujd like to see university men in

every conceivable form of public position

It was formerly thought that too much
education was a handicap to men who
were sent out to buffet their

through life. We all know now that the

man without it is handicapped from
to finish, no matter what his natural en-

dowments. Why then make education '
.'

individual as to convince the graduaiu
that it is given him for his own selfi'-L,

purpose, and not to be used for, or sb-it 1

in by others?”

Attractive
.surroundings, combined with excellent food

well prepared, makes this restaurant the ren-

dezvous of the best people in town—people
who understand and appreciate what good eat-

ing is. In service, too, we excel.
^

No small

part of the enjoyment of a meal is the way
it is served. You will be satisfied with the

way we serve you.

GRAND CAFE
" 222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

PRINTING
L,ooBe Leaf Fills.

Lroose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

J. s. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE'S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

FOR THE STHDEHT

street' shoes

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J.'MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

.Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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QUEEN’S i AND ffl WIN
TWO Victories over r.m.c.

Queen’s III. Wi 4°“' Score of 2-1—Game Played on. Monday Night

^ Queen’s In Game On Wednesday Night Win By Score of 3-2

QUEEN’S III. WIN RIGHT TO PLAY
CORNWALL FOR GROUP

CHAMPIONSHIP

VERY CLOSE GAME RESULTS IN

A WIN FOR QUEEN’S BY
ONE GOAL

AN UNUSUALLY
HAPPY FUNCTION

ANNUAL DANCE OF THE ARTS
SOCIETY WAS HELD ON

JANUARY 31st

HUGH BLACK
WILL SPEAK
HERE SUNDAY

Queen’s III. defeated R.M.C. Monday

night, thus winning right to play with

Cornwall for the Junior O.H.A. Group

Championship.

Play was fast and clean throughout,

-with Queen’s being the shining light.

From a spectator’s standpoint, the game

was the prettiest of the season to watch.

There were thrills and tense moments all

through the game, and on numerous oc-

casions the fans were brought to their

Teet and shouted their applause at every

hair-raising play..

Both teams took the ice with a grim

determination to win. A Queen’s win

meant the championship, when an R.M.C.

win would mean a tie between the two

teams.

Checking was exceedingly close for the

whole 60 minutes. Both teams putting

up a heroic battle. The efforts of each

team to score were fruitless until the wan-

ing minutes of the last period, when

Reynolds and Nickle, on a beautiful piece

of work, slipped the rubber by Blundell

for the first counter.

It is impossible to pick a star from

each, outside of Quinn and Mundell in

the nets. Every player put forth every-

thing that was in him and the.i'rand of

hockey that was dished up was par ex-

c^lence and was certainly a credit to the

supporters of each team. The Cadets

were outweighed and this told against

them in the last few minutes of the game.
' Reg. Crawford handled the game in

able style. First Period

Both teams took the ice with the one

thought of winning and the checking was

very close, play remaining in centre

(Continued on page 7)

After an extremely close game, Queen’s

intermediate intercollegiate hockey team

left R.M.C. on the short end of a 3-2

score. There was a general feeling be-

fore the game that Queen’s should win

by a fairly good margin, as the Cadets

team was composed largely of men who

have been playing Junior O.H.A. Pos-

sibly the team entertained this feeling of

overconfidence, as they didn t play the

same snappy game as in the O.H.A. Of

course the lumpy condition of the ice on

which the puck rolled incessantly, mater-

ially hindered combination play, and kept

the game rather ragged.

While not a really good game of hockey

it was very interesting at all times, and

the result was in doubt till the last-min-

ute of play. The Cadets are to be com-

plimented for the fast and plucky game

they played. They- always seem to work

best when they have a man off, or are

one or two goals behind. Hamilton and

Price on the R.M.C. defence were a rath-

difficult nut for our forwards to crack.

They broke up rush after rush in splen-

did style. McKenzie, at centre, played a

good game for the Cadets, too.

The Queen’s forwards will have to

;

show more finish and stick more closely

to their positions if we are to hope for

the intermediate championship this year.

While the bad ice undoubtedly had a

very detrimental influence on the game,

the -men. nevertheless, did not stick as

closely to business, as we might have e.x-

pected from previous performances. Fa-

hey and Ratchford form an impenetrable

defence, and made some good rushes. The

forwards, while they played well, seem-

(Continued on page 7).

THE ANNUAL ARTS DINNER

The Arts Society Dinner held on Tues-

day night was one of the most successful

events of the season and will long be

remembered. Mr. J. T. M. Wilson, presi-

dent of the Arts Society was Toast Mas-

ter and proposed the toast to the king.

Prof. W. C. Clark proposed the toast to

Canada and catalogued some of the prob-

lems of the next few years. We have, he

said, a whole range of international prob-

lems. We are a member of the League of

Nations and at its first meeting we were

represented by three men, including Mr.

Hugh Guthrie. It is the, duty of Univer-

sity men especially to be familiar with

Imperial problems and our Empire prob-

lems. Our Empire is based on freedom

and is advancing from year to year. He

next referred to the race problem in Can-

ada, French and English, and other

stocks of Western Canada. He next dealt

with business problems and said that in

spite of depression, Canada was in a bet-

ter position than any other country in

the world, not excepting the United

States.

Hon. Hugh Guthrie, K.C., M:P., re-

sponded to the toast in a very able and

interesting address and he confined Kis

remarks to the position that Canada held

in the estimation of the other nations of

the world. He mentioned the economic

difficulty of the adverse trade balance

and said that, since we must borrow from

the United States, and we must pay

them with goods. Either we must sell

more to United States or buy less.'

(Continued on page 6).

There is an orderly rush of motors

swinging into the light before the New
Arts building, there is a hurrying up the

steps of gay ladies smothered in cozy

wraps and there is the soft purr of motors

moving into the dark again. This is

sound evidence that something wonderful

is going to happen, that some great action

is about to take place. The walls and

roof cf the New Arts building, like the

battlements of. a long-remembered castle

shaded in the haze of forgetfulness, fade

away into the shadow' and the frosty air

of night. The great doors open and close

quickly and mysteriously as little groups

of happy people slip in from the dark,

cold night to the bright, warm corridors

of our castle. The Arts Society is hold-

ing its Annual Dance.

There is a momentary confusion in the

corridors as the chattering dancers sort

themselves out, and form up into that

long, stately procession which winds its

way slowly and solemnly towards Grant

Hall. All the horrors of an army inspec-

tion “rise in the heart and gather to the

eyes.” We feel as one lost and forgotten

on the wide level of a vacant, helpless

horizon. A great' throbbing world of

courage and strength exists without us.

But the' zero-hour draws near, slowly, but

surely we arrive at the great door, we see

the cheerful faces of our friends who have

survived the ordeal, and in another mo-

ment we ourselves are being welcomed by

the smiles of pleasant patronesses. We
feel glad that we came, and incompre-

hensive of the reason for our foolish fear

of a moment before.

The glittering floor delights the eye.

The musicians arrange their music and

take their places among the palms. A
bugle call suddenly resounds through the

corridors without ; the orchestra, with one

great burst of music, proclaims its dic-

tatorship
;
and a dazzling confusion of col-

ours immediately spreads over the floor.

Dainty maidens robed in bright silks and

tall, erect, athletic figures in sober black,

swing and sway, run and hesitate, pre-

cisely as the piquant music, which satur-

ates the air, swells and shrinks, blazes

(Continued on page 6)

AN OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR THIS
FAMOUS PREACHER AND

SCHOLAR

\
Formerly of St. George’s, Edinburgh,

and now of New York, speaks in Grant

Hall, Sunday afternoon.

The ReV. Hugh Black, D.D., of Union

Theological Seminary, New York, is one

of the great preachers of our time. He was

born at Rothesay, Scotland, in 1868, and

after graduating from Glasgow Univer-

sity, he became the minister, first of all

of a new church in Paisley, and was then

invited to Edinburgh to be the Colleague

with Dr. Alexander Whyte in Free St.

George’s Church. In this the greatest

pulpit in Scotland, he held his own against

his famous colleague. And between these

two men, so different in type, the deepest

friendship subsisted. Whyte regarded the

world as, in the main, evil
;
Black thought

of it as, in the main, good, and so it

came to be said in Edinburgh that Whyte
blackguarded the congregation in the

morning, while Black whitewashed it at

night.

Fifteen years ago Dr. Black went to

New York, and since then he has become

increasingly a power in the world of

scholarship and in university Christian

life. For four months each winter he lec-

tures in the Seminary, and then gives

other four months preaching in the col-

leges of the United States.

He has been frequently asked to come

to Queen's, as he is an old school-fellow

of Principal Taylor’s, and the friendship

begun then has been maintained ever

since. But this is the first time he has

been able ,to accept an invitation from

Queen’s. Next Sunday afternoon he is

to preach at Queen’s. . The service will

be held in Grant Hall, at 3 p.m.

Rarely, indeed, have, the students of

Queen's an opportunity of hearing so

distinguished a scholar and preacher. It

is therefore reasonable to expect Grant

Hall to be filled to capacity.

THE ^LETIN
SRituj-day

—

Gtrls’ Basketball, Gym., 4 p.m.

Sunday

—

3 p.m.—University Service in Grant

Hall—Rev. Hugh Black, D.D.

11 a.m.—Prof. W^. G. Gordon, D.D., in

Chalmer’s Church-^Special Sermon

for students.

7 p.m.—Rev. Hugh Black in Chalmer’s

Church.

FRONTENAC NATURALISTS
CLUB

At the meeting of the Froiitenac Na-

turalists Club, which will be held in the

New Medical Building on Tuesday, Feb-

ruary 8th at 5 o’clock. Dr. Reed will

give an address on “The Colours of

Plants.” As Dr. Reed has done a great

deal of research on the pigments of plants

all who are interested in Biology or Phy-

siological Chemistry should make a point

of attending this meeting and learning

of the recent work which has been done

in this field.
^

Tuesday—*

5 p.m.—Naturalists CliTb, Dr. Reid.

THE FACULTY PLAYERS
: PRESENT

=

tt'‘THE MAN WHO MARRIED A DUMB WIFE”
Farce By Anatole France

Convocation Hall, Monday and Tuesday Evenings, February 7th and 8th, at 8.15

ALL SEATS RESERVED. TICKETS ON SALE AT UNIVERSITY POST OFKCE AND KINGSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY. TICKETS 50c.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

P^,n-UP £:apitau $8,400,000

Resern'E Fund and Undivided

Profits

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantip to Pacific.

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDITORIAL

1 Canada,

on appli-

B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.,

ERNEST B, SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
drntists

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky's) '

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbere in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

(fumt0 Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals, §1.00; Extra-murals

§l.2S; out oi Canada, §1.50. Advertising ra

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by iSc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-in-chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone

1599 F.

M.n«g.r-S. A. WALLACE. Phon. 1134 W.

A.,oci,t= EdUo,^-P. A. SPKOULE. A. D. RO-

BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.

Managing Editor—J. R- RUTLEDGE.

Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor-W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors—T.

WINGHAM, MISS HELEN CRAIG, HAL BLEAK-

NEY.
Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor—N. R- HOUSTON.

Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.

Alumni Editor-J. K. POMEROY.

Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON, K

KEILL. MISS M. PORTEOUS. G. C. MONTURE,

L. STEVENSON.

What We Sell

Cigars, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Kpes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth O^an^ Foim-

tain Pens, Stationery, Magazines, Old Country

Papers, etc.

"THE CITY PIPE SHOF’

jack f. elder
169 PRINCESS ST. Opp. PubUc UaHties

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7th

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Md-npC.phaI - - SWOOO
Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Mott Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
QUEEN’S
(Continued)

In 1878, in the
,

prime of his physical

and mental vigour, Principal Grant had

just completed his first campaign for en-

dowment and buildings. In the course

of this he had visited the chief centres

of Ontario, acquiring not merely money

but a .first-hand knowledge of sections of

Canada not hitherto familiar to him. He

also afforded to many their first intro-

duction to a new national and educational

force which was to exercise a vftal^n-

fluence on the country. Thus did^ re-

vive the faith and enthusiasm of the older

friends of Queen’s while attracting the

interest of many to whom the institution

had been only a vague name. Apart

from the funds raised, the most tangible

result of his first campaign was the, not-

able increase in the freshmen class of

’79, which was more than double in num-

ber that of any previous class for many

years. It was significant, too, of the sub-

sequent expansion of the university, that

together with important additions to the

staff from abroad, no less than five mem-

bers of the class entering in ’79 were de-

stined to find places on the staff of the

university in the years to come. These

were Anglin and Mundell in Medicine,

Nicol in Science, and Dyde and Shortt

in Arts. Of these all but myself had

known Queen’s through other channels

than Principal Grant. Coming from the

western section of the province,the in-

stitution had been to me almost an un-

known factor, although I knew and ad-

mired, as individuals, one or two of its

graduates. It was customary with us to

think of the Provincial University as the

natural seat of higher education. In the

course of his first tour of the province,

in the latter part of 1878, Principal Grant

visited the town in which I lived, and

in an address which he gave, attqndftd

by myself and parents, he took as his

subject the characteristic devotion to ed-

ucation of the Scottish middle class. This

subject he treated with characteristic

feeling and inspiration, which appealed to

every fibre in the personal and national

sympathies of my parents and myself.

Owing to previous financial losses and a

prominent bank failure, it was not quite

certain whether I should be able to en-

joy a university course, although I had

been preparing for matriculation at the

Provincial University. It was then .vn’,

there determined, however, that if 1 ‘vent’

to a university it should be the instu”-

tion of which this man was the princip.ii.

Thus it turned out that, just pr^ k»is

to the opening of the next scssio-i .of

Queen’s. I found myself, with >

captured in a similar manner, ’ m; •.>. -y

down to Kingston to take the m *

tion examination. I remain' <1 ovtr in

Toronto a day or two to visi' .i coupli

of other schoolmates who wer-

the Provincial University. On visiting

the fine main building for the first time

I felt a pang of regret that I was not to

remain there, but hoped that some suit-

able setting would be found at Queen’s

also.

On arriving at* Kingston station, we

found ourselves deposited at a siding out

in the country. The only evidence of

urbanity was a barrier of vociferous cab-

men, backed by a line of quite blase

steeds attached to a series of vehicles

much more promising in archaeological

interest than in personal comfort. Never

a match for a cabman at any stage in my

career, I was much less so in those salad

days. I was naturally at a loss as to what

might be a reasonable fare to a destina-

tion not yet in sight. My friend, with re-

1

mote prospects of joining the legal pro-

fession, demanded a tariff of cab fares.

This stratagem evoked Homeric laughter

among the cabmen, in which a few un-

sympathetic bystanders mildly joined.

After a few other amateurish attempts

to deal with the situation, it was evident

that we were getting in deeper at every

step, while it was quite obvious that we

must have some conveyance to the city.

We succumbed, therefore, and were duly

taken in.

(To be continued)

NOTICE

Owing to the serious illness of one of

linotype operators the work is doubled

for the operator on the other machine.

Since one man can turn out only half as

much work as two, we ask you to let us

have 3^ur copy for Tuesday’s issue not

later than nine o’clock on Monday morn-

ing and for Friday’s issue not later than

4 o’clock on Wednesday afternoon.

$25.00

Gold

Filled

Here’s a man’s watch

that is really worth

while, even though the

price is moderate.

The case has screw back

and front, therefore is

perfectly dustproof, and is^

our best gold-filled, with

solid gold bow.

€ The movement is a

“Ryrie”, made specially

for us, has 15 jewels, com-

pensating balance, Brequet

hairspring, etc.—a thor-

oughly reliable, sensible

watch—nice and comfort-

able for the pocket, too.

Splendid value
$25.00.

a t

Guaranteed, of course.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee DaUy 2.15—Evening 7.30

The “Journal” gratefully acknowledges

receipt of tickets for the Arts Dance

which were made use of by the Social

Editor, pro tern. Thanks

!

DR. HAYES SPEAKS ON MINING

Dr. A. O. Hayes, Geologist of the

Whitehall Petroleum Corporation, Lon-

don, formerly of the Geological Survey

of Canada, gave a lecture on the Mineral

Resources of the Maritime Provinces to

the third and fourth years in Mining,

Wednesday morning. The lecture cover-

ed in a clear and concise manner the econ-

omical ores and minerals from the Pre-

Cambrian limestones to the Triassic

traps with especial mention of the iron

and coal of Nova Scotia. The lecture

was illustrated by a number of lantern

slides and showed the possibilities of an

economic development-, of the mineral

industry in the Maritime Provinces, par-

ticularly the non metallics.

Throughout the lecture the keenest in-

terest was displayed and every student

present appreciated the opportunity of

hearing Dr. Hayes.

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 3Sc

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Sireett

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone U44w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

EDITOR’S PSALM OF LIFE

the normal trend of events I

;

Yester-night in wrathful humor,

Red-hot, paced the floor, the chief,

Swearing vengeance on sub-brother

Cause his copy came to grief- '

Tell him not, in mournful numbers,

“Life is but an empty dream,”

For the sub-editor is dead that slumbers

And things are a darn sight worse than

they seem.

Copy coming in reminds us

You can make the Editor’s life sublime

In this little stunt, please help us,

And have your copy in on time.

Copy that perhaps some other,

Who has sworn by might and main

To have ready, time appointed,

Lest he make him mad again.

If those “gazaboes” energetic

The Journal Staff

will hold their

Social Evening

FRIDAY, FEB. 11th, at 7 p.m.

I
-TICKETS TO GO ON SALE FEB. 4th.

From Miss H. Craig, Miss M. Porteous,

G. C. Monture, K. Keill and A. L. Steven-

son.

Patronize
Our

Advertisers

— ® ;• o—
u: Would hand their copy in on tnne;

Cut out football, cut our girling,

Everything would be sublime.

—Exchange.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment,

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

That elusive
quality called

style is apparent in

every gown made
by

PICTORIAL

REVIEW
PATTERNS

Before you start

your Spring sewing
look through the

Fashion Book

For Spring

Now on Sale

SCIENCE
SCIENCE DANCE

A book is being placed in the Science

Reading Room, Carruthers Hall, for the

name and address of the lady whpm you

are escorting and to whom you wish an

invitation sent. This list must be com-

plete by Thursday, Feb. 10th.

Sinc| the name and year of the purchas-

er is being written on the admission

ticket, the tickets cannot be transferred,

so that anyone not being able to go to

the dance will please turn in their tickets

to E. F. M. Mcllraith on or before Sa-

turday, Feb. 12th, otherwise money can-

not be refunded.

When filling your programme, remem-

ber there are four rendezvous, A. B. C.

& D., please make use of them and avoid

the crush.

REORGANIZATION OF C. O. T. C.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
CONTINGENT

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

The Time— 11 a.m., Feb. 5.

The Place—Gordon Hall.

The Speaker—Lieiit.-Col. Boyden.

Subject—Concrete.

Bear the above facts in mind and also

remember that all eleven o’clock. lectures

on Saturday morning have been postpon-

ed in order that all Engineering students

may have the opportunity of hearing Col.

Boyden’s treatment on various phases of

the art of making and using concrete. He
will discuss every-day t>roblems of con-

crete construction and the use of concrete

where this material is adaptable so that

in its use the best practice may be ap-

plied.

This is McKenzie, Photographer,
talking at Kingston.

“Queen’s”!—“People tell me I must
be getting rich on account of the high
prices I charge for photographs. One
lady actually used the word “holdup”.
Here are some facts. My gross cash
receipts for 1919 were $6,242.51. Oper-
ating expenses were $3,151.15: my in-

come, therefore, was $3,091.36. 1 esti-

mate that in order to earn this

$3,091.36, I worked 350 days, averag-
ing 12 hours per day on duty, total

4,200 hours, so that I was paid about
75 cents an hour for my time. Does
that sound like a “hold-up?”
When I hire a plumber, I pay him

95 cents an hour. When he does it

the wrong way, I pay him 95 cents
an hour for that and 95 cents an hour
to undo it, and 95 cents an hour to do
it over again. So, for the benefit of
those people who think my prices are
outrageous, I can truthfully state that

my eeirning capacity as photographer
in the City of Kingston, is not as
great as that of a plumber Many of
whom draw the money I have men-
tioned after having spent only a little

time learning all they have to know
to get by; while I have been eighteen
years learning what I know about
photography.

To be continued in our next

—

NOTICE

Science ’23

Lost—At the Arts Dance, a sterling

silver pencil. Finder kindly leave at

P.O. and oblige G. Geiger, Science ’23.

Holdcroft—(To stranger on Princess

St.) “Are you Dr. Smith?”

No, but 1 know where we can get

some.”

Speaking of the Kingston street rail-

way, is it a fact that the cars stop run-

ning when the Probs. say “snow?”

Dr. T. A. Mutt Brown has solved the

mystery of female fashions—they are all

worked by calculus. In this season’s

dresses, top and bottom sections are fast

approaching a limit which we fear threat-

ens to have O as the limiting value. Who
said anything about curve tracing?

The meeting held in Carruthers Hall on

Monday, January 31st for the purpose of

reorganizing the Queen's O.T.C. was at-

tended by representative numbers from

all faculties of the university. Practically

all in attendance enrolled in the corps,

and the reorganization was successfully

launched.

It is the hope of Col. Macphail, the

commanding officer that a sufficient num-

ber of students will join to complete two

companies to establishment.

All the officers of the corps have not

as yet been appointed. The appointments

announced to date are as follows : Prof.

P. G. C. Campbell and Prof. J. L. M-orison.

company commanders. J. M. Marshall,

M.C., second in command of A. company.

L. “Gar.” Keil platoon commander, and

D. G. H. Wright, adjutant.

It is expected that permission will be

given to exempt members of the O.T.C.

from physical training classes.

The hours of drill, including lectures on

various tactical problems have not been

decided upon, but drills will be so arrang-

ed that the hours will not conflict with a

student’s class work.

During the period of reorganization the

adjutant will be in Prof. MacPhail's of-

fice, Carruthers Hall, at the following

hours

:

Monday—1-2 p.m.

Tuesday—4-5 p.m.

Wednesday—5-6 p.m.

Thursday—4-5 p.m.

Friday—4-5 p.m.

It has been suggested by Col. Mac-

Phail that the funds of the corps be devot-

FULL
DRESS
Requirements

FOR THE

DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT

We have the very latest ideas.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

ed, to the Student’s Union Fund. How-

ever the disposition of funds is a matter

which will be left with the members of

the corps to decide.

We are in receipt of a communication

from one signed T. A. Brown, requesting

us to call attention to the fact that his

correct name is ALAN, not MUTT. Note
the one L. Mr. Brown states that ori-

ginally he spelled it ALLAN, but one
day somebody knocked L out of ALLAN
and this is the result. Cataraqui papers
please copy.

Those Study Glasses
"THEY MUST BE RIGHT,"

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen’s Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-
ence coupled with the most scientific instru-
ments procurable.

If you already wear glasses come in and
inspect- our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes,"

R. J. RODGER
CoHsulling Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Ode to a Tailor $26.00

When I was in that railroad wreck,
And thought I’d cashed my last pay

cheque,

Who pulled the engine off my neck?
Not a Soul!

How about a few. contributions in the

shape of a year yell. So far we have re-

ceived one. Please hand contributions

immediately to G. II. Brown, I. W. Boyd
or E. II. Bronson.

SCIENCE ’24

During the past week many casualties

were reported following the recent strug-

gle in Grant Hall, Dr. Clarke, the able
surgeon, did nobly, but many were suffer-

ing from as many as eight wounds. In
most cases the outcome was fatal. It

was at first erroneously reported that a
public funeral was to be held. Tliis is

not so. The bodies of the departed arc to
be sent to their respective friemls and
relatives where tlic last rites will be ad-
ministered.

Well, departed we wisli you every
.success.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on. hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A

.
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

Examination Results

Thompson'sDigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, po to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

Is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES 5

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.

AND 2B8 PRINCESS ST.

1. T. BRYMNER, Manager

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE

MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be

conducted in accordance with the

tions issued by the Department of Educa-

tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN

STRUCTION is given in various trades,

The schools and classes are under the

direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made

to the Principal of the school.

Latin 13a.

Class lI.-McFadyen, Marion D.

Class III.—Sinclair, Isabel M.

Greek 5a

Class II.—Sinclair, Isabel M.

Latan Ha.

Class I.—Chapman, B. P.; McFadyen

Marion D.

Class II.—Sinclair, Isabel M.

Greek 5b.

Class III.—Sinclair, Isabel M.

Germ. Ila.

Div, 3.—E. W. Skinner.

Germ. 22a.

Class II.—Eby, Emma L.

Germ. '32a.

Class III.—Emma L. Eby.

French Ila.

Div. I.—Hallett, Mildred.

Div. II.—Macfarland, So>hronia ;
Laird

R. C. .

Div. III.—Lee, Gertrude; Eby, Em-

ma.
French 13a

I—Laird, Marion.

Div. III.—Knapp, F. D.

French 20a.

Div. I —Laird, Marion; Desrochers

Lillian.

Div. II.—Knapp, F. D.

Div. III.—McNamee, I^thleen.

' Spanish 13a.

1st Class—Hallett, Mildred; Sparks

Ella.

English 8a.

Div. I.—Becking, W. H.

Div. II.—Cumberland, R.

English 18a.

Pass.

Div. I.—Johnston, Mabel M.; Gray,

Flossie; Boyd, Muriel; McDonell, Mar

garet.

Div. II—Macfarland, Soph. ;
Stevenson,

L.; Coyle, Helena; Maxwell, G. N.
;
O'

Brien, Sister M.; MacNaughton, R. M.

Weese, Grace; Dunne, Muriel; Thelma

Cliff, Milan, Mae, equal; Moses, Thelma;

Sadler, H.; Gardner, Pearl, Hammett

Maude; Tait, Mildred, equal; Hayman

Annie, MeNeil, H. A. ;
Munro, Florence

Roberts, Elsie, equal.

Div. III.— Crafg, Thelma; Lavell

Doreen.

English 18a.

Honours.

Div. I.—Ewart, Jessie; Campbell, N
Garrett, Evelyn, equal

;
Moore, Gladys

.

Hastings, Frances; Lee, Gertrude, de

Renzy, Helen, Willon, Margaret, equal.

Marion; Kelly, N. S.; Burnett, May
Laird, Marion

;
Kelly, N. S. ;

Burnett,

Diltz, B. C. ;
Milling, Edith; Mc-

Gregor, Mary
;
Odell, Amy ;

Baird, R. F.

Booth, C. W. ;
Brophy, Margaret.

Div. III.—Smith, Eleanor; Revelle, S.

E.
;
Ransome, A. B.

English 27a.

Honours.

Div. I. — Chrysler, H. W., Garrett,

Evelyn, equal
;
Diltz, B. C., Lee, Gertrude,

equal; Ewart, Jessie; Robinson, Annie;

Moor, Gladys ;
Allan, Lois.

Div. II.—Willon, Helen; Curry,' Mary

;

Messer, Cora.

Div. III.—Campbell, N-.

(Pass.)

Div. I.—Judge, Audrey.

Div. II.—MacNaughton, R. M.
; Gar-

dner, Pearl; Hayman, Annie; Macfar-

land, Sophronia ; Leckie, Edith, Mc-

Namee, K.C., equal; Dyde, Honora, Mar-

tin, Anita, equal; Boyd, Muriel; Max-

well, G. N.

Div. III.—Hermiston, Ruth; Miller, J.

Class III.—Wilson, J. T. M.

(Pass).

Div. I.—Dowd, C. H.; Scott, H. A.

Div. II.—Ratchford, C. E. F.
;
Suther-

land, G. M.

Div. III.—Laird, R. C.

Economics 25a; Money and Banking

(Honours)

Div. II.—Emery, G. A. R., MacLeod,

N. M., equal.

(Pass).

Div. I.—Scott, H. A.; Bennett, W. G.

;

Salter, H. P., Yoerger, C. L., equal

Slater, D. S.

Div. II.—Browne, W. H. ;
Sleemaif, B

A.; Sugden, G. W.; Ratchford, C. E.

Chown, S. M.

Div. III.—Moore, A. L.
;
Sutherland;

G. M.; Fry, R. G.

Elconomics 4ia.

(Honour)

Class I.—Campney, R. O.

Class n.—MacKercher, Agnes.

Class III.—Desrochers, Lillian.

(Pass.)

Div. II.—McMenomy, L. E., Tancock

H. V., equal ;
Gow, JT T.

;
McLellan, W

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of

Study in Public, Separate. Continuation

and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Educatlo^^

Toronto.

Toronto, November. 1920

Div. III.—Yule, L. B.; Newlove, T. H
Perry, W. J. G., equal ;

Beaupre, Cecilia

Stevenson, G. O.
;
Maxwell, G. N.

Economics 60a

(Honour)

Class I.—Yoerger, C. L.
;
Bennett, W.

G. Irwin, W. A.

Class HI.—Wagar, R. E.
;
Smith, S. B

(^ass)

,Div. I.—Ratchford, C. E.
;
McMenomy,

L. E.

Div. II.—England, B. I.; Macdonald, J.

A.
;
White, M. B.

;
Shurtleff, W. M.

Div. III.—Slater, D,; Dowd, C. H.

Sutherland, G. M., equal; Salter, H, P

Hodgkins, W. C. ;
Newlove, T. H.

;
Ander

son, A. C.
;
Emery, G. A. R.

;
Chown,

M.

Economics 42a.

(Honours)

Class I. — Scott, W.
;

McKercher,

Agnes.

Class II.—Steinberg, G,

Class III.—Wilson, J. T. M.; Desroch-

ers, Lillian.

(Pass)

Div. I.—Stevenson, Lv

Div. IL—Bell, H. J. ;
McMaster, D. A.

;

Laird, J. E. ;
Beaupre, Cecilia.

Div. III.—Maxwell, G. N.; Fawcett,

M.; Fry, R. G.; Ransom, A. B.; MeInnis,

D.

Economics 54a; Corporation Finance

(Honours)

Div. I.—Campney, R. O., Irwin, W.

A., equal
;
Steinberg, G., Emery, G. A. R.,

equal.

Div. II.—Smith, S. B.

(Pass)

Div. I.—White, M. B.; Anderson, >A.

C. ;
MacDonald, J. A.

Div. II.—McLellan, W, J. ;
Slater, D.

;

Bell, H. J-: MacLeod, P. A.; Gow, J. T.;

Moore, A. L.
;
Fawcett, A. M.

Div. III.—Ransom, A. B.; Courtney,

S. E. ;
Allen, S.

Philosophy 43a.

Theory of Aesthetics.

(Honour Standing)

Class I.—Varnum, D. P.

Class II.—Thain, May; Smith, L. B.

(Pass Standing)

Div. Ill.-^Smith, J. M. F.

Mathematics 10a

Class I.—Gill, E. C.
;

Gerrie, Helen;

Terry, P. E.
;
New'lands, W. A.; Shea,

J. R. Lewis, R. E.

Class II.—Clarke, Helei^ Stephens, E.

Class III.—MacMillan, W.
;

Bartels,

Annie ;
Craig, Helen ;

Lyon, R. A.

Mathematics 12a.

Class I.—Deadman, Gertrude.

Class II.—Kehoe, M. B.
;
Wallace, A.;

(Continued on page 5)

M.

English 33a.

Group I.—^Jamieson, Florence; Shaw,

Edna.

Group II.—Darling, J. W.
;
Robinson,

Anna.

Group III.— MacDougal, Marj:,ticr

Shannette, Katherine; Medd, Josie; Bur-

nett, E. May; Moses, Thelma; Ba.lels,

Annie L.
;
Knapp, Frederick.

Economics 17a.

(Honours)

Class II.—Cross, H. F.

Bibby’s

MENS WEAR STORE

OUR NEW REVISED PRICES MAKE THESE DISCOUNT

SALES LOOK RIDICULOUS

SEE OUR YOUNG MEN’S
SUITS

All new models. Hand-tailored

by the best tailors in Canada.

THE RITZ

THE BUD

THE ASTOR

THE STANFORD

$22.50, $32.50, $42.50

OVERCOAT TIME
Now would be a good time to buy

an overcoat.^ Real beauties, $25.00

and $35.00.

FINE SHIRTS
$1.98 Each '

FINE QUALITY
- PYJAMAS

$2.98

MEN’S HOSE
Lisle Tread, 3 pairs for 98c

MEN’S UNDERWEAR
Union Suits

Fine Quality Merino

$1.98 Per Suit

MEN'S FINE

CASHMERE HOSE 68c

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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— a newARROW
COLLAR-„F^OW THE ARROW AND

JILSIS

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

dealer

230. 232. 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, /Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in Ufe is an Endow-

ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is^ wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

PROFESSOR SCORES
examinations

At this time of the year when examina-

tions are still fresh in our minds, students

are sometimes inclined to doubt the effi-

cacy of the present system.

It is interesting, therefore, to hear of a

strong denunciation of examinations made

by a university professor last week.

In the course of an address before a

group of students, the professor—Frank

A. Bernstorff, of the Language Depart-

ment of Northwestern University—said

that exams were ridiculous survivals of

past ages. “A student’s final grade,” he

declared, "should depend upon his daily

work and intelligence.” He pointed out

that we have undoubtedly outgrown the

period of examinations. "Since,” he con-

tinued, "they have outlived their useful-

ness, why don’t students get together and

sign a petition to have them abolished?”

—Exchange.

gOreas Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY'STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

EXAM. RESULTS
(Continued from page 4)

Smith, L. F.

Class III.—Halliday, Belva ; Shea, J. R.

:

McMillan, W., MacNeely, J. T., equal;

Stephens, E.

(Pass Standing)

Brogden, R. C.

Mathematics 15a.

Class I.—Bamforth, F. R.
;

Tuttle,

Edith
;
Allison, A. E., Philp, J. H., equal.

Class II.—French, W. E.

Class III.—McNeely, J. T.; Kehoe, M.

B.
;
Wallace, A., equal.

(Pass Standing)

Harkness, H. E. ;
Brogden, R. C- ;

Shea,

J. R., equal.

Mathematics 18a.

Class I.—Bamforth, F. R. ;
Tuttle,

Edith.

Class II.—O’Brian, Mabel
;
Smith, L.

F.

Class III.—French, W. E.
;
Wallace, A.

;

Allison, A. E.

(Pass Standing)

Stephens, E.
;
Harkness, A. E.

;
Mac-

Millan, W.
ARTS

Physics A. 16a.

Class III.—^Allison, A. E.
;
Kehoe, M.

B.

(Continued on page 8).

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best tin^e of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Master Simon Colline, Doctor— L. J.

Austin.

Master Jean Mangier, Surgeon—R. K.

Hicks.

Master Serafin Dulaurier, Apothecary

—

W. M. Conacher.

Giles Boiscotirtier, Secretary — Miss
Esther O’Connor.

A Blind Fiddler—O. C. Kinnick.

Catherine, Botal’s Wife—Mrs. A. L.

Hughes.

EVENING

The period’s done and my History

Still lies on my desk untouched

;

So much for my good resolutions

And strength of mind and such.

Come, read to me some Physics;

No simple or heart-felt lays

Will banish this awful longing

For lenses and incident rays.

Now leave me to my lessons,

That the cares that infest the day

May fold their tents like the Arabs,

And as silently steal away.

THE FACULTY PLAYERS
The Faculty Players make their bow to

the University and Kingston public on

Monday next. The play to be presented

is the merry mediaeval farce of "The Man
who Married a Dumb Wife”, written by

Anatole France, the great master of

French prose, and translated by Curtis

Hidden Page, professor of English in

Dartmouth College, N.H. The "Dumb
Wife” was composed originally for a

meeting of the “Societe des etudes rabel-

aisiennes” and developes a simple old

story in the manner of the old French

farce. That is to say there is plenty of

fun, and a quaint atmosphere of the an-

cient technique: the audience are part of

the show, and Giles’ bow, when the cur^

tain goes up, means that he knows they

are there and wants them to enjoy them’

selves. In the same way the players are

free to address any part of their role

directly to the house, even to lecturing

them on medical science. At the same
time, since Anatole France is the author,

we shall not look in vain for delicate play

of fancy and humour, and we shall find

shafts of random satire that can find their

mark in these days of "deplorable frivol-

ity.”

The original production of the play was
made by Granville Barker in New York,

with a marvellous setting designed by
Edmund Jones. The Faculty Players

will, throught the kindness of Mr. Ro\
Mitchell in lending costumes, be able b-

give some hint of the colouring that tht"-

play, requires. The cast for this delight-

ful play is as follows:

Master Leonard Botal, Judge—R. O.

Jolliffe.

Master Adam Fumee, Lawyer—J. L.

McKee.

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS b eomirfolo.

Best Tungsten Lonyo
and Flashlights. Bvary>

thing electrical for •»*

perimental purpotea.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THB
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Alison, Botal’s Servant—Mrs. J. F. Mac-
donald.

Mademoiselle de la Garandiere—Mrs. W.
C. Clark.

Madame de la Bruine—Miss Mildred

Jones.

The Chickweed Man, the Watercress

Man, the Candle Man, the Sweep, Lack-

eys.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

TH I VICTORY SHOE STORE.
^ ’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

Books Worth Having
THE NEW JERUSALEM by G. K. CHESTERTON

ESSAYS—SPECULATIVE AND POLITICAL

By the

Rt. Hon. Arthur James Balfour, M.A., F.R.S., LL.D., D.C.L.

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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FEBRUARY FUR SALE

of All “Odd” Pieces

At this season, after

the busy months sel-

ling furs, we find

many “odd” pieces

which we are willing

to sacrifice rather

than carry over to

another season.

Coats. Capes, Stolls,

Muffs, Sets, etc., in

various furs are in-

cluded in this sale.

We may have exact-

ly what you want-
come and see. If

the furs suit you,

the prices are sure

to.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crosier & Edgar
20 Market St. ,

Kingstm

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

ARTS DANCE
(Continued from page 1).

forth and fades away. In the relaxation

of these joyful hours, as the sober respon-

sibilities of life and the thoughts of un-

emotional struggles with baffling exam-

ination papers, are repressed, a fresh,

chastening, dreamy sea of fantasy flows

through the mind. Music blends chatter

and laughter into the sweet harmony of

a distant brook. Bright dresses of gold,

blue, coral, green, pink, white, red, and

black, draped with .filmy diaphanous

stuffs and flying folds arranged with im-

maculate delicacy, present a fascinating

sort of grotesqueness which delights the

eye as the blend and harmony of qplour

in a gold "and purple sunset. There are

eyes as deep and full of mystery as old

forgotten wells. There are smiles that

awake and stimulate the memory of that

star-lit, summer sky which globes Medi-

terranean and screens the purity of

heaven. Such exquisite imagery fills the

mind ;
such relaxation refreshes, inspires,

and uplifts man ;
and we applaud the or-

chestra, thank the patronesses, and praise

the committee from the bottom of our

hearts.

The rich odour of newly made coffee

hangs in the air. Already good fellows are

repairing to the “Salle a manger'’ where

dainties and delicacies on fresh linen

greet the eye. They are unique, those

supper numbers, when Marshall Reid is in

charge of “I'es affaires.”

But the bugler continues to summon to

the hall of enchantment, those who would

seek a moments rest about the blazing

fireplace, or in the unexplored shadows

of the mysterious red-room. The dance

continues and the moon above the palms

throws its beams promiscuously upon the

forms and motions of countless, graceful

dancers. Bright surfaces reflect tiny

beams of light. Forms and motions group

and sway like the curves of breakers on

the beach and the ripples of caressing

waves over the sandy shore. A crowded

disorder of lights and shadows play hide-

and-seek among the pillars. There is a

mystery attached to things seen dimly

through the shadows, and an enchantment

in the faint outlines of a flowing rhythm.

But the hall is suddenly a blaze of lights

again, and balloons are bouncing above

clusters of hands and exquisite, white

arms, like many-coloured butterflies danc-

ing in the sunny breeze above a flower

garden. Balloons of various colours now

challenge the magnetic powers of large

delicitely shaded fans. Colours rival col-

ours, rhythm teases time, impenetrable

chaos perlexes the senses as the dance

rises to the eminence of its splendour.

We are swept on in the gentle rush of

the dance ; we are absorbed into the poetic

scheme of harmony and rhythm; we are

intoxicated with the breezy spirit of hap-

py companionship.

But bliss is momentary in the mad rush

of time. The stately strains of “God Save

the King” surprises and confounds our

flitting fancy. People are flocking to the

exits. There is a pulsing and throbbing

of motors without, and all is over, save

what remains in the memory to delight

the fancy in the years to come. Monday
night, January 31st, 1921, will ever be a

bright spot in the memories of the mem-
bers of the Arts Society and their charm-

ing friends.

ARTS DINNER
(Continued from page 1)

Mr. Guthrie pointed out to the evident

satisfaction of his audience that at pre-

slmU our money is backed by a 34% gold

reserve, which puts us in the second place

amongst the nations in this regard. He
.said that Great Britain has already ap-

proximated the old trade figures in her

exports and is quickly paying off her

international obligations. I f, said he. the

nations of the world wliich owe Great Bri-

tain money would settle, her difficulties

woukl be practically solved. France has

practically wiped out her foreign invest-

ments and is recovering her trade. The
Belgian cities today show no mark.s of

war. Italy is, perhaps, the most baclc-

ward country in EnroiK' today. .Austria

is practically at the door of starvation

and unless there is relief during the pre-

sent winter she is bound to go down.

Canada has a new feeling of pride and

we know that the other nations regard

us as a new power sprung up in the West.

Mr. Guthrie then gave a graphic and very

intertaining description of the battlefields

and military cemeteries of France, and

quoted a remark of Gen. Currie’s to the

effect that on the last day the soldiers

will be the first to enter Paradise since

they had died that others might live.

In closing he expressed a hope that the

League of Nations would be able to ban

ish war from the minds of men and the

burden of war from the backs of weary

mothers. If it can do so. it will be the

best thing for the world that has hap-

pened since Christ was born.

Mayor H. C. Nickle proposed the toast

to the University, in a very worthy and

bright speech. He reviewed the history

of Queen’s and commenting on the

Queen’s spirit of which he had seen evi-

dence one night last autumn when he

had found it necessary to raise $2(X) to

assist two or three Queen’s students to

change their temporary sleeping quar-

ters at the City tiall Building. He spoke

of the good relations existing between

Queen’s and Kingston, and hoped that

the time would soon come when Queen’s

would not have to beg from the govern-

ment, but the government would give for

the love of giving. In closing, he said,

he hoped Principal Taylor would long be

spared to guide the destinies of Queen’s.

Principal Taylor added new laurels to

his fame as an after-dinner speaker in

replying to the toast. Queen’s, he said,

is just Queen’s, not Varsity, or McGill,

or Western. Men come here to learn

how to stand on their feet in the big

problems of life and after all it is not

so much what we do later in life, but the

spirit' in which it is done that counts,

Mr. W. A. Irwin showed that he is an

after dinner speaker as well as a debater

in the toast to Our Guests. He reviewed

the lives of the more prominent guests

and welcomed them all.

Col. George Ham made a very happy

reply, full of reminiscences. He paid a

warm tribute to Principal Emeritus Dan-

iel M. Gordon, and spoke of their days

spent together in the Northwest Rebel-

lion. He made a plea for sane laws in

regard to the temperance question, and

said that there was a danger of subtitut-

much greater evils in the place of

liquor. His speech was replete with de-

lightful, happy wit and the members of

the Arts Society are very fortunate-in

securing him for their dinner.

Prof. L. J. Austin, a new comer to the

Medical Faculty, proposed the toast to

the Arts Faculty. He said -that he thought

he was chosen because he was a new-

comer and would not know of the dark

past of the Arts Faculty. He abused the

Arts Faculty quite severely and thus left

himself open for a counter attack from'

Prof. R. O. Joliffe who quoted Dr. Shorey

as saying that “He had not, in all his

lecture tours found such an academic

society as at Queen's.” He used his ex-

tensive classical knowledge to very good

effect and delivered a much enjoyed ad-

dress.

Prof. G. W. Mitchell, excelled his usual

high standard as an after dinner speaker,

and said that the Queen’s spirit is noj

kept here, but it is brought here by the

undergraduate. The undergraduate, he

said, should put some thinking into his

slang. "Atta boy” was not slang Atta is

Greek word meaning some; so “atta

boy” means some boy. “Believe me” is

not slang but Shakespeare.

Mr. R. O. Campney, President of A. M.
S-, responding to the toast to the Under-

graduates, said that he hoped that we
should be able to leave Queen’s having

learned at least to think straight.

The toast to the Sister Universities was
proposed by John A. MacDonald pf the

Queen’s Journal, and responded to by

Mr. Porter of Varsity and Mr. Dock-

stader of "Western.

God Save the King, brought to a close

a most successful banquet. The commit-

tee deserves the sincere congratulations

and thanks of all those present.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

STORE
’PHONE 797

THE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET —

YOU WOULDN’T WANT YOUR NAME IN THE
DECEASED COLUMN!

People who use matches around oily rags, near curtains, etc., are forever

courting danger. Be on the safe side by getting an Eveready Daylo today.

We have them in all sizes, all shapes and all prices to suit all purses.

See the Daylo Contest Winners’ names in our window.

Buy Automobile Skates for pleasure—the Best made. All Hockey Supplies.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.
.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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SPORT
QUEEN’S III. DEFEAT R.M.C. II.

(Continued from page I),

ice most of the period. Quinn, in the

nets for the students was called upon

to save many difficult shots, what looked

like a sure score for the Cadets was when

Carr-Harris on a beautiful piece of stick-

handling, penetrated the Queen's defence,

but Quinn came out .and made a wonder-

ful save. The Cadets worked hard to

score, but their efforts were unrewarded.

Second Period

This period opened with Queen’s con-

stantly bombarding the R.M.C. strong-

hold, but Mundell was invincible. McKel-

vey and Gibson combined in a nice rush,

but Mundell again saved the situation.

Play was carried from one end to the

other for the next five minutes, and both

Quinn and Mundell acquitted themselves

in splendid fashion. Gibson missed a

nice chance to score by shooting wide.

Carr-Harris stick-handled his way

through the Queen’s defence, only to miss

the net by inches. McKelvey drew a five

minute penalty for an infraction of the

rules. The period ended with both teams

checking furiously.

Third Period

R.M.C. took the advantage of Queen’s

playing with 5 men, McKelvey finishing

out his penalty, by bombarding the

Queen’s net, but Quinn was equal to the

situation. It looked bad when McDonald

drew a penalty on unintentional tripping,

Queenjs having only four men on the ice.

Gibson here did some strenuous back-

checking until McKelvey came back on

the ice. Reynolds made a beautiful rush

and missed the net by inches on a wing

shot. Nickle carried the rubber down

and passed in front of net to Reynolds,

easily beating Mundell for the first score

of the game.

McDonald passed the defence but shot

wide, 10 feet in front of the net. McKel-

vey and Whytock combined in rush,

Whytock passing to McKelvey who slip-

ped the disc passed Mundell for Queen’s

second tally.

The Cadets showed signs of weariness

and their efforts were weakening towards

the end.

Queen’s 2; R.M.C. 0.

Queen’s

Goal.

R. M. C.

Quinn
Defence

Mundell

McKelvey Hamilton

Re) aolds

Centre

Rooney

McDonald
L. Wing

Swabey

Nickle

R. Wing
McKenzie

Gibson

Subs.

Carr-Harris

Johnston Carr-Harris

Whytock McLeoc
Referee—Reg. Crawford.

body-checking rather stiffly: Box soon

followed, for what looked like a purely

accidental trip. However, Stewart, Bat-

tersby and Ratchford rose to the occasion

and prevented the Cadets from scoring.

The period ended.

Queen’s 1, R.M.C. 1.

Second Period

In this period, R.M.C. seemed to have

a trifle the better of the play ^cNeil sav-

ed a hot shot and then stopped a shot

from the rebound in very pretty style.

Two minutes after play started, Stewart

batted the puck past Mundell, from direct-

ly in front of the net. From then on

R.M.C. seemed to have the edge of the

play. Mundell was sent to the bench

for going on his knees, but the Cadets

put on a rare burst of speed and kept

the play out of the danger 'zone until he

returned. A few minutes before the

period ended, Carr-Harris slapped in a re-

bound, and tied the score.

Queen’s 2, R.M.C. 2.

The last period.was the best of the

game and was extremely even. Both

teams worked feverishly to gain the lead,

but neither seemed to have much luck

around the goals. Thus the game see-

sawed up and down the ice for fifteen

minutes, when Mundell was again sent

off for going on his knees. While he was
warming the bench Box pounced on a

rebound from a shot by Swartman, and

scored. The Cadets worked extremely

hard for thdTest of the period, but were

unable to alter the score.

Queen’s 3

;

R.M.C, 2.

Queen’s

Goal.

R.M.C.

McNeill

Defence.

Mundell

Fahey Hamilton

Ratchford

Centre.

C.'E. Price;

Box
Right Wing.

McKenzie

Swartsman

Left Wing
Walker

Battersby

Subs.

Ballantyne

Stewart Carr-Harris

Hansen '
Swaby

JIMNASIUM JOTTINGS
Ritchie and Nelson are again but to

practice, fully recovered from their in-

juries.

Eddie Ryan sure had something very

attractive in Toronto when up with the

hockey team.

If some of the senior and intermediate

hockey players, would take notice of how
some of the junior hockey players take

care of themselves and stick to training,

it would make our prospects of success

much brighter.

Bob Anderson is sure some "Mascot”

QUEEN’S II vs. R.M.C^ I.

(Continued from page 1)

ed to be a shade bettered by the Cadets.

First Period

The game started very fast, but the

choppy ice kept the puck rolling. At the

start, both teams checked back well, and
the goal-keepers were comparatively idle.

There was a breathless moment when
Batter.sby and Box in front of the Cadets

goal, both took a stab at a pass from

Swartsman, but failed to score. How-
ever, a moment later Battersby took a

drive at a rolling puck, from outside the

defence and beat Mundell. This seemed
to have a livening effect, and the R.M.C.
defence was kept very busy for a few

minutes. McKenzie evened the score

with a splendid rush, and a hot shot

from directly in front of the net. Both

teams made strenuous efforts to score,

but neither could beat the opposing de-

fence. Near the end of the period, Fahey
was given a questionable penalty for

All the college should get out and
"root” for our junior team. They are a
credit to the college.

• Heard in Toronto, "Hasn’t Harry Mc-
Neil a nice little "laugh.”? Say, -isn’t he
cute?”

“Red” McKelvey has found new rooms
for dressing before attending dances.

Isn’t Billie Hughes superstitious as to
the dressing rooms before hockey games.

TrSTuS FIRST
I

We carry everything in Sheet MurIc, :

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument
i

and Accompaniments, Stationery, B'nbdsyl
Cards, Magazines, etc. I

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records,
j

The Song Sht 't^

Phone 1207M 269^4 Prim 'Jt

What We Haven’t Got—We'll G i

ENJOY THEM TO-DAY.

CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

"Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—^Two packages

for 3Sc

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Returns of Hockey Games

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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BIG SALE OF FURS

and MEN’S HATS

S SB 9

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

THEOLOGY
A series of very interesting and instruc-

tive lectures on Practical Theology is

being given during the present month by

Rev. J. R. Watts. B.A., B.D., of St. Paul’s

Church, Ottawa. These lectures are open

to the general public as well as students

in Theology. Any students intending to

take mission fields during the ensuing

summer would be well advised to come

and hear Mr. Watts.

The Next

DANCE
Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

/ CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE «»

212 princess street
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON. ONT.

Dr. Jordan’s lectures on Tuesday after-

noons will soon be drawing to a, close,

and we would impress on all those who

intended to come and bear him, but wlio

up to the present have not done so, to

lose no time, but to come along next

Tuesday. The subject is one of more

than ordinary interest, both to theologues

and students of history. The Maccabean

Revolt, a period about which we know too

jiltle:

Theological Society was represented at

the Arts Dinner on Tuesday evening by

Mr. J. A. Mclnnis, B.A. He reports a

very enjoyable time.

Mr. G. E. Wood gave an exhibition of

his splendid staying powers lasl-Satur-

day when he skated over to his appoint-

ment at Cape Vincent. We can depend

on “Woody” to get there when he takes

on a job.

Things We Would Like to Know.

What keeps B—k so late in the morn-

ings. Would the little extract Dr. Jor-

dan read from Ecclesiastics apply to him?

Has M 1 any connection with

Ezekiel—both of them seem to have got

‘square meals” in a similar fashion?

Whether Dr. Dyde will have a time

keeper at his next Friday noon oratori-

cal session?

Who will uphold the reputation of

theology at the oratorical contest on Feb.

26th. Did any one whisper W——r?

If Woody could produce such a speech

without any preparation, what would one

that he had prepared be like?

Who vvill be the valedictorian at our

closing exercises?

When H. R. J s will lift up his

voice in cheerful song, pr does he forget

that he is singing patriarch?

Proper Dress Wear

for Formal Functions

is as essential to a young man’s

successful career as music is to

a concert.

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

For a limited time only, we are

offering special inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Suits.

Semi-ready .

'

$56.25

Made-to-Meastu’e $65.50

“Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and materials.”

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

STORE^
OR. THE,
BEST

lEN’S SHOE!

Just Received a Man’s Dull Calf ¥

Evening Oxford, Turn Sole $7.00 E 1 O

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form. ^

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONB 980.
* 238 PRINCESS STREET

EXAM. RESULTS
(Continued from page 5)

Physics A. 17a.

(Honour Optics)

Class II.—O’Brian, Mabel.

Chemistry -A. II.

(Qualitative Analysis)

Div. I.—Nelson,' Mabel
;
Newlands, W.

A. ; Sweet, H. ; Nelson, E. A.

Div. II.—Nunez, E. O.
;
Warwick, H,

A. ; McDonell, Margaret
;
Ellenport, A

Div. III.—Weedmark, I. H., Boyd, D.

W., Claxton, J. W., equal; McKelvey, J
L.

;
Persad, H. S.

;
Wright, W. E.

Geology 6.

Div. II.—Salsbury, Nina O.

Mineralogy I.

Div. I.—Nelson, Mabel
;
McMaster, D.

A. ; Muir, P. ; Charlesworth, Flelen.

Div. II.—Elliott, Jessie: Lane, Bessie

Duffield, A. E.
;

Gardiner, Elsie
;
Red-

mond, Mildred: Ferrier, Vera; MacKay,
D. L. G.

Geology II.

Div. I.—Laird, J. E.

Div. II.—Salsbury, Nina O.
Div. III.—Allen, S.

Biology 14a.

Div. I.—Coulson, J. G.

Div. II.—Croal, A. G. ; Handford, Lil

lian.

Div. III.—Grant, Lucy.

Bateriology.

Class T.—MacLeod, D. J. J.
‘ Class .11.—Handford. Lillian.

Attractive
surroundings, combined with excellent food

well prepared, makes this restaurant the ren-

dezvous of the best people in town—people

who imderstand and appreciate what good eat-

ing is. In service, too, we excel.
^
No small

part of the enjoyment of a meal is the way
it is served. You will be satisfied with the

way we serve you.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE/D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured' a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w.

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

FOH THE STUDENT

STRSET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shdes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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VARSITY A[ t

WINNERS OF
BASKETBALL

GIRLS’ INTERCOLLEGIATE B.B.

IS PLAYED OFF AT
QUEEN’S

NOTED SCOTTISH
DIVINE SPEAKS

LARGE ATTENDANCE AT THE
UNIVERSITY SERVICE

\ SUNDAY

McGILL-QUEEN’S
McGill Girls B.B. met and defeated

Queen’s on Thursday. Feb. 3rd, hy a

score of 33-14. The result after the first

ten minutes ivas never in doubt, and at

half time the score was 25-10. McGill

showed the effects of two years practic-

ing together and then weight and size

aided greatly, esp,ecially i^hen high pass-

ing was the feature of their team work.

The Queen’s girls were rather at a loss

because the centre work was badly upset

by the splendid inferference of McGill’s

centre and side centre. ^ When Queen’s

did start to play it was too late, the real

game started about five minutes before

Ahe final whistle. Miss Ferrier and Miss

^Cressweli were the outstanding features

of the Queen’s team and the captain.

Miss Abernethy, in the second half check-

ed Miss Leggett so that she was not able

to score. Miss Leggett and Miss Spear

were McGill’s mainstays, the former mak-

ing practically all McGill's scores in the

1st half. If the centres could have gotten

the ball down to their own goal the score

would have been far different, because

the Queen’s forwards seldom missed a

basket when they had the ball in their

hands. Both teams showed splendid

sportsmanship, and it was by far the best

exhibition, both of clean playing and girls

rules.

TORONTO-McGILL
The outcome of this game was al\vays

in doubt. I± was a constant sea-saw. Mc-

Gill played a consistent game, but lacked

the snap and push that Varsity had. To-

ronto was quidcer and the shooting was

far more accurate. It was not, however,

such a clean girls’ basketball game as the

night before, constant fouling' sloAved up

the game. Toronto showed surprising

combination and at times her entire team

A huge crowd filled Grant Hall on Sun-

day to hear Hugh Black, a preacher of

international repute and no one went

^way from the service without feeling

that he gained something.

After an introduction by the principal

in which Dr. Black was spoken of as a

colleague of Alexander Whyte, of St.

George Edinburgh. Dr. Black said a

few words about the value of a teacher

and then gave his text Ezek 12, 22. “Son

of Man what is that proverb that yt have

in the land of Israel, saying, the days are

prolonged, and every vision faileth?”

It was the experience qf a prophecy

larg overdue. The people of Israil had

become indiff.erent to the prophecy, the

prophecy of the destruction that was to

come upon Israel. Time and time again

this same prophecy had been made, but

had not been fulfilled, and the people

took no heed of Ezekiel’s vision of Israel

desolate. Passing on from the prophecy

of Ezekiel, Dr. Black showed what a great

difference there is between the real and

the ideal world.

"From the nature of the case religion

has to do with the inward life and so is

more difficult to express than the outward

life or the reality. The real world is so

persistent that we may easily neglect the

ideal. The real world is constantly

front of us reminding us again and again

of its existence. So much so that the ideal

world may easily be neglected.

The Spiritual works more slowly and

with fewer outward signs of progress or

development, and has’ many discourage-

ments and set-backs that seem to hamp'

and restrict its growth. The scorn of the

scoffer, the indifference of those who see

unfulfilled promises owe a few of the dis-

couragements, but the most bitter of all

is that of doubt, "chilling doubt."

Wordsworth in his introduction to the

"Ode on Immortality," was scared about

"the abyssmal idealism,’^ so afraid that

he felt at times the real world didn’t exist

Requests have been made for special

lectures on how to conduct public as-

semblies, and especially on the principles

parliamentary procedure. If a suffi-

cient number apply, a series of eight or

ten lectures will be given, followed by ac-

tual parliamentary practice. No credit

will be given. Registering for-the course

not necessary. A preliminary meeting

at 11:00 on Thursday, February 10 will

be held in room C2, New Arts Building,

to find if a number sufficient to organize

such a class want the lectures, and to fix

the hours. Those who can not meet at

the time indicated may write their names

on a slip of paper and the days and hours

that would be possible, and drop these

in the letter box of the office of the Eng-

lish Department. Second and third

choices might be indicated. Two or three

lectures a week are contemplated.

O. C. KI’NNICK.

COURSE IN PARLIAMENTARY
PROCEDURE TO BE

GIVEN
JUNIORS WIN

THE GROUP BY
GOOD MARGIN

DESPITE LOSS ON FRIDAY TO
REGIOPOLIS BY ONE

POINT -

QUEEN’S BRANCH OF THE
CANADIAN INSTITUTE

OF CHEMISTRY

was bunched around a basket, either de-

fending or attacking. One guard would
j

and as a boy would touch the trees and

play far up and sometimes the opposing

forwards would be entirely unguarded,

while the guards would go up anrf help

their own forwards attack.

McGill seemed rather at sea at first

and could not get used to that kind of

roaming game ;
everyone y/iU admit liiat

although Toronto had superior team play,

that McGill’s exhibkipn was by far pret-

tier to watcii. At the final
,

whistle To-

ronto Jed^2-28.

QUEEN’S-TORONTO
Quedn’s benefited by McGill's defeat

and played the exact duplicate of Toronto

cOEpbinatioiis. It might have been an

exciting game to watch, but from the

coaches point of view, especially of Mc-

Gill and Queen’s, the game was an ex-

pert imitation of football on a basketball

court. There was usually a bunch at

either basket, whenever the ball approach-

ed a basket the entire team rushed to

either attack or defend. Queen’s found

that by this means only could she hold

her own, and hold her own she did, al-

though beaten in the last few minutes by

2 baskets. Both teams hftd apparently,

this aim in view—one forward would,

keep well under her goal, the entire team

- would go forward airtTby either a series

of gopd pomhiitation or else a \vild pass-

would get tite ball out of the scrimmage

and pass it -to -her. Toronto’s forwards

(CoRtinued on page 7-).

fences to make sure of the reality of the

world. Yet the doubt that exists in men
is not a bad thing. Men in the mass, no

matter who they are, will respond to high

thoughts, but doubt, allowed to go too

far, shows deterioration and there is no

sphere of life that is free from it,—busi-

ness, religion, friendship, marriage, soc-

ial service or any other.

Faith at first gives a great power to a

life. His whole life is transformed and

he is a new being. But after the vision

comes the reality and old sins creep back

again and gain admittance, and then

comes the disillusion.

A great example of siich is that of Am-
erica. America saw a vision of duty and

need, she held the moral leadership of

the world in her hands. A new spirit

had came into the world "that made the

hearts of nations dance with delight.”

The world was thrilled with this new
spirit and was ready and willing to be led

by it. Then came the reaction, Achilles

sulking in his tent. (Here the pent up

fires in the speaker burst forth into flame

which thrilled the audience as they felt

its warmth). We are now drifted into

the backwash. The idealism has drifted

out and we are only willing to settle out

to an, "as you were," position. We see

men now content with the commonplace.
Yet this stage .of disillusion is almos^

inevitable, but the .talue of it is to drive

(Continued on page 8).

At a meeting held in Gordon Hall on

Monday, Jan. 31, attended by students in-

terested in Chemistry, it was unanimous-

ly decided form a Queen’s Branch of

the Canadian Institute of Chemistry.

Dr. A. C. Neish, Dr. L. F. Goodwin,

and Dr. J.
I. McKee, who are fellows of

the parent Society led in the discussion

ami explained the aims of the Society.

'A committee composed of C. W. Simmons

(convener), Herman, Croal, Cooper and

Manske was formed to draft a constitu-

tion and recommend a slate of officers.

It was decided that students of chem-

istry of the second, third, and fourth years

be eligible for membership. A member-

ship fee of three dollars includes a sub-

scription to the official organ of the Soc-

iety "The Canadian Chemical & Metal-

lurgical Journal.”

The organization is primarily fop stu-

dents, but will include members of the

Chemistry staff apd resident graduates.

It is expected that affiliation vith the

only society wloich is truly Canadian will

give Queen’s students an opportunity of

coming in closer contact with ennnent

Canadian Chemists. It is hoped that ^11

Queen’s chemistry students will ayail

themselves of the opportunity of becom-

ing a member of a society which aims

to arise the profession of chemistry to

its proper position amongst the other

learned professions, so that it may attract

a larger proportion of the best intellects

and thereby secure a supply of trained

men. adequate to the growing needs of

the Country.

Lacking that “pep" which has usually .

been a feature of their playing, Queen’s

Junior lost to Regiopolis on Friday night

by a score of 2 to 1, but although “nosed

out" nicely in this game by a trim little

team, yet they win the round by a goodly

margin.

From tbe v^y start a tired feeling

among the Queen’s players was very

noticeable as they battled over sticky ice

in a half-hearted manner, that was likely

due to their Cornwall game of the, day

before m which they spent quite an ef-

fort. On the other hand their opponents

shp,\ved up spjenc^dly and the way ^ch
man played his position makes them well

deserving of the win.

Referee “Jack’’ Po%vpU gpt action start-

ed shortly after seven and with the excep-

tion of "off sides" was seldom called upon

to use the bell.

The game was marked by much sub-

stitution on both sides, even' in the first

period and as "subs” are practically as

important as the starting team, Queen’s

are in need of a little new blood to make

up for the loss of Gibson and McKelvey

who are now benched as far as the Jun-

ior Intercoliegiate series is concerned.

For Queen’s, Quinn in goal was called

upon to save quite often during the first

two periods, but was beat for a tally by

a long shot from Cook during the latter

part of the first period. He was relieved

by Germonde for the last period and

Cook again sizzled a hot one past after

about 3 minutes play.

Niokle, Reynolds and McDonald also

played a good game, buf ladcing support

at the critical mofhent they depended

for the most part on lone rushes, and

while they shot repeatedly at Me Carthy

no score was made until the last period,

when McDonald "turned the trick" on a

nice pass from Nickle.

For Regiopolis, McCarthy in goal

showed up' splendidly and ^^as -never de-

ceived by a long shot. Donnigan on de-

fense played a good game, while Cook

and LaRush on .the forward line kept up

a nice combination, the former with his

"wicked" shooting netting their two

counters.

THE BUUITEN

Tuesday

—

4 p.m.—Arts Society.

4.15—French (^ub.

5.00

—

Naturalists’ Club.

5.00

—

Math. & Physics Club.

8.00—

Lecture, W. P. ’Dobson, B.

Physics Bldg.

8.15 Faculty -Players.

8.30—Band at Rink.

Wednesday

—

4.00 p.m.—Journal copy to be in office.

7.00 p.m.—Choral Society.

7.30 p.m.—Polecon Club.

g.l5_Hockey', Queen’s II. vs. R.M.C. 1.

Thursday

—

8.00

—

Band at Rink.

FrWay—
7.00

—

'Journal Social Evening.

The line-up :

—

Queen’s
Goal

Regiopolis.

Quinn
Defence

McCarthy

Emery Donnugan

Reynolds
Centre.

James

McDonald
Forwards

Scoutton

Whyttock LaRu^
Nickle-.

,

Subs.

Cook

Johnson Goodfriend

Detlor

Germonde
Referee—Po\velI.

Goodfriend

NOTICE TO REPORTERS

Our staff is still disorganized through

iUness and it is imperative that if the

"Journal" is to appear on time tliat tlie

copy.should be in much earlier than, usual.

Hpv/e your ^copy Jor Friday'^ issue in the

"Journal” office or in the College Post Of-

fice not later than 4 o’clock on Wednes-

day.-’^
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Expert Barbers in Attendance
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of hearing Dr. Hugh Black on Sunday

afternoon. The large attendance was a

tribute to his fame which had come be-

fore him and many people who wished

to hear him again were unable to find

room in Chalmer’s Church in the evening.

Dr. Black is possessed of a remarkably,

striking personality, and a facial expres-

sion and vocal powers which remind one

of Forbes-Robertson.

He had been preaching all of last week

in Toronto and in spite of this tremend-

ous strain delivered on Sunday two ad-

dresses which caused one to say “that

they were simply splendid.” To which

we may add that they were splendidly

simple.

What We Sell

Cigars, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Rpes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth Fom-
tain Pens, Stationery, Magazines, Old Country

Papers, etc.

“THE CITY PIPE SHOP’

JACK F. ELDER
169 PRINCESS ST. Opp. PubUc UdUties

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, MARCH 7th

$ 9,700,000
18,000,000

230,000,000

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capiteil

Reserve
Resources

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

ainount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

editorial

To those who were interested in the ex-

amination results printed in Friday’s is-

sue this is especially addressed. If your

name is among the successful candidates,

accept our congratulations, if you^have

not succeeded in convincing your profes-

sors that you know the necessary 40%

of your work, we sympathize with you.

There is little or no use of bemoaning

our fate, but we must, in justice to our-

selves, and our professors, analyse the

reasons for failure. A sudden attack of

nervousness may have caused our down-

fall. We may have known the work

but it may have been thrust at us from

an unexpected angle which was beyond

our ken. Or, which so frequently hap-

pens the professor simply outguessed us

by picking on, what we had considered,

non-essential points. After all there is

a great deal of guessing in the examina-

tions, and the professor has the obvious

advantage over the students. But even

these reasons do not explain all the fail-

Some of our budding poets have once

more forgotten the unwritten law that all

manuscript must be signed. Poets de-

serve encouragement, as a rule, but we
cannot encourage them if they persist in

concealing their identity. Sign your

name to your manuscript and also

psendonym if you do not wish your name

published.

FINAL INTERCOLLEGIATE
DEBATE

The final Intercollegiate debate for

1921 will be held at Queen’s on February

24th, when representatives of McGill and

Queen’s will debate on the subject. “Re-

solved that' legislation should be sought

to secure abolition of appeals to the

Privy Councils.”

The Queen’s debaters, Messrs. Camp-

ney and Knox, who have been chosen

are preparing to give a good account of

themselves, and we may look forward to

a very interesting debate for the Intercol-

legiate debating championship.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

Get Tickets tor Journal Social Evening-.

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in clast.

Apply to ADA J. BATES. 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

We have often said that one could at-

tend University and, without attending

more than one class per day, keep one’s

time quite occupied with a multitude of

other duties. Conversely it is possible to

devote one’s time exclusively to the lec-

ture room, and the library, or wearing a

path between them. No one is expected

to and surely no one wishes to go to

either “ektreme.

Some are inclined to blame their fail-

ures on Social Evenings. We refuse to

consider that a reason. It may be an ex-

cuse but we doubt it. All men and wo-

men should be greater than their environ-

ment and this is especially true of Uni-

versity students. It was in one of the

most wicked cities of their time that the

disciples of Christ were first called Chris-

tians. If there were fewer Social Even-

ings the pleasure loving student would

be found at the theatres, the rink or at

dances in the city. Besides these passing

pleasures there have been outside lectures

and musical treats which one, realizing

the opportunity that may not come again,

feels that he must attend. No, the blame

may not be attributed to Social Evenings,

nor to outside lectures, nor to the rink,

as such. If we are honest with ourselves

we must admit that failure came because

our work has been haphazard. There is

but one way to success in University life

and that is that we mtfst set up a definite

standard of a reasonable amount of work

which must be done. And we must do

it. Similarly we must limit our recrea-

tion. In short, success can only come

as the result of the maintaininp- of

proper ratio between our wc cv i .1

play. If we maintain this ra; w. -1

not meet with failure in the
;

' n”

An
8-Day

Watch
^ This watch is not an ex-

periment—it is one of

our highest grade men’s

watches thoroughly tried

out and carrying our very

highest guarantee.

The price is $225.00 The
case is 18 karat gold

throughout. "The move-
. ment has 21 jewels adjust-

'ed to 5 different positions

as well as all tempera-

tures.

^ The dial is gold with

raised gold Arabic dial

figures and a winding indi-

cator upon the dial to show
at any time just how fully

wound it is.

Guaranteed, of course

Ryrie Bros.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
QUEEN’S
(Continued)

Fortunately a friend had furnished us

with a few boarding house addresses, and

at one of these we found shelter for some

weeks at least. At first we experienced

the usual difficulties in the matter of

Kingston street geography, and indeed

this remained more or less of a mystery

for some months. Apparently several

problems of street direction in Kifigston

could be solved only on the basis of the

school-boy's definition of parallel lines,

as “lines that never meet unless you bend

them.” The flexibility and inconsisten-

cies of the Kingston streets constitute in-

deed one of the charms of the old city,

although at first somewhat disconcerting

to those accustomed to towns laid out

on the square. They furnish also the

basis for endless argument on the part

of freshmen, who are apt to discover,

however, that it is possible for two parties

to take the most opposite views as to

matters of fact, and yet be both quite

right- in the end. Thus one might stoutly

maintain that King Street ran at right

angles to Princess, while another held,

with equal conviction, that it ran parallel

to it. A few weeks, however, enabled

us to overcome these and other local

peculiarities of what we found to be in

the end a very charming and interesting

old city, filled with historical memories.

(Continued on page 7)

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.30

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

Queen's students are cer .

fortunate in having had the •

“Darling, before we get married I have

something to tell you. I'm a somnam-

bulist.”

'Oh, that’s all right, dear. I'm a Pres-

byterian, but I’ll go to your church one

Sunday, and you can come with me the

next.”

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

The Journal “Staff

will hold their

Social Evening

FRIDAY, FEB. 11th, at 7 p.m.

TICKETS TO GO ON SALE FEB. 4th.

From Miss H. Craig, Miss M. Porteous,

G. C. Monture, K. Keill and A. L, Steven-

son.

“Are you going to the Lit. tonight?”

asked the co-ed with literary inclinations.

But the sophomore did not hear her

plainly. “Sure’’, he said, “if T can fi' d

a crock.”

Patronize
Our

Advertisers
Everything would 1'*^ sublime.

—Exchange.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’24

Our hockey team was again successful

in defeating Med’s ’26, on the afternoon

of Thursday the 27th. The score was 8-1.

We are well away to uphold the re-

putation which we made last year. Words

of praise or confidence are quite super-

fluous. We back our team to win

!

Line-up : — Goal, Quinn
;

defence,

Ritchie, Waddell ;
centre, McLachlan

;

wings, Taber, Leggett; spares, McNally,

Ryan and Trainor.

The small boy gets it for nothing. The

young man has to steal it. The old man
has to buy it. The baby’s right. The

lovers’ privilege. The hypocrite’s mask.

To a young girl, faith. To a married wo-

man, hope. To an old-rnaid, charity.

q''HAT elusive
i. quality galled

style is apparent in

every gown made
by

PICTORIAL

REVIEW
PATTERNS

Before you start

J

'our Spring sewing
ook through the

Fashion Book

For Spring

Nqw on Sale

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

A very successiul and entertaining

year meeting was held last Friday after-

noon. Some important items of business

were rapidly disposed of, by Acting-pre-

sident Spenceley, and then Miss Dr. O’-

Hara, a graduate of Queen’s, gave a short

talk on India, viewed from the medical

standpoint. We all enjoyed this immense-

ly, and even our inquisitive friends, Troup

and Playfair showed signs of awakening

interest.

Our year poet, Mr. Salsbury, then gave

his annual contribution, and, although we

do say so ourselves, in reding his poem

(original) “The Miser,” he seemed to be

inspired
;
words flowed from his lips as

water off a dyck’s back.

Mr. McMurchy, who has already be-

come famous as our “one and only” Medi-

cal Foreign Missionary, in his capacity as

Orator, handed out a series of hits,—in

blank verse—at which even the most

sedate had to laugh.

On being encored, Mac rendered a

French Canadian verse, entitled “The

Stove Pipe Hole” in a most approved

fashion, and again brought down the

house.

The musical part of the program was

omitted on account of the non appearance

;

of the players, however, we are hoping

for their assistance in the near future.

The meeting closed with the Critics’

report.

This is McKenzie, Photographer,
talking at Kingston.

"Queen’s”!—“People tell me I must
be getting rich on account of the high

'

prices I charge for photographs. One
lady actually used the wdrd_ “holdup”.

Here are some facts. . My ^oss cash

receipts for 1919 were $6,242.51. Oper-
ating expenses were $3,151.15: my in-

come, therefore, was $3,091.36. I esti-

mate that in order to earn this

$3,091.36, I worked 350 days, averag-

ing 12 hours per day on duty, total

4,200 hours, so that I was paid about
75 cents an hour for my time.. Does
that sound hke a “hold-up?”
When I hire a plumber, I pay him

95 cents an hour. When he does it

the wrong way, I pay him 95 cents

an hour for that and 95 cents an hour
to undo it, and 95 cents an hour to do
it over again. So, for the benefit of

those people who think my prices are
outrageous, I can truthfully state that

my earning capacity as photographer
in the City of Kingston, is not as
great as that of a- plumber Many of
whom draw the money I have men-
tioned after having spent only a little

time learning all they have to know
to get by

;
while I have been eighteen

years learning what 1 know about
photography.

To be continued in our next

—

MEDICINE ’26

Having read our feeble effusion “Con-

densed Convivality,” one of the more

sophisticated brethren of our “Alcohol-

ariat” presents below the true facts of the

“case.”

The Morning After

I groan, meantime I painfully blink,

My mouth has that funny taste of zinc,

My head is hot, my feet are just like ice,

These agonies are any thing but nice.

One hand goes out and grabs a sock.

The other gropes for the jangling clock.

Away I rush with soap and towel.

But thoughts of breakfast make me growl.

Shakily then I take a cigarette,

With trembling hand apply the “al-

lumette.”

Around me still some faintest m,em’ries

cling,

I recollect that I had tried to sing.

And then I smile, and think me of the

folly,

Of all such parties which we think are

jolly.

Where some fool says that he is Caesar’s

ghost,

Another contradicts, and says he’s Faust.

With sickly grin I muse, and then

I swear, oh ne’er, oh ne’er again.

Oh! Bacchus you have caused this strife!

Oh Bacchus, I’m off of you for life

!

BIB.-^?rLUS.

We were not surprised to see Dr. Loth-

rop pocket that few inches of 24 carat

gold wire, the other day, in fact, knowing

piano wire, as intimately as we do, we
rather expected to see him bite the platin-

um wire when it was returned?

Dr. F. X.— (Describing the Liver) “The

liver consists of five lobes and five fis-

sures.

Mac.—(Interrupting), “No, sir, you are

mistaken, it was five loaves and two

small fishes.”

The many friends and relatives of N.A.,

have been greatly upset the last few days

on account of the pale, haggard, almost

dejected look on his face. Everyone has

been asking, “what is it?” No one knows.

We believe, however, that we h^ve at last

succeeded in dissolving the mystery, and

we offer our explanation for what it is

worth. Where is his HI’ mustache???

Those Study Glasses
'THEY MUST BE RIGHT."

For years we have been fitting Study
Glasses to the Queen's Students with every
success.

We attribute this success to long experi-

ence coupled with the most scientific instru-

ments procurable.
If you already wear glasses come in and

inspect our light and comfortable Study
Glasses.

"Save Your Eyes."

R. J. RODGER
CoHf«//mi7 Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

FULL
DRESS
Requirements

FOR THE

DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT

We have the very latest ideas.

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER ..11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

MED ’22

At the regular meeting of the year, held

on Friday afternoon, Dr. O’Hara gave a

very interesting talk on the conditions in

India and the medical work being carried

on there.

In the course of her address she show-

ed the difficulties which confronted the

doctors, due to the different religions and

superstitutions of the people. For in-

stance one particular caste believing in

the transmigration of souls, would on no

account take a life of any kind, and there-

fore would not boil the water for drinking

or kill rats which were infesting a district

and spreading the much dreaded plague.

She also brought out the great need for

medical men and women in India, where

she said that in her district, which has a

population greater than that of Ontario,

there are but eight doctors—four men and

four women.
The meeting was well attended and at

the conclusion of Dr. O’Hara’s address,

she was given a hearty vote of thanks.

“If”

If you hold her hand, she may think you
foolish

;

If you don’t, she may wonder why;
If you kiss her, she may think you a cad.

If you don’t, she may think you are slow ;

If you offer her a cigarette she may be

offended.

If you don’t, she may think you consider

her puritanical

;

If you tell her of the many women you
have known, she may think you a

bounder

;

If you don’t, she may think you lack ex-

perience
;

If you tell her she is the only one you
ever loved, she may think you lie;

If you tell her she is the only one ;
•

ever kissed, she will know you He

,

Now, what in the devil is a fellow to :

Favourite Sayings of Famous Physicians.

“How do you know”—G. S. Harris.

“O Pshaw !”

—

J. H. Burry.

“Lay off that stuff”—C. L. Wingham.
“Spread like a prairie fire”—C. W.

White.

“Right O !”—A. B. Clayton.

SPEAKING OF DINNERS
The three-day basketball tournament

was brought to a successful conclusion on

Saturday night by a dinner for the play-

ers and the squad, given in the Red Room.
Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Skelton, Mrs. McNeill,

and the three coaches were also present.

,
The tables were attractively decorated

with Varsity and McGill colours, atul

three tall candles, red, yellow and blue,

burned for Queen’s'at^the head of the

(Continued on page 6)

The Kiss

A kiss is a peculiar proposition
; of -

ise to one, yet absolute bliss to t

h TTERS to the EDITOR
' Editor:

1 word about the rules and regula-

• girls’ basketball,

were never meant to play the

games men play, simply because

they could not stand the pace. For that

reason the wisest and best judges of

basketball got together and formed rules

just for women. One main feature is

the rule about person contact or body

checking. If these wene disregarded the

play would become rough and a general

rough and tumble exhibition would be

the result. Girls’ ?ules tend to expert

combination and the pass work should

be the outstanding feature of the game.

Good passing is by far more spectacular

than charging, holding and such rough

play, as wo^tld surely come into evidence

if the rule regarding person contact was

ignored.

The committee did change some of the

more confining rules regarding lines and

allowed the players to move to any part

of the field—I think we have seen the

result—perhaps men can play that game

with five, but six players bunched under

a basket is a little too much like a small

boy’s prize fight and not like the standard

of basketball that the Intercollegiate Wo-
men of Canada should show. The com-

binations can be improved, and in some

instances in the series, particularly the

last gam^, the team work was splendid,

but the style of play was not ideal.

Queen’s and McGill types of play are

rather similar, perhaps, because the

coaches’ ideas are practically similar, but

in order to" compete with a different style

both teams have to change their tactics.

Many people have remarked that the

girls rules tend to make the game slower.

That is absolutely true—it was intended

it should, and it was also intended that

those rules would do aWay with rough

play and they will if properly adhered to.

One reason why women have not gone in

for football, because it is too rough, dang-

erous and strenuous
;
surely men’s bas-

ketball, although not as dangerous, per-

haps is almost as strenuous, therefore

why should women even attempt to imi-

tate their style of play? Some time, sure-

ly, the Intercollegiate game for women in

Canada will become a model of swift,

clean and clever basketball without the

aid of personal contact and body-check-

ing.

Yours truly,

ESTHER O’CONNOR.

Have You Paid Your War
' Memorial Subscription? .
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

• to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & WzJsh
Cornfer of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

SCIENCE

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPiaiS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST,

(Two doo'rS below Clergy_Std__

engineering notes
Mr. and Mrs. John Sterling are spend-

ing a few days in Ottawa, leaving on Sa-

turday afternoon amidst a shower of con-

fetti and good wishes. John s sterling

qualities have made for him a host^of

friends who, though sorry that they Were

not consulted, wish that the young couple

may live happily ever after.

SCIENCE '21

Jacaby—“So Audrey has her B.A. and

M.A.
Davis—“Yes, but her.P.A. still sup

ports her.”

Pomeroy—“I got this silver cup for

running”

Cyclone—"Who did you beat?

Nt'komus—“The house detective and

two maids.”

was sharp-shod.

Signs of the Times:

“Clothes pressed while you wait. Please

don't stand in the doorway.”

Barber, conversationally to “Test-tube”

“My, but you’re getting to be a big boy,

suppose you’ll be getting out of the

Collegiate one of these days.”

Stew- -“How did you find yourself this

Conni^“I didn’t, it took three of the

boys.

Have You Paid Your .War

Memorial Subscription?

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Accoimt upon which interest

is regularly paid and &on which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.
^

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES;

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS..

AND 266 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

j^elHe
—"He turned her head “Goldie”

No wonder, have you seen her face?”

“May I have a number, Miss Jazzwell?”

‘No, I think one is enough, Mr. Tuxedo.”

We regret that skating on th6 like was

na pooed” last week. P—t didn’t get

, chance to use thsS haversack full of

tea” again.

With all due apology to our faculty

yell, may we recommend to fHe Avonfnbre

ladies .the adoption of the following for

their yell:

“Coffee beans and percolators,

Currant buns galore,

Hencoop girls are classy,

But oh! us Avonmore.”

We fiaven’t seen Beecher at many soc-

ial functions lately, but we have an idea

that he may put in an appearance at the

Science dance.

Moses Rutley, so they say,

Has a Jane down Texas way,

And, says Mo, “I might perchance

Get her for the Science dance.”

So all you jazz-hounds who are keen

On vamping Rutley’s Movie Queen,

Get in line, and call on Mo,

It may be worth it, you don’t know.

DJd you go over to hear the Arts men

eat?

Time—9.45; place, Covered Rink.

Do you love me, Ida?

Oh^ Tubby

!

Aw, just a little, Ida?

You know I do, Tubby.

If I married you, could we live at your

place? •

Yes, Tubby.

And could I use your uncle’s car?

Why certainly, Tubby.

And would your dad pay my fees ?

O course. Tubby.

You dear^ will you marry me?

No, Tubby.

He—“Things would be rather quiet

around here if all the men left.”'

Freshitte from Glengarry
—“Oh I don’t

know, we’d still have you college boys.’

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE

MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be

conducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of Educ^
tion. - JJSw)

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-

STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the

direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUA
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURB are provided for in the courses of

Study in Public, Separate, Continuation

and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Famous Sayings of Leading Citizens

Soup Jardine
—“A sap’s a* sap. Yuhi

can’t make a race-horse outen a mu^e.”

Mel Cooke—“She died of a Tuesday.’

Contixe O’Gortnan
—“All she said was

cry.”

Tom Scott
—“I’ve 'been known to

pluck a few.”

Bob Bbnham—“If skirts get much
shorter they’ll be wearing ’em as'tieck

pieces.”

Conley Brydon—“Go easy, I’ve got

weak heart.’’

Fred Sproule—When the old-timers

start discussing tlie restful sex as we
knew them on the continent. “The con-

versation has now become normal.”

lave You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

Those attending the Science Dance are

advisee! that before invitations can be is-,,

sued, the name and address of the lady

whom they are escorting must be handed

into the Committee before Feb. 10th. A
box has been placed in the reading room

receive such information. Please

write plainly.

Mr. W. A. Carlyle addresses Engineer-

ing Socieyt, Managing-director of British

American Nickle Corporation delivers an

illustrated lecture on the Rio Tinto Mine,

Spain.

On Friday afternoon the auditorium

in Gordon Hall was filled almost to ca-

pacity by members of the Eng^eering

Society. Thfey had been drawn thirther

by their desire to hear Mr. W. A. Carlyle

of the British American Nickle Corpora-

tion give an illustrated address on the

Rio Tfnto Mine. Seldom, if ever, has the

Society been so favoured, either by a

'

speaker of Mr. Carlyle's ability or by a

subject of such rare interest to the En-

gineering Fraternity.

Mr. Carlyle, responding, said that he

objected to being called a professor. He
had been a professor twice and lived it

down. At the beginning of his talk, he

referred to some of the metallurgical dif-

ficulties that had been encountered in

starting the new smelter at Sudbury and

refinery at Deschanes. These had been

overcome and smooth sailing was now in

view. They were now smelting 800 tons

of .ore per day and would soon increase

their cdpacity.

Speaking of the Rio Tinto mines, Mr.

Carlyle said that they were, perhaps, the

largest and, perhaps, the oldest mines

of their kind in the world. They had

been worked by the Phoenicians and it

is possible that some of the bronzes and

brasses for Solomon’s temple had been

derived from Rio Tinto. The Romans
(Continued on page 6)

Bibby’s

MENS WEAR STORE

OUR NEW REVISED PRICES MAKE THESE DISCOUNT

SALES LOOK RIDICULOUS

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education.

Toronto. f

Toronto, November. 1920

SCIENCE ’22

The skating ririk ice sweepstakes were
won on Thursday afternoon by “Pat O.

Time for the mile—.^4.

There were two entries for the r'act

Pat O and Mac Beaii. Both got off to

good start, but Mac Bean left the coutse

on several occasiems.* Pat O broke twice

but came down the home stretch with a

good stride.

Official starter—R. J. Clench.

Timekeeper—^Tubby.

The track was in fair condition, but the

crowd overran the track despite the warn-

ing of the officials and the efforts of the

Marshall—Red Wilson. Neither entry

SEE OUR YOUNG MEN’S
SUITS

All new models. Hand-tailored

by the best tailors in Canada.

THE RITZ

THE BUD

THE ASTOR

THE STANFORD

$22.50, $32.50, $42.50

OVERCOAT TIME
Now wotdd be a good time to buy

an overcoat. Real beauties, $25.00

and $35.00.

FINE SHIRTS
$1.98 Each

FINE (JUALITY

PYJAMAS
$2.98

MEN’S HOSE
Lisle Tread, 3 pairs for 98c

MEN’S UNDERWEAR
Union Suits

Fine Quality Merino

$1.98 Per Suit

MEN’S FINE

CASHMERE HOSE 68c

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street

9^
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- a newARROW
COLLAR«„
foKow the AKROU' and
ygyj.gj-j-igjas.gna

Robt. J. Reid
UNDEJ?T^/CER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230. 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Amfeulance 'telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

many men
owe their fortune to a good beginning

splendid start in Hfe is an Endow-

ment PoUcy in the Mutud Life of

Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutnil Life of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Reaidence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE
Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in tact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

31 i PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment, early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO

ARTS ’21

On Monday, as we were contentedly

strolling out near the Junction, a deep,

low humble like unto the scmnd of a

mighty waterfall, was borne by the breeze

to our e^rs. It? seemed to proceed from

the direction of good old Queen’s, and,

fearful lest it be the moaning ol the class

in Greek I., upon gazing at the results

of the exam., we caught the first car in,

anxious to know our own fate. Even

above the noise of the onrushing trolley

we sensed the dull booming, and it swell-

ed to.a mighty roar at our approach. Be-

fore we reached the university grounds

it had assumed thunderous volume, and

as confusing was the mighty noise that

it was difficult t<j decide from which

building it jproceeded. It being supper

time, instinct led us towards the cafeteria,

and, when we entered therein, at once

the mystery was solved—Mr. H. W.
Chrysler’s new tie.

ARTS '24

Wednesday afternoon, our hockey team
defeated Arts ’23 by the score of 6-0.

This was our first game, and, judging

by the way the team played, will go far

in the series. Mr. jack McKelvey,
Queen’s noted athlete, is coaching the

team.

A special meeting for the purpose of

appointing a permanent executive for

Arts '21 was held in the small mathe-

matics room on Monday, January 31, at

5 p.m. The president, Mr. M. B. Kehoe,

occupied the chair. The following were

appointed to form the permanent execu-

tive. Honorary President, Dean Skelton

;

president, Mr. P. A. McLeod ;
vice-pre-

sident, Miss' Allen; secretary-treasurer,

Mr. W. C. Hodgins; assistant, Miss Mill-

ing; historian, Miss O’Brian; prophet,

Miss Messer; poet, Mr. PI. ,W. Chrysler;

orator, Mr. G. H. Sadler; marshal, Mr.

D. K. Paris; critic, Mr. R. G. Fry.

Mr. W. A. Irwin, at the Arts Dinner

:

“Colonel Ham has always associated with

millionaires.” If wb may judge the finan-

cial standing of our fellow-students by

our own exchequer, we wonder what

brought dolonel Ham to Queen’s.

ARTS ’23

I.—What’s an example of dramatic

irony ?

A.—Prof. Macdonald's smile as he

handed ouf that English paper.

Ian wore a pair of spats.

Though why I do not know.

And everywhere that I<m went /

The spats went there also.

He wore them proudly to the game,

Which simply isn’t done,

The Bolsheviks were feeling gay,

And so we had some fun.

For soon they bawled poor Ian out

—

But still he hides his fear,

And smiles upon the general shout.

Until the teams appear.

“What makes him wear those funny

things?”

The ladies loudly cry.

“Oh Ian loves his spats you know.”
Somebody did reply.

And so might we some fame achieve

And drive our friends to drink,

The “near-blind” we migfht well deceive

By wearing spats of pink.

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

‘ A Philosopher

“Those who speak know nothing.

Those who know are silent.”

These words I am told

Were spoken by Loa-tzu.

^
Was himself one who knew,

How comes it that he wrote a 'book

Of five thousand words?

—Chinese of the Eighth Century.
—Brandon College “Quill.'

Uses of Spats.

To protect our tender flesh from the cold.

To give us an air of distinction.

To save us wearing socks.

To inspire new yells.

To start a riot.

You can’t paint a great picture, build a

fine dog-house, or make love to a Queen':

girl without experience. Neither can you
play hockey without practice, and the

score of our game with ’2n ^mply proves

this. The work of Ada, Dolan and Rob-
inson was good, but the team as a whole,

lacked that practice which makes perfect

If there are any men in the year who aw-

good, or who think they're good, for the

love of Mike, let them hide not their lif;iit

Why were J—n MacK-z-e and her

friend so anxious to get"away from the

“V” and then In such a hurry to re-

turn?

At last we have found the sensible

man. Saturday night,,we saw Mr. Cr—

s

parading I^rincess St. with no girl. He
told us that he is forever finisned with
girls. f*ut it there, Cr—s, you're a man
alter my own heart.

Have You Paid Your War
Memorial Subscription?

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS It eomptotak

Best Tungsten T tmts
and Flashlights.

thing electrical for as-

perimental porposcc.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
IIS WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1311 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Naws^, Nawsty!

The Arts man was hanging around the

junibr draughting room.

“What do you wantf’ questioned the
engineer. -

“I’m waiting for a gentleman.”

“Is he in Engineers?”

“I’m waiting for a gentleman.”

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

TH E VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made C2uidy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fahey Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

XM PRINCESS Street

The Authorative Life of David Lloyd George

The Prime Minister

BY HAROLD SPENDER

In this very full biography a singularly vivid portrait of a^man at the

head of one of the great governments of the world, this study of the British'

Prime Minister by one who has access to most intimate sources of info^ma-r

tion is a work of historic interest and value. ^

For Sale At

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and* Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to . ReeiMxar, Queen’s University.
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FEBRUARY FUR SALE

of AU “Odd” Pieces

At this season, after

the busy months sel-

ling furs, we find

many "odd” pieces

which we are willing

to sacrifice rather

than carry over to

another season.

Coats, Capes, Stolls,

Muffs, Sets, etc., m
various furs are in-

cluded in this sale.

We may have exact-

ly what you want-

come and see. If

the fu?s suit you,

the prices are sure

to.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettos-and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
|

Constitutions |
arul dll Tcirid-ii of ^

Hanson, Crosier & Edgar h

20MarkitSt„
,m»«»»B*»»®»*"®******““**®“*

“WALK INSIDE

and save TEN”

any overcoat in the
STORE

half price

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

hambourg concert

On Thursday evening, February 3rd,

the fifth and concluding programme of

the 1929-21 series of Queen’s Classical

Concerts, was given in Grant Hall by the

Hambourg trio. Due to the athletic event

of the same evening, the audience was

somewhat diminished, but the enthu^asm

of interest was highly sustained. From

the opening number until the close noth-

ing but the sentiment of deepest delight

and appreciation could prevail. And

when it is recalled to mind that the ap-

preciation so continues through several

appearances before what has been in large

part the same audience, one wonders if

*e popular demand for the new is so

strong as it is sometimes

be, when the best is offered. While

the programme for a new session, out of

this desire for a change will probably

necessitate the bringing of other artists,

it would appear that none could be ex-

pected to give so many concerts m suc-

cession with more continued interest than

have the members of the Hambourg trio.

The concert opened with one of Beeth-

oven’s immortal masterpieces the

“Ghost” trio in D Major, Opus 70. The

prevailing poetic sentiment with the leav-

ening and widening influence of his men-

tal horizon which is so characteristic of

Beethoven’s compositions, was interpret-

ed with a sympathy and beauty which

none but the artistic soul could produce.

The “Allegro vivace e con brio” gave an

effective classical opening in slow Sonata

movement. Then the swift transition

from subject to subject in masterly treat-

ment, seemed to speak of things drawn

from long forgotten dreams, and to re-

kindle dreams, and to rekindle dormant

but familiar emotions. In the "Largo

assai ed espressivo” a warmth and depth

of ethical sentiment waxed into a reli-

gious passion and elevation. Opening in

reverent simplicity with strings in unison,

the message, taken up by the ’Cello, rose

with foreshadowing tremolo passages of

the piano to the crashing fury of a storm,

subsiding to the calm of the sea. Then

the ochement and vigorous zest of the

“Presto” served as a splendid and fitting

conclusion to a work of art in which the

movements follow and connect with each

other with the closeness of acts, in a tra

,

The second number was John Ireland :

Trio in E Minor, written in the spring

of 1917, one of the fine productions of

the ultra-modern English school. -With an

emotion that is not overflowing, it bears

in a martial atmosphere the bitterness of

war wastage at the spring of life. This

work was truthfuly reproduced in single

piano movement by Albei®o Guerrero. In

coming to the stage, Guerrero, the most

popular pianist to whom Kingston has

been privileged to listen in recent times

was greeted with a prolonged ovation

and his rendering was followed by rC’

peated applause.' The artist responded

Get Tickets for Journal Social Evening

SPEAKING OF DINNERS
(Continued from page 3).

table. Of special interest to those “bpt-

anically” inclined were the blue carna-

tions, a tribute to Varsity, and quite t|ie

crowning achievement of the entertain-

ment committee.

Toasts were drunk to the three univer-

sities and to the coaches. In replying,

Miss Cartwright of McGill, stressed tjie

importance of this first Intercollegiate

venture as the beginning of better things

for women’s sports in Canada. A small

beginning it may be, but in time other

games and other colleges will be included.

It is a splendid thing for the under-

graduates of the various colleges to meet

and become acquainted, and more irji-

portant than this is the fact that the de-

velopment of sports among Canadian wp-

men is a factor in the development of

our country.

We have what our mothers and grand-

mothers lacked—the opportunity*of play-

ing co-operative games where we learn

“team” work and appreciate, what it

means to be a graceful winner or a good

loser.

Mrs. Taylor made the welcome an-

nouncement that the gate receipts had

been most satisfactory and a cheque for

a hundred dollars had been written out

for both of the visiting teams.

After the speeches and college yells

—

we must pause here to congratulate the

visitors on the lusty vigour and ease with

which they rendered our battle cry—the

college songs were sung and finally a

big circle was formed for Auld Lang

Syne.

Thus ended three of the most enjoy-

able days in the history of Levana ath-

letics.

had worked them very extensively, their

shafts and open pits having reached to

depths of some hundreds of feet.

PIANO TUNING
WM. tWAINB, PIANO TUNER

and repairer.

Cvtes rM^Tcd at 100 Clergy St. Weit,

pr *Phoa« 564 w.

with two special selections.

The third and closing number was

trio in F. Major by Schumann, chosen

from the group of her finest chamber

music, written within the greatest year

of his life. Overwhelming intensity -of

feeling was characteristic throughout.

With the decisive authoritative exposition

of Lebr Lebhaft, the unalloyed lyricism

of the romantic period revealed in “Mit

innigem Ausdruck,” and the dialogue of

lovers broken by sighs, the chirp of a

bird, or a twirling leaf in “In Massiger
' Bewegung”, the movement carried the

keener to the vigorous theme of the

Finale, given out from unison strings in

“Nicht zu rasch.”

The concert closed with a universal

feeling of deep satisfaction with the

whole series, and especially with the

work of the trio. And if there are any

artists who may always have an audience

and an immortal reputation among the

music lovers of Queen’s and the city of

Kingston, not the least of them will be

Guerrero.
j

dl

Get Tickets for Journal Social Evening.

ENG. NOTES
(Continued from page four)

Some idea of the size of the mine may

be gained from the fact that over two^

and a half million tons of ore are mined

and treated' annually, and that during the

seven years of Mr. Carlyle’s managership,

over fifty-five million dollars in dividends

were paid to the shareholders. Over 16,-

000 workmen are employed and with their

families form a population of over 60,000-

people who are dependent upon the mine

for their livelihood.

The deposits are in the main lenticular

;

there are at least 50 of these pyritic lenses-

whose length varies from 1,200 to 6,500

feet and the depth ranges from 500 to-

1,800 feet, while the width reaches a max-

imum of 500 feet. They lie conformably

between slates and porphyry or in either

porphyry or slate. Most of the mining-

is done by means of huge open cuts much

after the style of the iron mining methods

of Minnesota. It is in these open cuts

that evidences are found of the extensive

operations of the Roman miners. Some

stoping is also done by slicing methods.

The ore averaging 1.5 to 2?^ copper is

very high in sulphur. PridV to the war,

1

it was shipped to Germany, but the chief

market at present is England and France

-where it is used in the manufacture of

sulphuric acid. The roasted residue runs

sufficiently high in iron to be used as an

iron ore. Some gold and silver values,

are also recovered.

Mr. Carlyle spoke highly of the Span-

ish miner, while very excitable and tem-

peramental, if handled quietly and cour-

teously, gave no trouble and was very,

industrious. They were fond of amuse-

ment and the workmen took a great deal

of pride in his dress and family.

Referring to Spain the speaker said that

it was one of the most beautiful countries

in the world, perhaps now it is one of the

most favoured—good wine being worth

about four pence per litre.

Mr. E. H. Coon moved a vote of thanks

which was heartily seconded. The lec-

ture was thoroughly enjoyed by all pre-

sent and the President of the Society is

to be congratulated on obtaining such an

interesting speaker.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks thedjest in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

YOU WOULDN’T WANT YOUR NAME IN THE
DECEASED COLUMN!

.

People who use matches around oily rags, near curtains, are torever

courting danger. Be on the safe side by getting an Eveready Daylo today.

We have them in all sizes, all shapes and all prices to suit all p^es.

See the Daylo Contest Winners’ names in our window.

Buy Automobile Skates for pleasure—the Best made. All Hockey Supplies.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For

arts science ” medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

m the
orders FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street



Returns of Hockey Games

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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ARGONAUTS WIN FROM QUEEN’S

SENIORS IN EXHIBITION
GAME

The game on. Saturday night was slow,

Tagged and without any thrills. This may

he accounted for to some extent by the

•condition of the ice, which at all times

was very heavy and sticky. This caused

both teams to slow up very considerably

and they both overskated the puck on

many occasions. The ice was, however,

in better shape than was expected in such

unusually mild weather.

Neither team exerted themselves, and

-after the Argos had piled up a consider-

able score they contented themselves with

breaking up the Queen’s rushes. Queen’s

^ve most of their players a chance on

the ice, no less than five substitutes being

used.

For Argo’s, Anderson and Meekmg

were the best, while Lount displayed

some beautiful -stick-handling. Box and

Stewart for Queen’s worked consistently,

but fell down when they had chances to

score. Bouncer Brouse had the game in

hand at all stages.

1st Period

Play opened very slow with much

overskating the puck. In three minutes

Ingolsby scored on a pass from the corn-

er and repeated again on a combination

between Meeking and himself.

Queen’s* seemed to be taking things

easy without putting forth any effort to

win. Campbell.,and Stewart missed a

nice chance to score when Stewart furh-

bled the rubber in front of the net.

Argonauts 2, Queen’s 0.

2nd Period

Argo’s opened the period with a com-

bination play in which Meeking skated

through the defence unmolested and eas-

ily beat Yule. Ratchford came within

inches of scoring on a lone rush, Sulli-

van just clearing in the nick of time.

Hudson carried the rubber down the

wing, was skated into the corner by

Ratchford, but passed out to Meeking

who was waiting to slam it in. Stewart

and Campbell worked pretty combination

through the defence, Stewart shooting

wide. Queen’s were getting into the play

and bombarded the Argo’s citadel, but

Sullivan turned them all aside. Hudson

rushed down the wing, passing to Meek-

ing, who tallied again for Argo’s.

3rd Period.

Argonauts -were not overworking them-

selves and playing a purely defensive

game. Fahey and Stewart staged a nice

piece of combination playing, Stewart

scoring Queen’s first goal.

Lount rushed and shot, but Yule fails

SPORT NEWS

They are still talking about Billy

Hughes at Cornwall. He appeared in the

rink down there wearing;

1. A tired smile.

2.iTwo grips, one leaking.

3. 7 wallets.

4. 9 watches and chains.

5. A tri-color sweater.

6. Roy’s grey kady.

7. Goldie’s spats. —
8. Red’s rubber-tired glasses.

9. The manager’s cane.

In addition, he held:

1. A towel and sponge (you should

smell that sponge).

2. A packet of Spearmint (hockey play-

ers must be wrigley.)

3. A winning hand (to Goldie’s sor-

row). Feeling a bit warm with so much

on he took the afternoon off.

GIRLS’ BASKETBALL-
(Continued from page 1).

were exceedingly clever and were the

outstanding feature of their team.

Enough cannot be said for Queen’s

pluck. The girls put up a splendid fight

to the finish. They all worked hard and

the passing and team work was splendid.

Many times the centres assisted by a

guard would carry the ball the entire

length of the gymnasium. Miss Condie

and Miss Cresswell played a rattling

game and after the first half the former

got the jump on her much taller opponent,

practically continually. Miss Montgom-

ery, although small and wiry, certainly

showed what fast playing and dodging

ardund can do. To the defence goes a

lot oFcredit, both forwards were taller

and that was a great disadvantage for

Misses. AJj.ernethy and Evanson.- Thtfe,

score was 9-15 at half time and 28-24 at

final time. Three times during the game

Queen’s ^as within one point of tying

the score, if she had made all the free

shots alotted to her she would have been

10 points ahead of Toronto. The entire

game was marked by rough play on both

sides and continual free shots took time

that migfit have been used to better ad-

vantage.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
QUEEN’S

(Continued from page 5)

to clear, and Lount shoves in another for

Argo’s. Hudson repeated the trick in two

minutes. Queen’s showed signs of tiring,

and Hudson and Meeking combine in

scoring another for Argo’s.

Argo’s

Goal.

Queen’s

Sullivan

Defence.

Yule

Sullivan Smith

Lount
Centre

Ratchford

Meeking
L. Wing

Stewart

Hudson
R. Wing

Campbell

Ingolsby

Subs.

Box

Schnarr Battersby

Reesor Fahey
Swartman
Woodroffe

Hanson

Referee—A. Brouse.

There is a young "bugster” namec

From a faithful' perusal of the calendar

I had learned that Dr. Mowat, in addition

to his duties as Professor of Hebrew and

Old Testament Literature, was at the

time Registrar of the University. Through

him, with the aid of a modest outlay in

cash, one put oneself in the way of enter-

ing the University through .the gateway

of the matriculation examination. With

the verdant directness of the freshman

I sought out Dr. Mowat at his private

residence. I was fortunate in finding him

at home, and was received with a kind-

liness and courtesy in which simplicity

enhanced dignity, and one felt entirely at

ease without any temptation to familiar-

ity. Here I had my first experience of

the Queen’s spirit, with the additional

favour of a cultured gentleman of the

older school. The Doctor did not inform

me that he had an office at the University

where he might be consulted on business

at suitable hours. He was going up to

the University, he said, and invited me to

accompany him.

(Continued on page 8).

•w

—

Who takes out the same girl each' night

;

Every band night he meets her, at the

Chinaman’s treats her,

So no one.can say W— is tight

TRY US FIRST
We c^ry everything in Sheet Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,

and Accompaniments, Stationery, Birthday

Cards, Magazines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 269H Princess St‘

What We Haven't Got—We'll' Get.
j

ENJOY THEM TO-DAY.

' NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

"Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package*—Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE
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BIG SALE dF FURS

and MEN’S HATS

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE -

Have you Dress Shirt Studs,

Cu« Links,. Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and every piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PKOHE <W

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

K1N08T0N, ONT.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
QUEEN’S

(Continued from page 7).

I was not particularly impressed with

Arch Street, from which we entered the

University grounds, but when, turning in

through a dilapidated wateway we faced

what is now. known as the “old medical

building,” then minus its top 'storey, and

he informed me that this was the Univer-

sity, I experienced a sudden confusion of

ideas, as though immersed in a dream that

would not go right. “That,” I echoed

mentally, and was speechless. It was not

as good a building as the High School I

had just left, and even less dignified. The

grounds in its immediate neighbourhood

Were unkempt, and just to the right,

where now stands the new medical build-

ing, the janitor stabled his# cow in a

dilapidated shack which I assisted in re-

moving the follp\yii?|: HaUp-^ye’en night.

A ditch ran near it which was once doubt-

less a woodland brook, but increasing

contact with civilization had reduced it to

t^e condition 6f an open seyv.ef. I was

hopelessly unable to harmonize anticipa-

tions and facts, and succumbed to the

conviction that something was very radi-

cally 'vyrpng. Nor did the interior qf the

building tend to reassure me. My antici-

pations of the dignity and impressiveness

normally associated with a university,

which Jiad received visible confirmation at

Toronto, were rudely outraged. To add

to my mental confusion, the other fresh-

men gathered around the entrance to the

building seemed singularly unaffected,

and by no means depressed by their sur-

roundings. Indeed, they seemed to treat

so solemn an event in one's personal

career, as that of entering upon a univer-

sity course, with quite unaccountable

levity. I afterwards learned, however,

that this particular group of embryo

freshmen were chiefly from Kingston and

neighbourhood and were .amply illustrat-

ing the truth of the proverb that “the

nearer the church the further from grace.”

That evening, however, I reached the con-

clusion that, to save my face, I would

stick it out till Christmas, and^then quiet-

ly transfer to Toronto, where the ideal

and the real seemed to be much more in

harmony.

(To be continued)

I

Proper Dress Wear

for Formal Functions

is as essential to a young man’s

successful career as music is to

a concert.

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

For a limited time only, we are

offering special inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Suits. \

Semi-readyV $56.25

Made-to-Measure $65.50

“Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and materials.”

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

DR. HUGH BLACK
(Continued from page 1)

men to deeper things. We should re-

cognize the possibility of that stage and

use it. Religion lies in a closer contact

^ith God and this will bring us closer

to Him.

Men speak of faith and unfaith, as if

they werip totally different. Such a dis-

tinction is n^uisense; they only differ in

degree. The great world catastrophe was
a dash of two ethical ideals, each faith-

ful in their own way. “Might may be right

but I won’;t believe it.” “Honor, pity,

mercy, justice, and love can’t be proved

^ having their roots in the soil of reality,

but I beliefve it,” said he. If yo^ can’t

make an assumption about God you can

about yourself and when you have made
that assumption, then, when you fail, you
can come back and make it again.

The people of Ezekiel’s time saw no
fulfillment of promise, but this long per-

iod produced a strong religion. You can’t

grow an oak in a hot house. It needs

the hillside where the winds, sun and
rain can get at it and make it hardy so its

roots will stand the strain that will come
against it.

The moral life involves disillusion, for

faith cannot be followed without a cer-

tain amount of lack of faith. If one can-

not welcome the stage of doubt, we can

at least see its opportunity. The vision

never falls to those v'ho never lose sight

of God. Retyrn to yoi^r jllegi .nee with

a parie^fiumility, in the di\i:.,- i.rv-

sence and the day of the Lord is at luiid

Some men say “God was,” “bu' i <ny,’

said the speaker, with the ferven'. ,y

truth, "that God is. For if God is lOt ^
never Every day 15 the da- of i;

Lord.

A Shoe That Ybu
Should Have

LADIES’ DARK BROWN
OXFORD '

' Welt Sole, Military Heel, Semi Brogue

Effect. Just new and marked at a Spe-

cial Price This Week $6.95

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHQNB 910. 238 PRINCESS STRIICBT

Attractive
surroundings, combined with excellent food

well prepare^ ms^es this restaurant the ren-

dezvous of the best people In town—people
who understand and appreciate what good eat-

ing is. In service, too, we excel. No small

part of the enjoyment of a meal is thp way
it is served. You will be satisfied with the'

way we serve you.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
“ SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose I.eaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax FUIs, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee. 25c?

FOR THE STUDEHT

STREET SHOES

DRES5 SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTlSaS



WEDNESDAY NIGHt’S GAME
WON BY QUEEN’S II.

2-0

Pljtytng high class hockey from gong

to gong, Queen’s II- team put R.M.C.

out of the running in the ‘Intermediate

C.I.H.U. series Wednesday night by win-

ning 2-0. As the Queen’s team won the

first game 3-2. they take the champion-

ship of the group by three goals. Queen’s

will now meet McGill II. in the semifinals

for the Intercollegiate championship.

The ice was very sticky and grew worse

as the game progressed. Under the cir-

cumstances, both teams played exception-

ally good hockey, but Queen’s appeared

to have the edge at all times. Individual

play characterized the game for the most

vpart and at this style of play Queen’s

' proved to be the better.

Shortly after play commenced Gratton

missed a nice chance after stick-handling

through the R.M.C. defence. Walker re-

lieved, but only got as far as Smith and

Ritchie. Queen’s tried to push the play

all through this period, but R.M.C. back-

checked like fiends and Queen’s were un-

able to score. McNeil and Price, the

rival goal keepers had plenty to do. but

neither team could score.

In the second period Queen’s kept push-

ing the play. The play “see-sawed” up

and down the ice for half the period with

both teams handing out stiff checking

Then Ritchie, who had been playing an

excellent game all through, grabbed the

puck near the Queen’s net ^nd rushed

the length of the ice only to be beaten by

the R.M.C. goaler. With Nelson off,

Battersby and Gratton combined and the

latter bulged the nets for Queen’s. R.M.C.

came right back and McNeil was called

upon to save what appeared to be sure

goals. The fast going began to slow

up the play somewhat and R.M.C. work-

"ed hard to try to even the score. The

Queen’s forward line checked closely,

however, and the period ended, Queen’s

1. R.M.C.' 0.

The play slowed up considerably in

the final twenty minutes. R.M.C. forced

the play to Queen’s, but McNeil saved

*'me and again. Queen’s rallied and

attersby stick-handled right through

the entire Cadet team, drew the goal

keeper out and missed the open net. It

was exceedingly hard luck,, but Ritchie

made lip for it a few minutes later, and

put the game and round on ice by scoring

another. From this point on Queen’s

had all the better of the play and only

hard luck kept them from adding at least

two more.

R.M.C., although defeated, played

hockey that would defeat some of the best-

teams. Queen’s went out determined to

win, and they would not be denied. Grat-

ton, Battersby and Nelson worked like

hornets around the nets and were in on

every opportunity. Smith and Ritchie

put up a stellar game op the defence and

McNeil as usual proved that he is one of

the best. Swartman and Barret proved

to be capable substitutes, the former par-

ticularly. fitting in well with the other

forwards.

“Reg.” Crawford and “Jack” Powell

handled the game and kept the play clean

at all times.

The teams lined up as

:

Queen’s—McNeil. Smith, Ritchie, Grat-

ton, Nelson. Battersby; subs., Barret and

Swartman.
R.M.C.—C. Price, A. Price. Hamilton.

JUNIORS FAIL TO OVERCOME
LEAD OF THREE POINTS

BY ONE

Every man of the Queen’s Juniors gave

the best he had in him, on Monday night,

in a gallant attempt to overcome the

three goal margin established by the

Cornwall team a week ago. The best

the Queen’s lads ha'd, under ordinary

circumstances, certainly would have beat-

en the Cornwall team decisively. If the

play was a true indication of the sc^re,

Queen’s Juniojs, anij not Cornwall

would today be the group winners. At

that, Cornwall has a fast, tricky, but

rather light team. But the most partial

Cornwall fan would concede, that on

Monday night’s play Queen’s boys should

have had a larger margin on the score.

Queen’s loss of the round is hard to ex-

plain. They are not a heavy scoring

team. Defensively, we venture to say,

there are few better junior teams in

Ontario. Nor can one say they' lack

agressiveness. The second and third per-

iods of Monday's game would utterly dis-

prove such an assertion. If you ask, why
they did not score more goals, you would

find it hard to get a satisfactory answer.

The tri-color juniors have played the

game clean, they have fought hard, and

they have lived up to training rules. If

they are together next year they will go

a good distance past thei^ group.

Cornwall set the pace during the first

period, and they set a fast one. They

treated the local fans to a fast brand of

hockey. Queen's did not seem to come

to life during this period. After ten

minutes of play KingH^n slipped the

puck in, Quinn had no chance to save,

as he had just warded the shot off from

the other side of the net. Queen’s tried

desperately, but were unable to even the

score during the period.

Queen’s set a whirlwind pace in the

second period. The play had only been

going two and a half minutes, when Mac-
Donald scored on a pass from McKelvey.

Gibson repeated on a pass from Reynolds

in twelve minutes. One minute after the

face off, McCutcheon evened the score

when he beat Quinn, after a pretty rush

from middle ice. Queen's, throughout

the period had a decided edge on the

Cornwall team. McKelvey and MacDon-
ald, both body-checked to good advan-

tage, and took a lot of the “Pep” out of

the Cornwall boys.

Most of the spectators expected to see

Queen’s win the round in the final period.

The hard body-checking, handed out to

the Cornwall lads had slowed them up
considerably. It is safe to say that three

.quarters of the play during this period,

was in Cornwall’s territory. After six-

teen minute.s McKelvey scored on a pass

from Gibson. The same player repeated

two minutes later from a face off in front

of Cornwall’s goal. For the remaining
two minutes. The Queen's boys tried

valiantly to score another goal and thus

even the round. I'hat their efforts were
unrewarded, cannot be attributed to an}-

lack of fighting spirit, or of strtMuious en-

deavour to win. They gave the best they

had, ami they deserved better success.

Queen’s Cornwall

Goal.

Quinn Gullinger

(Continued on page 7)

McKenzie, Walker, Swaby; sul)s., Carr-

llarris. Ballantyne and Gilic.spie.

On Monday and Tuesday evening’s the

Faculty Players presented in Convocation

Hall the rightly-called merry farce, “The

Man Who Married a Dumb Wife.” On
Monday evening there was, perhaps, a

little of the first-night feeling which

along'with a break-down in the lighting

system marred slightly an otherwise sat-

isfactory performance. On Tuesday even-

ing, however, the lights behaved beauti-

fully, and the large audience went away

delighted, alike with the play and the

players. It is difficult to find a suitable

adjective to describe this play, in which

so much of the French atmosphere has

remained despite the translation. It is

a farce. It is mer;;y. But the most last-

ing impression is that it is “intimate”. The

audience at all times seems to be.as much

a part of the play as the players, and as

a resultNthe sympathy and interest is sus-

tained throughout. The play, we were

delighted to note, was adequately costum-

ed, thanks, in great part, to Mr. Roy

Mitchell of Hart House Theatre, Toronto.

The plot of the farce is simple, as it

should be. Master Leonard Botal (R'. O.

Joliffe) a judge has been married to t

beautiful young wife, (Mrs. A. LI.

Hughes) who mirabile dictu is dumb. His

friend, Master Adam Fumee, a lawyer

(J. L. McKee), assures him that she may

be cured of her affliction by an operation.

The great doctor. Master Simon Colline

(L. J.
Austin), is sent for, and arrives in

great state, and a purple-lined red robe,

accompanied by Master Jean Mangier,

surgeon, (R. K. Hicks), and Master Sera-

fin Dulaurier, apothicary (W. M. Conach-

er), bearing appropriate instruments.

After wine has been poured in the most

satisfying manner by Alison, Botal’s ser-

vant (Mrs. J. F.~Macdonal(^) the opera-

tion is performed. From the point of

view of the wife, the operation is entirely

successful and she proceeds in no uncer-

tain way to ])rove that any language is

“the mother tongue.” The poor judge

gets no chance to do anything but listen.

Driven to desperation and almost to mad-

ness -by the unceasing chatter, he once

more summons* the great doctor and re-

quests that he shall take away the power

of speech from hiswife. Being told that

such an operation is impossible, it is then

suggested that he himself might be made

deaf through various agencies.

He refuses to be made deaf, even by

the use of a wjiite powder. His wife en-

ters again, despite the maid and once

more the brook goes on forever. He sub-

mits to the operation, (which, by the way.

was one of the funniest hits of the show)

and deafness comes upon him. It was a

delight to watch the expression of si\b-

lime contentment which suffused his

countenance as she proceeded to cafole

him, plead with him, estreat him, threaten

him and revile him. She at last ^attacks

him “tooth and nail.” A sudden attack

of madness thereupon seizes him and

with lightning-like contagion spreads to

the whole cast. Dignity is cast to the

(Continued on page 6)

ENGLISH CLUB

The English Club will hold its next

regxilar meeting on Monday, February

14th at 4 p.m. in the small English room.

Prof. Roy wHI address the Club on the

subject. “Early Scottish Poetry.” Re-

member the time and place. 4 p.m.. Feb.

14th, in the small English Room.

Part I.

The Election Committee recommend

the following constitutional changes

:

1. That Article 12, section 1. be amend-

ed to read as fallows : “All candidates

for office shall be nominated at the reg-

ular meeting two weeks preceding the day

fixed for the ^oll.

2. That in article 12. Section 3, the

words ”12.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.” be struck

out and the following words be substitut-

ed, “12 noon to 4.30 p.m.”

3. That in article 12, section 7, the

words “except in election to those officers

where cumulative voting is authorized”

be inserted after the word “officers.”

4. That article 12, section 9, be struck

out and the following be substituted, “that

a joint-election committee shall be form-

ed at least three weeks preceding the elec-

tion with the secretary of the A. M. S.

as convenor with representatives ap-

pointed by the various Faculty Societies,

as follows; Arts 2, Aesculape'an 2, Engin-

eering 2, Levana 1, Theology 1. The
duties of this committee shall be

:
(a) To

appoint convenient polling places at the

rate of approximately one for every 150

voters and a deputy returning officer and
poll clerk for each.”

(b) To lay down the number of Scrut-

ineers to be appointed and receive one

week prior to the election the nomina-
tions for Scrutineers from the various-

parties.

(c) To prepare and revise the voters'

lists.

(d) To apportion the voters to the var-

ious booths with no separate booths for

members of Levana.

(e) To have authority subject to the

approval of the A.M.S. to consider and
arrange all matters affecting the nomina-
tions and elections of the society.

5. That in Article 12, section 10, the

words “he shall call a special meeting of

the society to make the arrangements for

such recount” be struck out and the fol-

lowing be substituted, “he shall instruct

the secretary to call a special meeting of

the election committee to make the ar-

rangements necessary for such recount.”

6. That section 12 be added to article

12 to read as follows: “Cumulative vot-

ing shall be employed for the election of

Committeemen.”
^

(Unanimously adopted).

The Election Committee beg to bring
in the following recommendations re Elec-

tions:

1. That the society through Jts joint

(Continued on page 5)

THE BULLETIN

BULLETIN
Friday

—

7 p.m.—Journal Social Evening.

8 p.m,—Miss Smillie, “League of Na-

tions,” Convocation Hall.

8-10—Skating at Rink.

Saturday

—

7.30—Hockey. Queen’s vs R.M.C.

Junior Intercollegiate.

7.00—

A.M.S.

Sunday

—

10.00—Prof.^ Morison’s Bible Class.

Monday— ^

4 p.m.—English Club.

8.00—Interfaculty .\ssault-at-Anns

Tuesday

—

8 p.ni.—Jack Miner. "Birds”
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

pSFfTr°. $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDITORIAL

R. B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

(!P««n’0 Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

the alma MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price- Intra-murals, $1.00; Extr.vmurals in Canada.

$1.25: out of Canada. $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-in-CWel-JOHN A. MACOONALD. Ph.o.

M».g.r-3. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134 W
A..ooi... Editor—F. A. SPKOULE. A. D. EO-

BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.

Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.

Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C, BAIDEN.

Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor—N. R. HOUSTON.

Exchange Editoi^M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.

riiief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON, K

kIilI hiss m, porteous, g. c. montuee,

A. L. STEVENSON.

What We Sell

Pou» Mo^r&.
tain Pens, Stationery, Maga^es, Old Country

Papers, etc.

"THE CITY PIPE SHOP”

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. 0pp. Public Utilities

Phone I283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, MARCH 7th

The Bank of Nova Scotia

rSoutcoo - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Moet Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COK BBOCX

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

- 280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

EDITORIAL
It is to be hoped that many of the stu-

dents of all Faculties will take advantage

of the offer that was made, over the signa-

ture of Prof. Kinnick of the English de-

partment, in Tuesday’s issue. A glance

over a list of the prominent men in any

government, whether Federal or Provin-

cial, in Canada reveals the fact that a

very large percentage of such men are

University graduates. There is no valid

reason for supposing^hat the men of this

generation will prove to be any exception

to that general rule. No one is apt to

beli'eve that the possession of a University

degree is a guarantee of success in Parlia-

mentary life. But no sane person will

deny that the knowledge gained during

the four or five years spent in pursuit of

the ever-elusive sheepskin should be of

much value to anyone who, in after, years,

is privileged to serve his country and his

fellow men as a member of parliament.

Queen’s offers many courses along lines

which will be of assistance and valile for

anyone who wishes to serve in any pub-

lic capacity and this offer made through

the English department is a further proof

that the chief end of this University is

the preparation of its students for useful

life as citizens of the Dominion. Anyone

who understands Parliamentary pro-

cedure is delighted to attend a well-con

ducted meeting and even those who are

comparatively ignorant of even the rudi-

mentacy principles appreciate the differ-

ence between a meeting carried on along

the right lines and a meeting which is,

at most times, a hopeless chaos of mo-

tions, amendments, etc.

This offer should appeal very strongly

to the members of Levana who, as a re-

sult of the feminist movement have be-

come a potential force in Canadian public

life. Now that "the place in the sun” has

been attained it is the duty of women to

take advantage of this opportunity of re-

ceiving training upon the lines suggested.

As the too-bright light of the theatre

reveals the imperfections in the actress s

dauby make-up, so the bright rays of the

sun (in which woman has won her place)

may reveal disastrous weaknesses in her

too-hastily .assumed political make-up.

Advise the English department of hours

which suit your conveneince and get this

course’ into operation.

the game. Sometimes of course the gov

erning body does choose an incompetent

official, but this was not the case on Mon-

day night. The referee may have made

mistaken decisions, but we still have suf-

ficient faith in Our fellow-men to believe

that he was trying to be fair and impar-

tial. If any thing would tend to rouse

a feeling of resentment in an official, cer-

tainly, hissing is the most effective

means of stirring it up. Even the best

referee is liable to become antagomstic

when abused by a crowd of spectators

and the team must suffer in consequence.

Besides being detrimental to our own

interests, from the point of view of win-

ning a gam^, hissing is a most loathsome

form of showing disapproval. One has

only to think of the crawling, slimy ani'

mal which lives not in Ireland, to under

stand how loathsome the practise is. The
' practice of hissing at officials is detrimen-

tal to the reputation of our University. It

is injurious to the hopes of our various

hockey teams. It is unfair to the official

and it brands the students who do it as

guilty of most ungentlemanly conduct. In

the future let us remove the hiss from

hissing and pay more attention to the

‘sing.”

It is considered good form in the news-

paper world to acknowledge clippings

taken from any other paper. Some of

our reporters apparently are not aware

of this. Today we have received, under

the heading of year news, several ex-

tracts taken directly from "The Goblin’

published in Toronto but fortunately we

happened to remember having read them

before. If you see funny things in any

paper which you wish to pass on to

"Journal” readers, let us know where the

clippings are from and please do not sub-

mit such extracts as original copy.

We are still holding some unsigned

poetry in hopes that the writers will sum-

mon sufficient courage to let us know

their identity. If not the waste paper

basket is going to be taken off war ra-

tions.

A. M. S.

Our

$120.00

« Yes! $120.00 may be

considerable money to

pay for a man’s watch, but

not for this one.

You never saw a more
beautiful little watch; it

is small in size, very thin

for the pocket, is 14 karat

gold throughout with flush

joints, antique bow, etc.

« The movement is pur

special 17 jewel, adjust-

ed to temperature and
position.

« For $125.00 we can give

it to you with gilt dial

and raised gold figures ;
or

for $150.00 in our Empire

case with carved gold edge

and bow, raised gold dial

figures, etc.

Just gratify -your idle

curiosity sometime by

having a look at this
watch.

(hiaranteed, of course

Ryrie' Bros.
Limited

134, 13S, 138 YONGB STREBT

TORONTO

Matmee DaUy 2.15—Eveniiig 7.30

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in cl^s.

Apply to ADA J.
BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cot. JOHNSON St WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

On Monday night, last, many of the

spectators took exception to the rulings

of Referee Swazee in the Queen’s-Corn-

wall game of hockey, especially when

Queen’s players were penalized for of-

fences which looked unintentional, and

sometimes unavoidable. I . spec-

tator’s privilege to disagree wv.'u '.he of-

ficial in charge of the g ; : hu ees

fit, but there are other way: • i irowing

disapproval besides hiss’. . V- must

ever bear in mind that ti’
' <•!' i-

• - is ap

pointed by the governing h- which

body considers him to b- > n'i im-

partial person, fully capal ting

•In accordance with a request from the

Secretary of A.M.S. there is herewith re-

published for the information of all con

cerned the report of Social Committee a:

adopted by A.M.S.

Section 1. The following dances will

be held

:

(a) Medical dance before Christmas,

Arts and Science dance after Christmas.

(b) The Conversat to be held just be-

fore -Spring Convocation and to be a joint

senate and A.M.S. function.

Section II.—Social Evenings.

Social evenings may be granted to any

bona fide College organization under the

following regulations

:

(1) That hours be from 7-11 p.m. with

exception of Freshman’s Reception from

7-12 p.m.

(2) There be no decorations whatever.

(3) That if tickets be sold they be

single and be sold to both men and wo-

men.

(4) That Queen’s orchestra or a local

orchestra of not more than 5 pieces be en-

gaged for music.

(5 ) a.—^That at least half of the wo-

men’s tickets for each Social evening be

set aside for Levana, these tickets, if not

purchased, to be returned two days before

the Social evening.

b.—That in the event of Levana giving

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST 1

Comer Princess and Wellington Streats

Entrance on Wellington St. .

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

fo • men and women be set aside for the

m •r : It. \-.i )f the University.

nen except-members of the

U ligible to attend such Soo-

ia ,
.

.

ther than those given by

L
- .

.

—Dinners.

faculty dinners of Arts,

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Eatablithed 1874

The Journal Staff

will hold their

Social Evening

FRIDAY, FEB. 11th, at 7 p.m.

TICKETS TO GO ON SALE FEB. 4th.
j

From Miss H. Craig, Miss M. Porteous,

G. C. Monture, K. Keill and A. L. Steven-

1

son.

Science and Medicine shall be hel^ be-|

fore the second week in December if theyl

are held before Christmas.

Section IV.—(1). Not more than one!

function under Sections 1 and 2 may bd

held in the same week.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

aeaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

That elusive
quality called

style IS apparent in

every gown made
by

PICTORIAL

REVIEW
PATTERNS

Before you start

your Spring sewing
look through the

Fashion Book

For Spring

Now on Sal*

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOT?

HOMP- l&ftOS CANDY- ,*Nr "

iriGH GRADK chocolates

NEXT-TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

QUEEN’S! THIS IS McKENZIE
TALKING AT KINGSTON

The average photographer is more
poorly paid than a laborer. Most of

them live from hand to mouth. Ask
any banker what commercial rating

photographers have. He will answer
“About 90 per cent, of them are N.G.

They never have any money." Prev-

iously I have explained that I have
raised my own business out of the

ranks of the beggars, up nearly to

that of the plumbers. How did I

accomplish this almost superhuman
feat? I did it by fighting for it. I

produced a brand of work that ap-

pealed to the people in Kingston.

They wanted it. 1 refused to work
for next to nothing, and they had to

pay what I asked or do without.
Without the business of Queen's,
there would be a very slack period
for three months after Xmas. So I

always have offered special rates to

students and asked them to come in

during .the quiet season. I wish to

thank you for the way you have re-

sponded to this suggestion. But you
can do still better. Although expenses
have increased greatly, I have not ad-

vanced the price of photographs pro-
portionately, and I assure you I am
not charging you exorbitant prices.

To be continued in our next.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Coiistfllinff Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
QUEEN’S
(Coninued)

Increasing intercourse with fellow ma-

triculants, who were quite as concerned

about an adequate university course as I

was, yet who seemed quite satisfied with

their prospects at Queen’s, gradually took

the edge off my disappointment. When,

however, the older students had returned,

the professors appeared on the scene, and

the classes were duly opened, the institu-

tion appeared in quite a different light.

Somehow the setting no longer seemed to

be of much importance. Quite rapidly I

became oblivious of my unconscious

dominance by the doctrine that “the tail-

or makes the man.” though still admitting

that he may have a good deal to do with

first impressio;TS. When one realized that

what the University had to offer was em-

bodied, not in its physical setting, but in

the teaching and personalities of men like

Grant, Watson, Dupuis, Mackerras, all

doubt as to whether one had come to the

right university or not vanished, and

within a couple of weeks from the open-

ing of the session there was no longer

any thought of making a transfer at

Christfiras. All that remained of my ori-

ginal disappointment was a subdued re-

gret that an institution which had so

much to offer on its spiritual side should

not be more fittingly housed and equipped

from the physical point of view. I soon

discovered, however, that even the tailor

was at work, for further inspection of the

campus revealed the extensive and rapid-

ly rising foundations of what is now the

“Old Arts Building,” which was complet-

ed the following summer. In this our

class entered on its sophomore year.

The first year in the old building, how-

ever, was not without its interesting mem-
nrir>;

,

'admit ti'".'. iii

finany f.he Ireshinati year

i
niovl, ;;npii)j-uiTVi.n collepT' m-'re

J

j'jH'daiiy whivhave n-,!'
;

buv-n 'v “ smooth
j

and blase condition by the glacial action I

of city life. This robs their 'spirits of

most of the romance and idealism which

contact with nature and the orderly nar-

rative of books brings out, and in which

the ancient and modern, the near and the

distant, have equal chances to be heard

and form the basis for quiet and often

solitary reflection.

In the simple directness of contact be-,

tween student and student, and student

and professor, which the conditions at

Queen’s both permitted and encouraged,

one felt that powerful influence of per-

sonality which is lost in a crowd or ami’d

the dissipating influences of many con-'

stantly interrupted outlets and counter

-attractions.

One found, among other discoveries,

that the limited equipment of the. Uni’

versity in the matter of apparatus had

brought out the marvellous' mechanical

ability and ingenuity of Professor Dupuis,

whose very recreations equipped the phy-

sical and chemical laboratories with all

manner of apparatus, from humble test-

tubes to astronomical cldcks that on oc-

casions had furnished the official time for

extensive observations of important as-

tronomical events. Their numerous dials

also indicated, with the utmost precision,

coming mundane, lunar, solar, or sidereal

events of the most distant and varied

periodicity. In earlier days when illus-

trations for publications were rarely pro-

duced in Canada, Professor Dupuis had
prepared a textbook under the title of

“An Introduction to Geometrical Optics.’’

Finding great difficulty in having it prop-

erly illustrated, solved the problem by
himself engraving the necessary wood-
cuts and having the work printed at one

of the local newspaper offices. This mod-
est work had been out of print for come

years before 1 reached Queen’s. i

fortunate enough, however, to pick

copy of it in a secondhand shop,

years afterwards, ^wlien taking a p-

graduate course at Glasgow Univn >

I was listening to f-tird Kelvin, tin n

William Tlumison, laying out for th«

( Cojuinned on page 6)

ORATORICAL CONTEST

In view of the'fact that the Oratorical

contest is to be held on (February 26th),

the rules governing the contest as con-

tained in the Constitution of the Debate

Committee, Article VI. The Oratorical

Contest is something which deserves your

very hearty support and no doubt there

will be many gentlemen of the silver-

tongued varieties contesting for the covet-

ed medals.

”Article VI.

Section 1. An oratorical contest open

to all members of the Alma Mater Society

shall be held each session.

Section 2. (a) The name of the winner

shall be inscribed on the trophy, which

shall remain in the library.

(b) A gold medal suitably engraved

shall be presented to the winner of the

cup.

(c) A 'silver medal suitably engraved

shall be presented to the contestant who
comes second.

(d) No silver medal shall be awarded'

except at the discretion of the judges.

Section 3. All orations must beprigin-

al compositions of a minimum length” of

one thousand words and of a maximum
length of two thousand words. One copy

of the manuscripts shall be submitted to

the Secretary of the committee one week

prior to the competition.

Section 4. A winner of a cup cannot a

second time engage in any contest.

Section 5. Three judges shall judge in

each contest and record their awards in

percentages without any reference. A
majority of votes declaring the winner,

and likewise the winner of the silver med-

al subject to Section 2, Sub-section (d).

Section 6. In judging, a maximum of

fifty per cent, -hall be. awarded for

th?.iugbv and comi'osition, and a maximum
—

’
pei- cent, for delivery.

m donor'T^he cup^nd
L : i\f fic appointed atuiuall}

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

by the Debate Committee shall be the

trustees of the Trophy.

Section 8. The contest in oratory, and

all pertaining thereto, shall be under con-

trol ’•> the ncHng m
cCi-.’rfit'ti’i'.'b.wi.L!':! tbc-

CORRECT EVENING

CLOTHES

FULL DRESS OUTFITTING FOR

PARTICULAR COLLEGE MEN

These College Boys are a mighty discriminating lot

—They know “What’s What” in Clothes and Haber-

dashery for evening wear, and they insist upon the Best.

The Best in Style, in Quality and in Long Wear

Service.

FULL DRESS SUITS AND TUXEDO

FULL DRESS SHIRTS

FULL DRESS VESTS

FULL DRESS COLLARS

FULL DRESS TIES

FULL DRESS GLOVES

and everything that is correct in Haberdashery.

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

Founded 1847.

r If off your route, it pays to walk.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

SCIENCE

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money,

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.

AND 28B PRINCESS ST.

ENGINEERING NOTES
A joint meeting of the English Society

and the Kingston branch of the Engineer-

ing Institute was held in Carruther’s

Hall on Saturday morning to hear a very

interesting and most instructive address

by Col. Boyden of the Lewis Institute of

Chicago. Prof. MacPhail is his inimit-

able way introduced the speaker who in

simple phraseology and short crisp sen-

tences, gave all present a better concep-

tion of the art of making concrete. To

quote the speaker, concrete consists of

water, cement, fine aggregate and coarse

aggregate. To secure the greatest

strength in compression the water ratio

—cubic content of w^ter to cubic content

of cement—must be low. The water

should not be strongly alkaline nor con-

tain vegetable and organic matters. It’s

temperature does not affect strength.

Coarse, porous sand requires less water

to form a workable plastic mix. Too much

water Weakens concrete as does too little

cement. Using a table of 135 combina-

tions of imgredients, prepared by the

Lewis Institute it is now possible to make

a mixture' to gf^e any required compres-

sive strength. Laboratory tests have

proved that there’ is a direct relation be-

tween the finest modulus as found 'by

a sieve analysis, and the compressive

strength. Protection during curing and

setting is of vital importance, as it in-

creases the resistance of concrete to

abrasion. The concrete should be kept

moist during the period of early harden-

ing. For the benefit of those who were

unable to attend, Col. Boyden very kindly

promised the society a' number of printed

copies of his excellent address.

t*:?-

SCIENCE. *24

Reward Please L

Detective Red D..n..g..n rep^s
that the missing Mr. Small was seen on

the corner of Pincess and Clergy, Satur-

day evening at 10.24 p.m. He was ac-

companied by a rather mysterious young

lady wearing grey spats and khaki scarf.

Toronto papers please copy.

11. One-Step—Good Times.

12. Fox-Trot—Margie.

13. Waltz—Moonlight -Madness.

14. Fox-Trot—Mylo.

15. Waltz—There’s a tender Look in

Your Eyes.

16. One-Step—My Little Bimbo.

47. Fox-Trot-^Nightingale.

IS- Waltz—My Last Waltz With You.

Three extras /will be played between

numbers eleven and twelve. Remember
the rendezvous.

D. O. NOTMAN,
Convener of Music

anch Programme.

PROFESSORS vs. THEOLOGY

On Thursday afternoon at 1 o’clock,

Theology and Faculty met'in a fast and

furious game of hockey. Theology show-

ed lack of condition and team-work,

while the Faculty team, who have been

in training for several months exhibited

marvellous speed and wonderful combina-

tion which intermingled with some spec-

tacular individual rushes provided an in-

ceptionally thrillful game. Donaldson in

goal for Theology “out Vezinad” Vezina.

He was chosen for this position because

of his ability as a football player. How-
ever he showed more ability along base-

ball-lines than football and it was a won-

derful exhibition he gave of catching the

swift flying puck and judiciously throw-

ing it to one.of his team mates.

Keill, Malcolm and JoHffe for the Fa-

culty were wonderful, each in his

own individual way, while Ellis, after

having removed his goal pads, made a

rush up the ice, through the “long tailed

Members of the Sleep-Inn Society have

received pressing invitations to attend

a series of lectures by Professor Kinnick

on “How to Fold a Manuscrip Properly.”

In spite of the inconvenient hour at which

these are t© be given, a big turn out is

expected.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

The next year meeting ought to be a

good one. Editor Murphy will read the

second edition of the 24»Eye-Opener. Mr.

Williams, the A1 Jolson of Queen’s, will

render his latest song hit entitled,

Snatches.” Don’t miss it.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-

V tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory comnuttee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING. HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto. I

Toronto. November. 192P

coats and poverty” crew and was in on

the slaughter with a vengeance. On the

side, lines were noticed scouts from the

Toronto St. Pats and the Ottawa Sena-

tors, and we understand several tempt-

ing offers have already been refused. No
names may be devulged as yet.

The game opened with a great spurt.

Blacklock was sent to the bench for dirty

work after 3 minutes of.play. Donaldson

was now called upon to stem off a terri-

fic fusilade of shots. Malcolm failed to

tally after a sensational rush, but later, on

pretty combination with Ribbed Ankles,

drew first blood for Faculty. Keill made

a lone rusli through the Theology team

but Donaldson rushed out and blocked

him. Blacklock, relieves the tension, by

a pretty rush to the mouth of the Faculty

goal where he was skillfully sent down
for the count by Keill, who for some rea-

son was sent to the bench. Joliffe made

a lone rush and beat Donaldson with a

pretty shot waist-high. Keill follows

with another just as*the gong ended the

period.

Faculty 3, Theology 0.

The second period opened by a long

successful shot by Malcolm. One of the

prettiest goals of the game was got by
Barrett, who,- after ‘skating in rings

around the erstwhile ministerial gentle-

man in the net, pushed- the puck into an

occupied corner. Malcolm was penalized

for kicking the rubber (not Billy

Hughes). Shortly after, Keill by a clever

golf stroke managed to bulge the net from

a scrimmage in front of the Theology

goal. At this point the game became
very desperate as only three men were

playing on the Faculty team. The re-

maining trio were remaining immoveable

on the penalty bench. Reason unknown.

James^ade an individual rush and got

the first shot on the Faculty. Unfortun-

(Continued on page 7).

Professor—tells us that German stu-

dents commit suicide after failing in

Exams.—Is this to be regarded as a hint?

We congratulate the hockey team for

its splendid showing against Science ’23.

Although they lost, they made it rather

exciting at times for the victors.

SCIENCE DANCE MUSIC
Strathdee’s ten-pience orchestra will

again supply the music for the Science
Dance. Our friend “Jack” assures us

that they are coming with the intention

of surpassing any of their previous at-

tempts. Mr. Bruce will be here with his

xylophone and a trunk-load of jazzy in-

struments besides. The programme is as
follows

:

1. Waltz—Honeyduo.
2. Fox-Trot—^Just like the Rose.
3. One-Step—Polly.

4. Fox-Trot-^Whispering.

5. Waltz—^Verna.

6. Fox-Trot—Kismet.

7. One-Step—Shimmy Moon.
8. Waltz—Moon Dreams. * >

9. Fox-Trot—Left all alone again Blujes.

10. Waltz—Hiawatha’s Melody of Love.

Bibby’s

MENS WEAR STORE

OUR NEW REVISED PRICES MAKE THESE DISCOUNT

SALES LOOK RIDICULOUS

SEE OUR YOUNG MEN’S
SUITS

All new models. Hand-tailored

by the best tailors in Canada.

THE RITZ

THE BUD

THE ASTOR

THE STANFORD

$22.50, $32.50, $42.50

OVERCOAT TIME
Now would be a good time to buy

an overcoat. Real beauties, $25.00

and $35.00.

FINE SHIRTS
$1.98 Each

FINE QUALITY
PYJAMAS

$2.98

MEN^S HOSE
Lisle Tread, 3 pairs for 98c

MEN’S UNDERWEAR
Union Suits

Fine Quality Merino

$1.98 Per Suit

MEN’S FINE

CASHMERE HOSE 68c

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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— a newARROW
COLLAR-„
FOLLOW THE ARROW AND

S,V

Robt, J. Reid
UNDBRTAKBR and FURNITURE

dealer

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equiplnent in the city

many men

mont Policy in the Mutual Life oi

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit Imd typifies a thought-

^n1 mind It is wise to secure one

early as’ it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 :
Reaidence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

ARTS
ARTS ’22

If you want to know why Murray is

looking so sad. ask the only girl who

didn’t accept that invitation.

' Has Cross run the gauntlet of the Uni-

versity, or why is he bringing in out-

siders?

John R. wishes to announce that he

has converted H. V. Tancock, who now

is the latest adherent of the Anti-Fussers

League. *

Ask Bullock his opinion of silkonettes

on Division street.

Those who did
^ not attend the year

meeting, beware ! Marshall, the Marshal

is "camping on your trail."

ARTS ’24

Mr. X.—(After the Arts Dinner) —
“Cigars are the cause of great extrav-

agence.” _
Mr'. Y.— ‘How is that?”

Mr. X.
—

"I smoked one soon after my
dinner.

McDi-rm-d—(during Arts Dinner)

—

“How do you like the punch?”

H. R. D-u-f-f
—

“There’s too much per-

fume in it and not enough kick.”

on the Athletic Board of Control at all

times and that the Athletic Stick shall

constitute the fourth member. ‘

.

2. That the three Faculty representa-

tives be recommended by their respective

faculty .societies to the joint election com-
mittee, who in turn shall recommend
them to the A.M.Sl, and if approved* by
that body their election shall be uncon-

tested.

3. That appointments from the staff to.

the Athletic Board of Control by the

A.M.S. shall be recommended by the

joint election committee and shall pre-

ferably be by rotation of Faculties.

(Adopted unanimously).

Minority Report of the A.M.S.

Election Committee

That the Majority Report be amendedi

with respect to the Major Offices as fol-

lows :

—

That the Major Offices be divided into

groups

:

1. First Vice-President and Assistant

Secretary.

2. Second Vice President 'and Treas-

urer.

J. D. M-h-f-y
—“Who was that new girl

I saw you with last night?”

H. M. S-ph-n
—“That wasn’t a new

girl,—just the old one painted over.”

FORCED OUT SALE

Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, H2 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

Mr. Ch-rls-th wishes to announce that

he is still fussing. Yes, and her name is

Irish.

f

ARTS ’24

Arts ’24 Beaten 3-2

On Tuesday afternoon Arts ’24 hockey

team was defeated by-.±Ke senior year

team by a score of 3-2. Tn the first per-

iod the ’21 team had the edge of the

play, but in the two remaining periods

’24 toAc the offensive. We feel that the

score is really a 3-3 tie and that the um-

pire should have stuck to his ruling in the

case of the disputed goal.

The line-up

:

Goal, Whalen
;

defence. More, Kirk-

land ; forwards, Fowler, Dulmage, Mc-

Kercher; subs., Davidson, McCuaig.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
\ This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

Tht

MARRISOH STUDIO
Phope 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

COMIN’ THROUGH WITH RYE

If a body meet a body

Just from Montreal,

Can’t a body pay a body

Just a friendly call?

O everybody has his toddy

Nane they say hae I

;

Yet ail the sgime, I can’t copiplain

Since Tom came home with Rye.

“The Goblin”

REPORT OF THE A.M.S. ELECTION
COMMITTEE

(Continued from page 1).

election committee conduct the A. M. S.

Elections in'accordance with the follow-

ing outline:

(a) That the offices ©f Pfesldenf a1rd

Athletic Stick be cofitested by 'two

Faculties each y6ar, th6 successful feedlty

of the previous yCaf to drojJ out id every

case.

(b) That the r6thaihinj| majo^ officers

be divided into three groups as follows

:

Gfoup 1. First Vice-Pf€s. and Ass’t

Secretary.

Group 2. Second Vice-Pres. and Critic,

Group 3. Secretary and Treasurer.

(c) That |the nominations for each

group be made from one faculty groups

to rotate among the faculties sucessively.

(d) That cumulative voting be effec-

tive with respect to the offices of commit-
teemen, each. faculty to nominate as many
candidates as it wishes and each voter to

have four votes which he may cast as he
wishes, all for one candidate or as he
may desire to distribute them.

(Adopted as a majority report).

Part Three.
The election committee further recotc

mends:

That the society through its joint elec

tion committee appoint the student re

presentatives to the Athletic Board ct

Control in accordance with the followin’

outline:

1. That each faculty of Arts Medicin
and Science shall have one representativ'

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS Is eompteta.

Best Tungsten Lan^
and Flashlights. Every*

thing electrical for e»*

perimental purposce.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET «

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

3. Secretary and Critic,

and that each group be contested by two

faculties and the groups be rotated an-

nually in the following order: Arts, Medi-

cine, Science, each faculty contesting four
'

offices.

Thus in 1921 : >

Arts and Medicine contest Group 1.

Medicine and Science contest Group 2.

Science -and Arts contest Group 3.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

AnS High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The Authorative Life of David Lloyd George

The Prime Minister

BY HAROLD SPENDER

In this very full biography a singularly vivid portrait of a man at the

head of one of the great governments of the world, this study of the British,’

Prime Minister by one who has access to most intimate sources of informa-r

tion is a work of historic interest and value. /

For Sale At

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN^S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered Iqr

correspondence.

CO i IRSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

CO .TRSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Surr .aer School, July and Auguat—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendara, apply to the Regiatrar, Queen’a Univeraity. -
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FEBRUARY FUR SALE

of All “Odd” Pieces

At this season, after

the busy months sel-

Ung furs, we find

many "odd” • pieces

which we are willmg

to sacrifice rather

than carry over to

another season.

Coats, Capes, Stolls,

Muffs, Sets, etc., m
various furs are in*

eluded in this sale.

We may have exact-

ly what you want-

come and see. If

the furs suit you,

the prices are sure

to.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
30 Market St . ,

Kingston

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN"

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

THE FRONTENAC NATURALISTS
CLUB

At the meeting of the Frontenac Na-

turalists’ Club, which was held at

Queen’s University on Tuesday at 5 p.m.,

Dr. Guilford B. Reed gave an extremely

instructive lecture on “The Pigments of

Plants.” • This subject is of the widest

interest to those who are making a special

study of botany or physiological chemis-

try, and in Dr. Reed’s masterly exposition

of the subject they found the elucidation

^f many puzzles.

The lecturer said'that our knowledge

of the real nature of plant pigments was

comparatively recent, as it dated back

only to 1907. Before that time it was

thought that most plant colouration, and

particularly autumn colouration, was due

to decomposition products of chlorophyll.

Plant pigments really consist of four

groups—the chlorophylls, which give the

green colour to leaves and other plant

structures; the flavones, which give the

lighter yellows ;
the carotins, which pro-

duce the deeper yellows and the anthocy-

anins, wlych give the reds, including the

deep and bright reds and the pinks, and

also the blues and purples. Dr. -Reed

showed by experiments that the green

colouring matter of leaves really consist-

ed of three pigments. By adding petrol-

eum ether to an alcoholic solution of

chlorophyll, carotin was left in the alcohol

at the bottom, while a green solution ap-

peared at the top, and on adding methyl

alcohol to the green solution it separated

into two layers, one a pure green, the

other a yellow-green. These latter are

known respectively as chlorophyll A and

chlorophyll B, and both play a part in

photosynthe^s. Passing to the anthocy*

anins the lecturer §howed by experiments

that the red colouring matter of cranber-

ries was changed to blue by alkalies,

while the blue colour of grape juice was

changed to red^by acids, and thus demon-

strated one of the most characteristic fea-

tures of the anthocyanins, that they are

blue in alkaline cell-sap and red in^acid

cell-sap. Thus the difference between red

and blue flowers is really one of acidity

or alkalinity.

Dealing with autumn colouration, Dr.

Reed stated that when the abciss layer,

that is the layer of corky cells which

gradually grows inwards at the base of

the petiole of a leaf at the end of sum-

mer and which ultimately cuts the leaf

off from the branch, has progressed so

far as to cut off the vessels along which

the food manufactured by the leaf is re-

turned to the branch, the leaf is left .with

supply of starch. This is changed by an

enzyme to sugar, and the sugar by an-

other ensyme to a glucoside, which by

hydrolysis (combination with water) is

converted to a flavone. This flavone, ap-

pearing as the chlorophyll disintegrates,

gives the yellow colour to the leaves, and

this is as far as autumnal colouration pro-

ceeds in the case of many trees, for ex-

which has previously masked it, disap-

pears. A further oxidation of tlie flavone

which shows through as the chlorophyll,

ample the Beech, the Elm and Ash. Deep-

er yellows are produced by the carotin,

gives an anthocyanin, and since the cell-

sap of nearly dead leaves is acid, the red

colour, which is so prominent in the

Maple and the Oaks, is produced.

At the close of the lecture a hearty

vote of thanks was tendered Dr. Reed for

his admirable and most illuminating ad-

dress.

a lover towards hip intended wife. L. J.

Austin upheld the dignity of the ancient

profession of medicine and maintained an

air of finality which permitted of no

further discussion. R. K. Hicks, in a

green garb was quite up to his usual high

standard and he landed his master with

an almost oriental religious fervour which

sounded most sincere. Miss Esther O’-

Connor as Giles, the secretary, was con-

vincing and showed that sTie was in mor-

tal terror of the great judge. O. C. Kin-

nick was very realistic as a blind musi-

cian.

The leading female part in the hands

of Mrs. Hughes was amazingly well taken

care of. Besides having a delightful stage

presence she, after having recovered her

speech, accomplished the almost impos-

sible feat (from a man s point of view)

of talking • incessently, and pleasantly

withal, for at least twenty minutes. Mrs.

JrT. Macdonald interpreted the part of

Alison, the servant in most pleasing fash-

ion and displayed a charming vivacity

which made much of a small part. Mrs.

W. C. Clark, as Mademoiselle de la Gar-

andiere, “an orphan by birth,” who was

being robbed by her guardian, fitted the

part admirably, although somewhat more

happy than the ordinary orphan under

similar circumstances. One scarcely

blamed Master Adam Fumee for his de-

signs on the fair client. Madame de la

an almost oriental religious fercour which

Bruine, Miss Mildred Jones, spoke not at

all, but said much in her walk. One of the

choice morsels of the play was done by

the Candle Man as he walked across the

front of the theatre selling candles “that

shine like the stars.” As he passed down

fhe street his voice faded gradually and

he left one of the most realistic pictures

which stands out like a beautiful cameo.

On the whole, despite obvious disad-

vantages of inadequate staging and lack

of room, it was a most intertaining per-

formance of a delightfully quaint and

ESSAYS

Why do Professors always set a defin-

ite number of pages for an essay? The
present day tendency seems to be “Use

all the words possible but say nothing

tl)at you could be sued for libel for”. You
are between two evils. You have to say

a dot and not say something you should

not. You are asked for an essay which

must be between 15 and 30 pages. Here

you have a sum of several variable quan-

tifies such as the size of the paper used,

the relative compactness of words, the

distance between lines, the amount of

njargin, etc.

Once a large syndacate of newspapers

had a very brilliant General Manager and

Editor-in-Chief. He was noted for his

one line editorials. Unfortunately he lost

his eyesight as the result of an accident.

His secretary took advantage of his mis-

fortune to make an excessive demand for

increased salary. The Editor_fired him.

Next morning he wrote the one line as an

an editorial : “The indespensible man is

not numerous.” How much better to

express himself this way than by using

a whole column to say it?

Now look at the gain in efficiency in

a short essay, pithy, to the point and

concise. You save the student’s time in

writing and re-writing. You save the

same time multiplied by forty for the

professor correcting the essay and then

there is the saving in paper consumption,

ink, patience and fewer cuss words are

coined.

jmerry farce which demonstrated further

ltJ.\e extraordinary abilities of Mr. Chas.

A. Gates who has already proven himself

•to be a very successful producer.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS
OF QUEEN’S

(Continued from page 3).

sion his course in pliysics; He had scarce-

ly referred to a text-book for any part of

it. When referring to the section on

optics, however, he stopped and said, “If

any of you ever find a copy of a little

book on Geometrical Optics by Professor

N. F. Dupuis of Queen’s ‘University,

Kingston, Canada, get it, it is the best

thing on the subject I have evef-kriown.”

(To be continued)

GRIMM’S
" Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

HERE’S SOMETHING SHE’LL LIKE

For Your Lady Friend

We have everything new as soon as it’s press-

ed out. Try our service—She’ll doubly appreci-^

ate tnem when they are bought at our store

Brunswick Records, too. /
Get the habit, “For Records, try ^ A

Treadgold’s first.”

Sole agents for Automobile Skates

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

. AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

THE FACULTY PLAYERS
(Continued from page 1)

winds and the play comes to a most excit-

ing, though not very convincing, climax.

One might like to classify the players

as Honour or Pass Students in Class or

Division I., II., and III. But it would
be impossible. There was only one divis-

ion, the first. R. O. Joliffe, though scarce-
j

ly so incisive as the usual stage judge in

the first act used a sonorous voice with i

good effect, and his work in the second

act was very satisfactory. J. L. McKee !

seemed to reveal traces of the Irish ca]v

ahility of pleasing blamlislimeiu and ex

hibiicd the correct balance between lawy-

Hciu opnosed to the attitude

Text Books and Supplies For

arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the
ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT I60-I62 Princess Street
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MEDICINE
DIED—At Mowat Hospital on

February 8th. 1921, Capt. H. E.

Salsbury, M.C., and bar, Medicine

’24. The military funeral was held

on Wednesday afternoon, February

9th, and he was laid to rest in the

cemetery at Camden East.

medicine ’24

In Memoriam

The war has claimed another victim in

the person of Capt H. E. Salsbury, M.C.

and bar, who succumbed, on the morning

of Feb. 8th to tuberculosis, contracted as

a result of exposure to gas at the battle

of Hill 70 in 1917. • The late Mr. Salsbury

was an original member of Meds ’24, but

was forced to discontinue his studies m

1919, to enter Mowat Sanatorium. Dur-

ing his short stay, he became very_pop-

-ular with his fellow students', and it was

with feelings of great sorrow that the

news of his death was received.

The deceased is survived by a brother

and sister at Queen’s, and, to these, and

other members of the family, we extend

our most heartfelt sympathy at this time

of their great bereavement.

PROFESSORS vs. THEOLOGY
(Continued from page four)

ately the puck hit the goaltender’s foot

and was cleared quickly. From this point

the superior condition of the professorial

aggregation became increasingly appar-

ent and Keill and Malcolm both succeed-

ed in fooling Donaldson for two tallies

each. Donaldson, then, dispairing furth-

er aiej from his defence turned the net

around and backed into the boards where

he remained secure for the rest of the

game. This happened just as the report-

er’s adding machine broke down.

Final score 10-0.

Line-up

:

Faculty—Ellis, Joliffe, Malcolm, Bar-

rett, Keill, Hawley.

Theology :—Donaldson, Wood, Patter-

son, James, McArthur, Blacklock.

QUEEN’S JUNIORS DEFEAT
(Continued from page 1).

MEDICINE ’26

On Thursday we picked up the follow-

ing message

:

To Rear H.Q. 26th Medical Div.

22.4 3/2/21 AAA.

At 10 a.m., under cover of a cigarette

smoke screen we took over the Gordon

Sector. The enemy immediately sent

over gas, but we counter-attacked and

captured several ideas. During the

morning a loud lab. report was heard on

the left, while McArthur kept up a desul-

tory fire of questions on the right. The

scratching of a safety match caused a ser-

ious e'.plosion in our lines. Sgt. Maj. M-

head =iports loss of his equipment. AAA
At 2 p.m. we massed for a decisive bat-

tle.
" he enemy who was strongly en-

trenched behind the counter, delivered

ultimatums containing several clauses re

Chlorine gas. During the afternoon there

was great mental activity on the part of

our troops, but we were constantly har-

assed by formulae. We played a losing

game, and by 2.30 our morale was very

low. When the gas alarm sounded at 3

p.m. we felt badly beaten and evacuated,

making an orderly' retreat to the cloak

room. The troops then' sent delegates to

fraternize with the enemy. Send up 22.4

litres of rum in tanks. AAA.
From Col. Du Little,

Gas Officer and O.P. 11.30 p.m.

MacDonald

Defence.

Lahe

Reynolds Contant

Centre. -

McKelvey Tilton

Gibson

R. Wing.
Kinghorn

Nicol

L. Wing
La Rose

Emery

Spares.

McCutcheon

Whytock Contant

Referee—C. F. Swazee (Brockville).

Shep-d (in English lecture), “But how

could a man’s marrow freeze down

THERE?”

The Biology lab. has been quite clammy

the last few mornings.

Prof.
—"And I was just speaking of one

or two ridiculous things.”

Enter “Tiny.”

To An Unknown
O nameless evil-one, when comest thou

What machinations of thy ‘overload

Gave rise to thee? What Chemist’s fetid

hoard

To thee a shelter gave? and prithee,

how—

?

Nor can thy wily maker tell, I vow-

Dost thou escape, by Pussyfoots ignored,

While sparkling, grouch-defying wines

are poured

(What wanton waste! How dry my lips

are now !)

In ditch and drain

!

Before thy crystal throne

I kneel: my throbbing head is at thy feet

Canst hear my woeful, agonizing groan

I, hereby, do acknowledge my defeat,

And homage pay. But O, that great

unknown,

Thy name, thy name, THY NAME, I

pray, repeat! ONE OF U8.

MISS PRECISE
St. Peter sat in a quiet mood inside the

pearly gate.

There came a knock, “Just say who's

there and I’ll not make you wait,”

A voice outside replied, “It’s me.” Said

Peter, “Come right in

We’ll find a place for you,” he said, as he'

gravely stroked his chin.

There came another knock. St. Peter ask-

ed once more,

‘Who’s there?” A voice replied, “It’s

me,” then, as he did before,

The good St. Peter welcomed this new
suppliant at the gate,

Then tilted back his old arm chair quite

patiently to wait.

Another knock upon the gate for some

one else had died,

Once more St. Peter asked, “Who’s

there.” “It is 1” the voice replied,

(Of course, this English is*«orrect as you

and I both know)
'One of those school marms,” Peter said.

“Tell her to go Below.”

—C.

CHESS AND CHECKERS CLUB
A well attended meeting of this Club

was held in the Arts Club Room on Fri-

day last, and about a doz£n new members

joined up. As the present equipment is

insufficient for the members desiring to

play, it was decided to approach the Arts

Society with a view to securing addition-

al playing facilities and Messrs. J. T.

McNeily and D. MeInnis were appointed

committee for that purpose. It was
also decided to draw up a schedule for

the first tournament at the next meeting,

February 11th. All members entering

before that date will be eligible to play

in the tournament. Games will be ar-

ranged to suit players’ convenience. See

the Treasurer, D. W. Boyd, and get into

the tournament, either in Chess or Check-

ers, or in both. The 25c fee goes to pro

vide championship trophies.

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything in Sheet Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,

and Accompaniments, Stationery, Birthday

Cards, Magazines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 269H Prince

,

What We Haven’t Got—We’ll Gei.

ENJOY THEM TO-DAY.

• NAVY CUT ^
CIGARETTES

As a college man, you know that

“Player’s” are the favorite cigar-

ettes in your college, and you

know the reason why men of dis-

criminating taste always prefer

PLAYERS.

18c a package—Two packages

for 35c

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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BIG. SALE OF FURS

and MEN’S HATS

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

The Next

DANCE
Have you Drees Shirt Studs,

Cuff Links, Tie Supports, that

you feel proud to wear, and that

you are not afraid of getting out

of order?

We carry a nice range of these

and yery piece guaranteed.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

fhonb eso

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Proper Caress Wear

for Formal Functions

is as essential to a young man’s

successful career as music is to

a concert.

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

For a limited time only, we are

offering special inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Suits.

Semi-ready $56.25

Made-to-Measure $65.50

“Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and materials.”

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Q. U. M. A.

After the preliminary exercises of Q.

U. M. A. meeting on February 3rd, con-

ducted by Mr. Mitchell, and the business

of the society had been dispensed with,

Dr. Haas addressed the meeting.

By way of introduction he referred to

the way in which the body is fortified

and prepared for great struggles and

crises. Also the claim made by some
that the abolition of war would tend to

make manhood atrophy or become efete.

But the author, Prof. Cannon, claimed

that future heroes would not be those

of war, but those spending their lives

in service of others.

He contended that one of the great pre-

vailing elements in human society was
pain. Pain, of sorrow, of war, of social

evil, or other harsh factors. And the ten-

dency is to keep the skelton in the cup-

board as much as possible, so that most

of us do not realise the pain of the world.

In his varied experiences of work
among the Armenians, he was at home,

and painted a picture that is almost in-

conceivable to our western mind. He
told of one Turkish governor who would
surround an Armenian village with sol-

diers. Then calling upon the poor vic-

tims to come out, they would be met by
the* soldiers, who had collected all the

old horsd-shoes around, and would nail

them on the Armenians’ feet, so that they

could walk better. It was to this gover-

nor’s wife that Dr. Haas was called to

give medical advice. He ordered an oper-

ation, but the native practitioners were
afraid their lives -would not be worth
much. Plowever, it was successful, and

Drf Haas said he never prayed more ern-

estly in his life, that this man might be

influenced by it for good. For the re-

mainder of the war, he jvas under the

governor’s protection. But this same
man said that had the power, he would
kill every Christian in the community. In-

dicative of the general feeling, he said

that the Mohammedan thinks for every

Animal killed on the sacred day he is en-

titled to kill a Christian
;
the Armenian

prays that for every egg he eats at Easter

may a Mohammedan be killed; and the

Jew prays that both prayers may be ans-

wered. His staff of Armenian nurses in

charge of a British sister, felt the contin-

ual anxiety of being driven out to the

plains, where many, many children had
been driven, to be finally starved to death,

or eaten by the ravenous wolves. But
the way they got strength was to meet
each morning for a little time, and en-

gage in prayer and worship.

Since his furlough began, nearly a year
ago, 25,000 Armenians have been killed.

We do not realize the rawness of life in

these countries. Gen. Smith said, “Arm-
ies come and go, but hate continues.”

How are we to change that hate to

good-will. The League of Nation will

help, and here be expressed the regret at

the altitude of the U.S. on the question,

but the great dynamic force was an in-

carnation of soul.

As college students preparing where we
have great beneftis, are we giving true

expression to our ideals. Plenty can be
got to work from a mercenary standpoint,

but the world needs workers consecrated
to high ideals. The appreciation from
tkese people in their sorrow and darkness
is far greater reward than any material
success.. The world needs unselfish ser-

vice, high ideals, and prepared workers.
As students of Queen’s is this demand
being accepted? The challenge is either

to spend for personal comfort and so-
called success, or for the uplift of suffer-
ing ami ignorant humanity. It is for each
individual to decide.

The society has been privileged to hear
Dr. Hass, Dr. O’Hara, and Dr. Schofield,
from Asia Minor, India, and Korea, on
medical missious.- The pendulum from
war has to swing back, and in that swing,
it is hoped many wil| find their way open-
ed up to some of tliese fields of service.

Have You Paid Your War
Memorial Subscription?

A Shoe That You -

Should Have
LADIES’ DARK BROWN

OXFORD
Welt Sole, Military Heel, Semi Brogue
Effect. Just new and marked at a Spe-
cial Price This Week $6.95

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

Attractive
surroundings, combined with excellent food
well prepared, makes this restaurant the ren-
dezvous of the best people in town—people
who understand and appreciate what good eat-
ing is. In service, too, we excel. No small
part of the enjoyment of a meal is the way

'it is served. You will be satisfied with the
way we serve you.

GRAND CAFE
|

' 222 PRINCESS STREET “

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Qlasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO-PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

FOR THE STHDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.
/

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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WAR MEMORIAL
COM. GIVE REPORT

JUNKERS GAIN VICTORY
^PVER R.M.C. BY SCORE, 4-0

-

Small Crowd at ^\turday’s Game—Ice In Good Condition—Both teams Not Up
^ To Former Strength.

QUEEN’S JUh ^RS CARRY A
4-GOAL LEi^D TO FINAL

GAME

Queen’s Juniors parctically put R.M.C.

II. out of the running for the group title

in a Junior Intercollegiate fixture at the

Covered Rink Saturday night, by a score

of 4-0. The ice was in good condition

and the teams played high dais hockey

all the way through. There was only a

handful of spectators present, but there

was no doubt in the minds of the few

there, that Queen’s far outclassed the

game little Cadet team.

The Tricolor team started off with a

rush which swept the Cadets off their

feet. They kept up the speedy pace all

through the game, and continually storm-

ed Price, the R.M.C. goalkeeper with an

avalanche of shots. The score to be a

true indication of the play should have

been much larger than it was. At no

time was the Queen’s citadel threatened

and what few attacks the Cadets did

make were easily thwarted by Reynolds,

Emery and Quinn.

In all fairness to R.M.C. it must be

stated, that their teams have been con-

siderably weakened by illness of some of

their best players. However, it is doubt-

ful if the strongest team they have pro-

duced this year could have held the

Queen’s lads in check. Queen’s were also

MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB
At the regular meeting of the Mathe-

matical and Physical Club on Tuesday,

Prof. J. K. Robertson, Honorary Presi-

dent, gave an interesting address on “The

Origin of the Spectra.’’

From the days of the Greek Philoso-

phers, man has been incurably interested

in origins and the true physicist is always

trying not only to gather all the facts

pertaining to certain phenomena, but

also to get at what lies back of the facts.

Light is thought to be propagated by
electro-magnetic waves of small wave-

lengths and with very high velocity, .so

the source from which they are emitted

must be small. It has been suggested

that the impulses are due to the oscilla-

tions of the negative electrons in the atom
but 'if we accept Rutherford’s idea of the

structure of the atom, this explanation

would lead us to oqject the various ele-

ments to give us a continuous spectium,

which is not the case. An eminent scien-

-tist, Bohr, has got over this difficulty by
suggesting that there may be circles sur-

rounding the nucleus of the atom around
which the electrons may travel and not

give out any radiation. If, however, an
electron happened to fall from one of

these rings to another one nearer the cen-

tral part of the atom, it would then give

out energy. This energy would not be
emitted continuously, but, we might say,

in little bundles. This would agree with

a theory previously advanced by Plancke,

known as the Quantum Theory, in which
he supposed that all energy was emitted

in definite quantities, not in continuous

radiations.

Following up Bohr's theory, more than

one series of spectra might be expected

from the various elements. Previous to

his work, two spectra scries had been
known to exist for hytlrogen, and more
recently, a third one has been located in

the tiUra-violet end of the spectrum.
. Ill conclusion, the speaker pointed out
some difficulties that still existe<l to jme-

vent the complete accej)tance of the

theory.

considerably weakened through the loss

of McKelvey and Gibson who are in-

eligible for Junior Intercollegiate hockey

having played one senior game in Toronto

earlier in the season.

Price in goal, and Rooney on the de-

fence were the pick of the R.M.C. sqiiad.

The former put up one of the most mira-

culous games seen in the rink this season.

Time and time again the Queen’s for-

ward line swept in around him, and time

and time again did he appear to do the

impossible and stop Queen’s from scoring.

It appeared that he had horseshoes strung

all around and in the net as well.

Queen’s team worked well together

and combined better than at any other

time this season. Nickle, McDonald and

Reynolds were perhaps the best, although

Emery and Johnston played good consis-

tent hockey all through. Quinn as usual

demonstrated how to play goal and al-

though he had a very easy session, show-

ed that he can be depended upon. Why-
tock and Wilson proved to be very 'cap-

able substitutes, the latter making his

hockey debut for 1921.

It seems hardly likely that R.M.C. will

overcome the four goal lead, in the re-

turn fixture, and if they don’t, Queen’s

will play off with the Western Group
leaders for the championship.

The Queen’s team lined up as follows:

Goal, Quinn
;
defence, Reynolds, Em-

ery; centre, McDonald; wings. Johnston

and Nickle; subs., Whytock and Wilson.

bellevillTv^
QUEEN’S 38-32

THE OPENING GAME OF THIS
SERIES—BELLEVILLE

WINNERS

In the opening game of the Ontario

Amateur Basketball Association, played

at Queen’s gymnasium on Friday evening,

Belleville defeated Queen’s by a score of

38 to 32. The half hime score was 16 to

12 in favor of^ueen’s. The winners cap-

tured the victory by excellent combina-

tion play. The Belleville players work a

short-pass combination. During the first

period, it looked very much as though

Queen’s would win as they otitplayed

their opponents the greater part of the

time. In the last twenty minutes-of the

game, the Belleville players worked a

very fast combination system. For the

winners, Finkle who played on the for-

wards, is one of the best players ever seen

in Kingston. Time after time he took

long shots and was successful in placing

the ball in the basket. “Jim” Marshall,

at centre, played on St. Luke’s basketball

team some years ago. and last night put

up a good exhibition. During the last

half he sprained his thumb, but was able

to return to the game. Alexander, the

right defence player, was successful in

obtaining a couple of baskets on long
shots.

For Queen’s, Thomas was ihe outstand-
ing player. He was exceptionally good
in the first half, He travelled up the

fioor on four occasions, and accountc<l
for the same number of baskets. He also

shot four foul baskets in the last half.

Clarence Moore, one of Queen’s forwards.
])layed a steady game, and aocoiinted for

fourteen points. Bonham, on ihe^defcnce,

worked well with his forwards, Ellis,

'the other forward player, and Henderson,
'appeared to have' an off night. Time af-

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF
WAR MEMORIAL

FUND

The following report was submitted to

the executive of the Alma Mater Society

on Saturday evening. It will be noted

that the actual amount of cash available

for use in appproxfimately $11,400.00. A
report of the activities and hopes of the

War Memorial Committee will be pub-

lished next week.

The Secretary, Alma Mater Society,

^ Queen’s University.

Dear Sir;—I submit, for your informa-

tion, a report of the University War
Memorial Fund.

Subscriptions have been promised as

follows;

Students

—

March contracts $19,929 90

July contracts 12,375 00

Summer School of 1920' con-

tracts 220 55

Graduates 4.272 50

Fund of 5th Field Co. Victory

Bonds approximately 4,000 00

$40,797 95

Payments, as follows, have been made
on the above contracts

:

Students’ subscriptions re-

ceived $ 4.910 25

Graduates and other sources 2.495 50

N.S.F. checks returned .... 40 00

A Net Receipts $ 7,365 75

Disbursements

—

Chec^^book $ 50

Printing 83 25

Typing 8 00

Stamps 40 00

$131 75

3 $1,000 1924 Victory bonds. . .$ 2,970 29

SUMMARY
Receipts.

Net subscriptions $ 7,365 75

Interest 146 35

$ 7,512110

Disbursements.

Accounts $ 131 75

Bonds 2,970 29

$ 3,102 04

Bank Balance. Feb. 8 4,410 06

$ 7,512 10

General.

On the first of February tbere were 172

contracts on which no payments had

been made. 20 of these were of the

graduating class of 1920. 37 were special

forms, sonxe-of which are not yet due.

The balance, 91, are contracts of stu-

dents attending the University at the

present time.

W. P. WILGAR*.
Pfon. Secretary.

ter time they shot for the basket, and the

ball went wide. Alexander of Belleville,

and Bonham of Queen’s, checked each

other too hard, and were penalized by the

referee for the remainder of the game.

“Jack” Wood replaced Bonham, and
Buchanan replaced Alexander.

The Queen’s players had the game in

their favor until about seven minutes

before time was called. The teams:

Belleville: Queen’s
Marshall centre Henderson
Finkle forwards Moore
Yeomans Ellis

Morden defence 'riionias

Alexander Bonham
Buchanan spare Wood

Referee: Garfield Kiell. V

—Whig.

DISCUSSION
LIVELY AT

A.M.S. MEETING
ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING

'DEALS WITH A.M.S.

ELECTIONS

The adjourned annual meeting of the

Alma Mater Society was held on Satur-

day evening. The society resolved itself

into a committee of the whole to consider

the recommendations brought in by the

“election committee,” Considerable dis-

cussion arose re that part of the report

dealing with division into groups and
rotation among faculties of the major of-

fices, other than the office of President

and Atliletic Stick holder. Mr. Sproule,

in upholding the minority report, pointed

out that under a system whereby there

were three groups, the contest for each of

which would be within one faculty the

elections would lose their interest for the

general student body and consequently
the Alma Mater Society would suffer.

Mr. Sully speaking to the motion stated

that the main objection to the minority
report was that under it Medicine would
not be given fair representation. For in-

stance if Arts and Medicine were con-
testing any one group, the latter would
be at^a disadvantage to the extent of 150
votes. The majority report was finally

approved and afterwards adopted by the
Society.

A motion was brought in to have the
question of increased subscription rates

to The Journal reopened on the ground
that the student body had not understood
the issue when it was decided in Decem-
ber. This motion was ruled out of order.

The regular meeting of the Society fol-

lowed the annual meeting. Some inter-

est was shown in a suggestion that we
ought to try by some method or other to

advertise Queen’s in Collegiates and High
Schools throughout Ontario. The send-

ing of the Journal to these places would

help. A committee was appointed to con-

sider the matter and report in a week’s

time.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE

Lectures on Parliamentary Procedure,

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at

2.00. Series ends about the middle of

March. Open to women as well as to

men. -

O. C KINNICK.

STAFF APPOINTMENTS FOR
ATHLETIC BOARD

Professor W. L. Malcolm has been

elected for two years and Professor J. F.

Macdonald for one year to represent the

Staff of the University on the Athletic

Board of Control.

THE BULLETIN
t

Tuesday

—

8 p.m.-—Jack Miner, “Birds.”

8-10—Band at Rink.

Wednesday

—

7.00

—

Clioral Soaicty.

8.30—Science Dance.

Thursday

—

7.00—Science Dinner.

Friday—
4.00

—

Commerce Club.

4.15—Prof. Bain. Toronto, addresses

Chemists.

4.30—Q.U.M.A.
8.00~HMcke>. ( hiccn'^ ! v^. \'arsity I.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

p«,-up CAP.tA, $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided

general banking business

Over 391 Branches in (^nada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savincs Department at All

Branchea.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

EDITORIAL
(Ittfvn’a inurnal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals. $1.00i Extra-murals in Canada.

J1.2S; out of Canada. $l.S0. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by iSc. for exchange

PROF. MORISON’S BIBLE CLASS

K. B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

15* WELLINOTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovskre)

GENTLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbcn in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

What We Sell

Cieor», Tobbaccos. CigKettea. Pipes.

Poucbes, Safety Raaore, Mouth O^jm^ Fom-^ pSs. Stationery. Magaamea. Old Country

Papers.
SHOP”

jack f. elder
169 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-in-Chief-JOBN A. MACDONALD. Phone

a. WALLACE. Pho.e n«W.

A..oci.t. Edilor^F. A. SPROULE, A. D, EO-

BERTS, J. T. U. WILSON.

Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.

Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

WmGHAMrMIS^H^^^

Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor-N. R. HOUSTON.

L. STEVENSON.

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY. MARCH 7th

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital

Reserve
ResoiU'ces

$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Molt Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you

better this year than.ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Coi TOHN'ON !-

Among' the splendid advantages of

which the thoughtful students of Queen’s

University are the fortunate recipients,

Prof. Morison’s Bible Class ranks high.

The subjects chosen from Representative

Religious Classics are, in themselves, key

notes to great lives which have been

founded on strong religious beliefs, and

which exemplify vigorous growths in

spiritual faith. Prof. Morison’s interpre-

tations of his various subjects are too bril-

liant and the epigrammatical to permit

just and creditable reporting. One must

hear him to enjoy him and to benefit by

his message.

For those subjects which are deeply

embedded in history, as “The Reflections

of Marcus Aurelius”, he incites inquisi

tiveness and enthusiasm in the student

To those subjects with which all have

been acquainted from childhood, as “Pil-

grims Progress,” a new brilliance and a

new delight is added.

On Sunday, Prof. Morison gave an

abridged resume of Bnnyan’s “Pilgrims

Progress.” He read, as texts, passages

from “The Interpreter's House.” “The

Valley of Humilation,” and “The River

of Death.” The speaker pointed out the

faith, defiance, and courage of Christian

as he, descending into the river, exclaims

“O Death where is thy sting, O Grave thy

victory,” and the triumph of Christian

over death as he is welcomed by a blaze

of trumpets on the other side.

There are two aspects to “Pilgrim’s

Progress,” the one for the child and the

other for the man. There is a magni-

ficence in both. We are fascinated and

greatly impressed by the way this hum

ble, clumsy, insular, old Bunyan who has

experienced a desperate wrestle with his

own soul, “goes splashing into the midst

of the imaginative world.” He is not

content to nibble, but takes a great bite.

“There are,” said the speaker, “too many

Biblical phrases, but Bunyan’s natural

wit and great imaginative power shines

through.” This great work of Bunyan’s

proves that common folk will arrive at

great truths if given a chance. There is

no inspiration in the architecture of a

Catholic church, a high-church service, or

a modern church auditorium, to be com-

pared with Bunyan's beautiful concep-

tions.

In the characters of Mr. By-ends, Mr.

Fair Speech, Mr. Standfast, and Mr. Des-

pondency, Bunyan faithfully paints fine

pictures of human nature. In his great

subtle analysis of courage, Bunyan prays

for an unconquerable fighting spirit.

“Bunyan’s cowards,” said the speaker,

“are better than Shakespeare’s heros.”

Courage is the great thing with Bunyan,

as he makes Christian cut his way

through to heaven with the sword. His

greatest hero, however, is “Valiant for

Truth,” .an old veteran with many scars

who comes out successful after a life

long struggle for truth. “Great Heart

another beautiful figure of strength and

unselfishness in Bunyan’s great book of

brilliant conceptions.

In closing. Prof. Morison said he had

no fear in democracy. The common-folk

in England 1649-1658 overthrew the old

forms of Government, and in these glor-

years the common-folk produced a

>on and a Bunyan. These men did

Something no other form of religion has

I
dune. They failed as every great bold

|cU'.' ’t generally fails, but we must keep

, I

wur eye on the vision, as they did. that our

R Bruce Taylor and Mrs. A, L. Clar!.'|i'l- Is and truths, though shattered by

received the guestsand the Sympathy Sir so™': 8=™=

introduced some musical novelties, csp.v ,
! 't* generations to come. Bunyan rose

ally after lunch, which were much a,.
^ swearmg tmker-boy to a great

predated and Miss Audrey Judge p! od
1

‘ r : fious hero, because he saw a vs.on

for the extras while the orchestr • ,v. m *
' "ever lost sight of it.

vacation. Modesty forbids
’ rof. Monson’s subject for next Sunday

’ ,t : .iiii , 'eels ami, i\ i-- ' “Vordworth’s “Prelude.” Every student

EDITORIAL

The week-end has been a disastrous

one for Queen’s as far as Senior Intercol-

legiate Hockey is concerned. We can no

longer pin any faith to what is known as

hockey "dope.” Queen’s played m To-

ronto and were defeated 7-1. Varsity

played at Montreal and defeated McGill

9-3. On the basis of these two games

one was justified in thinking that Queen s

would have a hope of success against the

Red and White. As a matter of fact, we

know of a gentleman who saw both of

these games and so convinced was he

that Queen’s would win that he was wilU

ing to wager upon the result. In the face

of all indications of success Queen's was

defeated so decisively that one wondered

if the telegraph company had not confus-

ed the basket-ball score with the hockey.

We do not pose as critics of sport, nor

have we had the opportunity of discuss-

ing the game at any length with any of

the players. But we do know that if

Queen’s is to remain a factor in Senior

Intercollegiate hockey, a serious attempt

must be made to discover the reason for

this sorry showing and to see to it, that,

if possible, it does not occur again.

THE JOURNAL SOCIAL EVENING.

Cooking

and

Serving
from the same dish is a

delightful possibility with

one of these Ryrie casser-

oles or pie dishes,

« These useful and mod-
erately priced articles

have fireproof glass linings

set into fine containers of

our best silver-plate.

« Science tells us that a

glass cooking dish is

more efficient, and good

taste thoroughly endorses

the use of the casserole.

These range in price from

$7.25 to $19.00.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee DaUy 2.15—Evening 7.30

A merry company of youths and maid

ens spent a happy evening at Grant Hall

on Friday last as guests at the first Soc-

ial Evening given by the staff of the

Journal. The chief criticism from the

point of view of the men at the affair is

that there was an unusually small num-

ber of ladies present which necessitated

' some score of the other sex sitting out

several dances. This was due entirely to

the generosity of the committee in charge

in the matter of allowing an ample num-

ber of tickets to Levana. We applauded

the stand that Levana had officially taken

in regard to the rulings of the Social

Functions Committee, but unfortunately

the system of selling single tickets to both

men and women seems to have very

obvious drawbacks.

This feature did not, however, mar the

pleasure of the evening for the majority

of the guests. The programme was a

miniature of the front page of “The Jour-

nal” and the dances were named after the

many college publications that cou •

our exchange table. The newspaper "i-

mosphere was further enhanced by the

importation of “The Journal” news bv >
• o

announce the dances, in place of thr

customary bugler. The patronesses,

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes T-wice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfoit

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princeee end Wellington Streete

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

NOTICE

Rev. J. D. Byrnes, Supt. of Home Mis-

sions, Presbyterian Church, will be at

Queen’^on Saturday, February 19th, in

order to enlist students who purpose tak-

ing work in Mission Fields next summer.

To facilitate this will all interested give

their names to the undersigned, who will

give particulars regarding the “Home

Mission Board, “Regulations governing

students on Mission Fields ; and who will

arrange for conferences with Mr. Byrnes

when at Queen’s.

The undersigned will be in the Theo-

logical Society Reading Room, Old Arts

Building on

:

Wednesday 4-5 p.m.

Thursday 4-5 p.m.

Friday 5-6 p.m.

Or may be seen any forenoon between

lectures, in Old Arts Building.

J. A. MacINNIS.

February 14, 1921.

ALUMNI

Mr. J. L. Ingles Kemptville, has been

secured by Smith’s Falls Board of Edu-

cation as Science Master in place of Mr.

Byron Leckie, who left a few days ago

for Galt. Mr. Ingles’ experience includes

a session spent at Queen’s University as
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MEDICINEDr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

For Spring

SUITS THAT SUIT

BOTH IN STYLE AND

PRICE

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sskell’s
ICE CREAU PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

QUEEN’S I THIS IS McKENZIE
TALKING AT KINGSTON

The average photographer is more
poorly paid than a laborer. Most of

them live from hand to mouth. Ask
any banker what commercial rating

photographers have. He will answer
"About 90 per cent, of them are N.G.
They never have any money.” Prev-
iously 1 have explained that I have
raised my own business out of the

ranks of the beggars, up nearly to

that of the plumbers. How did I

accomplish this almost superhuman
feat? 1 did it by fighting for it. I

produced a brand of work that ap-

pealed to the people in Kingston.
They wanted it. I refused to work
for next to nothing, and they had to

pay what I asked or do without.
Without the business of Queen's,
there would be a very slack period
for three months after Xmas. So I

always have offered special rates to

students and asked them to come in

during the quiet season. I wish to

thank you for the way you have re-

sponded to this suggestion. But you
can do still better. Although expenses
have increased greatly, I have not ad-
vanced the price of photographs pro-
portionately, and I assure you 1 am
not cliarging you exorbitant prices.

To be continued in our next.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and arc compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
CojusuUing Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

A Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

MEDS '21

Is it true that you can not judge the

depth of a well by the size of the pump-

handle.

Surely Doctor Woods can find some-

thing for the boys under eighty.

Did You Ever Hear Anyone Say

:

Gibby—What did you take up this

morning?

Benny—Where’s Hutch?

Boyles—^That’s dirty.

Cal—Come on Cornnie.

Davy—If you ever “matched” in your

life.

Dub—Shoot a nickle.

Dick—Besides its too far to Sydenham.

Joe—I bets.

Dorius—Come on bones who pays for

the shoes?

Hall—Well, I’ve won my spurs.

- Hoy—Hey ! Your’re off the alcohol.

Irwin—What’s open?

Kneiwasser—Don’t feel honoured Jim-

my, I kissed four or five' that night.

McQuaig—Will’ you pay my carfare

home, Mait?

Mait—I feel lucky.

Vanderburg—Take off your glasses.

Murray I-I-I beg your pardon.

Steb—^Thirty Cheeses.

Thud—Well, the old man says.

Wood—^According to

—

Coyle—^When I was in Windsor.

Do you know that it costs the Medi-

cal Faculty $193.00 plus your fees for

each student, per session.

If one event follows another, surely the

next speaker to arrive in the city should

be the President of the Irish Republic.

The Year extends sympathy to those

members who have been ill for the past

few weeks.

One sweetly solemn thought

Comes in thru’ your subconscious will,

There is left but one hope for the dinner

Cornnie must open a “still.”

AN INTERESTING ADDRESS
By Mrs. Smillie, Ottawa, On

“Internationalism For

Women.”
Mrs. Minian Smillie, Ottawa, who was

the speaker in Convocation Hall on Tues-

day evening, was introduced to the aud-

ience by Miss Mowat, the president of

the Local Council of Women, who said

that Mrs. Smillie, whose subject was “In-

ternationalism for Women,” was conven-

or of the committee of public health of

the International Council of Women, and

had during the summer of 1920 attended

three important conferences in Europe,

that of the International Council of Wo-
men at Christiania, Norway, of Woman
Suffrage in Geneva, Switzerland, and of

,

the W.C.T.U., in London, England.
Mrs. Smillie, who had last been in

England in 1913, said she had been greatly

impressed by the change of public opinion

and conditions. Rural England was per-

haps more noticeably changed in the at-

titude of the laboring classes to those

who for generations had been the ruling

class, but the English people had learned

adaptability during the war and the pre-

sent unrest she felt was only a phase, a

swing of the pendulum, due to the condi-

tion of the last four years, and the back-
ward swing was already beginning. At
the great meeting of the Council of Wo-
men in Norway, women from all parts of

the world, were present—A Serbian lady
whose care was for the little boys left

after the great retreat
; a smartly frocked

woman from the Ukraine, whose desire

was to establish a national council of wo-
men in her land, where women have re-

cently been given the franchise, to teach
citizenship and public health; from South
Afric.T came a contingent and with them
a letter of congratulation to the women
gathered together, from General Smuts
sjieaking ot the women representatives.

at the League of Nations, and their far-

reaching influence. The speaker urged

a broader view of the people’s coming to

Canada : a receiving country, where the

cement of love would make us all one

people under one flag.

A standing vote of thanks was given to

Mrs. Smillie at the close of the meeting.

—Whig.

QUEEN’S DRAMATIC CLUB
Queen’s Dramatic Club is giving a full

evening’s entertainment on March 1st

when three one-act plays are being pre-

sented in the Little Theatre, Convocation

Hall. They are “Trifles”, “Three Pills in

a Bottle,” and ‘Two Crooks and a Lady.”

These are three of the finest gems in the

Club’s long list of one-act successes. It

goes without saying that as interpreted

by the unusually clever players at present

rehearsing under the direction of Coach

C. A. Gates, the entire production is

bound to be an unqualified success. The
casts consist of nineteen people, among
whom are several of “Stop-Thief!” fame.

It is the aim of all concerned to score an

even greater success than that which at-

tended the Faculty Players delightful

farce “The Man Who Married a Dumb
Wife.”'

As part of the programme at one of

the coming A.M.S. meetings the Club is

presenting ‘The Work House Ward.”

This is a splendid comedy by Lady Greg-

ory whose “Spreading the News’^ was so

successfully presented at an A.M.S. meet-

ing a year ago.

Attention of Club members is called

to the coming Annual Meeting at which

the new officers and executive are elected.

As the club has had a successful artistic

and financial season, both as regards the

year play and the Little Theatre move-
ment, it is most essential if the present

good work is to be kept up that enthus-

iastic and capable officers be elected to

direct the policy and activities of the Club.

Members are requested to give full con-

sideration to this matter so that they may
nominate and vote at the Annual meeting

in the best interests of dramatic art in

Queen’s.

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS
OF QUEEN’S
(Continued)

Needless to say, Professor Dupuis, with

a mind of singular clearness and origin-

ality, aided by hi.s resourcefulness and
mechanical genius, was an ideal e.xperi-

menter. I was fortunate enough to be a

member of his last class in chemistry be-

fore he gave up that subject for the chair

of mathematics. His experiments were
striking and original, many of them not

to be found in any text-book, for he was
not troubled in this respect by the limi-

tations of standard apparatus
;
he simply

invented and produced what was requir-

ed, all of which was remarkable alike for

its simplicity and efficiency. One never

felt himself apprehensive as to whether
or not his experiments might fail. In fact,

one got the impression that performing
chemical and physical experiments, such
as he conducted, was a matter of such
simplicity and natural sequence, that even
a wayfaring man, though something of a

fool, could scarcely err therein. Subse-
quent work in the laboratories of Glas-

gow and Edinburgh, under very distin-

guished men, convinced one at least of

Dupuis’ students that the impression pro-

duced by his uniform and apparently ef-

fortless successes, had been most mislead-

ing. I found, indeed, in the case of at

least two of the Queen’s staff, Dupuis and
Watson, that to go abroad and attend the

lectures of men with world-wide reputa-

tions in their subjects, had the effect of

considerably enhancing one's already high

estimate of liis former professors.

Another Queen’s professor of tln)se

days, wlio eommamled tlie universal re-

spect and admiration of the .student'.,

was IV. Williamson. eommi>nIy known

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meats.

M. P. REID, Manager.

by the student nickname of “Billy.” He
was then an elderly man and past his

prime as a teacher. Although his learn-

ing was of the most varied and accurate

character, and, by repute at least, he had

at one time or other taught every subject

in the university curriculum, yet he \vas

far from being an ideal teacher in point

either of clearness or logical development

of his subject, while his experiments in

physics were as uncertain in their out-

come as those of Dupuis were certain. It

is of interest to know, nevertheless, that

he was the teacher of Dupuis in both

mathematics and physics, and they were

the firmest of friends. His personality,

however, was so genial, naive, and attrac-

tive, and withal so rich and varied in its

range of interests and sympathies, that he

simply captured, without reserve, every

student who came within the sphere of

his influence; and if was the student’s

own fault if any remained beyond the

pale. His smile would dissolve the frozen

timidity of the .shyest freshman. Al-

though his conversation was spiced with

little wit, it was filled with a much rarer

quality, that of genial humour. He had

been married twice, and fortunately in

each case. His first wife, who belonged

to an eminently respectable Edinburgh

family, had died early, leaving one son

who was absorbed by his mother’s rela-

tives. Although an affectionate corres-

pondence was maintained with his father

he saw him only on the rare occasions

when he visited Britain. The Doctor’s

second wife, around whom all the college

traditions centred, was a sister of Sir John

Macdonald. She had all her brother’s

genial gifts for attracting and retaining

devoted personal friendship, untainted,

fortunately, by thtf cynical and corroding

influence of a long and strenuous politi-

cal career. She too had died, however,

before the advent to Queen’s of our fresh-

man class
;
but her memory was treasur-

ed by every student and graduate who
had come under her genial influence. No
one could imagine Dr. Williamson as

managing even so limited an establish-

ment as his own household. He was for-

tunately relieved of this burden by his

sister-in-law. Miss Macdonal<l. who, al-

though of a much mc>re vigorous person-

ality titan Mrs. ^\illia^nso^. was an ad-

mirable guardian t>i the professor and his

domestic affairs.

(Ti he cuiiti^uied)
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’21

"We have a big husky called Slapper,

Who loves things done up in a wrapper

:

We mean something sweet

Without any feet;

He has simply no use for a flapper.^

Walter—“These short skirts get me.

At a party the other night I offered to

take a little girl on my lap and she called

her husband.”

the puck out of h mix up in front of our

goal, tore down the ice and housed the

rubber in the enemy’s net. During the

last period Napanee scored twice, and

had it not been for Blcakney’s brilliant

work in the nets, the score would have

been piled up to a considerable height.

Our goal-tender’s work was much admir-

ed by the Napanee fans.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clgfgy_StO

Connie swearing in the special con-

stables for the Science Dinner. "If a

mob were to gather what would you do?

Curley, “Pass the hat.”

Professor, on Geology excursion, "If it

moves, its a stump; if it doesn’t, it’s a

sophomore.”

We live on a tough street,

aries sing bass.

The can-

Rastus—‘‘Dinah, take this yere shoe

blackin’ offen ,de dresser.” "That ain't

shoe blackin’ Rastus that’s mah face

cream.

Son
—“Paw, what makes a man give his

girl a diamond ring?”

Paw—"The girl, son.”

The only thing that beats a good wife

is a bad husband.

Mr. Harry Jardine wishes to tell his

many friends in Levana that while up

home he was detained in the general

store by accident. The lid of the dried

apple barrel closed on his wrist just as

the train whistled.

What was Sammy H d telling his

fair companion about on Sunday after-

)n while attempting to conceal his

identity from a fellow student’s eye. Was
it about the "futurist’s market.” or a

"Gambol on the exchange.

Old Stuff.

Amo.
I haven’t any use for men.

Excuse my glove.

I never take any, thanks.

I was asked to the. Science dance, but

didn’t want to go.

Some of the evening clothes one sees,

University Avenue is in an up-roar

since we wrote up our movie queen. The

concensus of opinion is that her face

should be screened.

For. Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from wMch

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.

AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

Mother .was visiting the University.

"George, why do the young men wear

soft shirts?” To distinguish them from

assistant professors.

/
Freshyet—How can I keep my feet

from goin to sleep? Senior— Don’t let

them turn in.

SCIENCE ’22

Last Wednesday our hockey team play-

ed against the natives of Napanee on their

ice. Though the ice was heavy the game

was fast and clean, and had the final

score not stood at 4-1 against us we might

have been the winners. It is hard to

ascribe the defeat to any particular cause,

but we suspect that lack of "estaminet”

was partly to blame. Our line-up

;

Bleakney, Tully, Affleck, Hansuld, Poy-

ser, Bracken; subs., Wilson, Taylor,

Thorburn. We are indebted to the

sophs for the two men they lent us.

Napanee got off to a good start, scor-

ing during the first minute of play, and

again towards the end of the first period.

During the second period Affleck got

Red W—s-n says he’s through with this

business of collecting pennies off the ice

during intermissions at hockey games.

The first time he netted six cents, but

the second time, in the rough-and-tumble

preceeding the acquisition of one more

coveted penny his wearing apparel was

damaged to the extent of $2. His profit

and loss account now shows mostly loss,

and as it’s poor economics to carry on a

business a± a loss, he has had to hang up

his "forced out of business” shingle.

In spite of the fetchingness of some of

the Victoria school coeds, you ought to

remember B—k-y that robbing the cradle

is forbidden in the Good Book. Ref. Exod

XX. 15.

We wish to present Mr. Soup

Who contracted a touch of the croup

;

The doctor said "bed”.

He went fussing instead,

At present he’s looping the loop.

Dr. Mac. Dowell—"I think the baby has

your hair”.

Fond Mama—"Oh ! take it away from

her, she’ll ruin it.”

Sir Clifford bought a pair of spats,

The cost, he says, was high,

To wear them now would mean “the

tank”,

Their ruin would wreck his savings bank.

And leave him cussing blankety blank,

So now. he daily, with a sigh,

Bids them bo^h a fond good-bye,

Saying to them, "you lie low.

I’ll put you on when home I go.”

Dr. Rutherford : "You cough more eas-

ily this morning.” -

Billyus—“I ought to, I was practising

all night.”

Meadd—“Why hadn't Eve an automo-

bile?”

Joe
—“Because she lacked attire.”

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE

MINISTER OF EDUCATION

When Tempus Doesn’t Fugit:

1. Waiting for your sisters to dress.

2. When the orchestra leaves at half

time.

^3. The last speech at the Science dinner-

4. 11 a.m. to 12 a.m. daily.

5. When some one else is talking to

the Residence.

6. Getting one’s trousers pressed while

one waits.

7. In any barber shop.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of Educa-

tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-

STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the

direction of an Advisory comnuttee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

The niggah mammy addressed her off-

spring: "Chile—wat you adoing of?’

“Nothing Mammy.” "My but you -.no’

getting like yo’ father.”

Bibby’s

MENS WEAR STORE

OUR NEW REVISED PRICES MAKE THESE DISCOUNT

SALES LOOK RIDICULOUS

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE arc provided for In the courses of

Study in Public, Separate, Continuation

and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.

Toronto, November. 1520

Army—"What is lower than the regard
]

of a man in an automobile for a m ui on

!

foot?”

T. Raymond—"The regard of a man on
j

foot for a man in an automobile,”- Army.
|

SEE OUR YOUNG MEN’S
SUITS

All new models. Hand-tailored

by the best tailors in Canada.

THE RITZ

THE BUD

THE ASTOR

THE STANFORD

$22.50, $32.50, $42.50

OVERCOAT TIME

^

Now would be a good time to buy

an overebat. Real beauties, $25.00

.•nd $35.00.

FINE SHIRTS
$1.98 Each

FINE QUALITY

PYJAMAS
$2.98

MEN’S HOSE
Lisle Tread, 3 pairs for 98c

MEN’S UNDERWEAR
Union Suits

Fine Quality Merino

$1.98 Per Suit

MEN'S FINE

CASHMERE HOSE 68c

We have a spectacled lad named Meadd,

Who studies so hard he can’t feed,

At Municipal I.

He’s always first done,

We wish he wouldn’t show so much
speed.

Geology Prof.
—"What part of hir-rory

is •he

• ''ung ont {It a ’learn— "J'he

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

-78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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a newARROW

Robt. J. Reid
undertaker and FURNITURE

dealer

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

KlNOSTOJJ, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

.The best motor equipment in the city

ARTS SOCIETY
The regular meeting of the Arts Soc-

iety was held on Tuesday afternoon in

the Philosophy room, with a fair number

of the members present.

A report from the dance committee

showed that they had cotiie out with a

very small balance on the right side of

the ledger, but one from the dinne? com-

mittee showed that they had lost.

The treasurer read a report to show

that an extra levy was needed, and this

was approved by the society.

Arts ’22 supplied a very interesting

program, consisting of a violin solo by

Mr. Mackie, a vocal selection by Mr.

Wood and a comic monologue by Pro-

fessor Kinnick.

many men
owe thrir fortuned a

—a splendid start m life is an Endow-

ment PoHcy in the Mutual of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and tsrpifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutiud Life of Quiada

Phone 610 ; Residence 561 .

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE

Dr«s Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire,,^stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS
Start. Come on now, let's go

!

ARTS ’22

Were you at the Year Meeting on Fri-

day? You weren’t 1 Not even after re-

ceiving those kind and carefully worded

invitations of our thoughtful secretary!

^ell, you missed several splendid things,

those most worthy of note being the H.C.

jazz orchestra which is assured of a huge

success in the musical world, and a dis-

cussion in which figured: grasping of

power, unconstitutional,, ^xtravagant,

Bolshevism, anarchy, apologies, accep-

tances. We have a live year, be at the

meetings.

Overheard in the Lobby
Member of Govt.—Let every member

attending each year meeting bring a good
joke.

Secretary Gill—I’ll bring Gord. Ellis.

Edgar Lockett—After Ellis tells his

joke, anyone with any decency and self-

respect will just naturally get up and go
home.

Mr. Glasgow—“Under the present sys-

tem there is no need to attend lectures.”

Member of Govt.—I take it the Hon.
Member speaks from experience.

Mr. MacKay—I su^fgest the sale of in-

dulgences for the wearing of spats, pink

.shirts, etc., to raise jmoney.

Sec. Gill—What’s the use? Treasurer

Ellis tas spent all the year's funds play-

ing pool.

We beg to pass on to our friends in

other years this gem dedicated to Mr.

Cross.

“At 61 Union he is known as Harold,

At the Avonmore he is known as Fatty,

At the Hencoop he is not known, but

would like to be.”

The year executive will appoint a com-

mittee to confer with Science ’22 and

Med. '22 regarding a year book. One or

two from our year will be from the fair

sex. Science and Med. committeemen

please note and make suggestions early.

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

If you know of some choice bit of news

of your year, 'don’t hesitate to give it to

your reporter.

Heard at the last year meeting:

Miss Handford, I move that Miss

Deadman, Messrs. Chown and Sutherland

be a Year Book Committee.

Mr. Chown—^This motion cannot go

through as* all these have served on many
committees.

Miss Lavell—Mr. Pres., can’t that mo-

tion be overruled? We need a really

GOOD committee for the Year Book.

We wonder how the deuce Miss {Tuttle

knows so many details about 61 Union
Surely she has .not been fussing with

“John” or “Andy”.

ARTS ’23

ARTS '23

Famous Sayings of Famous Men.
Boys don’t fuss. Yohoo, Yahoo.—Pres.

Gaviller.

Come on Fish, we want to match.—Sec.

Gill.

Is it too Utopian to think. . ?—Reformer

Knox.

Quite so, quite so—Ex-Pres. Drummond.
This small town stuff—Orater Cross (de-

parted).

You see it’s like this—Paul Glasgow,

able committeeman.

I don't want to be speaker—Pres. Colin

Campbell.

Things That Would Be Worth-

while Seeing

Mr. Knox in a derby, spats, and a cane.

Mac. really fussing.
^

A really brilliant Latin scholtfr.

Herm with Trenton off the map.

Day without Halli.

A hundred at a Year Meeting.

A new Year yell.

Mr. H. has seen the moon.
At least, so we would hope,

Canoes, fair girls, and nights in June,

Then why the telescope?

Our Stock of

DBSK AND STUDY
LAMPS Is eotnirfsiSk

Best Tungsten Lacs^
and Flashlights. Every*

thing electrical (or «s-

perimental purpoiee.

The H.W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THS
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
16S WELUNGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Time—Ten years from uojy.

Scene—An afternoon tea-table.

Cast—^Two old '23 girls.

1st—Margaret married ^ self-^made man
didn’t she?

2nd—Yes, but she compelled him to

make extensive alterations.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The Authorative Life of David Lloyd George

The Prime Minister

BY HAROLD SPENDER

In this very full biography a singularly vivid portrait of a man at the

head of one of the great governments of the world, thi% study of the British

Prime Minister by one who has access to most intimate sources of informa-r

tion is a work of historic interest and value.

.. For Sale At

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

Well, the se‘^*'5on parliament i:

a thing of the pa?:, .'md fhough we' are

glad to be able t- report no violent *

deaths, sev« ral members arc in r. serious I

condtiion as a resuU - the entry of an
unknown suffragette who joined the r.p. i

position. After all, the opposition is the
|

only side to join and from now on an;, one
who goes to the government vnll be jus

pected of office-seeking. The next
sion is Feb., Thurs. 24. We’ve ma l< a'f

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

vOURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

.COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

shammer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Re^strar, Queen’s Univ^ity.
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FEBRUARY FUR SALE

o£ AU “Odd” Pieces

At this season, after

the busy months sel-

ling furs, we find

many “odd" pieces

which we are willmg

to sacrifice rather

than carry over to

another season.

Coats, Capes, Stolls,

Muffs, Sets, etc., in

various furs are in-

cluded in this sale.

We may have exact-

ly what you want

—

come and see. If

the furs suH you,

the prices are sure

to.

^^MILLS & CO.

128 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
(An Interview).

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

BiUiard Room in Connection

mgBBBBCBBBnsaBBBSBSOBSaSBBSnSS

Dance Programmes g

Constitutions
|

and alt Hinds of g

i m.
Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
10 MarM SI., Kingston

iHaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBBl

One night about 9.30 I was summoned

to answer the telephone. That week, be-

ing the one just previous to the recent

fatal examinations, had witnessed a mark-

ed slackening off in phone calls, so that

when this one was announced, I immed-

iately concluded that.some poor, wretch-

ed student of economics or latin II. was

seeking some relief for his temporarily

deranged mental make-up. Thus conjec-

turing, and with all the soothing, sym-,

pathetic state of mind that a chap in like

distress is capable of developing. I des-

cended to answer the telephone.

“Hello,” I said.

"Hello, is that Mr. D— of 2nd year

Arts?”

Astonished by the unfamiliar voice and

less familiar question. I meekly and auto-

matically answered that I was that per-

son.

“Do you work during the summer Mr.

”, was the next «iquiry. I honestly

replied that when there was no escape, I

did sometimes indulge^ in that universal

pastime. Upon further questioning, he

drew from me the facts that I d been in

the habit of spending my so-called holi-

days with the cows and chickens, and that

I had been much taken up with playing

the part of a hayseed. My questioner then

said that perhaps I could afford to let

him do a little of my thinking for me;

that what I needed was a real man’s job

with little work and big pay; and that

he had many such jobs which could be

had for- the mere asking. I could, per-

haps, have put up the receiver, but he

had such a pleasant though tantalizing

line that, like the Ancient Mariner, I

could not choose but hear. However, it

dawned on me that unless the whole

thing was a joke, it might be wise to find

out the name of the person at the other

end of the line. “Who is speaking? I

interjected. Oh, you do not happen to

know me Mr. , but that makes

“WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg^

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orders received at 100 Clergy St West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

no difference. I was on the point of say-

ing, “No and I guess I am not anxious to

know you,” when he kindly assured me

that I surely was anxious to know him

or at least ought to be, that he was a stu-

dent’s benefactor. I said that, altho I

had never heard of him before, yet he

surely must be right, and that if he was

such an indispensable character, it was a

dispensation of providence that he had ar-

rived at Queen’s at the critical period of

examinations. The stranger made no

comment on this, but hastened to deliver

his carefully prepared oration.

“You are interested in me Mr.—
are you not?” Being as conscientious as

the occasion demanded, I could not give

a decided answer, but promised to try and

take a sound sleep so that my tired brain

could do justice to his questions. The

chat was closed with an urgent sugges

tion that I call the following morning at

a certain number of a certain street for

a period not to exceed twenty minutes,

during which time I could easily com-

plete a course on "how to be relieved

from all future financial worries.” With

an air of satisfaction and freedom and

pride in my own will power, I ascended

to my room.

Despite the advice of the night before,

I was, in the morning, not sufficiently dis’

turbed in mind or enamored by the pros-

pects of future pecuniary gain to con

sider exchanging the last lecture on Ham-
let with its remarks on dramatic irony

for a 20-minute interview with a man who
was willing, most anxious, but who was
as yet a complete stranger. So undaunted

in purpose, I proceeded by the straight

and narrow path which leads to the large

English room, and soon all thoughts of

the meeting which might have been, were

lost to memory.

But the Toronto book agent was trvie

to his calling, and determined to find out

the reason for my gross negligence.

Scarcely had I completed the mid-day

meal when I was subjected to a second

miserable interview by wire. ^

'I'n uui the story short. yoUr lumihle

servant was quietly, but fervently advis-

ed to turn over a new leaf, to cast aside

his erring ways, and to take a new lease

of thought. He was assured that the

aforementioned interview was intended

for his own good. Seeing that I was

young and .therefore, lacking in wisdom

and partly irresponsible, the good man

from the Queen city now consented to

give me one last chance to accept this

golden opportunity, which, if now reject-

ed, might ne’er return. The immediate

result was that I reluctantly consented to

meet my new adviser at his headquarters,

because, of course, he could not explain

this good job over the phone. Wishing

to get through the ordeal as soon

possible, I made ray way to the oft-repeat-

ed address. I was met there by a tall,

slim, exceptionally well-dressed man of

about thirty. His practised smile and

handshake, and almost mechanical self-

introduction caught my attention. After

being ushered through a net-work of halls

and rooms, I was finally bestowed in a

comfortable chair in a small, room. In

its centre was a parlor table on which

was a couple of books and countless numr

bers of blank application forms. The

gentleman lost little time in his prepara-

tory remarks on the unusual winter, the

splendid college and type of student at

Queen’s, and, before I fully realized what

was happening, was turning over a vast

volume, giving as he did so a vivid sum-

mary of its invaluable contents. It con-

tained rules for curing all the ills to

which the human race is subject; besides

course in Domestic Science which

am sure would cause Marshall Reid’s

hair to stand on end. The job intended

for me was, of course, the selling of these

books on commission. After listening

patiently to this preamble until my alloted

time was about used up, I was invited to

sign an application form. I was compell-

ed to -say that my narrow brain could

not see the real advantages of the big

plan, and that when I remembered how

even our old dog used to hate the look

of pedlars, my conscience would not justi-

fy me in following such a vocation. Of

course I apologised for monopolizing so

much of his valuable time, and was very

sorry to have been the hopeless cause of

so much trouble, worry, and waste of

energy.

My adviser assured me that it was all

a pleasure, and that if I was in no hurry

he would be pleased to further enlighten

But the necessity of preparing for

exams, caused me to force a separation

at once, so we parted with an attitude of

assumed pleasure, assumed I say, for we
were both disgusted, he, because I had a

mind of my own;I, because my study

period had been disturbed.

Professor J. Watson Bain, Toronto Uni-

versity, to Address Institute

of Chemistry.

Professor J. Watson Bain of the Chem-

ical Department of Toronto University,

and President of the Canadian Institute

of Chemistry will address a' meetings of

the newly formed .Queen’s Branch^of the
;

Canadian Institute of Chemistry -in Gor-

don Hall, on Friday, February 18th at

4.15. Dr. Bain will explain the aims of

the Institute and outline the steps neces-

sary to complete the organization of the

Queen’s Branch.

In the February issue of the “Canadian

Chemistry and Metallurgy”, the following-

appears : “Queen’s should be recognized

as a leader among Canadian Universities

in the matter of organizing students in

chemistry.”

All students of chemistry at Queen’s

are eligible for membership in this branch

and it is hoped that a large number will

attend the meeting to hear Dr. Bain.

Already a number of prominent chem-

ists have consented to address the society

and some very interesting meetings are

promised as soon as the preliminary or-

ganization work is completed.

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

HERE’S SOMETHING SHE’LL LIKE

For Your Lady Friend

We have everything new as soon as it s press-

ed out. Try our service—She’ll doubly appreci-

ate tnem when they are bought at our s^ore

Brunswick Records, too.

Get the habit, “For Records, try

Treadgold’s first.”

Sole agents for Automobile Skates

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For

arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publUhers we believe you wiU find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.
, • ^ t

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Ol’EN EVERY NIGHT 180-162 Princess Street

Phone 919
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SPORT
BASKETBALL.

McGUl Defeat Queen’s 25-19

The Basketball game was well-contest-

ed. It was the best brand our team has

shown this year, and the nlost of the boys

^3ese^ve praise for the way they threw

their best into the game. It was an un-

fortunate incident that our boys had so

many fouls against them for they proved

themselves the better basket-getters of

the two teams. Queen’s getting eight

baskets while McGill only netted seven,

nor did Queen’s lack the capacity for

netting the foul shots they had for their

•percentage at this was approximately

equal to McGill’s. Nor does this cast any

reflection on our team as a “dirty” team,

the fouls were of a technical nature and

not deliberate personal assaults. The

game showed good combination, excellent

checking and some good long shots were

registered, but on the whole, both sides

were weak around the basket.

In the first period play was close, each

side checking hard and breaking up much

combination. McGill opened the scoring

hy a free shot, then in a short time

Queen’s retaliated by a basket, making

the score 2-1. Then McGill on another

foul shot -evened up the score. Both

teams were travelling at high speed and

then the red and white forged ahead two

points by securing a basket. Then after

a few minutes of extended play McGill

netted two baskets and Queen’s one. The

play was beginning to loosen on Queen’s

side, Salter spared for Mills and the play

proceeded. The work around the basket

continued to be very weak, both sides

missing many shots. McGill counted

four more and then Salter basketted

very difficult shot. The period ended

12-6 for McGill.

The second period’s scoring was open-

ed by a beautiful long shot by Queen’s,

the Red and Whites were counting by

one’s now, and it was 13-8. Then Queen’s

Started steadily to creep upon their op-

ponents, a foul and a basket brought

them up to 13-11. Excitement was high.

Then it crept up to 14-13, and Queen':

seemed to be striking their gait. The play

see-saws and then Queen’s put on a tre-

mendous burst of speed and by consistent

passing and persistent checking with

steadier work around the basket, the tri

colors found themselves leading with a

score of 19-18 and only five minutes to

go. Then- came the most beautiful shot

of the day, when Kern from the middle

of the floor and near the side line made a

basket. That seemed to act like magic

on the red and white, and they succeeded

in scoring five more points in the dying

minutes of the period.' The final score

was 25-19.

The line-up

:

Queen’s McGill

Mills defence. M. Kern

Lewis L. Kern

Jones centre. Hay
Henderson forwards. Little

Croal Laishley

McKinnon subs. Cain

Salter Kemp
Amaron

Scoring.

Queen’s—Jones, 10; Croal, 4; Salter, 2

Henderson, 2; McKinnon, I.

McGill—M. Kern, 13; Hay, 4; Little 4

Laishley 4.

McGILL PLAYING STELLAR
HOCKEY DEFEAT

QUEEN’S

showed the true elements of sportsman-

ship, clean play and steady persistent ef-

fort. Nor in the latter part of the game

when they were very much outscored did

they quit, but fought gamely to the last.

The McGill men were in fine form and

played a wonderful game, and it was their

good combination around the Queen’s

net that won them the game. Their de-

fence proved almost invincible and the

forwards were speady and good stick-

handlers with accurate shots at their

sticks-ends. The Queen’s men tried com-

bination in the earlier parts of the game

only to have it broken up by the McGill

defence and after many fruitless attempts

their combination became somewhat de-

moralized. Nor could they seem to find

the range of the McGill net, and shot

after shot went wide of its mark. Mc-

Neill played a good game, but some close

shots prove too much for any goaler.

1st Period.

Queen’s got the puck at the face off

and carried it into the McGill territory,

but the red and white defense secured the

rubber and were fast nearing the Queen’s

goal, but their combination was broken

up by our defense and as rapidly trans-

ferred it to the enemy territory where

they kept it for some considerable time.

Campbell had a bad fall which delayed

play for a few minutes, but he recovered

and gamely continued the game. Queen’s

were back-checking hard, but McGill got

away and by some fine combination work

beat McNeil in 4 minutes. Then our for-

wards got away and by some fine passing

outguessed the McGill defence and Camp-

bell scored on a pass from Stewart, in

fifteen minutes. The period ended 4-1 in

favour of McGill.

In the 2nd period McGill opened up the

score in three minutes by a rebound from

McNeill’s pads, and in- thirty seconds

more had run another one in. The play

was progressing at tremendous speed,

and in the next nine minutes Harry made
some spectacular saves and won the

plaudits of the gallery. Inside the next

thirty seconds the red and white had re-

peated what they did in the earlier part

of the period and slipped the dice in twice.

Queen’s pulled together for a few minutes

and by some good passing Stewart secur-

ed another counter: The period ended

12-2 for McGill.

The third period found McGill playing

three man defence and although -our

lads were faced with a seemingly insur-

mountable barrier they continued to

throw all their efforts into the game and

time after time received encouraging

cheers from the sidelines. After the first

two minutes McGill stayed a great deal

in their own territory making two-man
rushes which kept the defense and goaler

busy and again McNeill acquitted himself

nobly, although suffering from a badly

bruised hip. 15 minutes before the end

Campbell succeeded in notching another

counter. The game ended with final

score at 15-3.

The best of sportsmanship prevailed

throughout the game, not one penalty

was served to anyone, and no serious un-

seen “dirt” passed the referee. Our men
have to be complimented cTn the remark-

able sportsmanship and gameness which
prevailed and which won the applause of

“the thundering thousand.”

The line-up.

McGill
: McNeill
(Continued on page 8).

Queen’s second senior intercollegiate

game was played in Montreal on Satur-

day, Feb. 12. Although the score of 15-3

was very onesided the game was a good

one to watch, an excellent brand of

hockey was displayed. Even if our team

bring home defeat they do not bring dis-

honour. They worked hard during the

full hour and while working hard they

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything in Sheet Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,

and Accompaniments, Stationery, Birthday
Cards, Magaaines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 269^ Princess St.

What We Haven’t Got—We’ll Get.

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro^ie-alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

morning, he said, “This package—” here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it went on
—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is best known

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Hockey ames

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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big sale of furs

and MEN’S HATS

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

WARWICK BROS.

clean
everything

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE (sa

212 PRINCESS STRfiET

Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

OBSERVATIONS

Meds ’26

Arts ’24

These can be had in Brooch,

Stick Pin, or Ring.

We can supply nearly every

year design of recent years.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

(Special by our own leased wireless)

Considerable interest has been evinced

during the past few weeks by the Bio-

logy Dep’t. in the discovery by two of

the students of a new species of Animal-

cule, the chief habitat of which seems to

be the libraries. The species has been

identified, after exasperating research, as

Bipedatus Tooverbosus. It is a more or

less bi-laterally symmetrical beast with

peculiar vision being able to see its own

interests only and it has an internal cavity

in the head which, emits a great deal of

gas on the slightest provocation, in the

library.

One of the most characteristic sounds

is its “Whisp; Sst, Tss, ps, ps, etc.” Which

was long considered a sex call, but which

we now know to be due to an illusion on

the part of the insect that these sounds

convey a message to other individuals

of the same species. Though little work

has been done by the Etymologists along

this line, the species has been recognized

as belonging to the same family as Cine-

matographia talkatina, the well-known

movie blatherskite whose activities are

so fatal to the enjoyment of those attend-

ing Allen’s, especially during the Over-

ture, Although it is impossible to obtain

government action, as yet, towards com-

bating this pest, it is urged that no op-

portunity to exterminate the vermin be

lost.

FEET

Proper Dress Wear

for Formal Functions

is as essential to a young, man’s

successful career as music is to

« concert,
^

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

For a limited time only, we are

offering special' inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Suits.

Semi-ready • • • -$56.25

Made-to-Measure $65.50

“Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and materials.”

With apolog-ies to Carl Sandburg and

anyone else who reads this.

I saw you one day as you passed

And passed again,

Clad in spats that were tight and neat or

Perhaps in spats that were loose and ex-

ecrable,

Which looked as though a thread,

A mere thread, and needle might help.

Or again in boots that laced and laced,

and laced till out of sight,

Or some again in brogues and heather

Make him who takes Latin laugh.

Laughs and as he laughs, approves,

And cries aloud “Mundex Munditeus.”

Upon the rink while shod with steel.

Sliding,

Scraping,

Upon the walks that lead to lectures.

The ultra-fashionable arctics

The' bdd pair of you exalt what once

were "known as overshoes,

In the ken of the vulgar throng,

Shoving,

Slipping,

Upon the floor of the Hall of Grant,

Hesitating,

Syncopating,

Shuffling,

Struggling,

Striving,

Stepping and stepped on and

Suffering oftentimes,

I see you,

And I cry out to you,

You who for every one of you there is

a match,

And the answer comes,

We are the feminine understanding,

We are the “Feet of Levana.”

YOU
ARE THE MAN

WE WANT TO SHOE!

A SPLENDID WEARING BROWN BROGLW BOOT

Double sole, English last, all sizes, 6 to 10, $9.00

Same weight in a B^own Blucher cut at the same price

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980.
238 PRINCESS STREET

Attractive
surroundings, combined with excellent food

well prepared, makes this restaurant the ren-

dezvous of the best people in town—people

who understand and appreciate what good ai-

ine is. In service, too, we excel. No sninll

part of the enjoyment of a meal is the way

It is served. You will be satisfied with the

way we serve you.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House

Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

ALUMNI

T3 ins

L rrjpany

Value Store

Born—To Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Whit-

taker, on January 17th, in Paris, France,

a soni Richard Henry.

“Cy” Whittaker is a former Queen's

man and an ex-member of the staff of No.

7 Canadian General Hospital, France.

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’p Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax FUls, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS

171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

McGILL vs. QUEEN'S
(Continued from']

Stenson goal.

Cully defence.

Dineen

. \iid<“rsf.'n centre.

I
r.allcrv wings.

' l-lau.H- 'i'

subs.

Ratchf. rd

-
1

> ainplif-L

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

FOR THE STUDEHT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STFVF J. MARTIN

189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

.Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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ASSAULT-AT-ARMS
5 WAS FULL OF THRILLS
"ft

Boxers, Wr%^ers and Fencers Show the Result of Consistent Training in the

' >reliminary Trials—Billie Hughes Feels Rewarded.

THE PREJ ^iVlINARY ASSAULT
WAS HELD MONDAY

NIGHT

JACK MINER
ON “BIRD LIFE”

LECTURE ON TUESDAY NIGHT
WAS ENJOYED BY LARGE

CROWD

The trainers, the contestants, and alt the

sundry helpers, and officials connected with

the preliminary assault contest deserve all

the credit and congratulations that they

are receiving, from the sporting public both

wrestlers and fencers, have always set a

high standard of sportsmanship and skill.

The Queen!s men who took part in the

as^ult on Monday evening conducted their

respective bouts, in a manner, that gave

greater prestige to the aniateur ring. The

events were fast, clean and sportsmanlike

examples of the arts as practiced in the rop-

ed arena. Mr. Bews, Billy Hughes, and Mr.

Clark worked hard and conscientiously, for

several weeks to ipake the assault a suc-

cess—They should be well pleased with the

result. Any one of. the bouts was worth

the price of admission. Following is a

summary of the bouts :

—

Trayes being inclined to use holds barred

by the Intercollegiate rules. Trayes got the

first fall in 5yi minutes. In the second

period Costello' secured a fall in IH min-

utes. The decision was given to Costello

because Trayes had been warned twice for

using the strangle.

135 pounds.—Flannigan vs. Eschoo.

Neither of the men were able to secure

a fall. Flannigan was on the aggressive for

nearly the whole bout, and was awarded

the decision. Echoo is a master defensive-

ly, but must realize that wins can only

be scored by offensive tactics.

145 pounds.—Stewart vs. Dolan.

Stewart secured the first fall in min-

utes, and the second^after VA minutes. The

event was fast and clean throughout. Dolan

put up a remarkably good bout and with

a little more experience will make a first

class wrestler.

Referee, Mr. Bews.

PLUCKY JUNIORS
DEFEAT CADETS

THE JUNIORS WIN ROUND BY
A TOTAL OF NINE

GOALS

Since we first came to Queen's it has been

our privilege to listen to several men of note,

many of them of high academic standing;

and others, though not privileged to share

in the advantages of university culture were

nevertheless unique persons, and had in one

way or another attained success.

In 1916 we had the opportunity of hear-

ing Rt'mond Robbins. Then last autumn

Boxing

110 pounds—Sugden vs. McCartney

Both men are fast clean fighters. Mc-

and was more aggressive in his tactics.

Both men mixed it well, McCartney hav-

ing the advantage in the first two rounds

^Sudgen being slightly more aggressive

in the third.—McCartney won.

118 pounds.—Holmes vs. Lewi.s. These

men provided one of the best bouts of the

evening. They have totally different

styles, Lewis being very shifty, while

Holmes, bore in strong, but always main-

tains, a sure defence. Holmes had the ad-

vantage throughout, and won the bout on

points.

125 pounds.—McCracken vs. McMillan.

An exhibition bout that was fast and clean.

McMillan will represent Queen’s in this

weight at the intercollegiate assault. He is

fast and a hard hitter, and has a wonder-

ful defence. McCracken while not in per-

fect condition maintained a fast pace for

the 3 rounds. No decision.
'

135 pounds.—Taylor vs. Holt. Taylor

succeeded after 1 'A minutes in landing a

stiff jolt to the jaw. Holt was counted out.

Both men, are fast, and hard hitters. Tay-

lor shows a marked improvement over last

year^

145 pound class.—Becking vs. O’Connor.

The scrappiest bout of the evening—went

four rounds without decision, both men

mixed things well, both can hit hard

and take punishment. O'Connor has a de-

cided edg^n condition, and at the end of

the fourth round Becking was forced to

take considerable punishment.

175 pounds.—Ludgate vs. Wilson. B<^h

men fought hard throughout. In the first

two rounds Rudgate had slightly the better

of things. The third round was very even.

Ludgate was slightly more aggressive

throughout, and got the decision on points.

There was no entry against Day at 158

pounds.

Billy Hughes referred the bouts, Mr.

Sliter, K.C.I., and Prof. MacDonald were

the judges. Prof. Joh'ffe was timekeeper.

Event No. 1.—Fencing

(a) Hunte/ vs. England. Hunter was

probably more aggressive, though England

was very sure in his defense—botli men

very fast in their foot work—Hunter

scored 5 hits while England scored 4.

(b) Cornell vs. Van Buskirk. Cornell

had a decided advantage, his fast foot work

and rapier play kept van Buskirk on the

defensive most of the time—Corneir scored

5 hits van Buskirk 0.

(c) Hunter vs. van Buskirk. X'^an Bus-

kirk was unable to award off Hunter’s fast

attacks, event resulted in a win for Hun-

ter by 5 hits to 1.

(d) Cornell vs. England. Cornell did

not show to as good advantage in this

bout as against van Buskirk—while Eng-

land was more aggressive than in his bout

against Hunter—result, England scored

hits Cornell 1.

The final fight between Hunter and Eng-

land will take place later, as time would

not permit these two men trying for a de-

cision.

Altogether the fencers show a ^mark-

able improvement, in style, speed, and judg-

ment, over last year. Prof. Snow, the fenc-

ing instructor deserves great credit for the

way he has coached the candidates.

Officials.—Prof. Snow Macintosh and

Mr. Bews.

THE BUUniN
Friday :

—

8.15 p.m.—Hockey Match, Queen’s I.

vs. Varsity I.

Sattirday: —
3.00 p.m.—Basketball Match, Queen’s

I. vs. Varsity I.

Sunday :

—

10 a.m.. Prof. Morrison’s Bible Class.

Wrestling

no Pounds.—Roberts vs. Lifsliitz. Tiiis

was a very fast bout, both men being-keen

and aggressive. Lifsliitz scored the first

fall in one minute, Roberts took the next
|

fall in 4'^ minutes. The second fall went!

„ to Lifsliitz in seven minutes, thereby giving!

him the bout.
]

125 pound.s.—Costello vs. Trayes. Thei

event was marked by hard' fast work,:

SOIENCE DANCE
The 20lh .Annual Science Dance which

was held on Wednesday night was a very

happy affair, but as our Science reporters

have not favoured us with a report up to

the time of “drawing a dead-line on cojiy",

we shall have to live in hopes of seeing

the story in Tuesday’s issue.

we had a visit from that noted mi.ssionary.

Dr. Grenfell. Last, but by no means least,

comes Mr. Jack Milner, of Kingsville.

Essex County, Ontario. This Canadian

Hiawatha, who claims he never read a book,

is one of the most interesting men who

ever addressed a Kingston audience.

Mr. Miner lectured to a full house in

Grant Hall, on Tuesday evening, 15th inst.

The adults occupied the main floor; while

school children filled the gallery. Rarely

has Grant Hall been so completely filled.

Many of us had never heard of the man, and

are certainly grateful to those who are

responsible for his visit. The meeting was

under the direction of the; Naturalists Club,

and Dr. Knight was chairman.

Mr. Miner’s parents were born in Leceis-

tershire, England. He himself was born

in Ohio, and though he has every respect

for the place of his birth, to him the best

spot on earth is Essex County, Ontario.

He paid a high tribute to the early settlers

of this land whose courage and fortitude

enabled them to clear away the forest.

He had been induced to go to S. S. by

-his litle boy and although not able to read

he found himself in 3 months teaching

class. In the Sunday School lesson they

had read the first chapter of Genesis, and

at verse twenty they stopped and con-

sidered :

'

“And God said, Let the waters bring

forth abundantly the moving creatures

that hath life, and fowl that they may fly

above the earth in the open firmament of

heaven.”

And again another stop was made at

verse twenty-six

;

“And God said. Let us make man

image, after our likeness: and let tliem have

dominion over the fish of the sea, and over

the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and

over all the earth, and over every creeping

thing that* creepeth upon the earth.”

The first game law is to be found in

Deuteronomy, chapter twenty-two, verses

six and seven

:

“If a bird’s nest chance to be before thee

whether they be young one or eggs, and

in the way in any tree, or on the ground,

dam sitting upon the young, or upon the

eggs, thou shall not take the dam with the

young:”

“But tliou shalt in any wise let the dam

go, and take the young to thee; that it may

be well with thee, and that thou mayest

prolong thy days.”

To the question, “Will birds come back

to their old nest?” a boy from the gallery

(Continued on page 2).

Queen’s III. won their group champion-

ship in the Junior Intercollegiate by nine

goals, when they defeated R.M.C. on

Wednesday night by a score of 6-1. They

will now meet Varsity for the champion-

ship. The Juniors are a fast consistent

team of hard workers who have lived

up to-training rules, and we look forward

to their success in the home and home
games. The ice was soft, but in spite of

water on the ice, the Queen’s men kept

up a steady fight all the way. They
played a clever three man combination

which had very disastrous effects for the

Cadets especially in the last period when
the superiority in weight and general con-

dition of the Tri-colour team began to

have its inevitable effect. Rooney and

McLeod, were perhaps the pick of the

Cadets, while every man on the Queen’s

team played up to form. The forward

line was f3st and persistent, and the de-

fence checked well and kept the Cadets

in the safety zone nearly all of the time.

Quinn in the nets had an easy night and

acquitted himself most creditably. Nickle

got the first goal after eight minutes of

play. McDonald got the next one within

a few seconds at the beginning of the

second period and scored again before

the end of the period. Queen’s 'scored

three in the final session on good work
by Nickle, McDonald and Reynolds. Mc-
Leod scored the only goal for the Cadets

a few minutes before the final gong.

Line-up

:

8 P.M. TONIGHT
COVERED RINK—SUPPORT YOUR

SENIOR HOCKEY TEAM

Have You Paid Your War
Memorial Subscription?

Queen's

Goal.

R. M. C

Quinn

Defence

Price

Reynolds Rooney
Emery

Forwards
Graydon

McDonald Wallace

Nickle McLeod
Johnston

Spares.

Carr-Harris

Whytock Sawyer
Williams McLaren
Referee—-Crawford.

NOTICE
Rev. J. D. Byrnes, Supt. of Home Mis-

sions, Presbyterian Church, will be in the

Theological Society Reading Room, Old

Arts Bldg., ON SATURDAY 19th, AT
3 P.M., to confer with, and enlist students

who purpose going to Mission Fields next

summer.

Any interested, but unable to meet

with Mr. Byrnes on Saturday, are asked

to give tl^ir names before that date to J.

A. Macinnis.

BOXERS LEFT LAST NIGHT
FOR YALE

The boxers having fully recovered from

their hard work at the assault-at-arms on

Monday night, left last night on the much-

talked of trip to Yale. All of them are

in first class condition and we can only say

that if we don’t see them come home with

several wins to their credit the “sons of old

Eli” will have to .show considerable class.

The following men having proven them-

selves the best in their respective classes

will have the honour of representing the

tri-color at Yale on Saturday night:

175 lbs.—Ludgate.

158 lbs.—Day.

.= 145 lbs.—O’Connor.

135 lbs.—Taylor.

125 lbs.—MacMillan.

118 lbs.—Holmes.

INTERMEDIATE HOCKEY TEAM
PLAY IN MONTREAL

The intermediates with a strong lineup

left yesterday afternoon for Mimtreal where

iliey will i)lay McGill intermediates. The

following”"tven made the trip: X'ule. Ritchie,

Sniitli. Hattersby. Nelson. GraTton. Gibson,

Hansen. Here's hopiug for a win.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 18d4

Paid-up Capitai, $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided

Profits

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
. H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

iL B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S.. L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
dentists

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock SI. (over Camovsky’e)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

0 Sournal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals. $1.00; Extra-murals in Canada,

$1.25; out of Canada, $I.?0. Advertising rales on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by iSc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-in-chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. Phone

1S99 F.

Business Manager-S. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134 W.

Associate Editors-F. A. SPROULE. A. D. RO’

BERTS, J. T. M. WILSON.

Man.-tging Editor—J. R. RUTLEQGE,

Asst. Managing Editor—IAN McLACHLAN.

News Editor—W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors-T. H. ^EWLOVE, C. L.

WINGHAM. MISS HELEN CRAIG, HAL BLEAK-

NEY.
Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor-N. R. HOUSTON.

Exchange Editor-M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor-J. K. POMEROY. ^

Chief Faculty Reporters—N, D. PATTERSON, K

KEILL, MISS M. PORTEOUS. G. C. MONTURE,

A. L. STEVENSON.

What We Sell

CiearB, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Kpes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth Foun-

tain Pens, Stationery, Magazines, Old Country

Papers, etc.

“THE CITY PIPE SHOP’

JACK F. ELDER
369 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G. W. V. A.

(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, MARCH 7th

JACK MINER LECTURES ON
“BIRDS”

(Continued from page 1)

EDITORIAL

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital . - $ 9,700,000

Reserve _ . • 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most llodeni.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

This week-end is going to be a busy

one for Queen’s in the world of sport.

The intermediate hockey team, in the

best of condition, has gone to Montreal

to try conclusions with the McGill ag-

gregation. The strong arm squad of box-

ers under the able leadership of Jack

Day, President of the B. W. & F. Club,

has gone to Yale to meet the best that

that University can produce in the squar-

ed circle. The senior hockey team and the

Senior Basketball Team play -against the

Toronto Varsity teams tonight and to-

morrow afternoon. We may look for-

ward to the Intermediates remembering

the work-of the second rugby team dur-

ing the past season, and trying to equal

its good work. The boxers are all sing-

ing that old song:

“Remember Captain Curtis and the con-

querors of Yale,

So boys go in and win.”

Those of us who are not out of town

should certainly make every effort to see

the Varsity-Queen’s hockey and basket-

ball. True, we were defeated in Toronto,

but we have every confidence that-_our

boys will step out on the ice and: the

basketball floor, ready to give unspar-

ingly of their very best. i

One night a short time ago a basket-

ball game was staged in the gymnasium,

in the O.A.B. series, and the total rium-

ber of paid admissions was ten. Thjs is

nothing short of a disgrace. It means

that scarcely one student in one hundred

was interested enough in the success of a

Queen's team to spend an hour or so

watching an exhibition of one of our

fastest indoor games.

The Toronto teams are fast and every-

one who attends will see two good teams

in action. The Queen’s teams need your

support, and it is your duty to see that

they get it. Any team, even a profes-

sional team, can get support if it aliyays

wins, but we expect Queen’s men to let

the world know that we support our

teams through thick and thin, win, -lose

or draw.

Attention 1 Simcoe County!

DANCING
AU forms of modem dancing taught

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

The students and professors of Queen*!

who are or have been at any time resi-

dents of Simcoe Coimty, are proposing to

hold a smoker some evening in the near

future. To allay any fears that anyone

may have, be it understood that there is

absolutely no intention on the part of

anyone to organize another club. This is

simply going to be a little occasion on

which the natives of Simcoe will have the

opportunity of meeting, greeting, and re-

miniscing over pioneer days on the shores

of Lake Simcoe. If you qualif;, and your

presence is not known, please rward

your name before noon Febru^-'v rlsv

E. E. Kidd, Science *23, or D. ' l.(

ter. Arts ’21.

said, “Yes, if you don’t abuse them.” This,

he said had hit the nail on the head. He then

proceeded to tell how he had proved it to be

true. He hatched four ducks under a hen.

When ten days old they would come_when

he tapped on a tin
;
and after a short while

they would-^ollow him any where. These

four ducks were named, Polly, Delilah,

Susan and Helen. Tags were placed on the

legs of each. When fall came the old hen

went to the hen-coup, but the four ducks

rose up and flew south, You call the nature

said tile lecturer, but I conscientiously be-

lieve, if you boil it down, it is “G-O-D.”

On December 12, 1912. they left. The

next day at Chatham, Ontario, twelve

miles east, Helen was shot. On the four-

teenth of next March Polly came home. At

first she would not come near her bene-

factor
;
after a day or two, by the aid of a

little porridge, he was able to catch her

and examine the tag. It was Polly. On
March eighteenth Delilah came; and on the

thirtieth Susan arrived home.

His experience with wild birds has been

that, when you use them right, they become

far tamer than our domestic fowls. Not

only do birds return to their home, but they

know members of the family from stran-

gers. When his boys return from scliool the

birds will fly and light on their heads and

shoulders
;
and fly from one to the other.

That fall the three remaining ducks went

away again. Susan was shot in Kentucky

;

Polly and Delilah came back again the next

spring. Delilah came first witli a Yankee

sweetheart, who got a free trip. Polly

arrived on the sixteenth witli part of her

beak shot off. Polly did not go away any

more.' Delilah came back for the sixth time

on March twenty-fifth, 1918. During six

summers she raised forty-six young ones.

At-that rate her offspring would raise oyer

three thousand ducks.

This charmer of birds bought seven wild

geese and put them in a pond about fiye

hundred feet from the house. That was in

1904. o geese came there until April 2,

1908, when eleven arrived. He arranged

with the gunners not to shoot them for a

while; after a time, when the geese got to

like the place, they shot five. The rest

flew away but returned the next day; but

no more of them were killed. Geese kept

returning each season, and a number would

be killed; but they always allowed a good

percentage to go away.

He told of a big gander that gave up his

liberty in order to stay with his old chum

which, because of a broken wing, was un-

able to fly
:
gave up liberty to live in cap-

tivity. They were named David and Jona-

than. He declared that the Canadian goose

had the most godly principles he ever knew.

The old birds and young were tagged. The

whole six went south
;
and five came back in

March, 1918. One was killed in North

Carolina. In 1919 the old pair and six

young oijgs were tagged. In 1920 every

one of them were back; the old pair came

back with six more young ones—rivelve

geese in two years. He here applied his

scripture, “Thou shall not take the dam

with the young.”

A number of pictures of his pets were

thrown on the screen. One of the most

interesting was the picture of his own little

boy feeding young birds. The moving pic-

tures were exceedingly interesting where

hundreds and hundreds of birds could be

seen swimming, flying, diving, feeding close

by the roadway regardless of passers-by.

He showed the picture of the faithful old

gander which had chosen to remain in cap-

tivity rather than forsake his mate. An
owl attacked the geese in the night, and the

gander gave fight. In the dark, the owl

having the advantage, put out his eyes, and

killed him. The owl was afterwards caught

in a trap.

As we listened to the story of this faith-

^_Colltimu.d on page 3).

\our
Wedding
Ring

^ Perhaps it is a trifle old-

fashioned or too heavy.

You do not have to lose

any of its treasured associ-

ations to have it made new
and dainty again.

^ A smart, hand-carved

.shell of platinum, encas-

ing the original' gold, can

be supplied at a moderate

cost.

^ Designs and estimates

will be gladly furnished-

without obligations.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.30

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144w.

Where Pictures^nd Music oi

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice WeeWy
Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

ALUMNI
We ha^ just received the notification

of the death of one of the oldest Queen’s

graduates in the person of Benjamin W.
Franklin, M.D., C.M., who graduated in

1856. He died at Millbrook, Mich., on

November 7th, 1920, at the ripe old age

of eighty-four, after having devoted him-

self to the service of his profession and

his fellow men for fifty-seven years. Mrs.

Walter Bouck, of Big Rapids, Michigan,

a daughter, and, to her, all Queen’s

men and women extend heartfelt sym-

pathy.

Another former Queen's man is win-

ning distinction and honour for himself

and his old Alma Mater. Mr. A. J.

Lewis who took Arts work here a few

years ago was chosen to represent the

University of Saskatchewan in the In-

tercollegiate Debate with the University

of Manitoba on the affirmative of the

resolution, that the provinces should con-

trol their own natural resources. Mr.

Lewis is also the Secretary of the Sask.

School Trustee Association and a “boos-

ter” of the Consolidated School idea. He
is now taking Theology at the Saskat-

chewan Presbyterian College. Good luck,

Lewis, and may you long continue to up-

hold the good name of Queen’s.

Have Y(?u

Memoria

'

'iOur War
on').- iiption?
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

For Spring

SUITS THAT SUIT

BOTH IN STYLE AND

PRICE

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SakelFs
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

QUEEN'S! THIS IS McKENZIE
TALKING AT KINGSTON

The average ohotograplier is more
poorly paid than a laborer. Most of

them live from hand to mouth. Ask
any banker ivhat commercial rating

photographers have. He will answer
“About 90 per cent, of them are N.G.
They never have any money.’’ Prev-
iously I have explained that 1 have
raised my own business out of the

ranks of the beggars, up nearly to

that of the plumbers. How did I

accomplish this almost superhuman
feat? I did it by fighting for it. I

produced a brand of -work that ap-
pealed to Ihe people in Kingston.
They wanted it. I refused to work
for next to nothing, and they had to

pay what I asked or do without.
Without the business of Queen’s,
there would be a very slack period
for three months after Xmas. So I

always have offered special rates to

students and asked them to come in

during the quiet season. 1 wish to
thank you for the way you have re-

sponded to this suggestion. But you
can do still better. Although expenses
have increased greatly, I have not ad-
vanced the price of photographs pro-
portionately, and I assure you I am
not charging you exorbitant prices.

To be continued in our next.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
ConsuHing Optomelrisl

132 PRINCESS STREET

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

RANDOM recollections
OF QUEEN’S
(Continued)

One of the interesting though occasion-

ally mbarrassing peculiarities of the gen-

ial doctor, was his tendney to absent-

mindedness. Numerous anecdotes based

on this peculiarity were current in Uni-

versity circles, and among the graduates

throughout the country. As is not infre-

quent in such cases, the few authentic

instances of noteworthy consequences re-

sulting from this defect were augmented

and supported by numerous others drawn

from the accumulated stores of general

tradition. One genuine specimen, how-

ever, fell within my own experience, but

was by no means relished at the time.

On coming to Queen’s my freshman

friend, already referred to, and myself,

were furnished with some letters of intro-

duction by former graduates of Queen’s,

and among them one each to Dr. Wil-

liamson from a fa^urite former student,

These we duly presented at a special aud-

ience, and were most cordially received

by the doctor. Not long after, my friend

was so unfortunate as to commit a breach

of discipline in the class of junior mathe-

matics, then taught by the worthy pro-

fessor. For this he was formally re-

primanded in standard terms and fined

one dollar. This, we afterwards learned,

was the-stereotyped form of spartan dis-

sipline impartially inflicted by the doctor

on all offenders. Incidentally, I might

mention that one particularly self-com-

placent youth, seeking distinction, on be-

ing fined, took the trouble to go about

the town and gather together a hundred

coppers which he distributed throughout

his pockets, and the next day proceeded

to occupy the class-hour in producing

them one at a time from their various re-

ceptacles. The doctor eyed him calmly

until he had deposited ten of them, but

when he laid down the eleventh he in-

formed him with his characteristic smile

that nothing above ten cents in copper

was legal tender in any one payment.

Amid the jeers of the class the discomfited

student gathered his coppers and sub-

sided. Next day he quietly paid in auth-

entic fashion. 'On the occasion to which

I refer, however, my friend was greatly

chagrined and humiliated and was .anx-

ious to pay and apologize on the spot.

But to his further embarrassment, he

discovered that he was out of cash, nor

was 1 able to come to the rescue. Pay-

ment had therefore to be deferred until

the following day. The more my friend

reflected on his misadventure, the more

restless he became. He could not settle

down to study, and finally decided that

he must go down to the professor’s house

that evening and pay his fine and make
his apologies. Accordingly off he set.

About an hour later he returned radiant

with joy. He reported that instead of

being received with the stern cold air

which he had anticipated, he was received

most kindly, invited to sit down, and en-

tertained with a very genial line of con-

versation, including kindly inquiries as'

to how both of us were getting on, wheth-
er our boarding house was comfortable,

what friends we had made, etc., etc.

Meantime my friend found it more and
more difficult to broach the object of his

visit. Finally by desperate effort he blurt-

ed out that he had come down to pay
his fine, producing at the same time the

guilty dollar, and beginning to stammer
an apology. With a bland smile, whether
real or feigned, the doctor asked him
what fine he referred to. Quite taken
aback, T tried to explain the episode

of the morning. The doctor had appar-
ently forgotten all about it, bade him re-

place the money, and changing the sub
ject, invited both of us by our Christian

names to come down and have dinner
with him the following Friday evening.

L. ('I'o be continued)

for our greaFcountry. We pride ourselves

as having as our type the industrious little

beaver. Why not adopt this faithful bird

as another emblem of our nation? Such

an adoption would accord well with the

same high principles of our brave lads, who,

from similar motives, now sleep beneath a

foreign sky.

A picture' of all the tags that had been

returned to the owner were shown. He
had received them from twenty-eight dif-

ferent States. The first tag to be sent back

was from a Hudson Bay Post, north-west

of Great Whale River, the farthest .post

north.

From one hundred and five tags put on wild

geese fifty-two had been returned; thirty-

nine were returned to him from Hudson

River. He had tagged three hundred and

sixty-five ducks, and received back one hun-

dred and thirty-five or forty.

In speaking of the sparrows, he said that

he knew sixteen varieties and fourteen were

natives; and you cannot say. anything

against them. The only offensive one is

the English sparrow, but a friend recently

said to him that these were German spar-

rows, which migrated to England about

fifty years ago.

We wonder how many Ontario teachers

are really acquainted with the work of this

wonderful man. How many have ever

visited his place? He may be greatly at-

tached to Essex County, but certainly all

Canada has a claim upon him. And not

only Canada but the North American con-

tinent, and the English speaking world.

In the course of his address he said he

wahted the people of Kingston to see what

it was possible to do in this part of Lake

Ontario. His own locality was largely

bog; but the bay at this end of the lake

could be made to produce wonderful results.

In closing he said that these birds were

created by the most perfect manager this

world has ever known.

A TRIBUTE
While at the Arts Dinner we were

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER.,..^ 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

gratified to hear an orchestra which,

capable of rendering the Japanese'^and-

man, at his sandiest did not forget those

of us who are sufficiently old-fashioned

to appreciate the beauty and pathos of

the airs of Uld Ireland. Good luck to

you and may we hear you often.

Livingston’s
FOUNDED 1847

JACK MINER
(Continued from page 2).

fill bird, which had given up liberty and

life, we too were convinced of the noble

prihciples of the Canada goose.i -\nd we
gl’

EVENING CLOTHES

COLLEGE MEN ALWAYS HAVE USE FOR

A FULL DRESS SUIT

Dinner parties, balls and receptions, bring the Dress

Suit constantly into play.

Full Dress Haberdashery, Vests, Collars, Ties, Etc.

SOFT FRONT DRESS SHIRTS

STIFF FRONT DRESS SHIRTS

MUSHROOM DRESS SHIRTS

*3.50

Absolutely Correctness in Dress

Livingston’s
75-79 Brock Street

IF OFF YOUR ROUTE, IT PAYS TO WALK ’
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doojs below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KINO AND BROCK STS.
AND 288' PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Macager

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’23

Last Friday morning we got up unusually

early. We can offer no excuse for such a

glaring breach of practice, but our pleasure

passed all description when we noticed the

surprised look on our friends’ faces, when

they saw us seated in the bald-headed row,

with our breakfast completely eaten and

everything ready for absorbing knowledge,

by 8.07 a.m.

Having got there so early, we really had

hopes of increasing our meagre stock of

catch it. Imagine our surprise when Prof.

Dark began to talk about “impulsive

couples” and -said that he now would pro-

ceed to investigate the actions of such a

couple. At this point our friend G. M.

P-r-o-s began to look rather guilty. Prof.

Clark then went on to say that such couples

revolved about a common centre of “oscil-

lation.” Here we thought that Grant Hall

was tlie nearest centre of that description

and now we knew why George looked

guilty.

For once we were righ^ The hall was

well filled, and George was blissfully “oscil-

lating” around the floor under the seductive

impulse of the best efforts of the “Sympathy

Six” combined witir the alluring prospect

of a nice little hook in the “Red Room.”

At this time we happened, to look towards

the door and sure enough “There was Dean

Clark.” Here we made our exit and left

him to keep his eye on some •'other impul-

sive couple.

Overhead at the “Journal Social”

'She”
—“Who is that dear little boy with

the bag on his shoulder who just went up*

to the orchestra?”

“He”,^‘0,” That’s Teddy Chalmers I

thought all the girls knew him.”, .>^5

• “Cooper,” (passionately) “Will somebody

please extract Mr. Waddington from the

“Red Room” ?”

There’s a fellow in year twenty-three,

Whose home is in Napanee,

HIQH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OP THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

Lament of a Mucker

Who is the Mucker’s pride and joy?

And yet is still the white haired boy,

Our Mose.

Who claims he’s good as good can be.

Yet spends week-ends in Napanee.

Our Mose.

Who in the Lab., orates in French,

And always raises such a stench.

Our Mose.

The plumbers, Test tube gugglers, too,

You have your troubles, that we kne .

,

With slip stick sharks and chemists rare.

They cause the sulphur tinted air,

But give us pity as we close

We need it, Heaven only knows

;

Because against your trivial woes,

Just look what we have^t—Our Mose.

Is the soul of wit.

Now you tell ’em old top, it's your turn

to spin one.

The only certain thing about a woman
is her uncertainty.

There is a young chappie called Birchard

For a nuttier nut you would searchard,

In the lectures they say

He would talk half the day,

I’m afraid soon the squirrels will

perchard.

A FED RULES AND REGULATIONS
The following,^ules and regulations fell

in our hands a f^ days ago. They so

well express the feeling^ of a fellow who
has an unwelcome visitor when he is try-

ing to study that we have decided to pass

them on to .you.

1. Come in and leave the door open

—

the cold air is good for our health.

2. Occupy our chairs—we stand up in

order to grow tall.

3. Lie on our beds and use our pillows

for footrests-^the washerwoman must
live.

4. We keep' matches for your use —
they will be furnished on request.

5. The trash basket is an ornament

—

throw trash on the floor. Feel entirely

at home.

6. Borrow our fountain pen, ink and

paper—we never went to school and do

not need them.

7. By all means use our brushes and

combs—cultivate a neat appearance.

8; Hog our radiator—the heat is fine.

9. Don’t hesitate to interrupt us when
we are studying. Raise all the racket you

want to—the professors will make due

allowance.

10. Feel perfectly free to use anything

we have. If we don’t happen to name
what you want—ask for it.—McGill Daily

ARTS NEWS
FROM THE TWENTY-TOOTER

The congratulations of the year are to

“be extended to Messrs. Wallace, Cross,

Rutledge, Wholton and Muir, charactered

members of the New Union, lately re-

cognized under the Canadian Federation

of Labour. Union 61 has been formed
for the purpose of strengthening all those

who feel a danger of weakening/ along

fussing lines. The central Idea of this

new Union may be summed up in the

words “Thou Shalt Not Fuss.”

The opening meeting consisted chiefly

of the inauguration ceremonies during

which the following officers were elected

:

President—Mr. L. Muir, B.A. (Love-in-

the-mist).

Disorganizing Secretary and Horrible

Example—Mr. H. F. Cross.

Chief Justice and Lord High Execu-

tioner—Mr. A. Wallace.

Most Excellent Custodian of the Moral
Courage—Mr. John Rutledge.

• Junior Member, an Approbation—Mr.

T. H. Wholton. 2 B.B.A.

It is understood that the office of the

new Union has literally been inundated

with, letters, telegrams, marconigrams,

epigrams, and even centigrams of congra-

tulations from Brother Organizations em-
bodying their many wishes for the future

success and prosperity of this Embryo
Combine.

Owing to the illness of the Lord High
Executioner, Mr. A. Wallace, who is at

present suffering from an attack of the

Higher Calculus Blues, there has been

some delay in the formulation of Propa-

ganda.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

Style Headquarters

WE PLEASE OTHERS, WE CAN PLEASE YOU

YOU’LL NOT REGRET YOUR PURCHASE

Many girls who stare at their lo ‘kin,

,

glasses have little cause for reflexic ".

“I gave,.her a fur coat.”

“To k>ep her warm?”
"No, to keep her quiet.’

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE

^ and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-'

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Departm^t of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Man proposes, but woman simply
jp

vstfs.

Miss Taken writes the following frovn

Cataraqui

:

“I notice in the “Whig” that the ! cep

er of a saloon in Montreal beats hi- wife

regularly, and yet escapes the law. H:>w
come?”

Answer—He has a license to liquor.

TROUSER SALE NO. 1

Fine quality Tweed, in Dark Grey

nid Browns. Extra Special Value

:
5.50.

TROUSER SALE NO. 2

Neat Hairline Stripes, Blue or

-’Tey. Extra Special Value, $7.50.

Don’t Miss Seeing Our

$35.00 YOUNG MEN’S
SUITS

Handrtailored

THE ASTOR, THE RITZ
THE CLARIDGE

We put forth special effort in

Thirty Five Dollar Suits in order to

sustain our established position as

leaders in value giving.

HAT SALE—All this season’s shapes, regular $6.50 and $7.50

values for $4.75

Cameron (at the phone) “1561 pleusc
“

’ m,

“Hello, is that Miss Fortune? .

would you like to go to the Allen toni
:

ij.

—What’s on? Why Annette Kellermau.
j j|

What in? Oh, nothing. Hey operator'

you-Ve disconnected met
;

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street

he /ore a skirt,
'

!-iugheci at it,

brevity

—
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Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER a»d FURNITURE

dealer

230. 232. 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

many men
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in Ufe is an Eridow-

ment PoUcy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. -It is wise to secure one

early as it -is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutoel Life of Canada

Phone 610; Reaidenca 561.

60 BROCK ST. • KINGSTON

ARTS
"Blessed are the meek” for they shall get

out of Essay writing "perhaps.”

Last Monday morning while every mem-

ber of the Socialist class filed into their

stalls sharp at eight, longing to be assigned

a topic on which to display their literary

ability and incidentally their orthodox views

in sodal matters, they were gratefied to

note that the Dean also caught the spirit

of promptness that morning. As the gong

clanged loudly reminded all that it was

“seven past” ^the Dean rushed in with an

armfull of probable topics, on socialism

—

past, present and future.

Reading the topics, and calling for

volunteers, it was remarkable how the stu-

dents vied with each other to secure the first

topics
—"would there, be sufficient to go

around” were the words that seemed to

stand out on the faces of all.

During this confusion, anxiety and scor-

ing for positions, Bobby Fry sat back com-

placently reflecting the golden text of the

day previous which he now distorted to

suit his desifes. “Blessed are the meek”

for they shall get out of writing an essay

—

perhaps.

With all due respects to the Dean’s math-

ematicab calculations there was either^ one

topic too many, or someone failed to receive

their assignment.

Have all received a subject? rang out

from the desk, but neither the question nor

the echo were capable of arousing Bobby.

A psychological survey, revealed that

Bobby looked a shade guilty. “Mr. Fry

—

have you been served yet?” “Nay—not so”

replied Bobby amid the uproar that follow-

ed, which showed the gratification of the

true socialists of the class when they real-

ized that their basic doctrine “work for

everybody”- was to be' adhered to.

Pietro Dalanno states that he is “the

best long-distance box fighter” in the col-

lege. He also warns all budding athletes

not to take a girl to the Superior as it

produces weight, but reduces finances.

Q.—^What kindled the flame in Pons-

ford’s heart?

A.—Sparks.

FORCED OUT SALE

Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

Pw

HARRISON STUDIO
Phone J318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Is the only man in Arts ’23 who wears

his B.A. in front of his name aspiring to

the chair of Public Fussing, or should

we say the davenport? We have been

informed that at present he is giving pri-

vate tutorials with a view to greater pro-

ficiency.

ARTS ’21

The year-book 'committee wish to urge

the members of the year to be punctual in

giving their orders and deposits for books.

The orders from those who are nojj in

college are nearly all in now, and the book

can shortly go to press. It is imperative that

all orders be placed before the printer’s

work begins. The committee then request

the members who have not yet done so to

give their orders and deposits at the earliest

possible moment to the
,
representatives of

the committee, Miss j2urry, Miss Wert, or

Mr. Kehoe, or to send them through the

post-office to the secretary-treasurer.

ARTS '22

Did Mcl-n-s take his repast at th'fe cafe-

teria on Saturday to get a square meal or

because he was fasting?

Still Murray gets no peace over that

K.G.H. episode. As if getting down a

-fire-escape on every fifth round wasn’t

punishment enough! •

Congratulations to Lifshitz, who so

well represented our year among the win-

ners at the Assault-at-Arms.

ARTS ’23

Who said with a snort, he’d imported a

quart

And we wonder just who he can be.

There’s another whose home is more near

(He didn’t know we could hear)

o was heard to remark that his pocket

was stark,

So all he could have was a beer.

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

No doubt clothes are for display as

well as warmth, but when a man will

deliberately leap from the top-step of

the stairs, do a double flip-flop, rip three

of the spindles of the railing out in his

descent, and land “right-side-up with
care,” for the sole purpose of attracting

attention to a pair of spats, it’s a rank
case of “putting on dawg” Prenez garde
Ian, we know a man who bought a bear-

trap the other day ! \

Over-worked “Dance Conversation”

Isn’t the music wonderful?
I just adore dancing!

All filled. I’m sorry I

Do you know, that’s the first number
I’ve ever sloped.

That’s the best dance I’ve had all even-

ing.

Levana goes to picture shows,

Levana goes to church,

Levana shuns the Journal dance,

And leaves us in the lurch,

Lockett goes to Montreal

To see the hockey game,

And rumor says to pay a call

Upon some charming dame.

Oar Stock ol

DESK AMD STUDY
LAMPS fa compfaia

Best Tungsten Loiapo

and Flashliffau. Bver)r>

thing electrical for •»>

perimental parposec.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THB
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF*SERVICE

We have been told, (of course we don’t

believe it) but we have been told that the

City of Kingston is suing H. P. Salter for

wearing out the pavement on Clergy

street, up as far as-No. 53.

8 P.M. TONIGHT
COVERED RINK—SUPPORT LOUR

SENIOR HOCKEY TEAM

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock o£ Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy ^oxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

The Authorative life of David Lloyd George

The Prime Minister

BY ^ROLD SPENDER

In this very full biography a singularly vivid portrait of a man at the

head of one of the great governments of the world, this study of the British

Prime Minister by one who has access to most intimate sources of inlorma''

tion is a work of historic interest and value. /

^
^or Sale At

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COOKSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

J, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Simims. 3cIiool, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

Por Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's University.
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FEBRUARY FUR SALE

of All “Odd” Pieces

At this season, after

the busy months sel-

ling furs, we find

many “odd” pieces

which we are willing

to sacrifice rather

than carry over to

another season.

Coats, Capes, Stolls,

Muffs, Sets, etc., in

various furs are in-

cluded in this sale.

We may have exact-

ly what you want

—

come and see. If

the furs suit you,

the prices are sure

to.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126 and 128 PRINCESS ST.

1 1STUDENTS 1

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

i Dance Programmes

S Constitutions

and all Mndii of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
lo Market St., Kingston

“WALK INSIDE

AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

MED. ’22

Members of the year were entertained

on Tuesday afternoon by an impromptu

“Assault at Arms,” staged by three prom-

inent representatives of *22. It was a

brillianfsuccess and while it lasted, pro-

vided many thrills for the spectators.

Dr. McC now how could we prove

that living tissue can be digested in a

person’s stomach.

Pat (with enthusiasm) give him some-

thing alive to eat.

Current Fiction

Excuse me

!

I beg your pardon

!

I’ve had a lovely time!

I’ll pay this tomorrow, sure!

Oh, it’s no trouble at all

!

It isn’t the money, it’s the principle of

the thing!

Be sure and come to see us

!

I just finished- the last quart I had, old

man

!

MEDS. ’23

The results of the annual election were

as follows;

Hon. Pres.—Professor Melvin. .

President : C. M- Bracken.

Vice-Pres.—H. T. Carmichael.

Sec.-Treas—W. Susman.

Historian—W. L. Howard.

Prophet—A. Grant.

Orator—S. Morris.

Marshall—G. S. Pixley.

Poet—J. H. Orr,

Reporter—J. M. Givens.

Introduced by Prof. MacPhail, Mr.

Winterroyd, Chief Mechanical Engineer

of the C.P.R., informed us that his ad-

dress was non-technical in nature and

would deal with “Snow fighting and the

gradual development of snow fighting ap-

paratus as used on the Canadian and

Northern U.S. railroads. Mr. Winter-

royd stated that most of the development

was due to Canadian ingenuity. By the

aid of many excellent slides the advance

from the earlier forms of pusher plows,

attached to box cars or ballast cars, to

the present day leviathan rotary plows

as recently built by and for, the C.P.R.

These latter are of steel construction

throughout and weigh 260,000 lbs, the

rotary plow alone weighing 24,000 lbs.,

and revolving at the rate of 400 r.p.m.

In conclusion, Mr. Winterroyd emphas-

ized the need of trained crews to operate

these plows, as the efficiency of the ser-

vice was due as much to the human ele-

ment as to the excellency of its apparatus.

A hearty vote of thanks was moved

by Mr. Malloch and tendered to Mr. Win-
terroyd by the acting chairman, Prof.

MacPhail.

CONTINUED OBSERVATIONS

The identification by the Biological De-

partment of tlft Aninralcule Bipedatu,s To-

overbosus has doubtless awakened much
interest, and all would indeed be grateful

should the Biological Students be success-

ful in discovering the suitable toxin to ex-

terminate the pest. In addition to its char-

acteristic and irritating call, the emission

of gas and hot air, and the curious scroop-

ing sound it makes at times upon the ground.

This beast possesses an omnivorous appe-

tite and causes much destruction. Its fav-

prite diet, strange to say, is clay, but it has

plso completely devoured a Traill of Sweet

William, valued by its owner and not easily

replaced, and crunched the bones of high-

ly prized skeleton from the museum—Re-
calling, as a Biblical Student, that Jonah
was ejected intact by the whale, perhaps

the Biological Department in consulta-

tion with the full assembly of the Medi-
cal faculty and employing all their arts,

could compound a sufficiently powerful

emetic to produce the same effect on
the Bipedati Tooverbosi who cause this

' devastation.

Which section has joined the “I. W.

W.’s”
G_l.y_Where did the Indigo?

T-ps-n—Indican I

The reason Morley no longer dotes on

her, is that her father once acted as anti-

dote.

Queen’s Dramatic Club gives its sec-

ond Little Theatre presentation on March

1st, when three unusually fine one-act

plays will be produced in Convocation

Hall. These are “Trifles”, a wonderfully

tense dramatic piece, “Three Pills in a

Bottle”, a delightful phantasy, and “Two
Crooks and a Lady” a gripping "crook”

drama which contains three or four

breath-taking surprises. This play is

positively thrilling without being cheap

or melodramatic. “Trifles" will stir your

deeper feelings, while “Three Pills in a

Bottle” is bound to be a sheer delight for

its clever characterization and suggestion

of subtle beauty.

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Wimupeg

and OtUwa

Manufacturera of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

If a Doc. kept no “stim” on hand, how

could he treat his patients? And besides,

what would become of him if he never

got a case?

Being in a position of command, why

should he not give orders?

Then, too, are not moist-heat and fire-

water synonymous terms?

Ehrlich’s “side-track theory” may be

of some use yet; say, in dealing with or-

der-hunters.

MEDS. ’26

Corrected Addresses and Telephone

Numbers.

lOlSw—Bayley, E.. 1 Aberdeen St.

Blackler, A. W. J., 241 Division.

2297w

—

l^own, T. E., 275 Brock.

2047—Burleigh, H.C., 52 Livingston Ave.

2297w—Chanonhouse, T. H., 275 Brock.

2370w—Fawcett, A. M., 81 Frontenac.

2230w—Kaiser, P., 219 Division.

2230\v—Lansbury, J., 219 Division.

1018w—»Lyght, E., 1 Aberdeen St.

1799^v—Graham, T. R. H., 390 Alfred.

518w—Gibson, R. S., 336 Barrie.

1789j—Horland, A. H., 218 Barrie St.

176w—Muirhead, W-, 211 Bagot St.

747w—McCammon, H. T., Portsmouth.

2270j—McFarlane, J. C., 140 Union.

2084—McWilliams, C. S., 455 Barrie St.

588w—Persad, H. B. S., 45 Clergy.

2230w—Rowsom, A. F., 219 Division.

2270j—Sherin, J. P., 140 Union St.

2356w—Spangler, J. E., 193 Earl.

67Ij—Shillington, O. B., 394 Brock.

1420w—Carmichael, D., 131 Alfred.

To Mod’s '26—Cut these out and paste

them in your students directory.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

LECTURE ON SNOW FIGHTING

Tuesday afternoon the large lecture

room in Ontario Hall was filled to over-

flowing by the members of the Engini er-

ing Institute and students of the Univer
sity g.athercd to hear Mr. Wintcrroyi) o'

line

“TWO CROOKS AND A LADY”

AUTHENTIC HOCKEY MATCH
HISTORY OF ONTARIO’S FIRST

By “Raywalehtstun"

In an article entitled “Hockey in On-
tario” which appeared in “The Dominion

^
Illustrated Monthly” in March, 1893, Mr.
W. H. Kerr made the statement that

“Hockey skated up into Ontario from
Quebec. It was quite old before it left

home. Its earliest stopping of import-

ance was at Kingston in ’85-'86, and the

first match was played between the Royal
Military College and Queen’s Univer-

sity.”

Such is the historical record and as I am
not pretending to give an historical sketch

of hockey, which has now become Can-
ada’s most popular game, I take the above
statement as accurate.

Queen’s could produce as fine a class of

athletes as could be found in the country.

They were all enthusiastic footballers and

(Continued on page 7)

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Strops Itself

WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT
That’s When An Eveready is Needed

Any person who doesn’t use an Eveready is

asking for trouble.

Come in and let us show you the many
models at prices that are not high.

“When in darkness, use an Eveready.”

For his birthday—Get him an Auto-Strop.
He'll sure appreciate it.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we
have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Princess Street
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STAFF 5—^THEOLOGY 4

Notwithstanding the fact that the Fa-

culty could put only five men on the ice

they managed to keep on more than even

terms with the speedy six-men aggrega-

tion from the Old Arts building' in the

protested game played yesterday after-

noon. The game was rough in spots,

bnt only two penalties were handed out

when Blacklock and Keill staged a short,

but exciting Jack Dempsey episode in

one reel, in which the referee eventually

got tangled. Malcolm and Keill exhibit-

ed some pretty combination which fea-

tured the game. Both goal tenders, we

understand, tvill make a name for them-

selves in the nets, if they continue such

stellar exhibitions of goal-keeping. Black-

lock and James for' Theology, on the de-

fense and Macintosh and Jackson, the

Faculty forwards, put up an interesting

and continuous scrap for the elusive black

disc in which honours were approximate-

ly even.

In the first period Blacklock, in a deter-

mined manner, flashed past the Faculty

defence, but failed to score. Jackson re-

lieved by a pretty rush and fooled Donald-

son for Faculty’s first tally. McArthur

carried the puck into enemy territory,

but although he himself landed in the

Faculty net, the pucH failed to follow.

Patterson and McArthur played a gruel-

ing game and towards the end of the

period the pace began to tell. Blacklock

and Malcolm indulged in cross checking

and slashing, but the referee was wear-

ing smoked spectacles, and failed to see

the .exciting incident. Both goalers were

now called upon to save almost impos-

sible shots, but McArthur, by a clever

piece of stick-handling, maneuvres the

puck in front of the Faculty net from

which point Blacklock scores with a wick-

ed shot, just before the gong Paris,

while giving an exhibition of Russian toe

dancing,* fails' to register on a pass'frdm

Blacklock.

In the second period Keill with blood

in his eye took a dead-on shot at the

Theology net, but Donaldsdn was on the

job. Soon after Blacklock and Keill mix-

ed things up and retired for two minutes

to think things over. Malcolm passed

the whole Theology team and beat Don-

aldson for the second score. Keill again

went through the defense, but failed to

score. Blacklock left for Montreal and

Miller took his place. There was next

a scramble in front of the Faculty net,

and Paris bats the puck past the goal-

keeper. McKinnon, two minutes later

scored for Theology on an intercepted

pass from Jackson. Score, Theology, 3

;

Faculty, 2.

The third period was very slow and

lack of condition was very apparent in all

the players. Malcolm and Keill combined

for a tally. McIntosh registered another

in fourteen seconds, putting the Faculty

in the lead. Donaldson saved a deadly

one from Malcolm who, by, this time, was
wielding a wicked stick. Keill and Jack-

son put the game on ice after a piece of

clever combination. Paris shot and tal-

lied on the rebound, making the final

score 5-4 for Faculty.

Referee, Gerald O. Stevenson.

Line-up

:

Theology

Goal

Faculty

Donaldson

Defence

Drury

Blacklock Malcolm

James

Forwards.

Keill

McArthur McIntosh
Patterson

Paris

Miller

McKinnon
Breidfjord.

Macinnis.

Subs.

Jackson

HISTORY OF HOCKEY
(Continued from page 6)

it can well be said that from the persever-

ance and hard training of that energetic

band of athletes, sports wfere given such

an impetus at Queen’s that her football

and hockey teams had been recognized as

among the best in Ontario.

The students of the Royal Military Col-

lege and Queen's have ever been keen yet

honorable rivals for prowess in athletics,

and especially so since the organization

of the Rugby club at Queen’s.

As the military gentlemen had been vet-

erans at Rugby, when Queen’s were mere

novices, for the first season or so they

were the victors, but then only after
I

severe and hard fought battles.
I

However, as football developed at I

Queen’s, the gentlemen of the Cap and
|

Gown vanquished their local rivals, and
j

were also successful in foreign fields.
j

It was the success of the Queen's;

Rugby Team over the Cadets that was

the cause of hockey being started at

Queen’s. '

.As might be expected, the Military Col-

lege Rugby players felt their honorable

defeat at the hands (or feet) of the

Quen’s team, and were anxious to regain

their lost laurels.

It came to the ears of F. Bismark

Booth, H. Pirie and Lennox Irving that

the gentlemen cadets had said “Well if

Queen’s can beat us at Rugby, we can win

from them at hockey.” Negotiations

were immediately carried on between

those interested in hockey in the two

colleges. Permission having been given

by the proprietor, a match was arranged

to take place in the rink on the harbour

opposite the Tete Du Ponte Barracks, at

the foot of Priricess Street. Many of the

students at Queen’s come from Eastern

Ontario “where the winters flourish” and,

of course, all are skaters. They therefore

thought they could give an excellent ac-

count of’themselv’es in the then approach-

ing match, thougii they were well aware
their military opponents were more fam-

iliar with the rules of the game, some of

them having played in previous hockey

matches in Quebec.

At the particular time about which I am
writing, polo was being played in all the

roller rinks, so that the poloists of King-

ston generously loaned the polo sticks to

the hockey artists for the great match.

The sticks having been secured, the

obstacle confronting the enthusiasts was
where was the puck to be procured.

Booth, of vivid and practical imagination,

came to the rescue, by purchasing a la-

crosse ball and cutting it into an hexagon-
al puck “for the purpose” as he said “of

preventing it running too fast.”

The implements of war were now in the

hands of the opposing forces and it only
remained for the teams to be selected.

Though seven constituted the number
quired by rules to make up a team, in this

case the rule had to be amended as the
cadets could only furnish six, which was
agreed to as satisfactory.

Mr. S. Griffin, afterwards famous in the

tennis world was chosen as referee and
as the two teams had perfect confidence

in the integrity and probity of the referee

and of each other so they dispensed with
the services of umpires.

There was a large attendance of the

enthusiastic supporters of the rival teams
to witness the great match. It may be

(Continued on page 8).

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything in Sheet Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,
and Accompaniments, Stationery, Bi^day
Cards, Magazines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonograph^ and Reco> ds.

The Song Shop|
Phone 1207M 269^ Princess St

What We Haven’t Got—We’ll Get.
j

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro-de-alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

morning, he said, “This package—” here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it went on
—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is best known

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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HATS AND CAPS FOR

STUDENTS

The New Styles Are Here

SALE OF FURS STILL

GOING ON

S S ffi

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

Meds ’26

Arts ’24

These can be had in Brooch,

"^Stick Pin, or Ring.

We can supply nearly every

year design of recent years.

Kinnear & d’Esterr^

Jewelers.

/100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Proper Dress Wear

for Formal Functions

is as essential to a young man’s

succe^Mul career as music is to

a concert.

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

For a limited time only, we are

offering special inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Suits. \
Semi-ready $56.25

Made-to-Measure $65.50

“Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and materials.”

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

Theological news has been rather scarce

recently—hence the non-appearance of

items of interest. During the past week or

so things have been begun to hum again, and

one may expect to find on this page a few

lines worth reading.

THEOLOGY

Last Sunday morning Mr. W. T. Brown

delivered his renowned sermon on “who is

my neighbor?” in Zion Church. Congratu-

lations “Bill” in having sucessfully passed

the circuit test of a student career.

The best news we have heard for a long

time is that in the near future The Annual

Theological Dinner is to take place. Messrs.

Blacklock, James and Patterson are in

charge of the dinner arrangements. Woe

betide them if they don’t give us lots of

youn^turkey and Jazz music!

We congratulate Science and Medicine

this year in remembering our Moderator

when sending out dinner invitations.

All roads lead to Zion Church Sunday

night to hear J. A. M. deliver his famous

“Royal George.” We wonder who is to be

the next victim?

Visitor (comforting Tommy, who has

upset a bottle of ink on the new carpet)

—

“Never mind, my boy
;
no use to cry over

spilled milk.”

Tommy (indignantly)—“Any dunce

know that. If it’s milk that’s spilled all

you have to do is to call the cat an' she’ll lick

it up cleaner’n, anything. But this ain’t milk,

an’ mother’ll do the licking’, that is what

ails me.”—Baptist Boys and Girls.

HISTORY OF HOCKEY
(Continued from page 7).

perhaps that the game was iwras scien-

tific as some we now see, still it was just

as important and exciting to those immed-

ately concerned.

The only rule that was strictly enforced

was “no player shall raise the hockey stick

higher than his shoulder.”

From start to finish the match was

evenly and most stubbornly fought. Every

player was anxious that success should

rest on his particular team, and that his

struggles in the fray should bring victory

to his alma mater.

One of the strategic points in this fam-

ous match was to use to its utmost the

advantage given by the presence of the

band stand in the centre of the rink. The

Queen’s tactician seemed to think that

whichever team could manouvre the band

stand most dexterously would have the

advantage and to that end all their ener-

gies appeared to be directed for the great

drive.

During the first half of the game, no

goals were scored and as the teams lined

up for the second half, it was evident they'

were prepared to fight to the finish—zero

hour had arrived. Up and down the rink

the rubber and skaters went, sometimes

one team and sometimes the other hav-

ing the best of the play, until at last the

puck came into the possession of Lennox

Irving, who was playing defence with

Booth Irving, was an excellent skater and

believing in the tactician’s theory he

dodged around the grand stand, skated

right up to the opponents' goal and shot

for. the net.

The cadet goal keeper well defended

his goal, but the puck striking him on the

bedy bounded straight back into Irving’s

hands, who struck it in mid air, sending

it between the posts and thus scoring the

only goal of the match, and therefore the

first goal of the first authentic match in

Ontario.

In the writer’s possession is the old

puck, homely and hand-made, but a de-

lightful soiivenir of Ontario’s first hockey
game.

Wliat a change in hockey since then ?

Now there is the scientific life, cruel

check, pass and dodge, while in those

early halcyon days the individual plaver

tried to play the whole game himself.'*

YOU
ARE THE MAN

|WE WANT TO SHOE!]

/

A SPLENDID WEARING BROWN BROGUE BOOT
Double sole, English last, all sizes, 6 to 10, $9.00

Same weight in a Brown Blucher cut at the same price

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

flailVtuitlllklBltlllHII

^ Hi

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy" the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRANI>CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Lie Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
' PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

FOR THE STUDENT

STREET SHOES

DRESS SHOES

^
GYM. SHOES

HOUSE SHOES

Also a complete stock of

Brushes, Shoe Polishes, Etc.

GIVE US A CALL

STEVE J, MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

.Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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QUEEN 3 n 3, McGlLL II 0;

VARSITY I 7,
QUEEN’S I 4

Queen’s Intermediates in Game Played in Montreal on Friday Afternoon Run Up

a Three Goal Lead Over McGill—Senior Team Hold Varsity to a 7-4 Score

NOTICE

SENIOR GAME PLAYED FRIDAY
night—VARSITY BARELY

WIN

GROUP CHAMPIONSHIP TO BE
DECIDED IN LAST NIGHT’S

GAME

Queen’s seniors put up the battle of their

lives, on Friday night at the covered rink.

The way they fought, made the speedy

Varsity team go their limit, to pull out a

7 to 4 win. There can be no doubt that the

Queen’s team surprised everyone present

by the exhibition of hockey they put up. and

the Varsity team probably received tlie big-

gest surprise of its life. So confident were

the Varsity men oT ah easy win, that they

left Carson, their .speediest man at home.

At the end of the Second period, when the

score stood four all. and with Queen’s hav-

ing had, to put it mildly, their fair share of

the play, Varsity, at least began to take

notice. Varsity team has had the advantage

this year of good ice, 'they have played

against the best senior teams in Ontario,

these two factors alone, might easily acount

for their win here Friday night. At that

Queen’s men are satisfied, because their

team battled hard for the full sixty minutes.

That “Figlft Hard” spirit if maintained will

not long be denied. The juniors, and inter-

mediates have proven it, next year we will

prove it all along the line.

For Queen’s it would be hard to pick what

is usually termed the “star.” If any player

is mentioned the only comment made is,

"that he played the best game of his life.”

This applies especially to Stewart, Box and

Campbell, they have never been seen to

better advantage. Their team work was

good, and they back-checked like fiends.

Fahey and Ratchford worked well on the

defence, the former, being very effective in

breaking up Varsity’s rushes. McNeill in

goal—what he didn’t stop—were the im-

possible ones. Woodruff and Smartman,

did good work when substituted.

Brown was the outstanding man for Var-

sity. He is a very fast skater and tricky

stickhandler, he assisted in at least three of

the Varsity goals, and scored one after

beautiful rush. It would not be fair to

infer from this that Varsity is a one man
team. In Langtry they have one of the best

goalers in the game, while Olson, Wright

and Ramsay are always in the game, and

always dangerous.

The first period ended without a score,

both teams were checked so closely that

there was little chance to get away. Lang-

try was called on to save, more often during

this period, than was McNeill. On two or

three occasions the Toronto ^oaler cleared

what looked like sure goals.

Queen’s started the scoring in the second

period when Stewart scored on a pass fi^o™

Campbell after 20 seconds of play. West
man scored on a pass from Brown after

three minutes, and repeated in another min-

ute of play. Brown made it three for Var-

sity after a beautifulr ush. Olson scored

Varsity’s fourth on a wing shot. Fahey

scored for Queen’s after a rush from mid-

dle ice. Box beat Langtry from a scramble

The Queen’s intermediates travelled to

Montreal on Friday and like the famous

gentlemen of old they came, they saw, they

conquered. Everyone was immensely de-

lighted when the news arrived and one

coul.d almost imagine the delighted smile of

the manager. There is no reason for think-

ing that because our senior hockey team

has been unfortunate that Queen’s is not on

the hockey map so long as our Intermediates

continue to perform in a manner .so emin-

ently satisfactory to all. The final score at

Montreal was 3-0 which is a quite respect-

able margin of goals and it gave Queen’s a

good chance to win on the round.

At the end of the first period the score

was 1 to 0 in favor of Queen’s. No score

was made in the second period though hard

playing was done by both sides and every

opening taken advantage of to the full

the last twenty minutes our men registere<l

two more goals. In the first period Nel-

son. on the wing line scored and the scores

in the third period were made by Battersby

and Nelson. Our forwards broke through

the Montreal defense time after time and

rained shots at' the McGill goal tender. Our

defence played a wonderful exhibition.

After finding that they were unable to gqt

through our defence McGill forwards tried

long shots but they w’ere- without results as

Yule in goal played a very fine game,

Ritchie on our defence line was very effec-

tive. He drew three minor penalties, but

he kept the Montreal players from crowd-

ing Yule. Battersby and Nelson were in the

game all the while. Gratton at centre play

ed his position well.

The Intermediates have good reason to be

pleased over their success for the McGill

team is a strong one in the class. They have

Jack Goddard a former member of Senior

Frontenac and Queens teams. Ross a

former R.M.C. star and Timmons in goal

who was considered good enough to play

against Varsity seniors. Manager A. L.

Blacklock and the players all deserve con-

gratulations. The return game for the

championship of the group was played last

night and we hope to carry the story on

Friday. The Queen’s line up at Montreal

was: Goal, Yule; defence, Smith and

Ritchie; centre, Gratton; Wings, Battersby

and Nelson; spares, Gibson and Hansen.

This week in accordance with the an-

nual custom of the Q.U.M.A., we pur-

pose making an individual canvass of

staff and students. Representatives have

been appointed to canvass each “year” in

college, and it is hoped that every student

will give whatever he can to support the

work of this association.

It is well that every student should

know what the Association is doing. For
the past number of years this society has

supported several students in the Home
Mission Felds of Eastern and Western
Canada. And until interrupted by the

war, sent an annual donation for the edu-

cation of Armenian boys in Bardizag.

Last year we supported six students,

one of these was a woman student. This

year the association has undertaken to

send out and support seven students, men
and women from Queen’s.

If you do not see one of our Canvas-

sers, either of the undersigned will be

glad to receive any contribution to this

work.

J. M. MILLER, Fin. Sec’y.

R. G. FRY, Treasurer.

ANNUAL SCIENCE
DANCE A TRIUMPH

ANNUAL DANCE OF THE EN-
GINEERING SOCIETY HELD

LAST WEEK

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday

—

4.30 p.m.—Arts Society.

8.15 p.m.—Hockey, McGill vs Queen’s.

Wednesday

—

8.15 p.m.—J. W; Bengough, Convoca-

tion Hall.

Thursday

—

8.00 p.m.—Intercollegiate Debate.

R.IO—Band at Rink.

Friday—

7.00 p.m.—Arts '24 Social Evening.

Once again the Science Dance is only

a memory. But what a pulsating, haunt-

ing memory it is ! The committee in

charge had spared no effort to make it a

successful dance, but even they could not

guess how completely, charming the

mood of the evening would be.

The triumph was made possible by the

spirit, not the substance of the program

;

by those entagible and impossible-to-de-

fine phases of temperament that no com-

mittee can plan for, and no orchestra can

deceive us into feeling.

Certainly, the arrangements were not

only complete, but elaborate and the or-

chestra, .(Strathdee’s) has probably never

been excelled on any occasion at a

Queen’s function. But the charm of the

dance went deeper and was stronger and

more refreshing than these things could

hope to effect. There was that something

in the air which at once makes for intoxi-

cation and subdual, which brings out so

effortlessly tb^ charming radiance of wo-

men, and the chivalry of men. It is a

spring like quality. Perhaps after all it

was to the weather’s credit, since for days

before the event the sun had been shining

gloriously, the sap stirring in the tree

fabrics and the whole world rocking ina

symphony of spring.

And yet the dance appealed to nature

as well as verdant qualities. There was
a homelike warmth as a back-ground to

(Continued on page 7.)

ANNUAL SCIENCE DINNER

in front of the net. Stewart evened the

score on a pass from Campbell. The period

ended 4-4.

The final period went seven minutes

when Wright accepted a pass.from Olson,

and beat McNeill. A few minutes later

Westman scored the sixth for Varsity on a

pass from Olson. Ramsay got the last Var-
sity goal after a fine rush. The score end-

ed 7-4.

(Continued on page 7)

The 20th Annual Dinner of the Engin-

eering Society held on Thursday evening

quite surpassed any dinner previously

given by the men of Science. The first

part of the affair was very well handled

by Marshall Reid and an efficient staff,

and the guests were kept in good humor

by the music, from Strathdee’s orchestra.

When the cigars were lit and clouds of

smoke began to ascend. President I. M.

Marshall of the Society proposed the

toast to the King.

Maj.-Gen. Macdonell of R.M.C., on ris-

ing to propose the toast to Canada, spoke

of the many good men from Queen’s who

had served under him. He went on to

say that Canada is a colony budding into

nationhood, a young nation in a plastic

condition, and that this is going to be

Canada’s century. There are many im-

migrants coming to our shores and we
must see to it that they are assimilated

to our ways of life, lest we should be

absorbed by theirs. We should prepare

to handle that problem of the assimila-

tion of the foreigner. He asked for the

support of Queen’s in the coming celebra-

tion of the 250th anniver.sary of the found-

ing of Kingston and in proposing the

toast coupled it with the promise that we

should “Keep Canada Canada to the end.

Mr. Chas. Camsell, Deputy Minister of

Mines, responded to the toast and spoke

of the friends whom he had met here

some twenty years ago. He refused to

tell of his personal reminiscience because

20 years ago he had not been believed.

He, having seen so much of Canada, was,

he said, more of a Canadian, because he

realized the great future which is in store

for us. Our population is very small com-

pared to the size of our country, and we
have enormous mineral resources which

are comparatively undeveloped. The pro-

duction of minerals last year amounted

to 200 millions. We need young men
for propseting work and for geological

survey that we may take advantage of

the wonderful mineral resources of our

country. The young men of today are

particularly fortunate in that Canada is

entering into an era of prosperity. We are

proud of our past, but said the speaker,

we shall be prouder still of our future.

The toa.st to the University was pro-

posed by a Queen's graduate, Mr. J. M.
Farrell, who vizualized the tradiitons of

Queen’s. The tradition, he said, joins all

graduates together. When we think of

(Continued on page 3)

Queen’s Dramatic Club, under the direction of Charles A. Gates, presents--

**XRIF'L.ES” A tragedy by Susan Glaspell

“THREE PILLS IN A BOTTLE” A Fantasy by Rachel Lyman Field

“TWO CROOKS AND A LADY” A Drama by Eugene Pillot

IN UTILE THEATRE, CONVOCATION HALL, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1st and 2nd

Tickets on sale, College P.O. and Public Library. PRICE 50c GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY.
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Expert Barbers in Attendance
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Next General Meeting

MONDAY, MARCH 7th

exam, results are published. Even if we

admit that allowance should be made

when will the limit of that allowance be

reached?

This question is one which is engross-

ing the minds of Queen's graduates and

undergraduates throughout Canda, and

we should like to see the whole matter

thoroughly discussed in the A.M.S., and

through the columns of the Journal. Plans

must be made before the close of the term

for the coming rugby- season, and it be-

hoves everyone who is interested in the

welfare of Queen’s (and who is not?) to

do some serious thinking with the purpose

of putting Queen’s back on the rugby and

hockey map and keeping her there.

editorial

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve _ - - 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000 e

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697-17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU WMte TUe. Most Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COE. BEOCS

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

PunVF

A recent letter to “The Standard’

written before Friday night’s game says

that either one of two courses should be

followed ;
first the University should drop

out of athletics altogether, or secondly, a

thorough reorganization should be ef-

fected, and that without delay. Dismiss-

ing the first idea the writer goes on to

suggest the idea of a paid coach, but is

of the opinion that this would not meet

the situation. The writer says “It is the

spirit that it wanting.” In order to cul-

tivate this, several suggestions are made

(a) That the student body should be

given in a large measure, if not entirely

the administration of athletics, (b) That

more encouragement should be given to

the student engaged in athletics.” I am

wondering also,” says the writer, “if we

are not crowding too many classes in our

University curriculm so that the student

has no time for athletics or for even the

ordinary physical exercises’ necessary to

health. Are we forgetting in Queen’s

that manliness and character are built up

as much over the “gridiron” as they are

over the test-tube and in the heated at-

mosphere of a crowded class room. Might

we not take a leaf out of the book of the

English and Scottish University when

athletics and study go hand in hand in

the building up and the formation of a

true and vigorous manhood.

This letter certainly contains food for

much thought and speculation. In spite

of the wonderful fight put up by our sen-

ior team on Friday night and the success-

ful season which our Intermediates and

Juniors are having we can not truthfully

say that Queen’s occupies that place in

athletics, especially in Rugby, Hockey

and Basketball, which should rightly be

hers. This is too large a question for any-

one to make a snap judgment upon. There

are too many factors to be considered, too

many cross currents which materially af-

fect the athletic situation.

There are certain natural conditions in

connection with the rugby situation

which we cannot overlook. First, most

of our rugby material comes to Queen’s

with little or no previous knowledge of

the game^ This condition will never be

remedied unless we can get the High

Schools and Collegiates of Eastern On-
tario, who, chiefly, supply Queen’s with

students, to take an interest in rugby.

Then, there is the vexed question of allow-

ance being made for the student who
takes part in athletics. Some will say

that the prime idea of education is to

produce a sound mind in a sound body.

Is there a danger of paying attention to

the development of the mind at the ex-

pense of the welfare of the body ? *
! )

other hand we can mention off-ha ’

or two of our good hockey player 1

in spite of much time s^ent at prai ti

and in games, is always to be

the first or second dlvi-ion >

'

TOLD IN TWILIGHT
Among the out of town guests noticed

at the Science Dance were the following;

Miss Marjorie Henderson, Miss Daisy

Barrie, Miss Eileen Campbell, Miss Jes-

sie Madonald, Miss Maud Leitch, Miss

Marshall, Miss Audrey Casselman, Miss

Mary Andrew, Prof. George Guess, G. C.

Bateman, Fraser Reid, Jas. Dennyes, Art,

Mills, Keith Robinson, O. B. J. Fraser,

Chas. Fraser, “Red” Magfuire, John Buss,

“Rube” Young and “Bill” Embury,

THE BAND
Everyone who attended the hockey game

on Friday night praises and applauds most

heartily the new students’ band which made

its first appearance since the eventful night

of the parade. The playing of the old fav-

ourite songs of Queen’s during the intervals

cheered us all up immensely. Why not

have some one to lead the singing and stage

a parade around the rink just to liven things

up some more? We should all like to see

our friends of the band in action, at close

range. Some returned man summoned up

whole volume of congratulations when he

said "Good old Band” and we are glad to

add our quota of praise, thanks and con-

gratulations. Do it again boys, tonight,

possible.

A
New Lease

Of Life
^ Old-fashioned jewellery-

can be given a new lease

of life in the Ryrie work-

shops.

You will be surprised at

the dainty and distinc-

tive settings obtainable, at

a moderate cost.

^ Designs and estimates

will be furnished, free of

charge, without obligating

you in the least.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee D^y 2 .15—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music o£

Quality,Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

The editor acknowledges, with thanks, in-

vitations received from the Engineering

Society and the Aesculapian Society to at-

tend their respective dinners.

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

FORGING AHEAD
A few weeks ago a meeting was called

for all those -men who are interested in any

way in the religious life of the university.

The meeting was held with about 30 men

present. At that meeting a committee of

10 was appointed and instructed to investi-

gate the conditions, draw up some kind of an

outline of procedure that a men’s organiza-

tion might use, and report the result of tlie

investigation as soon as possible.

The committee of ten held two meetings

and after much discussion came to the con-

clusion that a men’s organization of some

sort was necessary in the university, an or-

ganization that would have the welfare of

all the students at heart and would attempt

in every way to give a clear ring to the

spiritual tone of the students, assisting the

social welfare of the students and helping

in the freshmen years to get the new men

started in the various lines of activity in

the university.

It was thoroughly discussed as to whether

we would link up with the new movement

that is going on among Canadian colleges.

“The Students Christian Movement,” but

it was felt that first it would be advisable to

have a men’s club formed and then from

that to organize all our religious forces in

conjunction with the women’s organizations

so that these would be no overlapping of

work and also so that every branch of

religion and sociological activity in the uni-

versity could be taken care of and that

i’” re would be some one body which would

I
lie ’esponsible for the whole outlook. There

:
1

.
great need for such a body and it will

i , . soon put into shape

!

The aim »i this .troup of men was de-

J. W. BENGOUGH COMING

The Alma Mater Society, has engaged

Mr. J. W. Bengough, for one of his far-

famed programmes of cariature sketches

and original humor, with a view to aiding

the War Memorial Fund. It is hardly

necessary to make mention of Mr. Ben-

gough’s popularity or ability in his own

line. He has been recognized for years

as one of Canada’s leading cartionists and

humorous entertainers, and, in presenting

him to an audience of Queen’s students,

there need be no hesitancy in saying that

a rare treat is in store for all who avail

themselves of this opportunity of seeing

him in action.

It is desired also to call attention to the

fact that the proceeds of Mr. Bengough’s

engagement is being donated to the War
Memorial Fund. The question as to

whether this scheme is being given the

support it merits may often be asked, and

to many possibly it has been revived after

a careful survey of the financial report as

published ii) last Tuesday’s issue. It is

apparent that no opportunity should be

overlooked that will in any way assist

such a worthy project. Let every student,

therefore, keep Wednesday night an open

date, and do his or her part in bringing

in others. The secretaries of the various

years have a supply of tickets for sale.

We must sell 250 tickets to meet the ex-

penses; we '
i

' a substantial bal-

ance for the . jrial Fund if you

do your par

Remembi '
•

' igough, Convoca-

tion H.tI!. a ^15 i>.m.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

For Spring

SUITS THAT SUIT

BOTH IN STYLE AND

PRICE

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

next to opera house
Phone 640.

SCIENCE DINNER
(Continued from page 1).

QUEEN’S! THIS IS McKENZIE
TALKING AT KINGSTON

The average photographer is more
poorly paid than a laborer. Most of

them live from hand to mouth. Ask
any banker what commercial rating

photographers have. He will answer
"About 90 per. cent, of them are N.G.

They never have any money.” Prev-

iously I have explained that I have
raised my own business out of the

ranks of the beggars, up nearly to

that of the plumbers. How did I

accomplish this almost superhuman
feat? I did it by fighting for it. I

produced a brand of work that ap-

pealed to the people in Kingston.

They wanted it. I refused to work
for next to nothing, and they had to

pay what I asked or do without.

} Without the business of Queen’s,
there would be a very slack period

for three months after Xmas. So I

always have offered special rates to

students and asked them to come in

during the quiet season. I wish to

thank you for the way you have re-

sponded to this suggestion. But you
can do still better. Although e.xpenses

have increased greatly, I have not ad-

vanced the price of photographs pro-
portionately, and I assure you I am
not charging you exorbitant prices.

To be continued in our next.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Considling Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

Queen’s it is not only the buildings ^vhich

we think of. it is the Intangible Queen’s.

The ingredients which go to make up this

tradition are. first of all, self-sacrifice, as

exemplified in the gifts of graduates to

the university, loyalty, a spirit of freedom

and the intimacy of the various faculities

as well as the intimacy between ppfes-

sors and students. We have drawfi our

staff from Britain and from the United

States and who can say, said the speaker,

that we have not gained much from such

men as Cappon and Watson from Britain

and Neish from our southern neighbour.

Principal Taylor, in responding, point-

ed out the difficulty of replying to the

same toast at the various faculty dinners.

It was necessary to tell each faculty that

it was the very heart of the University.

He characterized the various years in

Science as follows. Science '21—Small,

but of some weight; Science '22—Unique

in having a special course given for them

;

Science ’23—Like an elephant—a lot of

them; Science ’24—Who came in deter-

mined to have nothing put over them.

Continuing, he said, Queen’s is unique in

being the big thing in a comparatively

small town. We have always been poor

and will always remain so, but we are not

worrying. It is the moral side which is

important, and we must all pull for

Queen’s. He wanted to keep in well with

the Science men, because they would all

attain great wealth and help Queen’s

along. In closing, he expressed his thanks

for the co-operation and friendship of the

students which is making it possible to

re-enjoy his. youth.

Prof. W, P. Wilgar, in a very happy

speech, proposed the toast to the profes-

sion. To the Engineers of the past, said

he, we owe a great deal. The Engineer-

ing profession aside from its great work

for the world, has developed a code of

ethics second to no other profession,

which, in a word, is the Golden Rule. He
claimed that there is no money in the

profession, but happily it was possible to

turn to other professions such as theology.

They might even become bricklayers, but

no longer is there the chance of being

bartenders. The engineer will always be

poorly paid, but always happy in the

knowledge of work well' done.

Mr. R. L. Pelk, Managing Superinten

dent of the British American Nickel Re

fining Co., in responding, laid stress on

the fact that the Engineer must realize

his responsibilities. If he is to success-

fully control men, he must first learn to

control himself. He did not favour speci-

alization until after years of practise. The

engineer must have a thorough ground-

ing in his work. He must learn to face

facts, and mu.st have a nimbleness of mind

which will enable him to carry on and

make the best of limited facilities. All

Queen’s men have benefited by her pover-

ty. They have learned to adopt them-

selves to conditions as they find them.

Mr. Peck drew attention to our enormous

losses in materials and man-power and

said that, in his opinion, the 8-hour day

is impossible. He made a strong appeal

for University men to use their influence

to restore sane thinking on the problems

which today confront us.

Dr. T. Kennard Thomas. Consulting

Engineer of New York, also responded

to the toast and making use of some very

excellent slides addressed the guests upon

several of his various projects to develop

the St. Lawrence and Niagara Rivers to

the fullest extent. He said that Canada

ami the United States have one of the

greatest, jf not the greatest, opportunity

in the world for starting an unheard-of

manufacturing and industrial boom an*’

for this purpose an International Tre. i

should be negotiated at once to co- * •

these two rivers so that a start may l-<

made in the Niagara River as soon* -

possible. It is proposed to build a

four miles Iielow the Niagara Falls, stm i

ing on what is now known as Fo^f'

Flats, taking advantage of a drop in * i-

river of 102 feet below the old falls.

discussed the project at its various phases

in much interesting detail, and said, “In

very short time power can be distribut-

ed five hundred miles from Niagara (it is

now distributed 250 miles) with the result

that 80% of the entire population of Can-

ada would be within reach of Niagara

Falls power and also if the two govern-

ments would grant the right to develop

the St. Lawrence River there could be

obtained another two million horsepower

and ten square miles could be added to

the city of Montreal. ‘T never speak,”

said Dr. Thomson, “in the United States

without referring to what the British navy

did for the States for four years, and no

remark of mine has received greater ap-

plause,” and showing on the screen the

Union Jack and Stars and Stripes, he con-

cluded, “That is a league of nations by

itself which would insure justice for the

entire world.”

Dean Clark of the Faculty of Science in

a speech of warm welcome proposed the

toast to the guests. He regretted the fact

that he had not that gift of memory for

names and faces possessed by his prede-

cessor, Dean Goodwin, but said that he

was very glad to have the graduates come

back to visit us.

Mr. G. C. Bateman, a Queen’s graduate,

who is now manager of the Mine at Co-

balt, responded to the toast and drew at-

tention to the political and social unrest

of the present. This, he said, was but a

phase of the struggle for democracy. And
democracy is but a state of mind, the

belief that every man has the privilege

in taking part in the control and govern-

ment of the country. This feeling is

fostered at Queen’s by the A. M. S. He
made a suggestion that a series of lectures

should be arranged and delivered at

Queen’s by Queen’s graduates who have

risen to positions of eminence in their

respective branches of engineering.

Mr. Fraser D. Reid, another graduate

and mine manager, made a plea that Can-

ada, as a whole, should be made to realize

the debt it owes to the scientist. He dis-

agreed with a former speaker on the 8-

hour day question, and said that we
should have a Bureau of Standards in

Canada to make Science more efficient.

If the work could be more systematically

carried on, it could be done in a 6-hour

day and the workman would have time

for self development.

Mr. D. G. H. Wright proposed the

toast to our Sister Institutions which was
responded to by representatives from To-

ronto, McGill and Laval Universities.

One of the pleasing features of the din-

ner was the Faculty song, sung by four

Freshmen, in which the idiosyncracies of

various members of the staff were held up

to the public gaze. The Committee in

charge of the dinner are certainly to be

praised for the excellent arrangements

and for the manner in which the guests

were entertained. -

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

8 P.M. TONIGHT
COVERED RINK—SUPPORT YOUR

SENIOR HOCKEY TEAM

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

FORGING AHEAD
(Continued from page 2)

cided on as follows :—to afford opportuni-

ties for men to test the truth of the convic-

tion on which Christianity is founded. Any

man of any creed, and belief, any way of

thinking may belong. There are no restric-

tion nor membership fee. We want men who

are willing to speak as they think and not

hampered by conventionalities nor any sys-

tem of tliough, nor biased by any kind of

peculiar training.

The association at first will assume tlie

form of discussion groups to act as a starter.

These groups will be led by some man who

will be acquainted with the particular topic

in hand. The group will probably consist

of not more than 10. The discussions are

aimed at not being formal but free and open.

Fundamental questions will be suggested

and discussed, biological, sociological, any-

thing that )'ou v^ish to question on well be

handed in to the question box and dealt with.

The report of the committee of ten will

be given before all those students interest-

ed in any way in such schemes on Wednes-

day of this week, Feb. 23, at 4 p.m., in the

.Apologetics Room Old Arts. Be there if

possible and voice your assent or dissent.

If yon are a so called pestic be there wc want to

hear your heresy, you might convert us.

J. T, M. WILSON,
Convenor of the Committee of Ten.

In Aid of Queen’s War Memorial Fund

the cartoonist in one of his far-famed programmes of caricature, sketches

and original humor.

Convocation Hall

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY, 23rd

8.15 P.M. Admission to Students 35c
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

O
For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO.. Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER,^Manager

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes. •

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto. Novrnitier 192*'

All Reading Room fees still unpaid by

Saturday, Feb. 26th, will be handed in to

the Vigilance Committee for collection.

Kindly see your year representative at once.

The following are collecting—^F. J. Ellis,

D. J. Imery, V. R. Currie and H. B. Hanna.

The Dance and Dinner Committee were

indebted to the College Inn tobacco store

for a gift of four hundred cigarettes which

were distributed among the members of

the Engineering Society on the night of their

annual dinner.'

Our congratulations to Pat O’Connor

and “Stubby” Holmes on winning their bout

at Yale.

\

Overheard at the Dance.

She.—^Your dancing is like a poem

—

He.Tr^“Yes, yes, go on.”

She—A Carl Sand berg poem—the feet

are all mixed up.”

SCIENCE ’21

We have a young fellow named Cobb,

Who is looking about for a job

;

He sold kitchen ware.

Guaranteed not to tear;

No wonder his heart doesn’t throb.

Do you think Dr. Porter’s medicine

does any good? Not unless you follow

directions. What are they? Keep the

bottle tightly corked.

Barriefield Belle: “Is the light out in

the hall?”

George—‘Yes, shall I bring it in?”

A Parision scientist has discovered a

liquid which makes one transparent. The
following might be heard soon

:

No, Pat, I can’t see you.

The baby has my collar button.

It’s easy to see through her.

I see your back.

Famous Sayings of Famous Women
1. Salome’—When tired of life, take

some one else's.

2. Diana—^They paint me as playing

deer, but I prefer Science men
;
they’re

game.

3. Mrs. Vernon-Castle—Dance on your
own feet. ..

We withdraw all those subtle jabs at

Levana. That mixture of French and
Irish is irresistible. B. L.

Famous Sayings of Famous Men.
Soup—I’ll swing on yuh!
Bob—About the only thing one can

refresh is one’s memory.
Slapper—How about a little nourish-

ment?
Katy—Where is Mrs. Cooke's little

boy?

Pat—Got the makings, Ty?
Slim S.—Call me up some time.

Tubby—Have you heard this one?

The oldest inhabitant took a half nelson
on his chew of shag and addressed the
village idiot on the subject of man’s here-
ditary enemy—the Buttery bipeds known
as chickens. “My old man,” he ruminated,
‘had an old hen who would hatch out
anything from a glass eye to a water-
melon. Why one cold day she perched
on a cake of ice and hatched out a Mexi-
can Sundae.”

A sign on a door down town says : Am
out

; will be gone 20 minutes
; have been

gone 10.

Man—“I want to see some jewelled
wrist watches.”

i

Clerk—"Here are some that should
please the wife.”

Man—"Something better—it's for mV
stenographer.”

Bill was explainnig a shell wound to

his latest recruit. “Did it explode” im-

plored the recruit. No replied the veter-

an, “It crept up and hit me.”

pers.

Clerk—“Lady’s?”

Man—"No, for my wife.”

Same man gives wife a dutiful kiss.

Small Son—^"Gee it’s funny. He does

it so different with the maid.

Sentry—“Who goes there?”

Voice—“Chaplain.”

Sentry—“Pass Charlie; all’s well.’

Mrs. Lawless—“What’s the matter

Mrs. Elliott?”

Mrs. Elliott
—“My George has shallow-

ed a cartridge and I can’t wallop him for

fear it goes off.”

Corporal Cameron—“My brother’s in

the Guards.”

Sergeant Anderson—“Is he?”

Cdrp.
—

“No. Ikey.”

SCIENCE ’22

Who was the fellow that had the mistaken

idea that he should be the "man in the

moon” on Wednesday evening. Credit is

due to T.T. for keeping him on the flopr.

Wanted.—A nice, quiet, unassuming

young freshman to sell “squidges” during

the summer months. Apply R. S. C—h.

Bulmer is “tres bon" in Mech. IV. He
knows a few things about "sparking.”

We live on a tough street, too. Even

the pineapple is canned.

We wish the guy, who first did try,

To scribble verse for The Journal;

Were made to roast, till his brain did

toast,

In the heat of fires eternal.

Great credit is due to Ray Myers for

having made such a success of the college

band which first showed its worth on Fri-

day night, when it’s rousing rendering

of our college songs undoubtedly went a

long w’ay towards helping our fellows to

put up such a game fight against Varsity.

We are proud of you Ray.

Who is the man guilty of stirring up
the deep sympathy of one of the fair

members of Arts ’22, for the two poor
Science freshmen who had escaped the

initiation, and as a punishment had to

switch on and off those big SCIENCE
signs throughout ^the whole 25 numbers.

FUTURE OF OUR PROFS.
Mechanical.—Finding the efficiency of the

Hades power plant.

Surveying.—Measuring up the Sahara
with a foot-rule.

Industrial Chemistry.—Tickling a tank-

full of nitrogen-trichloride with an ostrich-

plume.

Economics.—Selling fire-insurance.

Thermo.—Designing refrigerators for the

Eskimos.

Metallurgy.—^Analysing the cafeteria ma-
caroons.

Hydraulics.—^Testing the social evening

punch.

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

Same Man—“Show me some I>cd-slip.

Bibby’s
Style Headquarters

WE PLEASE OTHERS, WE CAN PLEASE YOU

YOU’LL NOT REGRET YOUR PURCHASE

TROUSER SALE NO. 1

Fine quality Tweed, in Dark Grey

and Browns. Extra Special Value

$6.50.

TROUSER SALE NO. 2

Neat Hairline Stripes, Blue or

Grey. Extra Special Value, $7.50.

Don’t Miss Seeing Our •

$35.00 YOUNG MEN’S
SUITS

Hand-tailored

THE ASTOR, THE RITZ
THE CLARIDGE

We put forth special effort in

Thirty Five Dollar Suits in order to

sustain our established position as

leaders in value giving.

HAT SALE}—All this season’s shapes, regular $6.50 and $7.50

values for , .
$4.75

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, 84 Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and 'FURNITURE

dealer

230. 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

IClNGSTON, ONT.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

ARTS

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-

ment Policy in the Mutual .Life of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

ABOUT THAT DOLLAR.
To those in the faculty who have not

attended recent Arts Society meetings

the notification that a levy of one dollar

per member is to be raised may come as

something of a shock. It is difficult how-

ever. to see -that any valid objection can

be raised, for the treasurer’s statement

show's not only that the levy is needed to

save the society financially, but that all

the expenditure has been positively es-

sential, with possibly one or two minor

exceptions such as the dinner deficit.

While it was clearly established at the

recent society meeting that the consursus

will have power to deal as it sees fit with

defaulters, it is thought scarcely

that anyone will actually try to evade the

tax. After all, the heavy election ex-

penses are in large part responsible for

the need of additional money, and any

Arts man to whom the election results are

not worth an extra dollar deserves at

least a tanking at the hknds of the court.

The fact that Arts elected its presidential

candidate in what will probably be the

last freely contested campaign in the his-

tory of the college will cause a great deal

of quiet satisfaction in the faculty for

years to come and will always redound to

the glory of the present body of electors.

FORCED OUT SALE
Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

pur entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB. 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’22.

Tune “Smiles.”

There are times when White feels happy,

There are times when he feels sad,

There are times when he feels very

snappy.

There are times when he feels very glad,

But there’s one time now in every even-

ing,

When the Tutor is filled with joy and

mirth,

If you’ll listen now we’ll tell the reason

He whistled, yelled and skated many a

mile,

Old Swerd oercome at sight'of Marysville

Stood on one ear and had a nawsty spill.

MacKay got tight on cider mixed -with

klim

Our Stode of

DESK AND 8TUDT
LAUP8 b complM*.

Beat Tunisteo toona
and FlaahlighU. Stmt-
thing cfeBtrical for «a>

perimental purpoatt.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Slipped through the yce and wet a nether

limb.

Swede Gill got lost but that is nothing

newe,

No doubt he found a game of poker too.

More would I ryte though this be moche
amiss.

But that I fere I may be shotte for this.

With most profuse apologies to Chaucer’s

ghost.

—worth.He is out with Miss -

Biology Prof. : “The trilobite has a plate

just under its jaw.”

C-o-s. : “Gee, I wish I were a trilobite.”

Don’t forget Friday afternoon. The

Honorary President, Mr. Keill, will ad-

dress the year.

Mr. C. A. Gates has kindly consented

to furnish the programme.

Bert announces htat he has acquired a

new “derbie”—Congratulations 1

ARTS '23.

We were glad, to welcome back, for the

brief period of the science dance, two

former members of our year—Audrey

Cassleman and Mary Andrews.

We were sorry to hear that Miss Cum-

mings has gone to K.G.H. with diph-

theria. A well earned rest is all right, but

we would choose an easier way than diph-

theria. The year hopes for Bee’s speedy

recovery.

When you feel bumps
Develop into mumps,
Don’t get excited

It’s likely only mumps.
—and oh boy ! what a rest you’ll get

then for three weeks.

It was hard to have to look on at the

Science dance because he couldn’t get

ticket. But it’s not have bad as long as

you miss it altogether, is it?

JOKES
At a meeting of ministers, one speaker

said of a certain resolution

:

"It was, perhaps, unintelligible, like a

certain man’s prayer of which I have
heard.

“This man, praying in the meeting for

a brother who lay very ill, cried

:

“
‘O Lord, restore unto us our brother,

if it does not interfere with Thy perquis-

ites.’

“The situation was saved by a deacon
who shouted

:

“
‘Hallelujah, the Lord knows what he

When that Saturday with his breezes fine

Hath caused every student for to pyne

So that he seeks the lake on pleasure bent

Some skates he’ll then beg, borrow, steal

or rent.

And with a red, red nose and cold visage

The longer then to goone on pilgrimage.

Bifel that in this seson on that day.

Some twenty-three across the yce did

stray.

To drag this out much longer were a sin,

Than at Pete Dolan wil I first beginne.

He loved a stew far bitter than a roast.

He was not pale as is a forpyned goost.

Rill T.yons eek was there with sonny

smile.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

'And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

ALLEN’S—Synonyms and Antonyms
By F. Sturges Allen, A.B. LL.B.

General Editor of Webster’s New International Dictionary. Everyone

who handles words with an appreciation of the importance of their shades of

meaning, will want this book. It contains thousands of words not contained

in any other word book.

Special typography and page arrangements make this book easy for the

eye. And new features render it quick for ready reference.

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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FEBRUARY FUR SALE

of AU “Odd” Pieces

At this season, after

the busy months sel-

ling furs, we find

many "odd” pieces

which we are willing

to sacrifice rather

than carry over to

another season.

Coats, Capes, Stolls,

Muffs, Sets, etc., ,m
various furs are in-

cluded in this sale.

We may have exact-

ly what you want

—

come and see. If

the furs suit you,

the prices are sure

to.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.
126 jmd 128 PRINCESS ST.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Ggar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

I
Dance Programmes

|

S Constitutions |

S
B

and all hinds of g

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and OtUwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

MEDICINE ’24

We take great pleasure in announcing

the engagement of—well, no, possible we

are a little previous, but—what do you say

Lee? Will you be ready for the next

issue?

Richardson, we were both shocked and

surprised to hear that you made yourself

so conspicuous down in Peter Lee’s the

other night. Naughty, naughty! What

will Biff think?

- The Strand certainly made a great hit

with at least one of our members Valen-

tine’s night. Slim, our future President,

picked up a golden egg in the form of a

season’s ticket. What—Ho ! Any of you

girls know Slim?

We wish to take this opportunity to

congratulate our athletes who won their

bouts the other night. -Wrestling-Cos-

tello, and Liftshitz, Boxing-McMillan.

It is rumored that a new—and exclus-

ive—medical clinic is to be started in the

near future, namely the Gee-Craig. We
are looking forward eagerly to further de-

velopments in this line, and hope that it

is not another “Bubble.”

Hanson, Crosier & Edgar h

. so Market St., Kingston g
'!::r'daBBBaBBBBaSBB9EBaBBBaBBBBaB

Little Sayings By Great Men
Dr. Mathewson—“On the medical side,

we have
”

Dr. Ettinger
—“You see, there is a con-

tinuous flow
”

Applebe—Order Gentlemen I

Geniereaux-s-I’m right on today, wanta

shoot a game?

Powell—Send him a dirty valentine.

Leggett—He Haw, He Haw.

Burns—Who is she?

Phelan—Ahem! Ahem!
Evans—Lets have a year meeting.

Stewart—Did you ever hear this one?

McMurchy—Please, Sir ?

Geftie—Did you see me last night?

Troup—Gentlemen, I object

—

Gratton—Give us a smoke.

Traynor—I give notice of motion that

another 50c levy be made.

Houston—I still stick to my theory

that

Reporter-^nything doing?

MEDICINE ’26

(With apologies to Graham)

Now Archie’s a funny old knave

For seats in the stadium to crave!

Said he, “I’ll admit

’Tis a cold place to sit,

But look at the money I save!”

‘And ‘pounquve’ do you sob and shake?”

'Because that smell,” the other skunk said

‘Is (just) like mother used to make!”

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS
OF QUEEN'S
(Continued)

Friday evening we put on our best

though modest togs, having announced
to the landlady with an air of importance,

that as we were going out to dinner we
should not be in for tea, and wended our

way down to the doctor’s house in rather

unnecessarily good time. The servant

left us at the door while she announced
our arrival, and when ultimately taken in

we were not received by Miss Macdonald
but ushered into the doctor’s study. He
was very cordial, however, guiding the

conversation in channels well suited to

the calibre of freshmen. Yet there was
an ominous lack of reference to our visit

as having been anticipated. As time pass-

ed the conversation flagged and we began
to wonder when prandial symptoms
might be manifested. Evidently the doc-

tor began to suspect that we had gastron-

omic hopes, if not designs. Possibly he

imagined also that he might have been in

some way responsible for our presence.

At any rate, suddenly assuming a very

bland smile, he assured us that it would
have given him great pleasure to invite

us to stay for dinner, but not anticipating

our visit and having a very limited house-

hold, he doubted whether there would be
any adequate provision for us ; but, and
his smile assumed even more genial dim-

ensions, he would have us down for din-

ner before very long. What we stam-

mered out in our confusion I have not the

faintest recollection
; but we nearly fell

over ourselves in our precipitate retreat.

WheiS we came-to oh the sidewalk we
realized that at least three persons had

been the unwitting victims of one of his

absent minded spells. Of course, we
dared not return to the boarding house;

po, considerably crest-fallen, we went
flown town to procure a meal and allow

a decent time to elapse before returning

to our rooms.

In the end, of course, the doctor was
as good as his word. In a week or two
we received another invitation to dinner,

this time from Miss Macdonald, which re-

Tieved us of all doubt, and our first real

meal with the doctor passed off very hap-

pily. There were present also a couple of

senior students whose grave self-com-

placency added dignity to the guests fac-

tor and afforded shelter and encourage-

ment to the two freshmen. Although
now quite well accustomed to the profes-

sor, I was conscious of being considerably

overawed by the stately dowager-like pre-

sence of Miss Macdonald. She shared

the characteristic features of her distin-

guished brother and was arrayed after the

fashion of an earlier day, unfamiliar to

me except in pictures of stately dames of

half a century before. She wore a very
impressive head dress and a formal curl

hung down in front of each ear. While
perfectly at ease in manner, she presented

a very erect and stately figure as she did

the honours of the doctor’s table and
directed the conversation of his guests.

Although there was not the slightest

obtrusion of the fact, one could not but
feel that there was a pervasive subcon-

sciousness of the fact that she was her

brother’s sister. Altogether, she quite

fascinated me, as much the most inter-

esting and attractive form of the old-

world grande dame that I had hitherto

met.

(To be continued)

’24—“A good story always bean, rt

peating.”

’21—“Yes, especially if it is told to you
as a secret.”

Law Prof.
—

“State briefly two grounds

for divorce.”

Law Stude.—“Jitney income and lim-

ousine wife.”

GRIMM’S

Do You Know
That L-t dedicates par. 3, page 100 of

Biology Text to Mc-kn? _
That K.G.H. means either Kingston

General Hospital, or “K-s-r’s Great

Hope”?
That some of the members of ’26 are

going to spend the summer exchanging

A1 for Ag and Au?
That our Marshall took his youngest

daughter to the show the other Satur-

day?

That Ch-se supplies Queen’s pennants

gratis to Eddie Collins Review?

What the Lab. Manuel means in 121 B
when it says “Set an empty bottle, filled

with air, over the remaining full one?”

Also, where, (oh where!) is that remain-

ing full one?

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE,

AND I

Order* receive^-J

or ’Phot!

<0 TUNER
3R.

. rgy St West,

A Bio-chemical Tragedy
Two lonely skunks with naught to do
Went into the chemistry lab.

Life for them Iiad a narrow view,

.‘Knd the world .seem’d sordid and drab.

Two lonely skunks thus sadly stood,

When a vapour was wafted by
Which left an adour that wasn’t good,

.Vnd a tear that stood in its eye.

“Why do you weep?” eniiuircd his frie> .

Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and
is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Strops Itself

WHEN THE LIGHTS GO OUT
That’s When An Eveready is Needed

Any person who doesn’t use an Eveready is

asking for trouble.

Come in and' let us show you the many
models- at prices that are not high.

“When in darkness, use an Eveready.”

For his birthday—Get him an Auto-Strop.
He’ll sure appreciate it.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine
We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. . Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find oiu" prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we
have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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SPORT
(Continued from page 1)

Queen’s.

McNeill

Fahey

Ratchford

Stewart

Box
Campbell

Woodruff

Smartman

Referee.—VanHorn.

Goal

Defence

Centre

R. Wing
L. Wing
Subs.

Varsity,

Langtry

Ramsay
Brown

Sullivan

Wright

Olson

Westman
Mcintyre

boufs according to a wire received from

Yale late on Saturday night. Watch Fri-

day’s Journal for a full account of the

trip.

ARTS ’23

Well our hockey team shows a decided

improvement and had the rink manage-

ment not ended Thursday s game with

’21 four minutes before full time, would

no doubt have brought home the bacon or

at least tied the score. With a few

changes in the line-up we held ’21 down

to a 3-2 score and made them work hard

to get that. Baird put up a good game

in goal. Brown, Dolan and Robertson

played good hockey as usual while Weed-

mark a new man showed up well. Mahaffy

and Courtney though evidently needing

practice made a hard defense to get through.

There’s still lots of room so turn out you

puck-chasers. Don’t be backward in com-

ing forward I

SENIOR BASKETBALL
The game on Saturday last was rather

disastrous, and we have no excuses to of-

fer. With the exception of a few short

lived, but brilliant rallies, Queen’s were

quite outclassed.

Nevertheless, we have no word of cen-

sure for the team. The men were in good

condition, and, individually, played very

hard. However they were unable to hit

their stride. In the first game here

against McGill, the combination was

weak, and the shooting strong. In the

game against Varsity in Toronto, the

combination was good, but the shooting

very poor. In Saturday’s game both

combination and shooting were rather

hopeless.

Jones played the best game of the day

for Queen’s. In fact he gave as good an

individual performance as any man on

the floor. Croat and Henderson, who
have been in the habit of dropping in

flashy baskets from far out, were badly

off, and several times missed compara-

tively easy shots. The defence, too, had

an off day and did not play the consistent

game that they have displayed all sea-

son.

At the same time, it must be said

that the Varsity team were very much on.

Many of their shots, while they could not

be called flukey, were nevertheless for-

tunate, or unfortunate, according to the

point of view. Urquhart was, perhaps,

the most effective player for the blue

and white, while the manner in which:

Bell made the foul shots count was very
noteworthy.

Queen’s

Croal—1, 2.

Henderson

—

2, 2, 2.

Jones—2, 2, 2, 2.

Mills—
Lewis

—

Salter

—

McKinnon—1, 1.

Total, 19.

Varsity

Graham

—

2.

Bell—2.2, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1.2, 2, 1, I, 1.

Urquart—2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2.

McLean

—

2, 2.

Gill—2, 2.

Duffill—

Logan

—

2, 2.

Total. 42.

SCIENCE DANCE
(Continued from page 1)

the radiance and spontaneity of youth.

Why this was, no one knows unless it be

the people who live in that little far-away

castle in the hills, whose golden windows

hiding love and laughter within seemed

to send messages of romance and hap-

piness to those of us dancing in the moon-

lit valley below.

Grant Hall was never more alluring,

nor the Red Room so enticing. The plat-

form of the former was transformed into

a fairy land of enchantment, by means

of evergreens and soft colored lights.

During the moonlight waltzes a big kind-

ly moon looked down on the happy

couples with a friendly, kindly smile that

caused even the oldest of us to remember

our carefree youthful days.

Science was applied literally in the

'orking of a huge thermometer at the

platform, where the number of the dances

was shown in blue figures. While a

bugle announced the "call to arms” to

those sitting out in the Red Room.

On either side of the platform the elec-

tric lighting of the word "Science” in red

announced to the thronged gallery that

the science men were at play. A balloon

suspended overhead had a motor attached

that at the beginning of the last dance

threw forth the contents, red, blue and

yellow streames, caught by the dancers

and showers of colored confetti.

The Red Room was divided into cosy

sitting-out places, by means of colored

streamers and evergreens. Truly a verit-

able playground for the goddess of Rom-
ance and her Nymphs.
The President, Mr. I. M. Marshall, re-

ceived with Mrs. Bruce Taylor, who wore
a handsome gown of black net embroider-

ed with blue and silver. Mrs. Arthur
Clark, whose gown was black lace and
yellow satin

;
Mrs. H. P. Wilgar in black

velvet, lace and silver; Mrs. Alexander
MacPhail, gowned in black with touches

of gold lace, and Mrs. G. J. MacKay in a

smart frock of yellow satin.

About one hundred and seventy couples

were introduced to the patronesses at

eight o’clock and then drifted hither and
thither to the music’s call.

The supper which was served in the

Arts Club Room, was another triumph
for Mr. Reid, and was very tastefully pre-

pared and daintily served.

TWO CROOKS vs A LADY’S WITS
Mrs. Simms—^Vane:—Then look out

for yourselves. I warn you.

Miller, facing Mrs. Simms-Vane, sud-

denly pulls a revolver, and points it at

her.

Miller (growling) Where’s the thing
hid? (he pushes revolver nearer). Where's
it hid?”

Mrs. Simms-Vane:—Do you think I

fear that you will pull that trigger?

This is from one of the big scenes in

"Two Crooks and a Lady”, a thrilling

one-act play which Queen’s Dramatic
Club is presenting along with "Trifles’

and “Three Pills in. a Bottle” on Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings, March 1 and
2, in the Little Theatre, Convocation Hall.

These three plays provide a full evening’
program. The show is open to the gener-
al public as well as to students.

THE BOXERS
The six Queen's boxers who went to

Yale met with a certain measure of suc-

cess. Pat. O’Connor, one of the most
faithful of the reporting staff of “The
Journal” and "Stubby” Holmes won their

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything* in Sheet Music,

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,
and Accompaniments, Stationery, Birthday
Cards, Magazines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 26954 Princess St.

What We Ha-en’t Go*—W«-’ll Get.

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro-de-alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

morning, he said, “This package—” here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it went on
—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is best known

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

i
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HATS AND CAPS FOR

STUDENTS

The New Styles Are Here

SALE OF FURS STILL

GOING ON

S B SB

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

Meds *26

Arts ’24

These can be had in Brooch,

Stick Pin, or Ring.

We can supply nearly every

year design of recent years.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.,

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE <M

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Proper Dress Wear

for Formal Functions

is as euential to a young man’s

successful career as music is to

a concert.

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

^ For a limited time only, we are

offering special inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Sluts.

Semi-ready $56.25

Made-to-Measure $65.50

"Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and materials."

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Bette Velue Store

THEOLOGY
THEOLOGY

Arrangements are now being made for

the Annual Theological Dinner which is

to take placg Tuesday evening. March

1st in the Red Room, Arts building. The

committee in charge of the dinner are

planning to make it one of the best din-

ners ever held by the Q.T.S. Students

in Arts looking forward to Theology, and

any students who may be going out on

mission fields ane eligible to attend the

dinner. Tickets may be had from Messrs.

Blacklock,-.James or Patterson, the com-

mittee in charge of dinner arrangements.

Ill reference to the Theology items of

last issue the reporter would like to know

whether the linotypist or the proof-reader

was responsible for changing “crucial

test’’ to read ‘‘circuit test”?

Watch Theolog)' team play hockey

!

Since the recent game in which they made

such a fine showing on the rink, they

have received a .challenge to play the

staff of Sydenham Hospital. It is also

rumored that there is to be a game with

final year Science. In prewar days the

final year in Science and the Divinity

students used to give an annua! exhibition

game of hockey, and it is likely that this

year it is to be revived again.

Mr. Mclnnis preached a powerful ser-

mon in Zion Church Sunday night. The

church was taxed to capacity. We won-

der if some of the other city churches

are going to throw open their doors and

extend their hospitality to the remaining

students who still have to preach their

trial sermons? Messrs. James, Mitchell,

Blacklock, McArthur, Patterson and Don-

aldson are all on the waiting list.

The members of the Theological Soc-

iety extend to Mr. G. E. Wood their deep-

est sympathy in his hour of bereave-

ment.

Q. U. M. A.

A meeting of the Q.U.M.A. was held

on Friday, Feb. 18th, which was presid-

ed over by the President, Mrs. J. A. Mac-

Innis. The devotional exercises were

conducted by Mr. Patterson after which

some important business was transacted

relative to work to be carried on next

summer.

The programme consisted of short ad-

dresses from three of the members of the

association who devoted their time last

summer to work on Mission Fields in On-
tario and the West.

The first speaker was Miss Cora Mes-
ser who was located at Superb, Sask,

During the summer, besides conducting

regular services, Sunday schools and a

Ladies’ Aid Society were organized and
also a Mission Band in which the chil-

dren were greatly interested. These or-

ganizations did splendid work and con-

tributed many useful articles of sewing,

etc,, for a hospital and an Indian Reserve.

Mr. Mitchell then spoke and gave an
account of conditions on his field at La-
vant, Ont. There were many problems
to be met, demanding thoughtful and
tactful handling and offering an oppor-
tunity for valuable service.

The last speaker was Mr. Paris who
had charge of the Gorefield Mission Field,

Sask. Fie gave a brief account of living

on the prairie, in a one-roomed shack, and
the joys of keeping batch. There were
three preaching points on his field and
during the summer a church was built.

Where no church existed services were
held in the school houses.

The addresses were very intresting and
indicated that Mission work was not an
easy job, yet it was of great inspiration

and value to those engaged in it. Thf
need for such work was felt to be wr-.

great and any hardships encouni<r< ’

were more than counter-balanced bj’ ifu

satisfaction derived from the work.
Following the critics report the iiir

The Greatest Luxury^a Gentleman Can Enjoy is Comfort

We are showing a special line

for this week in a Dark Brown

-Calf, Welt Sole, Medium Toe,

Perfect in style and fit.

SELLING AT $8.50

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods. -

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

iiiiniiUlllliiiiiitiiti^llflimiiiil

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and' furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Lrcaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen's Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-I7S WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

February Bargain's

$5.95
Men’s High Grade Boots, black

and Brown, narrow, and wide

toes, and all Goodyear welted

soles, all regular $10 values. All

sizes, now $5.95.

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

.Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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IN EASTERN
TERMEDIATE GROUP

Game on Monday Night With McGill Intermediates Results in Another Win By

2 Goals—The Second Te^ Are to P lay Varsity For the Championship

GAME PLAYED AT QUEEN’S

ends in a SCORE
OF 6-4

Skating on the ice with a three goal

lead obtained in Monrteal, the Queen s

fast Intermediate sextette again took the

measure of the McGill team, this time

by the score 6-4. The game, in interest

and brand of hockey supplied, was sur-

passed only by the spectacular encounter

of the serial series on Friday night. The

tri-color squad showed a superiority

which was not confined to any one de-

partment of the game. They outskated,

outchecked and outgeneralled the McGill

boys, and their play was a source of great

pride to the enthusiastic Queen’s crowd.

In fact, the fast variety of hockey dis-

played was a revelation to the onlookers,

and augfurs well for the chances of the

team against Varsity for the Intermediate

Intercollegiate Championship.

The game against McGill was charac-

terized by individual plays of a sensa

tional character. Nelson, at right wing

for Queen’s, and Brewer in goal for Mc-

Gill, providing most of the thrills. They
' staged a battle oL wits on several occas

ions ri^ht in the mouth of the goal, and

more than once Brewer won out and

prevented what appeared to be a sure

counter. Battersby never showed to bet-

ter advantage on local ice. Time and

time again his rushes carried the puck

the length of the ice. “Biff” Gratton was

always on the job in centre ice. The

way he “shimmied” through the. McGill

defence for a goal in the second period,

was one of the features of the evening.

Smith and Ritchie played effectively on

the defence, and relieved the situation

when McGill rushes threatened Queen’;

goal. Bill Yule was not overworked in

the Queen’s nets, but carried out his

part in a heady manner, and rounded out

the machine which worked so well

throughout the entire sixty minutes. Don
Nickle and Barrett, the two Queen’s sub-

stitutes, had little opportunity to exhibit

their ability, but both worked like beavers

while on the ice.

The McGill boys all worked hard and

their never-say-die spirit was to be highly

praised, especially since at no time did

they appear equal to overcoming the

Queen’s three goal lead. They introduc-

ed in Bill Brewer, a goaler of unques-

tioned ability, his work, aided by the aver-

age goaltenders luck, being one of the

bright spots of the match. Jack Goddard,

former Queen’s star, was only fair, and

with a few exceptional ‘moments failed to

scintillate to the extent expected of him.

On the forward line Kent was the out-

standing player. Gordie Ross, the ex

R.M.C. boy being closely covered at all

stages. The game was well handled by
Jack Powell, who had occasion to hand
out only a few minor penalties.

Goal Summary—1st Period

McGill—Kent 3.00

Queen’s—Battersby 8.00

2nd Period

Queen's—Gratton 9.00

McGill—Goddard H-00

Queen’s—Nelson 14.00

Queen’s—Ritchie 18.00

3rd Period

McGill—Kent 5.00

McGill—Kelly 5.20

Queen’s—Gratton 9.00

Queen’s—Battersby

Line-up

:

Queen’s McGill

Yule goal Brewer

Ritchie defence Goddard

Smith Kelley

Battersby forwards Kent

Gratton Ross

Nelson Fowler

Barrett subs. McDonald

Nickle MacNider

Referee—-Powell.

Sunday next at 3 p.m., Convocation

Hall should be filled to the doors to hear

that well known and popular speaker, Sir

Robt. Falconer, President of the Univer-

sity of Toronto. Those who have heard

him before will itndoubtedly hear him

again, and all others must avail them-

selves of this opportunity.

16.00

ORATORICAL CONTEST
The Annual Oratorical Contest will be

held on Saturday, February 26th„ under

the 6th order of business at the A.M.S.

The entrants and subjects are, Miss Fran

ces Hastings, “Irish Temperament and

Humour E. Lyght, “Crime and the

Criminal;” J. M. Millar, “A Creation of

Fancy;” W. H. Becking, "The Queen’s

Spirit.” The judges are Profs. W. T.

MacClement, W. C. Clark, and O. C.

Kinnick.

ALL SET FOR BIG SHOW
Queen’s Dramatic Club Present

Three Plays

ENGLISH CLUB
The next meeting of the English Club

will be held in the small English room

in the New Arts building on Monday af-

ternoon, Feb. 28th, at 4 p.m. The subject

What is poetry?—is very broad and

deep, and should incite a great deal of

discussion. You are asked to bring a

poem which you think will answer the

question. MONDAY AT 4 P.M.

Everything is in readiness for the big

show which Queen’s Dramatic Club is

presenting under the direction of Coach

C. A. Gates in the Little Theatre, Con

vocation Hall, on Tuesday and Wednes

day evenings, March I and 2 at 8 p.m

Three unusually fine casts interpret the

three plays. The following well-known

people are playing: T. H. Wholton, J. L,

"Wilson, Rheta Field, J. M. Miller, Marion

McFadyen, N. C. Sully, Dorothy Brown
Mae Wood, Sara. Burns, Elma Freeman,

Viola Gibson, Harold Spenceley, Charlie

Nicholson, R. G. Sinclair, N. V. Freeman

Goldie Bartels, Gertrude Deadman, P. A,

Moreland, etc.

Tickets 50 cents, are on.sal% at the Col

lege Post Office and the Public Library.

As the sale is open to the general public,

thus causing a heavy demand, you are

advised to get yours early.

THE mum
Friday

—

7.00

—

Arts ’24 Socikl Evening.

Saturday

—

7.00

—

A.M.S. Oratorical Contest.

Sunday—
3.00

—

Sir Robt. Falconccr, Convo. Hall.

Monday

—

4.00 p.m.—English Club.

Tuesday

—

8.15—Dramatic Club Show.

NOTICE

The final debate between McGill and
Queen’s was held last night. After being
out for a rather lengthy time the judges
awarded the decision to the negative, Mc-

Gill. Complete write-up in next issue.

CONVOCATION SERVICE
QUEEN’S BOXERS

WIN TWO BOUTS
O’CONNOR AND HOLMES WON

THEIR BOUTS AT
YALE

Our boxers left on Thursday night

for New Haven, Conn., where they met

with a warm reception from the students

at Yale University, during the two days

they spent there. There was certainly

no lack of warmth in the bouts which

were pulled off in their gymnasium on

Saturday night before a packed house.

The rules down there call for and per-

mit : ip oz. gloves, hitting at all times,

2 minute rounds, and decisions by the

referee only ;
all of which was new for

our lads. Their rules make infighting

necessary to winning a bout ; our rules

tend to long range boxing and finish

fights. However, the trip was intensely

interesting and very instructive and all

hands returned uninjured and full of ad-

miration for the University and the youjig

men who make it so famous. The boys

feel especially indebted to Eddie Eagan,

Captain, H. F. Phelps, Manager, and F. L.

Spencer, Asst. Manager, for their kind

and courteous treatment. The following

(Continued on page 7)

The last, but by no means the least, of

the Faculty Dinners was given by the

Aesculapian Society, on Monday night in

Grant Hall. The President of the Soc-

iety, Mr. J. R. Third, was a very capable

toastmaster and proposed the toast to the

King.

Maj. Gen. Macdonell, of R.M.C., pro-

posing the toast to the University and

reviewed some of the history of Queen’s

and told how he and many other R.M.C.

Cadets had been influenced by Principal

Grant when the words “Queen’s” and

Grant” were synonymous. He quoted

from a very gratifying report of 1905 in

which Queen’s was highly praised. He

then sketched the work of Queen’s dur-

ing the war, laying special stress on the

efforts of the Medical Faculty.

Principal Taylor in responding to the

toast, asked, “After all, what have I to do

with Queen’s and her success?” and gave

praise to Dr. John Watson and Dean

Connell among others. “If,” said he, “one

can be remembered as Grant and Gordon

are remembered, it is something.” He

spoke of the financial difficulties since the

war. Queen’s depends on the generosity

of friends and taxes are so heavy that

people do not seem able to give so read-

ily to Universities. We have asked for

government assistance, but there is al-

ways the possibility of government super-

vision and consequent loss of freedom.

We had been disappointed in receiving

no grant from the Rockefeller'foundation.

but we must take our disappointment like

men and make it impossible that we shall

be passed over again in any similar dis-

tribution of funds.

Dean Connell said, in proposing the

toast to the Medical Profession, that he

should have liked to have made a diag-

onsis of the common ailments of the pro-

fession. This could be done only before

select audience. The profession has

great duties and responsibilities, but since

it is founded upon scientific truth it has

the public confidence. The patients, he

said, should have all the benefits of mod-

ern knowledge. In closing hv. indicated a

new path for the young medical man of

today in the field of preventive medicine.

Dr. Powell. Registrar of the Dominion

Medical Council, said in responding, that

he would be a more intimate figure, to the

final year, before June, but that the stu-

dents would never hold him in such horror

as they do the professors. He paid a

tribute to Dean Connell. “A man who

was always square, but who had never

‘jawed’ him.” In the medical world, he

said, the^day of the general practitioner

is nearly closed, but all parts of the body-

are interdependent and “No great special-

ist has ever been created who has not

first, a large general knowledge of his

subject.” Dr. Powell is the fallicr of

Medical Protective Association, and he

said that since its formation there have

been some 60 cases handled and only one

lost, but the chief work has been, per-

haps, that there have been hundreds of

cases prevented.

The Community Health, a very inter-

esting subject for both the professional

and the layman was proposed by Dr. W.

T. Connell, who pointed out the trend

toward state control of medicine, as e.x-

(Continued on page 4)

Queen’s Dramatic Club, under the direction of Charles A. Gates, presents—

“TRIFLES” A tragedy by Susan Glaspell

THREE PILLS IN A BOTTLE” A Fantasy by Rachel Lyman Field

‘TWO CROOKS AND A LADY” A Drama by Eugene Pillot

IM LIHLE THEATRE, CONVOCATION HALL, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1st and 2nd

READ THE YELLOW POSTERS tickets on sale, college p.o. and public library. PRICE 50c GET YOUR TICKET EARLY.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

PAiD-rr Capital $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided

Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINMt
Over 391 Branches in (^ada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savingi Department at All
Branchee.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY JOURNAL

R. B. SPARKS, ERNB8T B. SPARKS.

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
dentists

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Carnovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

What We Sell
Cigars, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Pipes,

Pouches, Safetv Razors, Mouth Organs Foun-

tain Pens, Statloner7, Magazines, Old Conntry

Papers, etc.

“THE CITY PIPE SHOF’

JACK F. ELDER
369 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public UtUities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, MARCH 7th

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital $ 9,700,000

Reserve ... 18,000,000

Resources - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month
needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White TUe. Most Modam.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COS. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING

QPuwn’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Inlra-rnwraU. $1.00; Exlra-murals in Canada.

$1.25 s out of Canada. $1.S0. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by ISc. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

in-Chief—JOHN A. MACDONALD. PhoneEditor-

1599 F.

Business Manager—S. A. WALLACE. Phone 1134 W.

Aasoeiate Editors—F. A. SPROULE, A. D. RO-

BERTS. J. T. M. WILSON.

Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.

Asst. Managing Editor-—IAN McLACHLAN.

New^ Editor—-W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE, C. L.

WINGHAM. MISS HELEN CRAIG. HAL BLEAK-

NEY.
Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatic Editor-N. R. HOUSTON.

Exchange Editor—M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Edlloi—J. K. POMEROY.

Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON. K.

KEILL, MISS M. PORTEOUS, G. C. MONTURE,
A. L. STEVENSON.

REPORT OF ROYAL COMMISSION
ON UNIVERSITY FINANCE

steadily increasing. All things being

considered, the Commission has treated

Queen’s very fairly, and this grant is

without doubt, one of the greatest things

that has happened to Queen’s within

recent times. We shall now see our

rauch-talked-of and sorely needed library

materialize, and further, we may look for-

ward, perhaps, to salaries for the staff

which will somewhat more nearly ap-

proximate the salaries in similar positions

in Other institutions of learning in the

same class. With this financial aid and

with the never failing spirit of loyalty we

look forward to the future of Queen’s

with high hopes that she will be more

than ever before the training ground in

citizenship for ever-increasing’ numbers

of our best Canadian men and women.

TO THE EDITOR

All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessona or in clasa.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

The report of the Commission on Uni-

versity Finance recently published is one

which brings much satisfaction to all

University students in Ontario. It means

that the government is recognizing that

the work of the Universities is one of the

greatest things of the province. To the

smaller Universities, Queen’s and Wes-

tern, it is particularly gratifying because

the Committee has definitely made dear

that there is nothing to be gained by fol-

lowing a policy of centralization in the

provincial University. Some of the most

important -recommendations affecting

Queen’s are as follows:

That annual maintenance grants be

paid to Queen’s and Western Universities
;

out of 'Consolidated Revenue, and/tl,»at

these grants be readjusted every fiVe

years by a Court of Reference to be aj)-

pointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council.

That grants on Capital Account for

buildings urgently needed be given to

the Provincial University ($1,5(X),(XX)) ; ,to

Queen’s ($340,000); to Western ($800,-

000 ).

That if increased revenues for educa-

tion be required in future, the Govern-

ment consider the advisability of levying

a direct tax of one mill on the dollar on

the municipally-assessed value of the rate-

able property of the Province (excluding

incomes), ear-marked for general educa-

tional purposes.

-That in any University aided by State

funds no new faculty be established and

no new building (paid for by public

funds) be erected without the consent of

the Lieutenant-Governor in Council.

That a University Day be provided for

in the Legislature, on which the Heads

of the various Universities shall appear

to report on their work.

That a Department of Graduate Stupes

and Research be organized in the Provin-

cial University as soon as practicable.

That if the future increase of candidates

seeking admission to the Universities

should be so great as to make still further

increase of staff and buildings necessary,

the Department of Education and the

Universities of the Province be asked to

consider the transfer of the present First-

Year University work to the Collegiate

Institutes and High Schools.

In comparison with Western Univer-

sity it may be said that Queen’s has not

fared very well, but the Committee has

been quite generous to the two smaller

Universities. Recently, too, the govern

ment made a grant of $4(K),000 for the re-

building of the General Hospita

142 West 74th St-

New York Gity,

February 15, 1921.

Editor, Queen’s Journal

:

Knowing that you are always interest-

ed in the activities of ex-Queen’s stars,

and hoping that you may have a little

space left in the overwhelming rush of

sport dope, I would like to report an un-

official Queen's game on a distant rink.

The “Metropolitans.” an amateur team

organized by Tom Howard, the veteran

ex-Canadian hockey star, to represent

N. Y. City in games against the best com-.,

binations in Canada and the United

States met an unexpected defeat at the

hands of the Royal Bank of Canada team

from Montreal at the Brooklyn Arena on

February 14th. This may mean little to

Queen’s hockeyists, but a glance at the

“Mets” line-up will command immediate

attention

:

Stinson—Queen’s University.

McQuaig—Queen’s University.

Hanley—Queen’s University.

Duncan—Montreal A.A.

Howard—N.Y. Hockey Club.

Britton—N.Y. Hockey Club.

The game was an exhibition of first

class hockey, all the way through and

several ex-Queen’s men who saw it could

not help comparing it to the old Senior

Intercollegiate games. After leading by
2-1 up to the last 10 minutes of play, with

Ab. Stinson and “Capt.” McQuaig star-

ring throughout, the Metropolitans weak-

ened and the stronger Canadian team

came through for 4 goals in rapid suc-

cession, winning by 5-2.

Last week these same two teams play-

ed a 1-1 tie in Philadelphia, and in another

game the Metropolitans showed some old

Queen’s pep by defeating the Quaker City

team 13-2.

Though they lost their first game at

home the Metropolitans are to be con-

gratulated on showing New York the

fastest hockey that has been played here

this winter, far superior to the Intercol-

legiate league here in which Fordham is

the winner.

Hoping this new's from the provinces

may be of some interest, I am
Yours very truly,

W. J. COYLE.
Arts '19.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

PnoNE 363.

EMPLOYMENT BUREAU FOR
QUEEN’S

A live proposition was put before a

meeting of the Levana Society on Friday

afternoon, when Miss Lottie Whitton
spoke to the girls. Briefly, the idea is

that an employment bureau be establish-

ed for the men and women of the Univer-

sity, and that this bureau have some con-

livction with the National Employment
will indirectly affect very largely the re- Bureau ot Canada.
putation and consequent prosperitv tiir

|
-with an employment bureau for the

Medical Faculty at Queen’s. BesUl*

the largely increased annual grin'. • dl

relieve the authorities of great

regarding the dificit which t'l r

’•••hole University, it may be possible to

receive government aid to cover about
b.alf the expense of the maintenance

: and
;'ie advatitagc of being in touch with the

Day”
4||

Some articles for per-

sonal wear, as also for

home use, are only subject

to occasional wear.

^ Not so with spoons and
forks.

^ The most of us are for-

tunate enough to have
three meals a day, but-

never without spoons and
forks.

^ W h y not, therefore,

have. them of such ap-

pearance and quality as

will make their use a gen-
uine delight?

f Quality, Style and value

all unite in ours.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.1%—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly
Matinee 25c—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

KIRKPATRIK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

National Employment Bureau is obvious.

At present a committee could be form-

ed to start things going and keep in touch

with the Alumnae Committee until next

year when more can be accomplished.

It is high time that men and women

in Arts knew something of what fields

of effort are open to them. With this

knowledge we could plan our courses

with some definite end in view instead of

drifting aimlessly along on a course that

may not be the best training for the niche

we shall some day occupy.

WAR MEMORIAL COMMITTEE

To The Editor of Journal:

Dear Sir:—I regret that I have been

unable to get the report which was prom-

ised for this week ready in time. I ex-

pect to have it complete for Tuesday’s

issue.

Meantime I would like to point out

that at the meeting of the Alma Mater

Society, held last Saturday, a small com-

mittee to assist the general committee

was appointed for the purpose of can-

vassing the students in college for the

first time for subscriptions to the War
Memorial Fund. The committee was as

follows : The president and secretary of

each freshman year, along with the as-

sistant secretary of first year Arts, the

secretary of Levana and Mr. McNeil of

Science, Mr. Lyght of Medicine and Mr.

Boyd of Arts.

Yours sincerely,

J. H. BURRY.
(iCM. Convciirr.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

1 Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
'Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

For Spring

SUITS THAT SUIT

BOTH IN STYLE AND

PRICE

Newman & Shaw
The Always Buey Store.

Sakell^s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

QUEEN’S! THIS IS McKENZIE
TALKING AT KINGSTON

The average photographer is more
poorly paid than a laborer. Most of

them live from hand to mouth. Ask

any banker what commercial rating

photographers have. He will answer

“About 90 per cent, of them are N.G.

They never have any money.” Prev-

iously I have explained that-i have

raised my own business out of the

ranks of the beggars, up nearly to

that of the plumbers. How 41*1 1

accomplish this almost superhuman
feat? I did it by fighting for it. I

produced a brand of work that ap-

pealed to the people in Kingston.

They wanted it. I refused to work
for next to nothing, and they had to

pay what I asked or do without.

Without the business of Queen's,

there would be a very slack period

for three months after Xraas. So I

always have offered special rates to

students and asked them to come in

during the quiet season. I wish to

thank you for the way you have re-

sponded to this suggestion. But you
can do still better. Although expenses
have increased greatly, I have not ad-

vanced the price of photographs pro-

portionately, and I ass'ure you I am
not charging you exorbitant prices.

To be continued in our next.

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF
MAJOR OFFICERS OF CLUBS

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

Here is a list of the major officers of

organizations of the University, as sup-

plied by a committee of the A.M.S. Cut

out and post in a conspicuous place for

future reference.

'

Arts Society

—

Pres., J. T. M. Wilson, 133 Alfred, 1272j.

Sec., E,-C. GUI, 193 University, 1173w.

Engineering Society

—

Pres., I. M. Marshall, 11 Nelson, 1480w.

Sec.. F. M. Bailey, 189 Alfred, 788j.

Aesculapean Society

—

Pres., R. J.
Third, 12 Wellington, 268.

Sec., I. W. James, 234 Earl, 2318j.

Theological Society.

—

Pres., M. A. S. Breidfjord, 118 Colling-

wood, 1615j.

Sec., J. A. Macinnis, 118 Collingwood,

161Sj.

Levana.

Pres., Bess. Abernethy, 152 Albert, 1496.

Sec., Dorothy Sutherland, 207 William

504.

Arts ’21

—

Pres., M. B. Kehoe, 76 Division.

Sec., T. H. Newlove, 312 Albert. 1402j.

Arts ’22

—

A, Wallace, 61 Union, 986w.

Sec., S. M. Chown, 280 Brock, 616w.

Arts ’23

—

Pres., C. A. Campbell, 153 Frontenac,

1236w.

Sec.. G. W. Ellis, 336 Johnston, 2043w.

Arts ’24

—

Pres., R. G. Sinclair, 415 Johnston.

Sec., E. W. B. Cross, 171 Union, 842w.

Science ’21

—

Pres., W. C. Parnell, 98 Frontenac, 493.

Sec., F. A. Herman, 363 Brock, 1377j.

Science ’22.

—

Pres., J. B. Hanlon, 88 Division, 790w.

Sec., H. B. Thorburn, 131 Union, I201f.

Science ’23

—

Pres., V. A. James, 15 Aberdeen, 937j.

Sec., E. T. Wagar, 316 Queen.

Science ’24 —
Pres., H. H. Johnston, 144 Union.

Sec., H. G. Sweetmeyer, 394 Brock.

Meds '21

—

Pres., A. F. Thomson, 257 Brock, 1940.

Sec., K. I. Murray, 243 Alfred, 1595j.

Meds. '23—

Pres., W. Campbell, 404 Brock, 1064f.

Sec., R. C. Wilson, 349 Brock, 1683j.

Meds ’23—

.

Pres., C. M. Bracken, 178 Alfred, 1144j.

Sec., M. Susman, 185 Queen, 988w.

Meds. ’24.

—

Pres., C. S. Appelbe, 184 Barrie, 27j.

Sec., H. Spenceley, 250 Barrie.

Meds. ’26

—

Pres., J. H. Campbell, 237 Queen, 455.

Sec., J. E. Spangler, 193 Earl, 2356w.

Pres., D. Eshoo, 45 Clergy, 888w.

Sec., W. A. T.aylor, 330 Johnston.

Men’s Basketball

—

Pres., G. M. Sutherland, 380 Brock, 616w,

Sec., A. Croal, 1 Aberdeen, 1018w.

Tennis Club

—

Pres., D. J. Emrey, 42 Frontenac, 1735w

Sec., W. F. Gillespie. 232 Brock, 252.

Hockey

—

Pres., J. W. Dougherty, 386 Johnston.

Sec., E. D. Sliter, 320 Alfred, 1121.

Track

—

Pres., J. K. Pomeroy, 316 Queen, 1122w

Sec., C. W. Scott. 131 Alfred, I420w.

Managers of Interfaculty Sport

—

Rugby, I. U. Traynor, 23 Division.

Hockey, C. L. Wingham, 373 Brock, 1888.

Basketball, U. K. Kneiwasser, 330 John-

ston, 765w.

Soccer, J. A. Macinnis, 118 Collingwood

1615j.

Polecon Club

—

Pres., J. W. Darling, 325 Earl.

Sec., A. C, Henderson, 213 Albert, 1599f.

Commerce Club

—

Pres., W. G. Bennett. 27 Wellington, UK
Sec., M. B. White, 212 King, 2257.

Math, and Physics Club

—

Pres., F. R. Baniforth, 37 Clergy.

Sec., Mr. French. 566 Princess, 20-'f.

Dramatic Club

—

Pres., N. V. Freeman, 41 Elm, 78l2w.

Sec., C. A. Nicholson, 250 Barrie.

English Club

—

Pres, H. W. Chrysler, 230 Division, 2393w

Sec., B. C. Diltz, 416 Johnston, 1903w.

Naturalists Club

—

Pres., Prof. Klugh, 117 Bagot.

Sec., L. R. Merkley, 188 Barrie.

Wireless Club

—

Pres., L. W. Lockett, 23 Sydenham, 865.

Sec., D. J. Geiger, 276 Albert, 1542j.

Chess and Checkers Club

—

Pres., C. P. McArthur, 347 Brock, 1377j.

Sec., J. E. Laird, 189 Earl,

Bolsheviki Club

—

Pres., A. J. Abernethy, 152 Albert, 1496.

Sec., H. S. McCartney, 250 University

841j.

Levana Council

—

Pres., Lucy Grant, 207 WUHam, 504.

Sec., Edith Leckie, 69 Arch St., 453w.

. W. C. A.—
Pres., Aggie Condie, 207 William, 504.

Sec., Agnes MacKerracher, 207 William,

504.

Girls’ Basketball

—

Pres., Helen Craig, 42 Upper William,

839w.

Sec., Vera Ferrier, 207 William, 504.

Girls’ Ice Hockey

—

Pres., Aggie Condie, 207 WUHam, 504.

Sec., Marion Laird, 207 William, 504.

Ground Hockey

—

Pres., Grace Wert, 296 University, 2498w.

Sec., Gertrude Deadman, 69 Arch, 453w.

Girls’ Tennis —
Pres., Marjorie Gothard, 301 University,

1245w.

Sec., Edith Tuttle, 402 Johnston, 106f.

Convenor Girls’ Athletic Association

—

Ruth Evanson, 174 Earl St., 1651.

Footing ’Em

His sister called him Willie,

His mother called him Will

;

But when he went, to college

To dad ’twas Bill, Bill, Bill

!

He—You look enough to eat.

She—I do eat.

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11-30. to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

The Dickens You Say

Soph—^That movie we saw of Oliver

'

Twist was good, what?

Fresh—Yes. Say, wouldn’t that make

some book.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walah
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

I

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front
294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy *St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISOir CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES;

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNBR, Manager

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes "are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE arc provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and pigh Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto. November. 192P

SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NOTES

Attention, Re Employment Bureau

All undergraduates are asked to assist

in compiling a mailing list of prospective

employers. For this purpose convenient

forms have been distributed among the

various years. Do not wait to be asked,

but see one of the following men who

will give you all the necessary forms

:

Science ’21—^J.
A. Wedge, Frank Her-

man, “Bill” Shaw, H. E. Meade.

Science ’22—“Cliff” Gibson, W. J. Mac-

Farlane.

Science ’23—Mr. Bell, Mr. Manske,

Donald Rose, Jimmy. McCrea, Claude

Maxwell.

Science ’2^1—Mr. H. H. Johnston, Mr.

Kelly, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. B. MacNamee
Please give this your earnest attention

since it is only by your co-operation that

this thing can be made a success.

SCIENCE ’23

Clippings From Our Notes

Gen’l I.
—“Sandy”—“When equal loads

are hung on a sagging band in this man-

ner, we call the vertical members “sus-

penders” not “braces.”

Webster is getting very proficient in

the deadlanguages—Last lecture he burst

out with a “snort” of “WHISKEY.”

Physics
—“Dean Clark”—“Before we

go on with this problem. Will somebody

please awaken Mr. Ferguson; We are not

interested in “Moments of Inertia” at

present.

Calculus—Although we have no reg-

ular Gym. classes this year, Rapley has

been showing us how to do stunts in cal-

culus.

Lost

Oh the night of the 17th of February.

One Science Dinner. Liberal reward for

information leading to recovery of same
will be paid by “The Galloping Hairpin.”

Hanson has been having a "swell” time

lately at the hospital. He had a case-

of mumps.

On Tuesday, Feb. 10th, Prof. Rutledge

favored us with a very interesting lecture

on the “Art” of Approach. The lecture

was profusely illustrated with appropri-

ate' colored slides, which he assured us,

were taken from real life. We appreciat-

ed the able manner in \-^hich the subject

was handled and fed certain that Prof.

Rutledge “knew whereof he spake.” The
lecture was brought to a close by a con-

trast between the “Arts of Approach and
Recess.”^ We hear that the slides which
were lo have been here for last week’s
lecture have now arrived, and a full at-

tendance is expected for Tuesday.

SCIENCE ’24

What was generally conceded as one of

the best bouts of the Interfaculty Assault
took place between “Stubby” Holmes and
Dave Lewis, both of Science ’24. The
decision was given to Holmes. Congra-
tulations are also due to Skit McCartney,
who carried the 112 lb. bout with ease.

Walker’s advise to those who would
be famous. Wear spats.

Indoor Sports

On Monday morning Dr. Neish picked
sides in the chemistry lecture room and
a short game of “odds and evens” was
indulged in. The odds seemed against
the students for they seemed badly in

need of training, and some were even
ignorant of the rules of the game. At the
end of ten minutes the whistle blew and
the game was called—no score.

K—dd tells us that he spent the past
week-end in Ottawa. He may have, but
the description that lie gave bears a strik-

ing resemblance to that beautiful city

situated on Quebec side of the Ottawa.

Davie Lewis has moved again. He
must be trying to prove the old theory

that it’s cheaper to move than to pay
rent.

H— 11 wants to know who spread the

wild rumor to the effect that he bought
some cigarettes.

Weather Report

On last Thursday morning at precisely

11.04, a rainbow was seen. It encircled

the Physics building, finally becoming
obscured in the New Arts Building. Prof.

Watts was unable to explain this remark-
able phenomena.

THE MEDICAL DINNER
(Continued from page 1)

emplified, in Canada, by Workmen’s
Compensation Acts, Mothers’ Pensions
Act., etc. He said the profession should
be prepared to see to it that its members
should receive a fair deal.

Dr. Amyot, Deputy Minister of Health
for Canada, proved himself to be a mas-
ter of his subject and gave a-most inter-

esting address of the work of his depart-
ment. In Canada the provinces are sover-
eign in regard to the public health, and
the unit of public health in Canada is

the municipality and the Dominion De-
partment of Health, has been formed to

assist the municipality. He urged the

necessity of securing the goodwill of the
people towards the public health, One
of the biggest wo^s that the Department
is doing, is in assisting to control and

cure social diseases, for which purpose

$200,(XX) has been voted by the govern-
ment. The department co-operates with
the provinces an4,also secures much as-

sistance from the United States. Other
work being done by the Department in-

cludes the care of sick mariners, the ad-

ministration of the Patent Medicine Act.

and the Food and Drug Acts, and the

fight against the importation, sale and
use of narcotic drugs for illicit purposes.

There are, he said, actually, men who go
about teaching the use of these drugs to

young boys and girls, and he made a plea

that all medical men should fight this

drug evil with all their might.

The toast to the Faculty of Medicine
was proposed by Dean Skelton of the

Faculty of Arts, who drew attention to

the rapid strides which the medical
science is making and of the great dif-

ficulty of keeping abreast of the times.

In this Medical Faculty, he said, the
work of the teacher is very difficult and
very important. Students have to acquire
a great mass of knowledge and also habits

of selection and judgment. The profes-

sor must also try to instil a' love for the

profession for the -best medical colleges

must turn out not only doctors, but men,
who are to be the close personal advisers

of hundreds of families. The teacher’s

personality then, is of incalculable im-
portance and outsiders who attempt to

classify medical schools seldom see that

factor. The personell of the medical
school is bring built up gradually and
there are bright prospects ahead.

Dr. Miller, a new comer to Queen's re-

sponded to the toast. He said he liked

to think of the study of medicine as being
represented by the letter “X”. The study •

begins with anatomy and physiology and
at the point where they» cross we have
pathology which is at the root of all medi-
cine and surgery. Three things he said,

(Continued on page 7.)
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Bibby’s

$38.50

BLUE SUIT SPECIAL

Genuine English Wool Serge, Pure Indigo Blue, Tailored by

experts who make a specialty of making young men’s clothes and

making them well.

New two and three button models, sizes 34 to 42.

s

Don’t miss seeing these Suits. Buy if you wi^h.

BIBBY’S 4.75 HAT SPECIAI^All New 1921 Styles

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the- city

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-
ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis ojE saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Ule of Canada

Phone 610; Re^enca Ml.

M BROCK ST. • KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE
Dresa Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’21

Yet one smile more,—the jest hath not

grown old

;

At him, who oft hath ’21 regaled,

Let’s laugh again, as he doth rise to speak.

And not this time, *tis passing strange, to

scold

About the year book, nor to perorate,

But simply, briefly, placidly to state,

“I did convince Miss C. when you had

failed.” _

Only a mirror can tell the truth and

keep its friends.

Better a mud pie where originality is,

than a literary tiara and plagiarism there-

with.

Would that my books were Jack Min-

er’s. I might then expect them back.

The year’s Pulmotor committee might

have said, ‘They are not dead, they are

iust away.” Please note that they are

back- now.

ARTS ’22

Will we all be at the A.M.S. Oratorical

Contest tomorrow night to support the

contestants from our year? Of course

we will

!

Mcl-n-s (in Socialism class): Yes, sir,

I sure believe in the theory of class strug-

gle.

Ste-v-n-s-n (awakening) : To get to the

eight o’clock ones?

M-ll-r, please note: The men’s bul-

letin board in the Arts Building is on the

left-hand side.

To those of our members who aspire

to become music teachers, let them bear

in njin-d the qualifications that such a

one needs

:

The mind of a seer.

The hand of a musician.

The persuasiveness of Orpheus.

The eye of a hawk.

The ear of a terrier.

The patience of jbb.

The optimism of Micawber.

The physique of Hercules.

The delicacy of a dragon-fly.

The courage of a Hon.

ARTS ’23

Have you seen Evans Box? No, but

he’s some hockey player.

With a girl, 25c in his pocket and the

price of admission 35c, you ought to see

Swerdfigger.

McGILL WINS FROM QUEEI^’S
SENIORS

Owing to the late arrival of copy of

this game we are unable to publish a

full report. The game, however, was not

in a class with the previous game with

Varsity! In the last period only did the

Tri-color team show their true form. The
game was played on poor ice and was
ragged all the way through. The final

score was 9-5 for McGill.

Line-up

:

Queen’s — Yule, Fahey, Ratchford,

Stewart, Box. Campbell. Woodruff,
Swartman.

McGill:—Stinson, Dineen, Cully, An-
derson, Flanagan, Gallery, Behan, Lyall.

Referee—Tom Munroe, London.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Our Stock ol

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS b con

Best Tungsten

and FUshligbtt.

thing elcctricnl for «s*

perimental
i

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

1<7 priRcesi strebt

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
115 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE UIBJ. BEST OP SERVICE

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144w.

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Alv^ays Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’24

The probabilities were wrong! When

you work upon the subject, and work

till late that night in order to have

the comp, done for the 8 o’clock

it doesn’t “snow !”—you haven’t

another class till eleven and you realize that

you might have slept in (like the Prof., per-

next morning:—You arrive on time

haps!)—“Oh. ain’t it a grand and gloriou':

feeling . . . we don’t think

!

We received a shock the other day

which has left us gasping. A certain gen-

tleman whispered to us quite officially

that he had "met Colie going to a class.”

Feeling that things could not be quite a.*5

bad as that we investigated the matter.

We found that Colie didn’t actually at-

tend the, class, but that he "intended to”

which is some better. Nevertheless if

“the intention makes the crime”, perhaps

we might try our president this year in-

stead of our late secretary as “Kirk” really

has no right to the unique distinction

which he now bears anyway. •

The attitude of the janitor at the last

Arts Society meeting reminds us of "The
Dirty Irish Trick” which occurred during
the war. The French, British, Germans,
Austrians; and Yanks were lined up for

a big battle wh^n a couple of drunken
Irishmen came along and chased them all

away.

Who is the gentleman in Arts ’23 who
has been afflicted with a hair-lip for ;o

long^that it is now accepted as a permm-
ent fixture? It seems to us that our de-

parted orator had a close shave, but wh.^i

about this case? Did someone ask wh>..’d

bell the cat?

Near Jokes by the Office Boy
When that girl’s father on Union M,.

ivanie down stairs and opened the ft"'.-

! ioor at 2 a,m.. did F.dgar Lockett?

ALLEN’S—Synonyms and Antonyms
By F. Sturges Allen, A.B. LL.B.

General Editor of Webster’s New International Dictionary. Everyone

who handles words with an appreciation of the importance of their shades of

meaning, will want this book. It contains thousands of words not contained

in any other word book.

.Special typography and page arrangements make this book easy for the

eye. And new features render it quick for ready reference.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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FEBRUARY FUR SALE

of All “Odd” Pieces

At this season, after

the busy months sel*

ling

many “odd”
which we are willing

to sacrifice rather

than carry over to

another season.

Coats, Capes, Stolls,

Muffs, Sets, etc., in

various furs are in-

cluded in this sale.

We may have exact-

ly what you want-

come and see. H
the furs suit you,

the prices are sure

to.

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

126 uid 128 PRINCESS ST.

MEDICINE
Cansation—Congenital Hydroencephalon.

MEDS ’21

V/e fear it is necessary to warn cer-

tain members of the year of the old adage

“That there is no pleasure without pain,”

is still true.

That old Biblical saying, if you pull

the rope, you’ll ring the bell, seems to be

truer every day.

Troubles and babies grow larger by

nursing.

When a fellow gets too lazy to work

he becomes an idealist. Know any?

To be lazy is a genuine sin. Why. even

cider is of no use if it refuses to work.

Drury—Court cases.

Henry—Toronto.

Richards—High School kids, also de-

monstrations.

Lindsay—Mumps.
Kines—Only my sister gentlemen.

Pat. T. B.—Dog catching.

Howard and Smith—Feminology.

STUDENTS ! I

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Bihiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all kinds of

Hanson, Crazier & Edgar
30 Market St., Kingston §

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

Theology Student—Would you please

tell me the names of some good spiritual

works, and where they could be purchas-

ed.

Final Year Med—Black and White,

Haig and Haig, Johnny Walker, and

White Horse, are all particularly good

and guaranteed to work. You can pur-

chase them in Montreal or from a

liable bootlegger.

If the young lady of Arts ’21 is still

hazy as to where a young man’s heart is

situated, any final year Med. would, I am

sure, spend a few hou^s in endeavouring

to make the matter clear.

Pardon our crustiness. But we get so

jnuch Surface Anatomy that we are in-

clined to be sore when it is rubbed in,

particularly when so many of the subjects

^how amaciation of the extremities.

Question

Who were designated as the Soused

Sextette?

Latest Pathological Research

In the spring a young Med's fancy

Lightly cries out slope

!

Etrology—too much midnight oil!

Last Pharmacological Bulletin

Medicine ’23 is incompatible with Em-

bryology.

Causes of Probition

;

Dinner.

Freshman.

Weak brain.

Weaker stomach.

Products of Probition— New toilet

article, bedroom sponges.

Auricular Fibrillation I

Peroxide top, if thou Werte

E’en a red head like Marie,

How I’d dangle till it hurt,

Werte thou only to smile on me.

Remark on the Above

You’ll recover Charles.

Rich—(coming out of the ether). Aw

!

just one more, J—

!

If rumours are true
;
we wish to draw

the attention of fourth year to the fact

that we are not interested in their class

in Psychology.

To Science ’21!

We like our Life, old laughing Life,

’Tis a thing that’s much- demanded,

But one thing causes us mental strife.

That’s old Life second handed.

From the amount of comment one

hears concerning the predominance of a

person for past few weeks, at clinics one

would infer that those members alloted

to the floor would appreciate having their

privilege respected.

Brevity is the soul of wit;

Witlessness equals skirt brevity.

Question—How come?

Answer—“A rag, a bone, a hunk of

hair.”

MEDICINE ’24

Society Notes Over the Week-End

A few days ago our Whitty Friend

McMurchy went to Hamilton to see the

Traynor of 'a Troup of Scotts. While

there he was a guest at the Pfatzer House.

The house Stewart, a cahoon, looks after

^he guest’s needs, and presented him with

^ pork ryan, and a beautiful briar roote

pipe. He was tempted to waddell down

the lee side of McDonald Ave., past the

Smithy and then feeling bored, he spent

a nicoll for a park chair, and had a Knapp.

Jimmie, Bobbie and Eddie, friends of

the reverend gentleman, met him and es-

corted him to an applebe, where he took

his turn Perrin the juicy fruit and picking

Salsbury’s. The arrival of the Bishop

complicated matters and our friends de-

cided to Leggett and stood not on the

order of going, thinking it better to have

a whole skin than Playfair.

As the day was drawing to a close, the

city fathers accompanied the visitor to

Burns monument in Avonmore Gardens

at the base of which he placed a wreath.

On the way to the depot they ^ent into

Falkner’s Emporium, where Slim Clark

sold them pink garters.

Even though the visit was marked by

many untoward incidents, the illustrous

gentleman did not stoop to profanity, al-

though he was heard to mutter “oh gee !”

We are all looking forward with delight

to the day when Darey Eshoo trots out

his hockey hounds. Thanks to the splen-

didly arranged schedule, we are now

eligible to play for the cup.

m

Little Theba and Big Joe and working

overtime these days. One would imag-

ine from the profuse that

some of our friends spent last summer in

Alabama visiting with that peculiar race

who are so found of watermelon.

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and OtUwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Isn’t It True?

The real wise guy

bu’ll all admit.

Does not drain his thimble,

He’s that sly old fox

Who from his lot

Saved the morning “afters” nibble.

PIANO TUNING
WIL SWAINS, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER
Ovdcct received et 100 Clergy 8t West,

or 'Phone 564 w.

MEDICINE ’23

Famous Sayings of Famous Men
Dr. Mill-r

—“The clawss is singularly

stupid this morrrning.”

Dr. Mal-n—“In an exceedingly dry

climate, of course gentlemen I mean such

as the Sahara Desert.”

Dr. G. B. R-d—“Solid rock with a hole

in it.”

Dr. Gard-r—"Stay away,”

Dr. Little
—“Don’t lay it on so thick.'

Dr. Bo-e—“A bolt from the' blue.”

Dr. J. P. Q—^“Not used by the regula

fellows.”

Dr. Ettinger—“Those eggs are not very

good; I got them from Mr. Bews.”

Dr. (?) Curphey—“I don’t know, ask

Dr. Reed.” •

Dr. (?) Childerhose—“I am kind of

Rusty.”

Idiosyncrasies.

Susman—Pyrogenetic methods a

mode.

Hammie—Hairs
;
yes, a few hairs.

Cap.—Repair gang.

Charles L.—Schoolma’am

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

|

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.
]

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

Everybody Does It—What?
Ride a Bicycle!

We have the best line of the best

bicycles made and that’s saying some-

thing.

Massey—Red Bird—Brantfords

Just what you need anywhere—at

college or at home. Drop in and let’s

show you the many models. Your
present bicycle taken in part payment.

Use an Eveready.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.
. , ,

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under sperial management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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MEDICAL DINNER
(Continued from page 4)

make or mar a Medical School, first, the

teachers ;
second, the students ;

third, the

research work. About the first two we

need have no fear, they will take care of

themselves. But we should pay more at-

tention to “research” for which Dr. Miller

would substitute the word “pioneering.”

It is not necessary to have large colleges,

great laboratories nor million dollar gov-

ernment grants, but we must have such

personal qualities as the faculty of accur-

ate observation, energy and doggedness.

He hoped that arrangements could be

•made whereby students could remain to

do research work, and with students and

teachers working together, sees a bright

future for Queen’s.

Mr. Jas. Farrell proposed the toast to

the Sister Universities, and expressed the

pleasure we have felt in meeting on all

occasions. Our University is small, and

our students hand-picked, and to ^how

our regard for our sister universities, we

pass our surplus medical students on to

them.

This toast was responded to by dele-

gates from Toronto and McGill in a very

able and pleasing manner.

Dr. Austin, the best known of recent

additions to the staff, proposed the toast

to the undergraduates and complimented

the students on having chosen the medi-

cal profession, because there is so much

humour in it. In a delightful speech he

reviewed the years of a student’s life. In

the final year there is the danger, of

course, of thinking that one knows too

much. This malady is, however, curable.

^Mr. S. E. Rutherford responding to the

"toast paid tribute to Dr. Austin and Dean

Connell. He envied those who are just

starting their course for Queen's is now

on the highroad to greater things.

The Dinner was in the hands of a very

efficient Committee who not only arrang-

ed the decorations, refreshments,, etc., but

also secured the Sympathy Six Orchestra

and several musical artists amongst the

medical students who added greatly to

the success of the occasion.

None of the contestants was injured

and all arrangements were admirably car-

ried out. Yale would like to visit Queen’s

next year. It is to be hoped that the

Athletic Committee can arrange for a re-

turn series of bouts in Grant Hall during

the next session.

Jimmy carried a great smile through-

out the trip. He only frowned once, but

when he did, three Yale under-grads

fainted.

Billy I5ughes' final instructions were

O.K., but Lefty beat him to it by

minutes.

All hands were visibly cheered on re-

ceipt of Roy Clark’s win.

Stubby’s smile made the mothers in

the crowd feel young again.

Lefty had the day coach in an uproar

when he explained the works of that

shimmying doll in the phonograph store

window.

Red Taylor was heard to remark, “If I

lost out in the exchange of punches, I

won out in the exchange of rubbers. I

got Bill Schuette’s No. *S’s and he got

my No. 7’s.

In the New Haven station a steel mag-

nate said to Pat. ‘When I saw you strip

I thought it was Sharkey, the terror of

the Eastside. He had a nose just like

yours.” Pat has been looking all over

for a picture of Sharkey.

Jack Day to Syd. Smith—“Why didn’t

you tell me you boxed an exhibition with

Carpentier? Jack has written Dempsey

telling him to keep away from Syd.

On climbing into bed at the Taft Hotel,

Lefty remarked to Duke Ludgate: “If

you dream, don’t think I’m Eddie Eagan.”

Duke replied, “If I do you should worry

won’t stay in bed long. P.S., Eagan was

Lud’s apponent. The boys firmly believe

that a little more roadwork would have

hanged the tide.

the boxers
(Continued from page 1).

made the trip : Mr. Bews, physical direc-

tor; E. Holmes," J. H. MacMillan, N. J.

Taylor, G.' D. O’Connor, Jack Day and

J. V. Ludgate. Mr. Bews undoubtedly

carried off the honors by an impromptu

speech, which won the hearts of all pre-

sent and cleared the air generally. Many
complimentary remarks were made about

his remarkable muscular development.

The first night was spent at the Taft

Hotel and the second night in Cloister

Hall. Syd Smith and several of his chums'

showed the team a brand of hospitality

seldom met with. The bouts were fought

on Saturday night as follows

:

118 lb.—Stubby Holmes won on points

from Phil Newman in 3 rounds. The pret-

tiest exhibition of boxing during the even

ing.

125 lbs.—Lefty MacMillan lost to

Pryor in 3 slashing rounds, Pryor open-

ing each exchange with a straight left

and following up well.

135 lbs.—Red Taylor was outpointed

by Bill Schuette, Yale’s best in the lighter

weights. Red was just beginning to warm
up when Referee Conton of the New York
A.C. stopped the bout.

145 lbs.—Pat O’Connor and Colgati

(yes his father is the man who makes
homely faces bearable) slashed away till

the middle of the third round when Col-

gate was unlucky enough to connect a bit

low and Conlon gave the decision to 0‘

Connor who was uninjured and looking
’ for more.

158 lbs.—Jack Day found Syd. Smith

too tall and rangy to get home with his

famous wallop. Jack being used to step

ping back from clinches lost on points

which Syd. piled up on these occasions.

175 lbs.—Duke Ludgate was outpoint

ed by Eddie Eagan, Yale’s heavyweight
who has won several championships and
i> a splendid fighter.

DRAMATIC NOTES

Did you attend the Dramatic Club pro-

ductions staged in, the “Little Theatre”,

Convocation Hall, last session? If so,

you undoubtedly noticed the tendency of

the students to arrange themselves “a la

A.M.S. meetings,” the ladies adorning the

right while the men occupy the left. Per-

haps this is a political arrangement tend

ing towards more efficient administra-

tion. But why this custom should be ob-

served on all occasions in Convocation

Hall has never been satisfactorily answer-

ed.

For evenings other than business, this

practice is not condusive to the best ap

preciation of intellectual entertainments

and should cease forthwith.

At the “Faculty Players” production

we were pleased to note that this ancient

and “honourable” custom was discarded

adding materially to the enjoyment of the

audience as well as to the inspiration of

the players.

For this reason, the next performance

of the Dramatic Club, a full night’s en

tertainment consisting of three one-act

plays, a tragedy, a fantasy and a melo

drama presented on March the first and

second, will be conducted under this new
regime and a well balanced audience will

then enjoy a well balanced programme.

TRY US FIRST
We carry everything in Sheet Music.

Orchestrations, Stringed Instrument Supplies,

and Accompaniments, Stationery, Birthday

Cards, Magazines, etc.

Also Brunswick Phonographs and Rc. ord

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 269^^ Prince:.ii Si.

What We Haven’t Got—We’ll Get.

A Sophomore*s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro-de-alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

morning, he said, “This package—

"

here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it went on

—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is best known

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

iM-
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HATS AND CAPS FOR

STUDENTS

The New Styles Are Here

SALE OF FURS STILL

GOING ON

mss

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

Meds ’26

Arts ’24

These can be had in Brooch,

Stick Pin, or Ring.

We can supply nearly every

year design of recent years.

Kmnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
bo IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE <50

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House . Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

BENGOUGH PROGRAMME A
SOCIAL TREAT

Proper Dress Wear

for Formal Functions

is as essential to a young man's

successful career as music is to

a concert.

Clothes may not make the man,

but they contribute very largely

toward the impression a man will

make with the people he meets.

For a limited time only, we are

offering special inducements in

Fashion-Craft Quality Dress

Suits.

Semi-ready $56.25

Made-to-Measme $65.50

“Perfect in appointment, tailoring

and materials.”

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

It is doubtful if any entertainment sup-

plied at Queen’s has ever so completely

captivated an audience as that given by

Mr. J. W. Bengough in Convocation Hall

on Wednesday evening. From the very

outset when the entertainer expressed

himself as being what he- supposed an

honorary graduate of Queen’s, having

passed through Grant Hall, the audience

was made to realize the presence of a

man of real, natural humour, and ver-

satile ability.

The first theme used was styled “A dis-

cussion of pictorial potentialities of the

things in general with special reference

to the higher mathematics.

The speaker, taking it for granted that

all present had previously become ac-

quainted witlj, Euclid’s geometric inven-

tions, first proceeded to illustrate the evol-

ution and proven possibilities of angles.

The assumption was that an actue angle

was equal to a female, an obtuse angle

equal to a male, and the problem was to

show that the female was equal to the

male, a seemingly impossible task. Before

the cartoon was completed, however, it

was evident to all that the problem did

not even require proof.

‘The second cartoon was based on a

more intricate geometrical figure, the tri-

angle. By degrees the triangle developed

into a striking view of the common hen-

pecked husband.

Perhaps, the masterpiece of the even-

ing, or at least the most pleasing, was

the portrayal of the “Big Three,” Eng-

land, Scotland, and Ireland. The way in

which the rose developed into the com-

mon Hodge; the thistle into old Sandy

with his sandy whisker and Scotch tarn

;

the spud into Pat with his well-known

twinkle and clay pipe was really delight-

ful to observe. When .the performer an-

nounced the drawing of a moving picture,

we were led to wonder how it would be

done ;
but our wonder did not last long.

A man retiring for the night was shown

facing the audience, then with his back

to the audience, and the motion feature

was explained on the reasoning that be-

fore facing a different way, the man must

have moved.

Altogether the programme was one

which could not fail to please even the

most critical and one felt that could the

mathematics and philosophy lectures to

which we are daily subjected be made so

illuminating, they would, indeed, be worth

worrying over. Mr. Bengough displayed

a wonderful sense of humour, ready wit,

and mo.st versatile powers of entertaining,

and no one cuold see and hear him with-

out admiring the man himself, besides

having a fuller regard for art and the

pleasures to be drived from it. The even-

ing was not only a rare social treat, but

a real intellectual inspiration, and the only

matter of regret is that a much larger

number did not avail themselves of their

opportunity to enjoy themselves and at

the same time help on a most worthy
cause. The Alma Mater Society is to be

heartily congratulated on securing the

services of Mr. Bengough and especially

for this double purpose of pleasure and
profit.

The Greatest Luxury a Gentleman Can Enjoy is Comfort

We are showing a special line

for this week in a Dark Brown

Calf, Welt Sole, Medium Toe,

Perfect in style and fit.

SELLING AT $8.50

LOCKETTS

O. T. C.

On Saturday afternoon a most interest-

ing as well as instructive lecture on

“Artiller.j^” was given before the members
of the O.T.C. by Lt.-Col. Beeman, D.S.O.

of the Royal Military College staff. Lt.-

Col. Beeman had a splendid collection of

photographs of the various types of guns
and howitzers with which to illustrate his

lecture. The lecture which is summariz-
ed below was divided into three main sub-

divisions,

(a) What the artillery has to do.

(b) What it has to do it will.

(c) How it is done.

Next Saturday afternoon there will be

a lecture on “Machine Gunnery.”

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.^^

SPECIAL.—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD. Proprietor

PHONB 980. PRINCESS STREET

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEErPROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

February Bargain's

$5.95
Men’s High Grade Boots, black

and Brown, narrow, and wide

toes, and all Goodyear welted

soles, all regular $10 values. All

sizes, now $5.95.

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PRICES

War Tax Included. PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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ASSAUlt’-AT-

AR. sS HELD
It iMONTREAL

STEWART AN ‘RED” McKELVEY
WON TI R BOUTS IN

ASSAULT

FINAL DEBATE
WON BY McGILL

QUEEN’S DEBATERS “LOST BY A
VERY NARROW MARGIN

IN FINALS

The assault-at-arms team arrived in

Montreal Tuesday evening all feeling fine.

Friday morning all weighed in and several

were overweight. Trainer Hughes and

Jimmie Bewes then took them for a long

walk around the mountain, all feeling in

the nijik of condition but McCartney and

Holmes were still several pounds overweight

which Trainer Hughes sucessfully took off

before all contestants weighed in on the

afternoon of the bouts.

The assault was held in the Ball-Room of

the McGill Union which comfortably seated

350 persons and the ring was elevated so

that everyone could get a good view of the

contests.

Although the actual figures of the results

may seem discouraging to the Queen’s sup-

porters, anyone who saw' the bouts must

admit that all the Colleges were about

evenly matched in ability. The cro\<>d each

night proved very sportsmanlike and did

not approve of several of the decisions hand-

ed out to Queen’s by the referee and judges,

especially in the ca.se of Costello of Queen’s

125 lbs. wrestler. .-Gostelio easily had the

best of his bout with Matthews of McGill,

but the referee gave the decision to McGill,

and the crowd at once showed its disappro-

val.

Jimmie Bews of Queen’s threatened to

withdraw the Queen’s team if the decision

stood. The referee then called for an extra

six minutes, contrary to Intercollegiate rules

and he even reversed his decision. The

students of McGill showed themselves true

sports in applauding each contestant re-

gardless of the colors he wore and standing

for a square deal. Most of the fencing

bouts were held in .the afternoon, each com-

petitor meeting both members of the two

opposing teams. While Varsity won this

event both Hunter and England showed

that they were fencers of “mettle,’’ and

gave a very good account of themselves in

both bouts, and were beaten by very close

margins.

Tlie first boxing bout of Friday even-

ing was between “Skit” McCartney Queen’s

vs. Mirsky of McGill at 110 lbs. In the

first round both boys were playing safe,

each landing effective punches. Honors

were even. The second round was fast,

Mirsky connected several times with a

straight left but towards the end of the

round “Skit" had things pretty well his own
way. The tliird round was a merry mix-up

from gong to gong with honors about even.

It looked as i^ there would be e.xtra rounds

blit Mirsky got the decision.

The final lap in the Intercollegiate De-

bate was reached on Thursday night.

February 24th, when Queen’s was defeat-

ed by McGill. The judges were Judge

E. C. Huycke of PeterbotQ. Prof. C. E.

Auger A)f Victoria College, Toronto, and

R. T. Brymner, Manager of the Bank of

Commerce, Kingston,

The subject was ; “Resolved that leg-

islation should be sought to secure aboli-

tion of Canadian appeals to the Judical

Committee of the Privy Council.” The

Queen’s representatives, R. O. Campney

and F. A. Knox, upheld the affirmative

;

while the negative was chai^pioned by

W. R. Dillon and R. Perriault of McGill.

R. O. Campney was the leader for

Queen’s. Pie endeavored to show that

judical appeals to the Privy Council (so

far as Canada is concerned) are dead, and

should be absolished
;

it is a bygone con

ception of colonial relations. The judical

committee was regarded as a means to

keep the colonies dependent on the moth

er country. The abolition of this com-

mittee is necessary to the development of

self government. We have a perfect right

to control matters relating to 'our 0Vv':i

law; if we can make l<rw, we should be

allowed to interpret it.

We have control of economic condi-

;tions and commercial treatment of tariff

in all branches of administration and legis-

lation ; but in the matter of appeals we
still have to submit to carry them to

England. He quoted Mr. Balfour and

the Prince of Wales to show that the

time had come when such a course could

not continue. If for no other reason, the

(Continued on page 2)

REPORT OF WAR
MEMORIAL FUND

J. H. BURRY MAKES STATEMENT
RE PRESENT STATE OF

FUND

ATTENTION ARTS ’19

All men in attendance at Queen’s who
at any time have belonged to the year

Arts ’19, are requested to attend a meet-

ing at 4 o’clock on Wednesday afternoon

in the Apologetics Room, Old Arts Build-

ing for the purpose of discussing plans

for a reunion.

THE BULLETIN

Holmes, Queen’s, vs. Chisholm,

McGill, 118 lbs.

Holmes vised his left very effec-

tively in the first round and gained such a

lead on points that he grew careless and
leaving himself open went down for the

count of 9 on a wild swing to the jaw from

(Continued on page 6)

Tuesday

—

8.15

—

Dramatic Club “Little Theatre”

Tuesday evening—Theology Dinner.

Wednesday

—

8.15—^Dramatic Club “Little Theatre.’

4.00—Arts ’19 meeting, Apologetics

Room.
7.00

—

Choral Society.

Thursday

—

4.30—

Q. U. M. A.. Prof. Jas. Miller.

Friday

—

4.10—Engineering Society.

4.30

—

Joint meeting, Eng. Socy.. Com
merce Club, Mr. CoverdaTe will

.speak.

Saturday

—

8.15—"The Story of Petroleum “Gor-

don Hall.

The Student’s War Memorial Commit-

tee beg to report as follows

:

At a meeting held on February 27th,

1920, the large committee which had been

formed for the purpose of canvassing the

student body for subscriptions was dis-

banded. The results of the reports were

:

Subscriptions payable in March, $19,-

929.00,; subscriptions payable in July

$12,375.00, in each case the payments to

extend over a period of five years. The
continuance of the work which it had be-

gun was left in the hands of the Hon.

Sec’y Treas.. Prof. W. P. Wilgar; the

Treasurers, G. C. Monture and J. C. Riin-

nings. and the General Convener, J. H,

Burry. On October 21. 1920, a meeting

of this small committee along with Miss

Anglin, was held. A motion was passed

that notices be put in the Journal and

posted on the Ijulletin boards, notifying

students that their subscriptions to War
Memorial Fund were due and that the

place For payment be Prof. Wilgar’s office

between 4 and 5 o’clock every Wednes-

day. Thursday and Friday. This plan

did not meet with the success hoped for.

Accordingly, lists of all those who had

failed to make good their promises were

prepared and distributed amongst canvas-

sers in each year. Even then, however

some Itudents failed to respond so that on

Fijbruary 8th there were 91 contracts itn-

-5ftTfilled. Since that time several pay-

ments have been made, hut there are still

number of obligations that have not

been met.

The summer school of 1920 did not re-

spond in large measure to the appeal made

to them. In all its students’ subscribed

$220.00. The smallness of this Response

was, perhaps, due to the fact that the

matter was not brought to their notice till

late in the session and hence no proper

organi/cd effort was made.

On February 19th at the regular meet-

ing of the Alma Mater Society, a new

committee to act along with this commit-

tee was formed for the purpose of canvass-

ing students attending Queen’s for the

first time. The first meeting of this joint

committee was held on Monday, Febru-

ary 28th at 3 p.m.

Although work amongst the graduates

is outside the sphere of this committee we
beg. to make the following recommenda

tion ; That a small committee of grad-

(Continued on page 2).

PRESIDENT OF
U. OF T. SPEAKS

M QUEEN’S

THE UNIVERSITY SERVICE WAS
TAKEN BY SIR ROBERT

FALCONER

NOTICfi

On Saturday evening, March 5th,

8.15, a lecture will be given in Gordon

Hall by Mr. W. A. P. Shorman of the

British American Oil Co. The subject of

the lecture is “The Story of Petroleum”

and it will be illustrated by Motion Pic-

tures. The lecture is being given under

the auspices of Queen’s Branch of the

Canadian Institute of Chemistry, and all

who are interested are cordially invited

to attend.

“For bodily exercise profit little
;
but

godliness is profitable unto all things,

having promise of the life that now is,

and of that which is to. come.—"I. Tim-
othy 4-8.

Directing attention to this verse, and
especially to the latter part of it. Sir R^t.
Falconer, President of the University of

Toronto, delivered an excellent address

at the Convocation Service on Sunday
afternoon.

Godliness has the promise of life that

now is and also of the life which is to

come. This life which is to come does

not refer to the life of another generation.

While it might be true, it would not be

a sufficiently strong motive to lead men
to constantly live in godliness. No, this

promise refers to the life which Christ

promised to the rich young ruler if he

would follow him. The sea-captain, he

said, when out on the broad ocean fears

not, but when his boat comes in towards

the land “where the two worlds meet’’

then he must take care. Before the war
there was much satisfaction with life in

general, and the perfectability of man was
more or less believed in. But now our

old ideas are gone. Our old worlds are

left behind.,, and people scarcely know
whether they are living under the great

power or not. The old world and the

new world are meeting and we must ex-

ercise great care or w'e may be swept out

of our depth and we are asking ourselves

the question, “Can Western civilization

stand? We have not now so much optim-

ism about the progress the world is mak-
ing and we need a more satisfied and

pure civilization.

Most of us have been disappointed over

the peace of Versailles. Why has it been

disappointing? “Because,” said the speak-

er, “human nature has proven itself lack-

ing in virtue and has shown that it can-

not co-operate.”.- Now., godliness, virtue

or religion gives a hope for the life that

now is and therefore should not be ignor-

ed. -If virtues can today be again renewed

and brought into the world, there is a

chance for rfiodern civilization. But the

lack of such virtues as truth, purity, jus-

tice and honour makes us wonder regard-

ing the permanence of civilization.

Acknowledging and admitting what re-

ligion can do, what, then, is religion?

“Religion,!’ said President Falconer,”

means reverence for God and man.” It

is a loyalty to God displayed in divine

virtue towards our fellowmen. Religion

gives us something to cling to and when
the two worlds meet we do not si)ik. Now,
how is religion won? Character is not

won through listlessness. Nor is religion

gained I)y drifting with the tide. But by
fulfilling- the will of God we grow into

bi.s likeness. The promi.se of the text

gives us a richer life now and a greater

(Continued on page 2)

LITTLE THEATRE OUR LAST APPEARANCE CONVOCATION HALL

WEDNESDAY EVENING, MARCH 2nd
QUEEN’S DRAMATIC CLUB, guarantees a full evening of complete enjoyment.

your Queen’s Spirit. See three good plays and boost the

War Memorial Fund.

Exemplify

Tickets 50c. y At College P.O., and Kingston Public Library.
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Est#blishedCl864

Paib-up Capital $8,400,000

RssKRvfi Fund and Undivided

Profits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific-

Saving* Department at AU
Branchei.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

X. K. SPARKS.
D.D.S.. L.D^.. M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S.. L.D.S., D.D.C.

Spaurks & Sparks
DENTISTS '

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky's)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

What We Sell
Cigars. Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Pipes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth Organa, Foim-

tain Pens, Stationery, Magazines, Old Country

Papers, etc.

“THE CITY PIPE SHOF’

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1263f

G.W.T.A

EDITORIAL
^uwn’a Journal

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OP
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price: Intra-murals. Sl.OO; Extra-murals in Canada.

$1.2Si out of Canada. ?1.S0. Advertising rates on appli-
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Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White Tile. Moat Ifodan.

HUGH DOYLE
WBLLINGTON STRBBT, COS. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE

We are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
“We Strive to Serve"

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All formt of modem dancing taught

Arrangements may be made for private

leMoni or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cox. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

PuoNE 363.

EDITORIAL

Last Autumn Queen’s opened her doors

for the eightieth. session approximately at

the end of September. A few days, per-

haps a week, elapsed before the various

rugby squads began to take things in

earnest. Toronto and McGill teams, so

it has been reported, were busy at the

game early in September and, by the time

their first game was scheduled these

teams were in mid-season form with the

results that we all remembe: - v
^

rvr}'')' .

finished! we .sat do'.Mi

:

to 'i.ai.- for .-oM ;::Mher aiU lc,c.

|

il! was pr-:i- iicah.y np: ‘’b.'-nce for skatin:: or

lu^cUcY Ui. .o •.fvr o.!r':-t.n Bui iooiii-

li.g up i.ou..Jaae,cr^^l>, hr the Science

and Arts men were the mid-term exam-

inations. Great were the numbers of

books taken home by students at the va-'i

cation time and high were the resdlveS'

to make use of them. But most of us

found it quite impossible to study, and

every day the thought of the work we

should be doing kept annoying us and half

the joy was taken out of that season of

the year which should be of all times

the most joyous. Growing desperate

some of us returned several days before

the vacation ended and tried to cram

the necessary facts. . Now, Queen’s teams

were scheduled to participate in about a

dozen games in the month of January and

one must practice if one is to play hockey,

and one must study diligently and con-

sistently if one is to pass the examina-

tions. Not only did the players, but also

the students at large, have to do some

very intricate calculation to keep a bal-

ance between the things that must be

done and the things that should be done.

After the hockey is finished for an-

other year and things get back to normal

the final examinations will face us. They

are scheduled to commence on April 25th,

and will last from five days to a week.

After they, are finished^the great majority

of the students, (for Queen’s is not a

rich man’s Qniversity) will seek emplpy-

inept for the summer. Many of the Arts

students will secure schools in the prairie

provinces, but when they arrive there

they will be told on all sides, “If you

could have been here three weeks or a

month earlier you could have had a good

school, but now you’ll have to go twenty

or thirty miles from town and take any

school that may be left.’’ They will leave

the schools about the end of September,

and the trustees will have great difficulty

securing another teacher. A great

many of the Science men will go out with

surveying parties and it is liable to mean
a rush from the moment the doors of

Queen’s closes behind them till tho ..

ment they join the party. Most of .iiv--

parties, we understand, start not '
i

than May 1st, and it is absolutely '•

tia! that the men be ready to stai' i

that date.

We should like to see the Univ
especially classes Arts aiul S' >

open at least two weeks, and possibly a

month, earlier in the autumn. If this

were done our rugby teams ought to be

in reasonable condition by the time the

season opens. If mid-term examinations

were still considered necessary, they could

all be written off before the Christmas

vacation and students might go to their

homes and enjoy themselves. Similarly

the professors, with"*no lectures to pre-

pare and deliver would be able to correct

and mark the papers without being over-

worked, as they must be under the pre-

sent system. Besides these advantages,

our hockey teams would benefit. With

the mid-term examinations past the play-

ers would feel that they could devote

more time to practise, and when the

games were played, the students would

feel that they were able to spare the

time to attend.

Further, in the Spring the University

would close two weeks or a month earlier

and those who go with surveying parties

would have a moment’s breathing space

before going off to their summer employ-

ment. Also, those- who go to teach would

have a better opportunity of securing

good schools and when they left at the

end of August or early in September,

the trustees would be much more likely

to secure another teacher.

This is not an attempt to pose as an

authority on how the University should

be conducted, but, after conversation

frM.. TfuUcTvif. all .V(CuUT--;\

the’ VV-'*' n^'litioocd; '.V'.:

:havc.4f<.icl>ul'ed that Uv arrangtM’u-nii' u,-

I suggested \\4.>.!d be benc-iictai than

Jh^^ pilgscut system, Tlie advantages

are so obvious that we may be disregard-

ing the disadvantages. We shall welcome

any discussion, either in support of, or in

opposition to the scheme herein proposed,

and trust that some good result may be

obtained therefrom.

Never

Flimsy
^ The difference in cost

between silver - plated

spoons and forks that are

one hundred per cent,

right and those that are

“nearly right” is compara-
tively small.

^ We carry only such
qualities as will be a

constant source of satis-

faction.

^ They are strong, the

foundation is h I g h-

grade nickel a «i d t h

amount of pure nAti de-

posited on them ensures

years and years oi steady

wear.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGB STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Dailv 2.1 .S—Fven?n«r 7,:i0

CORRECTION
In the write-up of the Science Dinner

in “The Journal” the name of Mr. R. L.

Pelk should have been Mr. R. L. Peek,

M.E., and the name of T. Kennard
Thomas, should have been T. Kennard
Thomson, D.Sc.

THE ORATORICAL CONTEST
A large crowd, expecting to hear some

high class oratory attended the A. M. S.

meeting on Saturday night and no one

was disappointed in his expectations.

The speakers and subjects were as fol-

lows, W. J. McLellan, “The Disciplining

of a Nation” :'E. Lyght. “Crime and the

Criminal”; J. M. Millar, “A Creation of

Fanc}'”
:

and W. H. Becking. “The

Queen’s Spirit.” Miss Frances Hastings

who was to speak on “Irish Temperament

and Humour” was prevented by illness

from participating. The judges, Profs.

W. T. MacClement, W. C. Clark and O.

C. Kinnick, awarded the gold medal to

Mr. McLellan. and the silver medal to

Mr. Lygiit.

The addresses were all very niuch

worth listening to and the all pj the ora-

tors are to be congratulated on the splen-

did display of talent.

REPORT OF WAR MEMORIAL
COMMITTEE

(Continued from page I)

uates be asked by the Alma Mater Soc-

iety to undertake a canvass of the grad-

uates and other members of the staff in

the interest of this scheme.

Also we wish to express our appreci-

ation of the services rendered by Miss
Anerlin during the summer. At much in-

> .-enience to herself, she practically be-

. -e treasurer for the vacation months,
closing this report I wish to state

• the committee has been disappointed
• he amount of Mit----:st shown in the

r Memorial. d women seem to

1. r forgotten tin

’ lovi'd. V'a 1

Where Pictures arid Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Wee^y
Matinee 25c—Evening 3Sc

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

KIRKPATRIK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

to the call that still goes forth from that

part of Queen’s which still lives in

Europe. Especially is this true of the

graduates to whom an appeal was made

through a committee appointed from

graduates on the staff. But we cannot

let this matter rest. Is Queen’s to be

behind many little hamlets in her remem-

brance of her heroic sons and daughters?

Are we to make anything less than our

best effort to have a memorial worthy of

men who fought and fell amid the slime

and mud and filth of bloody battlefields

and who lived like rats in dirty dug-outs

and spent their days in loneliness of soul

that we might enjoy the liberties we hold

dear.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

- J.H. BURRY,
cfr. j-.Convener of Students'

Committee.

INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBAtE
(Continued from page I),

might take our place with the other great

self governing Dominions, and especial-

ly Australia and South Africa. While

both of these have self government. In

this respect Canada is placed with such

Crown Colonies as Sierra Leone and Ger-

man West Africa. For this reason, he

said, the judical committee as related to

Canada should have been abolished long

ago.

(Continued on page 3)

PRES. FALCONER OF U. OF T.

SPEAKS
(Continued from page 1).

certainty of life to come. “Practical re-

ligion,” he concluded, “is effort and if

effort is put forth we will find that this

ice of those whom
[

world can be enriched and we will also

•t nesiHinffTTl u-r-M find tliai thg o ld pramlsg-lioltfa.'’-.^
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Ope>i Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 395

Below Grand Opera House

For Spring

SUITS THAT SUIT

BOTH IN STYLE AND

PRICE

WITH BOXERS, WRESTLERS AND
FENCERS TO MONTREAL

(Continued from page 1)

Chisholm. In the second round Holmes

gave a very clever exhibition of fighting

and footwork but Chisholm again got in a

wicked swing to the jaw and Holmes stays

down for the count of 9. The third round

was another fine exhibition on the part of

Holmes of blocking, fighting and footwork,

and he had a wide margin on points. In

spite of his superiority in points the referee

gave the decision against him doubtless on

acount of the two knockdowns.

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
:b cAam parlor

HOlfiB UADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phbn* 640.

QUEEN'Sl THIS IS McKENZIE
TALKING AT KINGSTON

The average photographer is more
poorly paid than a laborer. Most of

them live from hand to mouth. Ask
any banker what commercial rating

photographers have. He will answer
“About 90 per cent, of them are N.G.

They never have any money.” Prev-
iously I have explained that I have
raised my own business out of the

ranks of the beggars, up nearly to

that of the plumbers. How did I

accomplish this almost superhuman
feat? I did it by fighting for it. I

produced a brand of work that ap-

pealed to the people in Kingston.

They wanted it. I refused to work
for next to nothing, and they had to

pay what I asked or do without.

Without the business of Queen’s,
there would be a very slack period
for three months after Xmas. So I

always have offered special rates to

students and asked them to come in

during the quiet season. I wish to

thank you for the way you have re-

sponded to this suggestion. But you
can do still better. Although expenses
have increased greatly, I have not ad-

vanced the price of photographs pro-
portionately, and I assure you I am
not charging you exorbitant prices.

To be continued in our next.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consulting Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Costello, Queen’s vs. Matthews, McGill

125 lbs. Wrestling

A Climax of consternation was reached

in the Queen’s camp when Costello was

given an adverse decision in his bout in

which he was at all times the aggressor,

neither man securing a fall. Messrs. Bews

and Eshoo had a talk with the referee over

the decision and the referee then reversed

his decision and called for an extra six

minutes of wrestling, in which Costello was

again the aggressor and won the bout. The

decision was greeted with cheers from the

McGill supporters who saw it to be per-

fectly just.

iPlanagan, Queen’s vs. Adams, Toronto

135 lbs., Wrestling

Flanagan entered the ring with a very

bad knee, which required the attention of

the doctor after the bout. Adams managed

to keep on top of his opponent for most of

the bout, and was declared the winner on

points. Flanagan gave a very good ex-

hibition of wrestling and deserves credit

for gameness in going in and doing such

remarkable work under such pain from his

knee.

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

Stewart, Queen’s vs. Dodds, Toronto

145 Wrestling

George Stewart had his hands full with

Dodds, and it was nip and tuck all the

way. Dodds was inclined to rush Stewart

to the ropes several times, which might have

resulted in injury to George.' but he had

the finer points of the game, and won the

judge’s decision after a hard bout.

Relyea, Toronto vs. McMillan, Queen’s

125 lbs.. Boxing

Both boxers were careful but Relyea was

a little more aggressive than McMillan in

the first round. The second round was

very fast, both boys mixing hard on the

ropej. McMillan using his left with good

hibition. Both worked hard McMillan land-

effect. The third round was a good ex-

ing straight blows from both hands while

Relyea got in some wicked swings. Relyea

got the decision.

Dudgate, Queen’s vs Badger, McGill

175 lbs.. Boxing

Badger is a shifty boxer who hits hard

with both hands. Both boys started in to

mix from the beginning and were even on

points in the first round. Badger had the

better of the second round using both hands

to advantage. Round 3. Both boys mix it

hard, Ludgate left to head. Badger left to

face right to body. Ludgate misses swing,

Badger right to face. Badger rushes Lud-

gate to ropes, and right to body left to

face, Ludgate left to face and misses, also

misses right and left to body. Badger left

to face right to face and body.' Badger

wins.

Dolan, Queen’s vs. Bain, McGill

158 lbs.. Wrestling

Dolan was up against an experienced

wrestler. Bain secured the only fall, but

had to work hard all the time. That Dolan

with a little more experience, will beat any

one in his class is the verdict of all who
witnessed his bout with Bain. Consider-

ing that this . is -Dolan’s first season at wrest-

ling he did remarkably well and his •

was admired by all.

Day, Queen’s vs Black, Torontc

158 lbs., Boxing

Round one. Black left to jaw, rig' t
•

;

body. Day rigltt to jaw. Black le'i :'-j

jaw and right to j.iw. Day misses swi^;

Black feints for opening. Day leads inij
,

misses leaving himself wide open. •

;

[crosses right to jaw. Day counted

Black won by K.O.

SATURDAY NIGHT, FINALS
Lifshitz, Queen’s vs Bryant, McGill

no lbs., Wrestling

Lif.shitz put up a remarkable exhibition

against his taller opponent and had him

worried several times, both boys worked

hard and Bryant won on points.

Harvey, Queen’s'vs Reid, McGill

118 lbs., Wrestling

This was one of the best wrestling bouts

on the programme. Both boys trying all

kinds of holds, first on^ and. then the other

on the aggressive. They had the spectators

on their feet all the time. Harvey showed

his old time form and put lip a nice bout.

The judges awarded' the decision to Reid,

which was a very uripopnlcfr decision.

Costello, Queen’s vs.' Sutton, Toronto

125 lbs., Wrestling
.

Costello who had a hard, bout the pre-

vious night, was up against a fresh and ex-

perienced man. Sutton won the bout on

aggressiveness, but he had to go the limit,

as Costello made him work at all times.

Taylor, Queen’s vs. Shackell, McGill

135 lbs. Boxing

\’ery few blows exchanged in the first

round but in the second Taylor came out

with a .snap to his punches; Shackell con-

nects with Taylor’s jaw and Taylor rushes

to the centre of the ring and they mix hard.

Both bleeding freely. In the third round

Taylor opens up a cut over Shackell’s eye

and rushes Shakell to the ropes where there

is a fierce exchange of punches. Here is

where Taylor loses his chance of a knock-

out. He stands back while Shackell spars

for wind. Shackell was now very weary

and Taylor loses another opportunity by

not rushing him. Taylor landed a wicked

left just as tlie gong sounded. Shackell re-

ceives the decision.

O’Connor, Queen's’ vs Brewer, McGill

145 lbs. Boxing

This was a real 'fight from beginning to

end. O’Connor had the edge in the first

round and staggered Brewer with rights

and lefts to the jaw. Brewer hits in the

clinches and is wamed; but- hits low again.

O’Connor lands twice again on the jaw.

Brewer rushes into another clinch and hits

before he is out of it The second round

was about even with Brewer fighting like

windmill and O’Connor boxing cleanly

O’Connor bleeding from ^the mouth and

nose at the gong. ' In the third O’Connor

staggers Brewer with a right to the jaw.

Brewer swings right arid' left to head and

there is a fierce mixup. .
Brewer hits low

again and should have been disqualified

The decision was given to Brewer while the

crowd gave three cheers for O’Connor fol-

lowed by the Queen’s yell.

McKelvey, Queen’s vs McMean’s, McGill

175 lbs., Boxing

“Red" had the advantage in the first two

rounds and put his man down for the

count of 9 in each round. In the third

round McKelvey got careless and McMean

landed a heavy right to his jaw and knock-

ed him groggy. It was McMean’s round.

In the extra round which was fought both

men were very tired but McKelvey had

slightly the better of the argument and

won the decision.

Saylor, Queen’s vs. Mally, Toronto

175 lbs., Wrestling

There was plenty of action in this bout.

Both men worked and the referee claimed

that Malley secured a fall in 6 minutes.

The crowd voiced its disapproval ii#no un-

certain manner and there were shouts of

“Robber,” etc. Malley might have gained

the fall from the hold which he had but

very few of the spectators thought he had

gained it when the referee tapped Jimmy

Saylor on the back and said “you’re down."

Stewart, Queen’s vs Montgomery,

Toronto, Wrestling, 145 lbs.

George Stewart soon put the finishing

touches on Montgomery of Varsity. It

' liim less than three minutes to secure

/o falls to decide the bout. He did his

so skilfully that there was no room

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS;

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER .11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

iscussion.

INTER. DEBATE
(Continued from page 2)

jriltee should be abolished so that we
cited the Winnipeg case in proof

•he Privy Council itself realized that

da had home rule, and the time had

arrived when the decisions of her courts

should not be questioned. Mr. Asquith

had said, during the war, that it would

never be possible to revert to old ways.

The Imperial War Council had passed

resolution regarding the readjustment

of all the parts of the Empire. As a

conference is soon to be held the time

is ripe for the settlement of this ques-

tion.

The first speaker for the negative was

W. R- Dillon. ' He argued the committee

sits there for the afflicted parties to lay

their appeals at the feet of the Sovereign.

The Canadian government cannot abolish

the committee.

It is the most efficient organ of govern-

ment in our country
;
unification of so many

languages and customs has been due to the

fact that so mapy people of different races

and languages have come to one single tri-

bunal and appealed to it for justice. The

right of appeal cannot be taken from Aus-

tralia and South Africa; and every British

subject has the right to appeal to his Maj-

esty.

The British Empire is a model for the-

world today. The first step taken by the

League of Nations is the only one it can

take, viz., the creation of an internationar

court of justice. We need such force to-

keep the Empire together. We must have

a judicial committee of the Privy Council ;;

we must tend towards unity. When we

receive a judgment from the Privy Council

we know we have justice.

We have the right of appeal to our Sov-

ereign, and -laying our appeals at his feet.

OuV government caimot abrogate the right

of this appeal. It is the greatest link in

the British Empire. It is a body sitting in a

position where it can judge cooly and we

must not abolish it.

The second speaker for the affirmative

was F. A. Knox. In dealing with the im-

pression created by the last speaker, that

parliament could not pass legislation to

liament could pass legislation to abolish

abolish this committee, he said that if par-

titles nothing prevented it from doing so

as regards the judicial committee.

Many cases do not come before the

Supreme Court of Canada, but go from

the High Court of the County or Province

the foot of the throne; the king lias notli-

to the-Privy Council. They do not reach

ing to do with it. These judges are ap-

pointed by the Rritisli parliament, and are

responsible to their electors in Britain. He

(Continued on page 6)
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson's Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 28B PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

SCIENCE
engineering NOTES

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

A special meeting of the Society was

held in Gordon Hall on Friday at 4.15

p.m. The president. Mr. Marshall intro-

duced Mr. Cromarty, the speaker of the

evening, who gave a very interesting

talk, illustrated by moving pictures, on

Town-planning. This talk was introduc-

tory to the lecture to be given by Mr.

Adams on Wednesday evening.

Town planning does not consist in-

placing splashing fountains or statues in

public squares. It is not wholly decora-

tive, but rather is the art of laying out

cities for the convenience of business,

reservation of health and the better hous-

ing of the people.

It is absurd to think that all streets

will be some day main streets. Why then

the regulations that all streets should be

wide and paved in the same fashion. An
example of this was quoted in the case of

Regina and Vancouver. In the former

city the lowest foreign quarter is assess-

ed at $12,000 per acre, while in Van-

couver, Shaugnessy Heights, the abode

of millionaires is 'assessed at $8,000 per

acre. Streets should be laid out with a

view to serving those who use them and

live on them.

Some streets are natural arteries of

traffic and handle vehicular traffic.

(Broadway was likened to' the red sea in

which a blue uniformed Moses held back

the walls of motor traffic, while the chil-

dren of Israel passed safely by). Other

streets are naturally residential streets,

and therefore industries should be cen-

tralized. -This would prevent the so fre-

quent sight of a Chinese laundry.

Very interesting moving pictures were

shown of the model towns of Letchworth.

Hamptead Heath and Well Hall.-

These towns were constructed during

and since the war, and are the result of

the policy of the British Government for

better housing and living conditions for

the workmen and citizens.

Letchworth the garden city was par-

ticularly interesting. A whole reel carried

the spectators to the neat community
houses with their spacious back gardens

and common play grounds full of merry
contented children, women and men. This

greatly contrasted with ’ the crowded
slums of London town.

Mr. D. G. H. Wright in his usual fine

manner moved a vote of thanks which
was heartily seconded.

Regular order of business was then re-

sumed.

Mr. V. W. Isaacs gave an interim reV

port of the Employment Bureau Commit-
tee, and Mr. Cobb read the report of the'

Revision of Constitution committee.

bad news did not come as a surprise.

F . . . y, T . . . n and M , . . !

have cancelled Iheir options on new digs,

having found it umiece.ssary to move after

this year’s dinner, but M . . t.. M .
.
gh.

H . . . 1 and W . . . e may be need-

ing a baggage transfer cart any minute.

We missed Beecher on Saturday morn-

ing. But it was like postum we believe,

There’s a REASON."

The year’s fussers turned ou6»in strength

to Friday night's game—Old Bill. Hammy,
George, Connie, and the rest of them, not

to mention B.D. On on^f Hammy’s stal-

wart arms hung the old familiar rug. while

on the other . . . . ? ? ?

As a year we regret the great inconven-

ience which some of our members, F . . d.

Mo, W . . I . . ee, etc., were put to when

they arrived at the court house too late to

get standing room at the very sensational

case which was being tried last week. The

early birds, Rosie Co., were more fortun-

ate. However, "all’s well that ends well,”

you all got_there early enough the next

morning to gain admittance.

Sir Clifford is BROKE. You'll have to

pawn your spats and Christie CHf. if you

want to keep up the pace you set yourself

last week. It ivas a good old wild time tho’

wasn’t it, with a new girl for each hop.

—

Whoopeeeee.

We won’t say any more about Bleakney,

Detlor, Doc Jacques or good old Pat, as

their cases were pretty well summed up in

the year song. Make full use of your time

now Pat, the lake is fine and the old haver-

sack is good for many a trip yet. Don’t

mind us any more.

Now we know why you worked so hard

at the Journal social A.V. getting limber-

ed up for the Science dance, eh?

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion. .

THEORETICAL AND /pRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

In accordance with the Revision of the

Constitution the nomination of officers

for the Engineering Society executive
session 1921-22 will take place on Friday
afternoon at 4.10 p.m. Every member is

requested to be present as at 4.30 Mr.
CovercHle. a prominent New York En-
gineer, will address a joint meeting of
the Society, and the Commerce Club.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto. November. 1920

We^ learn on good authority that the
Theology column for Friday is reserved
for a notice of change of addresses. This
is thought to be needed after the Theolog-
ians hold their dinner on Tuesday night.

SCIENCE ’22

It is the concensus of opinion throu’out
our faculty that the office of ticket-collector

for the next Science dance will be a much
sought after position, since it has been re-

ported that John Ha . . a and his con-
freres were during the above function seen
in the sui)per room where each partook of
three delicious oyster patties, double ration
of -^andwiciies and salad, and half a brick
of Neapolitan. Now John has the mumps,
while extending our deepest sympathy to
the patient, we also menfion iluil the

On Tuesday last, under the able pilot-

age of Profs. Rutledge and Davis, and T.

T. Saunders, the year made a tour of the

Locomotive Works.

Munching chocolate bars the crowd

swung across the park, that is, all except

Findlay who, disdaining the company of

such a plehian mob, kept to the sidewalk.

"Red” arrived at the "Loco" about five

minutes after the rest, evidently having

stopped to play marbles on the way.

The prof, entertained the boys with a

few stories which met with great approv-

al, especially that of Mr. Clench.

The first number on the program was
a visit to the boiler room. When the

boiler doors were opened one of the bright

youths was heard to remark that he

v^^ould like to see how long Daniel would

last in there.

Then the blacksmith shop was visited.

The ex-professor of forgery from the roe--

chanical lab. showed the boys “a* pretty

bit of welding.

We were agreeably surprised to see

some of the final year gentlemen from

across the harbor. We are of the opinion

that they saw more than we did, for

their faces were certainly not of the usual

rosy tinge.

We wish, to assure our professor in

Mec^nical IV., that no offence was
meant when . we . referred to “power

plants" in last Tuesday’s issue and we
apologize profusely for having unwitting-

ly offended him.

HOCKEY
An account of the Jr. came at Toronto

is crowded out for lack of space. Queen’s

minus McKelvey and Gibson lost by 5-1.

But we are still in the game and have hope

for the championship.

Bibby’s
%

^

$38.50

BLUE SUIT SPECIAL

Genuine English Wool Serge, Pure Indigo Blue, Tailored by

experts who make a specialty of making young men’s clothes and

making them well.

New two and three button models, sizes 34 to 42.

Don’t miss seeing these Suits. Buy if you wish.

BIBB'V’S 4.75 HAT SPECIAL—All New 1921 Styles

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, Princess Street

J
i
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YOU FOLLOW TOE STYli
Clurtt. P.abe.iy W t o., of Caned., Limited

T

A

ARTS
ARTS ’21

Robt. J. Re;d
undertaker and PURNITVRB

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

.
Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

many men
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in Ufe is an Endow-

ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life ol Canada

Phone 610; Realdenee 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE
Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy.

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Or dips the magazines,

nd leaves a blank space where we h:

To guess at what it means

;

We’ve gof him on the list,

He never will be missed.

The man who whistles while he reads

Out in the reading room,

Or when he plays at checkers.

Will shortly meet his doom;

We’ve got him on the list

;

He never will be missed.

The man who stole our music book.

We’ll surely murder him,

And take delight in doing so

We’ll tear him limb from limb

;

We’ve got him on the list,

He never will be missed.

But worst of all that grouser is

Who chews the rag for greeting

Complaining at what has been done

Tho’ he ne’er attends a meeting.
‘

It will be fun and joyful toil,

To cook him slow in boiling oil

;

We’ve got him on the list,

He never will be missed.

Room into Grant Hall any one who pretend-

ed that the evening wasn’t made for danc-

ing and at the door of Grant Hall every one

left all cares behind and and then there

was a happy throng.

There was one dark spot however which

almost marred the whole evening. It was
this—the attendance from Arts ’24 was not

complete. Why didn’t every one make a

special effort to turn out ! You certainly

would have enjoyed it. If it was because

you can’t dance, get busy and learn so you

will be sure to be there next year.

One of the happy moments at our social

evening was when we learned that Queen's

Intermediates had defeated Peterborough

in basketball and that our year had been re-

sponsible for some of the good work since

Clarence Moore was playing. Hurrah for

Moore! If he can’t dance he can play

basketball.

.Everyone who attended the last y^ar meet-

ing had a good time. The attendance was

•fairly good but those present would like

to tell those absent what a good time they

missed.

ARTS ’22

At our year meeting on Friday we had

one of the best addresses, one-of-the wit-

tiest year papers, and one of the finest bits

of entertainment ever enjoyed by the year.

When you miss a meeting of ’22, you’re

bound to regret it.

Mr. Tancock will receive your levy of one

dollar for the Arts Society any time this

week.

Wanted—Words to describe Cl ke’s

most interesting trip to Belleville.

Lt Itz—Forever shall I be suspicious

of wine, women and scales. I came, I was

seen, I ran away.

Here’s to our gold medalist, Mr. M.

McLelland, and to an able orator. Miller!

But it had to be in water, boys.

Culled from the orations Saturday night:

“Whims are -in girls especially. Whims
make for pettiness, meanness and narrow-

ness. Keep away from whims.”

“I come from nowhere, I go to nowhere’’

(a return ticked, eh?)

Murray wouldn’t associate with high-

brows, oh no, Murray is' above that, but

when it comes to Durbrows,—oh well, leave

it to Murray.

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is comptof.

Best Tungsten Laxaps

and Flashlights. Bvarp-

thing electrical for as*

periment^ purpoicr.

The H. W. Newman Eiectnc Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THX
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1316 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streeta

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144w.

ARTS ’23

Speak to them Saylor, you’ve been out

to see. By kind permission of W. C.

Healy.

People We Don’t Care to Know
Arranged in ascending order of unde-

sirability.

1. The ordinary respectable pick-

pocket.

2. The man who beats his wife with

a beer-bottle.

3. The girl who thinks she can improve

urn nature’s color-scheme.

4. The Prof, who ruins our writing, par-

alyzes our wrist, and causes us to talk to

ourselves and use naughty words.

5. Judges in general and certain par-

ticular judges of certain particular de

bates

Will some one kindly tell us where the

morale of Economics II. has gone? No
longer do we raise our happy voices in

greeting to the “late” Mr. Skinner. No
longer does the Dean enliven the lectures

with his remarks on “choice gems of poli-

tical drivel”. Certain of the misguided,

red-headed, youth of the class have de-

veloped the pernicious habit of belaboring

one frantically about the ears with wads
of newspaper. Even the little chaps who
used to come to the open window and
yell caustic remarks at their friends have
apparently cut us off their visiting list.

Alas! woe is us! Yahoo! Yahoo!' For
explanation of “Yahoo” see Mr. Caviller.

The man who now is single

Should keep a level head.

For after he gets married,

He’s a long time dead.

ARTS '24

Our Arts ’24 .Social evening wa.s held
Iasi Friday niglit. It was the first one put
on this session by .n Freshman year and cer-

tainly didn't give any one the impression
that Frc-iliman year social evenings anni't

up to standard. The Sympathy Six ami the

T.evana orchestras enticed from the

’ Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

ALLEN’S-'-Synonyms and Antonyms

By F. Sturges Allen, A.B. LL.B.

General Editor of Webster’s New International Dictionary. Everyone

who handles words with an appreciation of the importance of their shade^ of

meaning, will want this book. It contains thousands of words not contained

in any other word book.

Special typography and page arrangements make 'this book easy for the

eye. And new features render it quicic for ready reference.

R. Uglow 8c Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

’ cal. Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School. December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen's University.
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New Spring Hats

"The College Hat Store”

We show, beyond com-

oarison, the largest var-

iety and best values in

Kingston. Every con-

ceivable kind is here—

-

it's only a matter of

choosing which you’d

rather have.

Derbies, Soft Felts

,nd Caps at every price.

Come to Headquarters for

Your Hats

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Direct Importers. 126-128 Princess St.

MED. ’22

Dr. J. (at conclusion of Clinic) I hope

you have been able to get something out

f this.

Voice from rear—I got a handful of

tongue-depressor^r

STUDENTS I !

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Ggar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

I
Dance Programmes

« Constitutions

1 and all kinds of

Hanson., Crozier & Edgar
20 Markei St., Kingston §

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Otliwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS
BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Which reminds us that lock-jaw should

be a suitable punishment for persons who

listen at keyholes.^
;

But they are not the only pests. Among

others we would suggest

:

1. Collar buttons.

2. The entamoeba histolytica.

3. Fountain pens—with too much foun-

tain.

4. The other party on a party phone.

5. The person who reads aloud the sub-

titles at the movies.

Soup and Pat are taking a short rest

preparatory to their next bout.

For quick results it is better for a girl

to be popular with only one man at a

time.

=F=

MEDICINE '26

A regular meeting of the year was held

on Thursday last, at which the election

of officers was carried out. A new office

of Hon. Vice. Pres., was created ^:o which

the year enthusiastically elected Prof.

Dorrance.

The results are as follows

:

Hon. Pres.—Dr. Robertson, by accl.

Hon. Vice Pres.—Prof. Dorrance, by accl.

Pres.— H. Campbell, by accl. .^^2'

Vice-Pres.—J. C. McFarlane.

Sect’y—A. H. Horland.

Treas.—R. N, Irwin, by accl.

Reporter— Lansbury, by mistake.

Marshall—W. Muirhead.

Prophet—^T. E. Brown.

Orator—S. F*t:^ff^^fck.

Poet

—

H. C. Burleigh. ^

Historian—D. F. MacArthur.

Athletic Convenor—A. Lewis.

must have, the right of appeal to the sam^

central authority.

It has been explained that judges in Can-

ada are in a better position to dispense jus-

tice than judges three thousand miles away.

Such does not apply* to Canada. Judges in

British Columbia are not acquainted with

conditions in Nova Scotia; one from Al-

berta does not understand the language of

,

Quebec.

As to the time these cases consume, three

times that amount would be used if taken to

Ottawa. And the expenses of gentlemen

in London are no more than those of the

worthy gentlemen in the Chateau Laurier.

When the war came, it was not asked,

“Will I gain anything?” but every one said,

“The thing for which we stand, the idea for

which Britishers stand, is at stake.” We
today must stand as one man. The laws in

all our provinces, must as far as possible, be

exactly the same. We must have a central

point where justice can be dealt. Those

who desire to see a national spirit in Can-

ada must realize that it can only be accomr

plished by seeing the bonds between the

provinces drawn more closely together.

He closed by declaring that as the ap-

peal to the judicial committee was one of

the few things that helps to band together

the several parts of the British Empire, it

should not be abolished.

their inception as subsidiaries of insur-

ance corporations, when their duties con-

sisted of acting as trustees of monies paid

to beneficiaries, to the present day when
their functions are so varied and far reach-

ing. While still retaining their work as

executors, they also act as trustees for

corporations undergoing reorganization,

as receivers and liquidators, and as trans-

fer agents for stocks and bonds.

The lecturer clearly explained many,
technical phases of bond issues, the secur-

ity, certification and delivery and of the

varied types.of issues. The work of the

trustee on behalf of the bondholders in

case of default of payment, and of the

rights of a company in dealing with mort-

gaged assets whether of buildings or of

stock-in-trade, were also explained. The
speaker dosed by saying that even a trust

corporation has a soul and that its rela-

tions as a trustee to the bondholders were
held sacred.

After numerous questions addressed by
the members of the Club were answered,.

Mr. Emery, in moving a vote of Jhanka
to the speaker, voiced the sincere ap-

preciation of the Club for the instruc-

tive lecture.

COMMERCE CLUB

A special meetings of the Commerce
Club was called on Wednesday afternoon

last to hear a lecture on the work of a

Trust Company by Mr. J. M. Macdonell,

oT'the National Trust Co., Toronto. Those

who responded to the call had the pleas-

ure of listening to a most interesting and

instructive address on a very intricate

subject.

Mr. Macdonell traced the evolution of

the trust companies from the time pf

PIANO TUNING
WU. SWAINB, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

OMan raceivod at 100 Clergy St West,
or 'Phone 564 w.

INTER. DEBATE
(Continued from page 3)

quoted Mr. Asquith as saying that jjyou

could not have a uniform interpretation of

law.

Taking up the question of time wa^ed

in connection with these cases, he referred

to seven cases which occupied periods

ranging from fourteen to twenty-one

months. A widow, whose husband had left

timber rights in Northern Ontario, had her

case continued for over four years, and at

cost of several thousand dollars. The

man who has the most money wins out.

Often by threats of appeal to the Privy

Council he forces his opponent to come

to some compromise. This is not British

fair play; it is unjust and unfair to the ma-

jority of our citizens, and in favor of the

wealthy.

These cases are taken away from the

judges who knov the circumstances of the

case, and put in the hands of English judges,

who read into them not the circumstancesi

but what they see in the English perspec-

tive. Such is bound to lead to unfairness

and injustice. ;

As regards the international court of the

League of Nations, it will not be called on

to deal with matters affecting any one coun-

try, but in different countries and between

different nations. There is no parallel.

In conclusion he said that we would re-

spect the matter of taking appeals to Eng-

land when we see English cases brought

to Ottawa.
i

Mr. R. Perriault, last speaker lor du
j

negative side, declared that in QueL. c Icgis !

of appeal to the Privy Council t,( s.ui
j

lation has been passed limiting the
,

|

amoimting to twelve thousand doll.ir-, ,\ncl 1

over.
, .

•
i

Quebec has a different race f ni th^|

rest of tlie Dominion. The British
j

stands today because it is a centr.u (>uiat

'

of justice. All races have had, ;r.<l .di

CHESS AND CHECKERS CLUB
The first two rounds of the checkers

tournament have resulted as follows:

Philip-Richardson—Philip.

Donaldson-Harris—Donaldson.

Wallace-Boyd—Wallace.

Talcott-Gow—Gow.

Wallace-Gow—Wallace.

McArthur-Laird—Laird.

Mc-Leod-Saunders—McLeod.

Laird-McLeod—Laird.

MacInnes-McNeily—MacInnnes.

Cumberland-Rutledge—Cumberland.

Maclnnes-Cumberland—Macinnes.

Blake-Kirkland—Blake.

Nun^z-Allen—Allen.

Blake-Alien—Allen.
‘ ‘

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET

STORE
’PHONE 797

Everybody Does It—What?
Ride a Bicycle! !

We have the best line of the best

bieycles made and that’s saying some-

thing.

Massey—Red Bird—Brantfords

Just what you need anywhere—at

college or at home. Drop in and let’s

show you the many models. Your
present bicycle taken in part payment.

Use an Eveready.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

~ Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above facxilties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the pubUshers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by 4veral of the Professors that the service is the best in

th§ history of the University.

Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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LEVANA
LEVANA MEETING

Acts ’21 and ’24 combined forces on

Wednesday afternoon to produce one of

the best programmes ever given in the

Levana Society. The meeting was held

in Convocation Hall, and was very well

attended as is the case when the gradual-

ing year entertains.

First on the' programme was a selection

by the “Comb Band.” This is perhaps a

misnomer for we distinctly observed a

piano, a drum, and a kazoo in addition

to that popular instrument, the comb.

Then came a Scottish sketch by Miss

Stewart and Miss Nobes of 24. The per-

formers. attired in real Highland regalia,

sang an old Scotch ballad and responded

to an encore with one of Harry Lauder s

favourites. Miss Clara Farrell, also of ’24

gave a reading from the works of that

jnost popular professor, Stephen Leacock,

treating of pet dogs.

’21 appeared next in a delightful vaude-

ville sketch when “Freeman and Jardine”

sang and danced after the fashion of the

modern stage.

After a solo by Miss MacArthur, ’21

put on a Rustic Scene from the Midsum-

mer Night’s Dream. Being only human

we were unable to penetrate the disguise

of some of the players, but we particular-

ly -congratulate Miss Messer, Pyramus,

the wall, and the roaring lion whose tail

aroused such admiration.

The farewell song followed the sketch

from Shakespeare. It struck a graver

note: Graduation is a time of farewells

and we shall miss ’21 in many, many

ways.

The Comb Band and the Hencoop Jazz

Orchestra provided music during the rest

of the programme, which was largely de-

voted to the eating of pink. and white icct

cream and cake.

Levana wishes to thank the freshettes

and seniors for a most enjoyable after-

noon.

Nelson.

Sub.—Helen Wilson.

On Tuesday two games were played

and were both very interesting.

Seniors vs. Freshettes.

The Seniors defeated the Freshettes

with a score of 1-0, Aggie Condie scoring

the one and only goal for ’21. Jennie

Elliott and Cecile Stewart showed up well

for ’21, while Foneta Kelly and Margaret

Stewart brought honour to ’24. Only one

penalty was handed out.

Line-up

:

’21—Centre^ Jessie Elliott; R. wing,

Aggie Condie; L. wing, Cecile Stewart;

point, Elma Freeman ;
C. point, Grace

Wert; goal, Helen Craig; sub. Thelma

Cliffe.

'22 vs. ’23

The Sophomores lost to the Juniors by

score of 3-0. The Sophs, worked hard

but felt the loss of two strong players,

Marion Welsh and Gertrude Best, who

were indisposed. Jean Cresswell was the

outstanding player for ’23, although Jean-

ette McRae kept the score down by turn-

ing off a great many would-be goals.

Ruth Evanson again starred for ’22.

scoring one of the goals. Doreen Lavell

and Marion Laird each put in a goal for

'22. The line-up for ’23 was

:

Goal, Jeanette McRae; centre, Jean

Creswell, L. wing, Dorothy Sutherland,

R. wing, Margaret Porteous
;
point Mar-

garet Brophy; C. point, Margaret -er.

TEA’S

Much has been said in times past

against that ancient institution, the tea.

It has been denounced as a purely formal

and altogether deadly function, but on

Tuesday afternoon last, the tea came into

its own as a thoroughly human and en

joyable affair, when Mrs. McNeill opened

her home to the members of Levana.

Mrs. Skelton, Mrs. Taylor, and Mrs.

W. C. Clark helped receive. In the dining

room Miss Condie and Miss Abernethy

poured tea at tables decorated with daf-

fodils and yellow candles.

During the afternoon, Miss MacFar-
land and Miss Booth sang, and the girls'

orchestra contributed several enjoyable

numbers.

On the way home, passing groups of

girls in the dusk, you called out, “Wasii’i

it lovely?” “Perfectly Great.”

GIRLS’ HOCKEY
On Monday ifternoon jast the Juniors

met and defeated the -Freshettes irr Ice

Hockey. The Freshettes put up a good'

fight and deserve much credit. They
were at a considerable disadvantage by
having a much lighter team than their op-

ponents. Evelyn Bennington stopped

great many fine shots while Helen Nelson

and Billy Nobes played a very good
game.

Ruth Evanson, the star for ’22. scored

both goals while Doreen Lavell and Mar
ion Laird did good work also. The final

score was 2-0 in favor of '22.

The line-up was

:

'22—Goal, May Burnett: centre, Mar-
ion Laird : right wing, Doreen Lavell

;

.-Meft wing, Anita Martin; point. Ruth
Evanson ; cover point, Gertrude Dead-
man.

’24—Goal, Evelyn Bennington; centre,

Margaret Stewart; right GL !ys

Montgomery; left wing, ‘Billy Noh-s;

point. Fo\'ita Kelly; c -m-' !>"in(, tMen

LEVANA

Last Friday Arts ’24 turned

on Arts ’23 and in one of the fastest ga-

of the season defeated them 1-0. Goal-

Keeper Bennington was ably assisted by a

defense which was generally composed of

five players. These five stars skated fast,

hit the puck hard and fell often. Their

one drawback is that they don’t shoot at

the right time or place. The goal of the

game whi,ch was very tricky, was scored by

Billy on a pass from Monty.

Three more games will be played before

the championship is won. The team could

stand encouragement—where are the root-

s?

Line up : Goal, Bennington
;

defense,

Stewart, Nelson; forwards, Montgomery,

Kelly. Nobes
;
subs, Wilson and Moses.

SIMCOE COUNTY REUNION

Last Thursday night the natives of

Simcoe, professors and students and a

few city people held an informal smofeer

in the Arts Club Room and spent a very

delightful evening listening to tales of the

pioneer days. The principal speakers of

the evening were Prof; MacGillvray, Dr.

Wilson of Chalmer’s Church. Dr. Cum-
berland of the staff at Rockwood Hospit-

al for the Insane, and Rev. Mr. Cumber-
land. Speeches were given by represen-

tatives of -the various •continuation schools

as follows-: Collingwood, -Prof. MacGill-

yray ; ,
Creepiore. Mr. Newlove; AlHston,

Mr. Murphy
;
Beeton, Mr. Gaviller

; Brad-

ford, Mr. Hipwell
;
Barrie, Mr. Lyall, ad

Orillia, Mr. Philp. Musical selections

were furnished by Messrs Cooper, Griffin

and Allen. A bountiful lunch was pro-

vided and the meeting, which was pre-

sided over by J. A. MacDonald of Beeton.
broke up about midnight, after singing
Queen’s songs and the National Anthem.

JUST RECEIVED
Strathdee’s Waltz Song

My Last Waltz With You
We also carry a complete line of Stringed 1

Instrument Supplies, Note Books, Stati'-uicry.

Magazines, Brunswick Phonographs ai;d
{

Records.
;

The Song Shop;
Phone 1207M 269^ Princese St.

j

What Wt i aven’t Got—We’ll Get

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro-de-alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

morning, he said, “This package—” here he took a-pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it wept on
—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is bestknown

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

. to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

0

Telephone 850 and 1200
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HATS AND CAPS FOR

STUDENTS

The New Styles Are Here

SALE OF FURS STILL

going on

s n 9

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 6S0

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Meds ’26

Arts ’24

These can be had' in Brooch,

Stick Pin, or Ring.

We can supply nearly every

year design of recent years.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

DR. JAMES MILLER TO ADDRESS
THE Q.U.M.S.

James Miller, M.D., D.Ss., F.R.C.P.E.,

formerly of the School of Medicine of

Royal College, Edinburgh, now Professor

of/Pathology at Queen’s, will address the

Q.U.M.A., on Thursday next at 4.30 on,

“The Edinburgh Student’s Missionary As-

sociation. its work
;
and the students’ part in

the missionary and social problem of today.

Dr. Miller although a new comet* to

Queen’s has already by his interest in, and

deep regard for the general well-being of

the University become known to a large

number of students outside the medical

faculty.

His large experience in dealing with the

social and moral problem before coming to

Canada fits him extremely well .for dealing

with these problems as they exist in Can-

ada today. These are problems which vit-

ally concern the life of every man and every

woman today whether conscious of it or

not.

The attendance at the regular meetings

of this association has throughout the ses-

sion been fair, but not what we should like

it to have been. We realize the multiplicity

of social and other affairs which demand

even more than the student’s spare time, no

one can aflend to them all, but what we

urge is that a true judgment of values be

exercised by every one.

The Conveners of the Programme Cohi-

mittee of the Q.U.M.A. deserve the high-

est commendation. From the opening of

the session they have i^rovided program-

mes of outstanding merit for the regular

meetings. Inspiring addresses have been

given on different phases of today’s Soc-

ial Problems ;
Hygiene, Civic and .Moral

Reform, Missionary and Life Service

problems. That such impressive presen-

tation of these aspects of today’s social

order will have a far reaching affect on

the life of the whole University, cannot

be doubted. The Kingd(^m of God is a

social organization
;
and to be passionate

workers, identifying ourselves with all the

cdhiplex relations of our social organism,

providing the spirit and the power which

will lift men above the evil of the world

and establish a Kingdom of truth, love

and goodness is the immediate* duty of

every thinking man and wbman.

All are cordially welcome to the meet-

ings. of the Q.U.M.A., and it is hoped

that every one who can possibly spare the

hour will avail himself of this opportun-

ity of hearing Dr. Miller, Thursday at

4.30.

REMOVAL
SALE

Due to greatly increased rental dur-

ing the past year, we have moved

from our old stand to

136 PRINCESS STREET
(Opposite Hotel Randolph)

This store being smaller necessi-

tates reducing our slock by half.

Students will find it greatly to their

advantage to replenish their ward-

robes during the most gigantic salt-

in our history.

Sale Begins Thursday

March 3rd

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

TONIGHT’S THE BIG NIGHT
Also Wednesday for the Big Show
One of the biggest events in the college

year is on tonight and is being repeated to-

morrow (Wednesday) night when Queen’s

Dramatic Club is pre.senting three smash-

ing one-act plays in the .“Little Theatre,”

Convocation Hall. Curtain at 8.15 sharp.

If you have not already got your reserved

seats, beat it at once to the jollege post

office or to the Kingston public library and

secure them. Special attention promptly

and cheerfully given to fussers.

Charles A. Gates, producer of “Stop,

Thief I" is personally staging and directing

the show. Stewart W. Houston is the busi-

ness manager and President N. V. Freeman
is giving everything the “once-over." ’Nuff

sed.

WIRELESS CLUB
Mr. Reid will give his third lecture to the

club on Monday. March 7, at 7.30 p.m., in

Room 16, Fleming Hall. The lecture will

be on the sending apparatus used in wire-

less telegraphy, and everybody interested

in wireless is cordially invited to attend.

She^Did you hear of the new poison?

He—No, what’s it called?

She—Aeroplane poisoning.

He—How do you take it?

She—Just one drop.

Either That or the Science Faculty

Fir.st Stude.—What would this nation

be without women?
Second Stude.—A stag nation.

OUR SHOW ROOM IS NOW OPEN

FOR YOUR INSPECTION

Showing a complete stock of Trunks,

Bags and Valises at the New Prices.

You are under no obligation. We are at

all times pleased to show you our stock.

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

980. PRINCESS STREET

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the*rontine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two .Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

^ PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

February Bargain’s

$5.95
Men’s High Grade Boots, black

and Brown, narrow, and wide

toes, and all Goodyear welted

soles, all regular $10 values. All

sizes, now $5.95.

STEVE J. MARTIN

189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

T?

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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MR. G. Y. CHOWN
EX-REGISTRAR
PASSES AWAY

QUEEN’S MOURN LOSS OF
EMINENT GRADUATE

AND GUIDE

DRAMATIC CLUB
PRESENTS PLAYS

DRAMATIC CLUB DELIGHTS
UNDESERVEDLY SMALL

AUDIENCE

S. A. MITCHELL
SPEAKS AT A.M.S.

LECTURES ON ASTRONOMY
BOTH INSTRUCTIVE AND

INTERESTING

Coming to College on Wednesday we

were surprised to see the flag at half-mast

and all were deeply grieved to know that

G. Y. Chown who was almost as well known

as Queen’s itself had passed away. To

many of the younger students of the Uni-

versity G. Y. Chown meant little but to those

who had known him in his official capacity

he meant much. We all know of the energy

and time he has spent unsparingly for the

advancement of Queen’s and he has also

given largely of his means for the cause

of education not only to Queen’s but to the

city of Kingston. Since 1893 w’hen, at the

urgent request of Principal Grant, he be-

came Secretary of the School of Mining

. he has been constantly associated with and

,
vitally interested in the growth and well

being of Queen’s.

He saw the School of Mining grow and

become an integral part of the University.

He saw the Medical School return to the

University fold. At last in 1896 he became

Registrar of the University and he has made

that position which might have been a mere

"rubber-stamp” affair one of the most im-

portant offices in the University administra-

tion. Mr. Chown was born sixty years ago

and was the son of the late Edwin Chown.

He graduated in Arts from Queer’s in

1884 and at once went into business life

where his efforts have met with unusual

financial success. Besides his great work at

Queen’s he has always been interested in

his native city and was a genuine servant of

the co.mmunity. He has been a member of

the Public School Board and of the Ontario

^
School Trustees’ Association. For three

years he was a valued member of the Pub-

lic Utilities Commission and for two years

was elected as chairman. He was a mem-
ber of Sydenham Street Methodist Church,

member of the Frontenac Club, Kingston

Health Association, the Canadian Club, the

Kingston General Hospital Board, the

Board of Trade and the Kingston Yacht

Club.

He is survived by his wife. Who is a

daughter of the late Dr. Michael L,avel1,

three daughters. Miss May, Miss Dorothy

and Miss Edna; three brothers, Dr. H. H.

Chown, Winnipeg; Mr. S. T. Chown, Ren-

frew and Dr. A. P. Chown, of Kingston,

and one sister, Miss Alice, of New York,

The funeral which took place privately

this afternoon was, with the consent of the

family, largely attended on part of the

journey to the cemetery by a large number
of students of the University. We extend

our deepest sympathy to tlie sorrowing fam-

ily. No longer shall the students sing half

in jest "G. Y. Chown, B.A., B.A. Sweede-

lee dum bum” for G. Y. Chown is dead and
we respect very highly the memory of a

man who has thus served his fellows.

THE mum
Friday—

4 p.m.—Q.M.C.A.

7.00 p.m.—Choral Society.

Saturday—

2.00 p.m.—Girls’ Basketball, Gym.
7.C0 p m-—A.M.S., Dramatic Club and

Debate.

Sunday

—

,
10.00 a.m.—Prof. Morison’s Bible Class.

Have You Paid Your War
Memorial Subscription?

The Dramatic Club’s triple bill of Tues-

day evening was a notable achievement in

quiet and sincere playing. Not in recent

years have students^ attempted so difficult

programme, nor attained so high and

consistent a level of interpretation: and

this in the face of difficulties that are par-

ticularly trying to young or inexperienced

players. The dramatic tenseness of Trifles

and Two Crooks and a Lady or even the

fantastic delicacy of Three Pills in a Bottle

produce a subtle effect on the dark side of

the lights,' and the player does not know

quite how his stuff is going over. That is

why we imust credit the three casts, and

specially the new players among them, with

a high degree of courage as well as skill.

To consider the work in detail. Trifles

(Susan Glaspell) is essentially a play of at-

mosphere: there is little incident and tlie

action consists in the sucessive discovery

by two women of trifling pieces of evidence

that combine to provide a motive for

murder committed in the house. All

grim arid cold with the chill of winter and

death. That was the problem before the

director and players. It was convincingly

solved in a powerful and restrained piece

of acting, by the whole cast. Hardly a

movement for minutes together: little vari-

ation of tone: emotion contained and re-

pressed. Difficult but most successfully

done, and a fine exemplification of the rule

that a player gains force from steadines.s.

Acting is above all things a matter of team

work and as a rule individuals should not

be singled out for special mention, but it

may be permitted to remark that the de-

tails of Trifles that stay clearest in one's

mind are the cumulative force of Hale’s

(Mr. Miller) long recital, and the stolid

endurance of Mrs. Peters’ (Miss Field)

long silences, but the recital needs more

voice and clarity if it is to carry to the

back of the gallery. In this respect Mr.

Wholton sets a high standard of excellence,

Miss McFadyen’s work registered consist-

ently and with increasing strength. On
the purely technical side, the grouping and

movement necessitated by the several en-

trances of the three men were worked out

\^ith definition and admirabl]i’ executed

Trifles will probably rank with A Night at

an Inn as one of the best pieces of work to

the credit of the club.

Three Pills in a Bottle (Rachel L. Field)

is a fantasy from, the collection of Har-

vards Plays, which are the work of "47

Workshop.” It has met with great and

merited sucess in Little Theatres all over

the continent, and made a charming con-

trast to the heavier items of Tuesday’s bill.

The play calls for a number of character

actors, and produced some notable pieces of

acting, especially in the fairy-tale roles of

the three souls. Mr. Nicholson’s work was

carefully thought out and cleverly done.

The leading part of the little sick boy was
sympathetically and convincingly played by

Miss Freeman and Miss Deadman as the

Scrub Woman showed that she has the gift

of "putting it over.” At the second time of

playing one or two members of this com-

pany will have to be certain that their lines

are heard. The Three Pills would be

good piece to repeat later on when the

Club has greater resources at its command.
It is essentially a play that would repay the

labour of adequate staging : on Tuesday
an effective beginning had been made in

that direction
;
scenery and setting are

very important part of the activities of

Little Theatre, and we welcome the advent

(Continued on page 7).

AURA LEE LOSE
TO JUNIORS
SCORE OF 3-0

Vnioug the most interesting and in-

structive -lectures that Queen's has had

the pleasure of hearing this year, is the

series being given by Dr. S. A. Mitchell,

of the University of Virginia, on Astron-

omy. Dr. Mitchell, a graduate of Queen’s

(1894)—is one of the most prominent as-

tronomers of the present time, and he re-

presented the United States at the Inter-

national Convention of Scientists, held at

Brussels. He has been connected with

many of the most famous universities of

the States, and did valuable work at the

Xerxes Observatory of the University of

Chicago. His interest in Queen's does

not seem to have diminished since 1894.

for he made many valuable suggestions

which Queen’s might profitably adopt.

To kill any illusions we might have as

to the all fascinating work of an astron-

omer he mentioned having spent from 4

o'clock in the afternoon till 7 next morn-

ing in the Xerxes Observatory with the

temperature 26° below freezing, and that

each hour’s observation required five

hours’ mathematical calculations.

He gave a brief outline of the growth
of the present-day conceptions of the size

and shape of the earth, of its rotation

upon its axis, and of its revolution about

the sun. The earth was known to be

spherical some 200 )-ears before Clirist

am* a rough calculation of its size Itad

then been made. He mentioned how
Newton's theory of the earth being flat-

tened at the poles had been strongly op-

po.sed by the French astronomers who
claim that it was elongated how the

Foucault Pendulum Experiment had

proved conclusively that the earth rotates

upon its axis
; and how by the photograph

spectra of the stars and their annual par-

allax it is proved that the earth travels

around the sun.

(Continued on page 2)

JUNIORS WIPE.OUT AURA LEE IN
SUDDEN DEATH

FIXTURE

By outplaying their opponents at every

point of the game, the Queen’s junior O.H.

A. hockey team defeated Aura Lee, of Tor-

onto, in a sudden death game in Trenton on

Monday evening by a score of 3 to 0. At

the end of the first period the score was

1 to 0, and in the second period the students

added one more score. The ice was very

soft, but nevertheless the Queen’s team

played a wonderful exhibition. The Queen’s

defence played a very steady game and held

the Toronto tea:n from getting in around

the nets. Reynolds on the defence for the

Queen’s students, played the best game of

the season. He forced the Toronto for-

wards to shoot from thirty-five feet out.

Red” McKelvey, the othe'r defence player,

although rather tired after competing in the

Inter-collegiate assault-at-arms in Mont-

real, in which he won the heavyweight box-

ing championship, did great work. Quinn

in goal stopped a few nice shots. On the

forward line, McDonald at centre and Jolin-

ston on the wing played a great game "Jack”

Emery and Donald Nickle played well to-

gether.

The scoring in the first period was done

by McDonald, who intercepted a pass di-

rectly in front of the Toronto net. In the

second twenty minutes Don Nickle took a

pass from McDonald, and .scored. McKel-
vey made a beautiful rush, which ended

in him making the third counter. During

the game^ McDonald stopped what looked

like a sure goal when he fell down directly

in front of the Queen’s net and carried the

puck to the corner of the rink. The Toron-

to team tried to rough things up, but it did

not work with Robbie Hewitson who re-

ferred. The Queen’s line tff)

:

Goal, Quinn
;

defence. McKelvey and

Reynolds; centre, McDonald; wings, Nickle

and Gibson
;

spare.s, Emery and Johnston.

—(Whig).

The Red Room was the scene of a

very happy function on Tuesday evening

when the Theological Dinner was held.

The number attending was naturally

much smaller than the number which at-

tends the other faculty dinners and this

in itself seemed to add a touch of home-

like hospitality to the occasion. Unlike

the other dinners, also there were quite a

number of lady guests present who.se

vivacity added to the pleasure and whose

gowns added a welcotne touch of color to

the usual sober black and white garb of

the male element. The toasts which were

presided over by Mr. M. A. S. Briedfjord.

the moderator, were appropriate and the

list w'as not tiringly lengthy nor were the

individual speakers.

The Toast List was as follows;

The King—Mr. Breidfjord.

The Ladies—Proposed by Mr. Mc-
Arthur. responded to by Dr. O’Hara.

Canada—Proposed by Prof. McFady-
en ; Responded to by Canon FitzGerald.

The Ministry—Proposed by Prof.

Morison, Responded to by Dr. Jordan and

Prof. Watts of the Theological College.

The Theological College — Proposed

by Dr. Wilson of Chalnier’s Church ; Re-

sponded to by Principal Dyde.

The Graduating Year—Proposed by

Dr. Morgan; Responded to by Mr. Mc-

Itmis.

Our Guests—Proposed by Mr. Patter-

son; Responded to by Mr. Wilson.

Dr. O’Hara in responding to the Toast

to the Ladies, spoke briefly of some

phases of her work in India to the evident

enjoyment of all present.

Prof. McFadyen, who has but recently

come to Queen's, proposed the toast to

Canada, and referring to India, stated

that the Canadians have taken the spiritu-

al leadership in a large part of that coun-

try. Canada, he said, offers to all w'ho

come to her shores, a new hope, new hap-

piness and a new life.

Canon FitzGerald, responding to the

toast, made a strong plea for the continu-

ance of the practise of giving a prominent

place to the BiWe in our churches. This

practise, backed up by strong, sane re-

presentatives of the Presbyterian Church,

is a tremendous mis.sionary factor and ac-

counts, in great part, for Scotland’s great-

ness. He reviewed some of the leading

points in Canadian history, and said that

the success of Confederation must rest on

the spirit of.compromise. •

Prof. Morison, in p^pposing the toast

to the Ministry, made a strong appeal for

less faint-hearted action on the part of

the Clmrch. The gospel is the program-

me ior the Church. We have a battle-cry

Init ‘where is the army. We must find out

(Continued on page 7)
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The Merchants Bank
of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capitai, $8,400,000

Reserve Fitnd and Undivided

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Stvings Department at All

Branchea.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

*. *. SPARKS. ERNEST 9. SPARKS.

D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D. D.0.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Spjurks
dentists

159 WELLINGTON ST, PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

What We Sell
Cigars, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Pipes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth Organs, Fotm-

taln Pens, Stationery, Magazines, Old Country

Papers, etc.

“THE CITY PIPE SHOP"

JACK F. ELDER
J69 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V. A.

(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY. 7th

Yhe Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - • $ 9,700,000

Reserve ... 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited %ach month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
AU White TUe. Ifoat Modcn.

"

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

EDITORIAL

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE

W« are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the
latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
"We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w
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GIRLS’ BASKETBALL
Queen’s Girls’ Basketball Team will

play its final game • of the season with

Belleville, at the Queen's Gymnasium on

Saturday at 2 p.m. The girls have been

training quite conscientiously since the

big Intercollegiate events, and are all in

good shape. Turn out and show the

Belleville team that no Queen’s team

lacks support.

PROF. J. F. MacDONALD’S POETRY
PRIZE

EDITORIAL
We sometimes wonder if many of the

students of Queen’s realize the great ad-

vantage of being privileged to attend a

University with such a wealth of tradi-

tion as this, our Alma Mater, has. Quite

apart from any special advantage of any

one faculty over another, there are cer-

tain advantages at Queen’s which are, to

some extent at least, distinctive. For ex-

ample, some time ago there was a meeting

held in Convocation Hall at which both

professors and students were present.

There were amongst others a professor

from a sister University, and one of his

former students who, having realized the

advantages of Queen’s, had left his former

University. After the meeting was over

professor and students got together and dis-

cussed on most frank and friendly term.s the

evehts of the evening, which elicit th^ft;e-

mark from the visiting professor to'’!his

former student, “you certainly made jno

mistake in coming to Queen’s, you wopld

have to attend our University many years

before you would sec any .such evidence; of

good feeling and intimacy between the s^aff

and the students.” This is a true story ^nd

it makes clear one of the most pleasant

characteristics of Queen’s. Lectures -nfay

be important, laboratory periods may-: be

necessary and exercises and essays may

help to develop the mind and add to fhe

sum total of knowledge gained, but. after

all, in the years to come it will be the re-

membrances of the personal touch wli^ich

will cause us to look back to Queen’s Ind

thank our lucky stars that we did not hjive

the misfortune to attend a University wliere

the classes are so large that the students,

with the possible exception of a few hon-

our students doing advanced work, arq to

tiife professors nothing more than numbers

on a class roll.

A prize of $25 is offered for the .best

poem written by any extra-mural stu-

dent of the University registered in <

regular course leading to a degree.

Conditions

The pqem may be on any subject and

in any verse-form, but must not be more

than a hundred lines in length.

Poems must be sent to the Registrar on

or before March 10th. Each poem shall

be signed with a pseudonym, and shall

have attached to it a sealed envelope,

bearing the same pseudonym and contain-

ing a written declaration over the author's

signature to the effect that it is his un-

aided composition.

The successful poem shall be read- and

the prize presented at the last regular

meeting of the English Club in Spring.

The five poems of highest merit shall

be at the disposal of the Queen’s Univer-

sity Journal for publication.

The donor and two other members of

the University staff shall be judges.

Additiopal Conditions

Poems submitted may not have been

published.

One person ma}' submit more than one

poem.

Queen’s is honoured this week in hav-

ing as. her g^est Dr. S. A. Mitchell, a dis-

tinguished graduate of 1894 who is no\y on

the staff of the University of Virginia. ^Vi

are very glad to welcome .him to our midst,

and we shall be very glad whenever Tie shall

be able to come again.
'

AEROPLANE PHOTOGRAPHY
Before a well attended parade of the

Queen's C.O.T.C. on Saturday afternoon

last Major E. de L. Greenwood, of the

Royal Military' College staff, delivered a

most interesting lecture on the taking and

interpretation of aeroplane photographs.

Major Greenwood, while on active service

in France took a special course in aero-

plane photography, and the information

thus gained was ably passed on to tjie

members of the O. T. C.

The lecture was well illustrated with

lantern slide reproductions of actual aero-

plane photographs taken on the Western i

Front during 1917 and 1918, and special

points of interest were fully described by

Major Greenwood. Major Greenwood

pointed out,the great development in the

art during the war, and the information

of import which was gleaned by this

means of the enemy’s disposition, de-

fences, artillery and intentions.

On Saturday, March 5th, at 1.30 p.m.

Carruthers Hall, Capt. J. Edwards,

M.C., of the Military District Staff, will

give a lecture on "The Employment of

Machine Guns." .

The editor tenders his thanks to the

Theology Sqcity for the invitation to

their pinner, held on Tuesday evening.

DANCING
All {(wnu of modem dencing taught
Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DF\^TAL SURGEON

. .
— 'N & WELLINGTON STS.

Phonb 363.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF T
JOURNAL SOCIAL EVENU.

:

Receipts.

Tickets sold, 267 at 75c . .

.

Expenditures,

M. P. Reid

Wax
Orchestra

Fee for Grant Hall

Taxi '

Printing .
G

Journal Newsboy 1
’*•

Janitor 5 '

Total V
'

• 4

Balance ,

.$200 / >

rJO 00

10 '

CORRESPONDENCE
To The Editor,

Queen's Journal;

A society for actual parliamentarj' prac-

tice has been organized. ' The temporary

officers have informed me that there are

students who wish to join the society dur-

ing its deliberations.' Will you, therefore,

inform your readers that this organiza-

tion meets Mondays; Wednesdays and
Fridays at 2.00? A large membership will

be welcomed.

Respectfully yours,

O. C. KINNICK.

"Let me see, your son will graduate from

Medical college soon, won't he?”

“Yes.”

"And I presume he'll immediately start

Uo practice his profession?"

"No, not immediately. He’s going to

spend the first six months trying to grow a

beard, so he'll look the part.

^flousehol"

Silver”

^ To o-wn a beautiful set

of silverware is a duty
we owe to ourselves and
family.

^ Its cost is quite out of

proportion to its beauty
and usefulness. Good Sterl-

ing will outlast life itself,

and our silver-plate is ex-

ceptionally durable.

^ In Sterling there are

such beautiful period
patterns to chO'‘S'' from,

such as “Saxon/' '‘Tucl-.’i

“Georgian,” “N'.'fman”
and “Louis XV. '

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136. 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.1^£vening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 3Sc

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Bstablished 1874

BOARD OF CONTROL

The graduates have elected Principal

W' L. Grant, M.A., Upper Canada Col-

lege, Toronto, to the Athletic Board of

Control for two years, and Mr. W. I.

Garvock, B.A., Night Editor of the Ot-

tawa Journal, Ottawa, for one year.

DR. S. A. MITCHELL
(Continued from page I ).

He told many interesting facts .'tbout

various stars and mentioned that the

speed of a star towards or away from the

earth could be occuratelv measured to

within !

'

though ; . - . 1 .^ -

ed the - tst'< '
-

. . ; •

body w '
' • •> ;hr- :l.

of us envy him his hours ot dry mathe-

matics and accurate photographic meas-

uring. we would like to have his oppor-

tunity of globe-trotting, which is so essen-

tial in obtaining the necessary observa-

tions.
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

dentist
S4 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

IT PAYS TO HAVE
Your Hat Cleaned and

Reblocked

The New York Hat

Cleaning Store

208 PRINCESS STREET
’Phone 3^5

Below Grand Opera House

For Spring

SUITS THAT SUIT

BOTH IN STYLE AND

PRICE

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CR^MiPARLOR

HOME HADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
. ,

.

' V PhoM 640.

McKenzie talking againi

Students:

—

I have made many photographs for

you and am pleased to say that your

business is very satisfactory, for far

more than the average citizen of

Kingston, you seem to realize the

photographer has his troubles, and

make allowance therefor. My chief

trouble is not what one might think

—

to get business, but TO GET IT

DONE. I lia?e tried to get good

help to come from other places, but

they either will not come or not stay

in Kingston if they do come. So I

have to do all the skilled work my-
self. That means there is a limit on

the amount of work my studio turns

out. It is of great assistance if any-

one gives me plenty of time to get

their job done. This I generally find

you are~wilHng to do. I appreciate

this spirit of co-operation very much;
am trying to cultivate it, and in con-
clusion, appeal to you to sit for any
photographs you need well in advance,
and, if possible, in the quiet seasons.
You will thus get better work and
materially.help the photographer.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
CotisuUing Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Sufiscripfioh?

RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS OF
QUEEN’S
(Continued)

When I first came into relationship

with it, as a student, the Library was a

ery remote and mysterious institution.

There was neither entrance to it nor sight

of it from any parts of the building to

which the student had access. A small

square wooden wicket in an otherwise un-

broken wall was opened for a short period

each day for the exchanging of books.

Even through this aperture no visual in-

formation could be gained as to the ex-

tent of the library, as it revealed only

the back of a wooden boqkcase. For a

time the students’ letters were delivered

through this same opening. In unpre-

meditated efforts to make some return,

however inadequate, for this important

service, one or other of the more diminu-

tive students was occasionally passed

through the wicket in the reverse order.

These favours not being received in the

spirit in which they were presented, the

letter -delivery via the wickt was discon-

tinued, and that long-suffering and patient

Christian, John Cormack, the janitor, with

his letter bag, was forced to contend with

Ephesian wild things, in the open.

The contents of the library, except the

tnore recent additions to it, could be learn-

ed from a printed catalogue-purchasable

from the librarian. This catalogue re-

vealed a body of literature of a very

sombre and ponderous nature, with a

strong flavour of the tastes and require-

ments of the book-buying parson from

whose collections so much of it had come.

Even so, however, these donations did

much credit to the sound learning and

scholarly tastes of the early friends of

Queen’s, both lay and clerical. From the

time of the establishment of the Univer-

sity, important donations had been made

towards the foundation of the library.

The Governors, Lord Sydenham and Sir

Charles Bagot, and many of the leading

Canadian statesmen and merchants of the

time, were among the contributors. 1 he

Governors also afforded important aid in

securing collections of historical and other

documents from the Home Government.

Principal Snodgrass devoted considerable

attention to the increase of the library and

various traditions are extant as. to his

methodical zeal and taking ways in re

cruiting among the collections of his

friends. He had not only a persuasive

tongue buc a sharp eye as to what was

of permanent, as distinguished from

merely ephemeral value. To him we owe.

through some of his Montreal friends, the

acquisition of a number of very rare and

valuable materials relating to Canadian

and American history.

At that time the novel was not regard-

ed as having a place in serious academic

discussion, and was therefore seldom

found in a university library. It certainly

cumbered no shelves in Queen s library.

Even the lighter and more attractive re-

cords of travel were rare to seek. When,

therefore, my room-mate, seeking relief

from the stronger meat prescribed for the

hours of study, explored his catalogue in

quest of something more relaxing for

week-end reading, his search was very in-

adequately rewarded. He was about to

give up in despair when a most unex-

pectedly promising title caught his eye. It

was nothing less than *‘The Secret of

Hegel," by J. H. Stirling. I agreed with

him that it promised well, being sugges-

tive of creepy sensations. It was accord-

ingly obtained, and my friend settled

down for an evening’s enjoyment. He

had not read long before manifesting

symptoms of disappointment, rapidly dc

veloping into expressions of disgu:>r. On

sampling the book, I found that thf.'v

was, indeed, no lack of mystery, hemgh

of a singularly anaemic type. Tin writv-r

employed, it is true, many words r.'.i-!

phrases suggestive of the literary aspira-

tions of post-impressionist, or even unv

ist writers. It was plain that this t.'rcigu

er, Hegel, held some gruesome ’‘tet,

which thfe with some appn >

of the novelist's catch-penny tact, lemL •

iiici’ ied to render for a time even inorv

that the ultimate revelation might

be more telling. His style, however, lack-

ed that raciness and lightness of touch in

the handling of secrets which tends to

excite curiosity and lure on the reader.

The upshot was that, with complete un-

animity we voted Mr. Stirling a failure as

a novelist, casting his volume from us,

content to allow the secret of Hegel to

pass into oblivion, unrevealed so far as

we were concerned. So much for our first

acquaintance with German metaphysics.

(To be continued)

DR. A. O. HAYES SPEAKS

Dr. A. O. Hayes, formerly of the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada and at present

with the White Hall Petroleum, gave an-

other intensely interesting and very in-

structive lecture to the Miners .and Geo-

logists on Monday. The subject was the

Wabar iron ore of Belle Isle, with special

attention to the mode of occurrence and

the origin of the ore. Dr. Hayes made
an examination of this deposit for the

Dominion Government and his report

compose.s Memoir No. 78 of the Geolo-

gical Survey of Canada. In passing, it

is interesting to note that this deposit of

iron ore is the largest in the Empire, and

the largest single deposit in the world.

The lecturer showed a great number of

lantern slides illustrating the nature of

the coast, the topography of the island,

the iia.ture and position of the rocks, and
the mode of occurrence and methods of

mining and shipping of the ore.

These were followed by a number of

slides made from microscopic sections of

the ore and beds immediately above it.

These showed the structure and the re-

lation of the minerals composing the ore

and pointed clearly to its origin.

Dr. Hayes’ lectures have been very

much appreciated and we hope that some-
time in the future, he may find it conven-
ient to be again in Kingston, and we look

forward to hearing him again if such is

the case.

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.13

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER..: 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tideets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

NOTICE

The game between Medicine and

Science on Thursday had to be called off

on account of poor ice—and Saturday’s

game between Medicine and Arts has

also been postponed.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Comer of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOGNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 266 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

SCIENCE
SCIENCE ’23

Some people don’t believe in burying

their dead now.—The latest reports from

Frontenac Street (in the hundred region)

are to tlie effect that it is more up to date

to hang them out of the attic window with

a piece of crape tied around the neck. We
believe M-u-t-n-. started this new fad.

Epitaph

Here rests the crock against the cold brick

wall

A useless (now it's empty) quart of gin

The window-slat is closed to stop its fall

But oh ! how empty is the soul within.

Good were its contents, better than small

beer.

How could he recompense this bitter end?

It gave to Misery “spirit” for a cheer

And thus became an ever-faithful friend.

No further seek its merits to disclose,

Or draw more comfort from its dread

abode.

The cork is gone—no smell to catch the

nose,

Naught left to do but throw it in the roadj

With apologies to Thomas Gray.

Famous Partnerships

Haig & Haig.

Ham & eggs.

Robinson & Batzold.

Black & White.

Cash & carry.

Susman & Koen.

D. & A.

Wentworth & Hill.

Old B-k-r is a rising sport

When he goes out his girl to court.

He takes his books—midst winni-ng

looks.

And juggles out a Lab. Report.

Complaint

We hereby lodge a complaint with tlie

Faculty against the type of seats in tlie

amphitheatre in Gordon Hall.. The .said

seats are very uncomfortable, with the re-

sult that it is almost impossible to .sleep in

them.
,
Since our dear Prof, gives .such

soothing monotonous lectures, we hate

see his efforts wasted and would advise tlje

powers that be, that a new type of seat be

introduced. Something along the line of -a

church pew with plenty, of cushions would

answer the purpose admirably.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

Side-lights

M-r-y, to Prof,. Gummer—“I don't un-

derstand this transformation sir—and as

far as integration is concerned, my mind is

absolutely a blank.”

Prof. Gummer—‘‘Yes, so I perceive.”

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

,

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

easily seen. On Saturday morning we
emerged from Chemistry I. three minutes

early.

Physics is K-i-ght’s special line. He
was seen testing the water on Saturday

afternoon in Lake Ontario to see if it was
cold.

On Tuesday, Leech committed the un-

pardonable siI^of wearing spats. We
wonder why he took them off so quickly.

Is it love of Chemistry or er sten-

ographer that takes Maynes to the library

in Gordon Hall?

There is a young man named Kurtz.

Who has fussed so much that it hurts

;

So in each of three weeks,

The pawnbroker he seeks

To raise some hard cash on his shirts.

—Anonymous.

DEEPER DRIVEL
It was seven fifteen pip emma and I had

just arranged the papers on my desk i.e.

had pushed back the pile a little with a view

to getting in a good evening’s work on an

essay on “Ways and Means of Avoiding

Responsibility” when Bert dropped in,

Bert usually does drop in when I feel dis-

posed to work. That’s why I cultivate

his friendship. I pointed to my foolscap

pad and started to fill my pen but Bert

just picked out my most comfortable, chair

and said, "Go right ahead, don't mind me,

I only work here." Bert alway.s was so

unselfish. Realizing that the essay was.

“na poo,” I lit a cigarette with the remark,

“Well what’s new ?”

“Well Bob,” said he. “my conscience be-

gan to tro.uble me the other day, I had been

reading an editorial in the Journal about

doing your bit to keep college activities go
ing so I decided to go to a social evening

and help give the girls a good time. So I

dolled all up like a “plush cow" and

reported for duty at Grant Hall. One of

the hoy.s was taking the names as I got

to the door so I told him my name was

Morrison and he told patrone,ss number one

that I was Mr. Morton and she told pat-

roness number wto that I was Mr. Martin.

I was glad that there were no more pat-

ronesses or I might eventually have be-

come MaeSweeney.

Having annexed a menu I started out

to see how many “Irene Castles” I could

catalogue for ^he evening. My first at-

tempt was greeted with “I’m so sorry, Mr.

M., my programme's all filled"; She didn’t

look sorry but I took her word for it, and

said, “So’m I,” agreeable tha.t’s the kind of

a chap I am. I wasn't discouraged though

and I perservered until the blanks r>n my
jazz ticket approached a minimum.

All of a sudden, just the way a blind goes

up, the men told off for duty on the plat-

form began to create a pandemonium the

like of which you never heard on two con-

tinents. The throng began to undergo

a transformation and. “Oh. what a sight

was there countrymen.” • The purvey-

ors of sincopated melodies vied with each

other in an undying argument as to

which instrument should drown out the ^
others. Now and again they would all *

play the same tune, but in between times,

Kamarad! Well I didn't lose any time

watching their antics so I presented my-
self before the Levanaite whom I had

slated for the first turn. I felt a bit

rusty on some of the modern stuff, so I

kept my eye open for new stuntsi

(To be continued)

Why does B-k-r think that the “Whig”
is the best paper in Canada? Because the

poor fish has been caught by the “gills.”

SCIENCE '24

The regular meeting of the year was
held last Wednesday afternoon at 5 p.m.

Owing to the large attendance the only

business of importance was the matter

of a year dance. It was agreed upon un-

animously that Ross’s pipe is a menace to

society.

Reward.
The sum of twenty-five dollars is of-

fered for the author of the "Faculty Song”
dead or alive. Apply O. C. Kinnick, Eng-
lish Department.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided (or in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education.
Toronto.

Toronto. November. 1920 .

Curry—(As R-v-g-t-n produces his

watch) “All that glitters i.s not gold.”

Prof, in Solid Geometry—What’s an
example of an imaginary spheroid?
M"ks—Rooster’s egg.

“Music hath charms to soothe the

Savage Breast”

The benefits of the Faculty Song are

Bibby’s

$38.50

BLUE SUIT SPECIAL

Genuine English Wool Serge, Pure Indigo Blue, Tailored by

experts who make a specialty of making young men’s clothes and

making them well.

New two and three button models, sizes 34 to 42.

Don’t miss seeing these Suits. Buy if you wish.

BIBBY’S 4.75 HAT SPECIAL—All New 1921 Styles

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, Princess Street

I
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a new

YOU FOLLOW THE sms
Cluitt. P«Fb»dF V Co., of C>Di<lo. LunittJ

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

wmJlMWWMWP

i _MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-

ment Policy in the Mutual .Ltfe of

Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mintL It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Reaidence 561.

60 BROCK ST. KINGSTON

ARTS
ARTS ’21

It is confidently prophesied that, at the

next regular meeting of the year, on Mon-

day. the president will occupy the chair

unless there’s only one, in which case the

secretary will get it; that a certain girl

of the year will attend if the skating is

poor; that Hodgins will make a motion;

that Chrysler w'ill speak several times

;

that Paris will rise to a point of order

;

that Sadler will spring one of his regular

sensations ;
that there will be a good “Eye

opener’’ from Bobby Fry ; that you’ll miss

something if you’re not there ; that the

critic will say, “’move ’journ.’’

The year-book committee again requests

those members of the year who purpose

buying books to give their orders and de-

posits at once to some member of the

comrhittee. The book is now going to

press, but the printers cannot complete

it until all the orders are in, as they do

not know how many copies to make. The
members of the year wlro have not yet.

attended to their orders are urged to do

so at the earliest possible moment, thus

further expediting matters.

There are still a few biographies which

have not come in. It is hoped that they

will all be in by the end of the'week.

ARTS ’22

May the year compliment McKelvey,

Ratchford and Nelson. on the brilliant

success they have had in athletics this

year.

FORCED OUT SALE
Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reducuous .

•THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

To date we have not been well treated’

by any of those who journeyed as sup-

porters to Montreal with club-bags, suit-'

more clifb-baf®' suit-crises,

jand wf'i.. tl.i. edit(3r of our last“Tw‘54'^jfc
wa^ optimistic enough to hopc-,.^

^
.wou!»l not ^‘>rget their ]>aU in '22. '

have the second extra?

P. A. Mo—1—nd—My financial poten-

tial was lowered when I took her to

Allen’s,

C. Y. Ho-k-ns—I don’t drink, m'erely

fuss.

Doug Bu-sh-ell—Yes, the mumps kept

me away.

Miss Don-v-n—You would be a good
dancer, but for two things.

Ma-r-sh (innocently) : What are they?

Miss Don-v-n—Your feet.

Prof. Joliffe (calling roll) Is Mur-phy
present?

Mur-phy—Yes.

Prof. J.—When addressing me, say

“Sir.”

Mur-phy—Yes, Sir Joliffe.

J. J. W-'ood—She winked at you? Well,
what followed?

T. S. Walsh :—I did.

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS ia comptow.

Best Tungsten T aiMM
and Flashlights. Kvsrp*

thing electrical for

I—— perimental pnrpottc.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THS
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Straats

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2t)92.

Residence, 180 Alfred St Phone 1144 w.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
'PHONE 486

IHIP
A 4 ^ ^ ^ A

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone I318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Prof, in Latin:
—

“In Rome, girls had
masculine feet.” Yes. and there were
some of those same girls at the last Soc-

ial Evening.

Queries

:

What would Cl-r-e do if she lived in

Winnipeg instead of Belleville?

Why does R-t'^-e-ge hold the backs of

2 chairs in the consulting library?

Have you paid Tancock your dollar

for the Arts Society ?

ARTS ’23

The universe has been clouded with

scientific laws of various descriptions.

Among those which are applicable to

mankind in general there seems to be
none which so vividly describes the facts

of the case as the old law which has been
found by Dr. Mitchell to have a new ap-
plication, Viz. the power of attraction

varies inversely as the square of the dis-

tance from the source. Now boys, take

a tip, and keep your distance.

On the Cross We Had to Bear
Swans sing before they die

; ’twere no bad
thing, •

Should certain persons die before they
sing.

POEM
By Skinny Martin.

O, see the rain on the winder pain,

Ain’t it pretty and s^ete?

You’d think so to if you wa.s ninety years

old.

And didn’t wanta go out and play in the

street.

Ex.

Have You Paid Your War
Memorial Subscription?

Man wants but little here below,
The poet quite forgot,

The man about to build a house,
He always wants a lot.

From Rags to Rags
Rags make paper,

Paper makes money,
Money makes banks,

Banks make loans,

Loans make poverty,

Poverty makes rags.

ARTS '24

Noted sayings by-notorious men
J. K. Wh-l-jw—Who’ll exchange a

number?
^

H. J. Doug—s f !-ln’t vou sav I coHd

Fme Ice Cr^am
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

ALLEN’S—Synonyms and Antonyms
By F. Sturges Allen, A.B. LL.B.

General Editor of Webster’s New International Dictionary. Everyone

who handles words with an appreciation of the importance of their shades of

meaning, will want this book. It contains thousands of words not contained

in any other word book.

Special typography and page arrangements make this book easy for the

eye. And new features render it quick for ready reference.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered Iqr

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School. December to April

_For Calendars, apply to the Regietrar. Queen’s University.
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New][Spring Hats

"The College Hat Store”

1

We show, beyond com-

parison, the largest var-

iety and best values m
Kingston. Every con-

ceivable kind is here—

it's only a matter .of

choosing which you’d

rather have.

Derbies. Soft Felts

,nd Caps at every price.

Come to Headquarters for

Your Hats

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Direct Importers. 126-128 Prineess St.

STUDENTS!!
For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Qgar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

I
Dance Programmes

|

I
Constitutions

|
and all Mnda of

Hanson^ Crazier & Edgar S
20 Market St., Kingston g

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Greind Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

MEPS. ’21

Those in charge of the Medical Din-

ner wish to express their appreciation for

the donation of smokes from Baker's

Cigar Store.

MEDICINE

After “Dinner” Mints

Did you notice Hutch’s shirt? A won-

derful old thing. Surely that gentleman

from Joyceville might have proved a bet-

ter friend?

We all missed the man from Catalina,

Newfoundland. Curly declares that if

he had known this, he'd cancelled the

fish order.

Dear old “Knee” had a great time

juggling the peas with his knife.

“Doog” took the part of toast master

very capably.

Of all the rest, nothing need be said,

we all went home full steam ahead.

For the unsophisticated illiterates of

the Medical Faculty we wish to point out

that chiropractor is a word derived from

Sanskrit. Chiro meaning “neck”, praetor

meaning "to break.”

Moral

—

But steady then and don’t forget,

As you’ll learn in the Spring assizes,

That there's still some little exams, to get.

And there’s several booby prizes.

Flo-Flo’s favorite song,

“Where’er I go

I’ll never need a beau,

For I’ll always have my Bracken.”

’ We hope CUffe, yes we sincerely hope

you are not as sensitive as Charles.

They even say that Haywire got up and

brayed along with his asinine partners.

How come buddy?

Starling says, “You can’t drive a horse

from his oats, but you can drive a chicken

to water.” Yea brother, but you can’t

convince a female that a Venetian red

lipstick does not give the same color as

our old friend oxyhaemsglobin.

Too Many Cigarettes?

Dr. Boyce—Referring to a 74 yr. old

patient, "Get a chair for that boy.

Ditto, addressing a 10 yr. old patient.

'Just sit down there, old man.”

Dear Pat

Cheer up dear Pat,

And don’t get imprudent

At the illustrious talk

Of those medical students

Below lies a thought,

It will help in the pinches

When they start a talkin’

Of men dying by inches.

It will soon be time

To search thru’ the flat

And dig out of some corner,

That dear, old straw hat.

“The Gentle Sin’

She—“Don't talk to me, you brute. I’m

mad.” . ^

come on now,

didn’t mean a word I said."

Every Friday.

Two hours in the morning,

Two in the afternoon,

Your microscope adorning,

Means nice “specs’.’ for you soon.

Greek Meets Greek

Shirley—What's the best way to take

cascara, Doctor?

Dr. Curly—With a spoon

!

Shirley— (p.d.q.

!!!),

rsup !!?! R.I.P.

Travelling by Retrogressive Changes

Railroad towel.

Wheel chair.

Auto hearse.

Bacterial motility.

Molecular movement.

Freshette’s Confidences to Med; ’23

“I wonder what our year paper will be

like. It’s a man writing it, McCuaig.

Question—tHow come, John?

Cause: “Treat them with all due re-

spect gentlemen !”

Effect—Perry Walker doin^ a Tom
Longboat for the Bichloride bottle.

Remarks—Mary B. has decided to

shave herself from no\y, on. We have a

fool-proof safety for sale Mary.

Incidentally we found to our ^rrow
that the above razor was not fool proof.

Deane,

1921 Definition

A pessiiliist is a fellow who thre;vV his

corkscrew away wheh prohibition came

into effect.

From the M^ical Dinner ^
/
—

The undergrads we’ll toast right now,

The old toastmaster said,

Aj^d just to say their little liere's haw,

Up rose the Fifth year Meds.

Seeing should be believing, but one of

our members nearly broke his neck the

other day trying for a second one.

Did “Slim” really go to sleep while

decorating a certain house on University

Avenue?

Who are the fellows who want the

photographer to make them an apollo like

picture? Some of the pictures looked like

sections from funny papers.

MED. '23

The Social Searchlight

Compound Cathartic Moon has moved
from our midst.

Miss Phyllis Bradshaw closed up the

school early in Corn Hollow to go

skatin in Kingston. We hope Phyllie

that you’ll avoid any comperkations with

that feller Pilksley from over to Harrer-

smith.

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINS, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Mm f«c«ived at 100 Clergy St West,

or Thooe 964 w.

Mr. Arnold R. Richards has been con-

stricted from skating with Norah, due to

a protracted study of adrenalin.

Mr. George Flanagan was down to

Montreal to take his own part in the In

tercollegiate Assault and Battery. Bill

opines that these Irish fellers always will

find some excuse fer fighting. Toronto

papers please copy.

Mr. Alfred Grant attended a skatin

parly t’other night. Contrairy wise to

4jts usual methods he was very meek and

humble. We would like ter know the

female who caused the temperary

form.

DRAMATIC CLUB
The Dramatic Club will, on Saturday

night at the A.M.S., present a very clever

and entertaining one-act play, “The
Workhouse Ward.”

Miss Georgina Ettinger is starring for

Levana, Mr. “Bobby" Fry for Arts, and
Mr. Eric Holt for Science.

Besides this there will be a debate be-

tween the Sophomores and Juniors on the

resolution that we should have the right

^e antKKp^uTtJwiT consTitution. Do not,

if you enjoy either a high-class debate or

dramatic entertainment fail to attend this

unusually interesting mee’ting of the

Alma Mater Society.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You wiljLfind our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET — ’PHONE 797

THERE’S ALWAYS LIGHT

WHERE THERE’S DARKNESS

Sure!—when you have an Eveready. The

Light tliat says "There It Is.’’ We have the size

to fit both your purse and your pocket.

Drop around and let’s show you your size.

Have you an Eversbarp Pencil? As handy

as an Eveready light, and that’s saying some-

thing!

Pay us a visit.

Treadgoid Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Judging from some recent rabbit mani-

Iiulatjon we think General Grant would

make a good chiropractor.
’ ^

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above facixltics. Owing to special arrangements which w^have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.
. , ,

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT. is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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INTERFACULTY HOCKEY
Arts 3, Science 1.

On Tuesday afternoon at 1.30, Arts and

Science clashed, in the first game of

•hockey in the Intcrfaculty scries. After

a hard fought battle, on soft ice, the Arts

Tteam were returned winners by a score

of 3 to 1.

Considering the condition the ice was

in, the teams are to be congratulated on

the brand of hockey displayed, it was both

•clean and fast. There was only four

•minor penalties handed out, and those

ohiefly for accidental tripping.

Both faculties turned out their strong-

est teams, Science firmly determined to

remove the cup which has reposed for

several years over the fireplace in the

Arts Club room, and Arts men just as

determined to retain the coveted silver-

•vvare.

Science broke into the score column

first when McLeod, after a good rush

beat the Arts defense and scored after

fifteen minutes of play. Arts, during

this period were unable to even up.

In the second period Arts opened up

with a rush, and after three minutes of

play, Newlove scored on a beautiful pass

from Yoerger. After about ten minutes

of play Fowler scored the second for

Arts, from a scramble in front of the

Science goal. There was no more scor-

ing for the rest of the period, although

the Arts men pressed hard and had a

slight edge on their opponents.

In the third period, Science put forth

strong efforts to even up, but Yoerger

put the game on ice for Arts, when after

a beautiful rush he circled the Science

net and slipped the rubber past the

Science goaler. After this Science sent

all her men to the forward line, but were

unable to score on Chown, who put up a

great ejehibition of net guarding through-

out the game.

For Science, McLeod on defence, and

“Cobalt” at left wing, were probably

the most effective; while Yoerger and

Fowler were the pick of the Arts team.

Robinson also did very effective back-

checking-

The game was well handled

“Smithy” of Medicine ’24.

ing and the practise of medicine, but stat-

ed that, in his opinion, the ministry offers

the largest ppportunity for any man. The

teacher teaches Shakespeare, but the min-

ister teaches one g^’eater than Shakes-

peare ;
the doctor heals sick bodies, but

the minister heals sick spirits; the engin-

eer establishes communications with men

in other parts of the country, the minister

establishes communication with the great

unseen. “The question today” he con-

cluded, “Is not whether there are oppor-

tunities, but rather will our capacities be

equal to them.”

Dr. Wilson proposed the toast to the

Theological College and praised the fac-

ulty members. They should all be good

men for they had all been “demoted” from

the ministr>*.

Principal Dyde in responding to the

Toast indulged in some happy reminis-

cences of former members of the staff. He

dealt with the relation of the College to

the University. He made a plea that

greater attention be paid to the Bible in

our education. Speaking of the place of

the minister in the community, he said

it was of .more importance than ever be

fore and said that the work of the min-

ister outside of the Church was quite as

important as his work in the church

His concluding note was a strong plea

for co-operation.

Besides the toasts there were several

musical numbers provided by the Theo-

logy quartette and Mr. Wood. At inter-

vals the guests joined in some of the old

Queen's songs which were also much en-

joyed. The Committee is to be congratul-

ated on the excellence of the dinner and

the arrangements for the complete enter-

tainment for their guests.

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro.de.alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

morning, he said, “This package
—’’ here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it went on

-^contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is best known

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

bv

INTERYEAR HOCKEY
Arts ’24 vs. Arts ’22

The Freshmen won their final year

game from the Juniors on the Covered

Rink. Monday night. The ice was soft

and made combination almost impos-

sible. Chown in goal for ’22 played a

wonderful game and stopped almost im-

possible shots. The final score was 3-0

for ’24.

The line-up

:

'22—Goal, Chown
;
defence, Sutherland,

Mooer; centre, Newlands; forwards.

Cross, Boyd.
’24—Goal, Whalen

;
defence, Kirkland,

Moore ; centre, Dulmage ; forwards, Fowl-

er. McKcrcher, Davidson.

THEOLOGY DINNER
(Continued from page 1)

the. fighting strength of the Christian

army. We must make up and think of

• our cause, remembering that the triumph

of materialism means the ruin of Canada.

The prospects of Canada are no brighter

than the prospects of the Church. Let us

face the facts and, if sacrifice is necessary,

ask the people to make sacrifices. We
must advance and not stop until Canada
is. not only a country, but a Ch.iirch.

In response to the toast Dr. Jordan

stated that the purpose of a Theological

education vVas “To help a man to a view

of God, the world and humanity which
will form the background for the minis-

try.” The Ministry, he said, was difficult

today, but no more than at any other

time since Isaiah. There is a need for

idealistic men and the preacher needs to

be a student of men and a student of

books. Prof. Watts of the Theological

College said that in common with the

rest of the world, the status of the min-

istry has changed. He paid tribute to

the other professions, teaching, engineer-

DRAMATIC CLUB
(Continued from page 1)

of an amateur scene-painter in the person

of Mr. Cook, whose back drop contributed

so much to <hi.s production. Mr. Noniian

Macdonald's help in stage-.setting and light-

ing has long beeii,' appreciated by the Club.

If the Little Theatre idea is to succeed,

there must be continual co-operation of sucli

orkers as these two: it is not only the

names on the programme that make the

show.

Eugene Pillot’s Two Crooks and a Lady

another of the Harvard Plays. It has

clever if somewhat conventional “crook

drama” plot in whicli the fortitude of Jus-

tinia Sims-Vane triumphs because there is

not honour among thieves. This role of

tlie paralysed old aristocrat is perhaps the

most difficult one that a member of the

club has attempted in the last few years.

It is a question of dominating the stage

hile seated in a wheelchair, motionless

except for eyes and mouth. This Miss

Wood succeeded in doing. Her rendering

of the part was a skilful piece of acting, and

with a little more force of diction will de-

velop into a fine impersonation. Miller the

Hawk was played with strength and con-

viction, .but the role might be more effec-

tive and easier to follow with less of the

East-side manner and speech. Miss Brown

as Lucille gave a spirited reading of most

of her part.

The whole programme reflects the great-

est credit on actors and directors, and shotild

command, at the second performance, the

audience it deserves: that is to. say a full

house. Quite apart from the fact that the

show is worth seeing. It is.also interesting

as being the very happy result of an experi-

ment in organization ; for instead of relying

on the usual method of casting by the direc-

tor and a committee, the Club decided to

choose the players in committee of the

whole : and not a part was mis-cast.

JUST RECEIVED
Strathdee’s Waltz Song

My Last Waltz With You
Wc also carry a complete line of Stringed

Instrument Supplies, Note Books, Stationery,

Magazines, Brunswick Phonographs and
Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 269f4 Princess S..

What We Haven't Got—We’ll Get.

Vi

s
i

m

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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'hats and caps for

STUDENTS

The New Styles Are Here

SALE OF FURS STILL

going on
V

BB SB S

Campbell Brose

122 PRINCESS STREET

Meds ’26

Arts ’24

These can be had in Brooch,

Stick Pin, or Ring.

We can supply nearly every

year design of recent years.

Kinnear.& d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND_

DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE eso

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON. ONT.

THE Q.M.C.A.

Some time ago a general meeting of the|

men students of the University was held to

discuss the religious situation confronting

Queen’s. On account of the fact that the

college Y.M.C.A., which formerly was re-

sponsible for the religious work among the

men, was not reorganized this year it was

felt tliat something else should be under-

taken. Acordingly a committee of ten was

formed to look into the matter.

A week ago another general meeting was

held, the recommendations of the committee

were received and the following action

taken; An association was formed to be

known as the Queen’s Men’s Christian As-

sociation, for the purpose of carrj-ing on

Christian work among the men. The aim of

the association is “to afford opportunities

to test the truth of the conviction on which

Christianity is founded.” The association

desires to unite in its fellowship all male

.students of the University, whether or not

they wish to take any part in religious work,

who want to find out the relation of Chris-

ianity to the problems of everyday life To

this end the members will meet weekly

in small groups at which free discussion

will take place on some chosen topic. There

will also be a regular business meeting every

second week.

The officers of the association were elect-,

ed, as follows

:

President—J. T. M. Wilson.

Vice-President—G. E. Wood.

Secy.-Treas.—W. H. Reid.

^^^hen we come to college, we come, as it

were into a new atmosphere and our views

on many things are quite likely to b.e chang-

ed or badly shaken up. It is a trying time

when we see some of our cherished beliefs

torn to pieces and come tumbling down as

we get a different viewpoint or a broader

vision and a different conception of many

things to which formerly we had given

little or no thought. Some of us are at

the stage where we don’t know what to be-

lieve, others have gone farther, have found

tliemselves, have cleared away the debris

and are rebuilding in the light of intellec-

tual development. No matter what you be-

lieve, or how little you believe, you are in-

vited to join one of the discussion groups,

It is hoped that every rnan in the various

faculties, who has the spiritual life of the

college at heart, will show his colours and

help to make the O.M.C.A. a successs.

REMOVAL
SALE

Due to greatly increased rental dur-

ing the past year, we have moved
from our old stand to

136 PRINCESS STREET
(Opposite Hotel Randolph)

This store being smaller necessi-

tates reducing our stock by half.

Students will find it greatly to their

advantage to replenish their ward-

robes during the most gigantic sal7

in our history.

Sale Begins Thursday

March 3rd

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

BACCHUS—god of WINE
^ou have heard of Bacchus, crowned with

leaf of vine?

Bacchus, King of Revelry, laughing god

of wine,

Bacchus of the ancients—heritage divine.

Bacchus hisYou have gazed

throne of gold,

Leopard skin about him as in days of old.

Haply kissed his goblet for the brave and

bold?

I had heard of Bacchus, king of every

feast,

Ruddy as the sunrise in the crimson east,

Till 1 saw him, touched him, and behold

—a beast 1

Behold your prince of revels! See how
horribly he strives

To mouth a jest and slobbers in his cup,

0 king of fools and bestial men enthron-

ed on broken lives,

1 would that I might cast you dowo,
where none could lift you up I

DO YOU FEEL COLD ?

TRY SOME OF THESE
lis your rooming house janitor conserv-;

ing on coal? Cheer up—we come forward'

with the following little suggestions

:

A pet cat, be it ever so moth-eaten,

makes an effective foot-warmer.

Sheets of newspaper placed between
the bed-clothes tend to keep outihe night

air.

Over-veltilation should be refrained

Electric curling irons, toasters and
grills make dangerous but effective bed-

warmers.

Or an internal bath of wo^alcohol will

put you where you won’t have to worry
about being cold any more. —Ex.

B OUR SHOW ROOM IS NOW OPEN

FOR YOUR INSPECTION

Showing a complete stock of Truhks,

Bags and Valises at the New Prices.

You are under no obligation. We arc at

all times pleased to show you our stock.

LOCKETTS

PRINTING
Loom Leaf FUlt<

Loose Leaf Note Books.

.
Queen’s Embossed SUtion«y.

Le Fax Fills, Dau Sheeu, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
m-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax IncludeiL

Matinee, 2Sc; Evening, 3Sc

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONS 980. PRINCESS STREET

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine, at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House-

Open from 8 a.m. to, 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

February Bargain's

$5.95
Men’s High Grade Boots, black

and Brown, narrow, and wide

toes, and all Goodyear welted

soles, all regular $10 values. All

sizes, now $5.95.

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

•Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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AEROPLANE VIEW OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

i Queen’s University, partly because of its location in a smalUcity and partly because of* its early associations, has

drawn to itself a particular kind of student, and has made for itself a position which is unique. It has never been the

University for the rich man’s son; the conditions have perhaps been too strenuous for that, it has drawn the children of

the people of comparatively small means who yet had ideals and ambition. To Queen’s have come young men and

women who had nothing to look to except their own brains and liligence, and the majority of the students have had to

work during the college years to assist their progress financially. The result has been that the University has acquired

a reputation for solid work and a certain maturity among the undergraduates: while the graduates have been a valuable

national asset. The Province of Ontario, and through it the Dominion of Canada, are now in possession of a great

educational plant. The University is a "going concern" which has been created very largely by the efforts of thousands

of people, themselves not rich, but keenly concerned in the cause of education. In few places has the dollar been spread

as far as it has in Queen’s. .The whole tradition of the institution has been economy and self-sacrifice. On very narrow

means a great work has been done.

INTERMEDIATES SCORE
WIN OVER VARSITY, 3-1

Varsity II. Go Down to Defeat in Game With Queen’s II., Saturday—Queen’s

Carry a Two-goal Lead to Final Game Tonight

NELSON, O’GORMAN AND RITCHIE
are STARS OF QUEEN’S

TEAM

Minus Gratton, their crack centre, who

ill. Queen’s Intermediates journeyed

to Toronto on Friday and handed out a

•surprise to Varsity in the form of a 3 to J

defeat. It was a great victory, the first

that a Qrfeen’s team has pulled off in

Toronto in many moons, and it brought a

sense of gladness to the heart of all

Queen’s supporters in Kingston and else-

where.

The brand of hockey was that which

has characterized this team all through

their series and was the fifth victory in as

many starts. To pick out individual stars

would be difficult, as every man gave all

he had. Nelson, Battersby and O’Gor-

man rushed in assembly and checked

back all the time. Several times did Bat-

tersby coax the rubber from an opponent

in that way in which Batt. alone knows.

Ritchie and Smith on the defence were a

stone wall, always^ seldom allowing an

opponent to get close on Yule. The way

this pair have been playing together of

late places them in a class by themselves.

Their checking was superb and their

rushes always effective. Yule in goal had

a great day, handling many difficult shots

which Varsity rained on him. Several

times did he save almost sure goals. Leg-

gett and MacLachlan who subbed, both

did their work well, although new to the

team and artificial ice. Varsity has a

well balanced team. “Bob” Ferguson,

formerly of Queen’s had all his old time

speed and wicked shooting, but found it

impossible to evade the avoirdupois of

Smith and Ritchie. He scored Varsity’s

only goal on a wicked shot through the

defence.. McCulloch,' the other defence

was likewise in the limelight, as was also

Evans at centre.

First Period.

Queen’s started off with a rush, Nelsoji

carrying the puck into Varsity territory,

and on a high pass out from behind Var-

sity’s goal line, the puck struck the goaler

on the arm and glanced into the net—50

seconds from the face off. Five minutes

later Nelson again carried the play to Var-

sity defence—Ferguson checked him, O’-

Gorman, who was trailing Nelson, pick-

ed up the loose puck and in a wicked shot

(Continued on page 7).

HOCKEY TONIGHT
Tonight Varsity II. and Queen’s II.

meet here in the finals for the Intermed-

iate Intercollegiate Chaifipionship, and

the showing that the Tricolor made in

Toronto makes us feel very confident that

the Intermediate Championship is coming

to Queen’s. Every man, woman and child

of this University should be at the rink

tonight “with bells on." We want to see

the crowd. This team deserves your sup-

port, so let's all get out and help them

secure the jewellry.

FINAL DEBATE
WON BY ARTS ’22

JUNIOR YEAR DEFEAT SOPHS. IN

DEBATE AT A.M.S.

MEETING

The Juniors and Sophomores debated at

the A.M.S. on Saturday night on the sub-

ject “Resolved that Canada should have

the right to amend its own constitution.”

The Judges, Prof. T. Callander, Prof. O.

C. Kinnick and Mr. J. H. Pilkey, gave the

decision to the negative, which was up-

held by Messrs. Tancock and A. L. Ste-

vejison for the Junior year. The Sopho-

more representatives were Messrs. Camp-

bell and Becking.

The first speaker for the affirmative

was Mr. Campbell. He said that senti-

ment gave us the right to amend our con-

stitution, and why should we not have

the power of legislation? Men like

Joseph Chamberlain had recognized the

fact that Canada was entitled to the pri-

vilege.

We have control of our markets, inter-

nal affairs, etc., and Sir Wilfred Laurier

had said that we were a free nation as

regards peace and war. But in the face

of this we are legally bound, and have

not the power to alter the constitution.

If Queen’s population should dwindle

down so that a few thousand people

would be represented by sixty-five mem-
bers, it would be unfair to the other pro-

vinces ; and yet we have not the power

to rectify such a position.

In international affairs, too, many

smaller nations, with a much smaller pop-

ulation, have privileges that Canada does

(Continued on page "2)
|

SERVICE HELD
IN MEMORY OF

MR. CHOWN
A MEMORIAL SERVICE WAS

HELD ON SUNDAY
AFTERNOON

At the memorial service held on Sunday

for the late Mr. G. Y. Chown, in Grant

Hall, Principal Taylor delivered a very

splendid address. Beginning his address,

he said

—

“It is a vtry real and personal sorrow

that has brought us together tliis afternoon.

During these last few days there has hung

over the University an air of almost im-

penetrable gloom. Mr. G. Y. Chown had

been for so long a figure in the life of

Queen’s that it is hard to realize we shall

see him no more. His was a challenging

personality and whenever he moved he

created interest'. The tiling that he did

would as often as not be the unexpected

thing, but it was sure to have in it devo-

tion to Queen’s.”

To the end of his days G. Y. was a hero

worshipper and his hero was Principal

Grant. He used to explain the situation as

it was under the three principals with whom
he had worked by saying that Principal

Grant gave the idea of the “height” to which

the University might rise. Principal Gor-

don gave the institution “breadtli.” It was

the business of the next Principal to consoli-

date and to give “depth" to the work that

his predecessors had done. With the pass-

ing of G. Y. Chown there is removed from

the scene the last of those who knew the

whole inside story of the grim stni^lc with

poverty of the years of^rant'.s admini.stra-

tion, with him there is buried a wealth of

knowledge that we should have been more

careful to have preserved.

Principal Taylor then set forth to the stu-

dents and those present the man as he knew

him. “For some months Mr. Chown had

not been able to carry his full share of the

work nor had his health allowed him to

mingle witli the campus life as he had been

accustomed to do. To some here he must

have been a complete stranger, to others he

may have been nothing more than a rallier

silent man, avoiding all kind of notice and

conveying the impression of rooted shyness.

But to be in his company for half an hour

was to understand that here was a man of

great and of equally great individuality.”

“When I came here it was to work with

which I was unfamiliar, and to a local situ-

ation with regard to which I was complete-

ly and perhaps happily ignorant, but I knew

that Mr, Chown had hoped that the new
(Continued on page 7)

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday

—

4.30—Arts Society.

8.15

—

Varsity II vs. Queen’s II.

Final Intermediate Hockey,

Wednesday

—

8.15

—

Dramatic Club, 3 short plays.

Club Secretaries send in your notices

of meetings if you wish the public to be

informed.

limt THEATRE HNAL PRODUCTION CONVOCATION HAU

WEDNESDAY EVENING, MARCH 9th
QOEEN’S dramatic club, guarantees a full evening of complete enjoyment.

your Queen’s Spirit. Patronize a Students Organization and boost

the War Memorial Fund.

Exemplify

At College P.O., and Kingston Public Libranf.Tickets 50c.
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EDITORIAL
With this issue we lay down the editorial

pen and this will in all probability’ be our

last contribution to the editorial page, of the

“Queen’s Journal.” During the season the

“Journal” has sought to live up to its duties
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Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
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GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN'S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
"We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS,

Phone 363.

as set forth in the constitution viz. ‘ to give

accurate account of college news, to dis-

cuss questions of current interest >vithin

tlie University, and to encourage literary

efforts on the part of the students.’

In attempting to live up to our duties

we have been favoured with a certain meas-

ure of success and most of the success

achieved is due in no small way to the work

of the “Journar staff. With very few e.\-

ceptions the staff has been very faithful and

we must mention especially here the manag-

ing editor, the news editor and the assistant

sporting editors. There have been also

from time to time contributions froin^hc

student body at large which have been of

quite uniformly high quality.

In the discussion of questions of current

interest perhaps the most important change

initiated through the columns of the "Jour-

nal" has been the discussion of the election

system and its con.sequent reform. In sport

we have seen our senior teams defeated but

the intermediates in rugby and the inter-

mediates and juniors in hockey have sli6wn

that there is plenty of rugby and hockey

material in the Univer.sity. Our bo.sfers,

wrestlers and fencers have by no m«ins

been dislionourcd. They were, at Mont-

real contending against men of much px-

perience in their various bouts and made a

very creditable showing. One noticeable

feature of all our athletic work this year

[has been the good condition of those who

j

look i>art. This was. to some degree, due

to the care which the men with few ex-

ceptions. took of themselves. Rut the great

reason fur ihcir condition is to be foundfin

that one unasMiming man. Hilly Hughes,

M e take this opportunity of thanking and

eongraliilatiiig him for his excellent work

and to say that in our opinion we should

take every ]>recaution to see that Queen's

athletes have his experience to help them

next year.

In debating, our interyear contests have

been of a splendid quality and our intercol-

legiate debate was certainly one of the best

that have liccn heard in some years. In

I

the iinal debatejhere were two obvious

points of view. f)ur men could but make

an appeal -to reason while our opponents

made an appeal to sentiment and it was con-

clusively proven that men. even judges, arc

rather more creatures of sentiment than

reason.

Another activity which has »ot lagged

behind at Queen’s this year has been the

work of the Dramatic Club. Thi> organi

ration has tended hr devcloj) along "Little

Theatre” lines and has presented the best of

the short plays of the present day. In a

young country 'uch as ours such accom-

plishments as the ability to play a musical

instrument or to act creditably or to paint

little sketche-- are deplorably rare and to our

mind these are die things which make life

little less sordid, a little more enjoyable

;

little 'less, materialistic and a little more

idealistic. We are glad that the "Little

Theatre'" movement of the Dramatic Club

is succeeding and this success has been pos-

sible only through the players, the directors,

the busine.ss management, the electricians

and all others who. througli the most un-

selfish motives and for the pure love of the

‘game.’’ have been ready to give tlieir sup-

port and their heartiest co-operative efforts

for the advancement of art at Queen’s,

Tliere have been many complaints this

year regarding the surfeit of social life

which we haver If this charge be true

should we worry over it? It is our opinion

that, since Canadian universities are, less

andriess, places of academic seclusion, and

are more and more becoming directly con-

nected with the political, social and indus-

trial activity of the community that our

universities must inevitably reflect the tem-

perament of the community at large. At the

moment the world does not seem to have

recovered from its burst of indulgence in

passing pleasure following the war-strain

But tins pliase is passing and we can see

traces of a more sensible and sober outlook

upon life. Our University cannot afford to

reflect anything but the best of the life about

us. We must get back to the things that

matter. The rush after excitement must;

cease and we must put things in their proper

ratio again. Recently there has come into

existence a most insane password and it

is “Let’s go.” Yes let's go but where?

That is the thing we must do now. this term,

before next year. We must find out where

we’re going before we say “let’s go.” We
hope that next year will see a great change

in the religious atmosphere of the country

at large and of this University in particular.

^^Tea

Services”

« The possession of a

Sterling Silver Tea Ser-

vice is, in most cases, the

foremost wish in the mind

of the average woman, and

like many other similar

wishes, is relegated to the

"some day” period.

H But the old order is

changed — people are

now finding out that it is

possible to acquire a Tea
Service by a system of

gradual purchases.

DEBATE AT A.M.S.

(Continued from page I),

not enjoy. In this respect we are behind

.\ustralia and South Africa.

Mr. Tancock opened the argument for

the negative. He claimed that we already

have this power of making amendments.

It is true that it has to be passed by tlie

British parliament, still it can be done at

the request of the Canadian parliament.

To secure the legislation such as the af-

firmative upheld would be adding formal

ity to fact. We can always depend on

British fair play, knowing that the Bri-

tish parliament will always pass any leg-

islation that the Canadian parliament

ishes.

At the time of confederation, the B.N.A.

.Act made special provisions for different

races and creeds throughout Canada, and

(Continued on page 7)

You may buy, say, a

Cream jug or Sugar
Bowl, and add some other

piece every once in a while

until the set is complete.

Ryrie Bros.
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134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 3Sc

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

“THE WORKHOUSE WARD”
Another success must be chalked up to

the credit of the Dramatic Club, because

of the presentation of "The Workliouse

Ward" last Saturday evening after

This little one act dramatic incident prov-

ed wholly delightful, and found the aud-

ience chuckling from curtain to curtain

The players themselves took such evident

])leasure in their work that the audience

was at once placed in a happy, non-criti-

cal mood : and even when one member of

tlie cast forgot the lines, a good-natured

laugh from both performer and spectators

(juile smonthed over the situation, which

might otherwise have wrecked the play.

“The Workliouse Ward” calls for a

cost of only three persons : two lovable

old Irish “inmates.” who get their haj)

piness from life in barking out objurga-

tions at each other; and the sister of one

of them, equally Irish, who pays a visit.

Mr. F.ric Holt and Mr. Bobby I’'ry, as the

two Irishmen, displayed considerable

tincsse; they were careful to Individualize

each of the characters, ami in spite of a

regrettable reliance on the printed text

made both of the old quarrellers very

real. Mr. Holt has more than sustained

his reputation for character work gained

by his success in a similar par^ last year,

while Mr, Fry’.s acting was a revelation

of his possibilities along this line. He
exhibited a happy combination of dra-

matic abandon and contial. and to hear

him use the “brogue” one would think

that he himself was of Irish descent. Miss

Ettinger handled the female role with

commendable restraint, and although it

seemed difficult for her to maintain the

Irish dialect at times, her portrayal of

the part is a tribute to her versatility. ^
Special mention should be made of the

lighting and costuming which apparently

were very carefully planned, and of the

setting which was, to say the least, ade-

quate, In presenting these pleasant lit-

tle playlets of the better type. Mr. Gates
and his players are doing the college a

unique service, which merits the whole-
ficarted support of the student body.

BIG SHOW TO BE REPEATED

The Dramatic Club is giving a second
presentation of its big triple bill tomorrow
(Wednesday) night at 8.15. Those who
saw the show last Tuesday night are

soumling Its merits all over the university.
See the write-up in last Friday’s issue
of the Journal. The actors and actresses
succeeded in holding the audience every
second the curtain was up. The advance
seat sale has been heavy, but there are
several good seats in the gallery a^d on
the floor of the hall. Incidentally, we
might say that it is a nice show to “fuss”
to. Reserved seats are on sale at the
Public Libr.ary and at the College Post
Office. Remember the place ami date,
Convocation Hall, March 9th. at 8.15.
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RANDOM recollections
OF QUEEN'S
(Continued)

It has often been a matter for stirprise,

in quarters not closely in touch with

Queen’s, a.s to how the University man-

aged to acquire and hold a staff of so

high a grade with such relatively slender

resources as during the period which

lasted to the end of Grant’s regime. For,

although Grant considerably enlarged the

resources of the institution, yet he was

forced to enlarge, in even greater ratio,

the staff' and national service of the l_ni-

versity. The explanation is to be found

Pleasingly

Different

are the suits we
SHOW

The Prices, too, are very

attractive

had resorted to the expedient of summar-
izing a pamphlet on the subject, issued a

number of years previously by one con-

sidered to be a much better authority on

the matter than himself. Whereupon he

announced the title of a pamphlet on Im-
perial Federation by Principal Grant. It

was an embarrassing situation, but the

Principal was equal to the occasion. He
simply said. “There is one animal that

never changes its opinion,” and the in-

cident was happily closed.

Such a personality naturally preserved

a youthful and vigorous spirit fully alert

to all that was happening in the world, in

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

S^keir
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phoue 640.

partly, in the personality of Grant. The
|

spite of advancing years. Such a per-

social and academic atmosphere atisonalily. too, was eminently adapted to

'foster a vitalizing atmosphere around the

expanding university and render it an at-

tractive centre for men of exceptional

ability and strong personality in their re-

spective spheres.

It cannot be denied that the burdens

laid upon individual members of the staff,

and the personal sacrifices required from

them in Grant's time, were by no means

light nr always diplomatically exacted.

Even the most reasonable criticism, how
ever, was almost completely disarmed by

the unavoidable recognition that no one

was asked to bear a burden or forgo

benefit, where the Principal himself had

not borne and forgone in greater measure

in advance. In Grant’s time the forward

word at Queen’s was never "go, as I

direct.” but-always “follow; as I lead.” 1

might be and often was a hard condition

to fulfil, but personal criticism, at least,

was entirely discounted. These condi

tions, covered with the initial fact that

most of the best men at Queen's were

caught young and before they had made

their reputation, caused most of them to

remain loyal to the institution and to re-

frain from seeking translation to otlier

spheres which might not afford as agree-

able an atmosphere.

(To be continued)

McKENZIE TALKING AGAINJ

Students:

—

1 liave made many photographs for

you and am pleased to say tlial your

business is very satisfactory, for far

more than the average citizen of

Kingston, you seem to realize the

pholograplier lias his troubles, and

make allowance therefor. My chief

trouble is not what one might think

—

to get business, Imt TO GET IT

DONE. I have tried to get good

help to come from other places, but

tliey either will not come or not stay

in Kingston if they do come. So 1

have 10 do all the skilled work my-

self. That means there is-a limit on

the amount of work my studio turns

out. It is of great assistance if any-

one gives me plenty of time to get

their job done. This I generally find

you lire willing to do. 1 appreciate

this spirit of co-operation very inuch;

am trying to cultivate it. and in con-

clusion, appeal to you to sit for any
photographs you neeil well in advance,

and, if possible, in the quiet seasons.

You will tims get belter work and
materially help the photographer.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Gradnates have

strained eyesight, and are compclleil

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
avoid DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition -of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consiilling Optonu'lrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

Queen’s was so free, self-adjustable and

liberal, that men of the most varied type<

found themselves equally at home in it.

There was freedom of expression for all

shades of view, and opportunity to im-

press individual personality upon the in-

stitution and students in the most natur-

al and spontaneous manner. The absence

of artificial and stilted conventionalities

permitted of a wholesome intellectual and

moral atmosj)here. ’ Vitalizing ideas were

not tabooed because they were novel and

therefore dangerous, nor scorned because

they were ancient and venerable, and

therefore obsolete. Every idea backed by

a reasonable line of argument was assur-

ed a hearing, and even if rejected by the

majority was not therefore denied hos-

pitality. As a rule, extreme or unaccejit-

able ideas simply withered away for lack

of nouri.shment. Not only in practical

politics but in all spheres of thought and

views of life, the broadest of liberals and

the narrowest of conservatives argued

freely and unafraid the respective merits

of their truths or half-truths, receiving

the corresponding criticisms with equani-

;

mity. Into such an atmosphere in poten-

tiality. if not in full development. Princi-

pal Grant entered, and. finding himself

entirely at home there, he fostered its

development to the free and wide scope

which it afterwards attained when a great-

er variety of factors and forces had bvi .i

brought under its e.xpanding influence.

It was not that Grant lacked personal

conviction, or had a chameleon mind in

intellectual matters; very much the re-

verse. He was strong in argument and

unsparing in criticism : hut he was always

ready to hear what the other side had

to say for itself. He was quick to sec

the points made and generous in his

recognition of the force of a strong argu-

ment, even against his own position.

Moreover, although he held his views

strongly and argued for them vigorously

ami with skill, he had hte rare gift of a

truly open mind, backed by the franknC'^s

and courage to recognize and avow a

change of opinion, or an alteration of

practical policy. This was the secret of

his perennial youllifulness and alertness

of mind, although it was also the basis of

considerable criticism on the p:irt of those

less fortunate minds, always of course m

the majority, who. with a strong instinct

for intellectual self-preservation, endea-

vour to maintain themselves and to dc

niand from others an unchanging self-con-

sistency of views. es])ecially \shen once

publicly expressed. From this point of

view Grant was decidedly ojjcn to popular

criticism, and he recc-ivccl his full share of

t. He gainetl. howetcr. the higher, if

rarer commendation of those who rect'g*

nized the exceiHional value of an alert

and ever expanding mind, seeking to keep

]>acc with the progress of the world.

Apropos of his tendency to expand be-

yond his earlier views, otfe recalls a sonu-

what ilramatic incident at a meeting of a

local club. A certain po 'niincni member

of the bar in Kingston was giving a paper

on huiierial I-'ecleration. During the cu

tomarv

Mens’
Wear
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CLOTHING AND
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GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7-00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

DEEPER DRIVEL
(Continued)

The dancer.s seem to divide quite 'defin-

itively into cla^ises. The most disagree-

ably noticeable class, the Arlesians are

so called because they bore a hole through

the crowtl after hte manner of drilling a

well. . Sliced is the essence of the con-

tract witli them. The ladies wear Louis

the Limit heels agaiiist which Hole-

proofs are no protection whatever. If they

miss vou once they carom off the near-

est pillar and get you on the rchumul.

The only remedy for their activity is to

meet them head on. and turn them into

a fetv moments quietude. The next most

noticeable class, the F.cstatics arc better

known as Huldfast.s. They represent one

of the most ad\-anced stages of modern

dancing. They wraj) tliemselves in each

others arms, .and drift away in L'tojiian

ecstacy which literally efftilges fr.mi the

polished dome of liitn who guides ihcir

ethereal destinies. These he-dolls always

have tlteir hair plastercfl hack, it’s essen-

tial, for ceulre-of-the-lloor stuff. Now
and then llicy swoop, with the long grace-

ful dip of a Ilanclley-Page. from their ap-

pointed orbit, and ai'proach nearer to the

rest of us who are meekly remaining

around the sides of the hall. But it is

onlv for a minute to sliow u.s how iIcmiio-

cratic they really are. ami to give us an

opportunity of .studying their e.xpression.

One fiecting glance i-i all we get. IBs

face is-inteiided to register the triimpid

consciousness of his’effortloss superiority

ami hers responds with dramatic elo(|U-

ence. “l-cs< than the dust beneath thv

winged heels." .\nd so they soar on far

trum the madding crowd’s ignoble j;i/z,

floor. Isn’t that fellow sitting on the

piano playing the guitar sweet? He has

such pretty hair. .And you ought to hear

him sing. I’m sorry—you know it was

my fault, but you’re just taking the blame.

Have you an eight o’clock? What year

are you in? 1 haven t done a thing for

weeks, etc., etc., etc.

When llie evening was half over T

figured out. wliy the orchestra plays each

number thrice over. The first fiiiic is to

signal all the girls to gravitate to one

corner. This is so the luiys can have a

little game like “Button, button.’’ Levana

Levana, where’s niy morsel of Levana.

They play the second time to entertain

tlie people wlnle the search is being c.ar-

ried on, and the third time all tlie success-

ful searchers dance. 'I'his game is more

interestitig at a Social lAening like the

Journal Social, where a little Levana

leavenetlt the whole lump.”

Well, 1 hope I haven't kept ymi from

your work. Hob, good night ! ! Not at all

Bert ! Go<jd night ! !

!

GOOD LUCK VARSITY
Our hearty congratulations to University

of Toronto on the success of their Senior

Hockey Team in the It would

a|)pear that Intercollegiate Rugby and H<ic-

key arc of almost as higli a quality as can

be found in this pari of Canada. The l’hle

and White boys have fought a game battle,

and althougli considering quite out of liie

race in the early part of the sen'on, they

have sliown the never-say-die s|)irii which

characterize'- most I niversily team>. and

by playing the game with their coach and

trainers they have reaped their just reward,

tlur next hope is that tliey may have tlie

honour of going after the .Mian Cup and

the greater honour <>f bringing it back from

the West.

oblivious of eight o'clocks, oblivions "t

discussion ' which followed the everything and everyone, the cynosure of

])aper.'r’rincipal Grant criticized very vig- all eyes, the celestial acme, the sublime

orously >evcral of the view.s advauce<l.
t

I'lie criticism was received with unustiaD

equanimity by the author of the paper.

When his turn to sum up the discussion

arrived he offered an apology to tlie chih

to tlie effect iliat, finding his time for pre-

paring an original jiapcr very limited, he

nsummation.

The next class is that of the Compul-

sory Conversationalists, 'riieir motto is

“talk or die." 'I'heir line of attack Is

somewhat like thi.s: Isn't the music wo-

o-o-ndertul (rising inflections). I do wish

they Jiadn't put those radiators in the

SAID TOO MUCH
Here is tlie latest story told by Sir

Robert Horne. President «-f the British

Board of Trade. .-\ dour .Sc<'t had been

paying attentions to a girl for ten years.

At least one day. when walking by. tlie

side of Loch Lomond, he abruptly popped

the question. She accepted him with

alacrity.

'J'licn they walked on in silence for four

or five miles. Finally she said, “Jock,

hae yc naclhing more to say?” "Na,

Jenny." he replied; ‘T fear I hae said too

much already
!"
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

vwll be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Comer of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

SCIENCE ’21

Overheard in the cafeteria: Waitress

'How would you like to have that steak,

Jimmy?”
Jimmy:

—“Very much, indeed.”

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

Pat’s eyes were blue till he went to

Montreal. But it wasn’t that wreck at

Kingston Mills.

The Employment bureau was listing

one of the lad’s qualifications. “-Is he a

steady chap?” Doc. “If he were any

steadier, he’d be motionless.

Second Counter Friend—“Nothing to it,

old Watermelon. ‘ I just had a plate of

hash and feel like everything.”

That accent.

“Gitchee nucote?”

—niade tholdunover.”

“Jeat?” "No, Jew?”

No—oh no—she doesn’t “wait at the

church” for Hewgill. She waits at the

court house. Well hardly that—he waits

for her.

“What do you charge for rooms?”

queried the restless student. “Three dol-

lars up,” replied the buxom housewife.

"But I'm a student,” volunteered the boy-

wonder. “Then its three dollars down.”

George is gradually acquiring that

prosperous well-fed look of the average

quarterbloke—question—Why haven’t the

troops had their ru'hi ration?

Hazel—“Aren’t the profs, theoritical ?”

"You’ve said it, the economics prof, starts

out every day with “now suppose you had

a dollar.”

Suggestions for light occupation for

the summer months:

Selling bird seed for cuckoo clocks.

Waiting for Colt revolvers to grow into

horse pistols.

Counting the buildings on the campus.

Selling electric bulbs.

Avonraore Please Note

There will be no classes in swimming

this week, as Mr. Clench is confined to

his domiciliary apartments with a case

—

of mumps. We presume he contracted

this while chasing motor bandits with a

six-shooter.

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Accoimt upon which interest

it regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KINO AND BROCK STS.
AND 268 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

MR. W. H. COVERDALE SPEAKS
TO ENGINEERS AND

COMMERCE MEN

Overhead at the Engineering Society

meeting on Wednesday last:

Messrs. Jardine and Mr. Macllraith.”

Toronto is called the good because it’s

so crowded down town everyone hangs to

straps and they forget to take their hands

down when walking about.”

I may be only a mosquito, but there’s

good blood in my veins.

The large amphitheatre of Gordon Hall

was filled on Saturday morning with an

interested audience of both professors and

students who had gathered under the aus-

pices of the combined Engineering and

Commerce Societies to hear Mr. Cover-

dale of New York speak on the opportuni-

ties of the engineer in industry. Dean
§kelton, in introducing the speaker, relat-

I’m not as black as I’m painted; and

that little freshette is aot as pink.

We'd like to remind our social lions

that Eddie Collin’s Revue is still run-

ning.

The wedding went off without a hitch

The groom failed to show up.

If Missouri stole Maryland’s New Jer-

sey, what would Deleware? I’ll Seattle

and Alaska.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

'rhe makings of a nation—Bull Dur-

ham.

Why is a cheap car like the month of

March, Ty?
Because there’s just enough spring in

it to give one a pain in the neck. \

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-

STRUCTION is given in various'tradcs.

The schools and classes are under the

direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

Pat will be at home from Thursday on

after recent raids on Yale, McGill and
Harvard, he’s recuperating in the dug-

out.

Use your bean—even the cafeteria uses

the noodle.

ed his wide, varied and successful career

as a consulting engineer.

Mr. Coverdale, after a toucliing refer-

ence to the late Mr. Chown, expressed his

pleasure in having the opportunity of re-

turning to his native city to speak to the

students of Queen’s. He then proceeded

to enlarge on the great fields that were

open to the young engineer. There are

three great requisites for success : Con-

centration, with the ability to use practi-

cal common sense ;
imagination, with the

ability to use initiative
;
and arithmetic.

The lecturer led his audience back to the

building of Alexandria, Carthage and

Rome, showing the use made by the city

planners of those attributes. In more

modern days we had the example of Leon-

ardo Da Vinci, who was described sa the

greatest engineer that ever lived. With-

out taking into account his artistic tal-

ents as a painter and sculptor, he invented

tanks, bombs, smoke screens and poison

gases which only came into practical use

years later. The young engineer must be

warned against specialising in too much

detail, but was urged to take high and

wide ideals for his standard. The lecture

was highly seaso«.ed throughout with dry

humour, extending from ancient Aristotle

and “bulls of permanent utility” to mod-

ern cameras and Mississippi steam boats^

At the close of the address Principal

Taylor, in moving a vote of thanks to the

lecturer, expressed the pleasure of all pre-

sent in being privileged to hear such a

splendidly instructive address with such

encouraging advice to all preparing for an

engineering or commercial life.

It is hoped that it will be possible to

arrange for Mr. Coverdale to return to

Queen’s in the near future, when he will

be assured of an appreciative audience

eager to hear further information on the

subject of the engineer’s position in indus-

trial life.

Be it ever so homely there is no face

like o'ne’s own.

A bow-legged girl may be healthy, but
she’s in bad shape.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Fublic, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Copies of the Regulations Issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November, 1920

SCIENCE ’22

First Stude.
—"What are we doing to-

night ?”

Second—"Well, we’ll toss a coin^

heads we go to the movies, tails we go to

the dance, if it stands on edge, we study."

We are informed that the new motion
picture company has offered Van- B- a
job for the summer.—impersonating Wil-
liam S. Hart.

At the Cafeteria

—

First Luch Hound—"Well, old straw-
berry', howsa boy? I just had a plate of
oxtail soup and feel bully.”

Bibby’s

$38.50

BLUE SUIT SPECIAL

Genuine English Wool Serge, Pure Indigo Blue, Tailored by

experts who make a specialty of making young men’s clothes and

making them well.

New two and three button models, sizes 34 to 42.

Don’t miss seeing these Suits. Buy if you wish.

BIBBY’S 4.75 HAT SPECIAL—All New'1921 Styles

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid

UNDERTAKER 'and FURNITURE
DEALER

230, 232. 234 PRINCESS STREET
Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning
—a splen^d start in life is an Endow-
ment Policy in the Mutual Life of
Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-
tablishes credit and typifies a thought-
ful mind. It is wise to secure one
early as it is cheaper and matures
earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. • KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE
Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCEsS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

Tte

HARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS
ARTS SOCIETY

The Arts' Society meeting at 4.30 to-day

promises to be a very interesting one and a

large attendance is expected. It is rumour-

ed that the subject of the “levy” will not

pass without discussion, and even that one

of the faculty’s most bitter satirists will be

heard on the matter. Whether or not

Sheriff Kehoe will be heard from is a mat-

ter of doubt, but it is possible tliat he may
have some interesting statistics to present.

The one certain thing about the meeting is

that Arts ’23 is to supply a program,

will doubtless try to outdo both the other

years which have thus far secured program

talent, but even if they only succeed in

equalling the efforts of ’21 and ’22 the

Society is assured of a very pleasant helf-

hour.

Marshall Sutherland, while addressing the

Socialism class on Charles Fourier; “Mr.
Fourier led a prosaic life but claimed he

did not find any time to study.”

Dean Skelton: "In your essay, Mr.

Sutherland you say that ‘although Mr.

Fournier never married, he did not find

time to study.’ ”

MATH. AND PHYSICS CLUB
Place—Large Physics Lecture Room,

Ontario Hall.

Time—Five o’clock.

Day—Thursday, March 10th.

Programme— ? ? ?

The executive of the club promise us a

programme extraordinary for this meet-

ing. Further details as to its nature they

absolutely refuse to divulge, but they

guarantee something witty, something

different, something interesting.

All Math, sharks and physics fiends and

any others who may be interested, arc

cordially invited to attend this meeting.

ARTS ’22

Congratulations to Messrs. Tancock
and Stevenson for winning the final inter’

year debate for ’22.

Contrary to popular belief, Miss Ch-

worth informs us that when taking pic-

tures, anything white should be exposed

for a considerable time.

Be at your Year Meeting on Friday

Don’t wait for another invitation from
out secretary

; he has other "very import-

ant affairs.”

Submitted by our poet (?))

A little boy,

A pair of skates,

A hole in the ice,

The pearly gates.

We can’t imagine

:

Mi-l-r reading "Diamond Dick.”

Wa-sh adorned with cane and spats.

Rut-e-ge fussing.

Ch—n not fussing.

McMen—y not arguing.

Cl-r-e divorced from his pipe.

Mcl-n-es with curls.

Bu—ock without "another story.”

Cr-ss without his avoirdupois.

Myself without work.

The greatest danger^ that democracy
has to face is advertisement to shape

public opinion. Do not trust advertis-

ments ! • —^Advt.

ARTS '23

We have heard of proposals on rustic

bridges under the full moon, in flower-

filled conservatories, before blazing fire-

places in the shelter of huge arm-chairs;

not long ago a fellow proposed to a girl

in an aeroplane, but when it comes to

originality, we have to hand it to M. O.

Inglis, who drops gracefully on his knees

ill the corner of the skating rink and

causes the fair damsel to "fall for him”

figuratively and literally with his fervid

oratory.

Wanted—A taxicab, buggy, tandem-

bicycle, wagon (with hay-rack) or wheel

barrow, for Friday evening, March 11th.

To be used between Grant Hall and

Portsmouth. Apply to E. C. Gill, Arts

'23.

It is whispered about that at the next

psychology’ lecture. Prof. Symonds will

sacrifice a cross-eyed French poodle to

appease tlie wrath of the "Demon In the

Steam Pipes.” The class are warned to

hold themselves In readiness for failing

to procure the aforementioned pup. Some
member of the class must play "Isaac.”

“The Goats”

The time is now at hand. The wicked
shall be severed from the just. The great
and terrible judge shall place the goats
on his left hand and the sheep on the
right, and to the goats shall say, "Come
to judgment." Then, with downcast look
and uncertain step, the hopeless throng
will file before the presence of their judge,
and the books will be opened, and those
whose names are not found recorded in
,that book shall be cast into disgrace.
Then shall they, on the left say, "Sir, did
we not seek day and night for Gordon
Elhs that we might pay that one dollar
levy of the Arts Society, but of him we
saw not a trace, and did we not beg of the
chief of police to bear our humble offer-
ing, but we were ever disappointed. His
Lordship then shall add, ye are guilty,
pay you therefore a fine of two dollars
and depart into everlasting disgrace.

Have You Paid Your War
Memorial Subscription?

Fafe Fir«

Oar Stodi of

DESK AND 6TUOT
LAMPS It compliMk

Best Tangstea Luipt
and Fltshtigbts. ST«rp»

thing electrical for «»•

pen'meotal parfotta.

The H. W. Newman Electric Go.

I<7 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
115 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OP SERVICE

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Strests
Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St Phone 1144 w.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale
Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor
204 PRINCESS STREET

ALLEN’S-'Synonyms and Antonyms
By P. Sturges Allen, A.B. LL.B.

General Editor of Webster’s New International Dictionary. Everyone
who handles words with an appreciation of the importance of their shades of

meaning, will want this book. It contains thousands of words not contained

in any other word book.

Special typography and page arrangements make this book easy for the

eye. And new features render it quick for ready reference.

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by
correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.*

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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New Spring Hats

“The College Hat Store

We show, beyond com-

parison. the largest var-

iety and best values m
Kingston. Every con-

ceivable kind is here—

it's only a mailer of

choosing wbich' you’d

rather have.

Derbies. Soft Felts

.nd Caps at every price.

Come to Headquarters for

Your Hats

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Direct Importers. 126-126 Princess St.

MEDICINE
medicine '24

The second annual meeting of the society

was held on Thursday, Feb. 24th. For the

benefit of those who did not attend the meet-

ing and for others vvlto might be interested,

we print the names of the officers elected for

the present year.
,

President—E. A. Clark.

Vice-Pres.—C. M. Taber.

Sec.-Treas.—C. Cohoon. ;

Historian—\V. Powell.

Prophit—K. G. Burns.

Poet—N. MacMurcby.

Orator—J. Evans.

Marshall—J. E. R. Smith.

Critic—N. J.
O’Reilly.

Reporter—C. H. Playfair.

I ISTUDENTS

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Ggar Store

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatr-e.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes
Constitutions

and all TcintU of

ffanson, Crazier & Edgar
20 Market St., Kingston

"WALK INSIDE

and save TEN”

any OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

Med. '24 to the front again! AVe take

great pleasure in publicly congratulating

those members of our year, viz.: Smith,

Ritchie, Leggett and McLachlin, for the

way in which they helped crown Queen's

with success in Saturday's Varsity-Queen's

game. Can other faculties truthfully say

that we hold our men for interfacuity

games? We guess not!

wonder that Mr. Trainor’s Acsculapian ef-

fe'rvescents continue to bring home the tni-

vescents continue to bring home the tin-

ware? The intei'-ycar hockey trophy is ours

for another season.

have been "drawn or led out” intellectu-

ally. Indeed, the acid test of a true and

thorough education is a man’s ability to

apply his information or knowledge to

meet the needs and requirements of his

day. All around us we see social dis-

turbances and upheavals, social problems,,

'economic enigmas and political riddles all

awaiting clear thinking, sound judgment

ami wise tolerant moderation for their

solution. And the educated man is he

who can stand alone upon his own feet

and face life's problems with a clever

k^'n instellect. yes, it is he who can pro-

ject his thinking far beyond the narrow

circumscribed circle of his own interests

;and make it broad enough, big; enough,

comprehensive enough to embrace the

problems. of Society, of the state, of the

nation. And no amount of memorizing

alone will make any man a thinker. Thes?

are qualities which, though not unrelated

to an educated memory, y’-et assuredly are

not the offsiiring of one that is crammed

with data and cold facts.

At the same time dear thinking, sound

judgment and wise, tolerant moderation,

while not the offspring of a well-trained.

fully developed memory, certainly are not

the product of an undevelhped brain.

Each has its sphere, each its part to play

and place to fill in the thorough educating

of a man. Each is but a component part

of the whole, and each contributes to the

perfect structure.

And. education to fit a man to meet and

grapple with the problems of his day must

not only develop his reasoning and equa-

tions as a working hypothesis is must

also give him a clear canception of man’s

relationship to man. And we submit that

at no other school can a man acquire a

better knowledge of and a more intimate

acquaintance with his fellow-students

than at Queen’s. Here_ one is brou^it

into fairly close contact with most of

the other students and with most of the

Professors of his Faculty, and the nifmer-

ous social events afford him ample oppor-

tunity to know and to be known. Further-

more, tliere is the sporting realm where

a man—and of course a woman, too—can

watch clean, genuine, manly sport and*

show at least some interest in his college

teams.

What Queen’s needs now, more than

ever before is broad, big, enthusiasts who

I

have a healthy interest in the activities of

the college in general, and in sports in

particular. Thus education should broad-

(Continued on page 7)

May we be permitted to extend our sym-

pathies to that wee freshette on lower Divi'

sion street? It’s only mumps that Austin

had, we don't \Uorry about the mumps, but.

Oh, the winning affections of these K.G.H.

nurses! You tell ’em, Bob.

Is it true that Don Stewart was seen

rushing madly about town on Saturday,

looking for tickets for Med. *24 Social

Evening? Sounds as though it might be

Stew” all right.

On the sick list again last week was "BUI”

Costello. iMight we affirm tlie fact to the

world -at large, that he carries no concealed

horse shoes. His luck is something awful!

Someone has suggested in popular verna-

cular that "Mr. Costello garner in the odd

rabbit foot instead.”

Motto for the week:

—

Love laughs at locksmiths, but that

doesn’t prevent the locksmith from having

an occasional snicker at love.

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Otliwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

drawing & ENGINEERING

INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

Investigate Your Opportunities

Montreal

Halifax

Quebec

uw:z

Ouawa • London

Toronto Windsor

Hamilton Winnipeg
Vancouver

For full particulars address

EDUCATIONAL DIVISION
121 Shearer Street - Montreal.

Regina

Calgary

Edmonton

EDUCATION

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made o£ the best materials, and

,||

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET 'PHONE 797

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER
Orders received at 100 Clergy St. West,

or ’Phone S64 w.

If every member of the Alma MateH

Society were asked why he came to Uni-

versity, doubtless the majority, if not all,

of the answers would be ‘to obtain an edu-

cation.’ Tlie University was created to

help men become educated, and students,

attend univerijities for the acquisition of an

education.

\Vc use the word acquisition- for want of

a belter one for it really is a misnomeri'

Education is not like digging coal, growin;

wheat, or buying real estate, no it is not

quisition in that sense, if indeed it

an acquisition at all. Too many of us start

our University career with the misconcepr

tion that education consists of acquiring

facts, figures and knowledge in general and

storing them away neatly and comfortably

in the cells of our brain, only to be re-

jiroduccd as occasion rc<iuircs, said oc-

casion being chiefly examination time.

And on careful meditation of the whole

matur <mc wonders if, after all, we are

mucii betti-r than well trained, well dis-

ciplined Parrots who can retail facts with-

oiil. iierliaps, very much regard In. their

significance, or to their iiistrinsic value.

M'e are fully aware that one must get

stored away humewhere in one's cerebral

convolutions sufficient data, facts, figures

and points to meet with examination re-

quirements.

Hut is this Education? Education, "a

<lrawing or a leading out.” And no mat-

ter how many facts a man may have

gathered, or how much information he

I
may have acquired, he certainly may not

THERE’S ALWAYS LIGHT

WItERE THERE'S DARKNESS
Sure!—when you have an Eveready. The

Light tiiai says "There It Is." We have the size

to fit both your purse and your pocket.

Drop around and let's show you your size.

Have you an Eversharp Pencil? As handy

as an Eveready light, and that’s saying some-
thing!

Pay us a visit.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters J

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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QUEEN’S 3, VARSITY 1

(Continued from page 1)

KTOunted goal No. 2, taking Varsity goaler

hy surprise. The Varsity team seemed

too surprised at this action to resent it,

and before they realized what was hap-

pening. Ritchie made one of his specta-

cular rushes and eluding the whole team

back handed the puck in for No. 3. Time,

10 minutes. It was a neat play. Varsity

now began to realize they were playing

.against a real team and bucked up con-

siderably, and the defense handed out

heavy body checks. They made several

:attacks on Queen’s citadel, but the defense

and Yule frustrated them all. Ritchie

spun “Fergie” around in a circle and took

.a two-niinute rest. Both teams were

going strong when the period ended.

Score 3-0 for Queen's.

2nd Period

Varsity came back determined to even

the score but found Queen’s always on the

job. Ferguson is rewarded for his efforts

by scoring in five minutes in a fast shot

through the defense. Yule saw it, but

hadn’t time to save as Queen’s defense

were too' close to him. O’Gorman and

Smith combined, working through Var-

sity’s defense for what should have been

a sure goal, but Thompson saved. The

period .ended with Queen’s forcing mat-

ters, score 3-1.

3rd Period

Both teams came back to give all they

had, and they surely did. Battersby be-

wildered the Varsity team by his elusive

puck- carrying. MacLachlan intercepted

a Varsity pass and. carried the play to

their end, but shot wide. Ferguson

rushed and passed to Evans, but Yule

stopped a hard shot. Smith ruslied, but

was stopped in mid ice by a body check.

He took a pass at Evans and secured two

minutes. Ritchie was given a hard fall

in mid ice, but continued after a few min-

utes rest. Nelson rushed and was away

for a sure goal, but was tripped by Mc-

Culloch as he was about to shoot, the lat-

ter serving time. Play ended with Queen’s

in possession and the score 3-1. Billy

Hughes smiles and says “Holy Gee.” The

manager—well. He just “grins.”

Teams

:

Queen’s Varsity

Yule Goal Thompson

Ritchie defense. McCulloch

Smith Ferguson

Battersby centre. Evans

O’Gorman wings. Douglas

•Nelson Boyd

Leggitt subs.

McLachlan
Stevenson sub. goaler

Referee

—

-Hewitson.

YEAR DEBATE
(Continued from page 2)

they are highly valued. We are bound

to protect the rights of French Canada

in the matter of separate schools, etc.,

and any attack upon the separate schools

will result disadvantageously to the rights

of the French language. The representa-

tives of Quebec form about twenty-two

per cent, of the members in the Commons,

and about twenty-five per cent, in the Sen-

ate. And if Canada received the right of

making amendments, French Canada

would be in a helpless and hopeless situa-

tion. He declared that any system pro-

proposed by the affirmative would be

wholly unsuitable for the good of the

state. No comparison can be made be-

tween Canada and Australia. The people

of Australia are almost wholly homogene-

ous : they are almost wholly Britishers.

Canada controls her own tariff and

makes her treaties. Her attitude towards

the League of Nations have vindicated

her position before the whole world as

an independent state.

Mr. Becking was the second speaker^

for the affirmative. Dealing with the'

question of British fair play, he asked

if we could not depend on Canadian fair

play?

We know that when Canada was plant-

ed by the mother country it was done

in the same way that a man plants cab-

bage, viz. for himself. Canada has out-

grown that. Why should.we lose time in

having the Imperial parliament simply

agreeing to what the Canadian parliament

has already done? It will not mean that

the tie will be broken. Australia has had

the privilege of making amendments since

1900, and still the tie has not.been broken

as evidenced in the late war. It is the

irksome duties and not those of love that

cause estrangement.

The affirmative did not propose some-

thing radical, but a natural, inevitable

growth ; a thing that Sir John A. Mac-

donald, Adams G. Archibald, George E.

Cartier and others foresaw and hoped for

long ago. Neither is it a dream. It is one

of the steps that Canada is bound to take

if we are to think and act for ourselves.

Sir Wilfred Laurier had said that the

Roman Empire was one of slaves, but the

British Empire was a galaxy of free na-

tions. “Is it” said Mr. Becking “if this

thing is allowed to exist?”

Mr. Stevensdn concluded the debate for

the negative. He argued that if Canada

possessed the right to amend the consti-

tution, the Governor Genreal might be

dismissed by the federal parliament at

an}’’ time. It is not true that our position

is limited in the eyes of the other nations.

This is seen by the stand our representa-

tives took at Geneva, as well by the state-

ment of Mr. Guthrie at the Arts Dinner.

There is a pride in being connected with

Britain; likewise a pride in our love for

the flag.

Besides the sentimental considerations,

there are economic reasons. We give

Britain the benefit of a preferential tariff.

As long as we hold this close connection

with Britain, the United States cannot

interfere with our trade any more than we
can interfere with the trade of Hawaii

was the recent opinion of a United States

writer.

If we sought this change Britain might

well ask if we are losing faith, and, said

the speaker, the Empire must hang to-

gether.

EDUCATION
(Continued from page‘6)

en a man, give him a healthy optimistic

outlook on life and make him capable of

taking his place among the men of his

hime and functioning as a real citizen

and not lie dormant like a fossilized

souperier, incapable of thought, feeling,

or emotion.

MEMORIAL SERVICE
(Continued from page 1).

appointee might have had some business ex-

perience which would lighten to some

measure the load he was caiyying. All his

store.s of knowledge were at my disposal.

He had strong and definite view.s of course,

but he was always willing to see a policy

other than his own put to tlie test, and he

took the singularly unselfish ground that the

future must be with tlie younger men.”

He had humour
;
he seldom told a story,

but he enjo}'ed hearing other men who

could utter somewhat of the irony of life,

and when things went well with Queen’s

the boy in him awoke and he would almost

dance along =the road whistling his curious,

unrecognizable and nameless tune.

“But the occasion on which I really came

to know him," continued Principal Taylor,

“was on our tour through the west visiting

the various Alumni Associations and kind-

ling again the old interests of Queen’s. The

journey was for him nothing less than a

triumphal progress.

(Continued on page 8).

JUST RECEIVED
Strathdee’s Waltz Song

My Last Waltz With You
Wc also carry a complete line of Stringed

Instrument Supplies. Note Books, Stationery,

Magazines, Brnuswick Phonographs and
Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 26914 Princess St.

What We Haven’t Got—We'll Get.

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro-de-alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

rnorning, he said, “This package—’’ here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it went on
—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is best known

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Hockey Games

AT

BAKER’S

. CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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HATS AND CAPS FOR

STUDENTS

The New Styles Are Here

SALE OF FURS STILL

GOING ON

9 S S

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

Meds ’26

Arts ’24

These can be had in Brooch,

Stick Pin, or Ring.

We can supply nearly every

year design of recent years.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

L
Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

REPAIRING, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 6M

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

MEMORIAL SERVICE
(Continued from page 7).

REMOVAL
SALE

E^ue to greatly increased rental dur-

ing the past year, we have moved
from our old stand to

136 PRINCESS STREET
(Opposite Hotel Randolph)

This store being smaller necessi-

tates reducing our stock by half.

Students will find it greatly to their

advantage to replenish their ward-
robes during the most gigantic sale

in our history.

Sale Begins Thursday

March 3rd

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

The business side of the University never

wholly captured him. His vast pride in

Queen’s was due to the fact that it was so

largely training the educators. His distress

over the removal of the Faculty of Educa-

tion was caused by his profound belief that

the policy which segregated the teachers of

the province was a bad one. He always

looked for personality and distinction, and

he had the keenest appreciation of a univer-

sity type. The question with him was

whether a man had size, his favourite phrase

was, “I think he’ll be big enough,” and then

whether he had tliose qualities which are the

fine fruits of culture. .

It was wholly characteristic of him that

when he looked about for some special way

in which to benefit the university he should

have given money to found a Research

Chair. This chair is in Canada a thing

without parallel. He rejoiced in the in-

terest that the experiment had aroused, and

it adds a sorrow to his early death tliat he

did not see the full fruition of his most

statesmanlike act.

He had, too, the defects of his qualities,

He was swift in judgment, and an excellent

judge of character, but he might fail to re-

cognize the merit in a quiet and unobtrusive

worker. He had his- prejudices. A man of

infinite diligence himself he had no patience

witli idleness. But he was his own most

severe critic, and most willing to be shown

where his judgements had been only par-

tial. There was nothing personal in his

verdicts
;
whether men agreed with him or

not they knew that it was the welfare of tlie

institution and that alone which he was
seeking to conserve and promote. And So

few months ago when he felt he could

no longer carry the burden that in his years

of strength he had shouldered with such

buoyance, he gave up his work and hurried

the load over to younger men. He took no

counsel w^th any one but withdrew absolute-

ly from the thing that had been his life. The
result was as we have dreaded, when the

impulse to continue was withdrawn his

energies failed and he dropped. He would
often say he would sacrifice his best friend

for Queen’s; he lived out his conviction

and he sacrificed himself.

But even this short story wpuld be incom-
plete if it did not make some mention of
his largeness of heart in dealing with those

who were struggling, whether in the univer-!

sity or outside of it We all remember his

splendid advocacy of the cause of the ^.‘re-

turned men.” He was ready not only to

give his money but to give himself when the
welfare of the students was implicated.

Some years ago one of the girl students set

fire to herself and died of her injuries] It

was in the middle of the examination time
when the office was over-loaded with work;
the remains were to be sent home

; and the
arrangements were made that one of the
most faithful of theGfervants of the univer-
sity should accompany the sad burden. But
it was “G. Y.” who disappeared from the
office without even the knowledge of the
Principal. It was only on his return that
it was known he had refused to leave the
sad office in the hands of any save himself.
As we watched him during the past few

weeks overly anxious with regard to that
beloved Queen’s for which he had spent
himself, it was to view a situation that was
difficult- to understand. It w^s not possible
to persuade him that his work would stand,
not possible to convince him that his friends
in public life held him most dear. He
moved in a shadow and sadness of soul

ware of the love that was reaching out to
1 . Today we mourn with those who

mourn and we remember the home, we de-
sire to bear our testimony to the life that
he lived and the service that he gave.
Queen's has had many loyal sons, but none
more loyal than G. Y. Chown. He had
ability of a very special character. He
put the last ounce of his great strength into
the service of Queen’s, and those who
laboured wjth him and who loved him gave
him most justifiably the fullest confidence
and today desire to thank God for the
memory of so strong, kind and a devoted
friend of the university.

Those Shoes You Promised

Yourself For Easter

Dark Brown Bal. Welt Sole. A
very distinctive style.

PRICE $8.50

The Shoe for Service and Comfort.

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

* SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy,

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONB 980. 238 PRINCBSS STREET

iiniinniJil!iuiiniiiS<iniitti?(i]

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by . every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the
food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine
and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner
parties and furnish dance suppers at any
time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET ,

Two Doors Above <3rand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.
PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate
Glasses at A^SELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — 'PHONE 1019-w • -

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
X^ose Leaf Fills.

Loose X/caf Note Boojes.

Quest’s Embossed Stationery.

I< Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.*

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Matinee, 2Sc; Evening, 35c

Febniarv Bar^Vs

$S.95
Men’s High Grade Boots, black

and Brown, narrow, and wide
toes, and all Goodyear welted
soles, all regular $10 values. All
sizes, now $5 .95 .

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes oi Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP TO BE
BROUGHT TO QUEEN’S

IN YEARS

After years of fruitless but undaunted

endeavour, we have finally won a cham-

pionship.- To Ritchie, Smith. Battersby,

Gratton, Nelson, Yule, O'Gorman, Mac-

Lachlan, Leggitt, and those who helped

in a humbler', but nevertheless real way,

by turning out to practices

—

to these men

we take of! our hats. Few of the under-

graduates have ever seen a championship

brought to Queen’s. Never before, in our

tarnished, but glorious history, has the

intermediate hockey trophy entered our

hallowed halls. And so we say again, to

the men who have accomplished this

splendid achievement, 'hats off. As our

friend "Red"’ remarks, “the jinx is bust,”

and we now look for a return of the brave

..days when the tricolor set the ])ace- for

\|1ie strongest teams in Canada.
* Of the game itself, we are obliged to

say that it was pretty poor ,hockey,

albeit replete -with thrills. Nothing else

was possible on a rink? a large part of

which was covered with an inch or so of

water. The fact that the Series was won
by one meagre goal, speaks eloquently of

the intense excitement which reigned

during the play.

The game was somewhat in the nature

of a naval engagement, the Varsity team

showing a tendency toward submarine at-

tacks. Combination ])lay wa.S rather tnit

of the question on the soggy ice. and both

teams seemed inclined to indulge in ram-

ming tactics to a great extent. The Var-
sity team had a decided advantage in

weight, and proved very liberal in the

matter of body-checking. Our men
“stood the gaff”, however, and came right

back with the rough stuff. O’Gorman, in

particular, when Rot otherwise engaged,

seemed to be sj'stematically taking on the

whole Varsity team. In fact, so much
so, that (a.few minutes beffJre the game
ended) Evans, the Varsity centre, be-

came quite hostile and swung on our

Connie. For a few minutes one thing

just led to another, and for the rest of

the game, each team played five men on
the ice^

We cannot speak too higlily of the grit

^nd perseverance of the team. Battersby's

tf)ack-checking was a rare treat. “Tinker’'

^vas on the job every minute, and time
and again he chased an ambitious Varsity
forward, and dexterously deprived him
of the puck. If any man can be singled

out for outstanding work, it is “war-
horse” Nelson. For sixty minutes of

hard play, he gave all he had. Not once
during the game, except between periods,

did he have a rest. Only outrageous luck
saved the Varsity goal from our forwards'
whirlwind attacks, and Nelson figured in

them all. O’Gorman, as we have said be-
fore. while playing an effective game, also
filled the role of “heavy.” And we'll rise

to remark that he is a good actor. Those
old dejiendables, Ritchie and Smith, were
a stone wall on the defence. Varsity
found them quite impenetrable, and at

no time succeeded in getting through on
the goal. Yule tised his head well, and
saved many sliots which seemed to have a
through ticket. The one goal wh.ich did
get by was rather unfortunate, hut bounc-
ing shots are tricky, and have fooled the
best regulated of g.ialkeepers.

^ ^ 1st Period
Queen’s won the toss and chose to de-

i fend the South cud. In one corner at
tliat end, there was a large sheet of wa-
ter, which helped the defense materially.
A few minutes after play started, Gratton
hurt hk knee ami was replaced by O’Gor-

man. who played the rest of the game,

with few rests. Our men took th£ offen-

sive right from tlie start, and had the Var-

sity goalkeei>er hopping. A rush by

Smith would have earned a jiractically

sure goal, had O'Gorman not taken his

passA^ff-side. At first. Varsity seemed a

little bewildered, and could not hit their

stride. Toward the latter end of the per-

iod, however, they rallied, and the game

became a furidus duel. Both teams were

right out for blood, but neitlier could

score oii.the sloppy ice. The period end-

ed with no score, but Queen’s undoubted-

ly had the best of the play.

2nd Period

In this period Varsity had the easy

end to defend, and worked like trojans

to cut down the two goal lead Queen’s

brought back from Toronto. Yule was

kept much more busy than in the first

period, but he wasn’t letting anything

by. Queen’s missed several chances to

score, when Varsity had two men on the

penalty bench. Once a desperate melee

occurred in front of the Varsity goal, and

men were piled right in the net. Several

of the spectators insist that the puck was

across the' line, but as it was impossible

for the referee to see. he was obliged to

ring his bell and fa<,'c off before the net.

A few minutes later McDonald, the blue

and white left wing man. took a back-

hand swing at the jHick from centre ice

which bounced decej)tively and trickled

past Yule for tlie only score of the game.

On the whole Varsity showed the best

form during this period, but there were

three or four times when they had a great

deal of luck around their own goal.

3rd Period

Varsity needed one more goal to tie

the round and came on the ice determin-

ed to get it. Queen’s were equally de-

termined to prevent them from getting

it. This was the most thrilling period

of the game, and as the minutes dragged

by. each one bringing the chamiionship
nearer, the excitement became hysterical.

Several times J^elson and Battersby

brought the crowd to its feet by splendid

rushes, only to miss the goal by inches,

and .several times the Queen’s supporters

held their breath as a \'arsity man tore

down.the ice with the possibility of tying

the score. When the last gong rang,

with Queen's one goal ahead on the

round', pandemonium broke loose. The
cham])iunship was won.

Queen’s 1 Queen's

!

Queen’s 1

Oil tiiigh na Banrighi nn gu-bralh

Cha gheil ! cha gheil ! cha gheil

!

Queen's Varsity

Yule Goal Thomson
Ritchie defence. McCulloch
Smith Ferguson
Gratton centre. Evans
Battersby’ forward McDonald
Nelson Douglas
(J)’Gormaii subs. Boyd
MacLaclilan

Notes.

Wilford

“Dad” Ferguson, of last year’s senior

team played a good game for -Vai-sity,

but wv presume that he just couklift

bring himself to beat Queen’s.

It is significant that Varsity drew six

penalties as compared with one, given

to Queen's.

Queen’s III Tie with

Stratford in the Finals

FIRST HOME GAME IN FINALS
WITH STRATFORD

ENDS 3-3

On ice that was slow, but at the sa^e
time in remarkably good condition, consid-
ering the weather, the^Queen’s juniors and
Stratford midgets fought a three to three
battle here Wednesday night, in the first

of the home and home games for the junior
O.H.A. championship.

No matter which team finally wins the

other will have the consolation of knowing
tliat they went down to defeat to opponents
who worthily deserve the title of “Cham-
pions.” In Morenz and Carson, Stratford

have two of the best players in junior hoc-
key. The rest of the team—while over-

shadowed by these two stars—are at all

times in the game, and stand a lot of watcli-

ing. Queen’s no matter what six men they

have on the ice, still have a six man team.

In Quinn, McKelvey and Reynolds they

have a defense that is not surpassed by
that of any junior team in Ontario, while

the forwards are hard, consistent workers

—and nearly perfect at backchecking.

While the game was minus the spectacu-

lar jilays that would certainly have marked
a contest, between two such teams on hard

ice, yet it was at all times fast. The check-

ing on both sides was too close for many
long rushes, or even for good combination.

McKelvey’s rush which ended in the first

tally of tlie game after seven minutes of

play, was the prettiest of the evening.

Carson in the second period stickhandled

around the Queen's defense and contributed

the only other play of the spectacular

(Continued on page 8).

GRANT HALL, KINGSTON HALL AND THE OLD ARTS BUILDING

Reprinted from the recent report of the

Queen's Trustees to the Royal Commission

on University Finance -.

—

In the, educational life of the Dominion
the University has taken a place great out
of all proportion to its size. lt,s graduates

have found their way in unusual numbers
into the teaching profession, and those

teachers in tlieir tnririiave sent their pro-

mising pupils forward to their old Alma
Mater. Teachers and ministcr.s have indeed

been the great recruiting agents of the Uni-

versity, and for this reason -amung others

llie educational type has persisted. I'iftv-

eight Queen's graduates are Inspectors of

Schools in (Ontario
;
graduates of other uni-

versities, 49. Queen’s graduates on siaff of

Collegiate Institutes of Ontario number I K).

Principals 14, out of a total of 475 teachers

an<l 47 Principals, representing 9 univer-

sities; Queen's graduates on staff of High

Schools. 140. Principals 44. out of a total of

380 teachei's and 120 Principals represent-,

ing ten universities. Queen’s graduates on

staff of Continuation Schools number 37,

Principals 26, out of a total of 67 teachers'

and 40 Principals representing five univer-

sities.

Initiative, however, has alway.s been

characteristic of the administration, hnd

when the small resources of the institution

are taken into account the extent to which

it has been able to e.xperl cent has" been

remark.iblc.

Queen's was the first univer''‘ty in Can-

ada to adn’it ivomcn t ’ its Medical School.

The experiment was abandoned only when

the Ur.iversity of Toronto took up this!

work. Difficulties in the training whiclil

w Tc very obvious when there was a small

number of students were not so apparent

where ilic student bodv was larger and

classes Icould he tlivided. so Oucen's with-

drew from the field after having shown tiie

way.

Extra-mural work was begun with con-

siderable misgiving about 40 years ago. The

necessity of some such arrangement was

obvious. Students who were paying their

way through College had occasionally to

stay out for a winter in order to earn more

money, and the University tried to give

them some guidance in the keeping up of

theii' studie.s. (Jut of this a definite .system

gradually emerged. There were lumdreds

of school teachers all over Canada wlm had

begun to teach in primary school without

a university (lualification, an<l they con-

seiiucntly found their promotion blocked

and their usefulness limitc«l. Tlie Lmiver-

sity undertook the cxtr.a-mural system by

which the student may take as many as

three years’ work cxtra-murally and at

least one year intra-imirally. The service

thus rendered to the teachers of the Pro-

vince has been inestimable, ami a large i)ro-

portion of the University prizes falls to the

(Contipneil on pa^e 21
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Cah«,

’’“’SpS''”.'”” »660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Managtrr

EDITORIAL

R. B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
dentists

159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

©ENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

(furrn a Journal
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY BY

THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY OF

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY.

Price- Intra-murals; Sl-00; Extra-murals in Canada.

$1.25; out of Canada, $1.50. Advertising rates on appli-

cation to Business Manager.

Cheques should be accompanied by 15c. for exchange.

STAFF FOR 1920-21.

Editor-in-Chief-JOHN A MACDONALD. Phone

M.n.gc-s. A. WALLACE. Bhon. U34 W.

Edit...-E A. SPROULE. A. D. RO-

BERTS, J. T. M. WH.SON.

Managing Editor—J. R. RUTLEDGE.

Asst. Managing Editoi^IAN McLACHLAN.

News Edilor-W. J. G. PERRY.

Sporting Editor—A. C. BAIDEN.

Asst. Sporting Editors—T. H. NEWLOVE, C. L.

WINGHAM. MISS HELEN CRAIG. HAL BLEAK-

NEY.
Literary Editor—B. C. DILTZ.

Dramatitr Editor-N. R. HOUSTON.

Exchange Editor-M. N. DRUMMOND.
Alumni Editor—J. K. POMEROY.

Chief Faculty Reporters—N. D. PATTERSON, K

keilI miss m. porteous. g. c. monture

A. L. STEVENSON.

What We Sell

Clears, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Pipes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth

tain Pens, Stationery, Magazmes, Oid Country

Papers, etc.

"THE CITY PIPE SHOP”

JACK F. ELDER
269 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Next General Meeting

MONDAY, MARCH 7th

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

$ 9,700,000
18,000,000

230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All WMte Tile. Uo«t Modem.

HUGH DOYLE
WBLLINGTOM tTRBBT, COB. BBOCK

GREETINGS
WE. THANK OLD QUEEN’S

FOR PAST PATRONAGE -

We are trying to serve you
better this year than ever before.

I^t us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
"We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
AU forms of modem dancing taught

Arrangements may be made fot private

lessons or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

\ Phone 363.

editorial

The opportunity of seeing one Queen’s

team win a hockey championship, and an-

other Queen's team play the first of home

and home games for another champion-

ship has been the motive which has kept

us in Kingston a day or so longer than

\ve had intended to stay. For years a

run of bad luck has been following the

College in every branch of sport. We
have had good teams, but no coachin;

and we have lost. Last year for our

hockey teams we had a professional coach

and while, doubtless, the teams were bet-

ter for-s^is coaching, yet we lost again.

Now we have started at the place where

we should start—at the bottom.

We have secured the services of a first-

class trainer to give our teams the condi-

tion, and every man who has adhe^d to

the training rules has been amply re*aM-

ed. If we are going to have hockey teams

we need on each team six “60 minute

men” who can stand the pace and play to-

gether from beginning to end of the hard-

est game. On the intermediate team on

Tuesday night were several such men.

and on such ice it is marvellous that they

were able to play without being given a

rest during any period. Our Juniors have

already shown by their performance at

Brockville against the fast Cornwall team

that they are a team to be reckoned with

and everyone in the University hopes that

they may come back from Stratford with

the scalps of the Classic City speed mer-

chants hanging at their belts. But wheth-

er they win or loose, it has been conclus-

ively proved this winter that Queen’s,

before long, is going to be a serious fao

tor in Senior Intercollegiate Hockey.

Condition is an important factor, coach-

ing is an important factor, but what has

brought Queen’s the Intermediate Cham-

pionship, is the spirit which has been dor-

mant for so long and which now is per-

vading the whole place. It is an honour

that but few of us may have to be a mem-

ber of a championship team and next fall

with the old spirit alive and powerful,

with the new stadium completed and

with, perhaps, a new rink materializing,

we may expect to see a genuine and en-

thusiastic revival of sport at Queen’s, Our

hat is off (1) to the man who gives our

teams their splendid condition ; (2) to the

man who shows them the tricks of the

trade; (3) to the man who manages the

team, and (4) to the players who have

brought credit to themselves and honour

to Queen’s. We envy and we praise these

men who have made this first -xr- ai .'nort

to raise the old college of (>uy = urtis.

George Richardson and “Bill’' Hobson

back to the heights in the athletic v.orld

where she should rightly be at all i

The Intermediates have filled the

bowl of happiness almost to t' br m .md

it is now the great hope of il. J

to make it overflow. Here’s j-w.

by tomorrow morning we wil' f i'- . that

jwe have the finest Junior H li *

Un Ontario.

“JOHN A.”

The above editorial was ])eimed by

Mr. J. A. MacDonald, the editor, im-

mediately before his departure for the

West, late last Wednesday night. Mr.

MacDonald has accepted the princijjalship

of a large high-school in Saskatchewan,

and it is with the heartiest feelings of

good-will that we wish him “Bon Voy-

age.”

The Journal staff takes this opportun-

ity of testifying to “John A’s” ability as

an organizer and to his diplomacy and

thoughtfulness in his relations with his

fellow workers ;
to no reader of the Jour-

nal is it necessary to praise his talent as a

writer. We feel that the greater the re-

sponsibility that is placed on Mr. Mac-

Donald’s shoulders, the more glory he

will bring to Queen's, and we look for-

ward to seeing his progressive steps to

fame noted from time to time in the col-

ums of the Journal.

ENGLISH CLUB

The next regular meeting of the English

Club will be held on Monday, March 14. at

4 p.m.. in the small English room. Prof.

Conacher will speak on “Hardy’sWessex.”

Prof. Conacher has that peculiar faculty

of putting interesting things in an amu.s-

ing way. Plis address is on a subject which

should interest all.

PROF. J. F. MACDONALD’S

POETRY PRIE

Owing to a misprint in last Fridays

Journal, the fourteenth word in the first

sentence under the above head-line reads

extra-mural instead of infra-nuiral. lu

consideration of this error Prof. Mac-

Donald has consented to increase the time

limit for receiving contributions to Satur-

day, March 12. That is. the competition is

open to intra-mural students only, and

their contributions must be in on or before

March 12.

QUEEN’S C.O.T.C. TOMORROW

The regular weekly parade of the Queen’s

C.O.T.C. will be held Saturday. March

12th, at 1.30 p.m., in lecture room No. 1

Carruther’s Hall. Col. F. W. Hill, C.M.G.

D.S.O., of the Military District Staff will

give a lecture dealing with “The Task of the

Infantry.”

An invitation is extended to all interested,

to attend.

A distribution of military text books will

be made to the members of the corps at this

parade.

Smart

Bridge

Prizes

^ The hostess who likes

her prizes to be just a

bit out of the ordinary will

find many novel and wel-

come ideas in our “Shop
within a Shop.”

^ Smart prizes, specially

arranged to make self

tion easy, are all very at

tractively priced.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.30

ARTS INTERFACULTY
CHAMPIONS

Thursday, 5 p.m.—Just at the hour of go-

ing to press the news is brought tliat by a

decisive victory over Medicine, Arts se-

cures the Interfaculty Hockey Champion-

ship, This is the fifth successive year in

which the Arts faculty has been victorious

in this event.

QUEEN’S C.O.T.C. PARADE LAST
SATURDAY

At a well attended parade of the Queen s

contingent C.O.T.C. in Room 1, Carruthers

Hall, on Saturday, March 5th, Capt. E. Ed-

wards. M.C., of the permanent Machine

Gun Brigade gave an interesting and in-

structive lecture on the employment of Ma-

chine Guns. The speaker dwelt on the im-

portant part the macliine gun played in the

late war, both as an offensive and defensive

weapon, and of its utility on account of its

mobility and the ease with which it could

be concealed.

He traced the development of the use

of tlie gun in the Canadian Militia from

pre-war days, when insignifiant place, until

to-day when there were 14 machine gun

units in the Dominion.

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 2Sc—Evening 3Sc

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

The O.T.C. is now over fifty strong and

iiic members are taking a keen interest

ihatl in the weekly series of lectures. These are

held in Cjrruther’s Hall every Saturday

afternoon at 1.30 when anyone who con-

templates “joining up” may do so.

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT
QUEEN’S

(Continued from page 1 ).

extra-mural students tviho are generally

ipeaking senior to the intra-mural.

The Summer School was initiated years

ago also for the benefit of teacliers. In 1910

it had 24 students ;
in 1916, 99 ;

and in 1920,

230. Kingston itself is ideally situated for a

Summer School, and there is every indica-

tion that this effort has become a permanent

as well as an effective agency in the educa-

tional life of Canada. It gives teachers an

opportunity to obtain a degree or to con-

tinue their studies in their special field. It

affords extra-mural students tire opportun-

ity of doing laboratory work in Science.

Tile students in the Summer School are

mainly from Ontario, although every pro-

vince is represented. As illustrating the

enthusiasm of the students it may be stated

that they have formed their own Associa-

tion for publicity purposes. The adver-

tisements of the Summer School which ap-

pear from time to time in the press are

paid for by the students themselves, and in

other ways they bring the work of 10:

School before the notice of every teacher

in the province. No other Summer School

in Canada is serving a third as many stu-

dents as Queen's.

(Continued on page 3).
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES' PRIVATE PARLOR
We are now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ing parlors, having a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies. We earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
S Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 39S

Pleasingly

Different

are the suits we
SHOW

The Prices, too, are very

attractive

THE STORY OF PETROLEUM

>Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

Sakell’s
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

McKenzie talking again!

Students:

—

I have made many photographs for

you am! am pleased to say that your

business is very satisfactory, for far

more than the average citizen of

Kingston, you seem to realize the

photographer has his troubles, and

make allowance therefor. My chief

trouble is not what one might think

—

to get business, but TO GET IT

DONE. 1 have tried to get good

help to come from other places, but

they either will not come or not stay

in Kingston if they do come. So I

have to do all the skilled work my-
self. That means there is a limit on

the amount of work my studio turns

out. It is of great assistance if any-

one gives me plenty of time to get

their job done. This I generally find

you are willing to do. I appreciate

this spirit of co-operation very much;
am trying to cultivate it, and in con-
clusion, appeal to you to sit for any
photographs you need well in advance,
and, if possible, in the quiet seasons.

You will thus get better work and
materially help the photographer.

The first meeting of Queen's Centre of

the Canadian Institute of Chemistry was

held in Gordon Hall, Saturday evening.

Mr. W. A. P. Schorman of the British

American Oil Co. of Toronto was the

speaker of the evening, giving an illus-

trated lecture, descriptive of the petrolium

industry. Four reels of motion pictures

taken by the United States Bureau of

Mines were shown.

Introducing the subject, Mr. Schorman

gave a brief history of the petroleum in-

dustry on this continent. Oil was first

obtained from the Indians, and placed on

the market under the name of “Science

Oil’’ and was used for medicinal purposes

only. The first oil well in America was

drilled by Colonel Dralce, of Titusville,

P^.. who also founded the first oil com-

pany, the Seneca Oil Company.

Mr. Schorman paid great tribute to the

work of the geologist in the oil industry.

In 1900 there were only 3 geologists in

the State of Oklahoma, while today there

are over 300 in the service of oil compan-

ies in that state. The geologist is essen-

tial to the industry, not only because he

knows where oil can be found, but more

because he knows where oil cannot be

found, and that knowledge has saved

much money that would have been spent

in useless drilling.

Mr. Schorman dealt with the discovery

of oil in- the MacKenzie River District in

Canada. The properties of this oil
.
are

very good. It will flow at a temperature

of 90^ below zero, and a high yield of

gasoline can be obtained from it. The

credit for finding oil in that territory is

due to the Canadian geologist, Mr. Bos-

well.

The cartoons showing the pipe-lines' in

the United States were very clear. Mr.

Schorman stated that there is approxi-

mately 30,000 miles of trunk lines in the

States and a total of 72,000 miles of trunk

lines and feeders.

The pictures of the oil refinery and tlie

process of distillation were exceptionally

good. The maze of pipe lines shown,

made one think of an oil refinery

veritable “plumber’s paradise.” In his

closing remarks, Mr. Schorman pointed

out some problems in oil refining that

had to be met. He spoke of a method

of .separating the heavier hydrocarbons

by centrifugal force, and the need of a

motor for this process with a speed re-

gulation of O.OU/1-

Mr. Hanlon moved a hearty vote of

thanks to the speaker. Several questions

were then asked by the members, and

the meeting adjourned.

E.xtension work among bankers. The large

Canadian banks were sensible of the need of

providing for their employees instruction

so in 1914 an agreement was made with the

upon the wider aspects of their work, and

the Canadian Bankers’ Association where-

by the University undertook to “prepare a

syllabus, conduct examinations, provide tui-

tion in .the advanced courses, and award

diplomas; in other words, occupy as far

as possible a relation to the banks corre-

sponding to that of the Institution of Bank-

ers in England.” By July, 1920, no fewer

than 538 bank officers had completed these

Courses, and the Journal of the Canadian

Banking Association for that month states

:

“The students themselves proffer testi-

mony as to the value of such a Course not

only in assisting them with their everyday

routine, but- in giving breadth and fresh'

ness of view, in revealing the wider rela-

tions of their chosen work, in helping to

interpret current trends in our complex

economic and financial life, and in opening

up new fields for thought and study.”

At present about 400 students are regis-

tered in the Banking Cour.se. Queen’s in-

itiated this branch of work and is the only

University in Canada w^liich has had its

Banking Course recognized by the Bankers’

Association.

Student Self-government. Queen’s was

the first university in Canada to introduce

student self-government, and it still carries

the policy to an extent no other university

has ventured to attempt. All the discipline

of the students is attended to by the stu-

dents themselves. If the Principal has re-

ceived a complaint of the conduct of a stu-

dent. he reports it to the Alma Mater So-

ciety. which deals with the matter in no un-

certain way. Altogether the system has

given a wonderful training to many genera-

tions of students, and it has increased .self-

re'ipect and the .sense of responsibility. It

is confidently affirmed, too. that the order

•-'-'nintained under this svstem is better than

Mens’
Wear

\Ve handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SVPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular_Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID, Manager.

that which could be enforced by any method

of outward compulsion. Especially does the

Principal feel tliat he is delivered from be-

ing placed in the position of a school mas-

ter.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
ComttUing Optometrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

•Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT
QUEEN’S

(Continued from page 2)

Through these two agencies, Queen’s Uni-

1

versity is offering the most effective and!

I

most widely-utilized provision whereby
j

I

teachers throughout the Dominion, and par-
I

ticularly in Ontario, can advance their

standing and keep their knowledge fresh

and their interest keen.

Courses in Commerce and Administra-j

tion. Queen’s was the first Ontario Uni-

versity to establish Courses leading to thel]

degree of B.Com. The Course consists of

two years’ fundamental ^vx)rk in general I

Arts followed by two years’ work in eco-

nomics and in technical courses such as ac-

countancy, corporation finance, and indus-

1

trial management. One course provides the]

I

non-professional training for Commercial

Specialist teachers.

Engineering and Commerce. A combin-

ed course in Engineering and Commerce
and Administration is imder contempla-

tion at the present time, and will fill a

great and growing need. This is intended 1

1

to give for the first lime in Canada such

a training to the Engineer as will qualify

liim to undertake tlie financial and adminis-

trative as well as the technical side of en-

ginecring work.
j
W

Banking Course. Tlie B.Com. degree ^
was the natural outcome of the University

,

». -

$49.50

$55.00
and

$ 60.00

Blue and Black Worsteds, Fancy Worsteds and

Imported Tweeds.

Extraordinary Offer while goods last.

Livingston’s
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A

call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

SCIENCE

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.

(Two doors below Clergy St.)

GOVERNMENT ENGINEERS
AT QUEEN’S •

For Furniture, Carpets. Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOINT
N

It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which inter^t

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OF KING AND BROCK STS.

AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

By Special arrangement the Engineer-

ing Society will have this week as its

guests, Mr. E. F. Drake, Director of the

Reclamation Service,, Department of the

Interior, and Mr. R. J. Burley, B.A., Sc-,

his chief engineer. A meeting of the Soc-

iety is called for ’4.15 p.m., Friday. March

11th, in the amphitheatre, Gordon Hall,

to enable the undergraduates at Queen’s

and members of the Engineering In-

stitute to learn from these distinguished

engineers, something about Canada s

newest, and one of her most interesting

engineering services.

The Reclamation Service originally

came into being as the result of investi-

gation of a power development on the

Saskatchewan River, where it* was pro-

posed to flood vast areas of land to pro-

vide the necessary storage. The engineer-

ing economy of flooding this land to de-

velop power was challenged by certain

government engineers, and '^irveys were

made on the land in question to see if it

could not be reclaimed to greater ad-

vantage than power could be developed.

That was the beginning of the Reclama-

tion Service which secured separate iden-

tity under the Interior Department dur-

ing the war. At the present time Mr.

Drake has several engineering investiga-

tions under way, all of considerable im-

portance to the country : and he had no

less than seven parties out under his dir-

ection last summer.

Mr. Drake and Mr. Burley, his chief

engineer, are both very busy men and-

the Engineering Societ}^ can congratulate

itself on securing two engineers of siich

outstanding professional attainments to

address it. S

appear to be much interested in the un-

dertaking.

Jr. Yr. Rep.—C. S. Collyer, O. A. Car-

son.

Sophomore Yr. Rep.^D. Hutchinson,

R. L. Rivington.

Athletic Committee

lion. Pres.—Professor E. L. Bruce,

B.A.. B. Sc.

President—G. Gerow, C. S. Gibson.

1st Vice Pres.—W. E. Affleck, H. Mc-

Leod.

Sec. Treas.—H. G. Twietmeyer, F. D.

Thomas.

Sr. Yr. Representative—^J.
F. Comer.

N. J, Taylor.

Jr. Yr. Representative—J. D. Johnston,

G. W. Warner. ^

Sophomore Yr. Rep.^W. J. Connor,

R. S. Reynolds.

Katie Marshall. Doug Wright and Fil-
'

ter Ellis were in Montreal.last week at-

tending the Mining Institute. One mem-

ber of the party came back voiceless.

“Yelling for Queen’s” was his hoarsely

whispered explanation.
^

Nurse—Now what would )*ou like to

drink before you go to sleep.

Slim—Oh, Nurse, that is the most in-

teresting question I have been asked since

coming into hospital. What have you

got?

Nurse— (after a pause) Egg and Egg is

abput all we. have in stock just now.

Slim (hopefully) Tell me Nurse, do

you ever drop your “h’s.”

SCIENCE ’21

Doug Wright has been asked by the

Gtate Goelogist of Michigan to give

paper on the Lava Flows of Northern

Ontario, before the Michigan Geological

Society. The paper will deal with much

of the subject matter of Mr. Wright’s

report to the provincial government in

thi.s connection. It is not often that an

undergraduate of any technical school is

so honored and' the invitation is not only

a tribute to Mr. Wright’s particular abil

itv, but also to the school that trained

him.

Things we have never seen

Soup Jardine in a dress suit.

Doug Wright at a meeting of the Min-

,ig Institute (in Montreal).

The Parthenon.

Paris in peace time.

The Avonmore At Home.

Science '24 on the war path.

Fred Sproule carrying a note book.

Pat’s stenographer.

An A.M.S. meeting.

One sweetly solemn tliought.

Join the Engineering Institute and then

])ut in your name to Prof. Wilgar if you

want a job—by Saturday.

Apiifications are being received for the

position of manager of the EmploynTent

Bureau of this Society. The graduates

Famous Sayings

Walter—Body him. '

Soup—iGet aboard here.

Any Prof.—This is important.

Slim (to Jewellar) I want something

expensive, but not vulgarly austentatious,

don’t you know.

Marshall Reid—Who’s going to win

tonight.

or Bill — — — !!

Fred—So this is Paris.

Voice in the crowd (to college band)

Play the other one.

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

' Art Schools

. WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OP EDUCATION

SCIENCE ELECTIONS
At a meeting of the Engineering Soc-

iety held Tuesday, March 8th, the follow

ing nominations were secured for

the new executive, 1921-22.

An important change in the Constitu-

tion of the Engineering Society, introduc-

ed sometime ago, designates that the elec-

tions shall take place in March instead of

October, as formerly.

Consequently, the present third, second

and first years are respectively shown as

senior, junior and sophomore years. The
elections for the incoming freshman year

will take place at their general election

in October.

Election will take place Saturday morn-

ing between the hours of nine a.m. and

twelve noon, in the reading room, Car-

ruthers Hall.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-

tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS. MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-

tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the

Department of Education may be obtained

from the Deputy Minister of Education,

Toronto.

Toronto, November. 1920

Hon. President—Professor D. M. Jem-
mett, M.A., B.Sc., acclamation.

Pr^ident—D. T. Emery, W. T. Mc-
Farlane.

1st Vice President— D. Findlay, J.

B. Hanlon.

2nd Vice President

—

V. A. James, V.
A. Minnes. i

Secretary—F. V. Deamude, W. A. Mc-
Lean, H. E. Searle.

Ast. Sec.—H. F. Fraser, E. Wagar.
Treasurer—R. J. Askin, F. J. Veale.

Sr. Yr. Representative—W. O. Lafon-
taine, E. F. Mcllraith.

Jr. Yr. Representative—E. E. Kidd, G.

Vedova.

Sophomore Yr. Reg.—E. B. Currie. H.
B. Hanna, by acclamation.

Vigilance Committee
Sr. Prosecuting Attorney—A. G. Tac-

ques, A. C. MacLachlan.

Jr. Prosecuting Attorney—W. P. R.
Holdcroft, E. Holt. ,

Sheriff—J. E. Doyle, J. P. Young.
Chief of Police—D. Wilson, J. D. Tiilly,

Clerk—W. Dawson, L. C. Moorehead.
Crier—A. F. McKellar, W. E. Paiter-

son.

Sr. Yr. Rep.—C. E. Malone, G. S,

Walker. ' -

Bibby’s

$38.50

BLUE SUIT SPECIAL
/

Genuine English Wool Serge, Pure Indigo Blue, Tailored by

experts who make a specialty of making young men s clothes and

making them well.

/ New two and three button models, sizes 34 to'42.

Don’t miss seeing these Shits. Buy if you wish.

BIBBY’S 4.75 HAT SPECIAL—All New 1921 Styles

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE -

dealer

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The oest motor equipment in the city

many men
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-
ment Policy in the Mutual .Life of

Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual LUe of Canada

Phone 610 ;
Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE
Dress Shirts, Vests,-Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

PHE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time o{

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

ARTS ’24

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’26

On Thursday the regular year meeting

was held, at wdiich Col. McPhail ably, ad-

dressed the year re the O.T.C. Much im-

portant business was transacted, and new

officers were iiistalled.

Morphy points out that peculiarities in

formulae are not limited to the phosphorous

group, for instance “Apatite” is “caf. too.”

After considering the matter for about

19 years, P-t-son has shaved off the hair-

lilce processes from his face, and like the

Captain in “Godless Men,” starts life anew.

Howard was caused a flutter in Biological

circles by the discovery of a new form of

life, the “sausagius restaurantus.” In his

report, Mr. Howard states that the animal

shows alternation of generation to our ex-,

traordinary degree. The first generation

has erroneously been thought to be a pupa

stage. The so-called pupa is very-activ^ and

emits a barking noise “whoof, whoof 1” on

occasion. This word “pupa” is colloquially

corrupted into “pupi," or even “puppy.”

The second generation shows a complete

reversion to early forms of life. It becomes

inactive, is unicellular, and lives in colon-

ies, which weigh about one pound. Its

internal structure is the far shrouded in

mystery. Mr. Howard pronounces this lat-

ter form quite edible, and, as far as we

are concerned, is welcome to it.

MEDICINE ’24

Our English correspondent. Mr. T. M.

Kellough, sends some good ones, which

have. to do with the selection of jurywomen.

The following it seems, is one of the many

excuses they have for not reporting for

duty :

—

Dear Sir,—My wife ’as just ’ad triplets

in answer to yore request, and wont be able

to sit on your Jew^ry. ’Er sister wot live

at Upper Tooting will be very glad to oblige

yer, 'er husbin being out of work with hin-

flamation and chronic digestion, hoping this

fiinds you in the pink, I remain,

Yours truly,

Wm. Brown.

This aud That.

The search for Mr. Burns hat and scarf,

which disappeared so completely at the

Medical Dinner, is off. The above raen-

ly, to the Old Medical Building the other

tioned articles returned, just as mysterfeus-

day.

^ We are just lately rid of Spencely and

when along come MacMurchy, packing a

Troup with their duns for dues, levies, etc.,

formidable looking Q.U.M.A. receipt book

Darn the luck, anyway

!

The regular year meeting will be held

Thursday at 4.15 p.m. The year pictures

will be distributed. There will be a fine

programme. Everyone out

!

We Would Like to Know

Why F-rg-s-n is always late for Math.

How J-n M-k-zie likes derbies.

Why W-l-ce is always grinning.

Why S-h B-r-s likes to skate on the

lake.

Why Fr-da M-s does not go to Spanish.

REST!
The wind is, roaring, the trees are sway-

ing, the light is dimming; pens are saratch-

ing, chairs are scraping, leaves are turning,

feet are shuffling, people are coughing, time

is passing.

What a solemn place it must be when'

all these sounds have died away. It is

solemn just at this moment, not a breath,

even the wind outside has ceased. But sud-

denly a door slams. Once more pens are

scratching, chairs are scraping, leaves are

turning—even the wind has -started again.

I look from one end of the table to the

other, some are far away with Marx, dream-

ing ideals, others are living over the days

of Wampole and some for the sixth time

are trying to acquaint themselves with Des-

cartes. At the extreme end of the table

two men are whispering. A loud rap, rap,

rap follows. Mr. I-w-n has been dis-

turbed. It is a mental ‘crisis’ which hap-

pens regularly every day under the same
conditions, but this time it is not Marx’s

idea of a crisis, but Mr. I-w-n’s very own !

The table is getting barer, chairs

scraping more frequently, papers arc

}

scrambled away, books are slammed,
little stream flows from the tabic to

librarian’s desk, the four o’clock bell
1

rings

!

Thank goodness there are only two left

at my table. I go deep down into my
pocket and search for my—chocolate bar.

I take a bite, no one has seen me! The
door opens once more, another shift com-
mences. I must resume my work with
the new throng.

THE BULLETIN

Friday

—

4 p.m—Annual Meeting, Dramatic Club
4.15 p.m.—Engineering Society.

7.00 p.m.—Meds ’24 Social Evening.

Saturday

—

9 a.m. - 12 a.m.—Engineering Society

Elections,

Monday

—

4.00 p.m.^English Club.

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is complM*.

Best Tungsten LansH
and Flashlights. Kvsrjr*

thing electrical for soi*

penmental purpossc.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THE
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Comer Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1 144 w.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Hom^ Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

THE MIRRORS OF DOWNING STREET
SOME POLITICAL REFLECTIONS

The Author prefers to remain anonymous. He sign.<5 himself “A Gentle-

man With a Duster with Portraits.”

The public men whose careers and personalities are studied in this

volume are :

—

—Mr. Lloyd George.
—Lord Carnock
—Lord Fisher
—Mr. Asquith
—Lord Northcliffe

—Mr. Arthur Balfour

—Lord Kitchener

Now on sale at:

—Lord Robert Cecil

—Mr. Winston Churchill
—Lord Haldane
—Lord Rhondda
—Lord Inverforth
—Lord Leverhulme

R. Uglow & Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

.'hcjl

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE,' including Mining, Chemi-

cal, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

Summer School, July and August.—Navigation School, pecember to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s Univenity.
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New Spring Hats

“The College Hat Store”

We show, beyond com-

parison, the largest var-

iety and best values in

Kingston. Every con-

ceivable kind is here—

it’s .only a matter of

choosing which you'd

rather have.

Derbies, Soft Felts

.nd Caps at every price.

Come to Headquarters for

Your Hats

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Direct Importers. 126-128 Princess St.

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar Store x

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

Dance Programmes |

Constitutions |

rtnd all kinds of

Hanson^ Crazier Edgar
20 Market St., Kingston

"WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE .TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and- Fall Coats

Included

: Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

ARTS SOCIETY
The regular meeting of the Arts Society

was held in the Philosophy Room on

Tuesday afternoon, following a short ad-

journed annual meeting which left the

matter of the fee being payable on regis-

tration over again for two weeks, as it

had not been before the finance committee

of the senate.

The regular t)usiness of the meeting

was short, consisting of the reading of a

few communications and reports, and the

appointing of Mr. P. A. McLeod to repre-

sent the society at the Harrier Club Soc-

ial evening.

Then matters of very much life were

discussed. The first referred to tlie rum-

oured spending of some of the Arts Soc-

iety’s money on intoxicating drinks.' This

was shown to be absolutely false, as the

reports of expenditure gave a definite

proof that no money had been thus spent.

ARTS ’21

The regular meeting of Arts ’21 was

held in the small Mathematics room.

New Arts Building, on Monday, March

7, at 4 p.m. The vice-president, Miss

O’Brian, occupied the chair. It was de-

cided that the year should hold a social

evening during the week of March 30th,

and also that a dinner be held if possible.

Committees were formed to attend to

these matters. The programme consist-

ed of an excellent number of the "Eye-

Opener,” edited by Mr. R. S. Fry. Miss

Sinclair was appointed editor for the next

issue. Mr. Paris gave the critic’s report.

We have to apologize to our year-

mates for a prolonged grouch, which has

inhibited us from doling out our semi-

weekly quota of space-filler for this col-

umn. We. have got over our period of

the blues now, and wish to thank our

friends who helped to keep Arts ’21 on

the map during the time when we didn’t

care a whoop whether it stayed there or

not.

Mr. Keill, translating, in the class in

Latin 2; “She herself teached me the pen-

alties of the gods.” Incidentally, last

Sunday at church, the minister praught

a very fine sermon.

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottawa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES

MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

ARTS ’22

McLellan started it by bringing, home

the gold medal in oratory: Tancock and

Stevenson piled the debating champion-

ship on top of that, and now Macinnes

comes along with the checker champion-

.ship. Next!

It’s whispered that Andy took calculus

with him to “Dardenella.” He will fuss

!

Latin

Latin shrouds me in a fog,

“Voice” is a mental bog

From which a pedagogue,

Stalwart and massive.

Leads me to safer land.

Showing, with chalky hand

How he is active, and

I am passive.

He—Do you like nuts?

She—Is this a proposal ?

Jimmie Sa—r emphatically declares he

is not weighed on the hay scales.

“Is Caviller a deep thinker?”

“He must be, because his ideas never

come to the surface.”

Paul Glasgow is the student bold,

At the last Arts’ meeting so we’re told.

Who knowing silence is of gold,

Stood up !
! and then sat down.

We once knew such a man as that, whose

tune he would not alter,

He woke one morn to find himself a-

swingin from a halter.

You wonder why we should select a

quiet youth like Salter,

And in the second line rise inane words
like rank defaulter,

And ‘like objections might apply to such

a term as alter.

Well, the only reason is because they

rhyme darned well with “halter.”

To fill this space we’ve wasted time

And caught a chronic frown,

But that's alright, we’ve got a chance

To “do” old Sherman “Brown.”

The other day a stranger saw
In Grimm’s, two well-known heads;

So dose, she smiled and calmly asked

Who are the “newlv-rveds?”

There is a dark-eyed gentleman, a certain

Mr. Salter,

Who yells “Rah, Rah McGill,” and so be-

comes a rank defaulter

;

Found

Behind the cushions on the davenport

1 at the Avonmore, three hair-pins and a

gentleman’s handkerchief, initialed D.J.D.

The hairpins have since been claimed by
one of the girls, but no owner has been

found for the handkerchief as yet, though

officially, we have our suspicions.

Investigate Your Opportunities

WITH

Northern E/ectr/c Compatiy

Montreal

Halifax

Quebec

LIMITED

Ottawa Eondon
Toronto Windsor
Hamilton Winnipeg

Vancouver

For full particulars address

EDUCATIONAL DIVISION
'

121 Shearer Street -
' Montreal.

Regina

Calgary

Edmonton.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’ STORE
102 PRINCESS STREET ’PHONE 797

With the return of spring our amateur

biologists commenced their pursuit of

elusive insects. Two or three from our

year—we won’t name them this week

—

by adding legs from one insect to the

body of another, plus wings from a third,

constructed their ideal insect and proudly

carried it to their biology professor. “Oh,

Doctor, could you tell us the name of this

bug?” One look,, the slightest pause,

and the answer, “Certainly,—a humbug.”

PIANO TUNING
WM. SWAINE, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Orden received at 100 Clergy St West,
or ’Phone 564 w.

Your year reporter at the ’Phone one

night this week

:

“Is Wallace there?”

“I’m sorry, he’s spending the evening

out.”

"Hello, is Miller in?”

“Miller? Why, he’s dead.”

“May I speak to Macinnes?”
“Oh, he’s out. He’s seldom here ir

the evenings.”

I gave up in despair. You try it, doubt'

ers.

ARTS ’23

Tile fools are not all dead yet—nope,

Here’s proof if you will heed it,

Wc are alive to write this dope.

And you're alive to read it.

LET US KNOW
YOUR WANTS

If we haven’t got just what you want in our line,

we gladly get it for you.

Try us—You’ll be satisfied.

Bring “her” a Columbia or Brunswick Record the

next time you go.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
arts science medicine

We how have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

the publishers we believe . you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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SPORT
Seniors Play

BostonA.A. and Harvard

SENIOR HOCKEY TEAM AT
boston

said our lads were all strangers to her,

but she wasn’t afraid to congratulate

Jimmy Fahey, he looked like such a nice

man.

The Senior Hockey Team went to Bos-

ton on Sunday and took up training

quarters in the Westminster Hotel. The

following made the trip :
Ratchford,

Fahey, McNeil, Box, Stewart, Campbell,

Woodruff, Swartman ;
Ernie Sliter, man-

ager and Pat O’Connor, trainer. The

squad had a workout in the Arena against

the Latin School at noon on Monday and

after supper were beaten in three 15 min-

ute periods, by the Boston Athletic As-

sociation sextette ;
score 2-0. Our lads

were feeling the effects of a long train

ride and the oppressive weather. In this

game Evans Box was carried off with a

bump on the head from which he soon

recovered, and Doc Campbell developed

a Charley horse which slowed his play.

We had only two substitutes to use, wjiile

the B.A.A. used several. The ice surface,

artificial, is considerably larger than ours

and oval shaped, which makes for faster

hockey and confuses strangers.

On Tuesday night the Harvard team,

under the name of the Crimson Ramblers

were extended to their limit to win by a

score of 5-4 in ten minutes overtime. With

McNeill in goal
;
Ratchford and Fahey at

defence and Box, Swartman, Stewart,

Campbell and Woodruff afternating on

the forward line, and the score tied twice,

the third period came to a close amidst

great excietment, and our lads got

great hand from the crowd. It was 'de-

cided to play 10 minutes overtime, 5 each

way. In 50 seconds, Owens of the Ram-

blers got the deciding goal and the game

ended with the puck in centre ice. The

Boston papers credit Ratchford with be-

ing the fastest man on the ice. Our goals

were *cored by Campbell and Ratchford,

one each, and Woodruff two. The team

arrived home yesterday morning in good

condition, for v^ich much credit is due to

the training table supplied by' the West-

minster Hotel and the rigid discipline

maintained throughout the trip by Man
ager Sliter.

Amongst the ex-Queen’s men in the

crowd were; McLaughlin, Harvey Wil-

son, Tom Third, Jimmy Odell and Hart-

ley Thomas from Harvard, and Hugh

Nickle from Boston Tech.

Juniors Win
from Cornwall

Notes on the Trip

Ernie’s pyjamas saved a rear-end col-

lision as the express roared its way
through the Green Mountains.

Box and Woodruff have perfected

new play called the scissors; accompanied

by cutting remarks.

Pat and the Spanish person from New
Orleans separated without any hard feel-

ings though their conversation in Spanish

and French indicated otherwise.

Dutch says the sky-scrapers aren’t so

high, but everything else is.

The game spoiled Huck’s appetite. He
could only eat $2.45 worth.

Ratchford says you can always tell the

Irish, but you can’t tell ’em much.

George didn’t say much, but somehow

e feel that he enjoyed the trip.

PLAY-OFF AT BROCKVILLE ON
MONDAY—QUEEN’S WON

SCORE 6-1

Anticipation is oft quoted as th^

supreme experience of life, but realization

came into her own on Monday night

when fully 300 Queen’s students who

journeyed to Brockville lived through

sixty full minutes of a perfect hope.

The game which Queen’s played was

an example of what a team can do which

goes on the ice with 100% determination

and fights all. the way. Cornwall are a

good team, wtili lots of speed and stick-

handling ability
;
but they could not stand

up against the resistence Queen’s offered,

and after ten minutes of play in which

they had the edge, they began to wilt

and Queen’s had the game in their own

hands from then on.

To pick out individual stars would be

difficult task as every man was in the

game all the time. And if there was one

player who stood out above the others,

it was young Carroll Quinn—youthful

looking lad, yet he accepted and handled

more difficult shots than any goaler who
has performed for Queen’s this year.

Red McKelvey accounted for three

brilliant tallies, and it was here that his

experience as a hockey player served him

and his team. Reynolds with him on the

defence was always effective and scored

one goal. MacDonald, Nickle, Gibson,

and Johnson and Emery who subbed, all

turned in record performances, and it was

the close checking of these players which

offset Cornwall’s effectiveness.

After the game much enthusiasm was

shown on all sides—the students snake-

danced around the rink and then down the

main -drag.

The Teams
Queen’s Cornwall

Quinn goal. Galliger

McKelvey defence. Kinghorne

Reynolds Lane

MacDonald centre. Tilton

Nickle wings. Lejeve

Gibson Larose

Johnson subs. McCutchon
Emery Dextras

Referee—Tom Munro of London.

It took Ernie, 17 towels, 45 minutes,

some face-cream and some talcum, to

bring Doc’s Charley-horse down to a

walk. As Ernie had it : I never before

saw such hot water in any hotel. What
Doc said couldn’t be translated.

DRAMATIC CLUB TO AWARD Q’S

Next Saturday evening, March 12th at

the Alma Mater Society meeting, Queen’s

Dramatic Club wiU award bronze, silver

and gold Q’s to those who have taken

part in dramatic productions. Any one

who has acted in any one-act play or two
or more year plays is requested to be on

hand at the A.M.S. meeting next Satur-

day evening.

Box almost offended the waiter when
he asked him if an under done steak

came from a red cow.

•Stewart and Ratchford paid $1.25 each

to see the place where Paul Rivere got

on his charger.

.*\ Kingston lady at the second game

JUST RECEIVED
Strathdee’s Waltz Song

My Last Waltz With You
Wc also carry a complete line of Stringed

Instrument Supplies, Note Books, Stationery,

Magazines, Brunswick Phonographs and
Records.

The Song Shop!
Phone 1207M 269^ Prime-<' 8t,

What We Haven’t Got-—We’ll Get.
|

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro-de-alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

morning, he said, “This package—” here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it"went on
—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is best known

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

;^iuir

Returns of Hockey GiTues

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200

41
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HATS AND CAPS FOR

STUDENTS

The New Styles Are Here

SALE OF FURS STILI7

GOING ON

a ffl 9

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

Meds ’26

Arts ’24

These can be had in Brooch,

Stick Pin, or Ring.
'

We can supply nearly every

year design of recent years.

Kinnear & d’Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST,

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, PRESSING

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

JUNIOR GAME WEDNESDAY

REMOVAL
SALE

Due to greatly increased rental dur-

ing the past year; we have moved
from our old stand to

136 PRINCESS STREET
(Opposite Hotel Randolph)

This store being smaller necessi-

tates reducing our stock by half.

Students will find it greatly to their

advantage to replenish Iheir ward-
robes during the most gigantic sale
in our historj-.

Sale Begins Thursday

March 3rd

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

(Continued from j)age I),

brand during the evening.

Too much cannot be said in praise of tlie

condition displayed by the players of both

teams. Even on soft ice, they are all sixty

minute men. Their trainers, and players

themselves, deserve great credit for the ex-

cellent game they provided.

Queen’s chances of winning the cham-

pionship still look good. In the first and

third period they had a decided edge on

their opponents. Twq of tlie Stratford

goals were decidedly “flukey.” The Strat-

ford team have played longer together than

have the Queen’s boys—but in fighting

spirit, and gaineness the Queen's juniors

will yield first place to none. Every Queen’s

student may be confident that when their

junior team play the final game, they will

give every ounce they have, and will fight

the full sixty minutes. We have great

hopes for victory.

First Period.

In the first period Queen’s opened Up

with a rush. The forwards had the play

well in Stratford’s territory, and were

putting many hard shots at Ruskin.

After seven minutes of play McKelvey

on a beautiful rush scored the first goal.

Four minutes later Nicol batted the puck

from the wing and the Stratford goaler

never saw it till it was in. Gibson on a

backhand shot, agaiu beat Ruskin after

17 minutes of play. Queen’s had a de-

cided edge in the period, and even with

McKelvey and MacDonald ofif for minor

offenses, Stratford were unable to score.

Second Period.

Queen’s grew slightly careless during

the second period,- and at the same time

the Midgets came to life, and pressed hard

—it was only after fiifteen minutes of

strenuous play that (parson scored Strat-

ford’s ^st goal aftef stickhandling around

the Queen’s defense. During this period

Queen’s goaler, put up a wonderful ex-

hibition of goal tending.

Third Period.

Carson repeated again for Stratford two

minutes after the third period began, on

a long shot—the puck bouncing over

Quinn’s skate. Queen’s began then to

work in real earnest, and Ruskin saved

many hard shots. MacDonald missed the

net hfter getting through the Stratford

defense. Morenz shot from near centre

ice, and the puck slipped by Quinn, whose

skate caught in the soft ice. Queen’s were

going strong at the end—with Stratford

doing their best to kill time.

“Tom” Munroe refereed and kept the

game clean throughout. The teams lined

up as follows

Queen’s. Stratford.

Quinn Goal. Ruskin

McKelvey Defense Robson

Reyonlds Richards

MacDonald Centre Morenz

(jibson R. wing Carson

Nicol L. wing Roth

Emery Subs. Swanson

Johnson Pratt
\

“CHESS AND CHECKERS CLUB”

The first Checkers Tournament has re-

sulted ^s follows;

Second round

;

Philip vs Donaldson—Donaldson.

Wallace vs. Gow—Wallace.

McLeod vs Laird—Laird.

Macinnes vs Cumberland—Macinnes.
Blake vs. Allen—Allen.
Third round

:

Donaldson—bye.
Wallace vs Laird—Laird. •

Maclni\es vs Allen—Macinnes.

Finals:

Donaldson vs. Laird—Laird.

Macinnes vs Laird—Macinnes.

The final Tournaments for the session

will be played off within the next fort-

night. The first chess tournament lias

not I>een completed, but it has been de-

cided to go ahead with the final tourna-
ment in order to have both tournaments
finished before paster.

Those Shoes You Promised

Yourself For Easter

Dark Brown Bal. Welt Sole. A
very distinctive style.

PRICE $8.50

The Shoe for Service and Comfort.

LOCKETTS

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

I

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

J
THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax FUls, Data Sheets, et6.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-f7S WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

. Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

February Bargain's

$5.95
Men’s High Grade Boots, black

and Brown, narrow, and wide

toes, and all Goodyear welted

soles, all regular $10 values. All

sizes, now $5.95.

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

.Shoes of Merit aiid Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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QUEEN’S JU 3IORS LOSE
FINALS TO STRATFORD

Final Game Played at Stratford Friday Night Results in a Win For Stratford

By a Score of 4-Q—Goaler Quinn Hurt in First Period

STRATFORD WIN FINAL ROUND
IN JUNIOR O.H.A. BY

4 GOALS

Stratford, March 11.—On a sheet of

“near-ice" of the consistency of soup,

covered for the most part with water, and

faced by one of the most rabidly partisan

crowds of spectators that a home team

could wish for. the Queen’s Juniors, fight-

ing.from start to fi-nish, went down to de-

feat at tlie hands of the fast Classic City

sextette and Carson, tonight^ is in danger

of being the most popular man in this

town. Only his extreme youth would pre-

vent him from being mayor of the city,

if an election were held tomorrow. Des-

pite this fact Carson had nothing on two

of his team mates, Morenz and Richards,

who played hard, unselfish hockey all the

way. Carson, in tlie first period, while

Quinn was clearing a hard shot deliber-

ately charged him at full speed and when

Quinn tried to protect himself, Carson

gave him the butt-end of the stick in^the

left temple and put him down. Quinn

was taken out and several stitches were

found necessary to fix up the wound.

Then he came back and in spite of this

knock which was enough to get the nerve

of a veteran goal-tender, he turned in an

exhibition of goal-tending which has sel-

dom been excelled. The Stratford team

was in fine form, but on the whole was

inclined to body-check somewhat more

than was necessary. This sort of play

seemed to appeal to the Classic City fans.

Morenz also drew down a penalty for

charging Quinn in the first period. Mc-

Donald was knocked out twice in the

first period, but came back in the second

and played as well as ever. The game

was fast considering the ice, but it was

very difficult to carry the puck and both

teams overskated it time after time. The

Queen’s men make no excuses, nor do

they need to. . They were beaten by a

team which, on the night’s play, are sup-

erior, but not so much so as the score

would indicate. With the exception of

Quinn, it is impossible to pick out any

particular .-itar on the Queen’s team, but

it is only fair to say that Reynolds was

much more effective than on Wednesday

night. He checked well and made sever-

al good rushes. The forwards all worked

hard and broke through the strong Strat-

ford defense on many occasions, but

could not beat Ruston who scarcely look-

ed like the same man who let in the easy

shots in the Kingston game. “Red” Mc-
Kelvey’s work on defense was well up

to standard and he succeeded in penetrat-

ing the Robson and Richards stone-wall

on several occasions, especially in the last

period. The other two players, Johnson

and Emery, played a great game when-

ever called upon and backchecked like

fiends. Robson got the first goal for Strat-

ford and Richards gave a much better ex-

hibition than in the last game. He has

not the reputation of Carson or Morenz

as he has never scored a goal this season.

bitt he works all the time and is a very

effective player.

Line-up i

Queen’s—Goal, Quinn; defence, Rey-

nolds and McKelvey
;
centre, McDonald ;

right wing, Gibson; left wing, Nickle;

subs. Johnson and Emery.

Stratford—Goal, Ruston ;
defence, Rob

son and Richards ; centre Morenz ; right

wing, Carson ; left wing. Roth
;

subs

Swanson and Pratt.

Referee. Tom Munro.

FINAL REPORT OF
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

JOHN A. MacDONALD SUBMITS
REPORT OF JOURNAL WORK

OF 1920-21

IMPORTANT
BUSINESS AT
A.M.S. SATURDAY

Notes on the Game

The cool grit which brought Quiun

back into the game with several stitches

over his eye, was the crowning feature of

a brilliant season’s work. We are prac-

tically unanimous in hailing him as one of

the finest goalkeepers in junior hockey,

and we predict for him a notable inter-

collegiate career in his remaining years

at Queen's.

We Have been told that Jack McKelvey

told Carson, rather explecitly, just the

kind of person he is, and it is our guess

Kingston. Ont.. Marchl2. ’21

Report of the Editor-in-chief of the

Queen’s University Journal submitted to the

Alma Mater Society at its second regular

meeting in March, 1921,

To the President and members of the

A.M.S.

The Editor-in-chief of the Queen’s Jour-

nal liegs to submit the following report;-

1. Up to the date of this report there have

been thirty-eight issues of \'olume 47 of

Queen's Journal published. Each issue,

throughout the year, has appeared on time,

regularly every Tuesday and Friday. Fur-

ther, in spite of frequent scarcity of contri-

butions, the Journal has on no occasion dur-

ing the season had less than eight pages in

any issue. There will be two more issues,

one of which will contain the examination

results.

2. Owing to the fact that the College

term has been lengthened, the issue number

.^9 of the Journal will appear slightly

earlier in the spring than in previous years,

,Iii the future if the College term is not

shortened it might be found possible to pub-

NEW OFFICERS ELECTED FOR
JOURNAL, DEBATE COM., AND

DRAMATIC CLUB

that Mr. Carson’s comback. if any, was of
j

the Journal for forty-two issues instead

a very feeble nature.
}

rty.

j

3. There seems to be still an idea pre-

The “iMai! and Empire" has that the Editor-in-chief must hold

marked that “the game was not unduly
|

responsible for every item of news

rough, although Queen’s had three nien j P^ktorial.

knoiJ<ed out. and tlie Midgets one.” W’e

This attitude has made

rv dilficult for the Kditor-in-chief t\»

would be interested, in seeing a game
which the Mail and Empire would con-

sider sufficiently ferocious to cal! rough.

The attitude of the crowd led some of

our men to believe that they entertained

a certain antipathy to the Queen’s team.

The fact that they howled vociferously

when the wearers of the tri-color skated

onto the ice. after each period, and that

they gave .evidence of extreme delight

when Quinn was so brutally knocked out,

seemed to indicate that their feelings to-

ward our men were not of the most friend-

ly nature.

Of the refereeing, it may be said that

it was—discreet.

THE BULLETIN

Tuesday

—

8 p.m.—Prof. King of McGill on "Fog
Signalling.”

Wednesday

—

7 p.m.—Choral Society Practise.

Thursday

—

7 p.m.—Harrier Club Social Evening.
Monday, March 28th

—

Easter Monday?

THIS, THE LAST REGULAR ISSUE

The next and final issue of the Journal
for the current academic year will be
published early in May, when the Science
and Arts examination results

available.

rlelegale authority to the Associate Editors

as he should have liked to have done.

4. All questions of the financial standing

of the Journal.—the number of subscribers,

the number of unpaid subscriptions, the

amount of advertising, the cost of produc-

ing the Journal, etc., do not come within

the scope of this report.

5. Owing to financial conditions the Jour-

nal has not been able to send representa-

tives to report Intermediate or Junior games

of hockey or rugby at outside points. An
attempt was made to make an arrangement

with the Athletic Board of Control under

which the Beard should bear half of the

expense incurred^ by such representatives.

The Board of Control did not see its wa;

clear to enter into the arrangement.

6. Some doubt has arisen whether in the

present financial state of the Journal, it is

sound policy to .send reporters to the Senior

games out of town. A report of a game
will, as a rule, scarcely cover more than

two coluiims and the expenses of the re-

porter range from fifteen to twenty-five dol

lars.

7. The different Faculties hav^ followed

various plans in submitting new'S for pub-

lication. In nearly every issue every year

in Arts has been represented. Science on

the other hand has had the faculty page de-

voted to the two senior years on Tuesdays

and the Sophomores and Freshmen have

held the page on Fridays. The years in

Medicine were very late in getting started

but since the second semester coi.menced

the Medical page has usually been well sup-

plied with copy. It has not been found
will be

j

necessary on many occasions to devote a

I

(Continued on page 6)

The regular meeting of the A. M. S.

was held Saturday evening with Presi-

dent Campney in the chair.

After the usual preliminaries, the first

matter taken up was the appointment of a

representative to attend the Annual Din-

ner of the Law Undergraduates of McGill.

Mr. W. A. Irwin was the choice of the

meeting. The next item was the annual

meeting of the Debate Committee. Mr.

N. D. Patterson, the convener, gave a

report of the inter-collegiate and inter-

year debates and the public-speaking con-

test held. He commented favorably on

the high standard maintained throughout,

but deplored the meagre attendance.

The treasurer then j)resented his report

which showed a deficit of 85c at the be-

ginning of the term. Receipts were $127,

and disbursements, $110.76, leaving a

bank balance of $16.24.

The meeting was then thrown open

for nominations for the Debate Commit-

tee of 1921-22. The following' were nom-

inated and returned unopposed

:

Honorary Representative to 1. U. D. E.,

Dr. W. E. McNeill; Student Representa-

tiye to I.U.D.L.. Mr. J. H. Pilkey; Con-

vener of Debate Committee, F. A. Knox

;

Secretary Treasurer, W. M. Drummond;
Staff members. Drs. Skelton and J, T.

McNeill, and Prof. W. C. Clark; Student

members, H. Tancock. S. A. Wallace: C.

E. Lyght, John McKinnon. J. R. Burchell.

On recommendation from the Debate

Committee, the following clauses were

added to Section 7 of Article IV. of the

Constitution of the Debate Committee

:

“In deciding a debate the judges shall

award to each side, a definite number of

points for delivery (maximum 40) and for

matter (maximum 60). The terra matter

shall be understood to include knowledge

of the question in all its aspects, convinc-

ing:ness of the evid^^ice used to establish

the various arguments, logical arrange-

ment of material and effectiveness of re-

buttal. No regard shall be had for the

merits of the case per se.”

This concluded the business of the De-

bate Committee and the society proceed-

ed to the annual meeting of the Queen’s

Journal.

In the absence of Mr. J. MacDonald.

Mr. S. A. Wallace, the Business Man-
ager, gave the Editor-in-chief’s report,

which is published in an adjacent col-

umn. Mr. Wallace also gave an interim

Financial Report.

Several questions were asked under dis-

cussion of the motions for payment of the

honoraria of the Editor-in-Chief and

Managing Editor. Mr. Wallace having

answered these satisfactorily, the motions

were then passed.

The nominees for the various offices

on the staff of 1921-22 were unopposed

with the exception of that of Business

Manager for wliich the names of S, .M.

Houston and Mr. Rosenfeild were sub-

(Coniinued on j)age S).

CANTATA
“HIAWATHA’S WEDDING FEAST”

(S. COLERIDGE TAYLv )

and Musical Programme by QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY CHORAL SOCIETY, assisted by

MRS. G. A. L. IRWIN, (Soprano) DR. H. S. ANGROVE, (Baritone)

GRANT HALL, TUESDAY, MARCH 29th at 8.15 p.m.
Reserved Seats 50c Unreserved Seat 35c Tickets at Uglow’s and College Post Office
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital $8,400,000

Reserve Fund and Undivided "

ProEits $8,660,774

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at AU
Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Mamgerr

R. E. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S., M.p.

ERNEST B. SPARKS.
D.D.S., L.D.S., D.D.C.

Sparks & Sparks
DENTISTS

1S9 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Carnovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Expert Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

What We Sell

Cigars, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Pipes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth Organs, Foun-

tain Pens, Stationery, Magazines, Old Country

Papers, etc.

“THE CITY PIPE SHOP”

JACK F. ELDER
/69 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

(|ttefn’0 Journal
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Next General Meeting

MONDAY, MARCH 7th'

The Bank of Nova Scotia
$ 9,700,000

18,000,000

230,000,000

Paid-up Capital
Reserve
Resources

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.'

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Shop
AU White TUe. Most Uodem.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET. COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
WE THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the

latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS"
“We Strive to Serve"

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
All forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for private

lessons or in class.

^oply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

S Phone 1448 M.

W. Winnett

QUEEN’S AND THE FRESHMAN
So much has been spoken about the

“spirit of democracy” at Queen’s that it

is worth considering whether there are facts

to prove the case or whether, on the con-

trary, the phrase is really meaningless. We
believe that Queen's is essentially a demo-

cratic university and that—excepting in the

obvious example of the system of student

self-government—this j.s nowhere more

evident than in the Queen's attitude towards

freshmen.

Most of us come to Queen's as fresh-

men with either a magazine-story concep-

tion of college life or with ideas on the sub-

ject gleaned from older men of other uni-

versities who delight in relating “what they

had <lbne to the poor freshie.s." Many a

ne^wcomer starts his college career with the,

fueling that for the first year he is to be as

unobtrusive as a charwoman, that the ath-

letics and other activities of his year should:

be the height of his present ambition
;
that,

indeed, his light is to be hidden under a

mantle of self-efface.rent until the stigma

of being a freshman shall be removed.

However true this may be of other univer-

sities it does nof describe the situation at

Queen’s as it is at present and as it will en-

dure, we hope, for all time. Here, the in-

itiation, whatever form it may take is actu-

ally an initiation in the true sense of the

word, and after it is over each newcomer

can consider himself a full-fledged member

of the .student body.-having equal rights and

privileges with tlie others. Needless to say,

if any man shows signs of “freshness" he

is pro n])tly and effectively squelched, but

true abiliiy is encouraged to flourish. Thu.s

we find first-year men- as senior team play-

ers, as dramatic stars, and as active partici-

pants in the hundred and one other college

activities. This is due in part, of course,

to the fact that Queen's, being a compara-

tively small college, has need of the variou.s

freshmen talents, but we feel that it is due

in greater degree to a natural spirit of fair-

ness and equality that is part of the Queen’s

atmosphere. This attitude towards the

freshmen has not been cultivated and is not

consciously maintained; it is simply a fact,

and it is our hope that the sophmore years

ofl921-22 will find it natural to follow

the tradition which is thus being establish-

ed.

It is well to remember that in this atti-

tude Queen's is different—different, even

from most of the other Canadian univer-

sities. We are familiar In particular with

one of the component colleges of a sister

university in which freshmen are compelled

to attend certain meetings, are forced to re-

move their hats in the building while the

others do not. are the delivery boys for the

college paper, are forbidden certain of the

college activities, and are, excepting amojig

themselves, popularly known as "worms.

Heaven help tliem!

IN MEMORIAM
Out in the bush land’s night where silence

holds,

Wc watched the stars. A glimmering point

above,

A shooting meteor across the space.

And then a darkness.

So Wilfred you, have passed. A laughing

classmate,

Full of hopeful youth. Your celtic heart

Rejoiced in little whimsies of delight

And laughed in lilting melody to consonant

Of youth's triumphal march,

strains

But Death has claimed you, left a dark-

ness in our souls,

Which yet we must endure and smile the

while

;

No longer shall you rag “old Mary": cuss

at me
Because I stood right in your light in that

old Lab.,

Nor argue long and loud on Gram’s and

Ncisser's stains

With Cap. and Rich. No longer shall you

try to steal'

Old Pixley’s Xylol.

No more shall we together there i>aint signs

For the parade*; and leave our trademark

on the floor

To Georges’s consternation.

And we here left behind, we mourn

still,

We miss the cheery smile, the laughing

voice

Of hini who was our friend. Too so*bn

Your .shooting meteor has faded in the

depths,

And left a deeper darkness in our souls.

But 'tis a curtain which sh.all lift in time

And flood our souls with light, where dark-

ness

Is not darkness but a curtained light

Where peace and God reign over all.

And so old pal farewell a little while.

M^e go to fight our common enemy.

But yet we fear him not. And still we

Percuss, palpate, make smears and watch

him well.

Whilst you from somewhere, bathed in eter-

nal light

May watch us still. Poor muddy worms

Crawling in “muddier" mud, searching a ray

of light

In this deep darkne.ss that we still call Life

And crawling here with lone.some souls

M’e’ll dream with hope of that deliverance

Which you have found, where laughing

still.

I'll bet. you wait for us to find the way

Through darkest Death to brightest Life.

Your
Personality

is - impressed upon your
correspondents by the sta-

tionery you use, so you like

to have writing paper that

is distinctive as well as

conventionally correct.

^ Besides being in perfect

taste, Ryrie stationery
is the best that artistic

papermaking can produce.

^ Added distinction may-
be obtained at a moder-

ate cost by the addition of

an engraved monogram or
crest.

Ryrie Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

13(t, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 25c—Evening 3Sc

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

DENTAL SURGEON
iOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS.

Phone 363.

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Establithed 1874

INTERESTING ADDRESSES AT
NATURALISTS CLUB

At the meeting'of the Frontenac Na-

turalists Club, which was held on Thurs-

day afternoon, the following birds were

reported as having arrived from the south

—Prairie Horned Lark, Crow, American

Robin, Bronzed Crackle, Canada Geese,

and Slate-coloured Junco.

An extremely instructive address on

“The Time and Temperature Method of

Development” was given by Mr. W. D,

Hay. The speaker pointed out that the

<[uality of a negative really depended

upon the correct exposure of the plate or

film, and that, contrary to the ideas, in

vogue some years ago and still held by

many who have not made a careful study

of development, no “dodges” in develop-

ment can correct the results of incorrect

exposure. The most scientific method of

development is by means of a standard

developer, and a “Time and Tempera-

ture Table," and the speaker gave the for-

mula of a standard developer, and a table

which showed in minutes and seconds

the length of time required for develop-

men to a desired degree of contrast at

a given temperature. This method not

’• gives uniform results, and the best

lp< vdble negative which can be obtained

l.ut is a check upon exposure, since if the

•;itives are too thin it reveals uncler-

.
• .-osure and if too dense it shows over-

rENUS
'PENCILS

TpOR the student or prol,^ Ui© superb VENUS out-

rivals all for perfect pencil

work. 17 black degrees and
3 copjdng.

Ainerican Lead
Pencil Co.

«///«
eualHf tmtU I
tmhiu " "

exposure. The speaker showed how the

same standard developer can be employed

for the development of gaslight papers.

Mr. H. C. White gave a most interest-

ing address on “Observations on Some

Canadian Mammals.” and in the brief

time at his disposal he revealed an inti-

mate acquaintance with wild animals

which is possessed by very few observers

of wild life. He told of nights spent in

the woods, of the hosts of small mammals

which during the day are not at all in

evidence, but which come out with the

falling of darkness to feed, to mate, and

to play, and he said that one who knew

the wood.s only by day, knew less than

half their story as far as the mammals

are concerned. Mr. White gave a most

fascinating picture of the life of that elu-

sive little crepuscular mammal, the Fly-

ing Squirrel, describing how he had raised

a family of four of these beautiful, soft-

furred, dark-eyed animals, how they

learned to “fly” or rather to sail. by^[geans

of the parachute-like flap of skin which

stretches from their fore to their hind-

limbs. and of the wonderful way in whicli

tliey can control their movements while

in the air. The Club hopes at some time

in the near future to enjoy the privilege

of hearing some more extracts from Mr.

White's store of first-hand knowledge. J
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Dr. Rupert P. Millan

DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 18.S0

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We arc now prepared to cater to

those who object to public shoe shin-

ine parlors, havinff a private parlor,

where we give special attention to

ladies, Wc4 earnestly solicit your

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
AND SHOE SHINING

PARLOR
.5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

Pleasingly

Different

are ’the suits we
SHOW

The Prices, too, are very

attractive

Newman & Shaw
The Always Busy Store.

SakelFa
ICE CREAM PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATES

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

McKENZIE TALKING AGAIN!

Students:

—

I have made many photographs for

you and am pleased to say that your

business is very satisfactory, for far

more than the average citizen of

Kingston, you seem to realize the

photographer has his troubles, and

make allowance therefor. My chief

trouble is not what one might think

—

to get business, but TO GET IT
DONE. 1 have tried to get good

help to come from other places, but

they either will not come or not stay

in Kingston if they do come. So I

have to do all the skilled work my-
self. That means there is a limit on

the amount of work iny studio turns

out. It is of great assistance if any-

one gives me plenty of time to get

their job done. This 1 generally find

you are willing to do. I appreciate
this spirit of co-operation-very much;
am trying to cultivate it, and in con-
clusion, appeal to you to sit for aify.

photographs you need well in advance,
and, if possible, in the quiet seasons.
You will thus get belter work and
materially help the photographer.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and are compelled
to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
Consii/linff Oploniclrisi

132 PRINCESS STREET

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

ARTS '21

Jt may, perhaps, be permitted to a mere

reporter to launch into an editorial vein

in this last issue of the “Journal,” and if

so, we would like to emphasize the old.

old story, that bit of stock obituao' be-

stowed on every graduating year since

the beginning of university education —
when the halls of good old Queen’s no

longer resound with the “Ki yi itta ki, let

our memories still linger on these places

we know so well, and though we are

absent in body, let us often think that, no

matter how insignificant we had consid-

ered ourselves to be, some one in our

college home is sure to be reminded each

day that we exist, 'and that even our de-

]>arture leaves a gap which will not be

filled.

It is true. There is not one of us who

does not feel lonesome when thinking of

imiiending separations, and when we con-

sider that in the course of a few weeks

we must part forever from many friends;

and what friends are dearer than those

made at college? There is not one of u.s

who does not feel that iCneliness; and

there is not one for whom that same

loneliness is not felt by others. The un-

severable ties' of college affinity bind

us all :
let us never_ forget that fact, and

when we go forth to conquer the world

let each of us remember that he has a

host of friends to whom his success is

an ideal as dear to them as their own.

And when we have this old world con-

quered. and sigh (ike Alexander, because

Mars is as yet inaccessible, let us then

remember that we learned our metFods of

battling its hostilitie.s at tliis dear, old

pile of limestone on the old Ontario

strand.

And when, in after life, chance causes

us to meet each other, there will be the

revtnions! There will we discuss o]d,

times, old friends, old associations. And,

perhaps, if enough of us can gather to-

gether at one time, we can raise a feeble

echo of that cry we have howled so

often

:

“Ki yi itta ki ! ki yi yip!

Arts! Arts! Rip. rip, rip!

'Katta keena waugh waugh I katta keena

laugh I

Arts '21! Rah. rah. rah!

.\nd now may we mention our own

self, and make our “.Apologia pro Vita

Sua.” May we say that what we have

said about loneliness most certain'y ap-

plies in our own case, and that our satis-

faction at the prospect of completing our

course is counteracted by a .sort if dread

when vve consider that we shall have viass:;^

ed fr6m those old associations, and that

our love for the Drydenian couplet and

our propensity for lingering long 'round

the club room will have become ancient

history. We entered Queen’s -n I'US as

a sophomore ; fresh from the High School,

e thought we knew it all, and hat ••.'c

would soon make the University recog-

nize the fact. We go out in 1021 -viser

and not one whit sadder, for it is a pleas-

ure to have one’s eyes opened and to

learn that after all there are others who
know still more than we.

We have enjoyed our year as reporter

and wish to thank those who have turned

in news to us, and those who helped us

out when we were on strike a few weeks

ago. Since that time our team has won
the hockey championship, and Len Mer-

kley has begun to fuss. But all the world

is aware of these facts.

We wish to thank the year once more
for their many manifestations of friend-

liness towards us in our three years here,

and to-bid you all remember, when • i

subscribe to the “Journal*’ next yeti .

graduates, and find that '21 has no jdat •

therein, that most of the news appearing

under that head during the sessio* i

1920-21 was dropped into tile box bj :V.

club-room door by

Your humble reporter,

G. HOWARD SADLEj

The Canvasser appointed by the Q. U.

M. A. to canvass this year has pleasure

in stating that the ready response and

willingness of the members to contribute

to this cause has been very encouraging—
To date, received—nineteen dollars.

ARTS ’22

The regular meeting of the Junior year

was held on Friday, March 11th at 4 p.m.

in the Philosophy Room. Why do half

the members arrive late? The vice-pre-

sident, Miss PTandford, occupied the chair,

and performed her duties most ably, in

spite of the numerous amendments insti-

gated by Mr. M-ll-r. On April 1 the

year purposes having an afternoon part}’

in honour of the numerous members who

are graduating this spring. Part of the

programme will be given by the Orator

and Poet. A motion was passed that a

list of all those who have not paid their

year fees by April 1. should be posted on

the notice board, due warning lieing giv-

en. Pay up your 4 bits and keep the year

out of debt I Musical numbers by Miss

MacFarland and Miss Judge were very

much enjoyed. The history of this, our

Junior Year was read by Miss Evanson,

a most clever piece of work. The year

paper and the critic’s report closed the

meeting.

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

Clarke knows of one place where he is

NOT seeking summer employment. In

Utah a' law has been passed forbidding

the use of pipes, cigars and cigarette in

publicT

Posted on the Latin bulletin board:

‘‘Professor will not meet his classes on

Saturday." McLe—d read it. crossed the

first letter off “classes” and went merrily

on his way. Presently the Professor''as-

cended the stairs, the altered notice

caught his eye, he paused, crossed the

next letter off, and passed on into his

office.

entered the ministry? He was killed for

a visiting clergyman’s dinner, because

he was no good as a layman.

The .Arts Concursus drew to Mad—s’

attention the famous advertisement: “Go-

ing! Going! Gone! Use Herpicide.” Let

us watch, wait,—and pray.

An American exchange puts it this

way: “We live in a land of high moun-

tains and high taxes and high wages, big

crooked rivers and big crooked states-

men, big. lakes, big pumpkin heads, silver

streams that gambol ,in the mountains and

pious politicians that gamble in the night,

roaring cataracts and roaring orators,

fast trains, fast horses, fast young men,

harp lawyers, sharp financiers, sharp-

toed shoes, noisy children, fertile plains

that He lijce a sheet of water, and a thous-

and newspapers that lie like thunder.”

ARTS ’23

“Oh pshaw! “says Lil,

“I can’t stay still.

Come on and let us dance.”

“You’re on." says Bill,

“Let's get our fill,

It may be our last chance."

Does Margaret P—s 'FOSTER any

great ideas? Rockwood seems to be a

good place to work them out.

Speaking of summer employment, Mr.

R. C. ,Sw-rdf-g-r after interviewing tin-

agents, book-agents and map-agents, has

decided to rest his financial hopes on that

basic and fundmental industry, namely

agriculture. With this end in view he

has tirocured the services of a Gardiner.

Iw X -- w of the fact that we feel a deep

lal interest in this, Mr. Sw-rcif-g's

n*erprise, we would strongly re-

-.and him to use due precaution in

! ug upon this sphere of activity and

his fortunes in flower pots on

street.

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets. $7.00 for 21 Meals.

M. P. REID. Manager.

Swerd—She's nice, aint it?

Mac—Nice! She’s a giggling goo goo!

THE ARTS CONCURSUS
the afternoon of Thursday, March

10 1̂
, a large number of people were to be

seen- hurrying towards the New .Arts

Building. The question, “Why"? obtain-

ed the information that the Concursus

was being held. Obsessed by curiosity

we followed the throng and entered the

dread portals of justice. The general sin-

ister aspect of the place was heightened

by the dismal creaking of the aforemen-

tioned portal, as we entered. This creak-

ing elicited a terrifying scowl from the

Sheriff, who thereupon rattled certain

coins in his pocket and smiled. We then

reinTinbered that he was the gentleman

who announced that he was “broke" as

he passed us. Seriously eclipsed in a

very low chair behind a very high table

was the chief justice. We recognized

him as the small, benevolent looking

gentleman who trijjped over his borrowed

gown as he juissed us outside and quite

neglected to swear. Therein, we suppose,

lies his greatness. The Junior Judge sat

beside him looking eminently bored and

stroking what we will for courtesy's sake

designate as a mustache. The prosecut-:

ing attorneys wore a look of bloodthirsty

anticiiiation. the attorney for the defence,

an apologetic air and the prisoner an ap-

pearance of brazen indifference. Prom-

inently displayed in and near the jury

were certain embr}’0 and seini-theologues

(Continued on page 7).

firit

you hear about the hen who lately

NOTICE
There has been much criticism regard-

ing the leniency of the fines imposed by

the .\rts Court upon initiation dodgers.

There are many reasons why leniency was

shown, cliief of these being that some

delinquents did not appear to be in this

class wUfully.Tt is admitted that leniency

has been shown; but it might be pointed

out here that the fines imposed, are no

indication of the future rulings of this

Court, on this particular offence.

ROBT G. FRY,
Chief Justice.

Arts Concursus.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

SCIENCE

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

The regular meeting of the Engineering

Society was held in Gordon Hall on Fri-

day afternoon, about 100 members being

present. Mr. E. E. Drake, director of the

Reclamation Service of Canada, e.xplaincd

the work of this department in the four

western provinces. Land which is too dry

for pastoral pursuits is irrigated and land

which is too wet is drained. Over 1,000.000

acres have been reclaimed and now yield

abundant harvests. Reclamation projects

were in operation 2,500 years B.C. in the

valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates river.s

in Mesopotamia. The Garden of Eden is

now believed to have been located in the

delta of the Euphrates. In Canada recla-

mation is the result of private enterprise

under the direct supervision of the govern

ment. In the United States the govern-

ment reclaims land and sells it. the pro-

ceeds being used to start new schemes. The

Canadian rancher or farmer mu.st have per-

mission to draw water from the irrigation

canals and his methods of using this water

must be approved by the department, .\ftcr

the lecture -Mr. Burley, chief engineer of

the department, gave an illustrated talk on

the equipment used and the various canals,

means of measuring stream flow. etc., now

in use. It' came as a surprise to many to

know that irrigation is being carried on

in Canada to such a great extent, opening

as it does another field for the young engi-

neer. The society feels very grateful to

these two gentlemen for their instructive

addresses and regret that a hockey match

at the same hour accounts for the attend-

ance which was not so numerous as usual.

great man to use his influence. Henry

raised the hood and fixing the motor with

his eagle eye addressed it to wit. “Turn over.

Lizzie, don’t you know- me? I'm Henry”

and the blamed thing .started to hum.

Ivid brother llamiltuii ht«rrowod

the hut from?

Why Bulmc-r Iiumi’I been to the hoqntal

lately ?

If ''Red” is getting a job on the Toronto

police force this suininer in preparation for

his job on the vigilance com i ittee next

year.

Walter wishes to thank all those who

used their influence to get him. the job as

poll-clerk on Saturday morning.

McGILL PROFESSOR TO DELIVER
ADDRESSES

SCIENCE ’22

Will all those interested in the forma-

tion of a “young student's marble club.”

please hand their names in to “Red” W - -

s - n on or before March 18th.

With the arrival of spring everything

seems to be sprouting. Have you noticed

the down on H - - gill’s upper lip?

While we must admit. Sammy, that yuur

disguise at the Queen's-Stratford game was

quite a good one, we weren’t really fooled.

Sir Clifford’s 'spats and bowler didn't fit

quite as well as the rest of your outfit, ;md

that aroused the suspicions which eventu-

ally brought about the show dowux with

the -.subsequent loss of the .Stratford pen-

nant which you .so disloyally flounted in our

faces.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

Is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a nece.ssity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

SCIENCE ’21

Connie : “Do you mind that bear in front

of the store down-town?”

Soup.: “Yes.”

Connie : “Well who minds it when you're

away?”

Cabby at Montreal: “Queen’.s, sir?”

Harry McNeill : “Yes, but how did you

know?”

And all she said was laugh.

Avingmore girl at Rugby game last fall:

“How will they ever get clean?"

Eddy : “Oh. that’s what the scrub team

is for.”

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industrial, Technical

and

Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

He: "If I were to kiss you what would

you do.”

She : “Call mother.”

He : “Guess I won’t then."

She ; “Oh, mother’s at church.”

Romantic student: “Your eyes are pools

of mystery.”

Girl: “You’d better land befroe you

drown.”

Excited co-ed: “Oh dear! I’ve swallow-

ed a pin.”

Lillian: “Don't be so fus.sy; here’s

another.”

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
direction of an Advisory committee.

Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

The sheriff wants to know ;

—

Why W—h only gave the kid a copper

for that apple on Sunday?

What Prof. A—y carries in the little dub-

bag?

How Th—rn got his quarter back Sat-

urday morning?

Who suggested that exam, in electrical?

What Scotty McD. had. the night he saw

‘go-devils” in his mining notes?

What \'an B’s power factor is?

It

A lecture on “Fog Signalling” will be

given by Professor L. V. King of McGill

University. Montreal, to the Eijgineering

Institute, on Tuesday. March I5th, at 8

p.m., in the Physics Lecture Theatre,

(Room 42. Ontario Hall).

Professor King is coming to Queen’s to

give a short course of three lectures on tlie

Scattering of Light and the l)e::sity of

Matter in Interstellar Space,” and a single

popular lecture on “Fog Signalling.” A
scheme has just been inaugurated where-

by McGill and Queen’s Universities cx-

hange jirofessors to give short courses

of advanced lectures. In this wav, it i.s

hoped to stimulate interest in the most
recent developments of Physics. The
scheme for this session comprises Pro-

fessor King’s visit to Queen’s and Dr.

Hughes’ visit to ^IcGill.

The lecture on “Fog'Sigiialling” should

bring home the advantage accruing from

the application of accurate scientific

methods as used in pure Physics to the

practical engineering problem of improv-

ing methods of fog signalling. The gain

to the shipping world from improvements

in fog signalling cannot be overestimated.

Professor King has carried out extensive

experiments at Father Point and other

places for the Canadian Government.

The lecture will be illustrated by ex-

periments.

The public is invited.

Leo : “How does soft water become

hard"?”

Harry: “Freezes.”

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING. HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Copies of the Regulations issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto, November. 1920

Dutch, Harry and Pat were visiting the

monument on Bunker Hill. “That’s where

Warren fell’’ chanted the guide.

Dutch: “Did it kill him?”

The high browed female discharg-

ing her maid. ‘Tm better looking than you

are,’* snapped the maid, “your husband

told me so. Besides I’m nicer to kiss.”

“My husband didn’t tell you that” screamed

the spotless one of the upper class. “No.

but the chauffeur did” replied the honest

working girl ever so sweetly.

.'\ man was driving a flivver through De-

troit when it stalled in front of Henr\

Ford’s palatial cottage. He called upon the

Bibby’s

$38.50

BLUE SUIT SPECIAL

Genuine English Wool Serge, Pure Indigo Blue, Tailored by

experts who make a specialty of making young men’s clothes and

making them well.

New two and three button models, sizes 34 to 42.

Don’t miss seeing these Suits. Buy if you wish.

BIBBY’S 4.75 HAT SPECIAL—All New 1921 Styles

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, Princess Street
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Robt. J. Reid
I'NDF.RTAKER and FURNITURE

dealer

230. 233. 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Aii.lnilance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment m the city

I MANY MEN
1 . .

I owe their fortune to a good beginning

I —a splendid start in life is an Endow-

1 ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

i Canada. It is the basis of savmg. Ls-

1 tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

I ful mind. It is wise to secure one

§ early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Reaidence S61.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE
3ress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

rHE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PRINCESS STREET

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

MEDICINE
MEDICINE ’23

Obituary

Wilfrid P. Branigan of Med. '23.

succumbed to pneumonia on Sunday,

March 13th, after a week’s illness.

Deceased is survived by his father.

Mr. D. P. Branigan; two brothers,

Harry, formerly. Med. '22. and Hugh

of Med. ’24; and one sister, all of

this city.

To the family of which Wilfred

Branigan was a member we extend

heart felt sympathy in their bereave-

ment.

Second to them we feel that our

own bereavement is the greatest.

His death has been the worst bump

Med. ’23 has ever received. The loss

of a life full of promise : the thought

that we shall never see that merry

smiling face again, nor yet shall hear

the lilting voice raised between

classes in a merry song ; all these

things fill us who ivorked with him

from day to day. and knew and loved

him well, with that sense of loss and

sorrow from which is difficult to

overcome. A cheerful friend and

classmate, a -hard working indus-

trious student, the only satisfactory

enlogy of his life can be expressed

by that most sincere and all embrac-

nacular: “He was a good scout.”

ing sentence from the student ver-

to the whole angle, and that we are all

as old as Methuselah. Following this

was a series of impromptur speeches, all

of which were well worth hearing. Each

person present, as the number of his seat

was called, was required to give a short

speech, selecting his topic from a list on

the board. As the subjects %vere worded

in such a way that mere than one mean-

ing might be taken from them, there was
considerable amusement for those listen-

ing.

5TH FIELD COMPANY INSPECTED

Brigadier General King, G.O.C.. 3rd

Military District inspected the 5th Field

Company, Canadian.Engineers on Satur-

day afternoon. The company under the

command of Lt. Col' D. S. Ellis, D. S. O.,

and Capt H. C. Haryeht was drawn up

in line on the lower campu^n drill order.

After a march past and company and

section drill the General addressed all

ranks, complimenting them on the pro-

gress made in two months.

Our Stock of

DESK AND 3TUOT
LAMPS Is complsfSk

Best Tungsten Lamp*
and Flashlights. Sver7>

thing electrical for

perimental purpotcr.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

THE BARBER SHOP WHERE THB
STUDENTS GO

FRANK ROBBS
185 WELLINGTON STREET

PHONE 1318 J. BEST OF SERVICE

Dr. J. L. Stewart
DENTIST

Corner Princess and Wellington Streets

Entrance on Wellington St.

Phone 2092.

Residence, 180 Alfred St. Phone 1144 w.

THE CLOCK IN THE TOWER

The silent sentinel, that o’erlooks our

sacred halls of learning, has at last brok-

en the spell of indifference, in which he

has been wrapt. As the scribe ascended

the stairs of the tower, the great hands

of the clock pointed out the hour of mid-

night. Friday, March 11th. The air was

cool and crisp, and the starlit heavens

seemed to proclaim the end of a perfect

day. Father Time bade our scribe be seat-

ed, and from his lofty look-out. thus

began

:

“There was a whispering in the air this

morning: the Robin sang, as they will,

when the first streaks of dawn announce

the awakening of a beautiful spring day.

But the Queen’s spirit needs no awaken-

ing. nor yet the social spirit which in-

spired these sons of Aesculapius to pro-

duce, this, the most successful Social

Evening of the season.

Except in rare cases, we have not seen

such harmony before. The patronesses

and their husbands cast all cares aside

and once more danced with the radiance

of their student days. The attendance

from Med. '24 was almost 100 per cent,

and all seemed filled to overflowing with

that “Social” Spirit. The orchestra,

Sympathy Six, was at its best, and al-

though not as elaborate, probably rivaled

Strathdee in “My Last Waltz With You.’

We take great pleasure in publicly cou'

gratulating the committee, for the excel-

lent manner in which they carried out

their work, thus forwarding the interests

of the year. And it is the desire of these

men that special mention be maefe of Mr.
Marshall Reid, for his co-operation with

them, thus enabling them to properly eii

tertain the guests.

LOST

l.ost—A silver liracelet. Finder please

.’uve at College Post Office.

Lost—A ijlatinum brooch set with ilia-

iiond.s, either in tJrant Hall or Univer-

ity .\ve., Friday evening. Finder re-

urn to Miss li. Woods, care of Dr. W.
\. Jones. 281 University Ave.

Mid-Winter Shoe Sale

Our entire stock of Boots, Oxfords, Pumps, Slippers and

Spats on Sale, 15 to 35% reduction.

THE VICTORY SHOE STORE.
’PHONE 486

Pure Ice Cream
Home Made Candy

And High Grade Chocolates in Bulk or Fancy Boxes

Always Fresh at

Superior Ice Cream Parlor

204 PRINCESS STREET

i

THE MIRRORS OF DOWNING STREET
SOME POLITICAL REFLECTIONS

The Author prefers to remain anonymous. He signs himself “A Gentle-

man With a Duster with Portraits.”

The public men whose careers and personalities are studied in this

volume are:— ,

—Mr. Lloyd George.
—Lord Cariiock

—Lord Fisher

—Mr, Asquith
—Lord Northcliffe

—Mr. -Arthur Balfour

—Lord Kitchener

Now on sale at:

—Lord Robert Cecil

—Mr. Winston Churchill

—Lord Haldane
—Lord Rhondda
—Lord Inverfortli

—Lord Leverhulmc

R. Uglow Be Company
141 PRINCESS STREET

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

MATH, AND PHYSICS CLUB
On Thursday last, the Club held an un-

usually interesting meeting. No details

as-to the nature of the programme had
been given out and consequently there

was much curiosity until Mr. French, the

secretary, explained what was to take

place.

Mr. Bamforth gave a short paper tin

Mathematical .Absurdities” in which he
.revolutionized our ideas somewhat by
I jiroving quite conclusively that two side.';

I

of a triangle are together equal to the

j

tiiird side, that part of an angle is equal

QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
AT KINGSTON

COURSES IN ARTS—Part of this work may be covered by

correspondence.

COURSES IN MEDICINE—For degrees of M.D. and C.M.

COURSES IN APPLIED SCIENCE, including Mining. Chemi-

cal. Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,

tummei School, July and August.—Navigation School. December to April

For Calendars, apply to the Registrar, Queen’s University.
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New Spring Hats

“The College Hat Store"

We show, beyond com-

oarison. the largest var-

iety and best values m
Kingston. Every con-

ceivable kind is here—

it's only a matter of

choosing which you’d

rather liave.

Derbies, Soft Felts

.nd Caps at every price.

Come to Headquarters for

Your Hats

GEORGE MILLS & CO.

Direct Importers. 126-128 Princess St.

REPORT OF THE EDITOR
(Continued from page 1)

STUDENTS !

!

For your Cigars, Cigarettes and

Tobaccos, go to

Ernie Cain’s Cigar btore

270 PRINCESS STREET

3 Doors above Strand Theatre.

Billiard Room in Connection

tions were combined with the position of life-service. For those who can come to

I
Dance Programmes

S
Constitutions

i nnd all kindH of

g Hanson, Crosier & Edgar

I 20 Market St., Kingston

“WALK INSIDE
AND SAVE TEN”

ANY OVERCOAT IN THE
STORE

HALF PRICE

Spring and Fall Coats

Included

Regular $28.00 to $65.00

Robinson’s Clothes Ltd.

Next Grand Theatre

THE
HUGHES OWENS

CO., Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Ottiwa

Manufacturers of

BLUE AND BLACK PRINT

PAPERS

Dealers in

DRAWING & ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

Importers of

MICROSCOPES
MAGNIFIERS

BACTERIOLOGICAL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS

PIANO TUNING
WU. SWAINB, PIANO TUNER

AND REPAIRER.

Ordan received at 100 Clergy 8t. West,

or ’Phone 564 w.

separate page to Levana but the Levana re-

porter. Miss Povteous, has made several

valuable contributions aside from actual re-

porting. The other faculty reporters also

deserve praise for the way they have kept

in touch with the year reporters and also,

for special contributions. These are Mr.

A. L. Stevenson. Mr. G. C. Monture, Mr.

Ken. Keill and Mr, N. D. Patterson.

8. The staff has remail^d practically in-

tact throughout the year and has steadily

increased in loyalty and the ability to give

real service.

9. Among those to whom the thanks of

the Society and the Editor are due may

be mentioned the name of Mr. J. R. Rut-

ledge. who as managing Editor, has given

nuich of his time unsparingly and often at

the expense of his classes. Some issues

have required not only an afternoon's work-

preceding the lay of issue but also work at

night and, on a Tew occasions, work upon

the morning of the day of issue. Mr. W
J. G. Perry ha.s worked very faithfully as

News Editor. The Assisting Sporting Edi-

tors, Miss Helen Craig. Mr. C. L. Wing-

ham, Mr. T. H. Newlbve, and Mr. Hal

Bleakney have also done their work very

satisfactorily. Mr. B. C. Diltz as Literary

Editor, was to a great extent responsible for

the excellent Christmas number of the Jour-

nal. The Associate Editors have at all

times, been willing to assist and have con-

tributed several very interesting and I

thoughtful articles.
j

10. The University authorities have, we;

are glad to .say, been able to make available

a room for a Journal sanctum on the ground

floor of the new Arts Building. Next year

vre diope that the office will be more com-

fortable. We look forward to the time

when the office will be adequately equipped

with telephone service, bulletin boards, etc.,

and it will be the recognized centre for the

dissemination of College news.

11. The Journal has at all times endeav-

oured to support desejft'ing objects and has

given considerable space to the War Mem-

orial Fund Committee as well as supporting

it editorially.

12. The Editor-in-chief has been of the

opinion that his readers have not been anx-

ious to see a long-winded editorial twice

each week and has, therefore, on a fe*w

occassions given up the editorial page to

other news.

13. In conjunction with the A.M.S. the

Journal is aiding in the work of advertis-

in^the University throughout Ontario.

14. The following suggestions are made

partly . for the consideration of the new

staff and partly for the consideration of the

Alma Mater Society as a w|ioIe;

—

(a) The News-Editor should be held

primarily responsible for the organization

of the Faculty reporters and should not

look to the Editor-in-chief for further

direction!

(b) The Chief Sporting Editor should

be held responsible for the allocation of

games to the various assistant editors
;
this

allocation to be made as soon as the rugby

and hockey schedules arc available. Fur-

ther, outside of his organization work the

Chief Sporting Editor should not be ex-

pected to write games. He should, how-

ever, be in .constant touch with activities

around the gymnasium and should yrite al

least once each week, comments On Uni-

versity sport.

(c) The relations of the Journal staff

witli our printers. Messrs. Hanson. Crozier

and Edgar have always been very satis-

factory.

(d) It might be again suggested that

when llnances and building space permit,

the installation of a University Press should

be very desirable and beneficial.

(e) It is regretted that the Editor-in-

chief has found it advisable to leave the

University before the close of the term. He
has taken the liberty of leaving the remain-

ing issues in the hands of Mr, A. L. Steven-

son who has been throughout the year a

very helpful and efficient member of the

Journal staff.

(f) It is the opinion of the Editor-in-

chief that the interests of the University

would he better served if some other posi-

editor. In this way an honorarium could

be paid which would enable a man to do

a little post-graduate work and also give a

full measure of time to the.se other activi-

ties. Under the present system the Editor-

hief is usually attempting a full year'.-;

work and imle.ss he confines himself strict-

ly to the Journal and to his classes, which

is scarcely to be expected, he is liable to

find that his classes are being neglected in

spite of his best attentions. It goes with-

out saying that no matter whether he gets

his classes or not the Journal cannot be

neglected.

All of which is -respectfully submitted.

John A. MacDonald.

Ediior-iU'Chirf.

the meeting, there will be no disappoint-

ment. Show your appreciation of noble

service rendered by attending Q.U.M.A.

on Thursday at 4.30. Brin.g someone
with you.

The annual meeting of the Q.U.M..\.

with the election of the Executive for the

ensuing year, will be held next week.

Further notice will be posted later.

Q.U.M.A.

The next regular meeting of the Q. U.

M. A. will be held in the Apologetics

Room, Old Arts Building, on Thursday,

March 17th, at 4.30 p.in. The society is

to be privileged with an address by Miss

Ethel MacEacharn of Hainbeung, Korea,

who is taking special work at Queen's

this year. Miss MacEacharn has already-

given eleven year's faithful service in

.Korea, as Principal of a Girls’ Selisal at

Hambeimg and at tlt^ expiration of her

furlough, expects to return to the field of

PROF. J. F. MacDQNALD’S
POETRY PRIZE

The competition which closed last Sa-

turday was a source of great satisfaction

to those interested, as the receipt of over

forty poetical efforts proves plainly that

there is considerable aspiration and abil-

ity in that field in Queen's, and shows
Prof. Macl)t)iiald that the purpose of his

generous offer was accomplished. The
results will be announced as s6on as pos-

sible, and, though only one can be made
financially richer, yet all who competed
will have gained by their endeavours. It

is to he hoped that another year will see

pn increasing number of poetic and prose
: compositions in the University, and it is

urged that writers should submit their

work to the Journal for publication, there-

by taking advantage of the opportunity
for practice and criticism, the latter often

unconscious and delightfully candid if

one’s attempt appears anonymously.

Investigate Your Opportunities
WITH

Northern Etectr/c Company
I iKiii-rcrT-\ ^ t

Montreal

Halifax

Quebec

Ottawa-

Toronto
Hamilton

LIMITED

London

•

Windsor
Winnipeg

Vancouver

Regina

Calgary

Eilmonton

J'or full particulars address

EDUCATIONAL DIVISION
121 Shearer Street - Montreal.

GRIMM’S
Home-Made Candy is always made of the best materials, and

is sold at a very moderate price.

You will find our Ice Cream and Hot Drinks the best in town.

THE STUDENTS’
102 PRINCESS STREET —

LET US KNOW
" YOUR WANTS
If we haven’t got just what you want in our line,

we gladly get it for you.

Try us—You’ll be satisfied.

Bring “her” a Columbia or Brunswick Record the

next time you go.

Treadgold Sporting Goods Company
88 PRINCESS STREET — PHONE 529

Kingston’s Sporting Headquarters

Text Books and Supplies For
ARTS SCIENCE MEDICINE

We now have a complete line of all text books authorized for use in the

above faculties. Owing to special arrangements which we have with most of

jhe publishers we believe you will find our prices lower than elsewhere

in the city.

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR TEXT BOOKS—We make a special fea-

ture of these and guarantee delivery in not over one week.

THE TEXT BOOK DEPT, is under special management and we

have been advised by several of the Professors that the service is the best in

the history of the University.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Phone 919 OPEN EVERY NIGHT 160-162 Princess Street
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SPORT
SPORT NOTES

The track club hopes to rim off the an-

nual spring track meet soon but will not do

so unless enough track men turn out for

training to make the necessary competi-

tion.
. .

Now that the season is nearly over it is

to be hoped that the water in the plunge

will be kept warm enough for swimming.

As the exams, approach the student needs

condition and gym. work is the only avail-

able means.

SCIENCE ’22 vs. SCIENCE ’23

On ice more suited for a game of water

polo, or in splendid condition for an exhi-

bition by Mack Sennett's famous bathing

beauties. Science '22 playe'd a tie game, two

all. with the Sophmores, Friday la.'^L.

Three fifteen minute periods of spectacu-

lar hockey and ten minutes over-time failed

to satisfy a large and enthusiastic crowd

of rooters, who continually shouted “more,

more.” Such ^vas not the players* view-

point though and they decided to stage an-

other battle on Monday.

Play was fast and furious throughout.

Collisions were frequent, and “belly-

whackers” onto the pond were much in

evidence. A novel means of checking

.
Jiin opponent was introduced, which con-

*sistecl in splashing water in his face with

an attempt to blind him and then getting

either the puck or the man.

The outstanding feature of the game

was the absence of fistic encounters. Next

in importance was the wonderful exhibi-

tion put up by the opposing goal tenders.

Brown and Bleakney.

Line-up

:

of meetings have been arranged which

will be very interesting to all. There

are five more lectures on the programme,

and there will also be some business

meetings so that the Club will be in good

position to dig in during the summer and

be ready for a big advance next fall.

The number of students who have turn-

ed out to the meetings has been very

gratifying, especially when short notice

has been given. This is in contrast to

many of the meetings at Queen’s and is a

testimony to the value of these meetings.

The committee takes this opportunity

to thank all who have helped, especially

those who have arranged for the speakers.

Science ’22 Soience ’23

Bleakney goal Brown

Henderson defence McLeod
Thorburn Burns

Poyser centre ' Climo

Tavlor wings Bracken

La Fontaine Affleck

Wilson subs. Ronselle

Hansuld ,

Tully

Spence

REVIEW OF COMMERCE CLUB
ACTIVITIES

ARTS SOCIETY

V

As this is the final regular issue of the

Journal for this year, it was thought that

a short resume of the work of the Com-

merce Club to date might not be out of

place.

This club was formed last Fall ivith

the idea of increasing the feeling of unity

among the Commerce students. This has

been accomplished by means of registra-

tion of those who desired. A second ob-

ject was to bring students into closer

touch with practical business problems.

This object has been attained by means

of a series of meetings, at which the

speakers who were all authorities on their

subjects, told of the difficulties which

they met in their various businesses. The
first of these meetings was addressed by

Mr. R. Easton Burns, who spoke on that

banc of all business men, the Business

Profits Tax. Mr. R. T. Brymner next

addressed the Club on the Canadian
Banking System. Then Mr. Win. Casey,

of the Locomotive Works, gave a very

instructive lecture on their co^account-
ing system, which was appreciated very

much. This lecture was followed by
visit to the works by members of the

Club, when many difficulties in manage-
ment were explained. A lecture on the

financing of Canadian industries was
given by Mr. R. D. Bell, of Montreal,

which was followed by an interesting

discussion. Another out-of-town speak-

er was Mr. J. M. Macdbnell of Toronto,

who gave some inside information on

^u-the work of a Trust Company. At the

last lecture the Club joined with the

F.ngineers lo hear Mr. W. H. Coverdale

spe;ik on the engineer’s hope in. indus-

trial life.

'uring the next few weeks a number

(Continued from page 3)

ho wore a look of soul-satisfaction that

the wicked were brought to judgment and

that they themselves were not as other

men..

The most important case /before the

court was that of three members of the

society accused of playing a game of

chance—i.e. African golf—in the club

room. Considerable evidence was taken

on both sides. The prosecution as in oth-

er cases was ably parried on by Messrs.

P. A. McLeod and'}. M. Miller, while the

prisoners were defended in an unusually

brilliant manner by Mr. J. T. Gow. A
rather unique feature in this case was the

fact that the Prosecuting Attorney ;vvas

his own chief witness. The prisoners

were found guilty on the evidence sub-

mitted, and an example was rhade of the

evil of such practises
;
we commend the

judge on his lemient sentence—a fine of

one dollar and suspension from the Arts

Club Room for two weeks.

After this, several members of the

freshman year were found guilty .(with

one exception) of missing initiation and

in three cases of contempt of court. The

culprits—especially on the contempt

charge—escaped unduly lightly. We feel

that such lenient treatment will heighten

the 'popularity of escaping intiation and

lessen the respect of the verdant ones

for tHe Arts Society.

Certain gentleman, Mr. J. P. Gl-sg-ow

included, were found guilty of wearing

ermilion neckwear and summarily fined.

One, J. T. M. Wilson was mulcted for

the similar crime of wearing a jaz*z-tie,

practice not in keeping with such

solemn occasion. One, freshman was
convicted of having a hirsute fungus on

his upper lip and severely fined. An in-

dividual named Cr-ss was fined for crim

inal negligence in not wearing a vest in

the wintry blasts. Chief Constable S-dl-r

was asked to explain the lack of his usual

red tie thus detracting from the wild and
ferocious appearance necessary for his

calling. Explanation of wearing out, ac-

cepted

D. A. McI—s was accused to neglect-

ing his physical well being in that he did

not use Herpicide, but the judge consid-.

ered this case as reflecting on his judical

character and dismissed the charge.

A. B. R—ns—m, was accused of being
too fat to be an efficient constable, but

was acquitted as he produced evidence

that his jumping acticities in checkers

were a form of reducing exercises.

This lieing the la'st case on the sheet

the court was adjourned, and the judges
and attorneys lost much of their former
dignity in a rush for the Cafeteria.

JUST RECEIVED
Strathdee's Waltz Song

My Last Waltz With You
We also carry a complete line of Stringed

Inslrumcm Supplies, Note Books, Stationery,
Magazines, Brunswick Phonographs and
Records.

The Song Shop
Phone 1207M 269^4 Princess St.

What We Haven’t Got—We’ll Get.

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTES

The professor is very original. He starts each

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lecture

on a plant called Oro-de-alegria, Pleasure Gold, this

morning, he said, “This package—” here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it went^on

—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern fields.

Two words make up the name by which it is best known

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—something

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

^e contains?” The class roared “Players Cigarettes.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Hockey Games

/

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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HATS AND CAPS FOR

STUDENTS

The New Styles Are Here

SALE OF FURS STILL

GOING ON

S S 9

Campbell Bros.

122 PRINCESS STREET

Eversharp

Pencil

Always sharp, never sharpened.

Price $1.50.

Waterman’s Fountain Pens, the

best on the market, $2,50 up.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

MWieRBSOS.

CLEAN
EVERYTHING

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE 650

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

A. M. S.

(Continued from page 1).

iMiuiiimutiaiamo

REMOVAL
SALE

Due to greatly increased rental dur-

ing the past year, we have moved
from our old stand to

136 PRINCESS STREET
(Opposite Hotel Randolph)

This store being smaller necessi-

tates reducing our stock by half.

Students will find it greatly to their

advantage to replenish their ward-

robes during the most gigantic sale

in our liistory.

Sale Begins Thursday

March 3rd

E. P. Jenkins
Company

The Better Value Store

mitted. On a standing vote Mr. Houston

was elected. Full results are as follows:

Editor-in-Cliief—Mr. A. L. Stevenson.

Bus. Manager—Mr. S. W. Houston.

Assoc. Eds.—Science, Mr. Bleakney

;

Med.. Mr. J. M. Givens; Arts, Mr. Beck-

ing.

Man. Ed.—Mr. I. McLachlan.

News Ed.—Mr. R. C. Swerdfaeger.

Chief Sport Ed.—J. T. Gow.

Asst. Eds..^Arts, Mr. Baird ;
Med, Mr.

G R McLachlan ;
Levana, Miss D. Suth-

erland ;
Science, Mr. T, A. Brown.

Literarv Ed.—Mr. Norman Campbell.

Dramatic Ed.—Mr. C. A. Nicolson.

Exchange Editor—Mr. E. ]. Holmes.

Alumnae Editor—Mr. W, Susman.

Faculty Reporters—Mr, G. ' E. Wood.

Theol. ;
Mr. J.

Lansbury, Med.; Miss K.

Lockhart, Levana; Mr. H. Drummond,

Arts! Mr. A. G. McLachlan, Sc.

On the adjournment of the annual

meeting of the Journal Staff, the applica-

tion of Medicine '26, for permission to

engage an outside orchestra for their soc-

ial evening, was taken up. Mr. I. M. Mar-

shall, with that forcefulness peculiarly

his own,- championed the cause' of Meds.

'26, and the society gave its sanction sub-

ject to the will of the Social Functions

committee.

The next on the bill was the Annual

Meeting of the Dramatic Club. Mr.

Houston, the Business Manager, gave die

Financial Report and Mr. Freeman, the

President, gave the general report of the

Club’s activities.

On motion of McBurry, a hearty vote

of appreciation to the Dramatic Club was

passed.

The election of officers for the Dra-

matic Club for 1921-22 resulted as fol-

lows :

Hon Pres.—Prof. Jolliffe.

President—T. H. Wholton.

Vice-Pres.—Miss Phrone MacFarland.

Secretary—H. Spencely.

Business Manager—N. T. MacDonald.

Ass’t Business Man.—H. F. Cross.

Advisory Committee—Miss M. D. Mac-

Fadyen, Miss G. Ettinger, C. A. Nichol-

son, R. G. Fry.

Faculty Representatives on Dramatic

Committee :—Science, Eric Holt; Arts,-

W. H. Becking; Medicine, N. V. Free-

man; Theology, Gladstone Wood;

Levana, Miss V. Gibson.

President Campney then presented the

following members of the Dramatic Club

with Dramatic “Q’s”:

(jolcl—H. V. Freeman, C. A. Nichol,-

son, S. W. Houston.

Silver—Miss Georgina Ettinger. Mrs.

Revelle. Miss Phrone MacFarland. W.

M. McNeely, W. H. Becking, J. L. Wil-

son.

Bronze—Miss Goldie Bartels, Miss

.Sarah Burns. Miss Dorothy Brown. Miss

Gertrude Deadman, Miss Derochers, Miss

Clara Farrell, Miss Rheta Field, Miss

Elma Freeman, Miss Viola Gibson, Miss

Gladys Montgomery, Miss McFadyeii,

Miss Mae Wood, T. W. Boyd, D. G-

Cameron, D. K. Faris, R. G.‘ Fry, Eric

Holt, N. A. Houston, R. W. Cumberland.

P. Moreland, J. M. Miller, H. S. Persad,

J. Ritchie, H. A. Voaden, J. N. McMiir-

chy, J. M. F. Smith, N. C. Sully. R. G.

Sinclair, H. Spencely, T. H. Houlton, A.

B. Winston, Gladstone Wood.

Under matters affecting the interests

and prosperity of the Society, Mr. I. M.

Marshall made an impassioned appeal to

the members to support the C.O.T.C. He
explained the value of military training,

both from the national and the individu-

al Standpoints. He also pointed out that

by assignment of their iiay, students,

might contribute a great deal to the Wax'

Memorial or to a new rink.

The Critic, Mr. A. C. Anderson, then

gave a very able report, and moved ad-

journment.

A Real Bargain

LADIES’ OR GIRLS’ KID BOOT

Wing Tip and a medium heel. An

ideal boot. Low priced but High Grade.

Price, $4.75. Sizes 3 to 7.

LOCKETT’S

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
not set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangements for dinner

parties and furnish dance suppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grand Opera House
Open from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, PROP.

Have You Paid Your '

Memorial Subscriptio

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS
171-175 WELLINGTON ST.

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC
PRICES

War Tax Included.

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONB 980. 238 PRINCESS STREET

J. S. ASSELSTINE, D.O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test and accurate

Glasses at ASSELSTINE’S.

342 KING STREET — ’PHONE 1019-w

(’Phone for appointment)

February Bargain’s

$5.95
Men’s High Grade Boots, black

and Brown, narrow, and wide

toes, and all Goodyear welted

soles, all regular $10 values. All

sizes, now $5.95.

STEVE J. MARTIN
189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

.Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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PRIZES AND SCHOl 'SHIPS

Tlic Andrew Haydon Scholars, jn Colonial

Histor3-Edna L. L. Shaw. B.A Ont.

The W. M O. Lochhead Scholarship in Politi-

cal Science-N. Campbell, Cedarville. Ont.

The MacLennan Scholarship m Greek —
Georgina Conklin. Brockvllle. Ont.

The N F. Dupuis Scholarship 5n Mathematics

—D. J.
MacDonald. Dalhousie Station, Ont.

Gowan Foundation No. IJ—A. G. Croal, B.A.,

Hamilton, Ont.

Gowan Foundation No. III.—R- O. Campney.

Picton, Out.

Ijitin and Greek Composition—Latin Composi-

tion—Marion Darroch MacFadyen, Kingston,

Ont. .

V K. Greer Prizes in Mathematics— (^Senior)

M. B. Kehoe, Stratford, Ont.; (Junior) E. C.

Gill, Kingston, Ont.

Special Prize in German—J. P. Young, Nobel,

Ont.

James C. Rogers Prize in English—S. D. Ren-

dall, Plattsville, Ont.

P. D. Ross Scholarship in Commerce—W. G.

Bennett, Kingston, Ont.

Alexander Laird Scholarship in English—

Charles Everard Lyght, Hamilton. On|.

Special Prize in French 2—Marion Darroch

MacFadyen, Kingston, Ont.

Special Prize iu Spanish 2—E. E. C. Ratchford

Amherst, N.S.

Special Prize in Italian—Ella Sparks, St. Cath-

arines, Ont.

Hispanic Society of America Prize—Mildred

Hallett, Ottawa. Ont.

Wm. Moffat Scholarship—John Townsend,

Clinton. Ont.

B.A.

Lois Mildred Allan, 98 Victoria St., Kingston.

Ont.

Alexander Charles Anderson, Wingham, Ont.

Henry Ezra Balfour, 10007 109th St., Edmon-

ton, Alta.

Harvey John Bell. 615 University Drive. Saska-

toon, Sask.

William Gordon Bennett, 27 Wellington St.,

Kingston, Ont.

Robert Neill Bissonnette, Stirling, Ont.

Charles Wellington Booth, Warkworth. Out.

Magnus Andrew Sigurdson Bradford, Church-

bridge, Sask.

Ralph Osborne Campney, R.R. No. 8, Picton,

Ont.

Agnes Chisholm, Lancaster, Ont.

Myrtle Ella Chown, 15 Deacon St., Kingston,

Ont.

Albert F. Coley, Steiien, Sask.

Agnes May Condie, Bainsville, Ont.

Helen Elizabeth Craig, Cornwall, Ont.

Mary Rebecca Curry, 216 Union St., Kingston,

Ont.
^

Lillian May Desrochers, Haileybur^, Ont.

Marion Cameron Dickson, 76 Pinewood Ave.,

Toronto, Ont.

John Dunbar, 224 13th Ave. West. Vancouver,

B.C.

Anna Muriel Dunne, 27 Melgund Ave., Ottawa.

Ont. .

Letitia Edith Durnin. Box 642, Goderich, Ont.

Jessie Cron Elliot, Winchester, Ont.

William Sidney McCann, Ph.D., Kingston, Ont.

J<3lm Arden MacDonald, Bceton, Ont.

John Alexander Macdonell, Bayard, Sask.

Mary Rhea McGregor, R.R. No. 7, Chatham,

Ont.

Daniel John MacLeod, Dunvegan, Ont.

Presley Archer McLeod, 293 Alfred St., King-

ston, Ont.

William Harold MacLeod, Detroit, Mich.

David A. McMaster, Cookstown, Ont.

Kathleen C. McNamee, 118 Colborne St., King-

ston, Ont.

Louis Herman Meng, Napanee, Ont.

Mabel Elizabeth Nelson, Vankleek Hill, Ont.

Thomas Harold Newlove, Loreburn, Sask.

Mildred Eleanor Newman, 95 William St. W.,
Kingston, Out.

Herbert John Prueter, 43 Ardagh St., Toronto,

Ont.

Arthur Bentley Ransom, 61 Union St., King-

ston. Ont.

John Raper. 31 Tlie Grove, Benton, England.

Bessie Ruth Read, Westhoro, Ont.

Mildred Irene Redmond, Bath Road, Ont.

Herbert Arthur Richardson, Brockville, Ont.

Annie Francis Robinson, Markham, Ont.

George Howard Landon Sadler, R.R. No. 2,

Kmboumi Ont.

Joseph Ernest Ferdinand Sauve, Alexandria,

Ont.

Anson Van Luven Serson, Marcellus, N.Y.

MEDALS
Greek—No award.

German—No award.

French—Marion D. Laird, Toronto, Ont.

English—Edna Shaw, B.A., Arnprior. Ont.

History—W. A. Irwin, M.A., Kingston, Ont.

Political and Economic Science—W. A. Irwin,

M.A., Kingston, Ont. \

Mental Philosophy—D. P. Varnum, B.A., King-

ston, Ont.

Mathematics—F. R. Bamforth, B.A., Deser-

onto, Ont.

Chemistry—J. G. Coulson, B.A., Unionville,

Ont.

Biology—H. C. White, M.A., Aylmer, Ont.

SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIPS

First Year Scholarships.

I. The Sir Sandford Fleming—L. E. R. Step-

hens, CampbelHord, Ont.

II. The Dupuis—H. B. Hanna, Prescott, Ont.

and R. J. Srigley, Windsor, Ont., equal.

III. The J. B. Carruthers—G. D. Furse,

Thamesford, Ont.

Second Year Scholarships.

I. and II. The Ross Scholarships—S. V. Perry,

Trenton, Ont.. and D. C. Rose, Carleton Place,

Ont., equal.

HONORARY DEGREE

LL.D.

Dean R. W. Brock, M.A., University of B. C.

Dr. James Cappon, Kingston, Ont.

Principal J. B. Turner, B.A., Hamilton, Ont.

Miss Helen Y. Reid, Montreal.

Charles V. Corless, M.Sc., Coniston.
M.Sc.

James J. Denny, Cobalt.

DEGREES—FACULTY OF ARTS

M.A.

Albert Victor Brown, Ph.D,, Picton, Ont.

John Graham Coulson, B.A., Unionville, Ont,

John Wesley Darling, B.A., Lake Opinicon,

Ont.

Christina Wardrope Dyde, 194 Union St.,

Kingston, Ont. ^
William Alexander Irwin, B.A., 311 Qneeo St.,

Kingston, Ont.

Helen Grace Macdonald, B.A., 1504 Miller St.,

Port Henry, N.Y.

• Sarah Elizabeth Revelle, B.A.—College Street,

Kingston, Ont.

William Scott, B.A., 21 Plum St., Kingston,

Ont.

Albert Glenn Steinberg, B.A., Brinston, Ont.

John Cannon Stothers, B.A., 47 Chelsea Ave.,
Toronto, ‘Ont.

James Whitehead. B.A., Railway Mail Clerk,

Toronto; Ont.

DEGREES, FACULTY OF APPLIED
SCIENCE

M.Sc.

James Wendel Burns.-

B.Sc.

Harold Fryer Armitage, in Civil Engineering.

Andrew Grant Barrett, in Civil Engineering.

Frederick Mahlon Bailey, in Metallurgical En-
gineering.

Robert Lincoln Bonham, in Civil Engineering.

Clayton Edward Cobb, in Civil Engineering.

Elton Harlem Coon, in Metallurgical Engineer-
ing.

Norman Mcllville Cooke, in Civil Engineering.

Robert Merritt Disher, with honours in Metal-
lurgical Engineering.

1 James William Dougherty, in Mining Engineer- ‘

ing.

Fred James Ellis, in Mechanical Engineering.

Walter Harvey Ellis, B.A., with honours in

Civil Engineering.

James Vincent Fahey, in Mechanical Engineer-
ing.

Hugh Allan Gauthier, in Civil Engineering,

jfoseph Wilson Greig. with honours in Geology.

Andrew Edmund Harkness, in Physics.

Henry Consen Haryett, in Electrical Engineer-

ing.

Franklyn Arthur Herman, in Chemistry.

Vernon Wesley Isaac, in Mechanical Engineer-
ing.

Harry Jardine, with honours in Civil Engineer-
ing.

John Allen Jones, in Electrical Engineering.

Arthur Joseph Legault, in Mechanical En-
^neering.

Allan Clyde Malloch, in* Mechanical Engineer-
ing.

V Irvine Meredith Marshall, in Mining and
Metallurgy.

Howard Elliot Meadd, in Civil Engineering
(with honours).

Wilson Stuart Mills, in Civil Engineering.

l/Gilbert Clarence Monture, in Mining and
Metallurgy.

Kenneth Duncan McBean, with honours in

Metallurgical Engineering.

Cecil Arthur McConville, in Mechanical En-
gineering (with honours).

Howard Arrie Norton, in Chemical Engineer-

ing.

Donald Otter Notman, in Chemical Enpneer-
ing (with honours).

Garrett Daunt O'Connor, in' Civil Engineering.

William Charles Parnell, in Electrical Engin-
eering.

Charles Ambrose Poynton, in Geology.

William Alexander Shaw, in Electrical En-
gineering.

Hubert Ryerson Sills, in Electrical Engineering

Ebenezer Smith, in Chemistry.

V Frederick Mellville Smith, in Mining and

Metallurgy.

Frederic Arnold Sproule, in Civil Engineering.

John Sterling, in Electrical Engineering.

James Allan Wedge, in Mining and Metallurgy.

jDouglas Guy Hobson Wright, with honours in

Mining and Metallurgy.

Arts Results

B.A. (With Honours)

Frederic Richard Bamforth, Deseronto, Ont.

Dorothy- Lothrop Brown. 169 Mackay St., Ot-
tawa, Ont.

Elizabeth May Burnett, 22 Second .^ve„ Ot-
tawa. Ont.

Herbert William Chrysler, 84 Albion St.,

Bramfonl, Ont.

Bert Case Diltz, Bronte, Ont.

George Alfred Rolf Emery, 61 West St., King-
ston. Ont.

William Kverly lyench, R.M.D. No. 3, Oshawa,
Oni.

L Martin Benedict Kehoe. dll Ontario Street,

Stratford, Out.

Norman Sinclair Kelly. Cataraqui, Ont.

Cora May Messer. Wexford, Ont.

Mabel Brock OBrian. L'Original, Ont.

Emma Cecilia Stewart, Brownsburg, Que.

May Mary Tliain, Campbellford, Ont.

Edith .-Mice TuUle. Tweed, Ont.

Robert England, Hafford, Sask,

Ruth Evanson, Prescott, Ont.

Jessie Elizabeth Ewart, Petrolia, Ont.

Hazed Sara Fenton, Brockville, Ont.

Vera Fcrrier, Renfrew, Ont.

Robert George Frj’, Kenaston, Sask.

Francis Herbert Gillan, R.M.D. No. 4, Paken-
ham, Ont.

Lucy Grant. 16 Forin St.. Belleville, Ont.

Mildred Elizabeth Hallett, 75 Ossington Ave..

Ottawa, Ont.

David Milton Halpemiy, Kemptville, Ont.

Edith Lillian Handford, Renfrew, Ont.

Ruth Hermiston. Cornwall, Ont.

William Charles Hodgins, 103 Clergy St. West.
Kingston, Ont.

William Peter Roc Holdcroft, Havelock, Ont.

klildrcd Beatrice Jardine, Newington, Ont.

Mabcd Mary Johnston. Pendleton, Ont.

John Elwin Laird, 322 King St. E.. Hamilton,
Out.

Edith Helen Leckie. 164 Cobourg St., Strat-
ford, Out.

Gordon N. Maxwell, R.R. No. 3, Gananoque.
Ont.

Lcnnie Ray Mcrkley, K.R. No. 3, Williamsburg,
Out.

b'dlih Geraldine Milling, Napanee. Ont.

Thelma Moses, 69 Primrose Ave.. Ottawa. Ont.

John Murray, 720 IStli -\ve. E., Vancouver,
B. C.

U-;mic M<ic.\rthur, l.,ancastcr, Ont.

Katherine Marguerite Shannetie, Williamsburg,

Ont. _
Edna Lillian L. Shaw. Arnprior. Ont.

Douglas Slater, 172 Barrie St, Kingston, Ont.

John Mark Frederic Smith, 15 Stake Road,

Gosportf Hampshire, England.

Ella Elspcih Sparks, 33 Chaplin Ave.. St. Cath-

arines, Ont.

Gerald "Osmond Stevenson, 605 MacLaren St.,

Ottawa, Ont.

Mildred Jane Tait, Bainsville, Ont.

John Bulman Townend, Middleville, Ont.

Daniel Porter Varnum, 425 Albert St., King-

ston, Ont.

Agnes Grace Wert, Avonmorc. Ont.

Dorothy Wert. Wales, Ont.

Harley Clifford White, Aylmer West, Ont.

Thomas Hilliard Wholton. 10 O’Reilly St.

Hamilton, Ont. •
Florence Marv Wilson, Athens, Ont.

Helen Isabel Wilton. 77 Afch St., Kingston

Ont.

Norman Roy Wright. 83 Pretoria Ave., Ottawa

Ont.

Clarence Laverne Voerger, Humboldt, Sask.

Linton Blair Yule, Listowel. Ont.

B PAED. DEGREE

Educational Psychology, I and II.— Miller

L A.

Latin A.—Div. I.—Sutherland, A. D.: Egan,

Julia; Rankin, D. J.

Div. II.—Fowler, T. O. W.; Raper. Mary;
Duff, H. R.; Harris, W. J.

Div. III.—Machines, D.; Fox, C. A.

Latin I.—Div. L—Plunkett. Margaret.

Div. II.—Macarthur, Marion C.; Lundell, O.

F.; Walter, Thomas D.; Lennon, Gladys R.;

Bouchard, M. Eva; Willis, Angeline J.; Marr,

N. T.; Stevenson, A. Leslie; Gagnon, George

B. ;
Costello. Barliara; Brandes, Esther; Reid,

W. Harols.

Div. III.—Sloan, Ethel; Voaden. Herman
A.; Dunbar, John: Hammond, Mona F.; Red-
mond, Ruth; McLeod, G. A. K.; Crockett. Ver-

non; Cross, Eric W. B.; Smith, Mary; Stowell,

Isabella E.; Mackay. Bessie; Donovan, Lor-

ette K.; Blake, H. S.; Douglas. Hugh J.;

Sills, Arthur K.; Keays, Jessie; Malcolm,

Ross; Booth. Marjorie E.; Carrier, H. E.;

Nobes, Wilhelmina M.; Campbell. Reginald L.;

Zacks, S. J.: Douglas. Della; MacPhail, Don-

ald; Wootton, Helen: Tofield, Helen; Curtis,

Lulu; Walson. Margaret; Dolmage. J. A. B.;

Nodwell, M. Edwin; Embree, Emma; Bur-

leigh, Nancy; Neilson. Anna; McKee, Martha;

Andrews, A. G. K.; Rankin, George; McDiar-

mid, L.; Young, Reba J.; Cattanach. Mabel E.;

Harrison, Marjorie; Montgomery, Gladys;

Marsh, George K.; Loa. P. Gerhard; Maepher-

son. Bessie; Harris. Helen H.: Anderson, A.

C. ; Millar, Harold J.; Morelamh Paul.

Latin 2.—Div. I.—Ralph. J. D.: Simpson,

Eunice; Cook. Harold S.
;

^adler, Howard.

Div. TL—Fraser. Margaret: Walsh. J. L.;

Thain, May Mary; Thomas. M. Trevor; Lock-

hart. L. Kathleen: Easton. Kathleen; Dickson,

Marioh C; Sexsmith, Julia P.; Woonon. Mar-

garet.

Div. 11.—Tait. MiUlred: Bennington. Evelyn;

Landry, Rena M,: Pritchard, C. V. (b; Best.

Gertrmlc: Thompson. Erica S.; Bullock. Gene-

vieve: Young. J. F.: Reid. Emnu-it C: Mac-

Arthnr, Jennie; Lyons. \V. R.: Jandrew.

Eileen: Drummond. W. M.: Miegcr A Imuise;

McCredie. Agnes D.: Wmdover, Med,i B. E.;

Elliott, Evangfline: .S.-uinders, Lily V.; Moses,

Thelma; Nelson, Helen; Pedlow. Annette;
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The Merchants Bank

of Canada
Established 1864

Paid-up Capital .$8,400,000

Resf.kve Fiikb and Undivided

Profits - • • 5o.ow,//‘i

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

Over 391 Branches in Canada, extend-

ing from Atlantic to Pacific.

Savings Department at All

Branches.

KINGSTON BRANCH
H. A. Tofield, - - Manager

E. E SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.. M.D.

ERNEST B. SPARKS,
D.D.S., L.D.S.. D.D.C.

Sparks & Sp2urks

dentists
159 WELLINGTON ST. PHONE 346

Cor. Brock St. (over Camovsky’s)

GENTLEMEN’S HAIRDRESSING

Bxpea Barbers in Attendance

161 PRINCESS STREET

R. H. ELMER

What We Sell

Cigars, Tobbaccos, Cigarettes, Pipes,

Pouches, Safety Razors, Mouth Organs Foun-

tain Pens, Stationery, Magazines, Old Country

Papers, etc.

^ “THE CITY PIPE SHOP'

JACK F. ELDER
169 PRINCESS ST. Opp. Public Utilities

Phone 1283f

G.W.V.A.
(Incorporated)

Neat General Meeting

MONDAY, MARCH 7th

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Paid-up Capital - - $ 9,700,000

Reserve ... 18,000,000

Resources - - 230,000,000

Before you spend $5.00 per month

needlessly, remember that $5.00

deposited each month in our Sav-

ings Department will in ten years

amount to $697.17.

Begin the regular savings habit today.

A. N. Lyster, Manager, KINGSTON.

Barber Shop
All White Tile. Most Uodeia.

HUGH DOYLE
WELLINGTON STREET, COR. BROCK

GREETINGS
we' THANK OLD QUEEN’S
FOR PAST PATRONAGE
We are trying to serve you

better this year than ever before.

Let us show you some of the
latest ideas in how to more ef-

fectively

'•SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”
“We Strive to Serve”

A. D. HOLTON
FLORIST

280 Princess St. Phone 661

Near Clergy. Residence 2036w

DANCING
AU forms of modem dancing taught.

Arrangements may be made for privats

letaona or in class.

Apply to ADA J. BATES, 247 Brock

Street. Phone 1448 M.

Dr. A. W. Winnett
DENTAL SURGEON

Cor. JOHNSON & WELLINGTON STS,

Phone 363.

Latin 10b.—Class 1.—Rendall, S. D.; Chap-

man, B. P.

Class III.—Brennan. Jennie L.; Gourlay,

Mary.

Pass—Maher, Sister M.

Latin 11a.—Class II.—Brennan, Jennie L.

Latin 12b.—Div. 1.—MacFadyen, Marion;

Chapman, Brock P.

Div. II.—Gourlay, Mary.

Div. III.—Sinclair, Isabel M.; Morton,

Christine.

Latin 16b.—Div. I.—MacFadyen, Marion.

Div. II.—Sinclair, Isabel M.

Latin 10a.—Div. I.—Chapman. Brock.

Div. II.—Rendall, S. D.; Maher, Sister M.;

Winspear,' A. D.; Stevens, L. J.

Greek A.—Div. I.—Rendall, S. D.; Reid, W.
H.: Nelson, Helen M., Sutherland, A. D..

equal.

Div. II.—O’Brien, R.; Murphy, E. L.

Greek I.—Div. L—Sadler. Howard; Lee,

Gertrude M.

Div. II.—Smith, Lawrence B.

Div. III.—Duffield, A. E.; Smith, H. W. F.

Paris, D. K.

Greek 5a.—Class II.—Sinclair, Isabel M.

Class III.—Richardson, F. May.

Greek 5b.—Class II.—Richardson. F. May.

Class III.—Sinclair, Isabel M.

Greek 6a.—Class III.—Sinclair, Isabel M.;

Richardson, F. May.

Greek 7b. — Class II.—Sinclair. Isabel M.;

Richardson, F. May.

History 4.—Div. I.—McMaster, D. A.

Div. II.—Young, Marion: McCamus, L. D.

Div. HI.—Harrington, Sister Julia; Arm-
strong, T.

Greek 2.—Div. I.-LConklin, Georgina.

Div. II.—Miller, J. M.
Div. III.—Winspear, A. D.; Cotie, Mary

M.; Evans. James; Bradley, T. H.; Wilson, J.

T. M.

Semitics 1.—Div. I.—Reid, W. H.; Drys-

dale, A. W.
Div. II.—Beckley, C. J.; Miller, J. M.

Div. in.—Blacklock. A. L.; Paris, D. K.;

Wood, G. E.

Semitics 2.—Div. HI.—Hodson, J. E.

French A.—Div. 1.—Langford, W. F.

Div. H.—Fowler, T. O; W.; Sweet H.;

Cameron, Elsie.

Div. Ill.'^Whalen, I. H.; Fox, C. A.; Ger-

mond, R. M.; Whytock, J.

French 1. (men)—W. J. Harris: J. B. Cree-

gan, H. J. Millar, equal; R. C. Swerdfeger;

J. R. Emery, A. L. Moore, equal; A. G. K.

Andrews, T. A. V. Carey, D. J. Rankin. J. W.
Saylor, equal.

French 1. (women)—Div. I.—Fovita Kelly,

Eva Bouchard, Isabel Sparrow; Minnie Lenz,

Helen Nelson, equal.

Div. II.—Isabel Stowell, Sara Burns, Mar-
ion McArthur: Clara Farrell, Margaret Plun-

kett, equal; Mary Clark, Marg. Booth, equal;

Evelyn McFauI, Harriet White, Helen Wil-,

son; Bessie McPherson, Evangeline ' Elliott.

Patricia Forster, equal; Helen Harris, Mae
Bigford, MaiV Duncan, equal.

Div.' HI.—Helen Tofield, Mary Smith, Della

Douglas, Margaret Harrison, equal; Gladys

Crewson, Rcta Young, equal; Mary Watson,
Edna Saunders, Julia Egan, Mona Hammond,
equal; Margt. Stewart, Helen Wootton, equal;

Helen Clarke, Wilhelms Nobes, Ethel Sloan;

Gladys Orser, Mary Raper, equal; Glee Mc-
R(ary, Margt. McDougall, equal; Hazel Big-

ford, Loveto Donovan.

French 1. (men)—Div. 1.—P. G. Loa; P. E.

Terry, J. J. Wood, equal; D. J. McDonald, A.

K. Sills.

Div. II.—H. A. Voaden, M. F. Kirkland, G.

C. Farrell, H. F. Cross; H. J. Douglas, J. E.

Laird, equal; W. A. Torrie; L. F. Smith,' G.

D. Stewart, equal; G. R. Heasman, S. F. Saun-
ders, equal; L. P. McDiarmid, S. J. Zacks,

equal; J. A. B. Dulraagc.

Div. III.—C. E. Moore; W. J. Anderson, A.

E. Harkness, H. M. Stephen, equal; E. W. B.

Cross. J. E. Gage, equal; W. S. Blake. N.
Campbell, R. G. McKercher, G. P. Raukin,

equal; W. J. Clements; C. S. Stewart, equal;

H. J. Edwards, L. MacKinnon, equal; H. A.

McQueen; H. C. White, equal; A. W. Friend;

H. R. Duff, P. A. Moreland, equal.

French 1., Extra M.—Div. I.—Catherine

Barron.

Div. 11.—Maud Anderson, B. R. Heath, R.

C. Barrington, Hazel Halliday, Rachel Secord,

R. Westwater, J. A. Waller, Loretto Lackic,

Greta McRae, G. B. Gagnon, Mabel Price,

Anna Nielson, Emma Embree, H. E. Carrier,

Lavina McDonald, R. R. Campbell, F. Mc-
Queen, Mary Mulvihill, Annie Breen, F. M.
Farrell.

Div. HI.—Cecil Warren, G. A. Graham,
Myrtle Edwards, Pearl Davis. C. Van Allen,

H. F. Melvin, E. Nodwell.

(Medical) French 1.—Quarhy Bliss, E. A. W.
Sheppard, N. E. Berry, H. A. Jones, H. N.
McD. Young, W. S. Fitzpatrick, A. V. Johnson,
E. Lyght, P. R. Kaiser, A. B. Murphy, G. K.
McCracken, W. P. Paterson, J. C. McFarlane,
A. W. Blackler, C. S. MeWilUam, G. Mc-
Broom, J. B. Wylie, J. R. McAuley, H. Spencc-
ly, R. S. Gibson, W. H. Berry, R. M. Tovell,

H. B. Geiger, T. J. Goodison, E. G. Baylcy,
Archibald Abernethy.

Arts—J. P. Sherin.

French 2.—Div. I.—Marion ^cFadycn; J.

R. Young, F. Lundell, equal; H. V. Tqncr»fk.

Jas. Evans, Audrey Judge, J. L. Go's. !'
»

'

Thompson: *E. M. Lynch, H. S. Cook f'ML.

Div. II.—Edith Jandrew, F. A. Ku’- '

Taylor: C. E. Floyart, E. O. Nunez, i' ' .

Freda Davey, *E. L. Pugsley, *Ruby ->

equal; Sr. Marie Dolan; Gladys Moort . 11

Becking, equal; Julia Sexsmith, Evelvu i'.^

nington, equal; J. R. Townshend, S:

Courtiuau, Kathleen Lockhart. Eunic<
'

sou, equal; C. Y. Hopkins, Lilian Carter,!

equal; Jean Mackenzie; I. McLachlan, *C. V.
C. Pritchard, equal: Gertrude Best, Margaret!
Brophy, Celia Zacks, *Sr. Mary Cameron,
equal.

Div. III.—Mary Cameron. D. Nlckle, equal;
Beatrice Costello: Hilda Garbutt, H. Faver.
K. L. McAlpine, G. A. K. McLeod, Eva Zacks,
W. R. Lyons, equal; Ruth Redmond, Marion
Kirkpatrick; Sarah Young. Irene Nicholson,
Lily Saunders, equal; Margaret Wootton,
Ruth McKinnon, equal; Elma Freeman; Lil-

lian Potter, *Agnes McCredie, *E. M. Switzer,
equal.

Full credit withheld pending oral examina-
tion.

French 10.—First Class—Mildred E. Hallet,
Gertrude M. Lee.

Second Class—Sophronia N. Macfarland, R.
C. Laird, T. F. Gelley.

Third Class—R. L. V. Eagleson, Florence I.

Cole, Helen S. de Renzy, Edith G. Milling,

Sister Elizabeth Griffin, Emma L. Eby.

French ISb.—First Class—Mildred E. Hal-
let, Gertrude M. Lee.

Second Class—Sophronia N. Macfarland.

Third Class—R. C- Laird, Sister Elizabeth
Griffin; Florence I. Cole, Emma L". Eby, Edith
G. Milling, equal.

French 16b.—First Class—Marion D. Laird,
Lillian Desrochers.

French 99a.—First Class—Lillian Desroch-
ers.

French IZb.—Class I.—Lillian Desrochers,
Marion Laird.

Class HI.—Helen de Renzy.
French 11a.—l^y. I.—Sr. Eliz. Griffin.

ARTS
German A.—Div. I.—J. L. Walsh.

German 1.—Div. I.—Julia 1^. Sexsmith.

Div. II.-—Albert Lott, J. S. Macdonald,
equal; Gladys Montgomery, Fovita Kelly.

Div. HI.—A. Louise FHeger,

German II.—Div. I.—Sr. E. Kennedy, J. P,

YQung. John Joseph Collins, Lilly V. Saun-
ders.

Div. ir.

—

J. W. Darling, Helen Craig, R. A.
Wagar, Margaret- Wootton.

Div. III.—Marjorie Hanna, E. May Bur-
nett; Mary R. Curry, B. Ruth Read, equal.

Scandinavian—Div. I.—Edith L. Durnin.

Germanics (12b)—Class II.—Emma L. Eby.

Class HI.—E. W. Skinner, Eleanor Quinn.

(23b)—Class II.—Emma Ll Eby.

(34b).—Class II.—Emma L. Eby.

Oral German—Class I.-^Emma L. Eby.

Spanish 1.—Div. I.—Lea E. Tanner (no
oral); Sarah Burns, Doreen Lavell, O. F. Lun-
dell, equal; Beatrice Anderson (no oral), Eva
Zacks. equal; Kathleen Lockhart, Annetta
Pedlow, May Smith, Lillian Potter, Daisy
Taylor (no oral); Barbara Costello, S. E.

Courtney, equal.

Div. II.—Georgina Conklin, W. Robinson,
Helen Tofield, equal; Pearl Kyle (uo oral)

Emmett C. Read (no oral), equal; Gertrude A.

Jackson (no oral); Mary Cameron, Mary
Raper, equal; Ruth MacKinnon, Helen Woot-
ton, equal; Edna Derbyshire, Marjorie Mac-
Dougall, Angcline T. WUlis. (no oral), equaL

Div. HI.—Pearl M. Davis (no oral)/Elean-
or Penney, W. N. Affleck, Freda Moses, Pa-

tricia Forster, H. J. O’Neill.

Spanish 2.—Div. I.—C, E. C. Ratchford; A,

R. M. Caviller, Erica Thompson, equal.

Div. II.—^Mildred Newman; Marion Dick-

son, N. S. Kelly, equal; Gertrude Best, Hilda
Garbutt, Irene Nicholson, equal; Elsie Gar-

diner; Marjorie Gothard, Cora Messer, equal

R. L. Eagleson. Honora Goddfriend, equal:

Katharine Shanette.

Div. III.—Minnie Campbell, A. L. Moore,
Sr. Margaret O’Brien.

Spanish 3.—Div. I.—i^ildred Hallett, Ella

E. Sparks.

Spanish 15b.—Div. I.—Mildred Hallett, Ella

E. Sparks.

Italian 1.—Div. I.—Ella E. Sparks, Aud-

rey A. Judge.

Italian 2.—Div. H.—Agnes Chisholm. Bes-

sie Abernethy.

English 1.—Div. I.—Mary Raper, Catherine

C. Barron. Mary L. Buttrum; Margery E,

Booth, F. A. Knox, equal; J. P. Young; A. H.

Carrier, Margaret Plunkett, equal; E. W. B.

Cross. R. McKercher. J. R. Townshend; T.

Armstrong, Fovita Kelly, J. J. Wood, equal.

2nd Div.—Jessie Keays, B. F. Lundell, Mar-

ion MacArthur, Margaret Mitchell, equal; J.

B. Davies, Helen Tofield, equal; W. K. F.

Kendrick, G. P. Rankin, W. Thomas, J. A.

Walker, Helen Wootton, equal; Vernon
Crockett, Minnie Lenz, equal; Isabel Stowell]

Pearl Bragmiier, G. B. Gagnon, Jessie E,

Walls, equal; A. H. Carr, L. McDiarmid, S. F.

Saunders, equal; C. J. Beckley, Eva Bouchard,

Mary Duncan, C. A. Fox, Helen Harris.

Maude Hollingsworth, Bessie Maepherson,

Fleda Windover. equal; J. M. Allan, D. J. Mc-
Donald, equal; Esther Brandes, Mary Clark,

Gladys M. Crewson, equal; Clara Farrell, G.

R. Heasman, P. G. Loa, Helen Wilson, equal;

W. J. Anderson, H. J. Douglas, equal; D. J.

Rankin, Margaret Stewart, equal; Nancy Bur-

leigh, Vera Cavanagh, J. A. B. Dulmage, Julia

Egan, W. J. Harris, F. MacQueen. H. Stephen,

equal; Della Douglas, Marjorie Harrison, L,

MacKinnon, P. A. Moreland, E. L. Murphy,

K. Sands, R. G. Sinclair, T. D. Walter. Mar-

garet Watson, C. W. Whytock, Elizabeth

Wylie, equal.

^iv. HI.—-Anna Corrigan. J. B. Creigan, J.

' mery, G. A. Graham, J. Mann, equal; W.
^ Vfflcck, W. S. Blake. Margaret Graham,
'

, I . Marr, Gladys Montgomery, E. D. Slitcr,

;
Woods, equal; L. W. Derbyshire, J. C.

i ^iliivray, equal; G. R. Marsh, R. B. Mas-
; ft n, Dorothy Newman, Wilhelmina Nobes,

I
l id; A. G. K. Andrews; Patticia Forster

• -.belle Govan, Pearl Kyle. H. Millar.

... > cl Simpson, L. Skuce, equal; T. S. Carey,

“How
Lovely”

^ Yes, that’s the expres-
sion which first comes

to the lips of every bride
who receives as a wedding
gift one or more Ryrie
Entree Dishes.

^ We have a truly won-
derful line of these j'ust

now in best English silver-

plate upon very, very
heavy nickel base.

^ Some of these have'the
patent lock handle,

making two dishes out of
one; others have separate
compartments for differ-

ent vegetables.

^ We have the thread,

bead, gadroon and plain

borders in oblong, oval
and square shapes.

^ The best quality range
from $16.50 to $40.00

each.

iRyrie ,Bros.
Limited

Jewelers and Silversmiths.

134, 136, 138 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Matinee Daily 2.15—Evening 7.30

Where Pictures and Music of

Quality Rule.

Show Changes Twice Weekly

Matinee 2Sc—Evening 35c

Ideal Ventilation Ideal Comfort

KIRKPATRICK’S ART STORE
Established 1874

F. M. Farrell, J. E. Gage, A. K. Sills, equal;

Lovetto Donovan, Mona Hammond. Lily
Saunders, G. D. Stewart, W. J. Stewart, equal;

C. E. Moore, Christina C? Murphy; H. J.

O’Neill, B. W. Gilmour, B. R. Heath, Freda
Moses, equal; H. H. Craig, E. W. Glennie,
Winnifred A. Player, Mary Smith, J. H.
Whalen, equal; Elsie Cameron, A. B. David-
son, Evelyn McFaul, Mabel Price, Edna W.
Saunders, equal; R. L. Ferguson, A. W. Lun-
dell, equal; Gladys Orser, Ethel Sloan, Annie
E. Willson, equal; E. L. Fowler, H. J. Mc-
Leod, S. McMullen, H. McQiiaig, T. S. Walsh,
G. VVilkiiison, equal.

English 2.—Div. I.—S. D. Rendall, Margaret
Porteous, H. A. Voaden, J. D. Ralphj Beatrice

Lalande, J. L. Walsh, equal; Bertha Bassam,
Erica Thompson, equal; Muriel Wilson; Mina
P. Cole, Viola McLean, Celia Zacks, equal;

Ella Bruder, P. B. Chapman, equal; Maud An-
derson, Harold Cross, Angelinc Willis, equal;

J. W. Brunt, F. O. W. Fowler, Edith Handler,
Marion McFadyeii, F. R. Roche, equal; Min-
nie McLaren, H. W. Sheppard, C. C. Swain,
equal.

Div. II.—Ina Bigford, Jessie C. Elliott, W.
Wallace, equal; H. S. Cook, Kathleen Easton,
Laure Morct, D. C. Nicklc, V._ C, Phelan,
-equal; Leah Bechler, Gladys Robinson, equal;

W. C. Davy; Margaret .^^thu^, Helen Gcrrie,

Agnes McCreadie, G. A. K. McLeod, Eunice
Simpson, equal; Barbara Costello, W. M.
Drummond, R. C. Laird, W. F. Langford, L.

Kathleen Lockhart, Dorothy Sutherland,

equal; W. Firth, Ruth Redmond, T. E. War-
ren, equal; Winnifred Clark, Evangeline
Elliott, Emma Embree, Irene Hedley, F. J.

McDonald, Harriet White, Annie Giles, equal;

Ross Malcolm. Glee McRory. equal; Hazel
Bigford. Lillian Carter. Flora Fawccu, J. E.
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DENTIST
84 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 1850

Open Evenings by Appointment.

LADIES’ PRIVATE PARLOR

We arc now prepared lo cater to

those tvho ohjcct to public shoe si in-

rparlors. having a private parlor

where we give special “
ladies. We earnestly solicit iour

patronage.

NEW YORK HAT CLEANING
and shoe shining

PARLOR
5 Doors Below Opera House

PHONE 395

Pleasingly

Different

are the suits we
SHOW

The Prices, too, are very

attractive

Newman & Shaw
The Always Biuy Store.

SakelFs
ICB CRBAH PARLOR

HOME MADE CANDY AND
HIGH GRADE CHOCOLATE!

NEXT TO OPERA HOUSE
Phone 640.

Hammond, equal;. W. H. Becking. Gladys •

bard, L. Lothian, equal; Jessie Armstrm-

N. Broad, G. U. Ellis, equal; Helen C! .

Helen Gale, E. Macdonald, E. O. N^unc ,
.

L Slater, Reba Young, equal: W. J. Clements,

Rhcta Field, Myrtle Flaws, Charlotte Guttndge,

.ir. McL. H.-iig, D.J.J. MacLeod, W.H. Rcid, Mar-

garct Woolton, equal; b. R- Bainfnrth, M. ii.

R, Boudreau. M. F. Kirkland. J. R- Mc-

Cuaig. Amy MacQuarrie, Julia SexsmiUi, H.

L. Williams, W. E. Wright, equal; Gladys

Lennon.
13jv 111.—C. Y. Hopkins, Jessie Montgom-

ery. Helen Nelson, equal; D. W. Boyd, F, H.

Gi'llan, H. A. Richardson, W. A. Tome, equal;

Marion Kirkpatrick, 1. H. Weedmark. equal;

J W Claxton. A. Ellenport, K. L. Mc.Mpin.

D L McKay. A. P. Scott. H. A. Warwick,

equal: A. E. Ada, Joy Corneil. Paul Glasgow.

C. W. Healy, Eleanor Penney. F. May R>ch-

•ardson. R. C. Swerdfeger. equal; S. E. Court-

ney. A. B, Caviller. R. M. Tovell. equal; Bes-

sie Abernethy. A. D. Sutherland, M. Wool-

dridge. Beatrice Cummings, Eileen Jandrew,

Ruth McKinnon, A. M. Russell. Ada Wilhamis.

equal: E. M. Dolan. Lillian Potter, E. M.

Switzer, A. G. S. Wartmaii, equal; W. H-

Browne. G. L. Davidge, W. R. Lyons, J. D. C.

Mahaffy. J. B. Wylie, equal; T. H. Bradley,

Sara Youiig, equal; Gertrude Best, 13. L.

Hardiman. Russell O’Brien, equal; H. S. Per-

sad, Hilda Garhutt, E. M. Lockett, W. G.

Shaw. Eva Zacks, J. F. Edward, equal; Geor-

gina Ettingcr, M. O. Inglis. J. Y Lee Irene

Nicholson, Fanny Nicldrie, M. V. Parke, n.

P. Salter, equal.

English 4a. — (Extra-Mural) — Div. 11.—

Ethel Eaton, Margaret A. Fawcett.

English 10a.—Div. 1.—T. F. Gelley.

Div. II.—J. C. Stothers.

Div. III.—S. C. Hartleib, V. Brown,

Elizabeth Gorman.

English Mb.—Div. I.-^J. W. Darling, Jessie

Ewart, equal; Christina Dyde, Edna Shaw,

equal; Gladys Moore; Mary Cameron, T, ^

Gelley, equal; A. L. Odell.

X)iv. II.—Grace. Wert; Evelyn Bennington,

Cora Messer. Eleanor Smith, equal; Lois

Allan, A. V. Brown, M. V. Kennedy; Mar-

garet Fraser, N. S. Kelley, equal; M. C. Mac-

Dougall; S. Margaret Fawcett, Beatrice La-

londe, May Thain, equal.

Div. III.—C. W. Booth, E. G. Milling; Mary
Curry, W. F. Langford, equal; K. M. Shan-

nette; Thelma Cliffe, K. G. Morganroth,

equal.

English 18a. (Honours)—Div. II.—Laura E.

Rorke, C. Hartleib (Sr.), T. Armstrong.

Div. III.—Margaret Summerby, John Hun-

ter.

Pass—Div. II.—Margaret O’Brien (Sr.), H.

Friedgut, A. G. Macmillan.

Div. III.—Barbara Morrison, D. L.

Strachan.

English 20b.—(Honours)—Class I.—Doro-

thy L. Brown, J. W. Darling, Amy L. Odell,

H. W. Chrysler, Mary V. Kennedy.

Class IT.—Sarah E. Revelle, Beatrice La-

lande, May Thain, E. Macdonald.

-Div. I.—Florence

nMcKenzie talking again i

Students:

—

I have made many photographs for

you and am pleased to say that your

business is very satisfactory, for far

more than the average citizen of

Kingston, you seem to realize the

photographer has his troubles, and

make allowance therefor. My chief

trouble is nqt what one might think—

to get busings, but TO GET IT

done. I have tried to get good

help to come from other places, but

they either will not come or not stay

in Kingston if they do come. So I

have to do all the skilled work my-

self. That means there is a limit on

the amount of work my studio turns

out. It is of great assistance if any-

one gives me plenty of time to get

their job done. This 1 generally find

you are willing to do. I appreciate

this spirit of co-operation very much;
am trying to cultivate it, and in con-

clusion, appeal to you to sit for any
photographs you need well in advance,

and, if possible, in the quiet seasons.

You will thus get better work and
materially help the photographer.

STUDENTS

Save Your Eyes
Statistics show that over sixty per

cent, of College Graduates have
strained eyesight, and arc compelled

to wear glasses constantly.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
AVOID DANGER

Visit our eyesight specialist and find

out the true condition of your eyes.

R. J. RODGER
ConsuUing Optowetrist

132 PRINCESS STREET

I.—Mar-

English 20b.—(Pass)
Jamieson.

Div. II,—Ruth Hermiston, K. G. Morgen-

roth, Thelma S. Craig. Gladys Gibbard, W.
Frasee.

English 22a.—(Honours)—Div,
garet Summerby.

Div. II.—Laura Rorke.

Div. III.—John Hunter.

Pass—Div. I.—D. L. Strachan, H. Fried-

gut, H. B. Galpin.

Div. II.—Mary Mulvehill (Sr.).

Div. III.—Barbara Morrison.

English 24b.—(Honours)—Div. I.—B. C.

Diltz, Edna Shaw, equal; Mabel Johnston,

Cora Messer, N. S. Kelly; Evelyn Garrett,

Annie Robinson, equal; Laura Rorke.

Div. II.—O. M. MacKillop.

Div. III.—Margaret Summerby, John Hun
ter
Pass.—Div. I.—J. MacB. ' Miller, Ethel

Eaton; H. B. Galpin, Leslie Stevenson, equal;

Margaret Broj^y, Mary O’Brien (Sr), equal;

Katharine Sharuiettc.

Div. II.—Anita Martin, M. C. Honora Dyde,

Thelma Moses; Margaret O’Brien (Sr.), G. N.

Maxwell.

Div. III.—H. Friedgut, D. L. Strachan,

Barbara Morrison.

English 27a. (Honours) — Div. I.—A. V.

Brown.
Pass—Div. n.—E. F. Kingston, Myrtle

Ohown.
Div. 111.—Maude Hammett, K, G. Morgen-

roth.

English 29b.—(Honours)—Div. I.—J. W.
Darling. B. C. Diltz, equal; H. W. Chrysler,

Mabel 'johnstoii, Marion Young.

Div. II.—Annie Robinson, Mary R. Curry,

equal; Evelyn Garrett, Norman Campbell,

equal; Helen DeRenzy, Marion Laird; E. May
Burnett, Mary Cameron, equal; Gertrude Lee.

A. V. Brown, Jessie Ewart.

Div. 111.—O. M. MacKillop, R. F. S. Baird,

Margaret Wilton. Gladys Moore,. C. Hartleib,

(Sr.)

lish 36b—Pass— Div. I.— Sophronia
-land, R. M. MacNaughlon, Muriel
Margaret MacDonnell, Elsie Roberts.

T-.. II.—Flossie Gray, Annie Hayman,
Grace Weese, equal; G. N. Maxwell, Thelma
Moses, equal; Pearl Gardner, Mildred Tait,

equal; Mae Millan.

Div. HI.—Helena Coyle; H. A. McNeill,

Florence Munro, equal, Maude Hammett.

English 38a.— Div. I.—Mary V. Kennedy. A.

V. Brown, T. F. Gelley.

Div. HI.—K. S. Morgenroth.

English 9.—(Reading Course in the Novel)

—Div. 11.—G. N. Maxwell-

English 99.—(Reading Course in the Novel)

—Class I.—Dorothy L. Brown.

Class IL—Sarah E. Revelle.

History I (British)—Div. I.— Margaret Por-

teous, Amy L. Odell. N. S. Kelly, E. W. Skin-

ner, I-l. V. Tancoc|<, M. R. Leacy. G. A. K.

McLeod, Celia Zacks. B. Ruth Read. Came
B. Syer, Marion D. McFadyen, -X. D. Walter.

Div. II.—Lillian Carter, Elsie Roberts.

Grelta McRae, Marjorie MacDougall, L. E.

McMenomy, Ella E. Sparks, J. E. Hammond,
Ethel McEuchran, Grace Weese, Flossie E.

Gray, A. G. S. Wartman, J. M. Henderson,

F. J. McDonald. Ethel G. Milling, Ruth Mc-
Kinnon. F. H. Gillan. Hazel J. Elwat, A. M.

Russell. L. D. McCamus, O. E. Ault, R. C.

Swerdfeger, A. E. Duffield.

Div. III.—A. Louise Flecger, Marjorie

Hanna. Annie Breen (Sr). M. Wooldridge, R.

G. Fry, A. F. Wat?on. Winifred Martin, Char-

lotte Guttcridge, if. C. \yhite, H. A. Mc-

Neill, P. Glasgow-

History II.—Djv. I.—F. Knox, S. D.

Rendall. Ruth Evanson; Evelyn Bennington,

^my Odell, W. F Langford, equal; Margaret

Fraser, A. P. Haig, Minnie E. McLaren,

equal: Agnes MacKerchcr, MacNaughton
equal; Bertha Bassam, J. D. Ralph, equal; A
D. Winspear.

Div. II.—Dorothy Brown, O. R. M. Gaviller,

Mary Mulvihill, F. R. Roche, equal; Carrie B.

Syer, Fleda E. Windover, equal; A. D. Suth-

erland; Kathleen Easton, P. Drohan, Mar-

jorie Gothard, equal; D. Macinnis, E. L.

Pugsley, equal; Jean C. McKenzie, Maud An-
derson, C. R. Barrington, Winnifred -Martin,

J. E. Hodson, Ruth E. Redmond, W. J. E.

Perry, Margaret J. Douglas, W. G. Shaw.

Div III.—P. A. Scott, Fannie A. Horne,

Sara J. Young; J. Y. Lee, R. O’Brien, A. N.

Reid, equal; E. M. Dolan, M. O. Inghs, J. D.

Stewart, equal; E. W. Heffernan.

History 3 (Colonial)—Class I.—Edna L.

Shaw, F. A. Knox, Mary Cameron, W. F.

Langford, S. D. Rendall, C. Lapp, A. C. An-
derson, R. England, J. E. Hammond, Agnes
MacKercher, J. Murray, H. C. Branion, J. W.
(ilaxton, Beatrice Lalande, L. E. McMenomy,
Annie F. Robinson, Dorothy Wert, W. G.

Hammond, J. D. Ralph, Eunice Simpson,

Dorothy Sutherland, H. A. Voaden, G. Young,

Reta Young, Katherine Shannette.

Class II.—S. M. Chown, R. L. V. Eagleson,

E. O. Numey, T. E. Warren, Fleda Wind-

over Margaret Arthur, W. M. Drummond, M.

Elizabeth Fredenburg, R. G. Fry, E. Jandrew.

J. C. MacgilHvray, C. H. Robinson, J. Mark,

F Smith, W, Wallace, L. F. Smith, Genevieve

Bullock, Lilian Carter, E. Lockett, Ethel Mc-
Eachran, Grace Wert G. E. Wood, F, R
Bamforth, Agnes Chisholm, W. C. Davy, G.

S. Fold, J. S. Macdonald, Eleanor M. Penney,

W. A. Torrie, Ina Bigford, Florence J. Cole,

Elsie Davidson, M. C Honora Dyde, J. T.

Gow, Lilian R. Potter. W. N. Affleck, Audrey

Judge, Winifred Clark, Evangeline Elliott, M.

F. Kirkland, O. R. White, Beatrice Cummings,

Annette Pedlow, Hazel Bigford, Agnes Con-

die, A. P. Scott.

Class III.—D. W. Boyd, C. A. Nicholson,

W. A. Robinson, P. Glasgow, E. A. Nelson,

Barbara Costello, Helen Nelson, Eva Zacks,

Sara Young.

Mens’
Wear

We handle nothing but the

very best makes in

CLOTHING AND
FURNISHINGS

Prices Right

GEORGE VANHORNE
213 PRINCESS STREET

Opposite Opera House

CAFETERIA
Queen’s University

MEAL HOURS:

BREAKFAST. 7.15 to 9.15

DINNER 11.30 to 1.30

SUPPER 5.00 to 7.00

Regular Tickets $5.50 per week.

Special Tickets, $7.00 for 21 Meals*

M. P. REID, Manager.

Have You Paid Your War

Memorial Subscription?

English 29b—Pass—Div. I.—E. F. Kingston.

Audrey Judge, -\nita Martin, Mary O Bnen
(Sr).

Div. II.—D. L. Strachan, Sophronia Macfar-

land. Pearl Gardner, Myrtle Cherwn. .-Vnnie

Bartels, Helena Coyle, Doreen Lavell, Edilh

Lcckic.

Div. III.—Kaihlcen McNatnee, J. MacB.
Miller, equal; R. M. McNaughton. Mary Mul-

vihill (Sr.), Florence Munro, G. O. Stevenson;

Mamie Hammett, Muriel Boyd, equal; H.

Friedgut. .\nnie Hayman. equal.

English 36b,—(Honours)— Div. L— Jessu

Ewart; Lois .\llan. Florence Willson, equal;

Evelyn Bennington. B. C. Diltz, equal; Chris-

tina Dyde. Gertrude Lee. Amy Odell, Helen

Wilton, equal; Evelyn Garrett. Fleanor Sn

Ni>rnian Campbell, equal; Gladys Moore.

Div. II.—Edith Milling. Helen De Re
equal : Charles Booth. Margaret Brophy.

History 10a.—Class I.—T. W. Oates, C. E.

Stothers, G. H. Lewis.

Class II.—Anna B. Hickey, Jean C. Walton,

G. R. Mikel, C. R. Duprau.

Class III.—G. Muir, W. R. Burnett.

History 9.—Class L—R. W. Cumberland,

History 99.—Class I.—S. E. Revelle, Albert

G. Steinberg, Christina W. Dyde.

Class II.—Helen G. Macdonald.

History 11b.—Classl.—R. 0- Campney, G
R. Mikel, M. A. S. Breidfjord, N. S. Kelly, H.

Cross, H. J. Bell, Christina Dyde, Jessie E.

Ewart, Ruth Evanson, Anna B. Hickey, G.

Lewis.

Class II.—H. J. MacLellan, Agnes H. Mac
Kercher. L. B. Yule. T. H. Newlove. B. C

Diltz, Eleanor Smith, Grace Wert, R. 1*. b.

Baird. C. W. Booth, C. E. Stother^ D, ...

MacMaster. E. May Burnett. Elsie Davidson,

C. R. Duprau, J. T. M. Wilson.

Class III.—Sister C. Hartlieb, A. B- Ran-

som, W. R. Burnett. S. M. Chown, Lois Allan.

History 13—Class 1.—R. O. Campney, W,

.\. Irwin, equal; Christina Dyde, J. C. Stoth-

ers, Dorothy L. Brown Evelyn C. Garrett,

Mary V. Kennedy, Edna L, L. Shaw

Class II.—S. E. Revelle. G. R. Emery, Helen

G. Macdonald, C. L. Yoerger, W. E. Black,

W. Helm. Marjorie C. Macdougall. T. H.

Newlove, L. B. Yule, Elizabeth

-\nnie F. Robinson, Lois M. .Allan S.

Chown, H. E. Smith, G. Steinberg.

Class III.—D. K. Paris, W. C. Hodgins.

History 12.—Class 1.—N. S. Kelley. IL

Wagar, Eleanor Smith: H. W. Chrysler. D.

Diiu, Lalonde, equal: Came Hartlieb; H. j-

Bell. Grace Wert, equal.

Class IL—Anna Hickev. A. B. Ransom.

!-:isie Roberts, equal; G. II. Lewis; G. Muir.

Kaihcriiie Shainictlc, equal: t.. K. Duprau. c.

\i. Stoiliers. equal; W. H. Burnett. C. \\.

Booth; G. R. Mikd, Elizabeth Burneit, equal.

Class III.—Jean Walton, R. F. S. Baird.

Marv Ctirry.

y 14a.—.Age of Elizabeth— Class 1.

—

nlu-rs, Marv P. Kennedy.

n_E. M. H. Ward. W. E. Black, W.

History 15b.—Germany in 19th Century

—

Class I.—W. A. Irwin, J. W. Darling, Dorothy

L. Brown, J. C. Stothers.

• Class II.—Mary V. Kennedy, G. A. R.

Emery, H. W. Chrysler, W. Helm, C. L. Yoer-

gor, Sarah E. Revelle, E. May Burnett, W. E.

Slack.

Economics 1.—Div. I.—R. E. Wa
Bennett,; Leah Beehler, Geneviev '

'

Margaret Porteous, J. L. Routledg-

Sutherland, H. A. Voaden, equal; J

W. H. Newlands, C. Lapp, equal; ]\ '

Naughton,, C. W. Healy, W. A. Toiue, cquai;

E. C. Gill, C. B. Kay, 'C. E. Ratchford, N. R-

Wright, equal.

Div. IL—Will C. Davy, W. M. Drummond,
F. O. W. Fowler, R. C. Laird, Leslie Steven-

son, W. Wallace, equal; M. R. Levy, Miss

Ross Malcolm, G, F. Nicholson, equal; R. H.

Norris; D. Slater, G. M. Sutherland, equal; R.

M. Tovell; H. S. Brown, J. A. MacdonMl,
equal; Agnes Chisholm, M. Rockwood; G. N.

Ellis, W. N. Firth. Anita Martin, N. McLeod,
R. C. Swerdfeger, Evelyn Wilson, equal; Mur-

iel Wilson; A. F. Brown; V. C. Phelan, Mabel
Cattanach, C. E. Stothers, equal; G. L. Bryce,

C. J. Whytock, equal.

Div. HI.—Ina Bigford, E. M. Dolan, A. R.

Gaviller, equal; A. Ada, Doreen Lavell, equal;

E. K. Sauer, Ethel MacEacliren, equal; A. B.

Davidson, Edith Handler, equal; Helena

Coyle, H. J. O’Neill, J. L. Challinor, Sister

Mary O’Brien, W. F. Kendrick, equal; R. A.

Kerfoot, F. M. Kelly, H. G. S. Wartman. E.

L. Pugsley, Mary R. Curry, equal: E. O. Sey-

mour, Eva M. Glenn. J. M. Roszel, Elsie Gar-

diner. J. Emery; Evangeline Elliott, Cora

Messer, equal; Fannie Horne; G. D. Stewart,

Jennie L. Brennan, Mildred Thompson, equal;

Stanley Allen, Helen Craig. L. MacKinnon,

W. G. Shaw, equal.

Economics 2.—Div. I.—N. Campbell, D. P.

Varnum, W. G. Bennett. Genevieve Bullock,

N R. Wright, E. W. Skinner. W. M. Drum-
mond, F. A. Knox, L. E. McMenomy J. E.

Rutledge, Margaret Porteous. H. W. Chrysler,

Lily F. Munro.

Div. II.—M. B. White, J. L. Walsh, G. N.

Maxwell, J. A. Ramsay, Bertha Bassam, E. L.

Reid, Ruth Evanson, R. O. Merriman. C. N.

Broad, J. Lowry, Vera Ferrier. H. L. Wil-

liams, A. G. S. Wartman, C. H. Robinson,

Lillian Desrochers, Celia Zacks, E. S. Cush-

ing, Belva Halliday, Dorothy Sutherland, Ger-

trude Deadman, J. F. M. Smith. J. A, Mac-
donell, J. S. Macdonald. W. Wallace. W. A.

Torrie, C. W. Healy, W. E. Wright. H. V.

Clarke, H. P. Salter, Honora Dyde. Myrtle

Chown. D. J. McLeod.

Div. HI.—Jessie Smith. Winifred Martin,

G. E. Warren. W. H. Becking, W. H. Browne,

J D. Ralph, Elma Freeman, A. C. Slater, J.

Hunter. W. S. Webb. V. E. Bullock, A. Ellcn-

port. G. W. Sugden, Rena Landry. H. A.

Marwick. O. K. Carruthers. R. C. Swerdferger.

Hazel Fenton. Kathleen Lockhart. I'. M-

Kelly. G. L. Brvcc. Julia Sexsmith. W. A.

Robinson. B. A. 'Slcemaii, Mildred Thompson,

H F Melvin, W. Poiisford, W- (F Shaw. Eva

Sully, M. O. Inglis. J. T. Lee. Jessie Moiu-

gomery, Mary Gouriay.

Economics 7.— (Honours)— Div. I.—W- .A.

Irwin.

Economics 12b.— ( Fronotirs)—Class 1—W.
A. Irwin, W. Scnit. .vgiiis MacKcrclivr.

Class 11.—N. M. MacLeod. Stcini>cr«.

Class in.— R. E. Wagar.

Pass—Div. 1.— R. O. Campnoy. C. L. Voe-

Kvr. I.. M. Goiiiii, J. T. Gow. H. K. Smith.
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To Queen’s Students

We have neither time nor room

to devote to the Ready-to-Wear

Overcoat business. Stock on hand

will be sold at Cost Price.

They are all Fit-Reform make,

and we guarantee satisfaction. A
call solicited.

Crawford & Walsh
Corner of

BROCK & BAGOT STREETS.

Thompson’s Cigar Store

CIGARS CIGARETTES
TOBACCO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
SPORTING GOODS

The Store with the Red Front

294 PRINCESS ST.
(Two doors below Clergy St.)

For Furniture, Carpets, Curtains, go to

T. F. HARRISON CO., Limited
Kingston, Ont.

A SAVINGS

ACCOUNT
It is always well to have a Sav-

ings Account upon which interest

is regularly paid and from which

you are free to draw at any time

should a necessity arise. A Sav-

ings Account is Ready Money.

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce
KINGSTON BRANCHES:

CORNER OP KING AND BROCK STS.
AND 288 PRINCESS ST.

R. T. BRYMNER, Manager

HIGH SCHOOL BOARDS AND BOARDS

OF EDUCATION

are authorized by law to establish

Industeial, Technical

and

-Art Schools

WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

Anderson, W. J. McLellan. L. E. McMenomy,
Lillian Dcsrochers, Beatrice Eakiiis, T. W.
Oates. W. G. Bennett, J. B. Towneud, L.

Stevenson, R. England, D. M. Halpeiiny, C.

VV. Broad, C. H. Dowd.
Div. III.—A. M. Fawcett, R. G. F'ry, G. M.

Sutherland, G. N. Maxwell. W. M. Shurtleff,

H. Parent, D. Maclnnes, W. C. Hodgins, T.
H. Newlove. W. J. G. Perry, A. B. Ransome,
L. B. Yule, S. E. Courtney, Elizabeth Fredeu-
burg, A. V. L. Serson.

Economics 16b.—(Honours)—Class II.—H.
F. Cross.

Class III—J. T. M. Wilson, Beatrice Eakins,

W. E. H. Becking, R. C. Laird.

Pass—Div. I.—L. M. Goulii, H. A. Scott.

Div. II.—D. M. Halpenny, C. E. C. Ratch-
ford, G. M. Sutherland, equal; H. J. Bell, C.

H. Dowd, equal; L. T. Williams, H. Parent;

A. L. Moore. (Mrs.) Mary E. Fredenburg,
equal; D. Slater.

Div. III.—W. J. G. Perry; A. B. Ransom,
A. V. L. Serson, equal; W. C. Hodgins, H. P.

Salter, Edith Handler; S. Allen, G. O. Steven-

son, equal.

Economics 17a. — (Extra Mural) — Pass—
Div. II.—H. E. Cavell.

Economics 21b.—(Honours)—Class I.— G.

A. R. Emery, R. O. Campney.

Class III.—Beatrice Eakins. '

Pass.—Div. I.—H. E. Smith.

Div. II.—C. E. C. Ratchford, T.- H. Newlove.
D. Slater, S. M. Chown, T. M. Kelly.

Div. III.—G. W. Sugden.

Economics 22b.—(Honours) — Div. I.—W.
A. Irwin.

Div. II.—G. Steinberg, G. A. R. Emery,
equal; N. M. MacLeod.

Pass.—Div. I—J. B. Townend, C. N. Broad.

Div. n.—M. B. White. Beatrice Eakins, H.

J. Bell, D. Slater, G. Maxwell.

Div. III.—A. M. Fawcett, C. E. Leppar^l,

R. G. Fry.

Economics 2Sa.—Pass—Div. I.—E. England,

J. B. Townend.
Div. II.—H. J. Prueter; M. E. Fredenberg,

D. M. Halpenny, C. M. Christiansen, Honore
Parent, equal; C. E. Leppard.

Div. III.—J. B. Love.

Economics 26b.—Honours—Div. I. — G.
Steinberg, N. M. MacLeod, equal.

Pass—Division I.—C. L. Yoerger.

Div. II.—D. Slater, G. O. Stevenson.

Division III.—S. M. Chown.

Economics 35b.^ (Honours) — Class II. —
Agnes MacKercher.

Class II.—Lillian Dcsrochers, J. T. M. Wil-
son.

Pass—Div. I.—J. E. Laird, H. V. Tancock,
J. T. Gow, L. E. McMeiiomy.

Div. II.—M. B. White, W. J. McLellan, A.
C. Anderson, D. A. McMaster, Edith Handler.

Div. Illi—W. H. McLeod, S. Allen.

Economics 41a.—Div. II.—R. England, H.
Parent.

Div. III.—A. V. L. Serson, H. Love.

Economics 52b.— Pass— Div. I.— H. G.
Scott, J. E. Laird, B. A. Sleeman, G. M. Suther-
land, Wm. H.- Browne.

Div. II.—H. J. Bell, A. L. Moore.
Div. III.—C. E. E. Ratciiford, A. V. Serson,

H. P. Salter.

Honours—Div. I.—G. A. R. Emory, Wm. G.
Bennett.

Economics 54.—Pass—Div. I.—W. H. Mac-
;Leod.

Economics 60a.—Div. I.—L. M. Gouin, H. E.
Cavell, T. W. Oates, E. L. Reid.

Div. II.—A. V. L. Serson, W. H. MacLeod,
H. E. Smitli, D. M. Halpenny.

Div. III.—C. E. Leppard, H. B. Love.

Economics 62a.—Div. I.—H. E. Cavell, E. L.
Reid.

Div. II.-t-R. England.

Economics 63b—Pass—Div. I.—Wm. N.
Browne, Wm. Robinson, equal; H. E.- Cavell.
Div. II.—G. R. Heasman.
Div. III.—J. D. C. Mahaffy, J. W. Saylor,

S. E. Courtney.

Honours—Div. I.—W. G. Bennett, E. C.

Gardiner, Sister Austin E. Duggan, equal;
Kathleen McNamee, (3. O, Stevenson.

Philosophy II.— Div. L—Ruth Evansoii; J.

M. Miller, H. G. Scott, equal; Gertrude Dead-
man.

Div. II.—Vera Ferrier, J. R. Townshend, W.
R. Kingston. Margaret Fraser, equal; N. M.
MacLeod, E. F. Kingston; R, O. Mcrriman,
Viola Gibson, equal; Lillian Carter.

Div. in.—Lucy Grant, Albert Lott, Mina
P. Cole.

Philosophy 26.—Class I.—D. P. Varnum.

Class II.—L. B. Smith, J. M. F. Smith.

Uhilosophy 27.—Class I.—D. P. Varnum.

Philosophy 15b.—Class I.—D. P. Varnum.

Class II.—May Thain, L. B. Smith, J. M. F.

Smith.

Philosophy 99.—Class II.—May Thain.

Philosophy 66.—Class II.—E. K. Sauer.

Mathematics 1.—Div. I.—D. J. McDonald,
F. R. Roche, Sarah D. Burns, T. O. W. Fowler;
M. Eva Bouchard, C. C. Swain, eq,ual; G. F.

Saunders. B. R. Heath; Gladys M. Crewson,
Margaret B. Plunkett, equal; E. W. B. Cross,
Julia Egan, Helen Tofield, J. P. Young, equal;
Margery E, Booth, P. G. Loa, Marion C. Mc-
Arthur, equal; O. M. Gtlmour, A. Gertrude
Jackson, Fovita Kelly, equal: Isa Mae Cassidy,

H. J. Douglas, P. A. Moreland, H. A. Mc-
Queen, A. K. Sills, R. G. Sinclair, J. J. Wood,
equal.

Div. II.—Kathleen Easton, Marjorie Har-
irison, Jessie E. Walls, equal; Mary Raper; W.
J. Anderson, J. R. Emery, R. M. Germond,
Mora F. Hammond, W. Marion Kirkpatrick,

Gladys R. Lennon, equal; E. M. Dolan, W. R.

Lyons, equal; J. A. B. Dulmage, D. J. Rankin,
Margaret A. Watson, equal; Margaret Gra-
ham, E. L. Murphy; Gladys J. Cohoon, Bessie
MaePherson, equal; Hilda Garbutt, R. G. Mc-
Kercher, Isabel E. Stowell, equal; W. N. Af-
fleck, Helen Harris,, L. McDiarmid, Sister

Laviiia Macdonald, equal; Esther Brandes, G.
R. Heasman, equal; Edna M. Saunders; Leatto
K. Donova,n W. J. Harris, Gladys C. Orser,

A. S. Watson, Marion Welch, C. J. Whj'tock,
equal.

Div. III.—Ethel Sloan, S. J. Zacks, equal;

Mary Clark; A. G. K. Andrews, C. E. Moore,
R. O’Brien, A. P. Scott, equal; J. R. Boyd, J.

B. Creegan, Mabel J. Simpson, Helen C. Woot-
ton, equal; A. B. Davidson, O. F. Liindell, G.

Rankin, equal; G. L. Davidge; Mary P. Dun-
can, H. J. Millar, Dorothy M. Newman,
Frances Sweetman, equal; Willtclmlna Nobes,
Dorothy Orser, H. M. Stephen, equal; Florence

C. MacKinnon, H. Maud Yep, equal; W. S.

Blake, Maybelle Govan, H. W. Healey, equal;

Gladys Montgomery; H. H. Craig, J. E. Gage,

W. M. K. McKenzie, H. B. A. Persad, equal;

A. M. Chaflesworth, Della Douglas, Flora A.

L. Fawcett, A. Greco, G; R. Marsh, J. E,

Ross, Lea E. Tanner, equal.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES may be
conducted in accordance with the regula-
tions issued by the Department of Educa-
tion.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL IN-
STRUCTION is given in various trades.

The schools and classes are under the
dii'ection of an Advisory committee.
Application for attendance should be made
to the Principal of the school.

COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS, MANUAL
TRAINING, HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE
and AGRICULTURE and HORTICUL-
TURE are provided for in the courses of
Study in Public, Separate, Continuation
and High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes.

Copies of the Regulatio.ns issued by the
Department of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister of Education,
Toronto.

Toronto. November. 1920

Gill.

Economics 65b.—Div. I.—H. P. Salter,
ter.

•

Div. II.—A. S. Moore, H. P. Salter.

Economics 64a.—Div. III.—W. M. Shurtleff.

Econonucs 99.—W. Scott, L. M. Gouin.
Economics (Minor Studies)—A. V. Brown.

Philosophy I.—Div. I.—Jessie Ewart, Flor-
ence Jamieson. G. F. Nicholson; G. A. Pear-
son, Marion Young; Mabel O’Brian, equal.

Div. II.—Amy MacQuarrie, A. Blackie; N.
Campbell, Sr. M. C. Courtman, Helen Gerrie,
equal; Gladys Moore, I. H. Weedmark, equal;
Genevieve Bullock, H. V. Tancock, equal;
Edith Durnin, Annie Hayman, Grace Weese,
equal; Helena Coyle, Audrey Judge, L. R.
Merkley, Eleanor Smith, Margaret Wilton,
equal; J. W. Claxton; Jessie Elliot, J. T. 'Gow,
Ethel McEachran, Helen de Renzy, E. J.
Sauv5, equal; Margaret Arthur, W. J. Mc-
Lillan, G. A. K. McLeod, Euretta Henry,
equal; Thelma Cliff, Pearl Gardner, Mary
Gourlay, Grace Wert, equal; Annie Bartels.
Agnes Condie, A. E. Duffield, Margaret Por-
tcous, Nina Salsbury, Florence Willson, Ella
Bruder, equal; Muriel Boyd, Flossie Gray,
Marjorie Hanna, Marion Laird, Margaret
MacDonell, J. L. McKelvey, D. C. Nickle, J.
L. Walsh, M. B. White, J. T. M, Wilson, A. C.
MacMillan, equal.

Div. III.—Mary McGregor, Eunice Simp-
son, equal; Bessie Lane, D. K. Paris, B. Ruth
Read, equal; J. R. Rutledge; C. H. Dowd, Mar-
ion Dickson, Ruth Hermiston, equal; W. C.
Hodgins, W. H. Becking, A. G. Croal, F. H.
Gillan, Helen Charlesworth, Mabel Pacey,
equal; W. H. Reid, K. L. McAIpine, equal;

Jennie MacArthur, J. A. R, McCuaig; Elsie

Mathematics 1 (h)—D. J. McDonald, F. R.
Roche, Sarah D. Burns, Gladys Crewson, T.
O. VV. Fowler, Margaret Plunkett, JuH Egan,
J. J. Wood, Isa Mae Cassidy, E. VV. B. Cross.
H. J. Douglas, A. K. Sills. ^

Mathematics 2.—Div. I.—E. C. Gill. P. E.
Terry, H. V. Clarke, Helen Gerrie: Jean Mac-
Kenzic, D. G. Smith, equal; W. Wallace.

Div. II.—Helen G. Clarke,, Glee G. McRory,
Annie L. Bartels. H. L. Williams, E, D. Man-
ning.

Div. III.—V. E. Bullock, C. Y. Hopkins. M.
Et. R. Boudreau, F. H. Gillan, L. Lothian;
Heleo'Charlesworth, C. H. Williamson, equal.

Matheqjatics 10a.—Class H.

—

J. R. Shep-
pard.

Mathematics 11b.—Class I.—E. C. Gill. J. H.
Philp, J. R. Shea, M. B. Kehoc.

Class II.—Helen Gerrie, Annie L. Bartels,
Befva HalHday.

Class III.—J. T. McNeely, P. E. Terry, W.
A. Newlands, R. C. Brogden, Helen G. Clarke.

Mathematics 12a.—Pass Standing— Amy P.
MacQuarrie.

Mathematics 13b.—Class I.—M. B. Kehoc,
A. Wallace.

Class II.—Belva Halliday, L. F. Smith, Ger-
trude Deadman.

Class III.—J. T. McNeilly, E. Stephens, W.
MacMillan, J, R. Shea, Amy P. MacQuarrie.

Credit as a pass course—Viola Gibson.
Mathematics 17b.—Class I.—Edith Tuttle, F.

R. Bamforth, A. E. Allison, W. E. French.

History of Mathematics—Class I.—^J. White-
head.

Mathematics 16b.—Class I.—F. R. Bamforth,
Edith Tuttle, equal.

Class II.—L. F. Smith, Mabel O’Brian, A.
Wallace, W. E. French.

Class III.—A. E. Allison, E. Stephens, W.
MacMillan.

Mathematics 99.—Class II.—Mabel O’Brian.

Physics Al.—Div. L—P. E. Terry; Helen
Clarke, Jean Mackenzie, equal; Helen Gerrie,

D. J. McDonald, E. Treitz, J. R. Townshend;
Minnie M. Lenz, R. G. Sinclair, equal; E. W.
B. Cross.

Div. II.—C. G. Hopkins, S. F. Saunders;
Julia Egan, Margaret B. Plunkett, equal; J. B.

Wylie, Margaret Arthur, E. M. Lockett.

Div. III.—A. K. Sills, T. E. Warren, equal;

Harriet White, J. R. Emery; Helen M.
Charlesworth, L. McDiarmid, equal; Hazel B.
Bigford; Thelma Craig, H. J. "Douglas, equal;
T. Carey, Georgina EtUnger, Mary McGregor,
M. B. WIrite, equal; ' Gladys Montgomery,
Cecilia Stewart, J. j. Wood, equal; M. O.
Inglis, F. R. Roche, equal; Rheta Field, R. M.
Tovell, D. P. Varnum, equal; Gladys M. Crew-
son, A. M. Haig, C. E. Moore, D. J. Rankin,

Bibby’s

$38.50

BLUE SUIT SPECIAL

-- Genuine English Wool Serge, Pure Indigo Blue, Tailored by

experts who make a specialty of making young men’s clothes and

making them well.

New two and three button models, sizes 34 to 42.

Don’t miss seeing these Suits. Buy if you wish.

BIBBY’S 4.75 HAT SPECIAL—All New 1921 Styles

BIBBY’S
KINGSTON’S ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE

78, 80, 82, Princess Street
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Class III.—J. T. McNeely.

Physics 13a.—Class I.—T. H. Wholton.

Class III.—£. A. Nelson, P. Muir.

Physics 14b.—Class II.—E. A. Nelson, T. H.
Wholton.

Physics A 16a.—Class III.—A. E. Allison,

M. B. Kehoc.

Physics A 17a.—Class II.—Mabel O’Brian.

Physics 20b.—Class III.—M. B. Kehoe, A.

E. Allison.

Physics A 21b.—Class'I.—M. B. Kehoe.

Physics 26b.—Class I.—M. B. Kehoe.

Class II.^Mabel 6'Briaii,

Biology IS (Honours) — Class III — H.
Sweet. Lucy Grant.

Biology 18 (Honours)—Class 1—J. G. Coul-
son, L. R. Merkley. A. J. Croal.

Div. Ill (Pass)—Agnes Condie, Lillian
Haudfor.d.

Biology 21—Class I (Honours)—Mildred
Jardine, L. R. Merkley, Gertrude Deadman,
H. V. Clarke, Lucy Grant, P. Muir.

Class II—A. N. Reid. V. E. Bullock.

Class III—Honora Goodfriend, Nina Sals-
bury, Viola Gibson.

Biology 22—Div. I—Mildred Jardine, Helen
Wilton.

Div. II—A. N. Reid, Georgina Ettinger,
Honora Goodfriend.

Our Stock of

DESK AND STUDY
LAMPS is comploM*

Best Tungsten T impo
and Flashlights. Svenro

thing electrical for «>>

perimental purpostt.

The H. W. Newman Electric Co.

167 PRINCESS STREET

Robt. J. Reid
UNDERTAKER and FURNITURE

DEALER

230, 232, 234 PRINCESS STREET

Kingston, Ont.

Ambulance Telephone 577 w.

The best motor equipment in the city

MANY MEN
owe their fortune to a good beginning

—a splendid start in life is an Endow-
ment Policy in the Mutual Life of

Canada. It is the basis of saving. Es-

tablishes credit and typifies a thought-

ful mind. It is wise to secure one

early as it is cheaper and matures

earlier.

S. Roughton
Agent The Mutual Life of Canada

Phone 610; Residence 561.

60 BROCK ST. - KINGSTON

FORCED OUT SALE
Dress Shirts, Vests, Gloves, Ties, in fact

our entire stock at Big Reductions

THE CLUB, 112 Princess Street

NEW YORK
CANDY STORE

Home Made Candy

314 PNINCESS street

GROUP
PHOTOGRAPHS.
This is the best time of

year for outside group pho-

tographs.

Make an appointment early

for the year pictures

The

MARRISON STUDIO
Phone 1318w

92 PRINCESS STREET

Edna M. Saunders, equal; E. O. Nunez; G. C.

Farrell, O. W. Gilmour, T. S. Walsh, equal.

Physics A2.—Div. I.—J. R. Townshend.
Div. II.—E. C. Gill, D. G. Smith, P. E.

Terry, E. Stephen, V. E. Bullock, H. V.
Clarke, L. F. Smith, Belva Halliday, C. V.
Hopkins, Vera Fcrricr, Mabel Nelson, W.
MacMillan.

Physics 99—Class II.—M. B. Kehoe.

Chemistry I.—Div. I.—J. Towshend, J. E.

Laird, D. J. McDonald, C. Y. Hopkins, J. R.

Riitlidge, K. Sands; Sarah Burns, Maud Lenz,

F. Roche, equal; Ruth Redmond, H. V. Tan-

cock, equal; T. A. V. Carey, Jean MacKenzie,

equal: Edith Leckie, E. L. Treitz, equal; Nina

Salsbury, Gladys Crewson, D. C.-Nicklc, J.

T. McNeely; W. J. Anderson, Jean R. Cress-

well, Margaret Graham, equal.

Div. II.—C. Moore, L. Lothian, Mary Dun-
can, I. Gage, G. K. Andrews; W. MacMillan,

Edna Saunders, E. Stephens, Harriet White,

H. Craig, equal; R. C. Brogden, E. M. Dolan.

C. Healy, equal; Jessie Montgomery, J.

Wood, Edw. Skinner, equal; Geo. P. Rankin.

H. J. McLeod, H. McQueen.

Div. III.—A. N. Reid; B.'Dulmagc, H. M.
Stephen, equal; Jessie Armstrong, Loretto

Donovan, equal; Rheta Field, J. H. Millar,

Dorothy Newman; Stanley Blake, Florence

McKinnon, equal; Jas. E. Ross, T. S. Walsh,

A. S. Watson, equal.

Extra-mural Chemistry 1.—Div. III.—Myr-

tle Edwards.

History of Chemistry 7 (9)—Div. I.—I. H.

Weediiiark.

Chemistry'A. 11.—Div. I.—W. A. Newlands,

Mabel Nelson, I. H. Weedmark, E. A. Nel-

son. H. Sweet, J. W. Claxton.

Div. II.

—

Margaret McDonell, J. V. McKel-
vey, A. Ellenport, H. A. Warwick.

Div. III.—D. J. J. MacLeod, E. O. Nunez,

H. S. Persad, D. W. Boyd. W. E. Wright.

Chemistry A 21.—Div. II.—P. A, McLeod.
H. E. Faver.

Chemistry A. 21—Class I.—H. Sweet.

Div. III.—T. H. Wholton, P. Muir.

Chemistry A. 31.—Quantitative Analysis.—

(^lass II.—D. G. Smith, V. E. Bullock, H. V.

Clarke, F. H. Gillan, J. L. McKelvey.

Class III.—Jessie Elliott, T. H. Wholton,
P. A. McLeod.

Chemistry A. 41.—Div. I.—J. G. Coulson.

Div. II.—A. Croal.

Chemistry A. 45—Class I.—J. G. Coulson.

Industrial Chemistry 71.—Div. I.— Lucy
Grant, Cecelia Stewart.

Industrial Chemisty 75.—Div. I.— Mabel
Nelson.

Industrial Chemistry 77 (99)—Div. I.—W.
'A. Newlands.

Chemistry A III.—Div. I.—W. A. Newlands,
I. H. Weedmark, J. L. McKelvey.

Chemistry A 123.—Class I.—J. G. Coulson.

Class il.—Cecilia Stewart.

Chemistry A. 131—Quantitative Analysis.

—

Class I.—K. L. McAlpine.

Class II.—Cecile Stewart.
Biology 1.—Div. T.—Harriet White, C. A. E.

Hensley, P. E. Terry, F. M. Bamforth, W.
MacMillan, Evelyn Garrett, Mary Bouchard,
Gladys Lennon, Catherine Barron, Vera Per-
rier, C. Dowd, D. L. G. MacKay, Margaret
Arthur, Honora Dyde, W. C. Hodgins, Iso-

bel Stowell, R. G. Sinclair, A. W. Drysdale,

Bertha Bassam, Margaret McDonnell, Edith
Lcckie, H. C. Branion, Mary Duncan, Marjorie
Harrison, Helen Charlesworth.

Div. II.—N. Campbell, Glee McRory, Mil-
dred Redmond, Fovita Kelly, Wilhelmina
Nobes, Grace Weese, Minnie Lenz, Reba
Young, G. C. Farrell, R. W. Cumberland, A.
D. Sutherland, Margery Booth, Jessie Mont-
gomery, Margaret Douglas, P. (j. Loa, Mar-
ion McArthur, R. G. McKcrcher, Helen Har-
ris, L. Lothian, J. L. McKelvey, T. E. War-
ren, Gladys Orser, K. C. VanAllcn, Clara Far-
rell, Dorothy Orser, J. W. Claxton, Bessie
Abernethy.

Div, III.—Pearl Gardner, Mona Hammond,
G. R. Heaseman, M. Kirkland, Winnifred
Clark, L. T. Williams, Jean Cresswell, Isobel
Sparrow, J. K. Lockrie, Elsie Roberts, I. H.
Weedmark, Martha McKee, A. M. Charles-
worth, Flossie Gray, Margaret Stewart, Mary
McGregor, Mary Clark, Margaret Graham, R.
O’Brien, Elizabeth McPherson, Della Doug-
las, E. L. Murphy, Mae Woods, J. A. Mc-
Donnell, H. McQuaig, Helen Wilson, Ethel
Sloan.

Biology 2—Div. I

—

Helen Wilton, Gertrude
Deadman, L. J. White, Margaret Wilton,
Jessie Elliott, Mildred Jardine, Belva Halli-

day.

Div. II—Mildred Redmond, Anne McAllis-
ter, Thelma Cliff, Rheta Field, Viola Gibson,
E. A. Nelson, D. W. Boyd, Kathleen Mc-
Namce, Annie Hayraan.

Div. Ill—Myrtle Chown, Georgina Ettin-

ger, Marjorie Gothard, G. S. Stewart.

Div. III.—D. A. McMastcr. W. A. New-
lands, L. Lothian, W. E. Wright.

1^1
Physics A 10.—Class I.—Edith Tuttle.

lass II.—J. H. Philp, W. E. French, J. T.
cNcdly, J. R. Shea. A. Wallace.

Class III.—R. C. Brogden.

..Physics A12.—Class I.—Edith Tuttle, J. H.
Philp. \^^ E. French.

Class II.—J. R. Shea, R. C. Brogden, A.
Walite.

Biology 10 (Honours)—Class I.—H. Sweet,
P. Muir, Helen Wilton, J. L. White.

Class II—T. H. Wholton.

Biology 11—Div. I—D. J. Smith, H. Sweet.

Div. II—Lucy Grant.

Biology 13b (Honours)—Class I—L. R.
Merkley, J. G. Coulson, A. J. Croal, Lucy
Grant.

Class II—Lillian Handford, Agnes Condie.

Biology 23—Class 1 (Honours)—H. C.
White, Mildred Jardine. ^
Biology 27—Div. I—F. H. Gillan, Mildred

Jardine.

Biology 30.—Div. I. (Honours)—H. C.
White.

Bacterialogy 2b.—Div. I—D. J. MacLeod.

Bacterialogy 3b—Div. I—D. J. MacLeod.

Geology—Div. I—Mildred Hallctt, Edna
Shaw, J. C. ^^acgillivray; Edith Durnin, J. M.
Smith, equal; R. W. Cumberland, Helen Wil-
ton, equal; C. H. Dowd, L. Stevenson, Mar-
garet Wilton, equal.

Div. II—P. A. McLeod; Rheta Field, Edith
Leckie, Jessie Montgomery, E. A. Islelsoii,

equal; W. N. Affleck, Margaret Brophy, Elma
Freeman, equal; Mildred Tait, O. R. White,
equal; Annie Bartels, L. T. Williams, L. E.
Treitz, equal; Ruth Hermiston, Sophronia
MacFarland, Annie Robinson, Ella Bruder,
equal; Lois Allan, Ethel McEachren; D. L,
McKay, W. H. McLeod, equal; Celia Zacks,
Grace Wert,^qual; Erica Thompson, Marion
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equal.
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Div. 111.—Anita Martin, Florence Wilson, M. McBean, equal; H. J. Edwards; H. Cox,

eaual: Florence Jamieson; Muriel Dunne, Lily R. F. McLellan. A. M. J. Owens, W. E. Pat-
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Billiard Room in Connection

Saunders, equal: Lillian Handford; A. W.
Drysdale, Aimelta Pedlow, equal; Beatrice

Cummiiigs. Mae Millan, equal; Elsie Gardiner,

Marjorie Hanna, Doreen Lavell, equal; O. K.

Carruthers, Helena Coyle, W. C. Hodgins,

Jennie Mac.^^thu^, Margaret Wootton, equal;

Mildred Redmond, Euretta Henry; Sr. C.

Coughlin, Eileen Jandrew, C. E. Ployart.

equal; Gertrude Best, Anna Corrigan, A^ N.

Reid, equal.

Geology 2.—Div. 1.—J. E. Laird, Nina O.

Salsbury.

Div. in.—S. Allen.

Geology 6.—Div. I.—Nina O. Salsbury.

Mineralogy 1.—Div. L—Ella ’ Stephens, E.

Treitz.

Ji)iv. II.—Mildred Redmond, Mabel Nelson,

A. E. Duffield, Myrtle Chowii, Bessie Lane,

Helen Charleswortli, Vera Ferrier, Elsie

Gardiner.

Div. Ill-—D. A. McMaster, D. L. G. Mc-

Kay, P. Muir, Fannie Horne, Jessie Elliott.

English 1. (Medical)—Div. I.—E. Light.

I3iv. II.—J. C. Macfarlane, P. R. Kaiser, R.

Bliss, E. G. Bayley; A. V. Johnston, A. E.

Lewis, equal; E. A. W. Sheppard, J. P. Sherin,

equal; K. Dawson, A. H. Harland, R. S.

Gibson.
' *

Div. III.—N.‘ E. Berry, A. W. Blackler, H.
A. Jones, equal; H. G. McBroom; D. M.
Carmichael, T. J. Goodison, G. K. McCracken,
equal; J. R. McAuley: W. S. Fitzpatrick, A.

N. Murphy, W. P. E. Paterson, H. N. Young,
equal.

terson, equal; C. A. Heard, K. McNeil: J. C.
Burns, J. Circle, G. S. Lyons, H. Stewart,
equal; H. R. Forrest, N. R. Knight, equal; I.

W. Boyd. G. F. Ross. F, D. Thomas, equal;
E. B. Currie, C. A. Maynes, J. C. MacLeod,
equal; C. B. Murphy, J. Tkachyk, equal, D.
M. Cross, D. W. Earner, J. J. Gilpin, G. F.

Keith. D. S. MacLeod, equal.

Div. HI.—A. F. McKellar: H. Kurtz, W. J.

Stewart, equal; C. AUaii; H. Leech, N. E.
Talcott, A. A. Dafoe, H. J. Lyons, equal: \V.

J. Connor, F. M. Roberts, J. B. Wiiitton; H.
A. MacArthur. S. W. Small, equal; VV. G.
Craig, H. H. North, equal; R. D, Campbell, T.
F. Carey, W. A. Henderson, R. L. Kelly, A.
A. Nicholls, equal; R. F. Blaney, F. E. Bry-
doii, A. J. G. Campbell, equal; A. C. Hayes,
A, R. Mofifat. K. R. MacGregor, equal; G. H,
Brown, J. R. Burchell, E. A. Filmer, B. L.
Myers, G. Swartman, J. D. Young, equal.

Math. II.—Div. I.—L. E. R. Stephens. J. J.
Gilpin, G. D. Furse, R. J. Srigley; J. C. Burns,
D. A. Henderson, equal; H. B. Hanna, G. R.
Henderson, equal: J. A. H. Paterson, D. C.

Nickle; H. Cox. W. Hylands. R. S. Reynolds,
equal.

Div. II.—E. I. Holmes: A. A. Dafoe, D.
Hutchinson, equal; J. H. Robinson; H. R.
Osborne, F. M. Roberts, E. M. Steele, M. L.

Thompson, equal; I. W. Boyd. A. R. For-
rest, equal; W. E. Patterson; J. Cohen. W. D.
MacKinnon, W. E. Walters, equal; G. E:
Steward; R. W. Beattie, J. C. Ferguson, H. C.

Hunter, equal; J. M. McBean; G. Ballard, C.

S. Casson, F. Chapman, W. M. Matr, equal

D, J. Lewis, L. F. Williams, equal.
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D. S. McLeod, K. McNeil, equal; C. .\pplc-
yard, .A. J. G. Campbell, J. Circle. J. G. Schaef-
fer. equal; H. J. Edwards, A. R. Gaviller, N.
R, Kniglit, K. R. MacGregor, ciiual; C. Allen,
E. B. Currie, equal; J. .\twell. E. H. Bronson,
H. J. Lyons. C. W. Marks, equal.

Mathematics III.—Div. L—L. E. R. Steph-
ens, R. J. Srigley, H. B. Hanna. H. C. Hun-
ter, G. D. Furse, W. D. MacKinnon. I). \.
Henderson; W. Hylands, \V. E. Walters,
equal; E. M. Steele, D. Hutchison, G. R.
Henderson: R. W. Beattie. H. Stewart, equal;
G. Roney. R. S. Reynolds: H. R. Forrest. F.
M. Roberts, equal; C. S. Cassan. E. J. Cole,
H. R. Osliorne. equal; F. Chapman; N. R.
Knight. D. J. Lewis, equal; AV. E. Patterson;
I. W. Boyd, H. Cox. equal.

Div. II—J. Atwell. K. L. Kelly. M. L
Thomljson. equal; A. J. G. Campbell. G. E.
Stewart, W. J. Stewart, equal; W. M. Harvey;
P'. E. Brydon. J. M, McBean, equal; E. M.
Johns, L. F. Williams, equal; G. Bollard, D.
W. Earner, D. C. Macplierson, equal; E. 1.

Holmes: K. R. MacGregor, J. A. H. Pater-
son, equal; A. A. Dafoi*t J. C. Ferguson, A.
C. Hayes, G. S. Lyons., equal

;
R. F; McLel-

lan; A. R. M. Gaviller, F. D. Thomas, equal;
D. M. Cross, E. B. Currie, H. J. Lyons, J. B.
Wiiitton, equal; R. F. Blaney, W- A. Hender-
son, equal; E. H. Bronson, C, A. Heard, equal.

Div. III.—R. D. Campbell, C. A. Maynes,
J. H. Robinson, J. Tkachyk, J. D. Young,,
equal; H. Kurtz, C. W. Nolan, equal; C. E.
Appleyard, J. C. MacLeod, equal; G. H.
Brown, J, Circle, J. Cohen, J. J. Gilpin, G. F.
Keith, K. McNeil, equal; H. H. North. H. H.
Johnston: H. V. Leech, W. M. Mair, equal;
J. C. Burns, F. McKellar. A. M. J. OwiieSr

Div. III.—D. C- Maephersoh, H. H. North.! G. I*. Ross, equal; G. E. Elvidge; H. J. Ed-
F. D. Thomas, equal; W. A. Henderson, R. L.

j

E- A- Hlmer, H. S^ McCartney, S. W.

Applied Science — Differential Equations
Course H.—Div. II.

—

A. E. Harkness.

English 1 (Science)—Div. I.—G. Ballard, R.
Blaney, F. Chapman, D. M. Cross, G. R.
Henderson, W. A. Henderson, G. W. Marks,

W. D. McKinnon, D. C. Maepherson, J. A. H.
Paterson, W. E. Patterson, G. Roney, L. E.

Stephens, G. E. Stewart, M. L. Thompson,
Tkachyk, W. E. Walters.

Div. II.—N. E. Allen, R. J. Anderson, C.

Appleyard, J. Attwell, C. E. Barton, I. W.
Boyd, E. H. Bronson, G. H. Brown, L. E.

Brydon, J. R. Burchell, J. C. Burns, A. J. G.

Campbell, R. D. Campbell, L. Cleminso'n, E.

B. Currie, A. A. Dafoe, G. E. Elvidge, J. C.

Ferguson, G. D. Furse, J. J. Gilpin, W. M.
Harvey, A. C. Hayes, C. A. Heard, J. A.
Higgins, E. I. Holmes, H. C. Hunter, W. Hy-
lands, E. M. Johns, H. H. Johnston, N. R.

Knight, D. J. Lewis, ’A. R. Moffatt, J. C.

McIntosh, A. P. McKellar, B. McNamee, K.
McNeil, V. J. O’Brien, H. R, Osborne, A. M.
J. Owens, R. S. Reynolds, F. M. Roberts, J.

H. Robinson, J. H. Russell, G. E. Shipman,
R. J. Srigley, E. M. Steele, N. E. Talcott, L.

F. Williams.

Div. III.-=-R. C. Adams, C. Allan, R. W.
Beattie, C. S. Cassan, E. J. Cole, W. J. Con-
nor, H. Cox, W. G. Craig, A, E. Filmer, R.
Forrest, G. M. Hill, F. H, Horne, J. F, Keith,

K. W. Kidd, H. J. T. Kurtz. J. P. La Flair,

V. H. Leech, G. S. Lyons, H. J. Lyons, W.
M. Mair, C. A. Maynes, A. F. Mitchell, B. L.

Myers, H. A. MacArthur, H. S. McCartney,
W. M. K. McKenzie, D. S. MacLeod, J. C.

MacLeod, W. McMullen. H. H. North, E. J.

Peal, L. P. Roberts, S. W. Small, D. A. Spar-

ham, H. Stewart, W. J. Stewart, F. D. Thomas,
H. G. Twietmeyer.

German A (Science)—Div. 1.—Wm. McIn-
tosh, D. C. Maddox, R. H. F. Manske, W. H.
Vining.

Div. III.-=-R. A. Lyon, J. L. Wilson, N. J.

Nimick, R. G. Corneil, Jno. Hunter.

German 3a. (Suppl.)—Div. III.—N. C.

Cooper, C. G. Harford, equal.

Economics I.—Div. I.—J. J. Roche, J. F.

Comer; W. O. LaFontain, A. G. McLachlan,
equal; N. J. Taylor.

Div. II.—T. V. Lord, L. H. Meng, equal;

H. B. Thorburn; C. E. Bulmer, J. A. H. Hen-
derson, J. D. Tully, equal; F. V. Deamude; D.

G. Geeger, A. Lang, D. Wilson, .equal; D. J.

Emrey, H. R. Myers, equal; R. J. Farquharson,
C. S. Gibson, B. D. Poyser, equal; J. B. Har-
Ion; A. V. Corbett, J. E. Van Buskirk, equal;

D. D. Findlay, A. G. Hamilton, 17. C. Maddox.
R. C. Mott, H. E. Searle, equal.

Div. HI.—C. L. O’Brian, E. W. Roy, equal;

H. H. Bleakncy, J. U. McEwen, equal, R. J.

Clench. W. K. Detlor, C. Gerow, A. K. Mc-
Gill, B. J. Walsh, equal; W. C.- Cooper, F. P.

Hcwgell, equal; J. B. Saunders, D. Roughton,

J. P. Young; J. E. Doyle, W. Greenwood, N.

J. Macfarlane, equal; J. A. Hanna. S. B. Han-
suld, J. E. Lewis, E. F. Mcllraith, A. M. Wal-
lace, equal; C. H. Frid, R. J. MacDonald,
equal; J. P. Devenny, E. McDonough, equal;

R. A. Lyon, W. A. McLean, G. S. Walker,
equal.

Economics II.—Div. I.—D. R. Wright, J. W.
Dougherty, K. D. McBean, W. S. Mills, J. W.
Greig, C. A. McConville, R. M. Disher, N. Jar-

dine, F. M. Smith. A. G. Barrett, J. Sterling,

J. V. Notman, F. J. Ellis, O. E. Harkness.

Div. II.—J. V. Fahey, D. M. Marshall, H.
C. Haryett, H. F. Armitage,’ O. W. Isaac, J.

A. Jones, W. C. Parnell, G. D. O’Connor, W.
H. Ellis, J. A. Wedge, R. L. Bonham. E. H.
Coon, C. E. Cobb, C. K. O'Gorom, G. C.

Mondire, E. Smith, H. E. Meade.

Div. C. Maltoch, H. R. Sills, N. M.
Cook, H. A. Norton, H. A. Gauthier.

Mathematics I.— Div. I.

—

H. C. Hunter, R.

J. Srigley, equal; D. Henderson. L. E. R.

Stephens, equal; W. D. MacKinnon, G. R.

Henderson, H, B. Hanna, E. M. Johns, G. D.

Furse; R. W. Beattie, H. R. Osborne, equal;

C. S. Cassan, J. Cohen, R. S. Reynolds, G. E.

Stewart, equal; W. E. Walters, W. M. Harve-y.

D. C. kl.ncpherson; F. Chapman, E. M. Steele,

equal; J. A. M. Paterson, J. H. Robinson; <*’».

Ballard, E. J. Cole. J. C’. I-'crguson, W. Hv-
lauds, equal; W. M. Mair, M, L. Tliompson,
equal.

Div. II.—C. F.. Appleyard. D. J. Lewis; J.

, Atwell, E. H. Bronson, G. Roney, equal; L.

F. Williams: G. E. Elvidge, E. I. Holmes. J.

A. U. .MolTa.t, cquol^E. J. Cole, W. M. Harvty,

Kelly: J. C. MacLeod, equal; R. P. McLellan,
C. A. Heard, equal; D. M. Cross, G. A. K‘.

McLeod. G. E. Elvidge, G. S. Lyons, JSi

Roney, W. J. Stewart, equal; R. H. Moultom
B. L. Myers, E. Peal, J. A. Higgins, equal;

C. A. Maynes. C. B. Murphy, equal; R. F.

Blaney, H. Stewart, equal; E. M. Johns. G.

Shipman, equal; F. E. Brydon, D. W. Earner,

Small, equal; A. R. Moffat, G. Swartmap,
equal; C. Allan, W. J. Connor, C. B. Murphy,
equal; N. E. Allen. K. W. Kidd, H. A. Mac-
Arthur, E. Peal, G. Shipman, equal.

Mathematics IV. (First Year)—Div. I.—H.
B. Hanna, D. Hutchison, equal; L. E. R.
Stephens, H. C. Hunter, R. J. Srigley, D. A.
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Henderson; G. D. Furse. M. L. Thompson,

equal; H. R. Osborne, C. B. Murphy.

Div. II.—R. F. McLellan; D. J. Lewis. W.
D. McKinnon, equal; G. R. Henderson, R. S.

Reynolds. H. Stewart, equal; F. H. Chapman;

R. W. Beattie, R. F. Blaney, I. W. Boyd, W.
E Patterson, W. E. Walters, equal; J. C. Mc-

Leod, E. M. Steele, equal; D. C. Maepherson;

J. Atwell, J. A. H. Paterson, equal; C. S.

Cassan, E. J. Cole, C. Heard, equal; A. A. Dafoe,

G. S. Lyons, equal.

Div. III.—J. C. Burns, D. M. Cross, J. C.

Ferguson, D. A. Sparham, equal; A. R. For-

rest, E. M. Jolins, equal; C. E. Appleyard. W.
A. Henderson, K. McNeil, G. E. Stewart,

equal; W. Hylands, L. F. Williams, equal;

G. Ballard, E. H. Bronson. H. Cox, equal; A.

F. McKellar, A. M. J. Owens. J. Tkachyk,

equal; J. R. Burchell, R. D. Campbell, E. J.

Holmes, equal; L. A. Coste, R. L. Kelly, C.

A. Maynes, equal; C. Allan. H. J. Edwards.

J. C. McIntosh, F. M. Roberts, equal; J. J.

Gilpin, W. J. Stewart, equal; W. M. Harvey,

G. F Keith. H. V. Leech, H. H. North. E.

Peal, equal; A. J. G. Campbell, H. J. Kurtz.

J. M. McBean, equal; G. E. Elvidge, J. P.

LaFlair, J. B. Whitton, equal; D. S. McLeod,

L. P. Roberts, C. W. Nolan. J. D. Young; E.

B. Currie, A. C. Hayes, S. W. Small, J. Circle,

W. J. Connor, equal.

Mathematics IV. (2nd year)—Div. I.—J- B.

McClure, D. C. Rose, S. V. Perry; H. J. Eras-

er, D. O. Hepburn, A. Monteith, equal; A. E.

Chalmers, R. G. Cornell, V. C. Jones, equal;

J. W. Hunter, A. R. Trayes, equal; J. B.

Nayler; R. Manske, G. C. Vedoua, equal; T.

F. Bastedo, H. A. Batzold; J. D. Johnston;

P. H. McAuley, G. H. Salton, J. L. Wilson,

equal; D. L. Coulter, J. N. Meathrell; R. P.

Burns, G. M. Parsons, equal; W. H. Vining;

C. S. Collzer, R. Z. Conner, F. M. Cornell, J.

H. Halliday, T. W. Kennedy, G. L. McRory,
D. O. Robinson, M. S. Macgillivray, equal; G.

F. Geiger, N. J. Nimick, equal.

Div. II.—L. Chamberlin, A. J. Baker; W.
E. Affleck, A. C. Harvie, L. W. Lockett, H.

McLeod, F. Rousell, equal; G. L. Fraser, H.

S. Griffin, equal; O. A. Carson, N. T. Mac-

Donald, equal; R. J. Askin, W. P. R. Hold-

croft, E. Holt, V. A. James, C. Maxwell, E,

T. Wagar, equal; W. McIntosh; L. C. Ander-

son, J. C. Gibson, M. M. Knechtel, H. K. Mc-
Neilly; E. A. SuHy, B. P. Rapley, R. Mac-
Kay, equal; T. A. Brown, B. H. Budgeon,
equal; C. A. Hansen, J. V. Ludgate, W. T.

Mcllquham, equal; J. A. Bell; C. S. Johnston,

H. R. McGregor, G. B. Webster, equal; A. M.
Chesser, W. S. Lowry, H. E. Corbett, W. F.

Gillespie, equal; Wm. Lewis, G. C. Love, C.

-A. Chisholm, C. F. Davison, equal.

Div. III.—G. W. Read; E. Collyer, W. A,

Dawson, equal; D. G. Robertson, C. Ruther-

ford, equal; A. Hicks, L. C. Moorhead, W.
McMullen, J. L. Spence, equal; H. E. Salton;

A. R. Foster, R. L. Parker, R. Wadding-
ton, equal; W. A. Hambley, V. A. Minnes, C.

Showers, G. W. Warner, equal; W. H. Birch-

ard; J. M. Cockburn, G. A. Howes, J. Tom-
kins, equal; D. G. Cameron, A. G. MacKen-
zie, H. A. Taggart, equal; F. W. Elliott; L.

Ennis, D. McDonald, W- A. Taylor, J. D.

Murray, equal; J. C. Cardiff, C. W. Gordon,
equal: A. J. Allen. J. E. Hipwell, A. C. Ward,
equal; T. F. Battersby, W. D. Bracken, V. R.

Currie; V. A. Lyall, N. A. Morrison,, N. C.

MaePhee, D. W. Stewart, equal.

Mathematics V.—Div. I.—*D. C. Rose, *S.

V. Perry, *R. Z. Conner, *H. J. Fraser, *P. H.
McAuley; *E. T. Wagar, *Nayler, *H. S. Grif-

fin, *T. W. Kennedy, *G. M. Parsons; *D. G.

Cameron, G. C. Vedova, equal; A. E. Mon-
teith, R. H. F. Manske, W. E. Affleck, J. B,

McClure, O. A. Carson, W. McIntosh, equal;

T. F. Bastedo, R. G. Corneil, F. G. Ferguson,

equal: H. A. Batzold, J. N. Meathrell, equal;

J. D. Johnston, H. McLeod, G. L. McRory,
W. H. Vining, equal.

•With distinction.

Div. II.—W. F. Gillespie, L. W. Lockett,

equal; G. L. Fraser, H. R. MacGregor, A. M,
Chesser, C. A. Chisholm, equal; C. E. Cobb;
R, J. Askin, W. H. Birchard, equal; A. J.

Baker, A. C. Chalmers, E. Collyer, V. A.

James, T. Rousell, G. H. Salton, equal; G. F.

Geiger, N. T. MacDonald.equal; L. C. Ander-

son, W. P. R. Holdcroft, H. E.' Salton, equal,

C. Maxwell; H. E. Corbett. G. B. Webster,

equal; D. O. Robinson; J. M. Cockburn, J. E.

Hipwell, J. Hunter, equal.

Div. III.—A. J. Allen, B. H. Budgeon. B. P.

Rapley, equal; C. A. Hansen, M. S. Macgil-

Hvray, A. G. MacKenzic, V. A. Minnes, J. L,

Wilson, equal; A. C. Harvie, R. MacKay, H,

K. McNeilly. J. Tomkins, equal; C. S. Collyer,

V. C. Jones, C. Rutherford. C. Showers, equal

R. P. Burns, E. Holt, J. L. Spence, equal

C. F. Davidson, equal; J. C. Kirkland, equal

L. Chamberlin, L. Ennis, N. A. Morrison, R,

H. Waddington, A. C. Ward, equal; A. Couse,

G. A. Howes, E. E. Kidd, D. W. Stewart, R.

R. Trayes, equal; A. Brown, J. C. Gibson, F.

J. Veale. equal; D. O. Hepburn, J. V. Lud-

gate, R. H. Murray, N. C. Sutherland, equal

W. D. Bracken, W. A. Dawson,, equal; C
Climo, D. L. Coulter, L. C. Moorhead, equal

.

J. A. Bell, A. R. Foster, W. A. Hambley, M,
N. Hay, C. S. Johnston, equal; J. D. Koen,
E. R. Swift, G. W. Warner, equal; J. H,
Halliday, M. N. Lewis, W. McMullen, H. A,

Taggart, V. A. Lyall, F. M. Corneil.

Mathematics VI.—Div. I.—D. G. Geiger.

Div. III.—A. C. Malloch.

Mathematics VIII.—Div. III.—L. A. Philp.

Astronomy I.—Div. I.—L. E. R. Stephens,

G. D. Furse; C. S. Cassan, J. C. Ferguson,
equal; G. S. Lyons, G. Roney, equal; D. M.
Cross, W. D. Mackinnon, W. M. Harvey; E
D. Currie, H. B. Hanna, equal; D. J. Lewis,

H. R. Osborne, equal; F. H. Chapman, D
Hutchinson; G. R. Henderson, W. A. Hender-
son, equal; R. J. Srigley; E. M. Steele, M. L
Thompson, equal; R. W. Beattie; J. J. Gilpin,

G. E. Stewart, W. J. Steward, equal: C. Allen;

A. J. G. Campbell, A. A. Dafoe, D. A. Hender-
son, J. Tkachyk, equal; R. D. Campbell, A. R
Forrest, equal; G. Ballard, F. E. Brydon, W.
E. Walters, equal; J. A. Higgins, W. E. Pat-

terson. D. A. Sparham, eqnal; J. G, Burns, E
J. Cole, H. J. Edwards, R. F. McLellan, equal

R. F. Blaney, I. W. Boyd, equal; E. H. Bron
son, J. A. H. Paterson, equal; A. R. Gaviller.

Div. II.—G._E. Elvidge, C. E. Appleyard;

C. MacLeod, H. Steward, equal; J. C. Mc-
Intosh, C. W. Nolan, equal: N. R. Knigh't, D.

S. MacLeod, equal; W. Hylands, H. C. Hun-
ter, H. A. MacArthur, equal; J. H. Russell;

H. Cox, E. M. Johns, equal; J, Atwell, E. I.

Holmes, equal; A. M. J. Owens, A. F. Mc-
Kellar; K. McNeil, G. Swartman, equal.

Div. III.—W. M. Mair, D. C. Maepherson,

F. Williams, equal; L. Cleminson, A. E.

Hayes, H. H. Johnston, R. S. Reynolds, L. P.

Roberts, equal; N. E. Allen, J. H. Robinson,

qual; C. A. Chisholm; A. R, Moffat, E. Peal,

A. G. Twietmeyer, equal; B. L. Myers, S. W.
Small, equal; J. B. Whitton; E. A. Filmer, J.

P. LaFlair, J. A. Rivington, equal; J. Circle,

McNamee, R. L. Kelly; D. W. Earner, F.

u. Thomas, equal
; K. W. KidthJ- M- McBean,

H. S. McCartney, equal; G. F. Keith; G. H.

Brown, H. J. Lyons, K. R. MacGregor, G. W.
Marks, equal.

Astronomy II.—Div. I.—G. C. Vedova, F.

W. Kennedy, A. C. Monteith. J. N. Meathrell;

N. A. Morrison. P. H. McAuley, equal; A. R.

Foster, D. C. Rose, equal; T. F. Bastedo, G.

M. Parsons, equal; L. Chamberlin, W. P. R-

Holdcroft, V. C. Jones, equal; A. E. Chalmers,

A. Hausen, J. B. Nayler, S. V. Perry, equal;

J. Askin, C. Maxwell, equal; H. E. Corbett;

A. Batzold, G. L. Fraser, equal; B. H.

Budgeon, L. Ennis, A. G. MacKenzie, equal;

I. P. Rapley; A. C. Harvie, C. Rutherford,

^qual; N. T. MacDonald; V. A. Minnes, L. C.

Moorhead, G. B. Webster, equal; W. E. Affleck^

A. Chisholm, equal.

Div. II.—W. M. Lewis, J. V. Ludgate, F.

Veale, equal; E. Collyer, W. A. Hambly, A.

Hicks, L. W. Lockett. R. H. Murray, G. H.

Salton, equal; A. V. Corlett, V. R. Currie. J.

C. Gibson, J. G. Ferguson, J. E. Hipwell,

equal; A. J. Allen, J. M. Douglas, J. G. Mc-

Crae, equal; M. M. Knechtel; J. E. Doyle, W.
S. Mcllquham, equal; J. A. Bell, J. D. Koen,

E. A. Sully, equal; E. Holt, C. R. Long, F.

Roidsell, equal; D. O. Hepburn, J. Tomkins,

qual; W. A. Dawson, V. A. James, equal;

. R. McClure, H. E. Salton, equal; A. Brown,

P. Burns, C. Climo. D. G. Robertson, E. R.

Swift, equal.

Div. Ill—C. S. Johnston, H. A. Taggart,

R. H. Moulton, C. F. Davison; G. A. Howes,

R. L. Parker, G. W. Warner, equal; G. H.

Murray; A. J. Baker, W. D. Bracken, M. N.

Hay, equal; P. Henderson, J. G. Schaeffer,

equal; A. Couse, W. S. Lowry, N. C. Sutlier-

land, equal; D. O. Robinson; Js M. Cockburn,

R E. Delahunt, M. S. Macgillivray, equal; F.

M. Corneil. R. MacKay, equal; D. McDonald,

A. Trayes, C. Showers, equal.

Physics I. A—Mechanics—Div. I.— H. R.

Osborne. G. D. Furze, L. E. Stephens, C. S. Cas-

san, D. B. Hanna, C. Showers, J. R. Burchell, I.

W Boyd. M. L. Thompson, H. C. Hunter, R. J.

Srigley, G. Ballard, W. D. MacKinnon, E. M.

Steele, D. A. Henderson.

Div II—B. McNamee, G. R. Henderson, C-

Rutherford. D. A. Sparham, C. E. Appleyard, G.

Roney, J. J. Gilpin. W. M. Harvey, E. J. C^e. K
M. Roberts, J. Tkachyk, D. M._ Cross, G. b-

Lyons, R. S. Reynolds, G. F. Keith, H. Stewart,

H. J. Edwards, D. W. Earner, H. Cox, J. G. Mc-

Crea, J. C. Burns.

Div.III—E. Peal, J.J. McLaughlin, F.E.Bnrdon;

A.A. Dafoe, R.W. Beattie, J.D.Young, D.J.Lew^,

E.'A. Filmer, J. C. MacLeod, L. F. Williams, F.

H. Chapman, J. B. Whitton, E. H. Bronson, H.

H. North, W. E. Patterson, G. E. Stewart. S. W.
Small, G. E. Shipman, W. E. Walters, A. R. For-

rest, J. C. Ferguson, F. D. Thomas, H. J. Furtz,

R. F.- Blaney, K. W. Kidd, F. W. Elliott, J. At-

well, L. C. Moorhead, A. F. McKellar, E. C.

Currie, E. M. Johns, W. Hyland, J. A. H. Pater-

son, E. L. Kelly, R. D. Campbell, R E. McEel-

lan, J. S. Higgins, V/. J. Stewart, C. Heard, J. P.

LaFlair. W. D. Bracken, C. E. Murphy, C.

Allan, K. McNeil, G. S. Brown, N. C. MePhee,

D. Maepherson, J. G. Schaeffer, J. C. Cardiff.

Physics II.—Div. I.—S. V. Perry, D. C.

Rose, P H. McAuley, O. A. Carson, R. Z. Con-

ner, D. O. Hepburn, J. N. Meathrell, J. B. Nayler,

R H. Manske, R. G. Corneil, A. C. Monteith, W.
H Vining, A. J. Allen, G. M. Parsons, J. C.

Vedova, H. J. Fraser. W. P. R. Holdcroft. V. A.

James. G. L. Fraser, H. S. Griffin, T. W. Ken-

nedy, R. J. Askin.

Div. II—L. W. Lockett, T. A. Brown, L. Ennis.

V. C. Jones, A. J. Baker, E. Collyer, J. G. Fer-

guson, J. B. McClure, A. -C. Harvie, W. F. Gil-

espie, V. A. Minnes, H. McLeod, W. E. Affleck,

A E. Chalmers, N. A. Morrison, C. Rutherford,

G. H. Salton, H. A. Batzold. N. T. MacDonald,

J W. Hunter, J. M. Cockburn, F. Rousell, C. F.

Davison, M. S. Macgillivray, H. R. McGregor, C.

Gerow, T. F. Bastedo, L. C. Anderson, J. C.

Kirkland, E. T. Wagar,

Div. Ill—A. M. Chesser, W. S. Mcllquham, C.

A. Hansen, W. McIntosh, G; B. Webster, C. R.

Long, C. G. Showers. W. H. Birchard, B. H.
Budgeon, J. L. Spence, E. R. Swift, A. R. Foster,

A. C. Ward, R. P. Burns, E. Holt, G. L. Mc-
Rory, G. W. Read, D. O. Robinson, R. H. Wad-
dington, J. L. Wilson, C. S. Collyer, J. C. Gibson,

J. D. Johnston, J. D. Murray, E. A. Sully, L,

Chamberlin, C. A. Chisholm, H. E. Salton, M. N.

Hay, W. M. Lewis, L- C.' Moorehead, H. A.

Taggart, F. J. Veale. C. W. Gordon, W. D.

Bracken, C. S. Johnston. H. K. McNeilly, J. A.

Bell, H. E. Corbett. V. R. Currie, W. A. Dawson,
A. Hicks, J. E. Hipwell, M. N. Knechtel, J. D.

Koen. W. S. Lowry, J. V. Ludgate, G. C. Love,

G. H. Murray, J. G. McCrea, R, McKay. B. P.

Rapley, D. G. Robertson, J. Tomkins, A. R.

Trayes.

Physics III.—Div. I.—A. J. Baker, R. H.

Moulton, R. MacKay, A. Couse, J. N. Meathrell,

N. A. Morrison, J. E. Hipwell, E. A. Sully, H. A,

Physics IV.—Div. I.—D. G. Geiger.

Div. II—W. K. Detlor.

Div. Ill—J. B. Saunders,^. C. Haryett, R. A.

Lyon, S. B. Hansuld.

Physics S VI.—Div. III.—L. A. Philp, R. A.

Lyon.

Physics XI.—Div. I.—A. E. Harkness.

Physics IB.—Div. I.—G. N. Furze, L. E. R.

Stephens, W. M. Harvey, B. G. Ballard, H. Stew-

art, H R. Osborne, R. W. Beattie, J. J. Gilpin,

C. A. Heard, H. B. Hanna, W. E. Patterson, E.

M. Steele.

Div. II—R. S. Reynolds, H. C. Hunter, R.

Blaney, G. R. Henderson, M. L. Thompson, F.

Chapman, H. Cox, E. J. Cole. R. J, Srigley, G. E.

Stewart, E. A. Filmer, D. A. Henderson, E. I.

Holmes, C, S. Cassan. D. J. Lewis, W. D. Mac-
Kinnon, G. E. Shipman, E. Walters, D. A.

- - •
• W. A. Henderson, E

H. H. North, F. M. Roberts, equal; C. Heard, J. H. Halliday.

Taggart. R. P. Burns, E. Collyer, F. M. Corneil,

J. G. Ferguson. A. R. Foster, j. C. Gibson, D. O.

Hepinirn, L. W. Lockett, A. C. Monteith, L. C.

Moorehead, J. D. Murray, J. B. McClure, M, S-

MacGillivray. J. B. Nayler, O. M. Parsons, S. V.

Perry. C G. Showers. G. W. Warner. A. C.

Ward, W. D. Bracken. A. E. Chalmers, M. N,

Hay, V. A. Minnes, W. M. Lewis, J. M. Cock-

burn, V R. Currie, C. A. Hansen, A. Hicks, B.

P. Rapley. D- G- Robertson, T. G. Wood, W. A,

Dawson, D. C. Rose, A. J. Allen, R, J. Askin, H.

A. Batzold, A. J. Bell, G. C. Love. C. Maxwell,

P. H. McAuley, D. McDonald, W. S. Mcllqu-

hani, G. W. Read, D. Rousell.

Div. 11—W. E. Affleck. C. R. Long, J. Ton-

kins, T. F. Bastedo, F. J. Veale, E. A. Blakele

L. Ennis, T. W. Kennedy. D. C. Robinson, W.
Lowry, J. J. Mcl,aiighiin, W. A. Taylor. T.

Brown, V. C. Jones, J. C. Schaeffer, A. C. Harvi

J. V. Ludgate, N. T. MacDonaltl. W. P.

Holdcroft, N. C. Sutherland, C. F. Davison, I.

R. Swift, H. L. Schermerhorn.

Div. HI—J. D. Koen, G. B. Webster, C. CUtt)'

Sparham, F. M. Roberts,

Peal, F. D. Thomas.
Div. Ill—D. S. MacLeod. A. A. Dafoe. G.

Roney, H. A. McArthur. T. Atwell, I. W. Boyd,

V. R. Currie, A. J. G. Campbell, J. C. Ferguson,

'

E. M. Johns, H. H. North. W. J. Stewart. J.

Tkachyk. N. E. Allen, G. E: Elvidge, R. Forrest,

A. C. Hayes, S. W. Small, C. Allen, C. E. Apple-

yard, J. C. Burns, V. E. Brydon, G. S. Lyons, C.

W. Nolan, L. Cleminson, D. M. Cross, R. L.

Kelly, H. V. Leech, G, H. Brown, H. J. T. Kurtz,

J. M. McBean, J. A. Patterson, G. F. Keith, G. F.

Ross, J. D. Young. H. S. McCartney, K. R. Mc-
Gregor, A. F. McKellar, L- F. Williams, N. R.

Knight, C. B. Murphy, B. McNamee, G. Swart-

man, fL j. Anderson, J. Circle, R. F. McLellan,

H. J. Lyons, J. Burchell. R. D. Campbell. D. W.
Earner, W. J. Hylands, H. H. Johnston, A. R.

Moffat, B. L. Myers, D. MaePherson, V. J.

O’Brien, J. H. Robinson, J. Russell, L. P. Ro-

berts, D. G. Robertson.

Physics X.—Div. III.—A. E. Harkness.

Chemistry I.—Div. I.—L. E. Stephens; R.

W. Beattie. G. D. Furse, equal; Wm. Harvey. H.

Hunter, R. J. Srigley, equal; E. J. Cole, W. E.

Patterson, equal; W. A. Henderson, H. B.

Hanna, D. A. Henderson, Frank Chapman;
Clarence Cassan, R. S. Reynolds, equal; B. G.

Ballard, R. Blaney, W. E. Walters, equal; J. C.

Burns, A. L. Hayes, Edw. M. Steele; D. J. Lewis,

Geo. Shipman, W. D. MacKinnon, H. R. Os-

borne, G. R. Henderson, equal; M. L. Thompson,

J. Circle, H. H. North, D. Hutchinson.

Div II—E. M. Johns, K. W. Fritzsche; R. D.

Campbell. J. J. Gilpin, equal
;
Jas. Atwell. Harvey

Stewart, equal; Ross McLellan; J. C. MacLeod.

F. M. Roberts, equal; E. H. Bronson, Geo. E.

Stewart, F. D. Thomas, J. G. McCrea; C. E.

Appleyard, Harry Cox, equal; Wm. J. Stewart,

'A. M. Owens; J. R. Burchell, A. J. G. Campbell,

R. Forrest, E. J. Holmes, equal; F. E. Brydon,

G. S, Lyons, equal; C. A. Heard, G. F. Keith, H.

J. Lyons, J. M. McBean. L. Chamberlain, equal;

A. A. Dafoe, W. Hylands, K. W. Kidd.

Div. Ill—D. W. Earner, S. W. Small; D. L.

MacLeod, K. McNeil, John Tkachyk. equal; G.

Swartman, D. Cross, B. McNamee, E. A. Sully,

equal; E. A. Filmer. W. M. Mair, D. A. V.

Spracham. equal; J. A. Paterson, L. F. Williams.

R. E. Delahunt, G. B. Webster, equal; G. H.

Brown, A. H. Johnston, equal; L. Cleminson, C.

Nolan, Jas. H. Robinson. Peter Henderson,

equal; J. C. McIntosh, H. MacArthur, I. W.
Boyd, C. J. Ferguson, H. S. McCartney; J. P.

>r.a Flair, K. R. MacGregor, eqQal
; J. Douglas,

Geo. W. Warner, equal ; N. R. Knight ; C. Allan,

E. B. Currie, equal; R. J. Anderson. D. Mac-

Phersoii, Wm. McKellar, E. R. Whitton, equal;

W. Geo. Craig, G. Roney, Geo. F. Ross, W. J.

Connor, E. A. Blakely. C. Showei^s, equal.

Chemistry S 6.—Div. I.—A. G. Jacques. C.

H. Meng.
Div. II—J. J. Roche, C. L. O’Brien.

Div. Ill—N. C. Cooper, C. G. Harford.

' Chemistry S II.—Div. I.

—

V. A. James, G.

C. Vedova.

Div. II—H. E. Corbett. B. H. Budgeon. G. L.

Fraser, L. Chamberlin, A. G. Mackenzie, E. Holt,

P. Henderson, R. C. Adams.

Div III—A. R. Trayes. C. Rutherford, G. H.

Murray. C. A. Chisholm, J. G, L. McCrea, W. A.

Hambly, C. A. Howes, C. S. Johnston, F. ^
Murray, G. H. Salton, H. E. Salton, M.-

Knechtel. J M. Douglas, R. L. Parker.

Chemistry S 13—Div. I.—R. J. Askin, G. M.

Parsons, equal; J. B. Nayler, L. E. Ennis, J. N.

Meathrell; C. F. Davison, A. C. Harvie. equal;

T A. Brown, A. E. Chalmers, J. B. McClure,

A. C. Monteith, S. V. Perry, E. A. Sully, E. K-

Swift, equal.

Div. 11—W. M. Lewis: T. W. Kennedy,. D.C.
Rose, equal; A. R. Foster; K. J- Allen, J- It. H}P*

well, C. Maxwell, W. E. Affleck. D. O. Robin-

son, A. C. Ward, equal; H. A. Taggart, F. J.

Veale. equal; H. A. Batzold, M. N. Hay. W. P.

R. Holdcroft, equal; F. F- Bastedo, J. M. Cock-

burn. F. M. Corneil. V. R. Currie, D. O. Hep-

burn, P. H. McAuley. equal; L. C. Moorehead,

G. W. Read. J. G. Schaeffer. C. Showers, equal.

Div. Ill—E. Collyer, V. C. Jones, N. F. Mac-'

Donald, equal; A. Coii.se, F. G. Fcrgusmi, H. A.

Morrison, N. C. Sutherland, equal; R- P. Burns

C. Climo, R. MacKay, H. L. Schermerhorn, W.
A. Taylor, equal; J. J. McLaughlin, A. J. Baker;

W. A. Dawson. C. .R. Long. M. S. Macgillivray,

J. Tomkins, equal; W. D. Bracken, D. McDon-
ald, equal; C. A. Hansen, W. E. Lowry. J. V.

Ludgate, B. P. Rapley, equal; A. Hicks; T. r.

Battersby, E. A. Blakely. J. C. Gibson. L. W-
Lockett. G C. Love, W. G. Mcllquham. equal;

V. A. Minnes, R. H. Moulton, J. D. Murray. D.

G. Robertson, F. Rousell. G. W. Warner, equal;

J. Bell. J. H. Halliday. T. G. Wood, equal.

Chemistry S IS.—Div. I.—Wm. H. Vining.

O. A. Carson. R. Z. Conner. H. J. Fraser. H. S.

Griffin, J. W. Hunter, R. H, F. Manske. R. G.

Cornell. W. F. Gillespie. Wm. McIntosh, H. Mc-

Leod, G. L. McRory, W. B. McMullen. J. D.

Johnston, H. R. MacGregor, D. G. Cameron, K.

McNeilly. D. W. Stewart. E. Wagar, W. H.

Birchanl.

Div. II—0. F. Geiger, A. M. Chc.sscr, W. I.

Graham. L. C. Anderson, W. C. Gordon, C. S.

Collyer. R. H. Waddington, F. W. Ellioli, J. C.

Cardiff, J. C. Kirkland. J. L. Wilson, D. L.

Coulter, V. A. Lyall. N. J. Nimick. J. P. Deveii-

Jiv. HI—J. L. Spence, L. A. Philp, E. E. Kidd.

Chemistry S 21.—Div. L—A. C. Jacques. J.

) Roche.

;)iv. 11—L. H. Mciig.

,)iv. Ill—C. G. Harford. C. L. O’Brian.

Chemistry S. 23.—Div. L—K. D. McBcan, R.

Dislier. J. A. Hanna.

)iv. 11—A. G. Harailton, G. E. Lewis, E. H.

^
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Coon.

Div. Ill—D. H. Cameron, W. A. McLean.

Chemistry S 31.—Div. 1.—R. H. Manske, R.

G. Corneil. H. S. Griffin. J. W. Hunter, *

Carson, H. J. Fraser, W. B. McMullen, F 'J'’

Wagar.
Div. If-W. H. Birchard, T. V. Lord. 1 .

Doiiough, A. K. McGill, R. J. McDonald, -

'

MacGregor. W. J. Graham, L. C. Anders
G. Cameron, A. M. Chesser, C. S. Collyer,
Hewgill, W. McIntosh, G. L. McRory, G. L. Vin-
ing, R. H. Waddington, J. L. Wilson.

Div. Ill-R. C. Mott. F. W. Elliott. G. F.

Geiger, A. Lang, H. McLeod, N. C. MaePhee, V.
A. Lyall. D. W. Stewart. H. J. Nimick, J. L.
Spence, C. W. Gordon, W. 0. Lafontaine, J. F.
Comer, R. Z. Connor. D. L. Coulter, W. F. Gil-

lespie, C. S. Gibson, N. J. Taylor, J. Cardiff, A.
E. Corlett, J. D. Johnston, J. E. Doyle, E. E.
Kidd. J. C. Kirkland. H. K. McNeilly, H. H.
Blealuicy.

Physical Chemistry 41.—Div. I.—A. G. Jac-
ques, A. A. Harkness, A. G. Hamilton, J. J.
Roche, J. O. MacEwan.
Div. II—D. A. Cameron, D. C. Maddox, H. B.

Thorburn, R. A. Lyon, G. E. Lewis, H. H.
Bleakney.

Div. Ill—D. D. Findlay, J. E. VanBuskirk. H.
E. Searle. Wm. A. McLean, C. L. O'Brian. B. J.
Walsh. C. A. Poynton, C. G. Harfor, E. F. Mc-
Ilraith, N. C. Cooper.

Chemistry S 4S—Div. I.—D. O. NotmaP
D. McBean, R. M. Disher.

Div. II—E. H. Coon.

Div. Ill—H, A. Norton, F. A. ,
••

. ..n. ;

Smith,

Industrial Chemistry 71.—Div, I.—

;

Jacques, J. J. Roche, J. E. VanBuskirk, L. H
Meng, J. U. MacEwan.
Div. II—H. B. Thorburn, G. L. O’Brien, '

. G.
Hamilton, J. A. Hanna, H. E. Searle, D i

Findlay, Geo. E. Lewis, E. J. Walsh.
Div. Ill—E. F. Mcllraith, G. H. Bleakne , i'

J. Farquharson, J. B. Hanlon, C. Gerow, ,

Lang, N. C. Cooper.

Industrial Chemistry 73..— Div. I.-- '
Wright, I. M. Marshall, H. Jardine, J. '.v

Dougherty, W. H. Ellis, G. C. Monture, fE.
Cobb.

Div. II—F. M. Smith, J. A. Wedge, ^

.

Barrett, H. E. Meadd, W. S. Mills, J. A
Wilson, G. D. O'Connor.

Div. Ill—R. L. Bonham, C. E. Bulmer, I,

Roy, H. F. Armitage, N. M. Cooke.

General Chemistry S 101.—Div. III.

—

J

Herman, E. Smith.

Chemistry S. 121.—Div. III.—E. Smit.i

A. Herman.

Physical Chenustry 141.—Div. II .—

F

Herman, E. Smith.

Ind. Chemistry 1?1.—Div. II.—E. Smit . i

A. Herman.

Geology I.—Div. I.—B. H. Budgeon, > •

Vedova.
f-’,'

Div. II.—V. A. James, L. Chamberlin, e-

G. A. Howes, H. E. Corbett; A. G. Jac ’

G. H. Salton. C. L. O’Brian, equal; J. ’.L/i

Douglas, C. Rutherford, equal; M. M. I^ecb*'
tel.

Div. III.—A. R. Trayes; A. G. MacKtnzir
E. Holt, equal; W. A. Hambley, C. S. Jobro-
ton, equal; N. C. Cooper; R. C. Adams, </ '

.

Fraser, G. H. Murray, C. G. Harford, L '
McCrea, equal.

Geology II.—Div. II.—D. C. Maddox.

Geology III.—Div. I.—J. F. Comer,
Gibson.

Div. II.—A. K. McGill; D. C. Maddo
,

C. Mott, equal; A. V. Corlett.

Div. III.—W. O. LaFontaine; E. Me''- ;

ough, J. Doyle, equal; T. V. Lord, R. J.
'>

Donald, F. Hewgill, N. J. Taylor.

Geology V.—Div. I.—C. S. ,
Gibson, i !•

Comer, A. K. McGill. R. C. Mott.

Div. II.—E. McDonough: A. V. Corle i, ’

V. Lord, D. C. Maddox, equal; W. O.

Fontaine, F. Hewgill, J. C. Doyle.

Div. III.—N. J. Taylor, R. J. McDci

Geology VI.—Div. I.—J. W. Greig.

Geology VII.—Div. II.—J. W. Greig.

Geology VIII.—Div. I.—D. G. H. W’’-

J. W. Greig, G. C. Montiire.

Div. II—J. W. Dougherty; F. M. Smith. !

Marshall, equal; J. A. Wedge.

Geology IX.— Div. I.—E. H. Coon, H. '

dine; W. S. Mills, C. E. Cobb, equal.

Div. II—K. D. McBean; R. L, Bonhajii, K
'Disher, H. E. Mead, equal; W. H. Ellis, A
Barrett, N. M. Cooke.

Div. Ill—H. F. Armitage, G. D. O’Conne -

O’Gorman.

Geology X.—Div. I.—J. W. Greig.

Projections.—Div. I.—H. R. Osborne; '

Boyd, J Gilpin, C. Maynes, equal; W. E. P
son, W. Hylands. G. S. Lyons. G. Ballan

Kelly. D. Hutchison.

Div. II—A. J. G. Campbell. H. Cox. H. I - ...

J. McBean, equal; F. Chapman, G. D. I •

equal; R. J. Srigley, J. B. Whitton, equal;

Burns, E. J. Cole, D. Cross, C. A. Heard. 1

Henderson, J. H. Robinson, equal; C. AU;i

S. Cassan. E. A. Filmer, J. Paterson, equ;

'

E Apple3-ard, F. Brydon, W. M. Harvey. '

Henderson. H, C. Hunter. D. Maepherson, •-

Reynolds, G. Roney, equal; A. A, Dafoe,

Ferguson. B. McNamee, equal; Moffat, A
W. J. Stewart, F. D. Thomas, J. Tkachyl

Walters, equal: H. B. Hanna, E. Holmes, J.

sell, N. E. Talcotl. J. D. Young, equal,* (

Marks, J. C. McIntosh, K. McNeil. H. Su
equal; H. J. Edwards, F. M. Roberts. L. •

Stephens, equal; E. H. Bronson; R. W. B-

0. F. Elvidge. E. N. Johns, W. M. Mair. ' ’

McKiimoii, J. C. McLeod, E. J. Peal, G.

num, S. W. Small, equal.

Div. Ill—C. E. Barton. K. W. Kidd. N ’

Knight, A. N. J. Owens, equal; B. L. Myei.'. "

S. McCartney, A. A. Nicholls, L. Roberts, 1 •'

Steele, equal; J. .Atwell, L. Cleminson, \V. ’

dersoii, A. F. McKellar, G. F. Ros^s,_ G. ^

man. equal ; N. E. Allen. G. F. Keith,

Lewis, D. S. Maclcod, C. B. Murphy. D. i>par-

ham, E. F :cr, equal; R. Forrest, H
Johnston. North, equal; G. H
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rt. Costc, H. J. Lyons, A. F. Mitchell. H. Mc-
Arthur, J. A, Rivingtoii, equal; R. D. Campbell,

f. Hiceins, H. T. Kurtz, equal; J. Circle, G. E.

Stewart, equal; A. Hayes, R. F. McLellan, M. L.

Thompson, equal; W. Earner, R. J. Anderson,!.

.R. Burchell, W. J. Connor, C. W. Nolan. R.

)ianey, E. B. Currie.

I Fire Assaying. — Div. I.—R. C. Mott, J.
' >oyle, H. E. Searle, T. V. Lord, J. U. Mac-
•Ewan, A. K. McGill, H. B. Thorburn. D. D.
Findlay, R. J. McDonald, J. F. Comer, C. S.

Gibson. J . B . Hanlon. W. O. LaFontame. F.

Hewgill, T. E, VanBuskirk, M. Gerow, E. Me?
Donaugh, B. J. Walsh, A. Lang. W. J. Macfar-

JanCr H. H. Bleakney.

Div. II—K. W. Fritzsche. A. V. Corlett, R. J.

Farquharson, N. J. Taylor, E. F. Mcllraith.

Div. Ill—D. C. Maddox.

Metallurgy I.—Div. I.—A. G. MacLachlan,
D. G. Geiger, J. D. Tully.

Div. II—C. E. Bulmer, H. R. Myers, F. V.

Deamude, E. W. Roy, W. Greenwood, J. A. H.
Henderson, D. Roughton, W. K. Detlor, C. H.
Frid, D. J. Emery.

Div. Hi-A. M. Wallace, L. A. Philip, J. B.
Saunders, R. A. Lyon, R. J. Clench, S. B. Han-
suld, B. D. Poyser, J. P. Young, C. E. Malone,

D. Wilson, G. D. O’Conner.

Metallurgy II.—Div, I.—A. G. Jacques, W.
J. Greig, J. U. MacEwan, D. O. Notman, D. C.

Maddox, J. E. Van Buskirk, R. C. Mott.

Div. II

—

J. A. Comer, T. V. Lord, A. K. Mc-
Gill. H. B. Thorburn, A. V. Corlett, C. L.
O’Brian, W. O. La Fontaine, J. B. Hanlon, H. E.

Searle, N. J. Taylor, C. S. Gibson, L. H. Meng,

J. j. Roche, J. E. Doyle.

Div. Ill—A. I,ang, N. C. Cooper, H. H. Bleak-

ney, E. F. Mcllraith, M. Gerow, E. McDonough,
B, J. Walsh, D. A. Cameron, D. D. Findlay, H.
A. Norton, W. J. Macfarlane, C. G. Harford, R.^

J. McDonald.

Metallurgy III.—Div. I.—R. M. Disher, E.

H. Coon, D. G. H. Wright, K. D. McBean.

Div. II—^I. M. Marshall, F. M. Smith, J. W.
Dougherty, J. A. Wedge, G. C. Monture.

Metallurgy IV.—Div. I.—E. H. Coon, K. D.

McBean, R. M. Disher.

Div. II—W. A. Shaw, J. Sterling.

Div. Ill—W. C. Parnell, J. A. Jones, H, L.

Sills, H. C. Haryett.

Metallurgy Lab.—Div. I.—R. M. Disher, K.
D. McBean.
Div. II—^E. H. Coon,

Metallurgy Lab, A.—Div. I.—D. O. Notnjan.

Div. II—H. A. Norton.

Mining and Metallurgy IV.—Div. I.—I. M.
Marshall, J. A. Wedge, J. W. Dougherty, D. G.
H. Wright.

Div. II

—

"F. M. Smith, G. C. Monture.

Mining I.—Div. I.—C._ S. Gibson, J. W.
Greig. J. F. Comer, W. O. La Fontaine, A. V.
Corlett, R. C. Mott.

Div. II—J. E. Doyle, A. C. McGill, R. J. Me-
v^onald, N. J. Taylor, F. P. Hewgill.

^ Div. Ill—T. V, Lord, E. McDonough.

? Mining II.—Div. I.—D. G. H. Wright, J.

5-^W. Dougherty,
' Div. II—F. M. Smith, J. A. Wedge. G. C. Mon-
ture, I. M. Marshall.

Ore Dressing.—Div. I.—C. S. Gibson, J. E.
Van Buskirk, J. U. MacEwan, D. A. Notman, J.

F. Comer, T. V. Lord, D. D. Findlay.

Div. II—W. O. La Fontaine, A. K. McGill, H.
B. Thorburn, A. V. Corlett, J. B. Hanlon, N. J,

Taylor, F. P. Hewgill, R. C. Mott, D. C. Maddox,
E. McDonough, W. J. Macfarlane, H. E. Searle,

J. E. Doyle, R. J. McDonald.
Div. Ill—H. A. Norton, E. F. Mcllraith, A.

I-ang, B. J. Walsh, C. Gerow, R. J. Farquharson,
H. H. Bleakney.

MUlikg-ihg—Div. L—R. M. Disher, D. G. H.
Wright, E. H. Coon, K. D. McBean, J. W.
Dougherty, I. M. Marshall, J. A. Wedge.

Div. II—F. M. Smith, G. C. Monture.

Mineralogy I.—Div. I.—H. J. Fraser, K. W.
Fritzsche, R. G. Cornell.

Div. II—W. H. Birchard, H. R. McGregor, H.
McLeod, V. A. James, A. G. MacKenzie, W. F.
Gillespie, W. McMullen, H. E. Salton, L. C. An-
derson, J. L. Spence, 6. C. Vedova, G. L. Mc-
Rory, H. E. Corbett, R. Z. Conner, R. H. F.
Manske, J. W. Hunter.

Div. Ill—D. L. Coulter, G. F. Geiger, R. L.
Parker, M. N. Knechtel, C. W. Gordon, G. A.
Howes, C. S. Johnston, A. M. Chesser, G. H.
Salton, B. H. Budgeon, H. S. Griffin, W. H. Vin-
ing, R. H. Murray, A. R. Trayes, O. A. Car-
son, G. L. Fraser, W. J. Graham, N. J. Nimick,
F. W. Elliott, J. C. Cardiff, W. A. Hambley,
E. Holt, W. McIntosh, R. H. Waddington, E. T.
Wagar, J. G. McCrea, G. H. Murray, L. Cham-
berlin, J. M. Douglas, J. C. Kirkland, C. A.
Chisholm, C. Rutherford, C. S. Collyer, R. C.
Adams, D. W. Stewart, J. L. Wilson, D. Cam-
eron, V. A. Lyall, J. D. Johnston, H. K. Mc-
Neilly, E. E. Kidd.

Chemical Engineering I.—Div. I.—D. O.
Notman.
Div. Ill—H. A. Norton.

Chemical Engiheering II.—Div. I.—D. O.
Notman.
Div. Ill—H. A. Norton.

General Engineering I.—Div. I.

—

1. F. Com-
er, T. V. Lord, F. Hewgill, A. V. Corlett, E. Mc-
Donough, C. S. Gibson. J. W. Greig, R. C. Mott.

Div. II—A. Lang, W. La Fontaine, A. K. Mc-
Gill.

Div. Ill— R. J. McDonald, J. Doyle, N. J.
Taylor.

General Eng. I.—Div. I.—H. S. Griffin, J. G.
Ferguson, G. Parsons, A. E. Chalmers, P. H.
McAiilcy, H. J. Fraser, G. F. Geiger, V. A.
James, D. C. Rose, V. Jones, G. C. Vedova, J. W.
Hunter, H. R. MacGregor, S. V. Perry, L. Ennis,
N. A. Morrison, J. N. Meathreal, O. A. Carson,
W. f. R. Holdcroft. R. G. Cornell, W. F. Gil-
lespie, A. C. Harvie, A. G. Monteith. W. H. Vin-
ing, T. W. Kojinedy, W. Graham. W. McIntosh,
R. P Burns, B. H. Budgeon, R. Z. Connor, R. J.
Askm. W. A. Dawson, G. L. Fraser, E. Collyer,
J. C. Gibson.

Div. II—L. C. Anderson, A. J. Baker, F. Rou-
sell, A. C. Ward, D. G. Cameron, J. B. McClure,
R. H. Manske, W. E. Affleck. C. Climo, C. A.
Hansen, J. B. Nayter, M, S. Macgillivray, W. D.

J. L. Wilson, G. B. Webster, H. A.
*

. McRory, F. M. Corneil, J. C.

Kirkland, D. O. Robinson, D. O. Hepburn, H. A.
Batzold, J. E. Hipwell, B. P. Rapley, D. L. Coul-
ter, L. W. Lockett, A. G. Mackenzie. H. Mc-
Leod, S. H. Salton, J. G. Schaeffer, E. R. Swift,

R. H. Waddington, C. A. Chisholm, A. R. Foster,

J. H. Halliday, W. McMullen, E, Wagar, H. E.
Corbett.

Div. Ill—F. W. ElliottfC. Maxwell, J. J. Mc-
Laughlin, C. R. Long, C. G. Showers, A. M.
Chesser, V. R. Currie, L. C. Moorhead, D. W«-
Stewart, G. A, Howes, J. D. Johnston, V, A.
Minnes, A. Brown, H. L. Schermerhorn, C.
Davidson, J. L. Spence, C. S. Johnston, W. ?I.

Birchard. N. J. Nimick, H. K. McNeilly. W- S.

Lowry, W. M. Lewis, J. Tomkins, C. W. Gor-
don, W. S. Mcllquham, A. G. Allen, J. G. Mc-
Crea, C. Rutherford, J. V. Ludgate, E. A. Sully,

E. A. Salton, C. S. Collyer, R. H. Moulton. W.
A. Hambly, J. C. Cardiff, J. M. Douglas, J. D.
Koen, W. A. Taylor, G. W. Warner.

General Eng. II.—Div. I.—D. G. Geiger,

D. J. Emrey, W. Greenwood, A.,G. Hamilton, J.

A. H. Henderson, R. H. Myers,' F. V. Deamude,
H. B. Thorburn, D. D. Findlay, C. E. Bulmer,
A G. MacLachlan, J. N. MacEwan, G. S. Walker.

Div. II—A. M. Wallace, J. D. Tully, W. K.
Detlor, J. B. Hanlon, J. E. Van Buskirk, C. H.
Frid, E. W. Roy.

Div. lir—^J> P. Young, C. Gerow, D. A. Cam-
eron, W. J. Macfarlane, C. E. Malone, S. B.
Hapsuld, B. J. Walsh, D. Roughton, R, J. Far-
quharson, D. Wilson, J. B. Saunders, J. A. Han-
na, B. D. Poyser, H. E. Searle.

General Engineering II.—Div. II.—I. M
Marshall, J. A. Wedge, D. G. H. Wright, F. M,
Smith, J. W. Dougherty.

Div. Ill—G. E. Monture.

General Eng. II.—Div. I.—J. F. Comer.

Div. II—A. K. McGill, F. P. Hewgill, A
^Laug.

Div. Ill—T. V. Lord, C. S. Gibson, E. Mc-
Donough, J. E. Doyle, N. J. Taylor, A. V. Cor-
lett, W O. La Fontaine, R. C. Mott.

General Eng. III.—Div. I.—D. D. Findlay,
D. J. Geiger, J. V. MacEwan, F. V. Deamude,
W. R. Detlor, A. G. Hamilton, C. E. Bulmer,
W. Greenwood, W. A. McLean, S. B. Hansuld,

J. B. Saunders, H. R. Myers, H. B. Thorburn,
B. J. Walsh, C. Gerow, J. B. Hanlon, A. Gr
MacLachlan, D. Wilson, J. E. Van Buskirk, E.
F. Mcllraith. J. D. Tully, J. P. Young, J. F.
Comer, W. J. Macfarlane, E. W. Roy.

Div. II—J. A. Hanna, J. A. H. Henderson, A.
T. Lang, G. E. Lewis, T. V. Lord, E. McDon-
ough, R. J. McDonald, H. E. Searle, G. S. Walk-
er, A. V. Corlett, C. S. Gibson, D. R. Roughton,
R. J. Clench, D. J. Emrey, C. E. Malone, C. H.
Frid, R. Farquharson, F. P. Hewgill, R. C.

Mott, A. M. Wallace, W. 0. La Fontaine, D.
Rosenfield, A. K. McGill.

Div. Ill—H. H. Bleakney, J. E. Doyle, B. D.
Poyser, N. J. Taylor.

Gen. Eng. VI.—Div. I.—H. R. Myers, W.
Greenwood, J. A. H. Henderson, D. J. Emery.
Div. II—A. J. MacLachlan, J. D. Tully, equal,

F. V. Deamude, B. D. Poyser, Gr S. Walker, C.

E. Malone, A. M. Wallace, D. Roughton, C. H.
Frid, D. Rosenfield.

General* Engineering IV.—Div. I.—H. E,
Meadd, G. D. O’Connor, A. G. Barrett. R. L.
Bonham, H. Jardine, W. H. Ellis, N. M. Cooke,
F. A, Sproule, C. O’Gorman, W. S. Mills, C. E.
Cobb, H. F. Armitage.

General Engineering V.—Div. 1.-^- H. E.
Meadd. W. H. Ellis, A. G. Barrett; R. L. Bon-
ham, G. D. O’Connor, equal; H. Jardine, F. A.
Sproule, equal.

Div. II—C. E. Cobb, C. O’Gorman, equal; N.
M. Cooke.

Div. Ill—^W. S. Mills, H. F. Armitage.

Structural I.—Div. I.—H. R. Myers, A. G.
MacLachlan, R. M. Disher, D. O. Notman.

Div. II.—E. H. Coon, C. E. Bulmer, J. D.
Tully, D. J. Emrey, J. A. H. Henderson, A. M.
Wallace, G. S. Walker, D. Roughton, R. J.

Clench.

Div. III.—B. D. Poyser, J. P. Young, F. S.
Deamude, C. H. Frid, E. W. Roy, W. Green-
wood, C. E. Malone, D. Wilson, H. A. Nor-
ton, K. D. McBean.

Structural II.—Div. I.—H. E. Meadd, H.
Jardine.

Div. II.—^W. S. Mills, W. A. Ellis, A. G.
Barrett, R. L. Bonham, G. D. O’Connor.
Div. Ill,—C. E. Cobb, H. F. Armitage, N.

M. Cooke, H. A. Gauthier, C. O’Gorman.

Structural Eng. III.—Div. I.—A. G. Mac-
Lachlan, D. J. Emrey, J. A. H. Henderson.
B. D. Poyser, G. S. Walker, A. M. Wallace,
C. H. Frid, J. D. Tully.

Div. II.—W. Greenwood, H. R. Myers; F.
V. Deamude, D. Roughton, equal.

Div. III.—C. E. Malone.

Structural Eng. IV.—Div. I.—H. E. Meadd,
W. H. Ellis. W. S. Mills, H. Jardine. R. L.
Bonham.

Div. IT.—G. D. O’Connor, C. E. Cobb, N.
M. Cooke, A. G. Barrett, H. F. Armitage, C.
O’Gorman.

Hydraulics L—Div. I.

—

A. G. MacLachlan,
H. R. Sills, D. O. Notman, J. Sterling, H. E.
Meadd, W. Greenwood.

Div. II.—W. C. Parnell, J. A. Jones, F. M.
Smith, J. A. H. Henderson, J. D. Tully, H. R.
Myers, D. J. Emrey.

Div. III.—A. Wallace. J. A. Wedge, F. V.
Deamude, D. Roughton, H. A. Norton, D. G.
Wright, C. H. Frid, H. C. Haryett, G. S.
Walker, J. W. Daugherty, !. M. Marshall, G.
C. Monture.

Hydraulic Eng. II.—Div. I.—H. E. Meadd,
H. Jardine. W. S. Mills. A. G. Barrett, M. M.
Cooke, R, L. Bonham.

Div. II.—ri. F. Armitage, C. E. Cobb, G. D.
O’Connor.

Div. IT I.—C. O. O’Gorman, A. C. ^fallach.

Railway Engineering I.—Div. I.—D. J. Em-
rey, H. R. Myers, J. D. Tully, A, G. Mac-
Lachlan, W. Greenwood, J. A. H. Henderson,
D. R. Roughton,

Div. II.—A. M. Wallace, F. V. Deamude,
G. S, Walker.

Div. III.

—

CL E. Malone, B. D, Poyser, C.
H. Frid, D. Rosenfield.

R^lway II.—Div. I.

—

H. E. Meadd, W. H.
Ellis, H. Jardine, W. S. Mills.

Div. II.—G. D. O'Connor, A. G. Barrett.
- Div. III.—C. E. Cobb, H. F. Armitage, C.
O’Gorman, N. M, Cooke, R. L. Bonham.

Railway III.—Div. I.—H. E. Meadd, W, H.
Ellis, H. Jardine, W. S. Mills.

Division II.—G. D. O’Conhor, A. G. Bar-
rett. *

Div. III.—C. E. Cobb, H. F. Armitage, C.
O’Gorman, N. M. Cooke, R. L. Bonham.

Mun. Eng, I.—Div. I.—J. A. H. Henderson,
F. V. Deamude, H. R, Myers; D. J. EmWy,
A. J. MacLachlan, equal.

Div. II.—G. S. Walker, W. Greenwood; D.
Rosenfield, J. D. Tully, equal'; C. H. Frid, A.
M. Wallace, equal; B. D. Poyser.

Div. III.—C. E. Malone, D. Roughton.

Mun. Eng. III.—Div. L—W. H. Ellis, H. E.
Meadd.

Div. II.—H. F. Armitage, C. E. Cobb, G. D.
O’Connor, H. Jardine, A. G. Barrett, W. S.
Mills.

Div. III.—M, N. Cooke, C. F. O'Gorman,
R. L. Bonham.

Municipal Eng. II.—Div. I.—W. H. Ellis, H.
E. Meadd, H. Jardine, N. M. Cooke.

Div. II.—R. L. Bonham, A. G. Barrett, H,
F. Armitage, W. S. Mills, C. E. Cobb, G. D.
O’Connor.

Div. III.—iC. O’Gorman.

Engineering Economics.—Div. I.—H. Jar-
diiie, W. S. Mills; W. H. Ellis, H. E. Meqdd.
equal; RT L. Bonham, C. E. Cobb.

Div. II.—G. D. O'Connor.
Div. III.—A. G. Barett, N. M. Cooke, L.

O’Gorman, H. F. Armitage.

Highway Eng.—Div. I.—W^H. Ellis, H. E.
Meadd.

Div. II.—W. S. Mills, H. Jardine, A- G.
Barrett, R. L. Bonham.

Div. III.—C. E. Cobb, G. D. 0’Connc>, H.
F. Armitage, N. M. Cooke, C. O’Gorman.

Economics 62a.—Div. I.—H. E. Cavell, E.
L. Reid.

Div. II.—R. England.

Surveying I.—Div. I.—L. E. R. Stephens,
I. W. Boyd, R. S. Reynolds, D. J. Lewis, D.
Hiitchesan, C. S. Cassan, J. J. Gilpin, W. N.
Harvey, G. R. Henderson, W. J. Stewart, H.
C. Hunter, G. D. Furse, E. Peal, W. A. Hen-
derson, C. E. Appleyard. G. Roney, E. E.
Currie, H. R. Osborne, F. M. Roberts, J. C.
Ferguson, D. A. Henderson, E. H. Branson,
E. M. Steele, E. J. Cole, A. J. G. Campbell, C.
Allan, G. E. Elvidge, R. J. Srigley, W. D.
MacKinnofl, R. J. Anderson, A. F. McKellar,
Jas. Atwell, E. I. Holmes, J. C. McIntosh, R.
L. Kelly, H. B. Hanna, F. D. Thomas, W. E.
Patterson.

Div. II.—J. B. Whitton, C. B. Murphy, C.

W. Nolan, J. A. H. Patterson, D. S. MacLeod,
G. S. Lyons, R. F. McLellan, N. R. Knight,
A. C. Hayes, J. A. Higgins, H. Cox, J. C.
McLeod, H. Stewart, E. J. Edwards, D. C.

Maepherson, H. H. North, C. Heard, G. H.
Brown, G. E. Stewart, J. C. Burns, J. Circle,

J. M. McBcan. W. M. Mair, G. W- Marks, A.
R. Forrest, W. J. Connor, H. A. MacArthur,
F. Chapman, A. R. Tuite.

Div. III.—B. McNamee, K. McNeil, G. F.

Ross, L. ClemUison, C. A. Maynes, M. L.
Thompson, R. F. Blaney, H. J. Lyons, E. M.
Johns, R. D. Campbell, D. W. Earner, F. E,
Brydon, L. P. Roberts, D. N. Cross, K. W.
Kidd, A. R. Moffatt, S. W. Small,- J. Tkachyk,
H. S. McCartney, J. H. Russell, W. E.
Walters, E. A. Filmer, G. Ballard, A. A.
Dafoe, G. Shipman, W. Hylands, L. F. Wil-
liams, K. R. MacGregor, H. J. Kurtz, H. H.
Johnston, G. Swartman, H. G. Twietmeyer,
A. M. Owens.

Surveying II.—Div. I.—C. Maxwell, H. C.

Monteith, equal; D. C. Rose; J. N. Meathrell,

A. E. Chalmers, J. McClure, J. B. Nayler,
equal.

Div. II.—W. P. R. Holdcroft, H. A. Bat-
zold, T. F. Bastedo, S. D. Perry; A. J. Baker,
L. Ennis, J. D. Ferguson, equal; R. J. Askin,

J. C. Gibson, V. A. Minnes, equal; G. M.
Parsons, L. W. Lockett; D. O. Robinson, T.
A. Brown, N. T. McDonald, equal.

Div. III.-Lp. H. McAuley; T. W. Kennedy,
R. P. Burns, W. E. Affleck, equal; V. C.

Jones, J. D. Koen, equal; C. F. Davison, J. D.
Murray, J. Tomkins, equal; E. A. Sully, N. C.

Sutherland, W. D. Bracken, equal; H. C.

Schermerhorn, D. G. Robertson, D. MacDon-
ald, W- A.SDawson, J. M. Cockburn, equal;

F. M, Corneil, A. C. Harvie, equal; N. A.
Morrison, E. Collyer, equal; E. R. Swift; W.
A. Taylor, A. J. Allen, A. R. Foster, 'V. R.

Currie, J. H. Halliday, equal; J. V. Ludgate,
L. C. Moorehead, J. E. Hipwell, J. A. Bell,

D. O. Hepburn, equal; J. G. Schaeffer, F.

Rousell, R. H. Moulton, C. A. Hansen, A.
Couse, R. MacKay, G. W. Read, C. Showers,
C. Climo, equal.

Surveying III.—Div. I.—R. Z. Connor, H.
S. Griffin, H. J. Fraser, J. D. Johnston, G. L.

Fraser, E. Wagar, L. C Anderson, W. F.

Gillespie, J. W. Hunter, W. McMullen, G. C.

Vedova, J. G. McRea, V. A. James.

Div. II.—R. G. Corneil, B. H. Budgeon, A.

M. Chesser, W. H. Birchard, O. A. Carson,

C. A. Chisholm, H. R. MacGregor, D. W.
Stewart, G. H. Salton, G. F. Geiger, C. Ruther-
ford, W. McIntosh, W. A. Hambly. E. Holt.

Div. III.—C. S. Collyer, A. R. Trayes, H.
McLeod, C. Cardiff, D. L. Coulter, M. M.
Knechtel, J. L. Spence, J. C. Kirkland, H. E.

Corbett, R. C. Adams, N. C. MaePbee, J. M.
Douglas, L, Chamberlin, H. E. Salton, G. A.
Howes, R. H. Waddington, V. Lyall, G. R.

Murray, A. G. Mackenzie.

Surveying IV.—Div. I.—J. A. H. Hender-
son. A. G. MacLachlan, J. D. Tully.

Div. II.—D. J. Emrey, W. Greenwood) H.
R. Myers.

Div. III.—D. Roughton, F. V. Deamude, G.

S. Walker, C. H. Frid, A. M. Wallace.

Surveying V. (formerly VII.)—Div. I.—J.

F. Comer, C. S. Gibson.

Div. in.—A. V. Corlett. P. V. Lord. N. J.

Taylor. E. McDonough, F. P. Hewgill, A. K.

McGill, C. A. Poynton. *

Descriptive Geometry — Div. I. — V. C.
Jones, J. G. Ferguson.

Div. II.—G. W. Read, M. N. Hay.
Div. III.—M. Susman.

Shop Work II.— Div. I.—D. C. Rose, F. M.
Corneil, R. J. Askin, J. H. Halliday, W. S.
Mcllquham, C. Showers, A. C. Monteith, J.

•

N. Meathrell, J. A. Bell, R. P. Burns, A. E.
Chalmers, Leo Ennis, M. N. Hay, D. Hep-
burn, J. W. Kennedy, N. F. MacDonald, G. S.
Parsons, H. L. Shermerhorn, H. A. Batzold,
A. J. Baker, A. E. Harvie, G. C. Love, N. A.
Morrison, J. B. McClure, J. B, Nayler, S. V.
Perry, F. J. Veale, A. C. Ward, C. F. Daw-
son, C. R. Long, A. R. Foster, A. Hicks, D.
McDonald, J. E. Hipwell, L. W- Lockett, J.

N. Ludgate, W. M. Lewis, M. S. MacGillivray,
E. A. Stilly, T. S. Tomkins, T. F. Battersby,
W. D. Bracken, V. R. Currie.

Division II. — Alan Brown, J. E. Gib-
son, 0. A. Hansen, W. S. Lowery,
J. J. McLaughlin, E. R. Swift. J. G.
Schaeffer, W. A. Taylor, W. E. Affleck,

J. M. Cockburn, C. Maxwell, A. J. Allen, E. A.
Blakeley, ‘A. Couse, C. F. Davison,* L. C.
Moorehead, V. C. Jones, P. H. McAuley, R.
MacKay, R. H. Moulton, D. O. Robinson, T.
F. Bastedo, F. Climo, J. G. Ferguson, D. G.
Robertson, F. Rousell, N. Sutherland, G. \V,
Warner, E. Collyer, "W. P. Holdcroft, B. P.
Rapley.

Div. Hi.—C. W. Scott, H. A. Taggart, V.
A. Minnes, J. D. Murray, G. N. Read, G. B.
Webster.

•Shop Work, Depts. F. & D., III. Yr.—Div.
I.—E. W. Roy, J. P. Young, R. J. Clench, J.
C. Hanna, A. G. Hamilton, C. E. Bulmer, J,
H. Wilson, W. A. McLean.

Div. II.—D. A. Ca4neron, G. E. Lewis.

Electrical Eng. I.—Div. I.—C. E. Bulmer;
A. V. Corlett, A. G. MacLachlan, equal; D.
J. Emrey; J. F. Comer, J. D. Tully, equal;
T. V. Lord, H. R. Myers, H. B. 'Thorburn,
equal; J. U. MacEwen, J. H. H. Henderson.

Div. II.—E. F. McGraith. D. Roughton,
equal; R. J. Qench, A. G. Hamilton, F. P.
Hewgill; C. S. Gibson, J. H. D. Wilson;
equal; H. E. Searle.

Div. III.—G. E. Lewis, C. Gerow; C. H.
Frid, A. K. McGill, equall; D. D. Findlay,
W. O. LaFontaine, C. E. Malone, J. E. Van
Buskirk, equal; D. H. Cameron, F. V. Dea-
mude, J. H. Wedge; J. A. Hanna, E. Mc-
Donough, W. A. McLean, A. M. Wallace,
equal; W. Greenwood; J. B. Hanlon, N. J.
Taylor, G. S. Walker, equal; J. E. Doyle, A.
Lang, R. J. McDonald, B. D. Poyser, equal.

Elec. Eng. II.—Div. I.—D. G. Geiger.

Div. II.—W. K. Detlor.

Div, III.—J. B. Saunders.

Elec. Eng. VI.—Div. I.—J. Sterling, W. C.
Parnell, H. R. Sills.

Div. II.—J. A. Jones, W. A. Shaw.

Div. III.—H. C. Haryett.

Elec. Eng. VII.—Div. I.—V. W. Isaac.

Div. II.—C. A- McConville, F. J. Ellis.

Div. III.—A. J. Legault, A. C. Malloch, J.

V. Fahey.

Electrical Eng. III.—Div. I.—D. G. Geiger.

Div. II.—W. K. Detlor.

Electrical Eng. V.—Div. I.—J. Sterling. H.
R. Sills.

Div. II.—W. C. Parnell, W. A. Shaw.

Div. III.—H. C. Haryett, J. A. Jones.

Electrical Eng. X,—Div. I.—J. A. Jones, H.
R. Sills, J. Sterling.

Div. III.—W. C. Parnell, W. A. Shaw, H.
C. Haryett.

Elec. Eng. VIII.—Div. I.—H. R. Sills.

Div. II.—J. Sterling, J. A. Jones, W. A.
Shaw.

Div. III.—H. C. Haryett, W. C. Parnell.

Mechanical I.—Div. I.—J. N. MacEwan, A.
G. Hamilton, D. D. Findlay, R. J. Clench, D.
G. Geiger, W. K. Detlor, J. E. Van Buskirk.

J. P. Young, H. E. Searle.

Div. II.—C. E. Bulmer, J. B. Hanlon, B. J.
Walsh, C. Gerow, J. A. Hanna, J. B. Saunders,
A. Lang, R. J. Farquharson, H. B. Thorburn,
D. A. Cameron, W. A. McLean.

Div. III.—E. F. Mcllraith, H. H. Bleakney,
E. H. Roy, W. J. Macfarlane, G. E. Lewis,
D. Wilson, S. B. Hansuld.

Mechanical II.—Div. I.—C. E. Bulmer, D.
G. Geiger, R. J. Clench, J. P. Young.

Div. IL—E. W. Roy. S. B. Hansuld, W. K.
Detlor, D. Wilson, A. J. Leganit.

Div. III.—J. B. Saunders.

Mechanical III.—Div. I.

—

J. P. Young, C. E.
Bulmer, R. J. Clench, D. D. Findlay, W. Mac-
Farlane, H. B. Thorburn, J. N. MacEwan. H.
E. Searle. E. W. Roy, J. H. Wilson, D. G.
Geiger, W. K. Detlor, J. Saunders, A. G.
Hamilton, J. A. Hanna, W. A. McLean.'

Div. II.—A. Lang, J. A. Hanlon, G. E.

Lewis, p. Mcllraith, E. Van Bushkirk. C.

Gerro\v, D. A, Cameron, B. J. Walsh, R. }.

Walsh, R. J. Farquharson. H. Bleaklcy.

Mechanical IV.—Div. I.—^J. A. Henderson,
D. J. Emery, R. M. Disher, D. O. Notman,
John Stirling, R. J. Clench, C. E. Bulmer, W.
A. Shaw, J. A. Jones, K. D. McBean.

Div. 2.—F. V. Demude, W. C. Parnell, H.

R. Sills, J. D. Tulley, A. M. Wallace. J. W.
Dougherty, A. G. MacLachlan, A. R. Myers,

D. G. H. Wright, H. C. Haryetl, W. Green-

wood, F. M. Smith, E. H. Coon, G. S. Walker,

H. A. Norton, Douglas Wilson, J. A. Wedge.

Div. III.—C. E. Malone, B. D. Poyser, E.

W. Roy, D. Roughton, C. H. Frid. D. .A.

Cameron, J. P. Young, I. M. Marshall, G. C.

Monture.

Mechanical V.—IV. Yr. Science (F).—Div.

I.—C. A. McConville.

Div. IL—A. C. Mallock, F. J. Ellis, A. J.

Legault.
*

Div. III.—J. V. Fahey, V. W. Isaac.

Mechanical VI.— Div. I.—C. A. McCon-
ville, V. W. Isaac.

(Continued on page 10)
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Convocation

A glorious May sun lighted the opales-

eent windows of Grant Hall over a happy

scene on Wednesday afternoon when the

graduates in Arts and Science of 1921 re-

ceived the rewards of four years' indus-

try.

Shortly after three o’clock the gradu-

ating class took their places in the front

of the hall immediately followed by the

academic procession, which included

r;

Principal Taylor and the staff of the uni-

versity, members of the Trustee Board,

the visiting graduates of the early nine-

ties, Mayor Nickle and prominent citi-

-ens, Gen. Ross, representatives

-of the R.M.C. and military headquarters

-and many of the city clergy. In the ab-

sence of Chancellor Beatty, Vice-Chan-

cellor Taylor presided.

A large audience filled the hall but it

consisted almost entirely of citizens as

the most of the students have left '

'

city, and few closing exercises at Qu- > n’sj?

have been less noisy. . /

Following the opening exercises wi ’ch

were conducted by Rev. Dr. rletridge and

which included the readiiv.i- of the '9th

Psalm and prayer, the hoii.-ir,ii> dc* 'ees

were conferred. Those wiiu were re-

ceive these honors were pfe^'nted by

Vice-Principal Watson.

The first degree, that of J.rn'tor'of

\ Laws, was conferred upon .-Miss Helen

U Y. Reid, who becomes one -^f the few

lady honorary graduates |of Queen’s. Dr.

Watson introduced her iay. one of the

most active in opening McQiil^University

to women. He reviewed her bn»l'.ant

scholastic career and enlarged upon her

war activities.

Each honor uiadc a short

address as he she ' received their de-

gree. Miss Reid, after xpressing her

deep appreciation of the honor bestowed

M) . I < her, spokt of tlif war id what it

me.^^^t.^ parti.cplarly to r.r.een’'- men and

v.-omen. .'\s a part eompc-nsai on for the

V .d the, great conflict p saw the

advances in science, tiie speeding up of

chemical and engineering research. On
the young men and women of today rest-

ed the greatest opportunities ever pre-

sented man. Men and -women were

working together better than ever before;

?ind women had a contribution to make

the world as they never had had before.

In presenting Dean Brock, of the Uni-

versity of British Columbia, for the de-

gree of Doctor of Laws, Dr. Watson

spoke of his great influence on the educa-

tion, scientific and commercial develop-

ment of Canada, of his work in geology

and as director of the Geologicafl Survey

which he made second to none in the

world, of his services in the war and fin-

ally of the administrative ability he had

shown in the British' Columbia univer-

sity.

Dean Brock said he prized the honor

the more because it came from his Alma
Mater from which he had graduated a

luarter of a century ago. How Queen’;

!d grown since
!

Queen’s boasted then

student body of 500, though “Geordie”

^Principal Grant) insisted that it was
[Uality, not quantity, that mattered. He
found at Queen’s when he arrived men
like Watson, Dupuis and Cappon and the

university in those days was turning out

Shortts, Skeltons, Munroes and Guesses
to spread Queen’s fame through the land

Dr. Watson introduced Mr. A. B
Turner, Principal of the Collegiate Insti-

tute. Hamilton, as a graduate of Queen’s

in 1889, a great teacher whose advice was
sought after by the Di n^u^-ment of Edu-

cation, and as the principal of one of the

largest institutions of its kind in the pro-

vince, with an attendance Iarg« Ilian

many universities.

Dr. Turner reviewed the devciup.a-yts

in education systems since he began his

;^xareer in a small county school. Mathe-
tics was supreme then as the end-all

of education. Then came more adequate
attention to the English language and
htcr to the mod-r-

C. V. Corliss was introduced by Dr.

Watson as a prominent mining and me-

tallurgical engineer, a graduate of Mc-

Gill in 1902, who in 1904 had become a

superintendent of the Mond Nickle Co.,

Coniston, Ont., the second largest nickle

company in the world. He maintained

also his contribution of valuable articles

on engineering and the fact that he had

been elected president of the Canadian

Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.

Mr. James J. Denny, the most youth-

ful of the honorary graduates, who re-

ceived the degree of M.Sc., was present^

ed by Dr. Watson as a Kingston boy and

in the truest sense a Queen’s boy. In

1907 he had left Queen’s not long after

becoming connected with the Nipissing

mine. Dr. Watson enlarged upon the

valuable research work Mr. Denney had

carried on in discovering better methods

of reducing silver ores, which made it

possible to keep the ores in Canada, m-

ert infTi the country’s wealth.

•^i^h to', take this opportunity of

expressiiu; -in-' appreciation and thanks

to all the hoys who took part in any of

the branches of athletics at Queen’s dur-

ing the past term, for the manner in

which they lived up to training rules and

co-operated with me in turning out well-

conditioned teams.

That Queen’s teams last term were in

condition is shown by their record. I

realize that no matter how efficient a

trainer may be, he must depend largely

on the honor and good faith of those

under his -care, if the best results are to

be achieved. The Queen’s Athletes un-

der mj’- care last term, kept faith with

-I am very grateful to them, and

thank them one and all for their cheer-

ful and. strict adherence to the training

rules laid down, and for making my
work as pleasant and light as possible.

It has been a great pleasure for me to

work with the Queen’s “boys”, and shall

watch with great interest their athletic

activities in the future.

WM. HUGHES, (Trainer).

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF RETAILING

offers

LIMITED NUMBER

SERVICE FELLOWSHIPS

$700—$800

Class work in morning.

Store service in afternoon.

Particulars, write

DR. NORRIS A. BRISCO

Director, 32 Waverly Place

New York City

STRAND THEATRE

THE BEST IN PHOTO PLAYS

AND MUSIC

Matinee, 25c; Evening, 35c

War Tax Included.

JUST RECETVSD
Swathdee’s Waltz Song

M3' Last With You
W-. iilso i-.rry a con..;--

Instrument oupplica,
Magazines, Brunswick
Records.

The Sons
Phone 1207M

What J

line of Stringed
’ks, .'^lationery,

Phonfctti^tulis and

A Sophomore’s

SMOKEOLOGY NOTEh

The professor is very original. He starts eacl^

Botany lecture with a conundrum. Opening his lectu r

"

on a plant Ccilled Oro-de-alegria, Pleasure Gold this

morning, he said, “This package—” here he took a pack-

age from his pocket and without looking at it wer.: on
—“contains a valuable plant, a native of southern f>el<^.

Two words make up the name by which it is best kuovv r.

to us. The second is what greatly helped us win the

war. The first is synonymous with delight—some- hirg

to be enjoyed by all. Who can tell me what this pack-

age contains?” Thfe-class roared “Players Cigaret'—s.”

PLAYERS ARE ENJOYED

BY ALL

Returns of Baseball Games

AT

BAKER’S
CIGAR
STORE

Telephone 850 and 1200
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* buy your new hat

.
before leaving the

CITY

Every new style and

here atV new lower pnces fo.

1921.

Campbell Bros.
Kingston’s Largest Hat Dealers

WARWICK BROS.

CLEAN
everything

AND
DO IT WELL.

repairing, pressing

OF ALL KINDS

PHONE es#

212 PRINCESS STREET
Opera House Block.

KINGSTON, ONT.

eversharp
PENCIL

Always sharp, never sharpened.

Price $1.50.

Waterman’s Fountain Pens, the

j best on the market, $2.50 up.

Kinnear & d'Esterre

Jewelers.

100 PRINCESS ST.

iContiinteil from page 8)

Div. II.—A. C. MallocU. A. J. Lcgault, J.

V. Falicy, F. J. Ellis.

Mechanical VIIL-Div S'

Hansiilcl, S. .Sauiii'.crs. W. K. Dellor.

Mech. Vm.-Div. l.-C. A, McConville A,

C. Mallocli, W. A.

Lcgaalt, H. C. Haryett, H. R. S.l Is.

nu- II \V. C. Parnell. F. J. I-aliey, J. A.

Jones; F.'j. Ellis. V. W. Isaac.

Mechanical IX.—Div.

Siln at: laiS'

I

I T nrl.rate D O. Robiiisoii, A. C. LnainiLrs, u.

r Irttics D. O. Hepburn,
G. Robertson. V. 4 „ -p i

V. R. Currie. J. N. Mcathrell.

G. Fcrgxison. C. Showers, E. A. Sully.

r "-'f M CockS’ f''-

W

S’led,.;

L. E SrheaVj. E,Nayl=r, W M L^vis.

J. B. McClure, J. B^stcclo
MacGillivray, W. E-

paolW m’
J A. Bell. G. B. Webster, B. 1 .

if Hav J H. Halliday. A. F- Foster. W. F.

HoWeroit, G. W. 'W'""' L
|„cken F ’ M.

R Lone. F. Rousell, W.
?ornen R. MacKay. G. W Read. A. C. Har-

vie V. A. Minnes. N. T. MacDonald..

niv HI—T. V. Veale, A. C. Ward, W. S.

wIt’T'IyloL D ISS;

I-
MiLangtit N: C.

Sutherland, J. D. Murray.

V Div I C. .A.-MpConville, \V. A

SIww H. R- Silis, John Sterling, A. C. Mai,

loch, F. J. Ellis, J. V. Faliey, V. \V. Isaav

j5 {v. II. W. C. Parnell, J. A. Jones, H. L.

Haryett.

Mech. XI.-Div. I.-C. A. McConyille

Div. II.—F. J. Ellis, A. J. Leeault, V. W,

Isaac. J. V. Fahey.

£)jv ni.—.A. C. Malloch.

Thermodynamics II.—Div. I;t"C. E. Bnl

mer. D. G. Geiger, D. Wilson S. B. Hansuld.

R. J. Clench, J. P. Young, J. B. Saunders.

Div II _-W. K. Detlor, E. W. Roy.

Thermo III.—Div. I.—C. A. McConville, W.

C. Parnell, W. A. Shaw.

Div II.—F. J. Ellis, John Sterling. J. A.

Jones, J. V. Fahey, H. K. SiUs. A. C. MaUock.

Div. HI.—A. J.
Legault, V. W. Isaac, H. C.

Thermo IV.

—

Div. I.—C. A. McConville,\A.

Malloch, A. J. Legault.

Div. II.-/. Fahey, F. J. Ellis. V. W. Isaac.

I

Thermo V.—Div. L—R. J. Clench.

Div. 11.—C. E. Bulmer.

Div, III.—D. Wilson.

REMOVAL
SALE

Due to greatly increased rental dur-

ing the past year, we have moved

from our old stand to

136 PRINCESS STREET
(Opposite Hotel Randolph)

This store being smaller necessi-

tates reducing our stock by half.

Students will finU it greatly to their

advantage to replenish ihclr ward-

robes, during the most gigantic sale

in our history.

Sale Begins Thursday

March 3rd

E. P. Jenkins
Company

H

A Real Bargain

LADIES’ OR GIRLS’ KID BOOT

Wing Tip and a medium heel. An

ideal boot. Low priced but High Grade.

Price, $4.75. Sizes 3 to 7.

LOCKETT’S

Eat Pasteurized Ice Cream
Manufactured on our premises by the most sanitary methods.

We supply in bulk or brick form.

SPECIAL—Home-Made Candy.

Inspection of plant invited.

GEORGE MASOUD, Proprietor

PHONE 980.
238 PRINCESS STREET

Drawing I.—Div. 1.—L. Kelly, H. R. Os-

borne; I. W. Boyd, W. E. Patterson, equal,

A. j. G. Campbell, G. S. Lyons.

Div II.—G, Roney, G, E. Elvidge, W Hy-

lands, D. A. Henderson, J. Gilpin; D. Hutch-

ison J. McEean, equal; E, Balland, F. Bry-

don, J. C. Burns, W. M. Harvey D. Maepher-

son, C. Maynes, R. S. Reytiolds, L. E R.

Stephens, equal; C. A. Heard, H. C. Hunter,

J. Russell, equal; D. Cross.

Div. III.—C. Allan, E. J. Cole. G. R. Hem
derson, B. L. Myers, N. E. Tklcott, equal, C.

S, Cassan, H. Cox, E. Holmes, /•

equal;J. C. Ferguson, W. M. Ma.r, A. R- Mof-

fat. H. Stewart, equal; G. D. Furse. D. J.

Lewis, J. H. Robinson, equal; C E. Appleyard.

E. B. Currie, A. A. DaFo^
Srigley, G. Swartman, J. B. Whiten, L. l

.

Williams, equal; H. j. Edwards, H. S. Mc-

Cartney. W. Walters, J. Tkach;^, equal; H. B.

Hanna. W. J.
Stewart, F D. Thomas equal;

R. J. Anderson, E. N. Johns, B. McNamee
H H North, F. M. Roberts, equal; I‘. Chap-

Sun E L Peal; N. E. Allen. R. W. Btattie,

C. E. Barton, G. F. Keith, K. W. Kidd. J. A.

Riviiigton, G. F. Ross, J. D. Young. E. R.

Walker, equal; E. A, Filmer, N. R. Knight,

I C. McLeod, E. M. Steele, equal; E, H.

Bronson, G. H. Brown, W. Henderson, D.

S. Macicod, A. A. Nicliolls. D. Sparliam. equal;

J R. Burchell. L. Cleminson, W. Earner. R.

Forrest, J. Higgins, H. H. Johnston, H. J.

Lyons, G. W. Marks, H. McArtliur, A, F, Me-

Kellar R. F. McLellaii, J. C. McIntosh, G.

Shipman. G. E. Stewart. Twietmeycr.

equal; J. Atwell. R. Blaney. R. D. Campbell,

J. Circle,* W. J. Connor. A. Hayes, A. h.

Mitchell. C. B. Mtirphy. H. J. Kurtz, K. Mc-

Neil, W. D. McKinnon.

Drawing' II.—Div. L—V. A. James, R. G.

Cornell; H. J. Fraser, V. A. Lyall, equal; W.
F. Gillespie.

Div. II.—G. F. Geiger; L, \V. Elliott, S. W.
Small, equal; D. G. Cameron, N. C. MaePhue.

H, McLeod. J. L. Spence, equal; G. C. /edova,

H. S. Griffin, C. A. Chisholm, equal; R.

Conner; D. W. Stewart. M. M. Kncchiel

equal- W. H. Birchard, G. L. McRory, equal,

L. C. Anderson; A. G. MacKcnzie, C. S

Collyer, C. Rutherford, equal.

Div. HI.—L. C. Chamberlin, D. L. Coulter,

W. McIntosh, M. Susman. R. L. Parker,

equal; W. H. Vining. A. M Chesser. H. E.

I

Salton, R. H. Murray, equal; W. Hambley,

W. Grabam, H. R. McGregor. J. C. Kirk-

land. equal: E. E. Kidd. J. L. Wilson. J. M.
' Douglas. J. W. Hunter. N. J. Nimick. G. 1 -

Fraser, J. D. Julmson, R. H. F. Manske. G. H.

Salton. equal; A. Hanes. G. L. Lewis. C. S.

Johnson, equal; E..T. Wagar; J. C. Cardiff,

H. K. McNeilly, E. Holt, equal; C. W. Gor-

don; B. H. Budgeon. R. H. Wadduvgton. J. C,

McCrca. equal; O. A. Carson, H. F. Corbett

P. Henderson.

Drotving III.-Div. I.—G. M. Parsons, S. V.

PciT.v; I). I-'. Russell. C. Moiueith, D. O.

llcphurii. ctiual; 11. Dalzold.

Div. 1!.—R. P. Burns. 1'. M. Cornell. F. W.
Lockett, equal; J. B. McClure. W. .V Ta-iMor,

equal; T). C. Rose: W. Dawson. N. A. >;or-

riU. equal; W. S. Mcllqul.au,; T. P-

A. Brown, A. R. Foster, V. f - lone., J- Ton.,,

kins, equal; A. J. BakerJ^. N. Meathrellct .M

.N. C. Suiherhm^i^|nis, I;.. \.

— iguar. I'— Lli

THE PLEASURE OF DINING OUT
is appreciated by every woman. Why
riot set a day aside when the family will

dine at the Grand. All will enjoy the

food and service—mother most of all will

like the little vacation from the routine

and fuss of preparing dinner at home. We
make special arrangem ts for dinner

parties and furnish danc • tppers at any

time.

GRAND CAFE
222 PRINCESS STREET

Two Doors Above Grai i Opera House

Open, from 8 a.m, to 2 a.m.

PETER LEE, ~ROP.

J. s. ASSEUSTINE, D O.S.
SPECIALIST IN OPTOMETRY

You are assured a thorough scientific test ant. accurate^

Glasses at ASSELSTINE S.

342 KING STREET - ’PHONE 10 9-w

(’Phone for appointment)

... i j II ^

PRINTING
Loose Leaf Fills.

Loose Leaf Note Books.

Queen’s Embossed Stationery.

Le Fax"Fills, Data Sheets, etc.

THE JACKSON PRESS

in-175 WELLINGTON ST.

A. Cm.se, N. T. MacDm.ald, equal; J. C. C-V.,-

son, J. F- HipwcU. equal. .

liiv HI—T. F. Butu-rshy. W. i. uoia

Cro . M McGilHvray. P. H.

Y n: Halliday G. SI ..vers, F.. Co >;er,_^

R. Currie, equal; G. W. Ktau. y. * l

c. A. Hansen, G. '.V. Warner W, L. Affleck

,

J, G. Fergusj... uq'’k>i '• J- Affen J M. Cock

Svi'.';
-yjtee v'A^Miu"^ l'. Kapley.

^ C. 1'. Dav.so... G. c. Lovi,
L H. Moul.i.;., U. U.

Cl. Schaeffer. U. A. Taq-— jjfhermcthorn.
D. Murr.iy.

fcMighlin.

fchniarv Bargain’si

$5.95
Men’s High G-ade Boots, black

and Bro-wn, narro-w, and wide

toes, and all Goodyear welted

soles, all regular $10 values. ' All

sizes, now $5.95.

STEVE J. MARTIN

189 PRINCESS STREET

Phone 2216

Shoes of Merit and Distinction.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISEB


